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EVIDENCE.

THIs book has for its subject, Circumstantial
Evidence.
In relation to this, as to all other objects
within the compass of this work, its business
and aim is to bring to view the course _)hich,
it is supposed, onght to be taken by tile legislator and the judge,
By the legislator, the restdt will be, that,
under tills head, in the way of regulation,
very little ought to be done: done, viz. in
such sort as to coerce, in the way of obligation (positive or negative,) the will and conduct of the judge.
What remains is, by apposite instructions,
to hold up to view such considerations as promise to be of use, in the character of lights,
to the understanding of the judge,
To the exercise of this function, power
(political power) not be;ng necessary,--it
is
capable, indeed, of being exercised by the togislator, but so is it of being exercised by anybody else. Addressed more immediately to
the legislator, as the fountain of all authority,
the judge is the person in whose conduct, if
the instructions here endeavoured to be given
are destined to have any influence, their influence will be more directly discernible. Instructions to the le_fslator, they are, at the

EVIDENCE.

this or that fact is asserted,

the existence of

that fact is inferred, and credited.
_rhen ewdencc of the circmnstantial kind
presents itself, and either no evidence at all
of the direct kind, or none that is of itself
sufficient without the aid of the circumstantial evidence; in every such case, inference-special inference--is
necessary. Of some one
fact at least (call it for this purpose the principal fact) tile existence, with or without the
aid of direct evidence applying immediately
to that same principal fact, is inferred; viz.
from the existence, as established by direct
evidence, of some other fact; or more cornmonly from some duster of other facts: call
them, for this purpose, evideutiary facts.
In every case, therefore, of circumstantial
evidence, there are always at lea_t two fhets
to he considered : -- I. the faetumprobandum,
or say, tlle principal fact--the
tact tile existence of which is supposed or proposed to
be proved--the
fact evidenced to--the fact
which i_ the subject of proof;--2. The factum
probans--the
evidentiary tact--the fact from
the existence of which that of the factum
proban&tm is infbrred.
The principal fact is in its nature suseeptlbie of two main distinctions:
it may be_
it cannot but be-- either of a physical or of a
: psychological nature.
If it be a simple one,
J it cannot be of both natures at once: if it
'_inehnle both, it must be distinguished by the

asfi'om the legislator [ name of a complex or compound fact ; for in
practice, its properties will in this case be
to Under
the judge.
the denomination either of circum- Ii found to be different from what they are in
stautial or of direct, everything to which the I the other.
This same distinction is alike applicable, in
included.
denomination of evidence is applicable stands i every instance, to the evidentiary fact ; and
When all the evidence is of that sort which i lhe occasions for applying it to that latter ohis termed direct, no part of it of the nature of I ject will occur as frequently as the occasions
circumstantial,
the ease is such as affords not i for applying it to the other.
room tbr any specialinference__for
any other
The same fact which, with relation to one
int_renee than that general one, by which, fact, bears the relation of a principal fact,
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same) bear the relation of an evidentiar3:, in that case, the proof consists wholly of difact.
reet evidence; and nothing that comes under
In this way, a chain of facts, ofanylength,
the noti(m of circumstantial evidence forms
may b'e ea_,ily conceived, and chains of diffc- any part of It.
rent lengths will be frequently exemplified.
But so.long as the body of proof, to make
each such link being, at the same time, wi_h it complete, stands in need of ally infereJwe
reference to a preceding hi,k, a prmcJpal fact,
_,though it be but a single inference, aml timt
and with reference to a sltceeeding one, an ever so close and neces._ary a one,) in so far
evidcntiarv fact. _
an article of circumstantial evidence forms a
In a ,.halo of this sort, it becomes necessary
neces-ary part of it.
to disti_gu_s'._ the several p, ecedcnlial or inIn a case regarded a_ criminal, the body
tro_!uctory tacts _prine,pal and evidentiary)
of evidence (unless it consist of confessorlal
flora the ultimate prilwqml fact.. The ulti- evidence) cmmot, if complete, be composed
mate principal fact occupwsthat station only.
solely of direct evidence: how satisfactory
it is the very fact sough_: it is not viewed
soever, it cannot hut inehnte a mixture of
for the pul'poTe of redeem,.., a persua-ion of i eilct,l_st,mtiM evidence.
For, to constitute
the existence or non-exl_tenee o[ any other
a criminal act, une or more facts of the psyfact.
ehologIcal kind arc indispensably requisite:
Li all crimbml ease% thi_ tact is a complex
in mo_t insta,ce-, the sentnnent of e,msc_,,usfact ; and in such ea-e complex, as to include
nes,, with relation to the existence of divers
in its eumpn_itmn divert p_)cht_lo/ical tact% exterior tacts; in a!l caaes, inteutwaahtu, viz.
together with at least o,e fact of the physical
the inteutiorl of bringing about the obnoxious
kind, affirmatwe m"negative,
event, or at least of doing the physical act
In the ease of direct evlden('e, the dictlncby wLicb it is produced or endeavoured to
tion between the ptinmpat fact and the evi- be prodJeed._
dentim'v fact i_ Mike applicable, and the union
To c,mplcte the hody of evidence notesof the two alike indi-pensabIe, as in the case
of cireumTtantial evidence.
But in the ease
of direct evidence, the evidentiary
fact is
throughout of an uniform description. It consists in the existence of a person appearing
in the character of a deposing witness, and,
in the way of discourse, asserting the existenee of the principal tact in question, on the
ground of its having, in some way or other,
come within the cngmzanee of his perceptive
faeulties.'_
If. in order to make tip a complete cullertion of tim thor% the proof of whb'h i_ necessarv to afford a grot!nd for the decision in
question, there isnoneed of forint ganyeonclusmn-- of drawing any inference--of
deduring the persuasion of the existence of any
one fitct from the existence of any other fitet
-in
a word, from any other source than the
direct as,ertion of a deposing witness, speakins in the character ofa percipieutwit.e_-_;--Just so is it in the ease of a chain of eausality_ a chain of causes and effects. Indeed. every
chum of causality is a chain of evidence. Every"
ef_bctis
evidentiary
of its causesits: every
is evidence--is
evtdentiarv--of
effects.cause,
"t"This is alike true in t]aecase of hearsay evidonee (of which hereafter) as in that of the evidonee of animmedtate witness; only that. in the
ease of hearsay evidence, the fact, the existence
of which is _.s_rted bv the so deposing witness,
is_not the fact soug,_t_ not the ultimate wineipal fact--but
a fact
be connetted
with _t; only
the fact
of supposed
his having toheard,
or
otherwise perceived, a fact cvidentiary with relation to it ; viz. a statement given by some other
person in relation to such principal fact. Here
are two or more articles of evidence combined
together ; the one judicially exbibited, the other
extrajudmially : bat both of them belong alike
to the head of direct evidence,

sary to the proof of a criminal act, proof of
p,yehological facts (one or more) is indlspensable : but uule-:s by the individual himself whose mind is the scene of them, no fact
of the pT_cholo._cal ldnd can be proved by
any direc_ te.-timoniaI evidence.
Why?-Because, unles_ stated by the individual himself in whose mind the fact is considered as
having place, the existence of any such psyehological tact can only be matter of infefence. What passes or has passed in my own
mind, 1 know by my own internal consciousnes% and without any inference: concerning
wha_ pastes or has passed in the mind of
Tttiu_, I cannot know but by one or other
of two means, viz. either fi'um what he himself declares (so thr as I credit what he says,)
or from the observations I have had the upt,ortunity of making on the subject of his
exterior deportment.
In regard to a complex act of this class
(the elasT of criminal offences,) direct te_tirunny, therefore, consisting of extraneous testimony alone, cannot but be incompetent; or,
at any rate, if a body of extraneous evidence
he in itself complete, and (in its effects on
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the mind of the judge) satisfhetory and persuasive, it will be so in part only, in the
character of direct evidence ; as to the other
part (viz. in so far as any facts of the psyehological class are proved by it,) in the ehacarter of eircumstaritial evidence.
In regard to the existence of facts coast_
_ If the forbidden act be of the negative east,
it comes to the same thing ; onlv-2instead of
the existence of the intention in _luestion _the
psychological fact m question, the psychological,
lket necessary to the composition of the crime,
consists in tbe non*existence of it.

°
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If the facts are (whetherknowingty

indicated, and to find credence, and that with
decision will, in _o far as the question of fact
no uncommon
for of
the circumstantial
persuasion toevibe I is
or concerned,
not knowingly)
misrepresented
it, the
reason,
on the case
ground
be erroneous.
In the by
character
dence alone, without the aid of any direct I of circumstantial evidence, the truth of the
evidence.
But it is seldonl indeed that the I decision will not depend upon the truth of
body of evidence adduced in proof of any i the testimony: it will dcpe_d upon the truth,
sm'h principal fact, would, upon exmninatiun,
the justness, of the inference grounded on it;
be forum to con.-tst purel> of direct evidence,
on the strength, the real strength of the conunaccompamed by any admixture of circumncximl between the fact assumed (viz. the
stantml e_idence,
fact of the utterance of a mass of testimony,
This is so true, that, of a body of evidence
ass_?rtlve of the fact purporting to be asserted
(say the tt_stmmnial evidence of au individn:d
by it,) amt the fact inferred irma that same
deposi,_g in the character ot one who was at assumed fact. If the inference grounded on
the time in questinn a perctpient witness of the teotimony be a just inference, the decithe matter of fact in question)-of a body stun grounded on that inference may be a just
of evidence, delivered in the character of a decision, although the testimony which it has
body of direct evidence,--it
is very rare that,
th:ts taken for its g_ound be false. A man
upon examination, the whole would be _bund -u_peeted of a murder is interro_zated on the
to con_i,t of dneet, without an) admixture
_tlbject of it by a judge : if, being guilty, tm
of circmnstantial, e_ldence.
Simple pcrcepc mff-sses the tact (including the several cirtion is the operation of sense; inference is emnstances necessary to fix it upon lnmself
the operation of the judgment.
But, by the as the author of it, and in the character of a
most constantly in exercise of all the senses,
crime,) there is no demand for mference-viz. sivht, it is seldom that any belief of an_ the testimony amounts to a full confession,
matter of |kct is produccd, bur that the judg- and operates'purely in the character of direct
meat has been more or leas at work in thc evidence : --if, being guilty, he does not _onproduction of it.*
tess the fact (he being at the same time
The evidence afforded by any given mass pressed with the strings of questions which
of testimony is either direct or clreumstana man, acting onthe occasion with an ordinary
tial, accordi_g to the relation it hears to the degree of ze.d. probits, and irrtelhgeuce, in
fact to which it is considered as applying,
tlre chmacter ot a judge, will not fail to ply
It is direct, in respect of any and every fi,:t h,.m wJth, ) the testimony thus extracted will
exoresslv narrated by it; and. in particular,
almost a'waw, or rather necessaril) (in so far
every fa_'t of which the witness rot,resents
a_ Le quits 1"he intrenchluents of non-responhimself as having been a percipient witness. ' stun, or its eqnivalcut, evasive responsion)
It is circumstantial, "in re.-pect of any and eot,*ain a mixture of truth and fhlsehood.
every fact not thus expressly n'_rrated by it ; Now _t is, that the te_timon_ --not being,
in particular, every thet of' which the witne-:., in respect of such part of it as is true, full
does n,_t represent himself as having been a enough to operate of itself with a conclusive
percipient witness, and theexistenee of which, ,l ibrce m ti_e cLaracter of direct evidence--is
therefore, is matter ot inference, being left consulted (as it were.) and made to operate
to be concluded fl'om its supposed connexion , f.rther, in the character of eireum-tautial
with the facts spoken to by the testnnony in [ evidence; in which charactcr it may be toll
its character of direct evidence.
] enough to operate, arid even conclusively ;
The testmmnv of' a witness operates as }afl'_,rding full satisfaction--generating
a full
circumstantial evidence, not only in rezard ,, t_ersua_lon,__alflmvgh,
m the character of
to all facts which, not having been actually, direct c_idence, it war deiioicnt.
perceived by him, are by him inferred frm_l
Bnt vn this occasion,
sucii parts of the
facts which he ha_ pereeived,_ his testimony
testimony as are false, may (in so far as they
(or at least the fact of his giving utterance
are mlderstood to be tklse) contribute in supto stteh testimony) may operate further in port of the com'tusion, just as much as the
the character of circumstantial
ewdence, in tacts that are true. For, not only when the
regard to facts whicli have neither been per- whole narrative is viewed together, in a geceived nor iuferred bv h_ra, t,ut which are neral point of view. falsehood is, to the apinferred by the judge . from the thct of his prehension of every rational mind, a strong
having uttered t'tm testimony.
Ira this ease, indication and symptom of delinquency--of
the evidentiary fact is not the testin,nny it- whatever modification of dehnqueney the deself, but the delivery of it by the witness,
fondant on the occasion in question happer_s
In the eharacter of direct evidence, the to be suspected of,--but,
in respect of the
(ruth of any decision grounded on the testidetails of the trm_saction, this or that parrunny, will depend altogether upon the truth
tieular fidsehood (an assertion representing
_the
logical troth, the verity--of
the tes- this or tha_ fact as existing at the time and
• See Berkeley's Essay towards a new Theory
place in question, which did not exist at that
of Vision.
time and place, or representing as not existing
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at the_ime and place in question a fact which,
at that time and place, did exist) will afford
an inference (and that f-equently a conclusive
and perfectly sati_tketory one) e,tabli,hmg
this or that particular truth -- the existence
of this or that fact which then and there did
exist, or the non-existence of this or that
fact _hich then and there dld not exist,
From the foregoing elucldatums, the definition of an article of cit eumstantial, a_ {h-tinguish, d frmn an aTtiete of direct evidence,
may be deduced a* fidlows; vlz.The principal fact being given, and being
the same in both cases; the ev_dentiary fact,
constituting the article of evidence-- if it be
of the natm'e of direct evidence (having for
its source a person, to wit, a single per*on,
and no more)--eonsists of an averment, statement, a_sertion, narration (all these mean the
same thing,) made by that person, averring
that, at a specified time aud place, the prineipal fact in question came within the cognizance of his senses: such assertion being
expressed either by words spoken, or by
written discourse, or even by gestures (or
modifications of deportment,)if such gestures
were intended to convey an assertion to the
effect in question, instead of its being conveyed by words,
In the _ame case (as above,) the evidentiarv fkct in question_ if it be of the nature
of circumstantial evidence, may consist either
of some physical fact, from a real source, or
if from a personal source) a psychologieal
ct ;* such psychological fact having neeessarily for its index, some physical fhct, issuing
from the same personal source,

deponent, is frequently (under English law
at any rate) regarded as sufficient. The per_uasion generated by it in the mind of the
judge is of sufficient strength to give birth
to a decision on his part ; together with such
acts ot power, to which, on the occasion in
question, a decision to the effect in question
i._in the habit of giving birth.
When. of the existence of the principal
fhet in question, no other indication presents
Itself than _hat is afforded by cireumstantml
evidence, it i* seldom, very stqdom, that by
any single article of evidence of that de*eriptmn the fact Is considered as beingprored: it
is sehtom that by any one such article, stand-"
ing by itself, a_persuasion strung enough to
eonstttute a ground for action is constituted
in the mind of the judge.
By some greater number of such lots of
circumstantial evidence, taken together, the
fact may be said to beprored.
Of the probatire#rce of any one of them, taken by itself, the utmost that can be said is, that by
means of it the fact is probabilized:--rendered, in a greater or tess degree, probable.
As there are facts--evidentiarv
factsby the three of" which, a |act, considered in
the character of a principal fact, is probabilized,--so it will generally happen that there
are others by which the same fact may be
disprobabilized:--the
existence of it rendered
more or less improbable.
When a principal fact is thus probabilized,
it is by the probative force of the evidentiary
fact : "by the strength of the inference by
which, the existence of the ewdentiarv fact
being affirmed, the existence of the pn_lcipal
fact is _(t'.rred. A fact being, in the character
of an ewdentiary fact, deposed to and conCtIAPTER
II.
1sidered as [)roved. and the principal ihct in
OF FRORARILIZING,DISPROBABILIZING,
AND question considered as being thereby, in a
INFIttMATIVEFACTS-- EXAMPLFSOFPRIN- certain degree, probabitized, --it will often
CIPAL FAC'I_}, WITH THE CORR/'.SPONDING
_ happen, that,
by the bare consideration of
EVIDENTIARY
FACTS--IMPROBABILITY
AND
solue
other fact, which is not proved, nor so
IMPOSSIBILITY,
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_ eJpal fact will be considered
as being, in a
EVIDFNCE.
* greater or less degree, d_sprobabdized.
Why?
i Because, if the existence of this disprobaWHES, of any principal fact in question, the bihzing fact be _apposed (it being itself; in
existence is indmated by d_reet evidence (no the ea_e in question, not imposmble.) it will
objection presenting itself to the trustworthitherefore be seen that, notwithstanding the
hess of the deponent by whmn the existence
existence of a probabilizing fact, the existof it is asserted,) it is saidto beprored: and enee of the principal fact Is not in so high a
tbr the proof of every such fact by evidence degree probable, as it would be if the existof this description, a simple assertion, made ence of the disprohabflizing fact were iraby any one such person in the character of a possible.
• Considered in respect of its source, all evidenee flows either from persons or from things ;
all evidentiary facts, as well as all principal
faets_ are aflbrded either by persons or by things,
Considered in its nature', all psychological e'videnee cannot come under any other denomination
than that of personal evidence,
The description of _,eal evidence--of physical
facts, whether considered as principal or ds evi-

dentiarv--is not ahke narrow. Persons, being
composed of matter as well as spirit havinsr their
physical properties as well as tfieir _yehol'bgieal
properti_, belong_ in virtue and to the extent of
their physical propertie% to the class of things.
Hence, "real physical evidence may flow ahke
from a personal as from a real source: personal
evidence eammt flow from any but a personal
source.

C.. II.]
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_.q_eaking with reference, to the probabi-,
lizing fact in question, -- any such dlsp_obabilizing fact, thus contributing to weahen, to
render iafirm, the probative force of the probabitizing fact, ms) be termed an infirmatzve
t_act,
There are fe_., if any, probabilizing facts,
in relation to which, otie or more (commonly.
if not constantly, more than one) infirmative
facts _ ould not, in case of an adequately diligent serurin), be found,
IL iu one point of view, it be of importance that -- in relation to all t:acts which,
with reference to any of those principal lacts
on the credit of which a inan's station in society is disposed of, are wont to be considered
in _he character of probabilizing facts--tbe
probative force should be perceivedand rightly estimated ; -- in another point of view, it
is a matter of correspondent imp_)rtanee that
the several thcts, bearing upon such probabilizing _acts in the character of infirmative
facts, should also be perceived as capable of
having place, and the probative force of them
respectively, be rigl_tly estimated,
Among the facts which wilt be brought to
view in the character of principal t_acts, i_
dehnq,_enpy. Arming the facts which wilt be
brought to view in the character of evidentiary facts, are various facts, the nature of
which (_upposing them proved) is to operate,
with relatie_J to any principal fact of that description, in the character of circumstantial
evidence.
Among the /'acts which will be
brought to view in the character of infirmatire, and thereby of disprobabilizing, facts,
are various facts, the force of' which applies
itself to divers of the fact._ just mentioned in
the character of prohabilizing facts, operatit_g
in that character with relation to delinquent),
In the instance of a fact of t:ther descriprich, supposing it either unseen, or the probative or disprobative three of it uudervalucd,
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of the i¢_rmatit,e facts that respectively apply
to these several probabilizing facts, the Imture
of the ease affords no such certainty : it is in
this instance, therefore, that thaneed of instruction is the greatest : it is by bringit_g to
view the facts of this description, that, by
hands uzmlothed with authority, the greatest
service ms) be rendered to justice under the
head of circumstantial evidence.
Overlooked they are in many instances not
unapt to be. Accordingly, in the instance of
one of the most illustrious luminaries of Eng1L-h law, an example will be seen,* in which,
for want of due _,_tme taken of the i,firmative
tkets that bore upoILthe case, delinquency of
the deepest dye (viz. murder) was considered
as certain, in circumstances in which, regard
being paid to those inflrmative facts, it will
perhaps, to a di.-eernmg eye, appear not more
probable than innocence ; at any rate, not to
a sufficient degree probable, to afford a just
ground for a judgment of conviction "l"
To exhibit every fact capable of being considered in the character of a principal fact,
together with every fact capable of being,
with reference to it, considered in the charaeter of an evidentiary (L e. either a probabilizlng or a dlsprobabilizing) fact,_ and,
moreover, every Pact capable of being considered (with reference to such evidentiary
fact) in the character of an infirmative fact,
--would be to exhaust the stores, not only
of jurisprudence, but of everything el.-.ethat
has ever borne the name of science.
For the purpose of the present occasion, a
selection nmst therefore neee_saril) be made,
alld _,l_iseven among the cases liable to call
for decision at the hands of judicst ure : for,
in one way or other, to whatever branch of
science it belongs, there is scarce an imaginable fact to which it may not happeu to be

* l',de infra, Chap. XVI. § 2.
•p In speaking of evidentiary facts as having
the effect of such oversight or error may be the effect of probabilizing the correspondent prinfatal, with reference to one or o_her of the eipal ihets, some notice cannot but be taken of
direct ends of justice. If the fact overlooked
the opposite eflhet, disprobabillzation.
But,
be a probabilizing Pact, in relation ro delta- owing to the structure of language, in virtue of
quency, -- a wrongdoer may e_cape the bur- which, by so simple an expedient as the addition
then of punishment or sati_t_aetion to which of a short particle (a partlele expressive of negait was the intention of the law to sublect tion,) the same expressmn may throughout be
•
employed to designate facts and other objects of
him : if' it be, in relation to an 5"such proba- a directly opposite nature,-- there will be little
bilizing fact, an infirrnative fact,-- an indivi- need for considering the probative force (the d/sdual who is not a wrongdoer may be subjected [_robatire force it will here be to be held)in this
to punishment or the burthen of satlstaetion
Jitter point of view. To probabilize any given
as if he were.
fact roll be the same thing as to disproba_ilize
In the case of delinquency,• as in the case [ its
opposite : to probabilize
be
to disprobabilize
innocence ;delinquency
toprobabilizewill
inno*
of a probabilizing
principal fact facts
of anyinother
description,
be to disprobabilize
guilt. (in the inthe
question
(be it i eence
But will
accordmgas,
in either instance
observed) are, by the supposition, not only stance either of the principal fact or the e*idenbrought to vicw,'but proved; so that, in re- tiary fact,) the fact, to the designation of which
gird to these, all that, for the instruction of the expression in question is applied, is of the
the judge, earl be done by human industry,
positive or
eastnot,)
or the
east
motion,
suchnegative
a word as
the(expre_miveof
word _ba_
is to give what little instruction can be given bilize_ or such a one as the word diaprobdt_ili_e_
in relation t_) their respective degrees of pro- wilt be the most directly and properly adapted
bativc force. But, of any regard paid to any to the nature of the ease.
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an object
of research,
for the purpose
of a
decision
sought at the hands of judicature,
Patents,
by which temporary
monopolies
are
granted
for t4_e encouracement
ofinventhnls,
suffice of themselves
to subject, to the dormnion of judicature
almost the whole pra,qie,:l
department
of the field of physical
science :
wapers have power to subject
to the cog_;,
zanee of the _ame authority
every proveahte
fact without
distinction.
By a wager conearning the exi._tenee of phlogl_ton,
the whole
field of ehemistr)
might have been laid at the
tibet of the jlzdge.
In the selection
here made, the object; ha_
been, to take such examples
as, hv the Irequency of their occurrence,
and tl'_e ex;ent
of the ground
whwh they cover ill the tiehl
of law, promise to be in a marc particular
degree serviceable
t'owards the prevel_tiou of
the erroneous
eonchlsion_
tu _hieh the t(lnclion of judication
(so far as concerns
the
question
of facet) is exposed,
Here follow examples of fuets, which, in
the character
of"i n tneqml facts (thets on the
belief of which judmial decision depends'_ are
susceptible
of bein_ probabihzed
or disprobabilized by correspondent
evidentu_rq facts or
groups at evidentiary
facts, constituting
so
man} articles of circumstantial
evidence,
such
as are in use to be deposed to, and considered
as proved,
in a course of judit'ml
investigalion.
I.

Principal

facts

eon_-idered

as probabi-

EVIDENCE.

[Boo_
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2. Intention
of perfin'ming
any individual
aet belongLqg
to a modification
of dellnq_termy, i.e. to a species of acts forbidden
by
law; and thence (when the fhct so intended
to have place has taken place,) the existence
of _ueh ph)_ical acts, as, on the part of the
altogether inapplicable ; inasmuch as the loss of
tile cause (whatever
be the nature of the cause,
_ and on wlHch,oever of the two opposite side_ of
t:,e cause _t takes place, the detendant's
or the
p'ailmff%) t_ in its nature a result of an unplea. ,ant kind, aud, as such, is the natural object
of an apprehen,iml
similar (howsoever tbx trom
(qual in degree) to that whzch has the fear ot"
_ nmshment tar lt_ cause.
:
_Vhen, by the wsmo of the terri6e hand of
la_, the emouon at fear is generated in the hn.
l::an breast, what t* the spccmc soureeand cause
' _f that emotmo ? Not ti.e word penal;
not the
ddFerel.ee betwetn tP.at and non-penal;
not tile
name of ]_ut_t_hntent;
hut the qtlanttu-n of misI chte _ or mconvemence
apprehended
as about to
flow from this temfic source : under whatsoever
name thv Irdhctlon may _taod designated.
In some c,f the h:_he-t degre s of the scale,
the ,_i_tmctton hetween penal cases and cases not
penal ts substantml,,nd
efl"ectlve. What then are
tbo.e hlghe,t de_ree, ? All those in winch (with
relation to the -indn'ldu:d in question,
and his
ldio_yncratteat sensibility)
the quantum o_ all,etion _ould be superio¢ [o the utmost that could
result irom the totaiio_ of all hts property--propertv in expectancy includtxl or not included, as
the ca*e ntay be. _)f tile scareof legal suffering

there
whmh ofis law.
the
peculiar_s accordingly
prnductum ofa e_'rtaln
the penalpart branch
It is the portion above dehneated.
Below the
mark at whwh that superior part of the scala
ends, _s the common domain of both branches.
For a eause whieh imports no stain on reputatmn,
I am adjudged to pay five shflhngs : what mat.
tars tt to me whether the cause _s called a penal
or a non-penal
one ?--whether
it be under the
eharacter
of evidentiary
facts, to p_obabilize
name of a penalty, or of danr*ges_ or by lo-_s of
a principal fact coming under this description
a m,tter in dispute to th,4 alnount ?
(viz. the description
of ddmq_,ency
) will be
_,Vtthin the compass of the ground which (as
given in the sequel of this Book.*
above) belongs in common to both branches,
pen,I and non-penal, of the law, whatever dis.
tnwt'm_s have been made. whether on tile acct.
'_ On contemplating
the fieldof circumstantial
qon of the rules of evldente_ or on any other
evidence, an observation
that w.,ll naturally preocca,ion, are tl:us evidently groundless : audio
sent itself is, tlmt _t i_ to the penal branch of la_
tar a_ th- ) are employed aud rehed on in practice
that the topics apply, much more than to the ---conIusion ant| error (eonfusmn in concepfion_
non-penM branch.
_14hereason is, that, thr the error itl practice} are the necessary consequence.
most part, they consist ill certain modification_
The decisions of the legi_-tato(--of
thh friend
of huh'ran conduct on the part of the supposed
of mankind ht,ldutg the seeptre of legislation_
agent, amt that those umditlcations have their artare tt'rounded on bunmn feehngs, regardless of
gill In
• one earle.tiglon elrcurastanee--eon_elousness
'
eve_:vthmg else.
The decisions of the man of
of delinquency ; or rather (to use an expression
law," regardless of human feehngs, taking the
at once more correct as walt as more extcn,ive)
habits _.-nd interests and language of his profesapprehension
of punishment.
Isaymnrecorrect;
sion tar the standard of right and wrong, are
tbr, though apprehensmn
o_' punishment
may
grounded on words and phrase_s.
without danger of error, be regarded as a nece_s'From the above considerattons,
many of the
saryeonsequenceofconseiousnessof
delinquency:
th,ets which will in the sequel bebrought
to view
that consciousness
cannot, without danger of in the character
of facts evidentiary
of delinerror, be regarded as a circumstance
nece.s_,an]v
quency (wtth their respective trains of infirma.
precedent
to apprehension
of punishment :--a
ttve facts,) may be seen to apply not to penal
proposition m itself obvious enough, but whtch
cases alone, bm moreover to non-penal
cases :
is at the same time but too apt to be overlooked,
and, In both sort* of cm-es_ not to the station of
and which will thereibre be, on several occasions,
defendant only, but moreover to that of demanexemplified a_s we advance,
dant; at lea.% m so far as a demarulant has any
Not hut that, in a case not penal, these s)mp.
personal suffering to apprehend from the decision
toms of alarm will n,o_t of them be ib_ntd not if pronounced in favouiof the other side.
l_zed:-1. Delinquency
in general;
viz. an}' act b)
which the ordinan('es
or supposed o_dinanct'..,
of the law (i.e. of the supreme
power in a
sta_e) are transgres,.ed.
An enumeration
of
the several
facts capable
of serving,
in the
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_erson in question,
were necessary
to cause
proved to have been performed,
and eonsiit to have place,
dered as ha_ing been performed anteeedenO!l
For the correspondent
evidentiar_
facts,
to, and with the intention
of their being folsee Chap. IV. of this Book.
to_ed h), such suppo_d
consequent
acts, as
3. Uanutheat_city
or unfairness
(on one or
being means conducive
to the _,ne end.
botl_ _ldes,) in the instance
of a written
inSee a table ot evidentiary
facts of tiffs de.-trument expressive
oI agreentertt
or conveyscription,
al,o fron, ('omyns
rowe.
II. Pritwii.al tact_ cot_s*dercd as disprobaCorrespondent
evidentiary
ihct, non-obserbibzed:-wnme qf,tormahtie._;
viz. of the fi)rmahttes
7. (1.) Any supposed act of delinquency:
the observance
of _hich has been made by
any act made penal, or though
but chsreputthe law a condition
to its binding force.
_,able : e_-pecialty if m a high degree.
By the laws by _hleh
the_e
fi)rmalities
The correspondent
dlcprobabfllzingevidenhave been appointed,
the evidcntiary
tact
tiary Gn'ts, are s_toat,,ns:
viz. situations
in
here in question
has in general
been coastwbicb the ,opposed
dehnquem
i_ capable of
doted as conclusive evidence
of the principal
helng found
placed.
In the sequel of this
iact. Cmn'ernmg
the propriety
of _-o perempt_}6ok it will be seen, what situations
can be
tory a conclu-ion,
see the book on l'reap_ ctmsidered
to operate
as circum-tantial
evipoimed Evidence,
and the buck having for
donee pr,bt_biliz_o,)
tile existence
of dclini_s _ubject tilt exrh_i, ns customarily
put on
quency.
Now, whatsoever
situation exhibits
variou, modification,
el ewdenee,
j the supposed delinquent
as in a certain de4. Unauthenticit)
(total or partxal) of any i gree cxp._ed
to the danger o! tolling into the
instrument
being, or pro'porting
to be, of art- ! species of guilt in question,-b_ a situation
trent date.
', tq_po_ite in that seductive
situation
he will m
For the circumstances
capable
of serving
, a proportionable
degree } e guarded
and tel
in the character
of evidentmry
fhcts to pro- ! tiffed against that danger.
babihze this principal
fi_ct, unauthentu'_ty.-]
S. (2.) An_, suppo,-ed plmsical, fact _hator (which is the same thin¢_ , in other _o_ds,)
I soever.
to d_sprobatnhze
the authent_cat!
of the in- _1 Short and general
expre,_ion
for all supstrument,--see
a table ofevtdentmJy
_hcts of
posed _hcts, c_nsidcred
in the character
of
this descdptior_,
taken
principally
trom Le i dl-probabihzing
h, cts with relatmn
to the
dYel-c's _drs Cr_tiea.*
[supposed
tkct,--phpsicol
impossibility
or
5. Po_terwra
pry,rum:
art)' supposed
ante- I improbabd*ty.
These disprobabilizlng
facts
cedent acts in a nmnher of supposed successive
! follow,
in each instance,
the nature of the
acts (whether
forbidden
by law or not,) con- ' supposed princqml fiwt. Any toots, considered
sidcred as following
one ancthet' in a supposed
as after ding the indication
in question,
being
natural b connected
series:
for example,
as
_upposed to he established,
whether by special
being, or being supposed
to be,, conducive
to
proof or by their own supposed notoriety,nile and the same end ; such as. in a law,uit,
i there remains in each instance for eonsiderasuccess, viz. on either side of the suit.
i tion tLe qt_e_tion, whether
the exist_'nce of
Cortespo_dent
evidentiaryfacts,--an_
acts'the
sappo_-cd prioclpal
fact _s incompatible
proved
to have been pertormed,
attd con,i- : with ll_e exi,_:ence
of the disprobabifizing
dered as having
been perfi_rmed
in tense- ; t:a, ts ?
quencenfsuch
,upposed
antecedent
acts; tor !
The principal
fact
being considered
as
example,
in pursu:t of the same end.
; prow d (_iz. by such special testLmmy
as, if
See a table of' evidentiary
facts of Otis
not opposed
by counte_-evidence,
would be
description
taken
flora Com3ns's
Digest
of
regarded
as sufficient
tbr the proof of it;)
English
Law.¢
! tht. decision will llt tiffs c"a_e turn upon the
6. Priora posteriorum:
any supposed
con. ] supposed
preponderance
of probative
force,
sequent acts in a number of supposed sucee.. as between
special testimony
(the testimony
sire acts, considered
as following one another
of the witt_ess or witnesseby whom the supin a supposed
naturally
connected
series, as ' posed fact is deposed
to,) and the supposed
above.
', 9eneral tesmnony
by whwh those facts "_hieh
Correspondent
evldentiary
facts,--m_y
acts
are regarded as incompatible
with it are con* No such table .,,_to he tbund in the MS.-i sidercd to be (as it were) deposed to : at any
Editor.-[The
portmn of Le t'lere's work
rate, as established
on sufficient
grc, unds.
_;hie _ was made use o¢, is evidently the 2d sec-'
Of the applications
capable of bebtg made
tionof Part Ill.
" De loots et ser_pUs spuriis _ _ of this modlficatbm
of ctreumstantial
evigenuinisdignoscendis."
Vb/_ArsCriuea,
I,ond.
dence,
the prmclpal
is that
in which
the
I_¢38, vol. it. p. 367.--Ed.
of this Collection.]
_ extraordinary
interposition
of sul,ernatural
"I" This table, as well as that which _s subsepower _s sup'po.-ed : as in tile case of sorcery,
quently mentioned, is also wanting.--Editor.
-[But see the Addenda
m Evidence.
Tit. Testwitchcraft,
and such other operations,
real or
_,f, "
_h_ig_t_tt_

i g. Hammond's

Edit.--Ed.

general name
of miracles.
supposed,
as have
been designated

under

the
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9. (3.) Any suppos_ *p_chological fact 1
whatsoever ; i.e. a_ suppo_d thct, the supCHAPTER
I II,
posed seat of wJai_qlis in the mind of this or
OF REALEVIDENCE,OR EVIDENCEFRO._!
thatindividual human bein_r.
THINGS.
Corresponding
disprobabilizing
facts
_hortly
designated as above, psjchological improba- § I. Of the nature and extent of real evidence.
b_Tit!/.
Bz real evidence, I understand all evidence
The term impossibility is in th_s ca¢e omit- of which any object belonging to the class of
ted. The rea,on is, the wan( of uniformity
things is the source ; persons also included, in
and consistency on the part of all p-yeholore_pcct of such properties as belong to them
gical facts as compared with ph)_ical ones. in common with things.
Correspondent arid opposite to mJpos_iblhty,
The propeme_ of things are the subjectis certaintq. But the case of bJsanity is of matter of the different branches of physical
itself safl3(ient to prevent any state of the sci.-nee. A work having for its subject any
human mind from being con_Idered m any such branch of science, is, as to a great part
instance as certain: and of in_anitv there are of _ts contents, a treatise on circumstantial
gradations innumerable ; many of them, at evidence. It, this point of view, this eompathat end of the scale which is next to _,anity, ratively small portion of our field of inq,iiry
scarce distinguishable from it.
is of itself infinite.
The last-mentioned species of eireumstanOn the present occasion, the inquiry is
tial evidence--improbability
or impossibility
limited to the field of law. Even after this
_has in its nature something peculiar. In limitation, however, there is scarce an imaalltbe other kind_ofeircumstantialevidence,
ginable d_stinction or observation, an indlthe evidentiaryfact (whatever it be--positive
cation of which could, with refcrence to the
or negative) is at any rate something emirely
subject of the present work, be charged with
distinct from, aml independent of, tl:e prinei- being altogether irrelevant: for, in one way
pal fact, the fhct to be proved. In the case or other, and even in each instance in various
of improbability or impossibility, the eridenways, there is riot an imaginable fact, the
tiary fact is not another and a distinct fact : existence of which is not capable of being
it is no other than a property, or supposed taken for the subject of inquiry in a court of
property, of the principal filet itself; to wit judicature.
No imaginable fact (forexample,)
(as will hereafter be seen,) the property of the existence of which maynot (unlessin case
being contrary to the order of nature,
of legal prohibition interposed fi)r special reaClrcurnstautlal evidence, therefore, may sons) have been taken for the subject of a
with prnprietybedistingui_hedintothatwhich
wager: on which occasion, whether the wager
is afforded by other facts, and that which is has been won or no by Titius, may become a
afforded by the nature of the fact itself that
question to be determined by a court of law.
is to be proved.
Add to this, the ease of a premium offered for
For the illustratiou of the first of these
an invention or discovery; the case of a claim
modifications of circumstantial evidence,-put in to the sort of temporary monopoly
takingfor the principal fact, dehnquene//, con- granted to inventors for the encouragement
sidered in a general point of view.-- I shall of in ventions ; and the case of a question whebring to view the severld classes of probahi- ther a contract, respecting the practice of any
lizing facts bearing relation to it ; aeeompa- branch of art, or the affording instruction in
nied with an indwation of such facts as present
relatmn to any branch of science, has been
themselves m the character oft_(¢b'mat_vefacts properly fulfilled. Of the ewdence that on
with relation to such of the above-mentioned
any of these occasions may come to be exhiprobabilizing facts as are exhibited in a state bited, a portion more or less considerable (if
particular enough to be susceptible of any not the whole) will come under the notion of
such particular indications,
the species of evidence already distinguished
This done, from the mass of particular con- under the appellation of scientific evidence:
siderations thus brought to view I shall de- but it is not the less true that the faets brought
duee such considerations of a general nature
to view on such occasions respectively, are
as promise to be of u_e in the way of instruebrought to view in the character of evidenlion, either to the legislator or the judge; tbr tiary there, and ale included in the field of
which purpose, the matter afforded by such of legal evidence. If, therefore, the whole Enthe circumstantial evidences as have for their cyclopeedia were to be crowded into the body
principal fact delinquency, will, it is supposed,
of this wm'k. and into this part of it in parsuffice,
titular, there is not a page of it, that (if tel shall then pass to the consideration of levant with reference to the particular branch
that kind of circumstantial evidence which is of art or science of which it undertook to
afforded by the nature of the principal thet treat) would, strictly speaking, be irrelevaut
itself; viz. improbability and impossibility.
--could be justly chargeable with being altogether irrctevant_
with reference to the sub.
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jeer of this work. But, as the duration of
human life, as well as human powers (psychological and physical,) has its limits; it becomes matter not only of convenience but of
necessity, to mark off and abandon to the
labours of their respective profesmonat and
other appropriate cultivators, the,e several
distinguished and pre-eminent portions of the
fieht of evidence.
Even in the more limited field opened by
the penal branch of law,-- a prodigiously an>
pie and &versffied demand, a demand scarce
st]sceptible of limitation, wdi be seen to present itself. Cases of homicide and personal
injury (not to mention at present a great
variety of other eases,) are sutiieient of themselves to draw deep upon the stores of medieal scienee: case., of monetary forgery upon
the metallurgie blanch of chemistry: eases
of scriptural forgery, upon the arts of the
engraver, the paper-maker, the letter-founder, the ink-maker, and (through one or o_her
chamml) upon the stores of chemistry.
Of all modifications of real evidence, the
human body is that source which will serve
best for exeml,hfication: the matter afforded
by it being at the same time of the most inrecasting nature, susceptible of the greatest
variety, amt capable of being brought to _iew
iu the smallest compass, proportionally to
the importance of the instructmn conveyed
by it. The following table is a translation,
nearly literal, of the heads offered iu Phnk's
Elementa 3[edicinae et Chirurgieae Foreasis, [
some as not being applieable to the present
Vienna, others
design;
1781. as
A referring
few articles
to _ulgar
are omitted;
errors,
which, at this time of day, no longer threaten
to be productive of errors in judicature."
Questions belonging to the cognizance of
criminal tribunals : -I. Signs of homicide, by
1 Wounds.
2. Contusion.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

f
t
I
I
I
]
l
l

1[1_t_8.

" "_r9

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Su_
_
,, "
:
S_arv'i_l_l_,--_,
; ._ _
j
Cold.
"_._tr_l_
_._ " ._-_"
Heat.
_;'
_'_'_
Drowning.
Omission to tie the navel.string.
Omission to administer medical remedies against debility,
10. Aoortion purposely procured.
III. Signs indicative of ability or inability
t_, endure divers corporal inflictions, for the
purpose of punishment or compulsion.
IV. Grounds of exemptmn from punishment on the score of infirmity (bodily or
mental) existing at the time of the act of delinqneuey.
Questions belonging to the cognizance of
civil tribunals :]. Signs disproving alleged paternity.
2. Signs disproving alleged maternity.
3. Signs of a child's being born alive.
4. Signs of a child's being born dead.
5. Signs of a child's being born at full
time.
13. Signs of prematurity of birth to a degree not inconsistent with continuanee of life.
7. Signs of prematurity of birth to n degree iuconsistent with ditto.
8. Signsofbirthataperiodsolateastobe
incompatible with alleged patertfity.
9. Signs of a supposititiuu_ child.
10. Signs of a child conceived in the way
of superlmtation,
12. Signs of fictitious pregnancy.
11. Signs
18.
Signsofthefirstbornamongtwins,&e.
ot concealed pregnancy.
14. Signs of real parturition.
15. Signs of fictitious parturition.
16. Signs of defloration.
17. Signs of rape.
18. Signs of particular ages.
19. Signs of divers fictitious di,-eases,
"20. Signs of divers concealed diseases.

Hanging
I 21. Signs of false imputation of disease, in
Drowning
_
divers instances.
Suffocation.
]
Questions belonging In the eognlzanee of
Poison.
ecclesiastical tribumds' -Unskilful praetn;e (metlical or chi1. Signs of barrenness in females.
rurgieal.)
2. Signs of impotence in males.
8. Suicide.
3. Signs of monstrosity.
II. Signs of infanticide, by
4. Signs ofdoubtfulnessin
regard to sex.
1. Wounds.
For the reasons already stated, the inquiry
2. Contusion.
is in the present instance limited to the penal
_
branch of law. The fact sought, and conIn this table, the several articles consist of eerning which on each occasion the question
so many spedes of principal facts, facts supposed is, whether it be evidenced or no, is delinto be evidenced. The eorrespc_ding lists ofevi- quency: the evidentiary flints 8re any and
dentiary facts, expressed here by the word signs, every fact, considered as capable of operating
are exhibited in the corresponding divisions of in that character with reference to the fact
the book. To have transcribed them would have sought.
been to rranscrlbe the whole work, consisting of
Division of things, considered as sources
184 page_. Specimens, however, have be:n exhibite¢[, in the ease of homicide in general, and of real evidence : the source of the division
of infanticide in particular.
"
being the nature of the relation they respee-
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tively bear to the fact of delinquency,
coastdered as the fact i_die_ted
I. Subject-matter
of the offence itself.-1. Tile person killed or hurt.
2. The thing
stolen or otherwise
taken in the wav of deprethtion,
or damaged,
or tleetrt,ycd." 3. The
i_strument
of contract
traudulemlv
nttt red
t,r f'atnicated.
4. 3'he genuine
u.me)
dhninished : the counterfeit
money fitbr_eated,
II. Fruits of" the offence.--In
the ease of
depredation
above mentmncd,
it i_ the goods
taken
in the way of depredatim_
which cot*statute the immediate
fruit- of the off.,nee :
in the case td for/zerv of written instruments,
and monetary
fi_',r_cation,
it is the profit,
in whatsoever
--hape ohtaln,_d:
in the case
of subduet]on
by monetary
forgery, it is the
quantity
ot vahmble matter subducted_
Ill. lnstrumeut_
of the off;race. -- ExamIfles:-1. In the case of" ho:ulelde
or other
bodily ii0ury,--the
p_tol, sword, t*lub, kmfe,
or other weapon:
m case of pol,oning,--the
poison.
2. In case of depredation
by braisebreaking,
--the
pi,'klock
ke)s, the crow or
chisel, the ladder.
3. In case of incendiarism,
--the
combu_tlbles.
4. In case of fbrgery,-the engraved
plates, the instrmnents
fi_r the
fabrication
of the appropriale
papers.
5. Iu
ease of monetary
forgery,--the
coining tools,
IV. Material,
of the subject-matter
of the
offence, or of the instruments
of the offence,
when they happen to have anything
appropriate in their nature,
exclusively
or peonliarly fitting
them fi_r being converted
into
instruments
of the offence.---Examples:-1 Sih'er or gold, in plates, or oth_.r suspicious
forms, where coining is the offence in question.
2 Laurel leaves for distfllatmn,
where,
poisoning
is the tact in question.
3. Drnes
calculated
for the purpose
of adolteratio'_,
found in large quantities
in tbe posses*ion of
a dealer in the article which such drugs are
e_pable of being emp!oyed
to adulterate
V. Receptacles
inclosing or }raving inclosed
t(ra.* above_--1.
The subject-matter
; :2. the
airs • or 3 the ioqtrmnents,
of tile offence.
--Example:--1.
The clothing of the person
killed
or hurt;
2. the house,
ship, room,
closet,
stable,
waggon,
chest
of drawer%
package,
case, in which
the goods stolen,
damaged,
or destroyed,
or the instruments
or
materials
of the offence, were contained.
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I difieation
of dehaquem:y
in qnesfion--the
: tkct indicated.
i
This
coudkion
may to the purpose
in
question
be distinguished
into relative
and
' absolute : relative,
bearing
to the person in
question
any such relation
as has the effect
of indicating
him in the charaeter
of the dehnquent;
absolute,
indicating
(without
any
indn'ation
of the person) the existence of the
obnoxiou.
event [the death,
the damage to
property
by fire or other cause,)
coupled
or
not x_dth the indication
of its being referable
to hmnan delinquency
as its cause.
Physical
real evidence
(whether
is,ui_g
from a real or from a personal
somee) reqt_iles to be distinguished
into oamediale,
and reported.
I call it immediate,
in the ea,e
where
the thhlg which i_ the source of the
evidence is made present to the sem, es of _he
judge himself.
I call it reported, in the case
where it is not made prc_ent to the seu.-es of
the judge himselt,--but
_he state
of it in
re*poet of the evidence,
the ewdeatiary
facts,
said to be afforded b_, it, is pre_ented
to the
' judge no otherwise
than by the_eport
made of
it by a per_-ou, by whom (in the character
of a
percipmnt
witness)
the state and cot*dillon of
it m respect
of the evidentiary
facts in queslion is reported
by him to have been uhserved.
In the ca.-e of'immediate
re,d evidence
(as
above described,)
the evidence
L- of the eireumstantml
kind purely:
it is a ease of purely
real. purely circumstantial
evidelwe.
In the"
ease of reported
evidence,
iris of a cmnlmund
'_or mixed kind,
composed
of supposed
real
i evidence
exhibited
through
the medium
of'
i personal ; ofcneumstantial,
exhibited through
the medium of direct, evidence.
To the reporting _itnes,
indeed, if his report be tr_m,
it x_a_"so much immedmte,
so much pure real
I evidence
: but to the judge it is but reported
i real evidence.
i
The dl*tinetion
is far from being a purely
i speculative
one : practice
requires
to be di. retted
by it.
Repprted
real evidence is ana! lok,ou._ to heareav evidence,
and labours
more
t or le_s under the infirmities
which attach to
i that modifieatmn
of personal evidence,
cami pounded
of circumstantial
evidence
and all! rect,--of
real evidence,
and ordinary personal
[ ewdenee
(e_idcnce
given in the way of dis! enur_e :) it unites
the infirmities
of both.

VI. Circumjaeent
(detached)
bodies.
Bo- I The lights afforded,
or said to have been atdies eircnmjacent
(though
detached,)
with i forded, by the real evidence,
are liable to be
reference
to any of the objects
above ennweakened
in intensity,
and altered in colour,
merated.-Examples:-The floor on which
by the medium
through
which it is tran_the person killed or wounded
was standing;
,mitted
: a topic which wall come to be conthe chair on u'hich he was sitting ; the bed i sidered in the Book which treats of ma,_eshifl
on which he was lying;
the path_-ay spotted I evidence.
by Ithis_sblood.
in virtue of some peculiarity
in their
condition,
that the thlng_ in que_tlon
are
qualified to become souree_ o_ real evidence ;
evidentiary/acts,
with refbrence to the ran-

I IlealFrom
this infirmity
obvious
praerule--viz,
not toresults
receivean real
evidence
i in the form of reported real evidence,
when,
; without
preponderant
inconvenience,
it, can
i be had in the tbrm of hnmediate
real evi-
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deuce: a rule exactly analogous to that whicb
is alike obvious in the case of the analogous
spe_'ies of evidence
called hearsay evidence,
But of this elsewhere.
.
§ 2. l,tfirra._'ve

.
/;lets appl_eal, le to re.l
cv.tence,
The ewdem_ary
(i. e. the eriminati_-e oi ineu]pative_
t'_cts belonging
to this cla_s tn'ing
i, so prodigious
a degree mulfifarious,--in
a
c rresnundent
degree
moltifarious
must lie
_he tacts that apply to them respectively
in
the character
of inhrmative
facts.
Yet, except in so tar as the connexion
lielween the principal
tact and the evidentiarv
f,wt is _eee¢_ar?t , ti_ere i_ not one such ev{dentnn'y fact hut relict haw 11_ correspondent
mfirmanve
facts, by the rlo-_ibility of which
its probative
force I. dmmlished,
Not that facts ar_ altogether
wanting, wldeh
(the evidentmrv
lkcts b,'it,_" by the nature n|
the principal
tact so many er_'minatire
er inculpattre
ta,'t= _ are appheahle
m common
to
all evldentmry
;'acts belonging
to the class ef
real evulence.
"
Of the iufirmativc
fhcts of thi_ description,
five'examples
ma_ be designated
as fb|lows,
viz -1. Acrident.
The appearance
unquestionable. but not having for ire cause an_ ageno_
of the supposed
delinquent,
directed to t]'e
production
of the fi)rb_ddrn
result
in q,e_finn: b,dng produced
either hy eause_ p_rely
physical,
er (if with the intervention
oi any
human agent
acting m pursuit
of any e_ld)
prolhwed
el;her by some other person, or by
himself in pursuit of some unforbidden
end.
2. Self-exenlpative
tbrgery
in relation
to
real evidence
(viz. the evidence composed
of
the appearances
i_ que.tmn,)
committed
by
some other person, _'mlty either m respect of
the offence in que_*ion or some other offence,
See, further
on, ]_,,rgery m relatwn to Real
Evidence.
3. Like forgery committed
hv some ether
person, who--though
not guilty m respect of
the offence indicated
b', the real evidence in
question
in it_ genuine
state--yet,
under the
apprehension
ot the indications
it affords
to
his prejudice,
alters the appearance
in qnesfinn, with a view to the doing away of those
indications.*

In a tale of the Arabian
Nights' Entertainmeats (the Little Hunchbaek_)
the body of a
man who died by accident
.ads _ts way Into the
house of anlnnoeent
ruam and trom thence (undec the apprehension
i _spired by the fear of it_
operation m the character of real evidence) into
a serio of other houses.
Not many years ago,
the story was introduced upon the Er_glish stage.
8o many transhrs
(as above ;) so many exernplifieatmns of real evidence • so many exempl fieat_ons ot a forgery, and at the same time an inaccent forgery, of real evidenceThe ease of Curtain Donnenan, who was hanged
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I
4. Like forgery committed
by another
per.
! son, in the view of subjecting
the defendant
i to the imputation
in question for a malicious
! purpose;
i. e. for the purpose of causing him
to suffer (either at the hand of the law or ill
'
the way o,g reputation)
as •ff the offence in
question
had had him for the author of it or
I a partaker
in it.
I
5. Like forgery committed
in sport ; i.e.
t without
any design to suhject
the individual
in question cid_er to legal punishment
or Iast[ing disrepute,
but only to momentary
alarm._
t
§ 3. On the elreumstanaal
evidence
of dehnquenc!t, afforded
b._tthe possession
of an
article of crmdnutlve
real ecidence.
Nothing
is more familiar
tlmn the word
pos._esston;
nothing
more variable and indistinct tt_ml the idea_ which are wont to be atinched to that word:
but, in so tar as on any
occasion
it is considered
as being applic, able
in _uch _rt that a thing considered
as a source
of eriminative
real evidence,
being siteh in relotion to the supposed delinquent
in question,
is considered
a_ being in his pessession,--in
so t_r is the relation indicated
by the word
possession
apt to be considered
as evidentiary of delinquency
in his instance.
Of this
speciesot
criminati_e
cireulnstamialevidence,
possession
of stolen
goods afford_ the most
obvious arid frequently
exemphfied
case.
Of possession
of criminat_ve
ewdenee,
the
probative
fl_ree wdl be liable to be varied
according
to a distinction
expressible
by the
terms actual and antecedent:
actual,
when at
lhe very time in question,
the thing in questmn is supposed
to lie found in possession
of
the suppo.ed
delinquent;
antecedent,
when it
is only supposed to have been in his possessinai at some antecedent
point of time.
In the latter ca_e, its identity is supposed,
but is liable to become
the matter of an additiom,l question : i_ relation to which quesI lion, this or that supposed
intrinsic
mark of
I owner_-hip,
desi,_zned or tmdesigned,
will fie! queutly present itself" in the character
of an
i
' for the murder of Sir Theodosius
l_,oughton,
gave
to an anonymous
the
subjectoccasion
of circumstantial
evidence. treatise
Under on
a systern ofpe,al pro-edure distinguished
beyond all
ethers for it,; tavourabteness
to the dei'endant_
instances (n thence appears) have been but too
abundant,
in which innocence has sunk under
the w_ight of fallacious real evidence.
In any
of these in_tanees, suppose the defendant_ thus
_ pressed, ende_:vouring to remove the pre_sureT_
t you have so many instance_ of _brgery_ and tiast
I Innocent forgery, of real evidence.
In tbe in.
! stances where t_e undue -_nOirreparable punishi meat took place, the fault [,let it be observed)
_ lay not so much, if at all, in the system of proi cedare, as in the substantive
branch." in the
! making use of a species of punishment,
which,
_ were it only because the mischief of it is irrelmIrahle,
would be unfit tbr use.
I
5" Example--story
of Joseph snd his brethren.
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article of real evidence, serving to probabilize
the supposed fact ill question; viz. that the
thing which is not now, was at some antecedent point of time, in the possession of the
supposed delinquent.
To possession of criminative real evidence,
• in its character of a flint evldeutialy of delinquency, apply, in the character of infirmatire facts, tho.e five which we trove seen
applying to real evidence itself when con_idered as criminative,
Additional infirmative facts applying to
possession of eriminativc real ev,dence, and
not to the real evidence itself, are-6. (1.) Unconscwusness: when, though the
situation of the thing in question is or has
been such as to warrant its being said to be
or to have been in the possession of the supposed delinquent, he himself has never heen
conscious of its being so: a state of' things
that may naturally enough have been brought
into existence by any of the five causes enumerated (as above) under the head of real
evidence.
7- (2.) Clandestine introd,wtion.
Subsequcntly to the Jntroduetlon of the thing into
the place by its introduction into _hich it i_
put into his posses.,iou, he becomes conscmus
of its being there; but, of' the operation by
which it was introduced, he had not, while
the operation was going forward, any knowledge,
8. (8.) F_,rcible lntrodnctwu: when it was
with his knowledge imteed, but against his
declared or known will, that the thing in
question was placed in that situation in which
it is considered as being in his pos*ession:
as, if by conspiracy among three men against
one, one lays hold of both his hand% another
puts into his pocket a stolen handkerchief,
which the third, running up during the-cuffie,
finds there.
By the circumstance of force, supposing it
proved, the criminative effect of po-sessmn
(as above) would be destroyed altogether:
but what may happen is, that the possession
shall have been proved, when the loree is not
proved,
9. (4.) In case of supposed antecedent
possession (as above) -- non-identLty of the
thing in question. The man is seen running,
and, on the path which he has been taking, a
handkerchief is seen lying. A handkerchief
resembling it had been seen in his hand; but
though similar, it was not the same.
10. (5.) Furtherance of dustier: receipt or
seizure of the thing in question, in the view
of applying it to its use in the character of a
source of eriminative evidence : as in the case
of an official minister of justice so demeaning
himself in the execution of his office, or a_
individual volunteering his services to the
same effect,
Nothing can he more persu&sive than the
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] circmnstanee of possession commonly is, when
! corroborated by other criminative eircum] stances: nothing more inconclusive, suppos/ ing it to stand alone. Receptacles may be
[ contained one within the other, as in the'ease
I of a nest of boxes : the jewel in a case; the
_ case in a box; the box in abureau;
the but reati in a closet; the closet in a room; the
_room in a house; the house in a field. Possession of the jewel, actual possession, may
titus behmg to half a dozen different persons
at the same time: and as to antec¢'dent pc*.
ses*ion, the number of possible successive
possessors is mani6estly beyond all limit.
Connected with this sut'_ject, i_ the eonslderatioa of the probative farce of possession
of crirmnatwe written evidence.
Widen written evldence-- such as (suppo_mg it to have for its author the supposed
dciinquel_t) would, in the character of conre,serial evidence, tend to induce a persuasion
I of his being _uilty of the offence in question
i -- is found in his possession,--the
mere cirI cumstance of its beingin his po.-session will
I of'itself, if separated from the circumstances
' that are so apt to be connected with it, scarce
: be capable of possessing criminative force
' sufficient to entith_ it to the denomination ot
_ ctuninattve evidence.
If, indeed, possessing with regard to him
this crinnnati_e tendency, and speaking in
his own person, it appears upon the face of
it to be written with his own hand (asia the
case of a memorar)dum writte_ for his own
use, or a letter written by him and intended
to he sent to the person to whom it is addressed, but notsent;)there
is no doubt that
--if, being spoken, it would have amounted
to selLcruninative (i. e. to confc;-orial) evideuce --it will. being written, amount to no
; less. But, in thi_ case. its criminative force
/ depend- altogether upon what it contributes
in tt, e character of coqtessorial evidence, towards inducing a persuasion of his having
been concerned in the forbidden act. From
the c_rcumstanee of its being found in his
possession, it can scarce be sahl to derive any
probative torte over and above what it wotdd
have possessed if found anywhere else: if,
for example, being a letter, it had been sent
to the person for whom it was designed, and
by him produced in evidence.
It being still of such a nature as (had it
for its author, as above, the supposed deliaquent, and wereitspoken mhis person)would
operate against him in the character of confessorial evidence; suppose it were to have
for its author another individual, writing and
speaking of the criminal transaction in que_
tion, whether in the character of an aceomplice or an accuser, With a probative force
proportioned to the strength of the indication
afforded by it, and to the trustworthiness of
the writer it would operate in the character
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of the weak and makeshift species of evi* not be his, it is still more extraordinary that
denee which will be brought to view in the writing bearing such a degree of resemblance
next Book, under the name of casually-writto that of Reus, and moreover found in his
ten or written casual evidence. But, fi'om the possession, should not be his.
circumstance of its being found in the pnsTaken by itself; so weak is the probative,
session of the supposed delinquent, it would the criminative tbrce of written evidence
scarcely derive any probative force, over and (understand all along such written evidence
above what it would have possessed, if, in its the tendency of which is to fix the imputao
way to his house, it had been intercepted _
tion of the offence in question on the indi(for example, at a post-olt_ce.)
vidual in whose po_sessmn it happens to be
Addressed to him by word of mouth -- or found,) that it is sea*ee su_eeptlble of being
even, although not addressed to him,if spoken rendered weaker by the consideration of any
in his pre-cncc -- a discourse of exactly the facts operating in the character of infirmative
same tenor might have operated against him facts. But the infirmat_ve iltcts capable of
with a considerable degree of probative force, applying to it are of the same nature as those
Why? Because--when
the suppo,cd dehn- which ha_e been seen appl)ing to the ease of
quent and the virtual accuser were (at the possession of real evidence at large, when
time of uttering the virtual aecu<ation_ in considered in respect of the crimmative force
presence of each ottier--not
only the motive
with which it is capable of operating.
to contradict the accusation in case of its
Solar as concerns clandestine in_roduc_ion
falsity, but the opport unity, the opportunity
(so it exceed not a certain magmt ude,) a mass
for immediate contradictmn, exists.
1Non- of written evidence possesses a means peoncontradiction of criminative disctmrse ope- liar to itself tbr being introduced into a man's
rates therefore as evidentiarv of confession ; [ ,o_se._siou without his consent or privity. It
though not without standin_ exposed to the I ma3 have come, for example, by the post,
debilitative three of variousinfirmative facts, t adtlrested to himself: it may have come by
But, where the form of the eriminative di_- I the post addressed to some inmate of his, antt
course was in writing, and the parties not t thus remain in his pos_ssion tbr any length
in presence--the
opportunity of immediate ] of time without his knowledge.
contradiction not havingplace--the
cireum- ] " (m such an occasion" (naming it,) "my
stance of the writmg's being found in the pos- I dear friend, you failed in your enterprise ;"
session of the indivldmd so addressed b3 it, | an enterprise (describing ie by allusion) of
scarce affords, of itself, any the slighte,_;t in- theft, robbery, murder, treason : " on such a
terence,
day, do so and so, and you will succeed." In
In the case of real evidence, po¢=ession this way, so far as possession of criminative
naay i,_deq,d, and not unreasonably, be con- written evidence amounts to crirnination, it
sidered as operating in the character ofaeriis in the power of any one man to make minativc circumstance.
Why? Because, by circumstantial evidence of criminality mavy
possession of things fit for use, a most natural
shape, against any other.
(though sometimes not an i, fallible'_ preIt has perhaps very seldom happened that
sumption is afforded of actual use and ownwritten evidence, tending to criminate a umn
ership: including under the head of use, in in respect of the crimes in question, ha_ been
the case of a mercantile man, sale, as being a fi_und in his i-_osscssion, hut there han been
mode of using particularly adapted to his st- good and sutticient reasnn for regarding him
tuation in life.
a_ guilty. Bat, in these same cases, the prinBut, as in the case of real evidence a man', I cipal reason has been constituted, not by this
having po_e_sion of a thing of any sort at- i of' possession, but by similitude of hands, or
fords ot itself scarce any presumption of hla _ by other evidence.
having made it,-- so. in the case of written !
.quppoted facts that belong not to this head
ev denee, mere p¢ssessi( n of a manuscript of : are apt to be urged in the character of infirany kind, not being in his own handwriti_ g, / mative tkcts, for the purpose of encountering
afforde scarce an_" presumption of his havi_g the criminative circumstantial ewdence conbeen the author of it. In regard to writings, ' stituted bv possession of written evidence of
as in regard to chairs and tahtes, possession i the nature here in qt es_ion. Such are-is good'evidence
of ownership : but of the
1. Irrelevancy of the discourse, either with
possessor's being the author of the writings,
reference to delinquem'v in genera], or with
it is not much better evidence than of his reference to the particular species of deliahaving made the chairs and tables,
quency, or individual act of supposed delinTrue it is, that, where the authorship has queney, in question.
for its proof similitude of hands (which is a
2. Unauthentieity of the script purporting
sort of real evidence.) pOssession add_ pro- to be in the handwriting of the supposed debable force to it. Why? Because, if it be linquent.*
extraordinary that writing, bearing such a
degree of resemblance to that of Reus, should
* See Book VIL Authentication.
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§ 4. Qf interrogation, as an instrument for
supplying the deficienetes of real ecid_we.
In the character of criminative evidences,
besides the special and contingent mfirmines
to which thcy are respectively liabtt., the
several mute evidence,-, which cnmpo.-e the
subject of this chapter ha_e. a- .-ueh, several
infirmities in common'--l.
The indmation_
they afford are particularly apt to be ineomplete.
By written evidence, to wtfieh it
happens to be found m the po_essi,m of tile
uupposed delinquent, the lights afforded may
be to mJy degree broken, impericct, inconelusive. 2. From the itminsie nature of these
mute evidence% by which their eriminative
force is exposed to the opposition of so many
inftrmative thcts, arises the que_tlon--a qm-stion that forees itself upon every ranonal
mind, -- these several possible mfirmat_re
facts, in the imhvidual case in question, have
they, or any of them, actually had place ?
For ftlli*_g up the above-mentmned defeiencies, for clearing up these last-mcntinned
doubts, the nature of tliings has p_t,vided one
and the same natural and naturtflly el_eaeious
instrument--interro,tation,
On this, as on all other occasions, the way
to knowis to inquire : a proposition that from
the beginning of the world to the present Fay
has never been a *ecret to any human bmng,
unless it be to l_n:zhsh lawyers. And el'whom
to inqmre 9 Of w.hom, but ot the one person
in the world, who, if th., ihet be in existence,
eammt f,dl to know of' it v__ the one per-on
in the woild, in conq_ari_mt _*lth wtm>e evidence, every other irnaginahh., spemes of e_Jdeuce, direct or eircnmstantml (except in _o
far as this naturally best evidence happen-,
by the force of sndster motive% to be drlver_
into mendacity,) is a miserable makesl,]ft :
insomuch *Alatif, on the score of hardsJnp to
the persol_ so interrogated, there were al,)
rational ohjection capable of appl3mg _o the
extraction of the evidence fl'om thi_ n,).t
direct, arid (in ease of eontes,orial ,c_!/on.lort')
most trustworthy,
of all sources,--it
w(.lht
operate, and with au_me:lted force, to the
exclusion of all other evidence,
The ease in which the written evidence is
eonfessorial, as compared w_th tlle ea:e in
which it is extraneous, here pte-_euts a d_ff_arenee. In the ea_e of confessorial written
evidence, the aurtmr of the writing and the
possessor of it are bat one person : there is
not, therefore. (;f necessity mo_e than one
persm_ of whom to iaTatre concerning it. In
the easeofextraneons
written evidence, there
are at lea_t two pcrsm_s: the person in whose
possession it is suppo_d to be, and the person
whose writing it is supposed to be. These
two at the least : add to whom (in the case
of a script purporting or supposed to be a
transcript, or written from dietatiofi,) the ori-
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ginal writer or dictator, on the one hand; the
transcriber or amanuensis, on the other.
Of these two persons, the possessor and
the writer (dismissing. for simplicity's sake,
the accidental decomposition of the writer
into the original and the derivative writer as
above,) it may happen to the latter to be no
lon_'er forthcoming in ._uchsort as to be subjeer to inquiry: death, imbecility, or expatriation, ma3 have put him out of reach. Ill
this case, tile imperfect evidence, which to,
false science and blind prejudice has been tim
ol_icet of exclusive choice, is left by necessity
in the character of the only receivable, be.
ranse the (,hi) obt,duable, evidence flora that
_ame souwe.
But, ia the case of confessnrial evidence,
whet e the pos_,e_,or of the cvidrnce and the
writer ale one and the same per,on, if he be
also the defendant, and in that ch._raeter
forthcmning, this ftr,t resource, the tacalty
of inquiring, remains m eess_blc.
On this same ocrasion, throe remains in
both the above cases vet another sort of person, who, when the process- of inquiry is going
on, ou_aat not to pa_s unheeded. 'l'hi_ is the
per,on, whosoever he may be (in the o_dL,mry
course ot thinzs, an oflDi,d pro-on,) by whose
instrumentahty
_he I,apms, whwh it wa- so
mueh the interest of other person_ to e_meeal,
have been brought under the eve of justice.
The papers produerd iu the charactm of erirmnatlve evidt.nee,
whether conIe_,_orial or
extraneou
at! flea.me. I_.e it so :-- but
the paper., whwh lhu., are l,rodnced, are they
all the papers _hat, in the character of evidence in relation to this same supposed delinquency, could have been produced ? These
are erimmative: hut did the santo possession,
or any other w_thm the reach at the searchers,
af/brd no ntber_- that were exculpative? These
are que.-ti(nL- whleu cmnmon sense, in aid of
common probir 3, cannot thil of pr,:ssing upon
the minds of all parties concerned ; but to
whi,'h the C'_tcm .tEu_l'sh procedure affords
11o a(icq_tc
and all-comprehensive means of
obtain:ng ans_veJ<
In [_u:'euallre Of' one of the most mischievon_ roneeit.- that ever entered into a lawyer's
head--one
ot the mo,t absurd if justice, one
of the be_r imazi_cd if injustice, were the
object, --the above sourc.es of necessary explanation have in great measure been cut off:
and always to the prejudice of justice, on
whichever side of the cause seated.
B 3 tile responsive testimony of the dcfendant, the existence of the eriminative fact
cannot be estabh.-hed, nor the elouds t: at
hung over it he cleared up. because no man
i._ to tie compelled to aceu,e himself.
By the responsive judicial testimony of the
same person, neither can the existence of any
ot the above-mentioned
i,_firmatwe facts be
established, nor the clouds that hm_g over it
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be cleared up ; because no man is to be a witness in his own cause,
If it were by a plaintiff in the cause that a
mass of evidences--partlyineulpativc,
partly
mfirmative
with relation
to the criminative
facts, or in any other way exeulpative--were
discovered
and made forthcoming,--he
pronuces _'hat he pleases, he suppresses
what he
plea_s : master at the same time of an accusation and a defcnce,--he
produces 1he accusutton, he suppresses
the defence.
Why ?-Because no man is, with or against
hi_ will,
to be a witness in his own cause.
Of these mischievous
maxims,
the brea_,h
is as notorious,
and perhap,
as extensive,
as the observance,
but, broken
as thev are,
there remains
torce in them to do mischief
in deplorable
ab,mdanee,
as well by t heir upplicatmn
to th_._ topm, as to a m_dtitude
of
others.*
§ 5.

For.qery

of real e_',denee.

_'hen
the appearance
of things
lead, to
wrong conclusions,
ilie deceit wdl somethoes
he the pure work of nature,
at other times
the work of human artifice.
The former ease i_ excmphfied
but seldom;
when it is, its birth ma 3, in the language
in
use among naturalists,
be ascribed to the play
of nature,

'
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In another,
though a nearly related,
point
of view, forgery of real evidence
is to real
evidence
what subm'nation
is to personal :
it is an attempt
to pervert
and corrupt
the
natureofthings,
ofrealobjects,
and thus force
them to _peak false. Of themselves
the thinga
are _ilent, or, if they speak, speak to the inculpation
of the defendant
: by the force he
applies,
a thing that was silent is made to
depose
falsel)--a
thing that
was speaking
against him _s either made to speak in his ,_kyour, or aJ least put to silence.
As well in the case of real evidence as in
the case of written
evidence,
tbrgery is suseeptible
of one main distinction--intofalrrieataue andoblilerative.
The ease where, in the
employment
of expedients
of this kind, the
endeavour
of the criminal is simply to remove
the imputation
from himself, without seeking
to fit,ten it on anybody
else. is as common
as the other case Is rare.
Whatever
be the
crnne, a main object ot the endeavour
of the
criminal is of course to expunge,
as effectually
as possihte, all traces of the commission of it.
The hands, the garments
of the lnurderer,
have ttiey received
a stain from the blood of
the deceased ? The most obvious reflection
suggests the removing
the stain fl'om everything from which it ('an he removed,
and the
destroying
or hiding anything
from which it

The irrational
animals may be ranked, and
to this purpose
without
injury.
Jn the class
of thin_is.
A case whwh,
whether
real or
fictitious,
is famous in the history of French
jurispl odence, may serve tbr illustration
to a_l
Engli,h
eye.
There,
as elsewhere,
magpies
have been remarked
for a propees_ty
to pick
up and hide not food only, hut other articles,
_hough
of a nature
not applicable
by these
hoarders
to any ascertainable
u_c. An irmacent person was accused of steahng trmn the
house of a neighbour
several pieces of _.,old,
and, being convicted,
suffel ed an i_nominious
death,
t he _eat _hlef was a magpie, which,
without
the wivity
of its master,
had taken
the money at dtfferent
times, p_eee by p_ece,
from the too accessible
hoard of a neiffhbour,
and deposited
it in a placeinaccessihle
to any
other than the unfortunate
person who suf
fered as for stealing it.
When the deceit is the work of art -- has
human artifice for its cause--it
ma 3 be ranked
with.forgery:
the act by which deceit is produced,
or endeavoured
to be produced,
may
be termed forgery
of real evidence "l"

] cannot
be removed.
To superinduce
upon
any object an appearance,
the tendency
of
_hich sh.dl be to disprove the commission of
! the crime.-wherht, r by disproving
the exist'ence of the crmfittal act or some criminative
' circumstance,
or b 3 proving the existence
of
. some justiticative,
or extenuative,
or exemptire,
circmn-taace
;--an
artifice of this ten. dencv would
suppo,e
an ullerior
degree
of
' refinement,
and uould come under the de, nominatim_
ofJabrleatwe
fmgery of real e_idem, e.
_ As it is onl vthrongh
tlw n _cdium ofphysic-al
! facts that ps_-ehological
tacts can be brought
to view, it is, eo*_sequemly,
through the medium of ph 3 steal t_ets alone, that any decepI titlous representation
at i,sychologmal
tarts
can be conveyed.
Phy-Acal facts alone, and
: not psychoto_cal
facts, are the only one of
the two sorts of facts upon and in respect
of
i whwh forgery can, properly speaking,
be cammttted-to which the operations
indicated
' b) the term forgery can bear any direct and
_ immedmte
application.
i
As to physical
t_,'ts ; altht*ugh, a,cong the

See Book IX. Ea'clusion,
Part IV. Yearnt/on ; Chap. II1. Se_=disserrtng
Ecidence.
In some ea_es, this sperms of ]raud (the deeeptitmus fabricataon, obhtcration,
or alteration,
of the appearances pr_ented
by a natural body)
etmstitute_ a substantive in',_ependent offence of
itself_forgery
of which writir_, of any kind is
the _mbjeet-matter or the objeev--forgery
of which

i
!
]
[
i
i

igen_l

I pointed

mone_ of _uy sort, the general

medium

severat
modfficationskind of iswhich
real evidence
of the et'anescent
susceptibleevi.
dence consisting of motinns,
sounds, colonrs_
.....
of exchange, _._lhe subject-matter
or the object
of these modtfieatmns at t_e more extensivespe.
eie_ of deception--forgery
in rega_'d to real evidenee in general--the
subject-matter
has been
_ already touched upon under the head of Pre-_pReal Evidence°
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smells, tastes, and (if the word may be used)
touclics, _ there is not perhaps a single article
that has not, at one time or other, been taken
for the subject of that sort of deceptitious
operation which, applied to other subjects,
has received the name of forger!l; yet it is
among the modifications of permanenl real
evidence that we are to took for that modifi-_tion of forgery which is mo_t in use, most
-eadily apprehended, and most apt to plesent
Itself under that name.
The beautiful history of tim p_triarch Joseph will afford us one exemplication of tbrgeryrespecting realevidence.
Preparatory to
the affectionate fi_rgiveness he meditated to
extend to his brethren, his plan required that
an alarm shmdd be rai_ed in their guilty bosoms_an apprehen_ionof bein_ puni,hed, not
indeed for the barbarity of which he had fiJ_merly been the victim, btlt for a supposed
offence of recent date, of which they wine
altogether immcent. Intbi_viewit
was, that,
into one of'the sacks that had been filled with
the corn which they had been lmyir_g, he
caused a cup to be introduced, which, not
having bought it, they had never meant to
take. Here then we have an example of forgery of real evideece of theft forgery of real
evidence of the permanent kind-- tbrgery of
evidence presented by the permanent sltualion of a certain mater_al ohject, a certain real
body, principal object and subJect-matter of
the suppo_d theft, the imputat or of which
it was intended thu_ to fix upon them, tbought
for a time only, and tbr a generous and friendly
purpose.
Another example ma); be afforded by the
modern case of Captain Donnellan. The _mell
afforded by the laurel-water, the poison supposed to have been employed by him as the
instrument of death,--this
important phenomenon, susceptible of permanence m respect
of the snbstanee lt_elf and its odorous power,
evanescent when considered in respect of the
sensations of which, on any given oceas,on, it
might have been productive, -- was, at any
rate (so long as the phial cantinued impre_'hated with it,) a lot of real evidence_
lot of
evidence indicative, at once, of the physical
act by which the poison was applied to the
organs of the paUent; of the intention, the
murderous intention, in pursuance of which
these acts were performed; and of the crimihal consciousness w_th which that intention
was accompanied, Conscious of allthese facts,
as well as of the punishment annexed by law
to such crimes,
Donnellan_
on observing
how
the phial had becmne the subject of observati*m, took it up, and, with the apparent view
of doing away the instrnrtive smell, poured
water into it, and rinsed it out. Theforgery
thus actually committed was of the kind that
has been distinguished by the name of obhterativ_, Suppose now that, instead of aim-
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_ply clearing the phial of the existing small, it
had been his plan, for further security, to superinduee another
the smell, for instance, of
some highly*scented medicine, such aswoutd
have been suitable tothe patient's case,-- fa.
brleatlve forgery would thus have been added
to obIiterative.
in the case where guilt, guilt on the part
of the forger, really exists, _the inculpative
fact, of which the act in question operates as evidence, is a psychological t;_ct--the exist[ eneeofculpable consciousness--consciousness
that the act, whereby the effect is intended
to be produced, is of the immber of those
which stand proscribed by one at least of the
two guardian sanctions, the political and the
mo_al, if not by both.
The prccumption thus afforded by this
_pecies of c_rcumstantial evidence-- the presumption of correspondent delinquency--is
obviou,ly a strong one ; it is, however, far
fi'om being a conclusive one. Cases, supposable case% are not wanting, in which
(supposing them realized) the failure of the
presumptmn, the erroneousne._s of the inference, will be obvious and indl_putable; nor
I are instances wanting in which these several
! supposable case_ have been exemplified in real
[ life.
I. Forgery (exculpative) in self- detenee
! against a false accusation ; tbrgery having tbr
t its object the renmval of appearances tending
_to fasten the imp ltation of delinquer e_ upon
an individual really innocent. The party in
suppose at the
! question being innocent,I sanle time a number of natural appearances
i tending to induce a persuasion of his being
! gmlty.
Take away the pre-existing source
_tof deception, the forgery in question is true
ewdenee of guilt: add the pre-existing source
of deception° the forgery by which the deeeption from this source is endeavoured to be
done away, is, in the character of evidence of
guilt, fallacious.
:No system of established procedure is yet
known'that
does not afford instances--instances in greater numbers than an eve of sen_-ibitity can contemplate without co_mern and
apprehension _ where individuals, really innocent, have sunk under a load of imputation
heaped upon toem by fallacious eircumstantial evidenea
Suppose an artw_e of this description, pregnant w_th false inferences,
an article exhibiting appearances susceptible
of permanence :-- the dagger employed by a
murderer, conveyed into the pocket of an innocent

man

; tile

_'arllqeqt

ot an i,"lnooent

man

stained, by design or aeeldent, with blond from
the body of a man who has been murdered.
Suppose the innocent man detected in his endeavourstoridhimselfofthedagger,
towash
away the blood : the dagger, the blood, fallaeious as they are, are, notwithstanding, evfdence: tbeseendeavours, innoeent as they are,
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will ace_di_vly be, in appearance at any rate, fraternal and generous project observed, a_d
and in a certain sense in reality, forgery of real m_staken for a serious hostile one :_ the uleTidence.
: timate innocence of intention would, when
The ease of the unfortunate Ca]as affords demonstrated, have been sufficient to r_e|
an exemplitication of more than one of the the presumption afforded by the apparent Inincidents by which the conclusiveness o_ an dieatlons of a design deeeptitious and injurL
"# ineulpative presumption may be proved,
A ous, and to add to the instances by which it
snn of his had received a violent death from is proved that, in the character of illculpatlve
his own hands: the father was brought to trim evidence, this, any more than any other speon a charge of murdering the son. As far as ties of evidence, is never entirely exempt from
the confusion of mind into which he was the danger of proving fallacious.
plunged permitted, he had obliterated or
Penal justice is not the only theatre of a
changed some of the appearances about the fraud of this complexion : it is'equally applibody of the decea_ed, and other circumjaeent
cable to non-penal eases. It may have for iis
bodies: here was forgery of real evidence,
object the subjecting a man to punishment,
Oa 'his exambmtion, he denied some of the or to the burthenof making satisfaction, When
_acts by which the non-natarality of the death undue : it may have for its object the exemptwas indicated : in ttds mode, as in the iormer,
ingamanfrompm,ishmentwhendue:
itmay
he concealed-- not indeed the fatal act itself; equally have for its object the causing a man
the act by which the process of strangulation
to be put into possession of some right to
was effected (for in that he had neither part which he has no just claim : it may have for
nor privily,)-but stone of the evidentiary
its object the exempting a man from some
facts by which it was indicated: here was obhgation, which,asneeessaryto
theeollation
clandestinity.
To what end all these aber- of a correspondent right, some other person
rations from the line of truth ?--to
cover has a just claim to see imposed upon him.
guilt ?--No;
for there was none anywhere.
The clandestine removal of a land-mark
The ohjert was to save the reparation of his aff_,rds an example of a case of forgery of real
departed child, and thereby the reputation of evidence, having for its object the acquisition
the family, from the ignominy winch, had the of a proprieta D' right. Considered in respect
direct truth been known, would (he was bat of its most obvious mid most frequent motive
too wetl assured) be stamped upon it by a and efficient cause, it is a contrivance for
most mischievous and endemial prejudice.*
stealing land : it is a succedaneum to the for2. Forgery (inculpative) acted in sport : gery of a deed, designed to serve as evidence
forgerycommitted in endeavouring, for a spor- of a title to land. Considered as the act of a
tire purpose, to fasten upon an innocent per- person to whom the loss would not be prosou the imputation of delinquency in this or daetive of any profit, it would at any rate be
that shape for a time,i"
a contrivance for injuring a person in his proIn the story already rcferred to--the
story petty, by destro_ag his title to land.
vf Joseph and his brethren--we
mayfind an
By the foregoing theoretic views, a few
exemplification of this ease ; though the st*oft
nraetieal instructions are obviously suggested.
was there not of the mirthful, nut of tte
The first is, that it is an office incumbent
serious and moral--not
of the comic, bat of on the legi_,lator, and, underhls authority and
the tragic kind.
Suppose the patriarch,-guidance, on the judge,_whenever
any msminister as he was to an absolute ki,g,--supterial objects present them_lves as capable
pose him, notwithstanding,
amenable to the of affording real evidence in the cause (be it
ordinary dispensations of justice : suppose his penal, be it non-penal,)--to
take such measures as may be suitable to the nature of the
• M*hether, in the ca_e in quest]ore d,e sere- ease, fi_r securing their continuance in that
rMabove-distinguhhedmodi_ieationsof
innocent state in which they shall be still exhibit]re
deception did actually take place, woatd be a
scrutiny foreign to the purpose. Some, indi_- of the evidence which they appeared to ex.
putably ; not all, possibly: but the inquiry would hibit at the time of their beingfir_t obsvrred;
be completely uscIes% since, correct or not eor- and to prevent them from either passing of
reef, the stat'_ment answers, in equal deffree, the themselves, orbeing purposely or aceldentally
purpose of illustratton. "What is material i.,-- brought, into any other state, in which the
the circumstances in it (if any) that are false, are,
in anyfutureease, just asllkely tobe exemplified evidence exhibited by them might be in dam
as it' they had been true.
ger of proving "faJlaeious.
•f If the endeavour be a serious one--an enThe attention bestowed upon this object,
fleavour to cause an innocent person to suffer is, in the French law, particularly eonspieuu/timately as tbr a delinquency, of which, to the ous : more so than in the :English. In the
tmo_vledge of the forser, he is not guilty, --the t former, the j adge has general explicit duties
t,et directed by this retention, and accompanied _ prc_nted
to him, and explicit rules for his
bythis eonseiousne_, constitutes a substantive I guidance, with emnmensurate powers. In
offence, and the presumption of delinquency at- t the English law. no special poseurs extensive
forded by the forgery is by the supposition net I enough to embrace the ohjee$ are p(n_,_!
t_Jls_ous.
VoL. VII.
_
B
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by any magistrate ; and in the exercise of his
powers, _o far as they happen to be adequate,
he is left to hid own una,sisted discretion,
without any inslruetion tbr hi_ guidance,
Before any suspicion has arisen--before
any steps have been taken, in the view of
brblgd'ngthc delinquent to justice--the
field
for this species of forgery is open to him ; and
_no provision_ taken h_ the le¢_slator can he
of any use, the moment for making application
of them not being" yet come. Bat a_ soon a,
suspiemn has told her tale to justice, and the
servants of justice have been put upon the
search tbr evidence, then it is that things as
well as persons may in this view be fit objects
of their care.
2. Another subject for the consideration at
least of the lezislator, is, the putting (where
practicable) this species el tbrgery, under its
several applications, upon the same tholing
in respect of prohibition and punishment, a_
forgery of written evidence, when directed to
the sam_ ends.
By the compilers of lhe books of RomanoGerman law, Prussian* as welt as Austrmn,t
remowd of land-marks constitutes an ladependent spedes t,f delinquency, under a title
by itself, not referred to hand, the crimea
falsi, or any other genus. Under the same
denomination, mention had been tbund to be
made of it in the original books of ancient
Roman law._
This, Jt is evident, is a case
of tbrgery of real evidence, in whwh the obtiterative and the tabncative species are con,bined.
In so far as the designation that had
been given of the real boundary is done away
by it, it is obliteratice: in so rite as an iv(hcation of a i_alse boundary is presented, by
settingthe mark down againin awrong place,
it isJabricatn,c,
In thi¢ spot, and in this alone, the penal
law of thete two German atate_ has covered
a portion, important imteedmits nature, bul;
comparatively mimlte in it* extent, of the
_a(le field of thi_ mnditication of for_,ry,
Neither the Engli_-h nor the old French law
have made so much as this small advance towards the comprehension of thi_ traml. The
French, in then" adoption of the Ilomaa law,
seem somehnw or other to have drept what
the more faithfid Germans have copied.
In French jurisprudence, however, instances
are not wanting of the application, real as well
as suspected, of this species of fraud, to the
most mischievous and flagitious purposes,
In the case of Le Brun,l t who died of the
torture that had been unj ostlv inflicted on him
for his supposed participation'in the murder of
his mistress, the judicial officers, when pos•ession had been taken of an old key that had
•t Boehmer,
2, Cap. 33.
I_miza, _§ 464-471.
....
Elem. tad Pand.) Pars. VII.
_l_49eaneeeu
•
11___au.__s
Cd_res (17:',7), iii. 323.
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been in his occupation, were charged by his
advocates with having altered it into a rodster-kcy, for the purpose of his appearing to
possess a facility, which in fact he did not
possess, for the commission of the crime.
Under the Roman law, the word stellionatu_ served as a head to comprise a hedge- _
podge of offences, chiefly of the predatory
cla-., bearing scarce any other resemblance to
each other. Out of six, the third is si qals
_mposturam fi_eiet tn necem alterius--lf
any
tree shall have employed imposition in the
view of depriving another of his life. Under
this bead, tbrgery of real evidence for that
partieular purpose may probably have' been
meant to be comprised.
A lizard is a cunning animal, and a stelho is
the most cunning of all the lizards, as Pliny,
the most accurate of natural historians, assures us. It is upon the ground of this aneedore of natural history, that the Roman lawyers have jumbled together so many other
offences which require no contrivance, under
the name of stelhonatus. Stelhvnatus should,
by this description of it, have been syt_onymous to fraud, or been used to express exelu_
steely some modification of fraud.
CtIAPTER
IV.
o_" PRFt,ARAT1ONS,ATTFblI'T¢,. DECLARATIONSOF I'qTENTION,AND TItRLATS,CONSlD_RI D A* artol_)lNt; _Vll_:.:NLEOFDt:LINQUENCY.
§ 1. Probative .fi,rce of these circumstance¢
considercd in themsch e_.
I. Pt_Et'AIL_.TIONS;-- ViZ.acts done in the intentmn of giving birth to tim act considered
a_ the prineq);A fact, the fact said to be evidented.
The event having aetuaIly taken place,--if the acts considered a_ [,reparatmns with
regard to that event were such as properly
c_,me under that name, their probative force
with reference to it is out of dispute, and
they are assumed to be conclusive.
0facts of this description, m_d those others
that tbllow them under the same mine extensive denomination of preeedential acts, it
,nay be of use at the outset to observe, that
although in point of time the acts themselves
are essentially prior to the principal act or
other fact--it
will frequently happen, that
the time when they are understood to be
such, the time when their connexion with'the
principal fact is perceived, and even the time
when they themselves come to light, is of
later date.* That it shouhl be so is the more
natural, inasmuch as--if the design, being of
a criminal or in other respects an obnoxious
nature, is understood (or though it be bus
suspected)--a
natural though not a necessary
* An example will be seen further on, ia
Donnellan's ease.
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result is, that it should be frustrated : that I and, among others, for obviating suspicion of
the obnoxious event shouldbe prevented from the design itself; 2. Preparations as it were
taking
_cond oforder,
It is place.
in the penal law that acts of this de- I of
or tim
suspicion
the
scription have been most frequently brought i order, viz. of those
to notice: the purchasing, the collecting, the t immediately to the

for preventingof discovery
preparations
the first
which are pointed most
accomplishment of the

repairing to the spot de._tined to be the scene the second order, imaginatloti will easily add
fashioning,
the instruments of mischief; the I preparations
principal design
; 3. third
To these
of
ef
it.
of the
andpreparations
fourth order,
i_'ot that the facts which are apt to come [ and so on. For it is evident, that to rids
in question in a non-penal cause arc iu their t eha_n of preparations--to
the ehahl of even*
nature by aI*ymeans destitute of this species tual or intemted causes, capable of being thus
of eiremtistantial evidence :-- 1. Preparations
spun nut of the stores of wa_ ward industry
for the ceremony of ititermcn_, have been --there can be no certain lin] t.
brought forward a_ eii cumstantml evidence I
The measures thus taken fur concealment
of expected, though more naturally of preee- . or llhlsion--ibr
involvittg facts in darknes._,
dent, death ; most commonly to prove a death . or covering them with f:al_e colours-- will
which really took pl,tee: rarely, but not with- [ ¢ometin_es appear in the _brm of discourse,
out example, to aflbrd a t:allaciuus proof of I oral or written ; sometimes in the shape of
the death of u person at that. time still in ex- deportmcnt,--phyMcalacts
atlarge. _'hatever
istem'e.* 2. Preparations tbr birth 0. e. for a man does, he doc_ either by his own hands,
parturition)ha_ e been brought forward, some- by his own immediate operative powers, or
times to repel the ct,arze or suspicitm of the bv tile hands of others. Wheu lie gives modestraetioo of an illegitinlate child by the ti'on to the hands of others, it will generally
mother, somctune¢ to afford proof el filia- I be hy words. So, if the hands or the lips of
tiou, real or pretended.
3. Preparations tbr i others be prevented from raising up obstruethe marriage ceremony have been brought, lions to his designs: aml, anaong the persons
forward, sometia,_s as presumptive proof of thus wrought upon--the
persons prevented
the subsc_lueut perfilrmauce of tile ceremony;
from becoming or continuing to act iu the
sometimes as proof _)fan engagement to that
character of opponents, or converted into coeffect, when satisfaction for the breach of it adjutors_may
be the intended sufferer himhas been claimed._"
sell
When i.he act projected is of a crimninal
On March 30th, 1781, at the assizes at
nature, or where on any other aceoun_ the Warwick. Captain Dounellan was convicted
discovery of the design threatens to be fol- of murder, committed by poisonin_ Sir Thelowed either hy the frustration of it, or by odosius l_onghton, in whose estates he had
any other incouveuience, either to the agent an interest ill right of his wife. Under the
in question, or to any other persolz or per- present, as well as several sueceedir_g heads,
soils, whose welfare is regarded by him with this case wiil be f,mud pregnant with a va,
an eye of sympathy,--the
natural state of riety ofinstr(_etive illustrations.
The deterthings is, that the preparation- _hou!d be ruination was termed, that, in stone way or
endeavoured to be concealed. Umlerstauti,
other, the death of the young ma_l should
the preparation_ for bringing about the event take pl_','. To shut the door against suswhicil is particularly aml for its own sake eu- pielon, a notion was to be propagated, that
deavoured to be brought abdnt. But i, thi_ his state of heahh was desperate; that death
main and direct de_igm, are involved by ac- _ speedy death--was
certain ; that his imeideut a various and ahno_t indeterminate
prudence was continually heaping up causes
multitude of incidental and collateral ones: [ upon cau_es._
The poison employed was
1. Preparations for giving birth to productive i di_ilIed laurel water. The plant was to ire
or facilitating causes, ofalt kinds mid degrees ! found of course ill the garden ; and the tourof propiuquhy or remoteness ; for removing ! derer, not to have poison to buy, had proob,tructions of all kinds from all quarters, I vlded himself with a still for tile fabricauoa
; of it. He practised distillation frequently ;
_t
t
,
,
See Causes Celebre_
_and the room in which he operated was kept
In the e*-_e_wbere the act has not bcen in- t " him 1-"l-"a -- " w_..............
_._._
tended
" " " _ior wtilcn
"" ""tie was taking
"" me•
, or
....the event not expected, tile pretx_ra- :, •_rloin g complaint,
ttons,
bcang
(lecepI "ieine
" c _" s otoneortuepntalawere
_
_ ....
" "-nave
- employed
" " as
" "mstrumenL_
" tnat.
" _pecmsor
" oi "fra
tlon
oeentmctureowltU
u d _" (1 t _"" the ., _oltent.
o
....
-" 'n h
n a former occasion been di 'tin I to ue got rio or, and tile poison substituted
g_h_d bythe name of forgery of real evidence: I The phials, as they came m, used to be placed
a deception which, though.' the object of _t _s t_ It by himnin an inner room, which be had been
disguise or suppress seuume ewdenee,, becomes I in the habit of locking"up. He happened ones
itself evidence when UlSeovered,but ewttenec on I to forget to take his medicine " Why" :sa)'s
13_n,lol1an/ "_, s _OU
a "*
. _. * 1_
i'_ In
" OUr OU_"
_ ".theotherside " Everyspeciesofdecepfion........whieh,
_ V_U
ffsueeessful, would have produced ewdenee on [
Y
the side of file deceiver, operates as evidence /
.........
_g'ai_t him in case ofilt success.
|
_ Trial. pp, It;. 2[t.
]] lb. p. 4t.
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room? you wou|d not then be so apt to forTo this objection three answers may be
get it."--The
fatal advice was taken: and applied.
thus the necessary opportunity was prepared.
1. In the first place : the act of the legitPreparations capable of a specific deserip- later--the
act whereby the prohibition is
lion are fi'equently and properly made the issued, together with its punishment--is
subject of a separate prohibition ;--converted
(as sueh) prior in its date to the occasion by
into distinct offences,
which any act in disobedience of it can be
Where the connexion between any such produced. The suhjeet bus complete and elpreparatory act and its correspondent winfeetual warning of it (for, if trot, the answer,
eipal act is looked upon as sufficiently inti- it mu_t be confessed, does not apply:) the
mate--where
the existence of the former is I subject has complete warning of the prohibilooked upon as sufficiently conclusive with tion put upon the newly-prohibited
act, the
regard to the existence of the latter--the
vi- formerly nnprobibited anti amply evidentiary
gilanee of the legislator has not uncommonly
act ; an'd the abstaining from _t is as mueh
exercised itself in laying hold of the prepa- in his power as the abstaining from the prinratory act, and converting it, by his prohibi- I cipal act. If indeed the law-- instead of
lion and punishment, into a sop _rate offence ; I being a law precedent to the offence, a law
instead of taking the chance of the judge issued with the ordinary precedent notice-being able to treat it upon the footinff ef an were a law suhsequent to the offence-- were,
evidentiarv act, with reference to the cot in a word, in the language of English jurisresponding principal act, and so bringing it prudence, and after the fashion of every dewittfin the punisbomnt already attached to cision of jurisprudence in a new ease, that
such prileip_l act. Folgery, coining, but, mons_er of iniquity an ex post facto law;above all, _muggling, afro!d so many insta;- cos then. buteed, the objection would be not only
of this line of legislative praetlce.* Under applicable, but unanswerable. But thisis not
the head of Indirect Legislation, it has been supposed to be the ease.
brought to notice in another plaee._2. In the next place : the more effectually
To an operation of thi_ sort an objection to _ecure innocence fl'om the punishment lepresents it_-elf; which, when it i_ not eonelu- yelled ag,tinst guilt, -- when an act that aceisive as a bar, may at an) rd_e be useful as a dentally mit_ht now and then. in the cbaraeter
caution. Such an operation, it may be said. of an evidentmry act, have involved the agent
will be either useless or mischievous: use- _n the punishment appertaining to the prineiless, if the effect of it be not to cause a man pal act,--when
such an act is taken in hand
to be convicted of the offence in a case where by ,'he legislator, and converted into a prinotherwise he eouhl not have been convicted;
cipal and independent offence, care ought to
mischievous, in the opposite ease. To the be, and commonly is, taken, to interweave
judge alone it belongs to be informed of the in the description of the new-created offence,
circumstances of each individual ease ; to the explanations, serving to llurit it, anti make
legislator not. If, in any given instance, to sure nfeonfiningthe application of the punishhim who is thus intormed of those eiremn- ment to the ca,e where the quondam evidenstauees, the ev_dentiarv act, even with the tiary act, the supposed act of preparation, i¢
addition of whatever other evidence the ease really such--is really connected in the mind
may happen to furnish, does not appear to of'the agent with the intention of committing
afford a sufficient _round for pronouncing th,e the principal ac$.
existence of the principal act,--the operation
3. In the third and last place : to the lastof the legislator-- the obhgation which he mentioned precaution may be, and not unitelays on the judge to act as if the ground were quently is, added another,--viz, the reducing
sufflcient-- is an act of injustice. : it i, pro- to a de;:ree below that of the originalor prinductive of punishme,t where not due:--and,
eipal offence, the punishment annexed to the
in the onl_ remai,ting case, justice, at any rate,
evidentiary, the new-created offence, lastandoes not gain by it.
ces of this sort, in no inconsiderable number
and variety, would probably be found in the
" On this principle, for the more effectual laws of all countries relative to smuggling:
torevention of the crime _hich consists in the they certainly are to be found in the British
murder
an illegiumate
a punishment
has beenofimposed
by Englishchild,
law upon
the mere laws relative to that mnltifariousty-diversiconcealment of the birch--an act in itself nowise fled ._pecies of offence.
criminal, but considered in the hght of evidence
What has been said of preparations may upof a criminal intention._
ply. with little variation, to attempts ; since-5" Dumont, Trail,s de Lrgislation tEd. 18020 with reference to the ultimate object of iniii. 119. See above, Vol. 1. p. _5;_.
. tention, the ultimate resuh _all attempts,
all motions previous to consummation, may
Concealing
or
endeavouring
to
conce.d
the
By attempt.
birth ofa ehild_ is made a misdemeanour by _3 be considered as preparations.
Geo. IV. e. 31, § 14, and the offender is liable we understand action, Carried beyond mere
to be imprisoned tar any term not exceextingt_o preparation, but _klling short of execution of
year_Ed,
the uhimate design, in any part of it.
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Between
preparations
and attempts,
the
tent that, in one way or other, at some time
distinction
,,-ill (it is evident)
be, i,,mlm_y
or other, it may reach his notice,
tn a word,
cases, very indeterminate;
and in diffel_|l¢,
if it be in the shape of a discourse,
oral or
cases it will be widel_ different.
In penal { written, that the threat is meant to be coneases, it will be different
according
to the t veved,
it matters
not whether
he be mennature of the species of offence : in offences
tioned in the second person or the third.
of the same species, it will be different again,
For the reason given above, menaeement
according
to the different
circumstances
in
is presumptive
evidence
of the act; i. e. that
which, the different means by which, tbe init was by or with the co-operation
of the
dividual offence in questionis
endeavomed
to
threatener
that the act was done : but, for
be committed.
In case of homicide,
tot exthe reason also given above, the evidence
is
ample, --according
as tile intended scene is not of ilself absolutely
conclusive.
laid on shipboard
or by laml; on the public
way or in a private
chamber;
by drowning,
fire-arms, or poison.
Fortunately,
on the present occasion, these
distinctions
are as useless,
as, on any occasion, they would be nice and intricate.
S_
the ultimate
design be evidenced.
_hether
the act by which it is e_-ideneed come under
the denomination
of an attempt,
or only of
an act of preparation,
makes in this re-pect

§ 2.--h_rmative

I. Preparations
and Attempts :* infirmative
circumstances
applicable
to them.
These circumstances
have been already conslderedin
the character ofcriminative
eircumstances,
evidentiary
of the part supposed to
have been taken by the supposed delinquent
in the production
of the noxious result.
Remain to be brought to view the several

circumstances

applicable.

no difference.
II. Second example of circumstantial
evidenee
decidedly
precedent
to the fact evideuced, Declar,tions
of Inteut,m
: -- of the
intention to perform the act, the peribrmance
of which constitutes
the principal fact, the
fact evidenced,
as above.
This species of circumstantial
evidence
bears a close analogy to the foregoing.
De-

_ possible tacts by which, in the character
of
infirmative
facts, their probative
force, in regard to the part supposed to havebeen
taken
I by him, is capable of being diminished.
!
1. Intenti,_
dflbrent
ab initio ;af in which
I ease, the result iutended to be produced may
I have been either--l,
altogether
innoxious;_
i 2. less noxious than the result that actually
i took place ; or, 3. equally or more noxious._

clarattons
of intention
are expressions
of I
'_ In some eases the preparathm
and the atintention
pm posely conveyed
hy words : by
temptwill beelearlydistmgui2,habte,
but in others
preparations,
purposely
or not, the intention
they will not. To the pre._ent purpose, at any
is expressed
by acts.
The former belong to
rate, they may be brought together under one
the heard of personal evidence
by discourse ; head : in respect to the i:_.tirmatn'e facts capable
the latter to that of personal evidel_ee by deof
applying to them, there will not be tbund any
difference.
pertinent.
% In this ease (it may be objected) the fact is
III. Threatening,
or3Ienaeement.
Athreat,
not,properly
speaking, ar_ infim_atlve one. By
an act of menaeement,
is a name given to a pleading it, a man would not (as in the other
declaration
of intention,
in the case where
eases that have been seen) admit--he
would im
the act deelaled to be intended i_ of the nmuthe contrary deny, the existence of the inculpaber of those of which it is supposed that the
tire t_.ct in question.
True : the preparation or
attempt was not a preparation or attempt to proeffects would
be of a painful
na'_m'e, with
duceexaetlythe_amerestfltthat,
ineonsequence,
reference
to the per.on
to whom the deelais understood
to have taken place
but It was,
ration is addressed,
however, a preparation, an attempt,
to do some.
The reason for giving to a declaration
of thing ; and a preparation
or atten_pt of which
intention
in this ease a separate mention under
the mlschief'in question has been the result.
A
aseparate
name, is, that it necessarily
assumes
man is killed by a bullet, shot out of a fowlingpiece : whether the intention was to kill or not
a separate name in every system of penal law;
to kill, suppose the supposed dehnquent were_ a
inasmuch as, where the act declared to be inlittle betbre, seen putting a bullet into the fowltended is considered
and treated as an offence,
lag-piece, the preparation
thus made would not
so is (or at any rate, in eases of a certain debe tire less likely or the less fit to be considered
gree of importance,
so ought to be) the de.
ba the light of an evidentary circumstance,
prodaraOon likewise,
babilizb_g the intention of producing
the mischievous result that actually took place.
A declaration
to thi_ effee_ may be ex_ See Donnellan's
ease.
Crhnemurder,
pressedbymlyothersignsaswellasbywords,
poisonin_g by water distilled from taurelleaves:
Preparations,
when open, may have for a col"
crmnnanvc
fact--prtTaration
for distilling : inlateral object this collateral
result,
firmatlve supposiUon--it
might have been for
It matters
not whether the threat
be adwater from rose or other leaves ; and bueh w_
dressed
immediately
to the person on whose
ttle colour endeavoured
to be given to it.
mind the unpleasant
impression
is intended
H It is only in the character
of an infirmative
supposition
applicable to a eriminafive
eviden(or deetared to be intended)
to be made, -tiary eireumstane%
that the state of things here
or to any other person or persons,
to the insupposed applies to the pre_ent purpose. _lVlmt_
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2. Intention
overshot tnt the result. But in
thi_ case the disprobabilizing,
tlle infirmatire three of the infirmative
fact, applies, not
to the whole of the result,
but only to the
excess of the result produced over the result
intended. _
3. The intention
changed;
viz. at atime
posterior
to the attempt
or coarse oi preparation,
which, being proved,
is exhibited
in
the character
ofa probabilizmg
circumstance,
evidentiary
(as agains_ the supposed
delioqent) of a participation
in the production
of
the misehief.
Here, as oh,we,
it i_ only on
the supposition
of the fresh
dcsign'_ being
less mischievous
than the original one, that
the possibility
of theiofirmatlve
fact in queslion can have (or at least ought to have) a_ly
influence in practice.
4. Intention ])ersi._tinfl, power.f_dhn
9: the
result,
though intended
to he produced
by
the _upposed delinquent,
t;aving iu fact been
produced,
not by any act of his, but by other
means,_
5. Among co-delinquents,
tim oI)_ratlon of
on the supposition that the consummation
of the
act of dehnquenev
is sufficiently proved by the
help of ulterior ev]ffenee, may be the prqper relative quantity ofpuni_bmem
(relation being had
to the more o_'dioary case of an exact c,mfi_rmity
between the criminal iutentmn and the noxious
result,) is a question that belongs to another
place.
On this pMnt, see lntrod_wtwn
to )do_,aL¢ aml Le!l).,bttion.
Vol. l. p. 35, et setl.
In the State "l:rials may be seen a trml for
maiming,
in winch the dcfenee was, that the
lnaimmg
wa_ unintentional,
t.,e design bem_,
manifestly
to kill for that manning would not
answer the purpose"
Conviction too_ vtaec notwith._tanding;
it is difficult to say whbther properly or not : the indictment being groun,ed on
_nwritten
law, under which neither right nor
w on__ can have
an Y detertmoate" P]ace • [,nder
"
the statnte law,--where
the intentton has been
equMly or more noxio" u.s than the re_u't,1 , mere"
wl be
"11
no difficulty in saying that the punishment allowed to'be_inflteted
ought to be at least
equally great, because in resolving the nfisehief
of the offence into its component elements (viz,
into the mischief of the first order_ viz. that which
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the immediate criminal a_tent _arying from
¢_gamon design agreed
on.
This, a ease
¢]_ntly
exemplified,
ineludes the three
eases, being distinguished
by no other
eumstanee
than that of the number of
offenders.

EVIDENCE.

the
frefirst
eirthe

Two orthree
engagein
aplan of robbery:
one of them,
in prosecution
of the design,
commits a murder-on his part intentional,
but not necessary
to the design.
Whether,
in the intention
of committing
the greater
crime, the accomplices
in the lesser did or
did not take
part, is among the questions
which (in a case of h(nnieide on the occasion
of a design of robber 5 ) have been passed over
as not worth
notice
by tim unfeeling
negligence of EnglL-h judges.:_
In an early and rude state of society,
the
attention
of those on whose will the fate of
their
fellow-creatures
depends,
has everywhere been almost exclusivelypointed
to physteal fiwts, regardless
of psychological
ones°
In the in.lance
of the Chinese lawyers,
Englishmen being the eventual
or intended
victims of it, tiffs barharity
has attracted
notice.
But it, on this score, tl_e first stone be due to
tim head ef the Chinese lawyer,
the second
is. on a multitude
of similar accounts,
due to
t[_o_.e of his learned brothers
on the English
bench.
]l. Declarations
or other expressions
of/ntention: infirmative
izaets nl,plie,_ble.
To the eriminativ,_ tb-ee of discourse
express ve of an intention
to con n it an offence
of the nature of that eventually
committed
I " _
, .......
_ • _t
, •
I toe ..uppo_ame
tacts tiJat ,']pply. m _ne eo.a[ raeter ot tnErmatlye
.oon_i(,eraim_*s,
are, m
I _peeles and denommat.,on,
the same that have
i been seen apr_lving in the ease of preparations
and attemn*'-""
Btt
ibrasmuch
as _'ovtls are
I ant to be uttered
with les_ con ideration than
] '
_
•
'
._ .....
,_a course,, eI ,preparatl°n
attenoeu
Wltll la_)our
_ and hazard is _ont to be engaged and perse
t '
: "
' '
"
_ vered in,--the
probative
force of' the eriminai rive circumstance
seems in zeneral less cons]I derable and at the same time the disprobative
_

falls on the indiwdual
specially injured and his I trial'a Bradford being an innkeeper, a traveUer_
immediate connexions-Sand
the mischief of the _ seen to be well provided w_th money, put up at
seeped order, viz. the alarm and the danger ex- his house.
The traveller was found weltering
tending to ttle eonmmuity,)
it will be found that
in his blood, Bradford in the room_ armed as
the aggregate
mischief; and thence the demand
for the crime : he had, however, been frustrated
for punistrraent,
is not, in thLs anomalous and
by another traveller,
with whom he had had no
extraordinary
case. inferior to what it is in the intercourse on the subject, and who on his death.
ordinary case.
(See Dumovt,
and " lntroducbed contused the fact.
fiend' &c. ut supra.)
+ Where a number of nersons are engaged
• Among a number of considerations,
each of together
_"
" some unla_ fld "pursmq" and one of
m
which would of itself be sufficient for the aholithem, on a sudden, in furtherance
of their eomtion of the savage pracUce of confounding homi.
moo purpose, commits a murder,
they are all
eide on the occaqon of a duel in consequence of gnihy of murder in the eve of the law,
Fost,
mutual consent, with homicide in the way of as:_51 to 354 ; 2 Hawk_ P. (3. cap. 29.._§ 8, 9.
stabs]nation, one is, that in general the result inEd.
tended is not death, but only di,-ablement ; and
the proof is_ that no sooner has the disablement
_ There were various tree ts on this subject.
taken place, than hostility ceases.
One will be fi-amd editorially
quoted (infra._ p.
"l" See Bradford's
e_se_ in, a Treatise on Cir182_) which does not appear, however_ to be that
_xunstantial Evidence: occasioned by Donv.eliar?,_
retched to by the nut!for.--Ed.
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force of the infirmative consideration more taken at large (viz. declarations of an lurchconsiderable,
tion to commit the crime oaCterwe.rdscommi_
BeiiLgofthetmtureofconfessoriatevidence,
ted,) apply to threaLs ; viz. to threats be_ring
viz. of that species of it which is extra-j udicial relation to the same crime. But in the ea_e
and spontaneous, differing only in respect of of threats, these infirmative considerations
relative time (the eonfessorial evidence being seem in some instances to apply with supesubsequent to the event, the evidence here rior disprobative force.
in question antecedent.) it stands exposed to
In the case of threats, very commonly the
the disprobative ibrce of the sameinfirmative
result really intended to be produced is,
considerations as confessoriat evidence, which not the mischief of the crime, nor, therefore,
see.*
the crime itself, --but only the apprehension
1. If the state of things expressed in the of it--the
alarm, the terror naturally attendformer instance by the word_ intention d_f- ant on the expectation of it-- on the eontem.ferent ab initio he exemplified here, this is plafion of it in the character of a mischief
as much as to say, that the declarations that hkely to take place. If so, it is in this way
have place here (viz. the declaratmns of an in- tha_ the state of things expressed by the words
tention to commit the crime that in ihet was intentum di[lbrent ab initio is here verified.
afterwards committed) were ridge. Suppo¢ing
The consideration that contributes to ransuch to be the case; the iuferences that may der ttm falsehood of the deelaration in queshe drawn trom them, and theinfirmative
con- tion in this case probable, and consequently
sideratinn, that apply to their probative force to weaken the probative three of this circumin the character of criminative ci_eumstanee=, stance in the dmracter of a eiz cmnstantial eviare the same as in the case el .f_lsc extra- dence of the imputed delinquency, as agaiust
ju&cialand Sl,,ntam'ou_ cor,feasvrmlcvidence,
the supposed delinquent, is, the tendency of
or .false re._/,on._ion,which sec.'l"
such a prediction to obstruct and frustrate its
Tim supposition that these declaration_ are own ace_unplishment. By threatening a man,
faL-e, may, ar first view, be apt to appear you put him upon his guard; m_dthree him to
inconsistent with the supposition all along have recourse to such means of protection,
made; vlz. that the crime in question has as the force of the law, or any extra-judicial
actually been committed, and that @ whom powers which he may have at command, may
committed (or rather, whether cmnmitted by be capable of affording to him.
the supposed delinquent) is tire only remainWhaiever may be the disprobafive force
ing subject of inquiry.
But, whether the with which, in the character of art mfirmacrime actually _.ommitted, by the supposition,
tire fief, this tenden,'y on the part of an anhad or had not the supposed delinquent for a tecedent threat may operate in opposition to
sharer in it,--the
declarations made of mr in- its probative (viz. to its criminativc) force,
tention to commit a cr_me of that or a similar -- the indication afforded by this infirmative
description may, at the time when made. have consideration can never be peremptory and
been ridge: and declarations of an intcntion
conclusive. By the testimouy of experience,
to commit a crime are no tess susceptible of criminal threats are but too often, sooner or
bei_tg false, than declarations o' the opposite . later, realized.
To the intention of producast, viz. declarations of an irrtention to ab- , cing the terror, and nothing bug the _error,
stain from the commission of that or a similar . succeeds, under tavour of some special opcrime,
portunity, or under the spur of some fresh
See Chapter VI., irawhich the various in- i provocation, the intention of producing the
ducemcnts by which a man may have been ,. Inischief; arrd (in pursuanceofthatintention)
engaged to aw_w the commission of a crime, i the misdfievous act.
committed or not committed, arc brought to i Note, that mnong the tendeneles of menaceview.
_ment is that of operating at the same time
IlL Threats:--infirmafive
considerations ' as an evidence of an ulterior and distinguishapplicable.
_,able evideutiary fact ; viz. operation of eorreTo threaten to do a criminal act is to ex- ' spending motives, existence of corresponding
press an intention of committing it. The _ dispositions: permanent sources of the deonly difference is, that, when a man threatens I linqueney in question, in the instance of the
to commit a came, he not only expresses an ' supposed delinquent, As to this point, see
intention of committing it, but declares this i further in an ensuing ehapter._
intention in the desig31that such his deelara- i
A question which may occasionally arise
tion should come to the knowledge, and be I'is, how far _,_cndocit!,on the part of a witness
productive oft>ar in the mind, of some per- rnay be considered as probahilized by evidenee
son in whose mind (if committed) he expects proving him to have previously threatened to
it would be productive of grief,
prejudice by his testimony a party on a side
Of course, whatsoever infirmative coast- opposite to that on which he is eatled: in parderations apply to declarations of intention
tieutar, in a erimi_al case, to have threatened
* t_le. _tfra. Chap. VI.

+ Chap. V. & VI.
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to give _ue_ testlmonv as should render cer- are mere prejudices--groundless
and utterly
lain, or more or less pr'ohable, the conviction
indefensible prejudices-- concerts, founded
of the defendant,
not on the principle of utility, but solely on
tn this supposed circumstantial evidence the principle of caprice. In the next place,
of mendacity may be seen a very frequent
because, in this case, as in the three others,
source of delusion, and a very useful iz_stru- the practice in question is the most power_hl
ment in the hands of de|inqueuts and their as well as the safest of all instruments that
advocates,
can be employed for the discovery of truth.
If the threat be conditional, next to nothing The reasons ill favour of the former of these
is proved by it : if absolute, still less. " If positions will be exhibited under other heads:*
you do not so and so as I would wish, I will the reasons which the latter has for its ground
testify against you." With superior and re- will now appear as we advance.
fined morality, it certainly is not consistent
The fact of which this sort of behaviour
for a man thus to render depemlent on a com. operates as evklenee--the conclusion to which
pliance with his personal wi_hes a service it tends, the inference which it appears to
which he owes to justice. But does it follow I warrant--varies
in its description, as already
that, because--out
of court, and before you _intimated, according to the quality of the
have been called upon for your testimouy by I cause, penal or non-penal, and the relation
the official ministers of justice--you
reserve / which the party, plaintiff or defendant, bears
yourself (or rather declare yourself to have : to it.
reservedto yourself) the ikcuhy of makingor [
Case l.--Let
the cause be a penal one,
not making, as you think fit, the preliminary i and the person examined in the character of
disclosure which may eventuallylead to pro- a witness, the defbndant.
In this case the
secntion,_that
thel'efore, if by'the power of i conclusion will naturally be, that he is guilty
justiee called upon for your testimony, you of the offence of which he stands charged,
will perjure yourself?
Thus .-tands the proposition: the proof will
A threat, however, of this kind--though,
be exhibited thrtbcr on.
taken by itself, it operates with very little
Case 2.-- Let the cause be a non-penal
force in the way of presumptive evidence of one, and the party examined be the defendant,
mendacity-- may be of considerable efficacy, as before. The conclusion is oftbe _me kind,
in corroboration of' other circumstantial evi- varying only with the nature of the cause.
dence to the same effect.
Tim predieamen'_ he stands in is of the mnn. bet of those in which a man stands bound by
law to take upon him the obligation sought
CHAPTER
V.
to be imposed upon him by the plaintiff's
claim.
01 _ NON*-RESPONSION,
AND
FALSE,
OR EVASIVE
f
Cf/s_ 3._ Let the cause be a penal one, as
RESPONStON_
ONSIDEREDAS AFFORDINGbefore, but the party the plaintiff. In this
EVIDENCE
OF C
DELINQUENCY.
ease, if it be a cause purely penal,--the
deI. FiasT article of that class of circumstantial
mand made by the plaintiff being purely the
evidence, the nature of which is to present _mflmtmn of mmst ment and that a punishitself at a period of time subsequent to that I meat 1ot n cludmg any effect of a nature to
of the principal fact,--n,m.resl,onsion
judi- I afford personal satisfaction to himself; as is
cial: silence on the part of an individual I thecase where the plaintiffprosecutesforthe
(being a party to the cause) at the tinm of ! public merely, in which case he is a public
his being subjected to examination in due f officer, acting without personal interest ; in
tbrm of law: wilful forbearance to make an- i this case it cmmot fall to the share of the
swer, in the character of a deposing withes% plaintiff to be examined. If by accident (and
to any relevant question put to him in the [ it could happen only by accident) it did fall
course of a judicial examination. In this case ! to his lot to be eyalmined, wilful fbrbearance
is involved the supposition of the establish- I to answer is a result that can scarcely be supment of the practice in question, in the in- I posed, it being difficult to suppose a motive
stance of both parties, plaintiffand defendant,
that should engage him to it : and supposing
in both sorts of causes, penal and non-penal:
it to take place, no conclusion can in the
mid, in the supposition of the estabhshment nature of the case be drawn from it. If the
of that practice, is again involved the sup- cause be of the mixed kind, in which a nonposition of the propr,ety of it -- of the pro- penal demand is combined with the penal one
priety of it, in the utmost latitude of which -- a demand of satisfaction fbr the benefit of
it is susceptible, a_ above. Is it then proper, the individual, with the demand for ptmishand to an extent thus unlimited? Yes: mid ' ment to be inflicted for the benefit of the
thatfortwosortsofreason.
In thefirstplace,
public,--in
this case, so far as concerns the
because the notions by which, in one of the non-penal part of the demand, the case coin,
four eases (viz. that of the defendant in a
¢_tme ofapenal nature,) it stands condemned,
* Vide Book IX. Exetusio_
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ci_es with thecsse next foUowing. The conelasion turns to the prejudice of the plaintiff,
in the same way as we saw it turn to the
prejudice of the defendant in the preceding
non-penal case.
Case 4. _Cause, non-penal; party, the
plaintiff, as before. Conclusion, the plaintiff's claim ill-founded: the defendant not in
fact in that sitlmtion which it is necessary
he shoubt be in, to give legality to the demand made upon trim by the plaintiff-- the
demand that he shall be compelled to submit
to the obligation sought to be imposed upoo
him at the instance of the plaintiff, the obligation correlative to the plaintiff's pretended
right,
Now then as to the proof-- the grounds,
of the conclusion, that the party refusing to
make answer to questions put to him by authority of justice, was in the wrong, in respe('t of the point in controvers_ in the cause,
And, first, where the party in question is the
defendant, and the cause a penal one.
1. Snpposing him not guilty, such _ilenee
cannot but be detrimcntM to lmn: supposing
him guilty, it cannot but he advantageous to
him ; that is to say, supposing the judge were
to abstain from drawing the inference which
no individual viewing the matter in the same
point of view ever fails to draw, on the ground
of the known plinelple_of human nature and
common sense,
To answer one way or other, cannot but
be in his power.
No question whatever to
which a man, any man whatsoever, is not
able to make an intelligible az_swer of some
sort.
Quest. _,_nat dn .vuu know about this
business ? Ans. So and so : or, I know nothin:_ about the matter,
x,Vha_cvcr be Tt_e
question, whosoever he the individual to
whom it is propounded, an a,_swer to one
effect or the other may in every case be given
by him. The answer may be true or t,dse :
if false, the ease belongs to the head next
considered,
The party is exposed to suspicion--to
a
strong and serious suspicion, of having been
really guilty of the offence of which he stands
accused.
Followed or not followed by punishment,--the
persuasion entertained respeeting the truth of the aceu_tiun--enterrained by every man to whose cognizance the
particulars of the examination present themselves, will be the same. The part that will
be in general aeted on such oceasiou hyaman
who feels himself guilty, being made known
to all mankind by reason grounded on experience,--so sure as that part is acted by any
man, so sure wilt he belooked upon as guilty
by all who know of it : and, being so looked
upon, the disrepute attendant, upon the ofti_nee--the punishment attached to it by the
popular, or say the moral sanction--the
forfeiture of a correspondent portion of esteem,

ae.
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and consequent good-wgl, _s
upo_hlm
of course.
Supposing him not guilty, every favt and
circumstance _mt he knows, will contribute
(if known) to manifest his innocence: for,
that he has not done the act charged upon
him, is certain by the supposition. Between
facts that are all true, there cannot be nzly
incompatibility, any incensistency:
if, therefore, there be a single true fact with which
the fact charged upon him is inconsistent, that
flint cannot but be false. Speaking, therefore,
from memory, and not fi'om invcntioo,_by
every fact he di_qoses he glve_ himself an
additional chance of manifesting the falsity of
the imputation cast upon him. Forbearing to
put in for this advantage, he makes manifest
by as plain a token as it is possible ibr a man
to display-- as plain as he could by any the
most direct confession that were to confine
itself to general terms,--that
the situation
he is in, is of that sort timt does not suffer a
man to put in fbr that advantage : the situation of him whose memory holds up to him
the picture of his own guilt.
Such are the grounds of the inference.
spread out at full length
B it where is the
individual, male or fcrnale, high or low, rich
or poor, who, being of ripe years and of a
sound mind, is not in the habit of drawing the
same inference with equal correctness and
security, though by a shorter process, and
without the trouble of clotlfing it in words?
Where is the ma_ter or mistress of a family,
who seeing reasoo to suspect a child or serrant ot any forbidden act, does not, for the
confirmation or removal of such suspicion, employ this species of evidence, anti with more
confidence than any other?--Sdeace
is tantamount to coajesswn, is accordingly an observation, which, whether it may happen or not
to have been yet received in any collection of
proverbs, is repeatedandacted
upon with not
tess confidence and certainty, with not less
safety than the moat familiar of the sayings
which have been thus distinguished.
Could the existence of a set of human beings have been conceived, endowed with any
particle of the attribute of rationality, in
whom a conceit of any kind should to such a
degree have extinguished the lights of reason
and cmnmon sense, as to have disposed them
to shut the door of justice against this surest,
safest, and most satisfactory species of evidence? Yes: twohave
atreadybeenindiea.
ted :--Engli,h lawyers,--anda
people whose
boast it is, with eyes hermetic_dly closed, to
be led by a hook put into their noses by the
interested hands of English lawyers.
In the character, or at any rate the guise, of
an objection or exception, one consideration
has here a claim to notice. A ease (it may be
said) there is, in whieh, in the insta_me of a
defendant under examination, the inferenco
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from muteness to delinquency will not be
just ;--understand,
the individual act of de=
liuqueney of which he stands suspected: fltr
it is relatively to that, and that alone, that
decision pronouncing delinquency can be perfluent and jna. His conduct will be just the
same, if, instead of the motives furnished (at
above) by appropriate delinquency, there be
any others to whmh it can happen to bind
him to silence with equal tbrce. And, without having been guilty in respect of the individual act of dehnquency imputed to him,
may it not happen to a man to be hound to
silence by the pre_-ure of other equall} coerrive, or even more than equally coercive,
motives?
Yes, certainly it may : but of what nature
can be these hypothetical and jt_st possible
motiw_? Motives dcrBed fionl dehnqueney;
motives not derived fi'onl dehmtaency. Under
one or other of the_c divisions they cannot
bat he comprised,
Sa_, in the fir.st place, motives derived from
delia,tin.hey. Thedehnqucncyfromwhichthcy
are derived will then he of an order inferior,
equal, or _upe*ior {understand, a_ indicated
and ue.+a_nred by tt_e degree of punishment,)
with reference to tim net of delinquency upon
the earlwt.
To motive, derlved flora deltaqueru') of an i.fi.rinr order, it e:muot happen
to hare produced tiff., supposed equal pre_sm'e: sooner than expuse himself to the soperior punishment, as he wmdd by _ilence, a
man will make answer, though such answer
be eonf.,ssimt, and though the effect of such
eonfes.ion be to expo,e him to pani,.hment,
--such puniqmleat heia_., by the _uppo_itiun,
inferior to that to which he would expose
himself by silence,
Put the case of equal delinqueney amt punishment, the silence will be quite natural:
put, the ease of superior ddinquency and puni_hment, it wilt be still more so. But what
fi)llows to the prejudice of the ennetu¢ion, at
least in respect of the utiht_ of the practiea!
c:m(hn*t proposed to be grounded on it ?-Absolutely nothing,
1. In the first place, a cointidencc of this
sort, though pos_-ible, is much too rare and
too mlprobable to constitute a valid objection
to the practical conduct to uhich the inferenee lt_tds, if valid a- an objection to conviction and exeeutlnn in thi_ ease, it would
be an objection at least equally valid to convietion and execution in every caee: it wmfld
be an ohjection more than eqoally valid to
every other species of circumstantial evideuce ; in a word, to every other species of
evidence. False testimony--even
false criminative testimony-- at least, fal, etestimony
amount-ills to nlere
iacorl'ecIness,
and
not
accompanied with criminal consciousness, --

penal is abundantly more so: in penal causes,
false testimo,y on the exculpative side still
more so Cases of this rare sort have now
and then appeared;
but as often as they
have appeared, they have been cited, not. tbr
their probability, but for their extraordinarihess.
A story I have often heard or read of (uo
matter which)may serve for illustration. An
entertainment was _.,iven by some great personage to a numerous and mixed company :
in the cmlr,e of it a trinket was displayed,
the value of which had, by I know not _hat
operation of the principle of association, been
talced in his imagination and affections above
all ordinary e_nmation.
On a sudden, an
alarm was given that the precious article was
mis_ing. " Let. every man of us be searched,"
_aid one of the company" ""Yes; let every
man vf u_ be searched," said all the rest.
One man alone refttscd: the e) e_ uf all were
instantly upon him: bi_ dres_ betrayed %vmptoms ,f penury: no doubt remained about the
thie£ ile entreated and obtained of the runstcr of the hou.e a moment's aodie'we in a
private room. 1ti_ p_)ekcts were turned inside
out, when m one of them uas ibund--not
the lo-t tlit_k,-t, but .-ome'Ling eatable. He
had a wile who fro" such or _uch a time had
gone without foe&
The story may be true or not trne: but
supposing it ever so true, would it atfurd any
va)id etoeetion against the nniversally-prevaihng law which authorizes the making
i search about the persons, abodes, and other
receptacles, in the occupation of suspected
persons, lbr stolen good, ? It wmlld aiford
a better argument in sm'h ease a_ainst sacb
search, than the po_slhility of the coincidet_ee
in questi.tJ ('an aItord against the examinalion oF a defendant.
2. Another consideration is, that--snpposing the comoidence realized, the inference
drawn (and that by tit(' _upposition an erro.
neous one,) and the deei.i(m tollmred by the
practical mca_-ures which are the proper cono
sequences,--still
there i¢ no harm done. _ A
man suffers for an offence indeed of which
he is not suspected or accused, but not for
an olfence of which he is not guilty.
The
consequence is good in all its shapes:--prevention by example--preventlon
by incapaeitation--reformation--eompensatiml,
ifthe
ease eall.* tbr it. and furmshes matter for it :
-- the good, in all its shapes, that i_ looked
tbr in penal justwe; none of the alarm that
reverberates fi-om injustice.
Remains the case of the absence of all de-

is more oualmon than the sort of eoineidenee
here supposed. False testimony in eases non-

place when a lilan, having incurred a greater pu.
oishment, is, instead of it, subjected to a le_s.

" I s_y, for shortness, there is no harm done;
for correctness, the expre.sqon will not serve. A
harm
there is
done: the harm harm
whichwhich
eonsi_ta
of
insufficient
punishment--the
takea

.
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But if the former ease is so rare,
how much rarer is this latter ease ' To a
suffering, equal or superior
to that which is
fastened upon a man by the given delinquency
with the punishment
annexed to it, he would
expose himself,
were he to make his conduct
known :--expose
himself, witbout
being justly chargeable
with any act of delinquency-without having done any of those acts in virsue of which the punishment
wouht be just.
Thi_, indeed, is possible,
but still more ira.
probable,
Innocent
himself,
a man chooses
to be
treated as if he were guilty,
rather
than to
expo-e the secrets eta m>_es.era friend:*
ale act of inart?rdom
perfectly
heroical,
and
the more heroical,
the fitter a .,td,ject
for a
play el a romance,
t_htt the nlol'e heroical,
the more rare ; and therefore
the les.- fit a
subject
to constitute
a ground
fur the steps
of the legislator,
The secret protected
at tiffs price, the _-eeret of the mistres, or the f_icild,-was there
rely spice of delinquency
mixed _ith it ? The
mutmwss, heroical or otherwi,e,
i- at any rate
criminal:
i_ i_ the common ease of an um_illing witness,
mmillm_
t,} expo.e a trlend to
the punisbmel_t
whi-h his dehnquen('y
ha_ il_curved: thai sort ofcvntumac)
which, _heresoever it exi4ts,
it is incumbent
on the law
to get the betwr of at at_y price,
Wid:oat
any the lea< 7uilt on any part
--on
the part of the examina_,t hhnselt.
,,n
the part oi his n*i_rrt'-¢ or hi- friend,--of
a
true and full aecoatlt of hi.; own proceeding,
out of hi_ own nmutb,
w,li the effect be to
subject
them or lure t._ I_uni-htnel_t '? Of a
conduct
_ hich, _m: bEivg t.amted with deliaquency, eXl,O_eS a man to -uffer as toe deiinqnene),
are any examples
to be fi, und?
Not
tropes-day
: but, once more, "the ease i_ too
extraordinary
to afford any sob,ruble grouml
for the .'jecfi(m
nf so m-tractive
a .,pceies
of evidenee--a
spemes l,y far le._s exceptionable. le_. hable to give troth Io undue deeision, than any other thus can be named,
Appearances
arc against hun (to borrow a
phrase from the title to a play :) appearances
are against
him ; and, by rim disclosure
of
these appearances,
he subject* himself to punishment
fi)r an offence of uhieh
he was innoeent.
Appearances
are against him ? Yes,
some of the appearances:
hut are there none
that
are for him ? The same examination
which
calls upon him to disclose the one,
calls upon him to di.,elote the other : of those
which are against
him be is called upon to
give an explanation
: the explanation,
if tgNot many years ago, at a special commission
in the south of England,
a respectable
Iarmer
suffered himself' to be tbund guilty of ar._on_ in
order to sere_l his son. As soon as the son was
out of danger, the father's innocence was made
maMt'_t_ and he was pazdoned.--Ed,
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vourable
to himself,
will, by the suppositltm,
be conformable
to truth : being conformable
to truth,
is the conclusion
to be that it will
be disbelieved
? That by possibility
it may
be so, is not to be denied ; but, once more,
i probabilities,
and no* improbabilities,
constitute the true ground for legislative
practice.
11..A-on- responsion
extra-judicial
: in a
penal case, the act (the negative act) of him
who, understanding
himself
to be suspected
of an offence, and being interrogated
concerning it, forbears to make answer to such
judie;al
questions as arepnt
to himin relation
to it.
The tendency
of this ease is evidently
to
a._Ford all inferel;ce
of the same nature
as is
affi,rded in the ca-e just mentioned.
In detree, however,
the inference
will most cornmojdv be weaker,
and L- capable of existing
in all'degrees
down to O. The strength of it
depends princip_dly upon two circumstances:
the strength
ot the appearmwe_
(understand,
the _tre1_gth they ma) naturall 0 he supposed
to po,ses__, in *he point of view in which they
present them_t 1yes to the par* y interrogated)
--the
strength
of the appearances,
aE,d the
(tuatlty of the imerroga!or.
Suppo_.e him a
person of ripe )'ear,-, aimed by lhe law with
the authorily
of justice,
audmr:zed
(as in
olfonce,_ of a certain
magnitude
l,ersons in
general
conmamty
are. m.ter
every system
oI'la_)
to take immediate
measures for ten.
dcrlng the suppo-.ed
delinwaent
fol theoming
for the purposes ot justiec.'_--authorizcd
to
luke such inca.ale%
and lo ai,pearanee
hayins it in ct,ntemtdatiml
s,_ to do; _in
such
case, silence in-.tend of answer
to a question
put to the par_y by .,.uch a person, ma_ afford
an ilderelwe
l_ttle (if a* all) w_aker than that
whicb would be affm'ded by the like deporti't ease of ,ludicvd • ir{erreeation
before
tt meat
.1
1
u"
i a mat>irate
Snppose
(on the other lmnd)
a question
put in relation In the subject,
at
a time distant from that in which
the cause
of suspicion
has first manifested
itself,--put
at a tram when no fresh incident
leads to it,
-- l,ut, therethre,
vdthout
reflection,
or in
sport, by a child, frmn whmn no such interposition can be apprehended,
and to whose
opinion no attention
can be looked
upon as
due: in a ease hke this, the strength
of the
infe.renee may vanish ahogether.
In the three remaining
cases (that of the
plaintiff
in a penal eau_e, that of the plain°
t_ffand that of the defendant
in a non-penal
eause)--from
what has been said it will be
easy to deduce the nature and strength
of the
inference
afforded
by this same modification
of circumstantial
evid enee. In all these e_ses,
the evidentiary
fact being non-responsion,
"_"To conduct the party, for exampl% to a msgistrate, or_ at any rate_ to give information to a
magistrate_ for the purpose of the party's being
so conducted before him.
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the fae_ evidenced will be want of rlght,--unfoundedness of the pretensions advaneed by
them in their respective situations.
In all
these cases, the relation -- the connexion -between fact and fact, on which the presumplion grounds itself, is the same : the cases in
which the presumption is habit to fail, are
also much the same: but the injury liable to
result to the individual from a decision to
his prejudice, in the case where such decision,
in respect of its beinggroundcd on such presumption, i_ tmdt_e, being by possibility not
so great,--the
inf_sence will be drawn with
SOnluch the creater freedom in any of these
three latter cases then in the case first mentinned,
Ill. False responsion. The inference is of
the same nature ; and iu poim of strength,
whenever in this respect there is any d_frcrenee between this ea.-.e aml that of non-responsion, it i* in this casc that the inlerenee
(the probabilityofguitt,
will be the strongest,
In the _',lse of judicial tmerrogation, the
particular _nteJenee applsing to the particulat
ease will be strengthened by the ge_tera] uufavourable inference, _.he shade thrown upon
a man's eharaeter by the additional circum,
stance of thlseho_,d : supp(_iug it atwa)s to
have acquired the tinge of memlacity by the
iufi_sion of criminal consciousness.
In the case of t_on-judicial interrogation,
whatever counter-inference
may be deduced
from the topic of incompetency on the part
of the interrogator, will, by the additament
here in question, generally speaking, be repelled.--A qtte_-tion, an idle question, put to
me by a child ? A question flora such a quarter,--couhl
I have conceived that it would
be thought to have any claim to notice ? In
justification of _-imple silence, the defence
might be pertinent, and even convincing : to
false responsion, the application of it cutdd
scarce extend. Of the claim it had to notice,
you yourself have borne sufficient testimony :
so tier from grudging the trouble of a true
answer, you bestowed upon it the greater
trouble of a lie.
False answers are, naturally enough, interspersed more or less with self-contradictory
ones. The ease is no otherwise varied by the
5ntermixture than by this, viz. that in the case
of self-contradiction
the falsehood is more
palpable and incontestable.
Of m_ytwo contradietory propositions, the one or the other
will of necessity be false. Take away this
internal and irrefragable proof, the detection
of the falsehood must rest upon the basis-the more or less precarious basis, of other
evidence,
IV..Evasive
responsion, is responsion in
words aa_d appearances, non-respousion in
effect : it may be termed virtual non-responstun. Under this head may be comprised all
attswer8, in so far as they are irrelevant to
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the interrogatories : all answers in which no_
thing is contained that has in any respect the
effect of a compliance with the requisition
(or say command) which every interrogatory,
as such, involves in its very nature."
Itesponsion is either relevant, or irrelevant.
If irrelevant, anti after admonition persisted
in, it is evasive : if evasive, it is tantamount
to silence ; or rather, in the case of evasiou
(if there be m_v difference) the inference rs
stronger.
Silence may be &_cribed to stupidity: evasion i_ the work of art--the
natural
resource of' self-eondemning consciousness.
But evasion,--to what enemnstance, when
sucee.sful, does it owe its capacity of having
the effect of_itenee; that is, the desired effect
without the undesired ? To tn&stinetness :
everything i_ referable to thi> cause.
In some instances it will now and then
happen that indistinctness, designed or undesigned, shall have the effect of false statement, affirmative or negative.
In that case,
upon a first view, and for the advantage of
his design, he is taken to have said some.
thing;--while,
u?on a second view, and to
the disadvantage of his design, he is not fimnd
to have said an_fi:ing : as against punishment
or other burdensome infli_'tiou, he is secm'e ;
when, perhaps, by means of some False and
I2dlacious com'ep_ion- conveyed by the_e same
words to the mind of the 3t_dge, he has prodtzced _l_e same desired effect that would not
have been produced if any assertion had been
hazarded by him in express word_.
But the most common deceptitiotts effect
and use of indistinct language (understand,
to the deeeitfid deponent,) is to operate as a
sueced,meumto_ilenee:
toprevcnt the judge,
or whoever on this occasion staral_ in the sttuation of the judge, from observing, among
the several points to which a man could not
ha_e spoken trolly without speaking iu the
wayofconfession, what therenmybe, to which
he has korborne to speak.
Evasion is a sort of middle course between
non-responsion, false exeulpative responsion,
and conf_ssorial responsion.
Compelled to
say something, on pain of the consequenee
which cannot fail to attach upon his virtual
refusal _o say anything, a mint keeps saying
what amounts to nothing ; partly in the hope
that the impositiou mav pas_-undetected, and
the insignificant discourse be accepted as if it
we_'e significant ; partly to give himself time
to consider into which of the twoother paths
-- cont_ssorial truth or exculpative falsehood
_he shall betake himself
The effect of indistinct language, in the
character of an advantageous substitute to
false statement or silence, defends greatly
upon the magnitude of the mass--the
vein.
_ tl_lwre were !/ca at such a time _ is as much
as to say_ _.l.l_wilt is, that _ou name to m_ the
place at whic_you were at such a fim_
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taiaousaess of it, in the ease of written lan- in masses of any magnitude, _ testimony is
guage.
Take a single short proposition,-never accepted in the spontaneous mode, in
be the language of it ever so indistinct, it the form of vir_ t,oee testimony, in a mass
will commonly be seen to be so : the insig- of any considerable magnitude. Delivered in
nificauee of it, and (m case of mala tides) the the viva vote tbrm, and thence in the presence
evasiveness, will be seen through.
But, in of the judge; if indistinct, and by law not capsychological as in physical objects, as the pable of being subjected to interrogation (for
ma_s increases, the tlansparency dlmmishes : to this pitch of opposition to common sense
m)d since, along with the imtistinctness of ha._legal usage soared,)--nobetter
purpose-the object, the exertion of the mind in its nonemorefavourabletothedesignofthemala
endeavour to see through it increases, it will fide deponent-- wall be answered by it, than
not unfrequently happen that the sinister pur- would have been answered by silence. But,
pose of the manufacturer of the chaos shall t if _uhjeet to interrogation, by interrogation it
be effected, by the mere lassitude of the eve t would immediately be clarified, and reduced
which has the misfortune to stand engaged _ either to tMse statement or to verbal silence.
to look into it.
i Delivered m the shape of written language,
matter
runs
on to any
Order--method--is
among. the in_tru- I a inasa of indistinct
ments which intellectual vigour ha_ to con. number of pages or volumes : delivered viva
struct for the assistance of intellectual weak- roce, in the presence of a personhavingpower
ness, and which, xxben made, intellectual
to interpose at any time by interrogation, it
weakness assists itself by, in its endeavours
is stopped at the iirst indistinct word.
to surmount the difficulties it has to contend
with. But as, on one hand, the labour and
difficulty of producing order, so, on the other
CtIAPTER
VI.
hand, the demand tbr it, increases with the
OF SPONTANEOUS*
SELF-INCULPATIVETE_magnitude of the mass--with
ti_e muhitude
TIMONY,fONSIDERFD AS AFFOIIDING
EVlof_he elementary particles which compose it.
DI:SCE OF I)ELINQVLNCY.
Order--meaning
good order--order
the best
adapted to the purpose -- consist_ in the se§ 1. Co,.fession, and confessorial e_:idenee,
leeting, out of the whole number of changes
what--dt_tinctton
between them.
capable of being rung upon the number of Wnr.x the supposed delinquent is really
elementary parts in question, that one of the guilty--_he oflboce the subject of discourse
whole number that _ilt phree the aggregate
between himself and anotherperson--and
he
mass m the most intelligible peiut of view. himself the speaker,--in
the nalural course
The number of changes capable of being rung of things, the composition of the discourse
npon an assemblage of eh*mentaly parts, m- will be a mixture of falsehood and truth: fear
creases with the number of those parts : -- of detection, and the view of the criminative
increases wit_a that rapidity of increase which force with which (in so far as tbliowed by
is so familiarly and precisely known to ma- det_tion)
£xlsehood never fails to act, being
tbematician.,, amt which is matter of so much sufficient to prevent it from being willingly
astonishment to persons altoge+her nnconverrecurred to in an) other case than where, to
sant with the first rudiments of that science, repel suspicion, it seems altogether indispeuBut, with the number of changes capable of sable. But, though in the discourse itself
being rung upon the elementary parts (,f the these elements will generally be tbund in a
mass in que,tion, increases the chance in th- state of combination, yet, fi)r the purpose of
your of disorder and eonfusmn,-- the diffi- explanation, it will be neither useless nor
eulty of producing order,-- the difficult) of impracticable, to separate them in idea, and
detecting the _nt
of it,--the
diffictdty of examine them apart.
poh_ting out the remedy tbr the want of it,
Moreover, on the occasion of any sm'h disfor the purpose of insisting on the application
course,--howsoever
it should have happened
of the remedy,--the
facility of producing that that the discourse was begun by tlLe supposed
sort and degree of disorder which shall weary delinquent, whose conduct, by the supposiout the energies of the inspecting eye, and lion, is the subject of it,--yet it will seldom
force it to withdraw from the subject alto- happen but that, in the view taken of it by
gerber, to save itself trom the labour (perhaps the hearer or hearers (say, for simplieity's
the fruitless labour) of persevering m the endeavour to discover what has and what has
* By spontaneous sctf-iuculpative testimony,
not been said and done.
is herdm_eant, as roll hereafter be seen, not self.
It is in written language alone that the inculpative testimony which is voluntary, and
art of evasion finds a favourable fiehl fbr its intended to be self-inculpative, in contradistinction to that which is not so intended • but merely
operations. Let the depositiou be delivered I that which /s not. as distinguishet_ from that
viva voce, any attempt of this sort is soon t which _s, extracted by interrogation. Spontarendered abortive. Though accepted in such i neons is here, as in the book on Ex.r axcTIo_e,
abundant instances in the ready-_vritten form, employed as synonymous with nnbtterrogated.
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_ke, the hearer,) it will in this or thai part
atff_,ar obscure,
ambiguous,
or (if not incurreel) at any rate more or less imperfect;
i),
every one of which eases,--if,
oz_ the part uf)
the hearer,
discourse
as well as thought
i.t_ee,--interrogafion
on that palt, responsion
on the other, will, in sonic shape or other,
takeIn place
the ordinar_
of course.
colloquial

intercourse

tween
it is, however,
natural man
for and
the man,
discourse
to take

I
i
i
I
i
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when dctirered
in too_e and casual fragments,
it may happen tt, it to possess this tendency
in any the sh_l_test degree mlagitmble;
operatm_
with any de_ree
of probative
force,
from the hlghtst
to the Io_e_t.
In the case where the whole mass, being
complete,
would have aumunted
to a cent;is-

be- ! ln,:ming
stun ; it Ioree
any flagnumt
may be st_led
is broken
a massoil, orthe
articlete-

le_.s I ot eonl_sorial
itsnot com-

mencement
without interrogatlou
than tl_ mterregatiou:
having been thns begtm, it may
happen to it to continue
upon that same footins tbr any ten_-th td time : and, so lore: as
upon that same footinz
it does continue,
it
will be conducive
to distinctness
of conetq)lion to confider
m what shape the sort of
evidence in qu,.._tion--_elf-d_s-ervinz
and-elf
eriminative
verbal evidence -- is capable of
presenting
itself by it:eli,
and without
an}
admixture
of that sort of evidence i)J the extraction
of whieh interiogation
has been the
instrument
employed,
_'hen.
en the part of a suppo.wd
delinquent,
diseour,e
of the sell-regarding
kind,
and (with relation to the o/Fence in questn,n)
,of a self-disserving,
aml thence
(iL being a
ease of supposed
delinquency)
of a .-tlt-eriminative
or self-ineulpatlve
tendene},
is con-

evidence.*

* '/'he word rm@',_.don is apt to suggest the
idea of a vuhmu_ry acknowledgment
made by
the detend.ut of hi* having committed
the of
fence with wtnch he is charged.
The eonfessmn,
houever,
may bc either vnlur_tary or tnvohmtare; and it "may have /'or its subject, not the
ofience itselt, but some tact or facts evidendary
of it.
The fact which is the subject=matter
of the
eonfc_sorial evidence, may be either a fact of the
number of the prmcipal'facts
by which, taken
together, the complex fact ef the defendant's
erimmahty
_.,';compesed ; or it may belong to any
one of tbo_e elas_es of evzdentlary
facts which
have heen or will hereafter be brought to view
m the character of so many species or mt×tifieationsot mrcumstantialevidence:--Preparafions,
attempt% d_:claration_ofintention_
threats: physteal and mvohlntary symptoms of tear, betrayed
by the cunfessionalist npon an occasion specified:
tl]eent,
carethetaken
by him
to conceal
the obnoxious
e_
criminal
act--or
his person
while en-

sidered
as sufficient
of itself
to justify
a gaged in it; tokeep out of the way all persons
judgment
of' conviction,
declaring
him conwhose pre-ence mlght have been dangerous in
vlcted
of that offence.-such discourse
is, the character of percipient witnesses of it: the
whet take 1 in tile aggregate,
styled in judi- [ language held bv him, befbre the act anti after
vial oract:ee
a con(es_ton
t it, m the view of quieting suspicion, or prevent" - l'e_ar#l
, _ "' to tile
-" lwo lnoolncarlons
" "'_
""
into" existence:
the
Itl
or_ evl*" I ins it_ from
, • coming
,.
.
. _exertions
"
_.
, • • c
•
.
.
• I callaO}ell ny nnn npnll a variety el (nljeets_ of
_lence •,/AlNtt_lgul_nefl
IroFO PaPD other nv- tile. ., .l._
.
" .
*
LIly _1.
elaN_ ..e
ut _tIlt_llff$_ .._
Ill .l._
tile _:_.
Vlt:W _,e
trt .......
pr_¢clJclng
dellonllnfltlon_
of dn'ect and ewcum,_tatltml.
It I theln from assuming
appearances
callable of
has already been remarked
how intimate
the
testifwng against him In the character of real
connexion
is -- how £fint,
and oftentimes
I evide'nce: the exertions emph_ved by him in the
.......
,
,_,"
,.
"..
,
.
h
axvlin
•
_'ot
'
.... "c_ de.er...m_tl.'e,.he
_om d :
ewtl_ _ _iew of giving to. any of the.e
.
- oi_jeet_ delusiveap.
- .
• eparates
them
_
pearances,
tendn,g
to
brlllg
clew accident
the ollnnxlolls
A
....
,, _ ....
' event as bcing the work of tumere
or of
• co'a]es_l_
. • n • II so 115rea11.y ne. that it Is' , some other again:t tile htrgour employed t)_,' lllnl
; n t )o,r, t h e apprehended
_'itnes,es. _hose ot_._erva.
P articular enou
"
g h t( ' form _a "_ufliclcnt
" " ground
for conviction,
cannot fail to oolttanl
inure ',tlon._, in the character m pvrc_._dent _tne_ses, be
or le_s of that sort of evidence which,
re- i couk, riot prevent from coming into existcnee t
onivl
r_
o
_
t
"
-:
e
e
to
e
dra
vn
out
of
r.__.n_n_
t.l_erm_ fferen e
b • • _ trom , tt e excrtio';'_
' : made by him to kee F, thenl
.
.... may w_th prot;nety
.
•
the wa) t .v (lirect thrtat_ t,r t )r ,1.d_es
b_,
_t,
-...
. deceit•
. be co_,sldered
_
._ as
. being :. t t repre_enr*tn)n_
or I ,, downrI,_ht
t¥)rce--or
_f the nature of airecr evltlellee,
l_at
? o
e. .npDress
_
. ,
• '. Inure-. ,' In tlle'excilt
• • ,_t
> tilt'"
-lralpcarance.
to
tile
over,• _hat
call . scal(e]_
_'- flat
it ;thctsindicatneo|'hL,
" '
" " ." hwtcn
:. _•
. '
gmlt, orc{.cnsub_titoteto
_hould not CO[ltaln allv• atlnllKtU
"" "e of clret 11" !i them l )retcnd ,et l t'a it,"s "mhc:ttive ot Iris innocence:
stantial
evidence ; viz. of propo_-itions,
each i the exertams made by him for tile parpo..e of
of which (cominff as they tlo trom the supoperating
in the like mare,el upon persons who
posed delinquent:)
suppos{ng it to have stood ! hadbegun,
byhim, to
him_ in the orwere
characterexpected
ofproscetltors:
theaetagainst
exertions
by itself,
might have operated
with more or
less probative
force towards
conviction,
by
means of some inference
for which it wontt|
afford a gronnd, -- by means of some such
inferenee,
and not otherwise,
When it amounts to a eoafcsswn,
the mass
_f discourse
in question
is "full and satlsf_.ctory,

as above.

But

even

when,

made by hm* lor xcntlldrawing his per_m and
i properD; out ot the reach of justice, anti in the
i meantium tbr coneeahng
himself:
the motives
! by _blch he was _.tnnulated to the comlnission
t or' the ott_nee: the length of time during which
these motives had been operating on his mind,
' and
the turn occasions,
which this given
di_p_ition
mind had,
on d_fi_rent
tn his ofeondtu't:
the

so tar as it t lsmguage

respect
the oee:asion,
goes, theof tendency
of it self.eriminative;
is disservit,g,

which it had occurred

to him

to hold

observations
he had oeaa_mns,
to eneeunter
ia
and,yet,in i questions
to different orpersons
on difi'brent
whose
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This, it will be seen presently,
is far from
being the only species of itopertVet
self-disnerving, and thereby
self-criminative
or sell:
ineulpative_
evidence,
exemplified
in practice,
It is, however,
one species of self-&sserviag
evidence : and forasmuch
as a mas_ of simply
eonfessorial
evidence
,ft. e. a mass of coniessorial evidence notamountma"
to a confession)
does not of itself form a sutticicnt ground tor
conviction,
while a mass of eonfessorial
evidenee amounting
to a confe.ssion doe_ of itself tbrm a suflicteut ground for conviction,-it would be of no smMl utility in practice,
if
a criterion was established,
whereby,
wtthout
danger of dispute or misconception,
it might
upon ever)' occasion
be pronounced
of a mast
of self-disserving
and setf--ineulpative
evi.
dence, whether it was a complete
confession,
or nothing
more tban a mass more or less
considerable
of confessorial
evidence,
Let this criterion
be constituted
by the
application
of the process
of znterroeati,m:
interrogation,
oral or epistolary
(as s'hatl he
determined,)
bttt at any rate judicially
performed:
insomuch
that,--be
the mass of
eonfessorial
evidence,
upon the face of it,
ever so correct
as well as complete.-yet,
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_ anything but the process of intcrrog-_atian to
afford, let it not t_e considered
as amounting
' in any ease to a confession,
for an 3"such p_i tieal purpose as that of conviction,
as above
I mentioned.
i
Short of a confession-although
(so far as
', it goes) confessorial-it may of course be,
! after and notwithstanding
interrogation;
but
: without
interrogation
let it never be consi! dered as anmunting
to a confession,
in what
i !legrec soever, upon the face of it, ample and
i instructive.
i
Another
condition
which it might, perhaps,
be proper to add to the de_eripIinn
of a con'_fession,
is this:
viz. that,
to amount
to a
: coni_ssiou,
although
extracted
by judicial
ini tezro_ation,
it ought to he such as would have
been _ut]icient
_o warrant a c_mvictiou
had it
i been del__vered by an extranem_s
witness.
t
Sclf-regaldlng
evidence,
as has been oh; _erved m :tformer
chapter, is the only species
of direct
testimomal
evide_we which, with
i relbrence
to a compL,x act of the description
i in question (a criminal act,) can be complete,
i w2thout eomprehentlh_g
any article whatever
[ of clreumstai
tim evidence-without leaving
! any t:act to be made out h_ inference.
Whet:

until and unless, for the assurance
of its cor- ] it ls thus complete--meniion
being made in
rectness
as wcti as completeness,
it has had I _t of every t_tct ( psychu]ogical
as welt as pitythat security which it is not in the power of ; steal) which is necessary
to complete the derelation t, the princlpal facts ot' the ofi_nce, or
any other facts whose connexion with it might,
tohis apprehev,__mn, be tll'_co_,eretT_or su.pecwd:
the silence he ventured or was forced to Ilia[IlL, Ill
on some occasions; the false or evasive answers it
occurred to trim to give on other oecasion,_ ; with
the self-contradictions
which, on some .f those
occasions, he fell into in consequence:
the nlemoranda he had made of some of the facts conneeted_ in one way or other, with the criminal
enterprise;
the letters he had written to or reeeived from as_ciates ; and his a_arm under the
rehension that _uue of these documents
had
n into the adversary's hand, : hi, fears under
the apprehension
that among his consultations
with his confederates there were some that might
have been overheard bvpersons,
tbrnu_h the evidenee of who._e discourse they woold not fail to
be conveyed to die notice of the adver._ary : h_s
fears that among hi_ a_¢nctates there were some
who either already had been. or soon would Le,
unfaithful
to their trust.
Not only so_ but a fe.ct that in itself has rio
vereentible
eonnexbm with a_av cri_ninatlve t.ct,
_ay,'by
accident, operate re t|-_e p_ejudice of the

i nected or not comlected wittt tt.e criminal eu] terpri_--are
thu_ reported as havihg, oz_ the
ncca_m'-_ iu qne._ti_m, b_.n rei,orted to tbe witn_s by tile confesslo_alist ; the cxistem'e of thc_
several faet_ is pat out of doubt by other _,itne._ses coming fi*rward, ar_.tldeposit, if, in the ehai racier of pcreitdent witne_c._, a_ t_ _uch facts as,
r in the character
t_f ewdentmr)
facts, [)otor direetly at the dtd'eadant's crmnnality :--tile report
made of them by the confe_sionali._t to the reporti ing witne_ as_-u;nes dtreettv and ob:,ioa_ly the
i character of cm_re.serial evidence, l_ut even those
! which have no such operation serve to confirto
i the veracity of the statement
by which the reporting witness report, the tenor or the purport
ofthealready-de_cribed
portion ofthedefendant's
confessorial
evidence.
Moreover,
in the same
proporti-n
in which it tend- to de:non,_trate the
trustworthiness, t_f the evidence nt the reporting
witness--of
the _vhnle bndy of it taken together
--is
that sal_e propvrtloa
it evidently operates
, in prejudice of the defendant's cause.
It there.
l_lre ennle_, as incorlte_tablv as the other branch.
though not so _l vie usly. under the character of
co.'lfi.s_nrml evidence.
'

defendant;
and in that
re,.pect
which
rite existence
of that
fact the
hasdiscourse,
been statebdY
by him_ may operate against him in the character of eonfes-sorxal evidence,
.An extraneous witness, speaking to a supposed
¢onfessorial discourse suppo-ed to have been held
in his presence by the confbsslonahst,
mentions
a variety of laces as havin_ on that occasion been
stated by the con fessionahst_
facts, of the existenee of which, but for such c_cmfcssoriat di_*_ourse_ such repOrting wm_ess could not have
been apprised.
A number of faets.--(suppose)
transactions
of the eonfessionahst
hxmself, con-

In inthe1777
tr_l burnt
of J_hn
painter, atthePorL_mnuth,
incendiary
who
the the
rope-house
the conviction was grou-nded principally on the
defendant's confes_rm] evidence, a_ reported by
an extrancou_ witness, Baldwin ; and, of the eel.
deuce given by other witnesses, a great part cnnsisted m confirmatory statements
of other facts,
in themselves immaterlat,
but _tated by the de.
fendant in the confessorial narrative given by him
to that reporting wimess. Yet on thi_ occ2._ion
die advocate fi_r the prevention
boasted mneh_
and not w_thout reason, of the probative foree_
of the conclusiveness,
of his evidence.
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scripfion
of the offence
(this deponenL, the
person whose testimony
it is, beb_g the defendant,
the person who stands accused or
suspected of that offence;)
such body of evidenee may b_ termed
plenar!l con./_ssion.
If
there be an), one such f:aet, of which express
mention
is not contained
in the mass of vvideuce so denominated,
the coates,ion,
whether satisthetor_
or not. is, at any rate, _.hort
of plcnar_t,
lu practice
it may very well
happe[l
that in this or that instam'e it may,
without
being strwtly
spt*aking plcn.wy, be
c(msidered
as being equivalent
to plenary,
and as satisfactory
us it it were so.
As, for
instauee,
if 1Lolls. being accursed of the marder of Oe_'isus, on l_eing interrogated,
subs,
" Yes; if wa_ indeed 1 who struck the tatal
blow."
lu this examph', nothi_g tnore is hecessarily
deposed
to than the physical
act:
but, from the confi, s_ion thus made of the
pbystcal act. the existence
ot the corre_-l,ondent
intention
(a p,)ehoh,gleat
tact)
will
naturally enough be ]uterred
of course. _
There
is no imagi_mhle tot of testimonial
evidence
which
may not (as hath already
been observed)operate
in the character
of

EVIDENCE.

[BOo_

W.

In considering
whether a g_ven lot of selfregarding evidence belongs or not to the bead
ofconfessoriM
evidence, regard must be had,
not to the conception
entertained
or 11ot by
the confessiouah_t
himself,
in regard to the
eonsequeuces
of' it (whether
to himself
or
others,)
hut merely to tire use eventually
made of it when exhibited
in the course of
the cause.
"/'he application
of winch it is regarded as susceptible
being considered,
the
idea of reluctance
ou the part of the eonfessionahst
will naturally
enough be presented
b_ the term co_{fession, and its several eorrj ugates.
Bat if retuetance
were looked upon
as a necessary
component
eiremnstanee,
the
extent
of the idea thus annexed to the term
would be found to fall far short of the exteef5
that _alt be found necessary
to he _,_iven to it
on many of the occasions
on which the demaud tor it presents
itself.
These
occasions
wall be dl=tmetly
brought
to view, when we
come to streak ol the diffelent
modifications
ofconf_s_tnial
evidence.
The ease where the
utterance
of it i_ atteilded
with reluetanee,
i_ but one out of many distinguishable
modL
fieations.

direct asAswell
in the
that ea_e
of eweumstantml
§ -"
9 Of spontaneous
omlbssorial
evidence
denee.
thi,as is
with extraneous,eviso is it, and more particular/b,
with self-reextra-lad*tinily
delivered.
garding
evideuee.
Direet
with reference
to
Of thi_ species of evidence
i_ being one
one tact (the tar*t asserted
b S it,) it ma_ be
characteristic
pio?ert_
that the tendency
of
circumstantial
with regard to another
tact,
it is prcjmlicia],
and _hat m auy degree up to
athet
iuferred
from the assertiou.
But its
thehlghest,
to him to whoni it owesltsbirth;
being capable of operating
in the character
of
and another,
that it come_ out spontaueousty,
direct evidence,
doe_ not lessen the toree of
and without an) application
oftheinstrument,
the demaud which calh upon us to eon_ider it
with the help of which, evideuee
of the same
in tile character
of eiremnstanti;fl
evidence,
tendency
is capable of beiug extracted
from
There is, therelbrc,
no posslhle modification
the unw_lhng mind by the humid of power; two
of confessorial
evidence,
that _itl not require
doubts naturally
present themselves
as seekto be eorr_idered here under tile head of ciring fbr sati_faehon:
viz. to what causes it is
cumstautial
evidence.
In truth,
it is only in
capable ofowiugits
birth ? and to what others
its character
of confessorial
evidcl_ce--in
reits introduction
to the theatre of j ustiee ?
spcet of its capacity
of affording inferences,
'/'o the first of these questions
an answer
meant or riot meant by the party to be drawn
may be conveyed
by so many specific denofrom it--that
it admits so great a wtriely of I minations,
each of them having the effect of
modifications.
Consider it purel 3, arul siumlv [ _ndicating the cause (the psyehological
cause)
in the character
ot direct evidence-consi_L;r 1 to _ hich the species so denominated
owes its
the aserfioa as evldentiarv
of the tact asserted
birth.
To the other,
an answer
will be atby it, arrd nothing more,'---all
these d_tir_e- ] tbrded by art indication
given ia each instance
lions vanish.
Bvthe assertion in question,
the I of ti_e eausc_ qf transpiratwn;
incidents,
by
fact asserted is "proved, or not proved, -- that ] the force of which it has been found in praefact, arrd that t_aet alone,--according
as the
tiee that evxdence of the speeies in question
testimony
is regarded
as true or false,
has made its way to the theatre of justice.
.....
1. First species of self-ineulpative
or self* Confe_soriat
plenarvper
evidence,
conspiratorral
evidence.
• e--in
itself--may evideuee,
yet be when
so by not
rclatiot*.
"It is erimiuative
so by relation when it refers to some other dis.
Discourse
held amongst delinquents
as to the
course in which whatever is wanting to make it time, place, means, and other circumstances,
plenary is contained,
of the offence ; whether already committed,
Thus, when, in the form of En_hsh law. at the
or as yet but meditated.
opening of the trial, the questior, ts put to the deExamples of the causes of transpiration
: -fendant_ Itow say you_ guilty_ or not _uilt,_
..... the eonfit_sroa is plenary
"-t. Over-hearing;
2. Loss o_ papers by aeeiif the answer be, G_lt_,
by relation; for it refers to the full de_ription of
the offence, as contained in the iustrmneat
of at_tioa
called the indictment,

dent, by interception,
by seizure ; 3. Diselosure, with or without treachery,
on the part
of one or more of the co-delinquents,
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2. Simply confid_tial.
A disclosure made it may happen to it to have been delivei_d
.(whether from any interested view, or merely in contemplation of its being judicially prom expectation of sympathy) by one or more dueed in evidence.
If so,--here,
as in the
oftheco-del]nquents, be[breorafter the corn- ease of a confession or confessnrial evidence
mission of the offence, to an individual who judicially delivered, transpiration is out of
either was or was expected to be a partaker
the question. If so it were that the eommuin it.
, nication was made in confidence, it then, in
Transpiration causes, the same in this se- respect of transpiration causes, coincides with
vend case as in the first,
simply confdential
self-disserving evidence,
3. Jactitantial--directly
or purposely jacas above. But, in this case, as in that other,
titantlal. The supposed offender, taking a it remains for inquiry, by what causes a course
pride in the offence, or in the reputation of so repugnant to the universally-prevalent
having committed it, makes an intentional i principle of self-preservation was produced.
mad unreserved statement of it, in a manner
8. Superior-benefit-seeking.
By the pursuit
more or lesscireumstantiated,
to one on whose of some henefit, it may happen to a man to
part he expects on that account esteem or t make known some thct, which--without
his
sympathy.*
being aware of it, or even though he be aware
Transpiration causes still the same.
-- may happen to contribute, in Lhe charae4. Jactitantial through unadvisedness. In J ter of an evidentiary fact, towards his being
the view of eonciliatiug esteem or sympathy,
convicted of the offence in question. Proa man relates some act of his, in itself not bability and nearness, as well as magnitude,
cr:aninal or otherwise obnoxious, but which considered on both side% it may happen that
(in one way or other) becomes evidentiary
the value of the henefit shall f_e in his eyes
of the principal act--the
act of delinquency i so great, as to m,,re than compensate for the
in question.
risk of' the whole mass of' evil, punishment
Transpiration eauses, still the _me.
included, which he beholds attached to the
5. Sirnpl!l unadvised, or unadvtsedly cello- offence.
quial. In tile way of ordinary conversation, .
The infirmative considerations applicable
without any desi_o'nof boa_tiJrg, a man speaks to the probative force of criminative cireumeither of some act, of his own, or of any other
slantial evidence of thi¢ class, seem capable
incident, any other matter of thet, which -of being dcsiamated ill general term_ by three
m virtue of some connexion, that he is not ! words: vlz. 1. M:_interpretation ; 2. Internaware eL with the principal fact in question, I pletene_ ; 3. Mendacity.
the fact of his delinquency--operates
in the i
1. Misinterpretation
ha_ in this case the
character of an evidentiarv, fact in relation i effect that ineor, ectaess on /he part of the
to it: for example, his halving been in such t evidence itself has, it not misinterpreted:
a place at such a time.
_,inasmuch as, though the evidence itself' be
Transpiration causes, still the same. ex- i not incorrect, yet the conception produced
cept that there is no place filr treachery, no I by it (either in the mind of the judge, or
confidence having been placed.
"
i in the mind of the extra-judicially percipient
6. Uaadviscdlyerculpative.
F.ndingor ap-i witnes% the ear-_itne,s
of tile diseoulse,
prehending himself exposed to the imputation i and through hhn in the mind of tile judge)
of the act of delinquency in question,-- the i_ incorrect and deeeptitlou_;
causing the
supposed delinquent, in the view of wiping
supposed delinquent to be believed to have
nit'the imputation, or screening himself item
committed an act of delinquency which in
it, mentions in discourse stone matter of tact,
truth he dhl not commit,
which, without his being aware of such iI:_
2. As to incompleteness:
it depends upon
tendency, contributes to the contrary effect, [ the manner in which it is incomplete, whether
as above.
! tile effect of it shall, to tile prejudice of the
Transpiration causes, as per last ; no room ] supposed delinquent, be the _-waneas that of
for treachery.
] incorrectness, or whether it shall amount to
7. Penitential, or penitentially eonfessorial,
nothing more than the rendering the probaThough, by the supposition, the occasion on tire, the criminative, force of it. tess eonsiwhich it is delivered is here extra-judicial,
derable than if it.had been nearer to the being
• * In the ease of John the painter, who (anne
177"/)washanged for setting fire tea public storehouse at Portsmouth, mater the notion of renderingserviee to the American states on the occasion
of the war which terminated in their independe-ace, the principal part of the evidence was of
this
Socomplexion.
in the ease of Crossfield, who was tried on
a eJaarge of being concerned in a plot for the astmtmination of his late Majesty by means of an
air.g_n,
oL. VIL

complete.
3. By mendacity (here as elsewhere) is to
be understood wilful toni purposed incorreetness; where the evidence thus delivered, the
discourse thus used, is incorrect, being tendered so wilfidly, and on purpose.
1. l_lis_nterpretatmn. Bv misinterpretation
on the part of the judge, the deceptitlous
effect produced by circumstantial evidence of
this description is susceptihle of modifications,
C
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analogous to that already mentioned as pro.
duvible by misinterpretation
of preparatio_s
and attempts, direeted in appearance, but (as
ill the ease supposed it happened) not in
reality, to the act of delinquency eventually
committed.
Instead of |he act which, by
means of the misinterpretation,
ia supposed
and concluded to have been committed-- uncler the supposition of its having been virtuallyaeknowled_.,ed tohaee beeneommitted,-the act really performed may have been.--l,
Blameless, though seeking secrecy; 2. Blameless, and not so much as seeking secrecy ; 3.
Imaginary: as, if the intimation given of it,
whether directly or in the way of allu-.ion or
insinuation, was meant in the way only of
sport, or jest ; or, if the act committed by the
supposed delinquent, and me:mr by him on
the occasionin question to he spoken of, was
an act which, though culpable, was culpable
in adifferent rammer, orin less a degree, than
the act which, from the consideration of such
his discourse, is inferred fi'om it, and believed
to have been committed,
Many eases may be put, in which /bat
which really is not a confession might be
taken for and acted upon a_ such.
A paper is found, in the defendant's handwriting, ebar_dng him, tile dei:cndant, with a
crime. Though written by the defendant's
band, it may have been the discourse of another person, and all of it #alse: simple curtosity, or even the intention of refuting it, in
a private way, or with the assistance of inslice, might have been his motive for copying
it.
The poet Jean Baptiste Rousseau wrote a
virulent libel,aspersingamultitude
of respectable characters, Saurin's among the rest, ,and
circulated it in manuscript.
Saurin, having"
borrowed one el these manuscripts, copied it
with his own band, for the parp,_se of answering it, or instituting a pro._ecution on
the ground of it, Rousseau, hearing of this,
or suspecting it, got possession of Sauriu's
copy, and on the ground of it. with the help
of some false evidence for the explanation of
it, instituted a prosecution against Saurin,
charging hun with being the author of it.
The truth was discovered by the vlr5 voee
examination of the false witnesses : and this,
too, withoat the benefit of that sort of exaruination which, under the name of crossexamination, they wouhl have underg(,ne had
it been in England. _
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The confession may have been given in the
way of jest : the whole of it, or any part,
devoid of truth : neither, in fact, contbrmable
to tile truth of things, nor so much as meant
to be takes for such.
A case of this description happened, if 1
have been rightly intbrmed, not many years
ago in England. From I know nut what cireum_tanees, a person, whom I will call Jaratutus, was expected to be pat upon the jury,
in a cause of public expectation, in which the
aft'cottons of political parties took an interest.
A letter was written to him b_ Joeosus, conluring him to see the deibndant convicted,
right or wrong. For this letter Joeosus was
prosecuted, as fi_rembraclng (the namegivea
by the English law to the act of extra-judicial
sollcitatio,.whereihesortofephemeraljudge.
called a juryman, is the subject of it.) The
matter being somehow explained, Joco_us
escaped conviction, or at least punishment
administered under that name; but the costs
of prosecution were in effect a punishment,
and a very severe one. Had the testiinonyof
the dcfe_dant been receivable in law, and
known to be so, the prosecution would hardly
have been instituted.
2. lncomtdete_ess.
It is evident that an
extra-judicial confession may be incomplete
to any imaginable degree. For-- 1. In the
shape in wbieh the discourse flows from the
lip, of the confessinnalist, it may be loose
and imperfect up to every conceivable degree
ofimperibclion.
:2. The interlocutor--who
may be sensible, or to the highest conceivable
degree insensible, of such its deficiency _ may
aceordieffly let it pass in such its imperfect
state, with(*ut applying himself in any way to
render it more Complete..5. Though he pusses_ed, in e_'er so high a degree, the requisite
inclinatlo_, ; the power, the effective power,
of eommandine and producing the requisite
explana*ions, may on his part be deficient., in
m_y conceivable degree.
3. The case of mendaelty requires more
explanation.
To a first view, nothing can be
more paradoxical than the case of a man's
having recmlrse to falsehood ibr the purpose
of sub leeti_,g himself, perhaps to the punishmeat, at least to the disrepute, attached to a
supposed act of delinquency which in fact he
has not committed. In the relation between
the sexes may be found the _uree of the
most natural exemplifications of this as of
so many other eccentric flights. The female
umarried, -- punishment as for seduction hal There is a well-known (though not Vcry well zarded, the imputation invited and submitauthenticated) anecdote of Rabelais, in which it ted to, tbr the purpose of keeping off rivals,
is narrated, that being,anxious to visit Paris, and and reconciling parents to the alliance. The
not being possessed ot sufficient funds to gratify female married, -- the like imputation, even
his wish, tie forged a plot against the life of the
Kin6_ the Queen, and the Duke of Orleaas_and though unmerited, invited, with a view to
provided self-inealpative testimony against laim- marriage, througbdivoree. Evenwithoutview
self, sufficiently strong to occasion his being sent either to marriage, or to possession without
m Paris at the expelrse of the govermnent.---E,L
marrlage,-- vanity, without the aid -f any
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other motive,
has been known (the force of
nions regarded a_ heretical by the establidaed
the moral sanctionbeingin
these cases divided
church, regarded
as orthodox
by my sect.
against
itself) to afford an interesr
strong
In many cases, probably in most, the infirenough to engage
a man to sink himself
in
maline
facts above brought
to view will be
the good opinion of one part of mankiml,
seen to have no place: the import of the di_.
under the notion of rat-Aug himself in that of
course,
and Its applicability
to the purpose
another.*
for which it is adduced,
will be out of disFalse confe_ions,
from the stone motive,
pule.
Thoughnot
complete
(for it is seldom
are equally within the range of possibility,
ill that a lot of extra-judicial
evidence will be
regard to all acts regarded
in opposite points
endowed
u'ith that completeness
with which
ot view by person_ of different
descriptions,
i it is the object of judicial
examination
to cnI insulted such or such a man: I wrote such
dew it,) it will, as thr as it goes, be thus far
or such a party-pamphlet,
regarded
by the
cmnpIete,
than it will be sufficientlymanifest
ruling party as a libel, by mine as a mettlethat no addition which it could have received
rious exertion
in the cause of truth:
I wrote
couhl have been of a nature
to destrov,
or
such or such a religious tract, defending
optmaterially
to change, the inthrence.
The act,
--i_
c_u-_entenough,-l_tt
of Which the
to the imputwiion of which the eontbssionahst
seureeeannot
be distinctly recollected_ may serve i was cxposlng
himself
by riffs his discourse,
as
exemplification
the laid
field open
of enterprise
-- reallyof' done
by him
nor
thisan line,
which has of
been
by naturein t was reall)
he, on his
the actoccasion
holding
such ; dis.
(too well seconded, as will be _en, by the bluncourse,
acting
in prosecution
of any such
dering hand of English law) to unprincipled
speeccentric
and perilous a design as that of subculators.
man wishes
to secure
to himself,
himself
to an imputation
known by
the
way of Amarriage,
a hand_
of which,
by directin jecting
and honourable means, he has no sut_caent hope.
himself not to be merited.
His object is_ by destroying the reputatmn of his
A distinctinn
requires
here to be noted,
intended victim, to deprive lmr of all hopes that
between
the ea_ where
the evidence
may
do not centre in himself,
flc takes the requisite
be said to be designedly
furnished,
and that
measures : he bribes servants;
he provides himin which it may be said to be undesignedly
self with the requisite equipment:
in thecostume
of a happy lover, he shows himself to observers
furnished,
having been obtained,
as it were,
C asualorposted,
"
'
through the wmdo W otherbedsurreptitionsly,
by the party by whom it is
chamber, as Galatea showed herself:--l_tJ'ugit
produced
or offered to be produced,
without
ad latebras, etse cupil ant_ videri, a
the consent of the party whose confession
is
The our.line thus delineated, the particular obcontained
in it.
ject_ and the details of the plan, will (as already
In the fi_rmer case, it partakes,
in a great
hlnted)adinit
of eomiderable
diversification.
the value of the
prize obtainable
at the price To
in measure, of the nature ot judicial croofessorial
question,
there are e_idently no deternfinate
limits; and this, whether pecuniary profit (to the
amount of which there is also no lira.it) be or be
not taken into the account,
As to the price in the way of punishment_
few
if any are the existing systems of _egislauou that
have, with any sufficient degree of con_i._teney
and uniformity,
raised it to a pitch too high to
find bidders.
For seduction, under English law
at least (which, in everything that concerns marriage, indicates for its author seine old woman in
her dotage.) for seductmn, the maximum gould
he but a flea.bite: punishmcnt
as for capital vielences the charge being of the adventurer's own
franfing, he will know betterthan
to suhjeet himself to.
To any bosom in which either love or money
has infused _he spirit of enterprise, the Chance]lot (who t_neies lnmself, or pretends to fa_cy
himself, the guardian of female orphans--who
fancies, or pretends to fancy, his auflmrity the bar
to ill.assorted
marriages,
the protector against
deeeptionorimprudence)
isbut alaughing-stock,
Eves ready to punish, he is ever impotent to prevellt : powerful to do mischief, he is impotent
tO do gbod; that good always excepted, of which
his professional brethren
_re the strafers, and
which consists in distributing
among them, in
due
form of practice_ a portion of the orphan's
mrbstanee.
This act i* _aid to have been perpetra_t
by
the Earl of Stair, and to have occurred in Edinbm'gh.--Ed,

evidence : the person to whom it is delivered,
though not a magistrate,
yet, by the relation
he l_ears (casual and momentary
as it is,) may
be considered
as standing,
in many respects,
in the situation
of a magistrate.
The proprietor of stolen goods, having, by a train of
indicative
ewdence, been led to the discovery
of the thit.f, makes up to him, and charges
him with the theft:
the delinquent,
through
remora,
confusion of mind, or hope ofikvour,
confesses the offence in all its circumstances,
in a degree more or less particular.
To extend tile iltugtration,
substitute
for the ease
of thef_ the case of any other offence, of that
class which supposes
the existence
of an in*
dividual exposed to special injury ; and to the
case of the proprietor
of the stolen goods
suhstltnte
that of the individual
so injured.
The reason and use of the dlstinctlorl
is,
that when, as here, the confessorial
evidence
is furnished ex proposito co*!filentis, the same
causes that are capable of giving birth to t;alse
confession,
when judicially exhibited,
are capable of producing the same effect in tile ea._e
where it is furnished extra-judicially,
as here:
--confusion
of mind,_hope
of commuting
a
severer punishment
for a less severe one,
hope of obtaining
mercy,-despair of _eqnitsal, produced
by prospect
of false evidence.
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The opposite ca_e, the ca_e where the con- ' from it, maybe the task of argumentation and
fession was obtained imprudeatitt eonfitentis,
conjecture.
is the case which, on the former occasions referred to, was principally in view. The party,
§ 3. Of spontaneous coEfessorial evlderwe,
the confessionalist, has made a memorandum
judicially defivered.
in relation to the f_ct, for his own use ; this
For the advantage of viewing objects one
falls into the hands of the adverse party, who at a time, the species of crimmative evidence
thereupon produces or offers it in evidence, in qu_tivn has hitherto been considered as
In terms more or less particular, either direct being delivered as well without the interveoor more or less indirect, the confessionalist
tion of interrogation, as without the interhas mentioned the fact in a letter to an ac- vention of the authority of a judge, prc_nt
complice or a t?iend: the letter i_all, into the at the time. Of the intervention of these t_vo
hands of the adverse party, who produces it, circum-tanecs, the consequences will be seen
or offers it, in evidence. The contbssionalist
to be material.
has been overheard to mention the matter in
If the self-criminativc discourse be conconversation with an accomphce, a iriend, or ceived to be held in the presence of the judge,
even (for no species or degree of imprudence
it is not natural that (adequate power not
is altogether without example) an utter stra]:- being wanting) the use of so efficient a secuget: through the medium of the extra-judirity for correctness as well as completeness
dally audient witness, it comes round to the shouldbe foregone. But that which, in respect
adverse party, who (with or without his good of its manifest mischievousness andabsurdity,
will) engages him to crone tbrward with the will be apt to appear most unnatural, is, oninformation, in the character of a judiciallyder the influence of the sinister interest which
deposing witness,
gave birth to the technical s)stem of proceFrom the differeoee_ that exist in respect dure, but too frequently realized : for examof the mode in which the evidence was oh- ple, under English law, in the _ase of all those
rained in the two cases, result several other modifications of delinquency in relation to
differenee_. When eta nature approaching to which the evidence is delivered in no other
judicial, the extra-judicial confession (having
shape titan that of a[h'darit evidence.
conviction, or, at least, fidl intbrmation, tbr
The scene of intercourse beint_ now reits object, either on _he part of him who de- moved flora the closet to the theatre of jus[iver_ it, or on tim part of him to whom it lice,--one
eonsequenee is, that. of the eight
i, delivered) will natura|ly be more or less modificationsof_elf-disservingevidenceahove
effectually shaped and adapted to that pur- brought to view. five stand excluded, as being
pose. When obtained, as above explained, in I incapable of finding entrance into a place so
a manner by surprise, neither the eontbs_ion- defrauded. These are--1,
eonspiratorh_l; 2.
aiist, nor (m the ease of hearsay evidence)
simph/confidential;
3. p,rposely]ac/itant_al;
his inter|neuter or attditor, ha_ any such ob- 4. unadczsedlyjaetita_tttal;
and,5, slmldyand
ject;
nor has tim interlocutor or auditor,
unadvisedly eolloqa_al. Superior-benefit-seekgenerally speaking, any means of shaping _ny, a modification nmler all cirenmstam_s
the evidence to that object. The shape in rare aml eccentric, is, by the authority of a
which it preeents itself will naturally be that
present (timugh nolle aud reactive) judge.
of somc broken serap, variable ad b{finitum rendered still more unlikely to be hazardea,
in respect of form, and quantity of infbrmastill more so by the presence of an interrotioo.
gating judge.
In the case where, u_ al,ove, it is flwnishcd
Remain, as tbe only two modifications of
by a man a_ it were with a halter about his self-disserving evidence natural to the spog
neck, the language will necessarily be direct
now in question, -- I. unadt, i_dl_/_etf-excu/and explicit ; and in that respect, whatCecver pat_r'e evidence; and, 2. penitential or pentit may he in point (ff preei_ion (for precision teutially eonfessorial evidence.
will depend as much upon the party receiving
To gromut conviction, eonlbs_ion (il_ has
the information as upon the party filrnishing
been said) otnzht to be perfectly fi'ee, not
it,) nearly upon a par _dth that wbich it produced either by hope or ti_ar. Such is the
assumes when extracted by an official hand.
language we frequently meet with in English
In the _lse where it is furni-.hed without ap- la_ books. Reason is here obscured by a coprehensiou of the use eventually made of it, _ vering of absmdity. Accused or suspected of.
to be equally direct and explicit (as is apt to
be the ease with libels;) but it is equally
capable of existing in a tbrm to any degree
mysterious and indirect. It may consist of
nothing but mere allusion ; and, in any case,
to find out, a key to it, and apply it to the
proof
the fact
endeavonred
to be proved
_t mayofindeed
happen
to the language
of it [

or fear should induce a man to speak? G_.dlty,
in particular, wlmt but hope or fear should
induce a man to confess ? Confession without
hope or t_ar, is art action without a motive,
an effect without a cause. It is more: it is an
action without an inciting motive, overcoming
a force
mighty one) of restraiaipg
crime, (and
guiltythator ainnoaent,--what
but hope
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motives. It isas if, on a level billiard-table, [ being produced by mere confusion of mind;
a ball should run into one of the pockets, not / the state of mind producible in a man by termerely without being struck with the mace t roe--by the contemphtioo of his impe_ding
or cue, but in spite of the impulse of the I fate.
instrument striking it in a direction exactly I • The ease of false confession is a case which,
opposite,
m the present state of jurisprudence among
What there is of reason in the rule amounts
civilized nations (inehniing a century or so
to this:-- A judge, in examining an accused
under the notion of present time,) hag seldom
or suspected person, should be upon his guard been exemplified: so at least one wishes ann
against the sinister inducements, to the ac- hopes to be able to believe, for the honour of
tion of which a man in such a situation is governments and of human nature. The only
exposed,
instance in which it has been in mDydegree
The causes which may be capable of giving frequent, even for some centuries past--and
birth to evidence of the description in ques- in this instance it has beeu but too frequent
tion, when it is not true, come now t_ be --is that of a case in which the fict was not
enumerated,
only false, but impossible,
I speak of the
L Cause_ capable of giving birth to untrue
case of witchcraft. Turn which way we will
confessorial evidence, even when plenary.
--to France, to England, to North America
I. Guilty of a greater crime (_. c. a crime -- we shall find wretched women not only
more severely punished than the crime now convicted, but confi:ssing themselves guilty,
charged,) a man makes a confession of the of that imaginary crime. So at least say the
came now charged, in order to avoid the se- accounts that have been transmitted to us.
verer punishment: or, beingcharged with two In these deplorable instances, in what shape
crimes, he confesses the less. to avoid being has the confession been conceived? To propunished as fur the greater: and so in re- _duct a franticcry of guilty--to
produce the
gard to facts subjecting a man to non-penal i mark of a trembling hand to a paper full of
damage, or otherwise to an obligation of an ealmnnious lles, contents known or unknown
unpleasant cast.
--these are effects to the production of _xhich
2. Not guilty of the crime charged, nor, confusion of mind may be ihllv adequate, in
consequently, being justly subjectable to the the instance of the weakest and'mo.-t ignorant
pumshment annexed to it,--but
exposed, or certainly not less than in tha_ of tide strongest
conceiving himself exposed, to undergo some and best-informedmind_.
But to ploduce, and
severer suffering (whether on the score of] produce extempore, a cn'cnmstantial and coucriminality or any other) at the hands of tide __istent account of intercourses and conver_prosecutor, or sonic other man in power, to I tions with an imaginary bci,g, -- this would
whom it would be acceptable that he should I he scarce possible even to the strongest ; and,
suffer as for the offence in qucstion,--he makes I it"possible, where should he the inducement,
confession of it accordingly, in the hope of ] when the consequence was the being hanged
thereby escaping such severer suffering,
or burnt ?
Various is the description of the person by
To guard against false confessinns, therewhose power (i. e. by the hopes _nd fears that fore. the two followiug rules ought to be ohpoint to it) a man may be drawn into a false served : -confession.
It will depend in a considerable
1. One is. that, to operate in the character
degree upon the nature of the offence : an or- of direct evidence, confession cannot be too
dinary offence, or a political offence. It ma_, I particular. In respect of all material circumaccordingly, be a private individual ; it may t stances, it should he as particular, as, by diut
be, in a monarchy, the monarch, or one or I of interrogation, it can be made to be. Why
more of his ministers; in a commonwealth, I so? Because (supposing it false) the more
some officer or some individual invested by / particular it is, the more distinguishable facts
law or influence with appropriate power ; it ! it will exhibit, the truth of which (supposing
may be (though without atrocious abuse of them false) will be liable to be disproved by
judicial power it cannot be) even the iudge,
their incompatibility withanv facts, the truth
3. If, in the case above supposed --fioping,
of which may have come to be established by
as above, to mollify the enmity of his too po- other evidence. The greater the partie_arity
tent adversary--he
regards the stream of the required on the part of the confession, the
evidence as likely to run against him, and greater is the care taken of the contessionwith a force sufficient for conviction (though
alist, -- the greater the care taken to guard
this he what, by the supposition, cannot take him against undue conviction,
brought on
place without fal_hood somewhere ;) an ade- upon him by his own imbecility and impruquate motive--a cause adequate to the pro- dcnce.
daetion of the supposed eft_ct, viz. that of a
2. The other rule is, that, in respect of all
false confession--will
in this way too be ex- material facts (especially the act which conemplified,
stitutes the physical part of the offence.) it
4, Lastly, the same effect is capable of ought to comprehend a particular desismatimt
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in respecff of the clreurnstanees of time and
place.
For what reason ? For the rea-on
ah'eady mentioned: to the end that, m the
event of its provittg false (a ca-_e not impossible, though in a high degree rare and irnprobable,) facts may be found by whieh it
may be proved to be so. " I killed such a
man" (says the confessionalist, mentioning
him,) " on such a day, at such a place."
" Impossible" (says the judge, speakrng from
other evidence:) '" on that day neither you
nor the deceased were at that place."
But tinrn and plaee are both mfinitely divisible. To what degree or rninutenes_ -ha]l
the division be endeavonred to he carried for
this purpose ? A particular answer, that shall
suit all cases, cannot be given. The end in
view, as above stated, must be eonsidered,
und compared w_tl_ the particular eircumstances of the case, in regard to either species
of extension, ere the degree of particularity
proper to be aimed at by the interrogatories
can be marked out. Under the head of time,
the English taw, in the in_trurnen* of aceusutton, admits of no other latitude than what
i_ included in the compass of a day. The haturn of things did not, in this instance, render
uniformity impossible: the parts into wI:ieh
time is divided are untform and determinate.
Place--relative
space--is not equally obsequious: the house 9 yes; if the supposed scene
of the supposed transactitm be a house : the
street ? yes ; if' the _eene were in a street :
butafield, aroad, aeommon, a thrust, alake,
a sea, the ocean ; any of these may have been
the scene,
The question therefore still recurs upon us,
and at the same time the difficulty of finding
a general answer for it recurs undiminished,
Supposing the confession--the
narration-false,--will the intimation which it has been
made to include of time and place be sniff¢iently particular to enable the judge, supposing it to be false, to extract sufficient proof
of the falsity of it from other evidence?
Between the degree of particularity to be
looked for in the article of place, and the
degree of partieularitv to be looked for in the
artiele of time, there will be a mutual depeodenee. Supposing it clear from other evidunce, that, on a given day, the eonfessionalist
and the deceased were upwards of two days'
journey distant t?otn one another,--the
spedfieation of"the day on which, in the false con"
fession, the murder is stated to have been
committed, will be snfl'teient to prove the falsity of the confession--to
prove the non-delinqueney of the eonfessionalist. But suppose
the distance no more than two hours' 3ourlaev,--the specification of the day will, it is
.
"
evident, not be sufficient for the same purpose : he shouh| be called upon to fix the very
hour : the hour becomes as material in this
_eeond ease, as ti_e day was on the first.

EVIDENCE.
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In the wording of the iastrumcnt of aecusation, particularity in respec_ of both species
of extension is insisted upon, and evidt_ntly
fbr the reasons above given, by the English
law. But, between the case of an indictment
(a statement of the offence, as drawn up by
an accuser,) and a eo_ffession, whereby the
det_ndant him_lfbecornes asit were his null
aeen,er, there is in this respect a great dlfferenee. In the ease of the instrument of aneusation, compliance with this requisition,
however desirable, may, in respect of this or
that degree of particularity,
be impo--sible.
Why? Because, antecedently
to tlw exhibition of the whole mass of obtainable coldunce (though ultimately that evidence should
prove ever so satisfactory,) it is but natural
that an accuser shonhl be in the dark; while
(supposing the charge true, madthe defend_u_t
wilhng to confess the fact,) that same degree
of partictfiariry which it was altogether out
of tim power of the accuser to give to the
relation, may be exhibited in the confession
of the defendant without any dlttleulty. For
from whom can so precise an account of a
man's ac_s be expected as from the mm_himself (e=per'lally acts of sueh moment to himself,) so he be but disposed to give it ?*
* '/.'hat a certain degree of particularity in these
respect._ is desirable--de_qrable for the reason
above glven,--ha_ been su_eientl'_ observed by
the founders of this pa_t of the English law. They
therefore required, that, in the instrument of an.
cusation, it should be observed" and soserious
were they in the requisition, as to determine, that
where the requisltion to that efli_etis not complied
with, the defendant, guilty or not guilty_ _hall
be acquitted. That causes will often happen in
winch, though delinquency may be capable of
being "established, and by abundantly sufficient
evidence, that same degree of particularity cannot ln_ssiblv be exhibited,--was another observation whidh_ true as it is_ yet, at the time of
establishing that requNition, they failed to make.
Cornplianee with the requisition wa, irntmssiblel
but the irnpossibihty of complying w/th it was no
bar to the estabhshrnent of it. The requisition
had not been long enforced, before the irnpossg.
bility of complying with it. consistently with the
conviction of the guilty, was discovered. A re.
randy was accordingly'applied. "_Vhat was that
remedy ?_Convertmg a court of penal justice
into a school of necessary falsehood_a school in
which the scholars were not merely taught and
invited, but bv main force compelled, to defile
themselves with that vice : no falsehood, no jnstice. A day must be specified; but it need not
be the true one.a A day must t_especified; but
that the/hut happened on that day, is not neees.
sary to be proved: another_ any other, will do as
well. You must say you know the day, and sajr
what that day is : you must so know ih when
you know it; you must my you know it, when
you know nothing of the matter. But, provided
you utter this tMsehood, _'ou shall not be prej_
dicedbyit:
fromfalsch0b.l, notlfing_it is from
a Kelyng, 10..'2 Inst. Big. R.v. Aylett, 1 T.
R. 70-71.
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CHAPTER
VII.
OF CONFESSORIAL
AND OTItERWISESELFDISSEI_*VING
_VIDENCE_
EXTP.ACTEDBY
INTERKOGATION.
§ 1. Of interrogation in general, as a means
of extraet;J_t self-disservin 9 evidence,
INrreaaoGarlo._ has already been mentioned*
as the most effieie_lt, and (in ease at doubt)
the iudispe.',sable, instrument fi_r the extraetion of t]uth--cumplete
tr_th--in
favour at
whichsoever -ide of the suit it militates,
On both ._ides, its propcrtb is ro clear up
all doubts-- all douht_ produced or left by
other evidence-- doubts which without i_s
aid can never l_e cleared up. t'osscssmg tins
property, it is not less f.tvourable to innoeence than adverse to delinquency.
All suepeeled persnns who arc not guilty, court it ;
none but the gui!ry shrink fi'nm it.
Anteccdcnl]_ lathe application of this test,
the mind of the judFe lemainin_z in doubt as
between innocence and delinquency (viz. in
which of the two opposite _tates the mind of
the defendant shall be considered as placed,)
the process is directed indistinctly to the production of the _me or the other of two opposite _esults :--in the case of non-delinquency,
se,f-exeulpative
te_tim0ny; in _he case at
delinquency, conicssorial t_stimony, ending
in confession,
But eonfessorial te_tinruny, having punishment, or ceil in some other st;ap_,, f,r its
visibl) impending consequence, does not, in
the ordinary course of thil,gs, come wilhngly,
or singly, or in the first instance.
The instrumcnt being applied, some course, o, the
part of the proposed respondent, cannot but
be taken.
Instead of this most visibly dangerons course, he betake, himself (if not definitively, at any rate in the fir._t instance) to
all other possible eourse_ ; no other course
presenting to view the image of punishment
as following with a step so sure. l_ur, of all
these possible courses, if the prnposed respondent be really delinquent, there is not
one that will not (if the judge be at the same
time willing and at liberty to follow the manifest dictates of justice and common sense)
operate, with a degree ofprobati_ve force more
or less persuasive, towards conviction : bet_use that which is visible to common sense,
truth alone that you have anything, to fear:
speak t_alsely_you are _afe; speak trudt, you lose
your cause,
This is but one instance out of a multitude, in
which, by aiming at a degree of precision beyond
what the'nature of the ea,_eadmits of, they lost
the
benefit
such of:
degree
the
subject
do_sot"
admit
they of
lo_tprecision
precisionasaltogether: they threwaway preeision_ and embraced
ihlsehaod in the room nfit.
* Book II. Chap. IX.
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as being consonant to eonstant and universal
experience, is, that there is not one _fthem
all that, a man ever betakes hh_setf to and
persists in, in case of veracity and innoeence.
True self-exeutpative testimony being by
the supposition incapable of being'delivered,
--his constant resource (were it not for the
inferences which, on such an occasion, every
man, as is visible to hiJn, would draw from it)
. wmild be sde_we. But silence being in such
a ease, by common _ense, at the rtport of
umversal experience, certified to be tantamount to confession, though hv a mode alexI:r_s_ou as general as possible--tantamount,
at any rate, to the purpose of disrepute, if not
to the purpose of ]eb.al pani_hment,--this
is
(excepting confession i_ particular and exptitit terms) his last resource.
t Thusrepelled tram that which wnu]d otherwise he the easiest as well as safest course,
his next endeavour is to tax his invention for
such statements of an exeulpatJve tendency,
I as. though false, shall present the fairest pro,peel of being taken, ti'om first to last, tbr
true. But, besides the difficulty, a defence of
this kind is attended with constant and mrattest peril; for no stmner does any statement
prese._t itself, which by its inconsistency with
other statements of his own already delivered
on the same oeca_-ion, or with facts understood from other source_ of information to be
true, is understood to be fa]_e, and believed
at the _ame time in be wilfi_lly false,--t_m
another evidence of dclhLquenev is afforded,
still more probative and impressive, because
more particular, than mere silence.
True selfexeulpative discourse is not to be
had. Silence would operate as eontbssiou. Of
a coarse of thl-,e responsiou, if understood to
be £dse, mid the talsehood wilful, the effect
would be still worse than that of silence.
False responsion at an exculpative tendency,
iu anb shape that promises security ag_ainsl:
detecrioz_, not being to be found,--his next
endeavour is to find, and to ohtain acceptance
for, such discourse as, at the same time that
it affords no ineulpative evidence, shall no_;
be liable to be taxed with being' false. Dis°
course of this description is tlaat which, in
respect of its object, is termed evasive, and
in respect of its nature is either irrelevant or
_ndi,_tinct ; for lreing relevant, and at the same
time distinct, it could _ot fail to be either
true or false.
If nothing of this cast be to be found, or if
his employable stock of it be exhausted, he
has then left but one alternative, which is
either silence, as above, or eonfessozi_fl,evideuce ; which (in so far as true) it depends
upon the interrogator to draw o_ till it terinmates in confession.
Bat, after int_errogation-- which (coming
frmn a per._on whose station, by office or by
the occasion, is that ofa superior) is, inother
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words, an order requiring a man to speak-silence is an act of disobedience.
Confessorial
discourse
is the result
of submission -- of
compliance.
Of non-compliance
with his will
it is the property
to call forth ill-will on the
part of him towards
whom it is manifested,
especially
of the man in power ; of compliance, good-will.
Silence,
therefore,
on the
part of the affrighted
culprit, seems to his ear
t_ call far v,_,onn,._
• ,an¢_;,,n
h,dA_ a,,_ o
_mr muu_gence
• - •
chance
,_., •
- .
,"
.
_ ,,.
role • dCVlSlng anu P Ursuln g a Pl"n
_ Or seltexeulpat_ve
misrepresentation,
the discourse
held by the delinquent
will naturally
be of a
motley
cast, presenting
a mixture
of falsehood, evasion, arid truth.
Falsehood,
under
the apprehension
of the discredit
which attaehes instantly
upon detection,
will be hazarded
then,
and then only, when evasion
seems no longer practicable,
and the response,
if true, could not be otherwise
than maulfestly eonfessorial.
Truth,
then, will almost
always
form,, and that in no inconsiderable
proportion,
a part of the delinquent's
selfexculpative
tale.
But such and so visible is
the connexion
between
truth
amt truth -between
the fact of delinquency
and all the
several facts that have accompanied
or led to
it,---that,
of the admixture
of truth
thus
unwillingly " inserted,
a portion more or les_
considerable
(in one way or other,
with or
without
his kno_vledge.)
though designed to
operate in a way opposite to cmdbssion,
will
operate in effect in the character
of eonfessorlal evidence,
And thus it is, that--by
one and the same
process,
the process of interroga_.ion
(where
the re._pundent
who is suspected
to be a delii_qnent is really
so)in spite of, and ii1
consequence
of, the endeavours
used by him
to impress the persuasion
of his innocence,-silence or non-respm_siou,
evasive responsion,
false re._ponsion, confessorial
responsion
(one
or all of them, in il_filfitely diversifiable
proportions,)
will be extracted
: each of them
contributing
to conviction;
each of them evidentiary
of delinquency,
-- operating
in the
common eharaeter
of sclf-disserving,
to wit,
self-ineulpative,
or self-criminative,
evidence,
In species and denomination,
the infirmative
considerations
applicable
to self-disserving
evidence thus extracted byinterrogation,
are
the same as those applicable to e_idence fi'om
the same source
and of the same tendency,
when delivered
without
interrogation.
But, in respect of force, they are, in every
instance, decidedlyinferior.
Why ? /3eeanse,
in every_ instance,
the infirmative
considerstions ar_ mere suppositions
_ suggestions
of
states of things neither proved nor so much as
protmbitized,
but merely brought
to view as
being at the same time possible, not glaringly
improbable,
and not disproved,
degree disprobabilized,
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But, of the process of interrogation,
by
whomsoever
performed (if performed with an
impartial
view, or, what comes to _he same
thing, with partial views on both sides,) it is
the kr own object and effect, by the most effieient mean s, toclear up all such uncertainties.*
--_
• Of the mode of signifying will, denoted by
tile word _nterrof/aliou,
tile object is to obtain,
at the hands of tl_e pe_on interrogated
some token. • such as , m relation to the tmrtleular object
on the earget
shall serve to express and make
- _
....
known thestateoflusmmd.
ButmterrogaUon__
interrogation
in mood and figure--is
not the only
mode of communication,
is not the only form of
discourse, by which an effect of that description
is capable of being accomplished.
When, two other persons being present, Titius
hears (being at the same time known to hear)
one of them in discourse with the other, speak of
him (Titius_ as having do_e such or such an act,
in relation to which it concerns him in point of
interest
to be thought to have done it o¢ not to
have done it,--to ha'_,'e engaged, for example, in
a plan. of delinquency,_ in this. or that shape, or
{delinquency out of the quesUon) to have made
a promlse--adeliberate
promise--intended
to be
binding, to such or such an efl_et_--ifit
be msterial to him not t_ be believed to have done that
winch he is so stated to have done, he feels himself ot course called ul>)n to contradict the assertion--ealled
upon with a force neither greater
nor less
an interrogatory
to the same
efl_ct
had than
been ifaddressed
to him.
On a former occasio_ (that of sugg_tive
interrogation.)
we have seen interrogation involving
init aproposidonoftheassertive
kind(BooklI1.
Extraction,
Chapter III.;)
here we see an assertion standing in the place, and performing the
function,
of an interrogatory;
so variable and
interchangeable
are the different forms of Innguage.
It is not, however, to any such oblique and an.
certain modes of si_mifying will, that the mouth
ofauthority--judicialauttiority_willnaturally,
or even consistently, have recmtrse. Accordingly,
where, in the character of a security (a judicial
security) for correctness and completeness
in a
mass o'f e*idence, interro#ation
wa_ brought to
view_ no mention of any such oblique mode of
interrogation as is here denotedby the termquasi.
_nterro#ation,
was there made.
In a sort of cases the description of which ir_
general terms may not be easy, but which are
htfle exposed to nusconecpdon
in any individual
instance,
is to a toproverbial
cognised tosilence
be. equivalent
consent ordegree
assent: re.
to
consent, if' the effect of the quasi-interrogation
be to call tbr an expression of will ; to a_ent, if
it be to call ibr an expression of the state of the
intellectual faculty.
To produce on the part of the person in question a call for a declaration of the state of the
will, orof the understanding_
as the ease may be
--a call no less imperious than that which would
have beenprodueed
by interrogation_ _ it is not
necessary mat the quasi-interrogative
diseours_
should have been directly addressed to him ; or
that, on the part of the qua_i-interrogator_
there
should have existed so much as a desire to obtain
an answer, express or virtual, from the person
thus indirectly interrogated,
r_rhnt is material to
hhn, is to be bdieved, or not to be believed, to
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§ '2. Di_erenee, in point of e_rect, between
extra-judicial and judicial interrogation,
Compared with each other, self-inculpatlve
evidence extracted fi'om a supposed delinquent by extra-judicial
interrogation, and
evidence of the like denomination extracted
by judicial interrogation, have their natural
points of advantage and disadvantage, the
observation of which is pregnant with instructiou of practical use:-1. To extra-judicial interrogation, coastdercd as an instrument for the extraction of
truth from unwilling lips, belong naturally
two disadvantages: comparative deficiency in
respect of coercive power ; and comparative
deficiency in point of intellectual skill,
Of tt_ese d_sadvantages, bowever, neither
is constant in point of existence, or uuiform
tn degree,
The interrog'_tor is not indeed tfimself the
judge,--the
judge by whom the decision,
grounded on the evidence so extracted, is to
be pronounced.
But on this bead (unle._
.where. in virtue of_ome particularcnnncxion,
the supposed delinquent is, by sympathy or
any other cause, assured of com'ealmcnt on
the part of his interrog_ator) the difference
will not be very considerable;
inasmuch as
every questien will naturally ple._ent itself'as
iI backed by the authority of the judge,
2. tn the process of interrogation, the casual interrogator will nut in general posses_
experience, nor (so filr as depends upon experience) skill, eq,ml to what may be naturally expected on the part of' the judge. But,
in this respect, the father or 5thor head of a
considerably numerous family, will not in general be much behind even an official judge :
amtwhatsoever superiorityin point of acquired
skill may be expected to have place on the
part of the official judge, the superior interest
and zeal that may no less reasonably be looked
for on the part of the domestic interrogator
may be considered as forming in general no
inadequate compensation,
On the other band, in the circumstance of
surprise may be seen a circumstance from
which the situatmn of the domestic intcrrogator will be apt to derive a considerable
advantage. From the domestic inquirer may
come a question, or string of questions, at a
time when no thoroughly-considered plan of
have done, or to he doing, or to be about m do,
_hat by the discoursesin question it is supposed
and assumed that he has done, is doing, or is
about m do. _,_'hether,on the part of the author
of that discourse, there exists any desire to be
informed in relation to such his supposed conduct, lSa_t,prment, or future, may to him be a
matter of indifference: the interest which he has
in being believed so to have done, ornot to have
done,_the call made upon him accordingly in
point of interest to declare yes or no, --is not
varied by any such difference,
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mendacious defence can as yet have been
adjusted ; whereas the interval between atrestation and judieial interrogation will afford
for the purpose of mendacious invention (not
to speak of mendacious suggestion in case of
concert amongst co-delinquents)a quantity
of time over and above whatsoever in the
same individual ca_ the delinquent could
have applied to the purpose of his defence
against the casual inquisitiveness of extrajudicial interrogators.
One great, and, as it should seem ingeneral, decisive, advantage, attaches beyond dispure to the side of the judicial interrogator.
It rests with him to continue the process of
interrogation (that is, to keep the supposed
delinquent in a state of subjection to it) fbr
wtmtever length of time appears to him to
be necessary and sufficient for thc purpose
for the extraction of whatever mass of evidenee the proposed respondent is looked upon
as capable of yielding--for the extraction of
it iI*all its plenitude.
On this occasion, there are four distinguishable objects with which self-disserving
evidence, extracted by judicial vic,_ voce interrogation, _fill require to be compared; the
evidence being in all four cases supposed to
issue from the same source (i. e. fl'om the
same individual,) and td be of _be same tendency ; _ viz. I. Evidence delivered extraju_1icially, and without interrogation, by word
of mouth; 2. Evidelme delivered extraojudio
cmlly, and _thout interrogation, in a written
form ; fi)r instance, in the form of a private
memorandum, or of a letter, sent or not sent_
3. Evidence delivered extra-judicially, in consequence of interrog'ation by word of mouth;
4. Evidence delivered extra-judicially, in consequence of interrogation in a written form.
Expressed in the writwn form, the evidence, taken in itselt, is more apt to be incomplete ; and in such a way incomplete, as,
in respect of partiality, to be deceptitious.
Why? Because° on the occasion of writing,
the writer (the supposed delinquent') has in
general more time at command for the putpose of mendaciou_ invention ; nor are the
workings of his invention in a situation to
receive that disturbance which it is natural
they should receive, from the presence of"a
person at whose baud hostile suspicion (or at
any rate prying curiosity) and consequent
interrogation, whether eventually applied or
not, will naturally be apprehended.
When delivered in the form of a letter, the
person to whom the statement is addressed
must, for a length of time at least, take it as
it comes. Delivered orally, no sooner are gaps
discovered in the texture of it., than comes
a question requiring them to be filled up ;_
no sooner ambiguity or obscurity, than the
clearing of them up. Self-regarding evidence,
delivered by a delinquent in the written form,
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will, therefore, l_e more llke]y to be deceptitioas, i. e. guarded against detection, and so
effectually as to tn'oduce the deeeptiunahned
a_ by it; viz. where deception was an o|[ieet
which it had in view. But in some ca_.s it
has no such object; as when the cast of _t i._
conspiratorial, _imply confidcnti,d, or jactitautial,
At the same time, such as it was delivered
delivered fi'om the mind of the writer,-such, ant] without alteration, w:thout being
exposed to be m_,r_Torted , it is sure to he
presented to the mind of the judge: x_hereas,
if delivered in the oral tbrm. it will alwa)s
be liable to alteration---liable
to be nd_reported by the deposing w_tness, through
the channel of whose lips (it being extr_judieiMly delivered in the first instance) it
cannot but have pa%ed.
As tointerrogationiu
the written form (_
when statements which have been extra-indieially delivered have eventually been made
use of a_ evidem'e, and thereupon have assumed that responsive turin of which raterrogation, when submitted to, is naturally produetive ;) ---it is a possible ease. but a case
not by any means likely to be ti'equently exemplified; rarely indeed, when compared with
the tbrm which discour-e so readily assumes
under the process of interrogation when performed byword of mouth. "Why'.' Because,
out of the presence of the interrogator, cornpliance with the comnmnd expressed by h_terrogation is, if irksome, refilled _ithout
difficulty : evasive responsion, ff responsina
be resorted to, is more easy: silence, being
liable to he accounted for by so many other
causes besides delinqueney, is resorted to
with less reserve. A plan of sclf-exeulpativc
mendacity is pursued with more time for the
continuance of it, and with better promise of
success ; and, from amongst the truths which,
to guard against detection, it may be nece_sary to intermix, a selectiem is made with
greater tkcility and safety, of those which (for
fear of their being found to operate with a
self-disserving, a self-ineulpative tendency)
require, and may (it is supposed) bear, to be
mnitted,
Of discourse orally delivered it is moreover
the nature, when the apprehended tendency
of it is (as here) self-criminative, to brin_,
with it another species of crimJnafive cireumstantial evidence (which will be brought
more particularly to viewin another chapter,')
vim fear, as indicated by deportment, more
particularly passive deportment;
and ti'om
an aecoml_animent thus treacherous it is a
characteristic
property of written discourse
to be altogether free.
bleantime, howsoever (being orally dell.
vered) the evidentiary self-eriminati_,e discourse may have been accompanied with any
such aymt;toms, in the state in wi6eb on the
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extra-judicial occasion it was delivered to the
percipient witness (interrogating
or not interrogating,) by whom, in the character of a
deposing witness, it is reported to the judge;
--yet,
when thu_ reported to the judge, it
comes accompanied, not by the symptoms
themselves, but onl:r by the report so made
of them : to which repor_ it may happen to
be in any degree incorrect or incomplete, or
both.
Of the comparati_'e view thus taken, what
is tim practical result ? Nol preference, fbllowed by adoption and rejection, hut coajunction,
Each mode and form is marked
by it_ peculiar advantages, counteracted by
its peculiar disadvantage_: both, therefore,
shotdd be called in to the assistance ofjuslice.
Expressed originally, whether in writing
or m conversation, the probability is, that
the evidence m q_estiou (especially being, as
it is, seltkregarding, and subject to the risk
of being found self-eriminative) will abound
with gap_, with dark passages, with broken
hints.
All the_e imperfections,
the judge,
and he alone, is competent to do what can he
done towards remedying. In his hands alene
is reposed adequate power, and _hatsoever
time. in his view of it. tt_e oee.t, iun l_ecds.
Self.ineulpative dis_'ourse, whe_a it is uttcred extra-judicially
(designedly or undesignedly, with m' witht*ut a view to its being
employed as evidence,) can never be an adequate succedaneum tojudicialeont;ession,
the
plenitude of which is secured by judieial examination.
In the former case it is not itself
the proper evidence ; it is no more than indientire of the source from whence conclusive
evidence may by the proper process be ohtamed, and of a sample of what may be expeeted fi'om that source. It is not the hest-the most satisfactory, evidence that the case
furnishes ; it shows where better, where still
m_re satisfactory evidence, is to be had : mid
it may require completion and explanation
(not to speak of opposition and confutation,)
not only for the benefit of the party by whom
! it i_produced, but even for the benetit of the
party whose confession it is, and against whom
it is produced.
But although it he thus indicative of a lot
of evidence more satisi_etory than itself, the
use of the inferior i_ not always superseded
by the superior e_idence.
I. A case that happens not unfrequently,
is this :--after a true confession more or less
I full. delivered extr'a-judicially,u'hen the
I confessionalist comes to be examined in a ju'i dicial mode, he repents, and, instead _f con_ firming the truths he has disclosed, betakes
_ himself to falsehood.
When the extra-judit vial eonfessitm was suffered to escape from his
i lips, the debt thus paid to truth had the con, fusion of mi_d he had been thrown into for
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its cause : his presence of mind regained, he
endeavours to avail himself of it, and attempts
to take back the lights that had transpired
from him when off his guard.
As one man
is emffronted with another,
the interests
of
truth and justice require that, in such a state
of things,
a man should be confronted
with
himself. The extra-judicial
confession may be
consistent
with facts established
frmn other
sources : the judicial retra¢_ation may be alike
inconsistent
with the extra-j adicial confession
and with these established taets.
The extrajudicial con_ssion
may obtain credence : the
jmticial retractation
may with reason be disbelieved,
2. Even wilen the two lots of information
accord--when
the extra-judicial
con(es_ion,
instead of being contradicted
by a judicial
retractation,
is confirmed by a judicial confes-
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pen, and which will on another oc_iont
be
brought to view is, -- after furnishing
the
extra-judicial
evidence,
and before there has
been time or opportunity
for foUowlng up the
indication
by judicial examination,
the confessionalist
dies, or ceases to be forthcoming.
By his death, the possibility of inflicting punishment
(punishment
rightly seated) ends ;
and theretbre,
so far as punishment
is concerned, there the cause ends ; and therefore
the demand for other evidence, for judiciallyextracted
oral evidence,
alo_
with it. As to
punishment,
yes ; and therefore as to causes
in which punishment,
and nothing but punishment, is or ought to be demanded.:_
But as
to _tisf, wtion, the demand for decision may
remain,
and therefi)re
(for the purpose of a
deei..im_ on that ground) the demand for evidence, While the confessionalist
was alive, his

stun--the
extra.judicial
eontessmn may be not I extra'iudicial
confession
was, in comparison
altogether
without its use.
The first eunfes- i with ins judicial
deposition
(if subequently
stun giving confirmation
to the second, as well,
_akcn,)but
an inferior kind of evidence.
The
as receiving confirmation
from it, may serve
source,
however,
of the superior
evidence
to render more complete
the satL-faetion
of
being dried up by death, the interior, the exthe .judge.
tra-judicially
eonfbssorial
evidence,
takes its
3. Where
the judicial
confession
accords
place,--a
species of evidence
which, howsowith the extra-judicial,
the utility of it _ilt
ever inferior to the confessorial
part of the
be still more apparent,
in the ca-_ where both
judicial
evidence
from the same source, is,
of them happen
to stand contradicted
by
as far as it goes, superior
(a_ we have seen)
other evidence,
tlow shmfld this happen ? to every other species of evidence.
(it may be said.)
The defendant
has himself
Thus fat* as to penal cases.
In eases not
acknowledged
the offence-acknowledged
penal, the necessity
of employing
it is still
it once and again : what hope can remain to
more evident.
him to overthrow
the effect of this double
The necessity
of treasuring
up and eraacknowledgment
by inferior evidence ? of'the
ploying this species of extra-judicial
evidence
two acknowledgTnents,
by evidence tl:at i_ wilt be equally evident, where the cmnpletion
not a match for either ?-- To him. to the
of the eonfes_,ion, by the judicial
examination
same man, not.
But. a ease that nmy happen,
of the eontes_ionalist,
has been rendered
imand does happen not nnfrequently,
i---the
l,iaetleable
tbr a period, determinable
or inevidence
that a man giw's again-.t him.-eIf
dcterminable,
but not knownto
he perpetual,
applies with equal pertinency
*o the case of
such as ahseon_ion
or expatriation.
another man ; say, as in a criminal
ease, an
So much for the importance
of interrogation,
accomplice.*
The eonfes,ionalist
acquiesces,
as apphed to the extraction
of self-disserving
as he cannot but acquiesce,
in the eonseqaenevidence fi'om the suspected delinquent.
ees of his eontbssion
thus repeated
and con.No supposition
surely can be more nnnafirmed.
But the seemnt accomplice,
having
rural than this,-viz. that,
if discovery
of
his separate
plans of defence,
having
hopes
truth, and con.-equent
rendering
of justice,
where his confederate
has none, denies the
had been the object, the use of an operation
truth of the confession,
and seeks to combat
so necessary
to the discovery,
so obviously
it by other evidence,
and indispensably
subservient
to the par4. Lastly:
Ann*her
ca_e that may happoses of justice,
would ever have been re'* What one man _ays of another in his absenee is not evidence against that other_ whether
he be his accomplice or not. But if a criminal
makes a confession, and implicates another party
as an accomplice, who is present at the time, then
theeoniL'ssion is evidence against the accomplice;
1;eeause he has an opportunity of denying the
txuth of the statement as far as he is concerned,
or of explaining it. However, in cases of consplraey, any aet done or _tatement made by one

jected.
interests

oftheconst_irator
%in pursuanceoftheir
common
object, is present
evider_e or not.
against 2 Russ.
all the 670.
conspirators,
whether
1. Phil.
_Evld. 76. 1 East. F.C.e. 2, _ 37. 2 ,_mrL 401.

_"

II. v. 451.--Ed.
Stone, 6 T, R. 527.
437,

:;_ Ilo;_elt's

St. Tr.

Bat,
techIdcal
and under
ends ofthejudicature

system,
the
being, from

first to last, opposite and hostile to the interests and ends ot j ustiee,--whatever
exertion
and ingenuity
has been bestowed,
is applied,
not to the discovery of truth, hut to the finding of pretences
for not discovering
it : not
to the administering
of justice,
but to the
finding

of occasions

and

pretences

for admt-

cein its _ead.
¢ See Bot,k VI. Atakeshift.
Chapte'_'_'_asutdb/-u;rittenE_{denceand
Itearsa?] Evidence.
_rhat is rt_ _y, in cases which afford no in.
I (hGdtml ,_i,cci_lly injured,
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Governed, it not by sinister reason, by
blind caprice under the mask of tenderness,
English lawyers, admitting sclf-disserving
evidence when supposed to have been extrajudicially delivered or extracted, tbrbid it to
be judicially extracted or received--extracted
by the judge by whom the decision is to be
fiwmed. Receiving it in an incomplete state,
they will not suffer it to be completed.
Reeeiving it in the state of hearsay evidence,
they refu.c to receive it in the state of iramediate unaltered evidence. Receiving it in
a variety of bad shapes, they refiLse to receive
it in what, by their own uniform acknowledgment, is the best.*
Tenderness ! --to whom ? To the inno.
cent individual, maliciously or erroneously
aeeused? No : what it doe_ fur him is. where
misrepresentations
have taken place tending
to his unjust eouvietion, to reflise him an
opportunity of clearing them up.
To the guilty ? No. not even to the guilty,
considered in the aggregate. By the promise
it gives of escape, it augments the number :
the number being so great, thence comes the
pretended neces.-ity, the factitious demand,
for execs*ire punishment: -- the deficiencies
in eertaiJtty mu>t be made up iLLmagnitude.
Death is the Eugli:h judge's uuivers,:l rereedy: higher he cannot _crew np tile exertimls of blind barbarity.
To this point the
labour of every se_.-ion adds: at this a stop is
made, beeause there is nothing beyond it.
It is the part of the _ame man, the same
natural and implacable enemy of justice-- on
the one band, to keep watch and ward in finyour of the murderer, charging him not to let
drop any the least hint from whieh justice
may receive as,ist_ulee, not to _ay anything
by whmh his guilt may be blought to light ;
mid, on the other hand. to be no less active
in his exertions to extend the demesnes of
death. To the profit of coht barbarity, he
adds the praise of tenderness.
The manly
dictates of public utility are sacrificed to the
cant of hypoelitical or childish sentimentalism. The excess of the punishment becomes
a sufficient warrant for not executingit.
Extending the deme*nes of death, he thus extemts the mass of his own despotism: of that
preposterous state of things by which, every
year, the lives of men, by dozens and by
scores, are laid at the feet. of every Engli,h
judge, t
CHAPTER
VIII.
oF CONFUSIONOF _IND, CO_StOE_EDAS aFFORDING

EVIDENCE

OF

DELINQUENCY.

•
ANOTnEU modification of subsequential cireumstantial evidence is confusion of mind ;-confusion, as expressed and betrayed whether
• _ Book IX. Exehtsion.
See VoL VL p. 382, note 14.
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by countenance, by discourse, by conduc_, or
by all three. This amy aNo be considered as
a sort of sub-modification of circumstantial
evidence; a modification of" confes_rial evidence: with this difference only :--Confessorial evidence is personal evidence; confusion
of mint! is real evidence :-- The presumed
.-tate of mind, the state of mind evidenced by
the external indication,, is psyehotoqical real
evidence; the iudicatiaps themselves, l)hy_i.
cal real evidence.
Hesitation alone--hesitation
without confil_ion-- would be misinterpreted if it were
looked upon as an indication of t_Isehood ;
much more it" of wilful l_alsehood. Hesitation
has for itscause--its
most natural and frequent cause--anxietyto
shape the narrative
by the exact line of truth, accompanied with
a difficulty a man experiences in his endeayours roaccompti,h it. Correct memory, and
adequate expression, are both necessary to
this end : by the consciousness, or even mere
apprehension, of failure in either article, healtattoo amy be produced.
The mo_t careless and least scrupulous of
witnesses are frequently among the most
fluent.
Suspicion, indeed, is not ahogether without _round, when, to hesitation, confusion i*
added. Confusion is the re.,ult of eonsciouancss of mauit_.sted inconsistency, ofinconsistent) with itself or with indubitable truths,
--a repugnancy uhieh is among the surest
indicatlons and proot_ of fitlsehood : but, of
any _ueh incon_i_tevcy, a man who means nothing but thetruth is not in much danger of Inbouring under any serious apprehension. The
truth, and nothing but the truth, is what, by
tile supposition, he means to hold up to view.
Truth cannot be inconsistent with itself: two
truths, part_ of one and the ,_ame complex
truth, canno_ beinennsistent with each other.
Truth, in all it_ parts, is the one thing, mid
the only thing, his memor) is in search of.
In regard to _-ome parts, at any rate, he ia
singularly unfortunate if he cannot make sure
to himself of possessing it: these putts he will
at any rate adhere to. Others, of which his
hold is not so strong, he will adhere to no
otherwise than upon the supposition of their
being compatible and consistent with those
fundamental stronger ones. Should any inconsistency display itself, he will abandon
these weaker points, without difficulty add
without eonfusiou, that is, without shame or
other f_ar : having nothing to sutfer from the
temporary mistake_no
point of his own to
lose
by it.
Confusion affords a presumption, more or
less strong, of the fact.eontested by the party ;
but not absolutely a conclusive one. It proves
alarm ; and, in the ease in qtmstion, the most
natural cause of alarm is the apprehension of
seeing the contested fact raked for true. But

Ca.
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this, though in the sort of case in question the
most frequent and natural cause of the alarm.
is by no means the only one.
.1. It may be, that, -- although
the fact in
question,
the fact contested
by tile party, wa_
not true,--yet
some other tact, the declaralion of which would in some other way be prejudicial to him, wax true:
and that the alarm
was produced
by the apprehension
of seeing
this other fact brought
to light. _
2. It may be, that, in respect of the fact in
question
(the offence in question,)
appearances are against
him, notwithstanding
his
perfect innocence;
and the consciousness
of
this circumstance
may be the cause of his
confusion,

CHAPTER

IX.

OF FEAR. IN SO FAK AS INDICATED _]Y PASSIVE
DEPORTMENT, CONSIDEItED AS AFFORDING
EVIDENCE OF DELINQUE,'_CY.
A CLASS of Ca_¢CShas already bgen brought to
view,_ in which the principal
i:aet in question (vlz. dell_que_*t_J in this or that shape)
cammt be probabilized
by the evidentiar)
tact
deposed to before the judge, without
the intervention
of same other fact or facts, eonstiluting,
together
with the principal fact and
the evidentiary
fact, an evidential
chain of a
peculiar nature.
The case where fear, howsoever supposed to he manitbsted,
is the fact
eonsldered
as evidentiary
of delinquency,
belongs to this class.
In a chain of this sort, the number of links
will be different,
according as it is to the perceptions
of the judge himself,
or to those of
some other person by whom, in the clmracter
of a deposing
witness,
it is reported
to the
judge,
that the fact here considered
in the
character
of an evidentiary
i_act (.viz. fear)
presents itself.
First, suppose the judge himself the person
to whose senses the i_ar (i. e. the appearance
Bolingbroke, after his partial pardon and return to England_ being suspected of harbourin_
a person accused of a state crime_ his houae, ann
even his bed.chamber,
as he was 1):ing in his bed,
were searched by the ministers of justice.
Trottorous bedfellow with him he had none: a bedfellow, however_ he had_a
female, who_e reputation would have been ruined by the disclosure,
Confusion, more or less_ he could not but have
betrayed. Had the search ended there, th_s confusion would naturally and properly have been
regarded as circumstantial
evidence of the crime
he was suspected of. His presence of mind saved
him from that mischance.
Uncovering enough
of her person to indicate the sew without betraying the individual,
he preserved himself as well
from the imputation of the crime of which he
was not guilty, as from the collateral misfortune
which
his
head.
that imputation was so near bringing
"I"Chapter L
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I of fear) manifests
itself.
The links of the
] evidentiary
.chain will then succeed
one m_[ other in the man_aer following,
viz. :-I
l. Link the first (group ofevidentiary
facts
I immediately
presented
to the senses of the
| judge,) --symptoms
of fear.
These,
being
_ objects
of sense, must all of them be such as
t come under the description
of phys&al facts.$
2. Link the second,--the
emotion of fear :
a psychological
supposed
fact, inferred
and
supposed
to be probabilized
by these physical
appearances
;--fear,
having for its supposed
cause the expectation
of the evil consequences
(legal
punishment
included)
considered
as
attached
to the offence iu question,
by means
of the en_uing links.
3. Link the third, -- setf-ineulpative
recollection:
the memory of the supposed
deliaquent presenting
to him the wrongful
act as
having been committed
by him ; viz. the physical act, positive
or negative,
aecompamed
with its criminative
circumstances.
4. Link the fourth,--the
criminal
act irself, as above.
In an evidentiary
chain of this sort, it has
+ The nhvsiesl symntoms with which the emo. + of fear
_ _has been _nown' to be aecompamed_
•
tlon
and of which it may be conMdered as productive,
may be thus enumerated.
But anaongst them are
some which seem indicative of a degree of emoLion so high as to be seldom, if ever, produced
by the fear of an evil so distant, and so far from
being
the evil on
of athepunishment
which
for
its certain,
infliction as depends
hand of law.
In some of the_e instances_ the individual
is
of the w_ll
purely
passive;
being nonecessary,
voluntary nor,
action,
in some
no exertion
of the
instances, so much as eompetent_ to the production of the physical symptom.
1. Blushing,
1. Sweating.
1. Weeping.
2. Paleness.
2. Involuntary
2 Sighing.
3. Trembling.
evacuations.
3: Distortions
4. Fainting.
of
the CORntenance.
4. Sobbing.
1. Starting.
1. Exclamation.
2. Pacing.
2. Hesitation.
3. Stammering.
4. Faultering of the voice,
In some of the above instances the physical
symptom is altogether independent of tim _ill, it
bein_ alto_zether out of the power of the will to
give_birtb'_
it. In other instances, though the
production of it is not altogether out of the }vower
of the will (and is accordingly effected without
the existence of the emotion, in theatrical imitalions,) it either tak_ place without the acden of
the will, or becomes the cause of the action of the
will before it becomes the efiOectof it.
Of tbeue symptoms, several will be see.n to be
common to t_c three emotions of fear, grtef_ and
anger: some of them to result more naturally
from either of those other emouoos than from
fear.
Physical phenomena of this kind, in so far as
they point whether to fear or any other emotion
as their psychological cause, may be distinguished
by the common appellation of pa2hologieal eeldeuce.
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been already mentioned as the prbmipal use
1. The cause of the appearances different:
of, and reason t_)r, the operation of distin- apuretyph!tsicatfact,
viz. bodilylndisposition,
guishmg link t'rom link, that to each link be2. The cause of the appearances different:
longs a distinct set of infirmative cm_sldera- a psychological fhct, indeed, amt that an emotions, capable of operating in diminution of tion, but a different emotion, such a_grief or
its probative f,,rce. The truth of that oh- anger: ;nefor anger produced, ibr example,
servation will be found exemplified in the by the consideration of the wound inflicted
present instance,
on reputation, notwithstanding innocence.
In this case, the chain of inference bywhich
lI. Inference forming the connexion befimse four di.tingui_-tmble links are connected
tween hnk the second, viz, the e.vistence of
_nd_ thus : _ I. From the phy-ical appearthe emotion of _ar--and
link the tlurd, via.
antes, regarded as symptoms ot tear, tt_e ex- the existence of a eriminative recollection,
istence of that emotion is inferred; 2. From having for its subject the particular offence
the supposed exi-tence of that emotion, the of which the supposed delinquent understands
existenceofthc criminative recollection above himself to be accused or suspected.
mentioned; 3. From the existence (viz. the
Infirmative possibilities applying to this
present existence) of that recollection, the i inference :-existence (viz. the past existence) of the cri- I I. Recollection eriminative indeed, but not
minative
In relation
_.ct toitself:
tbe second of the above three i inoffencethe
WaVeoh_mitred,in
questiOnbut
:anrec°llecti°noffence
different°f
an
inferences, what must be observed is, that,
from that of which the supposed delinqoen_
for the purpose of fornrlng the inference, the stands accused or suspected.
nature of the occasion is an object that must
2. Recollection of an offence committed,
indispensably be ealled in ; since, but for this, not by the individual himself, hut by some
even supposing.fear to be the emotion suf- other individual connected with him by some
fieientty established by the symptoms, this ! tie of sympathy, and in whose instance the
emotion might have had any other eause than t inquiry, it is apprehended, may be productive
the particular cause thns aseribed to it.
of conviction or suspicion.
But, for the occasion, the probative force
3. Recollection ofafaet by means of which,
of this circumstance would scarce amount to without any delinquencyon his part, vexation
anything : add the occasion, and of itself it has been, or appears likely to be, produced,
cannot but be very considerable. Infirmative
in this or that shape, to himself,
considerations there are, as will be seen, to
4. --or to another person, or even a class
the disprobabilizing force of which it stands of persons, more or less extensive, connected
exposed ; but, of these-- of all these taken
with him by some tie of sympathy."
together, the disprobablizing force (it wilt
5. Apprehension of punishment, notwithbe seen) will not in general be very consi- standing innocence. Of this infirmative proderable,
bability the disprobative force will depend,
The occasion here in question is the cir- it is evident, in a considerable degree, upon
cumstance of the supposed delinquent's being the general complexion and character of the
taxed with, or being supposed by himself to system of procedure under which the inquiry
be suspected of, the particular act of delia- is made.
quency in question : the exiCtenee of which
6. Cmttemp!ation, prospect, of the vexation
oecafion is always part of the case.
attached to proseetition, notwithstanding in*
The second link is constituted, therefore,
noeence: anothercireumstaocetheinfirmative
properly speaking, not of the fear alone, hut force of which will be seen to depend, more
of the fear combined with the occasion ; since or less, on the system of procedure.
it is by the occasion that the existence and
Ill. Inference fbrming the COnnexion be.
operat'ionofthosc other possible causes, which tween liltk the third, viz. supposed recolleewill be brought to view in the character of lion of the eriminative fact in question as
iufirmative pos>ibilities, will be rendered ira- committed t-'5him--and link the fourth, viz,
probable,
the actual commission of the act so supposed
It iswith this psychological sort of chain, as to be recollected.
with a physical one : the chain is the weaker,
Infirmative possibility : -the greater the number of links which enter
Falsity of the supposed self-eriminative reinto the composition of it. Why ? Because
collection.
each link brings with it its particular infirThe error here supposed will present itself
mative po_ibititics,
as being of a naLure not very apt to be reaL Inference forming the joint or connexion
lized. It is capable, however, el taking place,
between link the first, viz. physical supposed
symptoms of f_ar-- and link the second, via.
_" lnfa_ldum,Regimen,
jubes renovate dolor_tn.'"
the emotion of fear itself.
._nea,s was not upon his trial .- but the emotion
Inlirmative possibilities applying to this here ,'as not fear, but grief.
joint : _
- " -- f_laeryllll_'"
t_uis la.liafando
" Teml_'ret
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not only in ease nf menial derangement,
hut
in the ea._e of habitual detinqueney;
espeeially if the time of the supposed
offence be
very remote,
Apprehended
and examined,
though
for a
thel't in which he had no part. all habitual
thief will naturally enough exhibit symptouls
of fear ; and, eontbunding
one of his exploits
with another,
may 8nppose himself to rceolleer a theft in which in truth he bore no part,
Such are the eoneeivM_le facts which, in the
character
of infirmative
probabilities,
apply
to the eriminative
three of fear, when the
symptoms
of it apply themselves
without the
intervention
of any other
medium
to the
senses of the person
by Mmm,
in the eharaster of judge, tile conclusion
is to be formed
--the
deeMon grounded on thenl formed and
pronounced,
If, instead
of the phenomena
themselves
being presented
to his senses,
what is prerented tohim is buta report made concerning
them by some other person, by whom the)"
are stated
as having
been presented
to his
senses,--the
probative
three of them stands,
in that c_e, subject
to the infirmaries
operation which attaches
upon supposed unorl9inal evidence,
as compared
with the original
evidence
itself:
an intirmative
circmnstance
of the same nature as that by which (according to a distinction
already noticed)
supposed
real evidence
retorted,
is distingui_-hed
from
the real evidence itself;
and of which a more
detailed
view will be given in the next sucneeding Blink.
To the additional
joint added to the evident)sty
chain by tile pre,enee
of this fifth
link,
the following
circumstm)ees
present
themselves
a_ applying in the character
of infirmative
possibdities
: -1. Possible untr.lstworthine,_
(whether
in
respect of moralormtelleetualqualifications)
on the part of the reportiug
witness ; viz. the
supposed
preeipient
witness,
speaking in the
character
of a deposing
witness,
2. Impropriety
of the shape in which his
testimony
was received
or ext rusted,
If to the deeidingjudge
this testimony
be
presented
not in the oral but ready-written
form,--3.
Inaptitude,
whether
in respect of
moral or intellectual
qualifications,
on the
part of the reeeivillg
or extracting
judge,

CIIAPTER

X.

CONSIDERED AS AFFORD*
12413L_V|DENCI_OF DELINQUENCY.
Um}_t
this class of criminal)re
circumstantinier)deuce,
may be noted the foUowing distinetions,
viz. :-I. Clandestinity,
by concealment
of the
forbidden act or principal
fact itself: for example, b3, doing in the dark what, but for the
_0]P CLANDF.ST1NITY_
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m'iminal design in question,
would naturally
have been done ill the day ; or cheering
a
sight which is supposed to be out of the view
of everybody,
tot doing that which, but tbr
the criminal de.-ign, would naturallyhavebeen
done in a [)lace open to observation.
2. Clandestbdty
by concealment
of theperson of the supposed delinquent
while ocrupied
in the act : as in the ease of disguise.
3. Clandesfinity
by concealment
of the part
taken by the supposed debnquent
in the rummission of the act--in
the production
ot the
mischievous
result:
concealment,
for example, of the lmrpose fur which the act, viz. the
physical
act. is performed ; as, in the case of
mm'der by poison, the several acts by which
the poison is prepared,
or put into the hands
of, or recommended
to be taken by, the person intended
to be poisoned.
4. Clandestinity,by
elolgnraent ordeeeption
of witnesses
to the act : exertions
employed
flu' reun)ving
this or that
person from the
scene of the intended
unlawful action ; under
the supposed
apprehension
of his becoming
(in relation to the ibrhidden
act, its aecompaniments,
or consequences)
a percipient,
and
thence eventually
a deposing
witness.
5. Clandc_tinity,
by eloignment
or concealmeat or destruction
of criminal)re
rc_l eeldnnce.
Concerning
the modifications
of real
evidcncc,
see above Ch. lit.
6. Forgery in relation to real evidence;
vim
either
by tahrication
of exeulpative
appear°
ances,
or by alteration
of inculpative
into
neutral
or exculpative.
The modifications
of
which it is susceptible
correspond
of course
with those at/real evidence.
I)isgqfise of the pe_sox_--a mode ofelandestinity already tn ought to view--may
be considered a.- a modification
of fbrgery in relation
to real evidence.
On the preceding
oeeasion. ¢ forgery
in
relation
to real evidence
was considered
as
capable of being practised
by others,
to the
prejudice
of the supposed delinquent:
here,
it is considered
as practised by him. There, it
was an infirmative, an exenlpative
proirability
:
here, it is an ineulpative
fact.
Being a mode of deception,
cffected
or
attempted-a species of falsehood,-and, as
such (no less than forgery in relation to writtell evidence)
a modification
of the erlalen
.tarsi of the Roman school--falsehood
uttered
by deportment,-it. is hi that respect closely
allied to falsehood
in the same intention
uttered by discourse,
It may be moreover considered
as being, iu
t relation to real evidence,
that which subor,,a' lion is to personal.
As in the one ea_, so in
the other,
objects
of the class of th_n!l_ ate
i thus pressed into the service of delinquency.
7. Opposition
to search made for real eeldents.
See the next chapter.
* Chap. IIL § _.
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Clandestinity,
in what manner soever aimed
Forgery, in relation
to real evidence,
ha_
at, may be considered
as evidentiary
of fear:
an infirmative
counter-probability
peculiar
and inthat way, mad that way alone (through
to itself;
viz. self-defence
:--the
individual
the chain of inferences of which that emotion
i innocent,
exertions
made to remove
physical
constitutes,
a_sabove, the principal link,) conappearances,
which (whether
produced by nastituting
a circumstantial
evidence
of delinturn or by human malice, viz. in the way of
quency in this or that shape, as explained
by tbrgery)
tend to fix a criminative
imputation
the occasion, as above,
on him, in the circumstances
in which he
In the case of fear, as above explained,
the
happens to be placed•
emotion
itself,
the psychological
(and that a
In the view of removing
the imputation
pathological)
fact, coustitutes
but the second
from himself, a murderer has been known selink in the evidentiary
chain : the first link
cretly to deposit in the apparent
possession of
was constituted
by the physical
symptoms
an irmocent person the blood-stained
instrufrom which that psychological
fact is inferred,
ment or garment,
or some other such article,
In the case of clandestinit_,
under the several
so circumstanced
as to operate in the characmodifications
as above enumerated,
the positer of a source of criminative
real evidence.*
five voluntary
physical acts by which the conIn this case, were it the lot of the innocent
cealment
is effected or endeavoured
at, stand
man to be observed in the night time retransin the place of the invohmtary
appearances,
ferring the artmles to the place from whence
the pathological
symptoms,
by which, in the
they came, it is to him, inste._xl of the murother case, the emotion is betrayed,
derer, that the artifice m_ght thus come to be
1. Intention or design, differently,
but equal,
imputed._
ly, or more, culpable;
2. Intention or design
less culpable ; 3. Intention
or design blameless,
though
requiring
secrecy.*
These are among
CIfAPTER
XI.
the infirmative
counter-probabilities
which
OF SUPPRESSION OR I_ABRICATrON OF EvIhave just been seen, in the case of fear, apDENCE, CON'_IDEKr]DAS AFFORDING Eylplying to and weakening
the probative
and
eriminative
force nf that emotmn : they may t
DE._CE OF DEI.INqUFNCY.
here be seen applying with equal force to the
St'PPOSrNG the whole mass of evidence
acseveral
criminativeshapes,
force of clandestmitv,

in these

tualiy
evident) suppressed,
can have

its

no suchas discussion
place,
the inquiry

(it
con-is

To the
probative
of thetogether
intbrence,
which,
in the
case of force
[_ar, hinds
the

! cerning
the orprobative
force belonging
arty
part ot it,
the circumstances,
by theto con-

two first links (viz.
sical or pathological
ehologlcal
emotion,)

ago, a ghost of tins sort was shot dead, and the
_shooter tried for his life.
[This was in 1804.
The neighbourhood
of Hammersmith
had been
alarmed by the appearance of a ghost, and Franeis Smith,
an exclseman,
determined
to shoot
bm - "_Ihue
" " he _as
' ' on the _ateh
"
, an unha pny
miller pas_ed by, and nnstakm,, hm_, from die
whitene_s
who
was
1
Iof Ins
i ar3naret
---- 1 " for. the_erson
= _
,
__.
t p,aymg tne gnost_ ne unfortunately
soot him
! dead. Smith was toed at the Old Bailey Sessiona
! lbr murder,
and the jury, in the first instance,
tbund a verdict of manslaughter;
upon whichthe
judges said, that the facts proved amounted
in
law
to
murder,
and
sent
the
u
"
,
j ry back to reCOil.
sider their verdict. They ultimately found Smith
.
_,,uilt y oro muruer,
anu_ sentense -_oi ,ueam.,: was
passed upon him by the recerder.
This sentence
was a_kerwards commuted
to one year's imprisonment, on the application of the Lord ChiefBaron to theHome-Ofllce.
(See SessionsPapers_
and European
Magazine.)---Ed.]
" London P iek IX)ekets have been known at
places of pubhc amusement,
to ut the empty
_ersens the-y have geeP_robS'in
e_urses of the p
u -:--lxtuJ

tl'_e aggregate
of the physymptoms,
and the psytwo infirmative
counter-

prnbabilities
were seen applying themselves;
viz. 1. The emotion
different
([br example,
grief, or anger-)
and 2. The cause of the nhvsteal symptom_
tint psychological
but purelv
....
-.
-",.
- • '
"
pnysrcal
wz. _'
DOUlly
lll(USDO_ltlOn
" -" '
," • •
.'.
• ',
,
in tne case or etanocstamty,
mtne
prate ol
thoseinfirmative
cmmter-probabitities
stand_
anotoer,
cnaracterizable
bv the word sport :
She clandestinity
having for its object and its
cause desire of producme
_nort
merriment
---.' '
_
....
.
° _
•'
•
7
lm._tlme;
m any
At the anu
end no_
-f uetmquency
- ..,.r;..lor ;.......
: ..shape, ..y
....
-, _ j,_,_,_..
..... s_,ga_on,
it
uoes not orten nappen _Ilat, In a case ol clandestinitv,
the decision, as between
sport and
criminality,
can he attended
with much diffieultv,
l_ut, for want of timely exnlanation
'
....
sport " indiscreetly
pursued has every now and
•
- .
• .
then been rtself • an oblect
of pursmt,
when
".
•
twh_: en_e_°Poedr:t:head:'fe:,:O_got:it].tris2_:r:_
_
--.
P "
g
- ,
_mg
taken for a thief, or something worse._
• Love_ as well as criminality
seeking cland_tm ty, servants lovers are apt to be taken for
tmeves:
tmeves, on meirpart_
endeavour to pass
for lovers.
+ See, once more, the story of Joseph and his
brethren (supra, pp. 16, 17.)
,+ In the vreinity of London_ not many years

th_ e rl_tckets
of innocent
persons
tbe_ the
ill
that they
might accuse
themnear
of being
thieves, in case they them_lves
were taken into
custody --Ed_
I
5" _ee, _ain,
the story of the L" tle I-In ton
I back (p. 11, note *.) A body, supposed to be dead,
I is transferred from neighbour to neighbour_ al.
I ways with the utmost secrecy, under the apple_ hension of the suspicion that might be pro&iced
| by it, in the event of a visit from the officers of
]justice,
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sideration
o£ which, that force may be diminished,
But, under the head of these several modifications
of criminative
circumstantial
evideuce eonsideled
as deducible
from active
deportment,
the atteml>_,
successful
or unsuccessfltl,
is to be understood
: for ir is bsthe attempt,
successful
or uasucces.fid,
that
the state of the mind is indicated ; and it is
from the state of the mind, that the eriminative
inference
is _not less properly
than
naturally)
deduced,
Pre_enting
as it were the birth of evidence,
by preventing
from becoming
wituesses
(_.c.
l"Jerctpient witnesses)tho_e
bywhom
that elmratter might otherwise
have been acquired,
is a erimil_ative
circumstance
already brought
to view, viz. under the head of clandestinity,
The cireum_tance_
in view under the present
head, ale such as are capable of taking
place
at a more advanced stage of the bu_ine.-._, viz.
at any point within the length of time interrening
between
the mmnent
m which the
offence is considered
as having
been com.
mitted,
and the mmneut
at which the evideuce prodticcd in consequence
of prosecution
comes to be delivered.
The mal-practice
here in question is, therefore, any act whereby
a person who, in relation to any criminative
fact in qucstion_ has already been in the condition of a percipient
witness, is prevented,
or
isendeavnuredtobc
prevented,
from appearing in the character
of a deposing witness,
But to draw, for the separation
of the two
objects,
a clear line of distinction
applicable
to all cases, wmdd he found impossible,
Under one or other of the two
general
heads here mentioned,
the following
specific
modifieation_
of circumstantial
criminative
evidence seem comprisable
: -1. Dastruetion,
concealmenL
eloignment,*
or falsification
of any already existing
source
of real or written
evidence,
lending or _upposed to tend to the inculpation
of the supposed delinquent,

ANTIAL--SUPPRESSION,
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2. Interception
of evidence,
oral, real, ol"
written.
Measures
taken to prevent
the
forthcomingness
or delivery
of the evidence
of a person whose testimony,
in the character
of a depo._mg witness, would tend, as suppo_ed, to the inculpation
of the supposed
delinquent
; or the evidence
deducible from
the writteu
document,
or other thing Capable
of operating in the character
of a source of
written or real evidence : ex. gr. by obstacles
thrown
in the way of whatever
antecedent
operations
may be necessary
to the delivery
of il.t
3. Subornation:
causing a person
to deliver _alse testimony,
tending
to the exeulpatton of the supposed
delinquent.
4. Fahricati1_g,
or causing to be fabricated,
evidence,
l cal or written,
tending
to the exeulpation of the supposed delinquent.--N.B.
This i_ one nut of several modifications
of forgery in relation to real or written
evidence.
As to lnfirmative
counter-probabilities,
considered
as applicable
to the criminative
circumstances
comprehended
in this class,-the generally
applicable
ones already
mentioned may perhaps he found, some of them,
to be applicable
upon occasion here, though
in general wUh hut a slight degree of probatire (or rather disprobative)
tbiee.
The iufirmativc
counter-probability
peeuliar to this clas_ may be thus designated
:
apprehcn,_ion
of stmilar real-practice
on tile
other side.
The supposition
thai, in the character of
an infirmative
eountcr-pcobability
opposed to
any of the criminative
eireum,_tances
in question, this consideration
can operate with any
such degree of disprobativc
force as to render
it worth emplo)mg,
involves the supposition
ofnn ordinary degree of depravity on the part
of the national character
at the time.
English taw affords a story, which, whether
meant fi)r truth or jest, ma_ alike serve for
exeml)lification.
Pressed
for payment
on a
ibrged bond, a man applies
to his attorney.

• lgloignment, aword adopted fromtheFrent'b
occasion in questmn, anvpart
contrary to what
into English law language,
is wanted, together
is considered as being his duty _lth reference to
with its conjugates elolgner, to etoigr_, in curre_at
the ends of justice.
In this sense 7it seems applilanguage.
For etoig*_inc¢ a man" the general
cable with equal propriety to the situation of any
stock of the language
h_s no better expression
person whose duty it is considered to be, in viro
than fjetting him out of the way.
tue of any function (perauanent or occasional,) to
Tdmperin#-viz. with evide_*ee -- is a term
render h_s services in any way conducive to these
applied as w_ll to the endeavour to intercept oral
ends: to the situation consequently of judge (per.
testimony, with the consent of him who should
manentjudge,)juryraan_orsubordinate
minister
have delivered it, as to the endeavour to procure
of justice; or in the ease of any officer considered
by subornation
false testimony,
from one who in the light of a public officer, prosecutor as well
otherwise would not (it is supposed) have de- as witness.
As to the menus whereby a man may be caused
livered any testimony at all, or would not have
delivered other testimony than what was true.
to swerve from the line of his duty, whether by
Labouring
and embro._ino are words used in eloigninq him (getting him out of the way) or
law language as synonymous
with tampering,
otherwi/e, they seem comprisable
under three
but only wliere the persons tampered with are heads, viz. corrupth_n,
deae_lion, and force.
considered as invested, or about to lie mvested_
nctudmg under the notion ot force, as well psywith the character of jurymen.
_ ebologieal (i. e. fear of evil) as physical.
By tarape_ing seems to be meant, an endea.
"I" For a list uf these operations,
._e Sco/_.'_
your to cause the person in question to ach on the ltefo_m (Voh V.) Table L CoL ill
VoL VII.
D
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Client, "' _"aaf is to be done ?'--A/:m
nev.
" Forge a release."
On looking back. one
eammt sa_ exactly how far, it might not be
impossible
tu find, eveu m E_:gh>h hi_t.ry,
a period in which a _tnry of thl_ sort alight
have had a fo,md_tio_l ill truth'.
In some countries
there have been said to
exist a sort of' houses of eaii, or reg]ster of
flees, for a sort of _itit_s_of all work,
a_
in London
tor domestic
servants
and _orkmen in dlffere It hoes, a d ill some parts ot
Italy tbr a,sassins,
Ireland,
whether
in jt_I or in earnest,
wa.
at one time noted lot hretdmg
a ela-s ot wiIlle._se% k,,owu tel tr0.dlng ollt *_,h) a s',mhol
of their trade,
strau,
stlcktng out of their
shoes,
Under the Tnrki_h
government,
it seem_
generally
understood
that the trade of teqirunny exists upon a fl_oting at least a_ floufishing as that of any other bla_wh of trade,
CHAPTER
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', 3. Latency:
the supposed
delinquent
beiug
', so circumstanced
as that means whereby
he
I may be found, a_ well as the spot where
he
, is, are unknown;
viz, to him who, in the
_ character
ofjadge,
or in that of pcoseeutor,
' Is dc_irou_ of eau_-ing his person to be forthcoming, tm the purpose
of his being ju_-ti_ eiuble.
I
4, f.atitaz.'_] : i.e. _here
fl_e non-lbrth.
_ eomingne,,
of the supposed
dehnquent
i_
, clearly underetood
to have the avoidance
of
justieialnlity
for it_ eau_-e.
5. $2h,_yam_at
o.t"j)loperty : i.e. by expatriatlon,
exprovmciation,
transfer
into other
hand*, or eonceahnent.
G. _l)zml)rrin¢.l _attl an', person,
on whom,
in whatever
eLalaeter,
ex. 9r. in that of rotnister of Justice,
permanent
or ocea__iunal.

t'_)NSIOI' DI,-

()N tile part of the -uppo_cd d:lin,luen/,
the
acts ormode_- of conduct imu.'diatelvdu'eeted
to the production
i)t tins effect ma) be tim,
"
enumere.ted
: -t. 12.*Tm/matio_ : migration
into the domhfion of some tbreign stare ; viz. of -nine
fi_reign state ill which, at, the instauee
of the
lad|eatery
in que_tmn,
jt|-twi,tbihtv
on the
part of the supl_o.ed delinquent
will not kit
is suppo-ed)
in the ea_e in que.tion
hi: elf
forced.
2. E.rpromnc,ation
nli_ra[ioll iuto another
juridical
district
within the dominion of the
same _tate ; viz. in so fi_r a_ sm'h change of
place is regarded
as being, dehnitively
or hu"
u time, productive
of tile like effect.*
* Considered as a means Of avoiding just|etability, the effect of expmviaciation
will be the
greater, theg'teatertheohstruetionott_redbvitto
tq_e power of justice, whether by means of:local
distance, or by means of independency ofjun_diction.
"
Of the mode and degree of the obstruction thus
eanableof beingopl)osed,
the diversifications
are
in'mite : particularly
in modern times, since it
has been a fashion aumng the Powers of Europe
to comprk_,e each of them within its grasp the
most distant parts of the globe,
The obstruction
opposed by independency
of
jurimliefion,
being a psychological
cause, is removable : the obstruction opposed by local distanee_ a physical cause, i._ inexorable,
Accordingly,
though in general the obstruction
opposed by e.rpatriation
will be greater than by
e,vprot, tdtz_at_on, yet, ill _oule nstanee% that
which is opposed hy exprovinciatiar_
will be the
_,reater. In theinstaneeot'someott_nees(forgery
tn particular, in which public credit all over the

ghlbe behold,', an enemy,)
the great Eurol¢,m
_tates. Britain r,ot exeepted_ have surrea_dered
each to the justice ot the other its supposed delmquent_.
In *o far as tht,_ disposlti-n prevails,
the ob_trucuon given to the course of justice by
expatrmtioo--fbr
example, from London to Cabti_ or e_en to Pari.--lna_
eat be so great as
tilat opposed b_ exprovlnclation
from ][Alndou
gt_ the ()rkne_%
or though it were no further
thaP. to Edin[mrgh ; not to _peak ot th.e West
or E:lbt lmhcs.
t',':so,* and pru]_erly are not the oMy objects
on which, tbr the l,ur[la_e of securing ef/ective
m_t_c_.l,ihty,
the law na_ it m its power to take
'hold. Over a _d tb.ve these c(_rtn_real o[Uects,
tllere remain two incorporeal one.,,, vie. repvlatw_ and comb:ion ',a/ifi'. by lnean_ of w|mh tt_e
feeling._ ofindividu d,_,*re exposed to bc _rought
upon b) the force .f the law. an well as by that
of lawless injury.
But p+'rson and proper& a_e tile amy N)jeets
winch b i_ ever in the ],m_ er _,t' ,m i':dlvidual, in
ease ot dehrl,tucnev on }nb part. to withdraw out
[ of the power of tl;e law : in ,Hate of his utmost
ettbr_s, reputation and condition m life continue
subieet to it.
Even in regard to propertv,
the extent of the
l _ower uhich _t de _....
_end. on (he individual , to exerct.e over it, in slute m the law, or w|thoat its
I as_:mance, is Mfiljeet to veryexteusive
lnluitation_
i To iulnloveable,_ it does not extend : nor even m
_ lriolwy
or mnveables in ally ease where_ hi._ power
dependmgul_m
the consent of other persons that
i con_ent i._ widfllolden
or refused.
Hence the
I influence, in some ea_e_ i_re_istlble, in other_ nu
more than ideM of the Judgment of o?tl/al._r_; a
I by winch, amongst oliver penal consequence%
I lhe defendant stands deprived in a considerable
I degree of that security for his property, which
] depends upon tile protection that would'be othert wise aflbr_t_d him by the law.
a If a det'endant abst_mds after a writ of capin, has heen awarded, and certain tbrmalities
ob,_,ed,
he is proclaimed an outlaw, _nd is ir_
capable of bringing actions: tbm_erly his life was
unprotected by the law, end he might hnve beett
killed with impurity by any one who met him,
4 Black. Com. 319. Jud,.tment of outlawry' for
treason or felony_ renders a man an incompetent
witness in a court of justice;
but outlawry in a
personal action does not, $ I_.
'212. Celier'a
Case; Sir T. Raym, 369: Co. Lit. 6. b.
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superordinate
or subordinate
(prosecutor,
iu
the imprisonment
to which, by accusation
or
the case of an offence considered
as being of
suspicion
of the offfnce in question,
a hum
a public nature,
included,)
his justiciability
stands expo_d
: understand
provisional
iramay depend.*
prL_onmcnt
(in technical
language
imprisonThe several
special
ineulpative
circummeat on mesne process,)
so circumstanced
stances comprised
under this more general
that the innoceut as well as the guilty stand
head heing all of them indicative
of fear-exposed _o itS'.
fear having its source and object in the power
Other dift_renees might be cited, by which
of the law,-the infirmative
counter-probathe determination,
whether to abide or not to
biIJties applying to this case are pro tanto the
abide the course of penal procedure,
could
same as ttm_e which apply to that.
. not but be more or tess affected : the severity
In the case of the tour that consist in so of' punishment,
and the severity
of the promany expedients
employed
or supposed
for
the avoidance
of personal fi)rtbeomingnes%
the infirmative
consideration
already
above
designated
by the phrase contemplation
of
juridical
vexation
notwithstanding
*nnocence,
operates with peculiar force,
A circumstance
that demands
attention,

+ Under the penal procedure of the Roman
law, or, to speak more accurately, of the system
which, betore the Revolution, existed in France,
tire probative
|orce of the ineulpative clrcumstances of this class should accordingly, it should
seem, be tess than uoder the English.
For the purpose
of' computing
the average
duration of a penal suit, the collection of trials
entitled Causes Col: bres (thirty volumes in close*
]y-prlnted 12nm) was examined.
It was not in
every instance that the duration of the suit could
be a_certained : in the ins_at_ee of those in which
it wa._ capable of being ascertained_
the average
duration
turned out to be near six years.
In
these_ it is true, the intricacy of the cause was
above the ordinary pitch.
But under English
vrocedure it would be dfliieult, vorhal_s imoos.
sibte, to tind a penal cause, on _he oteasiofi of
which, down to detimt_ve judgnnent,
the provi.
smnal imprxsonment had lasted a fourth part of

with an immediate
view to practice,
is, that
this ibrce will of course undergo
variation,
according
to the nature of the system of procedure--according
to the mode and the degree iu which it is subservient
or "adverse to
the several ends of justice,
W,
, _.
......
_
..
ne excmpa.tkve
m rce ot tins mnrmata_[e
counter-probability
uall be the greater--m
other words, the probative
force of the eriminative circumstance
constituted
bv avoidance
of justicmbitity
by eloignmeut
or conceolment
of
person
be the less--the or the
greater
exam
lc will
the _exatlou_ness
len
h(for
of
• p )
" .• " _
gt
......
• Note here, that if, instead of any of the spaelfin modes of designati,m
here enaployed, the
general expression (avoidance
ofjustie*abdlty)
taken to serve as a title to this chapter, be eraployed, the
inference in question is considered as
already
established.
In the case of each of these trim]native eireum.
stances, fear (viz. fear of the power of the law)
is the relatively principal fact immedmtely indlanted.
Were they respectively
present to the
senses of the judge,-as are, m ease of oral interrogation_ the physical modifications of passive
deportment which constitute the pathological evideuce of that emotion, and the modifications
of
_M-disserving
testimony extractible
by interrogation,--they
would occupy the same _tafion in
the chain of suppositions.
But, scarcely being in
any instance so pr_nt_
they cannot come to hls
cognizance but through the lips or peu of some
deposing witness: by whmh means a fifth link is
added to tire evldentiary
chain, as in case of any
other inculpative fact considered as having been
extra-judicially
observed,
• In this ease, fear, and o_,oldance of justieiablhly, may, though
not synonymous,
be eraployed indiscriminately
to represent
the link in
question in the chain of suppositions.
It is only
in so far as it is indicative of tear (fear of evil as
about to be suffered from the band of law,) that
avoidance of justieiabihty
can operate as a erire]native circumstance : and, to weaken the infesence thus drawn, no other infirmatives seem
applicable than what have been already brought
to view as serving to weaken the probative force
oi" fear itself, considered in the light of a eriminative circumstance.

tile procedure of the Romau
_""_:"_I
thattll_e" 1 cases
school does not a_dmit of discharge on bail with
near so much facility as the Enghsh.
In England,
in a case not bailable, the eriminative force of the eireumstance in queatmn may
be calculated, and with some degree of precision_
from geographical
data.
In the cla._ of causes

I
[
]
[
[
,t
!
i
[
t
I
f
I
I
t
I
I
]
[
]
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most highly
penal, in in
London
and Middlesex,
justice
is administered
about forty-eight
days
out of the three hundred and sixty-five;
in the
other counties,
with the exception of the four
northern ones, in about lbur out of the three
hundred
and sixty-five;
and in these northern
one, in about two out of the three hundred and
sixty'tlve'_
A supposed duellist, for example,
who has
killed his man is in a state of expatriauon,
latency, or even latitaney.
In London and Middlesex, the erlminativc three of any one of these
*ymptoms of fear (the po_ible
chance of being
let out upon bail by the Court of King's Bench,
being laid out of the ease as not capable of being
brought into calculation) will be a little le_ than
tbur times as great as in any other of the southern
counties, a little ]e_s than eight times as great as
in any one of those four northern counties.
_ Some improvement
h_ taken place in this
matter since the above was written. The central
e-rimmal court, which has jurisdietiou over Lon.
don, Middlesex_
and part of Surrey Kent and
Essex, s_ts twelve times a-year;
caeh _ion
lasting, on an avera_ge, for about seven or eight
days. The four northern eounties are now plae_
in the same situation as the other counties ;that is, they are all visited twice a-year by t_
judges for the purpo_ of trying the el_ ofeau_
referred to by the anthor_ as wellas civil ac_iom_
-- Ed.
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c_ess employed
for the extraction
of evidence,
In France,
while breakiug
on the wheel and
other excruciating
modes of capital
punishmerit were in u_e, tile hazard attcndmg
,u,'h
abidance
could not but pre_ent itself as considerably
greater,
and eonsequentl._
the. interence
from flight to dcllnqueney
e,m,;derably less cogent, than at pre_ent, x_hen _nnple
death is the hi_'he__t degree in the scale : and
another,
and perhaps still greater, difference,
could not but be attached
to the u._ele_s barbarity of preparatory
torture)'
Health--bu-,.ness--pleasure,--by
any one
of these objects of pursuit
may a man be eng_ged in a plan of expatriation,
exprovinciation, or elolgnment
of property : 1,y pursmt of
pleasme,
possibly
even by pursuit
of husihess, he may be engaged m a t,hm of latency :
here there
are so many infirmativ'e
cmmterprobabihties
operating
in diminution
of the
probative
force ot the four cm'umstanees
in
question,
in lhe character of evid(,nee_ ot t_'ar
of the hal*d nf taw, and thence a-_ evidcncc_
of delinquency,
Ina
word,
under one or other of these
three
modlfi(-'ations
the ordinary
pursuits of
mankind
in general beth: eomprehende(1,
the
consequence
in regard to the circmnstanees
in question
is, that, considered
m themselves,
and independently
of every o_her circumstance
of a eriminative
tendeney,
thc_ can scarcely
he considered,
ev,m putting all of them to/cther, as operating
with any pereepttble
degree
of criufinative
tl)ree.
]'he l)resmnptnm
afforded ofdelimluency
t)
any one of these eimnee_ will tie the stronger,
the greater
the deviation
it makes fi'om the
eom'se of life habituall_
pursued by the supposed delinquen(,
In the case of amm mer, a carrier,
an illnerant
vender,
or an itinerant
handicraft,
it
may amount In nothing:
in other words, the
disprobative
fia'ce of the infirmative
countezprobability
denoted
by the expre_si()n pursuit
ofbusia,:.¢.% may he so great as to reduce to
nothing 1he probative
Inlet of the crilmnatlve
cireom-tanee
or cireum<tanees
in questim Lviz. expatriation,
exprovinelation,
eloignment
er property,
or lateney,--any
one or more of
them.
In easy of real delinqucney,--expatriafion,
exprovinclation,
or elolgument
of property,
one or more i)t them, are apt to be aceom-'-* -H,;v¢ a-et,t;,)'-._-cn;,-b]e-mu_t_-¢'c-leirat-_.a
li'renc_ ta¢'ver have been to the defect_ of the
system of procedure
estabi,..,hed in his country,
when he sa)d--'" JeJit:rai_,
si t'oa m'_weusdit
vPavoir eot_ l:s el, "h's da 2V.,tre Dt_me!'"
In
such a str.te of things, it i_ evident, the infirmat)ve force of the cnunter-prnbabflitv
which we
have terI_ed eent,,mplntior,
qf.bu6eiu!
re:ration
_tlwithstamli_j
innocence,
is so strong as entixely m destroy the probative thrce of tile cire.um_tance of latitancy, considere4 as evidentiary
af delinquency,
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i panied with the circumstance
ofclandestinity;
and (fbr the purpose
of elandestinity)
with
mendacious
extra-judicial
discourse,
having
for it_ object the preventing
or removing,
on
the part of any persons on whose part inculpative testimony
is apprehended,
all suspicion
ot the true cause.
That, by tim concurrence
of any such other
crimlnative
e:reumstanees,
the criminative
totee of the ciremn_tanees
here in question
cannot
but receive
confiders|de
increase,
is
altogether
obvious.
But it does not follow that,
hv the mere
non-appearance
of these eonfirma(ive
eireumstauees, the criminative
force of the eircumstances
here m question
must be altogether
de*troyed;
shlee it may happen,
that _tbe
eham.,t, ot place in question
having }teen aiready determined
upon, in pursuit of business,
health, or pleasure--advantage
mayhave been
taken of the means thus afforded for the avoidante ofju.tiviability,
and, under favour of the
ptomi-eofiml)unit_
" thu_eutertained,theedme
m que_tma may have been committed.
A. to _aml,crm(/x_ith
prosecutors
and other
mi)ti:erofju-tiee
; to an act of this descrip; ti(,z_, eoh-ldered
in the ligt_t of a criminative
i eircumstahcc,
the same suppositions
apply in
t the character
of infirmative
eom_ter-probahiI lities, a. have been seen applying in the ease
I whine the persm)s
thus t)raetised
upon are
I con._idered in the character
of witnesses.
I
Expatrmtion,
exprovmclation,
and elulgq_' ment ot property,
involve m each instance the
] necessary
supposition
of intentional
agenc5,
posit'.ve or negative,
but in general positive,
on the part of the supposed delinquent
hintself
In latency,
on the other hand, no such
supposition
is nece.sarily
involved
: what it
deslgnate_
is the eff_.et--not
any act by or by
the help of which the effect is produced.
l, atene!/--though
it. do_-s riot necessarily
import,
on the part of the supposed
delinquent,
any act done by him in the view of
producing
the efl'eets designated
by it--is,
m re-pect
of it_ crmfinative
force,
suhject
to the operation
of the same eounter-probabilities as those which apply to the other criminative eircum_tanee._
which do, on his part,
impo: t action : sitn'e, llke any of them, it may
be the result of a man's ordinary and blamele_s pursuits.
B) tlle word latent,
nothing more can be
de._ignated
than the state of him in whose
in_-tanee no means of communicating
with
him. either through the medium of his place
of abode or otherwise,
is knowu to those to
whom such knowledge
i_ necessary toeuable
them to insure his forthcomingness
for the
purpose of justiciability.
tlut in whose conduct
is the cause of this
want of knowledge
to he found ?
T_I1 this point be settled, the condition
denoted by _he word latency can scarcely, with
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propriety,
be placed upon the list _f criminaIn so fhr as non-discharge
of pecuniary
tire circumstances,
debts, or other non-penal
ohllgations,
is conThe means of communicating
with an insidered as an offence, and non-surrender
oft
dlvidual
(i. e. tile means tile best adapted
to
man's person to imprisonment
in satisfaction
that purpose)
can scmcely
he brought
under
for the wrong done by the non-fulfilment
of
rely general
descripnoa
: they will ill every
those obligatmn_,
L, considered
as an ulterior
ease be detacndent
on the individual
eircamoffence grounded
on file f_rmer,--the
ensconces in wl_mh, at the individual
t.oiot of
gaging in a course oflatitancy
for the purpose
time, he happen_ to be placed.
But it does
of voiding such imprisonment
may be connot often happen that the means are deticient,
_idered as constituting
the matler of the inor prove inetfeetual,
when. to the real desire,
firntative
supposition
abme
indicated
uuder
the power ts added,-such power as it dethe t_tle of d,.si:/a less culpaMe.
pentL- on tile law to give."
Suppo.e a proseeutitm aetually commenced,
lfit be reall) my wish to communieate
u ith
and notice of its being so act ually received hy
a man, to hear fi'om him, and make him hear
the suppo,ed
dehnquent
: on thN suppo.-ifion
from me, what course do I take ? Tile antateney is actually eonverted
into latlta_m b.
swer is Mmo.-t too obviou.- to be called for: I
Nt,_oriety
ot tile otmoxiou_ event, eo.pled
make inqui D among hi_ fiiemL-.
Such is the
with nott_riety
of popular
su.-pieion
fixing
course which ecru)body
takes whose wish it
t, pon the supposed delinquent
as having been
is to succeed ; and such i. the e,*ar_e which
concerned
in the production
of it ;--these
it ha_ been the care of Engli,h judges not to
eircumstanee_togctherwill
operate, of course,
take.
in the character
of evidentiary
t?,et-, affording
Supposing
powers adequate
to th,.. purpose
presumptive
evidence
of the inJ:brlnalion's
given by the law, tho_e power_ ,wcompanied
having reached his ears.
with the correspondent
obligations,
and those
By habitual occupation,
or by accident,
he
obligations
duly fulfilled ; then it N, and not
was in an itinerant
state.
Hc is illiterate,
and
till then,
that latency bvemnes
twe_umpttvc
tile advertisements,
if imv have Issued t'rorll
evidence of latdano!
and through that of crithe pres_, litre
not reael_ed his e_e<
The
minatity : lalitancy
being nnderst¢_otl to de.-igcotllltry
is ot the ntnnhcr of those which ate
nate volunta_:q lattney,
ha_ing fbr its obJect
not .vet t_r enough advanced
in the arts of
the avoiding fortheonlingnes_,
fbrthe p_lr!.lo_e hie to render emnmu, nieatlons
in that mode
of'avoidingjasticiabihty,
customary
or i.asv.
The_e may _erve a-- exSupposing
the fact of latency established,
, ampler, (d a varte D" of eireumstatJec
s b) wh,eh
and tile f_wt of lafitancy
ju,tly
in/erred
horn
tile probative
three ofsimpte
latency, as eviit; still, under the exiqiug
in_-titutmns,
there
dentiary
ot latitanc),
may be more or le_s
exist_ a counter-probability
by _tneh its proimpaired.
bative truce in the character
of a ermfinative
eireunlstance
i, weakened.
Fear, and fear of
the law, wouht indeed be indicated
; but the
CtI:_-PTEII
XIII.
real evil apptehend_-d
at
tile
hands
of
law
oF THF SITUATION
OF "I'HL
,_UPPOSI:D
DUI IN*
might be, not lhc evll of |lUllia]lltlellt, inflicted
QI'ENT IN RESPECT I)F NO'lIVES, $1ENNh,
under that naine,
ou
the score of" criminality
DISPOSITION.
CII,kRALTEIt.,
AND
STATION
lg
in ally shape, but the evil of imprisonment,
LIFE.
Ct)NglDl'ltI;D
A_ AFFOIIDING
E$ IDE._t
L
on tlte score of satisfaction
for l.nolley due on
o* DELINQUENCY.
an aecount

not

penal.

§ 1.

" Unfortunately.
under English law_ no such
suppos_tiou_ are r_ahzed;
a system of sham noflees being aoaong the devices wbereby the entt._
of.judicature
are pursued, under the pretence of
pursuing
the ends ofjusnce.
On this as on so
many other occasions, the inquiries which cornmen sense would dictate, and'common
honesty
pursue, leg,d policy forb;ds.
V¢ithout any expense of thought, from latency latitancv is inl_rred, and from latitm_cy delinquenc_;
and_
though not absolutely
without other evtdenee,
yet, without any evidence of the nature of which
it is possible lot the supposed delinquent to be
apprized.
If a bill of indietment, after evidence
heard thereon, is found true by a grand jury
sworn to secrecy, a writ called a capms issue,,
and, innotices
consequen_:eofthatwr_t,
aft(r
athereupon;
series of sham
read by a man to hinlsdfin aprivateehmnber,
judgr_tentofoutlawry,
in which conviction is included, k, pronounced
coarse.
[See p. 50, sub-note _,]

ot

Of

the situation

c,f tlLc suppoxed

della-

quent in respect t,fi m(mve_
and mean_,
considered
as probabdtz_n 9 or dtst, ro&ebtlizint/ddinquenqq.
BsE'rXVEt'Nthese several objects tile connexion
i- so intimate, that the} can s,=areely be spoken
of, any of them. withont rot'ere:me to the re_t.
But, with regard to detioqnemT,
the intlh,ations the_ will be seen to aflbrd, are, with
reference to one another, (though all material)
very wtrious, and even discordant
; being _mt
unilbrmly
inculpative,
but in some respects
exeulpative-in others
directly itmulpative,
--in others again inculpative,
but not so much
directly as indirectly,
by serving to weaken
the force of an ex,'ulpative
circumstance
: and,
as such, not admitting
any infirmative
sup.
position.
The ps3chologleat
r _jeet designated
b,y the

;_
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word motive, is, as it were, the basis of all have been the exterior motive ? In the sltua.
the rest.
tion in which the supposed delinquent appears
The existence of a mntive, by which the to have been placed, where is the object to
supposed delinquent might have been led (it be found, which could excite a desire strong
is suppo_d) to the ¢_ammissi(mof the offence enough to give hirt h (notwithstanding the opin question, is a tkct which, in criminal eases position made by the combined force of the
more especially, is very frequently made the several tutelary sanctions) to an offence of'the
_ubject of proof. Is there any. use in doing nature of that which he is suspected of?
so ? In certain cases, no: and in those, I beTo go about to prove on the part of the
tieve, it never is done : in othcr cases, yes : supposed delinquent the existence of a desire,
and in these, I beheve, at the suggestion of a feehng, apassion, which pre_mts itself as
common sense, it eommmdy is done. In what capable of accounting for the commission of
cases, and in what sense of the word motive, the crime, wmfld be an enterprise frequently
it is worth while and practicable to have lnq_raeticahle, and always useless. No crime
recourse to evidence or argument for this that has not some speczes of desire fbr its
purpose, seems ver) generally understood in t_use; and, with an exception or two not
practice,
wm'th dwelling upon, no hmnan bosom that
!lloti_e is a term applied to the indi_cri- is not the seat, constantly or occasionally, of
minate designation of divers objects, x_lffch I every modification of desire.
require to be distinguished,
t
It is not the mere existence of the desire
It is applied to designate any desire, when I --the propensity or the relish for this or that
eonsidered as the cause of action : call ',his , source of pleasure, the aversmn for this or
the interior or internal motive.
_ that source of pain. If it were,_by the same
It is applied to designate any corporeal
rule that the supposed delinquent is guilty,
thing, or mass of things, considered as the so i_ every other human creature.
It is the
object of any such desire : call tim object by existence of some exterior object, of a nature
which such desire is considered as excited, r to call into action thk, or that desire or proor capable of being excited, the exterior or J pensJty, and to infuse into it a degree of fi_rce
external motive,
i capable of surmounting the joint force of
Thus, when a hungryman knocks down a those tutelary motive_, by the influence of
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baker, for the purpose
of stealing
of
bread,--hunger
is the internal
motivea loaf
of this
criminal act, a loaf of bread the external,
A mischievous event being supposed to
have been produced, and Tmus su. petted of
having been concerned in the production of
it,--IV]tat could have been his moore. _ says a
question, the pertinency of which will never
be matter of dispute,
The follox_4ng seem to be the circumstances
to which it owes its pertinence :-Every act which, in the force of any one or
more of the tutelary sanctions, finds a source
of rcstraint--cvery'penal.everydisreputahlc,_
in a religions community every irreligious,
act--is
on that account rendered more or
less improbable, by the consideration of the
penal or other evil consequences attached to
it. Unless this restrictive force finds an impulsive fbrce, and that stronger than itself,
in opposition to it, the culpable act is not
merely improbable, but, psychotogicallyspeaking, * "impossible.
"To ask, What, in this case, could have been
the motive ? i_ to ask not what could have
been the referrer, but what could have been
the exterior motive, and that adequate in
point of force to the production of such an
effect. Not the interior motive ; because,
without any exception worth noting to the
present purpose, all sorts of desires are cornmon to all human beings : bat what could

t which
menreins
i'n general
are desire.
restrained from
giving the
to criminal
i Under the denomination nt the motive must
be comprised, tbr the present purpose, not
_ only the internal desire, but the contempla1 finn of the exterior event, or state of things,
which the desn'e looks to for its gratification--looks
to as the cause which will bring
within a man's reach the good ¢whatever it
he) x*hieh i_ the object of the desire.
The
I existence of the motive in the fbrmer sense,
_is _he p_ychological fact -- in the latter, the
i physical tact.
It is in the latter sense, and
that alone, that the existence of a motive
I either requires proof, or is suscepuble of it.
I In this case, the internal motive to the act_
: the criminal act--is the expectation that the
g(_odin question will be.brought into a man's
pos.-essian by such criminal act.
The existence of Titius is sufficien_ proof of Titius's
beil)g acted upon, a_d that during the whole
_1coarse of his life, by the love, the desire, of
t the matter of wealth.
The man who, de_siring to live, has no desire tbr the matter of
wealth, exists only in the fancy, or rather
[ in the language, of shallow declaimers : to
desire to live, is to desire to eat; and to
i desire to eat, is to desire to possess things
eatable.
What, then, is the matter of $at_ proved,
under the name of the existence of a motive ?
It is either the actual excitation of this or

• See below, the chapter (Chap. XVI.) on
4rmprobability and Impossibilitl/.

that desire by tiffs or that assignable cause ;
or else the existence of this or that object,
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instance,

effect ofof exciting
breast
the party thisin or
question,
that desire.
have had
Man tile
in
general is susceptiifle
of enmity--the
desire
of witnessing
pain ell the part of the individual who is the object of it. Man in general
is susceptible
of sexual desire.
1'1o human
lmsom that does nut harbour
within
itself
the love, tim desire, of the matter of weallh.
'l'hu, much is what everyhody
is sufl]cientl)
persuaded of : thus much is what nobody ever
thinks of proving.
But Ctodius had become
the abject of enmity 1o M'Ao : in the bosom

i the Not
mostbeing
probable
properly
cause a eriminative
of the death. eireumI stance,
no counter-probabilities
seem appliI cable to it in the character
of infinrmtive
i cortsiderations.
'
Th- following cases may serve as instances
i where, in the way above explained,
themotu:e
! (.viz. the exterior
motive)
became, and with
! propriety,
an object of consideration,
in the
i character
of a eriminative
circumstance.
!
Anne 1781.--Donnellan's
ease at Warwick
! a,stzes.
Offence,
murder
of his wife's bro-

ot TarquiHius
the appetite
of sexual desire
had attached
itself upon tile idea of Lucretm witl_ partleldar
torce:
upon the death of
Ameriuus,
property to a considerable
amntmt
was secured to l]_eres ; of that slate of things
Ilaercs could hot he uneonseiou._,
mad had
been heard to speak of it with impati_qice.
These are facts which admit of proof, and
may well appeal to call ibr it.
Bu_, in the

It ther.
Motive,
prospect
of succession
to his
: property.
_1 Anne l_Ozl.--Fern's
case at Surrcyassizes.
! .Offeuee, incelldiarism.
Motive, profit by overm-urance.
Atom
18(_3. -- Robert
Wilson's
ease at
Edinburgh.
Offence,
murder
of his wife.
Mutlve,
paving the way to a more agreeable
t connexion
with _umther woman.

ohnoxious
case
of the event
happeTAng
in question,
of tile and
eorrc_p_mdent
a su.,picio:_
pointing to Mile, Tarqm:fiu%
or H:t, le_, re_pectively,
as the criminal
author
of that
event.-to prove the existence
oi them resp_ctlve
facts,
is to prove, on tile part of
tbe.e persons respectively,
the existence
of
the appropriate
motive,
Thus it is that the consideration
of any objcet pointed to as capable of having opelated,
m the case in question,
with an adequate
de_grec of seductive
farce, acts m retatmn _o the
stq)posed
offence, not _o much in the charaeier of a direetl)
prohabflizing
consideration,
as in that of a eon._ideration
tending to repel
the for.'e of improbability
(psychological
iraprobability)
acting
in the character
and d_rection of a di.-probabilizmg
circumstance.
Ou
lJo occasion
(sa)s tile defend_.it)
does ma,
ever act without a motive.
Admitted
(replies
the prosecutor:)
but here, then, was your
motive : such or such may have been tim desire excited in your breast:
tim= or thus was
it, or might it have been,
gratilied
by the
event, of wlfieh, from all the evidence
taken
together,
your act, your criminal
act, is coneluded to have been the cause.
Against
this
disprobabilizing
circumstance-psychological
improbability,-the existence
of a motive,
it
proved, nray have emisiderable
weight : it may
even destroy the force of the disprobabilizing
circumstance
altogether.
Considered
in itself,
theeriminative
three of the circumst_ueeeonsisting in the motwe (eonsi¢ting
in this, viz.

! Oxford
Atom assizes.
1753.--Mary
Offence, Blandy's
the murder
case of
at her
the
E fkther by a long course of poison.
The proi pert) of the father was considerable
: .-he was
an only child ; it wouhl fall to her of course.
But, where parricide
is the offence, is it in
the nature of nmney to constitute
a seducing
motive?
At that rate, parricide,
instead of
being as rare as it is horrible,
would be among
the most frequent
of offences.
She was cnamnured
of the wretched
Cranston,
her sedueer,
and the existence
of the loudest
of
parents presented
itself as an obstacle to au
ninon, wlfich, had she known all, she would
have known could not be legalized.
What
lhe feree t,f steam is in the ph)-ieal
world,
the' fia'ce of love is in the psyehologieal--capahle, _ hen under pressure,
of opposing the
_rroogest
torce.
The existence of such pressure is among the w.o_t common
of all £_mily incident_;
the attempt
to surmount
it
b) _.tiell flngilmus
means, happily amung the
most rare.
But to bring thL- motive to view
required
no separate
evidence.
The same
evidence which showed _rom what source she
1 ad received
tim pni_on, showed
by wbat
motive she had been led to admimster
it.
Theophrastus
i_-accused of theft.
Fortune,
opulent ; reputation,
unspotted
; disposition,
generous.
"/'he nhjcet ot small value. Detinqueney assumed ; what could have been hi_
motive ? It was a hla_k-letter
book ; a eeckleshell;
a butterfly.
Theophrastus
was a
collector.

that
the situation
in which the supposed
delinquent
is, is such as subjects
him to the
action of. the motive in question,j'_
amounts.
to nothing.
In the natural
course of things,
where there is any property,
every child has
something
to gain by the death of a parent.
But, upon the death of a father,
m)one _s
ever le_t by any such consideration
to took to

3Ieans--i.
e. mean_ of producing
the rotsehievous effect in question--seem
to come
! trader consideration
to much the same purpose
i a_ motives.
The belief of the existence
of
i whatever
mean_ arc regarded
a_ neees_ry
I to the production
of the cffee* in questim_,
i being a eouditmn
precedent,
to the endeai vour,--_m'aas
may ill thi_ ce_c bc considered

_!_
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as eomlngundcrthedenominationofmetlves:
power being as necessary an article as desire,
in the assemblage of productive causes,
By opportunity _eems to b_ understood an
assemblage of such articles, in the compostlion of the aggregate mass of means, a_- possess not a permanent, but only a transient
existence.
§ 2. Of the situation of the s_qqmscd dclin,
quent in respect of disposition and character,
considered as probabihziny or _hsprobabitieing delinq_eney,
Disposition is produced by motives,
A mau is said to be of such or such a disposition, according as it is to the intluence of
the motives that belong to this or that. class
that he is considered as being more or less
in subjection : reference being made to the
degree of influence supposed to be exercised
by these same
motives
over
the mindof the
generalit_
of the
class of
persons
with whose
conduct }fis conduct is compared. It' the metires of the self-regarding class are eousitiered as predominant, a selfish dispositiolt is
ascribed to him: if motives of the .,octal class,
a disposition of the social or henewde.nt cast :
ff of the dissocial kind, a disposition of the
dissoeial or malevolent east. _
The effect of &sposition, supposing it in
proof, may be either iueulpative or exealpatire. So far as it is of the virtuous cast, and
thence the tendency of its operation exenlpative, impm'tanr a- the consideration is, it
belongs not to thi, place. The effect and use
ot it is, to be opposed to inculpative cvidence
of all sorts, and, on the grotmd of a moatfication of implobability (viz. psychological
improbability,) to tend to discredit direct and
positive evidence ; or. in the character of a_
infirmative consideration, to drumfish the p:'obative force of the inthreuccs drawu ii'om the
eircmnstantial part of tim evidence.
So far as the disposition indicated is of the
vicious cast, exhibiting a more than ordinary
degree of force on the part either of the seliregarding or dissocial motives,--lt will generally, though not unitbrmly, afford inferences
tending to probabilize the deiinquehcy of the
supposed delinquent, in respect of theoffence
in questior:, whatever it may be. In general,
however, it admits not of proof on purpose,
To take disposttion for the subject of express
inquiry, _'ould be to try one cause, or perhops a swarm of causes, umler the lmme and
on the occasion of another.
................
" Seelntroduetion to the Prirwiph's of,l[orals
and Legislation, Vol, I Where a mnh!tude of
acts of the same complexmn arc considered as
tbllowing one another on the part of the same
person (especially it' in a series extending over a
eor_iderablc length of time:) the word habit is
applied to the case. Fromasmgleact.disposltion
is apt in some cases to be inferred: 5 .tbrtiori_
f_om habit.,
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But, not 1infrequent|y, indication of disposition, depravity of disposition, comes in o[
course, along with other and more directly
appo-lte evidence; and when it does. it is na_
tara]l) impressive; and, ffsuffieiently proved,
it is scarcely to be wished that it should be
otherwise than impressive.
As to infirmative suppositions, they are,
here also, plainly out of the question : reasons
the same as above.
Character is sometimes used as synonymous
to d_._pos*tlonitself; but, more commonly, for
the opimon supposed to be entertained coneerning the disposition of the individual in
question, by such persons as have had more or
less opportunity of becoming acquainted with
the indications given oflt._
Character is accordingly, on occasions of
this sort, the word ahnost exclusively in use:
I dLsposition very seldom : the distincticql is
] scarcely
an consMelation
object, of notice.
For the
of character (so far
i as there is an) difference) there is evidently
] _,till less reran in general, than for that ot &s] position, for the purpose of probabilizing the
] act of delinquency in question, on the part of
I the supposed delinquent.
!
Cases, however, are not altogether wanting, in which not only the question of d_.,:pesitwn, as indicated by tius or that article iu
. the general mass of evidence collect, d ibr
I other purposes, but even the question el
I character, as distinguished flora disposition.
may, in a criminat_ve view, present a claim
to notice.
Offences having ill-will for their motive
having ill-will for their psychoiog:icM cause,
--seem to be those, m respect ot which, in a
criminative view, the question of character is
most apt to he material.
In the case of an
offence of this descriptiot_, take the following
examples: -1. Olfence, persm_ali_jury; the author ancertain: the chamtcter of the _upposed delinqucnt, is it sueh as to peint to him rather
than to others ?
2. Quarrel mutual ; the supposed delinquent
a party : the transaction more or less involved
in obs,'urit) :--c'ousideriug the adverse party
on the one hand, and the supposed delinquent on the othel,--wbieh,
in respeet of his
character, seems most likely to have been in
the wrong, m likely to has'e beeu most in the
wrong?
§ 3. Diffcutties attendant on the admission
of character evidence,
1

In an abstract point of view, it appears ob+ Thus in English. In French, caract_re
seem_ scarcely ever to be employed to denote
anything but the disposition xtself: where the
opinion entertained of it byothers is meant to
be brought to view, the word rdpudation is employed.
'
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vlous and indisputable, that, on the question
between delinquency and non- delinquency,
considerable light may be expected to be
thrown by the consideration of previous chameter.
But, when the occasion ealls tbr
appt_ing this general notion to practice, diffieulties of no small moment will be _een to
arise: some of them such a, seem .carve capable of reeeiving solution but in the Gordian
style,
1. Character favourable: tendency of the
evidence, exeulpative: fact indicated, nondehnqucncy. Bond ofeonnexion between the
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screwed up to a certain heigt_t, becomes dangerous even to the direct justice of tile eaaseo
To the species of vexation attaching itself
(as above) to the station of the judge, may be
to be added in some eases another lot of vexmica attachingit_lfto
the stationof witness;
viz. to the witnesse.- from whom the testimony
. question is to be extracted.
On the other
_'a_d. vexation, in this instance, supposes anv_illinzne_s on the part of the witness, power
to compel his te,timonynotwithstanding,
and
that power exercised.
A witness who is on
such an oecasiml unwilling to depose in a

evideutiary fact and the tZact indicated, ira- ) n_an's favour, is not likely (it may be said) to
probability of the psychological kind: impro- I be called upon by him for that purpose: hosbabdity that a man bearing such a character
tihty rather thau sympathyis the affection in
should have soiled it by such an offence: that
such a ease to be expected. Bat it does not
a man in whose instance the preponderance of follow by any means, that because a man is
the social motives over the dissocial and self- unwilling to take upon him the loss of time,
regarding has been _o decided and confirmed, and l_erhaps expense, imposed upon him by
should, in the indiwdual inttance iu questmn,
his eomil_g tbrward in the tm_aeity of a withave given way to the impulse of the sedueness, his reluctance andresentment should rise
tire motives,
to such a height as to engage him to give an
Whether the character be g'ene_d or special,
tmfavt)urable testimony, m contradiction to
in this ease the danger of prejudice to justice
his own conscience.
does nut present itself as by any means con2 The ease where the party calling fbr the
siderable enough to i_dicate the propriety of evidence of character (the del_ndant', characexcluding the evidence in any case. 1. Cir- ter) is thedemandant--theproseeutor,_the
eumstantial
evidence so loosely cmmected
expected tendency of it consequently unfawith the fact in dispute, is not likely to pre- vourable--presents
much greater diffieulties.
vail against ammss of appropriate evidence,
1. Is it conceived in general terms ?--no
whether direct or eireumstautial, or both to- speeilic_tlon of facts, no instances of partigether, to m_ amount sufficient tbr conviction,
tatar misconduct on any individual occasion
2. In the case of general bad disposition, and _pecified ? -- A wide, and at the same time a
its _atural consequence, b_ul character, it will safe. door is opened to calumny. The calumny
in general not be easy to obtain testimonials
is in its nature uupunishable. By the suppoof good character from persons potsessing a silica, no partleular tket is or can be specified,
character of sufficient apparent trust worthi- nothing which, tot the purpose either of punes_ to present a prospect of material probanishmeut or compensation, is capable of being
rive force,
disproved. What is delivered is mere matter
Nor would it be safe to put an exclusion
of opinion; and that an opinion which, by the
upon evidence of this nature :iuasmuch a,. power of the law itself, a man is compelled
in case ot an ineulpative conspiracy, or even to _ive.
an untoward comhinatiou of circumstances, it
2. Is it conceived in particular terms ? parmay be the mdy sort of evidet_,ce by which it twular facts stated?--Stitl
either the door is
may be in the power of the purest a_d most let_ open to nalumny, or fresh diflieulues pre.
exalted probity to defend itself. In all such sent themselves.
Neither onthis nor ou any
eases, general character, it being on -the fa- other occasion ought aman's reputation to he
vourahle side. is pertinent : nor d*oesit tie open liable to be destroyed or impaired by mere
to the objection whi_ql we shall see applying hearsay evidence. If a punishable or otherto it if employed for the purpose of painting
wise disreputable act is to be charged upon a
character on the tmfavoulable side.
man, on this oeeasion as on others, the charge
What seems the only objeet,-on, then, in this ought to be made good by a satisfactory mass
ease, is referable to the head of vexation:
of evidence. On this as on any other oceasion,
vexation to the judge (which is vexation to he ought to be heard in his defence, with
the public through the medium of the judge,)
liberty to contest the charge, and produce
by the time that may come to have been con- exeulpative evidence of all sorts, as in other
sumedlntheexhibitionofaspeeiesofev_dence
cases. Under the name of giving evidence of
of which the probative force is so incensidercharacter, what then does the operation here
able and inconclusive: vexation again to the in question amount to? It istryingone cause
judge, by the quantity of his power of attenfor the purpose of another eau_. Say rathor,
tion that may come to have been expended
trying an indefinite number of causes ; tbr it
upon a species of evidence comparatively Jr- is not a single swallow that makes a summer
relevant -- a species of vexation which, when --a single act a habit, a disposition, a _uffieient
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ground for character, and that unthvourable.
Causes thus in any number are tried -- one
c_ase, at least, is tried -- as it were in the
belly of another,
Considered in itself, the trial of auy or
every such incidental cause cannot, with any
eonsistermy, he r_garded in the light of an
inconvenience.
Either tile law is a bad one.
and a_ such Otlght tO be repealed, or obedience
to it ought to be enfbreed. Either the law
itself|. a grievance, or the non-execution of
it (bating the particular ca_,s calling for pardon) i¢a grievance. Far from regret, it _hould
be matter of satisfltetion, that, by so cheap
and unexceptionable a method, delinquene)
is brought to light,
But it is by the decision given in these ineidenta] causes, that the deci,ioa to be given
in the principal cause i_ to be influenced. On
this supposition, perhaps the progress, at any
rate theconetusion, of the princqpal cause, is
kept back till after the conclusion of each
such incidental cause,
Such i_re the ditlicalties, in the case where
the imputation clothes itself in specific forms.
Where, as above, it confines itself to generals,
_he difficulty, the ulterior difficulty, that remains to be b_ought to view, is difi'erent, but
not less. Tho*e persons on whose opinion or
pretended opinion, without any check upon
their mendacity, the fate of the defendant is
more or less to depend, who are they ? What
sort of a character is theirs ? Character in
this case--the case of a witness, a mere withess--presents
(it mutt be allowed,)re'at
least ought to present a different idea in this
instance from what it did in the other, m
that of the defendant. In the instance of the
defendant,--the
character, the disposition in
question (it is, by the supposition, of ttle untiavourable ca_t,) admits ot any modification,
accordin¢ to the nature ot the imputed of
fence : iil the case of the witness, n is confined to mendacit._ ; or, if it extend to any
other vicious propensity, it is only in so fb.r
as a propensity to mendacit) may he inferred
from it.
But if the character of any vne witness
ou@t to be suffered to be put i'n issue, so, by
tile same reason, ought that of every other,
This being admitted, you put it in the power
of the varty--ofthat
one of the parties whose
interest it is to defeat law and justice-to
bring' upon the carpet a cludn of character
evidence without end ;--an arithmetical repetend, or, by accident, even an arithmetical
circulate,
§ 4. Rules tending to Hte solution of the above
di_cuhics,
In judicature, in legislation, difficulties
(how great soever) should never be thssembled. From talseho_M, from concealment,
from imposture hi any shape, ju_-tice never
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[ profits, never can fail of _offeri_g, upon the
I whole.
f
The complete removal of*lie eventual in.
i conveniences and era'respondent difficulties
j being hopeless, till that remains is to presem
I ,ueh consideration_ and expedmllts as appear
t eah'ulated to ledaee the embarrassment to
; its ulinunam.
Oil the one hand, to compel the admission
of this sort of evidence in all eases, on both
side*,
and of both aspects, favourable aod
unfavourable--(m
the other hand, to compel
the refusal of it in any case bv an unbending
r_de,- are two extremes, t)oth of which,
though not in equal degree, threaten to be
prejudicial to the intere._ts of justice.
It
seems to be one of those ca,es in which a
considerable latitude ought to be given to the
discretion of the judge. To abuse it, will not,
indeed, be out of his power; but neither is
the danger of abuse so great, but that, if he
is not fit to be trusted with this power,
neither is he fit to he trusted with the other
powers attached to his office.
If there were a case in which it would be
proper to render the admissmn of evidence of
this species compulsory, it would be the case
where, the character in question being that
of tlre defendant, the evidence is called for at
his instance, and the punL-hment attached to
the offence is loss oi ]iI_., Why ? Because,
in case of an improper refitsal, plmishment
undue, aud at the stone time irreparable, may
he the consequence,
But what is the rnea_
surc indicated by this consideration ? Not
the making the admits|on of this species cornpnl_ory, even in this case, but the forbearing
to employ a mode of pumshment, which in
this, as well a_ every other point of view, is
adverse to the interests of justice--favourable to them in none.
The ca_-e in which the sort of cireumstantial evidence afforded by moral character is
of greatest importance, is that in which, the
station of the party and the witness being
combined in one," the cause affords no other
evidence on that side.
The demand for tlns species of evidence
is of course .doubled, in the case where the
same combination of stations takes place on
both sides, and on each side is accompanied
with the same absence of all other and less
suspicious evidence.
In cases not penal, it will constitute a naturM _t'eguard against perjury on the part
of a plaintiff deposing in support of his own
demand;
supposing an habitual course of'
perjury to be capable of being otherwise on,
gaged in as a source of livelihood. The taint
whieh'a tbw steps in this career would have
the eifect of imprinting on a man's reputation,
would not fail to oppose a powerful obstacle
to his per.-evcring in it with any adequate
prospect of sucee.-s.
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The foltowingseemtobethecon_iderations
4. Supposing the extraction of _elf-crimiby which the admission or rejection of this native evidence from the mouth of the de.
species of evidence ought to be determined : fendant admitted, examination to this point
t. The importance of the cause to the de- will be as unexceptionable as to any other ;
mandant's side, in respect of the mischief of and, so hr as it extends, the vexation will be
impunity,
kept from reaching third persons; and the
2. The importance of the cause to the de- addition,_l delay will he less, in the case ot
]endant's side, in respect of the mischief of evidence extracted from this source, than of
undue punishment,
evidence extracted from any other.
3. The importmlce of the matter in dispute
5. Two considerations operate in diminuto each party respectively, in the case of a tion of the inconvenience from characternon-penal cause,
evidence st the in-lance, m_dconsequently in
4. The delay threatened by the production
favour, of a detendant.
If the characters of
of the evidence applied ior.
his _i_ne,_-es are obscure mid unknown, the
5. The vexation apprehended to third per- danger of their obtaimng undue credence is
s,ms, from the production (supposing it corn- but little; if suspected, still tess:--if known,
pulsory) of the evidence applied tbr.
so as to tqesent a claim to confidence, the in6. The dnubtfl_lnessofthe ease, as it stands ference thence deduced, though not good as
on the ground of the other more appropriate
to past inmJcenee in respect of the individual
evidence.
I oifence charged, may be good in respect of
The following rules and observations seem the probahiht) of futme reformation, in concalculated to aid the judge in determining on [ ._equence of the impression made hy the trial
the admission or rejection of this _pecies of] and its attendam terrors,
evidence :-6. But, it, in consideration rather of the
1. No evidence of character, good or bad prospect of retbrnmtion than of the probalnti-- no speaking to character, favourably or ty of innocence, aeqmttat be grounded on eelunfavourably (i. e. at the instance either of denee of preceding good character, as abnve,
the defendant or the demandant)--ought
to --it ought not to extend beyond the amount
be adnfitted, without power to the judge (if of punishment nnderthe t,ameofpuni._hment:
he thinks tit) to allow of time for imtuiry it ought not to preclude the party injured
into the character of the eharaeter-g'ivers
from satisfaction at the expense ot the dethemselves.
Why ? For the .-ame reason as fendant, if the fi_ree of the evidence, upon
in case of ahbi evidence.* But the force of the whole, wouhl be sufficient to entitle him
the reason_ in thi_ case are much less con- to a decision in hi_ favour, supposing the ease
elusive, the evidence of badness of character a putel) non-penal case.
beillg in its nature so much less precise and
7. If the appropriate evidence in _he cause
_atisth_ctorv than the evidence of the exist- leans in favour of the defendant, the demand
ence or non-existence of such or such a per- tbr this inappropriate e_idence has no place.
son, at such or such a time, in such or such a
S. Supposing a prof_ssionaljadgt, or judges,
place,
with a jury of occasional j udges,--power might
2. Evidence of bad character in erimination
be given to the judge to suspend the admlsof the defendant, ought not to be admitted
_ion of this character-evidence,
so as not to
unless in so tar as it results fi'om evidence
admit it bat in case of conviction, or indeadmissible on other grounds ; or unless, the eismn, on the ground of the appropriate evil, el of the offence being clear, the question
dence. Snpposeaprofessim_aljudgeorjudges,
is, between t_o persons suspe(_ed, whaeh of actfi_g without a jury,--the
demand lbr the
them wa_ the author ? And even in these
conditional decision, as above, has no place,
cases (that the quantity ot vexation and de- He simply suspends his definitive decision till
lay may not be altogether boundless.') power the evidence of character ha_ been got in.
should be lcf_ to the judge to limit the quartCharacter- evidence has this in common
tity or quality of the evidence, the number
with alibi evidence, that it is with the utmost
and choice of the witnesses, in declared con- facility ami clearness distinguishable
from
sideration of the apprehended magnitude of every other species of evidence. Vfhat passes
these respective inconveniences,
in relation to it is therefore, with proportion3. It: at the instance of the defendant, evi- able lhcility, su¢cepuble of registration :
dence in favour of his character is admitted ;
1. Whose character it is--the demandant's
so, at the instance of the other side, should or the det_ndant's.
counter-evidence operating in disfavour of his
2. At _ hose instance called ibr--that
of
character be admitted, and time accordingly
the demandant, the def_:ndant, or the judge.
be allowed for it.'l"
3. When called for by demandant or defendant--whether
ordered accordingly, or re" See farther on, Chap. XVI. § 11.
fused, by the judge.
t In I:]nglish practice, the only counter-evidence which is allowed to be produced is such as to spe,_k in |avonr of tl e prisoner's character, in
may be extracted from tile _itnesses, who eom_ cr_*-examination.--Ed.
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4. If refused, on what ground :--wh,.ther
delay, and to whose prejudice-- that of dernamlant or defendant ; or vcxaqon, and to
whom--whether,
1. to the court and the
public in respect of time consumed, or 2. to
the u_tness or witnes._es, or 3. to the party
repugnant, in respect of the exper_se,
5. If exhibited, whether prevalent or inoperative : i. e. whether the decision was in
favour of that ._ide or of the opposite,
6_ Length of time consumed by the evideuce of this description, in court, by the
exhibition of it,--out of court, in waiting for
it : ratio of"this lm_tb of time to that of the
length of time consumed in like manner upon
the other evidence, the approp'iate evidence
in the cause,
7. Names, description, and n,amher of the
witnesses of whose testimcmy riffs evidence
was eompo_ed: ratio of this nmnber to that
of the whole number of the wither,e, whose
testimony was exhibited in the course of the
cause.
.
Such is the infi_rmation by _hieh the advantages and di_advmda'-'e_ attending the eraployment of this species of ovid:nee would
be placed in a distinct m_d sa:i-hwtory point
of view.
In this place, the siatcmm,t of the
heads occupie_ space: lint, in each cau,e, the
space as well as tune consumed by the entry
of the matters cnmlng m_der the,c head, wouhl
be trifling indeed in comparison with the use.
Httberto, the qucsti,,n regarding the admissibiiity of eharacter-evidcnce
has been
considered only so tar as regalds the ehmacter of the defendant. But there still remains
another question: --how tar shall it be allowahle to produce evidence for or against
the character of a witness ?
In thi_ case, an imputation conveyed in
general terms may, on certain eond'Jtiou%
without any preponderant meouveniem'e, be
admitted.
What then are these conditions'_
!. In tile first place, the imputatim_, if'goneral, shouhl he confined to that part of a
man's character which respects veracity. The
witlle_% among hi.- aequain'_ance, is regarded
as au habitual liar. A habit of"this sm't may
be ascribed to a man withmtt specific proof:
Why? Because a habit ot' (hi, sore may be
the result eta maltitmleofaets,
noneofthem,
perhaps, puni,.hable in course of law, and too
numerous to be proved.
2. But in thi. ease it should he allowable
for the party by whom the witness is produced, to call ltpcm the impugning witness
(viz. upon his eross-examinatmn) to declare,
if it be in his power, the particular instances
in which this alleged disposition to mendacity
became apparent.
3. In the next place, an imputation of this
sort ought not to be admitted, unless it has
been previously ascertained that there are
three witnesses, or two at least, to maintain
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it. The considerations that suggest this limira(ion are as follows : -Of evidence of this sort, if false, the falsity
is not, in its nature, eap.ble of beiug proved
fi)r the purpose of punishment.
In ease oi
that _ort and degree of improbity on the part
of the party in question, which prompts to
subornation, this is of that sort of faNe eeldeuce which is procurable with lea_t ri.-k, and
therefi_re with least dilficutty.
If an imputatimt of this sort ires really attached upon a man's character, it ('art scarce
happen but that more witnesses than one ma::
be tbund to speak to it. There seems, there|bre, little danger that the condition in que¢(ion, if annexed, should operate in exclusion
of tln_ spe,'ies of evidence.
The objection above mentioned as presentlug it.-.eff tm the glound of facihty of subof
nal,m h will thus be proportionably reduced
in fi_rce. It i_ not only twice as difficuh-huteed (as on close exammauon it would apt pear) mere that, twice a, difficult-- to snborlt
. t_o tklse witnesses, as one; hut, in case of
their being procured, the chance of deter(lug
I'the IM_ehood is much increased, in respect of
i the probability of disagreement aml mutual
'_treachery, a, between indlvidua!_ thus linked
i together by communit_ in guilt.
i
Supposin_ the general habit of mendacity
I (viz. extra judicial mendaclt)) evm ,o clearly
[ established, the judge _hould not regard the
i inference from such general mendacity to mendacityin the individual case in question (vlz.
a judicial ease,) as being hy any means concluslve. On the ordinary occasions oflife, a
malt has no such cogent mot(yes to confine
him to the path of truth, no such ,auctions to
bind him to it, as in this extraordinary one.
Without, a motive of stone sort or other, a
man will not encounter any risk; withom
motive, and a motive of very con4derable
fi)rce, a man will not subject himselt to rueh
sermus rk-ks.
_ So tar as specific acts are concerned, there
', are but t we sorts of crime that present themi selves as affordiug any inferences wm'th re' garding iu this view.
These are-} 1. Crnnes of mel_daeity. At the head ot'
these stamls actual pmjury: underneath, at
! a considerable distance, staml other crimes
' of extra-judicial mendacity, suci_ as obtairdng
} valuable things or services by thb,t as.or(tons,
! which, though made in direct terms, are nmde
i without oath: below these again, crime_ in
i which the assertion is indiaect and inexplieit,
'las in case of forgery at large, told those fiw*,geries which have coin or money of any kind
] for their subject-matter.
] 2. The other class is composed of such
I other offences of the predatory cast (such as
i theft, highway robbery, and housebreaking.)
i as suppose what may be called a genera! proI stration of character; though here, toe, the
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inference from such an act will be very inconclusive,
unless it appear connected
with a
habit of the same kind.
But, in the case of
alt offences in the description
of which mendacity is not involved, the inferencewilt
stand
lower in the scale of stren_h
bv a very determinate
and perceptible
d'egrec'.
"
As to offences which neither arc indicative
of any such prostration
ot character,
nor involve any breach of the duty of _'eraeity--in
the case of any such ofl_.nces, tile interence
may be said to fldl altogether.
Ofl'ence._ produccd by the irascible passions,
and offences
produced
by the sexual appetite•
may _erve
for examples,
In the ease of a witness,
e_idence
of good
charaetel
can scarcely ever be admissflde
with
propriety
in the first instance;
for no flnpuration is cast upon a man's character
in this
ca-e, as there is in that of the defendant:
and,
till a ground for u contrary
opinion presents
itsett; the character
of the witness,
like thin
of every other man, ought to be presumed
a
good one.
The endeavour
to produce
evideuce of this smt would
merely have the
effect of produeillg
useless delay,
vexation,
and expense.
But, in this same case of a wltncss,
if evideuce charging- him with bad character
has
been ,,roduced
on the adverse
side
there
v
.
'.
_eelns no inore renan t for exelml lig evidence
,
. ,
• , , ,., o .
ntgoofl cllaracter
tn nenalt Ot rue • same person
" , than has
. - been
.
s e_n
_. ahead_
'
) in the case
"_
of a defendant.
On various scores, evidence
of uood character
is liable to much less ohject'_on than evidence of had character.
When
no evidence
of bad character
had been ad.
.
.
_
, ,
• .,
.,
_
ilaee_l
trio flemann
ior filalllar
evInenee
ol_
,
.
good character
did not exist,
but the demana
now does exist, the ease being reversed,
§ 5. Of the station of the supposed delinquent,
considered
as probabihzin 9 or d_sprobabilizing delinquency,
Station
ntay he considered
as indicati_ve of
the disposition,
and thence of the character,
of the class: viz. of the class to which the
individual
in question
belol_gs:
of the class
composed
of the individuals
by whom tile
station in question is occupied,
To an ineulpative
purpose,
this circumstance can scarcelybeeonsidered
ashaving any
application.
In every political eomamnity,
the lowest
station is that which is occupied
by the greatest
number of the members.
It is only- in the character
of an ea'culpative
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] which it operates,
is apt to be very considerable. _
I
The principal application
of this species of
I evidence is that which obtains in a cause (e_i pceially a penal cause) where the matter in
] question
is an article of propert:_ : more es[ peeially ill ca-_es where (as in ordiuary thefts)
I the value of It i_ inconsiderable,
in respect
.! of the habitual
pceuni_u'y
eircumstmme_
of
the defendant,
as indicated
by the species of
circumstantial
evidence
ill queslion,
viz• his
station
in hfe.
A man in a station of life
; thus elevated,
is it hkcly tha_ hi-. necessities
' shonhl be so urgent as to drive him into n
channel of supply at once so scanty and so
hazardou_ ?
Compared
with moral character,
the pre* The dl_ti_,ctmn between general and stweia
is applicable to tlle clrcunlsnmee
of t,tatlaa_ as/
well as to di.,/_osltion and character.
Laying
out of the cube the general distinction between
high and low in:erences of an incutpative nature
seem to have been deduced from t le eonsiders_
tlon ofthlsor that particular station or occupation
by 1.:ngli,,h t.,w.
Thus, on the ground of supposed hard.heart, edness, butchers _ have been considered as being
(m e_tpltal rases at least) excluded trom the capacltv of serwng as jurymen : and, judging on
this l'mncipie--supposing
an act of homicide, or
', ofi'cnee attendc4wlth
htoadshed, committed, and_
I as between two men_ the one a butcher
the other
_
not the questmn, wh_'h _'a._ the na_7
ha_ging
. suspense-'
"
.. consistent,
•
I in
the answer would_
it
be,
I t h e butcher.
It s_eems questionable,
however_
I whether, upon consulting the annals of eriminai lily. this wesumption
would be found to have
any ground in fact. Against soldiers and sailors
it might be supported, perhaps_ with a closer up_ pearance of reason • not to speak el surgeons.
| and even In
. these -'_
-_seems questionable
..
_*
ln,'_nces 1i
whether {numbers being taken into the aecount_
the presumption
would receive any support front
experience.
In a ease where, literally speaking,
blood is
supposed to have been shed, the presumption
would, with better colour of reason, plead for the
fixing upon the butcher in preference to the nonbutcher/'or
the dehnquent,
than tot the exclusion
of the butcher from the faculty of officiating in
thecharacteroftheoceasional_rtofjudgecalled
a juryman.
It seems altogether impossible to find
a re:_on why. in a capital case more than in any
other_
a
butcher
be more
disposed easy
than
another man to doshould
in.tastier;
altogether
to
find a reason why a lawyer should. IA_rd Chart.
cellor Jefferies and Judge
Page, of hanging
memory, were not butchers.

circumstance,
viz. on the groand of improbahility--psychologieal
improbability,
as above,
--that
this circumstance
is apt to operate
with any considerable
degree
of probative
three: alad, thus applied,
the force (i. e. the
disprobatlve
force in respect
of the proba-

* There is no legal objection to butchers sexy.
ing
on juries inaflbrd
capitalreason
casesto inpr_ume
England,thatnor
do
the authorities
there
ever was any. In point of f_t. butchers do ser_e
in such e_cs.
It is remarkable
that the vulgar
error on this subject extends to Scotland, where
it is held as traditionary
law that butchers cannot
serve• Not being excepted by the qualification
act, however,
are in tbr
the the
same
other
citizens. they
It is usual
court,situation
probablyas

bility of the offence in question on the part
of the supposed
delinquent
in question)
witll

for the purpose
to excuse them

of obviating popular comt,laint,
for non.attcndanc:'._E_L
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mlmption afforded by this circum*.tanee
will,
in general,
be much more persuasive.
Why?
Because
the matter of fact will, in geueral,
be so much the more notorious,
so much the
less liable to be misrepresented
by the force
of bias. The presumptive
evidence of habitual opulence
afforded
by office, visible pro.
perty, education,
habitual
expenditure,
will,
in general,
be much more incontest,lble
than
any which can be afforded of moral character
by general expressions,
Singly
(much more if in conjunction,)
a
certain
degree of opulcece
and rank In lifi_
are enough to render scarcely credible on any
evidence,
a fact for which, in another
station
in respect
of rank and opulence,
slight evidenee would tie sufficient
to gain credence,
In any of the civilized
nations
of Europe,
what evidence
would be sufficient
to convict
a prince of'the blood, or a minister
of state,
of having picked a man's
pocket of a dirty
handkerchief,
in a street,
or in going into a
playhouse ?
One particular
ca_e there is, in which the
force of the presumption
derived
from this
source is not quite so great as, on general
¢xmsidcrations,
it might appear.
This is the
caseoftheft_
committed
on articles possessing
a value of affection : and, in particular,
thefts
eommitt¢_d bv arnateurs on fancv arthqes--rare
books, rare i_ietures,
rare pla_'_ts, shells, minerals, rare anything
A man who might be
trusted
with satbty with a heap of untold gold,
might not be capable of re_isting
the tetuptalion presented
by some choice de.-ideratum,
which, if to be sold, might be to be purehased
for a few shillings,
The warning
afforded by this observation
is happily of no great t_se in practice.
Thefts
of special concupiscence
are the offences of
the rich:
thefts of general
concupiscence
are
the offenees of the poor.
Thefts of the former description
are apt to experience
a degree
of indulgence,
in which the principle of sympathy and autipathy
will naturally
find much
to reprobate,
but to which the principle
of
utility is by no means e<lually severe.
The
alarm in this case is extremely
narrow:
few
but amateurs
have anything
to fear from the
thefts of amateurs
; and the mischief
which
the negligence
of an amateur has to fear from
the concupisceilce
of another
is confined
to
simple theft: to the more formidable
Inischie£of robbery,
house-breaking,
and murder, the
apprehension
does not extend.
Hence it i_
that thefts of this description,
in the few
instances
in which they are detected,
experienee commonly
a degree of indulgence
such
as would not be extended
to those which have
ghe piea of necessitg, or at least of indi_cence,
for their excuse.
Hence too it is that the
indulgence
extended
to them is not produetire of any such general mischief to society,
as would be the result of the like indulgence,
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if extended
with equal frequency
to prorate.
euous thefts.
In some cascq, the question
iIl regard to
opulencc :rod rank in life enters into the essence of the cause : the probability
and iraprobability
of the mare tact in dispute
is in
a nnmner governed
by them ; and in these
ca-_es, whether
character
be or be not expre,-ly
held up to view, it is in a manner
impos.-ible to it not to act, with more or le_
force, upon the mind of the judge.
i
Take the famous case of the Create de Moi rangi_s, in Linguet's
Plaido_ers.
The Count
-- having occasion
to borrow money to the
amount
of 300,000
livres-with evident,
i though
not unusual
iml)rudence
, trusts aa
obscure
female money-broker,
and through
her means a pretended
money-lender,
with
I bills of his. payable to order, to that amount
**anti upwards.
(If this large sum no more
i than 1,200 livres were really delivered.
The
i pretended
lender proves
the delivery
of the
[ whole, by the testimony
of three pretended
! eve-witnesses.
The whole cause of the unI fortunate
man of quality rests
upon circmnstantiat evidence:
upon improbability,
partly
of the physical,*
partly of the psychological
kind.
Station,
in respect of rank and opulence, on both sides, but more especially
(in
I respect of opulence)
on the part of the pret tended lender, became a necessary subject
of
_inquiry.
Traced
ott from the time of the
I pretended
acquisition
of this large fortune to
*_the time of the disposition
thus pretended
to
I have been made of it, the whole history
of
her life and conversation
concurred
in reprei seating the fact of her having possessed it, or
anything
like it, as scarce credible upon any
_'testlmony--absolutely
incredible
upon the
strength
of the testimony
produced.

CttAPTER
XIV.
POSTEIHORA ERIORUM -- IaRIORA POSTEalO_t-._.
FACT INDICATED, a PRIOR EVENT ;
EVIDENTIAP_y FACT, A POSTERIOR EVENT
:
IN THE SAME SErUES : A_D E eONVERSO.
TttESE two topics are scarcely susceptible
of
a separate
consideration
: no two can be more
intimately
cmmected.
In any series of facts (the existence
of
acts or other events-the existence of works,
physical
or pysehologieal,
the fruit of such
acts or events,)
following each other hi the
character
of so many successive
means leading to a common
end, of so many successive
effects originating
in a common cause,_the
* The money, having, according to the eftdence on that side, been delivcred_ by being
carried,
the same
person, within
at thirteen
different
times, a bycertain
distance
six hours,
could not, within
that distance.

that time, have been carried to
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existence of a posterior
article will naturally
serve as evidence
of the existence
of each
prior article:
and _ eoneerso, the existence
of a prior article w-ill operate,
though cammmdy with much less force, in the character
of evidence o_'the existence
of each posterior
article,
With a view to eases of apenal
nature,
these topics have been already hamlled,
raider
a variety of uto(hfieations
: handled,
not under their own nmnes, bnt under the munes
of their respective
modifications.
Fear t %r
example,)
fear of punt,brecht,
being the'hatural consequence
of de_nquency,
operates
as
evidence
of it.
Preparations
for a crime, betug among the causes of the pernicious
event,
operate as evidence,
servin_ to fix upon the
person who is ascertained
to h_ve been ongaged in them the authorship
of' that event.
The sort of facts that remain for consideration on the present occasion,
are those that

i

are liable to crone in question
in eases of a
non-penal
nature.
Examples:-l. A voyage or journey
of considerable
length.
Evidentiary
fact, the arrival of the
traveller
at the terminu,_ ad quem:
tarts indieated,
his appearance
and transaction_
at
the several intermediate
stagcs.
F. converso;
evidentiary
facts, his appearance
and tran_actions
at any of the intermediate
qtages,
coupled
with evidence
of his intentions
of
eonvc_ing
himself
to the terminus ad quem;
fset indicated,
his arrival there.

, gard to posterior
ones.
In all human affairs,
execattion
is bctter
evidence of design, than design of execution.
[ Why?
Because
human designs
are so often
I frustrated.
3. When the po._terior event indicated
by
a prior event
did not take place, it will in
[ most instances
happen that the faihn'e will
] have been proved b_ stone notorious
or easily! proved thet.-, by which, in this case, the pro_
i bative three of the prior ew._*t with reference
[ to the posterior
will have been entirely de-

2. General settlement
of a man's property,
by deed enter t'ivos, or testament.
E_Jde_ttiar_ fact, the executmn
of thc appropriate
written
instrument:
tket indicated,
the existenee
of transaetmn_
and -cnpt*
(letter%
papers of instruction,
,_c.,) preparatory
to
that
event,
E canvcrso : cvidenfiary
Fact,
the existence
of a transaction
r,r script of a
nature preparatory
to such event : fact inditeated, the ultimate
event itsekt:
3. Entrance
into a new conditinn
in life :
e.y. marriage.
Evidentiary
fact, the celebration of the marriage eelemony
: facts indicated,
preparatory
transactious
and scripts ;
letch t.;te conversations
; overtures
to parents
or guardians ; love-letters
; bespeaking
at the
ring and wedding clothes:
housekeeping
proparations;
publication
of banns, or obtainment of licence, &c. E con,:erso : evidentiary
fact, any one or more of these preparatory
incidents:
fact evidenced,
the performance
of the ceremony,
4. Engaging _n a profit-seeking
occupation :
eng,_dug
in a partnership.
The preparatory
steps wilt be infinitely
diversifiable,
accmding to the particular
nature of the occupation
in each ease.
To pursue the exemplification
further,
seems unnecessary,
5. Litigation.
Evidentiary
fact, the ultimate decision:
or, in e'ases requiring
active
execution,
the extra-judicial
transactions
de-

i str°3 ed. But sometimes
it will happen, espet ciatlv in the transactions
at a remote period,
that no completely
satislkctory
evidence
is
forthcoming,
either of the iifilure of the design or of the consummation
of it.
As thr as
thi,- i_ the ease, the modiiication
of eirenmstantial
evidence,
here called tbr "shortness
prioraposteriorum,
maybeyond
question have
its use.
A state
of things
may be supposed,
in
which the probative
force of this species of
evidence
might be estimated,
or rather
o}_served, with the utmost nicety. This is where,
on the one hand, the iustance_ in which the
_ design_ has proceeded
to the stage of eonsum' marion--on
the other hand the in,_tanees in
which the execution
has stopped short at any
at the several
preliminary
stages, have been
made the subject
of official or other trust' worthy
registration.
The ease thus put is not absolutely
out of
the reach of practice.
In different degrees it
h_Lsbeen exemplified
in different countries
slid
different courtsinthepraetlee
ofjudieial
registration.
It might be, and generally speaking
ought to be, exemplified
in the most perfect
[ degree in the practice of all such courts.
t
When the ends of j_tiee
are taken for the
[ ends of judicature,
a system of forensic bookkeeping
will be employed,
by which it wilt
appear in what degree fulfilment
is given to

[

'

t

signated
in each partietflar
instance
by that
word : facts indicated,
the several preparedtory tran_ctious
and scripts
of procedure,
according
to the nature of the case.
E converso ; evidentiary
fact, the existence
of auy
such preparatory
transaction
or script : i_ct
evidenced,
ultimate
decision
6f the cause, in
fa_ourofthedemandantorthedefendant,
ae.
coraling to the partieutar
nature of such cause.
From this general
view of the subject,
several observations
may be dednced_observatiol_s,
some, if not all, of which, may
appear too obvious to be worth mentiouing:
but there is no observation
so obvious as not
sometimes
to be overlooked
:1. In every such natural series, facts p_
terior
and prior are naturally
evidentiary
of
each other.
'2. The probative
force of posterior events
in regard to prior cues, is naturally
much
stronger
than that of prior events with re-
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those salutary ends. It will be apparent, in
each individdal c_use, at what price, in the
shape of expense, vexation, and delay, justice
(or what is given for justice) i; purchased:
mid likewise what proportion of that tuiee is
tbe result of natural and unavoidable--what
of thctitious, and therefore avoidable, causes,
In that state of judicial book-keeping, the
mode and pcrit)d of termination will in each
cause appear of course,
Under such a system of book-keeping, the
termination of each cause being manil_.sted
by direct evidence, there will not {3t may be
said) be any demand for any such circumstantim evidence as is hcte in view. Tim facts of
all stages being on record, posterior ones as
well as prior ones, there will be no use in any
such operation as that. ot inferring the existeucc of either fl'om that of the olher.
].hit,
in reg.nd to any given individual cau,e, suppose the memorials of a po_-terior transaction
or script to be uafortheomin;r-- de.-troyed,
c_blitereted, lust, or inacccs--ibtc. In this
case, any prior article of the same series may
afford mtercuces, and have its use.
In another way, a rational system ofjudivial book-keeping might have a much more
extensive use, and still in the character of a
source of this modification, of circumstantial
evidence.
The application given to such a
register might nut only be pro.,pective but
retrospective.
The negligence of preceding
legislators might in some measure be repaired
by the diligence of succeeding ones. Two
equal spaces of time are taken-- say of ten
years each : the posterior, a period of perfect
_-egistration, as above; the prior, a period
when registration was more or less impert_ct, or altogether deficient. In the period of
imperfect registration, a certain cause, it is
known, proceeded to a certain stage : what
is the probability of its having arrived at the
ultimate stage ? and, in that case, of its having
terminated in favour of the demandant rather
than of the defendant ? Turn to the accounts
of the period of good book-keeping, the probability of the two events will be reapertively foundin numbers,

EVIDENCE.
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that the industry of the free inquirer nan do
in favour of the ends of justice.
Probative force of the evidentiary fact in
question, in relation to the principal fact in
question,--and
closeness of connexion bet ween such e videnfiary fact and such principal
fat't,--are irltereonvertible expressions.
Prot_ttive force, and closenes_ofeonnexion
as between fact and fact, having no more than
an apparent and relative existence (relative,
viz. relation being had to him by whom the
fiact_arc contemplated in this view;) nothing
more can be truly indicated by them than
strength of persuasion on his part--strength
of persuasion, apphed to evidence of the description in question,--viz,
to circumstantial
evidence.
On each individual occasion, the degree of
strength at which the per,,uasion stands would
be capable of being expressed by numbers, in
the same way as degrees of probability are
exlu e_sed by mathematicians, viz. by the ratio
of one number to another.
But the nat,.
of the ca_e admits _rot of any such prccisio.
as that which would be given by employing
dilrcrent ratios (i. e. different pairs of numbets) a_ expressive of so many uniform degrees of plobativc force, belonging one of
flmm to one sort of circumstantial evidence,
another to another.*
Of an evideatiary _Cactof the same descriptiou, described in and by an)' combination
whatsoever of general word.-, the probative
fmce will be found different in different hldividual cases. It may be in any degree slight;
and it may be strong in ahuost any degree
short of conclusive.
The use of infirmative suppositions is to
afford a test of conclusivenes,, and, in some
sort, of probative force.
To judge whether, with relation to a given
principal fact, a given evidentiary fact be conelusive or no, look out on 'all sides fur all such
infirmative suppositions as can be ibund.
If, with relation to a given fact proposed
in the character of a principal fact, another
&et given in the character of an evidentiary
fact appear to you as operating in that characteroperating in any degree, howsoever
slight, --look rotmd to see Jf no supposition
CIIAPTER
XV.
operating upon its probative force m the chaONTHE PROBATIVEFORCEOFCIB.CUMSTAN- raeter of an infirmative supposition be to be
TIAL lZV1DENCE,
found--no
fact which in its nature is not
impossible, and with which (supposing it, on
§ 1. lVhat ought to be done, and what avoided,
the occasion in question, realized) the existin estimating the probative force of eiream- ence of the principal fact in question would
stantial evidence?
be incompatible ; or in virtue of which the
ON this as on every other part of the field of existence of the principal fact would be seen
evidence, rules capable of rendering right de- to be less probable.
If any such infirmative
visions secure, are what the nature of things
denies.
To the establishment of rules by J * But, for a practical purpose, such as that o_"
which misdecisiou is rendered more probable judicial decision, the na/ure of the ease seems to
than il; would otherwise be, the nature of man ' afford a particular mode of expression, an acis prone. To put the legislator and the judge countofwhich
has been
seen in(See
a chapter
in the introductory
part already
of the work.
Vol,
upon their guard against such rashness, is all VI, p. 225.)

• - ,,
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_apposition
be found,
the probative
the evidentiary
fact. is not so great
eonelusive.

force of
as to be

PROBATIVE

FORCE.

(;,_

thus unopposed,
and .-.o on.*

he n-_ ._,_mei_ ut, three may ;

But if, after your utmost endeavours,
you
find yourself' unable to discern any such infixmative supp_.-ition,--lhen,
in _• our own palticulm" instance
(relatmn
imd to the state of
3"our own persuasion.)
the probative
force
may be conclusive.
Supposing
one evidentiary
fact. amt only
o_,e infirmative
supposition
applying
to it :
lhen,
to estimate
(*. e. express
,n numbers)

* A mm,t;_r ,,f _aet._, e,_ch of wifich taken by
it_df proven nothing, or m xt t_ nothing, 1)ut the
prf)bative
force
cfw!nch.when
alltaken etmstltute
together,
an_oants to
_nnlwthlng
o_n_idcrable,
what rs called in conm',tn language a chain ot
circumstantial
evidence.
In th_s instance, ho_er,
the word eimin is
used in a d_flbrent sen,e man that in whieii it has
already been. and will lwr_arter be, empioy_.d irt
tt'.i_
work the phrase ehu_n _f evidem'e,
•4Uwre
or any

the quantity
of p_ obative lbrce remaini_g
1o
the cvidentiarv
fiict --deduct
from the rat]o
expressive
of practical
certainty,
the ratio
expressive
of the probabrlity
of the tact tile
existence
of which is b) the infirmative
supposition supposed : the remmnder
will be lhe
nett probative
force,
To one and the same evidentmry
fact,
suppose
a number
of different
mfirmative
suppositions
applicable ; and, of each of the
several supposed facts,
suppose the probabilily the same ; the sum of their infirmative
forces will ire as their number,
In nil evidentiar)
chain composed of a hUmber o| links, ol _ hict_ the first is a tact proved
by direct evidence,
the Ia._t the principal fact
in question,
and between
timm one supposed
fact at least, of which the iact proved is re-

phrase of analogous ln'_l,ort has been made use t_t'
in the present r_ork, it l'as always been intended
to de_gm.te a st-rich of tact_, each of ttnm stand°
mg m the relation nf an ewdentmr_, tact with respect to that _l,ch st,rods nee_t to it in tire srr_e_.
It A A.
he B,
evidentmrv
B, B of' I in, and
at Dthen
C, and'l) oteonstLtme,
this ('sense
of
the word, a ehmn of e_Mepee.
_uch con,bmatmnsorserlc_ofevidentiarvfacts
ha_e already been brought
to view under the
name of concatenattd
_acl_,--facts
con._tltuting
a c/tam of evidence ; _z. eornbmauons
of p_ycholog_eal
factshkethusnature
connectedm
a ebam.ire herosOther
ehain_ of the
will hereafter
sarfiy brought to view ; chMns of oral evidence
m the form of hearsay evidence ; chains ol wntten ewde, ce in t/_e form of transcrqyural
eeldeface. The more mouths a na_aUvenas
passed
tt'ro_Igh, tI'e le_s trusi_orthy
it _s umver_all) understood
to be:the tire
moreof acopies
bareorrg_nal,
been taken
t} t_ one
t'roln
other
writ(on
the

garded as evidentmry,
and _hicb itself is _egarded as evldentiary
of the principal
tact ;
the greater
the number of such intermediate
li_tks, the less i_ the probative
force of the
ewdentiar'_
fact proved, with relation
to tire
principal
]'act.
Why " 9 Because,
of the soveral facts thus evidentmrv
one of another
in a ehaln, each i_ hatile to have its infirmatire counter-probabilities,
by the d_slirobafive
_oree of each ot which, as above, its nett p_obative force is liable to be diminished.

]e-, tru_t'_ortl. 3 the la,-t of them is understood
ta be.
To none of these instances has the metaphor_
the necessary metaphor, of a chain, been apldied
a_ _et in _ur_-prudentlai lar_guage. Noryet _ tile
i_gure inof :mi_prud_ntra]
spetth, or the lat_guage.
tern,, hy any It means
tl_uai
i_, on unthe

, contrary:
m every day's u,e. But the oeca_qon
i on ,_b_ch, anti on which alor*e, it is m use, _s _,o
w,iely difti:renr,
arc d_rectly
opposrte.
_:drawrl from the use
that of
the it practical
consequences
[ (In the occasm._s ahove brought to v_cw, the
gr_ atcr the rluln}'er othnks there urc rn the ei]aln_
Accordingly,
on the occasion
of each such J th. w'_-aker _t _* : on the oceasvq;- ordinarily m
chain, let it be your care to see that no mvrew, the greater the number tie hnks there'are
termediate
link or link_, with their respecin it, the stronger it i,-.
tively applicable
infirmative
suppositions,
be :
On the ne_ occa_nms on v,_,ieh l have here
omitted.
I found it neee_sar} to employ the metaphor,
tile
From the probative
{brce of each evidenmade of it is more eom.ormabte
thair oq the
I use
- " to the
" nature
"
'
already custonlary - ocea*ions,
of Ira
tiarv t_'t applying to tire same prmcu)al fact, ] mater(el archetype.
Take _n rron chain, the more
that of every otl_er will receive an increase.
! links you add to it, the weaker you _iil makeit,
But no reason can be given for eonetuding
I no_ the stronger: and by adding hnk to hnk, you
that the sum of the probative
force of such ' will at lastmake
it break by its o_n weight. If,
evidentiary
faetswllt
be unifbrml)
asthenumthen, it be our "_ish to uvoi'd confusmn and self.
ber of tile facts themselves.
I contradiction,
we nmvt by some me.,n_ or other
On looking over. for example,
a table or i contrive
to expres_
distinction chains
between
the
two opl_lsite
kinds ofthe
evulentmrv
: styling
list ofevidentiarv
facts, having for their eom- ] the one, tbr example, the self.i@r_nati,
e c}min,
mon principal
fact delinqueney,--it
will tie i we may stvte the other the self-corroborative.
found that, in more instances
than one, two t Exer_qAi'iieationsot
the selt._orrotmraUvechain
evidentiarv
facts,
of each of which taken by
of evidence, are, in a form more or le._s disnnet,
itself the'probative
force would be scarcely
in the mind of almost every man, and require
worth regarding,
shall, when taken together,
on!y to he fixed by words.
"In the course of his
be found to operate with a very" considerable
progress
to anda man
_'romistheseen
scer,e
actron_ persons
lawfnl
or unlawful,
by of'
different
degree of probative
forte : so considerable
as
at d_fferent place_ The respective testimome_ of
to be, if unopposed
by any counter-evidence
these several persons, each of them declaring the
on the other side, conclusive.
Or if two,
facts present to his scn.,_s, tor, stitttte together
VOL. VII.
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Of facts of the p_yehological
claws, there
is no one speeies of evidcntiary
fact, the probative force of which can w_rlJ pr.pHcty
be
considered
a_
bEing2 In all e_lse _, c,mchl.ive,
Why? Because.
as hath alrvad) been teen,
there is not one, flJe probative
fi,rcc of _ im:h
is not liable tobe_eakeued
by d_ttk'rcxLl cla..,es
o_ facts, di_-tiugui.hed
on lI'mt con.Mera.qon
by the appellation
of intil motive tact_,
Among physical flint% one may be evidentlary of another with any device of probative
three ; aml accordingly
with a degl ce el t'ol ee
sufficient to be regarded
as e.nelu,_ivc.
On this head, see _hat,
under the head of'

ph//sL'alin-redibiS"ty,
is said farther on, of t e
threemndification_,dextraordlnarv
thcts: viz.
f,tets amounting
to a violation of a law of t:a_
ture. t,tct¢ dvvmus from tile course of nature
in dugout, fiu't_ devious in spcew.
If. the existence of fact A being supposed,
tile nonexl<tcnce el fa,'_ i3 would
be a violation
nf
ally law of nature,
or devious
in degree or
speeic¢ _:o _urh all eytent
as to be ineredibb,,
the probative
force of fact A, m relation
re
the existence
of tact }3, may be deemed conelusive.
Tim.-, in regard
to quadrupeds,
take the
twofiiets,
partutltionandsexualconjunctinn.
i Between
the,e
two lhets,
parturition
is the
wlzat has been u_ually and t,lthcrto exclusively ] indicative
fact -- sexual conjunction
the fact
umlcrstoad
bY a c'bun of evv!enee. Thi._ Js wh_t _ indicated
hv it ; and, of the former,
tile proI call the se/.tLcorr,boratzre
chain,
batten force, in relation
to the existence
of
Let it be a question, tor example_ whether on
a pamcular
day Tmus went trom London to the latter,
may be prouounced
cnnelu.lve.
Portsmouth;
and let it be out of doubt, that on
Amou,: i_h3sical facts, however,
even saeh
that day at .,ux m the mormng he was seen on
as are the ulost eompletely
conelu._ive,
the
horseback at one of these plaee_,, to wit, London.
conclusiveness
affords no sufficient reason tbr
and
that
by
one
wltnc_s
it
1_
proved
that
at
s
x
,1.
..__Ii_
l.....
.
_¢
.
_._
_
.
_
,_
•
.
.
,
....
ll_IJlllg_Ib
Ul
lule_
e clock
In
tt e afternoon
he was seen at Ports- _ t&/_ , _sta,
_.
_
, Illll_rll(llng
.,.
•
_ _ " lill.
• _ •
. _ . _r
_
_
] pO_ll!Hr on toe lunge tile oDtllTa_lon oI IOrllaln o"
motltrl, it 1_ cvloent_
_nat,
toe greater tile sum. - "_ _ . . .
o_
v
bee of intermediate
places I can prove lnm to ' the concretion
indicated.
have been at, at correspondent
hours,the stronger }
Wh 3 ? Because,
in proportion
as tile rule
the persuasmu I sbMl produce m the mind of the I is safe, secure against being productive
of erjudge of the cxt_.tenee of the principal
fact in i roneous decL.ion, it is iu the same proportion
¢lue_tmn, )'lz. that of_l'mus s hawn,g gone that I useless.
Safe, It is not effective;
effective,
oay from* l.¢urtuon to l_ort_ll_ohtn
:1ne _lo lrnev- _[ 1_o
:. 1_,_ U[
. , .
•
m
questmn will thus be prove I u_on him
by a
...... / .-,ale.
........ Ot evidence colnpos_(l
S pnose
cnalll
Or as many links I -sav II
_ " a ru,e" tal(l (lov, ' n ' that ' in exerV
' six) as between those two pl _ccs there are staves I cause in which vi_ghntv utav ha _pen to come
at which he was seen by so many d_fferent per. _iin qllestion,
par_nritlo_
shall be te_rtled
as
sons.
Double the number of the stages, and } a fact conelns_velv
dlsprobative
of it.
The
thenee ofttlewitnesses:
msteadofs_x,
callthem'_rnle
would be innocent
enough:
but where
twelve ; you double the strength of the stream of, would be the u_e of it ? Is there any the least
evidence.
In another case (instead of my six _tnes*es,
daueer, that, b._ any judge or set ot lodges by
each of whom saw Titius at a (bfl_rent stage in
whom parturition
ha_ been admitted
to have
tile road between Loudon and Portsmouth,)
my
been satlsiaetnrlly
proved,
the exisfcnee
of
ev;denee consists of the alleged te.timonv
or' mx _exual intercourse
shouhl be dasattirmed ?
alleged witnesses, of whom the licit (_,; I'atlege)
,
If the cstabh_h:amnt
of any one sneh rule
sawhaving
"l'mu_ said
at theastlme
que'_tmn
at Portsmouth,
so would that of' as many
be
muchin to
the second,
who stud ,', wouht be proper,
as much to the third, andsoontothesixth,
being i others as eouh] he constructed.
But in this
the wmmss 1 prtxluce m court to prove the exist- i way a ('omplete
so.re n of physical
science
enee of "1itms at Portsmouth
at that tmte. It is I wo'nld be to be established
bv £.uflmrity,
and
manifest enough that the testimony of each of : engrafted
into the svslem of: judicial
pronethese witnesses loses more or less of'its streuffth I dure: and lilpits to the improvement
of every
by their being dis_sett
in a chain thus consti- I branch of physical science, and especially
of
tuted: and that
the chain,
it consisted
of the
of all--the
medical-testimonie_
of twelve
such ifwitnesses
instead
of I', th: mo,t imimrtant
six, would, msteaA of being twice as strong, be i would be fixed hy law.
twice, or perhaps more than twice, as weak as /
No rule ought to be laid down,
rendering
before.
_1tile exhibition
of this or that evidentiary
filc_;
In conclusion, the distinetiou between the self'- ! neee_._ary as a condition
sine qu6 non to a .luinfirmative chain and theselgcorroborative
chain 't diciat decision
attlrming or assuming
the exof evidence appears to be this.
In the former i istence of any other fact in the character
of
ease, -- so many witnesses, so many intervening
mediums interimsed betwecn the source ,,f eela fact indicated,
and requiring
for the proof
deuce and the faculties of the judge: and, the t_ct
of it the proof of such evidentiary
fact.
so evidenced being but one and the same fact
Reasons. -- If the probative
force of the
and the source frmn whence tbe evidence issues
other parts of the evidence is not sufficient to
being butone source, thetestimonies
of' all these
produce persuasion
on the part of the judge,
witnesses put together compose but one article of ': persuasion
evidence.
will accordhlglv- . not be produced ;
On the contrary, in the case of the self-cos'oand tile rule restraining
the judge from acting
borativeehain,
somany di,tinctevidenfiary
facts,
on the ground of such persuasion will be un_o numy d_stinct sources ef evidence,
necessary and useless.
If the probative
force
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of the evidence is sufficient to produce such
persuasion,
and such persuasion
is produced
accordingly,
ahhough
the proot of the e;identiarv
fact in question
be wantinff,--the

[ and of the lawofevidence
in particular,
teems
_ _ ith rules al,d i)lactmes _ending to tile eneoaI, ragement, of. eriminatit3" in ever _,.,._hap.e and
_ mo-t ot all m such as are most mischievous.

restrwtive
rule is mlproper,
prejudicial
to the
interests
of truth and justice.
In the history c,t" la_. be the country what
it may,--the
t[lrth, r v. e go hack, tll._ m-Ie
mr',er_,u,
tilt, m,lat:c, - u c n.a) t xpec_ h, tim]
of eol_v,etmnand rx,.ea_,im_, on insufficient
e_hhq.ee:
hut, J;)r tl.e oppo-ite
lea-oil,
tile
l,:,ger
we go t,n in the track _)f t-.i_ilizati,m,
"d,e more tale we may expect
tofil_d the m_tai:ecs ot _uch errol-m
j_d;eature
a- ha_e
the wcakne-s of the mm,tal taeuhie_ for theil

i CapilaI
punishmem
has thus been all along
. operating,
and writ continue
to operate
with
. continually
mereasblg
three, as a slow poison
! upnl, the',(holc
_:,_temofprocedure,
ineladlng
I Illat of avid. nee.
Thus it is that the work of
_ real inhumanit,,
and offhlsc humanity,
of fully
! Ha[Jar
that speemus
nalne, go on together:
i and, while sul,_,tmltive law, with its |avourite
: and un_earied
instrmnent,
capital
punish] met_t'isqralningever)
l_erve to tighten
the
Ii band- of societ),--adject_ve
law, with its

cause
It i, in the strcl_gth uhieh,
by the
eontmuail_-increashlg
stock ot inlbrmation,
ms} be _Iven to the mental facalties of judges
h) apl._-ite
instrm:tlons
drawn
froul correct
told eomprehen_,-lve _'iew, o_ the subject,
that
the true preservative
against _ueh errors is to
be looked for; not in the restrictive
operation
of unbending
rules ot evidence.
If there be an) cases irt _ hieh any such m_bending rules promi,e
upon the vd,ole to be
beneficial to the intcre.ts
of_ruth
andju*tiee,
tile two following _eem to hc of the nmnt,e_ :
1. Where,--the
mi,etncfof
the dcei..,to_,
if erroneous,
being ill a cer,'ain respect n:'eparable, and .,by reason of lhe dtsIance of the
tribunal from the seat t_t _overmnent
or otherwise) the confidence
reposed in it by lhe legislator inferior to that whioh is reposed
by
him in some other and ln_*her tribunal,-eases
are accordingly
marked out, in which, on the
ground of evidence of such or such a de_eriplion, or without
the concurrence
of evidence
of such or such a description,
a decisinn
produetive of such irreparable
con-equenee_shall
not be pronounced,
or shall ,tot be executed,
It is upon t.hi_ same principle,
that. in the
Austrian
code, certain olrenees
are marked
out, such as magic and w_teheraft,
il_ relatio_l to whioh the inferior t_ihunal-of
distar.t
provinces
are torbidden
to proceed
upon any
ewdence.
2. The other ease comprehends
in i% whole

} prc)mlh'es
and meon_l_-teneie%
L- as pe, tinaciouslv employed
in loo.-enlng them.
I' rum the above theoretical
proposition%
the lbllowing
practical instl'm'tlons
of a tooni_ory nature seem deducible:I. Warnings
tending
to prevent
undervaluation :
1. Reject no artMe ,*f eircmnstantial
evideuce on the .-core of weakne.-s.
2. Much less ou the score of its not being
et, nelu-i_ e.
3. Ih.ht
n_t the agg'regate
mass insuffic_ent, forthcseparatein:uffic;enc)
oftheelententa,,, artirh.s.
4. fluid not al_ egg,, elzate mass of eircumstantial
e_',lclwe
in-uttieietd,
for the mere
want of an art,de
of tld_ or tlmt one descriptmn
5. Ilold not elrrum,tantial
insufficient,
as
such, t_*r the male waist _t direct evidence:
viz. _l,e_ .' d_ act evMc_e_ i- not obtainable,
or m,! with. ut prcp_d_de_ant inconvenience
in
the qmpe of (ida',
vexation,
and expense.
6. Held not &_eet evidence
insufficient,
merely t,_," the _ant ot circumstantial.
II. WaHm:g,
tending
to prevtnt
over-valuation:
7. il-') Set down no article,
nor any egi ,_regate ma-,, o_ eireumstdntial
evidence,
as
even pro_i.-ionally
conclusive
in all ca_es.
'
8. (2) Much less as eonelnsive
against, or
I "what comes to the same thing) to the ex-

only
ot punishment
is absolutely
9. (3.) of, Content
not yourself with general
extent species
dm xange
of capital which
punishment--the
i e]u,iou
all counter-evidence.
and totally irreparable.
But, of tbe considereireuri_stantial
te_-timony,
when you can have
ation of this irreparability,
what is the true
special direct test_monytrom
the same source.
result?
The impropriety
of this mode of pu10 (4.) Whatever
e_idence (in particular,
nishment : not the propriety
of th,se unbendeiremnstantial
evidene@ other than that proi_g rules,
duced by interrogation
of the respective
parIn the instance
in question,
it was the conties, presents
itself,--if
the situation
of the
sideration
of the nature of the punL-hment _
party be such as to present
any probability
of the property
thus belon:_ing
to it--that
of
his being able to give explanation
of it
called into action the humane
temerit)
of the
(i. e. to contribute
either to give completejudge.
In every system of law into which
ness or correctness
to it, or to the infereuees
this irreparable
mode of punishment
has been
dedueihle
from it,)-fall not to employ inadmitted--but
most of all in the English
terrogation--judicial
interrogation
applied
system,
in which the tbndness
shown to it to the party--for
the explanation
of it.
is so great, and so continually
upon the increase--the
system of procedure
in general,
* Vide Sul)r_ Vol. VIi. p. 382, No. ld.
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a_ needof dir,:et,

the truth
conclnaton

EVIDENCE.
wa_ undeniable;
did not follow.

[Bcnn.:
bat

V,

the collective

Donneilan
practised
distillation:
as a proof
qf./,u_,st%
from neylcct ,:f t/.
of po,.-_,ning, _hat
dnt that amount
to _above ru/,.s,
m'xt to nothing.
A* that rate, all distdlers
The warnings
given above
mc tit me) bc
w.uht be poi=one_.-.
Not enga_zed in that or
sahI)
reasonable
enough,
but are the 3 not
an 3 other oceup,ttion
_lth a wew to profit.
ton obviously
so t_ be of any u-e :
nor yet ovvup)mg
him-eli
wi:h ehen,L-try in
Among the errors thu_ l.,mtt d a_. hot oJ:e
any o_her _hape, _tlli he plaeti.-ed th_-tilIatlon :
perhaps that has m_t been embraced
it_ tu'acuhat dut that again amount to?--_on,e
small
flee. propagated
by la',v-w_te_s,
or , _ hat i.
naVter pe_hap., but very htt!e more. At that
wor...e) carried
into eifeet t, 3 h'gl_-!.:tm_ and
ra_e, all Qw l.ad 3 l/ount'ful.a eta--, which,
by judges,
thou,:h _.,_ quite s,o ram,, im_- a_ l.rmerly,
is
In each part of the fiehl ofcvMence,
after
lint )el quire eXtl:,l'_ , w_&_;_l be poisoners,
what pre_ents itself a. tile pati_ c,t uqhty and
IIe di<:lied
wha_ dwre v_a- ica.-on to think
reason has hecn traced out, the f'otlr-e taken
wa_ l,uuel- v_aD r,d kno'd'tl
pol_on,
not
in the present
_ ork l_ to hrmg to view lhe
known Io be n-cd ftd ahy (,_ht r puvpo-e'
the
deviations
made lrtma it In the mo.-t dlstinproof strel,gthen%
though
_t;II ver 3 lar from
guished
systems of e¢rabli;hed
law, the Ilovonch>i_e.
man and the Enghsh.
Such, accordingly,
Is
'1 hu_ mm.h ab t(, pre_,azati.:,-,
though there
the cour-.e
par_ued
Oil
the
ocea.-ion now in
were
o_hc[_
]n tile
ca-t,.
()o
ell
next
to ?liehand:
except;
that--as
exemphheati.n_of
t_c,:s,
q'l,t, lc!atmn of rl,e defendant,
to the
suett deviation
cannnl be fimnd fin e_ery oac
deeea.,,d
ua- _u,'i*, th._t, uptm the death of
of the above monitory
lal_---to_.upply
the
the latter,
a huce prele:ty
was to devolve
deficiency,
the view given of the e_.tabh_-hed
upon the to;m<,
tie, v. then. wa. temptapractice
in the two s)sten,_
_ill imre be pet.ti,m--a
:mr< : u,otzv.,
to winch he *toed
ceded by a fe_ examl,les,
taken lenin the .pcex.u,-_ed.
Wimt he _aw, _hat he could l_nt
eulations
ot jtul.-'_-, wilo.e nf,tn,ns in re,zard
but sec, ',;..% ,:n :_iivan[a_e
(dlld
that
to a
to the points ill qu¢-;ion do n(l{ a i peal a- 1.(,_ great _l.llolilt , {ql the p,_lllt oi aecrutllg
to
tohavebeenon._uo,wa-mn,
xl.l,c, rl3 ad,,p'ed,
him on ;]],. ],,q,_, 'u]q/ef
lhat event.
In ti;.*t
so as to have _..i_en troth _o ;,re 'twe.
"_\llh
p,_int or" x;cw. i_e x_a_ u:t2ed b) a particular
a view to this p,trlieuhtr
sub lee/. the older
_pe,',e- (,t' O!otive
k_ Cellnhtl } i.tcre-t
2 to u.e
given to the molfitot_ rules shoald at_-ohave
h> endeavours
Itq the brn,:ring at,,)ut of tirol
been given to fl_e examples:
but. to avoid
,'vtnt,
In that p.int of v:ew. he ..!-od exconfoundttlg
Inl_tlltllllrl!i-_tlge
notions with allpoeed to the n[_pul_lve
action of liatt motive.
thoritat_¢e
ptatulee,
the partwu!ar
prinmple
Does it to!low {hat he y:elded to tile mTulse?
has heen sacI_fieed to the general nee.
}Iere Wa,_ a .-dr,loci
who had proht
in exl. Anagg_c<,trei..l_ofciream.tantialtvil,_CUm,'_ Ulum the death
of the &,ceased.
dence treated :t- t_tsufllcient,
on the _rrmuM of
1)oe_ it tollow that, at ttleexpcn..e
,,f -o herthe separate
insu_ciency
of tlm elemtntar)
m',_ie a crime, hc u-,ed ],is endeavour
fbr the
articles,
p:oeur..g
of .-ea'h death?
At that rate. the
When, ill a penal call-e, the el-,arge i_ _upu,ost COtlIIIHHI t,f all eac--es of dzath
Is parported (as is eommonlythe
ca-e) ,b3 a numher
rmide.
of evidentiarv_
filets, x_tt} _u' ;_thl)ut
direct
Ill-humcu:ri:,t,
},t en o_)-erve,l bctw,,e_, man
testimony
to ti_e principal tltet in question,-and wife: "the woman dies.
Is th:s a proof
a natural,
at, d. on tile part of the advocate
thai .-lit, dicd l,) murder,
and that
her husfor the defend.mr,
a ncce-_aary eour_e,
re, to
band wa. _he murd.'rer?
At that rate, lhe
lake the body ofevidem-e
"co picee¢--to
exfew couple. _.xccpted x_ho might be capable
amine each memhcr ot it, each evuh, ntmry , of making tide I. the fl_'teh ut IJunmow.
all
fact, separately--and,
from tile inc,)nelu_-ivere,mind inca aud all nmrl_ed women are murness of each, to infer the inconclm-iveness
of
der,q <
the whole.
2. An ng'_r_.gate hod) t,f evidence
held inIn the caae of Captain Donnell:m,
on the
suflbqcnt,
lot want of a particular
article of
criminative
side no article whateve_
of direct
eircums.*antial
e_idence.
evidence wa_- prodt_eed, hut a pro(h_ious lnlmIn several m_taaces
that have been made
her oferiminative
filets--article,
of cireumpublic,
and m a number greater
than migi_t
*tantial
evi,hmee.
After he we. executed,
a at fir-t view have been supposed,--a
debook was written
to prove the eQdenee
infendant
ha. heen convicted
of the murder
of
§ 2. Errors

suflieient.
Each crnninative
laet wa_ taken
separately:
how inconelusive
this', how ineonelusive
thal I and so on: each being inconclusive
of itself; tile inference
was, that
_o they were all of them put tozether.
Of the
h_dividuat
premises,
each taken sq_aratcly,

a man, who ha.- afterwards
made hi.- appearanct in a hying _tate.
In consideration
of the fatal errors in judieature thu. !,fought to light, instances
have
been mentioned
ill which a)udge has declared
hie re-chillon
never toeoneur
In any convic-
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tkm of mttrder, where the dead body has not
been found.*
But a resolution
known to be
thus declared
(at least if oolrohorated
by a
known instance
in which such resolution
has
been aeted upon,', i_ _ultleicnt
to give birth
to a rule of jurisprudential
law.
The motive of the determination
was evidently
a ]audable one. bat the eo!_sequonee,
of the determination,
ff converted
rote a lule,
and that without
exceptmn,
and kno_n
to
be .-o, wo_dd he m the highest
degree prejudidat to ju-tice.
T,, seetlre to himself
irapunit3,
a murderer
w.ldd
im_ c no more to
do but to e<m-ume or deeompo.e
the bet _)
b_ ti_e, by hn,e, or l,y any other of the weltknown chemical
lnen-tru_t;
ol to _uik it in
au unfatiu)mable
part of the _ea
In any el
the,-e _a3 s might tt,e hod) be vlFeetuall',
gut
rid of: and, thoa,zh
it ;_t.ie i_: IL'e f,wc of
any numbtq of wltnes_e_,
t!,e rule being e-tabliehed
"u/tlloat
l}le
e_lrr(-_pondent
excelstmns, iuq,umly
would fi,lh;w of course
Nor yet wotdd the rule aITu_d the seen,it',
it aims- at, without another
eonditmn,
not expro-sod upol_ the lace of if. The b(,d) fiumd,
--by _ hat evlden,'e
L- _t to be ploved to have
beenfinmd:.
Thejudgebel'.rewhomtheproseentmn
for the tmmieldei_
to he tried, --is
it to t.., e._es that tiw body i,- to be produced ?
Thi_- i_ not in any ease what :s meant.
What,
probably
enough,
l_- meant, *hough
nol expressed, is. that the 0xi_ten_e of tl*e bed 3 ill
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a dead state should have been ascertained
by
the testimony
of some ocular _4tne,%
who_e
trustworthiness
is regarded
a_ being excel,tion-ptoof:
lor examt,le,
in English law, the
coroner
with hL-jury.
For. it'an? testimony
at large i_ to be rc_arded
as sufficient,
the
intended
securely is gem.
" I saw tl_e body
of' Titres after tie wa.s dead :" "' I saw Sereproniu._ heat oat the brains of Titius."
False-

hood ma:, attach with as little difficulty upon
the eve -peech a- tq_on the other.'_
3. An mipcrfi_et body of circumstantial
evldonee .el down as conclusive,
tbr _ant of due
attcntmn
to suppo._ab]e infirmative
facts.
[
(If the lwed lhere may be/br
these warniing-,
an cxemphtlcation
may be seen iu tLe
(h_cmnc of l.urd Coke,+.
(;f Ins dividon
of
' pr, _,_.,i_t_... ( _. v. of eiJ vum.tanlial
evidenet )
_nto three de,.rye<, m l'.-spcot of force--vie' ]cut, proh._,le,
and bght or temerariou_-illClltiO[l
Lua b* cnillade
li[ioI]
anmher
oeea-i,m, in anothei
place i " Vmlenta
pi'e_um[,.
tm ' (,a3s he) '" i_ mm_ times"
(in many
instance- _, "' plen.' l:rvbafio"
(full proof:')
and the in-tan,'e
he gi_t> l- tln_ :- " As if
one be run *holm', the lu,die with a sword in
a hou.-e, whereof
he instan_l)
dleth, and a
maulsteen
t<, oome out of that hou-e witha
blood_ -we.1.
m,d no o,her man was at that
time in 1he hou,e."
"' Presuml,tio
probabilis
nlovtth
little,
bui t_re_umptio
lev{a sen tomerarm mnwth
not at all."
To the probative
hn'ee of this bed), or raTnis judge ,aas Lord (.bier-Justice
Hale,
thor artmle,
ofeireum_tan'_ial
evadenee,
two
who
lald
down
thl_
dictum,
in
consequence
of
taets
present
theiiiaelves
in tile character
of
two eases: one _.. mentioned
in Coke',, P. ('.
cap. t04-, and the .thor i_appened in llale'_, resuppos,dfle
n_firmative
laet_.
membrance,
;n Stattbrdqnre.
The l_rst ease is
1. The deceased
plunged
the s_ord
into
thus stated-- '_ An imclc who had the bringing
hi_ ow_. bod._, as in the eae: of su:eide : the
up of his niece, to wpom he _as hcir-at-l:._
;
and, while he was correcting her for some or%nee.
+ '/'he evidence so anxiously ieoked out _or by
she was hoard to _av, Good urn'l.', d. *tugkdl me.
this worthy,!udge was OF the ._ort "_hich the ReAfter winch time t'he _.biht couht not he tound_
manist,_ h_t_e iu view by the term corpus delieti
whereupon the uncle _as eomnntted
upon sus.
- the hotly of' the offence---m
so far as they
picmn of murder,
and admonibhed
hy the iushave au_tiur_g detenmnate
m view.
The body
flees of assize to l:nd out the child by the next
of the ofli_nce ; meaning the ta, t of the oflbnce :
assizes : against wh_eli time he eouht not find
evidence of the fltet of t._e off;once.- evidm:ce of
her_ but brought
another ehtld as like her in
that sort by which the tact of the oflbnce nl_ v
_eerSon and years as he eouhl find, and appa,relhe indicated, _itt out at_brdir_g an)" indwation (if
d her like the true child ; but on exan_ination
the per.-on of the oflk-nder.
In tt,e e.,se of real
she was found not to be the true ehiht : upon
exntence, theindicatmn
thus aftbrdedi._ lrequeutthese presumptmns
he was found guilty, and
h,, though not eon,.,tantlv aml ne:c_.sarily, thus
executed.
But the truth was, the ch_hl being
c'oufined.
Iu the cast of _c_timomal cvidence_
beaten, ran away; and was rt ceived by a mranger,
the n'ost natured case is, that the f*ct of the of_
mid afterward.,
"shoo she came of age m have
fence and the _aerson of the ofilmder should be
her land, came and demanded
_t. and was d_- comtmsed in tt_c same narr.tlve.
That (in adrcetly proved to be the true child."
The second
d_fion to direct testimonial
evidence) cireum.
case is as follows: "Where
A was long misqt, g, stantieJ, and more part,cularly
real evidence, l_
and upon strong presumluions
F, wa_ supno_ed
h_ghly desirable,
and ought accordingly
to tie
to have murdered
him, and to haxe consumed
lo;ik'.d out for, e_peciaily in case of hnmicide,
him to ashes m an oven, that he should not he is evident enough.
P, ut a rule requiring it as
found ; whereupon
B was ind_eted of nmrder,
ind>pe_,sably neees__ary in all eases, would, beand convicted and executed: anti _ithin one year
_ des the unrea.onablencss
of it, be inconsistent
after, A returned, being indeed sent beyond sea
_ith the nec_..sary praetme in regard to a large
by B. against his will."
2 Hale, 290.
I div,,ion of crimes.
It is of the nature of all
"Ahhough
it is the general rule of law, that the i verbal ofl'e',ces-- offences committed
by mere
body mustbe tbund, _t is notacted upon without _ word---not
to be productive
of any real eelqualification.
See Rex v. Itindmarsh_
2 Leach, i donee.
bTl.--Ed.
[
_+Co. Litt. 6, h.
II See Vol. VL t'. 231.
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accused,
not being in time to prevent
him,
drew out the sword, and so ran out, through
confu_mn of mind, for cbirurgieal
assistance
'2. The deceased and tile accused both wore[
sw(nds.
The deceased,
in a fit of I_a_-ion,
attacked
the accused.
The ar(u.ed,
being
dose to the wall, had no retreat,
mul had just
time euough to draw l:i; _\votd. in 'the he,pc
of keeping
off the dcee,t_vd,
the dcee.>ed,

EVIDENCE.

[B_,o_

V.

'_ Restoration
of a _peeific thing is claimed at
the dd'endant's
hands.
By whatsoever
b.',dy
of apposite
evidence,
direct or eircumsh,n.
tial, tile vlaim i-..upported.--the
defendaiit
' |_ allowed
to adduce
the counter-evidence
_ thu_ denominated,
and the e_idence
in s*lpport of the claim bec,,m, s ina tmis_ible.
The
' thAer+da:_t come; i111o ee*url, and denies,
in
' gt'_ct.tI term-,
the fact (whatever
it be) on

not seeing the sword m tmLe, hm uiam it,
and so wa. killed.
fttber suppoaitionmight lw _tar_ed be.ides
these;
nor do tbe-e c._c.l?._ti,'c
.m'-ci_l.:r
of them seem in an_ eoi_.ttlcrable
dezlce le-_
prohahle
than that eriminahvemm:
it _-:,, tl.e
probability
of dehnqumw_,
i_,.tcad
o', beingi
eom,luaive,
is but a.; 1 to "2.
Such is the evidence upor_ x_hi_,h the fittLer]
of Fngh_h
jmi-p_ ude)_ee woahl
have laOnouneed
a man tmqty ",xhhout -,'rlll}le.
What _t i_ he wouht have found lma _uilty
of, --murder
or man_-lauxhter,--a
capital
crime, or a crime short of capital, --he
doc_
not say:
murder,
p_,bab]3
enough;
dace
mauslaughter,
Ileing a sot t of alleviation,
re,luire_ special evidence : murder,
accord|heir,
L, the venhet
;_hleh the et)roner's
jury find
_,t' course, where lm alleviating
eircum_tam'e%
to reduce it to m,mslaughter,
hare plesente'.|
lheul_e[ees
*

i the groand of which the obligation
i_ sough_
, to be |tap-seal
upon hml.
Ahmg with him
_ comes a po_se of other witne-.ea
: number,
a
dozen, m.ither
more nor le-_.
The 3 know
:.:thi_Jg ab,,ut the rna*',er;
but, by the opiham lhcy have ot him, they me certain lhat
_ilat
he -avs. L- {rue.
The e_ideacc
they
i lurui.ah is s¢_ much ek,,m_wtei evidence.
_.:we.u'_s of this denomination
are hke
} gImct, aml _ m,hes : nowhere
do _1_¢'?exist ;
' lull ill really
and Ill'all)
a
place they do as
nmeh mi-ch:wf a'_ it' the.* &d.
Two or three
¢,'rt- of a,'tlm_ are altogether
laid a- eeo by
[ *hem ; at_d the effect t,_ it is. that, for no one
i moveable
thing that he |'ms. has an Englishmm_ ::n_ reme(t_ at l,.w.
Mmmy is given him
] instead" of it. " The sum is never equal in
: value to the injury sustain:tl
by the want of
i thc thing sought
To k,,ep the thing, a_ the
! price thus put upon it. l- al_a?,s at tile option of the wrong doer.
In tloman law. ff,mer,d mreum.tantial
te-§ 3. ])@ets
r:¢"es_abh_hctt sust,'ms, fi',m_
timony a"ee[)ted in lieu of. or in ad(htmn
t(),
ne_llc','l o.f the abvt'e rules,
special threcl te-timon)
teem the _aule sotll ee,
I. General eircumatantialtestimony,
received
i_ exempl,fi_ d in the ca_e_ _ here the oath d,'to the exclusion
of special
direct tesnrnorLv
nominated
j,.'ame+,tum
_xp_+rgatoru+m + was
flora tile _amc .om'ee,
aa aL-o of all eotmtm! eml_h,yed.
The cases hemg [,enal, and the
evidenee,
is exemplified
in the instance
of el!den,:e
on the criminatlve'side
_either sat'the several
sort_ of aetion.a or suit. to _ hieh
fielent flu" eunvi_'t:,on n,_r vet for torture,
the
tile evidence
called wager of l,aw'_ apphe ....
judge
nfight, if he thougl(t
fit. call upou the
defi'ndant
to ,_lve._l to la.- ,tou-dehl}queney
in
" ttere w Id rome in om u._e of a table _ f I g:ueral
term-. : _ff a fixed fi)rmulary
t'o_ that,
eireauist.mt:al
evidence.
( }U the ,_upvosltlon
] know m, ln_-tanee.
The de_-crlptlon
of crnninahtr,
erlnnnative
clreunl_tance_,
of the {0urpoge,
]
descripuon m- q_mstmn, could scarcely fail to be ot tile pramlce i¢ obscure and vague enough,
aecoa_paqied by a varietyof other etreumstanees
Of tile same tencteacv: almo_lte trlOtlVe, apposite
dispositmn,
prevmusly-k,
own emmty, prepara,
lion% previous threats.e, mfes.o-mt d_seourse, criminanve
depomnent
teontemtmtarv
or sub.,e,
quent;)allall or
the_eartlele_ofpsvetmlog_calevidenee,
under
any of their numerous
me:lifter.
tion_ ; nat to mermen such f,_rthcr red e-,qdence
as nnght have been attbrded by a transactmn s_;
d cscri
bed.
One mode, and that not a very unobvlous one,
of throwing light upon so dark a subject, wouht
have been to subject the aecus_xt to a jud_mal
examination.
But this, for any other purpose
than that of judging whether to commit them'm
or let him out to hail, an Enghsh lawyer (ff not
tb.en_ at least now} wouhl start from and be
sh,.leked at.
24e.mo tenet,o" _e_pm,m aecusare,
Pronounce
a man gmlty w_thout exam|halloa?
Yes : in this eonsist._ Enghsh mercy.
Examine
t'im_ to judge whether he be guilty or not?-Not the _dca is not to be endured.
"b So lately as the year 1824, in an action (or
debt on smqde contract,
a defendant waged his

hkc everytL;ng
t'l'_e m l[oman law.
Ill these as ill all _,tber penal eases, interrogation
of the defendant
himself
was in the
powcr of the judge : extraction,
consequently.
ota full body of eonfes-ormt
evidence,
or of
lhc (tenegator)
tesumonv - g_ven bv- him in lieu
ot it (testimony.
of which
on the _uppoaition
of de[mquene_
m,,re or less u!u-t |la_c been
f:al_e. ")
W,t_ thi_ power emptor ed ? This wa_ leatiu_ off_ delmqueut
upon bad and unsati_l_ae_
tory evidence,
when.
upon bet*.er evidence,
law, as it was called, and applied to the Court
of King's B_nch to determine
what number of
compurffato_
he ought to produce.
But the
plMntiff abandoned
|he action, and there the
matter ended. King v. _Villiams, :_ B. & C. 5a8.
This tbrm of real wa_ abohshed by the _d and 4th
Will. IV. e. 42._Ed.
_. tleinece, ad Pandeet.
Iib. xii. tit. iL pal_
ih. p. 292 (edit. 17:_8.
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and (in case of confession)
the very best of [
TiLe rashne__s with which,
on different
all, he had been either shown to be not guilty,
_ pretences,
exclusions-peremptory
and inor shown to be guilt)-.
This is recurring
to '. exorabte
exclusions--have
been put upon
inferior evidence,
after receiving superior evi- ; evidences
of different descriptions
by men of
donee ficm the same .,ouree.
It is like liar- : law, will be matter of ample nbservatmn
in
p,,gou in the pla_ :* Rends mot. san._teloud/er,
another plaee._
The ground uhich forms the
ee qt_e tum as cob: : the searct, had atread)
subject
of" the pre-m_t book is that on which
been made, and produced
nothing,
thi_ ra,hness
has di,pla._cd itself with least
Iias the power
remmued
unemployed
? vmlence.
This is employin¢
tile inferrer to the exctuFrom oral evidence,--eircumstantial
evision (,f the _-uperi(Jr evidence.
It i, a_ if tile
denee
orally delivered,-it seems to itave
rn'_-ter, persuaded
oi tile guilt of h_s innocent
abstained
ahoge_her : in the permanent
tex_t r_ant,
had cemt_-nted
}dmself with sa)ii_g
turn of wmtttn
,,vidence,
it has tbund (as i_
t,_ him--"
Tell me whcthe_ you are 9uzlty or . were) sohd ground to fasten upon.
no ;" forbearing
[mrp.'_-ely to make search.
:
Ill tile .-.hat,e of parole evidence._
be the
.Turamentam
su/_pletc, rium.--This
was all
evidence,
_llen of this description,
ever so
oath in certain non-penal
eases. It possessed,
i slight-he the infi_rence _t affords ever so
m common
with the jarame_tura
ezpurvato.
: short of being conclusive,--there
i_ no obrmm, the fcature
which renders it appheahte
i jeetion to ti, e reception
of It. In this shape,
to this purpose,
hi ditfere_,t _mtion.-, on dff- ; imagination
cannot frame acircumstance
more
recent occa-ion%
it appears to have been era- . trifling,
more memu-tu-ive,
than
many are
plo_ed in the character
of an evidentiar)
tact ; uhich
have t_een admitted
to he ploduced
right of _ome sort or other being the ti_et min evidence,
and continue
to }'e admitted
in
dieated-right t.q some service,
such a., lh_t
ev,'ry da?'s practice.
eel v extenalvc
-,,it of sol vlee _C_ich eol,,i_t_
Admitted
? Ye- ; and with -rear and just
in t'he t,ausfer
t,t money or money's north
to
eil\ct.
"rVb_, ?
t:lecause
_not to speak of
the po_se>sor of the right--right
to an ex.
greater
1,.um'bers_ even two artn'le,
ot elferuption
trom an obhgation
of that or some
cum-tanlml
evidence--though
_'aeh taken by
other nature,
souizht to be imposed on hnn.
itself weigh but a_ a tea:her,--join
them toThe error applicable
to the present
pergc,%er, )ou will find them pressing
on the
pose cmislsts
in tile acceptance
of a va,gae
delinquent
with tile weight of a milI._tone.
a_ertion,
in addttion
to, el to the exclusion
Give _o tile evidence ill question
tlw h_rm
of', a specific statemet,t
; of an artmle of x_eak
of a written dtwmnent,
the t,eatment
it n ects
e_rcumstant_at
evidence,
in ad(lilion to, or in
_ith _s reversed.
An mex,_rable
bar i_ now
(-xehl_,)n of. a hody of direct evidence from
opposed
to it.
Presented
by the mm,th ota
tile sum.. _(}ulce. t
wit ne._, he _s valueever
so _-mMl, it isall_,wed
2. Evid,'ntiary
f'aet_ excluded
altogether,
to pass for _hatever
_.t _s wr_rth : prc-ented
under the idea of their hemg weak ; and even
nl writing,
if it t:all slmrt of b_ ing conctn_.'ve,
ureter thtd nf their not being conclusive,
it is not allowed
t(, go hw anything.
In the ca_e of thi_-, a_ of ever_ other speSo it be exh,bitl,(i
rtr_7 coco, no matter
cie_- of evidence,
the prodtction
of _t should
hew remote and inc(mc/usive
the evidentiary
_,either be c_,mpelled nor admitted,
when by
fact reported
bv the cil eum_.antia!
evidence.
_nch compulsmn
or adml_slon more evil will
When roe, i:'ed, th:. imt)rt-t.;on
made by it
be produced
in to-poet of the collateral
ends
ma) be sh:ht, o, armamt to he,thing; but the
ofiustiee
(viz. avoidance
of delay, vexation,
l:gh;ness
t)fit, how eM:eme soever, _s never
and ex-pense,? than by the exclusion
of it, in
made into a ground
for the exclusion
of it.
respect of the direct end of justice,
viz. by
It is only w/,er, cunsign¢*d to writing
that it
danzer of indecision.,
is scrutinized
bet-re
admi,sion,
and, if net
t_xeept on this ground,
however,
there _s looked upon a_ weigh_y enough _o be conno evidence,
presented
in the character
ofci_elusive,
is thrown
dut as worthless.
Ita, h
curn_tantial
evidence,
the production
of which
exelu.-ion on m,e side. or equally _ash excluought not to be, not only permitted,
but eomstun on the other : _ash exclusion
of the lot
pelled.
In particular,
no such evidence ought . of evidence in que,tion,
or ra,h ex,tusion
of
_o be excluded on the _ound
of deficiency in
every othtr
evidence
that m_ght h_ve be_n
point of probative
force,
ot,pu_-ed to it : such i- tl_e only alternative.
Why should any be excluded ? Operative,
A record ,_ays the immortal
Gilbert,
the
it is u_efi_l ; inoperative,
it is innocent,
father of the law of ewdence,)
a record is a
* Moiiere's Avare.
dmgram whereby _ight is demonstrated._
"1-o
°r In addition to this error, comes that of forbearing to give justice the benefit of cross-exa** See Book iX. Exclusion.
ruination,
together with the other securities for
II The following i_ the whole of the quaint
trustworthm_s
that stroll in connexion w_th that
passage partidly
quoted in the text. _Ed.
"Andtirst
of records : those are the memo.
essential practice. But this latter is an error that
helon/o not to the present head.
bee Book II.
rials of the legislature, and of the King's Courts
Securities.
of justice ; and are authentic
be2cond all man.
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appear, am{: nob't6 command assent, is be- in due form of legal architecture, a species nf
neath its dignity : where demonstration en- ease isbuilt upon the ground of it : aml therelers_ doubt finds no room to stand upon.
upon, as usual, in each succeeding cause in
Numerous are dm instances in wMeh the which the same or a similar point presents
admissibility of matter., of record, in proof of it.eli, the question i_--not whether the fact
the existence of o_her matters of record, ha_ happened, but whether the individual ease
been dlsputed ; and in _ome it has been dis- iu hand belongs or does not belong to that
puted with succe.,,,.: with relation to the thct
species of case.
supposed to be indicated, the existence of the
What is the consequence ? Though, in the
do(-im_entiu quc_,tion ht_ been pronounced no individual ease in hamt, not a person conevidence; or ( what comes to the same tiring)
corned that i, not persuaded of the existence
the court has m that character declared it in- of the thct in&outed _the
exlsteuee of the
admi-_ible--refused
to pay regard to it.
docmnent which, sappo._ing it to exist, would
That the ultima,_e deeismn whwh has taken
be decisive; persuaded, and that by the other
place m consequence of thi_ rejection, ha_, document, the existence of which is exhibeen contrary 1o truth and jasSwe, is more l,lted in the character of the evidentiary fact;
than, in all or any ot these instances, 1 could yet still the decision is to be directly eontake I=pon me to affirm: an opinion to that
trary.-- Wt_y? Because the case is of the
eff_,et, well or ill gr'ounded, wouhlbeofnouse.
.-ame s7_c¢.,_us lhat in which, in the former
ma,<-Iials fl_r toruung it are not fbrthcoming,
instance, an e_ldentiary doemnent of the
Possibly, in ea,'h one of these instances, had same or a similar species was regarded a_ inthe document been received in evidence, and admisqble.
its probative hwee been taken iltto cunsidera- ,
What, il on. i_ the practical concludon here
tion, it would ha_e been round im.om.lusi_e,
contendedfor? lristhis: viz. that cveryartiele
*hat is, the whole ,,f tl.' evidence on that side of e_ ideate, the nature of wbich is to operate
(whether the document in question tonsil.
In the character of circumstantial evidence-tuted the whok or only a part of _t) would
whether it be presented in the tbrm of oral
have been considered m that light.
, or of written eridencc, and (if in the form
Nor yet w:ll I take upnn me to say ef,,r of written evidence) whether in the form
perhaps it may n,_ be to be known, and, if of a jmbcial document or any other,--ought
it were. the result of the inquiry would not I equalh to be admitted:
the judge of fact
be worth the trouble) whether, in the several , being left equally tree, in all these cases, to
instances in question, the case was. that the ] tbrmhis judgmemofits probative force. ]'hat
evidence was releeted without consideration $ accordingly, in those instanee_ where (as in
of the tenor of it. Excluded or rio in fact, ! England) the fimction of the judge of/her is
and in that individual cause, it appears at any I exerei-ed by a jm'y, the question respecting
rate in the eharaeter of a species of excluded i the prol,ative h)ree of the document in quesevidence, in the hooky of law. _ Accordingly. _ tion, with refermme to the fact alleged to be
net of contradiction ; they are (,f a man m.a_ bc i indwated by it. ought to be suffered to be
permitted a simile frmn ahother science) the pro- i the
.uhmitted
to them--in
thearticle
same of
mauner
as
probative
force of any
circumperdiagrmns
far the preserve
demnt_stratlon
of r_ght:
they do constantly
the memory
of and
the ' stantial evidenee exhibited to them through
matter, that tt i_ ever permanent and Ob_'ious to the .'nedium of oral testimony.
the view, and to be seen at any time in all the
('ircumstantial evidence at large (,-npposhlg
certainty of demoastragion: inasmuch as the re- _o legal cause of exclusion opposable to the
cord, a_ is observed elsewhere, eau never be testimony of the reportin-, witness,) eireumproved per notwra; for demonstration is only stanfial evidence, as such, is supposed to go
appealing
to _ m,m's
own conceptions;
whicb
can to a jury, who, being sio pie arid unlearned
never
be done
with more
conviction than
where
you draw the consequence from what is already persons, are lef_ to judge og it in their own
a eoncessum: a;_d consequently there can lie n'o way, without any better light for their guigreater demonstration m a conrt ofja_ttce, than dance than the light of common senge. But
to .aevpeal to its own transactions. --Gilbert'_
it wouhl be beneath the digmty of the sages
l_via.. 7.
of the law to suffer themselves to be led by
" RPt_eauthorities do not go the length of any such vulgar guidance. When they judge,
showing
records
matter
of it lnust be by rule and measure :practtee, _ot
evidence that
in any
case, are
but excluded
only that as
they
are not
to be taken a_ conclusft'e of the truth of all the reason, _s their guide. To judge of the proallegations contained m them,-- as for instance_ bative force of evidence is not their practice:
with relation to matters which were neither mr- it is an operation out of the sphere of their
terlal nor traversable upon the issue. Co. Lit. practice, and beneath it. The sort of ques.3,52,b. In crinrinal cases, if the jury give a f/e- tion to which they are in use to find answer,
_"ral
verdict
the infelony
is proved at then
_n- is, whether a piece of evidence shall be adother day
thanwhere
that laid
the indictment,
the party may falsify. But if the time when the I mitted or excluded
Between being admitted
fact was committal is found by the jury_ ",allpar- I and being deemed conclusive -- between a
ties are concluded. Gilb. Ev. 870.--Ed.
t man's being heard, and his exerci,ing an ab-
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_olute command

over the decision-

_
there

is

_n the na_.ure of things a medium
obvious
enough.
_ut
whatever
there may be in the
nature of things,
in their
practice
'_here is
none.
If admitted
(says the lawyer to himsdf) it is that sell at" evidence
that must be
conclusive ; tbr who is there that shall take
upon him to pronounce
it otherwise
? ,Not
1: it is not our province--it,
is not our praetire, to weigh the f_ce of evidence.
_Not
the jury ; for, being a law document,
it belongs not to them to judge of it--such
matters are too high for them.
It 1 considered
it as conetu,ive,--insomuch
that,
were I to
t,ke it into consideration,
I should ret_ard it
as absolntety
demonstrative
of the fi_ct indicared _ Yes.
But could I regard it in that
light _ No, 1 eoutd not.
What,
tl:en, is to
be done with it?
Done
with it?--why,
_hat else can be done with it than wttat we
are _o much in the habit of doing by evideuce of all sorts,
and for any the slightest
re_ou, or no reaqon ;--,hut
t!.e door against
it, az_d retu_e to l,_ok at it.
3 A single article
of eircum_'antial
evidonee _et out as ,beirut of itself conclusive
viz of the exi-teuce
of the fact indicated,)_s
an incongruity
exemphfied
in the case where,
on the score of interest (ie.
exposure
to the
sinister anti seductive
action of thi_ or that
species of moti_e,)
a man i_ exchuled
from
the faculty of giving te,timony
in the cause,
Titius
has such an interest
m this cause,
that, supposing
hun to swear tal,ely to such
or such a fact, and thereby
commit perjury,
aml supposing
his testiino_y
to be believed,
he would be a gainer by such perjury.
By
the impulse of that motive, he is prompted
to
commit periury;
therelore,
if heard, he would
perjure
himself;
therefore
he shall not be so
much as heard.
The exclusion
is just as rational as if Donnellan
had been convicted
of
the murder on no other evidence
than that
of his being next in remainder
to the e-ta:e,
tf this were reason
a_ well as law, no withess ought ever to be heard in the character
of a witness:
no man ought ever to be out
of the pillory,
Observe,
that, though the assumption
here
made
were always
rcallzed,
it would
not
still be sufficient
to warrant
the exclusion
grounded
on it.
For the stronge_-t interest
which a witness
can have in being guilty of
mendacity
_s inconsiderable,
in comparison
with the interest
by which a defendant
under
examinatign
in a capital case is prompted
to
incur the same guilt : and.for this very reason,
the evidence
whmh a man in this situation
yields to his own prejudice is of all evidence
the most satisfactory.
But of this more fully
in its proper place. _
* S.e 1_ _k iX.

E ,.'/,_.,io_,.

PROBATIVE

§ 4, Circumstantial
and direct
pared, ia resvect of l_robatleeforce.
In respect of probative
force, circumstan,
tial evidence
has sometimes
been put into
comparison
with direct, both being considered
in the lump: arid, on a survey thus sttperfieial,
the superiority
has sometimes been attributed
to the one, sometimes
to the other.
A few observations,
tbr the purimse of
cl_'aring up the subject,
may perhaps nor he
nusemphL_ed.
Po,ses-_ion of either
affords,
as observed
i above, no reason for neglecting
tile other.
But it may happen,
that (espeeialh,
in a
penal case oT;the defendant's
side) evidence
of one of the two sorts may besupposed
to be
wantin_r:
or, in a cause of any sort. on each
of the two opposite sides, evittenceoftheone
sort may stand single or predominate.
Taking
circumstantial
in thelarge_t
sense,
so as to include all the several
modifications
that have here been referred
to that head,-it has already been observed
that in no ca._e
perhap_ _asever
a mass of evidence formed,
consisting
of direct evidence
alone, without
any admixture
of circumstantial:
more especmtly not in any d_sputed case;
and the rathee, as d_fferent portions
of direct evidence
will operate
m support
of each otheL thus
acting
each of them in the character
of eireumstantial:
direet evidence being that which
affords not, or at least requires not, any infcrences;
whereas circumstantial
is in a manI ner composed throughout
of inferences.
I
But circumstantial
evidence is, on the other
hand, presented
oftentimes
without
any adndxture
of direct ; and in that pure state,
decisions are often grounded
on it.
Rcg_trded in an abstract
point of view,_
the essence of the species being considered,
without
regard
to the quantity
naturally
tbund in a state of conjunction,
in the several
individual
cases.--the
infcrmrity
of circumstantial,
as compared
with direct, is out of
dispute.
Diiec_ evidence requires
no inferonce: circumstantial
evidence is composed of
inferences:
and, as already observed,
there is
scarce an mterence to which it may not happen
to be fallacious.
Strictly speaking,
in the case of direct eeldence (it is to be observed)
tbe_e is always
indeed an reference;
but this inference
is in
every instance nf the same nature,--t_om
the
report made by the witness, the inference that
the facts contained
in that report are true.
Of circumstantial
evidence,
by way of atgument
in proof of the superiority
of its proI barite force over that of direct evidence,
it
has been said that it cannot lie.
But it is
only of certain modifications
of cireumstanual
evidence
that the proposition
is true.
!
The evidence, and the only evidence, which
cannot lie, is that which, without the h_ter-
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ve_tioc6]'aDy human testimony, i_re_nt, it,Relr dlrectly to the senses of the Judge. In
thi_ ease [s real evidence; a_d s_eh iuvolunt_y e_denee as is exhibited by the de|_rtmeat of a party or an extraneous witness
while undergoing the process of interrog,,
tion,
In this _me situation is even I.ving
testimony (.false responsion)itself, eomqdered
in respect of the inferences which, on the
supposition of its mendacity, it affords--inDrences in virtue of which its charaeter is
changed from thut of direct to that of eirenmstantial evidence,
But all evidence, _vhieh, in its way from
the _ounre of e_'idence to the senses'of the
jmlge, has passed through the lips or the pen
of a human being, is no less susceptible of
that pernicious quality than direct evidence
is. And in _his situation are all the remaiuing modifications of circumstantial evidence
breal evidence itself not excepted,)
when,
y havi_g passed through the lips or ia'n of s
deposing witness, it has sunk into the state
of supposed real e_qdeace reported,
B.t it is only in so far as it is a cause of
deception, and in _o far as it acts with suctess in that ctmraeter, that lying is productire of effects adver._ to the ends of jugtire :
sad real evidence, it has been seen, is no less
eapahk, of acting in this character than tlireet
[a,r_tmal evidence: realevide_ee, like written
evidence, being, in the hands o|'a forger, a
_,_.ree no le_.a capable of prc_lueing deeepti._ h than. when pas_ed through a mendacious
nmoth or pen, the direct testimony of a depo_ing witness is.
Thus mueh, however, is true, vie, that it
is only here and there by accident that real
evidence is capable of being tkbrieated, or by
alteration adapted to a dceeptitious purpose:
whcreaa there is no ease in which it may not
happen to a man, in the character of a deponeut, to stalu his deposition by mendacity, if
he sees _hat to him foetus an adequate indoeement, and is ,content to run the risk.
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2. Of lh_ additional mass of fa_s, thus
apt to he brought upon the carpet _y circumstanti.q evidence, _,rt_ more or seas consi.
derable in number will have been brought
forward by so many diff,-rent deposing withesse,.
But, the greater the number of
deposing witt_esses, the more seldom will it
hai_pen that any such concert, aw,d that •
stlct.essful one, has been produced, as is hecessary to give effect to a plan of mendacious
testimony, in the exeetHitm of whig.h, in the
character of deposing wittlesses, divers indio
vidnals are cou_'erned.
Thu_, _upposc a goiily dvfi.,_td_mt'_reliarlee
placed in a false m_tss_t'alibi evidence. The
greater the number of inendacious witnesses,
who depose to their having seen him at the
time in questimh at a place at which he really
was nt,t at that time (they havil_g been themselves each of them at a diiferet_t place at
that time,) the greater the number of false
depositio_ls, each of which is exposed to be
disproved by troe one,.
And so in ease of
evidence to charaeter.
:l. When, for givirtg efl_.'ctto a plan of men.
daeious de,'eption,.direct
testimm_y is of itsell; at_d without any aid from circumstantial
evidence, regarded a._sufficient_ _ the principal etmtriver sees before him a comparatively
extensive circle, within whieh he amy expect
to lind a mendacious witness, or tot assort_m'nt of mendacious witnesses, snfticient to
his purpose.
But where, to the sueee_ of
the plan, the fabrication or destruction of
an article of circumstantial evidence is neccs_ary, the exte_,l of his fiehl of choice may
in this way tirol it.ll obstructed by olmt*uelea
not to be surmounted, _
One thing may, on this occasion, have a
claim to notice : viz. that, in a great (probably 1he greater) number of i.staneea,
•
fact neces_ry to be established in disfavour
.
Instances
havebeen
occurred,
where,--a
forged
instrument
having
employed
in the exceution of a plan of dcpredation,--the employment

cum_'_antial evidence is in a more particular
man,_er fitted tbr rendering servi_e to the
The featalres of advantage by which eir-__'u,_e_!b_i!!ig_o
_th!awrml_:stamn
has _affrrded
r_s_t_th e
¢'nn_e of truth and justice, seem to be as On a species ofgstamped paper not in ose (tbr
fidlows:.,
example) till the year 1_0, a deed was wriuen,
I. By including in its e_m_po_ition a poe- purporting to have beer executed in the year
lion of elreumatantlal e'ride_ioe, the agsregate
17.t_l. The non.existence of any such paper at
mass on either side is, if mendacious, the the time of the date bein8 a fact of the utmost
n_re expo.,,ed to be. disproved.
Every false notoriety among the o_cers of the stamj_otllce,
allegation being liable to be disproved by any _ the testimony of an)" one of them, being thus
placed out of the reach of all effectual temptasuch notoriously true fact as it is ineompatmn to mendacity, would be sufficient to out.
tible with, _ t he greater the number of such weigh the opposite testimony of any producible
di_inH, false facts, the more the aggregate
number of ordinary witnesses. [" In an sellout
ma_ of them i, exposed to be disproved: for of lmprobation of s writ, which ibe Lords were
it is the property of n mass of circumstanconvinced wM forged, but puagted for want of
tin} evidence, in proportion to the extent tff clear proof, the Lord Binning took up the writ
it, to bring a more and more extetmive as- ] in his hand, and holding it be*wixt him and the
_embla_
of facets under the cogniaance of :light,
forgeryofby
paper."discovered
Forbe_'sthe
Journal
thethestampoftbe
8_sion.
Perthe judge,
face, xxvii._Ed.]
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of the def_ndant't
side--s
fact necesr, ary to
be estab|ished
oJt the part of the p]alntiff_
belouga to that class of facts vddch is scarce
capdfle
of being proved to satisiitetion
withoat the aid of circumstantial
evidetJcc,
In this situatimt,
tbr example,
arc all those
facts of a p%_ehological
class, the proof of
which,
as against
the deiendant,
is neecstmry to his conviction
; and which eamlot be
proved
by direct
evidence
other
thaJt that
testimony
of hi_ own--that
eonfe_sorial
evidance-whieh
nnthi_*g I,ut at, a-_ured
expeetation
of a sufficient
ma_* of im!uIlgttive
evider_ce from othecquartccs
will ever pr,,v,dl
upon him to give.
Ctiufinative
or otherwige
inculpative
eouseioosness,--inculpativc,
criminative
intentions,-tu which is added, it_
some eases,
the exi_tem'e
and i,dueuce
of
this or that particular
_ort ,f motive;--lo
" Extract

from the printe,l

pamphlet

ov_ ('it-

l,tu'sCtentstantiUlcase
:--l'cidcm:c'
-coast,ned
by l)om_e]" We hear this obs,:rvatlon
everywhere echoed : ' Circumst.tntial
t cid_ :_ce is the best, fur circumstauccs
cannot lie.'
But if we would give
ourselves the trouble to bestow a little cnusideration upon the subject.
I thi,,k we shall be
rnnvino.d
that circumstantiM
exidence
is not
the best, and that circmustauecs
can lie. There
/,re circumstances
which cannot lie, where the
conclusion
or infere;_.cc is nccessary
and uuavoidable • but where the eonclusiot_ oriut_crence
i_t contJngc't_t, eireumstar_cea
may lie; that is,
we lnay draw all crroncous
conclusion from the
tivoli facts. The iearne:i
31atthteus
clearly describes t!;is distinction : -.' Argumt ntum porto
nety2ssariulll
VCl conthlgeIls
est; neceg-q_triulll_
cujus consequemia
nTecss.tria
est, veluti c_fivisse cam qute peperit:
coutiugcJts_ cujus co,_sequcntia
pro mbilis est, veluti c&.denl tccis-e,
qul cruentatus eat ; Atal..tau*
virghwl_l non
tsse, qubd cure adok_centibus
spatietur
sole
per _vlvas.'
In the tlrst cast, nee thct is a
ccrtaii_ demo.stration
af0_e other; but in the
seooud, the circumstances
must freque.ntly 1i%
when they charge with murder a person stained
with blood, or A talat_m, from sucll compalfions
and conduct,
with a wa:_t oi chastity.
But he
proceeds to obscrve,_'
Contiugentia
verb quanquam singttla fidem non ]hci:_)t. piers tatnen
conjuncta
crin,cn mauifestare
tmsqmt.
Item
uno atque altero exemplo
(leclarabimus.
t)c.
rises eat Kale_dis
Ms.,vies:
Titles percmpti
initulcus Cult ; cidcm _pius
non solum intt.rmi,
_tatu_, sad et insidiatu,, eat.
Cure d_prch_re!erecur iiadem kale_dis, in lore c_dis, crue_tatus,
cure gladio cruento_ ad in,.nsuraln vulncris l.u't'.K
tow vnhu expalluit,
interrogates
nil re.pom_it,
trepidC t'ugit.
]lie aingula
quidem argumenta
iuhrmiora sent, univer_
tames eredis auetorcm
T_dttm evidenter designant,
recteque Duaretms
duxit, non dubitaturum
se hunc reum carnifici
jugulandum
dare.'--Tit.
15, c. 6. Yet Duncem_s might have condemned and _xecuted an innorent man.
Every _me of these circumstances
must be proved by positive wimcsses, who may
be niftier wicked or mistaken _, but even if they
arc pure aud correch the cnnclusiou
we draw
fi(ma the facts disclosed may be erroneous.
So
that m circumstantial
evidet:ce there mtmt of no-
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one or other of these heads
may be referred
the psychological
factt,
proof hi which, one
or more of them,
is (in case of mowt of the
offences
neeupyit,g
a high rank in the scale
of erimimdity
or pt, nality)
regarded, and that
justly°
as indispcngable.
But the_e ale among
the facts, the existem.e of which no defendant,
who does not
r,.gard his case as rendered desperate
by other
evidetlee,
will ever
acknowledge.
Proo_,
theretbre,
whatsoever
they are susceptible
oi, if they race.ire,
they must receive
from
exttaneml._
evidence:
and, tmtil the parable
of the man *riCh windows i,, Iris breast be
realized,
such extram.ous
evidenee
e_umot be
t_f a.y other nature thun that of elrcumstantim evidet_ee,
viz. nnder one or other of the
modifications
as herein
above
brought
to
_iew.*
ecxsity be more chances forerror fllan in positive
evide.nce.
If any number
of witnesses should
swear they saw the prisoner
draw a reeking
s_ord fro:fi the side ot a dead man, we have not
the same degree of certainty that he either tour.
dared or killed hint, as if the samc wimesse8 had
.,worn they had sees him run it throvgh his body.
It atlbnls" a _'inlcnt presumption;
but still, it
might have been tile friendly act of an innocent
man, who bad _ccidentaliy
passed that way after
the murder was comlnittet_[; orevenif it was the
pristmer's own sword, it lnight have been snatched frmn his side, m_d plunged into the body of
the :.e, ea_ed by some one who had escaped ; or
the deceased might have borrowed it, and have
fallen upon it himself.
All human testimony
is nothmg more than a high probabi.lity ; arm it
is true that cirt'unlstantial
evidence in One ga._t
niav produce a higher
degree of ih or more
nearly upproach to certainty,
than dir_t
and
pnsiU_c evidence iu another.
" That both positivc and ci/eua)statltial
evideuce may fail, will appear from the following
cases: the tirst is in the chroniele of the t;entleman'sMagasine
earner.
1772; the other is from
the 5th vol. of Causes C_|cbres, p. 4:9,1, where
several ulore such stories arc relawd.
" _ Sept. 14, 1772, came on, at the sc_ions in
the old Bails)', the trial of one Male_ a barber'_
apprentice, forrobbing Mrs. Heart, of Portland
Street, on the highway,
on tl_e itch of Junelast.
The witncsses
swore pasitivdy
to the identity
of the lad, and the whole court imagined him
guilty.
He .*.aid nothing in his defence_ but that
he was inBocent, and his evidences would prove
it. Ilia evidt.ncea wtrc the books of the tour%
to wltich ref=,rcnce being made, it appeared that
on tile day and hour when tile robbery was sworn
to be committed,
the lad w_ on his trial at the
bar _here he then :,toed, for another robbery,
in which he was likewise unfortunate enough to
be mistaken
for the person who committed
lt_
on which he was honourably
acquitted.'
" ' Voici an autre fait_dontj'ignore
l'dpoque,
et qui m'a 616 transmis par la tradition.
Avant
qu'on efit reb/_ti retie longue suite de maiso_m
_ai bordent la place Saitli Michel it Paris, en
lace de ht rue Salute tlya_inthe,
une marchande
veuve et /t_e o¢culmit , au m_me endroit_ use
petite boutique, avec uneaxriere.boatiqueohelle
couchoit.
Ella passoit, dane le quartier_ pour
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i ground
of any specific cause of untrt_st_or.
CHAPTEtl XVI.
! thincss on the part of the v_it_c_,
but because
OF IMPI_OBABILI'IY AND IMP_)S-IBILITY,
¢
' tile fact is iil it* own nature
_mpossible:
lmi possible,
or (wltat
in practice
comes to the
§ 1. Improbabzhte
and impo,_,_ibility arc names, , same thing) too improbable
to be believed on
not to1 an.it quu,lilhc._ qf tl, e fact_ tItcm._dves,
, the strer_gth of such testimony
a_ i_ adduced
but'ira" our pe/'_,.m_zut* (f tJhetr non-exist' in proof of it.
ence.
_
_ hat l, the _ature nod probative
force of
I_aPOS_IB_Li'IY and hnprobabil:ty
m e wards
thl_ modifir'atim_ of cirvumstantial
evidence ?
that
serve
to bring to view a partleuiar,
] Is there any, and _hat,
criterion,
by wi_ich
though
very exte_sive,
modification
of cirimpo..-ible t_,'t., or lhct. which are to suci_ a
cumstantial
evidence,
degree improbable,
as to be. tot practical parThe oc,'asion
on which they are employed
] t,o<es, equ,wde_t
to imlaO_Sfilk' ones, may be
_the
ocea_iou, at tea.t, on x_hici_, tt_,,c_ the ' disti_gui-hed
from all nit, era ?
present
he.d,
I
plo3ed, -- L- this
deposed
to b_ a
the truth offt is

shall col_sm,,r them as era- i
If any such criterion
cxi.ted,
its use u, j _:-- on o_c s;dt', a tact ]s _ dicat_tre wouht be great indeed
]3 5 the hctp
_itnes.
; on the other s,de, ', of it u ]t_-t of such m_pos_ible and qua.-;_-lmdemcd--dep.ied,
m,t o_the
po--._blelimts
aright in that case be made o,,t--

avoir beau.o_ p d'arge _ a ass_.
l'n seul _ar- I a _aau w s /bond .- ot by a ball. and the _adqon compo,oit, depuls h,ngtem_, t_,ut son dative,- I d_,_g ,_f the pistol ,tuck in the wound, and _as
t_que.
It euucthoit _ uu quatr_eme dta_e, dtmt i fi,tli,.l to be part of a ballad called _ ,'Sweet Poll
l'cscalier n'avmt
point de eommunicat'am
avee ' of Plymo_tth,' whi(h corresponded
w_th anod:cr
l'habitatmn
de sa mahtresse ; il &nit obhgd, pear
part fbund iu the pocket ot the prL, oner.
The
s'y rendre, de sort!r dan* la rue; et ]orsqu'll
other
also wa_ a ca_e of murder;
and in the
s'alloit eoucher, i] fermo:t la porte extdrheure de h_ad of the deceased there was a chip or splinter,
la bouthque, et emporto_t la clcL dent ll 6tOil which exactly l_tted the cavity m a bludgeon
seuldeloositaire.
(_n volt un matin la porte ou- from winch a piece bad been lately broken;
verte pmt6t qu"_ l'ordma_re,
sa:_s qu'on remh_r- winch bludgeon the pri_ner
carried m his itaod
quit aucun monvement
qui anno_w,,t que la when he was apprehended.
Though
this acmarchande
nu sou garcon t'u_*cnt ]e_6_. Cette
count of the two pieces of the ballad, and two
iuaction dom,a de l'i'nqc_etude anx voisms.
(epieces of the bitidgeonl
lnast be proved by popendant
era ne relnalq(ic
OUtLine _4_aeturc
_ ia
sitlve testlmony, yet ttte court and Ithry are
porte; mats on trouve till Couteau ensanglaut6,
COmpetent Judges of tile fltaes', arid correspon.
jettd au miheu de la boutique, ct la marchande
deqce of the part* as the witnesses.
('ui adsunt
assas_mee daas son ht h eouF_ de eouteau.
Le
testimonia rerum, quid opus est eerbi*2
Ti:ese
esJtavre tenolt duns une mahn line poJgn_e de were certainly strong cortobur,_tu ns of other Clrcheveux,
et duns Pautre line cravate.
Aupres
cumstanee_;
but if the_; had stood alone, they
da lit dtuit un coffre, qai avoit dtd forcd. On
woukt have deser_ed hide con_ideratton;
for if
,_a _,it le gabon de bohmqt e : iI se trouve que le t t e bal ad and the blud_zon
had been thrown
eouteau lui appartieut.
Iza cravate que teno_t
away by the murderers,
t_aev were objects likely
1_ marchamte
eto'.t a lui.
Ou compare
sc, I to draw tb.e attention of an'innocent
man, who
eheveux avec eeux qui dtnient duns l'autre mare, I wouhl naturally h,_ve put one in his pocket, and
ils se trouvent
les m_mes.
Enfin. la clef de la I itave tamed tile other m his hand."
boutique dtoit duns sa chambre : hi seul avoht I
pu, moyennant
cette cle,", en_rer cbez 1,h mar. t
* In puttingtoget;_er
tbe_cattercd
papers frum
ehande, sans fractur.',
l_'aF_cs de< mthces am_i
hC_i.A_,t}_t_ _ork was compiled_ eol_siderable tht'cumulds et s c_,. clua'at,_ o h lui fret ._ubir Ia lic_ltv _as felt in asq,mu_
_ts nroner _laee to
questton;
fl avuu_-, fl e,t rompu.
1 eu de ten_,_ _ "w,2at Mr. Bentham had written on the zubject of
apn's on arrbte un garcon marehand de via, pour ] tmprobab_i_tv and impnssibditv
je ne sga_s fluel autre ddht : il declare, par son !
Had _t been in the po_er of'_he editor to select
testament
(,e nmrt, que hfi _ethl est coupable tie that arrangemelit
whmh appeared to him best
l'assassi hat cornnus h la plaee Saint Michel. Le
stated to the nature of the subject, he would have
cabaret ou il servoit _tol_ attenant
h la den'.eure
placed so 17huehof the present chapter as is merely
de la marehande dgorg6e. It dtott famflieren,e_t
explanatory of tl_e nature of improbability
and
lidavec le garcon de boutique de cette mareh'mde;
impossibility,
in the fir._tbook. entitled Theoretic
e'dtoit tul qui mettoit ordinairemelht ses chevelix
Gtoan_ts : ulid so much of it as relates to the proen queue; quand ille peigno_t_ il avmt sore tie bative.tbree
of improbability
and nnpossibility,
ramas_er ceux que le pe_gne dctacVoit, et dlint fl eonshdered as articles ofeireum,_lanllal
ecidene_c,
avolt, peu-&-peu, formd la poignde qm s'dtoit
in tt_e present book. It appeared to tmn, how.
trouvde dan_ ]e* mains du cadavre.
I1 ne lui ever, on perosmg tile manuscript
that the mode
avoit pas dtd difflcite de se procurer une de:._era- in which Mr. Bentham had treated the sub, ect
vales et le couteau du son camarade, et de prendkl not admit of any such separation of it into
tire, avec de ta cite, l'empremte
de la clef de la two parts, as he had at first contemplated.
The
boutiqu% pour en fabriquer ulie fauss_'
only question,
ttlerefore, which remained,
was,
" There is a species of testimony
which is whether to place the chapter under the head of
called the evidentia rei: though this must be Theoretic
Grounds, or under that of Cireumintroduced
by positive evidence, yet, when prostantial Evidence ? and_ on consideration,
he has
dueed_ it speaks for itself_ and requires no exthought it better to postlmne the more general
planatlon.
Of this nature may be mentioned
and explanatory matter to the preseq_t book, that_
two ea_,
which have happened within a few
to separate this one species of circumstantial
eftyears upon the northern circuit: in one ea_% deuce from tile rest,_Editor.
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made out by the legislator,
and put into the
hand_ of the judge.
To know whether
the
probati+ve force of the testimony
in question
were or were not destroyed
by this mod_fieation of circmnsta_ltial
disprobative
ewdence,
the jm_ge wouhl bare nothing
more to do
than to look iota the ti_t, and see whether
the species ¢,t" fuet m quesfiol* were to be
found in it.
Unfortunately,
there
exi_t_ no ._ueh eftterion--_
o .oss_bdtt_l (if the wind may here
be emplovet't
without'sell:co
fra 1 ct_t: _) of
.
• laL
_- .
_- . ) y _I'o_ _lu
naKflg
t[)" • alv* s_/Ull
.
- • t_o_ _ (i
. .
•
one ln_Al S t[,_ eollta n articles w 1 'i1 a }oilier
man would not admit iwo h_* ; ht t the _ame
,nrtiele which weald be found moue nam'_ li-[
ef':mpossibdit_cs,
would be found io another
man's lis_ of certainties,
From a lOall "*vho sets out with this ohserration, no such h-_t, nor any attempt
to Iolm
one, ('an Oi course
be
expected.
Yet, on tl_e
fullowingque,-tions.¢mnehghl,
however fail,t,
may be, and w_ll here be endeavom'ed
to be,
reflected.
1. What it is men mean, when they speak
"
of a _aet a_s being impossible--iutrm_maity
mlpossible ?
2. To what causes it is owing
that one
na_Fs from
f_'_ent
1Nt ofanother's
impo,aible ?

facts

will he so dlf-

3. 1)ill'trent
moJifiea!h_r_, ofmq_o_-ihillry
:
different
classes of fi_ets _ tmq_ men m ge_eral
well-i.formt,
d men i*, general,
may be expetted
to e_ffleur ill regardil_g a_ imposs_hle,
4. Among
tarts likely to be, m general,
e(,nsidered
as impossible,
what cla_.ea are of
a tmture to be adduced
in evutenoe ?
When,
upon eon.-ideration
given to a 5uppo-ed matter of tact. a man, tecling in himself a persuasion
of its non-exi:tenee,
comes
to give expression
to that persmtsion,-he
pronounces
the na,rter at tact, at'eordin_
to
the strength o|,och h_s persuasion,
eithermo_e
•
or less imorobable,
or imposs_ble,
In and [_y the form of wm'ds thu, employcd
for giving expression
to that which is in truth
nothing more than a psychological
matter of
fact, the scene of _hieh lies in, and i_ eoufired to, his own breast,_a
sort of quality
is thus aserlbed to the external
phenomeuon,
or supposed phenomenon
; viz. the matter of
fact, or snpposed
matter of fact itself.
Upon
examination,
this quality,
ig will be seen, is
purely a fictitious
one, a mere figment of the
imagination
; and neither
improbability
and
impossibihty
on the one hm=d. nor their oppasites,
probability
and eertAimv,
on the
other,
have any real place in the ¢ nature
of
the things themselves.*
• While the opposite and eorrespAnding attrlhuti_es, probabilityand
improbability,
have thus
been alaplied to the supposed matter of fAct,---anot_erp_'d'rof opposites'hal similarlveorresponding
attribud_,e.% viZ_ ._redible and inered_bte_ have
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So far as concerns
probability
aud ialprohability,
the fictitiousness
of this group of
been Applied, not only to the fact, but to the witnesses--not
only to the supposed matter of fact
iL.cl|; but to the perscm.- by whose testimony the
existence of it has been asserted.
In the stracture
of these two eplthets_ an
undeniable
impropriety
is observable.
By the
t_nmnatiou
*hie (in Latin, ibilc And {bilis,) po.
tentiality anti its oppo_-ite are the ooly qualities
[ which, on ot!'er occasions, are denoted : on this
occas,?n,
instead of that of poteutiahty
Audits
I opposlte_ ., tile, mqmrt
which they are, emplayea to
i convey IS tllat "O._ DPODYlC[IIor- _t_less'_
t_t_?)_'o_
.._.._
_o.
-- *
<_-_
- _" - '."
"'
', grad be matter _¢ "fiwt. b;_w unfit "soe_er to be
credited, but what _s eredible---nol_.Atter
of fact
that Is incred;ble.
No snpposed n:atter of fact
more unht to he credited thau many a one which
is aetualL,
and by immense multitudes,
firmly
crethtcd :" and, a_ to witnesses; there never ha_
been, nor ev,-r can t_e, any one, not in a state of
Absolute %_anhy, whoha_ not beennotonlycre(hted, bat properly and fldly credited.
In connexion _ith, lint rather m opposition
to than in conjunction with, credibility and inercdibihty
--lawyer.-, i_ speaku;g of a proposed
wm_e._, e_lt_loy the attr but ve_ _ompelencT_and
incompeh'neu,
speaking of the wune-s as being
competent e'r ineompele,t,
t)f t!_ese words the
use IS_ to |arm a _ort el dt_fftlL_e for tile qae_tion_
whether the person t,r_)dnced in the character of
a w_tne,_. _halI b. admitted a.* such, or excluded:
tar the _nne individual,
of whom they will not
say that in that cbarwter
he _s inerethble,
shall
he exclud_,d bv them under the ntmon of his
being meompttent,
llv the Ambiguity in which
they-either
found the @_tha_ c_tmpelent and incompelent'mvolved,orcont.ived
tomvolvcthem,
these epv, het_ bec ,me not ill fi*;ted tbr their purposes. Incompetent.
on everygi_ en ocea_mn, was
by each man decme_l _ynonvmous to _acredibte,
or to lnadmlsslb/e,
according'mthepurt_ewhich
he had to serve. If to inadmissible, it was (In this
ground, viz. that, being by the supposition unfit
to be believed,
and in that sense incredible,
it
would bv consequence be useless and dangerous
to give him admittance, since in that ease it might
happen to hm_ to be, in the other sense_ so tar
tram being incredible as to be actually eredited.
All this whde, in the words lru.,'tu'orthy and untru._tworthg,
the language possessed apair of
appellatives, by which (_femptoyedmstead
of the
words credible and incredible ou the one hand,
competent
and incompetent
on the other) the
purposes
would have
of been
eommml
fully sense
an*wered.
and eommon honesty
Intrustworthine_saud
untrustworthim'ss,
there
is no ,ueh impropriety
As that which, in the instaneeofcredibihtyandineredibihty,
hasjustbeen
brought to _iew : and in reg_trd to admission, had
the word trustworthiness
been employed_ an idea
that might
itself
to An the
unsophisticated
mind ha_e
was,presented
that it was
a quality
existenee or non-existence of which was apoint rather
to be 1_,,t afterwards,
by means of admission,
than to be determin._l w_thout trial, toy the purpose of forming a pretence tbr non-admi_ion.
But, hy the same qualities by which tbe._
terms were, in _o superior A degree, adapt _'d to
the purpo.es of truth and justice, they were rentiered unfit tbr the purpo_e_ of _awy_r_.
In

.>
" _::
_,
" ::_
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qu dities will scarcely,
when once suggested,
appear exposed
to doubt°
Take
any suppn,ed
l)aSt matter
of fact
whatever,
if|ring to it its situation
in re.-peet
of place and time.
At the time i_) question,
in the place in que,tion,
either it had existenee,
or it had not: there
is re meal|tim,
Between
existence
and non-exi.-rcue.,
there
is no medium, no other alternative.
By prolmbilitv--byimprobahility,--bv
each of these
a medium

is ,.up(,o.ed--au

indefinite

i
I
i
i
!
I
!
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matter,
an addition
might be lnade to the in.
tensity of su-'tt disa,_rmative
persuasion;
or
if the s_:pposed matter
of fact presems
itself
as one in relation
to which his persuasion
of
its non-existence
mighz he more intense;
in
such case, not imposszbte,
but improbable, is
theepithet,.--notimposs_biht!l,
bat impreb_.
biht_¢, is the quality ascribed.
(:'ertatnt_t, which is the opposite to impo_sihitity,
or rather
of which impossib, ility is

number

I the
to the perstmsmn,
and
from opposite,
thence toi_ applied
the suptmsed
matter of tibet.
I It is not m,v. more lhan nnpossibilitv, , apDhed
! or appheable
to te._timony.
_
As certain_v,
sa tmeertainty.
_pplies itself
i to the per.-uasion amt the fact, and not to the
! testimony.
In the scale of persuasion;
it erai hraee_ al_t degree, except
the two extremes,
' The existence
of a fact i_ not matter of un! certainty
to me, if the fact be regarded
by
_ me as impo,_ihie.
!
Certamt 3, theretbre,
has for its opposite,
unrr, rlatMg iu one way -- imp(,_._ibihty in an] other.
U_wertainty.
in the language
of lo' _ieian% is it_ contradictory
opposite--tropes.
_-ibflity, its contrary
opposite.
The fiction by _ hich (in considering
the
] strength
ota
man's t_ersua_fim in relation to
' this or that fact, and the probative
fiJrce of
' any other mattel
ot fact when viewed in the
character
of an evidentiar_
t_act in relation to
i it _ oeea-ion
i_ taken to a£eribe acorrespor/dI eat qualiD" , indicated
by some such word_ as
' eertamtj4 and t,robubd*t!/,
to the principal fact
' it-elf,--appears
to be like so many (>therfigments,
amo_g the off_prmg of the affections
In the
untrustworthy
they incompetent
wouki have
and lla_ious
incident
to lmman nature.
It
found
but word
one s_n_e
: m the word
they had the good lbrtune to lind. or the dexterity
is amon_z I he eontrlvmmes
a man employ_ to
to make, two senses, one ot which served a_ a
fort'e other men to entertain,
or appear to
pretenee_ or a sort of re_son, for the other,
eks-' entertain,
a persuasion
which he himself ent_mi_g the man to be utafit to be credited ff
terlams
or appears to entertain,
and to make
heard, they assumed, as if it were the same thing,
a pretence
or apparent
justification
for the
ratherunfit
thanto abeconsequence
of the other, that he pare which he would tirol a pleasure
in inwas
heard.
To the protkssmn the occasion was in its day
flitting on those o_) uhom a force so applied
an occasion of great interest, and is to thN day
should have t_dled to be productive
of such
had in general remembrance,
in which the twO) its intended
effect.
of At
alternatives
the same is
time,
supposed.
the same r/latter of fact
which to olle man i, probable,
or _if ,urh be
his e,ntidenee)
celt,tin. L- Io number man in;probable,
or, if such be his eunfidencc,
nnpo<sible.
Often and often, even to one avd the same
nmn, at diftbrent times, all tiff, gr,,up of firt]tious
and mutually
ineompatible
qnahti,*s
have manifested
themselves.
If his persuasion
be (ell to be of such a
strength,
that no circumstance
capable
of
being added to the supposed
matter of fiwl
could,
in his view of the matter,
make any
addition
to that strcl,gth;
or if; on looking
round tbr other conceivable
matters
of tact_
he fails of fir/cling any one, in relation to which
his persuasion
ot its non-exi,_tence
eould be
more intenae,--imtms,*ible
is the epithet
he
attaches
to the supposed matte_ of taet--impossibility
is the qtmltty whidt
he ascribes
to it,.
If, on the other hand, a eireumstanee
proser/ts itself, by which,
in his view of "d_e

words credible and competent, as applied to _itWere it once to he allnx_ed, that, as apnesses, _rvedas
eestu._es to Lord Mansfield and
plied to the ti_ets themselves_
which are in
Lord Camden ;wbo might be termed the Cribh i que.-tion,
probabihty
and certainty
are mere
and l'*lotyneux rancour
of Westminster
hut tbr the'.
fictions
and modes of speaking;
that
all of
undissembled
by which Ha_l,
the warfare
of
the psychological
was _Sstmguished
from that
wtneh, on any such occasion,
a man can be
of the physical e_mbatant_,
assured,
is his own persuasion
in relation
to
In regard to trustworthiness_
how the matter
it ; that that persuasion
will have had for its
stands in universal experience has been ",already caase some article or articles of evidence,
di°
stated.
Every ofman
in general
to reel or etrcumstautial,
real or persot_al, and
the language
truth,is and
on everyhabituated
occasion dispo_ed to employ it_ but on ever), occasion liable
will be the result of, and in its de_.n'ee ea_d
to be reduced, by imrticular interest acting in a magnitude
proportioned
to, the I_rohative
t_ir/ister direction, to _ubstitute to it the language
: force of that e vide_ee ; that, of such evidence,
of falsehood,
neither the probative
force, nor consequently
But, according to the theory" of these t,abitual
the strength of his persuasion,
arc at his ecruand
lieetrsed
utterers
of l_lsehood,
are mend ; that it is not in _the po_ver of any atdivided
into two
parceL_;
one of these mank_,,d
neve_ asing
*my other language
than that of falsehood, nor
tiele of evidence to have acted with any deever failing of causing it to be accepted as if it gree of probative
foree u pen, nor conseqnentty
were the language of truth,
i to have given
existence
to may persuasion

C_.
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ia a mind to which it has not been applied;
and that therefore
it is not in the power of
any evidence to give either certainty
or probaifitity to any umtter of fact (the matter of
tact heing, at the time in quostim_,
either in
existence or not in exi,tenee,
and n_lther the
evidence
nor the per_ua_imx being capable of
making any the shghtest
change in it.) tha*
it ,leper,ds in a considerable
degree upon the
mental eonstitutim_s
ufA and 16 respectively,
what sort of perstm_ion,
_fa_Lv , shall be prodaced i_t their nfinds by the application
of mJy
g_ven artwle of ewdenee;
aud that it is no
more in the powtr of evidence
applied to the
min_t of A, aml not to that of B. to produce
in the mind of B a persuasion
of any kmd_
than it is in the power of ewdence
applied
to the miltd of B, and not of A, to produce a
persuasion _n the mind of A;--were
all this
to be duly considered
and alto',_ed,
neithe_
the existence
nor the non-existence
of a pet'smtsion concerning
a matter
or" the_ of any
sort, would have the eft, ct of presenting
to
any person anyother
per,nn as a properob3ect
of punishment,
or so much as resentment.
But the certainty
of this or that fact is assumed as perfect and indisputable:
and tho_
he of whom it is conceived
that he fails of
regarding,
or of representing
himself as regarding, that same fact in such its true l_ght,
is on no better
foundation
considered
and
treated
as inqng either mendachms,
or perverse and obstinate:
perverse
and obstinate,
if he fails of regarding
it in that light-mendacious, if, it being impossible
to him to fail
of regarding
it in that light, he speak _ of himself as if he did not.
When a man is himself
persuaded--or
though
he does but, under
the impulse of
some interest
by which he is actuated,
appear to be, or pro*tess to he, persuaded--of'
the existence of a fact,--it
is mat ter of pain
and Vexation tohim to suppose that this same
persuasion
thils of being entertained,
still
more to observe that it is professed
not to
be entertained,
by those with whom, o_ the
occasion
of it, he has to deal.
Hence it is that, in his nfiml and in his
discourse,
to entertain
it is made matter of
merit-to fail to entertain
it, matter of demerit and blame, on the part of others with
whom he has to do: and, to cause them to
purstle that supposed meritorious
line of conduet, the power of reward, if within his reach,
is employed;
and to deter
them f_'om the
opposite eonduct,
even the power of punish.
ment:
of both which powers, in the applieation thus made of them, mankind have been
unhappily
accustomed
to see and to feel the
exercise,
carried to a pitch so repugnant
to
the dictates
of humanity and reason,
§ 2. Impossible

facts distinauished
ba't cantradh't_ns,

It _av:n._" been

shown

that

from
improbabi|h

vet_
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! and impossibility,
applied to a matter of fact,
are met el_ term_ expressing
a certain strength
of p_-rsuasion of the non-existence
of that
fact--what
lema:r_- is, to show what are the
grounds on _hiei_ -neh a per_uaslon
is liable
to be entertained:
to show, in other _ords,
in what col_si,ts
the improbability
or impossibility of any alleged fact.
Previously,
l_owcver, to entering upon this
inquiry,
it will be necessary
to discard out
of the list of impassible
taet_, articles
that
might be in danger of being considered
as ineluded in it.
These are-I. Contradic_ie.ns
in terms:
or, as _hey
might be termed, verbal impo_sibJtiti¢ s. E_aalple_. : T_o
and two are lint so ninny aa
four:--T_o
and two are more than It'.m:
--The
same thing is, and is not, at the saute
ume.
_
The truth is, that in these c_ses no mattzr
i t,f fact at all is as.-erted ; consequently
none
i of which it can be _a_d that it is impossihl,,
*
_
2. Inconceivable
fliers. Sometimes
to this
i etass, sometimes
to the h_rmer, belong the
] opposites
of a variety
of propositions
,f a
mathematical
nature : e. y. that two a_d two
should be either more or less than equal to
ibar : that
two right hues should of themselves inclose a space,, +
_ Thismay
be illustrated
by thefoltowingpassage from Locke :--" A tl propositions,
wherein
two abstract terms are affirmed one of'another,
are barely ab_mt the signi@ation
of sounds. For
since no abstract idea can be the same with any
otherbut itself, when tt.s abstract name is affirmed
of a:av oilier _erm, it can signify no more but th_s,
that it may or ought to be called by that name;
or that these two names ._ignify the same idea.
Thus, shouhl anv one say. that joar_imony is
fr_gatiO/,
that ¢Iratitade is justice--that
this
orthataction_s,_rlsnot,
teml_rance;_hawever
specious these an2 ttle hke propositions
may at
first sight seem, yet when we come to press dtena_
and examine nicely what they contain, we st.all
find that it all amounts m nothing but the signifieation
of those terms."_Essat¢
concerning
Human
Umferstarding,
book iv. _h. vni. § 12.
--Editor.
"t"These proposltion% even such an one as the
last, viz. that two right lines cannot inelo,,e a
spaee_ are but verbal contradictions.
The terms
straight line, and space, and inclose, arc all general terms, and to affirm them one of another, is
merely to say that they are of this or that mean.
ing.
It is merely to say that the meaning we
ascribe to the term ._p_.ce, or rather to the term
inclosure of space, is meons:stent with the meaning we ascribe to t_e term two straight
hne_.
_Vhenwepassfrmnnamestotifings,
and taketwo
straight rods in our hands, we have the evidence
of
our senses,
inclose from
a space.
If they
touch atthatone they
part, cannot
they diverge
one
another at every other part.
If they touch at
more tb.an one part, they coincide, and then are
eq,fivalent to one straight line,
What we mean
by an inclosure, i_ such a line, or continuance
of lines, that a body departing
from any one
point can pa_ on without turning back till it
come to that point again, without bavingmet
m
_ts i.,rogrem any place where the line was i_ter. (
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in this strict sense, on a judieial occasion (not
to speak of other occasions,)
may be rendered

Before I enter upon the topicannosnced
by
apparent
by this consideration,
viz. that isl
the word incredibdity,
a topic tile considerathe use of it in this sense is involved
tile astion of which does really belong to the subsumption
of omniscience
and infallibility
on
_ect of jmtieial evidence,
it may he of use to
the par_ of him who uses it.*
dear the inquiry of a topic that does not beExamples
lendiJtg an apparent
countenance
!nag to it, viz. ,mposs*bdity.
On the former,
to the use of it in this strict, sense, may, I
it. will be at all times in the power of areaam aware,
not be altogether
wanting : but,
souabte man, m the station of a judge, to tbrm
upon a closer inspection,
it will appear, that
a persuasion
sufficient for his guidance:
on the
the objects
in question
either do not come at
other,
it will not he in the power of a reasonall under the notion of facts, or at any rate not
able man, in lhat station,
to tbrm a persuasion
under the notion of such facts a_ are capable
sufficient
for his guidance
in the bu_inecs i,f of bein_ made the subject of evidence.
jadlcature:
and, of the intloducti(m
of the
Take the tbllowing
example._:topic in argument,
nothn_g but perplexity
and
1. It is impossible
tbr the same thing to
illusion can he the result,
be. and not to be. The negative
or opposite
lu truth,
the degree of incredibilit)
that
of this, it may be said, is a fact, the ineredican with propriety
be tile subject of em_siderbihty of which will be recognised
by everyation for a_v purpose of judwature,
is merely
body.
And so with the two following :relative and comparative.
The object of cam2. Where
there is no property,
there is no
parison is the probative
force of the evidence
injustice.
by which _}te existence
of the t_ct considered
3. Two and two make four.
as improbable
is indicated:
and the question
Answer.In the firs_ case, no fact, prois, which of the two threes ought tobe deemed
! perly speaking,
is concerned.
In'that
case
the greater ?--the
probative
force of the tes- I we have a proposition;
but it has not any
tlmony by which the existence
of the fact in
question _s indicated ? or the disprohative
force
desig_ted
or pointed to hy the word tncredt.
bihty as emldoved
to express
an attribute
of
the fact ? Le_ the dlsprobat3ve
force of the

i
I
I
'
!

incredibility
be but ever so little greater than
the probative
force of the testimony
by which
the existence
of the fact is maintained,
it is
sufficient
for the purpose of judicature:
the
question
concerning
any superior
degree
is
purely speculative,
not applicable
to iudicml
•
practice,
and, as such, irrelevant
to thc bustnessofjudieature--to
the question (whatever
it be) befbre the court,
In a hmsc and popular
sensc, nothing can
be more frequent
than the use of the word

!
* In tile uncertainty
thus confessed, there i_
I nothing that applies, with any pcculL_r force, to
I this modification of circumstantial
evidence.
In
the case of affirmative
evidence (L e. where the
oboeet of the ewdence in question is to establish
tile e.eistenee,
instead of the non-existence,
of
' the fact to which it applies,) if we were to look
for a mark by which to distinguish,
on each oc.
casion, such IOL_ as may, with confidence,
be
given for conctusi_,e, our endeavours
would be
equally unavailing,
lf, where the object is to
frame a description
of the cases in which the
non-existence
of one fact may, without danger of
error, and by rules not exposed to contestation,
] be deduced from the existence of another;
the
_ cases in which the existence of one may be deduced with equal assurance and suece_ _'rom the
] existence of a_other fact, will not be tbund to
stand upon ground in any degree more satisfaetory. Evidence is the ground we have for the
truth of the propositions
of which we are least
assured : evidence,
and nothing
better, is the
ground we have for those fact% of the existence
or nan-existence
of which we take u_on us to
speak with the greatest confidence.
X__bat there
is of reality in the ideas expressed by such words
as impossibtlity_
rteeessi$y, certadnty_ is_ as slready observed_ not any property in the things,
in the facts themselves, but only the dcgTee of
persuasion by which the opinions we enter 'lain in
relation to those facts is accompanied.
He who_
by the use of any of these expressions
of coati°
dencc, should think to attach any additional
strength to the grounds of persuasion, or any ad.
ditional security for universality of mment, would
be the man to answer the q_estion put in $eripturc_"
_rhich of you aU, by taking thought,
can add a cubit to his stature ?"

imposszble,
and its conjugate
imposs_bdzty :
frequent,
and (_ueh is the exigency
of lauguage,)
we may venture
to say, necessarq.
But, if applied _:o the subject
of judicial ev_ideuce, to express an idea distinct from, and
(if one may so say) superior
to, that of iraprobability--a
high degree of improbability,
_it
then becomes
productive
of the coufii•don above spoken of'.
The impropriety
of introducing

the word

rupted, any place where there was not a portion
of line.
An inclosure is a line or conjunction
ot lines, which beginning
at one point is continned till it comes to that point again.
Two
straight lines are lines which departing from one
point never meetn but continually diverge. What
Is affirmed, then, is, that lines which do meet,
in the manner thus described, and lines which in
that m_nner do not meet, are not the same lines,
The question,
theta, either is about the physical
faet_the
rods to which the evidence of sense
and experience
is applicable;
or it is about
meaning of general term_.--Editor,

the

fhct for the subject
of it.
Examined
ctoselv,
it will he found to be no nmre than a proposition concerning
the signilication
of wnrd_.
So vague and so inapplicable
to any usefld
purpose
is the import it conveys,
that it is

5-.
C_.
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difficult to my what it does amount to : perhaps an observationrelativeto the use of the
word _ot; showing an occasion on which it
cannot with propriety
be employed.
•
No fact at all being indicated
by the proposition in question,
no ib.et is indicated
bv
it capable ofioradng
a subject of controversy"
in a court of justice,
2. The second supposed example is bronght
to view on account of the deserved
celebrity
of the author,
mid as an instance to show how
idle and nugatory
may be the language of the
acutest mind, when dealing with propositions
of an exten_ve
import, without having as yet
scrutinized
into their contents,
and apphed
them to particulars,
Howsoever
it may be with the preceding
proposition,
this one may readily be seen to
be neither
more nor less than a proposition
concerning
the import of words.
Where you
cannot,
io the way in question,
employ the
word property,
neither
can you, in the way
in question,
employ the word injustlee,*

& IMPOSSIBILITY.
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3. That the proposition,
two and two make
{four,is neithermore nor lessthan a propo_i]tion concerning the import of words, seems
evident
enough,
as soon as intimated.
To
these same apples to which, when taken together,
I apply the numeral
xsord four,_to
these same bodies,
when divided
into two
parcels equal in number,
I apply respectively
the numeral
words t_ o and two ; and in both
cases with equal propriety,
and conformity
to the usage of language.
In this, then, we
have another
instance
of a proposition
not
enunciative
of any fact--of
any fact having
for its subject-matter
anything
other
than
the occasion on whach the words in question
have been wont, in the language in question,
to be employed.
In this example,
then,
we do not see any
exception
to the general proposition
in que-tion ; viz. the proposition,
that, of ihets liable
to be the subject of judicial controversy,
there
is no assignable
one which all men would be
sure to be agreed in speaking of as incredible :
--and
this for the three tbllowmg reasons :_

* 8o unfortunate
is this great genius in his
1. The proposition
in question--two
and
choice of this proposition, by which, in his contwo make four--is
not, properly speaking,
eeptmn_ such great things may be done, that,
the enunciation
of a matter of tact,-only of
even in the character of a proposition concerning
a manner of employing
words.
the words in questmn,
it is far from being raft"2. If that,
which it is an enunciation
of,
formty true.
IL by a report, true or false, I injure you in your reputation,
is there no in mstice
were, pro I erly speaking,
a matter of fact, it
in that ease?
Is it unconformable
to the u,age { would not be of the number of those thcts
of langnmge to say, I thereby do you an injustice _ I which are liable to be the subject of judicial
Ye h what propertv of yours is" concerned in it,
controversy
or exhibitiun.
or affected by it ? " %Vdl it be said, the property
3. Although
it were a fact, and liable to
you have in your reputationF
In thissease,
the i be the subject
of judicial
controversy
or exuse of the word property is manifestly
improper
hthitlon,
there
would
be no assurance
that
and figurative.
Property is a thing that _._n be
transt_rred:
is reputation transferable?
all men would be agreed in speaking of the
Truth being generally deslrable--demonstraexistence
of it as certain,
or the negation of
tion being a means of coming at it with the it as incredible.
greatest
certainty--moral
science being a deDid any such thing exist as a catalogue
of
pertmentof
knowledge in which the importance
univer_lly-acknowledged
impossible,
or even
of truth is at thehighestpiteh,--Loekewisbed
to incredible
facts, and these facts liable to be
find_ and thought lie hadfound,
moraI truths to
beasubjectfordemonstration.
Allmoral
truths,
brought
to view in judicature,--the
facts behe thought, were capable of being demonstrated,
ing arranged
in alphabetical
order, open the
by a chain of logical or rather dialectical propodictionary,
the cause is at an end.
aitions, of _luch this proposition constituted the
Untbrtunately,
so tar fi'om a collection
of
firstMoral
link. truths a subject for 1:gi cal demonstration!
As well might he have predmated
the
same thing of medical truth_
As little could
be done by this wonder-working
proposition for
moral s:ienee as for medical
The one, as well
as the other, is founded on facts--on
facts made
known by observation,
experience,
and expertment.
In both cases these facts are human
feelings
the case of of
medical
sciencc_
lags more: inparticularly
the body
; in the
the feelcase
of moral science, more partieularlythe
feehngs
of the mind.
Of moral science, the only true
and useful foundations
are propositions
enundative, not like that of Locke, of the import of
words but of facts ; viz. of the existence of human _eeJings, trains, or pleasures,
as the effects
of this or that disposition of taw, or of this or
that state of human affairs calling for a eerretqaondent disposition and exercise of the power
of the law. Of these_ under the name of axioms
VOL. VIL

such facts, whether
any one such tket be to
be found, is more than I would venture
willmgly to determine
: and it forced to answer,
my answer,
I suspect, would rather be in the
negative
If, among physical
facts, there should be
one that
presented
athirer
chance than an.
other of being allowed
to occupy a place in
such a catalogue,
it should, I think, be this,
viz. the existence of anv body in two distinct
places at the same time. Bt_t this, which, by
the greater
part of mankind,
would (I suppose) be admitted
into the catalogue
of incredible facts, is, by one portion of mankind,
of mental pathology,
a specimen, nor
seamy one_ has been given in another
(See Dumont,
'_ Trait_
de I_g_lation,'
above, Vol. I. p. 304.)
F

that a
place.
and

_ -_
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nor that an inconsiderable (me, held not to
be incredible without one exception : and in
the case t_) which that exception extends, it
is held to be not simply not incredible, but
certain and indisputable.
Far be i¢ from me
to mention this deviation from the more coinmoo opinion, as matter of reproach to the
deviators: 1 mel_tion it only in [)rout'of the
discrepancy--perhaps
the incurable discrepaocy-- ot opinion, that prevails among mankind, and as one out of so manyother considerations which concur in impressing the
impropriety of precipitate exclusions and conchlsions on the mhtd of an upright and zealpus judge. As to the exception in question;
whether in point of truth it be warranted or
no, it belongs not to the present subject to
inquire.
Fortunately,
supposing it unwarranted,-- so lung as the proposition, how paradoxical soever, confines itself to the highly
extraordinary case to which alone it seems to
have ever hitherto been applied,-- no error,
if it be one, can be more innocent to every
purpose of judicature,
As there is nothing whatever (supposing
it possible) that men cannot be made to do,
_so there is no fact whatever that men may
not be made to speak of as certain or as incredible-- no proposition which they may not
be made to speak of as certainly true or certainlyfalse,--byintcrest,
realor imagined-by hope of pleasure, o1' fear of pain, from a
source conceived (rightly or erroneously) to
exist. In the particular ('use in question (two
and two make tour)--this
subjection of discourse (as of all other modificatmns of human
agency) to interest--this
consequent versatility and reran[fortuity of discourse, has not,
perhaps, been cxemphfied. But, in an example
that stands next to it, the exemplification has
actually and notoriously taken place. That
two and two make fi)ur, has, perhaps, net'er
been denied. But that one and one and one
make three, has been denied.
That in its
applivation to most subjects it has been generally spoken of as true, is evident enough ;
other_ise, the known usage of language, and
the known import of the word three, could
not have obtained. :But, that there is a subject in relation to which this agreement does
not obtain, is, in many countries, matter of
equatnotoriety.
Agreed, asappliedtoap[des;
agreed, as applied to men; not agreed, as
applied to Gods.
I mention it, not as meaning to take a part
in such a controversy; I mention it only as
a striking proof, as well as illustration, that
there is no fact whatever, real or nominal,
that is out of the reach of controversy : -- a
proposition which, to the present pnrpeae,
has already been sbown to be of no small
practical importance,
In vain would it be to say, tha_ the exception here is in language merely, not in
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persuasion. As a general proposition, it is but
too true, that persuasion and language are
but too often at variance; but in the instance
(*f no one individual person would I take upon
ate to affirm, but upon special grounds, that
any such variance had place in tills part[calar case. Granting, however, that, on the
present occasion, persuasion were not c_nformab]e to language, what would it signlfy to the present purpose ? It is in language,
m}d in language only, tlmt the catalogue in
question, the supposed catalogue of facts
universally agreed to be incredible, would
be expressed.
By these same cmlsidcrationa it may be rcndercd equally apparent, that it, at any given
moment, an article were in existence fit for
entering into the composition of such a ca/alogae, the next moment might at any time
expunge the article, and leave the catalogue
a blank, l_'either over internal persuasion,
nor over exterior discourse, is the power oI
interest less at one time than another.
Today, men are agreed, that, to the truth of the
proposition " one and one and one are equal
to three," there is but thts one exception. Let
human laws. or opinion of divine command,
or any other efficient cause of interest, experience an appropriate change, there shall be
no exception at all, or any number of exceptions. And so in regard to the proposition,
two and two make [our, or any other proposition of grammar, mathematics, or physics.
Under the influence of interest, so far is
what may be termed the _aturat incredibility
of a fact from excluding it fi'om a place in the
catalogue of credible tacts, and rice ver_,
that its tendency may be, and secret to be, to
provide it with a place iu tha_ same catalogue,
and a place even in the class of certain facts.
For. let the expectation of reward be annexed
to the practice of regarding or speaking of
i_actsnaturally incredible as if they were eertats, and let this reward be to be obtained
pure, earned without sacrifice in the shape of
reputation, or any other shape, what should
hinder it fror_ being embraced ? Credo qula
impossibile est, is the often-mentioned and
naturalresult of the determination generated,
and cnthusie._m lighted up, by prospects of
this kind. For at what cicapel" rate can the
matter of reward be earned in any shape?
And so of punishment: a principle of action,
the force of which, when applied in adequate
quantity, is, in its operation, still more cero
tain and irresistible.
" What the influence may be (beneficial or
otherwise) of the matter of reward or punimh.
ment so applied, to the interests of morality,
knowledge, or social harmony, belongs not
to the present place. When, of the above.
mentioned proposition, which does belong to
the prescott place, the truth is estahli_hed_ the
inquiry is at an end.
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§ 4. Improbability
and impossibildy
resolvable
into discoaforraiod to the established course
of nature.

& IMPOSSIBILITY.
what seems to be tl_e most apposite and tho
clearest
designation,
of which, in any such
small ,}umber of words, it is susceptible.
From the course of nature at large, that

An incredible
fact, as contrattistingnisbed
from a verbal contradiction
(whether'impro
bable or impossible
be the epithet by which
the particular
strength of the belief in its nonexistence is designated,)
owes its im.redibility to one cause, and to one cause only.
This cause admits
of a variety of appellations.
On the parg of the matter of tkct
deposed to by the affirmative
evidence,
disconformity
(as _upposed) to the established
course*
of nature:
thus may be expressed

of the mental part of matt's nature
requires
_ to be distinguished;
hence disconformity
in a
[ ph!¢sical respect,
and disconformity
in a psy{ eholoq_cal respect.
{
Tide remarks which follow, will, in the first
[ instance,
refer more particularly
to physical,
{ as contradistingulshed
from "psychological
facts.
But they will, for the mo_t part, be
tound applicaMe equally to both.
As it is only t?om evidence,
coming raider
oneorotherofthedeseriptionsalreadybrought
to view, that any notion whatever
coneerni,_g
* In ordinary language,
the phrase would be, the e_MabIished course of nature
can he dedisconfbrmity
tu some one or more of the laws
rived; and consequently
any tmtion concernof nature.
The expression
late of nature is figurative,
ing what is conformahle
to that course ; so
metaphorical : it is a metaphor token from the
neither
trom any other source can any notion
use #yen to the same word law in the case of a be derived
resI'_ecting the diseonformitv
of
political law: it is to that source, consequently,
any supposed
matter
of fact to that same
that we must resort for an explanatum of _u
coarse.
When a pohticat law, the expression of an act
The evidence thus characterized
will, thereof human wlI1, is issued, tlmt law emanating from
recogmised authority, and backed with the usual
fore. be composed of an indeterminate
mid insantuons,--a
correspondent
degreeof con!brmity
definite multitude
of matter _- of fact, drawn
in human actions--in
the conduct of such indifrom all the evidence
of" every
description
viduals as are subject to the law--,s the custo,
that to the mind of the person in questmn
nmry and manifest consequence:
and (human
(viz. the judge,)
have happened
u_ present
actions being events) a law--a political law--is
i thcmselves
during the whole course of his
thus a cause of eontbn'mty among events,
lift' ; and composed
of all such thcts as proIn regard m events of a physical nature, t}:e
grand and constant object of curiosity aml insent ti_etnselves
to him as bearing the .-oft ot
quiry, is that which respects the cause: and on relation in question,
to the ma_er
of fact in
a subject so interesting,
Mien men cannot come i question.
at facts, rather than have nothing, they are eager
To produce disbelief
of the existence
of
to catcll at, and content themselve- w_th, words,
the matter of filet in question,
this diseonBetween this and that gwoup of Facts, a certain . fortuity must be such as (m his judgment)
to
conformity is observed : what is the cause of that
conformit;,v
becomes then the question.
Cause
render its existence
in,ompattble
with a cerot the eon}brmttv ?--none at all: the conform,ty
tain portion, at least, of those other numtreris itself nothing:
it is nothing but a _ord extess matters of fact, of the existence
of which
pressive of the state our minds are put into by
he has been persuaded
by the indeterminate
the eontemplatum
of those thct_. Tt_ere are the
but ample mass of evidence above indicated.
facts: they do extst: m_t the conformity, as taken
When the improbability
,,that is, the appafor existence.
a tket distinct from the facts them;elves,
has
rent, the relative,
improbabihty)
of an alleged
no
Like so many other truths, this being no more
than a confession of ignorance--and
that inrincible ignorance--is
n_t satisfactory to the human
mind. Nothing but words being on this occasion
to be had--words,
the counterfeit
representativesof
facts.--them
men arc T
determined
tohave,
rather titan
have nothing
_e contbrmitv
be-

fact, is set m the balance against
testimony,
it is still at bottom little more than testimony
against testimony.
Of the thcts of the existi once of which a man is persuaded,
the know} ledge, the persuasion,
is derived partly from
_I his own perceptions,
partly fro,,, the alleged

ing (like every other fi*et-,'rcal or suppo_etl)" *us- I perceptions
of others.
But, in the unmeasur¢eptib}e of tl_e denominat,m
of an effect, this l able mass of facts which (at least in aeountry
provestbeexi_tenceofacau_:
whatname,
allen,
where
civilization
is tolerably
diffused)
the
shall be given m that cause? _¢_'hat name?what word ?- for when men have got words, they
for the cause, are not human aetions_ but natural
have got that with which (on this, as on so many
event_. Law in thN sense must,theretbre,
have
.tther occasions) they are content to pay themsomething to distingulsh it from law in that t*ense.
selves. %_'hat cause ?--A
law of nature.
Here
In that sense it is termed/ate
simply, without
are events : these events are conformable to one
an adjunct:
to distinguish
this from that, let us
give the word law an adjunct, and my/aw
of
another: here we have conformity amongst events.
But, for that sort of thing which is a cause of
natureo
_nformity
among events, we have a known name
If it were fully understood_ that a law of ha.
,llrea*ly : it is a late. The sort of events, the conlure signifies not an occult cause of contbrmIE[r
formityamongwhieh
this term ha_h been hitherto
among facts, bat merely the conformity itselt,
employed to deaignate, are human actions. The
the phrase might be employed in this ieme with.
sort of'events of which we are now looking oug out danger of omffusion.
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most ignorant man is said to hnow, the humbet of those of which his knowledge is derived from his own immediate perceptions-from his own individual experience, is small,
in comparison with those, for the knowledge
or supposed knowledge of which, he stands
indebted to the experience or supposed experience of others,
Concerning individual facts, -- so far as
mere perception,
exclusively of inference
drawn from perception by judgment, is coilcerned, -- no force of exterior evidence can
either increase or diminish the degree of
persuasion of which such 'perceptions cannot
but have been productive.
But in regard to
species of facts, there is not one, perhaps,
concerning which the persuasion derived by a
man from his own experience, would not be
capable of being overborne by allegations of
contrary experience on the part of other men.
What makes our confidence so entire as it is
in regard to the existence of those species or
classes of individual F_ets, the existence of
which is announced by the phrase which exhibits as the cause of It this or that law of
nature, is,--that,
st) often as it falls m his
way to make the trial, a man finds his own
perceptions in relation to them confirmed by
the reputed perceptions of all other men
without exception,
§ 5. On the three modes of diseon.6,rmit_j to
the course ¢f nature ; -- viz. 1. Discot!formily in tote; 2. D_confornffty in degree;
3. DtsconJbrmity in specie,
It has been seen, that in all cases without exception, in which any matter of tact is
supposed by any person to be incredible, the
ground of the supposition is a suppo_-ed disconformity between this matter of t_tct, and
what is by the person in question considered
to be the estabh_hcd course of nature,
But this disconformity is of three kinds;
and corretpondingto these three kinds of disconformity are three classes, into which facts
supposed to be incredible may be divided.
1. Facts disconformable in tote : thcts which,
supposing them true, would be violations of
some manifest and generally-recognised law
of nature: e. g. u body at the same time in
two different places,
2. Facts disconformable in degree: true,
perhaps, in every day's experience, in certain
degrees; t:alse, in thedegree in which, bytbe
testimony in question, they are stated as being true: e. g. a man sixty feet high.
3. Facts diseonformahle in specie: facts altogether different from any which have ever
been observed, but which, if true, would not
be violations of any generally-recognised law
of nature: e. g. the unicorn.
It is manifest, that in the two last of these
clasSes, the incredibility of tile fact rises only
to a greater or less degree of improbability,
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not to that of impossibility.
The supposed
facts are not repugnant to the established
course of nature; they are only not conformable to it: they are facts which are not*yet
known to exist, but which, for aught we
know, may exist ; though, if true, they would
belong to the class of extraordinary facts, and
therefore require a greater degree of evidence
to establish their truth, than is necessary in
the caseofafact exactlyrescmblingtheevents
which occur every da).*
Though facts of these t we classes can never
be properly said to be impossible, they may
be improbable to a degree little short of praetical impossibility.
I. Facts discoaformahle in tote: facts re.
pugnant to the course of nature.
To give a complete list of fhcts impossible
in tote, would be to give a complete list of
those general observations which have been,
or use to be, characterized by the appellation
of laws (physical laws) of nature.
To give any such complete li_t, will, I sup] _osc, be universally rcco:qqised as beyond the
_ lhmts of human knowledge, in it_ present
I state: a eomldcte system of physics might be
] considered as inclu_]ed in it. "
]
By wav of illus_ratmn, I will venture to
propose a few artiele_ as a specimen of _hat
might be the contents of such a list.
Specimen of the laws of nature common to
all matter, as far as hitherto known:1. No two bodies can be in the same place
at the same time (cases of penetration and
inclusion not excepted.)
9 No one body can be in two places at the
same time.
3. All kuown bodies are, in proportion to
their quantities of matter, affected by the law
of gravitation.
4. All bodies are governed by the law of
gravitation, except m so far as an exception
to that law is created by any of the other
known causes of motion or rest. In other
words,
5. For eaeh instant of time, the place of
every body, of every particle of matter withm the reach of our observation, is determined
by the law of gravitation, modified by the
other known primum mobiles, or causes of
motion and lest.
These seem to be as follows:1. The centrifugal force.
2. The three of cohesion--the
attraction
observed to take ptaee amongst the homogeneous parts of the same whole.
3. The force of chemical attraction; to
which, perhaps, may be to be added repulsion.
The attraction (and repulsion) obServed to
" It note,
will be
attempted
to be
shot_a
in a subsequent
that
even what
Mr.
Bentham
calls
impossibilities in tote, are in reality nothing
more than facts in a high degree improbable,Editor.
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take place amongst the contiguous heterogeTaking this, for arguamnt's sake, as a c_nneons parts of the same whole,
plate list of primum mobiles (and I am in4. The force of repulsion or elasticity, given clined to think it would not be found to be
to the particles of other matter by _atorie, very far from a complete one,) any motion
when, being united with them, it forms a gas. which, being in a direction opposite to that
5. The force of expansion and contraction
of the attraction of gravitation, should not be
(repulsion and re-attraction)
produced by referable to any one of those particular causes
the addition and subtraction of calorie to and of motion, nmy be pronounced impossible .
from other bodies in the states of solidity and the existence ofm_y such motion on any given
liquidity,
body upon or near any part of the earth's sur_
6. The force of electrical and galvanic at- face, for and during any given space of time
traction and repulsion,
an impossible f_et.
7. The force of magnetic attraction and
A particular example may here help to
repulsion,
explain the nature and probative tbtce of tin8. The force of muscular motion put in poa_.tb_hty--phy_ical impossibility, and that
action by the will.
impossibility _n tote--as adduced in the chug. Tl_e force of muscular motion put in racter of an evidcntmry fact disprobative of
action by the vital power, m the ease of the the supposed fact, supposing the existence of
involuntary motions that take in living ant- it averred b_ direct testimony.
reals.
In one or more of the many books formerly
10. The force of muscular motion put in ac- current on the suhject of witchcraft and aption in tl'_e way of animal galvanism.
' paritions, I reme_nber reading the following,
l 1. The force of vegetation,
t stated as a t_aet. In a room somewhat lofty,
Of these forees (setting a_ide the eentrinot by any muscular exertions either of his
fugal fbrce, the existence of which is rather
ownorofanyotherperson,
other persons being
matter of inference than observation) the in- however at the same time in the same room,
flue,ee of gravity is so much more extensive i a man find, himself gradually raised up to the
and powerful than the rest, that the obserheight of the ceihng, and let down again ; his
ration expressive of its existence seems en- ' body all the time not being in contact _"ith
titled to he distinguished by the appellation
any other, except those of which his apparel
of the general or universal law of nature, ap- was composed.
ptieable to all bodies of which we have any
This I would venture to give as a specisort of cognizance
while the other laws of men of a sort of fact practically speaking iranature, as above brought to view, may be I )os_ible, viz. suctl an one as I could not be
considered as constituting so many exceptive i ersuaded of the truth of, not only upon the
clauses', with reference to that general law. testhnony of an)' one single witness, but upon
In most of these instances, the fi)rce is not I the testimony ot any number of witnesses that
perceptible but in the case where the distance ever found their aggregate testimony eontrabetween the particles concerned is extremely
dieted by other witnesses in any court ofjussmall : and accordingly, in few, if any, can It tice. The supposed fact impossible ? -- why
be clearly perceived to have place beyond the impossible?
Because it is in repugnance to
limits of the planet which we occupy. *
the law of gravity, and not in conformity to
any of those particular laws which operate as
• Gravity, the spezles of attraction common
to all perceptible matter, constitutes, as it were_ so many exceptions to that general law. Be
the general law of nature: attractions inferior in it so : it esnnot be brought under any of these
force, or limited in extent--attraction of cohesion, partieulas laws. But, supposing these to be
of magnetism, of electricity, of galvanism, with the only particular laws, or say causes of mothe multitudinous system of chemical attractions,
finn, as yet known,--ean )ou take it upon
_eonstitute, as it wet% so many exceptions to you to pronounce it impossible there should
that general law of nature. '_l'herelatmn of a
ln'qd,igy, will, if false, be traceable into the re- be any others? The steam-engine, as a source
lation, the allegation, of a violatmn of some one of power, is but a eel*fury and a half old: the
or more of the known laws of nature. In most,
if not all, the relations of this kind that have magnet, or of a needle of pare gold of a certain
been current, so gross has been the deeeit_ that weight" obeying it, would be in not tes_ palpathe law, or among the laws, stated as having ble repugnance to a known law of nature, titan
been violated (i. e. superseded on that oceas|on the assent of an insulated and naked man into
by some being distinct from and paramount to the region of the sky weald be. But while the
the universe,) has been the general, the univer, magnet or its characteristic properties remained
asl_ law--the law of gravity itself. The other unknown, false stories about magnets eonld not
partleular laws not having been in any degree be broached.
known, at any period when relations of this sort
obtained general credit among the superior and
a I say of a certain weight : for of late a nOtiOn
most enlightened classes, instances of any pre- has been ealvaneed, and_ for aught I can say to
tended violation of these more particular laws the contrary, proved_ that most ir not all bediee
are scarce discernible. An instance of a needle may be seen to pay obedience to the magnet
of pure iron 0£ a certain weight di_beyivg the when reduced to a certain minute quantity.
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knowledge
_f electricity,
as to the great bulk
of its e[e_s,
not so much as a century:
galtantsm, but of yesterday :--till the other day
there were but six primary
pl.anets moving
round
our sun; now there are eleven.
Are
new primum mobiles less possible
than new
planet.s ?
I answer:-As to the discovery
of new
eau_
of action --valises
apparently
distinct
from, and not referable
to, any of those above
enmnerateO--I
am not disposed
to regard it
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II. Facts disconfermabte
in degree,
Of facts impossible in degree (meaning

al-

Mr. Bentham himself aeknowtedge_
that the
discoveryofnewmovingtbreesisnotimpossible;
but the discovery of new threes, adequate to the
production
ef such an effect a_s that of' raising a
heavy body from the floor to the ceiling of a room
_ith_)ut any perceptible
cause, he does consider
impossxble; because (says he) had any force, salequate to the production of such an effect, been in
existence,
musthavc
been observedlong
No donbt, itthe
improbability
of the existenceago.a
of

as in any deffree improbable.
Yet, as to any
any such force, increases in proportion to the
causes adequate to the production
of any such
magnitude of the effect; but it may be permitted
effect as the effect in question,--in
the disto doubt whether it ever becomes an impels|hireveries
just spoken of there is not anything
I lily. Had our grandf, tthers teen told) that there
that wouhl prevent
me from regarding
it as i existed a force'in nature, which was capable of
being, in the sense above determined,
pra_,tinetting gold, silver, and almost all the other
metal_ ou fire, and causing them to burn with a
rally impossible.
Why?
Because
it appears
bright blue. green, orpurple flame--of
convertto me practically
impossible,
that,
after so
ing the earths into bright metallic substances by
tong a course of physical experience
and extheextricatmn
era particular kind of air, &e.&e.
per|meat,
any primam mobile, of a force ade--they_ur,:lwnlght
have said, with fully as mueh
quate to the production
of an effect of such
justice as we'ean at present, that if any cause had
magnitude,
can have remained
undetected,
exlsled in nature_ adequate to the production of
such remarkable effect% they could not have tailed
As to the power of" steam, the application
of
to have been aware of it bt_fore.
it to any useful
purpose i,_ not so ohl as a
2d¢_/, Suppose it certain that all the great trio,
century
and a half;
but the existence
of it vingfi)rce% tooneor
more of which allthepheas a source of motion could never have been
nmuena of tile universe must be referable,
were
known to us,--we
should not, to any practical
altogether
a
secret
to
any
one
who
ever
boiled
purpo.,e,
be
t_rther
advanced
that1
bgtbre.
We
a pot with a cover to it,*
might indeed, m a general way, be assured of
" It may_ perhaps, be doubted, whether, until
the impossibility
of every phenomenon
not reour kqowledge
shall have attained a perfection
retable to some one or more ef these forces as its
cause : bur that any qwcn alleged phenomenon is
thr beyond what it h_s attained, or is ever likely
t _ attain, such an attribute
as impossibility
in
in this predicament:
i_ more than we conld petsinto, can_ in the sense in which Mr. Bcntham
sibly be assured of-L-until we knew not only all
uses the words, be predicated of any eerier|ruble
the moving forces which exist, but all the pea.
phenomenon
whatever,
sible varieties of the operatton of all those force%
Mr. Bentham has given a list (whether ecruand all the forms and shapes under which it is
plete or incomplete
is of no consequence for the
possible for them to manifest tllemselves--untH,
present purpose)
of the various forces by which
in street, we knew all which it is possible to know
gravitation is known to be, under certain cireumof the universe,
flow can I be sure that a given
stanees_ counteracted:
and assuming this hat to phenomenon
which has no perceptible cause, is
be comnlete_ , he _vr°ceeds to infer, that "an_'_ not the effects,of .electricity.. , unless I knew whst
motion which, being in a direcnon
opposite to [ all tlle cherts oi electricity are ? And so of all
that of the attracuon of gravitation,
shou'ld not be ! the other laws of natme. As, however, it is very
referable
to any one ot_ those j_articular causes I nnprobable
that we ever shall know all the taws
..,,¢mouon," ma_ be r_ren°unced lmnossible. :" and [ot nature in all their dtfferent combinations and
for _reetical _ur_oses,
no doubt[(may
• but if ! manifestationsand as moreover it is difficult to
metaphysical
accuracy
be sought for, _ doubt ; see how: even l! we did know them all, we could
whether even in this ease the impossibility mques- ! ever be certain that we did so; it seems that we
ties be anything more than a very high degree of] never can pronounce,
with _rfeet
eertanlty)
o#
imDrebabilitv.
For,
,I any conceivable event, that it is impossible.
See
_st, Suppc_se the catalogue
of all the known. _ even Mr. Bentham himself_ tnfra_ section 9_ ad
forces which may operate to the production
of i fi_tem.
motion (or, as M r. Bentham calls them, the pri- _ Although, however, it could not be pronounced,
_mm mobiles,) to be at present complete : doe_
of the story told b_, Mr. Bentham, that the event
it follow that it will always remain so_ Is it I which tt relat_
_ impossible,
thus mueh may
possible to set limits to the discoveries
which I with safety be pronnunced,
that, if it did hapmankind
are capable of making
in the physi- f pen_ it was not produced by witchcraft.
I can
.l are
,cienees?
Are wewith
justified
alt_'tmlngforces
that lIeocn_ve_ive¢
we
acquainted
all theill moving
t e the :fx_Z_enO_eSUfficient
nee of timevldene_._
event, t which exist in nature ? Before the di_overv(for
I
instance) of galvanism,
it wilt be allowed, we
a In this instance, Mr. Bemham really b_aks
should not have been justified in making any
down the distinction between his imp_sibi]ity
i_
such assertion. In what respect are circumstances
tote, and impossibility
in degree.
Catmes rm_y
changed since that thne, except that we are now
exist (says he) which are not yet known to t_,
acquainted with one force more than we were beadequate
to the production of same effect ; but
fore_ By what infallible mark are we to deternot _dequate to the production of so great an
mine when we have come to theknowledge of all
efIeet. If so, however, this impossible fact i_ inathe propertie_ of matter ?
po_ibte in degree only, and not in tots.
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ways by impossible,
such as would generally
be accounted
so,) the exemplifications
that
might be given are innumerable.
These conaist in deviations
from the ordinary qua-ntities: deviations
extending
to such a degree,
as on that account
to be regarded
as incredible,
Let us take those which regard the manner of being of the human species : _
1. Extent of human stature,
_. Quantity
of human force,
3. t)uration
of human lit_.
4. Duration
of lilh without food.
5. Time of gestation,
6. Number
of children
at a birth,
Various
are the grounds
on which facts
having, like the above, the human species tbr
their sub ieet, present a claim to preference,
Being more interesting
than any others, they
are more open to observation,
and more likely
to attract it : and they are wont, on a _'ariety
of occasions,
stone of them more than other%
to come in question on judicial occasions:
in
particular,
time .of gestation,
arid duration
of
hfe without tbod; hut most of all the former,
legitimacy
or illegitimacy
depending
upon it.
Of the six examples
thus taken for the
purpose of illustration,
two admit of devia-

tlons at both sides ; viz. extent of stature,
and time of gestation.
In the other ca_e_
there is no room for deviation bat on the side
of increase : the minimum being in the vt_li_
nary course of nature.
,
In relation
to facts objected
to as incredible in consideration
of the magnitmle
of the
decree in which they deviate
frmn the ordinary course
of nature,
erroneous
judgment
oll the part of the judge seems rather more
to be apprehended
in disaffirmance
of the
supposed
ineredihle
raters, than in affirmance.
Why?
Because,
in most instances
of fact_,
the credibility
of which is liable to come in
question in judicature,
the judge (especially
supposing
him a man of a mind cultivated
in a degree at all approaching
to what befits
a man in such a situation)
will naturally
be
t more or less apprized
what is the ordinary
course of nature : but, of the known devia,tions_of
the de_ees
of deviation known by
men possessed of appropriate
information
in
', the line in question--it
may well happen to
him to be very imperfectly,
if at all, apprized.
I f, then, without having recourse to scientific
I evidence (viz. to such as applies in particular
i to the species of fact in question,)
he takes
I upon him to decide in disaffirmauea
of the

probable of
though
it be--I which
cannot could
eoneei
ethel
existence
any evidence
convince
me thatwitchcraftwas
the causeofit.
The reason
ts this: Suppose the fact Ftoved, the question remains,--Is
it referable m witchcratL or to _nne
natural cause ? _ Of extraordinary
events, prndated by natural causes, many have Come within
my experience : of events produced by witchcraft,
none whatever.
That extraordinary
event.s from
natural eause_ have frequently occurred, there is
abundant evidence : _.btle there cannot, in the
nature of things, be any evidence that any event
has ever been occasioned by witchcraft.
There
may be evidence that a particular event has unifonnty followed the will of a particular
person
supposed to be a witch ; but that the sup/rased
witch brought about the given effect, not by
availing herself of thelaws of nature, but through
the agency" of an evil spirit, counteracting
those
laws,_thls
can never be more than an inference:
it is not in the nature of things tha_ any person
should ha_e personal knowledge to that effect;
unles_s he has that perfect acquaintance
with all
the laws of nature, which alone e_n enable him
,o affirm with certainty dmt the given effect did
not arise from .any of those laws. What alleged
witch, or magaemn_ was ever suspected of produeing more extraordinary
effects than are daily
])reduced by natural means, in our own times, by
jugglers ? Omniscience
alone, if witchcraft were
po_bible, could enable any one not in the secret,
to distinguish it from juggler],,
h is no wonder,
then, dmt no evidence can p_-ove witchcraft; since
there never can be any evidence of i% good or
bad, trustworthy
or the reverse. All the evidence
that has ever been adduced of witchcraft is,--testimony, in the first place, to an extraordinary
event; and, in the nextplaee, to somebody's opinion that this event was supernatural;
but to nothing vise wh_tever.--Ed/tor,

Take, for instance, the question,_Ofwhat
I
1length
of time passed without
food, the pai tient surviving,
may the existettce be r%-arded
i as credible ?
I
Anne 1"753, at the Old Bailey, London,
I Elizabeth
Camdtlg was con victed" of perjury.
1
i Of the mendacity
of her testimony,
the whole
t evidence taken together,
I have not the smalliest doubt.
But one par_ of it consisted in an
I affirmation
on her part of her having p_ssed a
I certain lengthoftime
almost without food. In
the course of the history of that cause, several
persons,
it appears,
reffarded the extraordina-

Ifact, erroronhispart mavbe hattoonatu.
lrail 3' the consequence.
"

riness of this supposed
fact a.s sufficient to
render it incredible.
This judgment
I should
not expect
to find confirmed
by the opirtioa
of well-informed
scientific
witnesses.
Why?
Beeanse
at different times I remember
reading different
accounts of the protraction
of
anita',d, and in particular
human life, without
food, for much greater lengths of tlme_ae.counts tha'_ did not appear on the face of them
to present any suspieiou_ cileumstance_.
In the llst of eases above exhibited,
there
are few (if any) in which it might not happen,
•
in one way or other, to come into qua§lion
in the course of j udieature ; and this wit/dour
having recourse to wagers, by means of which,
if legalized,
there is no sort of fact whatever
that may not be made to call for the decision
of a judge.
1. Duration
of life. Titius is nominee in n
life-annuity,
or sends to pat in a claim of pro,
perry in a distant country,
The age of Titius

-
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is 170, 160, 150. Parrissald
to have passed
his 151st year, Jenkyos
his 169th.
But the
judge
either has never heard of the reputed
age of-Jenkyns
or of Parr,
or d_.believes
it.
In stone periodical
print an artit'le appeared
some year's a_o, stating as still in existence
a
man who had passed ttre age of 180.
2. Dara_in_Jofthetimeofgestation.
This
is a q_lestion of no very nnt_equent
occurfence,
and (in re_peet of the legitimacy
of
children,
and the houmn" of parents)
of the
utmost practi_l
importance.
There are wellattested
instauces of women whose pregnm_cy
has continued
teu, eleven° or even tweh'e
months,
in the case of a pregnancy
protranted
for the term of ten months,
a rash
judge,
too decided to surlier the exhibitim_ of
scientific
evidence on this point,
might dr, a
cruel irrjustice,
3. Number of children at a birth.
Ot three
children
born at the same time, of the same
mother,
the existence
(suppose)
has been put
out of doubt bv other evidence.
Comes another person, claiming property on theground
ofsuccessloa,
and says. " My mother had fbur
children
at a irirth, and I am one of them."
'" Four a.t a birth!"
says the judge:
" that I
never can believe ; three I can believe,
fbr 1
have known instances
of it.
I will not hear
your evidence."
Five at a birth I remember
reading of in newspapers,
with individuMizalion of names, times, and places,
4. Number ot children born of one woman,
The like precipitation
is capable
of taking
place m this case as in the last prcce._ing one.
Between
thirty and forty, t a:a clear that 1
have read of.
5. Duration
of fecundity
in women.
Delivery
some years aftel
sevcnty,
I think
1
have read of.
An estate is claimed on behalf
of a chdd, whose mother',
it is alleged
and
confes._ed,
when she was delivered
of him,
was turned of sixty
" No," says our rash
judge ; "the t:,wt is impossible : it is needles_
to hear evidence."
But such rashness--such
irrational
refilsal
to hear evidence-is it to be supposed ? -Alas!
the rashness
here supposed as credihle
on the part of this or that individual
judge,
is nothing incomparison
to the rashness which
continues
to bc exemplified
to this day, in the
most enlightened
countries,
by the whole fraternity
of judges,
In regard to facts devious in degree,
it is
impossible
to fix upon any point of the scale,
as being the point which separates
the lucredible degree
from the credible.
At a large
distance
above the ordinary
or mean level,
to a person determined
to take the distance
lm'ge enough, there will commonly
be no dif
ficulty.
Bat begin with the most devious
degree allowed
to have been exem'flified,-propose the next degree, and then the next ;
scarce any man that will not find himself per-
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plexed, and even in an inextr:eahle
degree, ta
may at what degree credibility
ends, incredio
bdity begins:--l.
Stature.
A man a hundred
feet high, incredible.
But nine feet?
Ia
L_mdon,
nmninal
nine feet has been exhibited,
to make allowance
for exaggeration,
say eight feet.
But, eight feet being certain,
shall eight feet arrd an inch be iucredihle?
Tbecredibilityofeight
feet and an inch beiag
admitted,
add an inch nmre, and so on without end.---2.
Force.
No man living who is
capable of lifting upon his shoulders
a fat and
full-grown
ox of the largest breed ; few men
who would not have been able to dealln that
same way by that
game animal
when just
born.
Take any man, and propose it to him,
or to any one else. to say, at what age of the
animal,
or at what precise weight in pouuds
and ounces,
the nmn's power of lifting him
will cease.--3.
Fecundity
at a birth, or total.
According
to the legend,
in consequence
of
the imprecation
eta beggar wonlan, the Com_tess of Desmond had as many children as there
arc days in a year : whether
at one or more
births,
I cannot
take upon me to recollect.
A delivery
of five at a birth has been morttloned,
with all the circumstances,
within
these few years,
in the English
journals.
Taking
this number
for certain,
will six be
incredible?
Thus we get on, one by one, titl
we come to the Countess of Desmond's
humbet : only, the more there are of them,
the
stunner they must be.
A treatise
on the deviations
h'om the ordinary course of nature
has been spoken of as
a necessary part of an encyclopedical
system.
hy Bacon.
In the synoptical
table prefixed
to the first French
Encyciopedia,
the menlion of it has been revived
by D'Alembert..
Of a treatise on this subject,
the iandamental part would consist of a statement
of the
alleged facts.
In regard to such facts as are
more particularly
apt to come in question
in
a court of judicature-such, above all, on
the belief or disbelief
of which (as in _me
of the above examples)
the property
and henour of t'amllies may depend, --might
it not
be of use that ar,'angements
shouht be taken
by governments
for their authentication
and
registration
? At present,
the credit of facts
of this description
rests, in general,
on no
firmer foundation,
than that of a paragraph
in this or that periodical
publication.
And
who can say but that it may sometimes
happen that a false fact of this description
shall
have been inserted,
in the view of its being,
on an individual
occasion,
employed
in evideuce ? In the character
of the bes_ and only
evidence which the nature of the case admits
of, the paragraph
may or mat no; Je listened
to by the judge.
But,--¢aouga
it should
not be admitted
in a direct way,--in
an mdirect and circuitous
way it may, nevertheless, operate
in the character
of evidence.
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hear scientific e_4denee;--but
the opinion of
the witness
is drawn (for from what better
source can it be drawn ?) from this or that
paragraph,
which be has read in a newspaper,
with or without
the faculty of' revel|erring
the source from whence he took it.
IlL Facts diseonformablc
in specie,
When, on a survey of the catalogue
of incredible,
or sttpposed
incredible,
facts,
we
come to the class of those which,
if meredible, are so on this ground;
and when, aeenrdiitgty,
on this ground, we set about the
ta_k ot' drawing the line between tile credible
aud the incredible,--we
find ourselves on an
ocean without
a compass,
and that oeeau
without
bounds.
By what consideration
can
m_y bounds
be set to the modifications
of
matter?--to
the modifications
that may have
been exetrrplified
in this place, in that place,
or in any place ? Take any one of the species
of men, spoken of' as existi,g,
by Ptmy or
Mandeville,_who
shall say but that, in some
place or other,
at some time or other,
that
spee, iesmayhaveexisted?--whoshallsaytbat
in no place whatever,
at no time whatever,
the existence
of such species would be other
than absolutely
incredible
?
By anatomists,
some of them, if examined,
might perhaps be tomtd to involve physiologicaI incnmpatibilities
; bat seth incompatibilities will not he unapt to be too hastily asstoned.
Angels are painted by addin_goose's
wings _ devils by adding bat's wingg-to an
ordinarily-shaped
bureau body. Judging from
birds, an anatomist
may pronounce
the use of
such an appendage
incompatible
with such a
shape.
Yes: supposing
no greater quantity

[ but individuals
multiplied?
In the ease ot
i the porcupine
man, the deviation would n_rurally
at first be thought confined to the irtI dividuat ; but it was found to extend to the
_ Tare.
I
Gulliver,
upon his return
from Lilliput,
consigned,
as he tells us, to Greenwich
Park
some of the neat bulls and cows of tilat courttry.
Till he read on to the account of this
goureeofpermanent
realevidence,
whieh converted his doubts into belief, 1 forget what
bishop, mentioned
by Swift and others, was
induced to regard the whole history as a fable.
At the Leverian
Museum,
full-grown
neat
cattle, much about that size, were to be seen
in gla% cases.
Among the Nuremberg-Chronicle
men, are
to be seen the cranes,
with their classical
enemies the pigmies,
the prototypes
of the
Lilhputian,.
Is not the incredibility
of the
Litliputian._
les._ened, more or less, by the
Leverian
lnlff, does?
The relative iueredibilily, 1 think,
beyond dispute.
The relative
incredibilil?
; that is, our propensity
to relard
the existence
of such a race in that
light.
But the absolnte
inerc_.tihility,
the
impossihility,how can that be affected by
the analogy in question,
or any other?-the
absolute
incredibility,
supposing
any determinate
idea to be capable of being found, to
ammx to the expressimi;
a discovery
which,
to my view, doe._ not, I must ventless, preI seat itself as easy to make.
The fact being given,--the
incredibility
[ of it -- the relative incredibility,
is lessened
i by remoteness
in respect of place.
The prot penalty to disbelieve is, certainly.
By wiiat

of muscular force capable of being exerted by
a given quantity
of matter than what is 6xerted by men or birds : but wlmt will he say
of fleas?
At this mome,_t I have before me a copy

t cause ? The imaghmtion
would probably be
_ found to bear a considerable
part in the pro; duction
of the effect ; but neither is reason
t _athout
her share.
The more remote
the
! country,
the less explored.
Had races of

of the book known
to antiquaries
by the
Cyclops,
of horned
men, of many-handed
name of the " Nuremberg
Chronicle."
"This
men, of pigmies,
existed in England,
could
work contains,
in a folio volume in the Latin [ they have thus long remained undiscovered
?
language,
the history
and geography
of the
So far as this consideration
operates, the reknown world, printed in that city in the yem's
lative incredibility
of these and other devious
1492 and 1493; exhibited
at the same time
vm'ieties ol' the human species would
evito the corporeal
as well as to the mental
dcntly be much less in the interior of New
eye, by a multitudinous
series of graphical
ttoltand,
than in Old England.
representations,
taken
frmn wooden
plates.
Antecedently
to the importationofthe
kar_
Amongst
these are cuts of" twenty-one
degaroo, and the two species of ornithorynehi,
vinus species of men, or as we should say,
suppose a paragraph
in a newspaper,
speaking
monstrosities,
from Pliny and other authors.*
of an animal of any one of those descriptions
Some of them
appear
to involve
incompaas found in a wood in England:_the
first
tibilities
of the anatomical
kind, as above,
propensity
would
have been, to regard the
Others have actually beenexemplified--some
statement
as _ahulous or ineorrect_
the next,
nearly, v_me ever strictly ; the cyclops eye ; to take for granted that the animal had been
the horns,
the redundant
arms and hands. In
imported
from some distant country,
and had
these instar cas, however, the exemplification
by accident got loose.
has not been known
to extend
beyond
the
From remoteness
in point of place, analogy
conducts
us naturally
to remotenes_
in point
FoL 12.
of time.
On this ground,
imagination
and

_ _2:
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reason act in opposite directions: the imagl- but a part) to modern witches, it is becau_
nation, to diminish the incredibility (meaning
they are not old enough. A few years more
always the relative)--reason,
to increase it. over their head, and then his faith in them
In time as in place, as the scene grows becomes entire, A little while, and the imamore and more remote, to the mind's eye it gination of some successor or pupil of the
is more and more obscure.
Ghosts, devils, departed sage alay beget upon the ghost of
vampires, hobgoblins ofatl sorts, may existln
the witch of Endor a succession of modern
darkness; in the light, we see clearly there witches, and then comes the reign of terror
ore no such things,
again, if not of blood: for the conspicuous
Reamu does not in this ease diminish the sufferitigs that have been produced by witchincredibility, as in the former.
When the craft at the foot of the fatal tree, or in the
first impulse given by the imagination is re- water, or in the fire, are as nothing in cornslated, it seems difficult to say why, in the parison with thc horrors which it has planted
case of an atle_:ed fact devmus in _pecie, the iu the pillow, and in the chair which, hut for
incrt_libility of it should be lessened by thi. them, would have been an easy one
How
cause. As far hack as history, supported by much better directed has been the zeal of
sources of permanent real evidence (skelethose enlightened divines, who, to conquer
tons, statues, _culptured portraits, drawings,
peace [br flesh and blood (rcflectin_ that the
pictures, or human works,) goes, can arty accident of being bound up with history does
material difference be found between our riot give truth to t:_bles,) have made war upon
predecessors and ourselves ?
the sorceress, and devoted to anmhilation that
On the other hand. so far as the ineredi- queen of terrors. Has riot Farmer, in the same
bitity of any deviou_ fact depends upon the generous view,eonvertcddemoniaesintomadcauses of untrustworthiness,
the increase men ? nod did not Priestley, to the same end,
which it receives from remoteness in point and in a sense peculiar to himself, wrestle
of time is abundantly notorious.
In the with the prince of darkness ?
track of experience and civilization, the furNature makes her mock of those systems
ther back we go. the greater the proportion
of tactics, which human industry presents as
of incorrectness as well as mendacity, the . leading-strings to human weakness,
in so
greater the ratio of fable to history, till at far as difference in specze is eon._tituted by
last it is all pure fable. In distant times, hi_ ! difference in proportion, which as as much as
tories melt at last into fables, as, in distant Iito say difference in decree, this latter division
plains, hills do into clouds,
lt_ is with the of devious facts must be confessed to coincide
infimey of the apeeies, as with the infancy of with the former. The existence of pigmies
the individual: dreams mix themselves with and Lilliputians heinz incredible, is it so in
realities,
the character of a fact dewous in specie, or
In effect, remote tintes are virtually present
devious only in degree ? Dwarfs are devious
to us in remote places.
The different gene- in degree only. anti without difficulty. Why?
rations of mankind, at their different stages Because, due race being the same, the differof civilization, are at once present to our fence is, irathe botanical sense, only a variety.
eyes. We may view our ancestors in our an- But dwarfs, it is beheved, may be tound, not
tipodes.
In Japan, sorcerers are still seen above four times the height of Lilliputians,
riding in the clouds.
In Negrolaml, witch- and much les_ superior in height to pigmies
craft is even now the most comnmn of a!l than inferior to ord;nary men.
crimes.
Half a century is scarce past since
At the worst, imperfect order is better
Hmtffary has been cleared of vampires,
than total chaos. Amidst so thick a darkYet, even in time ms in place, experience
ness. the faintest fight is not altogether withforbids our regarding the present as cast in out its use.
exactly the same mould with the remote, it
New Holland has presented us with its kin[Furtt_er remarks by the Editor.
garoos and ornithorynehi, Cuvier and others
After an attentive consideration of the ehahave presented us with their parallels in the raeters by which Mr. Bentham endeavours to
extinct inhabitants of' an antedlluviar world,
distinguish his three classes from one another,
In this line of investigation, as m oth_,,
the reader will probably join with me in reerrors concerning past times might, in a prac- dueing these three classes to two ;_ viz. 1.
ileal work like the present, pass unnoticed.
Facts repugnant to the course of nature so far
if the application of them confined itself to as kno_ to us ; and 2 Facts merely deviating
past times. The misfortune is, that, when from it : or (to express the same meaning in
_cts. mischievous as well as fabulous, have, more precise language) 1. Facts contrary to
raider favour of the clouds of the morning,
experience ; 2. Facts not conformable to exbeen planted in past times, they are apt. to perience.
be transplanted into present, there to take
The discovery of a new species of anhnal,
root, aud yield a poisonous increase. If Black- presents a specimen of a fact not coati, trouble
atone refuses a part of his credence (for it is to experience.
The discovery "were such a
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thing poRsible) of an animal belonging to any universally followed by another p_momen_m
of the already known species, but unsuseew
(the fall of the stone,) is foumt, in the ease
tible of"death or decay, would be a fact co_t- in question, not to be so followed. Inlets,
.rar_ to experience,
then, is a Fact contrary to experience.
This distinction was pointed out by Home ;*
The error, then (as it appears to me,) of
hut, having pointed it out, he knew not how Hume, did not congst in making the flistine,
to apply it : and the misapplication which it tion between facts contrary, and facts not
seemed to me that he had made of it, led me conformable, to experience ; it consisted in
at first sight to imagine that there wa_ no imagining, that, although events not conform,
foundation ibr the distinction itself. Having, able to experience may properly be believed,
however, by further reflection, satisfied my- eve_
contrary to experience eannot. That
self of its reality, I will attempt, if possible, an event is no't fit to be credited which supto make my conception of it intelligible to po_es the non-universality of"a sequence prethe reader,
viously considered to be universal, is so far
z_ll that our senses tell u_ of the universe, I fi'om being true, that the most important of
consists of certain plte_o,nena. _qth their ,'c- . all di-c,_veries in physics have been those
quinces. These sequenee_, that i_ to say. the I whereby what were betbre imagnued to be
different orders in which different phe_mmena ' univer,_al laws of nature, have been proved
succeed one another, have been d_-eovered to i 1o he subject to exception.
Take Mr. Benbe invariable. If they were l_ot so--if, fi_r I thran's ox_'n list (pp, 84,85) of the exceptiona
example, that food, the ree-ption of which I to the law of eravitation: suplmse all the_e
into the stomaei_ was yesterday toliow_d by 1unknown, the law might have been supposed
ht_alth, cheerfulness, and strength, w_rc, if I m_iversal, aad the exceptions, when discor_kento-day, succeeded by weakness, disease, I vered, wmtld have been so many violatiOns
wouhldeath--the
and
ha'_:'v_-loug
ahuman
go become
race,extinct•
it is evident,
Those
.,equenee% then, which are ob-erved to recur
constantly, compose what is termed the order
t_f_atare : and any m_e sueb sequence is, by
l:ather an inappropriate metaphor, st3led a law
of nature,
When a new discovery is made in the harural world, it may be either by the disrup_ion oi an old sequence, or by the discovery
of a new one. It may be discovered, that the
phenmnenon A, which was imagined to be in
all cases tbllowed by the phemm_enon B, is,
in certain cases, not followed by _t ; or it, may
be discovered _hat the phenomenon C is fof
lowed by a phenomenon D, which, tilt now,
was not known to flqlow it.
in the former ease, the newly-discovered
fact is em_trary to experience ; in the Iatter
ease, it is merely _wt conformable to it. tn
the first ez_,e, it is repu_mant to what had
been imagined to be the order of nature; in
the second case, it merely deflates from it.
The first time that the sensitive plant was
discovered, its characteristic property was a
fact not co_!f,)rmable to experience.
A new
sequence was discovered ; but no sequence
was broken asunder : the plant had nol, been
known to possess this property, but neither
had it been known not to possess it, not haying been known at all.
But ifa stone projected into the air were,
without any perceptible esuse, to remain suspended, instead of'fallingtothe ground,--here
would be not merely a new sequence, but the
disruptiou of an old one : a phenomenon (projectiun of a stone into the air) which, from
past experience, had been supposed to be
• _e his E_say o,_3li_aetes.

i exceptions
of it: but again
do not tothese
them,
exceptions,
and so on,
_4thcomthe
po_-e by fiat the most valuable part of physical.
science ?]
§ 6. T/_e improbabiht.u of a fact, relatively to
a part&olaf intlirtdual, depends upon the
degree of his acquaintance with the course
qf_atare.
The improbability of any alleged fact consi,ts in its deviatmn from the established,
. and (as supposed) m_varied and invariable,
course of nature.
Of what nature ? -- Of irrational nature,
or rational,of the nature of things, or of
men,--according to the nature of the alleged
fact deposed to :aeeording
as it is a mere
physical event, or a human act, the result of
the operation of a human mind. According
as the fact belongs to the one or the other
class, thedeser_ptionoftheimprobabititywill
admit of correspondent differences.
Does the tact exhibit any such deviation ?
If yes, in what degree ? considerable enough,
or not, to preponderate over the force of such
testimony as the c_e presents?
What. in
respect of the supposed fket in question, is
the unvaried andinvariable course of nature ?
Immediately or ultimately, it is t?om the optnion of the judge, determined by the knowledge of the judge, that the ar,swer to these
questions, and the decision grounded on it,
must come.
It must always be borne in mind that protrabitity and improbability are not, in _riet_
hess, qualities of nature ; they are qualitie_
attributed to supposed natural facts in the
way of fiction, for the co_ve_ienee of diseourse--at_ribu_d
to the facts them_Ives,
in consideration of the persuasion e_tertained
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eoncerningthem in the mind of him by whom to hold converse with mankind: he would,
they are spoken of in this point of view. The upon the credit of a bare assertion, uttered
alleged fact,--is it, in his view of the matter,
by rely person of his acquaintance, give credit
e_mpletely uneonfbrmable to the ordinary to one fact as readily as to another; to the
course of' nature ? he sets it down as impro- most flagrantly anti-physical tact, as well as
bable in the highest degree: or, in other to the most common fact ; to a fact tbe most
words, as impossible.
I_ it in a less degree devious and extraordinary in degree or speunconformable ? he sets it down as simply ira- cies, as well as to the most ordb_ary fact ; to
probable, and rmt altogether impos.-ablc : and the extstence of a ghost or a devil, &swell as
so downwards, till the improbability presents to that of a man ; to the existence of a mau
itself as productive of no other degree of ,ixty fleet, or no more than six inches, high,
negative persuasion than wha_ is Capable of as well a_ to that of a man of six feet ; tothe
being subdued and made to give way to post- existence of a nation of cyclops, with but one
tive affirmation, by the force of such altirma- eye each, and that in the middle of the tbretire evidence as tl_e ease affords,
head, mswell as to the exi.-tence of a nation
The improbability being thus recognised
w_th two eyes in their ordinary place.
to be purely relative--relative
on each oecaIn this respect, all nations as well as all
sion to the idiosyncrasy of the individual by men arc children tbr a time. Among savages,
whom the fact in question is set down as ira- not to speak of barbarians, the mental state
probable,--it
is easy to see, that in this point cannot lie regarded but a¢ a state to which this
of view, the probability or improbability of supposition is iu a great degree applicable.
the fact will depend upon the degree of reWhat is there that would not be believed
lative knowledge possessed by the individual
in a nation in whieh it was generally underjudge; and thence upon the degree attain- i stood-- so generallv as to be a positaon acted
able, and generally attained, in the age, and ! upon by lax*-,that guill or innocence, mendacountry, and rank, in respect of mental eul- c_ty or veracity, was to be determined by a
tivation, in which heis placed. A fact which, man's walking blindfold hurt or unhurt in a
in Paphlagonia or Palestine, might, in the maze of red-hot ploughshares?
Augustan age, not have been too improbable
Of a given apparently anti-physical i_act,
to be estabti_-hed by testimony, in the esti- the relative incredibility will be apt to iumation of the most knowing nfinds of those crease, not only with a man's acquaintance
respective countries, might have presenteditwith the laws of nature, but with his soself as impossible to the same class of minds quaintance with the history--the correspondat Rome or Athens at tbat same time. A ent part of the history, of the human mind;
fact which in that same age might not have with the observations he has had occasion to
been incapable of establi_-hing itself in the make of the extreme frequency of ineorcharacter ofaprobable cheat Rome or Athens,
rectness and mendacity among mankind, or
even in that highest class of minds, might at rather of the extreme rarity of the opposite
this time be rejected as improbable by minds phenomena;
of the extreme frequency of
of the same class in Paris or London. A fact the instances in which either the one or the
whidl would be established by a given force other ha_ been reduced to certainty, someof testimony without a dissentient voice in times b) irreconcilable contradictions, as hethe minds of the highest, class at Tombuctoo,
tween divers reports of the same transaction
and without many dissentient voices in minds --sometimes by self-contradiction on the part
of the same class in Constantinople,
might of each.
find nothing but incredulity in minds of equal
In the ease of an apparently anti-physzcal
relativesuperiorityin
London or Paris. Even [ fact reported by a writer or a number of wriin our own times, and within the hearing of i ters in a distant period.--to
render it more
Bow bells, StockweI1 or Cock-lane might, ] credible that he should either have been a
on the strength of hearsay evidence, afford _fdeceiver or deceived, than t.hat the faet was
a temporary credence to a fact to which no } true, i_ is not necessary that it should appear
force of immediate testimony would be able I that he was acted upon by this or that partito afford so much as a momentary credence t eular cause of delusion, or that he had this
in St. Stephen's chapel
t or that point to gain, this or that specific adBy the relative credibility or incredibility of ! vantage to reap, from the lie. All men a_e,
a fact, ][ understand the chance it has of being I occasionally, exposed to seduction in this
The relative incredibility, as regards a par- truth, by all sorts of motives.
True it is,
tic_flar person, of an anti-physical fact--a
that in this case there are two suppositions
believed
or
disbelieved
by
a
given
person.
I
way,
to
the
temptation
of
swerving
from
the
fact amounting to a violation of a law of ha- , to make, for one that there is in the
other.
ture--will
be in proportion to his acquaint- t But, take each of these supposifions,--what
anee with the laws of nature.
Suppose a can be more probable ?
person altogether unacquainted with the laws
Go back to distant ages, we shall find men
of nature, yet not altogether unaccustomed of the very first reputation for sagacity, for
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insight into the human heart, very wnper- probable a_dimprobahle _prohahle toK_me
fectly apprized (to appearance at lea,.t) of persons improbable to others; and this withthe causes of untrustworthlness to wh_ch ex- out any necessary imputation, on e_ther side,
tra-judieial testimony is exposed.
Speaking
on the judgmer_t of those by whom such op*
of the two miraculous cures ascribed to the posite decisions are pronounced.
Emperor Vespasian, " Utrumque" (says TaIgnorance, though perhaps more exposed
eitas)"
qui interfuerc, mine quoque memo- to erroneous judgments on the side of belief,
rant, postquam nullum mendaem pretiumW
is by no means unexposed to erronenusjudg" By persons who were privy to the two meets on the side of disbelief;t ieasmuch as
transactions, both are still related, now that"
the analogies by which extraordinary inei(understand. by the extinction of that empe- dents are brought within the sphere of proror's family) " mendacity h_ no longer any bab_lity, are, in proportion to the degree ot
reward to hope for."
No reward to hope their ignorance, apt to he without the cornfor I As if punishment was not a still more pass of their knowledge.
ilresistihle principle of seduction than reward !
Tile ]e_s e-_le_Jsive a man's aequah_ta_ee is
as if forfeiture of reputation, of reputation
with theordimtrycourse of nature, thegreater
for veracity, were no punishmen_ !
is the number of those facts, which by him
By Tacitns, both the_e miracles were be- are not seen and m_dcrstood to be within the
lieved. The remark could have had no other ordinary course of nature-- t_aets which, in
object than to communicate that perst_asion his view of the matter, belong to the predlto his readers• Unless his intentmn was to eament of extraordinary things. The great_
deceive, t_e was himself deceived,
or, therefore, is the number of those things
In England, miracles of due same kimt, but which, being to iron extraordinary things, are
prodigiously greater in number, and beyond by others reported, and by him (as occlusion
comparison better attested, were believed-presents them to his ob,,ervation) fotmd attd
within these hundred )'ears very generally
proved, to be true.
believed; and now. perhaps (anne 1826) not
Supposed facts, which, besides being to
by a single human being-- not even by any him extraordinar), art reall) out of the course
of the multitudes that, still believe in witches of nature, and not only so, but actually untrue,
and apparitions. It was among the attributes
are by trim neither ,con nor suspceted to be
of the Stuart dynasty, to cure their subjects untrue.
Why not ? Because, by their being
of the species of scrofula called the king',
extraordinary to hie,, httle cause is presented
evil. A piece of coined gold being touched
for suspecting them to be untrue: ibr many
by the monarch for tl_e purpose, the patient facts which to him are extraordinary, are by
wore it thereafter by a string upon his neck; the genend consent of those with whom he is
for which purpose a hole was pierced in it. I acquainted bold to be, and upon trial found
Bv family inheritance, I have three of these 1 to be, true. .Nor, by their being really out
pieces st_I1 by me. It was rot by the vision of _he ordinary course of nature, are they
of a gml--tbe
god Serapis--that
so many I presented to him as being in a proportionbeneficent moJ*archs were determined to ex- i able degree, if in any degree, improbable: tbr
ereise, tbr the t)enefit of their subjects, thi., / with the extraordinary course of nature, as
he_ling power ; it was by the experience of distinct t?om the ordinary, he has little or no
ages. Under James I. the practice began, or acquaintance.
at least existed, with the 17th century; un- I
Suppose a Turk, of the ordinary class of
der Anne, it continued for the first fburteen t Turks in point of educatmn, to have been
years of the 18th:--omitting
the reprobate ] told of the elevation eta number of persons
Charles and the usurping William, all of I in the air. and ot the a_nal voyage performed
them monarebs of exemplary faith and piety, by them; emd this by a bare statement of the
Would sovereigns such as these have lent'a
iaet so far as above described, and u4thout
hand to an im_u_ture ?*
any indication given of the cause by which the
Thus it is, that, in many instances, impro- elevation was produced. Probably enough,
bability is relative : the same fact is at once neither disbelief, nor so much as any considerabte surprise, would in his mind have
* In the edition of Boswell's Johnson pub- been the result.
To his disposition to give
lished in 1835(1. 36.) in illustration of the cir- credence to this, or any uther fact of the
eumstance of Johnson having been touched by extraordinary elass, no great addition could
Queen Anne, the following proclamation Is I probably remain to be made by occular decopied from the London Gazette, No. 2180:-" Whitehall, Oct. 8, 1686.--HisMajesty is gsa- _ monstration.
Whatever fact of"this de_ripeiousty pleased to appoint to heal, weekly, for tbe _ tion could be related to him. would be
e_il, upon Fridays; and hath oommanded his/rendered
sufficiently credible by a word,
physicians and ehirugeons to attend at the office [ whatever it be, of which in English the words
appointed
Tlaur_lsys,for
in that
the afternoon,
purpose, in
to giye
the Meuse.
out tickets."
upOn [ _magic or sorcery
_
serve for__representatives.
During the rebellion of 1745, Charles Edward t J" e.g. The ¢aseot'Bruce_the Abytsiniantra_e_tored the practice in S¢othnd_ _E_
I veller._Ed.
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By the TurkJ, Christians are considered either
The author being, in the autumn of 1785,
as being in general magicians, workers of on board a Turkish vessel, on a voyage from
wanders; or, at least, as abounding in magi- Smyrna to Constantinople. a storm arose in
clans: and by magic, one thing may be done the sea of bIarmora, wi_lch made us glad to
as well as another. The contents of the ma- take refuge in a port on the Asiatic side,
chine by which this wonder was achieved,
called Kiemed, where the first object we
were in fact composed of rarefied air:--had
saw, as soon as we could see anything, was
this account of it been given to him, would the wreck of a vessel just driven on shore
he have credited it? Not tmlikely; and so within a stone's throw of us.
would he, as likely, had they been represented
There being several Franks of us on board,
to him as composed of lead.
To a people the master of the vessel, through the medium
to whom the face of nature is not visible of an interpreter, examined us all ibr the purthrough any other nledium than that of the pose of knowing whether any such article as
Koran, one thet is not more unconformable
a fragment of an Egyptiam mnmmy existed
in) the course of nature than another,
in the possession of any of us ; and if so,
When an air-balloon, on the hydrogen gas whether we could favour him with a sight
prineiple, performed for the first time, at St. of it. The answer having been universally
Petersburg. an ai_rial voyage,--eer_ain
Ja- in the negative, -- when the storm was over,
panese, who having been shipwrecked some- it was observed to us by the interpreter, 1hat
where in Kmnsehatka, had from thence been our deficiency in this emious article was, perconveyed to Petersburg. were of the number
haps. a fortunate ciremnst_nce tel us; mummy
of the spectators. All the re_.t were wrapped
being among theimplements known to be eraup in amazement: the Japanese alone re- ployed by Christians in the practice of divers
rosined unaffected. A Russian noticing their magical art% and, amongst others, of the art
unconcern, and a.king for the cause of it,-of raising btorms: whereupon, had any such
" Oh!" said a Japanese, '" this is nothing but article been iimnd in our possession, it would
magic; mid in Japan we have practitioners in have been mattez of consideration, as a means
magic irt abundance."
ofabating the turv of the storm, whether to
wlth t'hrowill g overboard the maIn the long-established
empire of Japan, [ be satisfied
.
it is probable, as in the long-established and gmal implement, or to throw over the magineighbouring empire of China, they have clans ahmg with it.
jugglers, whose art consists in the producThe theoretical prinelp]e being established
tion of whatsoever phenomena seem most un- ] on the ground of notoriety, the practical ineooftn'umble to the km)wu course of nature. ] ference_ seemed to follow fzom it consistently
In England, as well as in other superiorlyenough,
if, b_ a piece of a dead body, preinformed nations, such appearances are exhi- served in a pal t'icutar manner, and introdm'ed
bited by jugglers, as it requires a better
on board a .qfip, a sturm eouhl be raised,_
acquaintance with the course of nature than what. more natural than that, by throwing it
falls to the lot of the bulk of the people, to out of the _hip the storm should be appeased ?
distinguish from impossibilities; and in China,
The cause taken away, the effect wilt follow.
the art of juggling, having beenlonger in nse Moreover, it, upon the removal of the supthan in rely European country, appears, by posed cause, the effect ,hould not follow_
the instances given by travellers, to have if, after thi, magical implement had teeen
been carried, in some partieulars, to a still thrown overheard, the storm should continue
higher degree of perfection than anywhere
unappeased,--the
eontimmnee of it would
in Europe.
be a proof timt the cause of the storrn, if reThe art of _ravelling m the air being re- moved in part. was not removed completely:
ferred to j uggtery, and considered as no more it would be a sign that, along with thi, known
than a particular branch of that commonlyimplement, the magician was in possession
practised art, all cause of wonder was at an of some ott,or implement or implement% not
end.
equally known, but equally well adapted for
In the character of a i_aithful picture of real the purpose of raising s_orms: and, under the
life, the Arabian Nights' Entertainments,
to difficulty of ascertahfiug what were the other
an Arabian understanding, are upon a par implements by the help of which the magiwith other histories : and if in some points clan might be enabled to fulfil his wicked purthey differ from histories strictly and properly
pose, the surest course was to rid the ship of
_a united, it is only in the same respect as Re- the magician himself, which done, his tools,
biaaon Crusoe differs from actual biography:
were they ever so numerous, would do no
though not actually true, they contain no- mischief.
thing hut what might have been true; and
Bethisasit
may, the sagaeiousTurk might
if, ia any instance, they are not to be be- have placed his argument on ground absolieved to be true, it is only because, upon a lutcly impregnable, by calling in to his aid
einse inspection, it may be found that they the principle of the Scotch philosopher. I
are not given for such.
have a propensity, he might have said, to be_
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Iieve whatever I hear, probable or L'nproba-I any proofs of their superiority in his view.
ble
can :tell
andme
thiswhen
propensity
it first is
began
innate;
to show
for who
it- I of
Thenature,
fact was
in any
not such
conformable
state of tothing_
the emerge
as his
self? But being hmate, it is not derived from I opportunities of observation had present_l to
hls
view,
He
had, therefore, the _me r e_soli
experience ; and being older than experience,
it is stronger than experience ; nor, therefore
for disbelieving that fact, as we have for discan any argument drawn from probabihty or be|teeing facts which, by thousazids tutd thouimprobabilitystandagainstit:
for an argument
sands that could be mentioned, a European,
drawn from probability or improbabihty rests instructed or not instructed in the rudiments
on no other basis than that of experience;
of physical science, would, at this time of
and when experience, or anything that rests day, be disposed to reject as incredible at the
upon it, is encountered by the opposing pres- first word.
sure of the pre-estahlished propensity, which i
In London itself, that great metropolis
it is that mast yield, is manifest enough.*
I which disputes with Paris the title of metroThe better acquainted we are with the _polls of the scientific world, his Siamese rancourse, the ordinary course, of nature, the jesty found, within the compass of my own
better qualified we are, of course, for judging
experience, a not unworthy representative in
whether a given _act be confbrmable or un- the person nf an English physician. At that
conformable to it.
time, about twenty _'cars or'thereabouts had
As between credulity and incredulity, belief i elapsed since the publication of the first exof _alse facts a_ld disbelief of true ones, the penment by which mercury, by the help of
former will naturally present itself as being. I the Russian ice, had been exhibited in a solid
in the greatest plenty, the fruit of ignorance, i state,
in company with the learned doctor,
tt certainly is so, in so far as ignorance is ac- i t happened, on 1 forget what occasion, to
eompamed with the conslousness of its own make allusion to this experiment.
With an
existence.
Such consciousness is a natural,
air of authority, that age is not unapt to asmid perhaps predomiuantly frequent, accom- smue in its intercourse with youth, be propardment of ignorance ; but it is by no means nounced the history to be a lie, and such a
an inseparable one. Much wilt depend upon one as a man ought to take shame to himself
the opportunities a man has of being witness
fi_r presuming to bring to view in any other
of the proof.- of a degree of knowledge supe- characler.
riot to his own. Much will also depel_d uptm
Solidity, liquidity, and gaseosity, appear
the particular temper and cast of mind of m- now fi)r some time to have been considered,
dividual_ !
in natural philosophy, as the three states, of
Carr)ing with them the productions of Eu- which, by combination with an appropriate
ropean art_, _he voyagers that from time to portion of caloric, bodies in general, such as
time have, within the two or three last cen- we are acquainted _fith, may be regarded as
furies, visited the newly-discovered parts of susceptible : insomuch that,-- although inthis our globe, have in general found the is- stances, and those pretty numerous, are not
habitants well enough disposed to give credit wanting, in which this or that modification
to their visiters tbr reported wonders, ou the of matter has not as yet been seen assuming,
strength of the wonders presented to their or made to assume, this or that one of the
eyes: but this facihty of credence has not
been altogether without its exceptions.
The
ease of the King of _iam is old enough to
have been noted and commented upon by
Loeke._" When, in reporting the state of
4 "
'
"
hmgs m their own country, the Dutehinen
_'ho visited his dominions came to speak of
the frozen seene_ presented by their winters
_water hardened to such a degree as to bear
merL and waggons hkc dr) land,--a laugh of
seam was the reply, and they were set down
for _mpostors.
At. that time of day, the advances made in
.=_ural science were as yet but inconsiderable ; and the strangers by whom the wonder was reported, were, perhaps, not much
more than upon a par with his Siamese
majesty, in respect of their advances in the
e_reer of science ; or, at any rate, were not
provided with any ready means of displaying
_f VideF_,ssay,Reid,BookE._aYiv.
eh.Vi'xv.Ch'§v'5.--Ed"

i three statcs,_yetitsbeingpresented,
though
i for the first tinle, in such hitherto unknown
i state, would no more be regarded as repug.
i nant to any law of nature, or as art instance
i of an incredible deviation from the ordinary
_course ot nature, than the existence of water
! in the state of ice or steam.
I
One of the most interesting remains of
Grecian antiquity, is the narrative which Luelan (who, though not the most ingenious,
may be set down as by far the wisest among
the Grecian philosophers)_bucian,
an eyewitness, has left us, of the pranks played by
the impostor Alexander : a sort of Sidrophel
in a higher sphere, who, upon the strength of
a worm enclosed in an egg-shell, a tame real
I snake, and the head of an artificial one, set
up for a prophet and prime minister of the
god _sculapins.
Had any man paid a visit
to Luemn, and said to him, " Yesterday t
t saw Alexander, with his serpent-god, sailing
I in the air in a boat, and mounting up to hen-
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yen, taking with him a globe of not less than
thirty feet diameter _saw him and watched
him till his approarn to "he seat of Jupiter
had rendered him in risible
wan _,would have
been the reception given oy the philosopher
to his informant ? Pro_aabty, much the same
that the King of Siam gave to the story of
the solid water, and the English physician to
the lie about the solid quicksilver.
But suppose, the next day, Lucian himself had been
witness to the ascent of _Eseulapius, with his
favourite, to his native heaven ?_he would
either have been a convert to the godhead of
the serpent, and the divine mission of the
prophet Alexander, or have borrowed genie
such term as magic as a cover to his obstinacy ; to a disbelief for which he would not
have been able to have given any tolerable
reasons,
A fact which, when viewed through the
medimn of a man's actual stock of physical
science (for even the New Hollanders are not
without some,) presents itself as remlered incre_lible hy its non-conformity to the known
course of nature, may (if his mind be open to
reasoning, and passion do not shut the door)
be rendered credible to him, by showing its
conformity to this or that fact, rendered for
the purpose present to his observation, or
which, though not altogether foreign to his
memory, had not happened to present itself
in that point of view.
Neither _he frigorifie
saline mixtures we are acquainted with--nor
ether, which, by the promptness of its evapotation, stands in lieu of all--could
at that
time have been exhibited to the King of Siam
by his Batavian visitants.
But a handful of
nitre, which, being disolved in boihng water,
had beeu converted in appearance into its
aqueous solvent, might, on its cooling, have
been made to exhibit to the eyes of the incredulous monarch the transformation of the
liquid into that semi-transparent stone which,
in the regions of the north, affords natoral
bridges capable of conveying the heaviest
elephants over extensive rivers. Or--unless
in the climate of Siam there be smnething,
which there does not seem likely to be, to
prevent the success of an experiment which
in Bengal is so commodiously subservient to
wholesome luxury--a
set of porous and shallow earthen pans, with, or perhaps without,
an artificial current of air, might, without any
extraneous additament, have sufficed for convetting, in any moderate quantity that could
be required, the t_able into fact.
Not quite so easy might have been the task
of him who should have had to reconcile the
facetious philosopher of Greece to the e*'idmlee of his senses. The favourite fluid (he
might have said) of Minerva, rides triumphant
and unsullied upon the clement of Neptune.
When, from the summit of Ida, a pine is
railed down and precipitated into the waves,
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it not only rides upon the water, but eommu.
nientes its buoyancy to the, hands that severed
it from the pa_ent earth. What the oil or the
wood is to the water, an air which you are
not yet acquainted with, but which nature
prepares already in great qumltities, is to the
air in which we move and breathe.
Inclose
this light air in a bag of suffit_ent size, it will
carry up, as you see, not the hag tufty, but
boats, and men, and gods, along with it;
exactly as the pine, when by the force of the
fall it has been driven to the bottom of the
lake, rises by its own levity, and would still
rise, though men and other heavy bodies were
attached to it. It is not that the new air is
devoid of weight, any more than the old air,
by the impulse of which vessels are drawn by
design along the surface, and by accident to
the bottom of the waters ; but--the
lighter
. air not being so obedient to the unknown
power by which the effect we call weight is
produced --the lighter air, which, were it
alone, would cling to the earth, is drawn off
from it by its more powerful antagonist, carrying with it its receptacle, and the burdens
you see attached to it.
Would this analogy have satisfied the scoffing philosopher, or would nothing less have
satisfied him than the setting up a manufitcture of hydrogen gas beIbre his eyes?
This
would have depended upon his particular
frame of mind, npon the hmnour he happened
to be it.,, and more or le_s, perhaps, upon the
state of his quarrel with the impostor whose
pranks he has detailed to us in so agreeable
a narrative.
Opinions, recognised at present among the
enlightened classes in enlightened nations as
being unsupported by fact, and in opposition
to those taws of nature which have been built
on fact, have been erected into what may
be styled so many false and spurious laws of
nature. From these spurious laws, evidence,
which on account of the extraordinariness of
it would he dee,ned false, by reason of the
circumstantial scientific evidence opposed to
it by the science of the age and country, may
derive, and in many instances has derived,
but too effectual a support. At no time have
even the most enlightened classes been eltogether exempt from the delusion spread by
such spurious laws of nature. The station of
a judge, how high soever it may rank in the
scale of mental illmnination, has at no time
been everywhere sufficient to exempt a man
from ti_lse pcrsuasio:_s, grounded on the false
laws of nature above spoken of.
Among these so unhappily prolific opinions,
the most conspicuous and persuasive (not to
say the only ones) are those which have had
the religious sanction for their support. The
persuasion generated has been produced, not
by any facts by which the opinion has been
seen to be supported, but by a persuasion of
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breast the principal per_LmSiOnin question
should fall of being produced, would, by reatrim of such failure, be consigned to ineoneeivabte and endless tortures,
If a clear line could he drawn, and were
actually drawn, between time and time, intmqnueh that the dominion of these spurious
laws of nature were understood to be confined to time long since past, the real law of
nature reigni,g with undisputed dominion in
time present and to ceme,-- the error might
not, in this point of view, be attended with
any pernicious consequences in practice. But
by no man has any satisfactory or so much as
plausible reason been ever given, why any
such line should be thought capable of being drawn anywhere ; much less has it been
shown that, for any precise and satisfactory
reason, it should be understood to have b,.en
drawn at this or that precise point of time.
Things being thus circumstanced,opinions e_unciative of false laws of nature, opinions that have received their birth at some
widely-distant point of time, have, in times
little anterior to the present, been productire of judicial decisions, by which much m_schief has been done, and a degree of alarm
propagated through the community, such as
could not have been spread by the most altoeious crimes.
It has been the effect of such
opinions, not only to give support to the false
evidence which would otherwise find itself
resisted, and with effect, by the cireumstantial seiemific evidence of the age mid country,
but even to give birth in the first instance to
such false evidence,
In the seventeenth century, Urbain Grantier, for having employed devils to take pos.
session of certain nuns at Loudun, and enable
him to take possession of them for carnal purpoSes, was roasted alive by a slow fire, after
having undergone other tortures.
Of this
catastrophe, the immediate authors were cerrain corrupted magistrates and corrupted witnesses of that time: but the original attthors
were the devils who, in a distant age and
country, were east into the _erd of swine ;
together with so many others who, in that
age and nation, found, in ,uch abundance,
such easy entrance into the human breast,
In England, not many years afterwards,
Sir Mathew Hale, a judge of even proverbial
probity _a judge superior to all corruption,
but not superior to delusion, if the belief in
witchcraft be delusion,hanged an indivirum for witchcraft : by the assistance of a
jury, whose delusion had probably not waited
for his, but, at any rate, was confirmed by it.
Of this catastrophe, the immediate authors
were the judge and jury, a_td the either corrupted or deluded witnesses of that place and
time ; but the origi_ author was the witch
Vot.. VII
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the same profession, for who_e punishmenta
taw had been inserted into the Mtr_ie etude.
The general evidence applied by scientific
information to the direct evidence of patticolor exiraordinm'y facts, is not alwaym nocessarily and without exception (though it
is most apt to be) on the negative side, in
opposition to such direct evidence.
Direct
evidence, the truth of which is rendered suspieious by this eireumstance--viz,
that the
fact reported by it would, if true, be a viola_
lion of some acknowledged law of nature_
may be exempted from suspicion, by showing
that it is in conformity to some other less
extensive law of nature, which operates, as
it were, as an exception to that which is more
extensive.
By magnetism, by electricity, by
chemical attraction, by galvanism, by exportsion and contraction, produced by the action
of caloric on bodies, in their several states of
solidity, liquidity, and gaseosity, motions are
produced in a direction opposite to that in
which the body in question is drawn by the
more extensive law of gravitation.
Of the
attraction of gravity, some sort of conception
must have been entertained in every, tl_e
rudest age ; but in the mmient world, acen
in its most enlightened period, the conception entertained of this universal property of
all matter was but imperfect, and was not
expressed by any sufficiently comprehensive
name.
Of the other laws, which, as just
mentioned, stand as it were as so many exceptions to that more general law, scarce any
conception was in those days entertained : of
the laws of magnetic, in particular, and oleotrical and galvanic motion, none whatever.
In the museum at Oxford may be seen (or
at lea_t might once be seen) a natural matnet, by which a mass of iron, weighing 1,200
lbs., is or was kept suspended.
At the leelures there delivered on natural philosophy,
might at the same time be seen an exhibition
which, I suppose, is commonly enough repealed in other such lectures_a
plate of
gold kept suspended for some moments in a
state of absolute rest, by the antagonising
forces of gravitation and electricity.
Of late.
in presence of numerous companies, different
parts of a dead body have received, from the
so recently discovered power of galvanism,
motions opposing and overpowering the actim_ of gravity.
In our own times and country, scarce a
journeyman or a milliner's apprentice in a
country town, to whom these particular and
recently-discovered taws of nature are altotether unknown.
Even to these inferior
ranks, a fact of any of the classes above exemplified would therefore, at presenL be as
far from appearing improbable, as the fact of
a stone's falling to the ground after being
O
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dropt or projected from the hand. By a person now sittingin the station of a judge, even
though he were selected from no higher rank
in the scale of illumination, these f_mts would,
any of them, be received upon any, the slighteat, evidence, le the age of Lucian, had Luclan sat as judge, and any of these facts been
exhibited to him in evidence, without any
prevlous explanation,-- Lucian, not withstanding all his knowledge and sagacity, or rather
by reason of that very knowledge and sagacity, could never have fatted to reject it as
incredible,
Facts, then, which were true, have been
rejected, and with reason rejected, as improbable. When a fact presents itself as improbabte, does this experience afford any reason
for crediting it as if it were true ? Nothing
like it. DtsbelJeving improbable things, we
shall deceive ourselves once ; believing them,
we shall deceive ourselves nine hundred and
ninety-nine times. Deceived we shall be, not
unfrequentty, do what we can : all that is
left for us to aim at. is. so to order our judgment that the number of instanres iu which
we are deceived shall be as small as possible,
Of eleven witnesses exhibited beforeacourt
of justice, and possessing, as far as appears,
equal title to credit, ten may perjure themselves, and the remaining one may speak
truth.
In this case, if the judge gives credit
to the ten witnesses, misdeeision will be the
consequence.
But does it therefore ioltow
that, cwteris paribus, ten witnesses are not
to be believed in preference to one ?
In practice, no difficulty is foaud in believing one fact, and disbelieving, at the same
time, another, though both of them standing
on the ground of the same evidence.
Propenalty leads to such distinctions; judgment
reports the reasonableness of them.
In the Nuremberg Chronicle, two facts are
reported in the same breath: one (that of the
armies fighting in the atmosphere,) to which,
at present, no well-intormed mind will afford
_the other (that of the stanes falling from
the same region,) to which none will refuse
_its belief. Why this difference ? The reason is obvious and convincing. The t_tct disbelieved is a fact unconformable to the known
course of nature : and to such a degree unconformable, that, the better a man is acquainted
with the ordinary course of nature, and the
more close the attention which in this view
he pays to it, the more strongly he will be
persuaded that the reporter or reporters (be
they who they may) were either deceived or
deceivers, rather thml that such a fact should
have been true. The fact believed, is 8 fact
conformable to the course of nature : in formet th_aes not known to be so, but of late
years _eertained to be so by a multitude of
examples, many of which have undergone the
most attentive and most scientific scrutiny,
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§ 7. Improbability is a particular ease of
counter-evidence.
The ease of improbability or impossibility,
on the part of the fact, the existence of which
is asserted by the testimony delivered in the
first instance, will, when closely looked into,
be seen to coincide with the case of counterevidence.
Improhability is constituted by a mass of
evidence of a mixed, and in a considerable
degree subtle and recondite, nature--an
artitle of circumstantial evidence deduced iu the
way of inference, out of an immense mass of
direct evidence.
Improbability or impossibility consists (it
has been seen) in the inference deduced from
I a supposed disconfbnmty, more or less wide,
i on the part of the affirmed fact in questmn,
i as eompared with the ordinary and knowu
I.course of nature.
The direct evidence, fi'om which this int_renre of the non-existence of the affirmed
tact is deduced, is composed of the several
supposed reports or relations ,_added to the
sevoral supposed perceptions of the deposing
witness himself] whereby the existence ot the
several supposed analogous facts of which the
course of nature in this behalf is composed,
has been supposed to be affirmed.
Operating ttms in the way of counter-ewdence with relation to the tact affirmed, thls
immense and in a manner infinite mass of direct evidence may, for distinction's sake, be
termed general counter-evidence : the other
evidence antecedently designated by the appellation of counter-evidence,
being at the
same time named spectal counter-evidence. *
Certain facts are considered as disaffirmed,
certain negative facts in infinite multitudeare
considered as affirmed, by"the perceptions and
reports (extra judicial reportsindeed) of mankind in general, without any known exeeption: and from all these facts put together, in
the character of evidentiary facts, the non.
existence of the individual fact in question in
the character of principal i_act is inferred.
Thus, supposing, down to the time in question (say the year 1763,) the greatest length
* ImprobaSihty on the part of the fact of
which the existe_;ce is deposed to and a._sert_l
by an article of evidence, of testimony delivered
in the first instance, may even be constitut_l by
an article of special counter-evidence, in any
ca-_ein
the probative
of tile
evidencewhich
is, with
reference force
to that
of counterthe coldeuce delivered in the first instance, infinnative
only, and not de_truetive. Indeed, whether the
eitbet of the conflict on the first-delivered coldeuce be infirmative only, or altogether deatructive,--suppoaing always that any degree of pro.
bative force belongs to either "of the opposite
articles
separately
degree
billty, more
or lesstaken,--a
cot_siderable,
willofimprobaby each be
impressed on the existence of the fact afftrmed
by the other.
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of way known, within the bounds of the
country c_dled England, to have been travelled hy any one man in the compass ot twentyfour hours, to have been t 50 miles : -- the
existence of a man in a spot 9-.00miles &stunt
from _.he spot iu which the act in question is
known to have been committed, attd that
within twenty-four hours of:be time at which
it is known to have been committed, will be
sufficient to render the fact of his having
been the person who committed it, to a cerlain degree improbahle.*
Of all themstanees of dispatch on journeys
that ever came within my observation (here
we have perception.) and of all that I ever
heard of (here we have an indefinite mass of
evidence, extra-ju&ctallg
indeed, not judidally delivered evidence,) none ever exceed-ed 150 miles within the twenty-four hours.
Itere, if the witnesses are to be believed, we
have a rate of dispatch equal to 200 miles m
twenty-four hours.
The supposed fact thus
att_rm_d, is, theretore, out t_f the ordinary and
knoun conrse of nature : and so widely distsnt from it, as to be improtmhle: and so
great i__the improbability, thal.notwithstandingtbeaffirmativete,tlmonyofthe
witness-as
for the pro-caution, the fact of their being
either mendacious or under a mistake seems

state. The position of the eountry is in the
torrid zone, and there is no elevation in it
an) where, of sufficient height to produce
the degree of cold necessary to surmount in
that respeet the effect of exposure to the
sun's heat. Admitted to the presence of the
monarch of that country, an ambassador from
Holland, in describing the state of things in
his own, incidentally found occasion t_ speak
of ice--of
water reduced to that state, in
masses of such thickness as to bear men and
carriages.
At this point of the narrative he
was stopped. " What you have been saying
till now," said his Majesty, " may be true:
but by this I am satistied you are false. Water
turned into stone! was ever any such l,hing,
or anything like it, seen or_heard of?"
The monarch was perfectly in the right.
Water turned into _tone, he had never either
seen or heard of. Liars he had _en, as many
as he had seen men. To him the supposed
fact was altogether uncontbrmable to the
course of nature, much more so than rely
instance of mendacity: to us it is altogether
em_formablc, in his eyes, i_ opposed an insuperable bar to the probative three of the
testimony: in ours it would have oppo_d
i none.
[ Was he, then, in his situation, condemned

the less improbable fact of the two.
My I to give everlasting discredit to facts thus indecision, therefore, is, that the criminal act _ dubitabty true? By no means. Supposing his
charged upon thi_ man wa, not committed by i understanding prayerful enough to eomprehim.- Such, in the ca_e in question, if deve- ', bend the force of analogy, the con version of
loped at length, would be the language of the I water from a liquid to a s_did state by the
judge (under English law the jury) by whom, ahstraction of heat migqtt have been shown to
in the ease in question, the tact. affirmed by be conformable to facts in abundance, that
:be first-delivered evulence was, on the grmmd either alread_ had been, or easily might have
of _ts improbability, disbeheved,
been, brought _lthin the reach of his own
To illustrate the ngture and effect of ira- expmience--of
his own perceptions.
probabdity in the character of an article of
When an asserted fact is disbelieved as iracircumstantial evidence, opposed to, and :d- l,robable,_the
ground of its rejection, the
dueed in disaffirm, nee ot, the existence of the et_icient cause of the persuasion by which the
fact, which, howsoever affirmed by testimony,
existence _f i_ is disafflrmed, is _he notion of
is thus charged with being improbable,-- I its being unconformable to the ordinarycourse
will bring to view three examples: the case of nature.
Show that there is no sueh disof water brought by cold into the state ot eo,fformitv, the improbability is removed alice; the ease of air-balloons; and the case of together." Show that the diseonformity is
stones failing upon the earth from immea- not so wide as it had appeared to be, the ira°
surable heights in the atmosphere,
i probability is dimiulshed: the diminution is
A circumstance by which these examples
more or tess ennsiderable, according as the
are rendered all of them the more instructive,
is, that, iu every* one of these instances, the written
twice reference
over by toMr.
time without
the Ben:ham,
first,--the the
storylast
of
fact that was or might have been rationally
and properly objected to as improbable, was
nevertheless, and is now, universally aekno'&
ledged to be true.
The ease of the water and the ice, as reported by Locke, has already been brought
to viewer. In Siam, water is never in that
Instead
of 200,
12,000
miles,
the distance
of *'the
opposite
partsay
of the
earth's
surface,--and
one woal¢l be apt to say that instead of improbah""Ilitythere was im_b_hty,
•"•
+ Thi_ being one of the chapters wmen was

the KingofSiam is toldtwieeover at full length_
As, however, it is brought to view for two very
different purposes-- vlz. the first time, to illusIrate the principle that the eredibilit_ of a fact
relatively to a particular individual', depends
upon his acquaintance with the coarse of nature ;
and
the secondastime,
to exemphfy
the effecteviof
improbability
an article
of circumstantial
dence; and as, moreover, the illustrations which
ae_ompany the story, in the two places in which
:been
itthought
is introduced,
di._erer,
rt,--_.tmhas
not
advisableare
to strike
ztout
e_therplace.
--Ea_or,
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mmlogous facts brought to view to show the
conformity are more or less numerous, and,
in the instance of each, the analogy more or
less elo_.
In the eyes of the King of Siam, the iraprobability of the conversion of water from
a liqmd into a solid might have beeo diminished, by indicating to him the case of
metallic substances.
In the furnace of the
fmmder, the gold with which your palace is
decorated is in a state of liquidity, like that
of the water in which your barges float: when,
being removed from the fire, it becomes com.
putatively cold, it resumes then a state of
solidity, like that which, during one part of
the year, water resumes so regularly in our
canals,
By this one example, the improbability
might, in the monarch's eyes, at any rate,
have been lessened. As to the degree in which
it wouhl have been lessened, that would have
depended on the 'cast of his mind, and his
opportunities of information.*
The improbability might have been still
further diminished, had the medical chest of
the ambassador's physician happened to be
furnished with a corresponding pair of those
saline substances which, being separately dissolved in water, present e_ch of them the appearance of water, but immediately on being
mixed together constitute a solid and to all
appearance a stony mass; the redundant water of the one being absorbed in crystallization by the other:--supposing
always, that,
while the chest of the medical man supplied
the substances themselves, his mind furnished
him, at that early period, with the knowledge
of the properties, which, on this occasion,
required to he displayed.
In the case of the air-balloon% no particular instance, in which, for any length of time,
the fact of their ascensian found any person
to disbelieve it, ever happened to fall within
my knowledge. The unbelievers, if any, were
from the first more likely to be found among
the uninitiated, than among the initiated in
the physical branch of science. The rarcfaction and levity which is the long-known resuit of increase of temperature,--this,
added
to the known possibility of abstracting from
an inclosed space the whole weight of the air
that would have been contained in it, were
sufficient to reduce very much, if not to remove altogether, the improbability of the f_ct
:._l the first instance.
The discovery of a
gas which, under an elastieity and power of

:
.(.
*f

That it might very wall have happened to
it not to be removed, is made evident, by the
ina_meealready mentioned of themedieal man
who pronounced the story of the freezing of meteury to be a tie. Waver is not a metal--mer¢alty it : and the experience of the doctor could
aear_ have failed to present to his notice metals
more In number than were likel_t to have premated themaelve_ to the monarch a notice,
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resistance equal to _hat of common air, pc_
sessed no more than from a tenth to a fifteenth
part of its weight, brought it not long after
within that class of facts, which oppose not
in any degree the objection ot improbability
to tile testimony of him by whom they are
related as having fidlen within the compass
of his perceptions.
The case of the stones that, of late years,
have, in so many well-attested instances, been
stated to have fidlen in different parts of the
world from the sky upon the eartti, at too
great a distance from the nearest volcano _o
have had aay such earthly seat of explosions
for their source, brings to my own reeollection the feelings which, at different tim_%
reports to that effect presented to my miml.
The NurembergChrm_iele wasthefirst source
of information by whicll a fact, or supposed
Fact, of this kind, was presented to my notice.
Among the wonders exhibited by graphical
representation in this work, is a shower ct
stones, which, on a day therein recorded, i_
mentioned as having fallen upon the earth's
I surface._ On a glm_ee bestowed, which wa_
all that seemed worth bestowing, on the point
] m question, with the few words that s_rved
for the explanation of it, the stories were set
[ downin my own mind as havingbeing the mi.-t siles employed by the combatants m mm of
those pairs of armies whose eomlmts in the air
used at that time of day to be so frequent.+ +
+ Folio 170, 198.
$ In the Nuremberg Chronicle, the following
are the two passages:One, without mentioning the year, is referred
to the time of' tim Emperor Lotharius. It stam;._ '
in p. 1, of fol. 170.
" Grandinem mire (_nirce) magnitudinis his
temporlbus in Gal]ia deeidisse tradunt, clue
(qua,,) pecora multa et nonnullos homin_ mteremm
Visa est tune in ipsis grandmibu_
ffranum durissimnm mzre (m_rw) longitudlnig"
Supposing this true, splinters from an atmo_
pherieaI
explosion,
cooled to _tone
such amust,
degreeafter
as its
to have
becomehave
encrusted with frozen water, and thus become the
nnel_i of so many hail-stones.
The other p. 1, of fol. 198, is, by the two last
preceding articles, referred to the year 1128.
"Acies ignee (ignew) apparuerunt in eelo
(c_elo,) qu_ per totmn velum sperse (sparsae)
plurlm_ parte noctis vise (visa':) et stelle
(stell_) perplures de eelo in terrain eeeidisse vise
sunt: supertusa aqua (super fus_ aqud) fumus
eum sono exibat."
Suppe6ing this true, the stars were stones;
for they were luminous bodies: and these same
luminous bodies were seen to t'a_ upon the earth;
and, after their fall, water being thrown upon
them, noise and vapour were the result. They
therefore felleand it was upon the earth theyt_ll ;
and were therefore not of the nature of ttto_e
meteors which, under the name of shooting stats
are so frequendy observed in the at3nosp]lere
shooting in all directions, but not observed to
leave behind them, in way known part of the
earth's surface, any traee_ of their extstence.
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A general reeoUecfion
remains with me of
having read, many years ago, in one of the
London newspapers,
a paragraph,
stating a
stone, or a number of stones,
to have fallen
from the clouds in England,
at some place
remote
from the metropolis
: I think it was
in Yorkshire.
This was the first instance that
had met my observation,
of mi occurrence
of
this kind, related as haC.ng taken place at a
point of time near to that of its publication,
A statement
published
in a London
newspaper, with mention
of time and place, exposed
thereby to immediate
scrutiny and contradiclion, presented
a very different
claim to attentmn from any that could be presented
hy
the production of a barbarous age, in which
factspossiblytrue, and factsunquestionably
_atse, were intermixed
in every page.
Is it true, this story -- or is it not ? is the
question I remember
putting to myself.
That
it is altogether
false (was the answer,) is more
than I could take upon myself to pronounce
with full assurance.
My acquaintance
with
the several branches of scmnee concerned,
is
not such as to afford sufficient
warrant ibr
the time of scientific
scrutiny,
this is the
first report
of the kind that ever met my
observation
: whereas,
in the pe-iodical
publieations
of the day, statements
more or less
erroneous occur every day. and erroneous
reports, relative
to facts lying within the division of physical
science, are not unfrequent.
If, therefore,
I were obliged to lay a wager,
with liberty to choose my side, it would
be
on the negative side ; and on that side I should
be ccntent
to lay considerable
odds.
By the comparative
degree of intelligence
prey:ailing in modern times, the range of the
species of evidence
here in question
has been
considerably
reduced : the question
now is,-not whether,
upon the credit of this or that
article of hummt testimony,
the extstence
of
a fact confessedly
out of Lhe ordinary
course
of nature shall be believed,--but
rather, whether, of the fact said to exist,
the existence
would be out of, or (what comes to the same
thing) repugqmnt
to, the ordinary
course of
nature.
_
When credit was given to the existence
of
_atchcraft
* sorcerers,
and ghosts,
and ju'
•
dicial decisions
were grounded
on ewdonce
attesting
or supposing the existence
of such
--_
" The early English and Scotdsh sta, tut_ for
the punishment of witchcraft, ¢ontinuco in _orce
fill the passingof
9Oeo. 11. c.b.
In Ireland,
the statute of Elizabeth,
to the same effect, was
only repealed by 1 & 2 Geo. IVt c. 18; In _e
Instituto of the Law of Senttano, puutisaea
ny
professor
in 17_0,
the existen_ w_mandgreat
crk
minahy ofForbes,
witchcraft
is supported
energy_ _epunishmentofdeaxhonthischazge
was indeed indicted in Sco.tlan.d so late as 17"_,
by one of the remote local )udges._Ed.
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facts, the question
concerning
the intrhufie
probability
of such facts was a question
of
great frequency,
and of the highest practical
importance.
In those times of terror, women
were punished,
and always with death, for
acts of witchcraft ; men for acts of sorcery ;
human creatures of both sexes for being pos.
sesscd,
or causing others to be possessed by
devils : all were punished, or might have been
punished,
for all sorts of crimes, on the supposed evidence of ghosts._
"l"In some publication,
1 believe in more than
one_ of the earlier part of the IBth century, or
the latter
part have
of theseen
17th,a printof
I remember,
in former
days,m
a scene_in
which,on theoccasionof a publictrial_
theghost
of a murdered parson appeared incoartto .give
evidence against the murderer.
From such an
appearance, no danger could ever be to be upprehended for truth and justice.
But the mischief
be, if theman
reported
of the
ghost would
of a murdered
shouldtestimony
be received
in
evidence, and gain credit ; as his reported teatimonv, said to be given dum in v/td, does in actual _ractlee.--[Therchavebeenseveral
instances
in which .witnesses. .have detailed evidence in

a remarkable record of such a trial_ under the
title, " Trial of Duncan Terig alias Clerk, and
Alexander
B_ne Macdonald,]'or
the murder of
Arthur Davis, sergeant in General Guise's realmeat of foot, June A.D. M l}cc LIe."
Sergtmnt
Davis, who had charge of a party for enforcing
the disarming
act in one of the wLlde_t dlitricta
of the spo
litary
Highlands,
h where his
had body
been was
murdered
concealed.in a At
sothe trial, a Highlander
b'ave a distinct n asratire of the appearance of the sergeant's gnosh
which gave a very lucid seenunt of the murder_
anddeseribed
the spot where the body was concoaled. confirmed
A woman, histotestimony.
whom thL_All
witness
servant_
effortswas
to
discover the real source or motive of this extraordinary representation, by cros_examination
ot
otherwise, seem to have been baffled with much
acuteness; but it was impossible to avoid one cirenmstanee,
which was dwelt upon as an incoz1who had known
gruityviz,
that thenoghost
Gaelic
of the
in English
his lifetime,
sergeant.
was
obliged to use that language to be intelligible
m the witness.
Thoagl_ the otl_er parts of the
evidence were distinctly against tile aceusexl, me
suspidon of the jury seems to have been roused
hy thistransaetion,
and an acquittal was found_
In a c_se which happened in the Highland% so
lately as September 1832, evidence of a sire!far
description was given_ with this differeuce, mat
it passed throughthe
medium of a dream.
A
pedlaxhad been murdered, andhispa_c_.kconceale_L
An individual
took the officers of justice to a
spotwherehesaidavnicehadtoldhiminadrean_
in Gaelic, that the pack would be found; and it
was there discovered accordingly.
Suspicion was
naturally roused against the wimes_ but MI attempts to diseovex the real ground of his know_
ledge were baflied.
The accased
was tomm
guilty, and executed._In
awseklyperiodieat,
called " The Opera Gta_,"
for 3d February
1827, there is an unauthenticated
accOunt ot a

-
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If ever it should happen that a man should
addiwed,
the probative fbree of which is on
he in danger of suffering
punishment,
or inthe other side encountered
by the objection
justice
in any other shape, on the credit of
grounded
on the intrinsic improbability
of the
any such supposition,
it would then be necesalleged fact.
etry to enter into a serious comparison
of the
The same progress ofintelligenee,
by which
two counter-threes:
the improbability
of the
the mind of the judge is rendered better able
alleged supernatural
fact, on the one hand;
to defend itself against
any deceptions
that
on the other hand, the probative
force of the
might be attempted
to be put upon it by false
testimony
on which
the probability
of the
evidence
brought
forward
in support of iraexistence
of these supernatural
facts rested,
possible
or improbable
thcts,
operates
as a
Happily,
in the pre*ent
state of the public
bur to prevent
the bringing
forward of such
mind, this danger does not present
itself as i facts, and preserves his judicial faculties from
being seriously ibrmidable.
On the last occa- _ being exposed to the a*,tempt.
I_llmetous
as
sion on whieh the notion of aghost
presented!are
the instances
in which the discernment
itself upon the judicial
stage, his existence
of the judge is put to the trial by false eelwas not brought
to view in the character
of
deuce, by evidence of falseiacts--/bets
which
a subject-matter
of proof or argument;
but
to the stain of falsehood
add the characters
hisnon-existence(Ishouldhavesaid,hernouof physical
improbabilit3,
are seldom found
existence--for
it was a female ghost) was asof the number.
It is not at present
as in
sumed,
and the a_sertors of it considered
as
the days of nmgie and witchcraft,
when the
havLng, by the assumption
of that character,
extraordinariness
of the fact (so it did but
subjected
themselves
to legal pumshment,
derive its charaeter_
trom that source) would,
At present, the prevailingimpression
seems t instead of dmtinishing,
serve but to increase,
to be, that no fact, of a nature
confessedly
] Its c_ance of being believed.
False witnesse_.
*apernatural,
is to be believed
on the credit ' in the planning
of their tales of falsehood,
of human testimony;
or, at any rate, of any
take care to render them not uncontbrmable
such mass of hunmn testimony
as hath ever
in any respect,
but, on the contrary,
in all
found itself
outweighed
by a preponderant
respects as conformable
as possible,
to what
mass of counter-testimony
(composed.
to wit,
is underst_Jod
to be the ordinary
course of
of an assemblage
of witnesses
superior
in I nature.
When all is done that can be done
number
and value
taken
together)
in any
to varnish the false tale, is the taint of iracourt of justice,
probabihty
still visible in it ?--the
counterWhile this mode of thinking
(if I am cotevidence opposed
to it, is little in danger of
rect in considering
it as prevalent)
continues
operatb*g
with lobs than its due weight.
The
in force, -- as often as the topic of impossireign of religious impostures,
I mean imposbility, or improbability
approaching
to irature_ grounding
their prospects of success on
possibility,
is introduced,
the question
will
notions ?,erivedfi'omreligion,
seems, throughbe,_Snpposing
(for argument's
sake)
the
outthetieldofseientificcivilization,or(which
existence
of the alleged fact, would
it be a
happens to be the same thing) of Christensupernatural
one ? or, in other words, a viedora, pretty well at an end.
Judges are nolation
of any known
law of nature?
If it
where prepared
to give credence
to them;
would,
it is admitted
on all hands that the
and, this beit_g understood,
suitors
are as
fact (that is, the allegation
whereby
the exlittle prepared to hazard them
When, in the
istenee of it is asserted)
is not true : but my
last eentm'y,
the Cock-lane
ghost afforded
proposition
is, t.hat, however
extiaordinary
entertainment
to an English court ofjostice,
it may appear,
it does not import the violait did not present itself spontaneously--it
tion of any la_" qfnamre.
There
is nothing,
! was dragged into the light of day by persons
therefore,
to prevent
it from being believed
1 who called down the hand of avenging
joson the credit of special human
testimony:
ttce upon the lying ape that gave it bi,-th.

;-

and,
in particular,
such testimony
on
my side
has been of
adduced.
Such,
at asthis
time of day, is the language
of the party on
whose side an article of testimony
has been
--- in the State of Ma_ylamt, of the year 1798
trial

On a loose and hasty survey,
the ea_ of
impossibility
m' improbability
_ of intrinsic
impossibility
or improbability
on the part of

§ 8..,'In

o[_jectien o_s_ercd.

or 17L_9, in which it would appear that a witness
in a civil ca_e was examined
as to communica_
tions which he_idbehad
received from aghost,
The question regarded a testament,
and the
gh_t m question_ was that of the testator.
It
had this peculiarity,
thatit wore asky-blue cx)at,
The
ghost
had
much
communication
with
the
witness on other matters, but the court over-

the supposed fact in question --might
be apt
to present itself in a different point of view
from that
in which it ha_ been above exhibited ; in a point of view in which the objeetion to the fact might be apt to appear not
to belong to the head of circumstantial
eeldeuce, but to be constituted
by a body of

ruled the proposal of the counsel to put qucsdistinct
evidence
brought
forward
on the
tions beyond the satbject-matter of the cause.-I other side.
This conception
is accordingly
.Ed.]
] in a manner implied in the import of the term
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/ntr/_/c, applied as aboye : it may s_em iraplied in the words impossibihty and impro.
babilit3/, even when taken by themselves.
Impossibility, it may be said, is a property
the: may with propriety be aserlbed to the
get itself. Look at it by itself--every
one
sees it at first glance to be impossible.
Look
at it in this point of view, you see it by itself: what you do see is the single fact in
question : but, seeing this, what other facts
do you see ? what oilier facts do you look tot?
what other facts have you need to look for ?
Absolutely-none.
This view of the matter is what seems
likely enough to be entertained ; it being preseated to the mind, and in a maturer warmated, by the turn of the language which,
on the oeeaslon in question, is commonly eraptoyed. Upon closer examination, however,
the propriety of it will vanish : it will be seen
that the nature of the ea_e indispensably req'zires that other facts should be taken into
the account : in which ease. such other facts,
not being brought forward by any direct teatJmony, or other evidence, cannot but come
under the head of eircumstamml evidence.
Take one of the vulgar eases of wilchcraft,
-at present in civilized countries a ludicrous
one--in
most Christian countries not very
long ago, in some parts of some such countries perhaps even now, bat too serious a one.
An old man, or (to take the more common
ease) an old woman, tIavetling, at pleasure,
with prodigions velocity, and in every, du'eclion, through the air, without any a_sistanee
at all fi_r the Journey, or none better than
what may be supposed to be afforded by a
broomstick : -- Do you belie ve it ? No. Why ?
Because it is impossible : it is a fact in itself
impossible. Are you in your senses ? you will
say,o t,oo. Would yoa have us go out of the
sl_bject, call in other facts, and attempt to
reason about it ? The very attempt to reason
wouhl be an irrational one.
The firmness ot my persuasion on tlae subjeer can lmrdlv he exceeded by any that couhl
be entertainetl by a person, who, speaking of
it, should employ such language as is above,
But as to the source of that persuasion, often
examining it, I do not find it quite so simple,
Were _, fact of the description m question to
be reported to me, 1 should regard it as not
true.
For what reasons ? Bec-ause (not to
look out for any mere repugnaneies) it stands
in contradiction, for example, to two physical
laws. One is, that no body ever changes its
place without some specific cause of motion :_
another is, that, even when exposed to the
action of any such specific cause of motion,
no body suffers any such change of place, nnless the force of such specific eausebein
a
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I degree sufficient t_ o_'ercome the impediment
_ oppo_d by the attraction of gravity.
I
Such are the two laws in question : bat,
1 in alleging (as I do for shortness) the exist] once of these two ideal, and as they might be
1r termed verbal, laws, whatis it that I allege in
I substance ? tn truth nothing more, in either
ease. than an assemblage (though that an ira.
i meuselvmultitodinous
one)of facts agTeeing
t with each other in a certain point of wew_
] with which t_cts the extraordinary phenome.
' non in question is seen to ]re uneq#dbrmahle.
[ All bodies that 1 know anything of, tend
i towards the centre of the e_rth.
By what
i consideration is it, that I am led to form It
i proposition _ general and exclusive?
By
_these which fi_llow. Every motion I make
or experience, every minute of time I _it or
_tand without any considerable motion, ever},
motion I feel or see ou the part of other
bodies, concurs in giving me a confirmation
of the truth of it, so far as depends upon the
evidence of my own sends.
Do I apply for
further intbrmatiou to the presumed experienee and observation--to
the actual refaI lion and declaration, of other individuals, my
fellow-creatures ?--the reformation runs con.stantly, and without any the least exception,
m the same strain. Oral evidence and written
evidenee--men and books--books
touching
on this particular subject directly and professedly--books touching on it ineadentally and
collaterally,--all
concur in giving evidence oil
the same side. All this body of information_
nil this immense and continually aecumulatingbodyofmformation,mayatanytime,
sofar
as it were worth while _o pursue the thread
of analysis, be resolved into so many distract
articles ofevidenee, ranf,,edunder the heads of
distinction already exhibited in this work.
After all, what does it amount to? Not
{ any direct, evidence disaffirming the existence
_of the supposed magic journey. What then ?
! So many articles of circumstantial evidence :
t neither more nor le_s. But this cireumstantial evidence, this supposed disaffirmirtg eel' deuce (it may again be asked,)--how does it
disprove the truth of the supposed affirmative
e_ddenee ? In no other individuatinstance was
motion ever produced without a distinct assignable cause, referable to some one or other
of the enumerated heads_in no other indtvidoal instance was the force of gravity ever
overcome by a force less considerable than
its own : to come to the point at once, in no
other i_rdividuat instance was an old woman
ever carried through the air, either without
any assisting instrument, or with an instrtlmeat of no greater degree of appropriate cflicacy than a broomstick, by theexertions either
ofher own volition, or by the exertions of the
volitionofanv other being (such, for example,
Q Of the causes of motion, an enumeration as It devil,) _pplying itself to h_ bodily f_hal_ bcerJ given_ sup_ pp. 84, B5.
collies for that purpose,

.'
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But, from the urn-existence of any such
extraordinarily produced motions in those instances, numerous as they are, how does it
follow that no such motions have been produced in this in-_tance? In none of those
iu_tances has there been any direct evidence
affirming the existence of such extraordinarily
produced motions. But in this instance such
affirmative evideuce does exist. Continue
then to disbelieve the existence of such extraordinarily produced motions in those several instances; but think not, from their
non-existence in those instances, to prove
their non-existence, much less their impossibility, in this. Think not that, because
their existence is not to be believed without
evidence, therefore their existence can be
reasonably disbelieved against evidence,
I should not expect to find in the person
of any reader of these pages, an individual in
whose mind a persuasion of the existence of
any such a_rial journey would, by the above
train of reasoning, be produced. Ou the other
hand, neither do I see how it is possible to
contest the truth of it, so far as concerns the
position it rests upon,--to
wit, that atl the
argument that is adduced, or can be adduced,
in disproof of such supposed fact, amounts to
no more than this observation, viz. the want
of consistency, conformity, agreement, atmlogy (take what word we will, it makes no
difference,) between this extraordinary supposed fact, and the other ordinary facts above
brought _o view, of the truth of which we
have been sufficiently persuaded by direct evidence. Yet upon no strongernorotherground
than this diseonformity, we scruple not todisbelievesach extraordinary facts; andthat with
so firm a degree of persuasion, as without
difficulty, and ahnost without thought, to
pronounce them to be impossible,
So far, so good : but this propensity in our
minds, does it alter, does it influence in any
respect, the nature of the facts themselves ?
By disbelievb g the existence, past, present,
or fiiture, of any fact whatsoever, is it in our
power to destroy, to annihilate, its existence ?
to cause a fact never to have existed, for example, that in truth has existed ? Unquestionably not. Most certainly, not any influence
on the existence of the facts themselves can
be exercised by the opinion such beings as we
entertain of their existence.
Yet, after all,
when we come tqinquire what is the nature
of the effects which any such diseonformity
(or rather our observation of the existence
of such diseonformity, which is all we have
of it,) is capable of producing,--the
answer
is, a disposition on our part to disbelieve the
existence of the supposed extraordinary fact:
a tendency in ourown minds, notany tendency
in the facts themselves,
Thus much indeed may be added, viz. that
so _f_:,u as a man in his proceeding8 assumes
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the falsity of such facts, so often will he, in
that respect, act rationally, and find his con.
clusions warranted by experience : so often
as he assumes the truth of them, and acts
upon that foundation, so often will he find
himself deceived--completely
and deplorably
deceived. This argument, afteralt, witl, upon
a strict scrutiny, appear to amount to nothing: tube in appearance perhaps adistinct
and additional argument, but, in truth, so
much of it as is true, lto more thin) the same
represented over again in another point of
view. As to everything that is to come_
as to all supposed futm'e results--it
is mere
surmise, mere opinion, without facts, without
evidence; a mere assumption of the matter
in dispute. As to all past results, it amounts
to no more than the already alleged and admitted disconformity, served up only in another shape.
What, then, is the true reply to the atgument in question, supposing it adduced by
a believer in witchcraft--adduced
for the
purpose of weakening our confidence in the
proof afforded, by the diseonformity in que.-tion, of the non-existence of that practice ?
It is this ; --viz. that whatever argument is
capable of being brought forward for the putpose of weakening our confidence in the atgument indicative of the non.existence of that
practice, apphes in like manner, but with
nmch greater force, to every argument that
can he brought forward in the,our of"its existenec. The travelling of'old women, with or
without broomsticks, through the air, is that
sort of event which even you who affirm the
existence of it in this or that particular instance, admit not to be a common one. But
the existence of persons who, by any one of
a great variety of motives, are impelled, and
eventually compelled, to exhibit relations of
facts, ordinaryas wellasextraordinary,
which,
on examination, prove not to be true, is a
fact unhappily but too often verified. The
action of old women in the character of
witches, is a fact which, according to your
own statement, has happened but now and
then, at thisor that particular time and place;
but the action of men and women, old and
young, with brooms and without, in the charac_er of liars, is that sort of e,_ent which has
been happening at all times and in all places
of which we have any account. This is so
true, that a wager (tbr though a wager is no
direct proof of any fact which is the subject
of it, it is, hov_ever, a proof of the real confidence of him who joirrs in it, m_da punishment for rash confidence on the part of him
who loses it,) in the character of an argumen_
ad kominem at least, a wager on this subject
might be brought forward, not altogether
without congruity.
Show witches on your
part, while I on my part show liars, for the
space of a term in Westminlster Hall. at
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many guineas a*h'ead, and see whose purse considered as the best evidence, extraet_ hi
will be fullest at the end of it.
the best manner ; and which, though termed
When I have to choose between believing
the best sort, is not to be considered as an
a eommou, and believing an uncommon, event, extraordinary sort, but the sort which is ordi1believe the former, in preference to the tat- narily required and obtained in ordinary cases_
ter. Why? Because, in the very words which
lI. Accordingly, anti-physical facts are
I make use of, it is implied, thai the event seldom represented anywhere_never
in the
called common has hitherto been of more face of justice--as
having manifested them.
frequent occurrence than the event called selves in the presence of divers perseus at
uncommon : and to suppose that, having been the same time.
hitherto more freqnent, it will continue to be
In the instance of ghosts and apparitions,
so, is only to believe, what all experience tes- this has already been matter of general ohtitles, that the course of nature is uniform,
servation. Why .so?
The cortclusion seems to be, that, in supI. A persuasion of this sort has in many
port of a persuasion of the impossibility of instanees been sincere _tbe
consequence of
any fact, the best and ntmost proof which the delusion. In the instance of a celebrated aunature of the case admits of, is the indica_on
thor of Berliq," to whon_ we are indebted for
of its disconformity with some class of fuels a most eurious and instructive account of hi_
indicated by those propositions which, for the own ease, the appearance was the result of
convenience of discourse, have been received bodily indisposition ; and the unreality of the
under the appellation of laws of nature: and existence of a correspondent extenml object
that such prooL so given, of such di_eonfor- known by the patient at the time. The apratty, may, with propriety, be referred to the parition appears not to two persons at once.
head of circumstantial evidence.
Why ? Because two persons are uot subject
Certainty, absolute certainty, is a satisfiw- to the same indisposition, bodily or mental,
lion which on every ground of inquiry we are _ manifesting itself in the same nttmner, at the
continually grasping at, but which the inex- same time.
orable nature of things has placed for ever otrt
2. Where the reported perception has not
of our reach. Practical certainty, a degree of . had delusion, but self-conscious mendacity,
assurance sufficient for practice, is a blessing, for it, ceu,e, it has never happened that two
the attainment of which, a_ often as it lies personshaveconcnrredinthenttera._ceoisneh
in our way to attain it, ma_ be sufficient to report, on any judieiat,_r or solemn _though
console us mder the wa _t (_fany such st per- e:ttra-judieial, occasion. Why? Because of
fiat)us and unattainable acquisitions.
I the extreme and manifest difficulty of carrying
r_
t through any such plan of imposition with suco
§ 9. [ ntrustmorthiness of the evidence by [ eess. Subjected to examination, they could
u'l:ich facts disconformabIe to the course of[
another.
Accordingly,
when a
nature have been attempted to be proved. " t as
notwell
hopeastooneescape
contradicting
themselves,
The accreditation of anti.physical or su- [ man embarks in a plan el this kind, I_echooses
pernaturai facts is by no means a matter of the company and the occasion, and takes care
indifference to justice ;--even of facts which, not to expose his tale to contradiction, dewith relation to the fact upm_ the _arpet, signed or undesigned, from a confedera*e.
have no other e.reumstance in common than
IIL The anti-physical facts titus reported
their being (on the supposilion of their truth)
are never of the permanent, but always of
supernatural l_aets. Every soeh fact, if admitthe evanescent, kind.
ted for true, opens the door fbr the admission
Why ? Because, were they of the perof every other : it establishes the precedent : manent kind, the production of the object
it estahlfshes this generally applicable pro- constituting the material sourt_ of the real
position, viz. that repugnancy to the obvious
evidence would of course he called for : nor
laws of nature is no bar to credibility. Give could credence be expected, unless it were
credittoanyoneinstanceofwiteheraft,--with
produced.
This ease, when looked nearly
what consistency or reason can you, on the into, is found resolvable into the preceding
mere ground of natural incredibilit, y, refuse one. Why ? Because, supposing the source
to give credit to any other ?
of evidence produced, and the evidence exSuch being the tendency of credit given to tracted from it, under the eye of the judge,
supernatural facts-- such the mischievous in- the anti-physical fact manifests itself in the
fluence of supernatural facts, in themselves
presence of divers persons at once.
indifferent aa_d innoxious, -- it may be not
If, in any instance, the exhibition of the
uuuseful to bring to view such considerations
anti-physical fact in the presence of divers
as tend to diminish the credibility of anti- persons has been undertaken or attempted, it
physical facts in the lump.
ha_ been in the way of legerdemain and imI. No factor tfliselass was ever establi_hed
by that sort of evidence which, under the best
system of procedure in respect to evidence, is

• Nicolai: in Tilloch's Philosophical 51_gazine. and Hibbert's Philosophy of Apparitious.
+ _'_eeabo¢e, p. 101, Note -l-.--Ear.
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What, then, is legerdemain ? It is ] facts, to the truth of which men ate, on those

nature ; the circumstances which, if known, the nature of the fact and the nature of the
would show that no such violation existed,
c_'casion, I proceed to bring to view some of
the apparent
violation of some law or laws of I, the
occasions,
to depose.
Couphng
being
concealed.
principalledinstanee_
in which
this together
cause of
Upon this view of the matter, it should i deception has been observed to operate.
seem that those who maintain, in the characIn all these several cases, it may be of use
ter of a universal proposition, the non-existhere to premise that the seductive power of
ence of such physical facts as above described,
the species of motive in question, applying as
may safely and even consistently admit their it were to two different quarters of the mind
existence, in the evcut of their being deposed at once, the understandilJg and the will, opeto by a considerable number of nnexceptionrates upon it with a double influence. What
able witoesses, so_)e or all of them of good i_ not true, it prompts a man to reheard as
character, their testimony being extracted by true ; and what is neither true, nor so much
a judieiM examination, conducted with corn- as by him regarded as being so, it prompts
petent alfility, in the best mode.
him to report as if it were true.
That the evidence should be extracted in
I. Faet_ pronrising wealth. Transmutation
the best mode, is a condition altogether es- of less valuable metals into gold. Seductive
sential. For. if you will accept of a bad mode motive, in the character eta cause of delusion
--of a mode which English judges, knowing
applying to the understanding of the person
the best. and the v,due of the best, accept of, addressed-- the person to whom the report
not only in preference, but to the exclusmn of is made,--the
love of the matter of wealth.
the best, --you may prove witchcraft, in the Seductive motive applying to the understandmanner in which witchcraft has been proved,
lug of the ori_nal reporter (the supposed
and conclusively, to the destruction of the de- operator) in e_iseof delusion (simple incorfendant, in any quantity you please. In the rectness, without mendacity,) -- the same;
closet of a judge or other person having mercy also, the pleasure of curiosity, the pleasure
or destruction in his power, you may trans- of reputation, and of the power attending it.
form old women into witches by confession, in Seductwe nmtivc applying, in case of menany number that you please ; and, by taking
dacity, to the will,--love
of the matter of
upon yourself the wording of the confession,
wealth ; viz. the wealth to be gained by the
leaving nothing to do to the witch besides the sale of the false secret.
signing with her mark, you save her so much
Transmutation
of a less valuable metal
trouble. Of course, you will not in this case into ge,ld, is in itself neither more nor less
fall into any such inconsistency as that of crediblc--a
fact. neither more nor less anticalling for the personal evidence to be cot- physical, nor devious in specie*--than
transroborated (asia other cases) by realevidence;
mutation of gold into a less valuable metal.
that is, of the permanent kind, as above.
Yet, the probative force of a testimony asserting the transmutation of another metal
§ 10. Motives tending to produce qfrrmatioa
into gold, would be less than that of a tesqf, and belief in, facts disco1_brmable to timonyassertmgthe
reverse. Why? Because
the course of nat_re,
the aggregate three of the seductive motives
In the ease of a fact in regard to which its above mentioned is so much greater in the
apparent anti*physicality, its apparent internlatter case than in the former. In the latter
patibdity with the laws of nature, operates
case, the most powerfld of all, the desire of
as*a disprobative circumstance,--the
proba, wealth does not apply.
tire force of the evidence on the other side-II. Cure of diseases by supposed triadsthe probative force of the testimony deposing
quate means. Seductive motives applying in
in affirmance of the fast--is, on various occa- the character of a cause of delusion to the
sions, apt to be subjected to diminution from understanding of the person addressed,the same cause. In determining whether any t
degree of credence ought to be given to an I * By transmutation, accortlmg to the sense in
apparently anti-physical fact, regard must be I which it is understood, may be signified, either
had not ontv to the circumstantial evidence I a pair of anti-physical facts, or a tact simply deafforded by its apparent anti-physicality,
but I vious in spede. Understood in a literal sense,
also to the probability of seductive motives I it involves two anti-physical facts : annihilation
of the other mstal_ereation
of the 6old. On
acting upon the witnesses by whom the fact I either of the two following supposiuons, it is
is afftrmed,
i but a fact simply devious .*_ 1. 'Gold is a cornVarious are the occasions on which, by the t pound of two other bodies: they are transmuted
inordinate and seductive influence of this or I to"to gold_ by being mL_ed together_ in the rethat species of motive, men are led to repre_ ! quisite manner audio the requiuite proportions.
sent as true, facts which if they were true t 2.
Gold is
of divers
ingredients
compa_ition
of one
another
known
body : by mthethe
sepseswould he anti-physical, but which are not _tion of the other ingredients, the remaining intrue. Variousm'e the classes of anti-physical I gredient is trta,smuted into gold.
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aversion to the pains of sickness: love of
life. Seductive motive applying, in the case
of delusion to the understanding of' the origiaal reporter (the supposed operator,) -- the
.same as in tile ease of the transmutation of
metals. Seductive trlotive applying, in the
ca.-e of mendacity, to his will,--the
same as
in the ease of delusion,
in this case, the fact of the eure of the
_isease iYl question by the operation of the
supposed remedy in question, is one of seven
contending facts, of all which the comparatire probability requb'es to be weighed,
l. Noreal, ora,_least such, di,ease: the
symptoms really existing, but the result of
the imagination.
2. No real diseo_e : the symptoms mendaeiouslv reported,
3. Fhe dtsease cured, but by lhc mere
influence of the i nagmation, not'by the operation of the supposed remedy, -- or by .-rune
other remedy,
4.Thediseasegotleoffofitself:
cured, without. the assistance of the imagination, by the
nuknown healing power of nature, or by the.
cessation of the actiun of the morbifie cause,
3. The disease not completely cured, i.e.
not ultimatel), cured, but the symptoms toollifted or removed tLr a time ; viz. by either
of the two preeedin_ cause.-, Nos. 8 and 4.
t3. The disease not creed in any degree:
the cessation of the symptou_ being ialsely
reported, whether through delusimt or mendaeity, and whether on the part ot the patient
or of the medi,_l practitioner,
7. Or, lastly, the disease cured, and by the
operation of the supposed remedy,
Of the delusive influence of the imagination, exemplifications may be found in the
choice made formerly of medicines. Gohl, it
was thought, mu._t "be a sovereign remedy :
and all the efforts of industry were employed
to make it potabk_ A remedy fro' d_seases ?
Why? Because it was so vah_ahte_because
it was so rare. Diamonds are still more valuable: happily they were never employed for
the cure of diseases: partly, perhaps, because
they were so much more difficult to come at
than gold; partly, because there was no hope
of rendering them potable,
I[I. Facts prmnising happiness, threatening unhappiness, both in the extreme.
The
faet in question, spoken of as evidentiary of
a commission given by a supernatural being to
a man, to issue eommands to any or all other
men ; those commands converted into laws,
by threats as wall as promises ; by prediction
of pains to be endured in this or a future liie,
in ease of disobedience_of
pleasures, in ease
of obedience. Take even the promises alone,
without the threats,_the
seductive force is
already beyond comparison greater than in
the ease of the malting of gold, or the supernatur_ cure of diseases : add the threats, it
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receives a further and prodigiously greater
increase.
Prudence suggests and requires the yielding to the probative force of .this filet, _tli-e
I giving credence to it, withottt staying to
inquire into the intrinsic credibility of it_
I int_) its coincidence or deviousness, in degree
i or specie. _th reference to the usual eourso
i of tmture_into its eonformity or repugamney
to the obvious laws of nature.
i In this way,--by the helpofau instrument
of seduction which seems to be ready made,
courting the hand of wiioever has confidence
enongh to take it up and use it, _ any man
(it aught seem) would have it in his power
' to impose law.-: and those irretdstible ones,
! upon any and every other. Such, aeeordingly,
might have been the result, if the operation
_had been confined to one person, or if the
! operators, in whatever number, had agreed
among themselves.
Happily for human itberry at least (not to speak of happiness and
_irtue,) no such concord has existed.
In
different nations, sometbnes even in the same
nation, legislators seeking to rule men by this
instrument have come forward, opposing anti
combating one another with this instrument,
no less decidedly and strenuously than others
with the sword. Each has proclaimed to the
worhl,--These of mine are the true wonders;
all others--allthose
others that you hear of,
are false : these that I promulgate to you are
the genuine commands ; all others, all those
others that you hear of, are spurious. Divided
thu,, and opposed to itself, the seductive
force, how seldom soever effectually resisted,
cea_d to be absolutely irresistible.
Such are the motives hy which a man may
be urged to give credit to untrue facts. But
I how comes it to be in his power? Such is the
force by which the will of man is subdued ;
}but by what means is the understanding itself
brought into subjection by the will ?
I answer,-- Judgment, opinion, persuasion,
is in a very considerable degree under the
dominion of the wilt ; discourse, declared
opinion, altogether.
But it is the nature of
opinion declared, truly or falsely declared, by
one man, to produce real opinion on the part
of another.
Judgment in the power of the will? By
what means? By these means:--Tobestow
attention on one eonsideration, to refuse it
to another, is altogether in the power ot the
wilL It is in the power of a judge to hear
one man speak in the character of a wltne_,
to refuse to hear another ; to hear one paper
read in the character of an evidentiary doeuI ment, to refuse to hear another. The power
[ which, in the station of a judge, a man thus
[ exercises in relation to persons and papers,
t the mind of every tv*m, sitting in the tribunal
established in his own bosom, exercises at
pleasure over m-guments and idtas : over the
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contents of evidentlary discourses, in the state from the discourses of others) his own op_
in which, through the medinm of the percepnious, is, on by fax the greater p:trt of the
tire faculty, they have been introduced into subjects that crone under hi_ cognizance arid
the memory. An idea to which a malt's atcall upon him in one way or uther for his
tention refuses itsetf_ is, to every practical decision, the lot, the inevitable lot, of the
purpose, during the continuance of such re- wisest and most cautious among mankind:
fusal, as completely excluded, amt thence
how much more frequently so, that of the
rendered as completely inoperative, as the ignorant, the rash, the headstrong, the untestimony of a witness, whom, before he has I thinking multitude!
begun to speak, the judge has sent out of I tIow wicked (it is frequently said)--how
court; or a paper which he has disposed of absurd and hopeless the enterprise, to make
in the same way, before any part of it has war upon opinions! AlasI would it were as
been read.*
absurd and hopeless, as it is wicked and perThat discourse of all kinds, more especiaIly
nicious! Upon opinions, in an immediate way,
discourse declarative ofopinion, is completely
yes. To crush the idea in the mind, to act
in the power of the will, is manifest enough,
upon it by mechanical pressure or impulse, is
But he who is completely master of men's not in the power of the sword or of the rod.
discourses, is little less than completely mas- In an unimmediate, though, for efficacy, not
ter of men's opinions. It is by the discourse
too remote way, through the medium of disof A, that the opinion of B is governed, much courses, no : for what, in the case of opinions
more than by any reflections of his own. (mLhappilyformankiud)isbuttoomuchintbe
To take upon trust from others (that is, power of the sword and of the rod, is, to crush
the enunciating and offending pen or tongue:
• if hope or fear are employed in influencing
the discourse employed in relation to persuasion, to cut asunder the muscles by which they are
--the discourse employed in giving expression moved.
to persuasion or the pretence of it,--they are
Unhappily, the power of the wiU over optthereby employed in the promotion or the subor- nlon, through the medium of discourse, is but
nationof mendacity. For if truth, if veracity, be too well understood by men in power. Meanall that is desired,'reward and poni._hment, lmpo time, thus much is plain enough : the more
and fear, are alike useless: it is only by giving credible the facts in themselves are, the less
birth to falsehood__to wilful falsehood, to men- need has a man to seek to _ain credence tbr
dacity --that they are capable of producing any
effect. If the persuasion which a man is about them by such means. By such means, credit
to declare will be on the side desired, whether may be given to facts the most absurd, curreward be given to him in that event or no-- rency to opinions the most pernicious. Facts
whether punishment will be given to him in the which are true, opinions which in their inevent of his declaring it on the opposite side or fluence are beneficial to society, have no need
no,--neither
nor punishment
can be
of of such support.
If this be to be admitted,
any
use_ Thereward
only supposition
on which
they
can be of any use, is, that, if left free to declare the consequence seems undeniable.
To eraIris persuasion, he would declare it on the side ploy such means for the securi]_g credence
opposite to that which is desired,
to any fact, is to confess its falsehood aml
Thus it is, tha h whether hope or fear, expee- absurdity ; to employ such means fbr the snptutioa of reward or punishment, are employed in port of any opinion, is to confess its erroncinfluencing persuasion itself_ or diseonrse pur.
porting to be the expression of it_ they are em- ousnessand mischievousness. To pursue such
ployed in depraving the censtitutionoftbehuman
ends by such means, is to betray, and vir.
mind. If in influencing persuasion itself, then tually to confess, the practice of imposture,
it is to the hatelleetual part of the mental frame the consciousness of guilt.
that the poison is appli_t--if in influencing disThe propensity to g_ve credence to false
coursethen
purporting
to be part.
the expression of persua- facts, to give adoption and currency and pracsion,
to the moral
But in general the poison operates upon both rival influence to opinions howsoever absurd
parts together. To he habitually occupied in and pernicious, wheresoever reward or puthe utterance of wilful falsehood, is a painful nishment is conceived as annexed, by superthought; to be thus occupied for lucre, IS a re- natural and irresistible power, to the operaflection that renders the thought still more pain- tion of giving credence or discredence to m_y
thl. To rid himself of it as far as possible, a alleged fact, is of itself too strong to need
man
strives
might toand
believe: strengthening by any factitious means,--bv
what he
standswith
engaged
say main
that hetobelieves
he keeps his attention nailed to the considerations the application of political rewards or punishthat operate in favour of that side ; he turns it merits to that same purpose. Ascribe merit
aside with horror from all considerations that to belief,--belief will naturally be upon the
operate in favour of the opposite side.
look-out for the most difficultly credible facts
Thus it is that the principle by which merit to attach upon. In the belief of facts which
and reward toareunbelief,
attachedis toirreconcilably
behef, blame
and present themselves as true, there can be no
punishment
hostile
not only to wisdom, hut to virtue. Folly, vice, merit; since there is no exertion, no opporand miset3r, are the fruits, of which, in proper- tunity given to any one man to distinguish
tion to its prevalenee_ it is productive,
himself fromany other-- no opportunity tothe
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most obsequious
to distinguish
himself
from !
It is not wonderful
that motives and in.
the most refractory.
The difficult)" (as far as
terests should have the power of producing
there is any) consists in the giving credence
belief in anti.physical
facts; smee they are
to t'a_s which, of themselves,
present themfound by experienee
to have the power of
selves as incredible : and the more incredible,
producing
belief
even in self-contradictory
the more merit;
becau.-e
without
exertion
propositions.
there can be no merit,
and the greater the
Upon the face of the matter,
eyes being
exertion
(whatever
be the line) the greater
dosed against experience,
it would seem that
the merit, as every alan is ready to aeknowbelief in setf-eontradietm'y
propositions
is
ledge.
The more obvious and obtrusive
the
impossible.
On the contrary, it is altogether
eon,iderations
by which, if attended
to, the
natural : and so natural as to be very getiefact wouk| be shown
to be incredible,
the
rally exemplified,
greater the exertion
necessary
to keep them
It has already been shown in what maimer
out.
the expectation
of reward or punishment,
as
Not that the dit_ficulty, such as it is, is a connected
with particular
opinions,
operates
di_culty
which any one need despair or doubt
upon the judgment,
through the medium of
of being able to surmount.
It is a contention
the attentmn.
in which, in proportion
to a man's weakness
_en
the idea of merit comes to be atof mind, he will have the advautage
over the
taehed to the act of belief, the degree of merit
strong;
in proportion
to his ignorance,
over
will naturally be supposed to be in proportion
the knowing ; in proportion
to his folly, over
to the difficulty of believing,
and the ceasethe wise ; in proportion
to his improbity,
quent exertion
required for the production
of
over the upright. _
i belief.
But, to the eyes of an observer, the exist* In the field of theology (all history joins in ence of exertion bestowed
on the endeavour
proving it,) the attachment
manifested "by men
to produce belief has no surer _est _ the into an opimon, and in particular by men in power,
tensity
of it in the character
of an operative
is strenuous and inflexible, in the direct proportion of its absurdity.
The effect is the result of
cause has no more correct measure-than
the conjoint influence of a variety of causes,
the magnitude
of the opposing force_ which
1. With the zealous and sincere ; the more
must have been overcome
ere the effect h_m
Phalpably and flagrantly absurd the proposrtien-been accomplished.
And the more repugnant
e greater the reluctance on the part of a man's
to reason any proposition
is, the more powerunderstanding
to the adoption of it--the greater
ful are the obstacles which it opposes to any
and more powerfitl the effort necessary to overcome that reluetance.--the
greater is the diffiexertions
that are made to cause it to be beeultv_ and thence the apparent merit_ of" the
lieved: eonsequently,
if the obstacle has been
_er_fice.
If the sacrifice of the body is an oblaovercome,
the more powerful must have been
tion acceptable to the more than canine appetite
the exertions
by which it has been overcome
of a malevolent and jealous deity,--the
sacrifice
-- by which the effect thus aimed at has been
of the nobler part, themind,
the understanding
produced:
and the greater,
it is therefore
it_et
mu_t be aorstill
gratefulthe saeritiee,
supposed, will be the reward attached to such
2. f_Insincere,
evenmore
sincere;
greater the
absurdity of the proposition,
the greater the irapossibihty of ob'aining in favour of it that com.
_lete and imperturbable
serenity of mind which
accompanies'the
conviction impressed upon the
mind by real and familiar truths : the igreater,
consequendy,
the irritation produced by that presumpuve evidence of the falsity of the proposidon, the amount of which is swelled by every
instance of disbelief on the part of other minds,
Every such instance of dissent constitutes a sort
of circumstantial
presumptive
evidence of the
erroneousness
of the proposition
thus adhered
to. Every
piece of entertainment,
evidence forms or
an conobstaele
to thesuch
formation,

meritorious
exertions.
Thus it is, that, the
more absurd any proposition
is, the greater
efforts are naturally
made to believe it.
Be the subject what it amy, if the proposition proposed for belief be a proposition el

tinuance of the persuasion which a man has it
so much at heart to entertain [if sincerer) or (if
insincere) to appear to entertain, without prejudice to his reputation
for sincerity in the circle
in which he moves,
a. Stneere,
or insincere ; the more palpable
the absurdity, the greater is the triumph,
the
more entire the mastery,
obtained over those
minds from whom an assent, rent or apparent,
can be Eroenred for it. SteaUoto this poiso_ is
among the commands which impostors have b_n
found impudent enough to issue, and fanatacs
mad enough to obey. such (ha* the triumphant
impostor said to tim astonished strangers whom

the cause is heard, and is to be determined.
As to affirmative evidenee:
in the case here

the affirmative
east, belief will depend partly
upon the probative
force of the affirmative
evidence,
partly
upon the weakness
of the
disaffirmative
evidence,
or the no_existenee
of any such evidence:
meaning always by existence,
relative existenee--existence
io the
place in question_the
judieatory
in which

in question,

an authority

(that

is, the opt-

he meant to impress with the irresistible pleat.
rude of his power)_sueh
are the fruits of faith,
when it is sincere.
Swallow tlff* nemsense, is
the criterion of obedience imposed by each do.
mineering dognmtist upon the proselyteS, wh*me
opinions, or whotm language, the force of hope
or fear has placed under'his
command.
Thfl
more gross t_e notmenle, the more prostrate m
the obedience on one part, the mote absolute me
power on the other.
"
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nion. real or pretended,
of some other person
or persons, whose situation
affords agroand
more or less strong for supposing
them conversant
with the subjeet-ma_ter
in question)
will always operate with more or less probative
force in the character
of affirmative
evidence.
But,_for
the exclusion of all dl.affirmative
evidence,
and thence of all disprobative
force, -- the power
of the will,
applied in that dn'eetion with the degree of
exertion
required
by the nature of the case,
will of course suffice.
Finding, therefore,
no
disprobat.ive
force to oppose it, the prevalenee of the probative
force of the affirmative
evidence,
and the production
of the eorrespondent affirmative
persuasion,
become alike
a matter of course,
The probative
force of authority,
in the
character
of evidence,
wilt be, on the one
hand, as the plenitude
of ascribed knowledge
--on
the other, as the compteteuess
of self-
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Thus stands the matter
of fact in general,
and in
to such as are improbable
only ones (and that in
improbability)
in respect
be any need ibr applying,

[Book

V.

in regard to matters
particular
in regard
; these being the
proportion
to their
of wbicil there can
in this partial way,

new or old,--no
doubt but the use thus made of
it
will have
the eflbct
of causing
it to be
closely
examined
into, than
if no such
usemore
had
been made of it.
But in the case of a past fact,--what
becomes
of its tendency to promote scrutiny?
Is it part
of the supposition that it w_ ¢wtually subjected
to such scrutiny ? Applied to past facts, all sup.
position
about totendencies
If it
was
subjected
scrutiny--in is superseded.
a word, to judicial

examination,
produce the minutes of the exaruination : this done, the question whether it be
likely any such examination
should have taken
place, would obviously be t¥ivolous.
If, on the
contrary, it does not appear that any such serunnywas performed,
anysnch examination
taken,
then again the argument t¥om tendencies assumes
conscious
ignorance,
what i_ coutrarv to fact.
If, by hope of reward alone, the effect in j
To judge of'the three e.f this argument,
take
question
(viz. belief) is thus capable of being
note of the securities for trustworthiness
in eviproduced;
how mueb more surely by punishdeuce, as hereto brought to view: all of them
meat ! an instrument,
which, apparent
prox- * exemplified m the practice of English judicature.
imitv and certainty
being the same in both
Take, on the other hand, tire book, whatever it
eases, acts with so much superior
force.
If
be,
in which
the system
of alleged
supernatural
precepts,
t_reats,
arid promises
is exhibited,
togeby either of itself, how much more surely by ' ther with the wonderful facts referred toas proofs
both together!
And if hv. either at an ordi'- i of its authenticity.
Observe which, if any, ot those
narydegree
of apparent magnitude,
how umch ! securities have been apphed
or are represented
more

by both

together,

each

at an infinite

i a.s having been applied, to tlae estabhshment
of
ample, with the several wondert'ul facts therein
I reported.
these several
facts.testimony
Take have
the Koran,
for ex_Vbose
you in proof
of

apparent
magnitude!*
-" This very connexion
between reward and I them ? That of the writer_ whosoever he were :
punishment on the one hand, between opimon
M ahomet, his composer, or his scribe ; hut say
and declaration
of opmion_ on the other ; beMahomet.
On the occasion of this or that faet_
tween rew._rd, and the helief, or expression
of
he speaks of it ms taking place in the presence
belief, of a wonderful
fact_between
punishof hundreds
and hundreds of eye.witnesses_
meot and the disbelief, or expression ofdishepersons none of them likely either to have been
lief,--has,
in the ease of supernatural
facts,
themselves deceived, or to ha*e harboured a wish
been urg_l hy some as a circumstance
operating
to deceive others, lnste_t of hnndreds put thouinpront of the fact, and which ought to have its sands : what do you get by the multiplieationi_
inflnenee in producing on our parts a persuasion
What testimony have you even now but 31ahoof the truth of the fact, on one observing
it to i met's ? and who, at this tinae of day, shall crossbe reported as true by others.
In other _ards ; extunine Mahomet ? Instead of Mahomet both
the wonderfulness of a fact being given, its ere- i hero and historian,
suppose Mahomet
only the
dibility _,ill be increased
by the circumstance
hero, and the historian somebody else, who, hay.
of its having been announced as contributing
to ing been a hero to nobody_ is himself unknown.
constitute the foundation
of a religious system ;
Instead of one such historian,
suppose half a
i.e. of a _tystem of commands,
sanctioned
by dozen, sometimes agreeing, sometimes disagreethreats and promises, represented aa emanating
" :
"
'
Increased it? isWhy
Because
the nature
increasedof this
? ]For
circumstance
this reach to:
provoke scrutiny; and to operateas an advertisemeat to sceptics and disbelievers
to come forward and inquire into the fact, and contest the
truth of it.
If adequate means and motives for the performanee of" such scrutiny were at hand,--yes,
]But if not, what becomes of the seeurity--tbe

y,
: not
one of these _istories in print, til_ ages after the
deaths of all supposed cye-witnes._es: not one of
them known so much as to have been eommunicated in manuscript,
or so much as written, till
after the deaths of all possible counter-witnesses:
not one of them known to have passed for ages
into the hands of any other readers them what
were predetermined
not to institute a scrutiny
into the truth of any of the wonders.
And sup-

Lfforded
tmenrity for trustworthiness,
thus supposed to be ofl_e the desire of subjecting
the facts to the test
]In the ease of a future
fact, yes.
Let it preo a judicml examination
ever so strong and get_mt its, If as being of the wonderful east, and
neral among tbesereaders:
what means of carrylet it he employed tm an engine of power in the Iing any suet_ desire into effect? Do the minute*
rammer above mentioned,
as an instrument for of any tawh examination
remain, or any trace or
the tuppOrt of this or that system of religion,
track of their having ever been in exi_tene*
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the force of the will to the operations of the effects, there needs but the exi$teaee of _ome
understanding,
power in nature with which we are not _
What remains to be shasta is, why _lf- yet acquainted. •
contradictory propositions, _ which, when
True it is, that, in my view of the matexamined as above, are found to be, not ira- ter at least, the existence of any s_teh power
probable propositions concerning matters of wotfld be a matter eomplete_" dise_nform.
fact, but propositions still less fitted to be ] able to everything that at present we are accredited upon rational groands,_should
find quainted withrespeetingtheestablishelleonrse
so much more easy and extensive evidence of nature. Of this so fun is my persnasion,
than propositions a_sertive of improhable that, in the way of wagering, l would, forthe
matter_ of fact, even such as are so in the value of a shilling, stake upon it, without
highest degree,
scruple, everything I possess: but, for the teaThe reason seems to be, that, if" duly ex- son above intimated, in the eonseiousrmss I
amined, every self-contradictory proposition feel of my not being in pos_ssion of universal
would be found to be an assemblage of words science, I find a reason altogether sufficient
voidnf sense--a mass of downright nonsense. _ to prevent me from regarding it as being, in
But, in proportion to the apparent respects- i the 8trier sen._ of the word impossibility, imbility and trustworthiness of the authority of possible.
the instructor, will be the assurance of the ,
pupil, that, from such a source, nothing that i § II. Distinction between facts irnpossiMe per
is capable of bearing so degrading an appelse, at*d facts bnposstble si alia. Of alibi
L_tion can emanate.
What, in this case, he
evidence.
will theretbre tacitly as,ume and take for
granted, is. that ureter this veil of apparent
nonsense there lies enveloped some exqtdsite
sense, too valuable to be made mamfe_t to
eyes so impure amt dull as his arc.
Issuing, m"appearing to issue, fi'om such a
source, a proposition of this complexion will
thus be upon a footing with a proposition
taken from a foreign language, a language
with which he has no acquaintance.
Frou,
an elderly man of good reputation, in the capaeity of an instructor, suppose a young pupil
to hem delivered, in the character of an tincontrovertible truth, La ill_th allah, Mohamreed resoul allah. To him it wouhl in itself
be so much nonsense: to a person acquainted
with the Arabic language, if a pious Christian, it wouht present itself as a blasphemous,
falsehood-- if a piousMahometan, as a sacred

i There are two occasions on which the evij deuce, or argument, indicated by the words
__m_wsstbiht_ and mcredtbility, arc capable of
i pre,enting themselves.
i I. On the one side (say that of the de_,mandant,) a tact is deposed to by a witness:
I on the other side (viz. that of the defendant, _,
*no testimony is adduced, but it is averred
_,that the supposed fkct, as thus deposed to
I is in its own rmture incredible; or, what
' comes to the same thing, in, probable to such
i a degree as to be incredible.
Say, for ex}atnpie, a f_ct pretended to have taken place
I in the way of witchcraft : a man lifted up
slowly, without any exertion of will on his
part, or connexion with any other, from the
ground into the air ; or an old woman, by
an exertion of volition on her part, riding in
i the air at pleasure ca a broomstick.

andThus
fundamental
easy i_ it truth.
for a mass of nonsense, by
which no matter of fact is m truth a_serted,
to become the subject-matter of a severe and
unshakeable belief: and thi_ for the very leason that it is nonsense,
Compare, in this point of view, this nonsense, with any of those propositions which
are enuneiadve of an intelligible matter of
supposed fact, which we have the strongest
reason that man can have for believing not to
be anywhere realized : such as that of an old
woman's moving in the air at pleasure on a
broomstick, or a man'b introducing his body
into a quart bottle,
Though, in regard to either of these propositions, we have as full proof of its falsity,
as, for the governance of human conduct, a
man needs to have,--it
is only bya mixture
of ignorance and rash confidence, that either
of them could be pronounced, in the strict

! mandant,)
On the one
sideis (say
againtothat
the dea f_ct
deposed
by aofwitness,
as betore : on the other hand, it is averred
i to be impo_sible--impossible
not in its own
nature, as belbre, but for this reason, viz.
that the existence of it is incompatible with
the existence of another fact, which in this
view is deposed to by other evidence : say,
the testimony of a superior number of witnesses. The defendant cannot, at the time
alleged, have been committing the offence in
London ; for at that same time he was at
' York, a place above two hundred miles di_rant. The instance here given is that which
is commonly known by the name of alibi.
It supposes the incompatibility of a man's
existing in one place at any given point of
time, _*h the existence at the same man in
any other place at the stone point of time:
or, in other words, of a man's existing in two
places at once.

_nse of the word impossibility, impossible :
tdnee to the production of either of thes_

" Compare this with p. 8,5, and ttte Note at
the bottom of that pr_ge.--F_diter.
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[For the purpose of the present inquiry,
these two kinds of impossibility are exactly
alike.
The nature of the impossibility is in
both cases the same : in both cases it constats in disconformity to the established course
of nature. The difference is, that, in the first
of the two cases, there is but one event mentinned, and that event is one which, taken
by itself, cannot be true;_in
the second
case there are two events mentioned, either
of which, taken by itself, may be true, but
both together cannot,
In the first case, therefore, the impossibility being supposed, we immediately set it
down that the testimony of the affirming witnesses is false: in the second place, we have
to choose which of the two testimonies we
shall disbelieve--that
of the witnesses who
affirm the one fact, or that of the witnesses
who affirm the other filet,
If I am told that, on such a day, at such
an hour, John Brown leaped over the moon,
I at once reject the assertimt as being theredible : this is impossibility of the first kind•
If A tells me, that, on such a day, at such an
hour, John Brown was in London ; and B
tells me, that, on the same day, and at the
same hour, the same individual was at York ;
I pronounce with equal readiness that both
stories cannot be true : but it remains aquestion for subsequent consideration, which of
them it is that is false: and this is impossibility of the second kind.] _
The plea of alibi, although the fact should
be regarded as established by satisfactory
evidence, will not always be regarded as
conclusively disprobative with regard to the
tact to which it is opposed. Why ? By reason
of the uncertainty that may attach upon the
point of time.
The identity of the point of
time in the two eases beingassumed, --let it
be proved, that at that time Titius was in the
first floor of the house in question, it is thereby proved to be perfectly incredible that, at
that same point of time, he should have been
in the second floor. But, from the size of a
second or third of time, enlarge the temporal
seat of the fact to twenty-four hours :-- on
that supposition, andin that senseofthe word
time, proof of a man's having been at London
will not disprove the fact of his having been
at York at the same time ; as in the case of
the celebrated flying highwayman.
Hence it is, that, in the case of the plea of
alibi,--though,
admitting the truth of the
evidence in support of it, the incredibility of
the fact in the character of a fact incredible
in into never comes into dispute,--this
is not
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tile case with it in the character of a fact
incredible in degree.
If it be satisfactorily
proved, that on the 1st of January 1826, at
noon, Titius was in the choir of Westminstec
Abbey,-- it is out of dispute, that, o_ the lit
of January 1826, at noon, he could not bare
been in the choir of York Minster.
Bat if
all that has been proved is, that, oll the 2d
of January 18"26, at noon, Titius was in the
choir of Westminster Abbey,--whcther,
on
the 1st of January in the same year, at the
same time of the day, he was at York Minster, is not put out of dispute : the fact of his
being at York Minster on the said 2d of Ja,
nuary, if spoken of in the character of an incredible fact, will not be spoken of as being
such in torn, but only in degree.
Titias is
not said to have been in both places at once:
what is said of him now is, that at the one
time he was in the one place, at the other
time in the other : and the question is, whether the degree of quickness with which he
is said to have passed from the one place to
the other, he credible, under all the eireumstances of the case ?
Of the plea of alibi, the possible use is evidentl) without limit.
It may alike be eraployed in penal causes and in non-penal causes.
IzJ both, the subject-matter of it may be the
person of the defendant, the person of the
demandant, or any other person--or
instead
of a person, it may be a thing.
But the sorts of canses in which in practice
it is most in use to be employed, are penal
causes: and the subject-matter of _vtdch the
alibi is must in use to be predicated, is the
person of the defendant.
It cannot be true,
that, at the time charged, I committed the
offence charged, for at that time I was in another place ; and it is not so much as charged,
that, at the place where I then was, any such
offence was committed by me or by any one
else.
The system of procedure in which this plea
occurs with a degree of frequency far beyond
what is exemplified in any other, is the English ;-- more particularly in the case of the
causes belonging to the higher penal classes,
in which trial by jury is employed. In these
cases, for one instance in which it is true,
there are perhaps some hundreds in which it
is false. The cases in which it is believed,
I should not expect to find so numerous as
those in which it is disbelieved ; but (setting
aside the one extraordinary case,) as often
as it is advanced, perjury is employed in the
support of it ; and, as often as it is believed,
so often is that perjury successful, and guilt
triumphant, and the criminal taught by exa zV.B.--Tbe paragraphs within the brackets perienee how he may proceed with impunity
are inse_.ed by the Editor. They appeared ne- to the commission of other crimes. Should
¢_sseryoftomere
compIcte
the section,
whwh
is cam- the prevention of crimes ever become a priposed
fragments_
written
a_ different
times by the Author, and which the F_,ditorwms 13aaryobject_ with the powers that be, this
obliged to connect together as he best coald.._
_ouree of turpitude, together with so many
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_]_ers, might without much difficulty be dried
_p: but as yet, fintjus_itla,
ruat eodum, has
been the maxim: meaning by justitia, not the
essence but the forms of justice,
1. One remedy that presents itself is, the
not receiving any witnesses to a point ef that
sort, without their coming accompanied with a
certain
•
number of persons (of whom a part to
be householders,) in the nature of the eompurga_ors of the old law, to give an account
of their character.
There is no one, in such
a country as this, be he who or what he may,
who is not known to several,
An objection to thisis, that there are many
persons who have no good character, but who,
for all that, may ehance in good truth to have
seen a man in one place, at the time when he
is charged to have committed a crime at. anether.
This is true ; but, if the case with
respect to their character be so, it is still fitring it should appear,
But he may be a stranger: either an absolute stranger, a forei_mer ; or a native just
arrived from a distant country.
But if this
be the r_sc, it is fitting it shouhl appear : and
the making it appear may be oct'opted in exeuse for the want ef compurgators.
But how
is this to appear ? Not by the single oath of
the witness himself; for he who will perjure
himself in the immediate matter of the cause,
where he is liahtc to confrontation, wilt still
more readily do so in the pre]infinary matter,
where he is net. The testimony, concerning
him, of that person er those persons with
whom he has lodged within a certain interval,
should be required, in corroboration of his
own : or, lastly, if he is an absolute vagahond, who has lodged nowhere, and is known
to nobody, this also, it is very fitting, should
appear,
2. Another remedy might be, the requiring
notice te be given to the prosecutor, a certain
number of days betbre the trial, ef the names
and places of abode ef such intemted witnesses--a practice already established as to all
evidence on the side of the prosecution, in
cases of treason--a practice muchlcssliable
to abuse in this instanec than in that.
In
treason, there is always a common cause, and
a common purse : a cause which sanctifies all
means, and which, moreover, sets to work all
means ef obtaining acquittal, with at least as
much alacrity in behalf of guilt as of innocenee. In ninety-ulne eases out of a hundred
of ordinary prosecutions, the prosecutor has
no wish to impress the judge with a persuasion of the guilt of the accused, any further
than he is penetrated himself with that persuasion,
3. But the only adequate remedy, and one,
perhaps, which may supersede the other two,
is a power in the judge, after hearing all the
testimony (but whether after or before the
vecdiet given, may be made a question,) to
Vog. VII,
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adjourn the triaI to a further day, or, what
comes to the same thing, to appoint anew
one ; taking such securities as the nature of
the case may require, for the furtheomin_mesa
of the defendant, by holding to bail, or by
recommittal.
In the mean time, all such partieulars as may give a clue to the discovery
of the situations and characters of such wit_
nesses will have been drawn out of them by
interrogation, and the prosecutor will be fl,rni_hed with such lights as may guide him to
the discovery of more re,morons a_d unexceptimmble witnesses, who may prove that the
first set were themselves, at the time, in a
place other than that wherein they pretended
to have seen the accused ; or may in some
other way prove the falsity of their story.
Such a regulation being established, _ men
who now. for the sake ef hire, er an unrighteous fricudship, venture upon a perjury which
rarely admits of detection, as knowing that
i+_is but bearir,g on, and all is over, will
shrink from the thought of encountering such
a scrutiny as, after such lights, if well elicited,
it is scarcely possible that anything but reracity should bear. I do conceive that the
apprehension of such a scrutiny would, in by
far the greatest number of those instances in
which such machinations would otherwise he
put in practice, prevent the attempt from
being made at all, and, should it be made,
from bem¢ unhappily successful.
Nor will these precautions, if rightly considered, be found to be less favourable, upon
the whole, even to those at whose expense
they are taken. The cseaping by evidence
of this suspicious kind, when unbifted and
unexamined, never fails to leave a stain on a
man's character, which a thorough discussion,
with such assistance, would effectually wash
out.
§ 12. Of intprobatnlity, as regards psyclLo*
logical facts.
l
} On passing from physical facts to pyscho] logical facts, a change of language becomes
f necessary. Where physical facts are conI cerned, the repugnancy between the alleged
_fact and the facts corresponding to the law
/ ef nature from which it is considered as de[ rioting, or of which it is considered as a riolotion, is sometimes considered as existing in
a degree which attaches to the alleged fact
in question the character of improbability in
this or that degree, sometimes in that superlative degree which stamps the alleged fact
as impossible. In the ease of the pysehological class of facts, this highest dtTree is not
considered as having any place in the scale.
In such and such circllmstances it is improbable that a man should have acted or thought
so and so, -- thus much is said continually :
but, that in any such ease the improbability
should have risen to the height of impol_iH
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bility, is a degree of intensi_y to which the
assertion has seldom been raised by the utmost heat of altercation. For expressing
_he conformity, the uniformity, observable
amongst physical facts, laws of nature have
been long ago laid down, as above observed,
To the purpose of denoting conformity among
psychological facts, the application of that
fictitious mode of speech appears not to have
been ever yet extended. The cause of this
difference is obvious and simple. Amongst
i_ychologlcal facts, no such close conformity
is commonly observed as amongst physical
facts. They are not alike open to our observat]on ; nor, in so far as they have happened
actually to be observed, has the result of the
observation been such as to warrant the supposition of a degree of cmfformity equally
close,
The sort of internal perception or conseioum_ess we all feel of what is called the
freedom of our will, is of itself sufficient to
put a negative upon the application of any
such term as irapossibilit_ to any of the facts
which present themselves as flowing from
that source. To assert the impossibility of
any given act, is to assert the necessity of the
opposite act: and, in a proposition asserting
the necessity of this or that act on the part
of any human agent, a denial of the freedom
of his will is generally understood to be involved,
Examined to the bottom, this conscioushess of the freedom of our will would, it is
true, be found to amount to neither more nor
less than our blindness as to a part, more or
less considerable, of the whole number of
joint causes or concurrent circumstances, on
which the act of the wilt, and with it the
consequent physical ncts, depend : nor is this
the only instance of a false conception of
power, growing out of impotence.
But the
question is, not as to what sort of expression
might be best adapted to the case, but what
the expression is, that is in actual use. And
here too we see a further confirmation of the
observation already made, viz. that it is only
by a sort of misconception and verbalillusion,
that such attributes as necessity, impossibility. probability, improbability, are considered
and spoken of as if they were attributes and
properties of the events themselves.
The
only sort of fact of which they are really and
truly indicative, is the disposition of our mind,
of our own judgment, to be persuaded, with
a greater or less degree of assurance, conceruing their existence or non-existence: to
e_tertain an assurance, more or less intense,
that, at the place in question, at the time in
_ae_tlon, the fact in question was or was not
in exi_enee,
Physical improbabilities--facts
rea_dered
incredible to enlightened minds by their deviation from the coarse of irrational nature,
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have seldom of late years come upon the _r_
pet in any court of judicature. The alleged
improbabilities, which, on that theatre, are
so much more frequently brought forwardmid
opposed to direct evidence, are of the psychological or mental kind. Alleged or supposed acts or states of the mind :-- consciousness or non-cons_ousness of this or that fact ;
recollection or non-recollection; intention or
non-intontion; operation or non-operation of
the idea of this or that pain or pleasure, in
the character of a motive; conduct of such
or such a description, under the influence of
such or such an intention :--any of these acts
or modes of being are alleged as having
exhibited themselves in the mind of some
individual, in circumstances in which, to aa
unbiassed mind, judging from the known
constitution of human nature, the existence
of such alleged phenomena would present itself as incredible. Inconsistencies--inccosisteneies inthought or action--is the deanruination in common use, under which these
psychological improbabilities
may perhaps
with sufficient propriety be comprised. By
the improbabilities of this description with
which a narrative appears pregnant, it will
frequently lose its credit--if
not as to the
entire substance of it, at least as to the partieulac points to which the improbability
appears to extend : the credibility of it wilt
in this case be said to be overthrown by its
own internal evidence, without its being capable of being supported, or requiring to be
opposed, by any external evidence.
In cases of this description, the apparent
improbability,
as in the above-mentioned
physical cases, will be susceptible of an indefinable multitude of gradations,
hlsanity
may be considered as marking the highest
point in this scale. According to the degree .
in each case, will be the force with which it
acts against the direct evidence-- the persuasire force wi_h which it operates upon the
mind of the judge. Such as its relative force
is in each instance, such, in that instance,
will be its effect. In one instance, it will
prevail over the direct evidence, and the direef evidence will be effectually discredited
by it: in another instance, the decision will
be governed by the direct evidence; though,
in proportion to the apparent improbability,
it is but natural that the persuasion on which
the decision is grounded should be lowered
and weakened by it.
To class these cases of psychological improbability under beads, each head being iltustrated by apposite examples taken from the
most remarkable causes that have been determined, on questions of ikct, emong the
most enlightened nations, would be a work of
considerable curiosity; and, notwithstanding
the impossibility of marking oat arid distingulshing the ffflferent degrees and shades of
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improbability, would be of no inconaide_ble
use. But _he task would be a work of itself,
too laborious, as well as voluminous, to be
comprised within the limits of the present
work.
The advances that, within the few last
centuries, have been made in the study of
these psychological laws of nature,_ these
advances, though not so describable, nor
perhaps so cousldeeable_ as those made in
relation to the physical laws of nature, have,
however, been by no means undiscerxfible in
their effects. To weigh evidence against evideuce _ to weigh particular evidence against
general probability_ requires a proportionable skill in the science of psychology. It is
to a deficiency of skill in this useful science,
accompanied with a consciousness of this
deficiency, that the system of procedure may
ascribe so many altogether inapposite o¢ ira.
perfect and now exploded contrieanecs for the
investigation of legal truth: trial by ordeal,
trial by battle,* wager of law, oaths expurgatory and suppletory.
To the same cause maymoreover be ascribed
those defects which may still be observed in
such abundance in the system pursued with
respect to evidence among the most en]ightcued nations. To investigate these defects,
step by step, is the direct object of the present work : but, in the meantime, a presumptlve only, bnt not unimpressive, proof of
their existence, is the dive_'sity of the courses
pursued on this ground, as between nation
and nation, in the pursuit of the same end;
and not only as between nation and nation,
but between province and province; nay, between court and court, in the same nation
and the same province.Jr
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A CRI_ is the more improbable (it has been
said.) the more atrocious; and the practical
inference is
The more atrocious the offeoce, thegreater
the force of evidence requisite to prove it.
Thus nakedly given, as we see it frequent.
ly, _ithout the requisite explanations, the
observation is fitter for a play or a novel them
for a treatise on jurisprudence.
It proceeds
from an indistinct view of the subject ; and,
in respectof the practical conclusions pointed
at, it requires explanation, and distinctions to
be made, to prevent it from being productive
of pernicious errors in practice.
The imputation is anincredible one: Why?
Because the man on whom it is cast bears so
excellent acharacter:---suehis the argument,
in the case mentioned in a preceding chapter.
The imputation is an incredible one : Why?
Because he is u man: _ such is the argument
in the present case. This is what is called
sentiment ; and being so, is addressed, it is
said, to the heart.
The depravity of human nature, and the
dignityofhuman nature, are amongthc topics
on which the practitioners in the arts of rhe_
torte (that is, of deception)have
been fond
of skirmishing: some on the one, others on
the other, some on either or both, according
to the purpose.
Of a man who brings forward this obsernation, the first question to be asked is, what
he means by atrocityf But this is that sort
of question which the sort of writer in question takes care not to put to himself; his
* In the year 1818, in an appeal of death, in readers would not thank him for it. Nothing
the King's Bench, rite appellee waged his battle, is more troublesome to a man, than to be
After very lengthened, and very learned argu- obliged to know what he means : no error so
taunts, the Courtdecided unanimously in favour pernicious, that he would not rather adopt
of the trial. Subsequently, however, the appcl- and give currency to, than load hiuLself with
lanh by his counsel, stated that he prayed for no
further judgment, and the Court ordered judg.
so much trouble. To explain or to inquire
ment to be stayed on the appeal. Ashford v. what it is a man means, is metaphysics :
Thornton, 1B. & A. 405. In the following year light is an ohject of hatred to all owls and
all such appeals were abolished, as well as wager to all thieves ; definitions, under the name
of battle, and trials by battle, in writ_ of right, of metaphysics, to all rhetoricians. " I bate
by the _9 Gee. IIL c_ 4¢_--Ed.
metaphysics,"exclaimsEdmundBurke,
some"I"As it was before remarked that there are where: it was nut without cause.
two kinds of physical iraprobability, so there are
two corresponding kinds of psychological iraWhat then is, on this occasion, meant by
probability. An alleged psychological fact may atrocity._
the atrocity of the offence_no,
be improbable in itself,_that
is, improbable,
because incompatible with the ordinary course of latter species have been treated of at considerable
nature; or it may be improbable, because in- length in the former part of the present book.-compatible, in a greater or less degree, with some Editwe.
other fact which has been established by lode*
._.This has appeared to the FAlter to be the
pendent evidence; for instance (in the case of most proper place for the present dissertation ;
which clearly belongs to the head of pyseholoilelinquency,)
with the character of the sup- gical imprnbability, though apparently not in.
posed delinquent.
0f evt_.nCe
improbability is equally appli_hle to both theset of the pyobatlve fence of the spe¢i_ e_
"
q_ecies of it. Several of the modifications of the indisatigl by that tenn.
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not of the offence; that would not be sm_timental enough: m of the crime. The word
crime, being incurably indistinct and ambiguous, is the word to be employed upon all
rhetorical occasions,
Does it mean the mischievousness of the
offence ? If it does, the proposition is in a
great degree erroneous.
Ofalt offences, by
far the most mischievous are those which owe
their birth, or tend to give birth, tocivflwar:
treason, rebellion, sedition, and the like.Suppose a civil war : -- subject of dispute,
title to the throne: question on which the
title turns, legitimacy. The nation is equally
divided: to.day, one half are traitors; tomorrow, the other half. Whichever lm]f is,
for the time being, on the unsuccessful side,
mid composed thereby of seditiouists, rebels,
traitors, it is on that side that you find the
most disinterested, the most generous, the
most heroical of mankind.
If, then, by atro.
city we mean mischievousness, the proposition, that an offence is the more improbable
the more atrocious it is, is not true.
By atrocity is not nnfi'equently, perhaps
most frequently, meant, neither more norless
than odiousness; meaning of course byodious,
that which is so (no matter for what reason,
no matter whether with or without reason)
to the individual by whom the appellatmn is
employed : in a word, that which is the ohject of his antipathy. To one set of men, the
man who differs from them in some peculiarly
tender point bearing relation to religion, is
the most atrocious character; to another, or
to the same, the man who has been drawn
into some devious path by the impulse of the
sexual appetite. The existence of the Christian, the Theist, the Atheist, I have thus
heard successively denied by their respectire abominators.
In printed books I have
observed doubts, next in force to denial,
expressed with relation to the existence of
those non-conformists who, in company with
the wearers of linsey-woolsey, are consigned
to destruction in the second edition of the
Mosaic law. All passions are cunning; antipathy not less so than any other.
On the
part of the antipathist, the profession of incredulity is but a pretence and a disguise, to
enable him with more decency to give vent to
his rage, and with more effect to point the
rage of others against the odious object. If
the existence of these monsters is so incredible, the practical consequence should be, not
to be so ready to devote to perdition this or
that individual, under the notion of his being
one of them. But the antipathist knows better than to be thus cheated of his prey. The
existence of the monster is to be incredible,
or l_ext to incredible, for the purpose of
render'rag him proportionably odious. The
odiausne_
being the medium of proof for
¢h_ demonstration of the hnprobabillty, is as-
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aumed of course; and, forasmuch as an attempt toprove supposes the necessityofproof,
and assumption the non-necessity of proof,
assumption of a fact is still more persuasive
than the strongest proof of it. To screw up
the odium against a man to the highest pitch,
you begin with declaring his existence_ tim
existence of so odious a character--next
to
impossible : having thus pointed against him
the rage of the judge, you make ase of that
rage for disposing the judge to believe hhn
guilty.
While Louis XIV. was persecuting
the Huguenots, it was an established maxim,
a fiction of French law, that there were no
such persons in existence.
By atrocity may, again, be meant Cruelty-cruelty displayed in the commission of the
offence. This sonnets, of all, the most literal
and proper sense. But, if the import given
to the word atrocity is thus confined, the
application of the maxim, the description of
offences to which it is applicable, is proportionably confined.
It is almost confined to
personal injuries, homicide included. If wilful destruction by fire or water be included,
it will be either because homicide, or the
imminent danger of that mischief, and upon
a large scale, are involved-- or because, in
its applieation to property, the amount of
the mischief or danger is so indefinitely extensive.
Consider, then. the maxiln in this sense. [u
the ease of an offence characterized by cruelty,
the seducing motives have to ctmtend with
the motive of humanity, sympathy, general
benevolence (take which name you wilt,)--to
contend with it in its character of a restraining, a tutelary motive. * The di,position of
the individual in question being given (that
is. the effective force with which it habitually
acts upon his mind,)--thegreater
the degree
of cruelty said to be displayed m the offence
said to be committed, the greater the force
with which, on that particular occasion, the
motive in question must have opposed the
perpetration of it.
But the principle of humanity is but one
of several principles, which, on every such
occasion, are acting upon the humazt mind, in
the character of tutelary and restraining prio.
eiptes. There are, besicles this, the three respeetive forces of the political, the moral or
popular, and the religious sazietions. Neither
is this by any means the most intense and
uniform in its operation, of the four tutelary
forces. It may or may not be stronger than
the force of the religious sanction--it
may or
may not be stronger than that of the moral,
--but it never can he accounted comparable
in strength to that of the political sanction.
Many men fear the wrath of Heaven ; many
'_"lntroduvtiontoMoralsandLegOlaliO_"
Chap. X, Motions, (Vol. I. p. 46.)
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men fear loss of character : but all men are
acted upon, more or less, by the fear of the
_ail, the scourge, the gallows, the pillory, and
so forth. Ill this point of view, whateverimprobability is given to the supposed offence in
question by those other restraining motives,
the additional improbability given to it by the
circumstance in question seems scarce worth
taking into the account,
On the other hand stands a circumstance
which must not be overlooked. The force of
the political and moral sanctions acts upon a
man in the character of restraining motives,
only upon the suppositmn of discovery. The
force of hmnauitv has this in common with
that of the religious sanction, that the supposition of discovery is not necessary to the
aplflication of it ; and, besides the eomparatively greater extent of its operation when
contrasted with the religious sanction, the
principle of humamty (whatever may be the
force with which it acts,) is surer to be present to the mind. The suffering, of which
the injury meditated threatens to be productree, can scarcely thil to be present to the
mind of the offender, especially where the
pleasure of emnity-- the pleasure expected
lrom the suffering of the intended victim,
constitmes the motive to the offence. This
is what cannot thil to be in a man's thoughts;
whewas the fear uf God may be altogether
out of his thoughts.
But whalever may be the degree of cruelty
&splayed in the commission of the offence,
or o's.el| on witalever other score it may uppear psychologically improbable, a most matectal consideration is this.
Supposing the
imputation unfounded,--does
the nmocence
of the def_,ndunt import, as of neces_-ity,
consciousness

of
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that the offence of him who by criminafire
perjury seeks to fasten upon another the
imputation of that offence, is still more so.
i Thus, if (for example) it be always improbable that murder should be compassed in
i any of the ordinary ways in which that crime
is perpetrated,--it
seems at least as much
so, that it should (which it would be by a
false accusation of that crime) be so by this
hazardous expedient of calm and deliberate
malignity.*
Within the compass of the last
and present century, the number of persons
who have committed robberies has tmen many
thousands ; hut there will scarce be found tea
who have given false evidence of that or any
other capital crime.
There remains, therefore, for the only ca_e
in which this maxim (whatever may be the
force and value of it) can have any application, that in which the evidence operating
in criminatiou of the defendant is purely of
the circumstantial kind : unless it be worth
while to add those sorts of offences (witchcraft, and so forth) which are not capable of
being rendered probable by any quantity of
testimonial evidence.
What degree of exculpative force may he
proper to be given to the circumstance thus
I denominated, will rest fbr a judge to deternfine, upon a review of' all the other circumstances helo_.giag to the case.
The essential practical consideration--the
essential warning, is this: not to think of
employing it as the foundation for any inflexible rule, reqnirin_ as necessary to conviction,
this or that particular dose of evidence: such
as the testimony of two witnesses, the curtfes¢ion of the defendant, or. in a word, any
other determinate mass of criminatlve evideuce.

quently mendacity, eriminafive perjury) on
the part of any person in the character of an
* An exception is to bemade respecting tbe_e
accusing witec.-_? If yes, the presumption
times when the contagion of some extraordinary
operating in favour of the defemhu_t fl'om tiumficism has given to certain accusations, wall
this source seems completely destroyed by or fll ibm_ded, the colour of wrtue--at
least,
the counter-presumption
in favour of the bus
indisposed
*he people
against
ordinary
expedients
tbr sifting
out their
truththe
; and
when
witness.
For (as there will be more urea- the end to he compassed t-," their taking effect
sines tban one for observing) with the e._- is looked upon to be of such importunate, as to
ception of the imaginary offences invented ! saaactifyalmost any means. Such _erc thetime_
by superstition, thole is no off'once so impro- i of epidemical perjury and Titus Oaten.
babte (be(_u,se in practice so un&equent) but
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in which this imperfection has for its cause,
no_ any failure on the part of the man in
power, but the unchangeable nature of things.
In the imperfect shape in question, the article of evidence is to be had ; in any other
shalm it is not to be had--at least as matters
stand at present.
Agreeing in this one common character-viz. that of imperfection, and of imperfection
the origin of which is traceable to the source
just indicated--being employed only because,
from the same source, better evidence, eeldence of a more trustworthy complexion, of
greater probative force, is not be had,--these
several species of evidence, how dissimilar
soever in other respects, may be brought togather and designated by one common appellation,--viz,
that of makeshift evidence.
On this subject three distinguishable tasks
present themselves to the eye and conscience
of an honest and intelligent legislator:--I.
To take an inventory of those species ofinferior, yet not theless indispensable, evidence;
2. For the information of the judge, to hold
up to view their several features of infirmity;
and 3. By apposite powers and instructions,
to do whatsoever the nature of things admits
of, towards the removal of their several infirmities, by completing in each instance the
requisite assortment of securities ; or by so
ordering matters that testimony in a more
trustworthy shape may in future take place
of testimony in these less trustworthyshapes.

§ 1. M'akeshi/_ Evidence, what.
Trl_s much concerning that description of
inferior evidence, the inferiority of which
consists in this--viz,
that the fact, the existenee of which is immediately indicated by
it_ is not the very fact in question--the
fact, of the existence of which, a persuasion
is endeavoured to be produced in the mind
of tbe judge,--but
some other fact, which,
though distinct from that principal fact, is
so connected with it, as that (with a greater
or less degree of assurance) the existence of
such principal fact is inferred, and considered
as being rendered more or less probable by
the existence of the evidentiary tact.
We come now to that description of inferior evidences, the inferiority of which constets in this--viz,
that, be the fact what it
may (princival or evidentiarv,) the informstion which it conveys has some circumstance
belonging to it, which--by
rendering inapplicable to it some one or more of the seeuriCies that are applicable to ordinary evidence
--renders its probative force in a greater or
less degree inferior to that possessed by ordinary evidence when those securities (such
of them as are applicable to it) are actually
applied to it.
Of the different powers, qualities, and
operations, serving as securities for correctPass and completeness---securities
against deeeptifious incorrectness and incompleteness
§ 2. Of the dil_ereat species of makestiff
--a view has been already given. _ By the
evidence.
inapplicability or non-application of these seUnder the denomination of makeshift eelverst securities, and the groups which, by dence are comprehended twodivisions or subringing the changes, might be formed out of classes, the contents of which, as compared
them, may be constituted so many species of with one another, have nothing in common,
evidence of inferior sl_ape ;--of
evidence, except the infirmity in consideration of which
the probative force of which is lassened bv the term makeshift is alike applicable to both.
the imperfeetlon thus produced in the shape
These are, unoriginal evidence, and extrait, which it presents itself to the mind to judicially written evidence.
which it belongs to judge.
1. Extra.judicially written evidence. SusWhen the non-application of them has for eeptiblc alike of this common denomination
its cause the mental weakness or corruption
will be found three sorts or genera; viz. 1.
of the man in ]power--- of the legislator or the Casually written; 2. Ex-parte pre-appointed;
judge,_the
principal of the shapes in which 3. Adseititious or imported.
this imperfeetion has displayed itself, have,
II. Unoriginal, or (as supposed) transmitunder the head of Extraction, been already ! ted evidence.
Susceptible of this common
brought to view._
denomination will be found five distinguishBut eases exist,--and
cases the exempli- able sorts or genera : 1. Supposed oral, dell
ficatinn of which is abundantly frequent, _
eared through oral ; 2. Supposed written (or
IL V'ok
Baok III.
VoLVL
VI. p.I_278,
38_ etet_q.
seq.

say say
seriptitioas)
throughtransctipwritten
(or
scriptitious,)delivered
thence termed
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titious or transerlptural _ 3. Supposed oral,
Omitting the adjunct strppoae_ had t_
delivered through written ; 4, Supposed writ_ denomination been, in this case, oral evi_
ten. delivered through oral ; 5. Reported real deuce through oral, _ in this case, the tr_th
evidence,
of what was supposed to have been said by
The different modifications, for the expresSempronius would not. indeed, have been
doll of which these denominations have been represented as out of dispute ; but the trnth
devised, will all of them receive further ex- of that which was said by Titiu_, in _aylng,
planation, each of them in its place.
" Sempronius in my hearing said so and so,'"
In every instance, that iut_rierity in re- would have been represented as being out of
spcet of probative Ibree, in consideration of dispute : whereas, in the nature of this t_pewhich the term makeshift was found appli- cles of evidence, this point is no tess open to
cable with equal propriety to them all, _dll dispute than the other.
be seen to have for its eau_ the absence of [
Of the three sorts of evidence here cornone of the principal securities for correctness
prehended under the _eneral denomination of
and completeness--viz,
interrogation ex ad. extrajudieiaily written evidence, the point_
verso at the hands of a party, whose interest,
of coincidence and difference may be thua
in the event of its being incorrect or lucern- _tated :_
plate, may, in proportion to that incorrectness
Whatever a man writes, that i_ capable of
or incompleteness, be made to suffer by it.
being employed in evidence, but without any
In the case of mmriginal evidence, the expectation (unless with a traudutent inter_word supposed forms, in the instance of each tion) of its being so employed,_if,
being
of the genera contained under it (as above,)
addressed to any other person, it is designed
an indispensable adjunct.
H not expressed,
to be communicated to him,_comes,
in
it must at any rate be borne in mind, or con- common la_guage, under the denomination
fusion and misconception will be the resulL
of a letter; if it be not so addressed, it may
In the case of every such artiele of evi- be, and is, included under that of a memodeuce, there are at least two different state- randum.
ments in question : one, the existence of
In both cases, if it happens to the docuwhich is certain ; the other such that, though
ment to be employed in the character of
the existence of it is asserted (viz. in and by judicial evidence, it may be designated by
the statement which, as above, is certainly the common appellation of ea_uatty wriIte_
known to exist,) it may happen, notwithevidence.
standing, in the whole or in any part, not to
But there are cases in whieh,_not
wearhave had existence,
ins the form of evidence, nor, as such, anThat which is certain, is that which, to tecedently to their creation, called for by
a certainty (viz. by the very supposition,) is authority of a court of justice _letters,
as
presented to the mind of him to whom it be- well as memorap_dums, are written tbr a parlongs to judge : to his hearing, if it be oral ; ,ose mmiogon_ to that for which evidence is
to his sight, if it be scriptitious,
so called for ; that is, for the giving effect to
Titius, standing before the judge, says -rights and obligations; and not altogether
" t heard Sempronius say so and so." This
without a view towards their being made (in
is supposed oral through oral evidence. The so far as the established rules re_peeting e_doral evidence ts that which is said by Titius : deuce will admit) subservient to the p,arposes
the supposed oral evidence is that which by of evidence.
Titius is said to have been said by Semprt_
Of this genus, the most striking, and, in
nius. By the judge it will naturally be sup- respect of their extent and application, the
posed to have been said by Sempronius;
most important species, are,_in
the shape
because, generally speaking, it will be more of memorandums, all those entries which
likely that what was said by Titius was true, form the matter of a mercantile book of acthan that it was fidse. But, in speaking of count, _in the shape of letters, those which
this supposed statement, to employ the same are written or received by mercantile men,
unqualified expression as that which (a_ in the course or for the purpose of their
above) is employed in simaking of the state- commerce.
ment made before the judge, would be to ! These, therefore, being written not withassume as indisputable that which, in germ- out a view to their being eventually made
ral, will, in esse of litigation, be among the subservient to the purposes of evidence, may
matters in dispute.
That, in the presence of appearln thateonsideration torankthenmeive_
the judge, Titius said to the judge, " Seaunder the head of preappointed evidenee:_
pronius said in my hearing so and so," is out but, not being ¢mdowed with either of those
of dispute. But what may happen is, that,
qualitl¢_, by one or other of which whatsuin raying thus, what Titius said wtm alto- ever has been ranked under that head _ta_da
gerber false; _empronius not having, in his distinguished so mu_h to its advantage (viz.
hearing, ever a_id anything at all, or at least the being produced by the coveurrene_ of
m_t having said anything to any such effect, every party wlm_ rights would be injure_i
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either by spuriousness or by any deeeptitious _ with the witness in a private room, mak_
incorrectness or incompleteness in its tenor ; I him sign what be pleases.
Under these ciror else by some party whose situation, bating ] eumstances, supposing the procedure of the
casual fraud, pJaces'him out of all danger or _judlcatory directed to any such ends m, the
suspicion of any sinister interest capable of } ends of justice, it may be imagined with what
engaging him in the design of giving to it any ] varied degrees of distrust it cannot but resuch deeeptitious character,) -- it becomes ] gard whatever masses of evidence may have
necessary that this inferior sort should, by a | been imported into it from any of those juterm expressive of the distinguishing cireum- dieatories in which the convenience of the
_anee. be distinguished from that superior judge is substituted to the ends of justice.
sort of evidence. It has therefore been called
Ali_ it, eausd_ inter alios--alio inforo_
evidence preappointcd ex parte,
aheno in fore : by these adjuncts, an idea may
By the term adscititious or imported evi- be given of so many obvious specific modifideuce, is meant to be expressed any statecations of the genus adscititions evidence.
ment in writing, which, ou the occasion of
Casually written evidenee; evidence preits being written, was not designed to be appointedexparte;
and adseititiou,.evidence;
employed in the character of evidence in the these form, as it were, a class apart from that
cause in question, but was designed to be era- for the designation of which the term unorl.
ployed (whether actually employed or not)
ginal is employed.
Not but that evidences,
in the eharaeter of evi_lence, vie. in some partaking of the qualities in eonsideration of
other cause: and it is with reference to such which they have been designated respectively
other cause that it is termed ad, eititlvus or by those several denominations, are capable
imported, as having, for the purpose of the likewise of partaking of that quality for the
cause in qtiestion, been borrowed (as it were)
desi_mation of which the word unoriginal is
from that other cause,
employed.
Not that casually written eviIn the case of evidence borrowed from an- dence, evidence preappointed e_" p_zrte, and
other cause, it may happen that some or all the evidence termed adseiti_ious evidence,
of the appropriate securities for the trustare less capable than any other sorts, of addwortbines_ of evidence were applied to it in ing to the qualities designated by those sethat cause. But it will scarcely happen that
veral appellations thequalityot tmoriginality;
a set of securities was applie,t to it, the same in which case they will add, _ach of them, to
in all respects as that which, in thc cause in it, own characteristic infirmity, the infirmity
q,estion, mighL be applied to it. Interrogathat forms the character of that fourth spefinn, for exam_ _;, yes: but not at the in- cies. Bur, of all evidence here comprised
stance of all the" same parties • or. even if under the appellation of urmriginal evidence,
at the instance o2 every one of those same this of non-originality constitutes an essential
parties, yet one or more of them, perhaps, arut inseparable quality: whereas, in those
were not at that time possessed of all the several other cases, it' it be present, it is but
material sources of iIJtbrmation, and ceaseas an accidental one.
quent grounds for interrogation, which they
possess at present.
§ 3. l:_rcpcrties common to al_ the hinds of
This is the most farourable case. But.
mahesh_ evi,h._ce--T_Fics
to be touched
in respect of probative force, this species of
zq,on it* rel, tion to each syecws.
evidence (which at the worst seems to have
Of every cue of the several objects cornall the advantages of both the extra-judicially
prehendcd (as above) under the eommou
written species of evidence just mentioned)
denomination of makeshift evidence, the folmay he rendered by ap.y number of degrees lowing propositions seem capable of being
weaker and weaker, by the several defects i predicated with equal truth :which, if the indicatory be different, are t_- } 1. Ot the intbrmation respectivelyeonveyed
able to have place in tim course of procedure }by them, the truth has not been provided
pursued in such other judieatory, in relation i for by m_y, or at least not by all, of the seto evidence.
I curitics, which (as above) are capable of beWith lmpertmbable
composure we shall I i_g, aml onq'ht to be, applied to evldence_
see judges at_er judges employing (and in ! ordilmry evl'dence, when presented in its best
the English system, which judges shall we shape.
not see emploling ?) and taking for the sole
2. The shape in whicb the information
grounds of decision, modes of eollectiop, of contained in them is pre_-ented, renders them
the unsuitableness of which to tbe purposes
respectively interior, i_ point of trustworthiof justice, they are themselves, and ever have hess, to ordinary evidence.
been, perfectly and confessedly convinced :-9./3,2 the circumstance by which they are
evidence altogether uninterrogated,
in the respectively dislingui_hed from ordinary eelshape of _'davlt
evidence : evidence interdeuce, each of them is liable to have been
rogated, not by any of the parties, nor yet employed as au instrument of a particular
by a judge, but bya clerk, who, being alone species of fraud : a particular modification of
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what, in speaking of all or any of them, may |
be termed the characteristic
fraud-the cha- [
rscteristic
dence.
4. This

fraud
fraud

incident

to

makeshift

consists

in the

evi- [
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written

evide_e.

iaibrmation,
in question,--in
contemplation,
appellative
is applied, for the purpose of disand
and under
utterancethe ofassurance,
the evidence,
of tilethe inapplicabipretended
I tinguishingthis
To a private
letter
from other
or memorandum
species of written
this
litv or non-appli_fion
of the securities
for ] evidence,
widely different
in point of trust,.
rogation, one or both of them.
.5. Though the more formidable
part of the
mischief i¢ composed
of the deception
and
consequent
misdeciden
of which the eharactrustworthiness
teristic
fraud may; viz.
be the
sanctionment,
instrument,
orit interis not
the whole :sinee,
tbr want of the security
afforded by the safeguard
in question
atrainst
incorrectness
and ineomptetene-s,
tile same
evil consequences
ma_ take place tt.'rough remcrity, or even without
blame.
6. They are all of them indicative
of the
existence
(present,
or at least p.ast) of ordinavy regular
evidence,
such as i,, or at least
a_ one time was, or ought to have been, obtainabte
in the best. shape
from the same
_uree ; z. e. either from the same thinff (as
in ease of real evidence,)
or from tim same
per,'on 4as in ca_e of personal
evidence.)
7. They are, theretbre,
unless for special
(_us(<-, not fit to be admxtted,
any of them, by
itsel(
m it, es_-entiat shape:
the information
eonve 3 ed by them is not fit to be admitted,
unless, heingdrawn
bruin the _alne source, it
be presented
(provided
it he cap tide of being
so presented)
in the ordinary,--*,
e. in the
superior and more trustworthy,
shape,
8. The infi,rmatioa
respceuvely
eontained
io them may, in such its mDrior .-hope, be
presented,
m_d by itse!t, if m it, regular
and
ordimtry shape tim lae-eniation of it is either
altogether
impraeueable
or not praeticatde'
without
preponderant
in_,mvmSence,
viz. in
the shape ot delay, vexation,
or expense.
9. By and after the i_dwatlon
and warning thus given of the eharaeter;.,t_e
fr,md of
which they are re-peeiivet_
liable to become
the i_struments.--if
it be in the wdl as well
as in the power of the judge to pos_c, ss himself of it, the danger of deception
by means
of sueh fi'aud is los.cued : the p_obabflity of
succeeding
in any attempt,
and thence
the
probability
of the attempt
_t_eif, _s diminished,
Shall it, in any and what eases, be admitred?
The danzer
of deception
attached
to the admission of it, can it.by any and what
means,
be diminished
? Such are the subjeers
of inquiry
which
present
themselves
as proper to be considered
in relation
to each
of the several species of makeshift
evidenee
hereinabove
brought to v_ew.
Previous
explanation
of their
respective
natures and sub-modifications,
will, in so far
as deemed necessary,
come in of course,

/)-i_\_'i
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or EXTRAJUD1CIALL¥ WRPI'TEN EVLDf_NCZ,
§ 1. Of casually

:

at large, and judicially
written
evidenee;_
to which last belong, ready written cvide_me
delivered
spontaneously;
ditto delivered
cx
_nterroqato (delivered
in the epistolary
form,
] on
worthiness,viz,
hei_'lg called preappointed
for by interrogation'in
writtenevidene_ the
I same form ;) and evidence judicially
delivered
[ in the oral form, whether
spontaneously
or
ex interrogate,
and thereupon
fbrthwith
consigned to writing on the spot.
Evidence
prcappointed
ex parle,
though
extrajudicially,
can scarcely with propriety
be
said to be casually written;
it being written
for particular
purposes, and those always uniform in their nature.
Of the characteristic
fraud, as above con_ideret] trader a general aspect, the partieular modification
of whieh extrajudicially
and
easually written
evidence is liable to become
the instrun_ent,
may be thus described:-Under _'he assurance
of not being exposed
by it to punishment
(no lmnishment
being,
in ca_e of mendacity,
attached
to it. through
the n,edmn, of an oath, or otherwise,)
nor
_t,t to ill repute, or at any rule not of the
_legree of puhlle ehame, the'author
not being
abtlul to be sol, coted to interrogmtion
in respcet of tt,--a
man utters in this R)rm a folla,'i,ms sl,_telnent,
adapted
to a deceptitious
purpose.
It i.- either incorrect,
or incomplete,
or both ; im'omplcte
in tile way of partiality,
and thereby
calculated
to produee deception,
', and ndsdeci_ima in consequence.*
[
Fraud i_- not the only source in which the
inferiority
of extrajudimally
w_ttenevidence,
_ as eompmed
x_ilh mdinary
evidem'e
jadwially extrm'ted
hem the same source, is to be
lo(_ked for. Nei_.her of the main st eurities
against
nmt_ireet_,ess
and im'umpleteae_s-neitherthe
fearofeventaallmnishmentinease
of falsehood, nor the serutmy of interrogation
" 05j_et_on:
tf such be the design} of it (it
may be _aul.) the epithet ea._ually w_ _tten can.
not with propriety be applied to'it.--Answer:
T.;e denorninanun
to thts species
evidcm'_,
considered here
in g_ven
the aggregate,
is takenof
from the'consideration,--not
ofwha% by fraud,
it may, on this or that particular and rare neonstun, happen to it to be,--but
of what in its
ordinary *condition it is, and what even in the
tbr,eXtrecar_linarVm
ease of fraud,ease
ofiffraudknownit
topurtmrtSbe
direetedt°heto;
the abject to which in that case it really as d_retted (viz. that of operating in the character of
evidence,)
the object of it would be by such
knuwledge frustrated.
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told counter-interrogation--have
been applied
addition is superfluous;
inconvenience,
in the
to it. Without
other
blame than that of
shape of delay, vexation,
and expera, e, all
temcrlty,
or even without
any blame at all,
useless,--the
certain consequence.
both sources
of deception,
incorrectness
and
Rule 2. The evidence extraneous
as before,
incompleteness,
more particularlyincompletein the following
cases admit it.
hess, may therefore
have crept into it.
I, On him whose discourse
it purports
in
Whose is the discourse
which it conveys,
be, the process
of interrogation
(viz. oral
or purports
to convey ?--that
of an extraneous
interrogation)
rendered
either
physically
or
witness,
or that ot a party in the cause?
prudentially
impracticable:
phy._ically, as by
If that of a party, at whose instance
is it
death or incurable
mental
infirmity;
physitendered
or called for?--that
of the party
cally or prudentiMly,
as by expatriation
or
whose ddseourse
i¢ is? or that
of another
exprovinciation:
the interrogation
effectibIe
party on the same side? or that of a party on
either not in any terms, ol not without
prethe ad_'erse side ?
ponderant
inconvenience
in the shape of deAccording
as it happens to it to stand in
lay, vexation,
and expense.
one or another
of these
different
predica2. On him whose discourse
it purports
to
ments,
the propriety
of giving admission
to
be, the process of interrogation
performable
it will (it is evident)
stand upon a different
and pertbrmed;
the readiug
of it called for
footing;
as well as, in case of admission,
the
on either side, viz. either for au affirmative
expedients
to be employed
for reducing
the
or a confirmative
purpose
; for the purpose
danger of deception,
and consequent
misdeof showing that, at the time of framing the
cision, to its lowest terms,
written
discourse
in question,
the statements
In what case, if in any, shall evidence
of
contained
in it were in any point discordant,
this description
be admitted?
or on the whole concordaut,
with the testiWhen admitted,
by what cxpedientsmaythe
runny now, by interrogation
and counter-indan_rer of deception,
consideled
as producible
terrogation,
extracted
from _:he same source.t
by the admissmn
of a species of evidence thus
Question.
Why give admi,sion
to evidence
liable to be vitiated
by incorrectness
mid min a shape thus liable t.o be vitiated by incorcompleteness,
be diminished
?
reetness and incompleteness.
To provide
an answer to tha above quesAnswer.
Because,
were it excluded,
whattions, is the object of the iollowing
rules:-soever information
were not attainable
from
I. Case the first,
tic whose discourse
the
any other source
would
thereby
stand
exscript appears to be,* not a party in the cause : eluded.
Here, then,
supposing
that the inthe evidence,
therefore,
which it contains,
ibrmalion
Is necessary to a decision in favour
extraneous,
of that side, here would be deception,
and
Rule 1. Except
in the cases excepted
in
consequcut
misdecision,
toaeertainty;
wherethe next rule, admit it not.
as, by admission
given to it, certainty
of beQuestion.
Why'not
admit it,?
ins credited
would not be given to it, even
A,_,*wer.
Because,
by excluding
it (desupposing it true ; still less, supposing it false.
doction
made of the eases in which it is pro.Not being (unless in case of fraud, which is
posed to give admission to it,) no information
cmnparatively
aa improbable
case) framed for
stands excluded.
The person whose discourse
the purpose,--the
probability
is, that, taken
it purports
to be, being forthcoming
amt insingly, how correct
soever, it will be (iu reterrogable
in a mode less exposed
to iucorlation to the whole of the facts in the cause
reetness and incompleteness,
it rests with you
taken
together)
more or less incomplete;
to obtain whatever
inibrmatiou
it contains,
that, accordingly,
it will be composod, in great
and more.
Read by itsell: he not fortheompart, if not in the whole, of circumstantial
ins or not interrogated
in respect
of it, the
evidence;
and since, without
danger or sus.
substitution
will naturally
be a cause of inpicion of danger,
circumstantial
evidence
is
correctness
and incompleteness,
and misdereceived, how slight soever, howweak
soever,
eisionthe
more orless probable
consequence
: its probative
force ; so, therefore,
may e_4he interrogated,
and this supposed
written
deuce of the description
here in question,
not
diseour_
of his read notwithstanding,
the
to speak of any other.
Note,--that,
if the species of makeshii_
* A more natural
as well as concise mode of evidence here in question
be incorrect
or indesi_goation wmfld have been to say, the. writer,
complete,
to the degree of utter or material
or the author.
But what may have happened is.
that he whose discourse it is, was not the writer
of it, as in the case of dictation or transcription : "t" In a preceding
Book ($upra, VoL VL p.
and, by the word author, the conception is apt ,_A_6,) mention
was made of memory.assistlng
to be exclusively directed to a long and studied
memorandums.
Employed for that purpose, they
discourse;
whereas the roughest
and minutest
woutdrequiretobeundertheeyeofthedeponent,
aeraps arc capable of being produced in this ehaduring and antecedently
to the time of the deliracier, and in procure are actually so produced:
very of his evidence: applied to the purpose here
besides that who the real author is, is a point not
in question, they would_xluire
to bekept out of
always ascertained_ or even ascertainable_
his sight till after the delivery of his ewdence.
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falsitY, it will of course be counter-evidenced
timony (if received, as it ought to he)of the
i_y th'e direct and strenumts e_ddence of the party against whom the fraud in question olinpar'iv against whom it operates,
rates. And not only the partiwatar aoeotmtIt_struction to the judge for avoidance of book in question, but all the others kept by
deception, considered as producible by the the mm dealer, will be, ca' at lceast ought to
observance of rule second in the first of the be, producible at the instance of the party ma
two eases therein contained :-charged, t
It will on this occasion he matter for in.
II, Case the second. Fie whose diseourae
quiry, whether, at the time of the utterance
the script appears to be, a party in the eauae;
of the written discourse in question, he whose the person at whose instance it is called for,
di,eourse it is. was riot exposed to the ae- a party on the opposite side; the tendency
tion of stone interest, of a pecuniary or in of the evidence consequently co_fe_sorial_ or
any other way of a sclf-regardiug nature; and otherwise self-diss<.rviug.
whether his interest did not at ttmt time
Rate 3. In this ca_ _, let the scrip*,be adstand connected by _ome special tie of de- mitred; lint upon condition that the party,
pendenee or affection, with tim interest of the on reeog_fising the discourse as his, shall t_
party by whom, in the character of evidence, at liberty to deliver hi_ own tcatimm_y (subthe paper in question is produced ; and this in jeer to interrogation) in exploitation of it._
such _ort and degree (the quantum of profit
Q,..:._twu 1. Why give admission to evi.
being moreover taken into consideration) as deuce of thi< description, thus liable to be
to render the practice of the eharsa'teristie
rendered, in respect of incorrectness or infraud more or less probable in this case.
completeness, vm instrument of deception ?
A book-keeper,* for example, charges with I An._wer. Because, in so t:,_ras its tendency
goads a customer or supposed custmner of t is to operate against him whose discourse it
td_ m_ter's, knowing that by the person so t is (L e. in so far as its tendency is confesaocharge_l the _oods were neither received nor _riM,) it is the most trustworthy and satisfaeordered,
fhe book-keeper (not to speak of i tory species of evidence that can be produced ;
death, an event not likely t() have been in- I no person being so little in danger o£ prejutotaled) ceases (v_z. by expatriation or expro- I dicing a man in this way (either purposely,
vlnciatinn) to be forthcmning for the pro'pose i through mendacity, or heedlessly through
ofju_-tieiability
Joined to the fabzieation of _temerity) _ the r_mn himself; and that the
the written docume_t,--the
expatriatmn or tendency of it (true or ialse, justly or unthe exprovincmtlon, may it not have had for justly) is not (ill the opinion of the person
it_ cause the design of putting the nndue besl, qualitied to judge) to operate to the
profit into the pocket ot the master? The prejudice oi him by whom it is called for, is
te_tim_mb dehvercd by the paper is incorrect,
sufficiently proved by the circumstance.
to the degree of total fahity ; and the falseQuestion 2. Wh? annex as a condition, that
hood is endeavoured to be screened from de- at his own instance he may, subject of course
tectioo, by the non-interrogation of the an- _to interrogation, be admitted to testify in exthor ; while the author himself is effectually
planation of it?
secured from punishment, by his non-forthAnswer. Because evidence of this descripcomingness, and that non-justiciabihty which lion is in a particular manner liable ¢o be, if
is the result of it.
[ not incorrect, at any rate incomplete.
To
In a case of this sort, against the pro- i admit it to receive explanation, is to allow
bability of the characteristic fraud, note this what misstatements it may contain to be eor.
dilemma.
If the claim (the unjust claim for rected -- what deficiencies it may contain to
the support of which it was designed) be be supplied.
To refuse to it the faculty of
made soon after the fabrication of the evi- receiving such explanation, is to keep it, by
deuce, the expatriation
or exproviuciation
force of law, in a state, the tendencyofwhich
mast have taken place in the mean time;
and, being so timed, the non-fortheonfingness
"I"According to English practice, the books
of the fabricator will operate in the character
must
be who
predueed_
if particular
notice is given.
the
shopman
made the
eatD"be If
alive_
of cireumstm_tial evidence, giving probability
he must be called as a wimess, when he may
to the supposed actual fraud : _if the claim refresh his memory by looking at the entr}r,anvil.
be not made till long after, the non-demand
may explain the eireums.tarxes att:endiag l_ {t
for such a length of time is another article of the person who jnade the .entry Is since e_,_
circumstantial evidence, pointing the same upon
his handwriting,
the asent_
wah
underproof
certainofrestrietioo,
bereceived
evldenee_
way. And here, as above, note, that this i Digby v. Stedman, l l/_sp. N.P.C. 327; price
dlsprobabilizing eireum§tantial evidence wilt i v. Lord Ton.ington, I _
_gS; CooLer v.
be seen to have for its support the direct tes- Mar_den, 1 Esp. N.P.C. 2 ; Evans v. Lake,
Bull N. P. g82._Ed.
• This is an instance taken from ex parle
_ Interrog_tion_viz. in the oral mode, or in
preappointed evidence; but it is equally good as th_epismlary mode (where the epism.tar_,mode
an il]ttst_ttfion of the application of the charac- is allowed,) or in both, according to the c_mteristic fraud to casually written evidence al_o.
stances of the case, See Book llI. _xtraetia_
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is to produce deception, mi_decision, and hi- explanation of it ; viz. by interrogatories projustice. _
pounded oil the other side, and having, conseRu/e 4. Although, by death or other cause quently, the effect of counter-interrogation.
(such as incurable infirmity of mind, or exQuestion. Why give admission to evidence
patriation,) he whose discourse this self-disso obviously liable, in so high and manifest
serving testimony is, be incapable of testifying a degree, to be mendacious, or (through bias
in explanation of the script,--admit
it not- or temerity) incorrect or partially incomplete,
withstanding
and thence to become an instrument of deQuestion. Why admit it, under the danger ception ?
of ineorrigibleincorrectness
and unsupplyable
Answer. In the case of an extraneous witincompleteness, as above ?
hess, interest can never be, in any case, a safAnswer. First, because the danger of mi_ ficient ground for exelusion._- Moreover, iu
decision .[br want of information, in case of the same case, interests, as strong as any that
exclusion put upon the evidence thus circum- are most apparent, may exist without being
stanced, appears in this case to be prepondeknown, without a possibility of being brought
rant over the danger of misdecision b!]reason to light ; while, of the interest which a party
of information rendered deceptitious for want has in the cause, the existence is known of
of such explanation as, had the party beett course.
In the ease of a party, the sinister
forthcoming, it might have received.
Sup- mendacity-promoti_*ginterest mayin itself be
pose the inlbrmation necessary to warrant a no greater than in the case of an extraneous
decision in t:avour of that side,-- from the witness; and in particular in one of those inexclusion of it, misdecision takes place as a stancesin which, being undiscoverable, it cancertain consequence ; whereas, ou the other not be takeu ibr a ground of rejection.
Bat
hand, it is not certain that the informatio,l
in the case of a party, the nt_;rest, wh_tsocontained in it will be either incorrect or ever be its effect in respect of _he pr(ahlcincomplete ; and, if either incorrect or in- tion of mend,wiry, is much less liable to be
complete, it is not so likely to be so to the productive of deception, than in the case of
prejudice of the author's side as to the pre- an extraneou_ witness: beeattse, bcia_ mere
judicc of the other ; nor, though it should be manifest, presenting itself the more readily to
both incorrect and incomplete, is it certain the observation of every, even the mo_t tinbut that the effect of the incorrectness may discerning, observer, the st,._[_:cionit excites
be corrected, and the deficiency supplied, by will be stronger,--its
probative force, couinfereT_ces, drawn partly fi'om the script itself: sequently, weaker.
partly fi'om whatsoever other evidence there
Whatsoever may be the danger, the probamay be in the same cause,
bility, of mendacity, selfservinff mcudacit_,
The safety with which admission may be and consequent deception, attached to the
given to evidence of this description, seems 11admission o{ the testimony of the party i_ his
to be indicated by experience.
Eveu with- i own behalf, deposing in t_Je ordblary nmde of
out any such security against deception as ', oral responsion to oral interrogations,--ti_at
is here proposed, self-disserving evidence is danger canuot, frmn the admission of a writadmitted in this shape--admitted
without
ten discourse of the same tendency, though
reserve--in
English practice.
Even thus, of a prior date, receive any increase: he is
the mischief (though, doubtless, it cannot be subject to cotmter-intcrrogation
in the one
unfrequent) seems never yet to have become case, and, by the supposition, so he is in the
prominent enough to have been presented as other.
His cxtrajadicially composed written
an object of notice to the public mind : much statement will, in his conception at least, opeless considerable would it be, were the means rale in confirmation of the testimony he has
of amendment suffered to be applied to it as to deliver in answer to interrogatories : But
above,
so, and without prejudice to his veracity or
tlL Case the third.
He whose discourse
title to credence, it very well may ; especmlly
the script appears to be. a party in the cause, when so it happened that, at the time of his
as before ; but hc himself the party at whose framing it, he had not, either in fact or in
instance it is proposed to be produced : the prospect, any such interest as that in virtlm
tendency of it, coltsequently, self-serving,
of which he became, at a subsequent point of
Ru/e 5. In this case, likewise, let the script time, a party in the cause.
be admitted ; the party being of course subject
Rule 6. Although, by death or other cause
t_) interrogation on the subject of it, and in (as above,) he whose discourse this selfserving testimony is, be incapable of testif_e Refusal of such faculty of explanation is ing in explanation of the script ; admit it here
among the rules of English practice. [When
also, notwithstanding.
the explanatinn
letter is fromcan
either
of thebyparties
to the inns.
suit_
Question. Why give admission to evidence
no
be given
the writer_
much as neither party can be produced as a witheSS. But it i_ competent m the counsel to give
_'SeeBookIX. E_vlu_ion;PartlII.
D_ep.
any exlJ_uation hi h_ address to filejury.--/gd. ] t_on; (;hap. IlI. Interest.
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liable, in a degree still so much higher, to be
mendacious, or (through bias or temerity) incorrect or partially incomplete, and thence to
beeome an instrument of deception ?
Answer. For the same reasons as those
brought to viewin suppor_ of rules 2, 4, and
5, though not operating with so great a force,
In stone eases, as above, it may t_eas weli entitled to credence asevidence from any other
source, anti at the same time of material and
i dispensable use towards bringing to light
and explaining the f'_cts that have application
to the cause. And in this case, as in the case
menfiqned under the last preceding rule, so
palpable are the etu_siderations that operate
in diminution of the pr-ha_ivc force of the
evidence, that the danger of its being estimated at a value over and above that which
properly belongs to it, does not present itself as naturally preponderant.
No (loabt but that, in general, a man will
be more strongly disposed to make talse evideuce to serve himself, than to serve another.
But, under the impression of his remaining
muler the eventual ohhgafion of being courtter-in__errogated on the ground of this extrajudicially written self-serving evidence, no
less sharply than on the ground of oral evideuce of ttae same tendency delivered on the
spot,--counter-interrogated,
and with time
in abundance to frame the plan of interrogafinn ; or (in the case here supposed) under
the assurance tltat suvh counter-interrogatlon
cannot be escaped frmn definitively but by
death, nor for a tm_e but by expatriation or
exprovlneir_tion_-bothofthemfaetsoperating
in the character of circumstantial evidence, to

mite of so much of the evidence _ eome_
under this description, and (in the easeof hi_
having given credence to it notwithstanding)
the consideration hy which such his credence
_!has been determined: and this, if judging
without a jury, ibr the satisfaction of the
partle% the audience, and the publie at large;
[ if sitting with a jury, for the instruction _f
' the jury.
I 2. Whensoever, in consequence of the non' forthcomingness and non-interrogability
of
i him wh(_sc discourse the script appears to be,
it is admitted notwithstanding, -- the judge
! havin._ thought fit rather to give admission to
I it at that time, than to put off the decision
in expectatiou of the ft,rthcomingness mid
! interrogation of the supposed author of such
' testimonial discourse ; let it be a rule of law,
I1 that, so soon (if ever) as the memts shedl
' exist of pert\_rminz the interrogation, with! out preponderant inconvenience in the shape
L of vexation and expense, such interrogation
I shall, at the instance of any party in the
i cause, be peril)trouble.
I 3. If, upm_ admission and consideration
_given to any such article of makeshift, eeldeuce, it shall seem good to the judge to
determine in favour of the party at whose
instance such evidence was received,-- power
should be given to the judge, on the declared
ground of the infirmity of this part of the
mass of evidence, to require, at the hands of
the party in whose favour such judgment is
pronounced, such security tot eventual restitutiou ad integr_m, and to take such other
measures of precaution, by sequestration or
_ otherwise, as ma_ in hi_ judgment be neees-

the sort of li-aud in question does not present
the
such his
testimony
itselfdiscredit
as likely,of either
to written
succeed if
attempt- ;
ed, or so much as likely to he attempted,
Where exclusion of evidence would be iraproper, precautionary regulations, to diminish
the chance o." deception f¥om such evidence,
are very often proper, and in a high degree,
Let the danger of misdeeision, the result
of deeeptiou produced by casually written
evidence, be, in comparison with t_ae danger
of misdeeision f¥om exclusion, ever so inconsiderable, whether in point of mafznitude or
probabiiity,--sfill
no expedient ought to be
neglected by which, without its being produetive of preponderant inconvenience in any
other shape, the danger from admission promiser to be diminished,
To an effect thus desirahle, the following
regulations present themselves as prmnising
to be conducive :-1. In every instance in which evidence of
the description here in question is, in any of
its possible modifications (as herein above
enumerated,) produced,--let it be aninstruetion from the legislator to the judge, to state,
at the time of his givh_g judgment, the infir-

of irreparable damage : such damage a, might
! af'ter_wards
sary aml snflicicnt
the happening
bc fmmdto toprcven_
have taken
place, if,
t in consequence of the facts brought to light
by such subsequent interrogation or any other
mcans, it shall have turned out that the pro. visional decision so pronounced (as above)
was, in point of fact, ill-grounded.
In ancient French law, casually written
evidence appears not to have been considered
in the light of makeshift evidence : it was considered, on many occa_-ions at least, as more
trustworthy than ordinary testimonial (viz.
judicially exhibited testimonial) evidence I_
appearsto have been designated by, or at lea_t
comprehended under, the term commencement
de preuve par :crit, mentioned in one of the
fundamental codes ; _he business of which is,
in certain cases, to exclude testimonial eeldonee, as insufficient in itselfinsufficient,
unless fortified by the support of art"article
of this species of written evidence.
The impropriety of this preference was not
quite so great, under thataetuallyestablished
technical system, as it would be under a rarural and rational system.
In testimonia!
evidence, under that ,ystem, mt infirmity
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loose, in French law, was men's conception
of the different species of evidence I t

been already brought to view (vol. vi. p. 399.)
§2. Ofexpartepreappointedwrittca
It might
be superior in trustworthiness
to
cvidence._
testimonial
evidence
so extracted,
and yet
deserve no better appella_on
than that of a
The order adopted requires that something
species of makeshift evidence.
The species of
should now be said on the subject of exparte
written evidence in question is what it is--is
preappointed written evidence.
But it i_ only
the same thing, under all systems; but, under
in respect of its not being with propriety cornthe original Roman, the Rommto-Gallie
sysprisable under the same denomination
as extern, testimonial
evidence
was bereft of part
trajudiciaUy
and casually written
evidence,
of its natural trustworthiness,
that it demands a separate head.
For, in reAnother
circumstance
that helps to give
spect of trustworthiness
(i. e. of probative
colour to the preference,
and operates even
force,) it partakes of the same nature, and the
in diminution
of the impropriety
of it, is,
same natural infirmities,
as have bet_n seen
that, in a certain point of wew (i. e. with reoperating in diminution
of the probative force
terence to a matter of fact of a particular deof casually written
evidence.
scription,)
casually written evidence is really
Prcappointed
it is ; preappolnted
it cannot
better
than testimonial
evidonce.
What it therefore but be denominated:
but, in respect
does not prove so well i_, the truth of any of
of probative
force (not to speak of other prothe matters of fact, asserted
in and by the
perties,)
it partakes not, in any degree,
of
assertion made by the script.
What it does
the trustworthy
character
of the great mass
prove, however,
and still better than any tesof preappointed
evidence ; viz. that which is
timonial evidence
(prove, viz. upon the supthe work, either of all parties concerned
in
position of the authenticity
of the script,)
is interest,
acting in conjunction,
or of some
the fact that assertions
to that. effect were,
single, but naturally impartial, and commonly
by the person in question,
actually made-higMy-sta_ioned,
hand.
viz. made in and by the script at that time.
In itself (supposing
ahvays the authenticity
_Plaidoyers
de 1Anguet, vii. 409. D: • Gouy's
of it) it has, as to this point, all the trustease.
" Quelles preuves derites invoque-t-elte
worthiness
that belongs to the best sort of
pourlesdemenur?
Unpr6tendueertificatarrachd
prcappointedevidence
: the difference lies only
aun
domcstiqueet tinude,
apas pr6vu
con_6quenees,
ddmentl qui
par n'en
ellc-m6me
darts les
in the property of authenticity,
the proof of
plainte."
A curious cerufieate indeed ! The
which is, in the ease of preappointed
evidence,
w_mess, for anything t!_at appears, still alive ;
made the object of spee2al care, instead of behis testimony not allowed to be i _dieially exing teft to chance, as in this other ease.
tr.,eted ; but. in the form of this extrajudiclal
In respect
of the source,
and therefore
of
script, and under the notion of a commenc_me_tt
the grounds of comparative
untrustworthiness
de preuce
parrule
A'rit,thate"xhiblted
and argued
By
the same
the testimony
of thisupon
set-!
or trustworthiness
derivable
from that quarrant was thos extracted
in the ibrm of what is
ter, casoally written evidence
is (it has been
called a certificate,
so on any occasion nHght
seen) suseep_,ible
of whatever
modifications
that of any other witness; and the security at2
testimonial
evidence is susceptible
of. It may
forded by juthcial
examination
discarded ahobe extraneous;
it may be self-regarding:
seligether.
regarding,
it may be se]t-disserving,
or self3,']9.testimomale,
" La justice,
instrulte
du Gouy's
danger case,
de la _ii.
preuve
surtout
dmls
serving:
extraneous
as well as selfcegarding,
ces sortes de mati_res"
(disputes between hnsit may be lowered
by particular exposure
to
baml and wif_.) " redoute de livrer h l':neertisinister
interest,
or by habitual
improbity,
rode ct au ha_'rd l'5mt des conjomts."
To all these differences,
important
as they
Barthdlemi's
case, vii. 62. " Quand cet acre,
are, French practice,
grounding
itself on the : muni de leers signatures, a subsiste pendant huit
Ordonuanee,
was in a manner insensible.
A ans cntiers, sans la moindre apparence de sushicion. il est inutil% 11est dangcreux
de prdten(lre
commenc_wntdepreuvepar¢crst,
a something
invoqu_-r des t6moignagcs 6traugers_ et d'dcarter
upon paper, there must be : hut what that
une ddpositical muette mats irreeuaable, pour en
something
shoald be, seems scarcely to have
admc_tre de verbales, toujours plus que suspectes
been conmdered
as worth thinking about,
en r_ati_re circle."
Even a lot of judicial testimonial
evidence*
Ih. 63. "' De deux prcaves qui se combattent,
appears to have been considered
as cnnstila
plus forte
sanspar contredtt:
or, forte
sans
contredit
aussi, subsiste
la preuve
dcrit est plus
¢altlng a eommenceraeat
de preure par _crit.
que la preuve par tdmoin."
Judicial evidence,
and casually _ritten evi- t
* This and the tbnowing section were left by
denee, were thus completely
confounded.
So
the'Author in the state of mere fragments.
Se.
I veral memorar_a,
far too incoherent to be inA tot of self-regarding,
self.serving and dis- [ serted, prove it to have been his retention to enter
serving evidenge: the testimony of the party, t more fully both into the subject of ex parle preextracted,
*

stthe

instance of the adverse party,
sur fail_ e_ ar_c_._Causes

[ ev_denc_
ltdoeanot
appear_ however, thsthe
[ carried
ap]_. luted
t_ evhience_
intemion and
intointo
effect,--Ed/tor.
that of adscititions

_,
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In comparing expart_ preappointed "_h
that wiU appear as we _lv_ee, r_tobe
casually written evidence, the reader cannot distinguished.
hut observe, that unintentional incorrectness
1. Evidence inter alios : evidence already
is more probable in the case of casually writ- exhibited corara judiee, ill the character d
ten than of ex parle preappointed evidence, judicial evidence, hut m a cause begween
forexactly
the same reasonwhich renders otherparties;
i.e.inwhich the li_of the
suchincorrectness
still
more probable
inthe parties
on bothsideswas(either
hlthewhole,
case of common conversation than in either, or as to some one or more of the persoea
viz. the greater probability of a deficiency of contahled in it) different from the list of the
attention,
causeinquestion,
theposterior
cause.
On the other hand, intentional in'correct2. Evidence alto in foro: evidence already
ne_, for the purpose of the characteristic
exhibited in the character of judicial evifraud,
is,forthissamereason,
more probable deuce,butina causewhich(whethercarried
inthecaseofexparleprcappointed,
thanit on by thesame list
ofparties,
orby a list
in
isin the case of casually
writtenevidence anyrespect
different)
was carried
on before
a
of thesame import: because,ifa man sets different
tribunal
: understand,
by a tribunal
himselftoforgeevidence,
thegreater
appa- inwhich therulesofevidence
arcknown or
renttrustworthiness
of expartepreappeint-suspected
to differ
more orlessfrom thoe_
ed evidence,
arisingfrom the causeabove observed
inthe tribunal
inquestion.
broughttoview,would naturally
ir.duce
him
But theothertribunal,
beforewhich the
to givethatform,ratherthan the tbrm of evidence
inquestion
had thuson a preceding
casually
writtenevidence,
totheforgcddo- occasion
beenexhiblted,
may either
havebeen
cument,
a tribunal acting under the government of a
The practical rule in regard to ex parle {breign state, or a tribunal acting under the
preappointed evidence is the same with that
same govermnent : and, in the latter ease, a
which has been already laid down as appli- tribmJal of a different province, or a tribunal
cable to casually written evidence,
of the same pro_dnce : and in either case, a
Is the per_n by whom it was committed
tribunal governing itself by the same rules
to writing in existence, and aceessible ibr the of evidence, or a tribunal governing itself by
purposes of justice? Let him be examined rules of evidence m any respect different.
vivd once in open courL subject to counterBetween these two last-mentioned modiinterrogation; and let not the written evi- fieations of makesl_dt evidence-- viz. evidence be admitted, otherwise than in the dence inter ahos, and evidence ahoinfi_r_.-character of notes, to assist the memory of there exists a very wide and material differthe deponent. Is the writer deceased, or the ence. Of evidence inter al_t.s, the inferiority,
subjectir*g him to interrogation physically or as compared with the opposite ease, that of
prudenti:dly impracticable ? Admit the do- evidence inter e_,sdem, is prodaetC by _n unicmnent, making allowance for all the cireum- versally operating and irremoveable cause -stances which can operate in diminution of ils viz. a deficiency, more or less considerable,
credibility ; hear everybody who can tell _ou in respect of that interest, on which the effim_ything concerning the document that van ciency of the instituted securities for rru,taffi*rd you any help in judging of the degree of worthiness is aptly be m so eon_iderablea
confidenco which it deserves; and make the degree dependent.
same provisi_,n as in the ease of casuallyOn the other hand, in the case of evidence
written evidence, for the ultimate interroalto inforo, the inferiority, real or supposed,
gallon of the writer, sh¢mld it at any future depends altogether upon the accidental difperiod become practicable,
ference between the rules of evidence actually
The grounds of all these arrangements be- observed in one court, and lhose actually obing precisely the same in the ease of exparte
served iu another Court. Its root lies in the
preappointed, as in that of casually written,
diversities of practice that prevail asbctween
evidence, it would be supe|_tuous to pr_._sent court and court, in matters in which, if it
them a second time to the reader,
were rational in all, the practice would, with
very slight dlf[;ereaces, be the same in all. It
§ 8. Ofadscltitious evidence ; i. e. evidence
lies in the wretchedly imperfect state of this
borrowedfrora another cau, e.
branch of procedure (not to speak of any
What is meant by adseititious evidence, as other,) in every nation hitherto existing upon
also in what its characteristic infirmity con- earth."
fists, has been seen in the preceding chapter.
The course proper to be taken, in respect
It remains to show, what is the part which to adseiti.tious evidence, wit!. be fmmd to vary
onght to be taken in relation to it, by the
legislator and by the judge,

• Here ends all that Mr. lJvnt_umahad written
an the subject of adscititious evidence, with t|r_

Adscititious
evidence
dividesmutually
itself intoexclutwo
kinds;
which are
not indeed
si_e of one mmgher, bat which, for reasons

exeepdan
of somelo_e
What _l_
lows was chiefly
nu_deupmemoranda.
fromthese menmnm
by the Editor.
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according
as the document
in question
is a [ to the original
sources be either
physiealIy
previous
decision,
or the whole or some part ! or prudentially
impracticable,
the minutes of
of the minutes of the evidence
delivered
ill a the former evidence
should be admitted,_d
previous
eause,
taken for what they are worth.
If the eviIn respect
of the propriety
of admi,sion,
t dence in question
be oral testimen),
being
both these species
of adseititions
evidence
i generally
upon oath, subject
to punishment
stand nearly ell the same ground.
Neither of ] in ease of intentinnal
fat_eh(a)d, and to eounthem ought, to be admitted,
when better evi- ] ter-interrogation,
it is at. any rate better than
dence from the stone source is, without
pre- i hearsay
evidence,
which, at its origin, had
ponderant
inconvenience,
to be had ; neither
, none of these securities
: if It be real evidence,
of them ough_ to be rejected,
when it is not. I the official minutes
of it me the very best
There
is not, probatdy,
that
system
of]kind
of reported
real evidence : _ of which
judicial
procedure
in existence
[boxv bad
hereafter.
soever the mode of taking
evidence
that it
employs,)
which does not afford a greater
probability
of right decision than of wrol;_;
aml in general the presumption
of righ: dec1sion is a very strong one. True it is, that no
decision
of a court of justice,
ccrtif)ing
the

[
I
]
i
i

. A question
of greater
nicety
is, whether
m any, and, if in any, in what cases, adscititmas ev de me shall t e taken for conclusive ?
In the e_se of minu_es
of evidence,
tt, e
short answer is, ncver.
The testimony
of a
witne.,s, or of any number of witnesses,
eve a

existence
of a tact, affords gro,and
for believing
it, an)' turther
ttmn a.- such deei-_ion
renders probable
the existence,
at the time
when it was pronounced,
ofevi&n,',,sufilelent
to support
it : and if the original
cxldem'e,
on which the decision in the former cause x: a,
grounded,
were forthcoming
in the pre.ent,

'_lif delivered
in the cause in hand, and under
_ all the securities
which can he taken
in the
t cause in hamt for its correctness
and cornI pletenes_,
ought not to be, nor, raider any
i existing .y_tem of law that t know of, would
i be, taken for eou,'lusive
: m tn:h ]e_ a melt
] note of the testimony
which they delivered

that evidence would he pleterable,
a_ a feundation for decision, to the mere opinion formerly pronounced
on the ground el that same
evidence
by a judge.
But it scarcely ever
happens
that evidence
whn'h has once been
presented,
admits of being again luestnted
in as perfect a form as belore.
All that iraportant
species of evidence
winch
_s constituted
by the deportment
oi tlw witne,_ in
the presence
of the judge, is, in most ea_e,-,
irrecoverably
lost:
such ewdence
as can be
obtained
now, might not he sufficient to warrant the former decision, and yet the dee_Aon,
when
pronounced,
may have been perf,_etly
borne out by the ewdence
on that oeeasmn
adduced.
On the other hand. it i- true that,
in very many cases, by recurring
to the original sources,
sufficient
evidence of the filet
might
even now be obtained,
not, however,
without
more or less of delay, vexation,
and
expense : for tile avoidance
ot whn'h, it is of
ten proper that the previous decision, though
an inferior
kind of evidence,
should be reeeived
as a substitute,
in the place el a superlor kind.
As to the minutes
of the evidence
dell
vered in the former cause, it is sufficiently
manifest
that they ought not to be adnutted,
if recurrence
to the original
sources
of evideuce
be practicable,
without
preponderant
inconvenience,--ifthe
witnessesin
theft_rmer
cause be capable of being examined,
or such
written
or real evidence
as it may have afforded be capable of being exhibited,
in the
present : unless when there may be a use in
COmparing two testimonies
delivered
by the
same witness on two different occasions.
But
if (no matter
from what cause)
recurrence

i on a former ocean.ion, sul)jec¢ pelhaps, indeed,
I to the _ame set of _,eearities,
but perhap,
to
a set in any degree
inferior
to lhose which
there may, in the cause ilt hand, be themeans
of subjecting
them lo.
The ea,e of a &,'t._wtz is more complicated.
For the purpose
of a prior calL-e, a dec_siml
has b'_'en given _hich
.-nppo_-e_ proof made
of a certain fact ; and the question
is, ubt'ther, on ttle gromul
of such deeisi(m,
such
fact shall he taken for true--shall
be coal_dered a_ t,eing suliieicntly
and conchtsivetv
provod-tbr the lun'pose of the decision
to
be given in a p,-Aerior
cause ?
it must of eour._e be a--tnned,
that tile
prior decision
necessaril!/
supposes
evidence
Iot the thct i_, question
to have been presented to the judge, suflh,ient
to create in his
] mind a persuasmn
ot its existence
: tbr there
] would
he manifest
impropriety
m making
the decision conclusive
evidence
of any l_act
not ab-olutely
necessary to its legality ; with
whatever
degree ofprobabdity
the existence
of such fact might be inferred
from it.
1. Let the parties
he the same ; and the
trilmnal either the same tribunal,
or one in
whMt the same or equally efficient securities
are taken for rectitude
of deeMon.
In this
ease, unless _here a new trial of the former
cause would be proper, the decision
in the
former cause ought to be taken as conclusive
evidence
(for the purpose
of the posterior
cause) of every fact, proof of which it necessarily implies•
A lawyer
would
say, Qum
interest
reipublicce
nt s_t finis htiua[.
Not
choosing
to content
myself with vague and
oracular generalities,
which are as susceptible
of being employed
in defence of bad arrange-
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_ts
of procedure as of good ones, I place clsion, therefore, although eonclusiveagatmtt
the propriety of the rule upon the following the parties to the former cause, and all who
more definite ground : that, as every person claim urider them, ought not to be concl_iw _
who would have an opportunity of applbing against a third party.
If it were, an oplmr.
the security of c_unter-interrogatioo
h_ the tunity would be given for a particular modL
second cause, has bed snc_han opportunity in fication of the characteristic fraud : a feigned
thefirst,_andas
the rules of evidence which sldt instituted by one conspirator against anwere observed in _he tbrmer trial, were, by other, azM jmtgment suffered by the lat_er to
supposition, as welt calculated f_r the extracgo against him, with the view of establishing
lion of the truth, as those which would be a false fact, to be afterwards made use of iu
to be acted upon in the present,--the
judge a suit ,_gains_ some other person.
on the second occasion would have no adThe above observations constitute what
vantage, in seeking after the truth, over the foundation there is for the rule of English
judge on the first, to counterbalance the dis- law, that res uzter ahos acta is not evidence:
sdvantage necessarily consequent upon lapse _of which hereafter.
Note, en pas_a_*t,the
of time: and the decision of the first judge c.haraeter of jurisprudential logic: adecision
(though strictly speaking it be oMy evidence inter altos is not eo_wlusive evidence, there*
of evidence) is more likely to be correct, than fore not admissible.
that which the second judge might pronounce
3. Lastly, suppose the tribunals different,
on the occasion t_fthe [_ostedor cause,
and governed by different rules : and let the
The case is different if fresh evidence hap- rules of the tribunal which tried the first
pen to have been brm_ght to ligh_ subse- cause be less calculated to in_m'e rectitude
quently to the first trial, or if" there be any of decision than those of the t_ibnnal which
reason for suspecting error or r_ala tides on tries the second. In this case, with or withthe part of the first judge. But, in either of out the deficiency in point of security arising
these cases, a new trial of the former cause fi'om the difference of the parties, there is at
would be proper.
If the fact he sufficientl.
_ny rate the deficiency which arises from the
established for the purpose of the first cause, linperfection of the rules : the impropriety,
it is sufficiently established for the purpose thcrelb_e, of making _he decision conclusive,
of any subsequent cause between the same is manifest. Its probative force will evidently
parties. It is only when there appears rea- vary, in proportion to the imperfection of the
sou to think that it was improperlyconsidered
rules which goverH the practice of the court
as established in the first cause, that there
by which it was pronounced ; always consican be any use in going through the trouble
dered with reference to the m_un end_recof establishing it again in the second,
titude of decision.
The above remarks apply also to the case
The probative force will be greater, c_eteris
in which the parties to the second cause are pamb*Ls,when the court from which the evinot the actual parties to the first, but persons d_nce is borrowed is in the same, than when
who claim in their right--their
executors,
it is in a different, emmtry ; on account of
for example, or heirs-at-law ; or even p.er._ons the greater difficulty, in the latter case, of
claiming under the same deed, or, m any obtaining proof of the existence of the chaother way, upon the same title; all tho_e, ractcristic fraud. But this presumption is
in short, who in English law lm_guage are much less strong than that which arises from
quaintly calleu privies h_ blood, in estate, and a difference in the mode of extraction.
in law: for though these have not had an
We shall see hereafter to how great an
opportunity of cross-examining the _itnesses
extent nearly all the above rules are violated
in the folmer cause, other persons representiiJ English law.
ing the same interest have.
2. Suppose the parties different, that is,
with different interests, and the same reasons
CHAPTER
III.
do not apply. The deficiency in respect of
or UNOKIG1NAL
EVIDENCEIN GENERAL_
securities for trustworthinoss,
which constltuLes the inferiority of ads,eititious evidence,
Tile quality of unorigmality seems applimay now have place to an indefiuite extent,
cable to an article of evidence in either of
and is always likely to have place to some two cases : I. Where it is sowith relation to
extent,
It will very often happen that there
persons, -- to persons considered as sources
was some part of the facts, kno_u lotbe
of _he evidence ; 2. V;heu it is so in respect
witnesses in the former cause, which would ofsiqn._.
have made in favour of or_e or other party to
It' is so as to persons, wherever the perthe present cause ; but which did not come _ eeptions stated by the person whose evidence
to light, because, there being no oue among i is tendered present to the senses oi the judge,
the parties _o the former cause in whose fa- i are stated by hun as being not his own peryour it would have made it ibund no one to cepdons or opinions, but pereeptioas or optdraw it out. bvinterrogation.
The ibrmer de- nions communicated to him by _ome other
VoL VI'I
' ,_.
1
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person, as and for the perceptions of that
Such as yet is the supply : here follox_ a
other. Had the perceptions or opinions been part at least of the demand.
stated by him as his own, they might have
In the case of want of originality (it has
been termed original : not being staled by already been observed) the seat of the defect
him as his own, they camlot with propriety
may be in the person by whom the evidence
be termed original-- they are termed not ori- is delivered, or (in the case when at the time
ginal, but unoriginal
In himscl{; if he _ays of delivery it wears the form of writing) in
truly, they did not originate ; but in the other
the collection of signs of which the writing
person so spoken of
is composed.
The evidence is unoriginal in respect of
When the seat of the defect is in the per.
signs, when the signs (i. c. the collection of son-- when, upon his own showing, the devisible and permanent signs, viz. written cha- posing witness is a different person from him
raeters) presented to the senses of the judge,
by whom the matters of fact in question were
are not the same collection of signs by which
observed,--in
this ease there are, at least,
the discourse in question stood expressed,
two persons, upon whose trustworthiness the
when consigned to writing forthe first time:
probative force of the testimony depends_
not these, but some others: which,-- having two per,ons so connected, that, by the rebeen transcribed from thorpe, in the design of duplication, the probative force, far t_om berendering (so far as both go) the signification
ing increased, is lessened.
of the copy thus made exactly the same as
Of the deposing witness the existence is,
that of the original, -- may accordingly be by the suppositiou, certain : of the alleged
termed transeriptitloas,
percipient witness--or
any percipient witThe evidence orally delivered, and of the ness, the existence is necessarily and connature of what is called hearsay evidence;-stantly a matter of doubt. On this account
the evidence delivered in writing, and of the it is, that, without some such prefix as the
nature of a transcrlpt : -- in both these cases, word supposed, be ought never to be menit may alike be termed unoriginal,
tioned.
In both instances it is understood at once,
Instead of supposed percipient watness, the
that, in point of probative force, the unori- occasion may sometimes require us to say,
ginal evidence will be in a greater or less de- the supposed ea'tra]ud*eially stating or nargree inferior to the original. But, in the two ratt:*y witness : for neither are the terms
cases, the defalcation made by the circum- synonymous, nor the persons in every case
stance of non-originallty from the probative
the same.
force of the evidence, will immediately be
In the character of a percipient witness, a
seen to be, generally speaking, widely dif- nmn will not, generall? speakmff, have made
ferent.
I himself known to the deposing witness, unSuch as our conceptions are, such ever less by having madehimsetfan extrajudieially
must language be. In vain, on any subiect,
narrating, reporting, or stating witness. But,
will that man seek to add anything material
in the character of an extrajudicially antraeither to the correctness or to the amplitude
ting, reporting, or stating wltne_s, a man may
of the cttrrent stock of conceptions, who tears easily have certilied himself to the depo_-ing
the reproach of the endeavour to make ad- witness, without ha_ang been a percipient or
ditions to thelanguage.
A subject must have obset'v,*_, witness.
a name, before anythiflg can be predicated of [
Notions other than such as can, strictly
it: told of the subject, be it what it may, till speaking, be termed perceptions, may moresomething is predicated, nothing will be un- over be not altogether without their use in
derstood,
evidence: and. useful or useless, they may
Among non-lawyer,,
as well as among serve to constitute the matter of which eellawyers, the word hearsay i_ already in use. dence is composed.
Among lawyers, the word original, and the
Of the persons through whose mouths the
word coiaj, are in use. With so sle_|der a supposed ._tatement of the supposed pereistock of the in_irnments of discourse, has picot or originally extrajudieially
narrating
the businessof argumentation and thence the witness _nay, from one to the other, have
business of judicial decision, been hitherto
passed, or be supposed to have passed, the
_arried on in this part of the field of taw.
number may, to an) amount, be great. UnEven of so slender a stock--a stock corn- der French judicature, in the fammus case of
prised of three words, and no more--there
Catas, between the supposed preeipient and
exists one which is not fit for use. By reason
the deposing witness there were no fewer
of its ambiguity, the word copy is not fit for than five.
use. Does it mean transcript, in c_ntradisSo many of these supposed successive nartinetion to the original script ? or does it rators (including the deposing witness,) so
mean exerapl_tr? as in the case when, in a many media through which the supposed
mass of letter-press, all may be equally ori- perception has been transmitted, in its way
gtnals, or all equally transcripts,
to the ear or the eye of the judge ; so many
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media; of which one alone is judicial, the
others extrajudiciaL
By every extrajudieiat medium, the evideuce is removed -- removed by mm remove _
from that degree of proximity which it were
desirable it should possess, and which in the
case of ordinary evidence it does possess, with
referenee to the eye or the ear of the judge,
Equal re the number of media, as above,
may be said to be the number of degrees :
equal to the number of media and degrees
minus one, may be said to be the number of
removes,
5iedia. degrees, removes : with equal propriety, and in the same sense, though whh
very dtfferent effect, and with much less force,
does this nomenclature apply to the ease of
transeript_tious evidence.
And thus it is, that., in either ease, constitutive of so many modifications or species
of unoriginal evidence, we have unimedial,
bimedial, trimedial, and so forth : in a word,
multime&al evidence.
The two sources or causes of inferiority,
the two modes of unoriginality, may be eombined in the stone lot or article of evidence,
Thus, fl_r species or modifications of muL
timedial evidenee, we have simple (composed
either of multi-personal alone, consisting of
person supposed to have spoken after person,
or of transeriptural alone) and complex, cornposed of both those modes of unoriginality
put together,
Not of personal evidenee alone, butofreal
•also, may originality and unoriginality be both
predicated,
Real evidence is original--is originally delivered-- when the thing which is the source
of it is itself presented to the senses of the
judge : unoriginal, when all the conception
he can entertain concerning it is that which
is conveyed to his mind through the medmm
ot the testimony of a witness-- commonly a
deposing witress,
The shape in which the testimony of the
deposing witness is conveyed to the senses
of the judge, may be either the oral or the
written shape. Hence it is that, when there
'has been
no upon
transcription,
stand
exactly
a footing seriptitious
with hearsay,may
as
well as with original evidence,
When the testimony, being unoriginal, is
composed of that of two persons, one as it
were behind the other, _the form in which
the respective testimonies have been dellvered, viz. oral or seriptitious, is a circumstance by which differences, which require to
be noted, may be produced in the probative
force of the compound testimony.
In the case where the supposed original
evidence is of the real kind; in that case, the
speedes of inferiority which, in the ease of
personal evidence, requires two persons, two
witnesses, to the production of it, is produced
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by the testimony of a singte witness, inter.
posed between the thing which i_ the source
of the evidence and the senses of the judge.
After these explanations, tile following
modifications of unoriginal evidence rmty, it
is supposed, be rendered sufficiently inteUi.
gible by the de.nominations here employed for
giving expression to them.
1. Supposed oral through oral: suppom_l
orally delivered evidence of a supposed extrajmiicially narrating witness, judicially delivered viva voce by the judicially deposing
witness,
This is the only species of unoriginal evl.
deuce which the term hearsay evidence is,
strictly speaking, competent to the expre_
sion of.
2. Supposed oral through serlptitious.
3. Supposed seriptitious through oral.
4. Supposed seriptitious through seriptitious: iu other words, traascriptitioua evA,
dence.
In all four cases, the supposed original te_
timony must, in whichever shape delivered,
be supposed to have been extrajudieially delivered.
ha all these four eases, an interval of con*
siderable length mu_t, moreover, be supposed
to have intervened between the supposed
extrajudleial statement and the judie'ml one.
Suppose no such interval, and the evidence
stands, to every practical effect, undistln.
guishable from original evidence.
1. Thus, in the ease of supposed oral
through oral. A percipient witness, being in
or near the judicatory, delivers his testimony
in a low tone : mid this evidence, not being
sufficiently audible, is. by _ome other person
(suppose an officer of the court,) repeated in
a nmre audible tone, for the eonvemence of
the judge.
2. So again in the case of supposed oral
through scriptitious. This would be the cornmen ease of note-taking.
Deposition of a
percipient witness, extracted viv5 voce before
a j udk_tory; notes or minutes thereof taken
by a elerk, and the minutes delivered in to another. In this case, the word supposed would
(it is evident) be regarded as superfluous or
II ill-placed. The note-taker, unless specially
interrogated, would not be considered in the
character of a distinct deposing witness.
3. So again in the case of supposed scriptitious through oral. This would be no more
than the common case of written evidence
read in court : forexample, an affidavit. Here,
too, the use for the adjunct supposed vanishes.
4. Lastly, in the ease of supposed scriptitious through seriptitious.
The witnesm
having read to himself on one day a document
capable of being adduced in evidence, parta
with it immediately out of his hands. On
the next day, from memory, he, in a judlelal
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form, interrogated or not, writes an account
of what. according to him, are the contents,
This is supposed scriptitiou_ through scriptitious; and he, the writer, is a witness. But
while he is thus writing his account of th,.
contents, suppose the paper to be lying befllre
him. This is no hmger the case of a reporttug witness, Mmply reporting (if extrajud_'ially,) or deposing (if judwlally.) to the contents of a statement made by another person,
who is considered in the character ot a percipient and extrajudicially narrating witness:
it is the case of a scribe; at_d aceordiltg a-- in
his
script words tlle same as those employed
in the original, or word_ more or less diltbreat, axe employed, his script is a transcript,
an extract, or an abridgment,
Thus various and thus faint are the shades
of difference by which one modification of
unoriginal evidence is dist:mguished fl'om another,
All modifications of unoriginal evidence
that are of the nature of, or bear simd_tude
to, hearty evidence, as above, have this in
common,--that
for every remove (mendacity
and fi'aud out of the questmn) they afford an
additional chance of incorrectness and mcompletencss,
But besides this,--supposing
admission to
be secured to them, and known to be so,-they afford, all of them, invitation to one and
the same plan of fraud ; which fraud is moreover equally applicable to casually-written
and ex parte preappointed ewdence. Secure,
not only against punishment, but against adverse interrogation, the extrajudicial narrafor and supposed percipient witness delivers
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It is of the essence of hearsay evidence to
present to the notice of tile judge two distinct persons in tile character of witnesses :
a supposed percipient and extrajudicial]y natrating witne_% stating, at some antecedent
point of tram, in the hearing of any person
not on that occasion invested with the autho.
rity of a judge, some matter of thct as havin_r
had place ; and a deposing, or say judicially
narrating witness, who bear_ testimon), not
to the truth of that matter of fact, hut to its
having actually been a.,serted, on the extra.
.' udieial occasion in question, by the extrajuwitness.
I dieially stating or narrating
I So distinct are the two characters, and, to
the purposes of truth and justice, so mat(rLal
to be di_tinguidled, that, while the one (viz.
that of the deposing witness) is in every individual instance filled by a really existent
person,--tile
other (viz. that of the percipleat or extrajudiciatly stating or narrating
witness) may happen to be a character altogether fictitious. The person, it may happen,
is fietitious; or, though the person be at the
time in question a person really existing, the
; statement or narration, and alleged pereep! tinn,, attritmted to that really existing pert son, may on the whole, or as to any part, be
i fictitious.*
I
"Fo the statement or narration judicially
delivered by the deposing witness, and to
that alone, belongs therefore, in propriety of
speech, thedenmnination
of hearsay evidence.

* The testimony given by the deposing witne*s may, if false, be tMse in into, or thlse pro
parle.
It is false i_ iota, if so it were that, to any
his statement vivd rot'e, or in writing, as tile such effect as that deposed m, no such extrajucase may be ; that statement being tinctured
dieial statement was made by any person: the
with mendacity, in the shape that seems be_-t whfle being purely the inventmn of such deadapted to the sinister purpose, whatever that
v.m_ess.
may be. The extrajudiciallb narrating witness
, part, a statement to any such elhas contrived, for the purpose, to place him?usedto, wa% at the timeand place
deposed to, m tde by any person in the character
self (ff he he not so already) out of the reach of a percipient witness, though not the very perof punishment.
Tile judicially deposing wit- son dcpo._edto in that eharacter,--even
in this
ness, so long as be reports nothing but wt_at I case it may be too much to consider the traithas, to his knowledge, been expre_,md by 'monv as false in into. In point of eflhct, the
the extrajudimally narrazing wit_wss, is not i diffbrence between one person and another, ill
' the character of an extrajudicially narrating witpunishable ; since, by the _uppositiml, he sa) s ; ne_s, may be altogether immaterial, or, accordnothing that is not true.
ting to tl_e character anti situation of the two
t gree.
persons, may be material to any the highest deCHAPTER
IV.
t Person of the supposed percipient or other
supposed extrajudieially narrating witness,OF SUPPOSEDORALEVIDENCETRAN_MtTTFD time of the supposed extrajudlclal narration or
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So many features belong in common to extrajudicially written and to hearsay evidence,
that what would have been necessary to have
been said on the subject of this last.mentinned speeies of evidence, )tad it been considered before the other, is, by what has been
already said on the subject of the other, reudered rmneees_try to be said here.

statement,---plaxe

in

which

it

was

made;_iu

respect of any or all these several circumstances,
the deposition may be determinate, or m any de°
i gree indeterminate; more or less indeterminate,
I not only in respect of time and place, but even
! as between person and person: ev. c/r. whether
I it
determinate
_meto
onewas
otttm_e
of out
threeofortwo
more;
anti so onperson%
in regard
i dc_rees of persuasion as to thequestion which of
i them it was ; or the person may have been altot gether unknown and indetemfinate.
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Supposed extrajudicially stating or liar- _ not being snbjeetabte to eventual punishment
rating witnesses may have stood in a series or to counter-interrogation, a man utters v/vd
of any length, one behind another. The cause- race, on some extra| udieial occasion and place,
of uutrustworthiness applying to every human a statement or narration, of the incorrectneH
being, and, to every being of which nothing
or partial incompleteness of which he himself
more i._known than that he or she is human,
is eonscions._
wqh equal force,_it
is evident that, the
In re_._rd to admission, and the terms oct
longer the line of these suppo_d witnesses,
which it shall take place, the rules which
the le,s is the probative torce of their snp- have been seen applying to extra|utile|ally
posed te_tlmony,
written evidence, will be round to apply to
Of the case which exhibits more such sup- hearsay ewdencc, without any difference conposed extrajudicial witnesses than one, what _iderable enough to rc.nder it worth while to
little requires to be said, wilI be said in an- exhibit tho_e rules in the case of hearsay eelother |*lace:" throughout the course of the deuce, at the ._aloe length a_ those regarding
present chapter, no more than one will be extrajudw]ally wrltte|l evidence.
supposed.
Of whatever is _.aid under this
q be consldcratlou_ frmn x_hieh, in the eha.
head, it will be easy to make application to racter of reasons, these rules were deduced,
the whole po_sible series of those other case_. [ being the same. so of emtrse will be the rules.
Supposing (as above) one, and no more
The only dlffcrence which there is, turns,
than one, supposed extra|utile|ally stating or so far as concerns admission, upon the mugnarrating witncss,--the
character of the ten- nitude of the danger (the danger from adtimony will be found to admit of nine ear|a- ] mis,mn) under the two species of makeshif_
lions: the supposed testimonyofthe
supposed j evidence : of which difference the dclineaextrajudicial witness, under each of three i tins will constitute the matter of a following
characters, being eapalfle of being deposed to ', chapter.
by the deposing witness under each of the i
In rule the sixth and last may be seen that
same three character_.
Thus,
I. By an extraneous deposing _*itness may ! + A supposab 1e ca_e _f
_ n iendaeity, and even
he related the supposed extrajudicially dell- ! of fraud, is this:--Mcndax, in supportofa claim
vered testimony of the three sorts of extra- i of hi_ own, on.usestbrward in the character era
"
, deposing wltne_s, supporting it by hearsay ewi.
judicial witnesses, viz.
deuce: wb_cl_ hearsay evidence consists in de1. Another extraneous witness.
_p_sing theft in his hearing (on an extr_judicial
2. A party on that side of the _mse on i o:cmsmn)Umbra spoke of herself as having, at a
which the hearsay evidence is not called tot'. i time mentioned by her, _cen, in the character _
3. A party on that side of the cause on t a percil ert witnes_ a certain fact which_ bad it
which the hearsay evidence is called ira-.
i re ally happened, it w(ubi haxe fallen in her way
II. By a party on that side on which the I| and
in fnr
herinstance,
way aloue
to have so witnessed
: assisted,
in _becharacter
of a mid wifb,
hearsay'or|deuce
is not called fi_r, may, in _at the turth of Tit|us. ttere we have an article
like manner, be related the supposed extla- i of hearty evidence, which, though by the supjudically delivered testimony of the same ! position _hlse, is of essential usetoits fabricsthree descriptions of person% viz.
tar; rendering to the plan of fat_hood a service
I. An extraneous witness,
i wlfich _ertmp_ could not have been rendered by
any ev_den,.'eof the n_,ture of ordinary orlktrml
2. Anotl_cr party ou that _ide of the cause .
on which the testimony of the hearsay witne,s _untransm_tted
evidence,
is not mnnng
the cases that come
within But
the this
deseriptioo
of the
is not called for.
i characterk-tm flaud as above de_cribed, Wher3. A party on that side of the cause on ! ever the characteristic fraud, employed in the
which the hearsay evidpnee is called for.
', shape of hearts) evidence, has place, the extraII1 I astlv bv" a nartv on the side of the i iuthcial statement
(tllough
talse) is really uttered
eatJse "o_11.*dnlcl]
_' ": _ rue
"; t' earsav
" evltleilee
"_
1_ca
_ l*le_"_i¢_anddelivered
_
" The ca.sehere suppo:-_"dis
. "
a c&_e
•lot mav ,lu l_Ke
. utarmer "be re/_.tet]
_ , r_
[
not
ot
hearsay
cwdence
operating
of
, .. que_t_on_lllere
._'_- no_.oaring
. _ by" means
_-^
"
' '. • . " . .
'
."ne sup° . the
irauu_ In
u_.en11_
posed
..... ext_aju hcmll_" deh_e_ed"
• te_tnnony_
_
ell fact any extrauldi'czalstatement ornarration, any_
the same three descriptions of person., viz. i extraladicial witness, It is a case of t:dse oriI. An extraneous witness,
*ginal nntra_smittcd evidence, pretending to be_
2. A party on that side of the cau._e on _! but not reall Y belng_ hearsay
' '." ewd
' _uce"
which the hearsay evidencc is n,_t vailed for. .i effect
An asaruele
of self-serving e_'i'_encetoany such
the above, is, obviously, of itse'f a sun3. Another party on that side ol the cause ptcmus and weak arucle of evidence. But there
on which the hearsay evidence is catlcd for.
is nothing to hinder it from b i. g true. and, at
Ira the case of hearsay evidem_e, thd pztrti- : the same time, supported by a body of truly recular (Iv-or|priori of the characteristic fraud _:tmrted cirt.umstantial ovid. ace.
thq_
above mcuzioued (the fraud appl)ing in corn-I It would be vc_sible to e_ch_de evidence
mort to every species of makeshift e¢idence) Ii constituted_ a_d at tire same ume without comprtbemting in the exc_a>_oneither .¢clf.sercing
is as to!lows.
Under the assurance of his ! evidence as such, or hearsay evide_we as sac_,.
t It _vuld be po_sib!e : _,'.__here sc_,_:snot _o L_
('h:_p.X. of dti_ L'aok.
' any a?,equate re,._un tbr the d_iag it.
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which presents it_If as the only instance in
which the reasons in favour of tlre admission
recommended by it seem to require, in the
ea_e of hearsay evidence, ulterior delineation,
over and above such as correspond with those
that have been already brought to view under
the head of extrajudicially and casually written evidence.
Insulated, the alleged extrajudieiaI statement or narration of an alleged percipient
_i_ness _411 be little in danger of obtaining
credence to such a degree as, if false, to tie
productive of deception.
In connexion with
other evidence, it may be necessary for the
explanation and completion of an aggregate
body of connected evidence : as in the ease
of a chain of facts following each other in a
series, and composing together a body of cireumstantial evidence,
Such may, in some degree, be the use of
the makeshift document, even in the case of
extrajudicially and casually written evidence,
But more particularly it may be observed, in
favour of the proposed admission of hearsay
evidence, that if, on the occasion of what
passed in a conversation between two interlocutors, the discourse of one be excluded,
that of the other will frequently be unintclligible : an incident, the probable frequency
of which is the same, whether (relation had
to that one of the interlocutors who_e discourse it might be proposed to exclude) the
tendency of the discourse were selGdisserving,
or self-serving,
CHAPTER
nqSTRUCTIONS

CONCERNING

V.
TUE

PROBATIVE
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THAT which ought in scarce any case to be
done, and is most abundantly done (it has already been observed,) is, to put an exclusion
o As a general principle of English law, hearsay evidence and statements in _¢riting are inadmissible in evidence. There are variwas exceptioos
to thisgiven
exclusionary
for example,
the
tsstimony
on oath rule
by a: deceased
witness on a former trial may be proved by a person
who heard him give his evidence. It has been,
however_laid dowm that the witness must not be
allowed to swear to the effect of what was said,
but must recollect the very.words. R v. Carpenter,
2 Show.
v. Donisthorne,
Corow. Sum.
Ass. 47;
1789,Ennis
]MS.--Statements
made
to medical men in answer to questions, are reeeived in evidence. Aveson v. Lord Kinnaird,
$ East, 195, 198.--Letters written by the payee
of a promissory-note, to the maker, at the time
of the making of the note, are admissible in evidence_ Kent of
v. the
Lowen,
1 Campb.
177,of 180.-Declarations
deceased_
in cases
homi-
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upon evidence, on the ground of danger of
deception. That which ought throughout to
he done, attd nowhere has been done, is--if
legislation be the work of reflection, and reflection pointed to right ends-- to give the
benefit of it, in the form of instructions, to
the judge.
To bring to -view such considerations a._,
on the occasion in question, present themselves as capable of being, in that character,
assistant to the judge, if not in the way of
intbrmation, in the way of reminiscence, --is
the object of the present section.
I. Supposing admission given to both, and
on the same conditions,--hearsay
evidence
is less likely than extrajudieially written eeldence to have originated in the characteristic
fraud : and (in so far as its incorrectness or
incompleteness is regarded as not to be upprehended otherwise than as the result of
such plan of fraud) is less untrustworthy-may with propriety be considered as acting
with a greater degree of probative force.
The only case in which, from either species
of makeshift and thence uninterrogable eeldence, any advantage would be to be hoped
for, is that of a posthumous advantage--an
advantage not looked to as capable of actruing during the lifetime of the contriver, to
be reaped by the contriver himself, but, after
his death, to his family, or some other person
whose interests are dear to him. For as to
the marl himself, if he be in esse, a reasonable
condition to require of him (wheresoever he
be, at home or abroad) is, that he submit to
counter-interr%_ation;
which if he do, his
doing so makes, in both cases, an end of the
I makeshift
evidence.
I
In this case, to make a species of evidence
I which shall be exempt from counter-interrogation as well as eventual punishment, he
Ihas his choice between casually written eeldence amt hearsay evidence.
Suppose him to choose casually written
evidence
This (it being by the supposition
admissible) is that one of the two that will
afford him the best chance.
If he writes it himself, in the name of another person not privv, this will be an act of
forgery ; a punishable offence, committed, in
the first instance, in prospect of a benefit
expected to accrue to others, and at a time
when hc will not be able to enjoy it.
If for the writing it he engages an assistant, who is privy fo *he fraud, and who writes
it in his own character,-- here, indeed, is no
] forgery, but here is a fraud with an accom] plice, in whose power the contriver puts himt self.
I
If he writes it himself in his own person,
I] --here is no forgery, nor is there any person

tide, meterthe mortal blow has been given, are ] in whose power he puts himself. This, su W
received in cvidence_ 1 East, P. C. c. ft. t_ 124; I posing both species of makeshift evidence reM_oedcock's case, t Leach_ _02_Ed.
t ceivable (viz. ce,suatly written and hearsay,'_
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is, in both points of view (protrability of suc- wanting. Taking a memorandum might, it is
eess, and security against punishment,) the true, he recommended by the ctmtrlver to the
most eligible,
intended innocent assistant, ora memorandum
Thus stands the plan of fabrication by put into his hand.
But this circumstance
means of makeshift evidence, on the suppo- would be still more likely to be remembered
sition that casually written evidence is to be than any other ; and in the mind of thejaffge,
the instrument employed in it.
if not in that of the innocent assistant, in his
In this way, a ram1 may use his endeavours
character of deposing witness, it would east
to render ml undue service to persons dear to a shade of sus_itqon upon the scheme.
him, even without subjecting the evidence to
The number of innocent persons thus taken
the disereditive observation of its being sell'- for intended assistants, might be multiplied
serving evidence. If it be a _aseinwhich their to any amount ; but by no such multipliestitle cannot be derived but througb himself, tion could hearsay evidence, in the character
they taking in quality of his representatives,
of an instrument of this fraud, be raised roan
no: but the right which he thus fraudulently
equality with a letter or memorandum in wrL
conveys may be drawn by him from another
ring, framed with a view to its officiating ia
source. A father, for example, may, by a the character of an article of extrajudicially
fraud thus shaped, convey to his son an es- written evidence.
tare derived, not from the father's side, but
Of the attthentieity of a script, framed for
from the mother's,
any such express purpose, proof cannot, in
Suppose revenge, or gratification of cause- the nature of the case. be wanting.
Where
less enmity, the posthumous benefit-- the , adeqnate cause of remembrance is wanting, a
sole benefit--in
view. Ilere the testimony
story told is liable to be k)st, whatsoever be
stands not exposed to an) such discreditive
the number of the hearers.
In point of
observation as the above,
probability of remembrance, the difference
In this may be seen by far the most pro- . between the seeing of a fact, and hearing a
raising, in other words the most deceptitious,
relation of it. i_ plainly infinite.
shape, which the characteristic fraud can asII. Setting aside, in botti instances, the ehaaurae. If in this it be not too deceptitious to racterisric fraud, and purposed mendacity, to
be admitted, in no other can it he.
whatever purpose directed, hearsay ewdence
Hearsay evidence renders an assistant he- seems in general more likely to be tainted,
eesary. The contriver of the fraud utters the and moreover in a higher degree, with matestatement or narration in the hearing of the rial incorrectness mid i_eompleteness, than
a.ssistant : so long as the contriver lives, the cxtrajudicially written evidence is.
assistant is silent ; for such silence is what
Extra,judicially written evidence presents
(as above) the nature of the _?and requires:
trot one witness in _hose vernon the causes
the contriver dead, then, for the purpose of of untrustwertl.iness,
intellectual aml moral
giving effect to the benefit which (though to (sinisteractinn ofinterestinclmled,)
areliable
him a posthumous one) the eontrivel had in to have place. It requires, indeed, to he
view, comes the assistant tbrward with his authenticated ; a distinct purpose, for which
hearsay evidence,
evidenceis necessary : but, in general, authenThe inferiority of this species of makeshift tication is a ma_ter little exposed to doubt ;
evidence, in comparison with the other, may and. moreover, proveable by witnesses in
be seen in more points of view than one. If abundance, none of whom are exposed to the
the assistant dies before the contriver, or i action of any of the causes of untrustwor(though not till afterwards) before his hear- i tifiness.
say evidence has been judicially derived, -the plan is defeated : so if he exlatriates , or
forgets his lesson, or quarrels with the contrivet.
So much as to comparative proha, bility of success. Meantime the contriver
exposes himself to loss of character, and (if
the law has done its duty) to punishment,
through the infidelity of lea assistant,
The assistant, it is true (so it may easily
be managed,) need not be privy to the fraud :
to the intended assistant the false story is
narrated as if it were trite.
In this way,
danger of punishment through infidelity is
avoided ; but danger of ill sttecess, by reason
of death and expatriation, remain the same ;
danger of ill successtilroughquarrel,
notmueh
less. But the danger from forgetfulness is
much greater, the cause of remembrance being

t ltearsav evidence presents always two wit_nesses, _dz. the deposing witness, and (unless
when the deposition is a mere fiction) ttm
supposed extrajudieially stating or narrating
wmmss: two witnesses, _nd the causes of
untrustworthiness repeatable upon each.
In case of mendacity on the ffart of the deposing wetness, the evidence is exposed to a
cause of" falsehood, against which the extrajudicially written evidence is comparatively
secure.
The fact, that, by such or such a
person, such or such words, or words to _uch
or such m* eflbet, were spoken, is a fact of
the evanescent kind,-- not of a nature _o
leave behind it, in any e_-se, any physical
traces, capable of operating (if it be true) iu
confirmation of it, in the character of eircamstantial evidence.

z
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Even in ca_e of veracity on the part of the i If, then, on this consideration, it were never
deposing witness, the evidence is exposed to to receive credence in any case, justice would
a cause of error to which extrajudicially writ- be deprived of the benefit of it in all such
ten evidence is not exposed.
In the case of cases in which, had it been adduced, it would
extrajudieiatly written evidence, tile discourse have been true, and (as such) conducive to
being in written or other permanent eharae- the ends of justice.
It; on the other haiti,
ters, the tenor of it is fixed -" whereas, in the it were in general to be admitted, and receive
ease of hearsay evidence (espedally if the ! credence, it would be but too apt to be rediscourse run into length,) it is frequently ! ceived in cases in w'hleh it would he thlse
impossible for the deposing witness to speak and deceptitious; the known security with
to the very words; and then comes the un- which it might be manufactured and exhicertainty whether, of the words really spoken, bited, would occasion it s being m_.nufactured
the purpm_ attributed to them by the de-'in
a multitude of instances without stint.
posing witnes_ be a faithful representation-False claims, in a number altogether unitwhether, aml how l_ar,the interpretation put mired, would be set up on the mere ground
upon them by the deposing witness is cur- ] of the support to be given to them by this
feet. _
I evide_ ec : al d, since the nature of the eelTo multiply in this way the number of ! deuce admits scarce any means or chance of
hearers, not under any engagement ofbecrecy, [ distinguishing fhlse from true, the number
will be to multiply the number of persons by
whose conversation the story may be conveyed to some who will know It to be a lie,
vie_4ng at the same time in the person of'
the contriver the author of that lie. Thus
of a story which can be of no use to his put:
pose till after his death, _he credit will have
been destroyed in his lifetime,
Upon the whole, it appears that, so long
as the supposed extrajudieial witness is not

_Imight be so great, that, in every instance in
I which credence were given to this _ort ofeviI deuce, deception and consequent misdecL-ion
] on the part of the judge would be a resul_
I mo_e probable than the contrary.
_ Here, then, would be a double mischief:
the two opposite mischiefs of undue credence
and undue diseredence, runnh_g oo at the
same time. Out of twenty false elabns, set
t up on the grmmd of this evidence, suppose it

exempted from cross-examination, mischief in I to obtain credence in one only, and to be disthe
ofmisdeeision
oftenwritten
ensue from
in the uineteen
amount
the way
exclusion
either ofwould
casually
or of ] credited
of the injustice
thus doneothers.
in the The
one case
out
hearsay evidence, and no adequate danger is of twenty, would itself be an enormous evil:
to be apprehended from the admission of it.
this evil would be the result of undue ereIt; indeed, the extrajudieial witness were deuce. But the nineteen instances in which
exempted from cross-examination,
and his it were discredited, would be sufficient to
unsauctiouedand unserutinizcd statement (or. throw a general, and to a considerable degree
in the case of hearsay evidence, his supposed . indiscriminating, discredit upon this species
statement) were received daring his lifetime of evidence : the consequence would he, its
in the place of his judicial testimony, much . being discredited in a number of instances in
danger of misdeeision would be the result :--. which, it being true, the discredlt thus cast
_br, in this case, as any sor'c of man, the most ' upon it would be productive ot udsdeeision
untrustworthy,
might, for the purpose of. and injustice.
any suit whatsoever, without any the small- ! T_ue it is, that--on
the supposition that
est danger to himself, make evidence, either it were generally known to be admissible,
for his own purpose, or for the purpose of : when, l?om death or other causes, the extraany one who suborned him,_such
evidence, judicial witnesses were no longer exposed to
being on every occasion at the command ot cross-examination--motives
for the t_brieaany person, would, in point of trustworthition of it, in the hopes of its serving a man's
hess, in the eye of reason, be worth nothing,
purpose after his death, would not be altogether wanting.
But as, in such ease, the
• In this particular, however, what ought not inducement fbr the fabrication of it would, in "
to escape observation_ is, that the meaning .of comparison, be extremely feeble: the quanwords spoken on an extr_judicial occasion_ m tit) of it fabricated, if any, would he prupor°
the way of'statement or narration, concerning a tim,ably inconsiderable. " The instances, if
fact to'which it may happen to form the subject
of an article of evidence, is not more liable to any, in which it were thus i_abricated, and
be misconceived, than the meaning of any set false, would scarcely be equal in number to
of words to which it happens to be considered the instances in which it would be true, and
as constituting the matter of an ofl_nce: words, conducive, or even necessary, to the fulfil.
for instance, in respect of which the utterer is ment of the ends of justice.
But in the incharged with defamation ; or words by means of stances in which it were false, it would not
which to,
the or_
utterer
is consideredasslste,.1any
as having instigated
by instruction,
other tbllow by any means, that because admitted
person in, the eommizsion of that or any other it mu.-_ obtain erede_ce and be regarded as
offence whatever,
conclusive. The possibility of its h_h_g ori-
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#mated in the eharaeteristle fraud, wmdd be '
In respect of trustworthineu (the ehara_
an obvious obieetion _ a species of psycho- teristie trand out of the question,) in a geue,
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logical eircurmstantial evidence, that could
never fail to be opposed to it : and, being
by the supposition false, it would find itself
counter-evidenced and opposed at the same
•_ime by "asmany true facts as happened to he
brought forward by whatever true evidence
the cause happened to afford. Under these
circumstances, there seems littte danger of
its being taken for more in each given case,
than in that same ease it were rc_ally worth :
no more in the ease of this tran_nitted evidonee, than in the case of immediate evidence,

: . _'/f'_
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_,_
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THE supposed written evidence may either
be of the nature of easual|y written evidence,
or of written preappointed evidence (private
or public, contractual or official.)
Its trustworthiness will accordingly be vafled according to the nature of its supposed
source : the medium through which it is
transmitted, being supposed the same in both
eases.
,
_,_qaen the alleged writing (supposing it
oral) is of the nature of casually written evidenee, the report thus made of it from memory, it is evident (be the reporter who he
may, be he in all respects ever so trustworthy,) must in trustworthiness he inferior to
what the article of casually written evidence
would have been, had it itself, and without
passing through any such medium, been preseated to the senses of the judge.
In the ease of memoriter evidence of this
description, the characteristic fraud isthis:-For his own advantage, oribr _he advmltage
of a person dear (privy or not privy,) SteIlio,
having fabricated or altm'ed a script, puts it
in the way of Memor, and then withdraws it
again; to the end that Memor, having informed himself of the contents, may, on belag judicially examined, report them in the
character of a memoriter witness,

rat point of view, this spe_4es of transmitted
evidence may be apt to appear scarce distinguishable from the more ordinary modiKeation, supposed oral through oral, i. e. hearty
evidence, in the supposed source of iui_rmation consists the only difference: the medium,
the chief source of deception, is the same.
On a closed examination, it will pre_ent
somenotaltogetherinconsiderabledifferene_,
resulting principally from the nature of the
script, as above diversified.
To understand the relation, and measore
the difference, a distinction must be made
between the danger of mendacity, and the
danger of incorrectness.
1 the case of a supposed script amounting
(ithgenuine) to no more than an axtiele of
casually written evidence, much of course
will depend upon the particular nature of the
scrip_. If it be altogether anomalous, such
as a letter, or a loose memorandum _mde
not in the way of any regular bu_iness,--the
difference in this respect between feigned
memoritcr evidence, and feigned hearsay evi. dence, will be scarce discernihle.
If it belong to any regular class of scripts, such as
the shop-book of a shopkeeper, or any book
1of accounts kept in regular form, though by
I a person not embarked in any profit-seeking
I occupation, _the
sphere of mendacious inI vention will be proportionably confined. To
obtain credit, the supposed script, accm'ding
I to the mendacious account given of it, must
i wear a certain degree of conformity to scripts
. of the like sort : it must he so far consistent
I with those true facts which the nature of the
_ ease cannot but afford, as not to be expoaed
I to receive contradiction, on the ground of
i improbability, from circumstantial evidence.
In the case where the script was, or (it it
had been really exls_ing) would have heel_,
an article of preappotnted evidenee--_ly
an
article of contractual ewdence (a deed of
conveyance) -- the field of mendaci_m_ laver.tionisingenetal
still more narrowly limited :
though, in this respect, mtwh el cour,e will
depend upon the nature of the deed : and so
m thc ease of official evidence.
In the case of an article of contractual evidenee, a man's chance for succeeding in his
plan of imposition will depend not only on
his acquaintance with the circumstances of
the parties or supposed parties, but on his
: acquaintance with the d_spositions made on
that subject by the law.
In like maturer, in the case of an aeticle of
officlal evidence, his success wilt natucally be
more or less dependent on his acquaintance
with the course of business as carried on in

• In its original import, the term memoriter
is not more properly applicable to this modificalion of transmitted evidence, than to hearsay
evidence: since the subjectof recollection, or pretended
may as discourse.
well be a supposed
oral, as recollection,
a supposed written,
But, in the language of classical education,
the term rnemoriter is already in use, to de_ig.
hate dm sort of exercise which consists in getting
by heart, committing to memory, a portion of' a
book_a portion of a poem_ for example,
Even in the age of original Latinity_ memor/ter habita oratio, says C_cero
( Aeadem, Qve,st. the particular office.
iv. 9..) to express a speech eoml_sed and got by
By this necessity of approp_'iate informaheart.
" lion, as n condition sine q_*,_
non to the pta*t-
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ning and carrying on an imposition of this
kind with any promising prospect of success,
m not only is the source of danger reduced
to the testimony of a comparatively narrow
description of persons, but to that sort of deaerlption of persons who, by reason of mental
culture and situation in life, may naturally be
expected to be above the ordinary level in
point of trustworthiness,
In respect of the danger of incorrectness
hmendacity out of the question,) where, as
ere, the source of the evidence is a discourse
fixed by the permanent signs of written discourse, it seems to possess a probative force
considerably stronger than ordinary hearsay
evidence never consigned to writing,
In the case of a purely oral discourse, the
original received its birth and death at the
same instant: the impression left by it on the
conception, however faint, cannot at any subsequent time be strengthened:
however incorrect, it can never afterwards be corrected,
In the case of a discourse committed to writing, what is possible, indeed, is, that the
glimpses caught by the eye may have been as
faint or as incorrect as the glimpses caught
by the ear, in the other. On the other hand,
nothing hinders but that the view taken of it
may have been as attentive, as correct, and
as often repeated, as could be desired,
For the reason given above, the chances in
favour of correctness may naturally be expeeted to be in general somewhat greater in
the _
of the preappointed, the contractual
or official script, than in the case of the purely
casualarticleofwritten
evidence. In the case
of the contractual species of script (the deed
of conveyance more especially,) the memory
of the idiosyncratic particulars will naturally
(to a professional, or in other words practised,
mind) be assisted, and the field of recollection
narrowed, by the general form of the species
of deed-- by tho_ parts of the context which ]
I
belong in common to deeds of that sort.
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TRANSMITTED

OR MINUTED EVI-

IF the person by whom the minute is supposed to have been taken, be ml official person, acting in virtue of his office,-- and the
discourse which he is committing to writing
be the discourse of a person by whom, on the
delivery of it, he is addressed in his official
character,--such
evidence is a species of preappointed evidence -- preappointed
official
evidence: and, in a word, if the purpose for
which, or occasion on which, the minute isthus
made, be a judicial purpose or a judicial occasion, the discourse thus orally exhibited and
minuted is neither more nor tess than a mass
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of judleiat testimony. The minutes taken of
the deposition of a judicial witness, whether
spontaneously exhibited, or extracted by intcrrogat_)rias,--taken
whether by the judge
himself, or by a scribe of his in his presence,
--belong to this head of evidence.
If the person by whom the minute is supposed to have been taken, be not an official
person, this species of evidence is of a nature
that presents itself as having been already
included (or at least as capable of being included) under the denomination of casually
written evidence.
If, in a memorandum or letter, mention be
made of a supposed fact, that fact may as
well consist of a discourse supposed to have
been hotden by another person, as of anything
else. If mentioned as being holdcn by another person, it may be mentioned as being
holden by him either at the very time of its
being thus committed to writing (as in the
case of a judicial deposition or examination,
as above mentioned.) or at any preceding
point of time, separated from that point of
time by any distance.
In genera], the judicially scrutinized teqtimony of any given person will, in all points
taken together, be more trustworthy
than
the casually written evidence of the same
person--a
memorandum or letter written by
him. Yet instm_ccs arc not wanting in which
casually written evidence will present a preponderant probability of standing the closest
to the trnth.
In the presence of Oculatus, a transaction
takes place, of which, on that same day. he
gives an account in a letter to a friend. Sup°
pose Oculatus a man of probity, and either
not exposed to the influence of rely sinister
interest, or too firm to be drawn a.-nte by it ;
and suppose, at the same time, that either
discernment or accident has rendered his aecount of it, not only correct as far as it goes,
but complete; notl_ing can be more evident,
than that. such a lctter will present a much
more satisfactory account of the matter than
could reasonably be expected from the judieial testimony of the same person, examined,
though in the best mode, at a distance say of
twenty or thirty years after the event. _
C_teriz paribus, the chance which an article of casually written evidence has of being
superior in trustworthiness
to the judicial
testimony of the _me person, will be in the
direct ratio of the interval of time elapsed
between the day of the event and the day of
the examination._

1
t _ A witness would be allowed to refr_h hie
_ memory by looking at such a letter, although the
] Jetter itseit would not be allowed to be given in
I evidence, as proposed by the Author, below.-[Ed.
] nay
- t olOrz
speak more correctly,
of tim
metoexamination,
we should instead
rather put
the
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The length of time, as above, being given, may be regarded as a sort of super-ordinary
rathe advantage of the casually written evi- lot of evidence, still better than that which
deuce, in comparison with the judicial tea- in general passes under the denomination of
timony, will be inversely as the apparent
the best. But, eligible as it is when it is to
relative importance of the transaction, the be had, it would evidently Ire a vain arrm_ge.
importance which it possesses in his eyes. merit to exact it in all cases, or even to plate
The real absoiute importance witl no other- it upon the footing of regular and ordinary
wise contribute to strengthen in his mind the evidence ; since the existence of it is merely
impression made by it, than in as far as its fortuitous, depending altogetherupon the free
eventual importance happens to be apparent
pleasure and accidental disposition, as well _s
to him, and to be the same in the instance of literary endowments, of the witness.
If it
that particular individual as it would be to an could be required by law, it would come un.
average individual in his place.
_ der the notion of preappointed evidence.*
Nor, in ordinary instances at least, will
tlle importance of the fact, any other than its
relative importance with respect to the per- I
CHAPTER
VIII.
cipient witness himself (that is to say, its t or svrPOSEn WRIVT_N I_VlDE_C_, TRANSconnexion, real or supposed, with his own I
MITTEnTHROUGHWRITTEN; OR TI_ANhappiness,) afford security for permanence
SCalPTITIOUSEVlDE._CE.
anti accuracy of recollection.
The state of the witness's mind at the time
§ 1. A transcript, what _ Modes of tranis another circumstance by which the strength
scriptlon.
of the impression made by the transaction at Os the occasion of this, as of other modifiesthe time, and thence the strength and accu- tions of transmitted
evidence, the main ohracy of his recollection of it, cannot but be jeers of inquiry are still two:--l.
What shall
in a very considerable degree influenced. If, be received? and, 2. Whatever comes to be
by business of a more interesting nature to reccived, by what consideration shall the estihimself, his attention be pointed another way, mate formed of it, in respect of comparative
--especially if, by the urgency of it in point trustworthiness, be directed?
of time, his mind have been put into a hur_/,
But, previously to our entrance into this
_the impression made by the transaction in inquiry, the bounds of the object must he
question may be slight, indistinct, and fleet- previously fixed, and its several modifications
ing, and his recollection of it propostionahly
distinguished.
uncertain and confined; although,in other cirBy a transcript, taken in its largest sense,
cumstances, the impression made by a tran_
may be understood any discourse which, being
action of that same nature might have been expressed by permanent signs or characters,
sufficiently strong, distinct, and permanent,
is proposed as capable of producing, in the
A still better, and in every case without
way of evidence, the same effect as another
exception a more trust worthy, lot of evidence,
discourse, which, being also expressed by per
than can be constituted by judicial testimony I manent s_gaas, is with reference to it termed

3

alone (how well soever the examination be i the original.
conducted,)
is that which consists of the _ Under this most general description are
judicial testimony of the same person, with i comprehended three modifications:an article of casually written evidence of his I
I. A transcript which is such in tenor: a
inditing (a letter or memorandum of his pen- I copy taken verbatim et hteratira.
ning) at the time (or, if after, the sooner}
"2. A transcript in purport on_., without beafter it the better) tbr his assistance ; the iing such in tenor. Couched in a set of words
script being at the same time produced, or, . more or tess different, it contains what is
at the demand of either party, ready to be looked upon as conveying precisely the same
produced. Against incompleteness on either sense. To this head belong translatloas made
side, there is the security affonted by exami- into other languages.
nation and cross-examination against men- ] 3. Atranscrip_ in effect only. Not profesdacity and bias on one side, there is the se- t sing to contain so much as the purport of the
eurity afforded by cross-examination;
against. ' original, at any rate not the whole of the pursimple incorrectness on either side, there is port, it professes to contain that which, with
the security afforded by the fortunate script,
reference to the purpose in question, is satthe fortunate letter or memorandum, the at- ficient for the purpose, To this head belong
ticle of casually written evktence,
extracts and abrzdgments.
This composite sort of evidence, when the
written element happens to present itself,
_ A mass of evidence of thin description may
,
be considered as constituting either one complex
day on which the recoLl_ction of tim witness lot of evidence, or two simple ones emanating
came to be pointed m the subject, by the m- from the same source: whether it be to be spoken
formation that his tesfimony_ in the judicial of under the one denomination or the other, it
form, would be called for.
menife_dy a mere question of words.
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A transcript
in tenor is a transcript
both
rors in general will, in the instance
of each,
in Imrport and effect : a transcript
in purport
be likely to be known and noticed.
is also a transcript
in effect.
On all these accounts
taken
together,
A transcript
in tenor is that modification
printing
seems to present a superior
chance
which seems the most apt to be presented
by
for correctness,
in comparison
with writine.t
the word;
but tile others have little less claim
As, by writing,
a transcript
may, for praeto consideration,
and they also may he hatical purposes,
be, by means of due examineturatly expected
to be considered
mulet this
tion and _e_ificatiou,
put upon a level with
head.
Let this be examined in the first place,
the original;
so may printing,
and with still
Whatever
is said in relation
to this principal
greater filcility and certainty
and most proper modification,
will serve as
In the case of laws, and all other doeua model
and stm_dard of reference
for whatments of a public nature that are cmlsigned
ever there may be occasion to say of the two
to print, the printed copies ought to be placed,
others,
by appoiut.ment
of law, upon the same level
For making transcripts
(under,land
tranas the original.
scripts in tenor,)
the word transcript
being
Reason : In the case of laws, the printed
taken in the most extensive
sense, there are
copy is the only standard
to which access is
divers modes,
performed
by so many correrendered
possible to the people, who, at their
spondent
operations.
Not being altogether
peril, are bound to pay obedience
to them.
upon a par in respect of probability
of curIn whatsoever
cases forgery in the way of
reetness,
they require
on that account
to be
writing
ia made
punishable,
forgery in the
distinguished:-way of printing,
fi_r the stone purpose,
ough_
1. One is, writing,
in the more common
to be made punishable
in the same manner.
and confined sense of the word: writing with
Examl,les
:pen and ink. This is the most in use, except
1. Forgery of laws ; _hether
in the way of
in the case where transcripts
of the same oritkbricati,Jn
m" i_lsificatiou.
ginal are required
in large numbers,
as in the
2. Forgery
of a deed of administration
;
case of
such as proclamations,
nominations
to otfiees,
2. Printing : including
the old-established
t orders issued to public functionaries.
mode by moveable
types, and the mode o
3. Forgery
of articles
of intelligence,
or
modern invention
in solid masses, called stereotypage.
3. Engraving,
in the ease where the cha-t" "_Vtt_yso
? 1, Because
natural interest
state of
things,
he printer
ha_-ing innt theparticular
racters are to he taken off in the way of irain any legal use to whith it may happen to the
pression:
as in the ordinary case of engraving
{ document
to be apphed, oeeu[_ie_ in this respect
on copper, pe_ter,
wood, glass, &c.
a station analogous
to an oflieiul one. By a
4. Sculpture
: in the ease where no impres.printer_
1 .mean a person exercising his function
sions are meant to taken off.
m the ordinary way of trade: nut to speak of a
printer employed in the priming of laws or other
5. Painting
m various ways:
which is but . legal documents,
by authority
of government.
an elaburate
mode of writing,
comparatively
! 2. Because the printer is in every instance ell ter
of httle use. _
' actually
known, or capable of being known, as
In the case of the recently invented
mode
the workman of his own works : his livelihood
of writing with two or more pens at once. the
depends upon the reputation of them in point of
thstinction
between
original
and transcript
correctness;
and the eorreetl_ess or incorrectness
has, it is evident,
no place : except in so far
of them is subjected to the eves of a number of
I witnesses and judges,
greater beyond eomparias, by an independent
act of authentication,
son than usually has place in the ease of any
one or more of such draughts
or copies should
transerlpt performed by hand.
crone thus to be distinguished
from the rest.
Superior as thix mechanical mode of imitation
So in the case of the anteriorly
invented
is in the character
of a security against
incur
mode of taking off impressions
from writing,
reetness, it is, at the same time, deficient in the
As between
one mode of transcription
and ' character
of a security against spuriousness:another,
the probability
of correctness,
fraud I but,
character,
more e_.sy
to putin itthis
upon
a level nothing
with the is
manual
scriptthanor
stances
:_ depend
apart, will

on

the

following

circum-

I. Theandnumber
of persons
making
verification
of theemployed
transcript. in the
'2.. The degree of attention
requisite,
and
naturally
to be expected,
on the t:art of each.
3. The

degree

of publicity

with

which

er-

of the name, mark
for instance)
serves for
I (signature
transcript ;whatever
of authentication
impressing the character of authenticSty upon the
[ whole tenor of a sheet of manuscript,
will serve,
' in a degree not inferior, for i,npre_sing
the llke
! and
character
of letter-press:
serve,
in a upon
degreea sheet
considerably
SUl-erior.will On
an

i instrument
written in manuscript, interpolations
I and oLher alterations are introducible
but too eaQ Add to these t_lhoff_'aphp, which, when this I sily, espeeiall_ if performed
by the same hand:
work was written_ had scarcely been applied to t in the cz_se ot letter-pre._% any such alterations
the multiplication
of copies of a written d_cu- : are as yet, perhaps, without example, and might,
meatt.--.Editor,,
at a_:y rate, be made impracticable.
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advertisements,
in a newspaper published:maybeproduced;atthesame limethat,
the
under the direct orders of goverrunenz,
falsified or spurious original being destrnyed,
4. Forgery of articles ofintelligenee, or ad- and thence no longer prod_w_ble, the fraud
vertisements, in any private newspaper_ tile may by that means pass undetected°
appearance of tile paper current under that
In the ease of the characteristic fraud, as
title being eounlerteited by a person ether above described, tile fidsi_y, so far as the
than tlle accustomed publisher,
written evidence is concerned, is confined to
Reason : In the ease of fraud, if any one tbe extraiudicial part of the evidence.
The
of the possible modes of transcription were object is distorted, or a fallacious object is
left unincluded in the penal com-equence% f_brieated, or the true one falsified; but the
fraud m that shape wouh] be without a check;
medimn (for anything that appears) is correct
and being, as often as it succeeds, ahke mis- and pure.
chievous, in whatever shape, there is no teaHere, however, as elsewhere, though ecruson why it shouh! Ire exempted in one shape, plicity on the p_t of the writer of the traumore than ill another,
script (privily, which is as much as to say
In regard to a transcript professing to be eomplieity) ts not of the essence of the fraud,
such in tenor, a distinction must be taken be- neither is it excluded by it. The fraud may
twcen a transcript verified, and a transcript
have been committed, and, having been eomtmverified, or (which comes tothe same thing)
mitred, may ultimately, or for the tlme, have
not. known to have been verified,
succeeded, whether the vice of the original
By a transcript verified in tenor, I underwas or was not known to the maker of the
stand a transcript, the conformity of which transcript, at the time of his making it.
(i. e. of the tenor of it) to the tenor of the
Setting aside the characteristic fraud,_in
original, has been sufficiently established for the case of this, as of other transmitted eelevery judicial purpose; at least for the ju- deuce, for one source of true information,
dicial purpose to wl_icb, on the occasion in there are two sources of untrustworthiness
question, it is proposed to be apphed,
and deception : 1. If there be an original from
Verification is to a transcript what authenwhence the transcript was made, that origitication is to an original,
l_y what means nal may have been spurious, fi'audulently atthis effect may most advantageousl) be pro- tered, or simply incorrect ; 2. The pretended
duced, is a topic of consideration that may transcript may have had no original, or, being
be posted off to a separate head. with as taken from an original, may by fraud or by
much advantage, and with as little ineonveaccident be incorrect.
nienee, in this case as in that other, and for
To be spurious or incorrect, whether from
the same reason.*
mendacious design or from accident, is what
Supposing the transcript verified--reelmay have happened (it may be said) to any
fled according to the import of the term as single script, considered in the character of
just fixed,--it
thereby becomas dismissed in an original, or pretended original ; and on
effect from the present subject.
It is alter that account, these causes of untrustworthiet idcm, a perfect equivalent tbr the original ; t ness ought not to be set down to the account
it can no longer be col_.sidered with propriety t of the supposed transcript as such. True :
but in the case of a script purporting to be
makeshift_
with eonsisteuCYevidence,
at least, in the light oi an original, and chargeable either with spuWhat tbllows is, therefore, to be confined riousness or incorrectness, it may happen to
in its application to the case of a trauscript I it to wear upon the face of it marks of the
not verified : either not known to have been [ spuriousness, or marks of the incorrectness,
verified by any means, or at least not known 1such as upon the face of a transcript would
to have been verified by sufficient means.
[ not be equally open to observation.
Moreover, -- in the case where the script,
§ 2. Sources of uatrustworthiness in tran. I to present the appearance of an original,
scriptltious evidence, tleursay and lean- would require to present the appearance of
scr_ptitious evidence compared, in respec_ being authenticated
(for example, by the
_fprobative force.
person or persons who_ discourse it purports
Applied to transcriptural evidence, the de- to be, with or _4thout the signature of any
aeription of the characteristic fraud --the
other person or persons in the character of
fraud liable to be practised without detec- attesting _dtnesses,)--ifthe
supposed leanlion, if the transmitted evidence were to be scrip_ were, without having been verified, to
received on the same tholing as the original be received on the same tboting as an original,
-- is as follows. A mm_ falsifies a real ori- ---a person intending fraud would find a much
ginal, or fabricates a spurious one, to the end better chance of success m_d safety in the
that, a transcript (here understand in toner) ] making of a pretended transcript of'the reoriginal, than
or thein fraudulent
alteration
being ....
made of it, the effect of a forged script spurious
nor in question,
the fabrication
of a
• See Book VII. Authenllcatwn.
t of a really existing one, _ince the means of
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detection capable of being afforded by the
spurious signatures in the one case, and the
obliterations, additions, or substitutions, in
the other, would all be avoided by the expeclient of the pretended transcript,
So far as simple incorrectness, the result
of accddent, dear of design and mendacity, is
concerned, this species of transmitted evideuce, supposed written through written, will
appear much superior in trustworthiness
to
hearsay evidence ; and that whether the supposed script which is the supposed source of
the evidence, or the indubitably existing script
constituting the medium through which the
other is supposed to be conveyed, be considered,
1. As to the supposed original (whether
really existing or not,) it may either be of
the nature of preappointed evidence, or of
the nature of casually written evidence. If
it be of the nature of preappointed evidence,
the trustworthiness of the discourse contained
in it, is, by the supposition, placed, in one
way or other, upon a superior footing. The
lowest footing on which it can stand, is that
of casually written evidenee: and this (as
hath already been seen) presents, in the hatore of it, a security agah_st incorrectness,
superior to that which naturrally belongs to
oral discourse.
Writing, in the very nature
of the operation, requires a degree of attention and reeoUection more than is required
in speaking,
2. On the part of that one of the two per
sons concerned, whose writing constitutes the
medium through which the supposed tenor of
the original is transmitted,--the
superiority
of this modification of transmitted evidence,
as well over supposed oral through oral, as
supposed written through oral, is easily discernible,
1. In the ease of supposed oral through
oral,--the judicially reporting witness, at the
time when the supposed extrajudicial statement presented itself to his ear, caught it as
he could -- caught it as it flew. He may have
misconceived it from the first-- he may have
forgotten it in any part, or misrecolleeted it
afterwards.
The writer of the transcript has
the original all along bcfore him, and corn*
mits not to writing so much as a word till he
is satisfied that his conception of it is just:
and no sooner is a word thus fixed, than the
preservation of it is placed on a ground much
stronger than any that could be given to it
by the flrmest memory,
2. In the ease of supposed written through
oralr--the jttdiciatly reporting witness may or
may not have had his own time for the formof his conceptions in relation to the contents of the script. But, let the time actually
taken by him have been ever so sufficient,-whether with any, and what, degree of cotrectness those conceptions have at the time
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of his deposition been preserved, depends altogether upon the power, the relative power,
of his memory.
Supposing fraud entirely out of the question, N in a practical view, the trustworthi.
hess of a transcript will be but little inferior to an original. There are two eases in
which an error is of no practical importance:
1. When the words it falls upon are of no
practical importance : 2. When, though the
importance of the words it falls upon be ever
so considerable, the correction requisite for it
is sufficiently indicated by the context.
The oftener a series of words comas to be
repeated, the less probable it is that an unintentional error in respect to any given words
should be repeated in each instance : and if
there be but a single instance in which it fails
of being repeated, the true reading remaining in that instance will commonly serve for
the correction of the false readings in all the
others.
This, of course, will hold equally
good, whether in the original script the repetitions were, or were not, necessary to the
purpose. Hence an advantage resulting from
repetitions that otherwise would be useless:
an advantage, though such a one as shrinks
to nothing when compared with the disadvantages.
The more rare it is for a mere unintentional error of the transcriber to be productire of an incurable error in the sense, the
stronger the indication given of fraud, where
the error is material, and material in such a
way as to be subservient to any assignable
sinister purpose.
On the part of the transcriber, the faculty
of conception being so amply assisted, and
the use of the faculty of remembrance superseded,--whatever
danger of incorrectness
from this source remains open, depends upon
the accidental deficiency of the faculty of attention. From the consideration that this is
the faculty most exposed to fail, some light
may be thrown on the question, which of the
three shapes, omission, substitution, addition
(in case of" honest incorrectness,) the inaccuracy seems most likely to take.
1. Omission presents itself as being the
most natural. On the part of any given word
in the original, a momentary failure of attention to that word may have a correspondent
omission for the result: and in this case (if
a failure of the conception be altogether out
of the question,) a larger portion of a line
may with almost equal probability _ an entire line with still greater probability, he the
result.
2. Substitution of one word for another
(in general by means of the substitution of
this or that particular letter for another,)
_ems nearly, if not altogether, as probable as
simple omission.
What renders it the more
probable is, that this specie_ of inaccuracy is
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more apt than the preceding to originate in
misconception. Itmaybereferahleinagreater
or less degree to misconception, if, the transcriherbeing a man sufficiently acquainted with
the subject to forms judgment, the transcript,
deviating in this way from the original, preseats, notwithstanding,
an intelligible sense,
If the sentence altogether presents either no
sense at all, or none but what is plainly absurd
a_d irrational, the transcriber not being altogether disqualified from judging, it is to a
ihilure of attention, and tha_ alone, that the
inaccuracy seems referable.
3. Addition of a word-- insertion of a word
to which no correspondent word exists in the
original--is a mode of inaccuracy not altotether without example, but much less fre*
quently exemplified than either of the two
others.
Judgment, attention, applied to the
subject, applied to the original script, cannot
be the cause of an inacuracy of this nature:
the cause of it, when it does take place, must
be sought for in the imagination: it must be
considered as a product of the imagination, a
production which finds its way into the transcript for want of that attentive comparison
with the original, which, by showing the original to have no such part in it, would be
sufficient to prevent it h'om being admitted
into the transcript,
The use and object of the above distinctions, in so far as they may be found just, is
to give faci|ity to the detection of frand_ to
serve for the distinguishing of a case of fraud
from a case of honest incorrectness.
It, in
general, insertion be in any degree less apt
to originate in accident than either omission
or substitution, -- then _ if in any individual instance insertion should happen to have
been discovered,--in
that instance, should
any marks of design (which here is as much
as to say of fraud) be discovered, this partieularly may perhaps be added to that side of
the account,
§ 3. lnwhatcases, and o_ what conditions, shall
s t_'ansCr_ptbe received in evidence ?"
A script being tendered in evidence in the
character of a transcript from another, that
other spoken of in the character of an original,--shall
it, or shall it not, be received?

145

! For the purpose of an assayer to this q_
! tion, seven cases must in the first place be
distinguished:
1. The alleged original is in existence, producible or eonsultable, and known to be so.
II. The alleged original is in a state of
expatriation.
III. The alleged original is in a state of
ea'provinelation.
1V. The alleged original is known to have
existed ; but is known to be no longer in
existence.
V. The alleged original is known to have
existed ; but whether it be still in existence
or not, is uncertain.
VL It is not known whether the alleged
transcript be a transcript or not, i.e. wbether there ever existed a script, from which,
in the character of a transcript, its existmace
was derived.
VII. The alleged original is known to be
in existence, but in the power of the adverse
party.
To meet these possible modifications in
the relative situation of the lot of evidence,
there are three m<rdifications of which the
conduct of the judge in relation to it is susceptible.
I. it may be received absolutely and anconditionally.
2. It may be rejected absolutely and naconditionally.
3. It may be received conditionally,
or
according to circumstances : say received sub
rondo.
This last course will, upon the wliole, be
found, in most cases, the most advantageous
one.
Case I. The ori_nal known to be producible or consultabte.
_a/e 1. Where the original is, at the time,
)roducible or accessible, no transcript or alleged transcript ought to be received without
some special reason.
Reason : Because, in poi_i_of _rustworthlhess, and with a _iew to the dao_er of misdecision, no transcript can ever be, _trietty
speaking, exactly upon a par with _he ori_nal.
lf, then, the original be produced at the same
time, the tran_ript (except m the cases i_,.---_-_ ""_"
mediately following) is superfluous, and the

* The rule of law relating to tr_n_ripts is thus a letter-book, was admitted as evi_eoce of the
laid down by Phillips :--" Examined copie_, contents of a tetter, the receipt _f _i ich wa_ acand the parul evidence of wimesses, are the or. knowledged by the defendant_ b_t w'aich letter
dinary and regular proof of the cup,tents of lost was not produced at the trial when *equ/rexL
writings. But when a written paper has been This case was remarkable for the. lolh,wu,_cdir_
traced into the possession of one of the parties turn laid down by Lord Ellenbo_3ugh:--'
The
to the suit, who does not p_c_luce it after receiv- rules of evidence must expand according to the
ing a notice, something less than an examined exigencies of society." It is much u, be Incopy may reasonably be admitted as sufficient, reenter, that the Judges, as a body. have nc_
at least to oblige the party to give better evi- courage emough to act upon this dictam_ awt
deuce, by producing the paper itself, if he finds _sweep away these exclusionary rules, which are
the secondary evidence incorrect." 1 PhiL Evid. i m such direct opposition to the exigei_cies of an,
1_ 4-59,440. In the ca_e of Pritt v. Fairclough, clety__in othe_ word$, to the entl_ of ju_c_._
Campb. 305, an entry by a deceased clerk, in ] Ed.
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vexation and expense i_cident to the production of it, uncompensated : if the original be
not produced, the transcript may be deceptitious,
Rule 2. Where, on the occasion in question,
the original cannot, without a considerable
degree of difficulty, be referred to and pcrused,--in
such case. a transcript in teaol,
purport, or effect, as the case may be, may
be exhibited in addition to the original, and
at the same time.--Examtfles
:
I. Tile origimd, in respect of obsoleteness
of language, or handwriting, or both, difficnlt
to be conceived or perused, and read with
fluency,
2. The original conceived in a language
(dead or living) other than the current language: (in this case, the transcript will be
a transcript not in tenor, but in purport or
effect.)
3. Where not the whole of the original, but
a particular part or parts only, are applicable
to the purpose in question, in the character
of evidence : especially if the relevant pottions be more or less scattered, and distant
from each other. In this case, the transcript
is of the nature of an extract or abridgment :
a transcript neither in tenor, nor (throughout
at least) in purport, but only in effect,
l¢ule 3. So, where, on tile hearing of the
cause, ibr the convenience of consultation, a
number of copies are wanted at the same
time.
Rule 4. For special preponderant reason, a
transcript may, in every instance, under approptiate conditions, be received instead of
the original,
Rule 5. Such reason will, in everyinstanee,
be reducible to some one or more of the modifieations of collateral judicial inconvenience
(viz. delay, vexation, or expense,) considered
as resulting from the production or consultation of the original, over and above what
would result from the prodnetion or consulration of the supposed transcript.
_ule 6. Of the cases in which it may happen that the production of the origiual in the
first instance shall be productive of preponperant inconvenience in the shape of delay,
-_-_._tion, and expense, the following may be
examp'l_s: -I. Where, at the time in question, it happens to br lodged in a place out of the dominions of the state,
2. Or in a place within some province beyond sea, or other widely distant province-(viz_ with reference to the seat of the tribunal
to which the evidence is to be presented.)
3. Where the original script in question
forms part of a volume, which cannot conveniently be removed from the repository in
which it is kept, by reason that other parts
of its contents are requisite to be kept in that
same place for other purposes,
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Rule 7, When (for the avoidance of delay,
vexation, or expense) a _ranscript is received
in the place of the original, its faithfulness
ought to have been previously established in
the most trustworthy manner ; or--if (for
the avoidance of delay, vexation, and expense) not in the manner the most trustworthy of all--ln the mmmer the next most
trustworthy that sballbe eompatii_le with the
avoidance of a preponderant degree of such
collateral inconvenience.
Rate 8. With reference to the adverse party
-- the party against whom the lot of evidence
is produced,--its
fidelity will have been established in the most satisfactory manner, when
such adverse party, by himself or his more
competent agents, having (upon sufficient opportunity of access) compared the transcript
with the original, finds the transcript equivalent in every rospec_ to the orighml, in point
of effect.
l_ule 9. But no script ought ever to be
received (except as by the next rule) in the
character of a transcript, in lien of the original(as aimve,) from the hands of any suitor,
without a declaration upon oath, on the part
of him or his law-agent, declaring the fact of
his having examined it by the original, and of
the persuasion he entertains of its fidelity.
Rule 10. If the transcript--having
been
examined by the original, and appearing upon
the face of it so to have been, by some appropriate official person,--has thereupon been
certified to be eorrect,_the
partyso tendering
it in evidence is not bound so to re-examine
it: but neither in this case should the deelaration of his own persuasion respecting the
fidelity of it be omitted ; although such persuasion have no other ground than the general consideration of the security afforded by
this species of preappointed evidence.
Reason 1. A possible ease is, fraud on the
part of the official examiner, by collusion with
the party tendering the evidence.
2. Error on the part of tbe official examiner,
viz. to the advantage of the party, and discovered by him by accident.
Case II. The original known to be in a state
of expatriation.
This case is, upon the very face of it, a
modification of the first ease : but, presenting
a demand for an appropriate set of arrangements, it requires to be arraJ_ged under a
separate head.
In the ease of transcriptural evidence, expatriation of the script is analogous to expatriation of the person in the ease of casually
written and hearsay evidence. The arrangemerits demanded--though,
by reason of the
different nature of the subject-matter, they
will not in ter_ninis coincide with the arrangements suitable to those two preceding casea
_ will, under the guidance of a_dogy, be haturally indicated by them.
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Rule. Where, in regard to a script proffered ments taken in that. behalf by the gnverDin, thc character of a transcript, it is ascer- meat in the state in questmn _ in the same
rained orbelieved that the original is irka state
state.
of expatriation, _let the following arrange/_ale. Where, in regard to a script proffered
meuts await the option of the judge :-in the character ofa tran_clipt, it is ascertained
1. To cause the transcript
to be sent I or believed that the original is in a state of
abroad (viz. to the place where the original _ exprovmcmtion,--let
the same arrangements
is kept,) for examination, and attestation of as in the en.se of expatriation await the option
verity.
, of the judge; suhject to such arrangements,
2. To cause a fresh transcript from the i if any, as may have been taken in this behalf
original, duly verified, to be imported m_d ; by the legL-lator, the common sovereign oi
produced.
"
i both provinces.
8. To cause the original itself to be im- i
Observations. As far as toeal distance is
portedand produced, if practicable, and with- concerned, the quantum of delay, vexation,
out preponderant inconvenience.
' and expense, attendant upon that cireumAny one of these arrangements to be taken, i stance, may be as great in the case of exor none, according to the importance of the prownciation as in that of expatriation;-cause, the importance of the article of ew- the only uniform difference between the two
dence in question in relation to the cause, the ', cases consists in thls, wz. that, in the ease of
degree of persua_ion respecting the faithful- : exproviaciation, access to the original, or the
ness or unfidthfulness of the transcript, and productmn of it. will be at ¢be comumnd of
the eomparati, ve de,.rees of iuc,mvenieace,
the government of the country in which the
in the shape of delay, vexation, and expense, ' transcript is thus proffered; in the case of
attached to the three respective courses,
expatrmtion, not.
A time to be _.eclared, _ubjeet to ,tbbreCa_e IV. The original known to have exviatlon or eniarffement fi)r _ufficient cause, at ' i_ted, but to be no longer in existence.
the expiratmn of which, if the intended ope- i Rule. Where, in r%,ard to a seript proration chosen (as above) be not performed, [ dueed in the character of a transcript, _t is
it shall be regarded as impracticable,
i known that an original script from whence
The prowsional decl_lon to be in favour dit was transcribed was onee in existence, but
either ot the party proffering the evidence, '. that it is no longer in existence; let the tranor of the adverse patt._ : and in either case, . script be received in place of the original, subwith or without se('arltv taken for e_ entual jeet to whatever considerations may he alleged
reinstatemcut.
"
[ in diminution of its trustworthiness.
"
Obse* rations. Unless the non-cxistenee of ! Reason. Neither fi'and, nor material ineor.
the alleged orlginal, or the unthlthfuines_ of I rectness, are to be presumed, both cases a_e,
the tran,cripg in all material point_, be be- [ in comparison, extremely rare. In this ease,
tiered--even
althot_gh there should be no tbrgery in the way of tabrieatiou is by the
other direct ewdenee of the existence of the supposition out of the question. An original
original than the .lud_cial te._timony of the to the transcrip_ there really was: the only
party, nor of its ta_thfidness, than tus dt.clared questmn is. whether the representation given
belief,-- rhej ud_re will _carcely refu_e to pro- of it hy the transcript be su:_stantially a faithnounee the prowsional deeNion in favour of fa] one. If tbr every thousand trmlseripts
the faithfulness of the transcript, taking se- there have been one unfaithful one, and no
eurit) for reinstatement in case the result of more; on this _uppositmn, the probability of
tl_e _eferenee so made to the original should misdecision, even suppo,mg the mffaithful
prove unfavourable.
For the reasons why, transcript to obtain erede_ee, is but as a
see the examinatiou of Case VL fi_rther on.
thousand to one ; whereas, on the other hand,
Case Ill. The original known to be in a if the transcript be necessary to warrant the
state of exprovi_ciation,
decision pra)ed for on the side of him by
This ease is. also, upon the face of it, a whom it is proffered, and beivg so, is remodification of Case t. : a modtfication closely jeered, ndsdeci_ion, in ease of rejection, is a
analogous to the last preceding ease, the ca,e certain consequence.
of expatriation.
The arrangements req_fis_te
Or say thu_: If; in every ten transcripts
to be taken will, in their general de_crq_tion, of each of which the original has ceased to
eoinetde with those _ready brought to view be in existenee, whereupon the transcript ha_
in that last-mentioned
ease ; but, in detail,
been proffered in evidence in its stead, there
the description of them will obviously require
has been one unfaithful and no more; then,
to be, in various particulars, ditferent.
In in case of admission, the probability of rotsthe ease of expatriatmn, everything that can decision is, at the utmost, but as one to Can;
be done is more or less dependent upon the whereas, in ease of rejection, it is certain.
facilities given or withholden lay the governPreviously to the deperition of the origiment in the foreign state: in the ease of hal, no fi'au_t in any shape can have existed,
exprovineiation, it depends upon the arrangeunless at the time of the li,aud the deperitmn
VoL. VII.
K
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had been foreseen; which it could hardlyhave been, unless an intention of procuring
such deperition had formed a part of the fraudulent contrivance:
no fraud in any shape,
either by, or by the help of, purposed tuffdelity on the part of the transcriber ; or by
the like on the part of an examiner; or by
forgery in the way of falsification, committed by another person at a time posterior to
the examination : always understood and supposed that, according to the known disposilions of the law, so long as the original is
in being, the transcript cannot be received on
any terms; or uot but upon the terms oi being confronted with the original, in case of
dispute,
No sooner, however, is the deperition
known, than the check which the existence
of the original opposed to lbrgery iu the way
of i:aL-ification i_ at an end. Time transcript
becomes, in that c_ent, at that period, exposed _o falsification ; to wit, as much as an
original would have bees, but no more: the
transcript, as such, is not on this score less
trustworthy than an original would have been
in its place,
Here, if the author of the falsification was
the party by whom the transcript is proffered
in evidence, the most natural ease is, that,
for the purpose of givin_g loom for the falsifieation, it was by him, or by his means, that
the deperition of the original was procured :
but another possible case is, that the deperllion took place without his participation ; for
example, by accidental fire, or in some other
way by mere accident; and. the opening to
fraud being thus made, then it was that it
occurred to him to take advantage of it.
If it be clear that, from the time of the
deperitiou of the original down to the time
of the production of the transcript, the transcript has never been either in his custody,
or, to any such purpose, in his power,--atl
suspicion of fraud on his part of course Iklls
to the ground,
As to mere accident : in one point of view
it should afford no reason at all for time rejcetion of a proffered transcript in this case.
For (design being by the supposltmn out of
the question) an incorrectness, even supposing it material, is not more likely to operate
to tlle prejudice of one party than of another:
the ehar_ees of advantage and disadvantage
being, therelbre, equal, and that with referenee to each party, their situations are respeetively the_ame asifthere wereno chance
either of adwtmtage or disadvantage on either
side.
But this circumstance is not altogether
destructive of all probability of misdeeision
fi'om this source. Whether the incorrectness
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his disadvantage, and he aware of it, he will
either not produce the transcript at all, or
not without pmnting out the error, and claim.
ing the benefit of _ts being corrected; if i_
be to hi_ advantage, and his dieposition be to
such a degree d_shonest, he will in that care
take advantage of the error, although he had
no part in the production of it.
li; fi'mn the above considerations, the
cases on which the investigation turns seem
far-fetched and improhabte,--the
more farretched and improbable the eases appear on
which the investigation turns, the clearer will
be the impropriety of any rule, which, in the
case supposed, should pronounce the exclusloe of transeriptural evidence.
Case V. The alleged originalknown tohave
existed; but whether it be still in existence
or no, is urieertaiu.
Rule. When, in regard to a script produced
in the charactex of a transcript, it is known
that an original script from whence it was
transcribed was once in existence, but whether it be still in existence is uncertain,--let
the transcript be received m evidence : but,
in the framing of the decision grounded on
tile evidence, for the avoidance of irreparable
injustice, let the same arrangements await
the optiou of the judge, as in the ease where
. (as above) the original is known to be in a
state of expatriation.
Case ¥I. A script purporting upon the face
of it to be a transcript, is proffered as such,
_but the existence of the supposed original has
I not been ascertained.
Rule. It may sometimes happen that a
script, purporting or appearing uponthe face
of it to be a transcrlpt,taken from some original of the same tenor, purport, or effect,
shall be proffered in evidence to serve in place
of the supposed original; at the same time
that no other direct evidence of the existence
of such original is producible.
In such case,
let such supposed transcript be received in
evidemre for what it appears to be worth; subject alwa) s to the double uncertainty whether
any such original as it purports to have been
I transcribed from. ever existed ; and _hethcr,
J supposing such original to have existed, the
supposed transcript
in question be a suflleiently faithful transcript of it.
In some modifications of this case, the
persuasive forec oi an article of evidence of
this description may be of itself very slight
and inconsiderable.
At the worst, however,
it wilt operate as a lot of cimcumstantial eeldeuce, evidentiarv of the existence of a eorrespondent original; and it is of the nature
t of circumstantial evidence to be susceptible
t of any degree of persuasive force: and, as
[ circumstantial evidence, be it in what shape

be
of or in
no, whose
will depend
it may,
ea/umt
too slight,
to besoreceived,
thattaken
one advantage
of the parties
custodyupon
or t in
company
withbeother
evidence,
neither
power the transcript is : if the error be to I can it in this.
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If the supposed original be an article of ] which he sees any probability of its being
casualty-written evidence, it may be extreme- _ found.
ly difficult to determine whether the script in '* This sort of case lies obviously open to the
question be a transcript of an original of the ', characteristic fraud. It may be, that no such
same tenor or effect, or whether it may not ': original instrument was ever in existence ;
itself be an original, not having been tran- i and that tile party, not choosing to run the
scribed from any other. (See below, § 5. )
! hazard of fbrging, in the way of t_abrication,
In the case where the supposed original ! any pretended original to the same effect,
(supposing it to exist) must have been an : makes andproduees this pretended transcript,
article of preappointed e_idenee, it will in ' retarding the fraud in thi_ shape as being
general be sufficiently apparent that the script more promising in point of _access, or less
in question--the
alleged transcript, if it had [ exposed to danger.
not an original, could not itself be an original. ]
What, on the other hand, may also be, is,
Why? Because the original, being by the sup- : that a genuine ori_nal to that same effec$
po_-ition an article of preappointcd evidence, . was once, and perhap_ still continues to be,
(fbr example, an instrument of agreement or m existence, but. by the operation of some
conveyance,) will have been furnished with ! cause altogether out of the reach of his knowsome intrinsic marks of authentication,
pre- ledge or conjecture, either was (le.troved, or
scribed or customary, such as could not, with- i wa._ concealed or removed oat of his'knowout fi)rzery, be given to a transcript.
'iledge.
But, as neither judicial mendacity,
In this case, another doubt may also arise _;nor fraud m any other _hape, ought to tw
concerning the alleged transcript,--viz,
whe- '. presumed--i, e. regar&-d a, certain, without
ther it be a transcript from an original ac- _-peeialiuquiry and consideratiml into theidmtuaIL authenticated,
or only a preparatory : synmasy of the case,---the state of thing_ in
sketch or draught of an instrmnent to the question, though aground of suspiciun, forms
same effect, not. at that time authenticated.
' no suiticient gzound for the absolute rejection
In the ibrmer case, a correspondent original I of the ewdence.
must, by the supposition, have existed : in /
This, in the most suspicious form that it can
the other case, thouch intended, it may never : assmne, is but a modiiication of selfscr_qng
have existed. In the ibrmer case, it is of the ' evidence ; of which, even in its most quesnature of that species of circumstantial evi- ' tionable and least trustworthy shape, it ha_
denee, di_tingui_-hed on a former occadon by * already been in some degree, and will herethe name ofposte_ wra l,riorum evidence; on after* be more tally, shown, that it ought not
the other, of the oppo_-tte nature, prtvrapos- ' in any ca_e to be ahsotutely excluded; ranch
ter*orum evidence.
!less where, as here supposed, the party is
if, upon the face of an original of the na-subjcctable
to vwd vt*ce cross-examinatiml
ture in question, a certain formulary of attcs- . upon oath.
tation (whether by positive appointment of,
By whose hand wa_ the alleged transcript
law. or by custom) be generally to b_,ibund,
made" By that of the party hy whom, in
--the
difference between a transcript and a the character of a transcript, it is profit,red
preparatory draught will, m general, trot be in evidence? It is in tbi.- case _o nbviou,ly
difficult to deeiJe: if it be a transcript, the exposed to suspiemn, that it seems little iu
formulary of attestation
will hardly have dallger of being accepted ii)r mole than it is
been omitted in _t; if it he but a preparatory . worth.
Is it in the handwrmng ot another
draught, no such formulary can make part person ? Then there n,ust have been some
of it.
' other person concerned in the business, and
The mo_t suspicious modification of this (it not imposed upton) privy to the ti'aud. If,
case is where a party proffers in ewdence a in respect of punishment, a fraud of this kind
script, which, according to his account of it, is placed (as it ou_zht to be) upon a level with
is a transcript, in tenor, purport, or effect, or_linary torgery, -- in such case, the danger
made from an original instrmuent,
of the incurred by the admission of this transcripnature of preappointed evidence (contractual, , tural kind of evidence differs but inconsiderfor instance, or say an agreement or convey- 'ahly trom the danger inseparably attached to
anne;) which instrument, he say% was once theadmis_ionofpreappointedhutunreg'.stered
in his possession (or in the possession_of some contractual evidence in general ; since all such
person to whose interest he succeeds in qua- ewdence, being unregistered,
is liable to be
hty of representative--suppose
his ancestor
forged.
or testator,) but is now, to use the common
If the party disguises his hand, to make i_
expression, lost : i. e. not that he knows of its look like that of another person, a qnestio.q
having perished, or has any particular reason that cannot fail to be put to him is, who the
for supposing it to have perished; but that,
writer is. In this case, whmher he names
after every search he eml make, he has not a particular individuM, or declares that he
been able to find it, nor can think of any
place, as yet unsearehed or tminquired at, at
• Book IX. Exclusion.
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knows no_ whoit is, here at any rate is a ca_e
Ti, it a script, or anything
else,
should
of judicial
mendacity,
sttperadded
to a fi'aud
l.Jc, beel_ in the power of the party in qtleswhich ought likewise
to be considered
,_. a lion, or any other individwll,
is ()lie of tho_e
modification
of |orgery.
If the t)erson named
evc:Jt_ against
tl,c happening
of _hich.
be
by him be a living individual,
then the in,_ithey ever so undenirabie,
no industry
on tLe
vidual is living to contradict
him: if an indlpart of the law can afford secm'itv.
But that
vidual now dead, thele will be other writings,
a script, or anything
el.e, the fortt'Jeomi.gne,_
the genuine
writings
of that same individual,
of which is requisite
for the pro'poses of justo confi'ont
with
this forged
and spuriou_
tire, should co_*_*nue m,forthcorning
notwithscript:
if it be mi individual
of whose hand
standing,
and at the same time continue
ill
no specimens
are to be fbund, then comes the
existent'e,
is a .state of things which cannot
species of counter-evidence
eonstituted
by the
have place from any other c,ulse than an iliimprohabilityoftheaneged
fact, viz. that, of
exeas_tbleimperfection--avoluntaryimbecia hand expert
in writing,
this, and no one
lily' , ill the system of procedure.
Supposing
oilier production,
should be to be found,
it (for argument's
sake)
ptlt out of doubt,
Supposing
the instrument
genuine,
it will I that
a man, having any such article
in his
seldom happen
that
no circum-.tantial
evi- i custody
or power,
wili'ully persists
in the
denee,
evidentiarv
of the occasion
of execu- t non-production
of it,--no
torture
that he
ring it, andshould
the probabilit
v of its having
been
exeeuted,
be to be'found
In l,toporlion as the existence of this sort of confirma-

submitthe to,
rather _hanofju,tiee,
comply incould
this
: chose
re.-pect to with
obligations
i be too severe : at rio price should it be per-

tire circumstantial
evidence appears-probable,
:he unforthcomingness
of it _ill constitute
an objection
to the trustworthiness
of the
supposed transcript
; and an objection too ohvious to be in (tanger of being overlooked.
By all these
considerations,
not only the
danger of deception
in case of fl'aud, tint the

mitted to a man to purclia_e the privi|ege
of
[ flying ill the face of law, and committing
a
I known injustice,*
I
A possible, and not very extraordinary
case,
[ is thi_ : The original,
t'_aving been [n the
bands of tile adver.e
party, ha_ pa_-_ed out of
his hands, arid altogetller
out, of his power,

probability
of an. appear
attempt to at
by. i three
withoutof *lie
any transcript,
design of eludm_
probative
fraud,
,,','ill surely
be deception
reduced
very
and, in the
a word,
witht, onsiderably
below-1 will not say certainty
' out an)" default of hJs in any .hape.
in this
--but
below an even chance.
To fhcilitate
case, lie wilt naturally
be able to show, if
conception,--out
of a hundred cases in which
it has perished,
t hat it has perished ; it' not.
evidence of this sort is proffered,
in ten, and
into what ntlwr hands it has pa_-sed. It; inno more than ten, it is accompanied
with
stead of this, he dec|are_
(being,
of course,
fraud, and in one out of these ten the fraud
judicially
examined)
that iie kuow_ not what
succeeds,
Thus
stands the matter,
on the
is become of the originat. -- in such ca-e, alsupposition
of the admission
of the evidence
though
the declaration
should
be true. no
In nil*ely eases trot of every hmldred,
right
injustice can reasonably
be to he apl_r_ hended
deei_ion_jnstice,
is the consequence
; m one
irom con.idering
the verity of the transcript,
only,misdeeision--injastiee.
Next,suppose
a as between
them two at lca_t, as sufficiently
peremptory
exclusion
put upon this species- of established,
lfl affel this declaration,
he deevidence.
Here the proportions
are rever_ed:
elares, moreover
(under
the slmle securities
in one instance,
italy.decision-mju_-tice,
is for veracity as are applied
to the tc.-timony
prevented;
in nb,etylILstances,
right decision
of an ordinary,
witness,)
that he does not
is prevented,
il_justice is produced,
believe
the atlcged transcript
to be faithful,
It the above ratio_ ai)pear too great, take
but to be unfaithful
in such or such specified
lesser ones:
but they _llt hardly be taken,
points,_here
comesacontrarietyofevidenee,
by an) body, so small,
but that,
in Ins wew
a difficulty under which the judge must form,
of the matter,
the probability
will tie still on
on this as on other cases, tbt, be.t judgment
the same side--the
practical
result will be
in his power.
still the same.
In this case,-as between
these two par(M*e VI1. The original in the power of the [ ties, the witiflmlder
of the original,
and the
adver,e
party,
holderofthe
transcript,-it manil_stly
makes
ObsereaOons.
In this ease, so long as the
no difference,
whether
the original
be proparty in whose
hands
the original
is, does
dared,
that, by comparison
with it, the trannot pr(uluee
it, the existence
of the alleged
script
may be verified ; or whether,
on the
transcript
being notified
to him, the fidelity
non-production
of the original,
the verity of
of the transcript
is thereby
proved, as against
_ueb detainer,
by a most satisfactory
speeies
* English procedure,
with the most perfect
•
complacency,
licenses injustice in this shape, m
of evidet_ce--the
virtual
admission
of the
a most deJ_lorable extent.
But of thi_ kfi_d of"
party interested
in the proof of unfaithfulness
imperfection
the display belongs_ not to the preo
on the part of the transcript,
if in truth it
sent subieet, but to that of Procedure,
and th*
were chargeable
with any such defect,
head ol "Forthcoming_*e*s.
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the transcript
be declared
to be sufficiently
a_certained,
As between
them two. yes: supposing
the
holder of the transcript
satislied of its verity
-- satisfied,
¢(,nsequen_ly,
that
the original
itself, if produced,
wouht not he more favour,
able to his cause.
A_ between
them two,
yes: but not as between
other per,_m*.
If it
were under_tood
that. on the terms- of e_tabhshing
the verity
of an alleged tr:mseript,
the posses-.or of the alleged orivdnat
had it
ab_-olutely in iris prover to protect it from the
scratin)
ot the judge,
and to mako the al]aged transcript
good ewdence
against other
per,on,, u, the ¢ame orother _uits,--the
effect
of forgery might thus be rendered
attainable,
wilhout
any of the risks.
In pursuance
of a
preconee, ted scheme of collusion,
in an action
brought
on purpose,
a pretended
transcript
of a deed of any description
and to any value
is proi'errcd m e_atence
by the plaintiff;
no**ice/or the produetmn
o_ the original i_ given
to the defendant;
the dcfendan_
iurhears
to
produce
il ; and thereupon
the character
of
an original--an
original confirmed by judicial
inqmry, is given to the fraudulently
pretended trausc_ipt,
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Arrangements
jbr securing the.fideld//
qftranscr@ts.
Rule 1. Upon
e_ery transcript,
made by
a public
scribe in the course of oftice, let a
pledge
of correctness
be entered
upon the
face of it, a_ follows .-t. The name of the transcriber,
written
by
his own hand.
2. The designation
of the actual time of
taking
the transcript
; expressed
by the da?,
month,
and year.
3. The de-Agnation
of the place at which
the transcript
_as takcu.
Rule 2. if, of the .-ame transcript,
one part
be written
by one hand, another
by another,
:he designation
should be repeated every time
it thus changes
hands;
but, the name once
given at lcngd_, the initials will afterward_
be sufficient,
Ru/e 3. This oblieation
ought equally
t.o
be extended
to prothssional
scribes ; for example, to notaries,
conve)aneers,
attorne)s,
and their clerks.
Rule 4. Where, either at the time of making
the tran-eript,
or afterwards,
it comes to be
examined
by any person other than the tram
scriber,
thesame
pledge of correctness
should
be given by such exmmnee likewise.
Rule 5. And this whether,
on the part of
the transcriber,
the transczipt
hears on the
face of it any such pledge of correctness,
or
_ot.
Rule 6. Of every such official, as well as
of every such proi?ssio.'ml
transcript,
as well
the writer as the examiner
should at all times

the fidelity of the transcript,
and the truth
of their respective
marks of verification,
as
above.
RMe 7. If, not_dthstanding
all such ex.
ternai evidence,
the fidelity of the transcript
be in dispute,
and the original be still forthcoming,-the examination
of the transcript
by the original, as touching
the pohtts in dis.
pure, may be made at any time, by or under
the e)es of the judge.
Taken
on the whole, the uses of these entries are not unobwous.
1. To afford a security
against
incorrecthess through
negligence.
If error appears,
it
appears at the same time who the pmson is,
to whom it is to be imputed.
2. To afford a security
against
fraud.
If
fraud have any share in the production
of the
error,--being
the work of design, it cannot
but he a material
one, so as to operate
to
the prejudtce
of some right.
But, the more
material
it is, the more strongly
it points
the e3e of suspicion
upon the person of the
transehber;
and there he is, to answer for
it. If the entry be not the writing
of the
person who,e writing
it purports
to be, it is
then a forgery:
and, in this case, the punishmcnt and peril of forgery attach
upon the
h'aud.
3. A collateral
and inferior use, in the ease
of the tlanseriber,
is, to serve a._ an index
and mea,ure
of his capacity and diligence,
by
showing
the quantity
of business dispatched
by hnn in each given pm tion of time.
_
The u-e of the designatiotl
of the time,
I c_)uplcd with that ot the place, is to throw
] difficulties
in the way of forgery.
The forgary will be detected,
if it should appear that,
on the day in question,
there was no such
person writing in that office, in that place.
And, as to the clerk himself
whose hand is
thus tbrged,
it will be easier to him to say
with a_uranee
that he wrote no such paper
on this or that particular
day. than that l_e
never wrote
any such paper
in the whole
comse of his life. At the particular
time in
question,
it may happen to him to recollect
that his whole time was occupied
about other
business.
In the ca_e of the examiner's
mark of atI testation,
an effectual
indication
of forgery
wilt be afforded,
should it ever appear that,
. before the time therein specified,
the origixml
had perished.
In the ease of an official transcript,
the
', desigmatiou
of the place may, at first sight.,
; appear superfluous.
The _ituation
of the oflii cml house is a matter of universal
notoriety;
! and the official
books and doeuments
are
t kept at the official house.
But,
I
1. In some cases, the office itself is amhu. latory;
as in the case of military office.-, by
sea and lmad.

be subject

;

4

to judicial

examination,

touching

'2. The transcript

nm)

be of the nat,re

of
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those which are destined to be sent out of the _ nay, even by any transcript, of which, thottgh
office; such as circular letters, and the like.
it be known that it was made or examined
3. The doemnent in question, though de- in this or that particular office, m_d conseo
signed to be kept in the office, may, on stone qnently by one or other of the clerks that at
unfore-een occasion, be sent out of it, or, by one time or other have been employed in that
accident, separated from it. The designation
office, it is not known by what one in pattiof the place will in this case serve for tlle eular of those clerks it was written or exareplacement of it.
mincd.
4. The desig_lation of the person is scarcely complete without the designation of the § 5. Itow to d_sti,_gulsh bet_t,een original and
place. Of the names called prnper names,
tree,script.
there are few but what are in iaet common
In the ease of preappointed evidence, all
to many persons,
difficulty from this source is, or at least naOf the above-proposed arrangements,
the turally will be, endeavoured to be provided
description is _imple, the efficiency obwous, against and prevented.
and the trouble not considerable. The apBut, in the case of casually-written
eviplieation of them may at least be considered I dence, the case may remain exposed to every
as forming the matter of a general rule. If, difficulty.
in this or that particular instance, the lat_our
If it be a letter, that letter will naturally
should appear to outweigh the utitity.--in
I be signed by. him whose discourse it is. But,
every such particular instance it will be easy i among persons in habits ofintim'acy with each
other, and perfectly acquainted with each
tOadapteddiscardtothemthe
case.bY
a special rule of exception i other's hands, the formality will often have
• In the case of an official transcript (a_i been omitted.
above.) a transcript having for its writer, or
But a _eript appears in form of a lelter,
examiner, or both, a pubhc fmlctionary,--if]
and that letter signed b_ a name. To a perthe above arrangements for the security of son sufficiently acquainted with the handindividual responsibility be established, the writing, it may be proportiomdly clear that
security afforded (as above) by the relative
it is the handwriting of the individual whose
date of the judicial deposition, witl be the name it hears: but. to the persons interested
less material; inasmuch as the certificate or in the business, that person and his handattestation
of transcription
or examination
writing are (suppose) alike unknown.
In
will never have been attached to the tran- that case, fl'aud of every kind apart, it canscription, but under the persuasion of even- not assuredly he known to a certainty whetual liability to judicial scrutiny,
ther the script be an original or a copy. All
On that snpposition, the case to which it that can be said is, that its being an ofigi_pplies with particular efficiency is that where nal is the more frequent, and thence in each
the examiner hau not been any such public individudl case (setting aside idiosyncratic
fimctionary, but some unofficial'individual-indications) the more natural and probable,
such, for instance, as a profes._ional agent of result.
For,
this or that one of the partie_ in the cause ;
1. Considered in an aggregate point of view,
or, in case of an instrument of conveyance,
the number of letters of which no transcripts
or other contract, the man of law, or the are taken, exceeds (it may well be thought)
clerk of the man of law (notary, attorney,
in a prodigious degree the number of those
or cmweyanccr,)
by whom the original was of which transcripts are taken.
But the
drawn, or who, in the way of his profes- strength of this consideration will depend
sional functions, had had occasion to advert
upon a variety of circmnstances:--l.
Upon
to the contents of the original for auy other
the importance of the subject of the letter;
purpose,
commercial, or non-commercial--relative
to
With the help of this cheek, so strong i- business purely private, or to business more
the collective body of security thus afford- or less pubhc, &c. : 2 Upon the prevalence
ed, that the trustworthiness
of an examiner of the faculty and habit of taking copies of
of the least trustworthy description may be letters, in the country in question, at the
raised by it to a level superior in the eye of time in question.
reason to a person of the most trustworthy
2. When a transcript of a letter is taken
description, to whom, for want of the requi- (fraud apart,) i_ is common and natural thal;
site arrangements, the _eurlty for individual
upon the face of it it should be so intitulefl;
responsi_ility is toand not to apply. For ex- or, at any rate, that in some way or other an
ample, the testimony of the party by whom, indication should be given of its not being
and con_-.eqneufly in favour of whom, the meant for anything more. Ontheother
hand,
supposed transcript is proffered in evidence,
this indication is a circumstance to which it
wilt, under these circumstances,
present, a may easily happen to be omitted. A letter ties
better claim to credence than can be pre- before me: I take a copy of it (no matter
sented by any supposed official transcript ;_ ] for what purpose) for my own use : I know
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it to be but a copy: what need have I to
give the information to myself?
Suppose other persons are meant to share
with me in this use--all
of whom are aequainted either with me or with the writer
of the original_ and with our respective hands,
Even in this case, the indication will be apt
to appear alike superfluous, and, as such, to
be omittt-d,
3. If the original be no more than a memorandam, written by the writer for his own
use, and not addressed to anybody, or meant
to be sent to anybody ;-- in that case, if' a
transcript be taken of it byanother person,
it may be impossible for any third per_-ou
(otherwise than by examination of one of the
persons--the
writer of the original, or the
transcriber) to give so much as aguess which
was the original, which the transcript. Either,
presenting itself without the ottler, would
of course be taken ibr an original : from the
sight of tire original alone, no person would
be Ied to coneImle that any transcript had been
made of it; from the signet of the transcript
alone, no per_-on would be led to conclude
that it was not an original, but a transcript,
Such would generall) be the case, supposing
both of them equally free from alterations
and shps of the pen. On the other hand,
Where alterations and blemisbes are _isible,
from the nature of these blemishes some sort
of uldication or ground of cot_jecture respecting the script in question taken _-ingly. as to
the question whether it be an cciginal or a
copy, may every now and then be discoverable.
In an oilgln_fl, whatever alterations occur
will naturally havc arisen from a corresgondent change in the thought and plan of the
discourse.
If one wold be su uek out, and
another written over it, the word thus substituted will commonly have no resemblance
in physical appearance to the word to which
it is substituted : especially if, a clause cornposed of three or four words in connexion
being struck through, a_mther clause, erabracing also a nmnber of words, be put to
serve instead of it.
In a transcript, where any such alterations
are perceptible, if the error consisted in the
omission of a word or series of words, the
correction will consist in the insertion of such
omitted word or words; which insertion, the
error not having been discovered tilt the line
is finished, will commonly be made in the way
of interlineation.
If the error consisted in
the substitution of one word for another, the
improper word will, in general, be a word
more or less nearly similar in physical appearance to the proper one.
In short, _in an original, if any alterations
are perceptible, they will be sneh as, being
*,he result of a elmnge of thought, wilt be in_i_-tive of such a chm_ge : in a transcript, if

15_.

any alterations are perceptible, they 'alU no_
be indicative of any change of thought.
On the occasion of these and all other such
diagnostics, a caution as useful as any or all
of them put together, is, _mt to place tooimplieit a confidence in them ; and this for two
1reasons : -- 1. Because, even frand apart, their
/ conclusiveness is susceptible of an infinity of
i gradatmns ; 2. Because, if any one were unI derstood to be conclusive, fraud would natui rally bend its endeavours to take advantage
t of the rule._Example
: In the natural state
I of things, fraud apart, an original brouillon
. may swarm with substitutions
and interi lineatinns, to any degree of complication
a
i transcript will not naturally be infected in any
i considerable degree with any such blemishes.
'. But, if this were to be understood in the
_icharacter of a peremptory rule, to which the
': judge were obhged to conform --a man who,
I making a transcript, wished for any smis_r
i purpose to make it pass for an original, would
! fill it with such blemishes on purpose.
I Rule. Where, as between diver_ scripts
I emanating fi'om the same original source, a
doubt arises which is to be considered as the
authentic draught ; as, for instance, between
two such scripts, whether the first be alough
sketch preparatory to the original, and the
second the original, or the first an original,
and the second a transcript (viz. either in
tenor or in substance ;)-- let not the claim of
any such script to be constdered as the more
authentic, bt. regarded as fixed by an) general
rule applicaMe to all sorts, or to an). sorts,
of scrtpts, except so far as, in the instance of
this or that particular species of script, the
distinction may h_ve been fixed by an appropilate provision of statutelaw.
But, in each
instance, let all such of the contending scripts
as can he produced, be produced accordingly ;
and, from a .loint comparison of them all, let
the true import of the discourse be collected.
Examples :1. Shop-books.
Several shop-books kept
by the same shopkeeper.
In some, the order
of the entries will have been purely chronological: in the waste-book and jourlml.
In
others, the primary principle of arrangement
will be logical ; the transactions being classed
in groups, sometimes according to the persons, sometimes according to the things, to
which they relate: the chronologiCal principte of arrangement being secondary with
relation to these logical ones.
In general, an entry belonging to that book
in which the tran_tion
is entered before it
is entered in any other, will be more trustworthy than the correspondent entry in any
other of the books : because the former one
win be of the nature of an original, the othcr_
no more than transcripts, entered on so many
different principles of arrangement.
But it
may" happen that a mistake was made in th¢
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prior entry, and _hat it received correction in l a source of real evidence--either
obliterates
a posterior one.
{or alters the evidentiary appearances pre2. Official books of any public office. The ]sented by it in the state in which he tbund it,
documents usually entered in the office being I or superinduces upon it. fresh appearances of
known,--the
document, as made out in pro- i his own production, such as appear tohim COn.
per form, will naturally have been pnJceded _ ducive to his purpose (viz. in the present case,
in many instances by a short minute or memo- i that of exculpating him from the charge.)
randum, indicative*of the species of the do- I This, it is evident, is neither more nor less
eument which is to be made out, and ._c_'ving] than the sort of fraud which there has already
for instruction to the clerk b_ whmu _t is to I been occasion to bring to view (to wit, in the
be made ont.
t_Book on Circumstantial Evidence,) under the
3. The documents (if more than one) set- denomination
of foraerq of real evidence:
ring to exhibit a man's last will :--viz. if no alterative or fabrieat[_'c,'as the ease may be.
sufficient care has been taken by the legMator
One circutn_tance is remm kable, as being
to stamp the character of anthenticlty upon ' peculiar in relation to this modification of
a document of a particular description, to the ' t.'au._mitted evidence. Exposed, as it has been
exclusion of all others that are liable to come ,een to be, to a characteristic fraud, it is so
into competition with it: or if a document,
no otherwise than as the corresponding iraupon the tace of it authentic, should come to mediate evidence is: the real evidence atbe impugned on the ground of spuriousncs%
forded by the stone physical ohject,--issuing
falsification, or unfairness in respect of the frmn the same source.
mode of bringing it into existence.
The cause of the difference is, that, in the
case of the other modification of transmitted
evidence, there m'e at least two persons conCHAPTER
IX.
cerned, or supposed to be concerned, in the
character of witnesses or sources of evidence,
OF REPORTED
REAL EVIDENCE:
i. _. SUPPOSED
EVIDENCE,
TRANSMITTED
THF, OUGH
two
persons,
the one of which
(.viz. the
exlrajudicial witness) may, under favour of his
oIiAL
JUDICIAL
TESTIMONY,OR
THROUGH
exemption
from
the
sanction
of
an
oath,
and
CASUALLY-WRITTEN
EVIDENCE.
"
frmn ero_.s-examination, pitt a deceit upon the
TIIE infeliority of transmitted evidence, as other (viz. upon the intended judicial witcompared with immediate evidence from the ness;) such a deceit, from which the judge,
same source, is as manifest in the instance of armed as lie is with those instruments for
this, as of any other, species of transmitted
the extraction of truth, is proportionably deevidence.
This species of evidence cannot fended.
therefore hut be ranged tinder the head of
But, to the fraud liable to be practised
makeshift evidence.
At the same time, the upon, or in relation to, real evidence, the steases are nuruerm_s, and the description of tuatiou of one cause stands no less exposed
them extensive, in which the correspondent
than that of another--that
of the judge, no
immediate evidence is not to be had, yet in ! less than that of any reporting percipient witwhich evidence from that source is so ma- ness, on whose report, through choice or neterial, that, in a general view, the admissibi- cessity, he rests his conception of the fact,
tity of it, even in the secondary and reported
instead of the testimony of his own senses,
form, is altogether out of dispute.
. with his own judgment for their assistance.
Of the instructiveness
and importance of I For this same reason, everythingtbat relates
real evidence, a general view has Mrcady been I to the examinabillty of the snpposed exti*jugiven under the head c_rcumstantiM evidence, II ,dicillt witness. ,has
tiere there
. no. place here .
of which it constitutes a species.
On the Is no extrajndwml wmJess m the case; in the
present occasion, what remain, to be brought t room of the interrogable or nninterrogable
to view is the specific description of the ct_a- Iperson, we have the uniutenogable th_,y.
racteristic fraud, and the modifications which , The )er¢onal evidence ,y which the'supthis species of transmitted evidence is suscep- posed real evMence m qucmon is trm_sm_tted
tible of, according to the nature and trust- I to the conception of the judge, may wear any
worthiness of the medium through which it ] of the forms which have already been brought
may happen to be transmitted to the coneep- I toview:--l.
Oralevidence,judicial testimony,
i_EAL

tionThe
of species
the judge.
of fraud to which this species
of makeshift evidence stamts exposed, may
be thus described :-- A person (suppose the
defendant, or any other person on his behalf,
in an expected crimimd (muse)--applying
himself to the thing which, with relation to
the principal fact in question, is already betome, or which he proposes to convert into,

(by the supposition)
mostjudicial,
trustworthy,
I delivered
or extracted the
in the
that is
I mode; 2. Casually-writtcnevidence;minutes
! taken, descriptive of the appearances exhiI hired by the thing--by
the ._ource of" the
t real evidence: taken by a private individual,
}in the situation of an extrajudiciaI, and not
' an offieiat, witne_s,--taken
consequently at
] the time when the evlden6ary appeara_ces
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are freshest, and most instructive, or at any i difference in point of ,_rustworthiness, it e_m
late period (if any,) when, by the agency of I only be in so far as there is something in the
time, they have been rendered less correctly i particular nature of the real evidence in queginstruetive: taken, again, either at the very I lion, that, disqualifies it from being tr_msmoment of"inspection, or at any succeeding {mitred with accuracy through the medium of
period, and at the end of any longer interval i personal report: tile perceptions which it elof time. 3. Written evidence taken by a pre- ! fords to a percipient witness being such as
appointed, and, quoad ht_eat least, m_official, ; cannot, without material alteration, be transwitness: not by the judge himself, but by . mitted through the medium of language.
some person of chosen trustworthiness, apBut, even in thi_ case, the difference in
pointed for the purpose either hy general and point of trustworthiness will not be so grea L
permanent designation of the law, or by spe- as, upon the f_ace of the above statement, it
eial appointment t?om the judge. 4. Judicial
might at first sight appear to be. The judge
testimony, delivered and extracted in the --the offieialpermanentjudge_isnot,
upon
judicial mode, but grounded and supported
the footing of this arrangement, so correctly
by written minutes, containing the result of : and fult) informed, as in the case where the
the inspection: the view itself taken, and mformatmn is pre_ented to him in the shape of
the result committed to writing, at a period immediate real evidence. True: but (though
earlier than that. at which the business could he is not) his nominee, his deputy, -- the
have been performed by a judicial pre_enta- i person selected by him on the ground of his
tion, or examination in the first instance.
_appropriate trustworthines.-, as qualified, for
Comparing witheach other thetwo _pecies the purpose in question, to officiate in his
of evidence, th(, original and reported (hearptacc,--receive_
and contemplates the thing in ,nind the several causes of inferiority
formation in its character of immediate real
observable in make.hlft ewdence, with rela- evidence.
The decision of the case does not
tion to the correspondent speci,_s of regular i in effect lose the benefit of immediate tea,
evidence,) we shall find the difl_:rence much evidence : the resldt of the arrangement is no
lest in this, than in any other, instance.
: more than this, viz. that the decision in effect
1. The person by whom the reported real ! is _rans|hrred from the judge m ordinary, to
evidence is reported, may ahvays be a pre- another judge, who, though but an occasional
appointed witness--- and that witness preap- one, may, on the particular occasion in ques.
pointedevenbythejudge.
Herethenvanisbe_
_tion, for anything that appears, be regarded
all danger of fraud. Of all the severalspecies
a_ equally fit and competent.
\
of makeshift ewdenee, this is the only one '
Upon this footing staml_ the disadvantage
which is not exposed to any variety of'what
which reported real evidence lie_ raider, when
we have called the charact_'ri_tic.fraud,
compared with immediate real evidence. Con2. The person appointed thus to act in the _idered in another point of view, it may (at
(,haraeter of reporting witness, may be, and least in certain circumstances) appear pusnaturally will be, a pers,m possetsed of that
sessedofan advantage. Fur the judicial trustappropriate stock of information, which, with worthiness of the official judge-- for the prorelation to the subject-matter of the depo- bity, attention, and intelligence, brought into
sition, will place him in the predicaa*cnt of action by him on the occasion,the public
a scientific witness. The danger of deception
possesse_ in this ease a sort of security, which
on the part of the judge, without fraud on it possesses not in the other. Suppose in the
the part of the deposing witness-- without
place of the judge an all-perfect humm, being.
any symptom of weakness in his rational fa- and at the _me time, on the part of the proeulties--without
any other than such of which pond occasional judge-depute ad hoc, a ('hahis intellectual faculties may be the _'at,-ratter considerably inferior in these respects
is thus reduced to its minimum,
to his principal ; the difference and the disadTo the moral trustworthiness ofot'ficial evi- vantage on the side of the reported real evidence (viz. of judicial, the most trustworth)
deuce, in its comparison with the immediate,
_,pecies of officml, e'cidenee,) he may, and an- may be very considerable. On the other hand,
tur,dly will, add the ,ntelleetualtrustworthi-_uppose m_y considerable degree, though it
hess of scientific evidence. If no appropriate
be no more than the ordinary degree, of demodification of physical science be requisite, _fc eney in point of trustworthiness
on the
the person selected for this purpose will na- , part of the ordinary judge ; or (what is at
rurally he appoh,ted by the judge ; a person ! once an equally natural and less invidious
known to him through the medium of official i supposition) suppose but, on the part of the
relation and intercourse: in the opposite ease, i public, a degree (though it be no more than
putation of appropriate science,
some perks recommended by the general reIt tbtlows, then, that if, between the iramediate and the thus reported real evidence,
thc_e be in any ease any practically material

eienev of t'rustworthiness
in any of thee
i the ordinary'degree)
of suspicion of a deft. points on the part of the judge ; the advanI rage capable of being possessod by the infor_,marion _¢henm the shapeofreporttdevidenee,
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may be not inconsiderable. The judge (supposing him to repair to the spot alone) sees
as r_uch of the evidence as he pleases, and
no more than he pleases: pays what attention to it be pleases, and 11o more than he
pleases : contemplates it, if he pleases, on
one side only, and with no other intention
than that of discovering what pretences can
be found, what excuses can be made to the
public and his own conscience, fbr deducing
fi'om it inferences favourable to that side o[
the cause which his affcctions induce him to
espouse. _rith these eyes it is that he views
it: and it is after thus viewing it, in his chafactor of a witness, that lie reports it-- to
whom ? To himself, in the character of a
judge. It is the judge himself who i._ the witness; and that witness examined in secreto
judicis, in the recesses of the jmtge's own
conscience : examined, and without crossexamination, by the judge.
Turn now to the opposite case, and see
upon what footing stands the case of informat[on from the same source, when reported
to the judge through the medium of some
other official (or at any rate a preappomted)
witness. His report is delivered,--it
may at
least be, and therefore (at the instance of
either party) ought to be, delivered,--upon
the same footing, in every respect, as that of
any ordinary witness-- in pubhc, and subject
to cross-examination,
with the several attendant securities.
It is fi'om this completely
scrutinized evidence, delivered under the eye
of the public, that the judge, himself speaking
and acting under the eye of the public, draws
his inferences,
In the one case, the judge decides upon
data not before the public, and the public in
consequence has no eontroul over him: in the
other case, the judge decides, as in ordinary
eases, from data which are as completely before the public as before himself,
With respect to the option, the question
therefore seems to be brought to this point :
--In the ease where the information presents
itself to the judge in the shape of immediate
real evidence (the judge conveying himself
to the spot for the purpose of contemplating
it in that shape,) can he, or can he not, take
the public, a sufficient portion of the public,
with him ? if he can, and does,-- in such case
the immediate evidence preserves its superiot[iv over transmitted evidence : if he does
not,-'-" in that case, the transmitted evidence,
instead of being inferior, is in fact, in aprac-
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CIIAPTER
X.
OF EVIDENCETRANSMITTEDTHROUGHAN
I_DErI._IT_ NUMBm_or MEDIA.
WE come now to the case where the Jurormat[on in question presents itself as if transmitted through media, simple or complex, as
above described, and in each case with repetitions, in any number, of any one or more
of the elements.
The modifications of which this case is susceptible, are evidently infinite. Happily, the
conduct that seems proper to be observed in
I relationto them will be found capable of being
I determined by a few simple principles.
I
The first point to be ascertained under this
] bead, is the influence exercised by the mnnher of the media upon the probative force of
the information thus conveb.ed.
For this purpose, instead of the word mediurn, there may on some occasions be a couvenience in employing the word degree.
The mode in which this is to be done, is by
reckoning, for every medmm through which
the evidence [)asses, a degree. Thus, hearsay
evidence through one medium is of the first
degree, through two media of the second degree, and so on.
1. In every succession from one medium
r
not abstract real justice, but apparent justice.
I Real justice is no otherwise of importance, than
i in as tkr as apparent justice (asia the case in the
] ordinary state of things) depends upon it. The
', supposition is a strained and odious one; p.or is
it without great exertmn and reluctance, that the
mind of shun, especially the mind of an ardent
lover of ju,tiee, can bring itself to frame it : but,
tbr the moment_ and in the character of a supposition, it may be an instructive one. Better
by tar that injustice should be really done in all
cases, so justice be universally thought to be
done in the same eases, than that jusuce should
be done in all cases, at the same ume that m
half, or though it were but a quarter, or say a
tenth_ or even a twentieth part of those cases
we know....not where to draw the line,) injustice,
•
.
and not justice, were with equal umversahty
thought to be done. In the former case, in resport of the mischief of the second order (see
Dumont, and Introduction,) no Mann, no sense
of insecurity, by the supposition: in the other
case, a violent alann--a strong sense of insecurity,
andin that
universal
But_
the acase
where one.
the information k_prosented to the judge in the shape of immediate
real evidence, the public not present,--the sort
of justice in favour of which the chance is aug.
monied,
is no more
real in
abstractju._tice,
as
above described:
thethan
justace
favour of which

tical view, superior, to the immediate evi- the chance is lessenec_, is apparent justice. In
deuce; the transmitted evidence (though in the case where the public is present--whether
itself it possesses the characteristic property it be in the shape of immediate real evidence, or
of makeshift and irregular evidence) to the t reported real evidence, that the information is
rot,ajar.*
I presented-- the probability in favour nf apparent
[ justice is at any rate preserved undiminished,
• Thejustice_ that is, of immediate and int_in. [ howsoever, in the case of reported cvidence_
sicimportance--the justice upon which the sense ] the .matter may stand in respect of real abstrac_
of _tr-ity on the part of the public dcpends_ i_ jusuce.
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to another, by which a supposed ex_rajudicial
statement passes, in its way from the supposed percipient or other primary extrajudicial n,_rrator, to the ear or eye of the judge,
it loses a portion of its probative ib_ce,
2.* This it does of course from the mere
consideration of the general chance of incorrectness, and without taking into the account
any peculiar chance of incorrect_ess capable
of being produced by the idiosyncratic rimraeter of any of the supposed intervening relators,
3. The circumstance of mendacity or bias
aff{)rds likewise at every step an a[iditional
chance or prob,_bilitv, of' incorrectness. , as well
as of falsel_ood ta tote: but this chance, depending upon idiosyncratic character and cir-;
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formationpresented tmmedlatelyto the judge,
ls inversely as the number of degrees. 2. Supposing, at each degree, one witness, and no
more ; at each degree, it is therefore inversely
as the number of media or witnesses. 3. But,
at any given d_*gree, it is directly as the aurabee of witne_es standing at that same degree,
and supposed to have agreed with one another
in their respective extrajudlciat statements
in relation to the stone tact.*
Hence it appears how iueonsiderate and
inadequate the provision is, of those laws,
which, without entering rote any such exi planations as above, take upon them to oht' viate nfisdecision, hr. requiring, a_.a necessary
i gr,mnd to the validltv of the deeisinn, a apetiffed number of witnesses. The nmnber may

c_tmstances, is incapable of beiog e_-timated, i b_ completed, and the probative force of the
any further than as the situation and charae- evidence may in fact, instead of greater, ee
ter of individuals is taken into the account, _btt _o much'tess, than if there were but ore.
and made the suhjeet, of speci,fi, investigation_.. ,
On the part ot the j' ldge. common honesty._,
4. Conceive dryers supposed extrajudicial I enlightened by common sense, would (it may
witnesses of the _mte remove or degree, each [ be thought) be sti_ficient to supply any such
represented as confirming, in tenor or in pur- [ deficiencies on the part of the legislator, and
port, the supposed statement supposed to have _,thence to prevent misdecision on this ground.
been given by the rest :_fbr each such wit- I Bnt the instances in which the light of comness (credit given to the fact of their having t men sense has been extinguished by the onexisted in that character,) the evidence ae- I pours of jurisprudential science, are, as it will
quires a portion of probative force.
[ be seen throughout, but too abundant : and
5. But the greatest additional portion of i to obviate in thag qumter some apprehended
probative force capable of beingthnsacquired,
i deft,Aerie) in the article of common honesty,
can never be great enough to raise the proha- i _n the undisguised object of the legislator in
tire force eta lot of hearsay evidence standing i the framing of such restrictive and exclusi*e
at that degree, to a level with one standi_g at, _egulations.t
a higher degree, *. e. in which the number of I
nkedm it, is supposed to have passed through I of "hear.,ay
The ab,weremarks
apply not
onlymedia,
to the case
evidence through
many
but
is less.
I al_o to that of transeriptltious ewdenee through
6. Deponens (for example) states, that, on ! many media, or transcript_ of transcript.*. One
a certain
a number of
persons,Middlewhom i tee
remark
still remains, which is peculiar to the lathe
names occasion,
(John Middleman,
Thomas
species.
man, and others,) concurred in assuring him I By confrontation with, and examination by, a
that they were present when Percipiens was transcript
of degree
any _per_or
degree,
of
any inferior
may be
raised aintranscript
the scale of
giving an acc_.ant of a duel fought in his pre- tr_stworthiness to a degree next below that with
sencebetween
the defendant and Occisus, in which it is so compared.
the course of which Occisus received his
Thus, suppose a transcript of the tenth dedeath wound. It is evident that, so far as grce. By examination with the original_ it may
Deponens is believed, the fact of defendant's
be endowed with every security for _ustworthi.
having been the cause of the death of Occisus ness that can be given to a tran_ript of the tirat
will acquire an additional, and (setting aside level
degree,with
amla i_transcript
thereby raised
uponbya
of thataltogether
first degree:
idi_ynerasy)
a determinate, portmn of pro- eoufronu_tionwith a transcriptof the first degree,
bability, tbr every additional person of which it may in the same wav be endowed with every
this number is stated as consisting.
But, if security for trustworthihess that can be given to
there were a thousand such _upp_ed inter- a tran._eript of the _coud degree.
mediate and mutually eonfirmative extrajuT _'ill it be said, that, _hen two wimet_es
are thus made necessary, they mu_ both of them,
dieial relators, this could never impart to the of course, be deposing witnesses? If any such
hearsay evidence of Deponens any such de_'ee position were advanced, it would be rejected at
of probative force, as if Deponens, instead of any rate by English law. In thecase of t_._son,
representing himself as having taken his in- w ground conviction, there must, indeed, by
formation through these thousand media all statute, be two witnesses; but_by jurisprudence,
one at least of' these two witnesses may be a piece
at
samehimself
degree,taken
were itto immediately
represent himsetf
statutes
Ed. witne_es
VL e. 1_,
and
as the
having
from of'
5 &paper.
6 Ed. X,_The
I. c_11.
render1 two
neckthe lips of Pereipiens.
Recapitulation :-- 1 tn the case of transmitred evidence, the probative force of the in-

saryin a charge of treason. The 7 & 8Wil. II L
e. 3_ requires two witne_es to prove the overt
act or acts; either beth deporting to the _me
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VI.

Transmitted
evidence
purporting
to have
plau_ilfle,
the most
trustworthy,
form, of
pa_sed
through
more media than one, may
which it is susceptible:
he will never spono
atill be received,
whatsoever
be the number
taneously
and unnecessarily
muhiply
causes
of such media:
to wit, in every ease in which
of untrustworthiness
and distrust
in regard
makeshift
evidence
trmlsmitted
through
no
to it.
more than one medium would be received-A man _ays what is not only sooner
said,
always under the same conditions
and restriebut more likely to be believed,
and vet not
tions.
So likewise
in the case where the inmore hkely to be detected
if false, if t_e _a_ s,
dividnal
description,
or even the number of
1 bad the fact from Titius,
who said he saw
the media, cannot
be ascertained,
it, but is now dead,--than
if he says, I had
To a ufind impreglmted
with the principle
the fact from Titius,
who is dead, and who
of the excluding
system,
a proposition
to this
says he had it from
Sempronius,
who,
if
effect c_nnot but appear in the ifighest degree
Titius is to be believed,
gave Titius
to unalarming.
What?
let in upon the mind of the
derstand
that he saw it. but being dead also,
judge
a deluge of evidence,
to the untrustcannot be called upon for his testimony.
worthiness
of which there is no bounds?
Take,
for example,
a case from English
Reasons
in supportofthe
rule--arguments
jurisprudence.*
The validity of a will being
priori,
supported
and well supported,
by i in question--a
will purporting
to have been
arguments
h posteriori--are,
however,
by
executed
in the presence
of three witnesses,
no means wanting:
reasons,
and such (it is whose names were entered
upon the face of
believed)
as will be found sati.factory
upon
it in the character
of attesting
_itnesse,
:the whole,
two of these supposed witnesses
were proved
1. The main and mo_ I* striking
reason is,
to be dead ; the third, on her eross-examinathat,
by the alleged
increase
ill the numi)er
tion, deposed,
that,
on her attending
one of
of the media,
no new facility
is given to . the other two in his last illness,
about three
fraud.
On the contrary,
it can never answer
! weeks
before his death,
he pulled
the wilt
the purposes
of fraud--it
would be unfafiomhisbosom,
and acknowledged
to her tha_
vourable
to the purposes
of fraud, falsely,
it. was torged by himself.?
This evidence (it
or even trtdy, to represent
any such increase,
appears)
was received,
was credited,
and the
That a,suranee
of eorreetuess
cannot but be deeision--a
decision
pronouncing
the wilt a
diminished
in proportion
to the number of spurious
one--grounded
upon it. This supmedia the evidence
ha_ passed
through,
is a posed oral evidence transmitted
through
oral
truth,
the force of which cannot
but be t_lt
--this
evidence,
hearsay evidence as it was_
by every mind to which it is presented.
But
was received and credited.
It was regarded
a man actuated
by fraud,
intending
decepas not only veracions,
but true, by the proper
•ion, to be brought
about by mendacity,
will
judges,
judging
from the whole complexion
of course give to the information
the most
of the evidence
on both sides.
Now to the point in question.
-Suppose
overt act, or one of them to one, and the other
that,
instead
of being deemed
true,
it had
to another overt act of the same treason.
The
been deemed false and mendacious,
and had
prisoner's confession may be proved by a single
wimess, when offered in continuation
of the tes- I been so accordingly.
The will was, on this
timony of the witnesses, or any other collateral
supposition,
a genuine
one : the story of its
matter.
Willis's case, 8 Hargrave's
St. Tr. 254;
having been declared by one of the attesting
Crossfield's ease. 26 Howell's St. Tr. 5t;,57.
If
_Stnesses
to be spurious
(spurious
as having
the overt act is the a_ssination
of the king, or been forged by himself,)
was a mendacious
any attempt against his life, or his person, it may
story trumped
up by this u_itness, who, it bebe proved under the 39 & 40 Geo. IIL e. 93, by a ing false, could not but have been conscious
single witness. A confession of the prisoner may
also be proved by a single witness.
In the case
ot its being so. Now then, suppose that, inof perjury,
two witnesses are neces_ry to constead of saying that what she heard as above,
tradiet the allege¢l false statement of the defendant. Q. v. ]_luscot, 10 Mod. 193. The English
a Clymer v. Kettler,
Hawk. iv. 428, from 3
law of treason having been, by statute_ made part
Burrows, l'?htS.
of the law of Scotland, the rules above stated
"l"This is not correctly reported by Hawkins,
apply to that part of tim country.
It is worthy
who has been followed in the text by the Author.
of observation, however, that by the principles
In referring to Burrow's Reports_ it appears that
of the criminal law of Scotland_ no man can be it was an action of ejeetment,
in the course of
convicted of any offence on the testimony of a which, the validity of two wills was called in
single witness.
The rule has very little effect in question, dated respectively 1743 and 1745. -praetiee_ as a ease scarcely ever occurs in which
Mary Victor deposed, that William
Medlicott
more than one individual is not cognizant of some
pulled out of his bosom the will of 1743, and
portion of the _es gestve; and it is a sufficient
said it was the true will of John Clymer.
This
compliance wlth the principle, that the narrative
was in her examination
in chief: in her crossof" a percipient witness is confirmed by another_
examination
she added, that Medlieott
at the
w_aose statement may have the slightest possible
same time acknowledged
and declared to her_
connexion with the erimmatlve circumstances.-tlmt the will of 1745 was forged by himself.-.
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she heard from the supposed
for_er him_IL
she had spoken
of it as having
been heard
fl.om John Middleman,
now also dead, who
_aid he heard it frmn the supposed forger, node( the same circumstances
as above: wouhl
the fraud in thi_ shape have presented
any
toore plausible
title to credence
thmi in the
other ? The answer,
it should seem,
will
hardly be in the affirmative,
2. The d:mger of fraud (L e. of deception
by fraud) not being increased
by the number
of supposed media,there remains the danget of incorreetnes%
i. e. of deception
by ineorreet ness.
But in this ease, in whatsoever
proportion
the (hmger of incorrectness
may
be thus increased,
the danger of deception
does not increase with it : for, whatsoever
be
the danger
of incorrectness,
it is apparent
to every e)e, upon the very face of the evidenee--appareut
to all eve_ alike, and in no
danger at all of being set" down at any value
below its real value.
In regard to fraud, a posslble
observation
on the other side is this :-- Information
being, according
to your observation,
more likely
to he incorrect
when transmitted
through
several media, than if transmitted
through
no
more than one, and so in that light likely to
appear to evelyhody,--a
man who, meanirJg
fraud, were to represent
the information
as
having passed through
more media than m c,
might by that device exempt
his testimony
from
of fi'aud,
and byin that
means the
gainimputation
for his false
testimony,
thi_
complex
_hape, a degree of credence
beyond
what could be gained for it by its being preseated in the more simple shape.
The propriety of this observation
might perhaps
be
admitted
: but at any rate it does not seem
worth
controverting
on one side, or worth
relying upon on the other side. For a lot of
evidence
to gain credence,
it is not sufficient
that it appear
exempt
from fraud;
it mu,t
appear correct
and true:
it is riot sufficient
that it be regarded
as being pure from material error from this or that parttc_dar source ;
it must be regarded
as pure from matcriaI
error from whatever
source.
But the fresh
degree of utitrustworthiness
it is necessarily
tinged with by every medium through
which
it passes, is essential
to its very nature : and
it is only in part, and not in tl_e whole, that
it can be done away by any marks of cornpart(ire
purity in no more"than
one out of
whatever
may he the number
of the utedia
through
which it is supposed
to flow.
Add to which (if it be worth adding,)
that
this supposed
receipt for putting avm nish, of
veracity upon mendacious
evidence,
is on tic
other supposition
a promising
one, than that
.if its remaining
a secret--a
secret in menaaeious hands.
But, the secret being now
published
(not to say that it is of itself sufficiently
obvious,)
the virtue of it, if it ever
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possessed
any, or would have been capable
of possessing
an)', is already at an end : the
eventual
oft_pring of fraud has been torn from
her womb and been rendered
abortive.
The truth of the above conclusions
will be
tbund to receive ample _onfirmation
from general, attd (it may he added) even necessary,
practice.
r[_ul'n to any established
s)stem
of jadio
cature,
an exten-_ive
elas., of cases may be
found (.and that the _me. (_r nearly the same,
in all,) in which transmitted
e{'id'encc is received without
scrnple : whatsoever
may be
the number
of media through
which it putports to have been transufitted
; or even although the very number,
as well as the indi)dduality, of such media be undiscoverable.
The class of cases in question is that in which
lhe prmeipal
fact in question,
the principal
fact to be proved
or disproved,
belongs
to
the class of what may lie called aacic**tj'acts"
a fact which, supposing
it, to have happened,
happened
so long ago, that
it would be in
vmn to look to any witnesses,
forthcoming,
and consequently
s{ill living, from whose examination
it might be proved in the regular
and most trustworthy
mode.
But there
is
nothing in the mere date of a fact, and that
relative,
measured
from a particular
point
of time (the time in which the proof of it
conies to be ('ailed for,) that is eapab|e
oI"
rendering
it credible
upon weaker
evidenc_

be requisite
regain
. than
tbr it would
at another
time
That aequal
man eredenee
of such
J or such a name, living at such a place, should
I at. that place have been married to a woman
/ of such a name, and had by her children of
! _ueb and such names, is not a whit more eredible if placed at the end of the seventeenth
century, than if placed at the end of the eighteenth.
]_ut (except in so far as the application
of
preappointed
evidence may have happened
to
extend itself to theinstmwes
in question,)
in
former ages, there tire no sort of thets that
are capable of being established
by any other
than this weak and long-spun
_ort of evidence:
and yet, for the purposes of legal decision,
facts of various de._eription_--facts,
though
I placed at ever such remote periods,
are, unt der every system of estatdished
law, con(i]nually
adduced
and el'edited.
t
'.Nor can it be said that, if such evidence
t be at all admissible,
rio causes except what
J are of light moment
tan with propriety
be
I rested upon such slight evidence.
In the ease
I where
the i_ct in question
belongs
to the
I class of ancient facts, none of those questions
I of which the great mass of questions
of light
! moment
is composed--small
debts,
slight
[ assaults, and verbal injuries _ can ever come
_ upon the carpet.
Questions
of the greatest
[ moment ---qnestions
relative
to the title to
] estates,
to immoveables
to any amount,
to
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are the questions
that come to be tried upon
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Truths
of the mathematical
class-truths
in any number,
might he heaped
together
in
this field : but in every instance,
if attempted
to be employed
in practice,
they would
he

• The application
of evidence to facts of the
found
either
altogether
inapplicable,
or, if
religious class not comin_ within the design of
applied,
more likely to lead to misdecision
the present work, what follows in this note is than to justice.
mentioned in no other character
than that of an
Suppose,/'or
example,
that
a mathematlargumentum
ad hominem:
but, in that characclan, taking
up the observations
brought
to
ter, applied to all Christian (not to speak of' Maview above, were to set to work in his own
hometan and Hindoo) judges, and m partien!ar
to English ones, the weight with which it presses
way, and, because
demonstration
is the fruit
seems to be irresistible.
Disbelieve transmitted
of his own science, fancy he had given eerevidence, on the ground of the multitude or the
tainty to the conclusions
capable
of being
uncertainty
of the number of the media throu_'h
formed
in relation to the trustworthiness
of
which it purports to have passed, you reject hisevidence.
Ia a series of remotely-transmitted
tory in general, and all eccl_iast_cal
history in
hearsay evidence,
evert/ article standing
at a
particular.
If the facts in support of which evideqree indwated
by a "higher number, zs lower
denee of this complexmn will naturally be adduced, be, nlerely on tile g_ound of their having
in'the scale qf trustworthiness
than an article
this and no other sort of evidence for their sup.
standing
at a degree zn&cated
by a lower
port, to be pronounced incredible, much more
number.
Expressed,
as of course it would be,
must all facts brought to view in the character
in mathematical
short-hand,
by single letters
of a basis of religious opinion be incredible. The
instead of words or combinations
of letters,
supposed factS
........ brought to view for a judical put .... a proposmon
to tile above effect nught put
po_e. are all ol tueul ot tile most orulnary ann
_
.
, •
,
p •
naturalcast : and whatever chance tile y ma Y have
1ii a specious claim to tile . character
or
._ lrreof gaining credence depends upon the vulgarity
fragable truth.
Yes : but in what way.
On
of _heir complexion,
their conformity in every
the supposit|on
of a matter of fact, not anrespect to what is generally
understood
to be
nounced
but gratuitously
assumed,
and, in
the ordinary course of nature ::--e. 9. that John
a mathematical
sense, al'together
incapable
and Joan, being marries at tlte usual time of
of being proved : viz. that, in each instance,
life, had sons and daughters_ and having attameu
....
•.
a usual a e and bein • _ossessed of landed
re
-- all article
oi nearsay evluenee
at a lower
l_'rt¢ le_tgsuch or su_ p son or such and S_ch
degree being eomparedwith
an arti,'le of'ditto
tlanghters, to succeed to it. ;l'he facts which are at a higher degree,--in
each medmm or rank
the subjects of the earliest period of every eceleof medmms, ttle idio,yneratic
trustworthiness
dastical history, are facts more or less deviating
of the intermediate
witness
or witnesses
were
from_ what .at present is _ eneraUy understood
to on the same level.
.
,
•
Sut)pose
a smt,• having
be me orthnary course or nature, or they could
•
•
-•
•
not he what b the su
ition th
ar
facts
for Its subject-matter
a peeumarv
object of
,
y
pp_
ey
e,
'
'
n"
h si
constituting the subjeats of reli_ous
faith: that
inconsiderable
value : suppose o hot
des
Jared, for example, at the age of 162 years, coa lot of hearsay evidence ; on the side of the
habiting with a woman unknown,
begat for his
plaintiff, evidence
of the second degree, the
first-born a son named Enoch, and died 800years
deposing witness and the supposed
intermeafterv_.ards, continuing for an unspecffied part of
diate witness hoth of them universally known,
that tame to beget sons and daughters. _
•
•
..............
and known as of the highest . rank _. as well m
lne lactS wnlea_ Ill tile case el tile un ri_t"la n
gel"tg. on , co n stitute the sub'ect
matter
and
basis
the
scale
of
moral
reputatmn
as
m
that
of
9 of rehgious faith, do not purport to have been
opulence ; on the side of the defendant,
hearestablished by any judicial examination,
or consay evidence
only of the first degree, but
signed, in any instance, to an official register, in ........
the character of preappointed
evidence.
The
enee) Mahomet himself:
by whom, or in whose
shape in which they present themselves is unipresence, the extraordinary
phenomena in ques"s ......
formlcv that of tramempmral
evtdence, whlch,
tinn are stated to have been produced:
whereas
after having passed through an uncertain numthe New Testament,. having, for divers portions
her of oral media, fixes itself, at a point of time
of it divers authors, purports not to have had
more or less remote from the fact, in the shape
for Jle author of any port'on of it the thunder of
of a written original, of the nature of casually
the religdon preached m it--the
person by whose
written evidence.
It: on his ground, the trustpower any of those extraordinary facts were proworthiness of an article of transmitted
evidence
duced" nor vet (in the instance of any portion of
depended, in any such considerable
degree, on iG any "nets'on ih wbo_e presence the_, ar"e stated
its proximity
to the source, the extraordinary
to'havre been produced.
facts which in the Mahometan
religion consti- ¢
The purpose in view in these observations, wilt,
lute the subject-matter
of religious fatth, would t I hope, not be misconceived : it is, not the de.
present., m tins respect, a better title to credence _ moving the credit of history in _,eneral, or Christhan the extraordinary
facts which in the Chris- [ tian'hi_or-¢
in particular, but _'e destroying any
tian rdigion constitute the subject-matter
of re- I objection that on the swound of English ju_licial

itb.F;Kora p,ao2o

Ipractice,
might
be

tothe

rul.

torRs aumo
t ' etilerm the e. ac_ o 1 recommendingtheleavingthedooropontotran_
dictator_ or of actual scribe, makes httle differ- [ mitted evidence in general, howsoever multitu-I dinous and uncertain
tim nmnber of the media
• Genesis,

v. 18, 19, 20

[ through

which it may have been transmitted.
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the reporting witness--the
judicial withes,
a pauper notorious for mendacity. By the
mathematician, the superior weight of evidence would be demonstrated to be on the
side of the defendant ; while, hy everybody
hut the mathematician, it would be regarded,
and, though wititout demonstration, yet with
nmre reason, as being on the side of the
plaintiff,
Add to this, that. in many instances, in
which, not without good cause, hearsay evidence of many removes from the supposed
source has been employed (for example, in
English practice,') not only the persons ot
the supposed intermediatewitnesses,
but even
the number of the degrees, has not been
ascertained, nor been capable of being aseertained.
The general sense, conception,
understanding, of the neighbourhood : in the
case of a testimony to this effect, supposing
the conception just, there mu.t in every instance have been a matter of fact at hottom--some
determinate matter of fact, the
col_ception of which must, through the respective relations of a certain number of intermediate witnesses, singly or in ranks, have
been transmitted to the ears of the deposing
witnesses,
In a case of that description, the number
of degrees not being ascertained, the requisite
data not being _,dven, matter fiJr the hand of
the mathematician would not be to he found.
Truth, however, woabt be but the better
served by the deficiene_ : for, the mathematitian, with his scientific mode of deceit, not
being capable of being set to work, no deceptied could flow from that source,
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MISDECISIONON THE GRGUNDOF MAKESHIFT EVIDENCE.
§ 1. Impropriety of excluding any hind of
makeshift evidence,
IT has been seen how various in specie,
and how abundant probably in number, are
the instances in which makeshift evidence
of one description or another, is habitually
received, and must ever be received, in jud_curare,
It has been seen, that a danger of deceptieD, and consequent misdecision, is in every
instance naturally attached to the reception
of makeshift evidence,
It has been seen, on the other hand, how
by the influence of a principle common to
human nature, and in particular to men in
the situation occupied by men trf law--the
" See 1 Phil. Ev. p. 218, mad the Note to p.
134, su,nra,_Ed,
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danger of deception has been generally exaggerafed : or, what comes to the same thing,
sucharrangemantshavebeenproducedaseould
not be justified on any other supposition than
that of a degree of danger beyond the danger
really existing in each case :
That this exaggerated estimate has had for
its cause an assumption, which, upon a closer
examination, turns out to be decidedly crroneons; viz. that the danger of deception on
one part is as the danger of falsity on the
other:
That the erroneousness of this assumption
is proved by every instance in which the prevalence of it is exemphfied in practice: for
the exemplification of it in practice consists
in the determination formed and executed in
each instance--the
determination not to pay
any regard whatever to.the lot of suspected
evidem'e; to consider the falsehood of it as
certain, instead of being more or less probable; m a word, to regard it as certain that
in each instance the disposition of the judge
is to overvalue it: whereas the truth is, that,
by every instance in which an exclusion is
thus put upon a lot of evidence, a fresh proof
is given that the disposition of men in judicial smtations is to tmdervalue it--to
treat
as if it. were incapable of having any weight
I at all. that which is never altogether without
we;.ght, in any instance :
That, trader the most natural and exten1 sively prevalent constitution of the judicial
i establishment, in which the tribunal is corn! posed of one el more permanent and official
: judges, nothing can be more extravagant or
inconsistent than the distrust of which the
practice of exclusion is the practical rosutt_
whether the object of the distrust be the
judge himself by whom the exclusion is pra.
nounced, or his colleagues and successors,
So prone am I to givetoomuch credence
tO evidence of this description, that I give it
no credence at all-- that i determine to disregard it altogether.
So prone am I to detide on insufficient evidence on the one side,
that I decide without evidence, and against
evidence, in favour of the opposite side.
So prone are all my colteagues_so
prone
will all my successors be, to give too much
credence to such untrustworthy
evidence,
that I, who alone am proof against such delusions -- I, in order to preserve them against
the influence of it, am determined for their
sake to pronounce a decision, which, in the
character of a precede.nt, shall tie up their
hands, and prevent them from throwing open
the door to any such delusive evidence.
I,
who earmot trust myself with the faculty of
pronouncing from the evidence _ I, confident
in that exclusive portion of sagacity in wMeh
I have none to share with me, have determined by this means (such is my prude_Jce)
to impose on my colleagues and successors,
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to the end of tlme, theobllg_tlon of deciding,
in every such case, without and in despite of
evidence,
The only instance in which this system of
exclusion hasany colourer rationality, isthat
in which (as in one of the many fbrms of
English judicature) the tribunal is composed
of a set of ephemeral, unofficial, unprofessioual, unexperieeced judges, placed under
the tutelage, and in some respeets under the
controul, of one or more permanent, official,
experienced judge_. The jury, were they to
be trusted with such evidence, would to a
certainty be deceived with it; therefore they
never shall be trusted with it.
Supposing the conceptmn of unfitness on
the part of the professional judge to be trusted
with such evidelJee--supposing
this conceptiou just, in its application to hunself and his
experienced hrcthren, -- the extension of the
same imputation to thi_ unexperienced class
of judges, seem% at any rate, clear {_f the
charge of inconsistency,-the absurdity is
gross and palpable, but it is all eta piece,
On the other hand, suppose the prefersional sort of judge to be proof against the
influence of this specie_ ofdetusion,--suppose
the danger of being deceived by it not universally extensive, but confined to the nonprofessional class of judge_,--the
system of
exclusion, even iu this limited application of
it, is still precipitate and indefensible.
You
eonclude they wdl be deceived by it : why so
hasty in your conelusions ? To know whether
they have or have not been deceived by it,
depends altogether upon yourself. What? can
you not so much as stay to hear their verdict ?
Condemn men unheard ?--condemn thus your
fellow judges? Apply, where as yet there is
_o disease, a remedy, and a remedy worse
than the disease ?--a remedy worse £han the
disease, when, had )ou but patience to wait
for the disease, a remedy is in _our hands as
safe and gentle as it is infallible ?
Day alter day, _ou annul the verdict of a
jury without disguise, and send the cause to be
tri.'d by another jury, on the alleged ground
of its beina-a verdict against evidence. Would
it cost you ar)ything to extend the allegation
to eases of ttus description ? or to add to lhe
cases cattb,g Iora new trial, that of a verdict
grounded on untrustworthy and deceptitious
evidence ?
Thus much for supposition and argument,
In fact, however, no such distinetion has had
plat'e: the manacles once constructed,
unexperienced and experienced hands are alike
confined by them. Peers have been not less
re_dy, not to say eager, to impose it upon
themselves, than yemnen and shopkeepers to
submit to it.
It is by such easy means, and
at _o cheap a price, that favour, when agreeable and eouvenient, is seated upon the throne
of justice,
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Nor is the applk-ation of the system of
exclusion by any means confined to English
j_ldieature. Under tile anspic_s of Roman
jurisprudence, it is perhaps, upon tbe whole,
still more extensive.
What difference there
is, seems to be to the advantage of the Eat.
lish system.
On the ground of persmml
untrustworthiness at least, the causes of ex.
elusion are, on the one hand, still more abaudantly extensive than in the English system ;
on the other hand, the adherence to them
seems to be much less steady. The range of
eases that afford to the judge the faculty of
putting an exclusion upon the witness, is
still more extensive : but in each instance it
is rather a power than an obligation.
Is it
his pleasure to put au exclusion upon a witness ? He may find a warrant for it. Is it
his pleasure not to exclude the witness ? He
may likewise, and equally, find a warrant for
it. In the English _stem, the eases in which,
by the advantage of the conflict between proceding daemons, judges have been at liberty
to decide either wa_, are but too abundant;
but, on the other haml, in the cases to which
the coeflict has not exte_tded, the option and
the licence fails: where the decision that
_tands neare__t to the individual case in qaestion is not opposed by any other, usage wilt
not permit its being disregarded.
Adopt the principle of exclusion, in the
character of a security against deception,-adopt it in any case whatsoever, there is not
any point at _hich its application can with
any consistency be'made to cease. Exclude
_or this reason any one lot of evidence what_oevcr, by the same reasou yon are alike bourd
to exclude all evidence, and along with it all
ju_-tice
Discard the principle of exclusion altogerber (that is, in all eases where the exelu.-ion of the lot of evidence m question would
have the effect of excluding all evidence from
that source--from
the source from which the
information issues,)--adupt
in its stead the
ptiuciple of universal admissibility, --you do
no more than give extension to a principle,
the innoxionsness of which, in every point to
which the apphcation of it has been extended,
has been made manifest, by undeviating experieace. Among the eases to which it remains
to be extended, there cannot be any in which
the evidence can be so weak, but that eases
in which, being equally weak, it is admitted notwithstanding,
abound, and have ever
abounded, amlwithoutobjectionorcomplaiut,
to an extent, the magnitude of which affords
a conclusive proof of the safety with which
this sort of Iibelty may be allowed.
The cases in which weak evidence is admitted -- weak to everyimaginable degree of
weakness-- are eases m which whatever dan.
ger may be attached to the admission is altogether oat of the reach of remedy :---1. Weak
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circarastan_ial evidence: evidence, in the case visible security against an)" durable and conof which, the connexion between the prin- siderable inconvenience, considered as de.
eipal fact and the supposwd evidentiary fact rivabte from any such defalcation from the
is loose and remote to any degree of remote- authority of the excluding system.
Should
hess
2. Weak direct evidence; in the ease deeeptinn, and consequent misdecision, be
where theveracity
or correctness
ofthetes- suspected,
justlyorunjustly,
of runningin
timony isendangeredby some cau_ ofillu-anyincreased
stream,from anybranchofthe
stun,
orby some sinister
interest,
whicheither newly-openedand apprehemledsource,
ta steele is not taken into the account, or, in measures may thereupon be taken for rethe individual instance, is out of the reach of medying the mischief, at any time, and at its
_h-ervation.
earliest stage. They will also serve as an
The inconveniences attached to the ob_er- anodyne to any panic terrors that might othervance of the principle of exclusion are ahowise be produced by the contemplation of an
aether out of the reach of all remedy, pallia- innovation, which to some eyes may be apt,
tire aswellaseurativc.
The dangers attached
in spite of the clearest deductions of reason
to the principle of nnivers'41 admissibility are and even experience, to appear a formidable
not only in them_lves inferior, in a prodi- ' one.
sinus degree, to the miscbief_ attached to the
4. On the supposition of the adoption of
principle of exclusion; but, whatsoever they the other proposed remedial arrangements,_
may amount to, at the worst, arrangements
they will serve to give a correct view_the
are not wanting by which (in one way or , olt_" tolerably correct view that can be given,
other) defalcations m_ly he made, reductions
of the degree in which those arrangements
may be apphed, and at any rate certain li- prove conducive to their intended purpose.
mits may be set, to the mischief; that is, to
If the different modifications of makethe number of the instances of misdecision
shift evidence, and the other sorts of evidence
capable of flowing trom this source,
particularly liable to prove weak, and, by
These arrangements, such as the nature
their weakness, deeeptitious, have been here
of the subject has suggested, remain to be delineated and explained with sufficient clearbrought to view in this place,
ness,--a judge, amt the scribes his subordinate_, will find no difficulty in committit_g to
§ 2. Arrangements for indicating tile anwunt
paper, as of'_en ws a lot of evidence appertainof Hie danger,
ins to any of these heads presents _tself, the
Arrangements having for their object to head to which it appertains. In such or such
lessen the danger of misdecision from the a cause (naming it,) on the side of the plainadmission of makeshift and other weak evl- tiff, the evidence was of this or that descr_pdeuce, may be distinguished, in the first place, tion (naming it.) and no other ; on the side
into such as have for their more immediate
of the defendant, there was no evidence, or
object the making known the actual ammmt
evidence of this or that description (naming
of the danger, and suchashave for their more it:) the decision wasin fb.vour of the plaintiff,
immediate object the lessening the amount
or vice versa.
of it.
Referring a lot of evidence to the species
Arrangements having for their immediate
to which it appeared to belong, in a system
object the lessening the amount of it, may of nomenclature thus constructed, would be
combat it in etther of two ways : by lessen- a sort of exercise analogous to that scholastic
ins the fi'cquency of it, or by lessening the I exercise, which, in the language of gramma.
amount of it when it happens,
tical instructmn, is called parsing; referring
Provisions having fortheir result the bring:ach word to that one of the geaera generaing to view, in the shape of experience, the lisszma of grammar, the eight or nine parts
utmost possible amount of the mischief from of speech to which it appears to belong.
this source, that is, the limits of that amount,
If the principle thus brought to view_
would, in avariety of ways. he ofunquestionthe principle of methodical registration
able use :-were applied to every suit without exception,
]. They will constitute a sure', and the whether turning or not turning upon any susonly sure, basis of legislation, in this as in so pieious species of evidence,the sort of remany other cases: facts, showing, by the light Sister thus produced would, in more ways
of experience, the effects of existing institu- than one, be conducive in no inconsiderable
/ions.
degree, to the ends of justice ; as has been
9. They will form a natural, proper, and shown in trea_ing of preappointed evidence.
most satisfactory accompaniment of any such
From a register of this kind, the utmost
arrangements as might be thought fit"to be possible amount of the mischief produced by
made, on this part of the ground of evidence,
the admission of evidence of a suspicious corntending to do away, or narrow, the applicaMexinn, as thus distinguished _ produced by
tion of the excluding system,
the aggregate of suspicious evidence, of all
3. They wilt form, in the first instance, a sorts taken together, and of each sort in parVOL. VII,
L
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tieular-may be indicated,
with the utmost
brought to view in the numhe, of those seen.
degree of ex tetnes_ that can be desired : and,
rities, the refusal of which, on any occasion
by comparing
year with year, it will be seen
whatsoever,
was represented
as an omission
whether
it be in a stationary
state, in a state
altogether
repugnant
to the ends of justice
*
of increase,
or of decre_se.
It nevertheless
seemed
to call for a separate
Suppose,
for example, that, in a given year,
mention here : partly, lest, on an oeca._ion ou
the number
of in_tances
in uhieh,
on one
which the use of it is so manifest,
it shonld
side, no other evidence
was exhibited
than
fail of presenting
itself to wew;
partly,
hewhat belonged
to one or another
of the specause, on the occasion of its application
to the
ties ofmakeshlfr
or other suspicious evidence,
present
purpose,
it finds the case attended
amounted
to 100; and, of thi_ number,
in 50
_ith material
e_rctnns_anees,
such as do not
instances
the deei._ion went in disfavour
of
apply to it in other eases--wltt_
eircmnstanees
the side on which the suspicious evidence was
_ hieh t-all fol particular
ohst,rvatim_.
exhibited
; in the 50 other i_ stances, in t:a- I
The cases in wtfieh the deman I for thi_ seyour of that side.
This last number would it curity is most imperative,
are those in which
represent
the urines1: possible amount, on one i the evidence
presented
immedmtely
to the
hand, of the mischief
(as likewise,
on the I judge,
presents
itself,
not in the oral,
hut
other hand, of the good)
produced
by the
in the written
furm;
viz. casually-wrigten
leaving or throwing
open the door to evievidence,
and minuted
evidence,
with any
deuce of this sort,
Thus much as to the agnmnber
of media interposed.
In the cases
gregate
of the cases of all sorts put together
: where the evidence present ed immediately
to
and the same instruction
would
be afforded
the judge is in the oral form, whatever
secu• in relation
to each sort taken by itself,
rity lor sincerity
is a/t'urded b) jud_clal exaThough
the number
of the instances
in
mination in the n,ual manner,
is applied,
of
which benefit or mischief has been produced
course, to the judicial
witness.
Where there
by the admission
of evidenee of this deseripis no extraneous
witness, this security is wantlion, would thus be given ; yet, to exhibit
ing ; and hence the demand for a supply to the
the aggregate
quantum
of the benefit on the
deficiency,
by the examil_ation
of the party
one hand, and of the misehiet
on the other,
by whom the e_ideuee
(in this ease the writwould
require
another
head or two, having
ten evidence)
is exhibited.
for their object the indication
of the quantmn
No good reason could be given why this
of benefit or mischief
thus produced in each
same security
(whatever
be the worth of it)
cause.
To furnish
this information
would
should not be applied,
in like manner,
to
require
a statement
of the species of causes
those modifications
of transmitted
evidence,
to which
the individual
cause belonged,
in in the ease of which the evidence immediately
each instance
(for example,
penal
or nonpresented
to the judgeis
presented
in the m'al
penal ; and, if penal, relative
to what species
form ; viz. hear.-ay evidence,
and memoriter
of offence:)
and, in the eases where money
evidence.
Indeed,
mdess excluded
by special
or money's
worth was at stake,
the amount
appointmen_
of law, the general liberty of exof the value adjudged,
or claimed and refused ! ammation,
a_plving itself to self-regarding
as
¢o be adjudged,
to either side.
well as extraneous
evidence,
wnuhl involve
[the
points in question
in the present
ease.
§ 3. Arrangements
for diminishing
the amount
In the way of distinctmn
all that can be said
of the danger.
"
'
here is, that,
where there is another person
We come now to the second
elass of re(viz. the extraneous
witness')
to whom the
medial arrangements
applicable
to the dirni- [ security
applies,
the demand for the applieanution of the quantum
of mischief
from this I tiun of the hke security
to the testimony
of
at the diminution
of the frequency
of it.
witness,
is not quite so great.
source
: arrangements
aiming,
in a on
direct
a sell-regarding
I. Oath
of credence or
sincerity
the way,
part I theIn parry,
a certainin the
pointcharacter
of view, ofthe
security thus
of the exhibitant
(the party by whom
the
afforded may be apt to present itself as little
wrticle of makeshift
evidence
in question
is _orth.
A party, who, havingbeen
dishonest
exhibited
:) his declaration
to this effect, viz.
enough to procure
or fabricate
an article of
that, according
to his persuasion,
the inibrevidence of this sort, is dishonest
enough to
mat.ion presented
by the article of evidence
make use of it, re'ill come prepared for all the
is, so l_ar as concerns
the purpose
for which
consequences
; nor will he shrink from perhe presents it, correct and true : such dectajury--from
the scarce
punishahle
perjury
ration being given under the sanction
of an
necessary
to give this support
to it.
True :
oath (where that ceremony
is in use) or sobut, in regard to the written
evidence of this
lemn declaration,
and sul_ject
to wed voee
kind, many a man who, either knowing
or
exaafination
as to the grounds and causes of
suspecting
the falsity or incorrectness
of "it,
laeh persuasion,
would
present it notwithstanding,
and thus
The test of sincerity thus proposed
is no
ether than what, on a former occasion,
was
* Vide suprch Vol. VI. 1x _fi.
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let it take its eh_z_ce, would at the same time dcnee,--sueh
reference might perhaps with
be far enough ti'om supporting it at the peril proprietybe prescribed orallowed of, in causes
of the punishment of detected, or though it and circumstance in _hich, supposing the dewere only the shame of suspected, l,erjury : cision grounded on evidence of the ordinary
and, in regard to the oral evidence of thi, stamp, _uch reference might not be eligible.
kind, not only would ma_ly a man, not with- Without attempting at present to decide upon
standing any secret suspicion entertained by the eligibihty of an 3 ¢.f these arrangements,
him of its falsity or incorrectness, suffer it, if the present indication will be confined to such
proffered to take its chance as betblc; but remedies of this stamp as the nature of the
there are also others, who, though _ot bold ease admits of. The question of their uttio
enough to support a tale of perjury with their mate ehgibility properly appertains toea_other
own lips, would yet be dishonest enough to _ubje('t, that ot Procedure.
send other hps upon the adventure.
1. Liberty of appeal ; i. e. of appealing to
Thus, in two eases, both or'them but too another tribunal, whose decision shall have
common, the arrangements proposed would
fbr its ground this same body of evidence,
afford considerable security.
At present,
without either addition or defalcation. The
under every sy._tem of technical procedure,
person by whom such appeal (if preferred at
this security is altogether wanting.
Vfheu all) will be preterred, is of course a party,
judges, on so many occasions as we have seen, I and that part), to whose prejudice the duelnot only apply no discouragement to insince- I ainu, having the supposed insufficient evidenee
rity, but apply encouragement and even corn- / for i_s ground, is regarded by him as having
pulsion tothe production ofmendacity--_;hen
operated.
judges, by the whole tenor of their practice,
2. Liberty of reference: power given to the
proclaim u predilection for in_iucrri_y,--can
judge to reler the decision, in a case of this
it with any reason be expected that suitors in sort, to another tribunal (naturally a superior
general, or more pai'ticularty that their pro- tribunal,) if he thinks fit; with or without a
fessional guides and agents, the worshippers
provisional decision of his own annexed to it.
of the judicial hierarchy, should in general
An arrangement of this description is sobe averse to it. or, when employable with perseded (tt may be thought) by the one irasafely, backward to employ it ?
mediately preceding it: if appeal be allowed,
I1. To this head also belongs another at- the party in whose di-qavour the decision (the
rangement., all along proposed, tbr all(,_ing [ decision grounded on the comparatively unto the judge (to be exercisrd at his disere- t ttu_.wotthy evidence) operates, will, if he
tion) the power of exacting frmn the part_ in { con,triers it as being injmaous to him, appeal
whose favour the decision operates in "the ] of coarse: if he does not regar d it as injurious
firs_ instance, security ibr erentual reinstate- t to him, the case calling lbr a reference does
meat ; for affording to the other party corn- not exist: so that, in each m_d every case,
pletely adequate satisfaction, in case, "by the such reference is of no use.
subsequent exhibition of more trustworthy
To this it may be answered-- 1. The party,
evidence from the same original source, the howsoever wil'ing to appeal, may be disabled.
decision having the makeshitt e_idence tbr its by the expense. 2. ]tie may be deterred by
ground should turn out to be erroneous,
the eo_.templation ot the expense and vexation
On those occasions, the description of the added together. 8. He itlay be deterred by the
contingency was confined to the particular
consideration of the weight and authority of
event bearing a special relation to the case the opinion declared by the court below. The
then in contemplation--the
event of the di_
court above --whether,
if it had to frame a
proof of the makeshift evidence, by other
deeismn on the sub leer, in the first instance,
evidence emanating from the same original it would or would not have pronounced the
source.
But, from what source soever any same as that which has been pronounced besuch subsequently corrective evidence may low-Lmay not regard the caseas elearenough
have issued,-- if it be true, and the decision
to warrant the reversing a decision already
called for by it be different from that which pronomJced by a competent judicature.
it finds in force, the practical inference (it is
Upon all these eonstderations taken togeevident) is precisely the same.
ther, it _q-ll probably appear that the demand
IlL In what ea_es, for the remedying of for the power thus proposed _o be given to
the injustice liable to be produced by the the judge, would by no means be superseded
decision of one tribunal, hbertv should be by the power of appeal, if given to the party.
Igrmlted or obligation imposed of submitting
Moreover (in case of appeal,) argument,
the cause to the cobq_izance of another, is a and consequently expense or vexation on the
question that belmtgsnot to the present sub- part of the appellant, and consequently on
jeet, nor to the present work.
the part of the adversary, would be naturally
In the extraordinary sort of ease here in (though, it should be added, not necessarily)
question, that of a decision grounded on such allowed: whereas, in case of a reference made '
weak anti comparatively untrustworthy evi- _as above) by one tribunal to another, such
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argument, with the vexation and expense amy have happenedto afiord; and (when disattacued to it, would not be so much in covered) to the securing of its forthcoming.
course,
hess for the purposes of justice.
3. Obligation of reference--obhgation
suTo take the arrangements adapted to this
peradded to the power above proposed to be purpose, constitutes one of the principal time.
given to the judge: the relerence in this case tions of tile system of procedure : to that
being or not being ace_*mpamed by a provi- subject accordingly they belong, and not to
_ional decision previously pronounced by him- the subject of the pro,cut wolk. A brief in,elf.
timatmn of the m,_de in wh:eh evidence, fit
4. In the ease of trial byjury,--power
to or unfit to constitule a ground for defiuitive
the judge (the professional directing judge)
decision, may be applied to th_s incidental
to order a new trial, if dissatisfied with a I purpose, ma?,not w_thout reason, be expected
verdict given on the ground of the suspicious
to he found here.
ewdence,
i
By the term tmi_catice ev;deJ_re, I underThis arrangement takes for granted a pre- staml, not any particular and separate sort of
vious charge, or direction frmn the judge,
evidence, suc_l a_ eilcutn_tantlal, direct, sell:
warmng tile jury against the error into which regarding, and so forti_,--hut evidence of any
the order tbr a new trial assumes them to have sort, colJsidered as bei_,g productive of a par.
falleu, by deciding in favour of the evidence,
ticular effect ; viz. the indic_lting or bringing
the insufficiency of which is thus assumed,
to view t.he existence, certain or probable, of
In English law (it has already been ob- some other article of evidence. Indicative
served,) new trial granted, at the instance of; evidence is evidence qfe_'_dcnee.
a party, on the ground of the verdict's being } To apply the distraction to the subject of
against evidence, is in familiar use : the ex- ! make,hilt "evidence. If the rule above laid
tension would be a very slight one, were the down in this behalf he a proper one, no article
power extended to the case of a verdict sup- i of makeshift evidence ought to be received
posed to be grounded (as above) on insujfi- i (viz. into the tlst of the artwles constituting
e_ent evidence.
[ on that side the ground for decision,) where
In the ease of exclusion in general, the as- I evidence in a more trustworthy form is to be
sumption is, tlmt, if thejury were suffcred to ! had frmn the same _ource : m other words,
hear the evidence, they would be sure to be i no such article of evidence ought to be redeceived by it. Experience, had judges but i ceivcd iuto the budget of documents designed
patience to consult her, would have superby the judge for ultimate use. Be it so: but
seded the demand for this rash suspicion, i. neither of this description, nor of any other
Will they be deceived by it? Sla_" and see.
Should their decision prove elroneous, then,
and not till then, it may be proper to take
measures for obtaining a new one.
§ 4. Importance of admitting makeshift in
the character of indieattve evidence.
The principle employed for fixin_ the conditions to be atmexed to the admission of
makeshift evidence_ was this :-- viz. not to
admit auy such comparatively untrustworthy
evidence, where evidence to the same effect
is to be had in a more trustworthy shape,
from the same source,
But, supposing the sources of information
to exist, will the intbrmation be always*to be
obtained from them in any such more trustworthy shape 9 He whose interest it is to
bring forward the iuformation in question,
will it be in his power to draw it forth from
those superior sources? This will depend upon
the _gaeity and industry displayed on this
ground by the legislator--upon
the care taken
by him to afford the requisite powers to him
(whosoever he be) whose inclination and will
as m a state of preparation for this service,
The powers in question are those which
are requisite to the investigation of a chain or
thread of evidence-- to the discovery of such
evidence as the individual imture oI the case

[ conceivable descriptmn, can any sort or ar. title of evidence be named, whic'h it may not
f_be proper to employ in the character of indiI eatice evidence ; viz. as a help to the disco! very or procurement of other evidence, such
t as may be fit for ultimate u_e.
Thus, for example, in the instance of hearsay e_ldence--hearsay
evideneeofthe second
i degree-- supposed oral evidence transmitted
i through two media. Says deposing witness,
in his examination before the judge,-Middleman, as he said to me, heard Percipiens
say, that hc was by, and saw what passed,
when the defeudant gave Occisus his death's
wound; and there ends his evidence.
:Now
then, Middleman and Percipiens, are they
both alive? The evidence is plainly unfit to
be received into the budget for ultimate use:
accordingly, neither would it in any case be
so received into any such collection under
English law.
But ought such information to be altogether
unemployed and lost ? By no means. Unfit,
in the character of evidence, for ultimate use,
it is not the less fit for serving in the charatter of indicative evidence. Let Percipiens
be convened before the judge; and if, on being examined, he gives evasive answers, or
says be knows nothing about the matter, let
:.I_ddteman be convened to confront him;_
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that, by means of Middleman's testimony, the
misrecolleetions (if any) in the evidence of
Pereipiens, may, if possible, be corrected_
the deficiencies in his reeo!lection may, ifpossihle, be supplied,
The same exphmations are alike applicable
to every other modification ot makeshift evideuce. Casually written evidence L- indic,'.t_ve, with relation tothejudieLdlyextrae_able
oral evidence of the writer of the script : transcriptural evidence is indicative, with relation
to the original script : nfizmted evidence is so,
with relation to the writer of the minute, as
well as to any extrajudieial witness who_e
oral statement or narration i, the subject of
It: memoriter evidence is so, with relation to
the script, the supposed tenor, purport, or
effect of which, is thus reported: reported
real evidence is so, with relation to the real
evidence which i_ the subject of the report:
and, in ease of the interposition of' dl_ers
media, transmitted evidence of any degree is
indicative, ot course, of all superior degrees
of evidence fl'om the same original source,
From the bare description of this specie_
of evidence (that is, of the use thus to he
made of any species of evidence,) it _ill be
matdfbst beyond dispute that an?, system,
_hich, for the purpose of any sort of eau.e,
penal or non-penal, should (unless for the
avoidance of preponderant delay, vexation,
and exvense'} omit to make use of makeshift
or other evidence in thi._ way,--to make u_e
of it to the ntmo,t, for the purpose of d_scovering and oht,dning such information as is
to be had m a state fit ibr ultunate use,--i_,
to the amount of such omi,sions, defective,
and uncondncive to the ends of justice,
The propo_-itlm_ is not a purely hypmhctieal one. In the in<tahoe or' the Enghsl
systemofprocedure,
exemplilieatmns of it but
too extensive may be observed. In the pe_al
branch, in ca,es of felony unclergyable avd
elergyahle,* or (to speak without nonsense)
in first mad second rate crimes, evidence, upplicable or not to ultimate use, becomes by
accident applicable to this use: it serves for
the discovery, and thence perhaps for the ohtainment, of evidence ultimately employable,
This incidental use is extendible alwaL,s by
accident,-- (ibr design (design, at least, di'reeled to the legitimate ends of justice) is an
incident still wanting to the jurisprudential
system of English procedure.)--this
use is
extendible, to a certain degree, to inferior
offences. But, to eau.-es non-penal, carried on
in any branch of the regular mode (whether i_
be the branch called the commomlaw branch,
or the branch called the equity branch,) it
is scarce in any ease extendible.
If the evideuce which the witness whom you have sum• By 7 & 8 G. IV. e. 28. § 6, the benefit of
i_clergYabolished.with
respect_Ed,
to persons convicted of t_lony
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moiled has it in his power to give, happens to
be of that sort which is applicable to ultimate
use, well and good,_it
m,ty be put to use
accordingly : if not, the arrangements of procedure will not suffer it to be put to the
other use : if )ou have no evidence fl'om any
other source, be the evidence obt_dnable from
ttus source ever so conclusive, >ou lose)our
cause.
CHAPTEB.
XIL
ABERRATIONSOF ENGLIStl LAW ]INREGARD
TO MAKESHIFTEVIDENCE.
Such are the arrangements, such the rules of
judginC:', that have been suggested by a regard for the cuds of ju_tice:_he avoidance of
misdeeision, on one hand ; and, on the other,
the reducing, on every occasion, to their least
dimensions, the collateral and never cornpletely avoidable inconveniences of delay,
vexation and expense.
Ii the above arrangemcnts are wetl adjusted
to such their el_ds-- am| if the arrangementa
actually pursued by English jurisprudence
were al,-o well adjusted to these same ends,
-- those actually existing arrangements could
not. in an) point, he very widely distant Item
the abo_e proposed ones. So much fi,r the
algnmemafive picture of things. The picture
next to be given must be taken from life.
It; on thi, oeea.-ion, the reader ha_ prepared
his mind to view a s)stem of airangements
suggested by. and b,,ndfide directed lo, the
ends of justice, great indeed will he his surprise and disappointment.
It; on the other
hand, the eout_ary l,)pothe_-i_ be assumcd_
if, on considering the natural opposition of
interest on this g_ouud between the governorsandtbe_overned,
his assumption should
be, that, in the views and wiqms of the authors of these arrangements, the difference
between right reeL-ion and mtsdecision has
beenin general a matter of indifference--and
that, in so far a- was comlueive to the profit
of the governiHg pr,fession, not the minimum, but the maxinmm, of delay, vexation,
and expense, h.*_ been the object of endeavonr,--he
will find every object eonsi,tent
with that a_-_umption--every arrangement
flowing naturally from that source.
___nexplanatory hint must in this place he
given to the non-professional, and more partieularl) lethe non-English, reader. Ohserving one copy of the same document rejected,
at the same time that another copy of the
sameinstrumentisadmitted,--if,
for anything
that appears, both are in existence and produeible, it may naturally enough appear to
him that the rejection of either, however illfounded in principle, would be matter of indifference in practice. Reasonable as it is,
the supposition would be erroneous and delustre. Under a different system of prec,:.
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.dure--under
the system drawn from Roman
law, and generally
prevalent
on the continent
of Europe, -- it would
either
be agreeable
to, or at least le__s widety distant
from, the
truth.
But ill English
procedure,
no option
thus vnade, if it he exclusive,
is ever a matter
of indifference.
The document
thus excluded
is always the document,
whatever
it be, that
happens
to have heen tendered.
The eonsequeuce of the excltlsion is, not a siinplc reterence to the approved
docuroeltt,
without
further
delay, vexation,
or expense,
but an
actual
loss of the cause to the part) • whose
document
is thus rejected.
The direct in.
justice
thence resulting
as to the main point
in dispute,
is not indeed, in this case, in et, ery
instance,
irreparable;
but in many and many
an instance
it is: either because,
under the
existing
arrangements,
the doo_ is not left
open to a fresh demand
on the same ground;
or because,
in the interval,
and before it can
receive
a decision,
either
some
necessary
evidence
has perished,
or the fund necessary
• for the alimentation
of tim smt has been exhausted.
Be this as it may, and accor(th_g to
the least calamitous
result, a fre_-h trial, l_earinq, or whatever
be the name of it, is nece.-sary--in
a word, a fresh suit : m eonseqt_cnce
of which, the delay, vexation,
and expeu,e,
bestowed
upon the preceding
one, are in a
great
part (or, as the case may be, in the
whole)
wasted and thrown
away.
ttere then, once for all, let this deplorable
and but too indisputable
truth be ho_ne in
mind : that--howsoever
it miuht he uoder
a natural
system,
and even in the technical
system
of any other eountrs---.in
the technical system of English
jurisprndence
there
are no innoxiou%
no completely
reparable,
nor anything
like completely
reparable,
mistakes;
and that, whatsoever
absurdity
is diseernible--fraud,
and the spirit of extortion,
may or may not have been the cause-pltmder, oppression,
and affliction,
are iufallibly
the result,
On this _ound,
as on every other part of
the vast demesne
of jurisprudence,
whatever
is at variance uith the ends of justice
will be
to be referred,
in proportmns
not always to
be distinguished,
to the two grand
seurces
of misdecision,---improbity
and folly.
The
improbity,
has tbr its cause the as yet unremedied
but not irremediable,
opposition
(_f
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inconveniences
with which they respectively
appear pregnant.
1. The first consists in admitting,
at the
i_stanee of the plaintiff,
to the prejudice
of
the defendant,
in the hfetime
of the defendant, a letter or memorandum
in his hand :
the defendant,
though
alive, being neither
compelled
nor permitted
to stand torth himself in the character
of a deposing witness,
to be examined
upon oath (as a non*litigant
witness would be) touching
the factsbrought
to view in such written discourse.*
And so
in thecaseofawritten
statementofthe
plaintiff's, at thc instance
of the defendant.
By the influence of a superstition,
which
has been aheady touched
upon, and which
will be more thoroughly
discussed
in another
place, l he evidence of a defendant
is nol_ permitted to be extracted
in the mode recognised
to be the best. But the objection
confines itself to the best mode:
no sooner does a bad
mode present
itself,
than the prohibition
is
taken off.
]_et'_-Ang to hear the testimo.ay
of a de_
fendant,
extracted
in the way of vn'd voct
exaa_iuation,
the law refuses (as may well be
imagined)
to receive
the testimony
of the
same person exhibited
in the form of written
non-judicial
ewdence--in
the form of a letter or memorandum,
not designed at the time
of writing it (or at least not purporting
to
be designed)
to be exhibited
as evidence.
So
tar, at any rate, it is consistent
: and, admitling the propriety
of not suffering
the defen(lant to t)c examined
in the character
of a
witness,
unexceptionable.
But when the plaiutlff,
havizlg by any accident possessed hnnself
of a letter or memoraudum in the handwriting
of the defendant,
thinks fit on his part to exhibit it as evidence;
then the rule goes for nothing,
and the evideuce is a*lmitted.
In this admission,
the law
considers
itself as safe against deceit : and so
it undoubtcdlyis;
viz. on one side, the side
of the plaintiff,--the
only side to which, on
this occasion,
its views
appear to have extended.
To the prejudice
of the plaintiff,
the
admission
of it will not be productive
of injustice.
Why ? Becau.e it is he who produces
it. So f_ris right : the reason is a conclusive
one.
But the defendant
? are his interests
taken equal careof?
The answer is, No: they
arc entirely
neglected.
In a multitude
_[

interests
between this class of governors
and I cases--each
of them capableofbeing
realized,
the governed.
The folly has for its cause, at
each of them. doubtless,
every now and then
least _br a very principal one;of its causes, one
realized, -- conclusions
as contrary
to truth,
of the essential
characters
of jurisprudential
as they are prejudicial
to the defendant,
will
law--the
taking the conceptions
and praeevery now and then be drawn : necessarily
lice of a less experienced
and less i_d'ormed,
drawn,
when a deaf ear is turned
to those
as a standard
for the nuti_)ns and practice of a vh_ voce explanations,
by which the truth o|
more experienced
and better informed,
age.
the case might, in its whole extent, be brought
I proceed to bring toviewthe
most importto light.
ant of the aberrations
from the above rules,
exempliiiedin

Enstish

law;

together

with the

_

Vide sul_ra, p. 124, Note
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2. The second aberration consists in the
exclusion put upon the like written testimony of a witness, htigant or non-litigant,
after his deceaSe: a poim of time, after whicb,
on the one hand, the exam!nation of _ueh withess is become impossible; on the other hand,
the capacity of profiting, m his own person
at least, by such his testimony, supposing it
_lse and traudulent, is at an end.
Such (it will be seen) is the course taken
ingeneralbytheEnghshlaw:
acourse crossed
indeed by a muhitude of exceptions, the propriety of which can by no other argument_ be
maintained,than by _uch, the validityofwhich
is the condemnation of the general rule.
In the whole field of evidence, which is as
much as to say, in tim whole field of justice,
few points can be of greater importance. Underthis head come the books ofashopkeeper,
including the register kept by him of the
monies due to him. That these books should
not of themselves, and during the master's
lifetime, be conclusive evidence in his tavour,
the evidence unsanctioned, and the authol
uncross-examined, is a proposition too plaiti
to stand in need of argument.
Each shopkeeper nfight, at that rate, impose a tax to
any amount, on troy number of persons, at
his choice. That the written evidence even
of his servant in his behalf should not be reeeived as conclusive--should
r*ot be received
at all during the lifetime of such servant,
such servant being capable of being examined
in the regularmode, and yet not examined--is
another proposition which t haveendeavoarcd
to estabh_h. But if, after the death of such
servant, the entries made hy him were not
permitted so much as to be received in the
character of evidence, what wouldbe the consequence ? * That every tradesman's title to
the monies owing to him tbr his goods, would
be dependent, completely dependent, on the
hfe of the servant, the book-keeper, the journeyman, the porter, by whom they had been
respectively delivered to his customers. The
death of the servant, and the ruin of the
master, would be the effect of the same ineeitahle cause,
A word, a phrase, abroken hint, an uncompleted and perhaps uncompleteable sentence,
--such is the garb in which Reason clothes
herself on those great and rare occasions, on
which she vouchsafes to visit the shelves of
English law.
Sometimes the word "necessity,"sometimes the phrase " course qftrade,'"
is the fragment of a reason, under favour of
which a pretem_ is sougt_t for the breach
made, upon this ground, in the irrational and
intolerable rule. But to what use introduce
necessity ? _ what justification can necessity

prehensive view of the dictates of utility?
The species of evidence being admitted, one
or otheroftwo
opposite results--deception,
or non-deceptlon, is the most proimble. If
admitted, would it be oftener productive of
i deception, and thence of erroneous decision,
than of a just persuasion, and thence of a decision according to truth and justice? In thi_
case, where is the necessity (let what will be
understood as signified by that vague appe|.
lation)--wbere
or what is the necessity that
Can warrant the admission of the tMlaciou_
light ?
Apply the same observation to the cornpound term, the course of trade. Trade is a
good thing; it is mfiversally agreed to be so:
great sacrifices, though not always very all.
vantageous ones, are made continually in its
service. But is it in the nature of trade, any
mo_e than of any other desirable object, to
be benefited or promoted by the letting in
a species of light, of which injustice oftener
than justice will by the supposition be the
consequence ? Is it in the nature of trade,
any more than of justice, to receive advancement by a s)stem of decision, of whmh the
effect wilt be, to put the fruits and profitsof
trade more irequently into the pocket of it
cheat than of the lawfifl owner?
I Of two things, one. The evidence admitted
! either promises to be most frequently productlve of justice, or of injustice. If of justice,
no such word as necessity or trade can be hece*sa_T-if
of injustice, no such word van be
suJficient, to warrant the admission of it. t
It has been observed already, that there is
a uhole class of facts, for the proof of which,
in spite ofall excluding rules, adooristbrown
wide open to all sorts of evidence without
scruple: not only to this but too suspicious
evidence, but to the much more suspicious
and fallaemus evidence, which, by English
law)ers, has so often been confounded with
it: I metal hearsay evidence. And what are
these fimtsP 1 can think of but one attribute
by which, indeterminate
as it "is, they can
be designated; and that is, ancient: anele, t
facts--facts
tending to the estabhshment of
tamily relation, locally obligatory custom,
ancient possession of rights of partial owner°
ship, and the like.
If, on one part of the
grmmd more than another, the argument from
necessity can be said to apply with peculiar
force, it will be on this. On this sort of
ground, exclude this sort of evidence, you
exclude all evidence.
The witch of Endor,
the sibyl once so cumplaisa_t to the curiosity
of Ulysses, are not now in office. Ghosts cm_not now be brought into court, obtorto collo,
to be sworn and cros_-examined. An interval

afford for the breach of any rule laid down
by reason -- of a rule prescribed by any corn-

-1-For a fuller exposure of the arguments
founded upon the words necessity and trade, _ee
Book IX. JNxclusion; Part IIL Deception;
Chap. IIL _t. _.

• Vidvsupra_ p. 123, Note T._Ed.
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of a certaln length, has it elapsed between
self, but by the existence or non-existence oI
the present tinge and the time of the fact or the faculty of submitting the testimony to
supposed fact P--such evidence as the nature
the action of the scrutinizing and purifying
of things furnishes, yon must admit, or nose.
tests. The witness, in mind as well as body,
Written extrajudicial evidence, if it be to be is he still ready at the call of justice ? Admi_
had, howsoever it happens to present itself, it not his written statement, though it have an
is your best chance: i_ailingthis, even hear- antiquity of sixty, of eighty years, to plead
say evidence --hearsay evidence, remote fr_,m for it. Has he taken his departure from the
the fountain head by any number of degrees,
world we live in ? Admit the paper, thoagh
and with or without being able to trace it to the ink have scarce yet ceased to wet it. But
the fountain head, or so much as to number : may it not then be {alse ? false, and fabricated
the degrees.
Such is the choice, in respect
for the purpose? Indnbitably it may: though,
of sorts of evidence: one of these two, or iu our own times at least, such fraud, or
none.
But, even in thi_ case, of what avail, any mark of such fraud, committed by a hand
or even import, is the plea of necessity, any so circumstanced, is neither natural nor cornmore than in any other ? As to the import,
mon. But is the presence of such fraud, in
here indeed it is plain enough that such i_ each case, more probable than the absence?
the case-- this evidence or none. But, in thi_ And, where present, is the snccess of it more
case, as in every other, is not the absence of i probable than the failure, after all the warnall evidence a preferable result to the pre- Img recormnended to he given of it, and which
sence of a species of evidence, which, be the _so naturally will be given of it? And are
case what it will, is more likely to give birth / the_e the only times in which the propensity
to a wrong judgment than to a right one?
! to fraud has been to be found in the nature
In vain would it be to say, that in this ea_e : of man ? Forged deeds, and other fruits of
the danger of deeeptiou is in any re,pect les, I letteled fi'and, are they in greater proportion
than in any other: on the contrary, it is even ', to true a_Jd authentic _ritings in these our
greater.
Recent testimony--te<timony
con- ] times, such as they are, than in the times of
ccrning recent facts, if mendacious or other- I monkery and monki,h charters ?
wise incorrect, pos,esses it_ chance of reeeiv- .
Such are the questions of minor account,
ing confutation or correction in the regular _ that pre_ent themselves as applicable to this
and most satisfactory mode, from the sane- _ partic_.flar ca-_e. But have they not been
tinned and seruti_ized testlmony of persons i already superseded and rendered superfluous
still
alive : circumstantial
evidence will,
the character
of indicative evidence,
afford ina
clue to this or that lot of viva once evidence-a clue which fraud, with all its cunning, may
not have suspected.
But, in the case of
ancient facts, who shall follow out the clue
that has been broken by the same hand that
cut the thread of life ?
It may be thought superfluous, after this,
to add any such reflections as ti_e following:
-- 1. That, io point of distance of time, no
determinate line has been so much as attempted to be drawn, nor could easily be
drawn, between these ancient t_tcts and facts
of more ordinary occurrence ; 2. That, among
the facts thus treated as ancient facts, are
facts that may have been but as of yestelda) ;
3. That in partwular, in a case that has given
birth to a decision pronouncing the admisstun of even hearsay evidence, the length of
interval extended not beyond twenty years ;
4. That the length by which, in the proposed
rule, the place of the line which separates
admission from exclusion is proposed to be
determined, is the length of human life-- a
length which, though in one case it may be
but that of an atom, may in another case be
some number of times the above recorded
and admitted length of twenty years; and 5.

i by
broadest
and covers
an-comprehensive
of that
argnme_Jt,
which
the whole of line
the
i ground to which the species of evidence now
before us is applicable ?
3. A third a_berration consists in receiving
the testimony of a witness in the unsetisikc! tory form of casually written evidence, upon
I the zround of a mere untbrthcomingness ou
I his part at the time ; without any inqmry into
i!the cause, whether temporary or perpetual ;*
' and without provision for reparation of the
! wrong, in the event of its being proved false
: by subsequent vh'_ once examination in the
regular and proper mode. The admissibility
] of this evidence, under these circumstances,
' being established, what would be the consei quence ? That, where the value at stake
i was sufficient to pay the expense of the fraud,
I a man would procure his witness, in the first
i place, to fabricate a piece of written evidence
_adapted to the circumstances of the case ; in
! the next place, to keep out of the way till
i after it had been put to its judicial use, and
: a decision had been grounded upon it. Or,
i by procuring the like testimony from a man,
] whose known intention it was never to reI
I m This is scarcely consistent with practice. It
t has been held, that proof of the hand-writing ot

That the true criterion bet ween cases for ad- likely to return, is not sufficient to make a memission and cases for rejection, is constituted, l morandum
a clerk_ andby
thathimhe admissible
has gone abroad,
in evidence.
and is not
1
not by the length of time, considered in it- t Esp. N. P. C. 2._Ed.
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visit the country in which it was to be fabri- tot it happens to be to occttpy the st_.tion of
eated, the expense of purchasing absence defendant [ If it be the pleasure of thejndfe
might thus be saved,
to grant him a new trial, on condition of
Not that it follows, by any means, that if, taking his chance tot that expensive remedy,
under favour of the rule protested against, the omission may be repaired--the
original
the characteristle fraud were even to be fre- may be produced. But at the best, and even
quently attempted, the a_temp_ would be as at that expense, the reparation of the omitfrequently, or anything like as frequently,
sion--the saving his cause fi'om perdition and
_-uceessful. Wtth the warning which it is injustice, mul himself perhaps from ruia_
here proposed should be given of it, m;d depends not upon himself ; whereas, were his
which, without any such proposal, would t_a- station in the cause that of the plaintiff, it
rurally be given of it, to the judge of fkct by ] would depend upon himself to suffer what is
the ju_lge of law, I should not expect to see f called a nonsuit, and, at the price of a fresh
such evidence i_equentlv productive of a de- i aetmn, to substitute the admissible document
eision on that side, eve_ where the truth of ibr the inadmissible one.
the case was on that same side ; much less to
On the ground of transeriptural evidence,
see any frequent reason for suspecting that [ among the inconveniences by which suitors
fraud had by this means been rendered tri- are apt to be tormented, those which consist
umphant. But where, without incurring any in undue decision or failure of 3ustice having
such risk, the purposes of substantiM justice
the spuriousness or incorrectness of this spe•night in an equal degree be accomplished,
ties of evidence for their cause, constitute bu_
the danger, whatever it may amount to, seems a small proportion of the aggregate mass. It
to have nothing to cmnpensate it.
is in the triple shape of delay, vexation, and
Symptoms of a tendency at least to admit expense, tha_ the principal part of the m_sin this unguarded way evidence in _ts own chief displays itself.
nature so suspicious-- so apt to be fallacious,
Transcripts are made of a mass of writing
has been here and there betm_ ed by English
to any extent, where a glance of the origins.
law.
would be sufficient:
4. In regard to the admi,sion of transcripts,
Of a mass of writing, of which but a smaL
the aberrations of English law are still more part is relevant, or at least necessary to the
remarkable,
purpose, the _hole is trmtseribed without
In the case where the original is not abso- distinction :
lately unprodncible, the question respecting
Transcripts are made by an official hand,
the admission of transcripts will be apt at first at an extra expense_an
expense sometimes
to present itself as of little or no practical altogether arbitrary, and most commonly
importance : if the transcript will serve, let excessive, as being at a monopoly, _ where
it be admitted _if not, let the original be trm_scripts made at an ordinary expense might
produced.
Thus, in effect, the matter will afford a lot of evidence equally satis_hetory to
stand, taking the world at large. But in an impartial or candid mind:
E_giish procedure, the spirit of chicane has,
Originals are t_tched from unlimited dison this part of the ground, as on so many tances, in official, or other appropriate, and
others, contrived to raise a cloud of frivolous
consequently high-paid custody,_wben
trandistinctions, under the influence of which the scripts in the way of extract, or even entire,
interests of justice have in numerou_instances
mighl, be obtained aztd sufficiently autbentigone to wreck. In that system of procedure,
cated at an i,ferior price•
so far as the use of trial by jury extends,
The mass ot delay, vexation, and expense,
whatever evidence is capable of contributing
which has for its cause any real bondfide ddsto form the ground of decision, must be pre- belief or suspicion as to the genuineness or
seated, every part of it, within the compa.,s correctness of slot oftran_eriptural evidence,
ofag_ven part of a given day. At that period is perhaps not a tenth, not a twentieth, not
a transeriptural document being presented, if a hundredth part, of that which has malafides,
it be a ca_ where a transcript is allowed to on the one part or the other, for its cause.
be received in place of the original, wetl and In the view of guarding against spuriousnes_
good ; if not, and the document is a necessary
and incorrectness, certain regulatmns are caone to the side of the party by whom it was _ablished.
If, in any the most minute parproduced, the cause is lost for that time at tieular, party A is found departing from these
least, i.e. in respect of the action then de- regulations, party B takes advantage of the
pending: and whether the loss be reparable or flaw. Each lmrty, sure of being opposed by
no, depends upon a variety of circumstances,
morally unjust, though legally just, objecIf the transcript be presented on the defend- tions on the part of the other, heaps paper
mat's side, and essential to it_and
if the ease upon paper, expense upon expense. A party,
be of the nmnber of those in which a tran- though secure in his own mind against ob_cript, or that sort of transcript, happens to be jeetion on the part of his adversary, will, for
found inadmissible, _ woe to the man whose the sake of inflicting vexation on him, pretend
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to apprehend vexation from him ; or rather, of the established rules on this subject, exwithout so much as the necessity of any such cept to the extent of the single and very lio
pretence, act as if he apprehended it. Agents mited _ase in which it was there seen that
of the parties, on both sides, and of all de- exclusion is proper, are bad. Accordingly,
scviptions, official scribes of all descriptions,
the rule that a judgment directly upon the
all have an interest in increasing the load by point is conclusive in any future cause beadditions in themselves unnecessary ; all have tween the same parties, is a good rule--it
pretences for giving birth to such increase;
is almost the only one that is,
all have it more or less in their power to give
Even thi_ rule is cut into by one excepbirth to it. Judges, by whom such abuses lion: that verdicts in crimin:d procedings are
should be watched with a sleepless eye amt not only not conclusive, but are not even adaverted by an inexorable hand, contribute not misslble evidence, in civil cases. $ For this
so much to reduce the load as to increase it ; exception, two reasmm are given : the one
by useless and groundless punctihos, the result
fi)unded on a mere technicallty--the
other on
of some caprice of the imagination--of
par- a view, though a narrow and partial one, of
tial views, in which the contemplation of some the justice ot the case. The first is, that it
ill-chosen means has eclipsed the prospect of is res inter altos acta : the parties in the civil
the ultimate and proper end, the preventiml
cause cannot, it is said, have been also the
of the inconveniences so otten mentioned,
parties m the previous criminal one, the plainParties, their agents, and the subaltern of- tiff in a criminal proceeding being the king.
ricers of justice, each on his own part aims It is obvious, however, that the king's heing
at profitable injustice : judges second the eu- plaintiff is in this case a mere .fictton.
A1deavours of all. _
though the party in whose favour':he previous
5. Few questions have been more agitated
verdict is offered in evidence, was not called
in English law than those which relate to the the plaint(tY' in the former ploceedlng, there
admissibility of, and the effect to be given to, is nothing whatever to hinder him frmn haydifferent articles of adsc_titious evidencc.t i in_ been the prosecutor, who is substantially
The subject occupies sixty closely printed i the plaintiff. Now it he was the prosecutor,
nominal octavo, real quarto pages: in Phil- I anti his adversary the defendant, it is evident
lipps's exposition of the law of evidence. Of that the cause ts between the same parties;
ageneral
subjectview
thuscannot
extensive,
more than
very
be expected
to beagiven
in the present work : nor is it necessary for
our purpose to go beyond the more prominent
features.
One remarkable circumstance is, tha_ the
whole body of the rules of law relating to
this subject are, with a very small number of
exceptions, exclusionary. Either the decision
given in a former cause is said not to be evideuce ; and then it is that decision which is
excluded : or it is said to be conclusive evideuce ; and then an exclusion is put upon the
whole mass of evidence, howsoever constiluted, which might have been capable of being

that that
it is if
not,it inbe reality,
acta;is
.] and
treated re*
as inter
such, olios
justice
i sacrificed, as it so often is, to a fiction of law.
t
The other reason is, " that the party in
[,the civil suit, in whose behalf the evidence is
I supposed to be offered, might have been a
_.witness on the prosecution.'ll
This is true.
! He might have been a witness ; and the previous verdict might have been obtained by
his evidence• But it m_qht be, that the contrary was the case. Whether he was a wit_hess, or not, is capable of being ascertained.
i If he was not a witness, why adhere to a rule
t which cannot have the shadow of a ground
t but upon the supposition that he was ? But

presented on the other side.
In saying this, enough has already been
said to satmfy any one, who has assented to
what was said in a former chapter concerning
adscititious evidence, that nearly the whole
......
o The p_pers from which the above remarks
ou the aberrations of Englhh law have been com.
piled,
were
written by Mr
Bentham
at different
.
_ . * -- • .
. *
.
_
_

i suppose even that he was a witness, and that
the verdict which he now seeks to make use
i of, was obtained from the jury by means of
I his own testimony, This wilt often be a very
good reason for distrust ; but it never can be
] a sufficient reason /or exclusion.
Under a
I system of law, indeed, which does not suffer
I a nart v to _,ive evidence directly in his own
,_ _ : 1[.. Is o-eOllSlsten_
,
. enough _ _[0 eDrevent _ ,.nlul
| oenall_

_e_enni_iole_t_Yt_*.m]lna_a;erYs'thcatn_pt_taedainna
,
.
p
- I from doing _he same
. .
thingin a'rotmdabout
.
.
s
v_hmh
mill
tended to give .ome
account of what is done by ] wa Y- A pro Posltmn , however,
"
'
"
English law in regard to all the different kinds [ be maintained in the sequel of this work, is,
of makeshift evidence, but never completed his ] that in no case ought the plaintiff to be exdesign. The reanaiuder of this chapter (with I eluded from testifying in what lawyers indeed
trte exception of a fragment, which fbr distinc- ] would _I1 his own behalf but which b_ the
lion's sake has heen_prlnted
within• brackets,) .is I md
" of counter-mterro
"
"'
' reall ' ff
Y" his'
•
atmn
_s
the result of a partial attempt to fill up the void |
,
.
, g ..,
.
Y, ,
which had thus been left in the body of the _cause Js _,
much more ms aaversary s ue• p. "1"
See Chapter IL of this Book, _ 3, supra, ]
127.

_ Phitli_ps [I
(edit.
Ibid.1824,)
i. 319.i. 317, et seq.
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half than his own. Should this opinion be grounds on which the former judgment wan
found to rest on suffiCient grounds, tile reason given, and to show, by comments on the evijust referred to for not admitting the former deuce, or by adducing fresh evidence, that it
verdict, as evidence, will appear to be, ou the was an improper one : but do not shut oat
contrary, a strong reason tbr aAmitting it.
perhaps the only evidence which is now to
Thus much may ._uffiee, as to the first rule be had against him, merely because it would
relating to this subject in English law--a
be unjust, on the ground of that evidelme, to
role which ha_ been seen to be as reasonable,
condemn him without a heating.
In the _hsas the above-mentioned
exception to it is lure of a judgment is there anything which
unreasonable.
We shall find few instances,
renders a jury less capable of appreciating
in the succeeding rules, of an approach even that kind of evidence, than any other kind,
thus near to the confines of common sense,
at its just value ? But it is useless to argue
For, first, a judgment is not evidence, even against one particular case of the barbarous
between the same parties, " of any matter
policy which excludes all evidence that seems
which came collaterally in question, nor of in any degree exposed to be untrustworthy.
any matter incidentally cognizable, nor of The proofs which wilt be hereafter_ adduced
any matter to he inferred hy argument from of the absurdity of the principle, are proofs of
the judgment. ''s By tl_e words not evi&_nee, its absurdity in this ease, as in every other.
lawyers sometimes mean one tbing, someAnother curious rule is, that, as a judgtimes another: here, however, not admissible ment is not evidence _ga_nst a stranger, the
in evidence, is what is meant. That it ought contrary judgment shall not be evidence for
not to be conctuswe as to any fact but such him. If the rule itself is a curious one, the
as the judgment, if conform_ble to law, he- reason given ibr it is still more so: _" No.
eessarity supposes tohave been proved, is no body can take benefit by a verdict, who had
more than we have seen in a former chapter:
not been prejudiced by it, had it gone conthat, however, because it ought not to be trary:" a maxim which one would suppose to
made conclusive, it ought not to be admiral- have found its way from the gaming-table to
ble, is an int'erenee which none but a lawyer
the bench.
If a part), be benefited by one
would ever think of drawing. A common throw of the dee he will, if the rules of fmr
man's actions are received every day as cir- pla_ ale observedl be prejudiced by mmther:
eumstantial evidence of the motive by which
but that the consequence should hold when
he was ac'.oated : why not those of a judge?
applied to justice, is not equally clear. This
The ._ext rule is, that a verd,et or judg- rule of mutuality is destitute of even that
ment on a former occasion, is not evidence semblance of reason, which there is for the
against any one who was a stranger to the rule concerning res inter alias acta. There
former proceeding : that is, who was not a ' is reason for saying that a man shall not lose
party, nor stood in any such relation to a his cause in consequence of the verdict given
party, as will induce lawyers to say that he in a former proceeding to which he was not
was pri_7/to the verdict. The reason why a a party ; but there is no reason whatever for
judgment under these circumstances is not saying that he shall not lose his cause in conevidenee, ls, that it is res inter alias acta. But sequence of the verdict in a proceeding to
we have seen already_f that its being res inter winch he was a party, merely because hi_
altos acta, _hough a sufficient reason for re- adversary was not_ It is right enough that
ceiving it with suspicion, is no reason for a verdict obtained by A against B should not
excluding it.
bar the claim of a third party C; but that it
The more special reason, by which, in the should not be evidence in favour of C agains_
case now ui_der consideration, this general
B, seems the very height ofabserdity.
"/'he
one is corroborated, is, that the party " had only fragment of a reason which we can dud
no opportunity to examine witnesses, or to in the books, having the least pretension to
defend himselL or to appeal against the judg- rationality, is this,_ that C, the party who
ment.'._
This being undeniable, it would h- ,,_ves the verdict in evidence, may have been
very improper, no doubt, to take the juugone of the witnesses by meagre of who_ tarmerit for conclusive. On this ground, what is timony it was obtained.
The inconclusivethe dictate of unsophisticated common sense? !ness of this reason we have already seen.
A very obvious one. As the party h_L_not
The rule, that a judgment biter ahos is not
had an opportunity to examine witnesses, to I evidence, which, like all other rules of law,
defend himself, or to appeal against the 3udg- ! is the perfection of reason, is in a variety of
ment, at a former period, let him have an I instances set aside byas many nombmIexeepopp'ortunity of doing all these things now': let I lions, but real viohtions, allof which are also
...... have leave to impeach the validity of the common
sense, at
might
him
the perli_ction
of least,
reason.theyTo
the justly
praise lay
of
• C. J. De Grey, in theDuchess of Kingston's ]
ease, apud Phillipps, i. _}4.
] II See Book IX. Exclusion; part lII. De,
+ Vide chal_ 1L
_ Phillipp_, i. _09. I ael°tg_a_
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claim, if they did no more, in each instance, I
To make no allowance for the different
than abrogatc the exclusionary rule. But if ' chance which different eom'ts afford fbr rectlthe rule be bad in one way, the exceptions,
tude of decision. _uhl be con.-istcnt e:tough
a_ usual, are bad in the contrary way.
as between one court and another in the same
One of the exceptions relates to an order country : in England, at least, the ru_s of
of removal, executed, and either not appealed the several court s, howsoever different among
against, or, if appealed against, confirmed by themselves, being each of them within its
the quarter-sessions.
This, as between third own sphere the perl_:ction of reason, any s,cg
parishes, who were not parties to the order, allowance as is here spoken of would be obis admissible evidence, and theretore (such is viously absurd: that mu_t be equally good
jurisprudential logic) conclusive: the officers, evelywhere, which is everywhere the best
therefore, of athird pat'ish, in which the pan- po_-sible. Of foreign judieatnries, however,
per may have obtained a settlement, have it taken in the lump, sinnlar excellence has not,
in their power, by merely keeping the only we may venture to affirm, been ever prediwitnesses who could p_ove the settlement
coted by any English lawyer, nor is likely to
out of the way till after the next quartetbe by any I_nglishman ; for Englishmen, how
sessions, or at farthest for three months, to blind _oever to the defects ot the;r own inrid their pari_h for ever of the incumbrance,
stitu" )ns, have usuaily a keen enough perThe reason of this ts, " that there may be cepti a of the demerits, whether of institusome end to litigation,"'--a
reason which tions m' of anything else, if presented to them
is a great favourite with lawyers, mid very without the hounds of their own country.
_ustly. Litigation--understan[t,
in those who Were a consistent regard paid to the cictates
Cannot pay for it--is a had thing : let no such of justice, what could appear more absurd
• person presume to apply fo_justice.
One is than to give theeffect of conclusive evidence
_mpted, however, to ask, whether justice be to the decisions of courts in which nearly all
a thing worth having, or no? and if it be, at the vices of Enghsh procedure prevail, onwhat time iris desirable that litigation should accompanied by those cardinal securities
be at an end ? after justice is done, or before ? publicity and cross-examination -- which go
It would be ridiculous to a_k for what reason so far to make amends for all those vices, and
it is of so much greater importance that titi- which alone render English judicature engation between parishes should have an end, I durable?
Yet the rule which, in so many
than litigation between individuals; since a I eases, excludes those decisions altogether,
question of this sort would imply (what can I errs nearly. as much on the contrary side ; for,
by no means be a_sumed) that reason had the difficulty of bringing witnesses and other
something to do with the matter,
evidence from another country being geneWttat is called a judgment in rein in the j rally greater than that of bringing them from
exchequer, is, as to all the world, admissible, ! another and perhaps not a distant part of the
and conclusive.
The sentence of a court of I same country, there is the greater probability
admiralty, is, in like manner, as against all ! that the decision in question may be the otfly
persons, admissible, and conclusive.
So is evidence obtainable.
even that of a foreign court of admiralty. The
After what has been observed coneernbig
sentence of ecclesiastical courts, in some par- the admissibility of prior decisions in Et_glish
tieuiar instanees,--this,
like the others, is ad- law, little need" be said on that of prim' demissible, and, like the others, conclusive. It positions.
Wherever the decision itself is
is u_less to swell the list. Equally nseless said to be res inter ahos acta, the depositions
would it he to enter into a detmled exposition
on which it was grounded are so too; attd
of the badness of these several rules. The are consequently excluded.
In other cases
reader by whom the spirit of the tbregoing
the) are generally admissible : though to this
remarks has been imbibed, will make the up- there are some exceptions.
Happily nobody
plication to all these ca.ses for himself,
ever thought of making them conclubive.
The law recognises no difference in effect,
[ $ Among the causes which have eontribetween the decismn of a court abroad, and bated to heap vexation upon suitors ou the
that of a court at home.
The sentence of ground of evidence, one has been the scramany foreign court, of competent jurisdiction,
ble for jurisdiction (i. e. for fees) between the
directly deciding a question, is conclusive, if common- law courts, and the courts called
the same qncstion arise incidentally between
courts of equity.
Such was the hostility,
the same parties in this country : in all other
the common-law courts refi, sed to give ereeases it is inadmissible.
The case of debt, dit to whatever was done under authority of
in which it is admissible, but nat conclusive,
their rivals. Depositions in equity were not
is part_lly, and but partially, an exception ; admissible evidence at common law. When
for even in this ease the foreign judgment is, the work of iniquity is wrought by judicia.
as to some points, eonelusive.t
Here commences thefragment allud_t toin
• Philtipt_, i. 312.
3_ Ibid. i. 330-_
p. 170.
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hands, there must always be a pretence ; but rags, why scruple to refuse credit to their
m_ pretence has been too thin to serve the own acts?]
purpose.
It cmlsi_ts always in some word
It is now, however, fid]y settled, that the
or phrase : aud any one word that comes up- answer of the defendant, as well as the depcrmost is sufficient,
t positions of witnesses, in Chancery, are eviThe pretence on this oc_'a_iou was.--a
_ deuce in a court of law; and that "a decree
court of equity is not a court of record. A I of the court of Chancery may he given in
better one would have been, to have said, it ] evidence, on the same footing, and under the
is not u teuuis court. The consequence _ould l same limitations, as the verdict of judgment
have been equally Ieg_itimate; and the defects / of a court of common taw," *
of the common-law courts, and the effrontery |
The exemplifications which we undertook
of the conductors of the business, would not | to give of the defects of English law in rehave been placed in so striking a point of i lation to makeshift evidence, may here end,
view.
To what purpose weary the reader with the
With much better reason (if reason had dull detail of the cases in which casually.
anything to do in the business) might the written or exparte preappointed evidence are
equity courts have refused the application of excluded, with the equally long, and equally
courts of record to the common-law courts,
dull. list of the casesin which, though excluIn every cause, the evidence, and that alone, siou would be just as reasonable (if it were
is the e_-sence of the cause ; in it is contained
reasonable at all,) admission, and not exeluwhatever constitutes the i,dividual character
sion, is the rule F To know that the cutsof the cause, and distinguishes it fi'om all bIished systems are everywhere radically
other causes of the same species : to a cause, wrong-- wrong in the fundamental principles
the evidence is what the kernel is to the nut. I upon which they rest, and wrong just so far
In a court of equity, this principal part of the _as those principles are consistently applied,_
cause, though not made up in the best mm_- this, to the person who regards the happiness
net, is at any rate put upon record, or, in of mankind as worth pursuing, and good laws
plain English, committed to writing, and pre- as essential to happiness, is in a pre-eminent
served. In a court of law this is never done. degree important and interesting.
But, for
The evidence, like the leaves of the Sibyl, is one who, by a comprehensive survey of the
committed to the winds. What goes by the grand features, has satisi]ed himself that the
name of the record is a compound of sense system is rotten to the core; for such a perand nonsense, with excess of nonsense: the son to know that. it is smnewbat more tolersense composed of a minute quantity of use- able in one part than in another part--that
ful truth, drowned mid rendered scarce dis. principles which are mischievous in all their
tinguishable by a flood of lies, which would , applicatimis, are a little more or a Iittle tess
be more misehicvou_ if they were less noto- mischievous in one application than in anrious,
other--that,
in this or that portion of the
In the court of Exchequer, the same judges
field of law, vicious theories are consistently
constitute one day a court of equity, another I carried out, and yield their approprmte fruit
day a court of law. What if the occasion tbr ' in equally vicious practice, while in this or that
the rejecti_,n of the evidence had presented i odd corner they are departed trom,--would in
itself in this court ? In the hands of an Eng- ! general be a sort of knowledge as destitute of
.....
.
.
hsh
judge, the 3us ment_endt is the sword o f, i instruction,
as it. always Is and necessarily
Alexander. On the declared ground of ini- i must be of amusement.
quity, stopping every day their own proceed- i

Q PhiJlipps, i. 340.
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I.

AUTIIENTICATION,
WIIAT.THAT
CONNEXION
OF
Tills SUBJECT WITH
OF PREAPPOINTED EVIDI:NCE.
II_thebookhavingforitssobjectpreappointedI
evidence,*--inbringingtoviewtheusesorad,
vantagesderivable
trom that kind of evidence,
considered
as applied
to instruments
expresrove of contracts,
taken in the largest sense,-prevention
of spurious or falsified instruments,
t. e. spurious in the whole orin part, was stated
a_ being of the number of those uses.
The fmtction then considered
as belonging
, to the legislator was, so to order matters, that,
In so far as contracts
have been entered
into,
genuine
instruments
expressive
o_ them shall
heinexistence;
andthat
spurioasinstruments
instruments
expressiveofdiscoursesthat
wer*
never uttered
by the persons by whom the
purport,
orbysome
one are pretended
to have
been uttered,
may not he in existence,
So to order matters,
as that,
when an instrument
so framed
as above is genuine,
it
shall be believed
to be, and recognised
as,
genuine ; and that, when an instrument
pur.
porting
or appearing
or pretended
to be so
framed as above,
is not genuine,
but either
spurious in toto or falsified, it shall be tinderstood that it is spurious or falsified ; and, in
case of falsification,
what are the parts in it
that are falsified ; is another of the legislator's
functions,
which remains to form the subject
of this book.
On that former occasion, room and demand
were seen to exist for something
in the way
of regulatmn-something,
how little soever
in comparison
with that which has so cornmonly been done.
On this occasion,
there is no demand for
anything
whatsoever
to be done in the way
of regulation : whatever
is to be done consists
wholly of instruction--instruction
from the
legislator,
delivered
for the information
and
guidance
of the judge,

CHAPTER

II.
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the whole possible matter of evidence--real,
oral, and written.
The same term, authentiI eatiou, maybeemplovedwithrefereneetoeach
of them:
but the import of it, in the three
I cases, differ_ to a certain degree, according
to
the different
natures of the subject-matter
to
which
it is respectively
applied.
]
1. In the case of real evidence,
to authentieate
the evidence
is to establish
the
identity
of the body (whatever
it be) which is
the source of the e_tdenee,the body, the
appearances
of which constitute
the evidence,
-- together
with the authenticity
of those
appearances
: to make it appear, to the sarisfaction
of the judge, thattliebodyexlfibifing
certain appearances
at the time of its being
produced
in court or subjected
to the examination of a scientific
witness
(acting on that
occasion
in the character
of a subordinate
and deputed judge,)
is the same body as that
by which the evidentiary
appearmJces
were
exhibited
in the first instance.
2. That the
appearances
exhibited
b) it at the two points
of time, and daring the imervemng
interval,
are the natural consequcnces
ot the principal
i_ct, and have not been either t:abricated,
or
restart,ally
altered,
eifl_er by dcslgn or negligence.
In the ease of real evidenct,
safe custody
will commonly
besides have another
object,
viz. insuring
the existence
arid iortheomingaess of the object-preventing
xt from being
destro)ed
or lost.
But this purpose belongs
not to the present head,
but to tbe head of
securing the ibrthcomingness
of evidence.
2. In the case of personal oral evidence,
to
authenticate
the evidence
is to establish
the
identity
of the person who, in the character
of a deposing
witness,
is subjected
to oral
examination,--who,
in the character
of a deposing witness,
is admitted
to _,dve his testimony in the presence of the judge : to make
it appear to the satisfaction
of the judge,
I.
That he who speaks of himself as being such
or such a person, is really that person ; 2. That
the person who, at tbe time in question,
in
presettce
of the judge, speaks of himself
as
having been present
on a certain
past oeca-

SUBJECT " MATTERS OF AUTHENTICATION_ . sins, on which _,
a person known
by a certain
.
w HAT.
plesent,
lS• that. same
MODES OF AUTHENTICATION IN i name was
. actually
-.
_ _ per__
__
son; wnemer
on the occasion
in nann
ne
"_ME cASE OF REAL AND OF ORAL EVI_, _.
,_ '
.
_...
_
' _
DE_CCE
Calls ntmseli_ or IS eallefl_ oy the same, or n."
•
j a different,
name.
Tttal_E main species or pareels have again and ]
3. In the ease of written evidence,
to estaagain

been mentioned,
_

as comprising
i_r_

together

I blish

the genuineness

I make it appear,

of the doemnent

to the satisfaetion

is to

of the i m_ge_
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AUTHENTICATION--

that tile document exhibited as containing the

onat ;7:e

dis-

com'se of that same pe
; and (where the
oecesmn is material) that tiffs discour_-'e did
really isstie fiom him on that same occasion.
C_rrespondent to the respective _*ature of
the respective species of evidence, will be
the several courses requisite and proper to be
taken for establishing their authcnticity_
I. The _se of real evidence admits of safe
custody; an expedient that applies not at all,
or not with equally and uniformly unexeeptionable propriety, m either of the other cases,
For this purpose, a particular sort of person
_s not untrequeatly appointed by law, in contemplation of his presumed trustworthiness
with reference to the purpose, lle takes
charge of the article, keeps it in his possession
till the time comes for its being produced, in
the character of evidence, before the judge;
and it is partly by tbe Pact of his having thus
kept it in his custody, partly by the testimony
he gives, or is considered as _dving, of its
having been so kept _ithout any fallacious
alteration, that its authenticity is estab|ished,
2. The case of personal oro/evidenee, that
is. of a person appearing befbre the judge to
10re hi_ testimony, admits not of any appropriate modeof attthentieatiou.
His being the
same person as he who (commonly under the
same name) is stated by him as having been
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The task wilt be found to be attended with

vat,considerable acoordio
ffercntot.e
s,

differences of which the nature of the writtell
, document in question is susceptible--differI enees that have aiready been dtstinguished by
! appropriate names. I speak of the different
i modifications of written evidence that have
] been already marked out, and separatelyeonI sidered, under the general heads of .Preap.
l pointed and 3Iake._hift evidence. All these
I will, in their order, be now for this new put! pose brought again to view.
I
A distinction must here be observed, bei tween evidence of authenticity, and evidence
I of fairness. Authenticity may be proved by
I similitude of hands ; it may be proved, proI visionally at least, ex tenore, with or without
I the other presumption ex custodial. To the
question of fairness, none of these media of
.i proof, it is evident, can apply. The doeument
I may have been brought mt_ existcnee by any
) modffication of fraud or force, for any indica! lion that can be afforded to the contrary from
I any of those sources. A bond is produced in
;evtdence:-the obligor may have been in a
state of insanity or intoxication when he axeI euted it: he may have executed it with the
l.!_:ar of a pistol or a dagger betore his eyes, or
I __ a state of illegal imprisonment, to whieh
_tie had been subjected for t,he purpose.
Of_
none of'these modifications will the signature.
[ or the custody of the instrument, or thetenor

present on the occasio_l in question--been
I of it, afford any sort of" warning.
present in the character of a percipient wit- .
nest--i_ included of course in the testimony
he gives. The f,wt of his identity (if there
CHAPTER
IIL
be any doubt about it) will, like any other
MODESor AUTH_'tCATIO_ IS Ttt£ CASI_Olp
matter of fact, he to he proved or disproved,
W_ITaES EVm_CE.
as the case is, by such cvidenee of any kind
or kinds as the occasion furnishes.*
§ 1. Toptcs ofinqmry.
It is not often that in this ease the demand
0._ the subject of authentication, as applied
for authentication win present itself. A erase to written evidence, two more que._tions prethe most likely to gdve rise to doubts, is when, sent themselves for discussion : 1, What, with
forapurposeinnoeentorcrimiual,
thewitness
reference to the main end of justice, is, in
has, on the two different occasion% called each distinguishable case, the best, the most
himself, or suffered himself to be called, by trustworthy evidence? m other words, what
different names._
is the best, with reference to security against
3. It is in the case of written evidence that deception? or simply thus, what is, in each
the business of authentication admits of the instance, the most trustworthy mode of augreatest diversity, and demands a proportionthentication ? 2. What inferior modes of
able degree of attention,
authentication may, in the several different
• Safe custod_ is an exnedlent not uncom- say m atfirmatmn of the act of delinquency--a
manly, and in icertain ease_ not unneces_r_iy, common preliminary address is, Look u.p_ the
employed, on the person of an individual, for prisoner ; the perk,on now before you, m the
the purposeButof in
securing
the as
ex!ub,UOno_frh_
ew_er:
evidence.
this case,
m that
-charafet:._:f_eode_:_tea_._ntssh:theg:a_r
Y
P
evidence, safe-custody for this purpo_ belongs about _ speak, as the personwi)om, on the oe_
not to the head of authentication_ but to that of _ easmn m qu_tm_a, you saw uomg so map a_f
aeeuring the fortheomingnegs of evidence.
] But m this ease, me p_eee at, evmenee aumen a7
The ease of the identifientioa of a party | eared belongs not to the _iv_smn or personal
must not on this oce_sion be confounded with [ evidcnee, but to that of real evidence: the person
that of the identification of a witness. In the [ whose i_lenuty tsm quesUon, _s not the
ease of a defendant in a criminal cause, m whose [ of the aeponent, but me person o_ nm_ wan ts
presence another person in the character of air he subjeet.mauer of the del_mOn--of the ev_wimess czmes for_axd to depose--to depose, [ denee.
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eases, be admitted
in place of the most trustworthy
mode ?
1. Which is the most trustworthy
mode ?
The authenticity,
as above explained,
of this
or that piece of evidence,
is a partmular
apecles of fact.
Whatever
sort of evidence
iq
most trus:wo_thy
with r_ference
to facts in
general-to facts taken without
distinetton,
--will
be so with reference
to this.
That
sort of evidence
is the most trustworthy,
which will admit of being extracted
in the
most trustworthy
mode of extraction.
What
mode of extractmn
is most trustworthy,
has
been shown
at large in the books cnt:tled
°' Securzties"
and " Extraction
:'" oral examination, accompanied
with cross-examination,
and the other securities
naturally
and usually
attendant
on it•
This being the most trustworthy,
the most
satisfactory,
and (with reference
to the main
end of evidence,
security
against deception)
the best and most eligible, two circumstances
concur in preventing
it from being employed
on all occasions:
1. There
are occasions
on
which it is not obtainable:
such is the ca_e
_here,
at the time when the demand
for the
evidence
arises,
the witnesses
from whose
month it should have been extracted
are not
forthcoming.
2. There
are causes in which,
though
obtainable
the employment
of this
most trustworthy
species of evidence
wouht [
not upon the w]Jole be ehgible : Wh)" ? Be- t
cause, if obtianed
in this most trustworthy
t

::_!_
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I. Authentication
by direct evidence.
1. Testimony
given by the attesting
wit.
ness or witnesses.
The greater the number
of such witnesses,
and the larger the proporfinn of them that appear in the character
of
deposing
witnesses,
tbe more satisfactory,
of
course,
will be the proof.
As to the mode
of taking the depositmn-the mode of exaruination,--nothing
particular
requires,
on
this oce_ion,
to be said of it. On _his occasion as on all oth re, it will be less and less
sati_fi_ctory,
according
as it varies from that
which is considered
as the most satisfactory,
the mode so often described. _
2. Testimony
of non-attesting
witnesses-representing
themselves
as having been percipient witnesses
of the act of recognition.
In that case, the perception
taken by any such
non-attesting
percipient
witness
may have
been a_- complete
a_ it naturally
will have
been in the case of an attesting
_itness
; or
it ma) be less and les_ complete,
in a variety
of gradations.
Aman mayhave
seen and heard
what was passing
through
a chink or keyhole;
he may have heard without
seeing,
without
seeing the act of recognition,
he may
have seen the instrument
in the first instance
without
the signature,
and presently
after
with the signature
; and so tbrth.
In this
way, the direct
evidence may insensibly
degenerate
into circumstantial
evidence.
3• Testimony
of the party or parties--all
of them,
or any inferrer
p_oportion
of the

mode, the collateral
ineonvemence
which, in
the shape of vexation,
expense,
and delay,
would inevitably
result f_om the extraction
of it in this mode, would be more con_iderable than theine,_mvenience
consisting
in what
is lost in point of trustworthiness
by the difterence between
the most trustworthy
mode,
and the next most trustworthy
that may be

i number.
Proof from this snurce, (supposing
i all apprehension
of mendacity
out of _he question,)
will on all other grounds be pleferable
to that of extraneous
witnesses,
attesting
or
i non-attesting.
The
transaction
was tl_eir
I own : they are the less exposed to the danger
i of having forgotten
it.
The dispute relative
i 1"o the transaction
is their ()_ll:
they need

to be obtained
free frmn that" collateral"
inconvenience,
As to uuforthcomingness
ia evidence,
the
modifications
of it, and theirrespertive
causes,
have already been exhibited
to view.
Mod_fication% irremovable
and removable:
Causes
of irremovable
unforthcomingness,
death, and
incurable
insanity : Causes of removable
anforthcomingness,
_ 1. lnsanity
or other indispositmn
not incurable
; 2. Expatriation
;
3. Latency
(see Vol. VI. p. 419.)
,
"
.
,
§ 2 • Modes of- authentication"
_n the case of
private
contractual
evidence
•
I proceed
to bring to view such modes or
sources
of authentication
as present
themselves in regard to the different
species of
written
evidence : beginning
with
private
contractual
evidence.
It is that which affords
the greatest
variety of modes.
The order in

i
t
!
I

which I
meaning
score of
•a-or_hy

I it cannot,
it is plain, on the ground of super_ fluity, be excluded.
_
i, See-Book
H. _ecuu_t_$, _d
_k
Ill
J Extraztioa_.

arrange them is that of superiority
:
by superiority,
preferability,
on the
trustworthiness;--the
most truststanding
first npon the list.

the less grudge the trouble
of eoming forward
to give their testimony
in relation to it.
But
(especially
in the case where
the death o1'
unfurtbco_ningness
of one of the parties would
leave mendacity
on the other side without
controul)
it is partly on account of the danger
of mendacity
from such interested
evidence,
that recourse is had to the less suspected
evideuce of extraneous
witnesses
: and to parties,
I as well as to extraneous
witnesses,
It may
I happen
at any time to die, or to be on any
i other aceom_t unforthcomlng.
"
t
If the testimony
of attesting
witnesses
is
"
•
.
produced,
the testimony
of non-attesting
wltnesses will naturally
be considered
as superfluous.
But it the authenticity
be disputed,
and be rendered more or less doubtful
by the
evidence or arguments
adduced by the adverse
of• non] [_arty • . and at, the same time testimony
_ attesting
w_tnesses happens
to present itself;

_

_.
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If, ul_
the face of it, the instrument
ap4pcars to have been furnished with attesting
witnesses, non-attesting witnesses cannot rcasonahty be tendered, unless some special cause
(as hereinafter mentioned) be assigned for
the non-produetion of any attesting wit_mss,
For, the attesting, the preappointed witnesses,
-- being, upon the face of the transaction,
the chosen, and the only chosen witnesses,--,
cmmot5 therefore but be regarded as more
trustworthy than any witnesses taken without choice ; unless some special reason be assigned, to show how it happened that this or
that other witness, being Mso present, and
being, by station in life, or character, more
trustworthy than this or that attesting wituess, wa_ notwithstamth_g not called upon to
put himself upon t_,e 11_t.
IL Authentication
by circumstawdal evidence,
4. The handwriting proved by- simditude
of hand_, asserted by the testimony of a witness, who on other occasions has observed the
characlers traced by the party in question,
while in the act of writing.
Presumption
from similitude of hands established by view
of the act of writing.
Presumption e.c rtsu
scription_s,
5. The handwriting proved by similitude
of hands, asserted by a witness, who, without having ever seen the party write, is
suiiieiently acquainted with his hand by cot
responde1_ce : i. e. by havin_ received from
him letters, purt_rting
(_hed_er by their
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tleation by acquaintance: the latter may be
termed authentication by scientific opiniog.
The persons called in to give their ophtiona
on a point of this sort, depose in the ehaructor
of scientific witnesses.
They will naturally
be persons who, by office, profession, or parsuit, have been in the habit of regarding handwritings with a particular degree of attention,
with a view to their authenticity or unauthentieity, their similitude or dissimilitude.
The handwriting of the party may (it is
evident) form as proper a subject of authentication as that of any attesting witness. It
i is so even in a more direct way. It is only
tbr the sake of establisbing the concurrence
of the party, that the attestation azaddepo_ition of the witness are called in. Suppose
I the authenticity of the party's signature sufficientlyestablished, that of the witness's sigm_ture is not worth" considering. The causes
of suspicion which apply (as above) to the
testimony of a party, extend not to his signature : _hc testimony to the presumed auI thentieity o£ the sigtmtare of the party is not
I his own interested testimony, but the unin.
terested testimony of an extraneous witness.
7. The authmltieity of the instrument (the
whole taken together,) inferred from the consideratiou of the person or persons in whose
possession or custody it has been, from the
apparent time of its origination,_ to the time
in hand, or such part of the intervening intervul through which the possession of it ca_
be traced. Presumption ez custodia._.

signature or by their contents_ to tie of his
+ Under English law, if a deed is thirty years
handwriting ;* oi by having see** other wri- oht_ it is said to prove itselt; and is admitted in
tiogs, which, by itutications sufficiently per- evidence, without any proof of its execution. 2
suasive, appeared to have been written with Term. Rep, 471. Bull, N. P. "255, And so of
his hand.
Presumption fi'om similitude of bonds and ancient letters and receipts. 1 Phil.
hands establL-hed by vmw of other writings
Ev. 458, 45,q.--Ed.
of the same band: presumption e r seril_t_s
+ The evidentiary fact is here tI'e custody in
which (i. e. the pe,rsons in whose custody) the
ot_m _,isis.
document in question appears to have been kept.
6. The handwriting proved by _imilitude I Proportioned to the antiquity of the instruvt hand% a_serted by a witness, who, with- ment, will be the probable nmnber of the per.
out any such previous acquaintance with the ! sons by whom this situation_ with reference to
handwriting of the party as above, pronounces
the hal_dwriting in question to he the handwriting of the party, on a comparison made
of it with other specimens of his handwriting,
now, for the purpose of the comparison, prodared to him for the first time. Presumption
trom similitude of hands established by cornparison pro re _at_ : or more briefl v, presumpt_on from comparison of hands- presumption
•
ez
compnratwne scriptorum, or ex ,cripto nunc
wsu.
The two fbrmer modes may be characteri_ed by the common description of authenIn E:and,ngl the proof of handwriting must
be by witnesses, who have seen the proposed writel"write, or who have received letters from him,
and acted upon them. 1 Phil Ev. 465, etseq.
Proof from sinLLlarityof ha_qdsis not admitted.
_Ed,
VoL. VII.

i the document in question, has been successively
, occupied. The last of them (when he is not the
only one) will have been the perbon by whom the
I instrument is tendered.
t Here, then, comes a demand for spontaneous
i declaration on this subject on the part of such
i exhibitam, ar,d ibr liberty of counter-interrogation on the opposite side of the suit or cause.
Such declaration is itself"direct evidence; and_
' in addition to it_ a demand may by accident pr_
to an indefinite number. But, the pflrpose of
i the
sentevidence
itself forexulterior
articles oftodirect
evidence,
e.ustodi._being
forttfy
or wezi ken the evidence ex tcnore, and the evidence ex
[ eustodi:7, as well as that ex te*wre, being both of
hess ofwith
the relation
document,
circumt1them,
to of
the the
factnature
of theofgenuine_
I stantial evidenee,_hence
it is that all direct
i evidence, which has for its subject the historZ
] (asit were)of the doeun_ent, theenumer_tioo6f
] the different hands into which, fr_m the thne of
t its birth, it has successively passed, comes under
M

"
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8. The authentleity of the instrument(the
written
upon each, a memorandum to the
whole taken together,)
inferred from t.he effect here spoken of.
consideration of its tenor, or say contents.
Of the sort of apparent certific_ate or judgPresumption ex tenore,
ment here in question, the effect is, to declare
9. The authenticity of the instrmnent (the the opinion of somebody, that the instrument
whole taken together,) exhibited b_ a subse- on which it is marked was genuine--wa_
not
quent indorsement : an entry made upon the a forged one. If the principal, the sabstanback or other vacant part of the paper or tire, document, be not incapable of having
parchment, in a hand purporting to be that
been taken |br the s_bject or made the proof some offi(fial person, and expressive of the duct of an act of forgery, neither is thi_ subfact of its having, in the character of an an- sidiary, this adjective, instrument.
But forthcntic instrument, been subjected to his in- asmueh as, to each at an) number of ibrgeries
spection in virtue of his office: Presmnption
(espcciallyifso many different hands, pnrportex visa o[]Tciati,
ins to have been written at so many different
By this species of evidence, the question
times, be taken for the objects of imitation,)
in regard to authemicity is rather shifted off, a separate set of difficulties stand opposed ;
than solved. Superinduced upon the original the consequence is, that to any such apparent
inttrument is another piece of writing, which, certificate it can scarcely happen to be altoasbeing a writing, requires authentication, as gether destitute of probative force. Some
well as the original instrument. An indorseprobative and authen*icative force a document of thiskind may be considered as a sup- ment of this sort will always have, whereby,
plemental written attestation added to the to the amount of it, it will make an addition
instrument, at a subsequent point of time to to the intrinsic self-probative fi)rce posses._ed
that of the execntion of the instrument,
by the principal instrument itself--the
eelThe memorandum in question, xva_it really dence or presumption er tenore.
written by or by the order of the person, by
As in the ca_e of the original subject-hintor by whose order it purport.-, upon the ihee tar, so in the case of this adjunet, evidence
of it, to have been written ? It is only by air- ez tenore, with evidence ex custo&a for the
eumstantial evidence, that to this que,tion an corroboration of it, will in general be the
answer can with propriety (at lea,t in ca,e of only evidence on the ground of which ajudgdispute) be given. By direct evidence, yes;
meat eoneernil_g the v.enaineness of it Can be
it"he be alive and fbrtheoming: but if he be, [ fi)rmed.
quiry, not any such circumstantial evidence, the evidence ex collatione may be addable;
but this direct evidence, will, for the purpose
viz. where, in the same repository, or in other
in
qaestlon,
he the ormost,
whichthat
bv
then,
at an earlier
later satisfactory,
stage of the and
in- I aecessihle
To theserepositories,
it may now manuscripts
and then happen
theretore the most proper, and nlUmatei? the i their physical tenor appear to be of the -ame
only proper, evidence.
I handwriting are to be tbimd--mmm,eript_
In ancient times, when, by various ciremncapable el being employed in the character of
stance_ connected with the immaturity of the ._tand,_rd serlpts.
haman mind, forgeriea were rendere£t much
In the three cases where the conclusion is
more easy and much more frequent than at founded on a supposed simiiit,ule of h_md_, tbe
present.--anineident
not unt?cquentlyexemsnperitJrity in q_tality ascribed to the prior in
idified is that of an official person visiting the order cannot with propriety be ascribed to it
written instruments deposited in this or that
bat under cert_fin conditions and limitations.
official receptacle, and (to serve as proof of
l. As between presumption e.r visa _criptheir genuineness) writing or cauAng to be tionis, and presumption ex svriptis ohm eoy_rihs. li, of two witnesse_, each Ires, withinthe
the head of circumstantial evidence: for it is but same compass of time, seen an equal number
rarely that, without the intervention of direct (ten suppose) of scripts derived fi'om the same
evidence, circumstantial evidence finds its way hand,--of which two witnesses, one onlyhad,
into the presence of the judge.
" in the instance of one or more of these scripts,
In the ca_e of Alexander Humphreys or beenan eye-witnessoftheactofwriting,--the
Alexander, tried before the Court of Jnsticiary
evidenee of him by whom that advantage had
in
Scotland,
April
182d_,tbr
forging
doeu- been possessed, could not but, in a theoretimeats,
with _ inview
to prove
his right
ot_succession to the honours andestates of the earldom of cal point of view, be regarded as the better
Stifling,---One of the domlment.s, whleh the jury evidence. Why ? Because the mode of eogtbnnd to be forged (finding it not proven that it nizanee that fell exclusively to iris lot, is, with
was forged by the accused
_. . ,) w_ a map. at"Ca-. reference to each such object of comparison,
nada, and eorr_pondmg documents, which bore of the nature of direct evidence : the other is
certificates from Lewis XV., Feneton Archbut presnmptive, eireumstantial evidence. In
bishop of Cambray, and Flechier Bishop of
Nismes. (_ee Trial of Alexander Humphreys or a practieaA view, however, the difference can
Alexander, &_ Falited by William Turnhutl,
seldom be worth regarding; especially if the
Advoeate_ Edin. 1839.)--Ed.
way in which the cognizance was obtained
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was that of epistolary correspondence. When,
from an individual more or less known to me
in person or by reputation, 1 receive a letter,
bearing his signature--that is, when I receive
a letter with a signature purporting to be that
of a person known to me as above, --on what
supposition can such a letter have emanated
from any other hand than his ? On no _ther
than that of forgery: a crime not to be presumed, or so much as snspeeted, without
special ground, in any single instance : much
less, in a number of unconnected instances,
Suppose, on the other hand, the writings
_)f the same hand seen by one witness in ten
instances, without his seeing the act of writing
in any of those insta,Jces ; whi!e, by the other
witness, the act of writing was seen in one
instance only, he not having seen any other
writings of the same hand: in this ease, the
evidence of him who had never seen the act
of writing, would surely be r%_'arded as the
most satisfactory of the two:
So likewise in the third ease, as cmnpared
with the two former ones: the case of scie_.
tific evidence, as compared with authentieation under favour of opportunities derived
from acquair_tance. If, in respect to qualification fbr forming a right judgment, any advantage be afforded b? opportunities derived
frmn acquaintance, it can only be t*y reason
of the comparatively greater number of opportunities.
The number of oppt,rtunities of
this sort derivahle from personal acquaintance may have been considerable in any degree, and, upon a general view of the suhject,
will naturally appear indefinite. The humbet of data of this kind put into the hands
of a _eientific witness on the occasion in queslion, or on any one occasim_, for any one partitular purpose, _ill seldom he considerable,
and will always be definite. But--suppose
the opportmdtiesofobservation
equal m every
respect, as Letween the witness speaking fi'om
particularaeqnaintance,
and_hewitnessspeaking from general and appropriate science_
the superiority naturally belonging to the
latter, by reason of the superior intensity of
attention, and the superiority of appropriate
intelligence naturally resulting from it, will
be sufficient in general to he,tow upon the
value of his opinion a decided superiority,
The witness speaking from acquaintance has
(for example) received from the individual
whose hand is in question, ten letters, and no
more : and that, suppose, in tlac compass of
two years. Let these same letters be put all
at once into the hands of a scientific witness,
together with the writing to be judged of, the
advantage afforded him by his science must
be inconsiderable indeed, if it does not render
his opinion on the subject of more value than
that of the unscientific witness, judgilhg from
particular acquaintance,
The case in which the presumption from
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custody is most apt to be ca_led in, is that
where the deed to be authenticated comes
under the notion of an ancient deed. Ant/_
quil!/, in this respeet, not being designative of
any particular length of time, to the exclusion
of all others,--to
give precision t,v our coneeption on the subject, it will he necessary to
particularize some determinatelength of time,
beyond which (reckoning from the day of the
exhibition of the deed ill evidence) it sha_l
be deemed an ancient one, -- s_y, therefore,
thirty years. Of the lapse of such a length
of time, a natural and t?equent consequence
is. that all means of anthentication by pattieular acquaintance shall, to a person in the
situation of the party having occasion to au_
thenticate the deed, be unattainable.
Here,
then, comes in the presumption frmn custody.
I Here is a deed signed, having, for the name
_ of one of the parties, the name of one of my
_ grandfathers.
I myself never saw him ; conI seq,lently, never saw him write. I can think
] of no perk_onnow living, who, to my know'_ledge, ever saw my grandfather, or had any
i correspondence with him. But uponthe death
] ofn D father, on taking a survey of his effa_.cts,
1 I ibund in a box this amongst other deeds.
'
The presumption e:c tenore is the medium
I aathenticationis that. remains to be resorted
i to when all others are unattainable : it is a
proof, and the only proof, that can never be
i wanting.
The presumption ex enstodi_ inchides it, and, implieitl) at least, is grounded
i on it. When I conclude the granter of that
_deed to have been my grandfather, it is not
_ merely because it was once in the custody of
I my grandf,_ther, but because, from the tenor
I of it. it is a deed in which my grandfather, in
iris time, could not but have had an interest.
But, though tl_e presumption ex ¢_u,todid can.
not present itself unaccompanied by the presumption extenore, yet the latter may without
the tormer: and it is for this reason that the
two sources of authentication are stated as
separate,
tly accident, it might have happened to the deed to have been fmmd in a receptacle not within my custody: by accident,
it mi_.:ht have been tound in a public road or
street, into which it might ha_'c fallen by the
accidental d_sruption of a package in a vehicle
to which it had been consigned: by accident,
it might have been found in a chandier's shop,
imowhieh it had toundits way by negligence,
amidst a bundle of waste papers.
Bythis single presumption, unassisted even
by the presumption e_ custodial deeds and
other scripts are, in various cases, considered
as sufficiently authenticated,
under the aetualty established system of jurisprudence.
The3" are so, for example, in English jurisprudence. A deed which is considered as suf' ficiently authenticated by the presumption ex
tenore, is, in the language of that law,
toprove itself. Such is the phrase, in the tan-
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guage or one of those classes of men whose
_ell-cmtlplaeency is never so exulting as when
they triumph, or seem to triumph, over reason. To have said, the authenticity of a dt,ed
may be presumed in certain cases from the
tenor of it, would have been to have stated,
not only the deciaion itself, but the eon._iderati(m on which its claim to be regarded as
a proper one depend._. In the expression, in
certain cases a deedproves #,¢elf, a decision
to the smue effect is expressed ; but, in the
place of the reason, it gives a paradox--an
absurdity, if not in reality, in appearances--.,
a sort ot appropriate and prufessional figure
of spee,:h, of the same stamp with those b_
which, in so many otherinstanees, these profe_sional men seek to hide their meaning fi'om
the view of other men, and on which they
love to found their claim to the praise of superiority in science,

EVIDENCE,
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cial custody for the purposes of official evidcnce.*
2. Casually written evidence.
The same
modes of authentication which apply to the
two just-mentioned modifications of written
evidence, apply in general _o this. Two ex.
eeptions alone, m_(1those altogether obvious,
present themselves. Attesting witnesses arc
out of the ease: the characteristic property
of preaptminted evidence, and therefore of
private contractual evidence, if exhibited aci cording to preappointed fi)rm% being to exhihit this source of authentication ; that of
casually written evidence, not to exhibit it._
Persons casually present may happen to
_1have been perelpient witnesses of the act of
[ writing, in the ease of the unsolemn doeumeat, as in the ease of the solemn one; but
writing in general is not a soeiM work. Epistolatory writing affects solitude; and so does
the act of literary composition, as well as the
§ 3. _[odcs of authentication _n the ease of
act of making memorandmns for self-regarding
written o2[ficial and casually written eviamt (hnncstie use. This i_ more particularly
dence,
and obviously the c_se with regmd to that
The principal points of consideration being large division of casually written evidence,
thus stated under the head oI private con- which is most apt to be exhibited in caus_._
tractual evide_ce,--bcing
that which affords of a penal nature, and consists of documents
• them in the greatest variety, the two re- obtained through the indiscretion or neglirosining etas_es of written evidence -- oitleia] hence of the writer, and pr,duced against him
evidence and casually written evidence, will in tim character of confessorial evidence.
give us but little trouble.
Oral examination ,)f the alleged writer of
I. lVmtten oj_cial evidence. If, in the case the script, is evidently, in a general point of
of private contractualevidcnce.--evidenee
is- view, the most eligible mode of anthenticasuing fi'oman interested and thence suspected
tion.
It is plainly so in the relation of a
source, authentication ex Icnore appears sa- means to the main end-- the discovery of
tisikctory, much more may it in the ease of the truth.
Supposing the writing to be mine,
officialevidence--evidence
ti-om a source, he- there can be no one of whom it can be so
nerally speaking, untainted by interest, and certain that he knows whose writing _t i% as
therefore unsuspected. In the tu_seof private
myself--that
one percipie_*t witness, who, in
contractual evidence, the circumstance of eus- the nature of thb_.gs, cannot fail to have been
tody, though material in itself, and, for the a percipient _itness of the act.
Other witsake of one or other of the parties, m.cessary nes.-es to it there may have been, or not heen,
perhaps to be brought to view, em_¢ains in as the case may be.
it matter of suspicion as well as confidence.
This first choice remains at the same time
The deed, according to my statement, has, susceptibleofexeeptions;
parttyon theground
from the time of the date of it, been either of practicability, partly on the gr(mnd of eliin my own custody, or in that of some pro- gibflity.
genitor or predecessor oI mine; and this eusI. Tile writer himself may be unamenahle
tody I allege as an indication _rving to show to the commands of justice : either tbr ever,
the person appearing upon the face of the as in case of death, or incurable insanity ; or
deed as a party to it, to have been really so
tbr a time, certain or uncertain, as in case of
Good : supposii_g my statement in this be- expatriation, latency, sickness.
half to be true; but supposing the deed fa2. The writer may, in respect of the fact
hricated or fraudulently altered by my hmld, in question, be bent against the declaration
will not its having been in my custody be a of the truth. This tact may either ha_e been
still more necessary consequence? If, instead already _scertained by experience, or may only
of having been in a custody thus open to suspicion, it had been in the joint custody of a
* See Book IV. Preappolntcd.
set of official persons not capable of deriving
+ Unless, to a writing unofficial, and not hearany advantage from any such forgery, the pre- ins relation to any purpose which contractual or
sumption ex eustodi¢_ couht not but be nmeh other legal writings, usually drawn up in legal
fbrm, have in view_ the author or autbors_ having
dearer of suspicion, much more satisfactory
authentieatlen in _4ew, should call in the a_and conclusive. Hence, as already intimated,
sist'mee of some other individual or individuals,
one of the mak_ advantages and uses of offi- in the character of attesting witnesses.
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be presumed, or deemed presumable: pre- posed party to the transaction (whether a
sumabte, either on general ground_, from his party to the suit or no_ bore really no part
station in the (_use; as when he is defemlan_ in it ; in a word, that in one way or other it
in a cause of a highly penal nature, and the is spurious ; or that, if there are certain por.
instrument (supposing it genuine) is a docu- tions of it in which they respectively bore a
ment capahle of serving as conclusive evidence part, there are others in which they respeeof hisdelinqueney:
or on partieut_r grounds ; tivety did not bear anypart:
that is, that,
as, for example, hi_ mm'al eharacter,--partiin respect of a certain portion or portions of
etdarly in respect of veracity, the quality par- it, it has been.fidsified.
ticularly in question in this instance.
5. Hearsay evidence : testimony of any
3. In respect of delay, vexation, or ex- person whatever (attesting witness, non-atpense, the choice of the writer himself tbr testing witness, or party,)decIaring
himself
the authenticating witness may be attended
to have heard (on the part of an attesting
with a degree of inconvenience, such a_, ei- witnes% a non-attesting witness, or a party,
ther in the whole or in pint, nmy be a_oided by or in whose far'our the document is proby resorting to some other witness,
duced) a discourse amounting to an assertion
uf its being spurious, or having been falsified.*
II. Circumstantial evidence : -CHAPTER
IV.
1. Dissimilitude of hmlds, deposed to ex
/_ODI_S
OF DEtU]HENTICATION
IN TrfE CASE t,isu semptionis.
2. Ditto, ex scrip*is ollm cognitzs.
OF WKITTEN
EVIDENCE.
3. Ditto, ex scripto nune else; the doeuIu the question relative to authenticity, the ment in question being now inspected by
affirmative proposition is, as already observed,
some scientific eye, and, on being confronted
except in here aml there an extraordinary in- with other scripts indubitably ti'om the same
stance, the true one. The affirmative is, therepen, pronounced dissimilar.
fore, under that exception, the proposition
4. Ditto, ti'om the appearance of its being
that comes to be proved: the negative, not ; a feigned hand.
except in the extraordinary instances just
5. Prc_urnptmn ex custo&d: the party prospoken of. But, since instmwes of this de- ducing it, or a pcrso_ through who_e hands it
scription, how extraordinary soever, ale uo- has passed, being the person who in ease of
happily fmmd to exist, hence an operation
success would beagainer bytmving fkbrieated
opposite to authentic'allen comes sometimes
or fhlsitled it, or proemed it to be lhbricated
to be performed.
Correspondent,
in good or falsified, to the effect suspecled.
measure, to the list of modes of" authentica6. Presumption ex tenure: marks of spulion, will consequently be the hat of modes riousness or falsification apparent on the flwo
of deautheut,.eotion.
In the main, they will i of it.
eonstst of the negation, or the reverse, of
Indications of spuriousness or falsification,
the modes of authentication:
but with some apparent on the face of a written discourse,
variations and addition% as the tenter of them may be presented either by the physical en_
wilt show.
titles of which the signs are composed, or by
Modes of deautbentication:--_onrees
from the consideration of the discourse signified.
which a p_rsua_ion that the document in
I. Indications affordcd by the paper, parchquestion is spurious or falsified, may he oh- mcnt, or other substratum,
on which the
tained,
colouring matter is lald : --.
I. Direct evidence : -1. Paper, it' of a date known to be postet, Testimony (disaffirmative) of a_tcsting
riot' to the date apparent on the tace of the
witnesses: i. e. of persons mentioned in the instrument, a certain proof of spuriousne,s.
instrument as attesting witnesses,
2. Paper,_ if in any part the surface ex"2.Testimmly (disaflfirmative)of non-attest'_ Hearsay evidence of this description (the
ing wffnesses ; i. e. of persons not mentioned
supposed ex'trajudieial evidence of the supposed
in 3.
theTestimony
instrument (disaffirmative)
as attesting witnesses,
percipient morris
wimes%causS_
l_eing has
supposed
to have
of the party i deiivered
actually
beenbeen
ada_rainst, whom (he document is produced, and I mitted_ and_ as it shoult_ seem, erediteA, in Enwho denies his having authenticated
it; de- i gli_h law. _"In e3ectment,' says Hawkins,
l when a w_l/was produced on the part of the
hies the handwriting to be his ; or, if signed plaintiff, subscribcA by three witnesses, two of
as it' by him, denies the signature to be his whom were dead_ and the third witness on her
signature,
cross-examination swore, that wtfile she was at4. Testimony (disaffirmatlve and confes- tending one of the deceased witnesses in his last
aorial) of the party by whom it is produced
illness, and about three weeks betbre his death,
(viz. the part)- in the cause ;) mad _ho, on hepulIed the will in quesUtm from his bosom,
andaeknowledged and declared re her that the
being eros_examined or otherwise, confesses, said will was forged by himself; this was held
either that he himself tmre no part in the go_.l evidence."_Huwkbvs,
,_¢J. [ Fide st_pra,
document in question, or that the other sup- p. 156. Not_._'.]
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hibit a roughness
and comparative
thimmss,
such as would
be produced
by an erasure
i(L e. the scratching
of an edged or pointed
nstrument,)-a cause for suspecting
falsification,
3. Paper,--if,
in any part which appears
to have been written
upon (as, for example,

two other indications
will be to
out for : 1. Marks of a discoloration

in the middle of a line of writing,)
a stain
appears,
such as might have been produced
by a solvent,
applied for the purpose
of dissolving the ink or other colouring
matter
of
whieJathe
eharaetersareeomposed,--another
cause for suspecting
falsification,

at my house the Sunday night following.'
The
receipt was now produced.
' April the 10th,
17"2"2. Received of Mr. John Hawkins,
the sum
of one pound ten shillings, in full of all accounts,
per me _ViUiam Fuller."
Upon mspeeting
the
receipt,
Court asked
who of
wrote
replied, the
' Hawkins
wrote Fuller
the body
it, it;
and heI

N. B. _ hutications
Nos. 2 and 3, apply
alike to parchment,
vellum, or any other sub.
stratum
consisting
of skin.
4. Ink.
If the colour of the ink, being
unifbrm throughout,
appear of a colour fresher
than what (as supposed)
it would have been
if written
at the time of the date, this fresh-

signed it.' Court--'
Did you see him write it ?"
Fttller-- _ Yes.' Court--'
And how long was it
after he wrote i% before you signed ?' Fuller-" 1 signed it immediately,
without going from
the table.'
Court--_
llow many standishes do
you keep in the house?'
Fuller--"
Standishes?"
"Court--'
standishes
; it; i_and
a plain
question.'
Fuller-- _Aye,
My Lord,
but one
that is
enough

ness may be thought
to afford some suspicion
of spuriousness.
Very little reliance,
however, can safely be placed upon this circumstance.
In respect of quality
of colour, intensity of colour,
and glossiness,
the diffe-

fbr the little" writing we have to do.' Court-' Then you siffned the receipt with the same
ink that Hawkins
wrote the body of it with?*
Fuller-_ For certain."
Cotert--'
Officer_ hand
the receipt to the jury.
Gentlemen,
you will
see that the body of the note is written with one
ki_td of ink, and the name at the bottmn with
another very dit?_rent ; and yet this witnes._ has
sworn, that they were both written with the same
ink, and one itnmed_ately after the other.
Yott
will judge what credit is to be given to his evidence !'
" Thus
authenticity
the receipt,by and
credit
of' thethewithes%
were of
overthrown
the the
so-

fence may be as great between
two inks made
at the same time, as between
two inks made
at different
times,
5. Ink.
If the appearance
of the ink be
different in different
parts of the same writing,
such difference
may afford a ground for suspeering falsification.
In this ease, the reason
may be considerably
stronger
than in the last
preceding
one.
If, to an ink employed
in
the first instance, there succeeds another sort
of ink, which
continues
to be employed
to
the end, scarce any cause of suspicion
can be
afforded
by- this change : the natural
interpretation
is, that the Penman,
not being sotisfied with the ink, or perhaps
with the pen
that
he found in one inkstand,
betook
himself to another
ink, or to anoti_er pen that he
round in ano_.her inkstand.
The only ease in
which
any considerable
canse of suspicion
can be deduced
from this source, is that in
which the different
kind of ink appears
in
spots and patches, having ink of the first appearance
on each side of it. _
In this case,
* In a little work, called " The Theory of
Presumptive
Proof; or, an Inquiry into the Natare of Circumstantial
Evidence, including
an
Examination
of the Evidence on the Trial of
Captain Donenan,
London,
1815_" the fallowing curious case is stated. --Ea_
" John Hawkhas and George Simpson were
indicted for robbing the mail, on the 16th of
April 172"2. Hawkins, in his defence, set up an
alibi; to prove which, he called one William
Fuller, who deposed, that Hawkins came to Iris
house on Sunday the 15th of April_ and lay there
that night, and did not go out until the next
morning.
Being asked by the Court, ' By what
token do you remember
that it was the 15th _ of
" The robbery was committed
o'clock on the morning of the t6th.

about

two

be looked
or stain,

April ?
He replied, ' By a very good token ;
ibr he owed me a sum of money for horse-hire,
and on Tuesday,
the 10th of April,
he called
upon
in full,
and I gave
receipt;me and
and paid
I verymewell
remember,
that him
he laya

gacity of the Court ! But while the judge, Lord
Chief Baron 31ontague,
was summin6
up the
evidence,
he was interrupted
by the tallowing
occurrence:
the person who reports the trial was
then taking notes of the proceedings;
his ink_
as
it happened,
was and
verywateri_h
bad, being
thick top,
at the
bottom,
and thin
at the
SO
that, accordingly as he dipped the pen, the wri.
ting appeared very pale or pretty black.
This
circuraslance
being remarked by_ome gendemen
present,
they handed the book to the jury: the
judge perceiving them very attentively inspecting it, called to them--'
Gendemen_
what are
you doing?
What book is that?'
They told
him, that it was the water's ht_)k, and that they
were observing how the same ink appeared pale
in one place, and black in another.
The judge
then told them--'
You ought not, Gentlemen,
to take notice of anythin_ but what is produced
in evidence;"
and, turning
to the writer, demanded-' What
he meant
by showing that
book to the jury ?' And beinginformed
by the
water, that it was taken from him, he inquired
_ whotook
it, andwho
handedit
tothe jury?'
Bat this the writer co_d not say, as the gentlemen near him were all strangers to him, and he
had not taken any particular notice of the person
who took his book.
" That ajuryought
not to takenotiee of any.
thing but what is produced in evidence, has been
said to be law; but, on the contrary, it has been
held, and surely very properly, that a juryman
may tind from his own knowledge ; indeed, what
evi_lenee can convince a person that that/s which
he knows not to be ?
" Hawkins and Simpson were convicted m_d
executed : indeed, the evidence against them was
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or of roughness
and thinness, according
to the
nature of the chemical or mechanical
means
employed
for the obliteration
of the preexisti_g character¢;
2. The probable
import
and in:portance
of the words obliterated,
as
deducible
fi'om the context,
II, Indicati,_n..f
spuriousness
or falsification afforded
by the nature
of the diseol, rse
signified : -1. In the script in question,
mention
(direel, or in the way at allusion
more or less
oblique)
made of facts of later date , i. e. of
ti_cts that did not come into existence
but at
a time posterior
to the date expressed
on tt_e
face of the instrument.
Facts ; viz. things,
persons, or events _ or situationa
or other appearances
of things or persons.*
"2. hi the script in question,
words or cambination_
of words,
or modes of spelling,
known not to have been in use but at a time
poaterior
to the date.
3. lu the script in question,
mention
made
of pretended
fi_c_s, of the non-existence
of
which the individualin
questmn
is, from other
sourcc_, known to have bean eonsciou._: supposed ti_ct% tbr example,
incon_i._tent
with
other facts, of the existence
of which he is
known
to }lave heen conscious.
In a deed
(tbr example)
reemtl ot a fiwt, the }M_itv. ol'l
which could not but have been known to him
at the thne.
From tiff.- circumstance,
it is
evident,
no illdie,dio;t of spuriousne,_s
or rid_ificxltion can be deduced,
any fl_rther than as
tile _tllaence of menda,:ity
on the part of tile
gnpposcd
altthor is asstnned.
4. In the ,cr;pt in question,
it being a contr;_ct (viT. either o.n in._trmnent
ofconve)
at_ce
or an instrument
of engagement,)
engagements or con vcyances incompatible
with print
conveyances
made, or eng_getncnts
entered
into. by the i_ldiwdual
in question,
or known
by him to have been respectively
made or
emered into by tho_e in whose place, in that
respcet,
he stands.
From this e_rcumst,_nee,
no indication
of spuriousness
or falsification
can bededuced,
any further than as the knowledge on his part of the disposition
of law in
this behalf, and the absence oi improbity
on
his part m thi_ respect,
arc assumed,
5. In the script in question,
indications
of
a cimraeter
manifestly
superior
or inferior to
that of the individual
in question,
in respect
of learning, intelligence,
veracity, orany other
branch of morality,
as established
by other
very strong ; but, had the thte of Hawkins depended upon the single testimony of Fuller, he
would, but for this occurrence_ have fallen a
sacrifice to the acuteness of the judqe, t who appears to have been much displeased'at
the ace|dental confutation of his remarks on the receipt,
although
it wa_s an accident in favour of Ilia;
and, had it not been a case where other evidence
was so _trong against the aceused_ it must have
been looked upon as the special interp_ition
of
Providence."
* 8_ Book I. Chap. III.
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_vriting% discourses,
or actions of his, safiieiently ascertained.
TMs indication
is in a
manner confined
to scripts
belonging
to the
head of casually
written
evidence,
such aa
letters,
memorandums,
and literary composi.
fions ; in contradistinction
to such as belong
to the respective
heads of private
eontracluM
en,den,;e mul official eridcm'e.
6. ill tim script in question,
opinions, affections, or la-tcs,
manifestly
opw_ite
to those
of tile individual
ill question,
azcording
to
information
satisfactorily
deduced
from other
soulces.
This again is in a manner confined
to casually written
evidence,
as above.
7. in the script in question,
thestyle,
phraseology, or mode of spelling,
manife._tly dissiufilar to those of the imlivldual
in question,
ascertained
from other sources.
The idea attaehed tuthe word styh.being
asyetextremely
vague, the indication
grounded
on it will be
proportionaldy
vague. Another indication
th_
applie_ principAly
to written
evidence of tile
casual kind, as above,
8. In the script in question,
the style or
phraseology
nmnlfc;tly
dissimilar
to that in
u_e in the _,th'ce in question.
This, upon the
fhce of it, applies exclusively
to official evideuce.

CII2kPTER

V,

DISTINCTION I_ETWI EN PROVISIONAL AND DEFIN1TIVE AUTtlLNFICAT1ON.
RULES FUN
THe L/c,GISLATOR &ND TIlE JUDGE, co_qCI'RNING THE AU21:IENTII'ATION OF WRIT'rL._ LVIDENCE.
Svcu heing the possible modes of authenti_ cafion,--next
comes the inquiry, which mode
' on each creation
ought to be required._
Fo_ tiffs purpose,
a distinction
must he
taken,
in the first instance,
between
provisional uuthenticatiou,
amt definitive,
By provisional,
I mean that evidence which
may be received
as suflieim_t fe,r tile authen! tication of the evidence in question,
provided
*ithat no suspicion
of its authenticity
is ext,resscd oil the other side.
By definitive,
I
mean that wlfieh, if satisfactory
in itself, shall
be deemed
sufficient
proof of the authenticity of the in_trulne_t,
notwithstanding
all
protestations
mid contestadous
on the other
side.
For the purpose
of provisim_al
authentication (that is, in all ordinary
ease,,)
that
mode of authentication
will be the most eligible, which in each instance _,an be employed
with least vexation,
expense, and delay. But,
should the authenticity
of the document
be
disputed on the other side _in
a word, shou|d
it be aecu_d
of forgery, --in
such case the
subordinate
consideration
referring
to these
collateral
inCOnveniences
must gave way to
the superior
consideration
referring
to" the
direct justice
of the ca_e : ahvays .upposed,
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that tile 'imlm_tion of forgery may not be of delay, vexation, and expense, for the supallowed to be made through mere wanton- posed advantage in the shape of satisfaction
hess, much less in the express view of giving in respect of trustworthiness,
would not be
birth to those collateral inconveniences ; and recognised to be excessive and oppressive, tf
that, accordingly, in the case of r_al_fides or among a thousand cases in which the legal
temerity, the burden of the inconvenience
e_bct of a piece of written evidence is in dismay rest ultimately on the head of the party pute, there be not so much as one in which
to whose misconduct it owed its birth,
the authenticity of it is a matter of real doubt
If the mode of authentication which is not on the part of the suitor against whom it is
needful but in ease of eontestation, be regu- produced,_it
is only in the one case where
larly employed where there is no contestait is matter of real doubt, that the price paid
lion--where
no doubt of the authenticity of for authentication
in the shape of delay,
the document is really entertained;
and if, vexation, and expense, or all together, need
between the modes of authentication neees- be so eom-iderable as to be worth counting.
saryin the twocases, there be upon an ave- Under the existing system, there is scarce
rage any considerable difference in respect of I a cause in which it is not considerable, and
vexation, expense, or delay; the aggregate I in many a cause it would be found to be se*
misehief unneeessarilyprodueed
in thosethree / rionsly oppressive.
the writings of all sorts wbieh come to be
shapes must
exhibited
in abecourt
prodigious
of judicature
indeed.in the
Among
cbaracter of evidence, if there be one out of a
thousand in respect to which any such snspicion is really entertained, the proportion
would prove much larger than I should expect to find it. Upon this supposition, in
nine hundred and ninety-nine instances out
of every thousand, this mass of inconvenience
will be created without necessity or use, if,
in pursuit of a phantastic idea of regularity,
the employment of the definitive mode of authentieation be insisted on, to the exclusion
of the provisional mode : the most convenient,
i. e. least vexatious, expensive, and dilatory
mode, which might so unexceptionably have
supplied its place.
This oppressive plan of
authentication
we shall find established in
English jurisprudence,
In the adjustment of the modes of authentication to be established in regald to written
evidence, the leading points or ends require
to be kept in view: on the one hand, satisfaction in respect of trustworthiness;
on the
other hand, avoidance of delay, vexation, and
expense--the three inseparable moditications
of collateral inconvenience,
Of these two ends, this first-mentioned
beingtbe main and principal end, hasin general been pursued with a degree of preference,
which would have been very proper, but that
the sacrifices that have been made to it, at
the expense of the triple collateral end, have
been inordinate, and much beyond anything
which good economy in this respect would be
found to authorize,
The supposition upon which judges and
legislators have proceeded, in the fixation of
the modes of authentication which they have
prescribed, has been that of a universal and
constant disposition on the part of all suitors
to commit forgery : or, if that supposition has
not in every instance been a_ually enterrained, it is the only one on which the modes
prescribed are call, hie of heing jtrstified--the
•
only one by which the price paid, in the shape

chief produced, or that would or could be
[ produced,
Thus it happens,
by fiaud in
thattheforshape
one grain
of.foroery,
of rots-a
] thousand ten thousand a'e produced by fraud
! m the shape ofchwane : ot chmane, produced
partly by the enmity of suitors, partl_ by the
I rapacity of their agents, abetted by that of
I the subordinate officers of justice: both passions protected and encouraged and engendered by prejudice and indifference on the
part of judges and legislators.
Familiarized
with the spectacle of continual misery, generated according to rule and custom, and
therefore on their parts without blame,--the
I reduction of the mischief to its minimum, the
i reduction of it so much as within any narrower
i bounds, never presents itself to them as worth
'. regarding. Like so many other processes
i which go on a_ it. were ot themselves, aocordling to pre-established and never-considered
_rul_ the authentication of evidence is conI sldered as a sort of mechaeieal otJeration, the
pathological effects of whtch have no claim
upon them for so much as a thought. Whence
all this composure? For the ob.,ervanee of
the establishcd rules, the man in oftice is responsible : for the propriety of these rules
for their subservience to the ends of justice,
be is not responsible.
To attempt in this place to combat the
triple-headed monster by any proposed regulatmns of detail, would be to touch upon the
topie of procedure: a general ohservation or
two may serve to indicate the course. Authentieation in the ultimate, and what may
be styled the adverse, mode, ought, instead of
being the routine of practice, to be the dernier resort, the extraordinary recourse. The
I process of authentication should be carried
on, not at the time of trial, but between party
and party, at a preliminary meeting, either in
the presence of the judge, or before some inferior minister of justice, whose time can best
be spared.*
"In the following Book, the necessity of such
a preliminary mee_mg, tbr innumerable other
purt,oscs as well as this, will be fully showru
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The party whohas a document _o produce,
It being the policy
produces it itt the firsl instance to the adverse things (fbr the _ake e
party, who either admits the authe_rtieity of ] cable _erea_ to the number of e_uses, and
k, or declares his intention to contest it. If to the profit extraetible from each) to give
he admits it, he marks it as admitted.
If he every possible increase to the number of mal_
chooses to contest it, he has a right to do so, _de defences and demands, as well as to the
but he u_s it at his peril--at
the peril of' _number of the operuliotts performed, and to
simple costs in case of simple temerity, at. the the number and length of the instrume_tts
peril of extra costs in case of ma[a tides. The exhibited, on the occasion of each such suit,
end in view is, in every instance, to save the bomi and ,nal:_ fide such taken together
suito_ from the delay, vexation, and expense,
and, to that end, to afford to wilful falsehood
of adverse attthentieation, in so far as these
and insim:erity, in every imaginable shape,
several inconveniences m'e avoidable.
The every practicable facility and encouragement,
means to be employed in the prosecution of --Falsehood and insincerity in the parties lithat end, is the taking such arrangements as tigant have accordingly been exempted, with
shallmake it theimlisputable interest of every i little exception, from the cheek of counterindividual concerned, each in their several I interrogation in every shape, and without m_y
stations (parties, agents of parties, officers of i exception, from the check of couater.lnterro.
justice of'all classes,) to abstain from giving I gotten in the vie_ rote shape.
birth to these several inconveniences, any I
But, in the state of things here in question,
further than as they are necessary.
_ whatsoever, on this or on any other subject,
The virtual penalty inflicted on thi_ oe- i were said by a part 9 on either side of the suit
easion by imposition of costs with the above i or cause, would be said under the influcq_ce
views, should not depend on the ultimate ! of whatsoever securities for correctness and
decision of the cau._e, bnl should be indic'ted _cmnpleteness are or would be applied to the
pro u_taqudque rice, tbr each act of atttbcnti- [ case oi an extraneous wttness: under the in"cation unnecessarily pertbrmed.
Otherwise.
fluence of viral vote counter-interrogation at
to the enmffy of a suitor who was persuaded any rate : under the check of an oath, if, notof his having the law on his side, the pro- w_thstanding the objections brought forward
posed remedy would ap[,ly no check. The I in this work against that ceremony, it were
principle would remain unapplied, unless, to [ thought fit to be retained ; if not, under the
each particular act of vexati,n, its own par- I check" of a solemn amt deliberate averment.
tieular penalty stood opposed.
I
A party ronte_tant would no more have it
On the _ubject of the supposed propt*rtion t in his power to reap any advantage from a
between the nun3beroftbeeasesin
which sos- _naked averment, declarative of a belief on
picion of spuriousness ha- not existence, and _his part in di._(@rraanee of its genuineness,
that of tho_e in which it has existence, one or of a suspicion oi its spurionsness, than the
observation there is, which, to every person to party exhibitant could do, from a naked averwhom the practice of technical procedure is ment, declarative of a belief ou his part in
familiar, will be almost sure to present itself, a_irmaaee of its genuineness.
Each would
" Number of eases," says the objector, "in
alike be liable to be called upon (,and under
which no suspiemn of spuriousnes_ is enterthe same securities for sincerity as m the ease
rained, nine hundred and nineD-nine;
be it of any extraneous witness) to state, in the
so: number of rases in which suspicion of most explicit rammer, the grounds el the perthat sort i_ really entertained, one, and no suasion professed by him to be entertained.
more; be this likewise, for argument's sake
To rash, as well as to mal,*.fide contest_at least, admitted.
Bat, in addition to the tlon, varioos are the other checks that might
one case in which any such suspicion is really be, and, if the ends of justice were the ohentertained, what is there to prevent the jeers, naturaIly would be, applied.
If, for
bringing forward a pretence of suspicion, in example, by the production of a source of
an indefinite multitude of other instances?
evidence, the needfulness of which (after the
and in particular (fbr example)in
every in- mutual explanations in question) appeared
stance in which the party who is in the wrong more or less doubtthl to the 3udge, delay and
_suppose the defendant) has more to gain than t expense to a certain amount would manifestly
.'o lose by the delay, or, on either side of'the 1 be necessitated. _not
only would eventttal
muse, entertains almtre of forcing his injured I compensation for the damage by such delay
adversary out of the field of litigation by the _be secured, as well as the expense attendant
pressure of the expense."
too the production of the evidence in question
Tim answer is: The state of things on I east of course upon the party by whom the
which the above question grounds itself, is [ production of it was thus insisted on ; -- ba_
the existing state of things under the reign of }if, by the exhibition of this evidence, a detechnical procedure.
But, in respect of the _mand for counter-evidence to be exhibited by
matter in question, the state of things here I the adverse party were produced, the expense
supposed is exactly opposite,
t of such counter-evidence might provL-ionatly
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be charged,
in the first instance,
upon the
party thus insisting : rather than that by such
means it should be in his power to oppress
his adversary,
by exhausting
his means
of
maintaining
his post in the field of litigation
--his
means of pursuing,
in the character
of
plaintiff,
his own claim, or repelling,
ht the
character
of defendant,
that of the party on
the other side.
In some ca_es, for the purpose
of provi_ionlfl aothentic._tion,instead
of the executed,
or rather
say recognised,
instrument,
a transcript, or an archetypal
drausht,*
may be employed,
Several cases m_y be mentioned,
in which,
supposing
less delay, vexation,
and expense,
to be necessary
to the adequate
authentication of this suceedaneoub
script, than to that
of the proper instrument,
the substitution
may be cmployed
with advantage,
Note that, ibr the purpose
of discussion,
on the ground
of the contents,
subject
to
eventual
correction,
the suceedaneous
script
may serve exactly as well as the proper
instrument,
It', in so far as, under the contract
in question, the dispute turns upon the point of law,
the question
of law i_ decided against the exhibitam
(plamtiffor
defendant,)--the
delay,
vexation,
and expense,
ot which the exhilation of the proper instrument
would be productive,
may, if worth saving, be thus saved,
Supposing
that there is no question of law,
or, if there
be, that the question
is decided
in favour
of the exhibitant
: in either case,
allowance
of his claim follows of course, upon
the supposition
of the conformity
of the succedaneous
script thus exhibited
to the proper
instrument,
of which the genufimness
as well
as the existence is thus, provisionally
at least,
sopposed.
Supposing
the exh_bitant
to be
the plaintiff:
in this case, npon the authority
of this succedaneous
script, even possession
might be delivered
to him, if adequate
security be given by him tbr eventual
restitution
ad integrum;
i.e. for putting
the adversary
in a plight in every respect as good as if the
possession had not been changed, t
* ArchetFpal,_i.
e. the corrected
draught
fron_ which the instrument

and settled
itself was

_an_rtbed,
served
__ rouf/h
au_h_t_t_,
or eri_nal to and
it. w
Thehich
appellatio
dran, g _t
wout_l not have served; since nothing hinders
but that this original_ to which no signatures
have been attached_ may have been no less fair
than the instrument
which (being transcribed
from it) became the subject of the act of recogalden, and in consequence
received the signsrares,
In actual practice (Pcake, p. 64, ) where the
strppo_ed authentic instrmnent has, according to
the evidence (but qna're, what and whose evidencc ?) been lost (but qusere, whether known
to have Fvr/shed--or,
after search, simply _wt
founder)
a statement made of the supposed contents, frmn mere memory, has been received in.
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Of the actual execution,
and thence of the
genuineness,
of the proper instrument
(so
likewise of the correctness
and completeness
of the snccedaneous
script,)
even in case of
contestation
or doubt,--for
saving of delay,
vexation,
and expense,
evidence
less conelusively
probative
than for the purpose of a
defimtlve decision might be necessary,
might,
for the purpose of a provhwnal
decision,
bc
received on either side.
Even
if em_testcd,
a script which
is authenficated
ab intr.'_ (i. e. which, on the tkce
of it, presents
the sigimture
of the apparent
author,
affixed to it for the evident
purpose
of authentication)
need not be authenticated
ab extrh in the first instance.
Why ? Because,
unless it tie supposed to be tainted
with forgery, its authenticity
eammt appear dnhiou_.
But delinquency
ought nut in any case to be
presumed
without
special ground;
much less
delinquency
of so high a cast.
Inability
to effect the authentication
of a
script on or before a certain day, need not-ought not, to be rendered
so much as a cause
of delay, much less of nltimate
miscarriage.
The decision--a
decision in all othcrlespects
ultimate--might
be made provismnal,
dependent upon the subsequent
authentication
of the
instrument
on or betore a day to be named:
nor need even that nomination
be so inexof
ably peremptory,
as to allow accident,
much
less fraud, to triumph
over justice.
Note that, in all the_e cases, the advantage
stead of it. a To how prodigious an amount, in
this real sase, is the danger of abuse and mischievoas misdecismn
greater than in the above
supposed and proposedcase
! Supposing the fkct
of such deperlfiou
outer doubt: on this supposiuon, all check to intentional
and mendacious
misrepresentatmn
of the supposed coutents of the
instrument,
hast._ri_hed
along withit:
and as to
?minte_dional
misrepresentation
s who does not
see how slight thc _eearity against it is in thin
reed
case--how easy
strong,
and allthebutwitness
complete,
in
the supposed
? t)'lde_s
or witnesses bywhom (in speaking of the succedaneous
script as genuine) the proper instromcnt
is spoken of not only as being genuine but as being in
existence,
say thereby what is not true,--there
the scripts remain, both of them, capable of being confronted at any time_ until one of them is
lost or destroyed.
a In the fifth edition of Peake's Compendium,
p. 96, the passage
relating to the subject runs
thus.--Ed.
" But of private deeds, or other instruments,
the production
of the original, if in existence,
and m the power of the party using it, is always
required:
fill which done_ no evidence whatever of the contents can be received; but where
the original has been destroyed or lost by acz_ident,--as
where an original award was lost in a
mail which was robbed; or, being in the hands
of the adverse party, notice has been given him
m produce it, _ then an examined copy, or even
_arol evidence of the eontents_ being the best
_vidence in the power of the party, is received."
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and propriety
of giving athnission (provisional
admission
a_ld effect) to such sueeedaneous
evidence,
depends upou the relative quantity
of the inconvenience
saved hy it, in the shape
of delay, vexation,
and expense.
But let il
not be forgotten
that to this quantity
there
are no limits, other than those of the earth's
eireumfi:rence.*
Note, moreover,
that, so ihr as concerns
written
evidence
(including
the iaet of its
penutaeness,
and the nature
of its eoate_ ts,)
the savings capable of being made in ease of"
contestation,
would, the whole mass of ttiem
put together,
heincons_derable,
in ctmlparison
x_itl_ that which, it_ the case of the supposed
proper script,
upon a c_all
made hy the party
exhihitant,
would
have place, by reason oi
admission
without eontestation,
a_ above,
To these _avings in the shape of delay,
vexation,
and expense,
may beadded
a sa_iag
that,
ill the aeclmnt
of an hottest man, will
not be regarded
aa fit, to be negteeted--a
sawng ill the article of improbity
: improbity
on the pint of the parties
and their professional advi-_ers, improhity
oil the part of the
judges,
improbity
oil the part of the eu_eos
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mature, improbity
on the part of the keeper
of the royal conscience.
In the ordinary intercourse
of life, a man
to whom
it has happened
to deity his owrt
handwriting,
is pointed
at as a man of lost
character
; and to such a degree lo_t, that,
to a person to whom the like toss is not a
matter of imlifferenee,
it may be scarce mffe
to associate
with him,
On what ground is it that, for such a mode
of eonduct,
a man is thus consigned
to inthmy ? On this, or on none, viz. that in this
way he was knowingly
and wilfa]ly guilty of
Ink-ahead---wilful
and deliberate
falsehood
tbr the purpose of injustice.
The man by whom his adversary
in litigtw
tlon is loaded with the delay, vexation,
and
expen.e of proving (as well as exposed to the
p_'ril of not being able alter all, in the teeth
of so many opposing qairks,
1o prove at any
expense)
the genuineness
of a document,
t;f
which there exxsts no real douht;_literally
speaking,
and to outside appearance,
this matt
does not commit
the thlsehood
that would
have been committed
had the question,
"/s
the gemdneness
of this document
matter of

• Almut _brtv yt_rs afro, ill a statute relative
an a_suranee given by a certain number of perto East India affkirs (2¢; Gee. IlL c. 57, sect. Ni,
_on_) that by the want el such accommodation
Peake. 66,) provislou was made, that,-- in the
divers persons have lost their property and been
of written evidence of a certain descripruined ; and_ as often assay such hill isbrought
tiou, written and attested in the East Indies,-in_ it will be opposed on tt_c ground of innovafbr the autheutieation
of a_W such article of' evilion ; arid the proposer will be held up to view iu
deacein Great Brnain, proof of the handwriting
the character of a Jacobinical
anarchist, a Utoof the persons whose _ignature appeared on the
plan speculatist_ or both ila one.
|_ce of the instrumcnt_
should suffice: and this
Voluminousness
in tenor, scantiness in pure
u_, for definitive authentication,
anti without a tmrt: thus it is that these vice% buth of them to
thought of any need of eventualconf_rmation
by
an insurmountable
extent, axe the properties of
ukerior and better evidence: and so, vice versa_
the same body of law.
In this same state of
in the case where an instrument
executed in things, on the part of men in tmwer, the most
Great Britain requires to be authenticated
in the
anxious of all exertions are those whmh have for
East Indies. a
their obiect the preventing
the application
of
To this same purpose, a discovery that perhaps
rea_ou tn the fleh!of law.
will one of these days be made, is, that, besides
The trial in L_mdon ; abode of the sole satthe East lndms, the surface of the earth includes
riving att_ting
witness, a place tn Cumberland
other countries, more or les._ distant from Great
or CornwMl; correspondents
of his in plenty in
Britain; and_ in the course of a century or so,
London, with volumes of letters received from
at the present rate of the progress of legislation,
bim: his handwriting
would not be believed to
the benefit of this provision may be expected to be his_ without his beingdragged
from Cumberbe extended to several of those other countries
land or Cornwall, tbr no other purpose than to
But for each such country a separate act will be say that it is his. A consideration which too this
required ; and_ to warrant the motion for leave to e_son every other occasion) is, by the licensed el,bring in the bill,proof witl herequired
(oratleast
pressers at" ti_e poor, and plunderers of rich mid
poor, trodden under foot, is_ that, to a m_n who
a This is referred to by 100 Peake. 5th ediL_
has not money enough to fetch a witness from
Cumberland
dr Cornwall_ the witness might as
and in p. 60 allusion is made to the 13 (leo. Ill.
c. _3, sect. 40, which was pas_ed to enable the
well be in the East Indies.
Court of King's Bench, in all eases of indictOf the sort of script thus allowed to he in thin
meat or intbrmafion
tbr misdemeanour
or ofmakeshift
mode authenticated,
the deseriptitn
t_ces
committed
in Indi_, to award writs of is, of course, inadequate tot he demand,
lostrumandamus requiring
certain judges in India to meats of contract _ instruments
of the nature of
hold a court for the examination
of witnesses,
tho_ which are in use to be furnished with o_and to transmitthe depositions to England,-testi_
wltrresses,--yes.
But a script _t large,
These depositions are declared to be as good and
and (for example ) a commercial letter or accountcompetent evidence, as if the witnesses had been
book, is this capable of being thus attthenticatcd
presen% and sworn and exmnined t,'/v_ race. The
drrswer,--Yes
or No ; whichever happens to be
44th _eetion makes a similar provision in civil
most convenient and agreeable to the judge._
actions or suits, in ally court of law or equity,
Much may be said on both rides t eno_gli for
¢or which e_,use arises in Indla.--Ed.
thi_ purpose on either tilde.
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doubt to you ?" been put and mlswered in the
affirmative. The falsehood is not committed :
but what is committed is an injustice--an
injustice which, in point of mischievousness,
is exactly upon a level with such falsehood-the injustice, in which such falsehood would
have tbund its sole object, and its sole advantage.
The falsehood has not been committed:
but why has it not ? Only because the judges
(in whmn the pra,'tice in this behalf has found
l_s creators and preservers) have taken such
good and effectual care to secure, to every
dishonest mml who in thL- way finds his account in making himself their instrument,
the he,writ of such falsehood; without that
risk, which, had the eventual necessity of it
been left subsisting, would have constituted
the expense of it.
In so far as concerns justice and veracity,
there are two codes of morality that in this
country have currency and influence ; -- viz.
that of the public at large, and that of Westminster Hall.
In no two countries can the
complexion of thetr respective legal codes be
easily more opposite, than that of tho_c two
moral codes, which have currency, not onty
in the same eountry, butinthe_amcsocieties:
and, if so it be, that, in the public at large,
the system of morals that has place in praetiee, is, upon the whole, honest and pure,--it
is so, not in proportion as the morality of
Westminster hall (of which so many samples
have already been, and so many mote will be,
exhibited) is revered and conibrmed to, but
in proportion as it is abhorred.
So iar as
concerns love of truth mid justice, the greateat but at the same time the most hopeless
improvement
would be, the raising of the
mind of a thorough-paced English lawyer, on
a bench or under a hench, to a level with
that of an average man taken at random,
whose mind had not, for professional views
and purposes, been poisoned with the study
of the law: as, on the other hand, in point
of sound understanding and true wisttom, the
raising the same sort of mind to a level with
that of a man of competent education, of the
nature of that to which the term liberal is
commonly applied.
Yes : it is t¥om novels such as Maria Edgeworth's, that virtues such as the love ofjuslice and veracity,--it
is from the benches,
the bars, the offices, the desks in and about
Westminster Hall, that the hatred of these
virtues, and the love of the opposite vices,-is imbibed. But that which to Maria Edgeworth was not known, or by Maria Edgeworth was not dared to be revealed, is the
genealogy of her Lawyer Case : that that very
ingenious and industrious gentleman had for
his elder brother the Honourable Charles
Ca_e, barrister at law, M. P. in the lower
house ; and both of them for their t_ather the
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Right Honourable the Lord Chief Justiee
Case, Christopher Baron Casington, in the
npper: and that it was only by excecutiog
the powers given or preserved to him, and
earning the rewards offered aod so well se.
cured to him, by his noble and learned father,
that the yout_ger son became what he was.
How tong, for the selLsame wickedness,
shall the inferiors in powcrand opulence--the
infbriors who are but instruments-bc execrated, and the superiors, who are the authors
of it, adored ? Attorneys, solicitors, --were
they the makers of judge-made law?--were
they the makers of the system of technical
procedure ?--were they the makers of the law
of evidence ?

CHAPTER
VI.
ABERRATIONSOF ENGLISH LAW IN REGARD
ao TIlE AU'ItIENTICAT1ON
OFWRITTENEVlDFNCE.
THE di_tinc_tion between provlsiom'J and defiaiti_'e authentication is mlknown to English
"law. In all case_ alike, it insists upon having
the authentication
pertbrmed in the same
mode; without allowing of any exceptions
on the score of vexation, expense, or delay.
It presumes all mankind to be ibrgers ; and,
where there is forgery, affords no facilities
for the detection of it. It guards against deception where there is none to guard against ;
and where deception is at work, interdicting
the interrogation of the suspected person, it
interdwts the most efficient means of serutiny.
Previous meeting between the parties, fothe purpose of ascertaining whether any ana
what documents presented by one party are
contested by the other, there is nooe : dispuled or not, the authenticity of every document must be proved.
True it is, that, for roving of delay, vex_w
lion, and expense. _metimes it does happen,
that on one or both sides the genuineness of
this or that instrument of contract or other
script (or, as it may happen, of all the sciipts
meant to be exhibited,) is adrl*itted.
But it is only in so far as, on both sides, or
(if it be an equity suit or cau,e) on alt sides-and that to an indefinite number, all persons
concerned, law advisers as well as suitors, are
honest--and
not only negatively honed-t, but
completely and activeh/and zealously honest,
--that
any such admission, with the conseqacnt savings, can have place. If, by any such
admission, a law adviser were to prevent his
client fi'om reaping any advantage which by
the refusal of it might be obtainable (whether
for want of the adversary's being able to procure the evidence, or by thrusting him out of
the contest by the intolerable pressure of the
expense,)-- his conscience would hardly ae-
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uit him of treachery, in betraying his client's !
I. Exclusion put upon the testimony _
nterest,
parties ; viz. even at the trial.
" :Not so," says somebody: "for, by the
IL Exclusion put upon the testimony of
fear of eventual costs (i. e. of the eventual
non-attesting witnesses.
obligation of reimbursing the costs on the
Ill. Admission given to instruments withother side,) a dishonest, no less than an ho- out authentication ; -- i. e. admission given,
nest, man may be restrained fi'om giving in- without other proof, to an instrument purcrease to such costs, though it be on the other porting upon the face of it to be of a certain
side."
age ; viz. thirty years old or upwards.
True, if every man were his own lawyer :
IV. Inadequate mode of bringing to view
but, under the reign of technical procedure,
the supposed contents of a script in possesno man ever is, or with any the smallest
sion of the adversary.
chance of success can be, his own lawyer:
For exemplification ofthemischievousness,
and, so long as the system of procedure re- absurdity, and inconsistency (not to say iramains on that level in the scale of unintelliprohity.) by which the practice in relation to
gibility, to which it has heen raised by the this subject is characterized, a briefobservaundiscontinued exertions of so many ages, the tion or two under the above several heads
_luantnm of each man's burthen in this shape : may suffice. But so full of complication, sell
walt always depend upon the sort of man, contradiction, m_d uncertainty,
is this same
whose interest it is that [t be as heavy as : practice, that the idea given of the chaos by
possible.
_ the few samples of it thus brought to view,
In this state of things, for the keeping i is little less inadequate than would be the
down of superfluous expense on the part of idea of a house, by the like number of bricks
the client, no degree of honesty on his part picked out of it.
would
suffice,
without that sort and degree
1. Exclusion put upon the testimony of
of honesty on the part of his law adviser, the parties ; viz. at the trial of the cause.
existence of which (unles_ here and there, by
In regard to the species of fact here in
greatgc_d fortune) under suchencouragement
question, as in regard to every other, the
as is given to him to be dishonest, it would
most satisfactory, and on every aceotmt bebe altogether absurd and idle to expect,
yond comparison the most eligible, evidence
Without the preliminary meeting above (need it again be said ?) is that of the parspoken or: it is physically impossible that, in ties ;--viz. in relation to each fact, that one
relation to the matter in question, justice, or of the parties against whom it makes.
anything approaching to it, should be done.
By the exclusion put upon the preliminary
l_,ju_ticc, in the shape of needless delay, meetingS, this evidence stands excluded, from
vcxati,m, and expense, if not in the shape of the commencement of the cause. And when,
actual mi_decision, is unavoidable,
at the end of half a year, or a whole year, or
lJut although, without the aid of this ar- some number of years, from the day of the
rangemcnt, it is impossible that wrong should commencement, that inquiry which ought to
nor. be done, yet there are degrees of wrong;
t_avebegun, and in most instances would have
and, in instances to a great extent, wrong, been concluded on that same day, is, under
over and above what was rendered neecssary
the name of the trial, suffered to take place,by the ahse.,ce of this arrangement, will ae- upon this same best evidence is an exclusion
tnally be seen to be done.
again put, by means of another exclusionary
From the determination taken to put an rule.
exchtsion upon that which is not only the
In the eye of common sense, this is the
best evidence, but the least burthensomeevibest evidence possible.
In the eye of the
denee, viz.the evidencc oftheparties,follow-law, it is no evidence at all: therefore not
1. (in violation of the dictates correspondent
the best evidence. For, on this part of the
to the direct cads of justice) two opposite field, when exclusion is the object, out of
miscbiefs ; not only groundless exclusion, but the word best _,sformed the basts of the prerash and insufficiently guarded admission; and tence.
2. (in violation of the dictates correspondent
Always excepted (I mean from the exclotothe collateral ends of justice) enhancement
sionary rule) the case where an extra price,
of the necessary burthenan enhancement,
and that a most enormous one, is paid for
to the amount of which there are no assign- opening the door to that which otherwise
able bounds : nor let it ever be out of mind, would be the excluded evidence ; viz. at the
that--whenever
the expense which presses equity shop and elsewhere.
By tim immcupon him who has right on his side, swells surable and profitable addition thus m_de to
beyond endurance--misdeeision,
to the de- vexation and expense together, coupled with
struction of his right, is the consequence ; the comparative badness of the shape in which
and the evil opposite to the direct ends, is the evidence is extracted, the objection which
oJther substituted or added to the evil oppo- would otherwise have been so peremptory', is
_ate to the collateral ends, of justice,
now removed.
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Rather
thaxt give admission
to that best
and most satisfactory
of all evidence,
no evideuce so loose and unsatisfactory
but that
admission
will be given to it : in the ease of
an instrument
of contract,
for example,
proof
(i. e. what is called proof-viz. mere eircumstantial
evidence)
of the gonnmeness
of a
couple of words purporting
to be the name
of an attesting
witness.
Look at these words,
viz. John Smith.
Did you ever know any
person
who ever bore that name?
Yes.Did you ever see him write, or receive letters
which you understood
to have been written
with his hand ? Yes.--Judging
from these
opportunitie%
do you believe these words to
have been written by him ? "Yes.
True it is, that, when no better is to be
had, the exigence
of the ease necessitates
the
reception
of this loose--this
circmnstantial
evidence.
But, when the case affords not only
direct
evidence,
but the most trustworthy"
of all direct evidence, --to
exclude that best
evidence,
and admit this loose evidence insteadofitl
How inexplicable
the folly, were
it not for the sinister interest
that lurks at
the bottom
of it !
Wounded
by the rule itself, justice is again
wounded
by the evasions of tile rule.
1. Three obligors jointly
bound in a bond.
Proof by extraneous
witnesses
(it mast be
supposed)
being somehow
or other unobtainable, one of the obligors
is called to prove
the execution
of it.
But, for this purpose,
he must have been left out of the action, and
the recourse
against
him lost. *
Just as it

hy this means.
John Brown wa_ convicted;
true: but how does the dead parchment
prove
that it was the same John Brown ?t
3. So, when an attesting
witness,
being
the onty surviving
witness,
had become interested, without
any prejudice
to his character,
his hand was allowed
to be proved by somebody else, on the presumption
that he himself
wouldhave
denied it. _ Pre-establi_hed
rnles
apart, the experiment
might have been tried,
at least; and if he had perjured
himself, then
might it have been time enough to encounter
the perjury by other evidence.
II. Exclusion
put upon the testimony
of
non-attestors.
Witnesses
t_) the number of half a dozen or
half a score, all of them unexceptionable,
are
ready to be produced
; each of them ready to
say, " I saw the several parties attaching
their
respective
slgamtares
to this instrument,
saying (each of them,) Idehver
this as mff act a1_d
deed."
Quibbleton,
counsel for the defendant,
addressing
himself
to the first of these witnesses:
What is your name ?
Answer.
John Stiles.
Quibbleton.
My lord, here is the deed :two (your lordship sees,) and but two, attesting witnesses
; neither of them is named John
Stiles.
Judffe.
Set aside this witness.
Half a dozen or half a score, all ol andispu_ed character,
all ready to speak to this
plain fact, and not one of them
permitted.
Wily not permitted
? Answer:
Because, m

happens
in penal cases, where
one of two
m_lefaetors
is let off, that his testimony
may
be employable
against the other,
2. If a subscribing
witness
is become
infamous, --on
producing
his conviction,
his
band may be proved as if he were dead. Here
inferior
evidence is let in, to the exclusion
of

+ In such a ca.e a_ this, proof of the identity
of the individual
with the John Brown mentioned in the record, would be required.--Ed.
$ In Goss v. Tracy, tile deposition
of the
ptamtiff beit:g offered in ewdence, was objected
to, and Titlcy's case, Sulk. 286, was cited in support of the objection.
In that c&se an unex.
eeptiouable witImss had been examined, and his
d_pos_tiou duly taken.
This witness afterwards
became interested in the cause, and at a subse.
qu_,nt trial at b_r_ his deposition was ordered in
evidence.
Tile Court sent a judge to the Court
of King's Bench for their opinion on the point,
and they held, that the deposition could not be
read_
for thathave
thebeen
witness
was hying,
not himself
a witness
at that and
time, could
viva
roce_ heeause he was then interested.--Ed.
[l Probably
enough,
in any individual
case
which gave b_rth or eon_rmation
to this doetrin%
the exclusmn was not actually
put upon any
greater number than one wimess.
But in the
nature of the ce.se there IS not anything to hinder the presence of any such pereij)ient but nonattesting witnes.ses, in the_e or any still greater
nmnbers : and (let the number in attendance
have been ever so great) the same reason that
sufficed for the exclusion of the one who was first
tendered, would have sufficed for the exclusion
of all the others :nor, therefore, were it ever so
great or ever so mall,
would the number aetuaBy in readiness to be produced have appsared_
unless by accident_ upon the face of the reitm_
or treatzse.

the best : circumstantial,
to the exc]uslon
of
direct.
So much for security
against deception.
Moreover,
the conviction
must he produced:alumberingrecordluggedin,
ataheavy
and unnecessary
expense,
to prove a fact ill
itself not_)rious,
and capable
of being suffieiently proved by less expensive
means ; and
which, after all, cannot be sufficiently
proved
a From the very learned note_ to the cause o[
Cabell v. Vaughan_
l Saund. 291, it appears
that all joint obligors ought to be made defendams, and that the plaintiff may be compelled to
join them all_ if advantage be taken of the oralssion in due time, and by a proper plea : and so,
on the other hand, ouglxt all obtigees to join in
an action. If, then, all the obtigors are joined in
theaelion,
of course no oneofthem
could be
vailed as a witness.
But if an action is brought
against
one only of three obligors_ and advanrage be not taken in due time of the omission of
the others_ then undcobmdly
one of the omitting
ohligors may be calleJ m a witness.
Str. 35.-Rd.
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_he first place, if permitted they would _11
A_m-Lan,?ter. And on this conclusion it is
perjure themselves: in the next place, having 1 that you build the two other necessary eonehus perjured themselves, they would all of _elusions, vlz. that the non-attestingwitnessea.
them, in _pite of counsel's cross-examlnation l being all of them so many intended perjurors
aod judge's direction, obtain credence. Two t would all of them have affirmed the genuinepersuasions these, neltherofthem(itistrue)
nessof thedeed,
the fact being otherwi_%
avowed, because, when absurdity or impro- 1nard, thus fidsely affirming it, would have
bity enter upon the stage, they do not. either of gained credence l
them, tu'eset_t themselt_es stark naked. But,
With submission, suppositions of a conto give to the exclusion so much as the colour trary tendency might be raised in any humof being conducive to the ends of justice,
ber,--any
one of them less improbable than
'_hese persua_ons must both of them be en- the above.
Take half a dozen, or so, tot'
tertained ; or, at any rate. of the matters of examples: -fi_ct respectively predicted by them, the ccr1. We know not where to look for the attainty, or (to speak with a degree of correcttesting witness: we know not who he was:
hess new as )et to lawyers' language) the we know not whether he be alive or dead.
pret,onderant probability, must be assumed.
2. We know indeed who he is, and where
But, supposing these persu;_ions enterhe is; but he is not _4thin the jurisdiction
rained, on what ground is it that they must of the court.
have been entertained ? On this ground, and
3. He _s, indeed, within the jurisdiction
no other, viz. that the name_ of the_e persons of the court: and the place where he i_, i_
are not to be found upon the face of the in- known to us : but that place is far distant ;
s_rument, in the character of attesting wit- and we,- who, at our peril, on pain of losing
nes_e_,
his evidence, and along with it (it now seems)
Exists there, then, any article of law, by our cause, were bmmd to advance to him
which it is required (on pain of nullity, or whatsoever mouey, in ease of dispute, should
any other pain,) that, upon the face of every be deemed sufficient to defray the necessary
deed of the sort in question (wills being out anti proper expense of his journey to and fro,
of the questioa,_ thcre shall be vL-ible the attendance, and demurrage, whats(rever that
names of two pcr._ons in the character of at- might be--could
not either find of our owa
testingwitnes_es?
No: neithcrofanyartiele
so much money, or borrow it ;-- your "laws
of real (i. e. legislative) law, nor so much as ._ainst ust_ry forbidding a man, in reeomt_ase
any rule deduced in the shape of judge-made
for an)' risk, or tbr the relief of an)' exigency,
law.
to accept of at_y extra price.
On what ground, then, stands the rejcc4. Yes ; we do know who he is: and it is
_on ? An,wer : On th_s ground, viz. that-because he was so well known to us. that we
when the name of a person, purporting to took care not to call him. He is a dishonest
have been written by him in the character of man, an enemy to us, and in league with
nit attesting witness, i_ visible on the face tiJe parties ou the other side. AKer having
of the instrument.-- the testiunmy of nay promised or not promised to come, he would,
number of persons who (if they are to be be- after Mi. come ,r not come, according as, in
lieved) actually saw what it i, there declared their view of the matter, it would be best for
that this man s_w, is no_, with relation totiJe
them that he sh(mid or should not come. It
fact in question, the be_t credence,
he did crone, he would deny his own hand]Von-Lau'!ter. What ?-- The e_bdenee be- writing: 1 haow nothing about the matter, he
ing _doodenough to produce a complete (or would say: it was not by me that this name
at least prepouder._nt) persuasion, in this was written.
ease,--by
the mere circumstance of its not
By cmmter-evidence,
or even by eoutater.
being the very best brmginable (admitting. tot interrogation, it might have been possible for
argument's sake. that it is not the very best)
us, notwithstandit g, to extract from him the
by this one circumstance, is any sufficient
truth of the ease: and the more so, beeause,
groundafforded for shuttingout this evidence,
in the presence of two other persons (who
when there is no other ? and when, in con- are not. however, either of them, at present
_equence, if this be shut out, _he party Who within our reach,) once upon a time he did
ha-s right on his side must lose his _u.-e ?
declare and confess, that the name in qne_
Lawyer. Oh! but where, there being upou lion was really written by his hand. But both
the face of the deed an attesting witness, he these means of coming at the truth we are
is not produced, but instead of him others are debarred from, by mmther of your rules ;viz.
produced whose name_ are not upon the deed, the rule, by virtue of which, merely beeatrct,
here is an omission : from which we draw a we are unfbrtunate enough to stand thus in
conclusion ; and the conclusion is. that, had need of his evidenee,_of
this enemy of ours,
the attesting witness been produced, his tea- it is said by you that he is our own'witness;
timony would have been against the gemfineand that., because he is our own witness, he
tress of the deed.
must not by us be contradicted, or so umeh
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as questioned.
Whatsoever may _end to the
bringing him to view in this his true ctmractel', whether it be counter-interrogation
or
counter-evidence, we are thus forced by you
to suppress,
Independently of regulation--positive
and
effectually notified regulation--it
is difficult
to say what there is that should determine
the choice of the party in i:avour of a supposed
attesting, to the exchLsion of (or even in preterence to) a non-attesting, but by him equally
known to have been a percipient, witness,
True it is, that, by the signature of the attesting witness, proof is so far given, that in
relation to the transaction in question he was
a percipient witness. Yes : hut is it a proof
that no other person was? a proof, too, which,
by those who know that the contraryis true,
is to be regarded as a convincing one?
The attesting witness wonhl cost (--uppose)
so much nmney to produce : the non-attesting witness may be had for a few shillings
less. This, in the eye of a considerate, and
especially in the eye of a poor man, honestly
advised, should suffice to give the preference
to the non-attesting witness. The attesting
witness would, after all expenses paid him,
suffer inconvenience (suppose) fi'om the attendanee : the non-attesting witness would
not, suffer an}' inconvenience.
This, in the
eye of a l_umane attd considerate man, should
suffice for securing the like preference. "
Oh! but we have a rule about the best evi.
deuce; viz. that in no case shall any evidence
be received bat the very bust which the nature
of the case admits o£
Preciously instructive rule ! IVe receive no
evidence but what we receive : for anything
more precise, or iotelligihle, or wise, or honest, than this, will not be found in it.
No evidence do we ever receive, other than
tbe best evidence. And what i_ the best evideuce? Answer : It is, on each occasion, that
which we receive as such.
3"hey know not, themselves, what their
own rules are. Strange indeed it would be if
they did: fbr, that wl_ich has no existence,
how is it to be known to anybody? They
know not themselves what their own rules
are, they resolve that every other man shall
know them : *_hat is, without the possibility
of knowing them, shall, as often as occasion
offers, be panished for no_ knowing them.
Nemo tenet_r ad im£oss_bilia, says another
of their maxims. But in any one of their
maxims, so sure as there is anything good, so
sure is practice opposite,
Once more : Partly upon the source, partly
upon the shape, depends the goodness of m_
article of evidence.
As to the shape ; in so
far as depends upon themselves, in none but
the very worst shape (come it from what
source it will) do they receive any evidence:
and, so it be in this worst, but to themselves
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most profitable, shape, no _mlrce so impure
but that from that bad source they are ever
ready to receive it. Yet, such is their dellcacy, that (as if for evidence, as for meat,
there were a market, at which, with money
in his hand, a man may pick and choose)
none, forsooth, will they put up with, but
the very best of evidence.
III. Admission given to instruments wi£hout authentication.
By the man of law, whenever you see a gnat:
strained at, on a second glance make sure of
seeing a camel taken up and swallowed.
Behold an instrument, for the anthentication of which, to-day, a whole score of witnesses, who (every one of them, if they are
to be believed) were percipient witnesses of
the exeeutiou of it (they not being attesting
witnesses,) will not suffice: it is accordingly
dealt with as if it were _brged. Wait till tomorrow, this spurious deed becomes genuine:
and so plainly genuine, that, for the proof of
its genuineness, no evidence is required.
This metamorphosis, who was the god tha_
operated it? Answer: The god Time. Yesterdaythe script wanted aday of being thirty
years old: to-day the thirty years are fulfilled.
This admission has neither quite so much
absurdity in it, nor quite so much mischievousness, as the exclusions. The instrument,
if it be not what it purports to be, is a fbrgery. Forgery, a flagitious and pernicious
crime, is not to be presunmd. Independently
of particular argumentative grounds, tbe odds
against the fact, as testified by experience, are
prodigious : for every forged instrument, you
have genuine ones by thousands.
Not but that to this crime (by the exeluslon put upon the interrogated te.-.timony of
the party by whom or m whose behalf the
instrument is produced) every encouragement
has been given, which it has been in the power
of Judge and Co. to give to it. Suppose the
parry to have forged it: he puts it silently
into the hands of his lawyer, and it is the
law)er's business to fight it up. At the law_er's elbow, if so it please him, sits the fbrgerer. There he may sit till he is tired, fbr
he is in no danger: the law has taken him
under her care ; not a single question can be
put to him.
Convenient as this law is to every criminal,
to an honest man it may happen but too frequently to be laid by it under an embarrassmenf, out of"which it seems not altogether
easy to say how he is to be delivered.
The instrument purporting, upon the face
of it, to be thirty years old,_or more,_this
antiquity, coupled with possession (i. e. with
the relation borne to the suit or cause, or
to the fact in question, by the individual in
whose possession it has been,) is accepted as
evidence sufficient for the authentication ot
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in whose
possession it is, is the pl_dntiff; and, for the
whole of the time that has elapsed since the
execution of it, or for a part more or less conslderabte of that length of time, he has kept
It locked up in his strong box: not having
in all that time shown it (because in all that
time no occasion has called upon him to sho_v
it) to any person who is without interest in
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IV. Shifts, when the scrlpt is tn the power
[ of the adversary.
]
The hostilit3 of the technical system to
] the ends of juliet -- the consciousness of
i that hostility, on the part of those who, while
, they are acting under it, are profiting by
t it -- the violation at the same time so contl tinually offered by themselves to the very
} prineiple_ to which by themselves the high-

is the eust_)dy of it to be proved ? By his, the seen exemplified in a ease which shall now be
plaintiff's
Oh no:Bythat
would
be contrary
to view.is attached, -- all this inay he
the suit or? cause.
whose
testimony,
then, I bronght
est importance
to the inviolable rule. But if not by his tes- [
When the article of written evidenee_
timony, it cannot--by
the very suppositmn it [ which the party in question stands in need
cannot, be proved by that of any one else.
I of_ happens to be in the bands of a party on
Yes, if he had had information, timely the other side; when an instrument which
information, of the existence of this rule of a plaintiff (for example) stands in need of,
taw ; for in that case he might have got this happens to be in the possession of the deor that uninterested
person to look at it. fendant ; the sort of shift that has been made
But if any sucl_ information had reached his is truly curious.
mind, the care and pains taken by Judge and
Under a rational system of procedure, the
Co. for so many centuries to keep it nut of course is plain and easy: the evidence acted
his reach would have been frustrated.
]_;y upon is of the best kind imaginable. Both
keeping them tram receiving existence, in and parties being together in the presence of the
from any determinate form of war&, care has judee, the plaintiff says to the del_ndant,
been taken, very effectual care, that neither by " To make out my ease; I have need of such
non-lawyers, nor by lawyers themseives, shall or such an instrument," describing it: "' you
any of the_e portions nfimaginary law be laid , have it ; have the goodness to produce it."
hold of by b, specttan. By their uniform repug .... Yes," _-ays the de/k,ndant (nnles, s his plan
nunce to every conclusion that would be drawn i be to perjure himself,) " mad here it is :" or,
by common sense, care not tess effectual has ; '. I have it not with me at present; but on
been taken that they shall never have been !sueh a day and hour as it shall please the
laid hold of b) inference or conjecture,
judge to appoint, I will bring it hither, or
If, in this ca-_e,the exemptmn granted from send it to you at your house, or give you acthe obligation of authenticating the document ice-s to tt in mine:"
19yevidmwc t_b extrh is proper, it can may be t Under the technical system, no such meetbecause, in the other cases, the ohhgation is Iing being to he had, no such question cart at
it_etf improper, a, being needless.
Forgery _:any sud_ meeting be trot. But, at the trial
is not the crime of any particular point of ' (viz. under tim common-low, alias non.eqt_tty)
time: whatever be the probability of it at s)stem, of which jurytrial makes a part,) at
this preteut day. it was not less on thi_ day the trial, that is, atterhalfayear's,
orayear's,
thirty years. A deed p,rporting to trove been or more than a year's, factitious delay, with
fairly executet, thirty years ago, may have its vexation and expense,-- then i_ is, that_
been forged or falsified at the tlme of the tbr the first time, a ehance for procuring the
date, or at any rate may have been tbrged or production of a neeessary instrument may be
falsified at any subsequent point of time, obtained.
Forged writings, of an apparent date two hunThough, neither for any such purpose nor
dred years anterior to the realdate, _- forged which jurk_prudenee can employ to weave its
writings ascrihed to Shakespeare, t have been cobwehs; and, on the grouml of law, it is selknown to deceive the very elect among l'3ng- dora indeed it,at analogy can be seen to point to
lish lawyers.,t
any particular quantity, more decidedly than to
another. A rule of this sort is what, m ]gngIn the case of the claimant of the Stifling tish statute taw, is called a statute ofhmitations.
peerage_ noticed above (p. lT:t.) one of the do- It in any one instance a statute of hmitatim_s
euments found to be forged, bore to be a charter can legally and constitutionally be passed, in the
by Charles 1., of the year lti39.--Ed,
way of jurisprudential law, by thi, or that bench
_- See the controversy between Mr. Malone of judges, or even single judge: instead of Parand Mr. Chalmers.
liament, so may it in every other. In other
A anther remarkable feature of this fixation, cases, the usurpation has been more or tess veiled t
is its being made without authority. Amon;z here it i_ stark naked, Accordingly_ it has never
the radical and incurable vices of jurisprudential
been practised but in the dark. The personality
(in contradistinction to statute) law, is, its inca- of the author of the rule. and even of the deei,
parity to make fixations ; to fix alkqn this or start, has been carefully concealed. No judger
that quantity, in any shape, tbr any outpost I to has ever avowed the making of itt when brought
fix upon th£_or that quantity, to rile exclusion forward, it has been pretended to be found eead_t
of all others. Analogy is the only instrument made.
VoL VIL
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far any other-- neither to the party on either
side nor to any agent of hismcan
anything
in the shape of a question be put viv_ voee
by a party or agent on the other side, -- the
qu_tion (for example,) the instrnmt:nt (deucribing it,) have you zt, or no ?-- yet, under
¢he name of a notice, a sort of requisition in
writing calling upon him to exidbit it, may
be, and every now arid theo is, dehvered,
Of this notice to exhibit the instrumelJt,
what is the effect?
That the defendant is
under any obligation to exhibit it ? No such
thing.
To produce any such effect would
require nothing less than a suit in equity ;
whereupon the instrument would be exhiblted or not : and if exhibited, not till the
end of the greatest number of years to which
the defendant (having an adequate interest)
had tbund it m his power to pl_t off the exhibitiou of it. To h_e enabled the party
thus far to obtain justice without aid from
equity, would have beeu robbing the Lord
Chancellor and the Mas_er of the Rolls, and
the swarm of subordinate_ of whose fees the
patronage part of their emolument i_ cornposed.
What, then, is the effect ? Answer : that,
after this notice, if that best evidence which
is asked for be not obtainable-- not obtainable, only because those on whom it depends
do not choose it shouhl he obtained, -- what
is deemed the next best evidence that happens to be in the plaintiff's possession is admitred : and on this occasion no evidence is
too loose to be admitted.
After such notwe given, one succedaneum
that has been admitted is a supposed transcript : " an examtned _opg," are the words.
Another is, "parole_ideaee
qfthe c_,ntents.''_
In the midst of all this laxity, observe and
admire the strietnes._ : " In case it be a copy
that is offered, it must first be proved, timt
the original, of whic_ it purports to be a
copy, was a genuine instrmnent."
So much
the more business for the benefit of the man
of law: so much the more chance of failure,
for the benefit and encouragement
of the
wrong-doer,
But suppose no such copy producible ; -the be.-t attd ontyevidence which it is in the
plaintiff's power to produce, being, as above,
* Admission having thus been given, not only
to an examined copy, but even to parol evidence
of the supposed contents, would it t,e given to
an arehetypal dra_t_ht _ to the unreeogm_ed and
unsignedarigi_aal, f_:omwinch therecogni,ed and
signed instrument itself, was itself bat a transcript? Havingtopronoanee
between these two
species of makeshift evidence, while, by the
po_r and for the benefit of the lawyers, the
proper antl more satisfactory species of evidence
Is kept out of the wav,_commott sense would,
without hesitation, ai_swer in the affirmative;
tttmmo'itla2_, therefore, afterthe usual hesitation_
not improbably in the negative,
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i " parol evidence of the contents ;" i. e. some
account given of the supposed contents of
tile supposed instrument, by a person into
whose hands, by some accident or other, the
opportunity of bestowing upon it a perusal
more or less adequate-- of throwing over it
a glance more or less slight, and thus giving
an account of it more or less correct and complett,. -- has happened to find its way.
This casualreporter,--fvr
hi_ rcport to he
received, is it necessary that he (or, in his
stead, the party hy whom he is called in)
should have estabbshed in due form the gonuineness of the instrument, wtfich, for ever
so short a time, chance had thus thrown into
his bands?
In this one point may _re seen a mine, a
rich mine, of future causes.
Behold now another mine. The two sorts
of makeshift evidence, thus brought to view
in the case of a deed,--viz,
a ,supposed transcript (copy examined or not examined,) and
parol evulence of snpt,osed eonteats,--shall
they apply, and under any and what modifications,lo any and what other sorts of scripts ?
Delight paints itself on the countenance
of law, at the thouzhts of such a mine of
nonsuits, and, to the lawyer at any rate, if
not to the client and suitor, of a_reenble sueprises,
Good all this, as far as it goes ; when so it
is that a man's good fortune h_s put into his
hands any such makeshift evidence.
But if
not, what in that case becomes of the notice ?
In that case, the wrongdoer triumphs : the
party who is in the right loses his right,
whatever it may be ; and so the matter ends.
Did hut the judge deign to admit at the
outset into his presence, the persons whoso
properties and liberties he has contrived with
so little trouble to dispose of, -- whatsoever
were the instrument wanted, if it were not
found in one of two hands in whlth it was
expected to he tbund, it would be in another :
every instrument that was necessary to juslice would be ferreted out: as it actually is,
in the case where, justice being necessary to
his own personal protection as well as that
of the public, it has been the pleastne of the
man ol taw that the necessary instruments
should be made forthcomil_g ; _iz. in the prot paratory examinations taken, as in a case of
I murder, robbery, or other felony, by a justice
[ of the peace.
I
No loophole (or at least not so many loop.
_ holes) would then be left for the wrongdoer
] to creep out of; thus foiling, for a time, or
/ ibr ever, the party whom he has wronged.
I
But, under the technical system, this bust.
I
J ness of notices affords to the wrongdoer an
| inexhaustible fund of chanees:_ in this lotI
I "t"_'idv infr_'_,Book VIII. Chap. XlII. Ch/_
i eaaeries abocd Notice.
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tery,
a nonsnlt (the produce of which is an
additional
suit) constitutes
the prize in which
Judge and Co., with their proteg_ and parther, the wrongdoer,
are sharers. _
I proceed to speak of the course taken by
the Englisl_ law (m the subject
of authentication,
in regard to any sort of document
eomingunderthenotionofojfie_alevidenee,-.............................
• In one sample more, read at once the nature
of judge-made
law in general, and therein read
the technical system o_ proeedure_ and therein,
again, the law _)f evidence in parUeular,
When the script you want is in possession of
your adversary,
you have seen already what the
sueeedat_eum
i% and what _ort of chance there
is o}' its being obtainable.
When
the sertpt is in possession of a person
capable of being a witne_,s (a non-litigant
withess;) for the purpc_e of having it exhibited,
you serve Into with a writ called a subpwna
dune., tecum, b_ which he is ordered to attend
and bring with him the stript.
If he obeys, it
ts well : if he obeys, thatis,
if so it be that he
not only attends, but brings it.
But what if he
" comes :_,itbout it ? To this hoar, it is not setscript is to be got at and applied in the character
fled
what is toAtbeanydone
him,party
_mr who,
how the
of evidence.
rate,with
to the
be.
ing in the righ% has need of the evi_ience, the
cause is lost t_rr that time : saved to him, or not
•aved, the liberty of trying a new one.
Doubts from another mme:_The
case of the
other of the
thousand
one cases
exclu-or
proposed
witness
eomos andwithin
_me of one
sion. He is weak in mind, interested, a (don, an
excommunicated
person, an atheist, and so torth.
In any such impure lJand, may or may not the
script be exhibited
(_iz. in the tir._t place,) it,
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whether as purporting to be the wor_k o[ an
official hand, or to bear upon the face of it a
testimony
of its authenticity,
imprinted
upon
it by an official signature.
"tlere, under both
principles, -- the principles
hea'e advanced,
and thosc acted upon (as above) by the jurisprudential
law in question, _ tenor anti
custody together
should be sufficient
proof.
Upon the principles
here advaneed,
the former
alone is sufficient proof:
much more that and
the presumption
ex custe_db_ together,
when
the custerd? is that of a hand so completely
exempt from suspicion
as in this ease.
But,
upon the principles
of English law) the presumption
ex tenore alone cannot be sufficient ;
for to this ease the ground _f antiquity
does
not extend ; and, as to the other part of the
proof, it consists
in the custody_
which the
law does not require.
Acceding
to Comyns,_"
'" a deed indorsed
as enrolled shall be read without
proof.'" Act cording to his eontinuator,
the certificate
of
t the auditor of the dutchv of leaneaster
is sufo
fieient evidence of the enrohnent
of a dutchy
}t le_se.
According
the siune,
the indorsement
In"
the proper to officer
is sufficient
coti dence of the enrohnent
of a bargain and sale.
If (as I should suppose
to be the ease) the
instrument
in question
was in these several
i in,tances
admitted,
as an ancient deed would
i imve been. to prove ltself,--no
proof of the
_ official custody izt which it had been. was ex! hihited.
But, on this supposition,
to call the
i ccrtifi_'ate that of_he auditor,
calling the inI dorsemcnt
an mdolsemcot
by the proper ofi ricer, was apel_tit,t_H,wipii,
an assamptiunof
i the very tact that required
to be proved.
In
i another ease in tbe sm,_.e hook, wherethe
custodv i._ considered
a, part of lhe ease. the fact
el its being proved is mentioned
(430._
i
]
Doubts upon doubts might he started up(m
this topic, and upon the several decisions that
have been given on the occasion of it.
In the
, way of statute taw, I could undertake
to clear
, up'all these doubts, if what ought to be exf tirpated were fit to be amended.
In the way
Ii of dissertation,
I could undertake
for nothing

in
obedience
to the s,_bpa_na,
brought
?
Exhibited
?
Yes : it
but be byactually
whom
then is it to be authenticated,
or any account
givenofit.
_ In the next place, as to ec_npulsion, and the means thereot; suppose (notwtth.
standing
the other atready-mentmoed
mane of
doubtsJ suptmse it settled, that the hand, if pure
and orthodox, would tmve been compellable.sh_ll the atheistical hand, fbr ex_mpte, he tom_nable?
or sh_ll an atheist, on condation of
_teclaring himself such, or a theist, on enndition
of declaring
him_lf an athemt, be allowed to
keep back the necessary documen% and thus to
gain his point, giving the cause thus to the
wrongdoer,
whom he is in league with
All this, like everything
else--_ll
this ever { but to thicken

them.

hathb_n,isnow,an_(solong_ _u,_e._a,_e
i _ _om._)i-------_..
hy----h_mmo,_d.
'r_e, T_law relgneth)
ptease_

ever shall bc_ exactly

as the judge

i moigne,

p. 42_.
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CAUSE OF EXCLUSION
OF EVIDENCE--TIlE
TECHNICAL
SYSTEM
OF PROCEDURE.

CItAPTER
OBJECT OF THIS INQUIRY--

I.
l that
course
has, with more or less felicity,
ITS CONNEXION l_been directed,
have been those to which of
coarse it has all along been professed to be
WI'IH TIlE _UBJECT OF 2HE PRESENT V*ORK. directed,
viz. the end_ of justice.
THE mass of absurdity,
the chaos, which, in i
Consider the position of the volee_by whom
£he delineation
of existing
arrangenwnts,
it ', the vo(_fi concert
on this stage ha._ been led,
will be necessary
to hold up to view,
m_Jst I --.nothing
can be more natural
than this ascontinue
to be (what it has hitherto
been) a I _umption,
i. e. than the fact of Its having been
blind incxplorable
labyrinth,
nntil a clue be
given to it : a perfect
rid(lie unless a key tie
added to it. This chu,, this key, will consist
in an indication
of the views and designs
of
those to wimse lot it has fiflien, -- trom the
time when the very foumiation
of the edifice
was begun upoo, to the plesent,--to
he oeeupied in tbe erection of it : design% the narural and necessary
re-all of the position in
which they have all along been placed,
In a work confined to the subject
of evidence, an exposition,
how brief soever, of the
universally
and neeessaril_
corrupt
state
of
the predominant
system of'judicial
procedure
in every country,
may be apt to appear irrelevant:
or at least of too mighty and disproportionate
importance
to be introduced,
as it
were, in a parenthesis,-as subordinate,
not
only to the subject
of evidence,
but to that
comparatively
small part of the ground oceupied by the practice
of exclusion,
But it will be seen that, of that
corrupt
system, the doctrine
of exclusion
constitutes
a fundamental
part--a
feature
altogether
characteristic
and indispensable.
The consequence is, that, unless the nature and origin
of that system were brought to view, the prevalence of the practice eouht not be accounted
for ; nor, therefore,
that sort of satisfaction
given, which, on every subject
which adufits

i made.
Consider
it on the ground
of parallel
, experience,
consider it on the ground of the
'_known and incontestable
prbleiples
of human
[ nature,--nothing
can be more inconsistent
or
improbable
than the truth of it : eoL_sider it
on the ground of direct experienec,--nothing
can be more false.
F_t_e in every country--in
every country
far enough advanced in the career of ciwlization to have afforded a settled establishment
in this quarter
of' the field of government,
it is in a more pre-eminent
degree false, as
I applied to English practice:
a proposition,tbe
I truth of which, howsoever
unwelcome,
will be
found but too palpable,
as we advance.
Into no man's
conception
does it ever ap*
pear to enter, that the securing the maximum
of happiness
to the good people of England
was the motive,
or so much as among the
motives,
which brought
Duke William
upon
a visit to King ttarold;--that
it wa._ a regard
either tbr the purity of the Jewish faith,
or
thcsymmetryofJewishmouths,
thatrendcred
one of his royal successors
so alert in rendering the functimls
of a dentist
to one of
i his Itebrew subjects ;* --that
it was the sym} pathetic
apprehension
of seeing their neighI bours dissolved
in luxury, that used to render
i M_dlratta princes so diligent in the collection
i of Chout.

of it, the eye of the reader naturally
looks I
_Notwithstanding
so many professions
for, and seems entitled
to expect.
Ills time
have been heard (professions
which, even from
willnot be the worse bestowed,
if, i_, addition
_he impurest
lips, will, to one who duly conto this comparatively
narrow abuse, the source '. sidcrs thc character
of the nation and the ternof so many other and still more crying grieper of the times, sound rather as exaggerated
vanees be pointed out: still less, it a glimpse
than as altogether
insincere;)
many there apshould happen here and thcre
to be caught
pear to be who regard with scorn and ridicule
of a feature
or two of the only appropriate
the notion that the augmentation
of the cornremedy,
fort and well-being
of the Indian natives has
In all discourses,
authoritative
and unauhad az_y share in so many exertions
as have
thoritative
-- at least in all discourses
of a
grave cast--that
have had the system ofjudicial procedure
for their subject,
an assump.
lion, explicit or implicit, seems constantly
to
have been made,_viz,
that the ends towhich

"*In allusion toKing John, who, according to
Mathew Paris (p. 192 0 demanded 10,000 marks
of a Jew, and directed one of his teeth to be
drawn daily; till he should ¢_nply,_Ed.
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been made by governor_general
in tlindostan
for extending
to those detenceless
beings the
protection
ot English laws.
If', in the very highest rank in society,
socialandenlarged
affections
were so completely
mnothered
by naxrow and self-regarding
ones,
is it natural that, in an inferior rank, the purer
affections
should, in the same stage of society,
have reigned paramount
or alone?
Whatever
on this subject
can, on the prosent occasion, be brought
to view, must unavoidab}y
be subjected
to an extreme
degree
of compression.
To a future
occasion
the
taskofdevelopment
must, in a great measure,
be deferred,
Hence it is, that what is here delivered
must be delivered
in the tbrrn of thoughts
or
aphorisms,
bearing the similitude
of crude assertion:
for proof aud illustration
(for by each
example
both purposes
will be served)
they
must wait for details,
of wifieh a part only
(though
what for this purpose,
perhaps, will
be found a sufficient part) can find a suitable
place in the present work.
s
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right, upon each occasion, wa_ do:_e : and as
to rules, it was left, to suiturs to collect or
rather
frame them f_,r tlmmselvt.s
as they
could, fi'om the observation
of what had beeu
done.
Law produced
in thi_ mode of ge_
aeration
has been called common law ; and
sometmles
juri.,t_rudenee
, or juri-prudenthtl
law.
Rules which are laid down in determinate
word% may (in so flit as these word._ are welt
chosen--adapted
to the habit_ and _-apaei.qes
of those for _hose use they are iulended,)
be
understood
without
art.
Rules which, ltot
being laid down in determinate
words,
can
I scarcely with proprmty
be said to exist,
cannot be understood,--or
rather
(since, where
nothing exisls, there is nothing to understand)
gues,ed at,--without
art.
The s_ stem eonstructed
by such hands, and constructed
or
left to be constructed
in such a mode, may
accordingly
be termed
the technical
system
of proeedure._
When a man, empowered
to pursue a public
ohject,
is by the stone means empowered
to
pursue a personal one, it is not in human nature that this private object should be a matte_ of indifference
to hun.
It wilt naturally

unavoidably
exert an intluence over the
taken by him in the pursuit of the
WHAT ?
public object
In eonsklcration
of this influence, the system here denominated
the techIN consequence
of the infirmities
attached
by
nical system may further be characterized
by
nature
to the intZam.y of _eiety,
the fbrmathe name of the fbe-gatl_ering
orfee-coUectlng
tion of the system of judicial
prneedure
has
system.
The occasions
of bringing
it into
nowhere
(except here and there
h_ bits and
view under this character
will be but too
patches)
been the work of the legs_lator;
it
numerous.
The courts of justice
in which
has fallen everywhere
to the share of the
tile system or mode of procedure
chalked out
judge,
as above, and under such influence as above,
In consequence
of the same infirmities,
the
is in force, may be termed,
by one common
judge received evervwhe.'e
(or found means
appellation,
courts
of technical
procedure.
to make
for himself,)
in the shape of f;ee,*
Everywhere
they may be seen to be eharae,
extracted
from the _uitor_, a retribution,
noterizcd by a common set of fcatures._:
cessary or unn _cessary,
tot his tlouble,
and
Belore states existed,
at least in any of the
the use of his power--fbr
the service ren- I tbtms now in existence
io civilized
nations,
doted or supposed
to be rendered
to them b._ Iamilies existed.
Justice is not less necessary
the exercise
of it.
to the existence
of families than of states.
TECI_NICAE
RAL

OP*

OItDOMESTI%

FEE°G&TtlERING_
SYSTEMS

AND

OF

NATU-

PROCEDURE,

and

eoulse

The mode in which the will of a h.gislator
I The mode in which, iu those domestic
tri(acting
as such) is expressed,
is by rules;
mostly
general,
and at any rate laid down
_-The word techuh-alis
not unknowntojuri_beforehand
: the sort of law thus produced
is prudeuee.
You m_y find it there in company
called statute law.
Very _fferent
was the
w_th the word reasons.
Teehnie_d is from the
mode in which the will of judges
was exGreek. andscarceyctmadeEnglisb,
Ifyouhave
pressed--of
judges acting as such, and, by the
aabs_zrd:
mind to fear
do itrotimoweEngli_b.--in._te_d
of it, pat
finding yourself mistaken
exercise of that will, developing
the course ol
m any one single instance.
The mental endow.
procedure,
and collecting
tees. No rules were
meat displayed in the manufacture
of the_e rea]aid down beforehand
: as oeeasion called, what
sons, is, inthe _amediMeet,
eanedastutia:
to
was thought
right, or pretended
to be thought
render this into English,
say folly, or knavery_
or both together : the connexian
is closer than
men are apt to imagine--closer
everywhere, but
mI)efinifionofafee:__Moneyormoney,sworth
nowhere perhapssoeloseasinjurisprudence.
In
received at the expense of the suitors in a ezuse
Folly. Knavery sees one of her most useful in(MI or any of them) on the occasion of a mass of struments and best friends.
writing written or supposed to be written, or
__
Facies non omnibus una_
other act dotm or supposed to be done_ in the
Nee diversa tamen .....
course or on the occasion of it.
Et documenta damus_ qti_ simus o_bjine _aIL

_:_
•
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bunals, created by nature at the instance of I for verse, prose would not have had a name :
necessity, justice was administered, and, for I but for technical, natural procedure woul_
that purpose, facts were inquired into, may t not have had, would not have needed one.
for distinction's sake be termed the natural
In current nomenclature, the distinction
or domestic mode of judicature.
I nearest to a coincidence with that between
It is among the characteristics of the na- t technical procedure and natural, as here extural or domestic mode of judicature, to be j plained, is that between regular and summary;
exercised (if not absolutely, at least compa- i but the coincidence is far short of being eomrativcly speaking) without forms--without
i plcte. Thus far, it is true, they agree, --that,
rules.
A man judges, as Monsieur Jourdan j in comparison with all technical procedure, all
talked prose, unconscious of any science dis- I natural is always summary. But technical
p][ayed-- of any art exercised.
One of your I procedure has its branches which are called
two sons leaves his task undone, and tears i summary, as well as its branches which are
his brother's clothes : both brothers claim the ! called regular : for designating that which is
same pla) thing: two of"your servants dispute
not technical, the word summary has therefore
to whose place it belongs to do agiven piece been unfitted.
Moreover, summary means
of work. You animadvert upon these delin- i short: and wherever one course is shorter
qtmnc_es, you settle these disputes : it scarce I than another, it may, in comparison with that
occurs to you that the study in which you i other, be termed summary. But, in a series
have been sitting to hear this is a tribunal, I_of infinite length, the number of degrees is
a court-- your elbow-chair a be_ch _your- I infinite: and in all that number there Is no
self a judge. Yet you could no more perform I one that can have any exclusive pretension to
these several operations without performing
the epithet of summary.
the task of judicature, -- without exercising
The final cause of this article of jurlspru.
the functious of a judge, without hearing evi- dential nomenclature, is not difficult to didenee, without making inquiry,-- _hmt if the vine. The use of regularity is recognised by
subject of inquiry had been the ttastings cause, everybody: the term regular is eulogistic. Gel;
the Douglas cause, or the Literary-property
people to believe that summarg procedure is
eau_a,
something opposite to regular procedure, you
It is among the characteristics of technical
may prevail with them and accustom them to
procedure, all over the world, to abound in regard the more expeditious procedure with
rules and formalities.
In process of time_
a jealous eye.
In an underhand way, you
_ occasion presented itself; and irresistible
may thus insinuate and get them to beheve
necessity urged inqmry--spite
of all preju- (what you durst, not. &¢sert) that there is a
dices, a discovery was made, that, with little sort of incompatibility between the superior
or no exception, these rules and formalitws, ] dispatch observable in the summary mode,
instead of being neee._sary, were repugnant I and the superior regularity observable in the
to the ends of justice: that an option was to regular (that i% in the technical) mode. The
be made between the sacrifice of these rules utility of dispatch--its
title to be regarded
and formalities, and the sacrifice of eertaiu as one of the ends of justwe--is
too plain
portions of substantive law, necessary to the i _.obe denied : in the technical mode, as cornexistence of the state. Accordingly
certain I pared with the natural, the want of dispatch
portions of tim field of judicature were mm'ked ] is also too plain to be denied.
To reconcile
out, mid a course prescribed for the appoint- [ men, as well as may be, to the repugnancy of
ment of judges, with authority to proceed and the technical system in relation to this end of
iam,uire, to hear and determine, as thev would justice, you thus take the best chance that
do in the bosom of their respective tamilies, in so few words c_au be taken, for getting
paying no sort of regard to aJty of these rules them to fancy, on the part of the natural
and formalities.
For di*tinction's sake, the course, a repugnancy to the d_reet and ultiCourts thus constituted may be termed courts mate ends of justice : a conception, the exact
of naturalprocedure or judicature : of natural
reverse of which is the true one.
procedure restored, or (if, in any odd nooks
In every country (so I imagine it would be
of the field of judicature, discovery should found,) men of law, unable to find the shadow
in any instance be made of any little spot of an argument, have trusted to the power of
which happened to have escaped the fangs of this prejudice, preserving a prudent or rather
the technical system) natural procedure pre- necessary silence. Blaekstone, in the fertile
0erred.
soil of England, has been fortunate enough to
The eharaeter of the natural system of pro- find another and a still stronger prejudice,
eanlure (it may already be perceived) is little applicable to the same purpose.
Summary
more than negative. Health is the absence of procedure is a mode of procedure to be redisease. Liberty, in its original sense, is the garded with jealousy, and with such a degree
_bsence of coercion.
Natural procedure is of jealousy as shall prevent as much as poathe absence of those rules and formalities of sible the extension of it. With jealousy ?
_biCh teehnieal procedure is eompoted. But Why ? Because in summary procedure there
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is no jury. No jury ? -- and what therl ? Is { hands, or, being received by another hand, is
the nse of trial by jury to be regarded as an t placed openly to his account.*
end, or only as a means ? Taken altogether, ]
2. The fee is received by some subordinate
are the ends of justice more completely ful- !_officer, by the hand or on the account of the
filled by regular procedure with its jury, than _ubordinate ; bat the office is at the disposal
by summary procedme without a jury?-I of the judge, and sold by him for his o_a
another inquiry in which no lawyer ever yen- benefit : the whole of the purchase-money
tured to engage, and on which Blaekstonc ] being put into his own pocket.
knew better than to start.
No: where pre3.
, or, upon the admi_ion of the offij'adiee reigt.,l_ evervthin_
. g_is to be lost. .bY-i _- _Icer: the judge receives, a bonus., avowedly.. or
quirv, nothing to be gamed: by prejudice the i tacitly I,roportmned to the quantity of the
same business is done (when it is done) upon I emolument constituted by the aggregate of
nmch easier terms,
f the fees.
But, in the very word summary, may be t 4. The office thus endowed is at the disseen an indication which, if it does not of it- posal of the judge ; but. being (by law, or fear
self afford, at least points out the path to, a _.of pt, hlic censure) inhibited from selling it,
complete demonstration of the incongruity of I he gives it to some person connected with
that mode to which it stands oppo_,ed. What him by the ties of blood, alliance, or service :
is a summary mode ? It is a mode, in and by thereby saving to himself the charge of a prowhich an efficient decision is obtained, with vision which he would or would not othera less quantity of' delay, expense, and vexa- w_se have made for the same person at. his
tion, than tl_at which i_ attached to the other own expense : the possessor of the office thus
mode, termed the regular. To the use, then. endowed doing the duty of it in person.
of the regular mode, a quantity of collateral
5........ or by deputy ; that is, by doing
incm_venience attaches, which does not attach nothing for it. but receiving the fees : the deupou the summary mode.
Flora this _ingle puty receivi_g a consideration for his trouble,
statement, admitting it to be true, f()llows hy a fixed salary, or by a share of the fees.
a neces,ary consequem.e : viz. that,-- unless
6. The fees, having been received by a denndcr the summary there be some deficiency put 3, by whom the duties nf the office are
in respect of the security against mi.-deci_ion, performed, are paid over to two or more perand _hat deficiently such that the mischief of sons in conjunction, nominated by the judge :
it is nfa magnitude to outweigh the advantage
whic_ persons, not doil_g either of them any
ohtained by the dethh'ation iiom the mass of part of the business, appear upon the face _f
collateral mconvcmcnce in the _,hape ofdeta_, I the transaction to be trustees ; the person for
expen.-e, and vexatiou,--the
existence of the whose u_e they are trustees not being deregular mode, be it what It will, is an enor- ! clare(l, and thence appearing to he tl,e judge
nmus nuism_ce. Is the aurnmary mode, (hell, _ himself, by whom the tru._tees were nomiattended with any such disadvantage ? ls the I hated.
regular mode attcndcd with any _-uch disad* i If the aggregate of fees liable to be pvid
vantage ? If so, in what particular respect ? i had, in the instance of each suitor, been no
What are the arrangements which, being ne- '_greater than it would have been in his power
ccssary to the giving the completes( security . to pay without any inconvenience worth rethat can be _llven against misdecision, are to _garding ; it, at the same time, tt had been _at
l:e found in the regular, and not to'be tbund ' of the power of the judges, or their subordiin the smnmary, mode ? The question is a I nares, to add, either to the amount of the fees
conch(sire one: no at'lswer has ever been, i exacted on each occasion, or to the number
m)_,'cever will be. given ro it. All the wits J of the occasions on which they were exacted ;
of atl the lawyers by whom civilized aociet_ i in _ueh case, bet wten the interest of the lane,
tionary m,d his duty, no opposition would
is infested, would sink under tt_e ta_k.
i h,_ve been created by this means,
I But, in the nature of thin_s, it was scarce
passible that, in the situation in qoestion, and
CHAPTER
Ill.
! with the powers inseparahle from it, power
CAI'SE o_ THE _'tCLSor Tt..(m_ICAL rr.oel_- I shouhl not be possessed of adding either to
1)URE_
THE SINI_TEI¢ INTEREST t)I' T[_IYI the qu:_ntum of the fee, or to the number of
J_DC.E.
!the nets,ions on which it comes to be ex§ l.Ends

qfjudlcatnre, u,tdorthe fee-_.[atberin,d i acted.
i The mi,_hicf became much greater, the ep[ position ot interest to duty much more stret
l_b,_t
* t'w
"fi.e
jud_s arefunctionaries
now paid by are
fixed
salaries,
subordinate
for thc
most
1
p _rtremunerated in the mazmer mentioned in the
thet-Xtjudges_/_d.tl,e
,'m_ountof the tees beiag regulated by

&yslem, opposite to the e_d_ _fj_st_ce.
¥_amvs are the channels through which, nntier the . fee-gathering • system, • the matter of
eorruptmn may find _ts way into the bo,om
of the judge.
_
1. The fee is received into the judge's own

i:
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nuou_ and dis_trous,
when a given sum was
or duration
of other acts done,_in
a word,
raised by multiplying
the occasions
of retothequant[tyofbusinessrenderednecessary
eeiving fees, than when i_ wh_ raised by addto be done, and thence to the number of the
lag to the %mmtum of this or that fee.
By
fees exacted
on the oeew_ion of it,-- might
merely adding
to the quantum
of this
or
very easily, and on a variety of m_deteetlble,
that fee, no other mischief
would have been
though false, pretences,
be augmented
almost
produced
than what would have been prowithout stint.
dueed by the addition thus made to the quanAccordingly,
under this system, the judges,
turn of the expense.
But, by adding to the
to the power, added the effectualinducement,
number of the occasions,
corresponding
addito produce factitious
vexation,
expense,
and
tions were ro',tde, i_wvitably made, to the vexadelay (or, more briefly, to make business,)
in
tion and delay, over and above the additions
] a quantity
_lmo_t without
limit,
and conmade to the expense.*
tinually
tending
to increase;
the vexation,
Unfortunately,
it became,
on various acexpense,
and delay, for the sake of the profit
counts,
easier,
much easier,
to add to the
extraetible,
ill the shape of tbes, from the
number
of the o('easions
on which t_es came ! expense.
Hence the production
of vexation,
to be exacted,
than to add to the quantum
of I expense, delay, and offieial profit, became the
each fhe.
Additions
to the quantum
of each
real, mid in a manner the _ole, ends ofjuditee eotfld not e.eal_e notice, and would be apt
eature : profit the ultimate
end; expense and
to produce
complaint.
What
did not come
delay, so many intermediate
ends; the prounder notice,
could not produce
complaint:
duetion
of the vexatiou,
not an curl, but a
and the oc(_asions of realizing
additious
to the
collateral
result.
quantity of writing manufactured,
or nmnber
Had not eonater:fl
mi,ehief
linen contributory to the profit (or. what crone to the same
" What
a blessing,
could jud6es have conthing, inseparably
attached
to the production
tented themselves with increasing lees in a direct
of it,) it rmght not have been any man'. _tudy
to produce
any part of that
collateral
mi_and rate_
any
open way,
withoutwithout
makingmaking
delay business,
for the sake
or, of
at I chief:
but, being either contributory
to the
making business!
Take an example of thLs ab- i profit, or inseparably
attached
to the produeIn equity, in a sub:pwna ad respondendt_m
{that sortof instrument-by
which aman is called
upon to take upon himself the character of defendam,) the number of names on the same parchment, originally unlimited,
was reduced afterwards to three.
In Lord Chief-Baron
Gilbert's
time, beforeandconsequendyexeluslveofstamps.,
expense bethre the reduction, GJ. per defendam ;
after it, Is. 2d. : dffFerenee_ _kl.
Gilbert's reasons forthe reduction :--Reason
1.
Preventing
_ plaintiff from making a man defeudant tbr the sake of vexing him #--the
parchmeat never _oing out of the office, nor the defeudant, unless by accident_ knowing
anything
about the matter.
The works ot Gilbert are a
verygMaxyofreasoas;
aUofthemofthisstamp:
the some logic tbe same sincerity.
Egg pede
ltereulem:
an_Gilbcrt is avervHereu]esamong
lawyers.
For the pleasure of frightening
an adver_.ry with an equity suit, sixpence would not

tion of it, it became every man's intere_-t, and
consequently
every man's study,
to produce
[ them to the greatest
amount
possible._
_ ......
i
_ Like causesprodnce
everywhere
like effects.
[
Extract from the speech of'Lord Henry Petty
in the House of Commons (Morning
C]_ronicle
for 22d May 18Ot; :--)
]
" The matter w_ so contrived" (viz. m_der
i the existing establishments
ior the auditing of
I the public accounts,)
" that the fees ot the diffei rent o_eers depended on the number of accounts
i whIehtheypassed
sothat he who wa_ determined
_ to do h_s duty strictly, and to exanune narrowly
_ into any accounts that came into his hands, wa-s
left almost without any business or fees; whilehe
I who was most negligent of his duty, who passed
i accounts without'being
very partienlar
as to the
justness or amount of the charges,
was in high
employment,
and had his nflSce crowded with
I accountants
and with fees. If the vouchers were
becrwsus.grudged
by Irus; eightpenee
more would by
regularly drawn up, this was all that was here
Reason 2. ]Preventing
the mistakes,
which
reqmred.
No parucular
inquiry was made as to
would result of cour._e_ were an attempt made to the nature of the vouchers, and the manner ha
write upon the same parchment any more names ] which they had been procured.
']._heconsequence
than three.
*' In the multitude
of counsellors
certainly was, as may be presumed wiflaout fear
there is safety :" and it is the same with parchof being in error, that great frauds and abuses
meats. But juries ? ... Four and twenty names
were committed.
Under these circumstances,
the
always on thesameparchment:
qu_ere, howmany
right honourable
gentleman
now no more, to
mistakes?
whom I beibre adverted, saw that some change
In the eharacterofa
specific against the appewas neeessar_ in the management
of the puhlle
tlte for creating vexation,_the
vmue of eightaeeounts_ and, accordingly,
in the year 1785, a
pence disburse/l, eight-pence
once paid, irresistbiU was brought
in, appointing
five commisah"ie. In the character of a final or efficient cause
stoners for the administration
of the public aeof made business,_the
virtue of the same sum
counts."
x.eeeived_ repeated every day, and any number of
Amongst the objects of the inquiry instituted
times
it
is toinhave
every
llmrned
day, imperceptible.
eyes!
Gilbert's

Forum

Romanmn

Behold
(Chan.)

what
39.

in 1792on bythea committee
mons
subject of of
imprisonment
the House of
for Com.
debt,
was that of the number of premature deaths produeed by the abuses connected with that pr, mtiee.
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80 far as these ends of judicature are pur- trouble. By theaugmenta_ion of_heag_gve_
sued, _ far must the ends of justice be gate mass of fees collected, bogh these ends
sacrifieeat. Bat what the people and the so- were served at once: by the money paid by
vereigu expect and demand is, that the ends such of tile suitor_ as eo_dd and did pay, pr_.
of justice be pursued. Here, then, it beeomes
fit was augmented : by the exclusion of such
_ecessary to make a sort of compromise, and, suitors as were either not able or not willing
to preserve appearances, for the purpose of to pay, trouble was diminished.
In the first
keeping the public deceived and quiet, to case, the imposition operated as a tax, and
sacrifice, to a certain degree, the pursuit of yielded revenue: in the other case, it operated
the ends ofjudmatare:
for, that the ends of as a prohibition, and yielded ease.
justice might m general be supposed to be
So suceessflfily has this fee-gathering syspursued steadily and exclusively, it was he- tern acted in the production of one of those
cessary that, to a certain degree, they should results which it has converted into the actual
be actually pursued--that
they should be ends of judicature (viz. dday,) that we shall
pursued in all eases in which the pursuit of see the same suit, whwh, under the natural
them was not adverse, and even in some system, regularly occupies on an average a
eases in which it was adverse, to the purstdt
space of a few mimttes, occupying with equal
of the ends of judicature.
Thus, when, in regularity, under the fee-cnlleeting system, a
other statmns, public i\metionaries receive
space of some hundreds, not to say thousands
public money with a view of extracting what of times that magnitude. Sosueeessfullyagain
they can of it to their own use, in the way has it acted in the production of another of
of embezzlement or peculation,--it
becomes those ends of judicatm'c_denial
qf justice-necessary to them notwithstanding
_to the that (as to all remedies other than such as
prejudice, and pro tanto to the sacrifice, of are applied b) criminal suit) we shall find
these their objects) to apply a part of such ti'om six to a!_out nil,e-tenths of the people
money_, commonly by much the greater part, in Ei_gland fixed by it in a state of perpetual
to the services tbr which it was designed,
outlawry.
But, to rai.e the mass of _,flicial profit in
If, by the system of which this delay and
this hue to its maxnnum, it w_s not suttieient this dt:nial of justice were the ends and are
to rai,-e to its maximum the quantity of pro- the fruit% a greater chance of right deeision
fit extracted on the occasion ot each suit :_it
were afforded, than by the natural sys_.em
became also neces_r* to rinse _o its maxi- above eontrastcd with it, the mischtefs of the
mmn the numberofsuits:
under-tand, of such technical system might receive some set-_ff,
suits, and _-uch _uits only, a_ wouht yichl some compensation, though it could scarcely
a mass of profit worth aeceptan,'e on such be anything near an adequate one. But, in
terms,
proportion as both _y_tems are seen into and
Whatever suit wouht either yield no profit understood, and even in the course of the
at all, or none that were worth acceptance-very sumll part of the examination contained
none that, by the mass of its profit, would in the ensui_g pages, _t will be _en that the
outweigh in the mind of the judge the trouble
chance of right decision is, by the technical
of doing the business ; in regard to every such system, decreased in a variety of ways_insuit., it wa- his interest timt it should never creased in none.
be begun, or, being begun, should come to an
end as soon as possible: for the trouble, the § '2. Alliance between the ,_i,tist, r interest of
labour attached to the doing of the business,
judges and that (!fprqfes_io.al lawyers.
is, in other words, so much vexation to the
Under every system of procedure, and in
judge,
the very earliest and rudest stages of society,
Hence, the end of actual judicature became
some in'dividuatsthere must always have been,
distinguishable into two pri_cipal branches : to whom, by infirmity, bodily or intellectual
positive and direct the augmentation ot pro- (on this as on other occasions,) the assistance
fit ; negative and collateral, the diminution of of others must occasionally have been rendered necessary.
So tar as persons standing
No proposition in hi_tory is more completely out in need of thi_. assistance could find triends
of doubt, than that thin practice was set on foot that were at the same time snffieiently qua|iby the judges_in the teeth of the then established fled to afford it, and able to afford it gratis,
law,
to ._erve as an instrmnent of extortion in so far society could exist, and did exist, withtheir hands.
_rere it possible to distinguish from other out professional lawyers. But, so soon as one
deaths, those which had tbr their cause the rapa_ instance manifested itsetI, in which a man,
city of those ofi%ial guardians and protectors of unable on other terms to obtain the assistance
life and hberty,-- to d_strlbute the imputation
he looked upon as necessary, had recourse to
of the misery in due proportion among those by pecuniary retribution for the purchase of it,_
_huse power it has been produced.and by whom
the profit of it has been reaped,--how innoxious that instant the profession of a lawyer came
would the murderer appear_ in comparisou with into existence.
the judge from wboae lips he receiver his doom !
The same motives by which, in every other
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line of money-getting business, a man is stiTo make a direct rule of court, saving, in
mub_ted to rai_ to its maximum the quantity
so many words, No suitor shMl be allowed ta
of his business, will of course apply them- transact, or join in thetransaction,
of his own
selves to this, and with equal energy. The business--no
suitor shall ever be admitted
interest of the judge was, that there should into the presence of the judge, or of any
be as many suits as possible: tile interest of of the officers acting under the direction of
the professional lawyer was the same. Here the judge,--would
bare been too monstrous.
then is a community of interests, between the The resource was, so to torment and vex the
judge on the one part, and the professional suitor by delays and fruitless attendanees, as
lawyer on the uther: and this commnnity of to make him regard the faculty of savinghiminterest is, upon the _ace of it, pert_ct and self frmn this torment as a special grace and
entire.
It was the. interest of each, that the favour.
tvass of bush3ess (understand always profitNo system can ever be made so absurd or
)fielding business) shouhl be as great as lips- atrocious, as to appear so to the bulk of those
sible: it was the interest of each, that any who are born under it; much less to those
exertions of his own, by which any addition who are paid for upholding it. In Mexico,
could be made to that mass, should not be human victims were understood to be a_l
spared. Fellow labourers towards one corn- acceptable fee, human blood a bonne boucl_e,
mon end, the acquisition of pecuniary profit to the supernatural and immortal judge.
In
co-operators throughout the whole of the England, so late as the seventeenth century,
career, yet in no part of it competitors, -- a duelling was regarded as the sm'e._t mode of
sort of virtual partnership was thus established
obtaining his judgment: _ and, in the presence
between these two species of lawyers : a spe- of his _Jatural and mortal deputies, champions
cies of connexion (be it ever remembered)
were, as attorneys and barrlstcr._ still are,
constituted entirely by the mode of payment regarded as being, on many occasions, eligible
established in the case of the jmlge ; a con- substitutes to parties and witnesses.
nexion ever existing where that mode of payA capital improvement was made in the
ment exists, never existing either where the a_ of making business, when one protessional
judge leceives no pecuniary retribution in any lawyer had contrived to make pletences for
shape, or where, receiving one, he receives it calling in the assista_ce of another.
Each
in the shape of salary only, and without t_es. made business of his own, and bu._iness tbr the
Under the fee-gathering system of proee- other. John was paid tbr attending Thmnas
dure,--the
main and never-failing branch of --Tbomas for being attended by John: John
the art of judicature, a branch which is sure was paid for writing what Thomas was to read
to be cultivated, and in perfection, whatso- --Thomas for reading what John had written.
ever comes of the rest, is the art of makinq In operations of the mechanical kind, by the
business. In the exercJse of this art, we now d'.vision of labour, the sum total of labour
see one sure and ever ready assistant to the necessary to be bestowed is lessened. In the
judge; the professional lawyer, his partner,
ease of the species oi intellectual labour here
as aforesaid,
in question (at any rate where it is paid for
Whenever it happened that, in the trancein this mode,) the result is reversed : the sum
tion of the business, the party, the client, was to_al of labour bestowed, or (what comes to
himself present, as well as the professlondl the same thing) pretended tobe bestowed, is
lawyer, his assistant. -- the presence of a per- incweased by what is called divi_ion -- by the
son whose interest it was, that, of the bust- allotting of different portions of labour, or prehess ior which he was to pay, not more should tended labour, to .so many different, hands.
be done than was necessary to his purpose,
Of a cause the same in denomination, how
operated as a check to the exertions of the comesit that, in the two cases, the effects are
partncrshipinthatpartoftheirindustrywhieh
so opposite? A seeming paradox: but the
consisted in the art of making business. Both direction in which interest acts, explains it.
parties felt themselves sumulat_d
by the i In the physical case, the profit of the directstrongest and most constantly acting interest,
ing hand attgments, a_ the quantity of labour
to make every exertion for the removal of so employed in the production of the given effect
troublesome'an obstacle. An iniquity so gla- diminishes.
In the psychologit-al case, the
ring, so repugnant to the most obvions ends '. _rofit of the directing hand is increased, not
aI_d perpetually recurring principles of justice, _by the diminution, but by the attgmentation,
so opposite to the practice of every man that of the quantity of labour bestowed, or proever lived, in every case in which "hebad the I tended to be bestowed.
discovery of truth really at hear_, could not t Tile quantity of business made in each
in anyeountry be the work
England in particular, it
tortes to bring this part
exclusion to the perfection
at present,

of a moment. In i given cause being thus made to increase, by
cost several cen- t and with the number of hands employed in
of the system of f
in which it exists
* This was put an eral to in 1664. Sco_ll_
c. 36.--Ed.
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it, --i,t has becom_ the interest
of all hands,
and in particular
of the superintending
hand,
to give ever)" possible increase to the number
of such hands.
In other words, the quantity
of profit flowing
under this system
into the
coffers of the judge receives a natural increase
from the number
of the channels
through
which it flows.,
In ordinary
partnerships,
an inerease
in
the number of the partners
is rather a con.
sequence than a cause of an increase in the
quantity
of profitable
business:
where it becomes a cause, it is al_vays in virtue of, and
in proportion
to, the aptitude for the business
on the part of each such additional
partner,
whether
in the way of capital,
connexions,
industry,
or _kill.
B_t, in this great law
partnership,
an increase of the number of the
partners
has never been a consequence
of the
increase of bnsiness--has
ever been a cause;
and--as
to skill amt industry--to
the angmen_ation
of the factitious
part of the busihess, the absence of those qualities
is much
more favourable than their presence : the more
neglects
and the more blunders,
the more
business,
To the grand object of raising to its maximum the quantity of business, or themanut_etory of made business,
there is no one article
so e_-.ential|y
useful, as a stock (as copious
a_ po__sible) of lies.
Uttcranet,
of lies is h_ine_s : refutation
of lies is busb_e_s:
deeismn
and operation
in every way up.u the ground
of tbo_e ties is business : reversal of that deciAon,
undoing,
or repairing,
or pretending
to repair,
the m_schief du,e by ttms_ operatinny, when the lies come to be detected,
is
busines¢.*
thlt the greater the number of professional
substitutes
on the same _ide, the greater and
Jnore e_h.ient
the stock of has: the generalion is more easy, the reinS, alien and detectmn more ta_dy ami more d_fllculr, the danger
of punishme_t
(a danger which, if it were
realized,
might operate
in the way of prevention)
the less formidable.
Moreover,
the
greater
the number of professional
('hanuel_
through
which a proAtable
lie can he made
to flow, the more effectually
is detectinn
p_evented,
or at least retarded
; and, by the destrnetion
of all individual
responsibility,
the

What is here
said of the use of There
lies must
not
be _'
understood
w_thoutdistinct_on.
arelies
which the interest of the mdge h_ calted o_on
him to punish ; t_.ere are'lie_ v_bich his interest
has called upon him to cherish.
Where the line
of distinction ought to be, and accordingly
where
it has been, drawn, will soon be shown in its
laee.
But, has
on never
condition
observing
distincon which
yet of
failed
to be aobserved.

JUDGES'

INTEREST.

more effectually
is _tl danger removed
nishment
or shame.
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If the party for whose benefit (real or pretended)
the lie is uttered,
to and in the pre.
sence of the judge, is present at the utterinff
of it (whether
it be by his own lips or an.
other's that it is uttered,)
there is a somebody
who is responsible
_br it, and that somebody
is he.
Wimt you can do, if there he any use
in it. is to exempt him from all factitious
punishment
: what you cannot do, is to exempt
him frmu the natural
punishment
of present
shame.
On the other hand, keep him out of
the way, providing
at the same time a gang
of professional
lawyers
of different
classes,
through
whose pen._ and Iips it shall have to
flow till it comes to the ear or the eyeof the
judge ; the more numerous
the band (lawyers atoue, or, if the client be the author,
lawyers
and client together,)
the more secure they are, nit and e_eh of them,
from
every the slightest fush of shame.
The lawver.- are there ; but they (such is their rotsf_)rtu_e) are misinstructed
and dee_ei_,ed : the
client, if he were there, would be exposed to
shame ; but he is not there-care has been
taken t:mt he shall not be.
So in another
branch oftrade_thehustlin
9
trade,-the greater the number of the parthers, the more d_ffieult it is to ascertain,
at
each given moment,
in wh_e
possession
the
purse or watch is to be tbund.
In a partnership
(it may be said)--in
a
partnership
properlyso
ealled,as
between
one
attorm, y and another,
the community
of interests is constant
and complete
: Stiles canlint pocket a sixpence,
but Nokes
comes in
for an e¢tua|, or, according
to the terms of
the partnership
(which
comes to the same
_tfing,) a proportional
share.
But many and
man? are the operations
on the occasion of
which, while the attorney
receives so much,
the barrister
gets nothing,
the judge as little :
many, aa-,dn, are the occasions ou which, attorney
and counsel
each getting
his profit,
the judge still receives nothing as before.
Doubtless:
hut, to any practical
purpose,
what .effect results
from these exet_ptions ?
Not absolutely
none ; but next to none. To
constitute
the effective partnership,
to render
the eomnn_.nityof
interests
st:'ongeuough
for
every perlneloas
purpobe,
it is not
neees_ry
that the judge should come in for his share
on every occasion ; it is sutfieient if there be
a_#y occasion
on which he comes in for any
,hare : sufficient
on every other supposition
_han this, viz. that the aggregat_
amount
of
his share does not, coyamunib_s ta_nis, constilute a sum sufficient
in his station in life to
exercise
any corruptive
influence.

_he encouragement
given to lies is one of the most
The e_e is, that, -- although upon a minute
useful of those lenin hr_nehes, which we shall : search and a_mlysis to_ie with this special
reseutty have occasion ta) display_ of the art of
view, a sepamtinn
might be made betwee_
ng b_aaess,
the two ela_se_ of eases-viz. those in which
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the ju'dge does participate in the profits made judge now li_4ng was instrumental, knowby lawyers of the other classes, and those in ingly mtd willingly, in the establishment of
which he does not, -- yet so thoroughly interany l_esh r ale or practice, the effect of which
mingled are the cases that belong to one of was to make any addition to the amount of
the two classes with the cases that belong the profit of the firm.
to the other, thai, without such express reWere I to hear of the existence, without
search (a sort of research which one may being apprized of the purport, of a new reventure to say no mail ever made,) it is not gulation, emanating from any of the courts of
possible fi_r any man in the station of a judge
Westmln_ter-- and were I obliged, as suitors
to have retained in his mind any such con- arc sometimes in those courts, to make a
eeptiou clear enough to have maintained an bct,--I would laythe odds that the regulation
influence on his conduct.
What it may hap- had both for its object and its effect the propen to him to say to himself, is-- By this or moting the interest of the people, in the cha_
that pall of the present suit I shall not get racter of suitors, and not that of the learned
anything: what it never can happen to him partnership. For inasmueh as, every day, at
to say to himself, is, By two such suits I however slow a rate, the legislature and the
shall get no more than I shall by one.
people come to see ihrther and further into
What, then, is the result ? That, literally
their own interest in respect of matters of juspeaking, there is no partnership, because
dicature,--every
day, inpoint of obviouspruthere are no articles : -- but that in effect, at deuce, it becomes more and more necessary
least to the purpose here in question, and on for the partnership to consult that interest.
the occasions on which the word partnership
BuL having gone thus far, here I must stop.
is here employed, the partnership is undeniAnd, admitting on the part of the existing
able. There exists that sort of community
generation and their probable successors all
of interests which it is the effect and the oh- this purity, no admission is made that is in
ject of a partnership with articles to create,
any degree inconsistent with the supposition
and for the expression of wifich the term partof a system rotten to the very core. Nothing
nershipis preferable, as beingso much shm'ter is done by any man to make the practice
than any phrase b) which the equivalent of worse. Some things are done now and then
it could be expressed in other words,
to make it better. But so thoroughly bad is
Considered in one point of view, the cot
it, having been so f}om the heginning -- so
ruptive il_tuenee may in it* effect be stronger
thoroughly adverse to the people, so thothan if there were an actual partnership, de- roughly favourable to the partnership,--that
clared and confirmed by articles. In the case to attempt in any way to do anything to make
of a real and declared partnership, all eyes it worse, would be an enterprise as unneceswould be open to tile existence of it-- all sary as it might be imprmlent and unsafe. At
hands upon their guard against its corruptive
the pace here supposed, improvement might
tendency. Acfiegunderthischeek,thejudges,
go on cemury after century ; and, after as
the ruling members, would be more cautious,
many cemnries as have elapsed since the Jaand abstain from serving the parrnership in- hun period, the system, in re_peetofits essenterest, and (which is the same thin_" in other
tial characters, m;g'bt remain still the same-.word,) from vexin_ and pillaging _he people, still subservient to the ends of judicature -m many instances in which, for want of suct_ still repugnant to the ends of justice. What
a check, they now act at their ease. Whereas,
the_c characters arc, or at least some of them,
at present, the thread by which thelnte_'ests
wlll be eudeavoured to be shown iu the course
of the several members of the firm are bound of the next succeeding chapters,
together, being of so fine a texture as to be
invisible to vulgar and incurious eyes, that
§ 3. ]ntere.*t of/he partnershtp in depravi*uj
check can scarcely be said to have existence,
the _m_ral "ol_dintellcctualJhcalt_es _f the
That the existence of the corruptive conpe°lJh"
nexion is generally unperceived, seems inWhatever mischief is done fi'om the seat
dubitable ; else, how is it that,-- not tYmn of judicature, mu,t have a yell to cover it.
lawyers only, but from nou-lawyers of all It mu_t be taken fbrjustice, orit would not,
classe_, the boasts should be so incessant of be endured.
What is done by the authority
the purity of English judicature ?
of a judge acting as such+ --_'ere it avowed,
That, in a certain sense, the purity is corn- or even, without being avowed, clearly unplete, seems altogether probable ; viz. that,
derstood, that it was contrary to justice, and
within the memory of any man living (to go by the judge himself known to be so,--in the
no higher,) no English judge of the superior
first place, the sovereign, _hoever he were,
classever received from a suitor anythingthat
wmdd not endure it ; in the next place, if
could with propriety be termed a bribe.
I the sore 'eig i would, the people would not :
What is more ; were it possible to know,
they wouht rise upon the judge, as they did
I should not be surprised to learn, that no upon Jefferies, and tear him piecemeal.
instance had ever happened in which any
To keep the moral m_d intellectual focal.
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ties of the people in as corrupt and depraved connexion as close and extensive as possible
a state as possible (under the exceptions dic- with such results as in themselves were most
rated by a regard to personal _fety,) may agreeable to those affections.
therefore be set down as amang the constaslt
To do away the antipathy naturally exstudies of the man of law. To construct and cited in this or that man's mind by the view
keep at work such engines as should be best of a_ immoral act habitually practised by
adapted to the purpose, has been the subject
another, no course c_ be so effectual (where
of his constant labours,
it is a possible one,) as to engage him in the
Suppose a people reduced to such a pitch practice of it himsel£
This done, it is no
of stupidity, us to be persuudcd that to con- longer in his power to accuse the other man,
vert injustice into justice Was a tran..dbrmawithout accusing himself.
His mouth is
lion in the power of every judge, and that,
stopped for ever ; and, to keep at peace with
to effect it, nothing more was in an)" case himself, an indi,pensablc task is to reconcile
necessary, than to prot_ounce one or other or" himself in opinion, as welt as he can, to that
three or four words, such as null, rot,l, bad, sort of conduct to which he has already requa.sh, irregularit.q. What is ea, y enough to conciIed himself in practice.
From theT_c-econceive i_, that, supposi_g this point ac- forward, his thoughts on the subject will be
comphshed, the actual ends of judicature are a._few as he can make them, and those all of
fultillcd -- the one grand problem solved,
them on one side. Whatever idea tends, in
Suppose, again, a people brought into and his vlewof the matter, to present the practice
kept in such a state of stupidity, as to be- in "m a_a'eeable light, will be embraced with
lieve, upon the word of a jtntge or anybed_
avi&ty : whatsoever fends to place it in an
else, that wilful t_lschood, when uttered by unfavourable point of view, will be studiously
or by order of a judge acting as such, be- repelled with aversion and disgust.
comes not ol_ly art innocent, but a useful, a
Itenee it is that, under the fee-gathering
meritorious, and even a necessary, practice ; system, it has been to the partnership so deinsomuch that. without it, Jus:iee either could sirable ._n object, artd (with the help of the
uot be administered at all. or at any rate poaers inseparable t_:omthe olticc) unhappily
could not be administered in anbthing hke , so easy a one, to convert the whole body of
the same perfection as with it, and by the i suitors, little less than rite whole body of the
help of it. tterc again (supposing this done,) I people, into a company of liars ; to make the
what is easily under=rood i_, that in such a practice of that vice a condition sine qu_ non
state of things a judge need never be at a to the receipt -- k.t us not say ofjustice_
los_ ;tor that. uadcr favour t)f it, it i4 illhis
bat of all those necessary benefits which are
power at any time to commit, with impunity
ever pra?ed for or granted m_der the name
and safetb, whatever wickedness is most to of jusucc.
his taste.
Accordingly, in the road of moral filth and
All this is plain and easy. But the dlffi- t corruption thus elaberately made, not a step
eulty, [ do not say i._now, but one day will [ can a man stir without either uttering some
be-- (p_,sterity will feel it iu all its force)-- f lie, or acquiescing in the utteraame of it by
the difficulty will be, to conceive how it I some one else. As nonsense suceecds tononshould be, that, in a state of society in many I sense, absurdity to absurdity, so does lie to
other respec'x so highly enlightened, a whole t lie, frmn the beginning of the career to the
people, iachiding the members of the soreend of it : all forced into men's mouths by
reiguty, _hould have been in such a state of t these pretended guardians of the public ran.'
infatuation as to give, in language or in prac- raIs.
tree, a_sent to two propositions, in which so
To the youth of both sexes, when flockmuch ab._urdity is combined with so much ing to a ball-room or a theatre, it has never
wickedness: propositions, the persuasive force yet been proposed, as a eonditiol_ precedent to
of which depends upon a eonstant and unl- their admission intotbose seats of sodal plea,.
versal habit of blind assumption: proposi- sure and innocent delight, that they should,
lions in defence of whmh, when once put each of them, before the delivery of the
into question, not all the wit of mankind
ticket, take a roll in the contents of a night.
could furnish, in the way of argument, the cart, kept in waiting for that purpose. Bu_
value of a single syllable,
an iuitmtion of that sort eanuot be more reFor reconciling the understandings of the pugnant to the ends that attract the children
people by argument and reason to the practice of gaiety to a theatre or a ball room, than
of these enormities, it is needless to _y how the being rolled, as suitors are, through the
vain the attempt would have been, how hope- mire of meudacity, is repugnant to the ends
less the task could not but have appeared to in pursuit of which they find themse[ves unbe. For reconciling their affections, and at- der so unhappy a necessity as that of betaking
taehing them to the practice of these enof
themselves to that seat of affliction called a
mitres, the course _aken was, to give it a court of judicature.
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of the partnership in _e irra-

tionality of the law.
It was and is the interest of the partnership
that the law be throughout as irrational as
possible. Why? That it may be as unconjecratable as possible. "l_5e more rational, the
more easy to discover by conjeeture; the more
irrational, the more difficult : -- no, for that
implies proportion; whereas nothiugwasmore
easy than to give it that degree of irratiouality that should set conjecture at defialJce,
In every country that is not plunged in
barbarism, -- the inhabitants of it subject to
the yoke of corruption or caprice under the
mask of justice (but where is the country
that in this respect has completely emerged
out of the sink of barbarism ?)--the
will of
the sovereign has, throughout every part of
the field of justice subject to it, clothed itself
in a determinate assemblage of words : and
those wordsit has adequately conveyed to the
notice of each individual whose conduct is
respectively required to conform itself to the
respective portions of it. So far as this fundamental dutyofthe sovereignhas been fulfilled,
the office of conjecture is a sinecure. When
and so far as thi, duty has been left unperformed, there extends the province of"conjectare.
The materials which conjecture has to
work upon, have by some means or other been
locked up, and rendered inaccessible to the
great mass of those whose conduct is to be
regulated, or rather whose condition is to be
disposed of, by a decismn impossible to be
foreknown, because not previouAy in existenee. Here then it is that the demand for
conjecture comes in. and the useof, rationalit, y,
for the assi_-tance of the individual m the performanee c4' a task at once so important and
so difficult,
Applied to law, rational is as much as to
say subservient to utihty. Seeing that general utility is for the most part the object actaally aimed at--always
the object professed
to be aimed at, by the authors of statute law,
--men take tbr granted that the _ame has been
the object aimed at by jurisprudential
law.
This being taken for granted,--each
man-when, for the purpose of determining at the
moment how to conduct himself, it becomes
necessary to him to form a conjecture relative
to the state of the law, actual or future, in
that behalf-- thinks with himself what sort
of decision is most conformable to the conceptionshe has been led to entertain concerning the dictates of general utility, viewed
either immediately in themselves, or through
the medium of the dictates of justice,
Utility being the object towards which,
wlth more or less skill and felicity, all eyes
m'e directed, -- what appears to each man the
track of utility, is the track in which he exl_ects to find, on each occasion, the footsteps
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of the judge.
Positive law, actually created
statute law, or known decisions of jurisln'udential law, excepted,--this
is the only chance
which the ideas of any one indivldual have of
meeting with the ideas of any other, the judge
himself included. The track of utihty is the
common place of rendezvous for all minds:
meeting in it is the only chance which any
one mind has of finding out any other. Thee
road being one which they are all but too apt
to miss, hence the expectations of each concerning what will be the opinions of this or
that other arc proportionably apt to he disappointed : but, be the disappointment ever so
frequent, this is the only chance they have
for escaping from it.
But, as it is the interest of every individual,
in the character of subject (viz. to the law)
and eventual suitor to the judge, to possess
the greatest possible chal*ce of finding ont by
conjecture what will be the eventual decision
of the judge ; so, on the other hand, uuder
the fee-g_atheii_lg s._stem, it i_ the interest of
the judge that, in the endeavours thus eraployed to find out what will be the deeisiol_,
the suitor shall be as sehtom right as possible :
: in other words, that, with reference to the
suitor, the state of the law should be throughout not simply uncognizable, but as unconjecturable, as fkr out of the reach of conjecture,
as possible.
From this unconjecturability,
two intimutely connected but perfectly distinct advantages accrue to the parmership, and, pro
interessesuo, to the judge :_1. Iu proportion
as the law really is unconjecturable, the failurcs made by the suitor in his attempts to
find it out are frequent : and, as often as the
conjecture of one party points one way, while
the conjecture of the adverse party (both
beieg in a state of affluence adequate to the
maintenance of a suit) pmnts the opposite
way, a suit takes place, and the partnel ship
have the benefit of" it. 2. In proportion as,
to him who_ in the quality of eventual suitor,
thinks of it, it appears to be, with reference
to himself, unconjecturablc ; m that same proportion rises the obligation he feels himself
under of having recourse to the professional
lawyer, by whom that faculty of conjecturing,
of which he feels himself destitute, is supposed to be possessed : here then, suit or no
suit, so much business is made for the professional lawyer in that shape, in the character
of law-adviser or opinionist, whose business
it is in each case to form conjectures concerrfing what in that case will be the eventual decision of the judge. The judge's mind
the firmament ; the opinionist the astrologer,
whose horoscope points itself to that seat of
supercelestial influence,
To accomplish the ohject of the partnership (his own of coarse iucluded in it,) it is
evident enough how easy, on this occasion,
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is the task of the judge. Appoint a place of tinction ; the extent of it was bounded by
meeting with a man, if in fact it be your wish certain exceptions, conditions, limitations.
not to meet with him, nothing can be more
L The subject of depredation is the reaLeasy: a very slight deviation from the spot is ter of property or wealth, considered as liable
sof(ieient
to secm'eyou againstthe misibr- tobe trans[_rred
fromhand to hand by such
tune itisyourwish toavoid. By stepping means. Ifwealth in everyshape had been
abidebuta little
way outofthetrackofred- destroyed,
profit,
judicial
profit,
would thus
son,a judgemay thusbe sufficiently
assured have been driedup in itssource. Feesare
of having placed his decision, arid all future the golden eggs : national wealth, thehen that
decisions capable of being built on the same lays them.
ground, out of the reach of conjecture.
2. A lawyer, besides l_cing a lawyer, is _.
On this occasion he has but two purposes man. He _leeps commonly in a house_he
to accomplish ; and neitherofthem
very diffi- I travels fi'equently on a road. Were any such
cult to accomplish:--1.
That the decision, / misfortune to happen to the man, as that of
with the ground tie places it on, shall be irra- [ seeing his htmse burnt, or t_elJng his throat
tional; and, 2. That, howsoever irrational, _cut, the sympathy of the lawyer would hardly
they shall not be in such sort and degree ir- I be altogether idle. This is another motive for
rational, as that it shall be impossible to flu t prc_crihing some sort of linntation to crhnca
/'or them any pretence which may serve to m general, and more particularly to those
prevent their irrationality irom presenting it- more violent ones, of which, if too liberal an
self in its genuine colours to the eyes at the encouragement mid indulgence were to be
non-lawyers,
whose interests are sacrificed extended to them, the destruction of society
by it.
would be a speedy conseqnence.
"/'he more uneonjecturable,
the more abt_y the same principle by the action of
_truse : the more abstruse, the greater the de- which he is induced to nurse and encourage
gree of sagacity arid appropriate information
some sorts of misdeeds, he will be induced
b(the sort of information called learning) which to aim with more or less energy and t_lieity
eeomes requisite to 1he possession of a_ly to- . at the prevention of others.
_l'he misdeeds
lerable chance of pitching upon the eventual
he nurses, will be those from which he has
decision by a tbrtunate conjecture,
most to gain and least to fear ; the misdeeds
The more irratio_ml, the more uneonjectuhe combats, will be those from which he has
ruble : the more unconjecturable, the greater most to fear, and least to gain.
demand for learning.
A great majority of the whole tnumber at
But., with respect to learning (whatsoever
misdeeds have ever been, and will ever he,
he the subject ;) the more abstruse it i_, that offences of the predator), class ; and of these,
is, the greater the fbree of udlid it is supposed again, a great majority will have for their
to reqmre, and to attest the possession of, the authors a set of miserable wretches from
greater the admiration it is wont to excite,
whom little or no_hing is to be extracted in
Thus it is, that out of the sink of tho_
iniquities, in which, if seen in their true light,
they would have found a source of shame-of well-merited odium mid contempt,--out
of
that stone sink, they have contrived to draw
a fund of glory.
Out of the den of iniquity
and nonsense dealt out blindfold, and in return for such dispensations, not wealth alone,

i the shape of fees. They will be, in a word,
• crimes of indizenee --lheft, highway-robbery,
i hou,ebreaking, and so ibrth. Thus far, then,
i clients and suitors are hardly worth multi*
plying in the character of defendants. Moreover, the persons exposed to suffer by the_
offences are persons of all classes, poor as
I well as rich; and, taking persons of all classes

but honour, wealth, and reverence, are poured i in the aggregate, a great majority will be too
into their laps by tim deluded multitude,
poor to yiehl a mass of fees worth stooping
The excrements of his body are the pre- tbr. Thus far, then. they are but little worth
sents distributed by the Grand Lama to such I nursing mid multiplying in the c_araeter o4
at his votaries as he expects to find l_is de- prosecutors.*
count in honouring: jewels, gold, and silver,
When a mass of property constitutes a
are the presents sent to him in return. The stake contended for by two parties, or sets
excrements of his brain are the dole distrl,
of parties, and that capable of being m an
buted to the non.lawyer by the man of law ; early stage impomlded, or at any rate sure to
and the expected return comes to both im- be tbrthcoming ; when an estate in any shape
pastors in the same valuable shapes,
is at stake, and it can be so ordered that
costs shall come out of the estate; this is
§ 5. Limits to the operation of the sbdster
the sort of cause worth nursing above all
interest_
others.
The mass of mischiefs to which the authors
of the technical system were ted by the influenee of this sinister interest to give bir_h,
was not mischief in all shapes without dis-

* See farther on this subject, "J_tlce and
Codificatio_ Petitions," (Vol. V. p. 467.)
.
"1"At the Old Bailey, in a emm of ttle_i_ tt_
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Takeri together,
the aggregate
of criminal
suits compose
an object
very httle
worth
nursing,
in comparison
with the aggregate
of
non-criminal
_-uits. Accordingly,
it is in tile
former class of causes that the greatest
regard
will be manifested
tbr the end_ of ju.-tiee-that most care will be taken for ,_e('uring the
conviction
oI the wrong-doer,
the acquittal
of the gal|tless--and
that the quannty
of
factitious
expense,
vexation,
axJd delay, will
be least considerable,
3. To the absolute
and ex,.lusive
pro'suit of
the ends of j udicature,
the power of the legislature would always be an obstacle,
resisting
with a greater
or less degree of fi),ce.
Of the abuses of which the technical
systern was naturally
composed,
some ot the
grossest
and most intolerahle
would now and
then be removed ; and the idea of censure,
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and even punishment,
how little soever
to
be apprehended
by such hand_ and from such
hands,
could never ill this lille be altogether
without
influence.
But though,
in the character
of a check, aa
well as a reined),
thi_ superintending
power
would never be altogether
without
its intlucm'e ; yet, in the character
.f a bar, as well
as a remedy,
it could never he uther than a
very unsteady
and inadequate
one.
it was only because the hand, in which the
power of supreme
legislation
reslded,
were,
in some way or other, in respect of some other
neee_,ary
endowment
more or tess deficient,
--that
the ta_k of laying down the rule of
action could
ever have been intrusted
(or
rather left and abandoned)
to hands so es._en.
tially and incurahly
incmnpeteut.
In thi_ or that place he would be for a length
of time (hke John Doe) not to be ibund any.
whale :*'in one pla_.e he would be for a score
of years together
; _ m another
fbr a century
or twn,_, m the state of a dnrumtl_e,--the
day of hie re,urreetion
uncertain,
or destined

same day has seen the off(nee eomnntted,
amt
the malefactor apprehended
and dtAbut_velv con.
vieted : while in the Court of Chancery,
it' _o it
happened that a man who by a fraud had got po,session of an estate, was disinchned
to part with
it,--a
decree being, after a certain or rather unnever to arri,'e.
certain number of _,,ea_, obtained, another year
When he exi,-ts, if lie he a corporation
sole,
was employed in '; *pemhnq the proces._ of the this ('orporatiou
will be a pupp,'t in the hands
eourt_'" before the efl'e t of'the decree cut'hi be of -nine member
of the fee-_:atheriug
partobtained--before
"' the plaintIffeould
have any
nership:
no one el-e umting the experieuee,
effect frnm the suit ;"" the detendant h,¢vingthat
inductry,
and reputation,
necessary
to the
time
hun to s _end
plaintiff's
money,
thealty
of coping with a ma_s of accounts
wbile given
t _e partner_,.hip
were the
the.ling
upon both.
The court had a certain quanuty of process
screwed
up by aCes of exertion
to the maxiwhich was to be expended ; and till the expenmum of intri(_e_.
dimre wa_ con_mmnated,
neJther.lustiee,
unr so
It' he be a corpt,ralion
au[Jregate , the same
much as a semblance
of m,lice, was to be had:
causes will still operate
to make tmn yield to
--a certain qt:antlty of t, process to be spent;"
the current
against
which his power should
that _s_ among a certain set of ofl:]ct'r% a certain
he a_ a '.like : to lav Into, more or tess. at the
mass oI money to be di_tri*)uted in the shape of'
fees. Could tl]e barpies hat have been4et in upon
mercy of those to whose en_malties
he should
the carcase all at once !--but
decency forha,!e:
operate
as a cheek.
appear.races
were to be kept up.
Even though adequate
knowledge
and skill,
In French jwlicatare,
in the case of tho,e
as welt at power,
should not be _antmg,_
crimes which are most frequent and nmst formistilt the public affecti.,)n by whi*.h he is urged
dable (such as theft, house-breaking,
high'_ay
robbery,
murder on the occasion of robbery,) it' to oppo-e
the torrent,
will be apt to prove
thedefendant
werelnsolvent,
the costs were f)orne
but a feeble counterpoise
to the strong
and
by the king. or the grantees by whom the burthen
concentrated
intere_-t which gives too!ion to
and beneti_4ofjudicaturewereshared.
InFrance,
it.
accordingly,
cEminal
suits were frequently
no
4. To the sort of check last mentioned,
the
lass dilatory,
no less expensive,
no less profitappreheu.,ion
of popular (hseontent
would alable, than civil ones.
In England,
indiwdua_.
in the character of prosecutors, bearing their own
ways add another,
though
always
one still
costs,b and little being to be got from the vnlgar
more feeble.
It is only throm,-h the me(hum
herdofmatefactors,
the general interest prevailed
of the legi-lature,
that the people at large can
over the particular otticml and profesqonal
roteact in this di[ectmn
with any considerable
rest; and, in comparison with criminal eausesuneffect ; unless
it be with such violence
and
der the French system, and non-crimlnal
umler
irregularity,
as to render the remedy
worse
the English, criminal causes, _nch as the _ ulnar ' than the worst parox_ sm of the disease.
herd of malefactors
are mo_t apt to be eoncerne,l
Even at the height of absoluteor
ill-checked
in, are unditatory and unexpensive.
In comparisonr.-vir_withiehat
is the praeUee in tho_other
power, reputation,
it is true, cau never be alinstanees--foras
to what it v_iqh/bcin
the same
together
without
its value.
But the opinion
instances
the easeiswidelyd_flbrent,__factidous
of the public at large can never operate as a
delay an_ expense are sufficiently copious,
cheek upon the enormities
of lawyers,
any
a Gilbert, Forum Romanum, eb. v. pp. 84.85.
n Proseeutom
and their witnesses are not allowedmorethan3s.6d.a-dayfortheirattendanee,
except in particular c_e_--_,d.

*
+
tion
_

England before Henry II1.
England at various times during
of Parliament,_
France and Spain.
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further
than as the people are in a condition
use of. was empl_yed
by ever)body.
The
to see through
the artzfices of lawyers : and
naturatarbiter,
the king, lonkedon
and s_ared,
an eompletel)
ha_, the field been ever)wi_ere
P_*r_iament,
_ometmws
in exlstehe%
some.
rendered
impefletrable
and repuimve
1o tin- tnnes in abeyauee,
never ae.qng but upon the
learned e_es, that the pe,Jple, be their ,uffersptH of some pre_-si_Jg _,r _alher exernci,_lmg
ings ever so acute, know nut so much a_ to
ex_gcnee, either thm_ght m_thmg ot the affray.
point to the seat of the disease,, much leb_ to
or knew not what to think t_t _t. Umver_al
choose and call for an appropriate
rtmedy,
la_tit*_de
put at length
a perm6 to the _ar,
Success, ha- long ago crowned
the machiby a sort of ut_pes_zdet_s.
2'he bretln _'n partnations of the man of law.
The enos ofjused like two fi.-.h wives, each with a hm,dtht
tiee have been thrust
by him nut of sight,
of the ._poil_ of h_.r antagonist
in her hand.
Spurmus ends, adt_erenee to this or that perBe the cause of th_s chance-mealie)
what it
nieious prejudice,
have been set up in their
may;
the result has been. that. _or a c,.,n._Jstead.
These spurious ends have been habituderable
part of the aggreTate
sleek of eomally pa_-ed upon the people for the legitimate
mt_dit_e_ taken together,
the suitor has two,
ends.
The B_ud to whom his priesthot_d
bow
or even (for some artwleb of it) three, shop.%
the knee,
the people have been taught
and
amor,g which to take his choice,
tTrom the
have learnt to wor_hlp as the true God.
competition,
it has been supposed thin. in the
What the effect of the law may be upon the
ease of this as of other b_anehes of trade, the
fate of some lilltivldua],
who at the zilonlent
customer
derives
a consulerable
advantage.
happens to be an object ot popular favour or
Each shop -tands engaged
b? interest
to vie
distavour,
is the onl.,, sort of law q,w.-tion in
with its rivaN, either in respect of the cheapwhich the great body of the people are apt
heSS. or in re-peel
of the goodness,
of the
to take any very strong
or steady interest,
articles
i_ which they deal.
The principle
So the point of the day be gained. -- at what ' which operates
as a cause of this benefit-expense it ib gained (1 mean at the expe_e
of the service thu._ rcmh,red,
or .-upi,o_ed to
of what miselnef done to the whole
body of be rendered,
to the ends of ju,tiee,
ma_ be
the laus,)
is no concern
of thmrs.*
termed
the douMe.sh,p,
or r,rol-_hop
prin5. To the above cheeks, which, with more
eiple.
or less efficacy, operate all over the civi]ized
The advantage,
sucb as it i_, flowing
or
wo_ld (tbr throughout
the whole of_hat cxsut'posed
to flow from this principle,
seems
tent
,preads the plague of techmcM
judwato be attached,
if rmt in an exclusive,
at least
lure.) Enclish juriN_rudeneeadd_
oue pectdiar
in a pre-eminent
degree, to the fee-gathering
toit_elf.
As, in another
line of practice, thief
system.
Supposing
the retrihutmn
given m
is sometime_
eaught by thief, -- so in this one
the _hape of a fixed salary, the nmtive of love
it ha., happened,
in mor_ instanee_- than one,
of reputati<m
_it i._ tra(_) might act with a
that one abuse t_a_ received
a sort of eorreecertain (tegree of force, in the character
of a
tiun from anot,_er,
cause of exertion ; hut supp_,se it to present
Subordinate
jt,.dwature_
of narrow
extent
_tseIf in lhe shape of fees depending
upon the
excepted,
ori:fit_ally there w_ but one court
nmnber of -uit(_r% and thence,
in aet rtain
for everything.
Ba._iue_._ everflowin_,
a di- degree,
upon the reputation
of the court,
w_-mn was made (such as it was) of the field
there
wouht st_iI be the love ot reputation,
of judi_'ature.
The line drawn, or attemptand the more _ubstantial
motive,
the low_ of
ed to be drawn, being not geographical,
but
tees, be_ides.
metai:h_ sic'el, the limits were of course, in a '
The advantage,
such as it is, is welt w_.rth
multitude
ot points,
ohseure and ill-defined,
consideration
: not the le.,s, as being the only
Four great shops, with a quantity
of custom
one (and that altogether
casual a_d nndeallotted
out for each, were opened
at once
signed) which the fee-gathering
s?stem has to
for the sale of that commodity
which went bv
set against so many per.qn,iou_ eonse_tnence_
the name of justice:
four g_'eat shops ; th]" as have been aheady under review.
original umversal
shop, w_th the king at the I
That it is not altogether
imaginary0
_eems
head of it, being parted off into four quarters
i indubitable;
but it applie_
not with equal
for thatdifficulty
found
purpose. enough
HoneM
in settling
men imght
which have
be- i force
which toit all
ts oftheuse,
endsseems
of 3ustiee.
to be by The
dindmshing
way in
Ion.heal to each : the_e men strove might and
the probability
of misdeei_ion,
to the prejumare,
each of them to steal what,
to the
dice of the plaintiff's
side.
it being the inknowledge
of every man, and of himself more
tere.-t of the judge to draw into his court as
particularly,
was the indisputable
property
of; many suits as he can, and the party (m u bum
hisnext
neighbour.
No contrivance,
no wiczt depends whether the suit shall be instituted
kedness,
was spared.
Mendacity,
being the
in one or other of the two courts
being the
weapon
everybody
was most expert
in the
plaintiff,--he
will, in proportion
to the quantity of emolument
at stake, be stimulated
to
* See Wilkes's case, i_fra, Chap. XIV. 2(Mexert his facuhies
in the endeavour
to render
lit_ati_n,
justice
in favour of that side.
VOL. VII,
O
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ofestablishedjudlcature,
holt, fat
the effect of des*go,
Though,
of so many mljust rules and prac.
tires as the system of regular prot'edm'e
teems
whh,
or rather is composed
of, there is not
perhaps a single one that is not in _ome way
or other,
diret'tly
or iJ_di'ectly,
sub-er_'wnt
to the actual and false end- of jmfieature,
-it would be an error to suppose
that in eve,'y
instance
the mischief has been the truit of design on the part of any one of the authors ;
much le.s of a genera[
concert,
official and
profe,smnal,
The leading feat,ires having been traced by
de-_gn,-a large part, perhaps
in bulk the
l *_,-,,c_t, may ea,fly have been filled in by irabeedity
_md indifference,
Imbecility
(under.-tand
always relative irabe_':l:l_)
wa_ a natural
eon.equence
of the
original choice made of the _-im_ter ends,
To
dehnle the other branehe_
of the government,
aml the people in the character
of suitors,
it
was necessary
that the real mischief underneath
should receive a covering
of apparent
_ood, fl'om something
wearing
the name of
reasnrl.
The nature of things not affording
any good reason,
a bad one was to he fabr_cared,
But the same sinister interest
that
ploduced
the fabiiearlm_ of the bad reason on
the part of one man in the char'toter
of judge,
produced the adoption of it on the part of hi_
coll.-agues
and successors:
and to adopt the
bM reason
with as little violence
to consekhee
as might be, it wa_ necessary
to take
that e_*,_rse whwh is taken by all men under
the influence of sini.ter interest,
viz. to turn
aside fiom all con-ideratmns
tendlngto
evince
the absurdity
of the doctrine--to
pin down
the a_rc _Tion to all eonsideration_
tending
to conceal
the absurdity
from w_'w.
When
the practice
is completely
absurd and mi_ehlevous,
without
a grain of utility among its
effects, the considerations
tending to show the
absur&ty
of it wilt be all the considerations
belonging
to the particular
case m hand: the
eon.iderations
tending
to conceal the absurdity of it will be those general considerations
which for this sort of work compose the standing stock of instruments:
the great learning
and venerable
eharaeter
of the prnne author
(known
or unknown)--the
difficulty of fathomiag
the depths of the science--the
dangee of t'orming a hasty conclusion
from the
superficial
and partial appearances
presented
by a first view--the
observation,
that when,
in consequence
of any such hasty and incur
reet views, alterations
have been made, the
mischief
of the alteration,
and thence
the
wisdom of the preceding
practice,
has been
manifested
by subsequent
experience,
It is in this way that, as in religion,
so in
_II.risprudenee,
there is no absurdity
so gross
as not to have found its zealous, and in aeer-
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tain sense even its dlsinte_,_sted,
defende_ s :
for,--howsoever
the habit of fidse reasoning
may have had, at its ori_,m, the influence of
_ini_ter interest for its ei'fit'_ent cau_e,--yet,
when once in train, it is d_iv,.n t,n by th_ e*,s
inert_re in the beaten track,
till at length it
acquire_ an independent
existence,
havinglost
all recollection
of theimpure
source that gave
it blrtb.
Thus it is that, in all that train of reasonlog which exercises
itself over t he partiealar
field in qtw.tmn--in
all that quarter
t_f the
ps)ehologwal
frame, a tort of local paI-_y t_stabli_,he_ il_tlf:
a habit
ot imheeflity,
a d;stempered
reh_h h,r the convenient
absurdity,
a nauqea for inconvenient
truth.
This p:tl tml sort of mental pal_y it not ineompauble
with an oral.navy,
m)r even with
an extraordbmry,
degree of .treugth
iu the
other pall of the mental
flame.
The Herculean
mind of Johnson,
driven to the eonfi,w_ of msanlty by the r_ tore, avi_ that had
taken pn.;se.aion
el- tin. be.am in ea"l) )outh,
laboured
under a palsy of this kind, and had
lost the faculty of tea.orang
on eertahl topics
connected
wlrh reliaion,
as may be seen in
the hin_s given by hi. b,ographers.
Alehymy,
jinhcial astrology,
ju(bcature
under teehnic_d proeedu_e,--nnder
the-e names
may be _eeu ._o many _)stems
of p_ofir..e_king impo-ture
: ah'h) my, the art at _:5.'a_mg
inca o_ pre_e_,ee of making gold; judield
astrolo,z),
lhe art of (-he ,ti,,g men ou In_4enee
oft'or,,tclh_,g
futme
evenT-;
jmhcature
(unde: tcch:dcal
pr_cedur, _,) the ,_ t of cheating
m_n on pretence
t,f admini-term_
3u_.tice.
That among alcb,_ nust_ and ,iudi,'ial a.trolagers there have been those wh_* have been
dupes to the imp_,stures
by whieh they profiled, cannot be doub:ed.
That. among teehnieal lawyers,
prejudice,
and the concealed
workings
of selL_ntere_t,
have been produetire t,f the like ilia.Ion, is cquall) indubitable.
Between
the company
of dupe% amt t]_e lellowship
of hypocrite.,
who shall draw the
line?
No one under omni_ewnce.
And to
what u-e wouht it be drawn ? To none whatever. On the phy.mat ground, howotten
must
the dupe and the impo_tor h_ye been counted
in one person, -- a dupe at the commencemeut of his career, an impo_tor in the progre_-s
of it! The same delusions
by which he had
been himsel!
deceived,
would, after the cloud
was dissipated,
and when the j_rgon had become suilieiently
familiar,
serve hhn for propagating
the delusion to other ndnds.
Thus on phy.ieal
grounds.
And what is
there that should render it otherwise
on the
moral?
Neither
on any of these grounds
are the
ehm'acters of dupe m_d impostor incapacitated
from meeting in the same person at the same
time.
The alchymist
sells the art of making gold,:
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what he knows i_. that as yet he is not himself in po,-_ession of that art: what he is not
yet satk-fied of. is, that no other arti._t has
ever been, or has had any reasonable hope of
being, more fortunate.
The astrologer tbretels future events.-What he cannot but know, is, that the event
h'as belied the predictm _s hazarded by him in
former instances. What it ,ha) be that he is
n_)t vet sati-fied about, ts, that the tault lies

}terence to his own practice, _hould engage
i h:m to hestow a glance upon it.? On what
' part could he turn llis eyes _,hat would not
i publi_-h to him hi_ own shame ?
To sum up the result of the tbregoing obI ser_a*,ions :--what
may be open to doubt is,
in what degree, on this or that occasion, this
I or that individual may have heen actuated hv
_a deliberate intentioi(to
sacrifice the ends of
] justice : how mu '.h of the effect ma* have

not [n the artist, but m the art.
What, under the system ef technical proeedure, the judge cannot but eee, i._, that
he decisions he pronounces arc fi equently,
the course of procedure to which he sees the
_-uitors confined is ennstantly, in a state of
repugnance to thecndsot jn.,_ee. What it is
possible he ma) not see, i_. that this repugnonce is the work of his pre&,ce_-_or_-in pu_xcr
and office--_.hat it has not its _ont in tbe noture of things. To the end. ,,t justice, fl'om
his firat entrance upon the career, he ha_ never
been accusl_,med to turn hi_e) es The objects,
the onl? objects, towards which he ha_ been
accu.-tomed to look with at_y degree of cornplacenc), are the principle¢ anti rule_ actually
established : estabhshed, probab!y under the
pretence, pos_-d_ly under tl_e notion, but,
whether pretence or notion, certainly false,
of their being so many mean__ conducive to
the true end. of 3ustiee. Are the) really thus
conducive? A p_opo_-ition this, which tie has
ever found it altogether easy and convenient
to assume and take fur granted ; not at all
easy, and ahogethel inconvenient, to inquire
into. For appearing to regard them us being
thus eondut'lve, a_ being practically nece_sary. to the ends of justiec, he has a_ good a
pretence and (as towards the public) a justification, as heart can wish: be ha_ the unrealincus certificate of all those whn arc generally
supposed to know. or to be capable of know°
ing, anything about the ma*,ter. That the
decisions preseribed by the sy.-tem he pursues
arc, in abundance of instances, repugnant to
the d_reet ends of justice, is a truth co'artnually before his eyes: what he does not see
is, that there exists any other system, by tile
observance of which the treque2_cy of such
repugnance _ould be diminished. How happens it that th_s better system is never seen
by him? Because there would be no profit,
no pleasure, nothing but d_ffwuhy and toil,
in looking for it; no profit, no pleasure, nothingbut shame and fear, in finding it.
Under his eye lies the natural, the summary system, m all its various branches ; in
which such unjust decisions cannot but be
incomparably less frequent,
since in them
there are not any rules, as in his system there
are so many rules, the effect of which (as
far as pursued) is to render such injustice
necessary.
There it lies under his eye : but
what is there, that to an), use, with any re-

t been produced by the dircet and ackno_:ledged
_ operation of the sinister interest, how much
by the mq*ereelved il,fiuence of a prejudice
produced by the unperceived operation nfthat
ialere.-.t, how much by honest blindness and
negligence.
What does not admit of doubt
_s, tirol, supposing such to have been the
views and wishes, they could not by any
other arrangements h_ve been more fully
accnmph..hcd, thou tht_y have been hy these
(xi-tmg cites.
§ 7. l_eeapitalatia_.
That the conclusions re:airing, though but
in the way of corollaries from tile above survey, ma) be placed in a distinct point of
view,-- a few propo-itions, by way of recapitu!ation, may in this place be not without
their use.
1 That.--in
so far as it has departed from
the i,ractice oi the courts of natural procedme,--the
practice of the courts of teehnical procedure, the practice of all the courts
in the kingdom (the above excepted,) is cornpletel) and radically unconduc_ve and repugnant to the professed and _-upposed ends of
their institution, the ends of jm-tice.
2. That, in the mind of the judges (howsoever It might have been in the mind of
the legislator, so far as the legislator has interfered in the ordering of it,) it never has,
mdess comparatively speaking of late years,
been directed to those ends.
3. That the ends to which it has been
directed have been the procurement of the
maxinmm of profit, combined with the maximum ct ease, immedmtely to the judges, and
intermediately to the several other etas_es of
lawyers.
4. That, to the purpose of the collection
of this profit, lawyers, all classes taken togerher, with the judges at their head, con.
stitutc a virtual partnership.
5, That, of this departure from the ends
of justice, the consequence is perpetual injustice : injustice in every one of its shapes,
and in every one of them to a prodigious
amount : failure of justice and misdecision
to the prejudice of the plaintiff's side ; rotsdecision to the prejudice of the defendant'a
side; vexation, expense, and delay, all tidetitious, and manut:acturcd in prodigious quantitles, on both sides.
6. That the judges of modern times,-
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not having had any concern in tile forming
of the system, but taking it as the)" found
it, and being houmt to pursue it throughout,
except in so far as any alteratinn may come
to have been made in it by competent authority,_ reap the whole benefit of its depravity, without hmurring either reproach or
danger: and that, though eonstmitty neonpied in the working of injustice in all its
shapes, they are not in that respect chargeahle with criminality in any shape, or with
any the slightest misdemeanour _ the mischief they are continually occupied in doing,
being done not contrary to law, but according to law.
7. That, in this perpetual fabrication of
mischief and distribution of injustice, there
is notMng in any way inconsistent with that
perfect purity and uncorruption which has so
long been regarded as a characteristic,
and
perhaps, in the degree in which it is possassed, the peculiar virtue of an l);nglish (say
"also British) jhdge: the measure of profit
regularly received by those judges according
to law, being prohably greater than, under
the most corrupt administration
of justice
in any other country, was ever received by
judges of the like rank in the way of bribes,
and contrary to law.
8. That, being not only authorized, but
bound, to pursue the course marked out by
the established system as it is, it would, in
the instance of arty individuM judge (in so
far as he keeps to that course,) be a question equally useless, invidious, and indeterruinable, how far, in his own conception of
the matter, he pursues the ends of justice,
-how
far (if in any degree) he pursues the
established ends of judicature, as above delineated.
9. That,-howsoever it may be to he regretted that, in the midst of such a heap of
abuse, to which, in one way or other, conscious or unconscious, they were continually
adding, -- neither the whole eider of judges,
nor one member of that order, ever exhibited
symptoms of any serious desire, by their own
authority, or by application to the superior
source of power, to apply any consideralde
and efficient remedy ; yet (in so much as no
such obligation has ever been imposed upon
them by any oflieial oath, or otherwise by any
positive taw) the question, whether, o_t the
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be a wonder, the expeetatlon that such interferencc should ever generally take place
would he an expectation, repugnant to universal experience and common sense.

i
1]. That, though in the legi,lam, e bndy
t there be power abundantly competent to a
! complete system of refbrm,'in this as in every
other line of abuse; yet, inasmuch as, on
the part of any individual person within, any
more than without, that body, there exists
neither obligation, nor adequate inducement
in any other shape, either to propose any such
system, or an_ the _malle_t portion of it, or
ever to lonk into the actually exi-ting qyqtem
t in any such point of view; neither matter of
blame, nor matter of wonder, on th.s _,eore,
is to be found in the instance of any indlwduA member of that supreme body, an', m_re
than on the part of any member of the legully exalted though subordinate body above
mentioned.
12. That, by no institution which should
have for its professed object the plopagution
of vice, could vice _in three _" its most permcious sbapes, mendacity, insincerity, and
' injustice) be more as._iduously or sueeeasfutly
propagated, than it is hy and tbr the profit of
the principal courts of ju-tice. And of what
vices? Not those of wiiieh (an in ease of
drunkenness)
pleasure is the sure and present, pain but the fllture and contingent,
fruit; but those of which pare, present and
future, pure and umnixed evil, is the resnlt.
13. That the practice of the courts of natural procedure is not sublert in any reqpect
: to such imputation:
that, in and by those
_.courts, should vice in any stmpe he taunti fe-_ted or propagated, it never can tie tauntti_sted or propagated--simuhI
iI0ustiee be
I ever committed, it never cal, be committed
__ without expo,ing the delinquent to contingent punishment, as walt as to certmn and
iminediate shame. Delinquem'y, at the worst,
iq comparati_'ely rmc : and if punishment in
ease of delinquency be not there so certain
as it might be, the fault tie_ in l}_cplaotiee of
those superior courts, in and !v which alone
such tumid-brecht could be inth_:ted.
14. That. in the character of _ehoots of
absurdity, the practice of the regular courts,
mid the di_-course, by which, under the name
of reasons, it is explained and def_-nded, exercise no less pernicious an influence over the

score of such forbearance, any blame, even I public understanding, than, in the character
of the mere moral cast, can justly attach to I of schools of vice, they do over the public
them (for legal blame is altogether out of the morals.
question,) would be another question alike
15. That the practice of the courts of nauseless and invidious,
rural procedure is as free from absurdity as
20. That, in so much as, by any such in- it is from vice.
terference, every person in that high station
16. That, against the real-practices cornwould have more or less to suffer, and no mitred by individuals under the system, no
person, in the way of ordinary interest, any- tolerably efficacious remedy can be applied
thing to gain, _ the wonder that no such in- by the punishment of those iadividuals_that
terference has ever hithertotaken place would the root of the evil lies in the system itself
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--that the mischief done by violation of the question, on the one hand, and the interest
rules, bears no proportion to the mischief of tile functionary, oil the other ; and the
done by the observance or under the sanction
system of conduct to which, to the prejudice
of the rules--and
thar, under the s_-tem,
of that branch of the public service, that opno mal-practlce¢ ever were, or ever c*m lie, position of interest has given rise.
committed, w_leb it has not been the tenOf the infamy, not a particle can fall upon
deac 3 at lea.,t, i[ not the object, oi the yore'self but from your own choice. Confes_
s._stem, _o et_g_,_,ler and to nur-e--that
any the vieiou._ness of'the system, or defend it.
misbehavio_il t_fthe pupil_ is the fal_lt imme- Confessing its viciousness,--the
greater its
dlatcl_ pcIhap, oi tlke lmpil_, b_r originally
vi(iousnes,, the greater your merit and your
of the sehool--aml
that it results o*_l) frmn glory.
Defend it, if to you it appears detheir having folk_wed t_)o clo-ely and m(utu- fbn_-tble; remembering always, that by dee
tiousi_ the sort of in_tructm_ they had re- fending it you make it your own ; and that,
calved,
after ,,our defence, in whatsoever eyes the
Hence the injustice of imputing any espe- s)_teu_ will appear vicious, after all, and in.
eial or pear,liar person:d hhmu, to this or timt defensible, the viciousness of the system will
indiwdual iunctionary, ot_ the score of his be the ignominy of the advocate.
having, on this or timt coon.ion, pursued the
Hence, also, the absurd_tyand mischievousdletates of that slut-tel inttqest which the hess of any ophnon which could call upon the
system itselt, in _he state in which he found author--upon
any one who shall undertake
it, planted in his breast,
the'task he has undertaken, to spare the sysThe t:ault ties not ia tile individual, not in tern in consideration of the station of the perany pceuli,ir taint of improbiry seated ill the sons acting under it : to auppress truths of
bosom of the individual, but in the system
the first importance, in consideration of any
itself--tile
_ystem into which he enters, and displeasure, of which, in such exalted breasts,
under which he acts. Amend the system, you the doctrine may naturally be expected to be
amend the individual. Render it his interest
productive.
to pur,ue the ends of justice, the ends of j usllence also, supposing the existence of the
rice w:li be pursued; the ends of judicature
sink-tar interest established, the incongruity
will be hrought to a coincidence with the and absm'dity ofpayingany regard to opinion,
ends ofjtlstice,
mere general declaration of opinion (as conHence, also, it may be inferred, that the tradl_tinguished
from argument,) delivered
more power_hl the sinister interest planted
by any person acting and speaking under the
in everx bosom without exception b_ the impulse of a sinister interest of such mighty
corrapti'ou of the s) steto, the mo_e sut'_stan- force. Separated from argument, the value of
tial is tile merit, the more brilliant (,in pro- such opinion wilt not be simply nothing, hut
portion as that nmrit is understood) will he negative; operating on the side opposite to
the glory of the few, should any arise (more that in favour of which it is delivered.
The
than few there cam_,t be,) in whom the ibree more strenuously an existing arrangement is
of *,hat sinist:r fi_terest should have found a in this way defended, the stronger the prosuperior and opposite force strong enough to ' sumption afforded of its being beneficial to
overpower it.
the administrators
of this corrupt system,
in vain v outd any individual of any of the which is as much as to say, pernicious to
clas.,e.- in question exclaim, You have thrown
the community at large : the more strenuobloquy on tt_e profession ; you have, in as far ously any new arrangement, proposed in the
as depended on you, covered it with infamy, character of a remedy to the abuses of that
and that inf,m_y falls upon me, however he- corrupt system, is opposed, tim stronger the
nest my character, however irreproachable my presumption thereby afforded of its uutity.
conduct.
There is yet another circumstance, by which
My answer is, I have done no more than the value of any opinions of this description
to state the strength of the temptation un(if they had any) would be diminished, not
der which you act ; to state (what is matter
to say, done away. In the quarter from which
of history, written upon the face of the sys- such opinions are supposed to come, there
tern) how weak, if any, the resistance which exists, of necessity, the most thorough kaaowthat temptation has experienced from those ledge of all the matters of fact, out of which
who have gone before you.
just ground of defence in the one case, of
The ta-_k I have been labouring in, ac- t opposition and censure in the other case, are
other than the sort of ?,ask which has been
performed, and with so nmch applause from
the public, by so many public committees and
commissions under the authority of the state ;
bringing to view the opposition that has taken
phtce between the interest of the public in
cording of
respect
to the
the measure
branch of my
administration
strength, is no
in t

defence that the _uhject furuishes_all
these
materials of defence (if any such exist,) are
constantly at your elbow : the handling them,
turning them about, and, at a moment's warning, making application of them to any given
purpose at commaml, is the constant oeeucapable ofofyour
patton
beingwhole
made.life.All With
the materials
so mighty
of
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an advantage in respect of the materials for
making an appropriate and proper defence, if
the nature of the ease admits of any,--do
you, notwithstanding,
betake yourself to generals, and confine yourself to generals ?--to
a sort of argumeut equally at the comnm_d

EVIDENCE.

Justice delayed
sort of instrument
always adefendam)
has been ohtaiued
to a superior court,
o_ such judgment.

[Boox VIII.

by sham writs qferror:
a
whereby a party (ahnost
against whom ajudgme _t
in a court below, appeals
alleging the erroneousness

of the best cause and the worst ? Confining
yourselves to such argmnents, _ou give judgment against yourselves,

Number of causes so delayed by appeals called writs ot_Lrror, made
to two courts (wz. to the King's
Bench from the Common Pleas,
and to the Exchequer Chamber
CHAPTER
IV.
from the King's Beimh) in three
P&aT1CULAItEXEMPLIFICATIONS
OFTHEVICES
years ending 1797, . ....
1,809
INTRODUCED
:BYTile FEE-GATHERINGPRIN- Whereof to the King's Bench,
. . 550
EIPLE
INTO
T]EC_INIC._.L
JUDICATURE.
to the Exchequer Chamber, 1,259
IN the ensuing chapters, the busineSs will be,
to bring to view the principal devices constituting so many leading features of the technieal or fee-gathering sv.-tem of procedure, in
the character of effects produced by the operation of the sini.,ter interest on the authors,
But, befi)re we p_occed to tim enumelation
and delineation of these several ieatures considered in a geueral way, as produced by the
operation of that corruptive priuciple, it will
serve for illustration as well as fi_r proot, if a
view be given of the operation of the principle in particular iIlstances _a particular pertion of delay, vexation, and expense, produced
on a particular occasion, on the part of the suitor, through the medium of a particular rule

Whereof argued in the Exchequer,
12
in the King's Bench,
7
Not argued (the party, at the time
of his asserting the existence of
error, being conscious of the falsity
of such assertmn,andnever
intend.
ing to take the opinion of the court,
knowing that it could not but be
against him ; in virtue of which
consciousness, the writ of error
comes under the denomination of
a sham writ)-In the King's Bench .....
543
In the Exchequer,
....
1,247
Number of such sham writs per year,

on an average of the three years-In the King's Bench,
. . 181
or _ourse of practice, produced by a particular
In the Exchequer,
415
sum of money, operating, in the character el ......
Length of delay, and consequent advana principle of corruption, on the bosom of the
rages (including interest of money)
judge in whose decision and hablt_ of pronegained bv defendant on such sham writ
dure the practice took its rise.
In many of these instances (to say no more,)
of error,
. '" nearly twelve monthJ'5as the practice itself, so the mischief of it, Year's profit, of the Lord'Chlet-J_srice of the King's Bench, by fees
stole on at an imperceptible
rate: being,
upon writs of error (viz. either
therefore, not. the work of any one judge or
the 550, whereof all but 7 sham,
judges to the exclusion of the rest, the effect
or the whole 1,809, whereof all
produced
by thethe
operation
of the ofsinister
inbut 19 sham,)._
£1,434_
terest
is rather
preservation
the prac" ....
rice, than the generation of it. If so it be
(and surely it will not he otherwise) that, of
those by _'hom the benefit of the abuse has
been reaped, no one can ever have failed to
recognise the mischievousness of it, the repugnaney of it to the ends of justice; on the
other hand, neither is there any one who can
have recognised in himself the author of it :
the benefit is enjoyed by all : of opprobrium,
scarce a particle has ever yet been reflected
by it upon any one.

The official custns morum of the nation,
concurring with six hundred men in a year,
in the defrauding of so many creditors, by
uttering so many false pretences, by which
he gets so much a-piece : while, for a fiftieth
partof the money, obtainedbyeaehonasingle
talse pretence, wretches are hanged or trans-

5" 27th Report of Committee of Finance, pp.
5, t2.
$ lb. pp. 160, 161. lit will be observed, that
the estimates of the number ot causes apply to
I. Sham writs of error--King's
Bench an three years, the amount of profit to one.
open delay-shop.*
Scotch R_form, Table X.--Ed.]
Exemplification the first:I[ The otfieer who alone is entitled to recelve
these fees_ is the clerk of the errors: in that
* The reader will remember that this was same year. the total of the fees received by him
written previously to l_Ir. Peel's recent law re- was £1.771. But this otlleer is appointed by the
fom_s. By one of the_ [6 Gee. IV. c. ,06.] a chief-justice; and the above sum of £1,454 was
partial, and but a partial, remedy, was apphed the sum squeezed by the judge out of the elerk_
to the abuse bern in question ; which, however, to whom, for doing the business, no more than
will equally serve the purpose ofhi_tory, and of £150 for the year was left nett. (Ib. pp. 160_
illustration.--Edltor.
--_
161.)
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ported by tins same guardian of the public a-piece._ not one that nnder the natural svsmorals, by _cores and hundreds,
tern of t_rocedure (in the hands of a court'of
Writ_, eferror, 1,809 in three years, _hereconscience, tbr instance, or of a justice of
of only 19 argued.
What is cer;ain is, that,
peace) would not, at the cost of a few shilin the 1.790 in which there was no argument,
lings, or, if thought better, without any cost,
the non-existence of the alleged error was no have reemved its termination in u few mile_s peifeetly known to the licensed liar by nutes; instead of the half year or year lot
whom the existence of it w_tsa_serted, than the single suit without the appeal, or'the one
to his injmed adver_-ary. What i_ not cer- and a halt" )ear or two years for the double
lain @peaking alwa3s upon the lZace ot this suit, -- original suit and suit of appeal toteaccount) is, that, even of the 19 that were ther.
argued, there wa_ so mueI, as one that wa-*
Cazt it for a moment be supposed that any,
in ti,e othtq ca_e.
thing but wdl is wanting tot the extirpation
Be iL 1,or .-upposed, that, from the difft r- ot the abase ? The remedy,--is it not almost
e,'.'ce betw,_,en the number sited out and the too obwous to be named without an apology?
nmnber argued, an) inference can be drawn
For a general rule,--the
judgment being
one way or _.he oflwr coneermng the probi D in favour of the plaintiff,-- notwithstanding
and wisdom ot j_,d_es.--the
proporti_m he- the appeal, let the judgment take its effeCt,
t_ee.,_ ca-es .f r_ght decl_-ion and ca_e. ot justasifthetewelenoappe,d;seeuritybeing
mi.d. c;.-mu. -- a.d the proportion betwee_ t tbund by the plaintiff for eventual restitution.
t.h,: numbcl of the instance_ m which the I in ca,e of reversal or modltication, according
losing party goes away satisfied, and tho.-e i to the deci-i,m ot the court above.
in wt_lch he goes away d_s_a*_-_fletl,with the k (',t-es ma, b.. hmml m which, the decision
conduct of the judge.
TI.c 1,790 were at- i "'_ the t,oui'[ below bl211:gexecuted, arid that;
most all. if not all of them. -o many ca_e_ in : deck.ran ertt,l_etms, the damage might be itwhich there was no real question between, i leparable.
Damagt: to pe_son,--a temMe dethe pames -- case-, in ulrich the ju_twe of livered imo tLe a_m. ot a wrong husband; a
the demand wa_ no a,.re a secret to iron that
minor, espcelall:, ot the female sex, delivered
resisted it, than to him that made it. The I I ito th¢ po _'el"of a wrollg guardmr ; Virginia
delay-shop, the injustice-_ho p, stood open ; made a prey tt, At,l_lU_. Damage to property,
he went in and bought the goods, because,
--a grove, the prMe of a venerable mansiorl,
after paying the prate, there wa. a nett pro- a screen to the domain frmn blighting winds,
fit upon the puiehase.
, levelled out of spite; any article endowed
A_ little be it suppo,cd that the £1,434 _1with apretium _tfecti,mis destroyed by malice,
formieg the Chief-Justice's share of the price or embezzledb_ concupiscence. Against them
of the delay on the writ of error account, t possibihties, p_'ecautions would need to t_e
was the whole of his profit upon the aggre- I taken. But, even though no such precautions
gate of the suits--the whole of the profit pro- were practicable (and nothing could be more
duced to hun b_ tiff, point of practice.
Of easily praeucable,)--giving
execution, in the
these 600 suits m a year, each yiehting a writ first instance, to the deeismn of the cour_
of error for delay,-- but for the delay thus below, would still afford a better chance for
purd_,seable,
perhaps not one would have ultimate justice, than would exist in the concome into existence.
In each of these itt- trary ease. Under the tardy pace ofteehnieM
stances, the year% delay yielded by the writ procedure everywhere, what toterabl_ effecof error was preceded by a quantity (perhaps,
tual provi,ion is there against accidents thus
upon an average, about an equal quantity)
deplorable ? Be the judge who he may, can
of" &.'lay rnanathctured in the course and by there be more saf_.ty in ascribin_ corruption
mean. of the suit to which tiw judgment thus I or culpable negligence to him, than ordinary
appealed from professed to put an end.
If t probity and diligence? For if he be not either
wa_ because the original suit had no ques- tbr dismissal (not to speak of punishment,)
tion in it. Whether they would or would not give him but the necessary power, he will
have been defended, and so kept up, had it take effectual care that, in case of the reversal
the suit
not
been hy
tbrappeal
the a_surance
had no question
of the in
twelveit, it !' or
corrupt,
umdification
or incapable
of histodecision,
a degree nocalling
irreparable
aloud
month'sdelayafterjudgmeut,--these600oridamage shall take place.
ginal suits were so many maldfide suits (maid
Thus t pen general principles : laying the
fide on the part of the defendant,) generated
scene anywhere.
Lay it in England ; apply
by the technieA system : so many suits that
it to the courts in question, in the characters
would not have had existence, had the ends of cour_ below and court above ; nothing can
of judicature, anti the practice in conformity
be more evidently impossible than the sitteeto these ends, been in a state of conformity
rity of any such f_ar_u By the fortuitous con
instead of repugnance to the ends of justice,
course of technical atoms, the King's Bench
Of ati these 1,809 or these 3,6t8 suits (if happmts to staud above the Common Pleas ;
3,618. costing probably not so little as £'20 hut, on this'occasion or on any other, who
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ever supposed tha_ a grain more or a grain
less of confidence was due to the one court
than to the other ? Of the whole assemblage
of our judges, is there a single one that i_ not,
in his turn, with no other check than that of
a not unjustly obsequious jury, sole arbiter
of life and death ?
Were hut the wit1 present, where power is
never wantinff, there is no end to the expedients that migh_ be proposed ; the worst of
them an m_provement upon the state of' things
delineated above,
Good my Lord, accept the money, spare us
bu_ the itllustice amt the immorality:
to the
plaiutifl; the lo:_ and hazard b) the delay--to
the th, fendant, the expense of lying.
Select
m y one of the annual six hundred injured
plaintiff-, confiscate his property tothe mnoan_
of the indispensable £1,434, "pardoning the
other five hundred and ninety-nine. Estabhsh
a lottery, the blank lots of which shall /all
upon the sums due under the respective judgments, until the sum, for the purchase of

EVIDENCE.

[Bo¢)K VIII.

That for which so much money is regularly
taken by these his successors, is m every
instance for favour shown to injustice-- for
money, known to be the plaintiff.s, put by
them into the pocket of the defendant.
Six
hundred is the number of families in a )ear
whose money they thus dispose of: at five to
a family, three thousand persons, whose propetty they thus sell to wroz_g-doers at a fixed
price.
All this I speak of with the utmost freedom
and tranquillity.
Why ? Becaaee, all this be.
ing legal, nothing of it being criminal, I am
not punishable 1or speaking ,_f it. Were I to
, see rely one of them take a [;rib,., a punishable
I bribe-- were I to see every one of them with
I his right hat d closing u(_on the eorruptive
I metal,-- should I thus speak of it ? I know
I better things : not they, but I, should be punished for it. The man whom the law of their
creation punishes, is not the man who has
i stolen the sheep, but the man who has dared
!to look over the hedge.

which six hundred injustices are so well be- I H. Sham motions--Chancery
stowed, be completed.
Take up the list, _lav-shop.
begin w th the most op ficnt or (as is more I "Exemplifi(ation the second:conformable to precedent, and more congemal I Delay sold m Chancery,
to prison fees) the most distressed. Nay, my _terms :
Lord. there would be no end were a man to
undertake to exhaust the list of commutations,
the 1cast beneficial of which would be an iraproverncnt ; and such an improvement, _hat
the stamp of Utopianism, which upon all of
them is but too ¢isible, threatens to render
the acceptance of it next to hopeless.
Eight years ago _ was a proposition made ;
but not a grai'Jof the pound of flesh could
ever vet be bated. Eight years ago the cornmittee of finance hfid their project.
Being
no le_s
than other
the above,
it underwent
the
fateUtopian
of so many
of their
projects.

an open de-

on the foltowmg

I 1. Number of days allowed to the def;endant by regulation (without too!
tion,) tbr putting in his answer, . . 8
[ 2. More on first motion of course, . . 28
] 3. More on second motion of course,.
. 21
I 4. More on third motion of course, . . 14
I
[ This if the defendant reside within 20 miles
I of London. If _t be a country cause, that is,
! if the defendant reside beyond "20 miles' dist tanec fi'om London, the rate is as follows:

I! 1.
2.
But as_fto this one, 1_ will meet us in another 1{3.
place
By giving to such and such a judge, such I 4.
and such sums of money, a man who owes i

Allowance
lation .... by regu- l Till the next term.
More on first motion of course,
42 da_'s
More on second motion of course, 21 "
More on tl6rd motion of course,
14
If the bill be flied in the long vacation, or

another so much money, and knows it to be i within seven days of the expiration ot the
justly due, may purchase, with so much of, term (Trinity) preceding it, the defendant is
his ere&tots' money, the delay of almost a I allowed till the term following to put in his
year: inehldmg the interest of the debt for answer; being a delay of upwalds of two
that tm_e, beside, other advantages.
Yet months, besides the additmnal 63 or 77 days
this on their part is not bribery. Why? Be- obtainable by three successive apphcations,
cause they arc not punishable for it. Suppose as above.
for argument's sake) they were punishable
It commonly happens that by the defeat it,in what respect and degree would dant's first ans_ver a need is produced of thrthe mischief of tbat act of theirs, whichthen
therquestions,
underthenameofamendments
would be an offence, be augmented by such to the bill. To this demand it may happen
punishment ?
to present itself any number of time_ : for i_
When Lord Bacon was punished for taking is only in this way that that security for eof
bribes, his excuse was, that though he made rectness and completeness, which is afforded
justice pay more than he ought to have done, by the faculty of grounding questions upon
heneverfor moneysho_ved favour toinjustiee,
answers, can be obtained at the end ofa eere (Written in 1806.)
"p V/de inf_, Chap. XXVIII.

*+Vide Harrison's Chancery Practice, vol. L
p. 165.
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taln number of months ; that security which,
in an examination viw_ veer, as beibre a jury,
may he obtained in so many minutes.
The
allowance of time on an amended bill is precisetv the same as that on the original bill,

I
Exemplification the third :
|
Delay not sold, but regularly made; by the
I subordinate judges in Chaacery railed
/ters, for the purpose of extracti:_g corresponI dent fees.

l_v every such set of amendments, therefore,
a _itle is doyen to the def_udant to purchase
a fio'_her quantity of delay, to the amouut for
l_wmg :_

i so
i ber, by whom, each of them sitting singly in
i his closet, judicial decisions in great variety,
t and to any degree of pecuniary Importance,

,xo+,that
a irda,,pl'eationisnot
atio )ed

1. Allowance by regulation ....
S da)s ! are pronounced in the first instance.
The
o More ou first motion of course, if
i master isatteuded by the solicitors (attorne) s)
-'
it be a town cause,
.
28
, oa both _ides: each attendance is [)receded
t by a sort of summons or notice, addressed by
----if
a country cause, . 42
3. More on second mutton of eourse, 21 *

t ti'_e
the _olicitor
instance on
of the
the solicitor
on
one master,
side, to atthe
other side.
The delay thus sold is altogether indepenThis instrument is called a warrant: amt for
dent of all just cause of delay.
Paying the each warrant the master receives a shilling,
price, it i_ as much at the command of him a ihe settled at a time when that sum was
who t.'as no just demand whatever for a me- worth perhaps sola3e number of times wtmt i¢
meat's delay, as of him who has ever so just
is now. By a eustom which is never departed
a demand fur a delay of ever so great a length,
from, but of which the exact tbne of cornIt is on this account that it is said, as witti mencement is now inscrutable, no real atthe strictest propriety it may be said, to be tendance ever takes place till aher the third
._.'ld.
warrant._ By an habitual connivance on the
The case, and the only case, in which it is part ot these subordinate dispensers of equity,
_ot *otd, is where a special ease is made for t_)r _he purpose of trebling the emolumea_
extra-delay, on some cpecial g_ound. The lawfully receivable by them, the quantity of
_uppo_ed facts co_stitutive of the supposed delay is thus trebled to the suitors : to the
_;:'oand are then brought before the court by proportionable distress of the suitors on one
motion not of course ; supported by evidence
or both sides, according as the persuasion of
(t_)ough in the incongruous shape of affidavit the justice of a man's cause is entertained on
e¢ide_we,) w_th liberty on the other side to one side only, or on botl_.
ot,po_e , with or without counter-evidence in
For the more effectual attai)_ment of the
the -maw shape. The judgment of the court
same ends, the quantity of time bestowed by
is in that case exercised, and, whatsoever
the master at any one attendance is never
may be the t_es received, the term aale, if more than nit hour, but may be to an 5, amouut
here applied, would be incongruous,
less. On these several occasions, wha_ aePrice of the quantity sold at each motion tually passes is no more to be known than
of com'_e: -what passes in the d_van a_ Constantinople :
but, by whatever cau,e the custom of three
1. Cou_,el, for making the motion, los, 6d. wan'ants tbr an attemtance was produced, by
2. Solicit( r, for drawing instructions
the same cause, of course, the rate at which
for the motion ......
2s. 6d. business is dour, when the partnership are
3. Solicitor, for attendance on counashamed or aft'aid to put it offa)_y longer, is
sel and court,
.....
6s. 8d. regulated. As often a_ the suit affords a party
4. Entering appearance of the defenwho by dishonesty or i_solvency is engaged
dent, . .......
"_5s. 4d. to seek delay, here is an individual whose
5. Clerk in court, for his attendance, 6s. 8d. interest _t is, that, ou each attendmwe, the
6. Solicitor, for his attendance on the
quantity of business done shali be as small as
('lcrk .........
6s. Sd. possible ; and, whether the suit a/for(L- any
7. Order, entry, copy, and service,
9s. 0d. such party or no, it affords two protes_-ional
IIL Sham notice_ called warrants--chanlawyers, whose interest it is, as welt as that
cer.t offices delay-_hnps,
of the judge, that this maximum of delay shall
be p_o(hmed. Here, the_), exists a corrupt
It has been decided, that, after two insufll- interest, constantly acting upon a set of per°
cleat
allowedLord
six sons who are known to pay habitual oheweeks'answers,
time to the
put defendant
in a tbtrd. is not
Gregorv.
Arundel, 6 Vesey junior, p. 144..
dience to it, and who, amongst them, without
+ This is when there'is only one defendant,
the smallest dangerofpunishment,
or so much
In Chancery, persons are made defendants by as shame, have it completely in their power
scores; and, t_equently_ when no claim is in. to put themselves in possession of the cot
tended to be preferred against them. For every rapt profit whieh that interest invites them
additional defendant, an additional 2s. 10d. is
aggregated to the 5s. 4d. already included in the to receive.
calculation.
_, Vide supra, VoL V. p. _,t9,
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Go any day you please
into Westminster
!
Whether
in the nature of a ram1, is a proHall, you may hear pompous
eulogiums
on
blem I leave to philosophers.
What ib erathe importance
and es.,enfiality
ot publicity
rain is, that it is in the nature of an English
in judicature.
But the occasions in which pujudge.
A man--any
man that ever breathed
blicity has place, are--what?
Those in which
in _uch high offivv--do
._o much mischlef for
it cannot tie prevented.
Tho_e in whi_.h sea few shilling_ ?--and
that in the ve_ teeth
erecyhasplaceofpublit'ity,are--what?
Those
of common
sense and common honest),
and
in which it can be prevented:
and to this
without
the shadow of an excuse?
A man?
latter description
belong stone of the most
Why, they all dolt, and(oi a single _-hiil;ng: it
important
among civil cases, Whatever
abuse _ _ everyday's
practice:
and the Chancellor
and
cannot
tie th-tened
upem justice,
the absence
I the Master of the Rolls, their superiors,
know
of it is trumpvted
forth with great ceremony.
[ of their doiI*g it, see them doing it, see them
Regula
oeneralis,
touching
mischief i--What
i ever 3 day.
_o far trom stopping it, did ever
you can_do, do and profit b:_ ; what you ear { Cbaneelt])r,
dead or lt_ing,
ever let tall so
_lot do. take credit fbr not doing.
I much as the .-hgb.tcst tt&cn of disapprobation
In a mastcr'_ office reign._ perpetual
dark- i at the process _Jiug fro'ward perpett ally onhess,
and we see the consequence.
Punt,h! der his nose?
llow _hould he ? What
sense
able corruption,
probahly none: nnpuni,hable,
i is there in expecting
he _,hould ? Would *ou
naturally
as much as possflfle.
The thicker
] hare the husbamtman
tmn up his noae at'fl_e
the darkness,
the less the demand
tor any- ; rottenness
of the manure
that is givi,g
forthing in the shape ot a reasonable
soul. m the ! tility to his field, ? The present
sLilling of
human
flesh subsisting.
In stwh a state of ! the ina_ter is the future shilling of the thanthings,
the natural
course is, that, ot that ' eellor.
As often as a master
dies, the thanbusiness,
that judicature,
which is said to be I eellor puts iato the ,fiice whom lie pleases.
done by the maater,
a great
deal should be Ii The £10,000
or £lb.000
a-3ear of the ehanin reality performed
b_ elm clerk.*
i celtor, _ith m- ct cc_teras, and theiret ca'torah,
Lawyer.--What.
sir! Do _ou dare to insi- I _are
nut .-hflhngs the staff it is composed
nuate anything
to the prejmiice ot the learn- [ ol ?
ing, the assiduity,
the bound judgment,
ot'i
To this most highly and best rewarded
ot
gentlemen
of such high resp('ctabihty
as
'iall lawycts,
the wdue of every office to which
1_'vn-lawyer.--Indeed,
sir, I donut dare (h) • he has the nomination
is m the direct ratm ot
any such thing.
To be sate. I have been m . the emotmnem
it brings,
and in the inverse
use to hear _omething
" to this or the hke i ratio of lhe qualifieatimis
it requires.
The
purpose
or etfeet."
so long as I have hecn in . less eapaeity
it requires,
the more open it
useto hear anything about Westminster
Halt, _ leaves
his choice among
his fl'iends.
]'he
or the Inns of Court,
which may now be i more emolument
it brings, the more worthy
somewhat
above sixty ycaxs, but, perl,aps,
i it i_- of their accept,m,:e.
if applied
to any part:cMar
person,
nuthin_
!
Not
ihat
_he situation
of these learned
of'all this would be found to be true: anti, tI subordinatehas been altogether
matter
of
there were any person in particular
of whom _ nt-giect to th_.ir still more highly learned, and
I thought
it true,
do you think _ou would ' withal noble and hoaourable,
principals, t
catch me saying so? Indeed,
sir, you wo_Id :
not.
My busine.,sI make
is withmy 9encra
to individuals,
how. and spccic.,:
What makes the practice the nmre valuable,
in the character
of an example,
is ttw _mallnes.-of
the fee.
I._ it credible that a man in _t'.ch high o_llt e,
receiving
so many thou.-ands a-year,
heari_g
_o long a gown upon his shoulders,
and so
veto'table
a mass of artificml
hair upon his
head, indued consequentlywith
_o rich a stock
of learning and virtue,--that
a man so gifted
should ever, in an._ single instance,
be content
to do so much ndschief
fbr a tew _hillings ?
degrade

Is it in the
himself?

mitt,re

of a ham

so to

Accident
once led me to an examination,
Imld to be taken by an alderman of our great
metropolis:
the eaerk found thought and words,
the alOerman yielded auspices.
Yet the alderman bad been a lswyer in his day, and this was
in a large and crowded plnee. What had it been i
m a closet ?

w2 So
ago asofin chancery
1734 (lgth officers
.March_)sitting,
there
an lovg
assembly
under the appellation of a jur7_ to inquire into
the reasonableness
of their own fces._ On this
subject, one of the findings of this jury was,
that, timugh the recompense
received by the
masters wa.s not, on the whole, an adequate one,
yet adequate compensation
being made. those
" tees on _arrants
"
_hoult! be taken- away: " and
that, th_s done, '" rules should be lind do_n
tbr preventing
the like consequential
expenses
being controlled on the suitors_ after such ne_,
re,eulation."
Intt.eyear
1740, there cxistedasetofcommis.
'
sloners_
appointed
"' tbr taking a survey of the
nifties of the courts of justice, throughout
England and Wales, and inquiring., into the fees."u
In the report made by these eommissioners_ dated
8th November 1740 the passage eontaining
the
opinion of the jury, as above, is transcribed.
8everal times, at the instance of the official
lawyers, have augmentations
been made to the
salary of these subordinate judges.
At no time
a 27th Fin. llep.

p. 20.

_ lb. p. 58.
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causes with their fees, andsueh

causes

chapel,
and in that chapel a catechism,
in
which, to the question--"
IVho is thy neivhbout f" the attswer
is, the Master
who sits

actually
produced
to the number
(how many hundreds
is not mid)
ot five-and-twenty
years.-I-

ot hundreds
in the course

next to me.
Court of Chancery,
15th August
1805.-Sitting,
Lord Eldon.
Purcell
v. Maenamara.
Morning
Cbroniele,
Aug. l 6.
Applicatmn
for an order to the master,
authorizing
}lira to sit de die in did'm, till the
accounts between
the parlies _ere adjusted,

science which may be taken for a sample of other
consciences.
One is, that, in the perpetual prohibition
thus
put upon justice, saving bought exceptions, there
is Imthing by which die sensibility of that delicute organ is affected by any such sensation us
time
ot pain.is, that either the practice of the sham
Another

" Lord Alvanle._ had f_een of opinion that
warrants (a practice sowelt known to every other
the master was authorized,
and that it was
learned person who knows anything
about the
his duty, without
any order, to exerel>e
his
court andits practice) lind beeu'fortunateenou_lh
discreet'on in _very case of 1he kind.
Were
to escape his lordship's
notice; or that, in the
his lordship
oi that opinion,
he should tifink
practice of making
delay on &tse pretences for
any order unneees.-arv, - anti tlmretbre
improthe
sake _ny
of fees,
there is nothing
capablethe ofsame
atlording
such unpleasant
sens_tionto
per. Wi_en, however,
he lookedat
the praelearned conscience.
tiee of the court ibr the last twentv*five
3 ears,
Whence does this appear ? From an autho.
and considered
t hat hundreds
of t_rders of the
rit_, no less exalted and irresistible than his lord.
kind had been made within
that peried,
he
ship's own certificate. "I quit the ofiiee I hold,"
eoul(t not per-_uade himself that all of them
says his lordship's speech in somany words# "I
quit :the
I h-ld,
without one
painfulthatthere
refinehad been granted for no earthly . purpose,
but
tmn
ando._ee
I enjoy
thegratetul
feeling_
must suppose,
without
such order, that the
is no suitor who can _y I have not executed it
right of the master to do what was here reconseientiou,_Iy."
Mosta._suredly
no suitor, who
quired
did not exist.
His/oldship
therefore
t has read the trial of Mr. dusUce Johnson for
granted the order to the master,
subject
to ! words sai_ of the noble and learned lord's noble
the master's
exercisb_g
his o_n judgment,
I and learned friend and coltcagu% w_ll say _o if
There are four modes of defending
innocence,
the eiremnstanees
of the ca._e rendered
it hewhen attacked by die press. One is by silence;
eesst_rv for him to do so ever) d,_y or not.'"
another by answer: a third by prosecution nitThe practice of the eourl,
then, is so conmttUng pr'oof of delinquency ; ntourth hya mode
havil_g _it'
obtained
the powel
to act,
he prosecution
is wise.
triced
the account
elms given
of it whed_er
be era- I of
tfmt shall preclude it. The last
reel,) purposely
so eontlived,
that the master
is the mode chosen by English judge_:
and allen
sitall not have it in his power to make that
they
Accuse me if you
dare." grow bold and say--"
distribution
of his time, which,
in the judg_- Description
of the mode of proceeding_ bemeat of the only judge, who, with the power,
fore a Master m Chancery;
from the '" Apology
has the facts be|ore him, i_ conformable
to
for the C_nduct
of Mrs. Teresa
ConstanUa
the demands
of ju,tice.
By the _ham warrants, with their Ices, a regular s3 stem of delay is organized.
But, from this regular delay,
by the motion for the de die _n dtern with it,
fees, an exemption
is always ready to be sold.
And what is it that at tlti_ price i._ purchased ?
:Not any obhgatiou
on tim subordinate
judge,
but a heenee only, ai_d pro h_c wee only, to
do justice,

Phillips,"
anno 1761_ eel. ill. p. 173-178.
" By means of these suLterfuges and evasions,
she
above for
twowhen
yearsa warrant
beibre she
ableout,to
get w_s
a report;
was wa_
taken
and the parties were to attend at fire, nobody
appeared till after six, and then it was either a
message irom the eoun._el or the solicitor, to beg
the Master would be so good as to excuse the
eounset, who bad a cause in Chancery, or some
other
no-busi_wss that day, and could not possibly attend.

Here, then, we see a perpetual
writ of injunction
issued by the superior judge of the
high court to his eleven subordinates,
prohibiting them from doing justice.
A prohibllion on justice:
and to _hat end ? That,
as
often 8s a part Cs impatience
for justice is too
"
strong for eontroul,
an attempt
may be made
lo purchase it at the expense of an ineidental
stilt, carried on by affidavit evidence : a suit
which, if needful, shall, tbr that once, render
it so tar possible
to do justice.*
Injustice
established
as a rule of practice,
to produee

" If the counsel was read_, the solicitor _
ill, or had a cause elsewhere.
" At other tim_% Mr. W. would promise to
take a warrant out for the next attendance_
as it
eameinifisturn;
and, ifhckepthisword(which
seldom happened_ for he generally chose to for.
get it.) he would take it out three or four days
later than he agreed to do." [.4 warrant _Here
was every exertion made that could be made, to
make delay: if, atthistime,
thepracticeoftaldng
out three warrants constantly for three different
da).s to procure one attendance
had heen estabhshed, would not some notice have been t._ken
of it. ]
In fin% thus was she played off and
amused by these gendemen:
it was looked upon
as a great point gained O¢ one warrant
i_ siz
was s_ke_
to; and lhen it we** on?y waa/he

has the mouth of any lawyer been opened, to
stop these judges from thereceipt of fees on false
pretenceS,
'_ Supposing this report and another to be cor"_% two things are i:ertain rdatively to a con.
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set at the metrowhether
imitation

same _natter over and over a eai_z. _t.ith all the
_aphistrp their ima.qinatlmts conld furm_h.
'" Very fi'equently the mod_Jicuhou of a word
hasbcen the business of a whole _tttendanee;
for
the counsel's _atch was laid utma the table by
him, and he took great care never to exceed a
• eeorutbe_ond
the hour.
" Though this is a most terrible grievance to
a suitor, can it be imagined
a master wdl be
8o infotualed
as to di.scountenanee
a practice
n'h_r'e,m the ehi_;f profl't_ of his pleu:e depend ]
No, sur_'ly.
" Then what remedy is there left for the party
distressed
these
iairtaiton_
Y "Why_they
must movebythe
court
by their deups
coun,_el_
that the
ma_tcr may expedite his report, and the parties
atte_d de [lie in diem : and a motion of ttus kind
is seldom or ever made but you run the r_sk of
pain*n.q the maste_"s displea.sure before whom
pour question .stands ; and no doubt that would
be looked upon as a dangerous
proceeding;
therefore, this is an evil w_ih.oat rented#,
"" But at last, in 1744, she obtained a report in
her favour, after being obhged to put in _,i_' or
seven d_ff'erent aaswcrs;
fbr, if by any chance
there was the word then instead of than, they
blotted it out to oblige her to put in another, and
the_z another, oil. fi_dmg no possibility of cavil,
even at aword_ they wereobllged
togive n up,
after twoy_rs
ant] sonic month_ close a[tel]danee_
and that nmnstrous erpeuse,
"However,
that this summary way of praceeding may not giveo_rre,_ders
too high anopmion
ot the law, they will be pleased to observe, belbre
._he went to Jamaica,
th_s had been abo_e two
?ears referr__d to the master: therefore, _om first
to last, exclusive of the tm_e she wa_ abroad_ this
ans_er was five years attending;--not
that she
lays tee blame upon the master to whom _t was
referred,
fi)r when they at any time attended,
and he, good old gentleman., could keep hnnself
awake,
he endea_oured
all in lfispowertounderstand them.
" The master, shebelieves, was an honest man ;
but nat one o,*those judges wl_o_ _ it' he could see
light through, a hedge _,_'tfich he w_s not able to
ass, wouht jump over it.'
[An expression of
_ord Cbancenor Ta!bot's in th_s cause.]
" _Ir. M--nk,
counsel and solicitor in this
case were his neighbours ; and. before any warrant was to be attended_ they generally smoked
a pipe together,
and the stories they'told
him
were so very different from what she used to tell
him before their faces the next day. it perplexed
the_ood
oht gentleman
to such a "degree. that he
use(t to fallasleep for relief; and when heawaked,
made an excuse tbr what he called shutting his
eyes to save them_ and _Ir. O
(who continned all the time he was reposing still talking,)
would say-- _ SYell, master, I beheve you will
be of opinion that this line we bare been arguing_
viz. " And this de]_onent at that time lodged at
the house of Captain Burton, &e." should stand

w.:

B'arton,"
&e.'
" Pray, reader_ obsarve how material was this
exception.
" _ I say_ master, I believe you will be of optni.'.'n_ *.!',i_ ought to be altert_t, and more ex-
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i_ in dange_ of being slack in the shade of a
distant
plovince.
On passil_g acenunls
before the court of
gland se-_ions
ut_on the Chester
division of
the Welsh circuits.
" each side is to file its
intel rogatm'ies
with the registrar,
and to lake
,,at three warrants,
fi,r the othel
side to be
prescott at settling them" (_ix notice% to prodtn'e the effect of' one,) '" else on the third
warrant
the registrar
proceeds
ca" parte. ''_
Au_zust 1789 is stated
as the tfi,e
at _hich
this practice
was perhaps
instituted,
more
prohabl 5 reeo-qfi_ed.
Yet, i_ that same eourt,'_
the " course of
eq,ity
proceedings
is e_'cn _stor_ dilatory and
prolix than in the h_gh
" court _!" Cha_mery ;'"
the little Welsh equity court bei_Jg a sort of
dormouse,
that '" must getwrally sleep ten or
eleven months of the _ear ;'" tlte great
high
court a sort of sloth, _:hieh, though at its own
pace, keeps on erawhng almost the whole year
rotund.
Five or six tm_es as much delay asin
the grand warehouse
of' delay ; and _et not
enough tbr the appetite
of learned travellers,
without
the extra portion
a_tached
to the
sham warrants.
From the same school, take another
specimen of the art of making business.
P. 114. '" Where
there
is a replication,
there mu_t be a publieat_oa
_ofthe evidence,]
though no _itness
be examined ;'" t. e. though
there
_s nothing
to publish.
To what end
thus attack
impossibility,
and vanqui_-h it ?
Answer
: That the plaintiff
may move (i. e.
fee counsel to move) that that which eannot
be done may be done.
Take the passage at
length :--"
If defendant
neglects
to take
i_
out and execute
it" [a enmm_ssion
for the
examination
of witnesses,_
" plaintiff
may
ne,.t cu'eait (_. e. next halt" year,)
move fbr
publication,

though

no witness

be examined

;

plai'ned, and therefore
N insufli,'ient ;bnt.
as _t
_s six o'clock, we must defer our other ob]ection_
till _he next warrant.'
"" The poorohl gentleman gener;dlyeonsented;
for it is not to be imagined an apothecary
would
be ag._mst a _epetit_m_."
Law3ter--_lemoirs
of a courtemn ?--a pretty
source to draw from]
Give me a better_ and I draw from it. Is it
my tault_ that the transactmns
of a cell_ where
a great part of the property of the kingdom is
perpetually
telling over a gi['diron, should be as
perpetually
involved in darkness ? In such a
state of tbings, have not the faintest lights their
value?
Of the matters of fact there'stated
as
true, must not some the most material havc been
in their own nature matters of'notoriety?
_'ith
her adversary she was at bitter enmity:
but, as

tothes teofthe
law
and
theoduct
ofth o
by whom it was admin]stered_ she bad no motive
for representing
it as being any otherwise
than
she found it.
* Jurisd. &c. of Great Sesslons_ p. l'2& Anon
1795.
-_ Preface t_ the same work_ p. xxviiL
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for, wherethereisareplication,theremustbea
pubiicatmn,
though no witness be examined."
Here, too, we see a sample of equity logic,
from the school of Gilbert
and Btaekstone.
Take any art angement
that comes uppermost,
the more h rational the better, --it
you want
a reason for it, wrue it over again, with a tor
before it. The u,e of such logic is, to enable
sueh morality
to pass without
notice,
IV. Sham
notices
called
dz_tringasses-Exchequer
a detay-_hop,
Exeml,hfication
the fimrlh .-A eorporation,accordingtoL_rd
Coke (who
was not ill aequaimcd
with them,)
has no
conscience.
What is fetter,
it has commonly
a long par,c.
}_roblem, how to get the ranhey out of it ? Solution : By lmth these qualifications,
it _s so much the better
&_posed
to the pur,'ha_e
of that delay, of which the
court
ot Exchequer,
as well a_ the other
shops, has an as.-'Oltmcnt
_o perfectly
at its
serwee,

t
i
!
I
t
!
i
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Corporation
of Drldgewater
; 2. East-India
Company ; and 3. A free grammar
school.
Average
qu:mtity
of dela) sold, between
ball a veal and a year ; after which the cause
was to begin.
Profit to the partnm stnp, not
d_scoverahle.
Care taken by the court in each
c-a_-c that the mnount of the eventual
mulct

i on the second order should not exeeed
£20,
t lest obedience
to the second order should take
away the pretence
for tt,e third.
In two out
of the _hree cases, a brace of writs were let
off at a time.
Thus in the Exchequer,
e,tuity side. l_ut,
at common
law, Ihe art ot denhng with corpotations
is not le_s eomptetcl)
understucut.
The same care to avoid precipitation;
and
the same tender
caution not to bear too bard
utmn the corporatton
(though
it has no elmscience)
a first and second time.'_
A judge,
who, with a wi.ql to do justice,
pos_es.-edpowcrsuitable,--eanit,
bene,,csaary
to ask _hat in such a ca,e he would do ? tle

la it your misfortune
to have a demand
would send tor au acting member of the cot
upon a corporatioll
? You must let off upon
poration, the directin_ bead, _hc writing hand,
them three writ_, or three pair of writs, one
or any other
(what
difficulty
soever
fl_ey
after another.
By the hetp of the._e three
might'find
iu settling
the matter amongthem.
writs,
at the end of about
seven or eight
selves, there wnnbt be no more diffiralty
on
months
the suit is just begun, the corporathe part of the judge in dcaling with them,
tiun having made what is tailed
an appeartban with any one of them in his individual
anec, that is, employed
an attorney
to act for
capacity ;) and what was not done in the
them. bat nothing as _et done.
The_e three
Exchequer,
among _o many leanmd hands, in
writ- are worth beyond comparison
mo_e than _ .-ix month,,
eoohl be done in half as many
the _hree warrants
; but then there _s no end ! minutes.
to the writs,
which
there
never is to the i
V. Sham
representations
_ Scotland
1 Court of Sossnm a delay-shop--Lord
_'arralttS.
OrdiSum demanded,
say £2,000.
The writ is [ nary the shop-keeper.
a command
to the sheriff to h.vy so much }
Exem!,hfieatiou
the fifth:-money
at the def_.ndanC_
expen,e,
in the j
In Scotland,
a- everybody knows,

nofewer

event of his not employing
an attorney,
a_
he ought.
In yore first writ )ou take care
that tim sum thus levied, or ordered
to be
levied,
shall he a _um ptamly inferior
to the

i
I
i
I

than fltteen judges are occupied
in ob_tru,'ting tree anmher'_
decision, and frittcrit_g a_ay
one armther's
re_i,on_ibflity,
all sitting in one
court.:[:

interest
of the money in dispute,
for the time
which the dcfimdant
gains by taking no nofloe:
a eustemarv
sum is 40s.. and perhaps

i
As with most other functmnaries,
so with
i jud_-es, in the calculation
of cmnmon
sense,
. the-chance
of right decision
is (heeause
re-

there is no other."
Defendant
not appearing,
} ._ponsibiti|y is) in'the inverse ratio ot the numyou are alrno-_t angry, and to show _ou are
in earnest,
you fee eounsek to move for a ]
"l- mellon's Crompton, I. g17; IL 76, gT.
larger stun, takina" oare im_ to he too hard
+* At the tnne when this appears to have
upon him--say
£20.
The same eauae pr_been written (l_ilJ6,) the fifteen judges of the
serving inviolate _m the part of the eorporaCourt
of Session
were m a._sembly,
the pracuee attd,
of sitting
as
a sort
of dehberative
hke a
tionthesameprine_pleofpassivedi_obedience,
legislative
body_ they are known to have been
you are now quite angry ; and to show you
diwdedinto
parties on important legal points, the
are not to be trifled with any longer,
you
debates being often conducted
with great aerimove a second time, get your third distringas,
runny. In 1808 (48 G. Ill. e, 151) the eourtwas
with ",'our £50 worth of issues, for that is the i .separated into two d_vismns.
In 182,_ (6 G. IV.
c. 120) seven of the judges were appointed to
phrase. "
sit, under the title of Lords O_tinary,
as single
In Mr. Fowler's
account of the practice of judges_ deciding cases in the primary instance,
the Court of Exchequer
* (equity
side,)
are
In 18_0 (11 G. IV. & 1 W. IV. e. 69) the number
to be found three original and highly instrueof judges was reduced to thirteen,
and there are
tire cases, from which the above instruction
now (1839) five judges who individually
dtc_de
was composed.
Corporations
squeezed:
-- 1.
eases in thefirst insmnee_ and two court.- o_ further
recourse, each c_,nsisting of' four judges. 1_ eases
of diff, culty, it is still, however, thepractwe
to
• I, 198.
take the opinions of all the thirteen judges.-- Ed.
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ber; m French calculation in the direct ratio : who want delay, to suffer deereets to pass in
a thick quarto volume of ealenlations is built absence against them, and then to offer a re.
upon that ground. In France, sale of offices presentation to the Lm'd Ordinary, prayingto
(and amongst others of judicial offices) was be heard in their defence. By this shift, the
an object of revenue. Beibre she gave kings determination of causes is greatly postponed,
to England,--drawn
by necessity, Scotland
and much unnecessary trouble is given to the
elung to France. French law shows through
LordOrdinaryinreadingrepresentationswhich
Scotch law in a thousand places,
contain nothing matelial to the cause."*
Under this system of obstruction, lest suits
2. " The party who is dissatisfied with an
should get through too fast, a sort of a turn- interlocutor must offer a reprt'sentation to the
pike was contrived, with one of their lord- Lord Ordinary, praying an alteration of the
ships, in quality of turnpike man, to stop the judgment, within ten sederunt days [amormtcause and take toll of tile suitors, with the ing to a fortnightt] of the signing of the intitle of Lord Ordinary.
terlocutor ; otherwise the interlocutor shall
in no one sort of cause is he bound _o give I become final, unless, &e."
any decision ; in some he is not allowed : in i 3. " Representation
against deereets enno cause is the suitor bound by his decision, [ tlrely in absence, may be permitted at ;my
should he have been pleased to give one : in t time, before extracting the decreet."$
some sort of causes, the suit, a(ter regularly [ 4. " The Lord Ordinary, after reading the
going up, as regularly comes down again, be- I representation,
will either refuse the desire
foreThe
anything
can be with
doneforty
in it.
king of France
thousand men,
Went

upthehill,

andthen

eame

This privilege of riot judging,

thereof,
ordai,_
same
beanswered
by
Fthe
otherorparty
; the
either
of towhich
shall ktep
{ tile
matter open until a new interlocutor is
does he fre- pronounced." [l l-Falling both, it may thence

down again.

quently avail himself of it ? This would be
worth knowing.
If this modesty is general,
the result is curious,
tL're is a court coinposed of fifteen j n ges, each of theu, by his

t be inferred, the cause would be at an end. A
I catastrophe of this sort. does it ever happen ?
[ If seldom, the nnh'eqnencv of it is a proof o|
! the eonstaac'¢ of his lord-hq_'s v g huee. How

own ackeowledgmelit,
unfit to be a jmlge.
What ! riot take so much as a eham'e tbr
gdving satistketion to the parties?
Impose
upon them purposely the most vexatious lot
that neeessity can prescribe ?
Supposing you to have got a decision of his
lordship (calledan inte_ [oeutor)in your fa_'our,
think you that a guess can be formed when
the cause will terminate ? Not it indeed,
After receiving a fortnight's
delay gratis, _
your adversary gives in a representat,on, mid
then the cause stops.
Some time or other
comes a second interlocutor, adhering to the
;first : stop again : and so on without end.
On e,mh such representation, fee to his lordship's clerk, 3s. ; to the other members of the
partnership, other fees : amount of each, arid
number in the whole, unaseertainable,
Seeing, in the instance of masters'warrants,
what the powerofoneshillingwasin
EnglalJd,
an e_timate may be formed of what _even
were this all) the power of three may have
been in Scotland.
Lawyers, of all men, are least given to the
telling of tales out of school : the quantity of
abu,e that transpires is as nothing in coinparison with tlmt which is kept close. Here
and there, by a momentary fit of pique or probity, an incident comes to light.
In the picture above given, is the character
of Seoteh justice injured ? Hear from her own
worshippers.
First, let us hear from Mr.
Russell how the matter stood in 1768.
1. " It is a common device of defenders

] should there be _nv _a]ltne oi that virlue ?
I Tire cause gone, wl(h it go the represeMtttions
t and tlte fees.3
I ,5. "' Every new interlocutor creates a fresh
delay, as it is competent to the party who
thinks himself iz,jered to offer a new l epre, senration, within te_l da_ _ _a fortnight 3 of tire
last interlocutor ; and t'here being no limltat_on as to the number of representations, the
occasions of delay are infinite, when parties
are litigious."§
There bein_" no limitation to the number
of replesentatrons,
there Js no limitation to
the number of 3s. fees : and there being no
limitatiml to the number of his lordship's fee%
there is no hmitation to the extent of his lordship's patience. Where is the virtue that may
not be taught by money ? By money, English
judges are taught mendacity:
by money,
Scotch judges are taught patience.
6. " If tile Lord Ordinary, after repeated
representations, shall eontinue toadhere to his
former interlocutor, the party who complains
must either acquiesce, or apply to the Lords
it: the Inner-house by petition."
This in 1768. One and thirty years after, let
us observe how the matter stood in 1799.¶

Beli'_
System of Deeds, VI. 75.

"*Russell [viz. "The Form of Process in the
Court of Session and Court of Teinds, to which
,s prefixed a General A.ceoant of the College of
Justice. By John Russell, Clerk to the Signet."
Edin. 1768,]p. 51.
"1"Bell, VL 75.
_ Russell, p. 64.
II Ru_aell, p. 65.
_ Ib. p. 66.
I_wrie [viz. "New'Form of Process before
theComto_SessionandtheCommissionofTeAndt_
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7. " It is tube regretted," says Mr. Lawrie, I
10. " But, if the order be simply to answer
" that there is no general rule of court, li- , the representation,
which is the most usual
miring representations
in point of number ; deliverance, the other party must give in a
as a party who conceives himself imrt by the written answer, within the time limited by
Ordinary's judgment, trequcntly brings an the interlocutor,
if any time be specified."_
intolerable load of expense on his opponent,
At giving in this " answer," or " any other
and trouble oil all concerned.'"
The party ? paper in a cause, appointed by the Lord OrIs he the author of the mischief? What is the dimtry," fee to his lordship's clerk, 8s."l!
judge about all this while ?
Let us now hear Mr Bell, official lecturer
8. '" Sometimes," _ays he a_ain, " in order on conveyancing, in his System ot Deeds, voi.
to accelerate the final decision, and save vi., exhibiting instruments of procedure:trouble and expense to the parties, the Lord
" When a judgmellt is pronounced by the
Ordinar 3 declares m hi.- interlocutor [inexoLord Ordinary, the cause must then proceed
rable ju-twe !] that he _ ill receive no more as before, by representation and petition ; but
represema_mns ; in which ease, if the parry wherememorialsorinformationsareappointed
be d1.,_-atisficd with the ._udgmem, he ought
to be given in, it will most probably happen,
to apply for redress to the Inner-house.
In that, the one party is more anxious than the
practice, however, ._aeh declaration is too other to bring the cause to a conclusion :'"
often disreg_trded _amiable weakness '.7 mote (_. e. the plaintiff to receive his money, than
representations being given in, not_xit_standthe defendant to p_rt with it) " and o(course
ins the prohibition, by which means 1lie sa- to force tn _hc memorial, or information.
lutary ends which the judge has in view at e This is to be d,Jne ov.ly b_ preparing the rue.
often entirely disappointed." Thus it is, that,
mortal, on the part of the client, and by
under the lee-gathering system, the virtue
enrolling the cause, and praying the Lord Orof judges i_ continually set at nought by the dinary to appoint the opposite party to lodge
wickedness of suitors,
their memorial. The Lord Ordinary will, of
Observe. that, to prevent the mischief at- cour_-e, renewthe order against next ealting;
_ogether. all that his tord_hip has tt_ do Is to I but in all probability, several such enrolmen_s
abstain frmn violating his o_n solemn on- i _value of each, .3_.] will take place bclbre
gagements ; that to _hi_ purpose no po_ltive the older he made peremptory, or under a
act whatever i_ nece_oary ; ibr that, if' his i fine. In short, this is a situation in which it
perfid 3 slumbers but tbt a mmnent, the cause is ahnost impos_-ible to force forward the
with its fi'e_ i_ at a_l em]. Alt tttat he has cau.>e : tLe only remedy you have, is by conto do i,, to abstain fi'om travelling any fur- stant enrolmcnt [apphcation of 3s. tees in
ther in that track of corruption, into which that shapc_, and by strong representatio_,s
perhaps in no other eotmtry, eertainl 3 not in [a_*plieadoit ot similar fees in that other shape]
England, ha_ any judge the effrontery so to the Lord Ordmary, of the neeessity of dismuch as to make a footstep,
patch, to obtain an order that will .fiwce in
Of the _tatemeut thu_- given by the insti- lhe paper calle:i for" (and with it a last 3s.
tutionali_t, one is at a lo<s lo know what to fee.)
think.
Is it seriou._ ? is it irony ? Is he a
'lhe judg'c takes payment for making departy to the hypocrisy, or a dupe to it ?
lay : atnt lhe more dcl,_v he makes, the oftener
The fee winch is _reb]e to that by which tie is paid : and to this traffic there are no
the probity of Engli,h Masters in Chaucer_
lmfits.
I_ it to be wondered at that Scotch
has been --o long subdued, is far (I have al'- _uits are longer still than English ones ?
ready observed) from being the whole of the
Compare this case with the preceding one :
force by which that of the Scot oh judges h_
between them the partnership have a dilembeen kept in the state we see. As to umkinff ma, and such a one, that on one or other
out a complete account of it, I have already horn they are sate to catch you. Is it. delay
aekiic_wtedged the impracticability of it. The you wmit to buy ? There it is for you and
greater the _mm},_.r of .-hilli_;gs, the more welcome, at a fixed price: is it dispat_,h you
irresi_txhl,, the temptation,
the better the want? There is delay for you instead of it.
excuse : let us pick np a fbw more.
The higher you pay for your dispatch, the
9. "' If the representation he ordered to be more delay you have for'your money : and
answered at the bar, it is the business of the so it goes on, till shame or lear cries out to
other party to carol the cause in the Ordi- them, The measure is full : it is time to be
nary's first hand-roll* .... To hm lordsh_p's in earnest.
clerk, tot every enroIment in the hand-roll,
A pretty task is that allotted to the suitor!
fee 8s._f
to ply the judge with fees tilt his lordship is
tired of receiving them !
with
General
Account
the College
Two courts, through which almost every
rice, aand
a Table
of theofFees
payable of
to Justhe
Clerks and Officers of the t'ourt, By a Mere.
cause (at least every cause worth retaining)
her of the College of Justice."] p. 91.
_a_wrie,p, 90.
"l"lb. p. 383.
._.Lawrie, p. 91.
I_ lb. p. _q_t.
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is doomed to travel : one in which his single
is to be done. At other times, his dealing with
lordship
would not get on if he could;
the
the man of law is that of the young
spendother
in which their whole
lord._hips could
thrift heir with his steward
or his wine-met.
not get on if' they would,
chant.
" Tile fellow is a rogue and cheats
It is not enough
fi)r them to be themselves
me, but rather than be at the pains of overdelayers
: ti}e_ must moreover
be the cause
hauling his account,
lql e'en set my name to
of delay in otlier men.
it as usual, and there is an end of it."
Scotland
i_ Jbrtanate
enough
to be proThe real nature of" the represe,tation
trade,
vided with a sy.tem
of local courts,
europewas it a secret to the traders?
Without staytent
to the ta_k of rendering
prompt
and
ing for the answer of common
sense, let us
unexpensive
justice
to every man at h_s own
look to history,
ht a particular
case specified.
home;
unf,.,rtunate
enough to see, in the two
so lonv ago a, in 1750, representations
_ere
so closely intertwhmd
branches
of this suforbidden, r In thi;case,
they were takenaway
preme
court,
the power and the will to nip
altogether.
In other eases, Mr. Russell, who
in the bud that incipient advantage.
Of their
ever and anon is a reformer, suggested
that tl,e
loint activity,
no inconsiderable
portion
is number of them be limited.
Limit the nuulemployed
in parat 3zing the salutary
action
her of representations.
When )ou have done
of the Interior
courts, _
that, reduce the number of masters'
warrants
One merit wluch, in comparison
with Engfrom three to two:
or the number of common
tish, is peculiar
to Scotch
lawyers,-they
bail or of pledges of pro_-ecutioa
ti'om two to
do not pla_ter over the foulness of their sysone._
D_seard poor Mr. Doe, and h'ave his
tern with eulogistic
daubings.
They acknowfriend Mr. Roe to pim • m sohtude.
Such ale
ledge -- at least there are some among them
the reforms of lawyer_- t
that acknowledge
their need of amendment.
Ask an English judge l:ow many represenSuch is their
humihty,
they are willing
to ! taiions
he thinks
ought ?o be allowed?
or
draw it from the fountau|
that
flows on the
(xvhat to him is the same question)
how mat_y
other side of the Tweed : and their southern
i_is law allows ? He will answer
you, when
brethern,
such is their liberality,
are ready
a Scotch judge ha_ infi)rmed you, how many
with their ink to blanch the northern
ebony,
common hail, or how many pledges of proseWhen abuse is the plant, the pruning-knife,
eution, he looks upon as necessary.
not the pick-axe,
is the instrument
employed
What is above is but a -ample.
Let it not
by jurisprudential
husbandry,
be imagined that _he above manifestations
of
When you see the law)m: bustling,
and a the influence
of the principle of corruption
twig or two cut off, be sure that the patience
are all that could be forum ; let it not be imaof the non-lawyer
is exhausted,
or threatens
gined that they are the hundredth
part; let it
sOOn to be.
I not be imagined
that they are even the gros,_.
Once in half a century or so, the legislator
iest
manifestatmns.
Why then eml)loyed
to
i the exclusion
of others ? Partly by accident ;
awakes
trom his trance,
and then smnething
I for the labour of a emnplete
survey would
" The forms of procedure,
against which tl'e
have been too great : partly as being more inabove remarks arc levelled, have been altered to tetligibte.
so great an extent, that the teehmeal phraseology
I{ansaek the whole system of proeedure-m_tde use of, has _h a great measure ceased m be travel
through
it from beginning
to end,-apolieable to the practice of the Court of Session :
--_brinstaoee,
thedoeument
termed aRepre_entayou will thud it throughout
of the same eomtion_ is now unknown.
_V_thout descending
into
plexion,
owing its birth to the same causes.
the minutife of these alteratmns,
it may rumply
Ma_itnum
of profit to the partnership,
the
be observed, that the tends:hey of mode_'n leg,smum and constant
end : maximum
of east',
tatio_n has been tu increase the powzrs and (tutJes
the collateral
end.
Minimum of expense,
deof
the Lord_
Ordinary,
and effectual
to render $,Vimn
procedure
lay, and vexmiou
to the suitor, the pretended
before
them more
brief and
tile
the real-nbteet
pursued in the
works quoted in the text were written, there was -- lnaxllnunl
but one Lord Ordinary:
there are now five (vide
character
ofanintermediate
object, conducive
supra, p. 221, N. _.)
When a Lord Ordinary
to the main end.
Misdeeision
and failure of
has given his decision, there is no mean,; of again
justice
knowingly
produced,
not tbr their own
opening up the case in the manner alluded m : sake, nor therefore
constantly,
but whenever
there is still, however, recourse to the Inner.
they presented
themselves
as eondueive
to the
house,
and thence
m the inHouse
Lords.
above intermediate
end, and thence onwards
The judges
have appeal
no interest
any offees
col
leeted.
Many of the minor ofllcmls of the court
depended tong on this source of income; but in
1838, an act was passed (1 & 2 Vict. e. 118,) up.
pointing
them to be paid by salary ; all fees
(except mere remuneration
tot copying documents)being
collected into a general fund to assist
in the excpnses of the establishment.
See farther
on this subject, the Letters
on Scotch Reform,
in VoL V._gd.

to the uhmmte.
The ends of justice, the true
aod legitimate
ends of judicature,
pursued so
far, and so far only, as seems necessary
to
keep the people, in the character
of suitors,
+ Ru_elt,
66, 17th Jan. 17_.
** Common bail, or sham bail--fictitious
sons, whom an English judge, on receiving
gives ton areditor for his security.

pera fee,
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a state of patience,
and keep the talons of
_under
a general licence given by the jmlge
depredation
covered
by the cloak of justice,
for the admission
ot t_lse ewdenee.
Such being the interest-such the wishes
6. Pleading,
and more especially
_peeiat
and endeavours
generated
by the_e interests,
pleading.
_what
were tile means employed
by them?
7. Principle
of nullification-decision on
It remains
that an am, wer be given to that
ground_foreign
to the merits--decision
by
question,
by a brief indication
of the pliucipal
quirks and quibbles.
devices employed by the fee-gathering
aystem,
S. Priample
of fiction,
in all its various
for the attah_ment
ot these end_.
_ branches--the
habit of _:iviug from the bench
lie_ for reasons_of
telhng lies to entrap
and
fleece the parties -- of encoulaging
partie_ to
CHAPTER
V.
I t_ll hes--of
compelling
parties to tell lies-of punishing
parties
for not telling lies--of
LIST O_" THE DEVICES EMPLOYFD UNDER THE
FEEoGATIqERING SYSTEM, FOil PROMO'I ING I
I
'IlrtE ENDS OF Es'rABLI_,HFD JUDIEA'IUttE,
AT THE EXPENSE OF THE ENDS OF JUST ICE.*
THIYS much as to the sinister interest
operating on judges,
under tile existing system
of procedure
; and the ends pursued
in consequence,
the actual el_ds of judicature,
not
coinciding
with, but opposite
to, the ends of
justice,
In the pursuit
of the_e ends, a variety of
devices have been employed.
It may be of u_e
to bring to vieuSa li._r, or at least a sample,
of these devices ; the rather, since at the head
of the list it wil! be neee.-sary to place an
instance
of exclusion
; a sweeping
operation,
in which evidt, nce, and of the best and ulost
necessary
sort, is comprehendedevidence,
which in most cases constitutes
the most instructivc
part of the whole mass.
There
will be a convenience
in seeing tile
list of these engines of iniquit_
in one view.
For enabling
the reader to enter into the conception of them, a vanet 3 of expressions
have
been employed.
Where
one t_tils, another
may answer
the purpose.
Nog having been
noticed, at least sufficiently
noticed, they have
never as yet been named,
1. Exclu-lon
of the parties from the prosence of tlxe judge-parties
not heard--deei,ion given without
hearing
the parties-audience refused to suitors, either throughout
the cause, or till the end of it.

encouraging
jurors, and even competiiog
them
by torture,
to commit
perjur?.
9. Principle
of jargon,
jarg_mizati_n,
_r
tecLnical
languaee---perversion
of lau;4u _ge
to tile purpose of" s. curlrig lgnol alice and in;sconception
ot _he law, on ti_e part of the poDpie--setting
and keeping
tip a cant or flash
language,
to serve the ends of judicature.
t0. Double fountain
principle.
11. Eulogization,
puffing of jurisprudenti_d
taw.
12. Multiplication
of offices.
On die subject
of the several articles
cornp_ised in this list, sever'el observations,
applicable to them in eommcm, present them._elves
as having a clam_ to notice:1. There i_ r,nt one of them thai hu_ any
place in any of the courts above di_tingui-_hcd
by the name ot cnuI ts of nalural
procedure
2. There
is not one of them
that has not
place in the several courts above distinguished
by the name of courts of technical
procedure,
3, They consequcntl_
torm so many characteli_tic differences,
by x_hieh, on the one hm_d
the courts of natural l.rocedure,
on the other
hand tile courts of technical
ploeedure,
may
be dt,tingulshed
t¥om each other.
4. In proportion
as the in,titution
of them
respectively
is found to be rep,lgnm_t
to the
several ends of justice,
one, more, or all of
them together
(whmh,
in the case of every
one of these devices, _ill be found to be actually the case,) they will serve to bring to
view and demonstrate
the existe:,ce
ot so

2. Tribun',dsout
ofreaeh--theeountvcourts
many virtue_ in the natural,
so many vices in
swallowed
up by the metropolitan
courts,
the technical
system ; characterizing
the n t3. Sittings interrupted,
imerrupted
by long
rural systenl
b_ thei_ :lh,ence.
the techni,-.d
and fixed intervals:
ternls--cilcuits--da)s
,y_t m by thei'r pro-el.co :--so
mm_y r_e_-,
fixed for each step in a cause,
an(t (as being the result and i_roduct of gre c:
4. Operations
wittmut
thought--decisions
labour,
carried on by gencratmn
after generapronounced,
judgments,
rules, orders,
delltion, from age to age, and under the impulse
vered, by subordinate
otheers, withuut the priof a sinister
interest
created
by' the fee-gacity ofthejudge.
Judieatureuponmechann.al
i thering
system)
so many abuses.
principle.'_--principleofmechmlicaljudieatur_,
5. They will form so rnany topics for the
5. Decision
without
evidence,
or on evi- _ exercise
of the ingenuity
aim eloquence
of
donee delivered
in under a mendacity.licence
the advocatesofthe
techuical
s_stem--for
the
professional
advocate,
the ofllt_al judge,
tile
" For see
furthe_
remarks a_act
on the
subject ofPelf
this
official lecturer or general i,stl_ u_io_milst, the
aapter,
'" Justice
Codi_ation
t_on_'" (VoL V.)and
"Delay
ar_l Complication
_tables, _" attached to the Letters on 8eoteh Refo_m in the same Volume.
VOL. VII.

unofficial
compiler or particular
instittmonalist.
Under each head, a perpetual
in,'itation
is given to all these tear,ted persons.
In an_,
p
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court of natural
procedure
hau it any place ? i exclusion
of their allegations,
in the charac°
Of the courts nf technical
prneedm'e,
is there
[ tee of testimony,
applicable
to the purpose
a.y one in which
it has not a plaee?
I_ it, of grounding
a, decision,
giving termination
not mine ta' les_ (.ondueiw.
t_) the mischief
to the ._tdt. An ex:_ress exelu_inn
put upon
oppo.iie
at h.a.t to uome one of the ends oi their l)er.m_s wouht have been too fl_rantly
ju,nee.--dela_,
,,r e×pen._e, tor example,
or
odiou-,
aml more than wa¢ neee.-sary
to the
Imth ?
Can you m.d<e i_ appem that, to any
purpo-e. _ It was done by so aide;lug
matother of the _mds oi justice,
it 1, in any pretee- that a part) should have nothing
at all
ponderant
deg, ee, or _o nmch a._ in any deto gain hy atlendam'e,
while he had u_ nmeh
gree. Conducive ? Herei._ so much delay from
a. possible
to _uflbl m,d to t(,se.
Nothing
it" bore is so much expense
fl'om it ; here
at all to vain;
_hen
lie could neither
gain
is so nluch vexation trom it: -- now, where i_ credit for any le'qi[non)
of llls ov_n, nm exthe u.-e of it ?
_ tta,'t any te.tiun,uy
fl nm the lip_ ot hl_ antaIn thi_ pi,du _pceeh--not
too phdu for the
eol,i_t, nor so mto'h a. enu,plehend,
through
platae_t
man to par or to cou,prehe,ul--they
the jargon
in which it had for th,_ purpose
will feel the vise q nt hhurnd:
touch them
been enveloped,
what had been done, or was
with it. one after another,
the uneiean
spirit
intended
to be d, me. Much to suffer ; partly
will stand confe_s,',d.
I frmn the natural
t'au_es
of vexation,
expense,
Of these,
there
are few which )*ave not tarot delay, the unavoidable
em:comitants
of
plaee in o,mmoa,
in ever)' mvihzed
countr_ ', judieml attendmme
: but a great deal mine by
in which the tee!retool s3stcm i_ established,
! the arrangements
that had been e_tahli_hed
that i_, in ever) eiwlized
country o:t the iaee ; flu' *he purpose
ot wearin_
out hi- patience,
of the globe.
[ rLudtermg
the burden
oi at_emlance
intoteOf the whole list of them, however,
no ' i-_lJl_ and *hu_ foreir:g hhn into the arms of
inem>iderable
pint will be lbt.)d
pecu]iar,
the p,,, ,,er* and dependants
of the judge, the
rather tn torn or in degree,
to that lnol,ifieaprof,,_-._onal sub-litutes
and aa._i_tant_. T
lion of it which is estabhdmd
in England.
It is in virtue ot th> eommand:ng
feature,
some article,
peeuhar
in &do; [nanv more pe.
that a thrace, howe_ er rapid, over the whole
euhar in reapect ol the degree
in which they
expanse of the technical
system,
bee,me
so
have place in thi_ country,
as eompared
with
indlspeusabte
a pint of the present
work.
others.
Exclusion
of parties
i- exeludon
of witDevices peculiar in toto. are-- 1. The disnesses,--of
the per-on-_ in whnse instance
au
tinetloubetween
lawcourt,-andequitycourts;
acquaintance
nlore or le,_ intimate
with the
2. The halnt of'eulogizingju_i_prudent._M
law
ma, s of tacts per'_aining
to the cause, or at
at the expense of statutory,
_qmm law at the
least with some of them, _s mattm of ecru se ;
expense
of real.
and that acquaintance
frequently
mo_t in:iUnder
the head of devices peculiar in degree, will t,e found, perhaps nmre, at any zate
the tbllowing,
viz. -1. Tribunals
out of reach,
2. Sittings
at long and fixed intervals,
3. P, inciple and practice of nullification,
4. Jargon,
under its several modifications,
5. Fiction,
or mendacious
rea-:ons,
6. The use made of the double fountain
priueiple,
7. Motmn busine_,s ; including the business
of incidental
motions,
original motions,
and
motions

of course,

CHAPTER
• II_ST DEVICE--EXCLUSION

VI.
OP Tile

PARTIES

FItOM Tile PRESENCE OF Tile JUDGE.
§ 1. _r_'._ehiefs of the exel¢_sion,
IN the exclusion
put upon the parties may Im
seen the master-device,
the sine qu "_non of
tahe whole system.
To this, as to the centre,
may all the others
be referred
: their office
being, in eaeh instance,
to give either birth,
continuance,
or effect to it.
By exclusion
of the parties
from the progenee of the judge,
must here be understood

" The French practice of trying and giving
judgment
on oH?nders m their absence, is ire.
quently altuded to m terms of reproadlyet a
simdar one is pursued m England,
in the Court
of Qaeen'_ Bench.
In misdemeanours
tried in
that court, it is not necessary_ nor is it required_
tha_* the defendant should be I)resent ; the court
looks to his sureties.
It is by no means clear
that the accused must be present,
even in cases
of felony. About two years ago, two gendemen
were cbarg.qt w_th a _apital felony, on the Nortalk ('_rcmt. and:he c:_se was moved by ce_'twrarl
trom the as,_zes into the King's Bend,
It wan
argued at gre,_t length, th t the accused need not
be preheat at their m'al. and no precedent eoukl
be round to the contrary.
_V_thout deciding the
point. 51r. Justice Litfiedale saul he should object to try tbcm in their absent% and they accordinglv appeared on the floor of the court.--Ed.
-'b'2_-d£tto which, that thepract_ce of committing m writing wh_.tsoever w.,s said by either of
theparties,--this
practice, when once established
(which it was not, nor well could be. but by degrees,) superseded, as of eourae, the demand and
occasion for oral intercourse.
In one instanee_
perhaps, out of twenty,..the demand for writing
would present itself: under tkvourofthepretenee
af[brded by this one instance,
the purchase of
written paper was tbreed upon the parties in the
nineteen other instances in which it wa_ u_eless
or unnecessary.
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brought forward as tend in favour of his side

affording no other witnesses,
of it ; on the account of his adversary, that
Under the technical _ystem, the ends of the adversary may on his part be in posses.
judicature being throughout in oppod_ion to sion of his share of the same advantages.
the ends ofja,-tice,--- to hrina to slew the soIn tim charaerer of a witness, the suitor
veral way.- in whieh the appearance of the may present tmn,-elf either as an immediate,
parties i_l the pre.enc: of one another and o[ or as a non-hnmedlate witness. If as a nonthe judge, or (where that cannot be'l at an_ immediate wltne_% it wiII lhen be merely as
rate _,f the judge, is subservient to fl;e eud_ g_ving indicatioa of stone other source of
of j_stiee, i* to show i_ other word_ the se- evidence, real, oral, or written t some bah*y,
veral ways in which it is adver.e to the ends whether belonging to the class of persons or
of judicature.
So ma:ty servie., wtnch it i_ of things, from whom, or fl'am which, eelin the nature of this meetina to render to dance ti_ to serve in the character of immeja_ti_ e, so many con,iderations by which the dials, or say Mt_mateh/-empto!I_Xtde,evidence,
author, of tim technical system were called may (it is supposed) be extracted.
upon to oppose an inexolable bar to it at any
In any case, tim supposed ulterior source
price: aa also, m_ the other hand, so mm:y of evidence thus retched to may either be
conaideratian_ b_ which the h,_ri._,lator,in pro- determ_mte, known to the suitor as qualified
porti,m aa justice i_ the ob3eer of his regard, to serve in that character, or hypothetical
will feet himself called upon to rid the eoun- lind u_dttermhmte,
F_om what, of his own
try {ff a system by which the dictates of insknowledge, he knows of the _ture. of *.he
rice a_e titus trodden under toot.
case, taking into aceount_ the eire_m_gtanee of
In tl:e most eommon and natural state of place mat thnc, he supposes (with a degree
thin.-., both suitors will la_ least in the oat- of persu_.sion more or less intense) that, fi'om
set of the cause') find themselw's together ia a person or a thing uf sueh or such a de-capthe presence of the judge.
Wl_at other at- timJ, evidence pertinent to the eausein hand
rangemen_ so natural?
Whmn should the may. be to be obtained.
judge hear, if not the parties? And if either,
Presenung hirn_elf, or presented, in the
wh_ not the other, and (were it only that
character of a witness,--the
faets whmh a
time may not be wa,_ted) at the same time ? party wilt he mo.-t ready and most sure to
In thi. ease the meeting is tripartite:
par- bring to Iighr, _ill be _-aek facts as (in his
ties to it, the two suitors (the plaintiff, the view of the mat_.er) promise to be of service
defendant) and the judge : tripartite, taking
to his side of the cause. In respeet of these,
the judge rote the account: bq_artite and re- hi.. evidence i_ _elt-,-crving, and will lmtaciproeat, as between the stfit*ws.'
_ lally be spontane.u.-.
Favt. seen to be of the
Cases, however, arc not u antin.,z, in which, eppo_qtc tendvnc), i[ they come out at all, will
either in a ph3'.-ieal or in a prudm:t_al sense, scarcely come out but on demand made by
the reeiproc_ity i_ impracticable : then comes the adverse party or the judge: in a word,
a meeting bipm rite, a hearing ca:parte,
bu_ by _nterrog_*torle_: in respect of these,
When the party i_ not present, his pre-_em,e i his ewdenee will be self-d,.sserving,[l
may either remain altogether tm._upplied, _,r
I[ Attendance ot parties is one thing--exe!usupplied (in so far as it _s capable thus to he i stun ot profcs,_ienalas._stants another dfing. Care
snpplied) by an agent or suhstitu,e, private.-[" i _hould t,e taken not to cunfound the twoarrangeor professional,{ or both.
men% or to regard the one as a nec_sary eonseIn the character of a party, the suitor (it' quenee of the other.
he be present) appcar_ neeessarily and of
In the greater, the far.eater, number of suits
eoar_c : in the character eta witness, he may
(underaland md:vidual _aits, not sorts of suit,%)
appear or not, as it may" happen : according as prof,s,quasi
assistance
will be needless
; and_
nee,fie*', of course
mischievous.
_ut some
tllereff
it happens or not that a tact or facts, having wi[| atwavs be, in which the exclusion of pro.
an inttuence on the fate of the suit, had or *es_mnal as._istanee might be the exclusmn of
had not fallen under his cognizance,
ju._tice, Various are th_ deficiencies, the natural
Saving always the ease of impraeticability,
de_iciene!es, any of which may be suffirient to
physical or prudential,--justiee
presents a prevent the suitor from doing 3usnce to his own
constant demand tbr the p_esence of each cause. Minority, superannuation_ mental infirmity in ,my shape: regard being always had to
suitor, on t we opposite accounts : on hin own the quantity and quality of mental qualification, .
account, that, of the facts, arguments, and the demand for which is presented by the nature
demands, which the cause is susceptible of, of the case. If gratuitous a_siatanee, the fruit
and he capable of addueing, such part may be of natural relationshrp or of any o&er source of
sympathy, be forthcoming, and that competent
* For the sake of' simplicity, the ease which to the task, so much the better : if not, the asaffords divers parties on one side, or ou each side, sistanee of strangers ulust be obtained, upot_the
is here pmsstd over.
only terms on which the assistance of a stranger
q"Husband_ tkther, gu_rdJan_private friend,
can be made sure of; or, the lamb beinaoppo_ed
_, Attorney, or advocatn, or both, or (as in to thewolf, and without a shnpherd, _J_geonseAmerica) both in one,
quenee is obvious.
_he

_i
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I.* Factenda
by the plaintiff.
Functions,
for the performance
of which the presence
of
the plaintiffis
or may he requi,ite
: --l. To state the nature of hi_ d_.z;mml ; i. e
what the nature
is of the sort, ice whieh, at
the eharge of the dt fendant (in virtue of the
attthorily
suppo.-ed to be given to him by the
law,) he demands
at tl e hand* of the judge,
ex. gr. in eriminall,
infliction
of lmn_shment
on the defendant
; tn non criminati
(and, in
so far a_ satisfneti,a_
i, concerned,
in crzmi_lali,.) tran.-ferem'e
of the matter of wealth in
any shape (an indlvlduaI
thing,
immoveable
er moveable,
a sum of money liquidated
or
to be liquidated.)
from the possession
of the
defendant
into that of the plaintiff,
&c. &c.
2. To state on what t_lle such demand
is
grounded,
viz. in point of law : ex. gr. delit,qaency, contract, sucees._ion, &c a c. ; referl'in_
to the tenorofthe
law. where there exL, ts a
]aw_i.
e. tothe
word, of the statute,
where
there exi._ts a statnte
; in other words, where
the legislator
has rendered
it possible for the
subject to be opprized
of, and to observe,
the
law, for the non-observance
of which he is
doomed to _utfer.
3. To state
what the frets are, whieh, to
his knowledge
in the character
of an immediate witness,
or to his belief in the character
of anon-immediate
witness,
have taken [)lace:
they heinz such a.. in vIrt,w el surh law, have
given it, hhn such his tdl_ to _uch s_rrzee :
event_ or other taet_ inrest_twe,
or say celiatite,--having
the effeet of*nvestin 9 him with,
or conferro*ff upon him, such his title to such
serviee _
4. To state
the 9ro'tnd_
of his persuasion
respecting
the existence
of such cellative
or
inve_t_tive
facts:
whether
they be his own
perceptions,
or the _uppt,_ed
perceptions
of
any and _haL other I)er_ons, or -,thether
the 3
are eompost,d
of o_her informatnm,
in the
shape of real or written
evidence : and, in tn_
own instal;co,
to make knuwll,
if necessary,
whether
the facts so perceived
by him were
ti_e very facts themselves
that are m question
(as in ease of direct evidence,)
or other tacts

] regarded
as erideatinry
of them : as in ease
/ of eircumstantud
evidence.
t
5. To .-tate (a, wel! for the benefit of the
I dt4endant
as fbr hi_ own benefit, and _ hether
i called upon or not,) all such persons as he
_ expcets
to find quahfied to speak, in the charatter of witne-ses,
to any such relevant
facts,
as above : statil)g, in regard to each ,uch persmh what facts, -- and on what grounds such
iris expectation
rests.
6. To propose (whether
by name or by d,,_eliptton,
as ti_e ease may be) such person%
if arty, through
the mediu,a of whose testirarely, ultimately
employable
or not (and on
what ground,)
he looks fi., immediately
relerant and uttmmtely
employa}de
evidence,
as
probably obtainable
b) tnve_tigator_] inqmries
_ and examinauons.
7. To state (as well for his own benefit as
for th,_t of the detendant3
all such relevant
artiele_ofrealo_
wrt/tenevidencea_liewithin
h_- own custody,
pm_er, knowKdge,
or sup. posal ; together
with thephlee_
in wlaich they
are respectively
lodged,
or supposed
to be
. lodged, the ttme within which, and the means
. by which the) ms) respectively
be made torthcoming tbr the purpose of evidence:
and, in
' caseofapprehended
diltieulD,, _hat the nature
I of the difficulty Is, and what means (if any)
seem be_-t adapted
to the removal of it.
,
8. To authenticate
(whether
f,n' hi_ own
henefit or th,_ t. ot tim de_.-_:dt'.,:, a_.d _henee
, _ hether m the way ot -p_ /ltH,leo,l_ allegation
or contessorial
rcc gniti_nI,)
in the charactcr ef sore ces of wr_tte)l t_ _denee, ,n else to
. d_.avow,
all t_s¢_uulcnt., aud otLcr
scripts,
purportnlg
or alleged to be of hi_- writing,
indi_it_g, ot adoption,
whether
by _ignattae
or
otl'_r_i.,e.
9. To deliver (either on the _put. or. in ease
of ncee..-ity and fi_r _-peeiat cause, at a subseqaent time, in writhing, and w_th the benefit
of recollection)
showers
to all such relevant
and not improper
questions
a. sl;all be pro! p_unded
to him by or on {he part of the de_ tcmlant
(subject
to the all-allowance
of the
judge,)
or by the judge him.elf.

The zeal of the judge, the unfee'd judge(it may
be said,) ought to be such as to render the a._sls£ante of the hireling needles.*. It ought to be,-true: butwillit?
Chooseandmanageyourjudge.
as you will, can you be sure of its being so, and
in )very instance'?
Ifnnt, sayingthat
it ought to
be ts not a re_on,
not an argument applying to
the What
question,
a departure
if thebut iudge
be not from
merelyit. negligent,

It). To declare,
it needful amt required,
his
rue _, _tjusticiahihty,
for the ptu'po_e ofe_ ontom _atiqaclion,
or even punishment,
for any
u_d'ae expem-e and }exatmn
impo.ed
b) such
h_s demand
on the defendant,
and an_ other
person
or persons,--e_pecialt
3 in the even_
of the demands being deemed groundless,
or
being left unsupported
; nmre _'speeiaitv if the

hut (by the infl'aence of sinister inierest} pos_rarely and actively
partml ? Such things have
been. and therefore ought never to remain unprovided against, as if they were impossible.
* For a further statement of the author's views

institution
or pursuit
of it be accompanied
with mala tides (consciousness
of wrong)
or
temerity.:_

on the, subjects.
.
treated of in the ensuing" pages,
see
Principles
of Judicial
Procedure,"
Vat.
If.
5" See D,tmunt,
" TraitS,
de Legislation."
See ah-_ " Vieu, of a C6_nplele Code of Laws"
_,Amp. IV. (VoL IlL p. tltfi.}

_ In this ease_ the security given for the a-_surance of such justiciabihty,
of what nature shaU
it be ?--a topic to be considered.
For examvle,
shall it be.,elf-furnished,
or extraneous ? reai, ar
merely corporal ? eventual only, or depositions,
-/. e. t_y deposit made in the first instance_
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ll. Unless where, previously
to the insfitution of the suit, demand (demand
extlajudieiatly made to the defendant)
was phys;eally
or prudehtially
impracticable,
--- to declare
whether such demand were made by !',;m, and
where, a_M when. and how ; and i_ not, wb_
not ? to the end that, if the vexation a',_tehc_il
to the in_titutmn
of the suit were cau.-eles_,
espedall:;
'f mahe:ous,
due satisfite_mu
fbr it
may be made b_ him."
i2, To afford (whether
by means of interrogatorie.- pi_perly
adapted to the purpose,
nr
¢,_t,ert_is..') the mean, ,,f e<ablis!An_
(,_ di_provm. _ hi- own sincerity,
lhat _s, his Fe_ _uasio,t oi the demand:
1o lhe end that, ip. ease
of iI_,ineerlty,
he m,_y, on the score of mM_m
vexalmn,
be the more hi2hly respon_-ihh,
13. To receive warning that, for the truth
and sineerit_
of hi-. _everal deelaration_
and
alleged persuasions,
a_ above,
as well in rebpeet ot complet,,nea_
a_ of correctness,
he is
abe,it to he reaping-thin,
i. e. ju_tieiabl..
: to
wi:. upon exm'tly the same footing as an extran,.ous
withe---,, deposing in like manner m
a suit to whieh he was not a party._"
14. For his own be_*efi_, to r'eeive
e_mmun[cation
of the ae_ oral allega_ion_
on the
same ovea_imt made by t].e ¢]etcndar_t on his
(_he deflmdapt'_)
t)_ n behalf;
and. by eountei-intcrro
:atimi o:: the spot, and e;'entqally
h_ eounlcr-ewdence
and aplm_le
obaerwtIrons, to do what lies m Ins power towards

15. At the reqnMtion
of the defendant
or
the judge,--to
settle a ck z_me! and m_de of
c;>rresp,mdence
with him, durin2 _md for the
pm poae of the _uit ; in sm'h mamler a_ t_*ohvlute thereafter
all difficulties
and urn.attainties in respect
of his having or not haviu_, on
this or that
occasion,
received
m,tiee
(l'iz.
of anything
which he ma_ be called upon to
do or receive,
ebher for t_is own benefit,
or
that of the &-femhmt,
or any one else,)
tl, Fac_end,, by the defendant
: -1. To declare whether
he admits,
or eonte_t_, the ju.tiec
of the plaintfif's
demand :_
and this ,M]ether the demand be of a eriminarive, or a non-eriminative
nature.
2. If he annie-Is it,--whether
on thegrmmd
of tttw, or on the ground of tact, or on both.
3. If on the ground of fact,-to declare
whether lie means to advam'e, in the character
of di_,estittre
(or day obt_ctwe) fact,, any countar filets ; and if yes, tr_ advance them accordI ingly : proceeding,
in regard to such counter
flier% in the course atated in the ease of the
: plaintiff, as per artMes
4, 5, 6, 7. and 8.
I
4. To undergo examination
on the part of
! the plaintiff:
as in the ease of the plaintiff,
; b b a_tiele 9.
'. 5. lf(bv
his own eonfi_s'.'on or c'herwise)
_ the jus_('e of the plamtil,r', dem,uv_ has been
' e_tahli_hed
(o, pl ovism_mlty,
in the event of
it_ hem_ estahli_bed)--and
if the nature of
' the obligation
fn that event impeded on him

securing the plenitude
as wt.ll as eorreetne<s,
e,r exposing
the iueompletene-s
or incorrect_e_-_. of' _uch the defl_ndaut's
testimony
and
declarations.
..........................
1-,17,?" )'o _l.t*t!-+] _vxtenl_ 0_e ,mportance
el ti_s u- z _;i m general-be very mcon_d,..rable.
IVhv ? I"lecau_e.
under isthat
the vexation
attendant
nn litigatmn
so system,
inconsiderable.

i
:
'
,
i
i
)
'

_eqmres it,--to
declare whether
he is able to
fldlil it (tot example,
to endure the pnnish.
ment, render the sati_bwtion,
pay the money
due, deliver up the thine due, &c.) upon the
_pot, or at what other time or times, place or
place% &e.
6. If not upon the spo_,--the_)
_,, pray the
rc,pite he desire-. _ta:mt: ' ",l;e groun
is of such
'

Under the techmcal system, the importance
of tp.s prayer ; and. if rcqtds_te,
to indicate
and
it would, for the opposlte reason, be gre,_t : _'e'*t ' declare hi_ tu_tiemhihtv
(or say respoasihilit_/)
in proporuon ,o thevexatmnatt_chc_l'to
theparas in the idaintiff's
ease, art;_cle 10; in tile
ticular species of _mt employed.
: end that the judge may determine,
whether
In the most vexatmus of all suits (at least all
any and what indulgence
may and shall be
Enghsh stats,) an equity suit, -- in the instruRranted
to him, e(msistentlv
with the p_amcMted of
a big[,_
by d*hiehof itsuch
is commenced,
: "that, on a eumpaameat
statemelt
the existence
previous de- : {iff's rights and exigencies
mand is at least tYequent, if not constant : not
rative consideration
of t he exigencies
of both
that, whether _ueh demand was ever made or no, ' parties, the judge may determine
whether any
is a fact ctmcerningwhich
the draughtsman
ever
and what abatement
may be made trom the
deemslt worthhis while to require. To the party. ! phfintiff's
right, to save the defendant
frum
it
perfectly cognizance
useless, the.ludge
never
taking
theisslightest
of it: the
only
use itanyis suffering in excess.
of, is to the parmership,
by swelling'the
quarttity of protit-yxelding
surplt_sage,
The chaige is
inserted under the mendaeit_d-licence,--nfwhich
in its pbee.
In a suit at commo_ taw, nothing
is ever said about it.
"l-The care taken, in so many instances, under
the
to exen;pt
parties,
on va.
rioustechnical
occasions,system,
from this
obtigat,,on,
venal;tales
the device spoken of below u:_der the appellation
of the mendacity-licence.
See the chapter so
intltuted.
(Chap. XV.)
a 2 Maddoek's

Chane.

p. 2_12.

;
i
i
t
I
!
]

7. lnter alia (in ease of need,) with a view
to pecuniary
punishment
or sati--faction,
as
above,--to
We an ace(mat of all debts due,
or about to be, or likely to be, due to him.
and of all other expected pecuniary
resources,
and all other means Qf any) by which h:s
eventua 1 justiciability
m point of fact may be
secured and carried into effect
8. "1o be warned
of h_s respons_bd_ty
for

eorrectncs_
of his declarations
of all kind_;
t as
the per
truthartMc
and 13
sincerity,
m the plalncSfFs
the eompletenes_
ease.
and

_

_;:

_ :.7
)
-.
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9. For his own benefit,--to
receive coaL- : in the situation
in which each of them finds
munication
of the phdntiff's
self-serving,
and
himself.
I speak of that which plaee_ him in
(if any) self-dis_erving,
te_timon),
a_ ahme :
the presence
ot the judge,
and comm_mly
totheend
that, by eounter-mterrogatm_l_
and
,except
where special
circumstances
all_Jrd
(if the facts admit of it) by eouater-evi:ienee,
-peeiai rea.ons to the contrary)
in the prohe may do what
li,,s in hi_ power toward_
_enee of a more or le-s ntvjmrous
and rotssecuring the completeness
and enrrectness,
or
cellaneou_
auditory:
bringing thereby
to hear
exposing the incompleteness
or incorrectness,
against each party, in case of malpractice
or
of the plaintiff's
testimony
mnl deelarati.ns,
insincerity
on his part, that
sense of shame
10, To settle a ehannel
and mode of eel
which i,_ so powerfld
a preservative
against
respondenee
with him, daring
and tbr the
any tile slightest
deviatmn
from tire hue of
purpose
of the suit ; as per article
15, plainrectitude,
and of which, in tile solitude ot the
tilFs case.
closet, the three i; as nothing
in comparison
IlL N._vlembt hy both partie_ in concert:-with that wlfieh it derives from s_miety, espeIn particular
eases,--the
demand for such
emily from society
so composed.
a ma_s of' ..vidence
a_ _hall, on one or both
The use here in que.tmn
is over and above
sides, be to a e,,rtain degree complex,
being
that_,,hicheon-istsm
.hepart)'sben_gpersonestMLli_hed
by their mutant
deelaratmn_,
as
ally respon_,lble
tot every hreaeh of-meerity
above, -- to take an ant_ctpahre
surreu of it ; or probity committed
on hi.- side of tile cause.
tbr any or allof the toltowmg
purposes,
viz. _ Such responsibility
mizht
be made,
and is
1. To dr_card an_ .m'h articles as, were it
inadc.$ to attach upon him, without his ever
not for such concert,
might in reahty
or aptindmg hi:nse!f in the presence
either of the
,peara_tee be necessary to the partie¢ having in
advt'rse pal ty, or of the ju@e.
eantemplation
to produce
them respectively,
The check
here in qaes_mn
is that which
b,lt, by virl ue of such concert and mutual exi_ apphed to a man by the consciousness
that,
planation,
may bc tenderest
mmeees-ary,
in the event of a present
deteetron
or well2. When this or that artbqe of evidence
is i grounded
suspicion
of any impropriety
of
so circumstanced,
that the pr.ductioa
of it I speech or eondue_ on tu_ part. tile _-tmn therethreatens
to be attended
with delay, expense,
h? made on his reputatmu
trill be witnessed
and vexation,
to any considerable
amount,-h 3 a number
of pcrsol;s
more or less eorr:ito take measures
ia concert,
for reducing
to
dmable, in xxhich his salver.dry
and tile judge
it_ minimum
that mass of collateral
incon- I will at any rate he included;
the adversary,
venienee,
whd)se triumphant
eye, and the Judge, whose
3. Where the quantum of the inconvenience
reproving
eye, his own humihated
and sufferappears to be to such a degree considerable
a_. i:ktr eye will have to encounter
on the spot._
to outweip'h
either tile value of the evidence
in tile character
of a security
agmnst misde_ Viz. in Enghsh
regular proe,.-dure_ in tt_e
eision, or even the mischief'of
mi-deei_-iou,
ease of the instrument
called an answer to a bill
i_z equi@.
though
oil the exclusion
of the evidence
it
II So successfully ha_ the industry of the techwere _een to be a certain consequence,
_an
nieal sgstem exerted it.elf, that not only this eel
exclusion
may accordingly
be put upon that
rohorauve
to personal respm_sibihty "has been
artiele
of evidence;
ao exclusmn
to wit,
cleared away, but the very foundatron of it, the
either
definitive
or provisimml,
as the ease
may require.+
"
4. Wtlere, by the influence of any cause or
eatt.e_ of eomplicati(m,
any ulterior meeting
or meetings
have been made requisite,
-- to
concur with the judge in the fixation of such
time or times as shall be productive
of least
delay,
expense,
and vexation;
regard
being
had to the convenience
of both pattie% as also
of the suitors in other causes depending
before the same judge,
"1'o the uses attached
to the functions which
b_ this means the parties are in the most advantageous
mode enabled and obliged to perform (enahled.
each for Iris own benefit,
or
obliged,
each for that of his adversary,)
may
here be added an advant_ge,
which consists,
not in anything
that either of them does, but
See infr,'t, Boak IX. lgrclusion:
Pa_
"
Eare[usion.Pr°per;
Chap. VIL ltemedics sueeedaneous
"l"See Book IX, Part II.

tI.
to

re:.pon_itatitv itself: and thi* so efl_.etaally_ that
nmther shallthe
party him<elf be rcspons_b.e for
the falsehood or dishonest trick by which he profit_. nor vet the personorpersons_
the professional
as_istantor
assistants, to whom, in the character
of instruments or assisumts, he is indet_ted tbr it.
Tire licence thus granted to insincerity and raMpractice requires,
_t ts true, the removal of the
check here m que_tion,--requires
the exclusion
of' the partLes from the Jpr_ence of each other and
the judge,--requires
tL,e w_thdrawing out of the
joint presence ot his adversarv and the.Judge, the
party on whose behalf the dL_tates of sincerity or
prolJity are to be transgressed ; hut, to render the
heenee complete, and completely effectual, utte_
riot devices (of which presently) were necessary,
and have accordingly been emlfioved.
It was neco,_sary, that tot every such tran;gression
a sat_
authororaccomplice
shoutdbeprovided
: and that
matters should be so managed, that, whatsoever
be the transgression,
and whatsoever the advantage reaped or sought from it, no inconvenience,
either on the score of punishmcntor
on the _eore
of satisfaction,
shoulu fall anywhere.
To this
purpose the exemption here in _uestion was indeea necessary,
but was not sumeient.
It wa_

C_. VL]
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Of all the above modes of turning to an- regardi_g,--if any point qflaw is in question,
count the presence of tile parties, there is the collection ma) on both s]desbe poslponed
not one that is not the obvious result of the till after tlm determination of the point of
plaine-t eomnmn sense : not .ne that is not, law : f,_r, suppose the point of!aw given (for
wherever the n:ititre Ofthe ca.e admits of it, example) against the plaintiff, all evidence,
gtlb_et vlent to _dl the end_ of lattice: lint one as weU on lds side as on the other _ide, will
ot theni *i*e n-e of ulrich in *hat character i. be ahogether useless.
not tch in the courta of natural prneedure,
2. In like manner, where, on the defenaee.rding to the natm'e of the eat,,_ea of _hich
dant'_ side, the burthen threatens to swell to
tho_e sanctnarIe,-, of .luatice are respeetivel 3 a certain amount, the collection may on that
permitted to take eog_dza;we. But, by .o sate hc postponed till after the plaintiff's eelmany point.- as this arrangement i_suh-ei _ient dence has been eoltected and provisionally
in rite ends ot jusdee, by .{_ma.',) Is it adver-e , prtmnunced upon: tbr if the plaintiff tkils in
to the establi4wd end. tit 3udwature : aee.rdmaking out his case, it is needless to put the
ingt), the opposite arranuement, the exclu.-zon del)ndant to the trouble of making out his.*
of the partie_-, em_titutes tile bast. of ever)
Neither party (.it may seem at first sight)
s)stem of technical proc,,dure, whercsnever ' ought to tie present without the other: no
established, and howsoever modified. All the ex parte appearance previous to their simulother devices presuplwose this, and _ervc but I taneous appearance. Supposing this to be the
to improve the adwmtage ;_ained by it.
ease, the simuhaneousappeaTance
will be the
In uhatever court this t)a_-isni all juttiee
fir.-t step in the cause, after the dehvery of
has been restored, or suffered to remain, rile the-ummonses by which it is broug!lt about.
be_.t evn!ence, ao thr as it applies, take.- place ;
lint in some eases it may not be right that
and, besides furni-hmg such |ight_- as fre- the delendanI should be subjected lethe vexquontly ate not to lie had trom an) ethel ,.luar-, alien of attendance,
until the prima faeie
ter, sa_esthevexation,
expense, mtddelay,atjustice of the demand has been -o tar estataehed to the prodt,etlon ot inferior evi_enee:
bli,-hed as it can be by the examination of the
mid the cause receives the very speedie.-t, a,_ plaintiff. In the-e cases, it is for the advanwell a_ le,_-t expenqve, and in ever) wa)
t4geofthe defendant that the plaintiff should
least vexatious, eoncla.ion, which the natron ; be heard without h_m, and befbre him, and
el it admits.
! consequently out of fli_ presence.
Even when tfittrior evidence is ultimately i
Again, in some eases it ma', be neees_ry,
neee_.arv, by the lnrlimm,_ry meeting much _,fur security, to apprehend the person of the
vexati(u; and expense is saved in the exh_ui- i defendant without warnit_g : and, by that
lion of it.
I means, at some casual and unforeseeable time
Under the technical system, for want of t and place, In all such cases, the ends of
the necessary prelimmar) explanations, each ' jusl_ce require, as peremptorily as the ends
party finds hlm_eli. I:eneraliy speaking, an- ! el judicature have tbrbidden, ttmt, without
der the obhga_mn of having i. leadme_,, by _loss of time, and (it pos,-ibie) antecedently
a particular dity and hour, every article ot to bi_ being inclosed within the wails of any
evidence (bow _ast _ever may he the ex- prL-on (ol dmary or extraordinary,)he
be conpease) _lJi_"tl it is supposed can by any po_- dueled rote the presence of the judge, t Ia
slbilltv tie ,nund necessary, or so n'tueh as
rende_'ed serviceable.
* T_ue it is, that, when the que,_tionis con.
Under the arrangement propoaed, not only cerning
qTmmily
or to
degree,--for
example,
_n'twhmoney
l_ dim
the plamUff0t
beinghow
out
in respect of *his or that indiwdmd article of of dispute that mmcthing is due,) and not whe°
evidence, i_ the delay, v_,x.tmn, and t xl,_'nse ther anything or nolhing,_it _fll _requentty, if
saved, that wonhl [aave been produmd by not generally, happen: that, under the head of
the exhibition of at, bu_ (_ithnnt
any tile evidence exhibited, nosaving will beto be moan.
smallest prejndii'e to the direct ends u( 3ua- Bug where the quesUon is, whether anything be
lice) needles_ e_idence, with the delay, vex- due, or nothing, there it is that the door is open
alien, and expen-e attached to the exl_ibition for+snch
_avJng in all eases.
In Nergeant
_hk,,on's reports a we have a
of it, is _hovelled out in whole masses : as case, in which a widow, being illegally impri.
for example : -- "
soncd, lay eight months in jail, tram no other
1. Whenever the burthen of delay, vexa- cause (as declared by the Lnrd Ch_efJusaea)
tion, and expense, attached to the collection
than that no judge knew anything about the
m _tter, In the nature of thinffs, cases where the
of the evidence, constitutes an ot.jeet worth hke consequence is produced by the like ¢anse_
necessary tkat, be_ides waprobltv in other shapes, must be happening m everydali's practice ; but,
a full and unrestrained hberty n'flying shouhl be mere accident except, d, wtmt is it that _n ever
secured to the party_ for himself, andany num- bring them to light ? For. of those who could
remedy it, who is there that either know_or care*
ber of a_.si.tants at his nomination, the)' bering about It?
.......
On
members of the partnership : and this accorda3 Wilson, 3g,B. tktrker v. Braham and Nor_
ingly is what has been done. See Chap. XV. wood.
2deadaeity.licence.
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tbe_c c_ses it is o-,ly by an accident,
and that
a rare one, that the plaintiff can be there exa('tl? at that same time. Here, then, it is for
the advantage
of the defendant
to he heard
<,tit ot the pre-cnce of the plaintiff,
A_aiu : t)n the part t,f the plaintiff,
the
()bliga:;on
of per,coal
ap?earance
is attended
wi_h a dcg_ ee of vexation,
whwh, when without pre;,onderant
vexation
it can be saved,
ought to be _aved : besides,
that
the fulfilment of the obli_ation
will in some ea_,es be
physically,
in other,
prudentially,
impracticable,
ttere then comes in the consideration,
in what cases, -- aT_tecedently
to the is_-uing
of the summon,
commanding,
nr the walrant
tbr compelling
by physical mean% _lle attenddmtce of tim detendant,--a
succedaneous
re.
curitv thalt be accepted
at the bands of the
l,law._l.q', iu lieu of that wlnt'h woahl
have
been affi)rded by his preliminar)
attendance
at the judgment-seat,
mad examination
by the
jud::e
Ilerc ag;fin comes in the qm_tion,
in what
'e,tse_ examination
in writin;r ought to be eraployed,
in aid. or pr,vts_,null,/in
lie(l, of exmnination
*ivc7 yore (reciprocal
or ex porte)
by and bcibre the judge.
I say provi_ionally,
and never definitively
and exclusively
(a_ in
the ease of the answ,.rs extracted
from defimdants in equity practice,)
raider the assuranee
of never being subjected
to the other more
effmient mode.
So. again, in what cater ;he r0ciprocal
examinatim_ incidental
to the meeting of the par-

ties ill the preset]re
of the same judge shall
give place to a reciprocal
er porte examination; viz. of the plaintiff
before one judge,
of the defendant
before another,
whose seat
may be at the antipodes.
Obvious
enough
these several
ennsideralions, to those whose views are directed
to
the ends of justice.
To men of law the)" will
be apt (many of them) to appear new, as not
being eonducive
to the ends of judicature.
They are here glanced at, as being neeessary
to fit up the natural
system
fi,r perlbrmipg,
not what i, performed,
hut what is pr,'tended
or _uppo,ed to be, without
being pint, wined,
by the technical.

On this occasion, the observation
m,_de by th,.
Chief Justice i* wortla remarking.
" It w.;_s in
some measure Mrs. Barker's (tt{e widow's) own
fault, that she was detained in prison so long as
eight months; tbr that, if she or her attorney hM
applied to the Court of King's Bench, or to any

4. Making business,
by exempting,
on each
oceasion_
the party in the wrong,
from that
_ensation of shame, which, at the moment of
detection
(especially
if in the presence
of a
"
nn_celIaneous
mass of by-standers,
as well as
of the judge.)
attaches
itself upon sell-conscions
and detected
falsehood
or injustice.
Openi_tg the door to whatever
falsehoods
and
irauds
present
themselves
as promising
to
serve the pur_ose of the cause, or of the moment;
attd tl_ereby to demands and defence%
and thence to suits, which, but tbr the assu1/ rance of being able to employ to advantage
't such f,tlsehoo(ts
and fraud.,
would not have

judge of that court, at his chambers,
she m:g.h't
have
out of custody
or
twobeen
alterdischarged
she was arrested,
upon within
laqinq ,_day
her
ease propeclv
before the court, or a judge. _"
At the expense of a _-ait, in wtfic]a tt:w judge
would have had his fees, the *ndow might have
obtained earlier, what, at the like expense, she
(till ol,taln at last,to an
enlargement
from an illegal
imprisonment,
w;fich
m_prisonmentshe
never
" exposed_
'
. not been a rule
_ ouht • have been
had _t
wi:!a learned judges wilfully to neglect (for the
evkient purpose _if making such suits) a duty
impose't upon allludgesbythemost
obvious prineiptes of justice and common sen._e -- a duty from
which no judge of the class of unlearned judges
ever
i, exempted_viz,
tht dntvof
or pla_ming
m-n, w_thout
sufferingnotpumshmg
t!_emselves
t,_ know a'avtbir_g about the why or wherefore.
_ee (;hap. XII. Decision wilhot'tt Thon_lht.
The cau,e was tried by De Grey, I_d
Chief
Just(re:
n_ ._wnpathv was excited bv _t: In
who,e tavour?" 'l'l_at df the widow by _bhom the
e_gbt mnnth_ i,_,pri_omnent
had been suffered?
No : bat that of the att,;_nev by wl:o_e maloraetie-it ha'l heed, eaqsed: be_;;asano!i_etof_.em,
,,_,_io:_. Why ? Because no sue'_ offence as that
ot consptraey had been provexl Ul;On him.

§ 2. Uses (!f the exclusion
to Judqe _" Co.
Use 1. Making
b_s'ae_%
i. e pm_fit, by
tbrein;- _he *uitor into the bands of pratessnmallawyers,
assistants,
substitutes;
!raked
with the judge himself
in a virtual partnership, in the mode already explained.
2. Making bu_mess, by the exclusion
of the
testimony
of the parers
in that most trustworthy,
most correct
and complete,
as well
aa promptest
and cheapest,
shape ; g_ving orcasino to the production
of it in .-hopes more
expensive
and more profitable:
to the partnership, more profitable
; to the parties more
expensive.*
3. Makin¢ boniness, by giving birth to erroneou¢ decisions,
grmmded
on incorrect
or
incomplete
masses of evidence ; which deci_ions give birth to ulterior suits, seeking relict
in ulterior and better-grounded
deeistoa.

i had exi,tence.
I
5. Making eaae (withm_t
prejudice to proI fit.) by exempting
himself
from the plague
' anti in_liguitv of having to do with low people,
with the mob, the rabble, the populace,--/,
e.
the great majority
of the people ; wretches,
_ho, being ignorant
of things in general,
and
of jurisprudential
science in particular,
are,
in proportion
to their ignorance,
apt to be
trtntblesome.
_ VlZ. m _I[ th: courts, affidavits,
and in the
" '
equity
courts,
an,swers
(ass,curs
to
bills,)
depositions received (not in the presence of and
the
p,arties) by a judge ad hoe, who has no part in
me aeeisiom
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6, Givlng
fo the partnership
(or at any
rate to the judge,
and his younger brother
the advocate)
the profit of inhumanity--of
inhumanity
to any extent,
clear of the opprobrium that otherwise
would attach upon it.
Were the debtor anti creditor
bmh in court,
in the presence
of each other mid the judge,
shame would every now and then prevent
him from extorting,
in the shape of fees,
the pittance
which, if not left to the debtor

oil the shoulders
of the attorney.
IIis infe.
rlor share of the aggregate
profit, comas to
hlmloaded
with thisincommodious
drawbae_
The sltperior share, of the authors of the syatern--the
judge and the advoeate--drop_into
their learned laps, free from all hmumbranee.
8. Giving
the necessary
support,
or ir_
creased effect, to the several ulterior
devlce_
(of which in their order :) and, i_i partio.ula_
to the practlee
of decision
without
ewdeue_

in the name of humanity,
should have been
delivered
to the perhaps
equally distressed,
perhaps
still more grievously
distressed,
(.reditor, in the name of justice,
7. Giving
to _he partnership,
or at any
rate to the judge and to the advocale,
the
profit of inhumanity,
clear of any pain of
sympathy
that reich{ otherwise
he excited by

and withnut
thought,
to the principle of nul.
lifieation,
to the use of written
pleadings,
with the benefit of the mendacity-licence,
to
the chieaL, erles about notice, to motion bustnes% to the entanglement
of jurisdiction
as
between
law and equity courts,
and to the
opi:fioo trade._

the spectacle
of dl__tress, in the bosom of hun
for who_e benefit it has been produced,
Often does the nntearned
judge, the country
magistrate,
give up his trifling retribution
:
Why._
Because
the distress,
of which
the

_ In any judieatory,
suppo_e_ for (argument's
sake) any such rule estabhsbed,as
that. of any
two parties, the judge shall be at liberty'to hear
winch he pleases:
reihsing pereraptorily
to hear
the other, in maymode or upon any terms.
In
this may be seen a rule of which no person (as
is supposed) would hesitate to pronounee,_oot
solely that it is in itself contrary to iusfiee_bu_.
that it is impo_ible that, in any system ofjndicature of which any such rule ste_xt part, juatlee
should really have been the endin wew,
Aeeordingl%
in no one judieatory under the
technical system,
has any such rule been acted
under or established.
Of its non-establishment
_ne cause probably may have been, that in all
probability the people of the country could not
bare endured it: another cause probably
was_
t:_at,_if
a hearing must be given,--w_fli
the
advantage of a power to make those to whom it
_ given'pay for _t. more money may be to be got
by allowing the privilege to two or'niore l_rties_
0-'_anif it were confined to one.
But as there have been senses in which, and
eoe._sinns on which, the half has been said to be
more than the whole,--so
are there in which the
do_ble may be seen to be less than the whole.
To retuse a hearing to either of two cont( oding parties, to the advantage of the other, _s
th.t sort of praet:ce, against which neithernon.

exaction
of it would be productive,
is befme
his eyes.
Who ever heard of fees given up by the
learned
mid ermined
magistracy
?
Of the profits dlawn by them, in such copious draughts,
from the extremit_
of distress,
"
a great part, perhaps the greater,
is never set
down _o their account.
It is sunk in the
"t_ocket of some officer : and the profit to the
.judgeto
theiSsale.fi'°mofthethesale'offiee.*°r
what i. equivaleng
Even of that part which finds its way di"
really into his coffers, care has b,-en taken
that the individual
contributors,
with their
respective
distresses,
shall be as completely
undrawn
to him, as if the scene of them were
at the antipodes,
" What the eye does not see. the heart does
not rue."
Nowhere
has the truth and vabte
of this

pro',erh

been

more

fully understood,

great hall at Westminster.
tlenee,
the miseand
moreiniquities
eompletelynfwhn'h
profited
than system
in the
ries and
the by,
English
of imprisonment
for debt is composed.'_
--a
mass of abominatitm
not to be matched
in
any other clime, a source
of profit as rei_giouqy piotectcd
as it ires been elaborately
organized, --have
ever fl,und as much sympathy
in the stones of which the pavement
is cornposed, as in the bosoms of those who walk
upon it. Misery in abundance
; but the heart
"
never rues it, care having been taken,
and
that so effectually,
that the eye shall never
see it.
In the division made of the labour among
the members
of the partnership,
all this opprobrium,
and whatsoever
may be supposed
to be realized

of this pain

of sympathy,

lies

Vide supra_ p.l._.--Ed,

+ Vide,supra, Vol. VL p. 173, Note.--Ed.

}iai:
!i_|a_nbi,
bugt
ae_eri}ile_o:
_e_
{_
_
m) such thing is e_er done.
But_ to refuse a hearing to both parties.-to
refuse to hear either of them, so much as by a hired
proxy (which after all, if the principal he not
present. _s not a hearing of the principal)--to
refuse to hear eitherof them, even in that improper sense and in that inadetjnate way, till after
the greater part of that evil has taken place,
which, by a timely hearing of the parties them.
selves, wouhl have been prevented,--this
is what
_,t_tonly lawyers of nil sort_ and espeeiallysuch
_.*'them as are judges, are ready at all times to
dc:_end by all means whatsoever that are in the_
power, but even non-lawyers
(such is the effect
of custom and prejudice) to acquiesce in.
In Mexico, a rule was established,
giring
power to a certain person or set of persons in
authority,
on conthtion of prtmouucing
_me
word or other, translated by us into the word sa.
orifice, to murder any and as many persons _._
he pleased.
In some newly-discovered
isLaodt

,:_,
_ ;_) _..
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Ir justice he necessary
in one place, it is llttle
less so in any other : if justice be necessary
to
one set of men, it is little less so to another,
So obvious is this truth, that, upou the first
settlement
of every cmmtry,
judges,
with
competent
authority,
distributed
all over the
country
in courts
under some denomination
or other,
as little
distant
from each other,
and thence
as numerous,
as the state of the
country
in respect of wealth and population
will admit, are, under the natural system,
an
obvious
and _eneral
arrangcumnt.
To disturb it, power,
requires, perverted
as under by
the thefee-gathering
system,
impulse of
sinister interest
to private
parp_.ses,

EVIDENCE.
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But in no country
have the enterprises
this most cruel species of robbery
been
successful
as in En_]at_d.
NOt,

to

speak of b) e-courts estahtished

of
so

for

particular
purpo_e_,--not
only belbre,
but
tbr ages after, tile Norman
cnnque,_t,
every
county,
every hundred,
had its court,
sitting
for general purposes.
If in any place ju,tice
be necessary
in respect of an) one sort of cau,e,
in that same
place justice
cannot be much other_ise
titan
necessary
in respect
of every olher sort of
cause.
It; then,
of a court
sitting in any
d_st,iet (a hundred
tbr example,)
the whole
time be not taken up ity cau,es of a particular description,
nature
and ufihty combine in
givin_ to :or tother in not taking from) that
same-court,
the power of administering
jasrice in causes of every other description.
so simple an arrangement,
limitations
be made by power,
actuated
by si,ister

To
may
in-

In has
everyestabli-hed
eountry initself--in
which the every
technical
systern
country,
tO an exteot
eonunensurate
with the power
possessed
nnder that system by the superior
"
'courts,
established
(as they naturally
wmfld
be) poss_hte
at the fountain-head
of power,
as clo._e
as
to the ear of the
sovereign,--to

forest or caprice,
but cannot, mlless |hi some
very cogent and not at all obvious tea,on,
be
warranted
by utility and justice.
Between
jurisdiction
and jurisdiction,
geographical
lines ot demareation
are prescribed
by utility,

strip the local, distant,
and consequently
infor'or and weaker courts,
of as much of their
jurL-diction
as was possible,
has of course
been the constant
aim of the superior,
the
metropolitan,
courts.*

risin_ to the degree of necessity.
Metaphysteal lines of demarcation
(excep: m here and
there
a particular
ca_e, imlieated
by special
circumstances'late
the resuh of,t compromise
between
rapacity and rapacity,
fighting in the
dark.

of the South Sea, the like rule has place, aud is
Under
the natural
system
of zoological
acted upon to tlus day.
economy,
spider devo,lrs spider, for want of
. In fins country, this rule is looked upon as an
flie._.
Under the technical
system of" proeeimproper
one: nor, supposing
a motion made
dure, judge,
give him time and prayer, swalfor the _tablishment
of any such rule, would _
lows up judge.
If the hundred
court--if
much as a single vo,ce (it is supposed) be found
to second it. Why?
Answer:
For three very
even the county court,
once so efticient
and
OOd reasons:--L
Because
it is established in a so exalted
in power and dignity,
w_th its
eigna country;
2. Because.
in that tbreign
earl and its bishop, its temporal judge undits
country,
the manners and opinions are in a so- spimt _al j_ dge, can still be saul to have excage state; 8. Because it is not established
in I istence, it L- sczrce otherwise
than m name:
our own.
t_it is as the shell of" the fly, whn'h, after having
blished,
and still in
re,moo e_tanow
But. supposin_
thisforce,
said attd
rule aactually
made tending to the abo!itmn of it.---wou_.d such
a morion p_s nemlne eontradicente._
So far
from it_ that, if at all, it would not p_ss but at
the end ofaconsiderable
number oliyears: during
which, every session, would have been empt,ed
upon it the whole quiver full of those fatlacie_
which, having for their common property that
of being irrelevant with relation m every proposit,on which they are employed to combat, wouM
appl'¢ with equal force and propriety to a propos_tioh tbr divesting a king of the prerogative
of
murdering
an unhmited
number of his[*ublects
at his pleasure, and to a proprrsition for divesting
a king's nominees, under the name of judges, or"
the privilege of destroying every year, by a slow
death, an unlimited number of those same subjects_, having first brought
them to ruin, under
and by virtue of a violation of that primary principle of justice, which prescribes as the tlrst step
proper to he taken by a 3udge_ the giving to the
parti_ on both tddes (with or without their re$1_etive agents) _ real hearing in his presence.
m In $cotland_ the course of modern legisla-

t been sucked by the strider , is sometimes
seen
flittering
in the web.
I
Ina zcneral point of _ Jew, the cause of this
! voracity is as obvious as the faet is notorious.
I As to t'he details of the operation,
and how
I it happened
that the success of the enterprise
was so much nmre eoml,lete
in England
than
anywhere
else,,-- the investigatmn
would he
carmus, but here there is not sufIicient
space
for it : and if not hi,tory (fbr history requires
honesty,)
matermls
at least lbr history are not
want!ng in the books.
tlf the misehiefs
resulting
from thi, distinct,on,
little need be said.
On the one hand, anarchy,
failure of jusflee, the equivalent
of constant
misdeeislon
tion has tended to devolve on the local courts of
the Sberif/_ several very important
branches of
jurisdiction,
formerly peculiar to the Court of
Session.
S_ eq_eeialty
1 & 2 Viet. e. 119, and
2 & 3 Vict. c. 41._Ed.
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{o the prejudice of the ptaintifPs side :--on
heard at Wesmlnister ; therefore, suit would
the other hand, factitious delay, expense, and to send to a man iu Palace-yard, or to put a
vexation, and in general wnh an increased
questioniohimincourt,
if he i_there already.
chance of misdecision to the prejudice of This logic impr_+sses conviction on learned
either side.
mhuls Tt_ came and he heard is the greatest
From extinction of local courts, cawc_ an- of all lmrdships to a man : understand, if it i_i
largement of the ceographieal field of ,iuri,- about bu,incss of his own ; for if it is a bu_idiction of their de_ ourers, the metrop*_liran ncss in which be has no interest, be being hut
courts. Thence increased length ot journeys
a witness, there is no hardship, or at least
mid of demurrage--obvious
and irremediable . none worth thinking about.
cau,es of hmtca_cd dela 3, _exatim_ and exWittamT thi_ advaulage, the other would
pease.
!m comt,arism_ have bccn little worth: the
In each several instance, the burthen sus-: s_-tem ot p,'_,ecdurc pursued would have been
ta{ned, is it ,a_tained by both partied?--then
the natural _ystcm : aml. under that system,
comes the collatcrlfl inebnvenienee.
Does the _ba-h_e-s i_ ._oarce worth having.
p]almlff (that a-. the. injured individual who r 3. Sa_b,g technical judicature from the
but ti,r t he abuse would haw' been p|aintiff; , o,l{um of comparison, by the extixtction of hasink under i_'?--then
cemcs the hdlure of' rural judicature.
justice. I- it the defendant who si_,k_ under i
Tt,i_ advantage came in gradually, as the
the burthen '.'-- then come_,n,i-decision to the ' tcchmeal s)stem, with its ever-increasingmass
prejudice of the defendanl's side : a mis,-hicf '. of delay, vexation, and expense, took place of
on that side, correspondeli_, and not inferrer
the natural, in the supellor courts.
In the
to, the mis¢'hief of f.nlure of justice m_ the local courts, the mode of procedure would of
plaintiff's side.
i course continue, if not purely natural, at any
If the ml,chiet_ of thi_ devastation are oh- i rate, in comparison, uudilatory, uuvexatious,
vious and incontestable, the advantages ahned ' unexpcnsive._f
at ned reaped by the authm', arc no le_; so. i
The motives being so strong, and power
I, M,tkmg increase of' business.
Of tile ' being adequate, means couhl not. be deficient:
whole numtlcr of cau-es that wouht have gone the mode we, the only object that presented
to the local and little district cm_rts, it was ; ltseli" to reflection or choicc.
In the choice
but a part indeed, and thai a small par't, that _there was no difficulty.
Make the recourse
could find it_ way to their metropolitan de- of tile suitor (that is, of the plaintiff) to the
v, mrer_; the remainder wouhl evaporate in { local courts, vain and useless, productive of
the _hapc of thiture _-,fjustice. But no grain _no_hi_:g but vexation and expense,he will
of profit was too minute _u be stooped tot ; t }t},er sink under the iejary, without seeking
nor an)' mi_,chlef to_, great a price to he paid , ibr 3a-'tice nnywherc, or he will seek Ibr it in
ier that minimum of profit. Witness the th,' great curets. Removal, in all its shapes,
sl,iltings, the splendid Jmlling_-, the price of i prott)red itscli, and was accepted, for this disdelay under Engli-h equity ; _ witness other Iastrous service.
delax _ wlrhuut number, with their rt:spective i
35Iakethe burthen of attendance in the great
purehaae-mmlevs."
.
I conrt_ intolerable, the suitors on both sides
2. Making pretences and means for the I will fly tbr rehcf into tlle arms of their _mtural
ext.lusion gradually put upon the partic_ in all I enemies, the professional members of the lawcase,,
partnerQdp, raised up, to bring in custom, by
The more remote the p_ovince, the more the head and most active partner, the judge.
inttderabte the vexation of 3oarneys a_d deJohn Poor and Thomas Rich live both in
murrage to and from tile head seat of jadiCornwall. F,ieh is able to bear the charge of
c:tture : especially in a sta_c of -_ociety which journey and demnrra_:e to London ; Poor not.
afforded neh.her roads, nor carriages, nor inn% From the Corni,h courts, a defendant has the
nor Iodgmg-housc% nor security agains_ rob- power of removing the cause to the London
bars. But, the more intolerable the burthen
courts.
What chance has Poor for justice
of attendance, the more anxious the sotici- against Rich? None whatever. Rich removes
rude to obtain permission for tile employing of the cause from London, and Poor gets his taprofessional substitutes:
who, when once hour for his pains.
admitted for the relief of distant suitors, soon
found means to render it as impracticable to eietv
5- M_antime,
however,
thecourts,
ex_gcnci_
_hint given birth
to new
in theofprec.
suitors to do their husincss in Westminister
tic_'of'_h{ch the natural modeof proceeding was
Hall without the help of lawyers, as it is to revive,It inparticadar, the court._ tilted by Ju_stockholders to make transfe_r_ at the Bank tires of the Peace, acting out of general sessions
without the help of brokers,
at their own houses. Courtspursuing the ends
of justice, presented an odious and formklable
Besides
;
it
would
be
a
hard_,hip
to
send
to a man at the Land's End to come and be ebject of comparison and standard of reterenee
to courts pursuing the ends of jndieature. The
precedent was alarming: they could ntn be too
* See chap. IV. of this Book (supra, p. 217.) anxiously kept under, and dis_untenaneed.
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tn this way, nineteen
injuries,
perhaps, out
(d" twentv,
are _hut out from remedy.
Who
_ares ? fudge
and Co. get their ploiit out of
the twentieth.

I
t
]
I
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no reaqm
to he dissatisfied
with it,_is
it
for the le_iAator,
or the superior judge,
who
knows nothing about the indlvidual
cause,--is it for these
strangers,
to be dissatisfied

The indigent
of all ela_ses arc thus reduced
] with it ?
i_o a sort of _lavery under the opulent ; nine- I
From whence is it concluded
that the judge
teen persons put out of lhe prole':tluu
of 1]!e I i_ unfit to be trusled
with a sum above tile
law, that lwo may be squeezed
by and for the
mark--he
whose fitne_-s fur judging of all sums
benefit of the lawyers,
up to the mark is assumed ?
Eemoval
is eifiler absolute,
or not without
By delay (it is true) injustice eqmfl to any
leave:
leave, viz, of tile corot ud quam, the
producible
by mitdeddon
-- equal, and even
court into which the removal
i-_ proposed
to
.uperior
_since, to the mischief of amecedent
be made.
delay, vexation,
and expen.e,
may come to be
Obligationa security
of applying
for oppression--in
leave, i.* in up- [ supera(tded
misdepearanec
agab,_-t
eismn,)--inju.tice,tile mischief
especiallyof' . ultnnate
to the prejudice
re,dity an agm'avat_on of it ; a cauCe tried, to ! of the plaintiif's
side, max come to he proknow whether
another
eau_e _hould he con>
dated ; and, to this mischief\ an appeal, which
meneed;
the yoke doubled
on pretence
of
suppose_ decision,
applies no remedy.
But,
lightening
it.
though
it lies not w_thin the reach of that
Undm the{ee-_atheri_¢vstem
sham seeusame remedy,
neitI,er is injustice
b_ delay,
rltics"
of this tort are as easyto find, as it ts any mine than inju-tiee
by deal,imp, without
thffieul: to find real one.-. Tim prime security
its remedies ; nor are tho<e remethes less effiis the appearance
at the parties
at the outset
eient in this than in that other case.
•"orum ju&cc : and, to bereave the suitor of
that seeuritv
nothing
that power amt industry couhl do has been left unemployed.
CHAPTER
VIII.
In general,
mid after allowance
made for a THIRD DEVICE--BAND'IING
THE CAUSE FROM
few narrow exeeptions,t
there can be no sufCOURT TO COURT.
flclcni rea_on for taking any sm t of cam-e out
of the jurisdiction
of the local court,
m any
APPEALS and removals
have na place hut by
other way than b._ appeal,
the act, or with the concurrence,
of a party
If there were any sm'h reason, what should
in the cause.
The sort of transfer
here in
it be ? Value of the matter
in dispute
too
question
requires
no such concurrence,
nor
great to be entrusted
to such inferior,
and
any spontaneous
act ol_ the part of anybody.
comparativelyuntruslworthb,hands?
Butthe
At a particular
stage of the cause,
it takes
remedy,
and the sufficient
remedy, lies in upplace, as it were, of itself, and without
any
peal, not in refusal of cognizance.
When the
fresh expenditure
of human win or reason :
party,
who knows tile circumstances
of the
it takes place, as, in a piece .f eloe_,-work,
cause, and against whum the decision is, sues
sound succeeds
sound,
b;, a pro-established
harmony among the parts of the machine.
• In the ea_e of an nff_nee pro.-eentable
by
Of this species of tran_atL-,ion,
the possible
informaUon,--motmu
fi_r leave to file an infermodifications
are plainly infinite.
In Scotch
roation .; motion tar a mandamus
;mooon
tbr a ] judicature,
tile aetual
ones observable
in a
prohibiuon ; motion_ in some e,_ses, _br a tertian'art (a writ to remove a eause from an inferior
single
court
want not much of being: so.
to the superior court,) though in _thers, perhaps
Throughout
the demesne
of the te('hnical
in most, the removal by cerliorari,
is ad i*bitum,
system,
other exemplifications,
in unhappy
No new trial without motion:
tt_ough iD many
abundance,
mR} be found.
eases it might be gr,mtable
to great advantage
The I_rinmpat of them will be found camby the judge,
viz. immediately
on hearing
ttm prisable
under the following
description
:verdict, an8 without farther arg,ument.
Ex'ampleofexceptions
proposable_with
their
One court to decide, anothel
court ro collect
grounds and reasons :-tile evidence
on which
the demoted is to be
1. Supposed unrltne_,s of the ordinary judge : grmmdcd.
For illustration,
the foltowingmay
as in some eed_slastieal
causes.
' suffice : -2. Reside;ace of p_rues and witnesses naturally '
I. Practice of the English superior commonconfined
a _'ew particular
d>_tricts, as in some i law courts,
on indietments
for offences not
maritime tocauses.
3. Extraor,hnary
judge extraordinarily
well
fehmions:--The
cau_
bandied to and fro
qualified by appropriate
skill and expe}ienee,
i )etween
the court oI King's Bench and the
and the causes, m r_slJect of thctr value, such as
court of Nisi Ptius.
may in g neral bear the extra expense. &e. of
2. So in informations,
in erlmi_ali.
d_e lourney._ and demurraze
resu!nn;_ from the
3. I_ c_vdt, tmiform praet]ee of the King's
exduNon
put vpon the greater part of the local
Bench, Common Pleas, and common-law
side
courts.
L'xampies:
I. The exclusive iurisdictian
',
of the Admiralty
courts; "2. aml of' the courts
of the Exchequer
:--_The
cause bandied
behaving the cognizance (_f tLe _ahdlty of wills : tween_hese
courts respectively,
and thecourts
aefensible upon that, if upon any, ground,
of Nisi Prius aud assize : projected
from the
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metropolis
by a centrifuwal,
and drawn back
cause received
into the King's Bench,
withagain by a centripetal
force.
Flagments
of
out havingbeen
sent irma the:_ce.
causes,
projected
now aud theu under
the
2. Iudit,tments
for the same offences at the
naa_e of i._sues from the court of Chancery
quarter-sessions;
viz. befi_re justices
of the
aad the equity side of the Exchequer
to a peace--judges
themselves
mflearned,
but actcommon-law
court, and then re-absorbed,
are
ing per torte m teehl;ie_fi tram,_,el% "tunquum
to t.he other_ what comets are to planets,
tn vme_dis *ermoetaatd¢._."
4. Ordinary
practice of the equity
courts:
3. Causes
brou-'ht
oil by petiti,n
to the
The collection
of the e,'idcnce tm ned over
Lord Chancellor,
in matters
of hm,kruptey.
(or rather
turned
down)
in London,
a',d
4. Attadmwnt
cm_.-es, in alt the We_tminwithin
twenty miles, to a clerk in the I:_xa- ster-Iiatl
court, : un!ess in the extremely
rar_:
miner% ofliee, and be 3cad that distm_ee to
event ofa tral_smi-.-'_on (It the de!codas(
to the
one or two attorne,,ou each -ide. eommis,
master, to be exammrd
upoll intertogatories.
sinned in ead_ cau,e for that one c.m,e.
5. Mo_'lon eau.-es, and applications
of earl5. Practice ot Zi_e ecclesia-ileal
courts : --r)us sorts, pri:lcwal
and nn'idental,
in all those
Transmi,slon
and retro-suseeption,
as in tt_e
great court,.
_.Jee the chapter
so intituled,
equi,.) rourt_.
Chap. Xl.)
6. Practice
of the Admiralty
cutlets : much
Note, tirol, in Nos. 3, 4, and 5, there is no
_he same.
tr_msmission
of the e_use for collection
of
7. In Scotch judicature,
the practice of the
evidence ; and tha'_ for a very simple reason :
Court of Session,
on this ground,
forms a no evidence
is received
but tn a ready-araratsystem of itself:
The cause a very shuttlefaetured
state,
viz. the state ot'attldavit
colcock: between
the outer-house
and the innerdence : a state in which
(it has been seen)
house, vibrations and vibratiunetes,
more than t there is but o3_e objection
to it--viz,
that it
Hartley
ever imagined.
While
this game 1_ is unfit for u_e.
playing,
the property
of the suitor._ told over
The ease of indictments
for 1}donjons ofagrid'_ron
in each house.
" A plague on both
fences is a ease too cmuplex
to receive disyour borises 1" wouh| be the cry of the agocus_,ion here.
I_ thl_ case, antecedently
to
nizing suitor, if thi- fiagment
of'a line in the
the trial, the cause has gone through
two
part of Mercuric
could be pronounced
with
courts;
viz. 1. That of the justice or justiets
safety on the Edinburgh
theatre."
of the peace, before whom the preliminary
8. '/'lw vihratmns
which m many Jnstam'es
examina*ion
has been pcrIormed;
2. That of
a cause i-- made to perkorm between
the court
the grand jar3,
betbre
whom
the evidence
and _he utile,, of the submdinate
ju&ze called
h::¢ been heard on one side only,
viz. the
the 31,_te;,
ibrm another
class, which mu*t
plaintiff's.
By the operations
of the grand
zJ_: t,a_, altogether
without
notice.
They
jur._, the trial before lhe petty jury is also
have place both in law arrd equity, buz more
preceded,
in the case of an indzetment
for an
cot'._tantl 3, aud abundantly
in the equity
offencenot
felonious:
but, as the cao_e comes
courts,
betbre
the gr,'md jury in the first instance,
Made
business
is here
almos_ undistinwithout
ever having
been in any superior
guishably entangled
with necessary
busine,s
: court, no complete
vibration takes place here.
the reasons and pretences
are far too nmkrFrom the extent
given
to the bandying
furious to receive discussion
here.
Not tha_,,
_)stem in one direction,
m_d the limits .-el to
in either
class of courts,
tire vlbrati(m_
me
it in another,--from
this incongruity,
coupled
e:ther so complex or so gratuitous
a.-bet_ ten -with the gigantic length of arm given to the
ti_e two contJ__qlons Scotch dela_-shop_-,
metropolitan
eourt*, mul tl'e licence given to
For illustration's
sake, take the fi)llowmg
the pro,ecutor
to choose his conrt,_results
exampte_ of the contrary
practice :-an addition
of no mem_ importance
to the
1. Indiemaeuts
for offences
not fcloniou%
mischievousness
of *he system to the people
on the circuits;
viz. before learned judges in on the one ha,_d, and the advantage
made of
the character
of judges of as,ize.
I_stead of it b? its creator* and preservers
on the other.
a complete
vibration,
a semi-v:_bration:
the
At the sessions,
there is no bandying:
sentcnee is pronounced,
prmmunced
on the spot,
by the president
of a bench of judges,
who,
" The "vibrations''
between court and court
at the same time with the jury, have been
in Scotland,
have been in a great me_sure re.
mcdied since the above was written I vide supra,
hearing the evidence.
At the assizes, as we
p.224,Note'.)
Appeal, orremovaloftbeproce,_%
have seen, the bandying" ._ystem reigns.
One
from a lower to a tiigher court, still exist,
how.
judge,
along with the jury, hear_ the eviever, to such an extenq that a cause nmy_ and
dence ; tt_e court, of King's Bench, composed
frequently does, pass through
five grades ofjuof four judges,
of which that judge may or
dicature_ Commencing
in tire court of the sheriffmay not be one as it happens,
(the chances
substitute,
itproeceds
to that of the sheriff;
thence to the Outer-house
of the Court of Sesare'exactly
two to one agains_ it,) pronouuce_
stun; thence to the Inner-house ; and thence to the deeision--_he
sentence,
which pro&_se_
the House of L_s.--/z'd.
to ground itself on that evidence,
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At the sessions, the expense in fees is much to this place. The reiterations and protraethe same the whole kingdom over : every- fions given by the delihcrations of the cat to
where comparatively modelate, having been the satferings of the offending mouse, may, to
settled by or umL, r the controul ot tho_-e ,xho any one to whonl it has happened to witness
derive no personal emolument fl'om i_. At any such dispensation of domestic justice,
the assizes, and at the metropolis, _he expense furnish a general idea of it.
of fees is of course, for the opposite rta_on,
Mischief-., u* stJtcie , as above. Of mlsdemuch greater. 13ut the expense and vexatmn
ei_ion, an increased tlwtitious probabihty:
of
attached to journeys and demurrage, instead
delay, vexation, and expense, a eeltainty.
of being a fixed, is a fluent quantity ; of which
First, a, to mi,deci;ion.
Of the evidence,
theextremesaretoeachother.--asten--the
allthat
most instructive part--the
species
number of miles representing the distance
of circumstantial evidence composed of defrom Kingston to London, to three hundred
portment--the
gesture, the countenance, of
and one --the numbel of miles representing
the wltness, under the ordeal of adverse exthe di<am.'e ti'om Carlisle to the same manu- amillation-- in a word, the very spuit of the
factory of technical justice,
evidence, -- is lost : the caj,ut wvrtuum alone
The magnitude ot the punishment, conse- preserved.
quently, is in the joint ratio tff the ammoalty
The evidence is the very vitals of the eause.
of the prosecutor, an:l tile distance of the tte whois not tit to decide upon llie e_idence,
abode of the defend,m_ flora the great _hop is not lit to collect It, ol preslde at the eof
in which the sweets of revenge are dealg (_ut leetion ot xt. For this flmctitm, when the
irr lots proportioned to the price whtch the ma_s of e_idence i.. to :_certain de;:ree cmncustomer is content to pay for them. Whatplicated and confllctil,g, no degree _:f _ki!I, of
ever be the county, town revenge is alwa 3s expelience, .f sag,icily, can t*e too great.
to be had in muc!t larger quantity than any
When tilt' rule of aetnm i, in the shape not
which any such eonngry shop can afford': of bham hut of real taw, the ah,_hty necessary
but, to a man who has a taste fbr the s_eet_- to right decl_mn on tl_e que,tion of law, is
of revenge, a Surrey man, in the character of as nothing in co.'npari,on wilh that for wluch
a defm_lant, brought up to town, will afford a demand is sometimes pre-ented by the timepoor sport, in comparison with a Cornish man, lion of collecting the ewde_we
or a man ot Cumheflaml.
On the part ot the judge who_e province
Not bat that this exce_s in punishment has it is to frame a decMon upon ',he evidence,
its remedy : but this remedy is, a_ usual, an the most eensmnmate ability may be rendered
aggravation of the &sea_-e. The Cornish man, useless b3 a want of abflr_ on the par_ of him
it' his own fireside happen. to be more plea- b} or under whom it i.- e,Aleeted.
sant to him than the Kmg'_ Beneh, enjo3s
In pro[_oltion as the ,tecidm_ judgt, is stuthe faculty of causillg a motion to he made, dmua to guide himself by the evidence. Ilia depraying the court to dispense with ins per- union is commanded by that othe_ fmn.tionarv
sonal attendance : that motion (hke all other
(if there be mmther __3 _hom it is collected.
motions which are not of eour-_e) supported
Under natural procedure, the parties preby affidavits and mguments on one side, o o- bent in court, thv fir_t thntg done is to hear
posed by weapons of the like nature on the the evidence. If the c,m_e att)rds no evidence
other.
For the chance, sueh as it is. of an but that ot the parties: or l:one but what they
exemption from this vexation (which is a have brought with them, then the whole of
work of supererogation,
over and above th_ the evidence ,.s heard at that one time, and
punishment,)
a cause is then to be gone thccausci_alreadbripefordec;sion.
Towha_
through : a cause of tile same sort as that
end send it for deeMon to any other court ?
which comprehends the whole career of' liu- Ccrtainl_ to no good end.
gallon in tunny other eaae_.
ExL-ts there a£1vuther court fitter fur proAs to tile King's Beneh, -- what in that i nouncing the dec_'sion? then was that other
sanctuary befals the hapless sinner, dispensa- i court fitter hkewise lb_ hearing tile evidence
tion being either not applied for or refased-on which the decision is to be grounded.
with what solemnity, after hearing his sins [
Does the cause afford more evidence than
poured over his head for the second or third [ at that first meeting can be heard? Part, at
time, by affidavits upon aftldavits, enforced i any rate, of the evidence has been heard.
by comments upon comments--- with what , W]_en part of the evidence has been heard in
solemnity he is committed one day _ithout.
one court, if the remainder can be heard in
sentence, that he may be brought up another
tidal same court, to what end send the cause
day to receive sentence--in
what pathetic
into any other court? The evidenee already
strains (the day of doom at length arrived)
heard, is it to be heard over again? Delay,
the wickedness of the age hearsitselfdep!ored
expense, and vexation, are the consequences,
by the senior and most reverend of the three all of them without use. Is it to be sunk and
reverend and puisne ministers of technical
excluded? The consequencc is misdecision,
justiee,_these
are topics not exactly assorted
or at the best a great and useless dmiger of it
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By necessity, this transference, this incon_
venient a_'rangcment, like any other, may be
justified,
Of fl_e evidence necessary to the pronounelng a right deelsion, it may happen that a
part eon_is:, of the testimony of a witnese
whose testimony eana ,t * be heard by the
court ill _hwh tht_ smt i_ _,lstituted, but may
be collected elsewhere; viz. either vitd voce
in some other eourt, and so minuted, or in
a ready-wlitten
state, by epistolary examina,
tion. as the ease may be
Here i_ a just and neeessary eam-e for handying tim suit pro tanto fl'om court to court.
Here the transmission and retru-._u,eeptmn
is proper, because necessary. By note,shy it
is ju,Ufied: hut it i_ by nece_slty ahme that
it is justilied.
Under the technical system, this transference is made, atwa_s wi;lmut nece:_-ity, atway_hy choice, viz. h_ a blind anti pre-estahh_he,1
choice. By.choice, _et wfihout reflection:
so it might L'es:nd, and truly, were it not ior
the slnlater a,lvaulages which _hc authors, as
may be _een ah'ead_, reaped from it.
Of the eases in whtch it actually has place,
is the extent eommensaratt to, and limited
by, tha_ of tile neec,sity_
Quite the contrary.
The eases m which it has place are,
all of them, ca-es in _hi,'h. hemg _llhout
necessity, it is withnut excuse. The ('a_e_ in
which it ha_ not place, are all tho_e eases in
which _eeesslty and jusdce call tbr it.
U,e to Judge and Co.-1. Making business-- eons_.ant, standing
busines,, with its equally constant profits,
'[Pile more
courts,
with
thmr re,pectlte auhoflices,--the
mme operations, tile more tees.
,n what court, ill what otIice, is anythittg done
without a fee?
'2. Making oceasionM incidental business :
applications to the deeiding judge, on the
ground of alleged misbehaviour by or hefnre
or ureter the testimo_y-coltecting judge,
3. Affording ea-e--tase
to the deciding
judge.
Of the irk-omencss of the operation
of collecting viva voc,. evidence, mention has
been made already.
For hghtening or shifting off the burden, different courses have been
pur-ued,
In stone in,lances, whatever has heen the
number of deciding judges sittin_ on the same
question at the same time, all but one llave
slipped their shoulders fi'om under the load,
leaving it to rest upon that one.
,quel_ has
been the expedient employed by tile three
great common-law courtsin English practice,
King's Bench, Common Pleas, and Exehequer.
Such also has been the general praetiee under Rome-bred taw on the continent
of Europe.
In other instances, the deciding
judge or judges have exonerated themselves

of it altogether : _urning it over, or rather
turning it down, to some underling or set
of' underlings, not recognised as executing
the funetmn, or possessing the character, of
I jmtges.
4. Making complication : helping to mantrihcture rubbish to serve as materials tbr sham
science : thereby nursing uneognoseihility on
the part of the law,--that
is, uncertainty in
regard to decisions, with otber beneficial consequences, tbr which see titles Nullification
and Jaryomzatio_ (Chaps. XIV. & XVII.)
I

• Cam:or -- i.e. the hearing o[' it would be
physically or pruaentialty impracticable,

and unknown, discriminative fixation is irapossible : the one de,"ice forms thus a reasot_

I
I

CItAPTER
IX.
FOURTHDEVItLE-- BLINDFIXATIONOF TIblES
ru_; TIlE OPLltA'I'IONS
OF PROCEDURE.

ThE part_es once met in the presence of
the j udge,--in nine instances oat of ten, the
cause wouhl receive its decision upon the
spot; and, execution excepted (or not excepted,) nothing would remain to do in it at
, ally other tilde.
Yet, circumstances there are, and ill no ineon,lderabl_ abundance, by any one of which
a demand may be created tbr a quantity of"
time to which no just limits can be set by
genera] rules.
In an}- of _hese eases, whatevcrat the conclusion of that tir--t meeting remains to be
done, the properest time fi_r doing it will be
settled of eom'.-e: settled by the jmtge, on
the Joint eonAdelatiou of the quaintly of
busim.s_ which thus remains to be doLe--the
point of time at whi.'h it can be done--the
convelueuce of the parties on both sides iu
that caIlse--and
*_he convenience of the court,
that is. of other pattie,, who. in other causes,
have their several and equal claims upon the
disposable portion ot the judges' time.
Thus neces_ry is it, on tile occasion of
each cause, that, in respect of fixation of
nines, the conduct of the judge shouhl be
governed by considerations peculiar to that
individual cau-e.
In the wa) of general ret;utatio_, (with here
and there an exception too im:onsiderable
and too obvious to be worth particularizing,)
fixation of days, of times and intervals, is
plainly repugnant to the ends of justice. Fix
what day you will, the ehanee_ against its
being the proper day will be as infinity to
one.
On each individual oc_ion,
tile interval thus blindly allotted will either be too
long, involving factitimis and needless delay,
or not long enough, insomuch that in the
course of it either tile bu.qness cannot be done
at all, or cannot be properly done.
I. Under the technical s',stem, neither party
being present, exigencies'and convenience of
aIt sorts being in all shapes alike uncured for

:i_
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for the other devlee--the
one abuse forms a
cover for the other abut.
The fixation is riot so inflexible, as not to
have admitted diversities of time eorresponding to diversities ilJ place.
Jurisprudence,
English jurisprudence,
has
a geography of its own. In England there
are two places, town and country.
Town is
tbe spot in which the four courts are situated : reckoning from that place as from the
terminus h qu,',, all places in the country are
at the same distance. As the term is one day,
so the country is one place. But, forasmuch
as there are two places, town and country,
so There are two sorts of causes, town causes
and country causes.
Accordingly, when ibr
a given operation a certain number of days
are allowed in a town cause, for the same
operation an additional nmnber of days are allowed in a country cause: one and the same
additional number in every cmmtrv cause,
If, as hath been said, tl_e hranchas of true
science are connected, those of sham science
are so too. Jurisprudential
geography and
juri,prudeutial
chronology throw light upon
each uther,
Regularity and good order are the images
presented, and doubtless meant to be presented, by these fixations,
Whatever is according to rule, or reducible
to rule, i* regular. But. the quantity of the
pillage bei_Jg given, whatever be the degree
of regularity, the pa_ty phmdered is not much
the better for it : still less, it"the ob3ect and
effect of the regularity have been to give birth
or il_erease to the quantity of the pillage,
Every order is yood order, in the eyes of
him who profits by it.
Motimls for settingaside proceedb_'- m_the
groined of irregularity, form no incou-iderabte
part of the bu_ine.-_sof the courts. The irregularity is sometimes improbity, sometimes
honest departure from re!,,ula*ity, as above
delineated.*
Uses to Judge and Co. -Use I. Making business,
In each ease, whatever he the length of time
thus blindly fixed, it will almost alway. be
either too tong or too short : longer than ne-

_opposable. If unopposable, then the appllea_tion is a sham application, and the fees for
[ making it so much money obtained on false
] pretences :_" moreover, so mueh more delay,
! sold thus by the partnership to every disho] nest suitor who will pay the price for it. If
opposable, and opposed, then comes so much
more business: a cause within a cause_a
motion cause within a regular cause.
Opposed or no,-- if opposable, the applieslion must have its evidence to support it, and
warrantthejudgeincomplyingwithit.
This
evidence is not received but in the shape of
affidavit evidence, bringdng with it its fees:
fees to the attorney, for manufacturing : fees
to judiei__l officers, tbr receiving and rebdstering it.$
Use 2. Affording ease to the judge.
Fixalton with eyes open, would have consumed
time and trouble
To regard the ends of
jnstice--to
consult the convenience of the
suitors--toattend
to the allegations and discussions pro anti can, in relation to that convenienee,--are
irksome operations, beneath
the dignity of the court.
By blind fixation,
time, trouble, and di_uit), al eatl saved.
Use 8. Affording material, tor the system
of mechanical judicature, or decision without
thought : for which see Chapter XII.
U._e 4. Making more and more rubbish,
with the help of factitiou.- and groundless allversificatmn : thence unvognoscibihty, uneertafi_ty, and so forth, a, hefine.
With blind fixation_, the ingenuffy or the
blindness of the mau of law has contrived _o
combine equally blind diver,-ities.
Though,
fromdiver,ityit_ respect oflengthofdistauee,
no diversity in respect of length of time allowed, i.- dedttecd ; ) el, from diversity as betweeu court and corn t. all four in the same
hall, correslmndent diversities in respect of
allowaI_ce of time have not been grudged.
As to the misehiefs to the suitor, -- in a generat view they have been stated already, under the preceding heads : in detail, they may
so easily be read through the medimn of the
benefits derived to the law partnership from
the same source, tha_ a separate delineation
may. it is supposed, be spared.

eessary, or too short to admit that to be dor_e
(or at least properly done) which is required
to he done.
If too long, then come the advanta4zes from
delay : of which under the next head. If too
short, theneomes anapplieation for more t_me.

-_:-See (,hap. XL _'tlotion Bu_siness.
_ The principal cause, if tried, will or willnot
be tried upon evidence in a fit shape : hut the
shape in which the evidence for or against these
applieatmns is presented, is never any other than
an unfit shape. The principal cause, if tried_
would (suppose) have been tried upon good evideuce ; but it is prevented from being tried-prevented by the result of an application supported and opposed by bad evidence--by mendac_tyundetectedr._undetcted because presented
in that fMlaeious shape. Trial put of_ Ulgn_
affidavit (suppose) of the temporary absence of
a material witne,_. The alleged matertal wit.
heSShas no existence : in the meantime_ a really
existing material and necessary witness, on the
other side, dies, or goes out of reach.

No application but by motion ; and no motion
without fees : fee_ to the advocate for making
it, or being supposed to have made it ; fees
to the attorney for preparing it ; fees to juresult.dieial
officers for preparing and registering the
The application is either opposable or un" S*e Chap. XIV.

Nullifications.
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Judges keep holiday ! almost four-fifth_ of

CHAPTER X.
FY_Itt DEVtCE_SITTING8 AT LONG
INTERVALS.

the year in holidays !t
If'there were a time of the year, a proper
time, for justice to sleep, when would it be?
When injustice does.
CO_ECTt_D with blind fixation of times for
When is the time for the shepherd to keep
judieial business, but separable from it, and holiday? When the wolf does. When is t_e
therefore not identical with it, is the device time for the mother mid the nurse _o keep
which consists in the establishment of long holiday ? %Vhen the infimt can live without
m_d unabridgeahle intervals between these
sustenance. When is the time for the physitimes,
clan and the surgeon to keep holiday? When
As to the general nature of this device, it there are neither diseases nor accidents.
is too simple tbr explanation. The misehiefs
The ancient Romans, being pagans, and
of it (viz. to the suitors) are those of de- (as such) superstitious, had _heir diesfasti,
lay. Of the uses derived from it, and in the and their dies nefasti: days in which justice
contemplation of which the creation and pre- was to be done, and days in which it was not
servation cannot hut have originated, some to be done ; days in which it was lawful, and
explanation may be of use,
days in which it was not lawful, to do jusBut, before we come to speak of the uses, tree.
a short glance at the principal applications
The primitive Christians, a whimsical set
made of it, will place it in the clearer "point of people, when they came into power took
of view.
it into their heads, evidently out of a spirit
Of these applications, the principal are of opposition, to " administer justice uponall
presented to viewby the words term mid cir. days alike."
In the e#es of Blaekstone,_
cult.
neither of these courses coinciding with exTerms in the year, four ; each containing
i*ting practice, both it seems were wrong :
three weeks and a day, upon an average : the dies J_sti and nefasti made an extreme;
nineteen days, deducting Sunday*. * Of the and .lustice upon all days alike, a sort of conthirteen months (hmar months) in the )'ear, fiision of all order, made " a contrary exact so man3-as four in whwh anything is done treme."
under the name of justice.
Under the name _ " Profhnation,"ihe
wwkedest of all wicked
of vaeotlon time, all the rest of the )ear is a things, hroke oat in different shapes : admlblank : all the rest of the 3'ear so much holt- nistering justice upon all days alike, was one
day time given to injustice.
' of them. Anmng other sins of the primitive
Such was the original arrangement, in el- Christians, "holy church," when it came into
feet as well as name : sach 1_is still in name, power, took this profanation in hand to eorand in effect as fitr as possible. It', through
reel it. Taking into consideration five holy
this andthat outIet, as the bu_ines_ increased,
season:, Advent, Christmas, Lent, Easter.
this or that portion forced itself' out of it_ and Pentecost, it heheld in them so many
hounds, and spread itself over the vacation,
reasons for fear intervening vaeations_so
it ha,-_been because it could not be kept art; ' many rea-ons tbr being months together withbecause the complete confinement of Jt was out _so muclt as pretending to administer
not possible, Nor need the extravasation be I ustice.
Of the necessity of the three short
matter of regret: on the one hand, the extra 1 vaeation_, consideringthat hol.vmottter church
labour called for in the vacation is not unrcwas at _hat time a Papist. Blaekstone seems
warded; on the o_:herhand, of the profitable
to have e:ltertained a sort of halLdisclosed
mischief produced by the compres_.ion, by far suspicion: hut, as to the long vacation, a
the greater part, (as will be .een) has been I season so comfbrtahle to lawyers, with thag
success-fully preserved unimpaired,
he seems to have been completely satisfied.
...........................
Here, to the general spiritual reasons, he adds
2':0
" Term.
Hilary ....
Easter . .
Trinity
.
_lielmelmas

First &iV.
Last (h:p. of
lan, 23. . Feb. 12. .
Variable a
Variable .
Variable _
Variable .
Nov. 6.
No_,. "28. .
Deduct Sunday%
Remain_

da'ys.
20
27 _
20
22

89
12
-• 77

Seventeen
days sometimes,
after Easter-Sunday.
_laster Term
instead of the
twenty-seven, contains but twenty-six,
Eighteen days afterthe conclusion of Easter.
yet,. VII.

5" Although a great portion of the year is ineluded in what is technically called vacation_ it
must not be supposed.that during that time the
judges are enjoying hohdays, independent of
the sittieg_ at N/st Priu_, after the term% there
is the daily attendance at chambers, where a
great deal of business is transacted, the spring
and summer circuits, and the twelve _sions of
the central criminal court. The terms are now
all fixed by the 11 (leo IV. and 1 Will, IV. e.
70, amended by the 1 _rill. IV, e. 3, and by the
I &vacation,
2 Viet. e.
Sittings in of
bank
be held
in
at 32.
the discretion
the may
judges_
for
the dispatch of pressing business.--Ed.
_*Comr_ eel, ill. p. _/6_ h, iii. chap. IlL ,
_d
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a temporal
one ; a reason, which,
if good m
those
days of popery,
is certainly
not Ic:s
good in these days of reformation,
this i.- the
demand
presented
for denial of 3ustice.
hy
the "hay-time
and harvest."
Accordingly,
certain b in the eyes of hol_
mother
church,
and, as it _houht _-eem, in
those of Blaekstone,
-- should it have hap.
pened to a man to have his carts and hi- hor_-_s
unjustly
taken
from him. and thereup_m
to
apply to a judge to have them back a;rain.-the application
would
have been an unrcasonabte one, contrary
to tilt, interests
of az_ivulture.
What is the matter
with the man ?
What
m-e can he have for his horse_ m' h_¢
carts ? Does not he know that
it i- hat, e-_
t_me?-Sueh would be the speech of Me, her
Church's
mid Mother
Bia,,kntoue'_
judge,,.,
Such is the cogency of this :'ca.-.n, that. iu
the city of London eonrt.,
wimse jm i-d:ction
ends before fields begin, long era'aliens
are
kept up no less _etigion.ly
tha_ iu We_lminster Hall.
Not to speak of the profimation,
care was taken not to call tdt'the tlarvest-men
from their labours in Cheapshle. _
• TheeoursetakenbyBlacl:stonei.
altogeth_,r
in his style, and_ when rightly cx!-l_ined, i','structive,
Seeing,-- beeau,_e even he could not avoid seci,'g
the iniquity of this denial ofjustiee,--hisot_/.,ct
was. as usual, to prevent his readers from _eemg
it. Direct argument
was not to be tbund : dire_ t
averments, such as an argmnent
would have reejuired to support it. would have been too grossly
tulsa. Insinuation
was to supply tii<.ir p:aee.
"
The already.
insinuauon
about the harvest is raiderstood

EV_DI:NC\,',.
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_)ne u_e of p_ ohibi_it,n_ i< In fi_rm a ground
fi,r di.pcl_atimbs:
!:er holme-s was not inex.raSh,:
di_pe_,_a_ivwwere granted,
the protans*Ann vam_hed.
Anne 1275, at _hc e_mmeneement
of the
leig,_ ot Edward
1.3 a di-eo, v,'r 3 was a,_-ain
, ,de, Omt " it i_ m'ea_ charity to do right
uw.o all mer_ at ,di tmw.. when need .hall b_,:"
_:hereupon,
.t the s_,ceiai request of the ki_
t<, the bi--hop-, [,roviq,m
was m,'d!c, tLat, n,
a taw i,,trtle.tar
,',u_e-,
aga
few parfle.lm
cxtr-t _ime.,
.iu_ql ,e. even with,_at a_l 5 such
N,eeial di-[_saxinrls,
might b_, dm_e.
Siuee lhen, *he time tbr d(,mgju_tlce
having
St'ca filnnd on('e more t- have run ant iron
" an extreme,"---parliament
has since, mldcr
th- dire*'tion cJf i% learned emmst,llors,
been
o_'mqqed. T_ot oniy in "r_,gatatinz'"
terln% h t,
m "a,Lb_e'.iatmg"im
m ._: l,',a t,,'uh_rl_ thc_ w.
hound:,rieof t _ e h," c v,_,'ation, Trimty "l't-t m
and hh*'haelma;,
le-t that " ho!y _ea_on'" t_'_
inju_tiee,
now hat_pily _o much tenser the.a
all the sea;_n,
tbrsu<tiee
put together,-_honld
hnt he lonz el'ttal_[i.
All this whfi,.,, the truth is, that.
in the
eye. ot the n,o_t competent
jud_fe,,
three
mccall,, in the y,'ar Ibr administering
justice
w_. an exam,salve silo;vance
: four days were
quite ._dlieh,nt:
m_d, by an exertion
of legal

pneumatics,
each term, eons_-ting
of thirty
day_. nmre or h_..
was conden-ed
ieto one
do) , and so re:d is this eoudcnsation,
that .it
i_ decided and argued opel| and fl)rms a source
nf bnsinese.
Terms,
wi_:h their vae,_tlon% present
but;
an im:,lequale
idea of the ,l:lanti_y
of delay
really manufa,'turod.
An _dea nearer the mark
The insinuation
deduced from the practice of
the legislature,
lbrwh_eh praet,ce theuna_signJ
i- *.hat wh'ieh is indieated
by elreuit,..
Not
reasons must by pr_umptiou
hwe be_n goad
that
either is eom,nlete
without
tile other ;
ones, will be more closely seen thrn,_gh under anfor, to the quantity
manufaetured
by one of
other head.
these engines ot iniquity,
mu-t be added the
The insinuation
about the extreme% requiters
quantity
matmfa,.'tnred
by the other.
aword
ortwo
more toclearit
up. Tim
l_2xce[,timr that
ela_s of causes, from the
l_araetiee_
established
by lawyers,
for e_tab]i_i_ed
the use of
wvers, was too palpably re'pagnant to the entt_
trial of which, as above,
all fit evidence i_
ofjt'_stiee to be defended by ar, ytmn_ in the shape
excluded ; with a few other exeeptions,
of too
of reason: inlaginatiou
presented this mcdmni
narrow
aa extent
in the whole to be worth
of proof--a
mean be:wean two extremes.
Re ..........................
quired to find the two extremes,
lille ot' them
dws neJh._t_ _ere, originally at least, but a ff'w
/we have seen) was the course prescribed
hy the
hohda_;s, sprinkled (_.s the expression it-_elf iradomestic, the natural_ system of prneedme ; the
port,,q-m an oti.erwise unbroken ground of termcourse dictated by comnlou sense and common
tnne. The really extreme rout*e, then_ where is
honesty, in all ages and all cotmtrie_ ; t_,e coarse
it m be fonnd ?'in the very course tbr which, to
adopted
(he eonfesse_-) by the prinfitive
chrismask its repn_-manee to justice, he can find m_tians; the course adoptetl over and met again
tbin:,_ better to say th,m that it is ame,m between
b_ the British Parliament
m the,_e latter dav,_, two extremes_twa
such extremes as the_e.
"lnis course we are to lot_k ulmn as au extrc{ne
For tlle long vaeatbm, hesid_ _ it.. general use%
course.
Why?
Because it was dictated by pa_- i w] ieh are so evident, he has fimnd moreover a
sion, by the spirit of oppositl.on : opposition to i special u_e ; to prevent enlrntmn recoveries from
pagan institutions.
I being sufik'red, so lon,_ a_ it la_sts. Becoveries are
The
other extreme was still wanting;
th_.e I of u'_e, by defeating'the
wilt nf the legkq_ttnre.;
pagan ius*itutions |hrnish it : the sv_tem of dlzs ] l.ng _ aea_iona a_e ni use, by de*i'atim¢ vetoerfast/and
nefastQfas6,
the term-ddvs--ne#**ti,
1 ties. If the ]ong vaeatinn covered the whole year,
the vacation-days.
W hat ! had the Ilo;iaan_. I would "_ot _t.s use have been so math the greater ?
then, a long vacation, an uninterrupted
ma_ of [ So it he but est,,btlsh.-nt, how was it _imsslble
dies nefasti, longer than our long va,-stlon, and I for anythirg not to be of n_se. m the azt'ouut el
as muehlonger
as the 120 days of onr lo_g ca.
Biaeks_one
eation are longer than one?
:4o far from it, thc
_-SE
1. e 51.
_11t
C<mm. 277,
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particularizing, the bosiness done in term is
so much made busin_s : business manu_h¢tured by the principle of fixed days, as above,
or some other device or devices;_ bu,iness
for which in the natural system there l_ no
place, and the transaction of which 1_-repugnant, instead ofbeingsubservient,
to the ends
of justice.
In a geuera[ point of view, term
business may be set down to the account of
sham business. The real business, the bustness by which anything is done towards tt_e
ends of justice, is what is done at the trial;
and, in causes non-criminal (not to speak of
the inferior criminal ones,) the trial, under
the operation of the bamlving principle, as
above explained, is pertbrt_led at the cour%
of Nisi Prius, and the circuit comts: Nisi
Prius courts in town causes, c_reuit court¢ in
country causes.
Counties in all England (Wales not ineluded,) 40 ; deductit-_'g Middlesex, as not
comprised in the circuits, 39. Counties to
which the judges in their elrcuit_ go twice
in the year, 35 ; counties to which they go
lint once in the year, the remaining4, t Ave-

AT LONG

INTERVALS.
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of Glanville, _trumpets it forth in the only
t_.assage of his books in which any symptoms
of sensibility are to be found. Instead of once
in seven )ears, had it been once in seven
times _eveu ye,_ts, the Ghmville or the Black.
stone of the tla) would have admired it, either
. for the expedition, or tbr something still better, which the)" would have found in i_.
Meantime, _hatever delay is created lJy
the ,3_ or 362_ vacation da)s, is amply made
up for m the remaining 5 ; excess of delay
finds, in excess of precipitation, a counterpart, a_d, in the e3e of the la_; a remedy.
The space being marked out, it is [br the
' eanses to squeeze themselves into it, as they
I can, like negroes on the tong pas._e.[[
!
When the natural eourse of things is de},parted from, m_d that to such a degree that
I there are more no.ju._tice days than justice
i days,--in
such a _tate of _.hings.',in r%_ardto
i 3ustiee days, what is of much more imporLtance than the number of them in the year,
! i, _he degree of cT_ahtl/with which th@ are
_&strlbutcd.
!
Suppose, tur example, m the whole year,

rage number of days in the year, on which i 52 iustiee days, and no more: place them
the circuit courts sit in each place, at both _reg_flar!y one _n each week, and on the same
seasons put together--gross
number. 6; era- I da3 in ,:ach we_k,--here are in each _veek in.ployable number (allowance being made for ' deed _ no-j.stice day% but in no week any
Journeys, and for da3_ of entry_ on which in _more. PLace lh,'m, _n the contrary, in a_l or.
general nothing can be done,) at the utmost, t der as wide b" different irma the fi)regoing one
5. Out of the 365,--number
of days during Ias r,o_-,ihte ; place th_:m all 5"2together,_the
which justice, or something that goes by the i whoh_ veal" is thus divided into two masses
name of justice, is mhninistered, those 5;i and but two: one composed of 52 justice.
number of days ill which nothing under the _days, the other ui 313 no-jttslice days: a term
name of justice is so much as pretended to be [ ot 52 days. followed by a vacatton of 813.
administered in these courts, anywhere but I With thi, proi,ortion in both cases,--uuder
in the metropolis, the remaining _360. Term- i the s._stem of the greatest equality, ,appose
times for real business, two in the year. last- ! the causes to be all of them of a simple cast,
ing 2} days each ; vacations between those i and to such a d_,gree simple us that none ol
term-times, two, of IS0 days each. four'them
shall bc t'apahle of being protracted
counties excepted, in which the vacation, in- i beyond the first sitting. In this ease, though
stead of the le_0 days, lasts about 360 out of _the provision made in tills re_peet for the
the 365; the four northernmost cotmties be- i fultilment of the emls of justice would fall
lag as well able to live without justice tbr a [ ,'om,iderably -herr of that made by the natural
whole year, as their next neighbours tbr half __ stem of all iustice-dm s ---still in comparia year : as some ammals are able to hve longer i son w_h the system el _:reatest mequahtv the
_4thout air than others•
_ -"
"'
i _ Gl_uiv_tle,hb. 8.--A',L
Blackstone, besides the care and cheapnes% _ !l On the Norlblk c_rcuit, each lrerambulation
bids us admire the system lot the "' expedi- _,af_brds about sixty causes; on the we,tern, more
tion" which characterizes it.
Expeditiou_ I than thrice as many. Tile 2_ or a little more,
indeed, if, out of the 365 days, 3fA) bc but / allowed at each place on thewesten_circuit: serve
thro_m out of the account--the
360 in which as well for the west country causes, as the 2] or
nothing can be done! --expeditmus,
indeed, / mmethmg less. ser_ e tbr a third part ofthenum.
; bet in the east. If days are not elastic, cause_
on these terms, as if Proernstes himself had are, which comes to the same thing.
planned it t
In Lord Melville's case, it was a moot poiot
In the time of Henry If., who, oat of his whether the cause should be tried by the Hess0
grace and favour, gratified his people with a of Lords, or before a jury. In the House el
circuit, once in every seven years, Gtanville,
Lords, it occupied fourteen days ; tried at Nisi
hi_ grand justieiary, or whoever held the pou Prius_it would haveoecupiedtwenty-fburhours_
if human attention could have kept itself upon
the stretch so lon_, without bursting; tried upon
* Viz. Pleadings in writing ; nullification the western circmt, it would have occupied such
_rlncil_e]raxtof three or four days, as it could get in a
l_h/e s_q_ra_Ix,._1_sub-no_.e_--Ed.
scramble with thirty or forty other cmm_
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denial of justice would be comparatively inconsiderable.
On the one hand, the inconvenience resulting to the suitor_ trom the
subtraction of the six days out of the seven
would be comparatlvelyiuconsiderable;
onthe
other hand, the beneft to the law partnership would be absolutely nothing, or next to
nothing. Suppose the cause complex enough
to require an adjournment,
then the inconvenienee to the suitor, and what (a_ will be
seen) would keep pace with it, the benefit
to the man of law, will begin to be sensib/c.
Suppose, withorwithontat'reshadjournment,
another week,_the
inconvenience on one
side, the advantage on the other, would rise
in value : and so on without end.
Viewed in this point of view, the abominations of the circuit system will showthemselves in the truest and clearest light: in
the four northern comities, the inequality of
the distribution, and consequently the wickedness of the system, at the highest possible
pitch; in the thirty-five other counties, the
inequality and the wiekedness half way to
that pitch,
The profits here placed to the account of
the length of' the intervals betwecn the time
fixed for one part of the businees and the
time fixed tot another part of the bu_ine,-s
in the same cause, are over and above those
which are reaped fi'om the mere fixation of
the limes, as under the last head.
Use 1. Making busine-s by making delay,
Delay is a part of' the stock in trade : terms
and circuits, with the vacations bet_ een them,
m'e the machinery by which ir is made. On
each occasion, tbe greater the quantity of the
delay, the better it _._worth a man's while to
pay the price that ha_ been set. upon it,
G_e 2. Making bu_-incss by extra fees : fees
taken by the judge, or _what crones to the
the same thing'l his oflicml instruments and
sponges, for business done in vacation, over
and above what i* taken tot the same bu--ineswhen done in term trme.*
* It was hy the system of terms and va_atlons
that the delay was'manufactured, by the sale of
which, in lots of a year's length, the chief jus.
tice of the King's Bench, in Lord Kenyon's tim'e,
used to make his £1,700 a,vear : £1:700 a-year
and more, by this one article. In a court of con.
seienee_ or in the study of a justice of the peace,
not a farthing was ever made by it.
On the circuit, a paper which', with or without
reason, is pronounced necessary, i_, b'¢ inadvertence or accident, omitted to be produced. Defendant, having no merLts_insists upon the production of it: on the next day, it accordingly is
produced. But, on the circuit, the next day i_
that daysix months, or that daytwetve months:
in a court of eonsdenee, or in thestudyofajusrice of the peace, the next day would have been
the morrow. In either of these seats of real jus*
ti_, the objection would riot have been made :
nothing but trouhle would have been to be got
by making it,

EVIDENCE.
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An instrument of extortion is thus made
out of the delay: and the longer the delay,
the stronger tile instrument.
The judge neglects, wilfully neglects, his
own duty : this neglect of his own he converts into a source of profit.
First he cornmits the wrong ; then he takes advantage of
it : himself he rewards for it--him who is injurcd by it, he punishes for it.
[_e 3. Making bu.-iness by delay ; viz. the
i delay manufactured by the "mdlifi'eation ms*chine. Of this engine of iniquity (orm of the
!most capital ones in the whole factory,) a
1 draught
.... will be giyen in another chaps er "*" Ac! cording to the appheatron made of rt, someI times ultimate misdeci_ion, sometimes mere
! delay, is the product. When it is delay only,
it is for the sake of the delay with the c_ual
benefits attached to it--of
the delay, and
nothing else,--that
the suitor applies to have
the engine set to work.
The delay is the
commodity which he obtains by the applieacation: the costs of the application (by wllich
party soever ultimately paid.) are the [,rice
of it. Were it not fbr the delay, he would
get nothing by the application ; the costs of
it would be so much pure loss to him he
would never make it. What use would there
I be in making a flaw, ii it were cured as soon
as made ?
Thus, then, s_andstherelationbetweentbe
s_tem of terms and vacations, and the prineiple of nullification.
Without the principle
ot nullification, the system of terms aml vacations would, in a variety of ways, have been
rendered serviccabh, to the end,of judicature;
but, without the system ot te_m_ and vacatious, that engine of tortm'e, the principle of
nulhfiEation, so far as com,ern_ it. dilatory
use (which i- its princip:d use) would have
been worth nothinL_, and soemty would never
ha_'e been uffticted t,) it.
('se 4. In ca_e of pecuniary demmlds,--securing to the det_ndam (when a wrong-doer,)
in tite shape of interest saw-d orgained (interest on the amount of principal due,) an inducen'.cnt _o become a purchaser oi tiJe delay
so manutkt'tured arid set to sate.
Use 5. Making business, by giving effect
and use in like manner to one division of the
chicaneries _n regard to notice. See the chapter on that hcad (Ch. XIII.)
Use 6. Affording ease to the judge, and to
the partnership in general : ease in the shape
of holidays.
So much the less time in which husiness
can be done, so much (for a moment it might
be supposed) so much the less business : thus
obtained, ease ( it may be thought) is obrained at the expense of profit.
No such
thing.
The quantity of natural business,t.he demand for the services of the judge hy
the administration of jusfice, is little influ* lr_deChap. XIV.
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eneed by the time allowed for doing it in. less delay, vexation, and expense,) it is a|toIf, in this or that particular instance, an ex- gcther unfit to be, on any di-puted occasion,
ample should be found of business (natural
evt-r received in any corot of iustiee.
business) lost by delay, the sum total of the
Motion causes, in so far as they extend,
business so lost would be found to hear no are a sort of improvement
upon ordinary
proportkm to the aruount of what is gained causes: they are tried in a bad mode, but
in the shape of made business,
in a mode somewhat less dilatory : perjury
Of the denial of justice tbr so great a part abounds and triumphs ; but one way or other
of the year, cmq,led with the non-denial of ' fi_e business terminates.
As men are dealt
it during the remaimter,--of
the cmnpeund
with in those eotut,, he who is soone_ out
made (as above noted) of exc,,ssive delay of them is be_-t served.
All the rules of
with excessive precipitation.--the
geueral e_idence are either discarded or reversed.
effect (bating a few casual exceptmm-) i,, No unwilling witness is compellable; every
not that less is done b? reason of the tempowilimg witness is r¢.ceived.
Every party
rary denials of justlee, but that what is dtmc is admitted to swear for himself; no party is
is more badly done.
compelled to swear against h_msctf. TestiThat tbr which thne is continually insuffi- runny, which would not be receaved on any
cient is, rendering of justice : that for which other occasion--the testimony of a convicted
time is never insufficient is, receipt of fees. ' perjurer--is received on this occa, mn without
difficulty. Every man that chooses to be heard
is heard, Oh eondltion that his testimony be
CHAPTER
XI.
concerted with an attorney, and that he be
lint crt_ss-examined.
S1XTtf DEVICEMOTION BUSINESS,
Incidental
motions
arise most of them out
THn principal a_ent in motion buqness is of faclitious business, the business made at
the advocate
Except the prlnelpal hearing the offices. With the help oi so many devices,
(called in .tury cause- the trial,) a]most all all directed to this end,--exelu_ion
of the
busine_s in which the advoc_de (as such) has, partle.,mechaniealjtldicarure
jargon, fiction,
or is pretended to have had, occasion to ad- mendacity-heence,
mdlification,-bhmders
dre.-s hims,.lf in open cmirt to the judge, is are made, or pretended to have been made,
referable to this head : it consists m making that application may be made for setting
a motion, or oppo,ing it.
them to light_: thvse applications are called
In the aegregatc ma_s of motim_% two motions ; the incidental nmtions.
main branches mav be distiogui.-hed : rootimi_
Umler any natural system, accidents may
:lot of course, and motion_ ot eOtlr_e.*
The
arL,e, producing need of new arraugel:uents,
u.,e of the distinction will appear presently,
and of application tot that purpose to the
The mass of hu¢ioe._.-composed of motions judge: unexpected absence, sickness, tunacv,
not of course, ei,lls upon us to distinguish it death, anti so fi_rth. On an occasion of this
into two t_ranehes : -- I. Incidental motion.* ; sort, what truth arid justice require is, some
being so many applications made to the judge,
person t¥om whose testimony (when present
in the course of it suit already insmuted in I anti examined) the judge can deduce suttisome other form.
2. Original or originative
cient ground tbr benlg satisfied about the
mot.ions; giving birth each of them to an in- matter of fact. Instead of that, he sees a
dividual suit, belonging to that class of suits lawyer, who, knowing nothing about the
which Oh this account may be termed motionmatter, stand_ with a paper in ins hand, consuits or canses.
, raining a vamped-up story, which, whether
All motions not of course have two corn- I in his own eves it be true or false, he calls
mort properties or characteristic differences,
upon the audge to take fi_r true.
by which they are distinguid_ed fi'om moMotions of course, are motions that are
tions of course :-- 1. Each of them has for its of no use. Without any one exception, this
ground and support a mass of evidence; 2. character bdongs to every individual operaThat mass, the whole of it. is of a sort which lion of the class thus denominated.
Of no
not on!y is, but, by all those by whom on a use, none whatever : understtmd always with
disputed case it is thus employed, is perfectly
reference to the interest of the suitor, to the
known, and, upon oecadon, openly aeknowends of justice.
To the ends of judicature,
ledged, to be of an inferior and untrustworthy
to the partnership in divers of its branches,
complexion: so untrustworthy,
that, when --yes, of no small use.
better is to be hal without preponderant dek motion of course, is an application suplay, vexation, and expense (and it is seldom posed to be made to the judge, but which,
indeed in which it is not to be had even with made or not made, never is refused-- never
creates ou the part of the judge any demand
" Of Late years this class of motions has been for the exercise of reason _ never, in fae_,
very considerably reduced byrules of court isaued comes under his cognizance.
by the judges.- E_L
"
Motions of course, are again distinguishable

' _!
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if he had tried it ; and to punish the dieut
into2.
MotionstW°
othernot
made.Classes-1. Motions made ; _ for the fault, real or pretended, of his lawThis distinction is of' comparatively recent I yers. Like default on the part of the plaingrowth.
Originally, all motions used to be t tiffs attorney, jmlgmcnt for the defendant:
made : all are still supposed to be made.
i judgment a_2ainst the attorney's client, the
Every motion of course, that has been I 'p!_intiff:
made, is signed by the advocate, m attesta_
What is thus done by the power of the
tion of his having made it ; in attestation of judge,--by
whomsoever it be really done, is
his having received the fee charged by the at least said to be done (you would naturally
attorney to the client,
suppose) by, as well as by the authority ot_
Every motion that has not heen made, bat the judge. No suchthing : tosuch perfection
is charged to the client as having hee_ made, is the system carried in this line, so noteis also signed by the advocate ; viz. in aires- riousty as well as effectually is the ju&,e
ration of his having made it, as well as of hL- exonerated from the trouble of judging, that
having received his fee for-it,
i judgment m this case is not so much as said
Made or not made, they are all alike u_e- to be signed by him : the member of the
less: mere pretences, false pretences, for partnmshlp, the person by whom it is said to
extracting money out of the pocket of the be signed, is an attoruey--the
attorney of the
distressed suitor, to put _t into the pockets of party in whose ihvour it operates.
So cornthe attorney, the barrister--the
judge's pro- pletety are the relations of persons and of
_eg6, and eventually the judge. Pretence of things confmmded : so open, notin d_d only,
speaking, is lalse in many of them ; pretence
but in word, is the contempt of'justice.*
_ofthinking, is false in all of them.
It is well fbr the party if the worst that
In conclusion, we have a &vision of the happens to him in such a case, be the loss of
whole stock of motions: apphcatlons that
his cause.
ought not to be ,nude ia thin manner, and apBy blameles_ ignorance, by culpable ignoplieations that ought not to hc made al all : rance, by negligence, or by treachery, somethe division is exhau_nve.
, thing, whaeh (it i_ said ) shouhl have been done
on a particular day by an attorney, is mmtted
! to be done: _fby an attorney employed by the
CHAPTER
XII.
_ party, -- or perhaps by the party himsdf, who
, has failed to employ an attorney, because it
SEVI'NTH
DE VIC_,_
_-DECISION
_ 1THOUT
TItOUGtIT
; OR MECHANI' Was oat
of his power to find money to pay one.
CAL Jt'_)ICATL'I_E.
The something at any rate which should be
t dune, fails to be done. What is the ceaseIs this device may be seen the very acme of : quenee ? By a pre-establlshed order of things,
perfection, under the tee-gathering, the teeb- i the work of the Goddess Law, not of the
nicM, and (as it might he called, could the . mortal jndge,--the
defaulter (that is, not
object be completely attained ) the mcchanic_d ', the per-on by whose fault, but the person to
system : in th_ may be seen the goal to which _whose misfortune the failure has taken place,)
all exertions tend, thou._d_it cannot on every , i- prontamced a rebel or a contemner ofju_
occasion be reat'hed : -- to !:el in the money,
lice, and dealt with accordingly : he is taken
without the trouble of a thought.
Here ,nay up and con-igned to prison on the authority
be seen men without reeling, operating upon of a writ of attachment, as for contempt, or
others as if they had none.
a ccmmi,sion of rebellion : a paper signed by
Be,ides the exclusion of partie_, wMch i_ _(,mebody, no matter by whom; by an adverse
necessary fbr everything, the principle of fixed attorney, by an automaton, or by a judge. +
days was necessary, indispensably necessary,
Rcgt_larity is thus maintained _ and, on t_e
to the accomplishment of this device : whmh strength of that endowment, the system is
in truth is little more than the principle of
fixed days carried to perfection, and apphed
to this particular purpose.
Something which, on a particular day, aecording to a rule declared, or not deciared,
ought to have been done -- done by the defendant's attorney--is
not done: fi'om this
omission, without anything more, the judge,
by his decision, deals with the defendant as
if he were proved to be in the wrong. Not
that he thinks him hl thewrong, for bethinks
nothing about the matter : but, from this
omission o_ the part of one member of the
partnership, t.he other takes occasion, without
knowing anything about the cause, to act as

* To prove, tbr the amusement of readers,
d_at a case may exist, in which, without inconvenlence, a man may be a Judge in his own cause,
Blackstone introduces an imaginary pope adjudging himself to be burnt, and burnt accordmgtv. Why go to all that distance, and for a
smg'le precedent ? _rhy not say--there exists
u country in which every attorney is judge in
his own cause : and this countryis precisely that
in which " everything is as it should be" ? In
Italy, the judge, though a saint, did not become
so tilt he was burnt: in the English Utopia,
every attorney, without any expense of filel, i_
as much a .saint as he was.
"p Reg. Gen. H. T. 2 Mcqll. I%'.--Ed.
.+ This practice is now altered by the 2 SVilL
_1IV. c. 39.--/_d.
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(for loathe and honour)
compared
to a piece I their ohject,--ofthe
whole rmmber of indiviot clock-work.
The paraile! need not stop _ dual. exposed
to the misfortune
of becoming
there : tbr, umber a ..-st ot rules so or_anized,
I de%ndant%
how fe.w m'e there who are able
it is just as impu_:il, ie to a,iudge of flesh and i to deha)
the expense
d etmtinuing
themblood, a- it is to a judge of leather aud pru-!
_etvex (m that unhappy list, in comparison with
mlia, w;th bowel, ot bra-.- and iron, to do ! those who are unahle!
If the unable are not
anvthitlg
hotter than receive fees.
I to tim abl_ _ more than one to ten. then say,
"Under _he autho:it_
o! ajudye,
actin_ un- t on tills ._eo_e alone, without
looking
to any
dot the ita:urat _Jvtem, x_i/a,' lOOln iS there tbr i oil, or, the chaltecs are as tell to olzLe against
sm.h r(uut wit_eb, t_r such h re.elm itlcs, (,r i the truth of tl_e proposition,
thus acted upon
a_. of t{_e.r e.n_-equ:-nccs
_ The partie_ being
a.- ii it stnc, d on the ground
of certai.,ty,
h*'ha'e i_im ,_t tLe tml-et of I i'..- _.am--, t an al,- '
It; in mlitation
of the law still existing,
in
peatan('e _ldch l_,.:cd l_Jt, m_d !,eel,up- _ouid i some phe.'e_- nl regard to flour-nfills,
a barber
re.r. eo.t d_hcr cl them a fa ':hm.;. ) h. woa!d : -_ecured b) priwlege
m the possession
of the
._tate to t1.,eh, "_l,a: :_a- t(_ br dolit • by each , _hule
eu.-tom ot his district
were to set up
ut t]tenl o!1 tLe _A('_xt(weaq,_Ii.
and what, ill all end.nile, hy which, inqead
of corn ground,
ca._e uf radars,
would
b_" the c_mst,(luel_ee,
hoards were to be ghaved, the patients
strandIn a oa.- of c\zremlty,
l,e would have remgin row_toapp!ytheirfaeesto
theeireumcuur-e to rI_c ha,,_are
of extremtty,
he wotAd
terence ota _lleel,-the advantage
to the
send a ual'.ant : but :Lv ua:'_,mt would ne_pr_,tc.-_.iouM man _uttld
be obvious
and inther make
nor lind,
nor tn.'tend
to trod a dL-ptmd_le:
business
to ally amount
mightbe
rebel or e,_utt, rmlcr.
If the eause r(,qtllred
do.no gitLih
a giveu tnne;
and. should ally
another
day _o imi_h it, would
the (lay upmL-chance takes place, such as the drawing of
pointed by him be appointed
hy cross and pile.
hlood, or the levelling
of protuberances
not
without
thought
or i_reL.rence
as het_een
¢ intended
to he levelled,
the responsibility,
convenience
or ruiu of the interests
of any of' instead
of t.dling upon the professional
man,
the partie_?
On the etmtrary,
not one would
would be d_vided between
the patient
and
there be, to whose convenience
due attentmn
_ the wheel
would .ot be pa;d of eour-c.
The privilege
_as too valuable to be iraThough,
in the o_der of thi_gs which we ' parted
to barbers:
judges
re_erved
it to
have Lten exmuinin_,
t!_e de.ision
is allegei themselve._.
Causes aeeordilNly
are decided.
thee without
thought,
_t can;lot in stiictncss
though not exactly by steam (steam-engines
be <ud to he ahogeth,
r _ ithout c_ _dcuce.
have not been lon_ehOU ..h in use.) vet (what
tly an il,tb,em-_ _ made once I._r all, lhe pariy i cometo the same thing)
by mechanism,
"_}'.o_e aHo-'nt,? m.l!;¢e d,'iaait,
1,--com4aded
wah-u_
1he aid of any such expensive
i_struIt, In: ill the _l.l_ g. th'sc i" a .-omctldng,
' ment as human rea_o{_. As to the advantages
vd._,h, i(it _:,_-_ l,e c:dled ¢c_&,.ce, bdongs
of the imi,r_vem_,nt , they have been already
t,., ti.e he,.d of ci_cum-ta.ti_l
evidence : m,d i_di_'a_ed.
Meu are as well judged, as by tile
.,) -_ali-l._'t_:I_ _ th;_ cwdenee,
that, hy t}_e _having-wlleel
they w,mld be _haved : and
,,pelatmlh
gr_uhd, d on _t, it _._ pronounced
the u_es dedv,.d
t;y the partners,
with tile
e,,_a h,..,rc,
judge _ tbeb head, f:'om the circle of ol_et, s.
¢)t the il_er,..',ee
_o qu;ctly drawn, wi:,_l
me ahke eon-pwuous
a- those that might be
i_ t]te three t_ a lat_,mal m.nd, c_,n-iuerad,._n
derived
by the barber h'om the wheel.
had of the elrcumstau,'e_
of tl,e ea.e?
F_m'n
In the s)stem of mechanical judicature,
tl_e
the fact thus accepted
in the el.m_:tcr
_f m_ _uppes_ti_ul of the existence
of _wtice, appoevidentiary
f,w% and that cmwiu<vc!y
.... i=. dtc and adeqtu,te
notice, is necessarily
intlmre any sattieiel_t rc,.-(m f\a l e_mdin_
th:,
v(,t_ ed. h_ ma:,y ca.e% and, of court,
in as
pti_(eii,al fiwt (vlz. ?hat of the parL_'s beiez
many ag pua_:b!v, tile _-apposition
belongs (as
in the wrong I a> beb._g _(_ c.mch a. i_l a t,rea ill be s(c,.) to the category officllon;
it is
pom!erant
de_rree I)r_bal ie : N¢) such thiI,g,
fid.e ; the study having been to make it so.
*.*.liar.oct el', m:de_ the natur,d .y_-tem, uu(L'l
};tit, as appca;ances
llitlsg to a ecrtaiu degree
a a).tem
pur_: htuu faell',hn_- exi,cu=c , miaht
be pre-t reed. am] punishment,
or other hardbe the d,'grce vt the l_rt,ba_:i *),--the
force e!
_-i_ii,. avowed} 5 iuliieted
without
notice (that
the h_ti, tem'c, m_de_ the _).-'.,,.
in _;k{ch it l_- l_, w_.t! uut possibility
of defence,)
would not
mad-,e eonc!u_i_e,
in _hh'h lhe probability
i.
b. e_,_q.tent
with the preservation
ot uppat mta Ievei with ecrtain,*v, i.- hdow
par--peara_wes,-it is not the less true, that (on
m_.'h below par: the et,ane_.'._ are many to one
wi,at_.oever
prineiple_ pertbrmed,
rational or
on th, _.(_ther _idc. Without _,.tting down an 3m_'chanicat)
judieature
s.ppo._es notice.
th'i_g t,>r tl e e[,.amoe of trea,'bery,
igno,'_uce,
Under the s,.stem of fixed times,_in
so
(,r t :.d'_ q_ee. un the part _t' the att(_ru_,.,,
f_,r a_ the fixa{ion extends,
_nd is not dist_r t_ hat :. _o h'e'dte_t
a s:d,jeet
of judicial
} tmbed
by i_eidental
applieation,--the
fixac,_ _:_ Ia I.) fra,M on the f:m t of' hi_ hrother ]tion.
beiI:g *uppmcd
to be foreknow_l,
is
on the other s_de. or event uncertainty
in the ] thereby
snpposed
to convey the requisite
i_rules tl,emselve..,
which had uncertainty
tor ] formation ; to operate
as notice.
To thi_
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clas_ of eases extends what may be ealled
general or pre-established notice,
On the other hand, in the eases to which
the system of fixation has not been supposed
to extend, and in those to which, as just
mentioned, it has experienced disturbance,-to those eases applies the demand for _pecial
incidental notice,
Such is the connexion between the device
of mechanical judicature, and the device
(that is, as will be seen, one out of two parts
of the device) composed of chicaneries about
notzee. -To render the mechanical system
more productive, one object has been, so to
order matters, that the implied supposition of
the existence of adequate notice shall in this
and that instance, and of course to as great
an extent as possible, fail of being verified,
By the impossibility of timely notice, or by
some other means, that which a man is to be
punished for not having done, is rendered
impossible ; and, therefore, lie is punished for
not having done it.
For an exemplification of this policy, the
practice of outlawry* in actions called civil aclions, is of itself a host of cases. But, as to
this, tee the chapter in which the chicaneries
about notice are particularly brought to view.
Uses to Judge and Co.-To the uses already snmmed up, under the
head of the two devices tbrming the foanda,
tion of this device, there will not be muehto
add.
Use I. Making business ; viz. by the tbundarien laid for defaults,
mischances, and
frauds, thence for mm'e and more business,
Use 2. Making business; viz. by gi_4ng
encouragement and e_islence to n_at5fide' demands and defences, under the assurance of
inability on the part of the adversary (lot want
of adequate opulence) to avoid making the
default,
Use 3. Affording ease ; viz. by enabling
the judge to act, and receive fees, without
expense of thought, widmut expense of time,
trouble, avocation tbr pleasure, or hindrance
of ulterior and more profitable business,
Use 4. Affording ease ; viz. by exempting
the judge from all responsibility, and appreheasion of responsibility.
A judge, when he
has thus converted himself into a machine,
shares this advantage with other machines.
Use 5. Affording case ; viz. by giving to
the judge tSaeprofit of inhumanity, clear from
the opprobrium.
Use 6.--and
from that pain of sympathy,
which, by the view of the party thus injured
mid distressed, while suffering under the distress, might by possibility, in some eases, have
been excited,
The most striking peculiarity of this device, as compared with most of the others,
" F_de 2 Will. IV. e. 39, §§ 5 &6.--Ed.
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is the shelter which it affords to the judge
against responsibility.
When the fate of the several parties laterested is seen to have the judge for it.sauthor,
to have a decision pronounced by the judge
on the ground of appropriate evidence for its
cause, a certain share of responsibility attaches of course upon ¢he judge. Should the
parties, or anyof them, labour in consequence
tinder anyevil imposed upon them in contravention of the ends of justice, the odimn at
least (if nothing more) is carried naturall%
and of course, to the account of the judge
Should any profit be thrown into his hands
by the operation of the same cause, such profit will be apt to be also carried hy the public
mind to the account of the judge ; and the
expectation of the profit on the one part will
be in danger of being looked to, as the cause
of the suffering on the other.
That so incunveMent a check _hould be
removed, was of' es_entlal importance to the
emls ofjudicature_
Ti_e prineiple of decision
without thou:Tht, presented itself ibr this putpo.e. Whatever is done--- _hatever cruel_y,
whatever extortion is practised, takes place
wittmut any thought, and. therefore, without
any need of thought, on the part of the judge
--takes
place, in virtue of certain pre-estai blished rules. These rules -- havin_ been ustabli_hed so long ago, nobodv kno_vs when,
nor by whom. nor why, nor wherctbre--are
of course pretumed to be the fruits of the
most consumumte wisdom ;-- and whatever
misery is seen to flow from them, is placed to
the account of necessity, and the nature of
things, the impcrfectmn of human iustitutions, and so ibrth. Who have been the sufi lurers, or to what amount, the judge neither
knows nor cares. The judge who knows what
, it is he does, is cxpost d t_ the i nputation of
partiality.
Let things be _o arranged, that,
i on as many occasions as possible, he shall act,
mid be known to act, without knowing what
' he does, arid that men in general shall underi stand as much, and be satisfied with it,--mai lice itself cannot find an) pretence for disturbing him with any such charge. The judge
secures the praise of probity, inflexible proi bity,--and
by what ? By that very arrangement, by which, for the purposes of extortion,
; justice has been rendered impossible.
i The judge is thus, almost from first to
last, the passive, the mmonscious, and con_qaently the innocent and irresponsible, instrument of all the mischief that is done by
his authority, and for his henefit. Whatever
distress, extortion, and injury, comes to be
manufactured for his use, means have been
found for saving him from everything that "
could have been unpleasant to his feelings ;
from the tears of the afflicted, t_om the cries
of the oppressed, from the reproaches of the
injured.
Whatever mischief is done, either
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heneverhearsoflt,
ar, ffhedoes, lttsthrough
The opposite device has conested in the
themedmm offnend_and partners,
engaged enabhngthefraudulent
party,
by whom effee- by a common interest, in reality to make it tire notice has been received, to escape from
as heavy, in appearance to make it as light,
this or that burthensome obligation, the ira,
as possible,
position of which is necessary to the giving
In the simplicity of ancient times, saving effect to the correspondent right on the part
his ears from being stunned with noise (he i of his adversary : to escape, viz. on the supamph_ts clamorem audiamn_) was the only i position that the effective notice so received
motive to which it was thought needfifi for i had failed of being received : failed, viz. either
the monarch to ascribe his alleged disposition t because it never had been received at all, ur
to do justice.
Under the technical system, i because it had not been received a_such time,
his substitute, the judge, has contrived to ! and in such manner, as to enable it to answer
x_'ithdraw himself out of the reach even of I the purpose for which it ought to have been
this motive,
i given.
On these two devices taken together has
! been engrafted a third, consisting in the need.
CHAPTER
XIII.
] less diversification of the modes anti forms of
EIGHTH DEV1CE_CHICANERIESABOUT
} notice : the written instruments
reqnired to
_OTXCe.
t be employed, and tl_e steps or operations required _u be performed, in relation to such
WHE._Sn_v_, for the purposes of justice,
instruments.
an obligation to any effect is imposed upon a
This diver._itlcatlon has had two main
man, knowledge of the existence of such sources:-- 1. The diversity of courts--the
obligation is necessary to the futfihnent of it ; t'ertile snurce of cont'n_ion and injustice on so
or at any rate to the affording the requisite
many other grounds besides this ; 2, The allsecurity, i'er its being fulfilled. What in some ver_ity of occasions on which the demand for
cases may happen, is, that, without kn'dwledge
notice may have been presented by incidents
of the obhgation, a man may be led by other
arMng in the same chart ;viz. whether in
causes to do that which it. i, the object of the causes of the _ame sort, or in causes of dif
obligation to engage him to do : hut, in so ierent sorts earthed on n, the satin, court.
far as the obhgatlon is either necessary or
The demand for lbe notice is produced by
comlucive to his perfi_rmm¢ that act which,
the obligation grafted on it--by the obligabeing perfi*rmed, is the tullitment ofit.--so
uon., to the ju;tiee of which the'existence of
far the knowledge of the existence of the ob- such receipt i_ a necessary conditim_. This
ligation is necessary to _he fulfihnent of it.
obligation _ill in every case be bottomed
On the part of the iadwidual, ti'aud and upon two inseparably connected gToumls:_
iniu_tice operating on the subject of notice, 1. The existence ot the law, or rule of law,
must e_._ume one or other of two forms :
by which the quality of giving birth to the
One consists in wilful omission to give no- obligation in question ha_ been conferred on a
lice, viz. in the not fitrnishing the person by fhct or facts of the description in question ;
whom the performance (or the opportunity
2. The existence of such tact or facts.
of performance) of the act in question is heAs to the taw,--as on this occasion, so in
cessary to j:'stiee, with intbrmation of the all others,-- to prevent it fl'om having been
existence of the fi_ct, the contemplation of present to the minds of those who are ruthwhich is to present to him the motive for jetted to its operation, on the supposition of
such performance,
its havlny been, on the occasion in question,
The other consists in the not acknowledgpresent to their minds, is among the fundaing the receipt of notice: to wit, by him by mental policies and constant endeavours of
whom it has actually been received,
the fee-gatheringor technical system, in every
Under the fee-gathering system, fl'aud in part of its course•
these shapes, as in all other shapes, being in
The keeping of the requlsitefacts
also out
some way or other beneficial to the partnerof" the reach of the minds of tho_e who are
ship,--amon_ the objects of that system has to be thus operated upon, is a more special
accordingly been that. of giving encourageand diversified application of the same indusment to fraud in both these shapes,
trious pohcy. Examples will meet us as we
One device has consisted in the enabling a advance.
fraudulent party (for the joint benefit of himAfter what has been said, or even without
self and the partnership) to impose upon his anything of what has been said, two propoadversary, wRhout effective notice given, this sitions, it is supposed, may pass without any
or that burthensome obligation: the impost- dispute:-1. That, whenever appropriate
lion of which, on the supposition of the re. notice is necessary to justice, it ought to be
eeipt of effective notice, may be just or not effectively given; 2. That, whenever it has
just, but, at any rate, on the supposition of been effectively given, and thence effectively
the non-receipt of such notice, is not just.
received, it ought to be deemed and taken to
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have been received ; i. e. that ought to be far as this primitive mode has been preserved
done, the dohtg of which, in tile case in ques- or restored by law-- tile most ehgible course
lion, is. upon the supposition of such actual is not only to the last degree obvious, but
receipt of notice, contbrntable to justice.
(in so tkr as legal powers have happened to exHence,--to
an_ one whose de_ire it really tend) i_ exemplified in every Jay's practice;
were that in all eases, as thr as possible, jus- , though, as _o the execution of what is deterlice should be done._a main questioa would mined to he endeavoured at, difficulties will
naturally at the outse_ present itself: What of course be apt to presel_t themselves, and
in general is tile most effective, mid upon the , iu as great abundance mid force as one of the
whole the mrJst, eligible, mode t0r the con- parties can eonmve to give to them; yet. as
veyance of eflk.ctive notice?
to the determining of what _hall be endeaIn the endeavour to find an answer to this _voured at, difficulty has _carcely any place.
question, the lir-_t observation that presents
Where, for this or for any other purpose,
itself is, that to this purpose not merely tile *wo [mrtie_ are reatl) and mutually wishing
efficiency of the notice ought ro be attended
to hold intercom,e _ith each other, -- they
to, but likewise th_ other consideration so embrace of course the most effective, and
inseparably connected with many questions
_regard being had to delay, vexation, anA
relative to the subject of Ilrocedurc,--the
expense) the most convenient, modes, which
consideration of the circumstances of delay, the state of society in tile place and at the
vexation, and expense.
Thence comes the time.- in question happens to afford : special
question in its amended st,de : What is the mrs,engels Oil lOOt. special messengers on
most eligible mode to be takea f,_re')nveyinz
horsehack, letter- post, mml coaches, teleeffective notice, regard being had to the col- gtaphs, and so tbrth.
lateral cnnsideratioos of delay, vexation, and
The problem and the difficulty, the mdy
expense ?
dithculty, is, how to rende:" that party willing
To find an answer to this question, lhe who of himself is not so; or, where that is
first ohjeet to Ire looked to i, the oo'asiou: i impracticable, to supply the place of willingunderstanding, iu this iastam.t,, the oeeas.on ne-_ on his part by other means. Under the
as constituted by the _la::eol the _,_lit: h) the natural system, the solutkm of this problem
stage in which i_ is proposed
that _he notice wall depend upon the stage of the c,mse.
in question. Ire it what it may, shall be given .
When the judge i_ honest, and not a_,hamed
and received,
or afraid to face the parties, the business of
The person hy u horn ir is proposed tha_ : nooee is attellded with little difficulty.
the notice be received, will, in each case, he
At the outset of the cause (suppose) a
either willing, or m)c willing, to reveive it.
me_,tlng is piodm'ed; after this, all ditlieully
Ill so filras he is willing--the
proposedgiver
is at an end. A mode of intercourse is settled
of the notice being also by the _epposition i for each, and by mutual consent.
Declare
willing to give it-- there can" exist no ditti- i @avs the judge3 on pain of losing your cause.
cult)'.
In the ordiaarv and maleahle inter- i at {_hat place _lelivered, and how directed,
course of life, tho_e wh'o wi_-h to hold inter- it may lre taken fro' granted that a letter has
course with one anotlwr, and are at the :ame reached_ our hands. So deliveredand directed,
time tree to do so, never experience any other by accident shouhl it happen to any letters to
ditticulty thau those ;_h'.eh are opposed by the have mi_earrk-d, the inconvenience, whatever
circumstances of tmle and place,
it be, shall ultimately rest, no part upon your
Untbrtunately. a_ between parties i'tigant,
adversary, the whole of it upon you. This
the ease in general i_ unhappily the tever_-e : arrangement la,ts so long as the cause lasts;
by whatever motive one party is prompted to the cause lasts, as to this purpose, till to this
give the notice, by some correspondent too- purpose I have dt_elared it to be at an end.
tire the other party is prompted to avoid, if
As to the mode of procuring the initial
possible, the receiving it: or rather, the bcin_ meeting, in general a simple summons will
deemed to have ree, ived It. If the not;co has suffice. But tf there beany apprehension of
been received, such and such proeeedina-s, httitmwy, and thatapprehension deelm'edupon
tending to impose a burthen in _ome shape oath (or _hac is equivalent,) and registered,
upon such receiver, arc taw!_d, and produc- so as to render the phdntiffresponsible
in ease
tire of such their iniemted ctt'.,_ct; if not, not : of vexaimn, the securlt_ aflbrded by personal
but his endeavom is of eom'_e to avoid being arresta:Aou need not be grmtged.
In this or
subjected to that burthen: therefore his wlsl_ any other _hape, the danger of wilful and
and endeavour is, tbat, -- whether the notice needtesa vexation cannot be great, where the
was or was not received h_ him, -- the sup- author, in case of its being deemed so, is sure
position entertained, or at least acted upon, to smart for it.
by the judge, may be in the negative.
Arrest, when it is (what it ought to be,
Under the natural system of procedure, in and might so easily be) neither more nor less
so thr as it governs, whether in the private
than a visit to the judge, is at the worst but
circle of a family, or in a public sphere _- in so a forced visit. Every forced visit is unplea-
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aunt; but by what, human means shall a man I
Defauh is the non-performance of that act,
be exempted from the occasional vexation of[ to secure the performance of which, any act,
making arid receivina" unpleasant visits ?
I prescrit)ed in the character of aa act of noArrest, as under technical procedure it is, / rice, was really or professedly designed,
mul, so long as that system of abominations _ On an occasion of this sort, is it necessary,
remain_ unextirpated, will Ire,is indeed a most _ can it be neec.-sary, to state to common sense
bari_rous oppression, a most enormous grie- _ what would be the part taken by common
vance.
The visit is not to the judge, but to / honesty ?
a j_l; that, in that seat of mi__ery,indigence
Under the natural system, the occasion for
may be stript of its last ra_, out of the _ight, notice, and eventually dethult (be i_ what it
and fi_rthe benefit oftheludge,* hi_ proteg('s,
may:) win ire either subsequent to" the first
and under-partners,
appearance of the party beibre the judge, or
A third person--a
person who i_ not a a,atecedent, con.-istingin non-appearanee.
party-- a person whose pro,once, although
If subsequent to such appearance, there van
he be not a party, may, ii_ the characte_ of he no difficulty. At the first appearance, menwitness, or'm) o_her, be r,ece.s-ary toju._tie_,
sates are supposed to be already taken (since
--i_ in th:- _c_peet in ti_e smmtio_, which in every case they may be takeu)_effeetual
the det'endant is m, antecedently to _he first measures, taken without difficulty, and with
judicial meeting ,o ofken _poken of.
thll warning of the consequences of neglect,
In case of neee_sit3, not on parties only, t'or the eoutim:atida of the intercuurse as !_ng
but on rturd pet_*on-, tlnm whom inibrmatiou, . as it wanbe necessary for any of the purposes
or any other service, i,_ n('ce_sary to justice, I of justice.
If an_ei_edcnt to such appearance,
might thi_ mode of enflncing it be praetl-ed i --then, for the purpose of giving him official
without reserve; always umlerst_:od, that in Eand sufiSelent notwe, sufficient infbrmation of
ease uf ptuposed vexes.ion, the mithor is at [ the nature of the burthen to which default
the same tiure himsdf standin_r in the pro- I ms2' subject him,--personalintercourse
with
sence ot the :udge, ready b) hi_ immediate ! the party himself is by the supposition imappoil._ment to pay fi_r the injur:, by due ] practicable. But, with the adverse lmrty, the
sati_factmn or condign pun_shurent.
I plaintiff,_the
party at whose instance the
t_y the law- of tile T_velve Table% any I rendering of th_s service by or at the charge
man n:icht lead _Jrdra'_: into the pr,._enee ot'] of him the defendant is prayed for,_this
inthe ju@e any nthc_. ,,btofto coll,, giving t:i, tercourse has. tuthe supposition, taken place.
neck a rwi-t at _hc same time. The t_*ist io Thedefeudant bvthe supposition isnot forththe neck migtu have linen spared : tha_ omi_- coming: intercourse withhim hath as yet been
ted, and rc_pon_ibi!it} for vexa_itm added, the lbmM impracticable: simple latency, abseonprov'.smn would not be less conducive ':o j_-.-ion, expatriation, exprovineiaiion;_which
rice nnw them then. m L_mdon thm_ in Rome, of all these ae,'idems is the _ause ? Who]_ncy/er.--And wouid you have the whole _oever he be, whosoever he is or ha_ been,_
time of a teadiu_ membcr'of parliament, of a relations, nelghbuurs, acquaintm_ec, sOme or
_st mini-ter, li¢_bleto he thus ,'on._umed by a!l _,t these, it' he is a human creature, he
a conspiracy of 1,laekguard-_. (w. on col_dl[ion
ntus_ have had. From these sources, or some
nf pc__c_'eranee, by a single hiaek.zuard?
of _hem (it the acquaintance which the |dain?Gm-Luwyet.--No,
eertalnly : but ?ourenutifF. ins adversary, has with him, be not of
_piracy. what length could it go |wii_e it were it*elf .-ufllcient,) information coneenfing him
discovered ? And yot;r single hlackgt_ard. _r will be to he obtained : and, for the indication
the first of your conspirators, ptmi_hed as h_' nt these sources of information, the plaintiff,
would be for h_ wry first exploit, st_pped
who is so mneh concerned in interest to afl'ord
in his career at the very outset, where wouht it--the
plaintiff, if it he not iu his power of
be his per_verance ? As to your o_xn all
himself to afford sufficient intbrmafion, may
perfect system,--what
it doe._adtnit, is )oar
at any rate be relied on as a sure resource.
apprehended mischief : what it does not adTlmugh a cham_el of corre_pondenee be
mit, is this naturN, or any other, reined),
settled upon. and agreed tube employed, yet,
AttheinstanceofMr.
ttorneToeke,
whenon
on legal occasions, as on those of ordinary
his trial for treason, Pitt, the minister of the life, the process is exposed to failure ; the
day, with a crow,1 of other state-worthie.,,
oh:mnet _hat ou?ht to have been employed,
delivered his reluctant testimony.
The re- has not been employed; or, though employed,
Ievanee was at any rate out very elo*e: s_q_- the intended commmfieation has, after all,
pose irrelevance as complete as possible; what failed of being received by the person towhom
burthen, uuder ll;e name of punishment or it should have been nmde.
satisfaction, could have heen impo_ed on the
On this head, in natural proeedure_ as in
auttror of tim vexation ? None whatever,
o_dinary life, the first question i_, of eotrr_e,
--received
or not received ? If not received,
* (;om_. Rep. on Imprisonment, April 17'._2.
27 Rep. of Committee of Fmance_Appendi._-then sometimes comes ill the ulterior quesPrir_n Fees._[Vidc
supra. VoL VI. p. 17_, ti_m._towbomslmltthefadurebeimputed?
Note,]
_o the party by whom the notice should have
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been received ? or to the party at whose instance, and by whose instrumentality (in the
first instance at least,) the communication
ought to have been made ?
Under tile technical system, the question,
received or no'_ is a question never ln._de: instead of it, rood or bad ? is the only question
ever heard of. in regard to notice.
If good,
no matter whether leeeived or no. it will he
deemed to have been, or (uhat is the only
material thin_) acted upon a.- if it had been,
received.
If bad, no matrer, again, whether
received or no: it will be deemed not to have
been received; and upon that <upposition will
the conduct of the judge be grounded,
The notice is regarded as good, when the
communicationis._upposcdto
have been made
according to the forms which have been settied. or supposed to be settled.
Made according to these form% it is not the less good
for not having been received.
Made in a
manner varyinff, or supposed to vary, in any
respect, t?om these fbrms, it is not the better
for having been received,
According to the principles of eommou hone_ty, ttle point, aimed at have been already
stated: that. wberever notice is requNite to
jnatice, notice be not given only, but, whereever aetualty received, be deemed to have
been received; and that the operations eraployed lbr the giving and the receiving of it
be as fi'ee ti'om delay, vexation, and expense,
as po_--Able,
Given the situation of the north : given also
the situation of the south. Given the points
aimed at by common honesty; given, in like
manner, are the points aimed at by eommon
law:--that
the notice requisite to justice
may, as frequently as possthle, fail of being
received ; that, when actually received, it may
as frequently as possible tailor being deemed
to have been received, to the end that he b_
whom it was given may be dealt with as if he
had not given it; and that the operation, relative to it may be in such manner attended
with dclav, vexation, and expense, as to yield
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der circumstances in which it is known that
the information pretended to be eommuniea.
ted will not be reeeived ; viz. either will not
be reeeivedat all. or will not be recei_'ed time
enough to answer the pretended, and not intended, purpose. _
The forms prescribed to be employed in the
first instance being elaborately inadequate,
profit flows in through a variety of channels.
Suits on the question whether the notice
given was good or bad: the notice, though
good, not hawng been received, suits for relief from the consequences:
notice given in
the first instance being found bad, demand for
fresh notice: the only form of eommuniealion allowed robe given in the firs," instance,
being upon the face of it. or by experience
found to be ineffective, or reasonably or unreasonably apprehended so to be,--motio_
that communication made in some other way
may pro l_e vice be held goodd t
Parties excluded, di-eus-Ao_s about nolice rest of course on the Zlmmd of affida_:it
evidence. No questions asked ! the essential
character and use of altldavit evidence.
No
qua:lions asked I the resource and motto of
fraud, on all oecaaions, and in all places. No
questions asked by receivers of stolen goods
--no questions asked by learned judCes.
Notice of the fact, on which, aecorthng to
law, aproeeedingatthe
eh'Lrge of one orother
of the parties is to be grounded, -- notice of
any such tact is nothing, unless the notice of
tile law aeeompan) it : means of compliance
are presented to view; motives tbr compliance,
not.
One grand mnl standing object is, aeeordingly, to keep tile law m a state as incapable
as pos_-ible of being conveyed to notice. That
which exists riot, Is not a subject of knowledge. Itenee the matter of another de,dee ;
the unfeQned love and indefatigable magnification of that sham law, in England denoted
by one of the hall dozen senses of the term
I common law, and in France so much more apl ...............
the purpose ofmade
being inineffective,
the
to the partnership as large a mass of pro[it as i trived
* (It'forcomnmmcation
a form conpossible.
The courses taken for _he fulfilment of I case
of
the
three
distringases_
(though_
in
that
case, compulsion is in a manner combined with
these ends are hy tar too multifarious to be notice) may serve in some sort tbr an example.
here particularized. The diverslfieationsagree
Real object, the forcing the corporation to erain this, viz. that, beside_ being needle_sly di- ploy an attorney, that the suit may commence
lat,_ry, vexatious, and expensive, they are as and go on in technical course: form" of commumention employed (instead of sending for an
inadequate as they ean he made: the corn- aedng member'ofthe eorporatmn_and_peaking
modious channels presented by the improved
to him_) a sort of pantomine; a few shillingsstate of society beingindustriously
neglected,
worth of their goods seized, or pretended to be
all real means of intercourse being inexorably
seized, and a few months afterwards a few shildeclined.
How should it be otherwise ? To I lings-worth more. By virtue of this sort of eomt munication_ at the end of seven or eight months
employ them, the judge wonld have to see [ the attorney is set to work, and commencement
and bear parties with his own eves and ears:
ivan to the suit.
and to see and hear parties wottld be to give g "I"That "service" (as thephrase is,) made in
up the ends of judicature.
On favourable occasions, sham eommuni- [ this or that particular way_ may be "oood setcations are employed without disguise : the 1 wee.
forms of communication being employed, un- t
_ lqdc supra, Chap. IV. p. 221.
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propriately
by jurisprudential
law, or jurisprudence.
Hence also the accessory
devices
embroidered
upon that ground;
jargon i1_ atl
its forms,
fiction,
and the douhlc-fountani
principle : all which see.
In re_pect of the mode be,t adapted to the
conveyance
of notice ; beslde.¢ the diversifiealions above hinted at, as resalttng
from the
state of society,
others nf a retire pelmarlent
nature
are saggested
by circumstances
of diversity, such as, umler the ,3 stem of common
sense and natural
procedure,
are too obvious
to be overlooked.
The par_._ _u_ 3urns, or
under power,
of one sex. or the other:
in a
state of perfect sanity,
or in a state of cornparatwe
imbecility,
through
immaturity
or
eaducitv
of age : the party a housekeeper,
or
not: if" not a housekeeper,
has he a fixed
abode,
or is he in a state of itinerancy:
his
abode known,
or as yet not known:
within,
or not within,
the geographical
boundaries
of the juri,diction
of the court.
From these
and other diversities
in respect
of condition
in hfe, may arise a demand
for divel _ifieation
too obviot[s to need, and rcquiring
too many
words to admit of flirther
mention
here.
To these natural
and rational
_ources of

what is done and received in tile party's name
is not eomamnieated
to him.
Ha_ing
(lest
the uselessness
of it shall be pereei_'ed)
been
rendered
unintelligihle
to him, it is reavenient to the lawyer, and trot disadvantageous
I to the client,
t[lat he shoahl
be spared
as
_ nmch &_ possible the plague of hearing
of it.
_ Without
any election,
the domicile
of each
i attorney
is" knowu
or knowable
to every
other ; m_d thus t:ar. without
any such eleetics ill form. the effect of it takes place.
It is the interest
of the pm'tner_hip that as
mtmh intercourse
as I)os_ibte _hould be kept
up between the proi_.-sional
members
of it on
the apposite
sides of the cruise, the one with
the other, and a_ little intercourse
as possible
between nne part_ and Lbe other, mad between
each party and the lawyer on the other side.
Between
the party and his lawyer,
it is netther in their inclination
nor in their power to
prevent
or impede the intercourse.
i
But. in additmn
to this sham business,
in
I the eour_
of which,
though
everything
is
I suppo.sed and asserted to be done by the party,
i nothing
i_ done by hint in eflbct_in
addition
[ to this sham business,
to which the party is
i not, unles_ by accident,
privy--business
will

diversification,
the substxtute;i
technical
s_stem
England
at least_ has
other%(m more
suitable
to its lmrpose-:,
and mere enngcnial
to its natm'e:
diversity
of eourt_, diversity
in the sort_ of causes, and diversity
of stages
in the name carter.
In Frem'h prax.ti-ce, the defen,']aut,
after he
had given authority
to an attorney
to act tbr
him, was called ui_(m to el, et his domwdc :
meaning neither more nor/e_s
than thi,, viz.
to name the hoase, to which, whatsuever
ecru-

! done
every unless
now and
then arise,
cromer then
be
the part)knows which
of it. Here
! would be an occasion in respect of which, if
i justice
in,toad
of fi_es had been the object,
} election _t' douficile would have heen made to
[ take place: scrwcc on the client would have
I been pertbrmcd
by service o_, his attorney.
f
]lai among the sources
ell fbe_ is evasion
I of notice,
evasion, real on one side -- appre] headed, or pretended
to be apprehended,
on
i the other.
By election
of domicile,
Anflie_

munieation
for the purpose of the canoe migt_t
require
to be made, bem_ made accoldmgly,
shaft be prc_utncd
to have reached hi.- hands,
The domicile
s_) elected
was the office of his
attorney.
Letwee_
client and attorney,
so
long as the relati, m and the confidence
attaclted 1o it eontinut_
it is not in the nature
of thin_
that any e_asiou or detreeratton of
intercou_ _e shoutd exist on e_ther s_de.
IH England,
a_ in France,
and everywhere
else (even
under the natural
s_stem,)
to
whomsoever
the misforttme
fall_ of being
obliged to employ an attorney,
the office ot
the attorney
wdl in general be (regard being
had to the i'nterests of hoth parties)
the most
eligible domicile:
m_d, if at the outset of the
suit, so ttnough
every subsequent
stage of
the dispute,
whatsoever
turns it may happen
to it to take.

] by causin_ service on the attorney
to be in
_ all ca_es service on the client, this _ourc_ of
i fct_ would have been dried up. Accordingly-,
} such permanent
election
of domicile
is usi km)wn to English
practice.
]
The persons to whom notice
is addressed
] arc either known or nnkllown
: unknown_
as
! ill the case of creditors.
When the debtor is alire and forthcoming,
common
sense wo_fld direct men in the first
instance
to the debtor.
Technical
judieature
finds always some other channel ofcorrespondence better adapted to its purposes.
Scotch judicature
for example,
--besides
the pier and shore of Leith, has the Miuatebooh and the Wall: the pier and shore for fugitives;*
the minute-book
mtd the wall fbr
eredirors.T

Under
the technical
system
in England,
election
of domicile
does take place, and it
does not take place.
• It doe_ take place, in this respect : -- The

* The method of eltingpersons
(rat of Seatland by proclmnation
at the pier and shore of
Leith, ]s now abolished
in almost all, if not in
all cases in which it was formerly in u_e, and
intmmtion
by means of a record kept at the
(iene_al Register.Ilous%
and printed for distri.
button, is subsritutc_,_Ed.
+ L_wrie, p. 180.

greater part of the business done being sham
business--business
made to make fees, busthess which has nothing to do with the merits;
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Rule : If notice he not conveyed to those
whose interest it is to receive
it, be sure that

I a poor man continues
i out remedy.

either
beingits received
_or tileis advantag;e, orits that
not beingis/lot
received
for the
advantage,
of those ou wheal it depends.
Think on this occasion of Bank l)irector_,
and unclaimed
dividends.
Think
again oti
Lord High Chancellors,
and Ma_ters of lhe
Rolls, and unetaimed
pittance_
of lni,erable
suitors : and see by what ontnipotcllee
it i_
that the money cmtdoyed
in augtnentation
uf
masters'
salaries
is created
out of nolhimz,
Behold
in each master's
office a gnlf: by
which,
when a man's
money is swallowed,
either his right to it is concealed
from him,
or, if he know of it and claim it, nacre is
squeezed
from him than is paid.
First
men
make the wrong,
then they make their profit
from the wrong:
nor is that enough tbr them,
but they must have praise for it.
Sham notiee
presents
two main media, calions:
1. When notice pretended
to be g/yea
is not given, not being' meant to be received;
2. When, received
or not received,
it is nlanifestly
incapable
of answeril:g
its pretended
purpose.
In the one ease it is ineffective,
in
the other useless.
By the English
practice
in the ease of outlawry,
in the class of causes
called civil causes,
an example
/nay be seen
of both the_ modifications,
according
as it i_

t, every
To other
pnt a who
mall isin content
it, is a topower
givenprice.to
pay the
I Proceeding
in a particular
course,
chalked
i mlt for this pm'po--e, a man brings an action
a_ab_t
you fi)I anything
that comes uppermost : no matter what it i.% since it is not
neees,ary
ilia/ it should have the smallest
.. fimndafiva
in l;a,-t : and if one carried on in
thi_ way L- not sufficient to ruin you, he brings
i a_ Inally more as he pleases.
The great ms! yJrity of the people are unable to employ an
attorney
to defend then/respectively
in any
one -uf'h snit;
much more in any number of
such suits, inereasable
w*thout strut :conse.
quence,--outlawry,
as above described.
Thole are two principal ofl_nces, to whieh_
&s already intimated,
this puni.-.hment
is all*
nexed.
One is poverty ; or rather (refermlcu
being had to the circumstances
of the plaintiff) interiority
of affluence.
Th6 other is expair/at/on
; being out of England
: whether
for a mal?s own business or pleasure, or in the
public service,
makes no difference.
While
a soktier is bleeding
for his cmmtry at the antipodes,
judges in England
have a sbop open,
in whirh
the 3 are ready to sell his hberty,
wilh the faculty of destroying
his property,
. to any _,ne who will come to them and pay

considered
in itsapptication
to the one or the
other of two descriptions
of persons:
persons
out of reach of the pretended notice (whether
put into that state by latency,
exlmtriati_m,
or ex-provineiation
;) and persons
incapable
of profiting
by it, being incapacitated
by ind/tenet,
Process of outlawry _ is a mode of proceeding by which a man is pot bite the condition
of an outlaw.
To be in that condition,
is to
forfeit all his goods and ehattels,
tinge/her
with the profits of lands:
goods and chattels
upon the pertbrmance
of the first ceremmly-profits of lands at_er other ceremonies,
all of

I the pricc tot it.
'
Previously
to a man's being sentenced
to
' thl-_ lmlii__hlneut,
a notice,
in some shape or
' other,
must in every case be given to him.
/3,tit il is not necessary
that in any case he
_hnuht have received
it.
He never does reeeive it : it never i_ intended
that he should
it i_ always intended
that he should not : it
is always a sham notice.
The n._al_ is in the
"East Indies : tile notice consists of a mess oil
jargon,
muttered
by an attotne>'s
clerk, in
some oWice or public house ill Lomhm,t
ealI-

course yielding
their fees.
Add to d/is, perpetnalimprisonment,
if he be eaught;
besides
other plagues in plenty,
not wm'th detailing
after these,
Who are the persons whom the partnership
has subjeeted
to this fate?
Two descriptions
of persons:
those who have not wherewithal
to defend themselves
from it. that is, to eraploy lawyers
to defend them ; and those who,
for an)" cause (be they ever so poor or ever
so rich,) happe._ to he so circumstanced
as
to be out of the way of receiving
the notice.

in it for ever, and with-

Whent_q)ia_*m_
a man isatranstbnned
a 5"
caput
wolf's head,intoasanweoutlaw,
learn
from-the highest authorities,
takes place of the
original he_d planted by nature upon his shoulders. _ While John Wilkes
was in Paris, an
attorney's
clerk performed
this metamorphosis
upon t/is head, by pronouncing
the magical
words
at a public-ffouse
called Atlaediscovery
Three Tons,
in Brook
Street_ Holborn.
was
made, that one of the _ords belonging
to the
fbrmnlary
was wantingor
misplaced.
Tile effect
of this discovery was, to replace upon the shoul.
ders of the blasphemer his natural head, such as
it may be seen m Bogarth's
print of it.
_. tlSt of persons ls pcriodicallypublished
un-

:Not that,
on this occasion
any more than
others,
the eoudition
of poor mid rich is exactly up_a a par. A difference
there is. and
it may easily be imagined
in favour of which

_ This applied to outlawed felons. The IreSsage in the Mirror relating to this subject, is exeeedingly curious.
If the felon refused to come
in, it was lawful
for any one to treat him as a

side.
A rich man, unless he be uncommonly
uadbrtunate,
eanbekeptinitonlyforatime:

:_f_,_llt_l,
do
.
him:wa:
f°r:Vewrlh:_d_and:u
_.
mark. Ch. IV.._4.
It would now, however,
be as much murder to kill an outlaw, as to kill
anyother person.
1 Hal. P. C. Ch. xliL--Ea_
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or there-

I the

abouts
days. a man cannot be out- I
The inea_a few
in which
lawed fi_r nothing,
without
risk to the person i
at whose instance this punishment
is inflicted
i
on him, will help to shuw (if it be neees.,ary
i
to show) that it is not for want of knox_un_ ]
how to remedy
it. that tho_-e who pro_t h_. '
this enornltv
persevere
in the eommis-_inu ot "i

analoG')
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what

is here

said

with

renee t<_
judicial much
instruments
would,
without
exception andor operations,
difference,
be found applicable
to those others.
Applied
to a judicial
operation
or instru.
meat, the effect and object
of the principle
of md!ifieation
is 'according
to the most
e_nnprehen.,tve"
dc,erJptlon
\ "
that can be given
of it) in the e_._e of an operation,
to cause

been done
the e_ebeen
of
it • Oft a eriiinal,,
prosecntior;,
it eammt, be !_ do_e,
that towhich
be h_s
considered
as :--in
not having
practised
as above men, breed wit'l_m_ ri,k. ', an instrame,tl,
_)r a c]atlse or portion
of an
The necessity
of a bill fbund by the _rand
instlu,ne:_t,
to cause that t_,he (_n_ideredas
jury is the bar to it.
Not that the pow,'r
net existing
which dues exist. _
given to that sort of court is the real obsEx_mqde_ :--t)rder
from the judge t_ the
taele:
the reaf obstacle
eouslst,
in the oath
party to appear in persolt, at a certain
time
attached
to the testimony,
without
which the
and place,
lte appears
aecordi_gly
:t this
hill could not be found : i. e to the punishappearmwe
i_- nnll and void : for this obemeat attached
to it in case o£ f,d._ity.
The
dmm'e he suffers
as if" he had not obeyed.
same punishment
wouht afford the same seSui_fel's ! V_'hy ? l_t'oause the pleasure
of the
earity, grand jury or no grand jmy.
judge was (as he ottght to have understood,
The observation
i_ neees¢_r? : otherwise
a the order
being to the contrary,)
that he
lawyer would have his answer ready : tn c_rili
should not appem in person, at that or any
you cannot
have the same _eetu_ty
against
other _ime and place ; but should employ an
groundless
outlawry
as you have 5_ cruninali,
attorney
to appear
instead
of him, at other
because
in crimiaall
you have a grand jury,
times and places.
and in elvdi you have none.
llefendant
proved guilty of a capital _ime;
To put an end to this abuse, along with
folmd so by the jury : acquitted
afterwards
many others,
what i_ wanted
i_. no jury,
b_ a judge.
_h?
? BeCause. m the desert W
grand or petty,
but per_mud
at,pearance
o_
lion ot the crime, a lawyer,
whom the prothe plaintiff coram.b_,h,e,
tbr the purpose
of
securer was obliged
to employ,
h:.'d omitted
- examination
upon oath, in the first instance,
to emph)y a p'uticular
w_)rd, which neither
legislator
nor judge had ever ordered
to be
employed, and which was noi in the language.
CItAPTER
XIV.
For the purpose
of giving impunity
to the
NINTtt DE; IeE----pR1NEIPLL OF NULLIFIcriminal,
tile _tulge makes the rule, pretendc_r_ox,
ins to find it ready made.
On a more particular
view, the effect; of
'l'm.' instruments
and operations
to which
the nullification
principle
in respect of the
the principle of nullification
is in use to be
ends of justice
will be seen to be different,
applied,
may be divided into two elas_es,-and indeed
opposite,
according
as it _s in
non-judicial,
and judiciaL
Of the non-judiiavour of the plaintiff's
or of the defendant's
eial class, c_,ntraets (i wluding agreements
a _d side of the ea,_se that the operation
in qneseonw.yances)
present the most extensive
as
lion has been performed,
or the instrument
well as mo._t t_mihar example.
These belong
in question
exhibited.
not to the present purpose;
but (so elo_e is
1. In Nvour of the defcndant.'s
side; if the
suit he a criminal one, the object ot the suit
der the name of the Ca,t-India
Directory.
A
(the application
of puni_hme_t
to the demonthly
called _Steele's
List, sho_s
such of
ilmdant,
if he be guilty) is either prevented
the
km_'s hat.
subjects
are serving
their country
at different stations, in tire naval branch of his
service. In the periodical book called the Court
Calendar_ may be seen the names of others of
his majesty's subjeeU% serving in various foreign
stations.
All these, together with all the inhabitants of all tile colonies, tbrm a part of the
whole number of persona whom, without
the
shadow of a cause, without inquiring
into the
cause, and under a determination
not to inquire
into the cause, the judges of all the courts are
ready, on all appropriatehr fixed days_ to sentenee to this punishment,
t_ttl_e instance of anybody who will pay the fe¢_
Selden, a_ he tells us in his Table Talk, outlawed the "king of Spain_ for not making
his
s4rpearanee in _Vestminster
Hall, in puts(lance
of a notice thus delivered.

altogether,
or retarded
: so, if it
criminal
suit, the administration
lion to the plaintiff:
for example,
him to receive a sum of money
due.
2. In fi_vour

of the plaintiff's

"_

refe-

be a nonof satlsfae.
the causing
that is his

side ; if the

suit be criminal,
the effect of themdlifieation
is to cause the defendant
to receive punishimenI,
and that punishment,
undt_e : it" the
t sutt be non-criminal,
then, on the score of
[
_ In this point of view, the principle of nulli! fieation may be considered as a rn_tifieatmn or
I application of the principle of fiction.
_
the
t Chapter on that device {Chap. XVIll.)
5" Vide 31 Reg. Gen. H. T. 2 Will IV.--E&

'
_
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satisfaction, to render to the plaintiff some
_erviee, and that, service undue,
From c_uses which lie too wide of the
present purpose, so it is that,--incomlmrison
with the instances in which the operation of
it is in favour of the defendmlt's side, especially in crlmlaall, _ those in which it is in
favour of the plaintiff's side (in such sort as
that the defendant shall, either on the score
of satisfaction or on that of punishment, be
subjected to a burthen which is not due)
would be tbund extremely rare. In other
words, the effect of it is much more frequently
to paralyze the force of the law, than to give
a wrong direction to it. This, therefore, is
the effect which in get_eral, and unless on
special notice to the contrary, it will be proper to consider as attached to the appIi_'ation
of this principle,
To which side soever of the cause the
operation of the principle apphes, the effect
of it is susceptible of two other distinctions,
which require to be observed :-1. It applies either to the whole number
of steps taken, or about to be taken, in the
cause, or to stone part only of that number,
In the tbrmer case, the nullification may bc
sMdtobecontplvte;_iathelattcrcam,
par¢iaLt
Thus, in anothcr and _airer and honester
as well as picas-artier sort of game, the royal
game o.f the goose, one sort of uulueky cast
throws you back only a part of the way you
have made ; anodmr, the whole of it.
2. Again : Where the nullification is complete, in some in_tances it has the effect of
operating as a bur,--on the plaitltiff's side,
to all ulterior demand, to all fresh suit on
the same score,--on
the defendant's ,nh.,
to all ulterior defence; in other i_lstances,
not.
In the former cas% it may be termed
definitive or peremptory ; in the other case,
dilatory or temporary, or rather non-peremptory.
Another distinction : The cause of nullification. J_--the pretended irregularity in the
operation, or the pretended vice or defect in
the instrument.--may
be made to operate
backwards only, or forwards only, or both
ways.
The principle of nullificatima is what Lord
Bacon would have called a polyehrest: a
constellation of injustices,
1. If the article of substantive law which
it serves to frustrate be in the tbrm of
statute law, it not only contributes to the
unCertainty of the law, but contributes to
" Synonyms,--thorough;
entire;
simple; operating (in the language
logic) slmiaIieiter.
q 8yuonyms,--limited
; operating
quid,
in the language of school
logic;
lathe language ofjurlsprudenc_
,+ 8ynomyms,--quirk,
quibb]_

pure and
of school
seeundum
quoad hoe

EVIDENCE.
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undermine the authority of the le_slator,
substituting that of the judge in place of it.
In the individual ease in question, it repeals
the law of the legislator pro taato; and it
serves as an example and an encouragement
to judges to repeat such ac_ts of repeal in
other instances.
2. Although the article of substantive law
thus frustrated exist in no other form than
that of a rule of jurisprudential
law,--in
other words, it" it be no more than a sham
law. made or imagined by a judge, without
any determinate set of words to put it into,
in_-tead of an article of oral law, nmde by"
the legislator in a determinate set of words,
--in
this case, though no such advantage is
made as in the former case in the way of
usurpation, yet in the way of uncertainty the
advantage is the same. The substantive
law, which was of itself uncertain, as being
in the form of jurisprmtential
law, is rendered still more so, by the shock thus given
to the system of adjective law, on which its
execution depemts.
3. It possesses, and in a pre-eminent degree,
the virtue of an cx-l±o.,l:factolaw. Whatever
general rule of law i- established in the way
of jurisprudence, that is, by judges, acting as
such, is in effect an ex-post:fitcto law. The
mischief of an ex.post-Jhcto law consists in
its being unexpected: whence, the suffering
produced by it is at once inevitable and unnecessary: unnecessary, since an article of
statute law to the same effect would have produced all the good, without any of the suffering. But what can be so unexpected as that
a malefactor should be acquitted, because a
clerk has written a wrong word?
4. It pumshes one man, for the fault, or
the supposed fault, of mmther. It punishes
the party iiljured, It deprives him of redress,
because an attorney's clerk, or a clerk under
the orders of the judge himself, has written
a word, which is supposed to be wrong. Under the natural system, an error being discovered, if it were deemed worth correcting,
it would be corrected, and the suit would go
on as if there had been no error: b_it under
the technical system, such correction would
not serve the ends of judicature.
The more foreign the ground is to the
merits, the more the decision contributes to
the giving to the law the desired appearance
of a lottery, in which a favourable decision
is a prize, and the tickets, the prices paid by
plaintiffs and defendants for their respective
chances.
5. In all cases of a criminal nature, it serves
for lodging the power of pardon in hands unknown to the legislator. The lower mid more
numerous the hands, so much the better ; so
long as the power of allowing or disallowing
the pardon is reserved in the hands of the
judge.
The persons in which this power is

:._
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vested, are all the pe_nns to whose m_stake, _hat, by a decision pronounced agahlst fl_e
or supposed mistake, this consequence is an- quibble, any swerlfiee is made of the ends of
hexed: every attorney or attorney's clerk, judicature, of the interests of the partnerevery official clerk or official clerk's clerk, If ship, That, the service habitually rendered
the consequence is settled, and the clerk an- to that interest may be at its maximum, it
punishable, the clerk is, in respect of this pre- is necessary (it will be seen) that the inrogatave,more ofakingthanthekinghimself;
stances in which the decision is against the
[br the king eazmot pardon without the con- quibble, and, so far, fi_r the merits, should
eurrenee of at least two other persons,* and be frequent.
Equality is as good a proporthe clerk needs no concurrence, but what, by tion as any other.
It is where the numbers
the supposition, he is sure of.
of decisions for and against the quibble are
A decision which is not grounded on any seen to be equal, that the uncertainty is at
alleged cause of nullification, i._ said to be its maximum ; and uncertainty is the mother
grounded on the merits:t _ converso, a def'i- of arqument, that is, of business.
stun which is grounded on an alleged cause o{
Suppose the question were, whether the
nullification,:[: is not grounded on the merits,
length of your nose should operale as a
Under the technical system (but more reason for depriving you of a sum of money
especially under the Engli.-h edition of it,) a proved to be due to you : and suppose the
judge says, with equal facility and indlfferdecision in the affirmative.
Would the thence, mydecision was grounded on the merits,
justice commence with the decision ? No,
or, my decision was not grounded on the me_ surely : it wonbl commence with the argurits. In some future age, such openness will meot : or, to speak strwtly, with the token
appear l:ardlycredible. In each case, a shorter
'whatever it were) by _hich it bad been
phrase n,ight serve:--My
decision wa_ ae- manifested that argumew:s pro and con on
cording to justice; or, my decision was con- that question would be heard.
trary to justice.
The exemplification may appear ludicrous ;
A decision not groundod or, the°meri._s,
but d,e purpose of it _s a grave purpose.
bears upon some ground foreign to _he me- Among the quibbles, on the ground of which
tits--upon some alleged cause of nullification,
deci.-ions have been given against the merits,
sortie q_irk, some quibble,
enough might be fbund in which the distance
When the decision is in tZavourof the quirk,
fium the merits was not tess, and in whieh
it is then simply and decidedly a decisim, the mi_chiefdone by lhe contempt put upon
against the merits.
Yet, when it is against the merits was even more considerable.
If,
the quirk, it is only sub rondo that it can be in lhat ca_e, the ouirage to justice present
_aid to be in favour of the merits,
itself, at first view, as more flagrant than in
The back of the judge is turned upon the these, it is mdy becauee in that ease the colour
merits, not only when he decides in favour of the grmmd is new (tor which purpose it
of _he quibble, but at an earlier period ; viz. was chosen ;) in those others, old, and the eye
when he takes upon him to listen to an argu- Familiarized wilh it.
meat on the subject of the quibble.
Then
Fancy not, that if a premium had been
is it that one offence against justice is corn- offered "to him who should invent the most
mitred ; and, if the decision is in favour of absm d Izround of nullification, the most fluthe quibble, that makes a second offence grant injustice that could be committed mt
against justice,
this ground, anything more absurd or more
Whe_er the decision be for oragainst the flagrantly unjust could have been invented
quibble,_point
blank against, or to a certain than thosequirks(sometimessuceessful,
somedegree in favour of, the merits,_ mischief to times unsuceesslhl) which arc to be four_l in
the community (it will be seen) is produced,
such abundance in the l_ooks._
advantage to the man of law. When it is
It In 1826, a man named Sheen was tried at
for the quibble, a portion of mischief (it will the Old Bailey, lbr the murder of his illegitibe seen) is produced, over and above what mate child, l't was clearly proved, that he cut
is produced in the other case.
the child's head oil': but as the names by which
But it would he an error were it supposed, the child was known _ere not accurately _et
out in any of the counts of the indictment, the
The keeper of the privy seal_ and thekeeper
murderer was acquitted._A
very remarkable
of the great seat. [The sovereign can now_by case occurred in Scotland in 1_0_. John Hand GCO.IV. e. 25_ grant apardon under the sign- nay was tried for the murder of ,Marion ]Robertmanual, with the concurrence of only one of the J son, daughter of John llobertson, late _right m
1I. p. 579._.Ed.]
"
W Ga/lic_, portant su_"lefond.
Gallic_ portant sur laforrae. In the French
expression there is less perspicuity, but, on that
very aecoun% more decency. The outrage to
justiee_ though the same in spirit, is not openly
_rvowea.
principal
of state. F/de supra_ Vol [
Vow. secretaries
VII.

John Robertson was not a wri_tht, but a tailor.
On the objection being taken, the jury, at the
request of the Crown, found tI_eprisoner " not
guihyof the murder specified in the indictment."
The object of this special verdict was_ to form a
ground for trying the qaestion_ whether the prisorter
could&e.
bcbrought
totrial
inWesteroft_
It turned
out on
in acorrected
evidence, that
R

-
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True it is, that, in the station of a judge,
injustice can never be done, without a something in the character of a ground or reason;
equally true it is, that, in that station, nothing can be imagined more irrational than
what, in the character of a ground or reason,
has been made, and may continue to be made,
to serve,
Fancy not, that, if it had happened to the
na._al reason to form the grouml of a decision,
reported in good law-French, the deci.ion,
with its ground, would have been defended
with less pertinacity, or ,poken of with le.s
reverence, than any of those others which
form so large a portion of the chaos called,
in lawyer's language, common l_tw.
As to the uses of thi_ device; the cartlogue of them ha._ alread_ been in great part
seen, in the catalogue of tile mtschief_,
Use 1. Making business; viz. pro h,_e vice.
This use (as already, observed) is tile more
peculiar fruit of the l_roeess of temporary nullification, in contradistinction to peremptory :
but even where it is peremptory, the argumeat in that same cause i_ the fruit of the
principle ;mtd this whether the irrelevant
objection be allowed or disallowed ; since, on
that ground at any rate, had it not been for
the principle, there would have been no argument,
Use 2. Nnrslnguncertainty--the
perennial
source of made business, flowing from the
land of quirks and quibbles,--in
all fiiture
eases. But as to this use, see further, under
the head of the Principle of Jargonization.
Use 8. Establishing and supporting arhitrary power.
See further, Chap. XXIIL
.Double-fountain princwle,
Use 4. Blinding the legislator : rendering
the law uuintelhgible to him: putting it out
of his power to see what is going forward, to
form to himself any dear conception, either
of what ought to be done. or of what is done.
See again the 3argonization principle,
Use 5. Awe-striking,
as well as blinding,
the2eople:
causing them to regard complaint
as _roundless, and hopeless, and injurious,
and culpable: deterring them thus from cornplaint, howsoever intense their sufferings.See ag_tio the jargouization principle,
Use 6. Repelling tile e)e of the legislator
by disgust. See once more the jargouizatiou
principle,
Use 7. Securing a fund of popularity,
This use is confined to the criminal branch
of the law: the effect produced by the prin-
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eiple, when thus applied, being the acquittal
of malefactors.
Such has been the success of hypocrisy
in this line, that the deluded people have
learnt to ref_q_rdwith sentiments of love and
reverence and glatitude,
instead of indigua.
tion, the treachery of tho_e minister_ of ju_tice, who, by the help of this eapital eugizte
of iniquity, have persevered in the habit of
giving aid and impmlity to all sorts of maletactors.
If au advantage, so much greater than at
the outset could naturally h_ve been expected,
contributed little or nothing to the creation
of the technical system, it contributes at any
rate in :to small degree to tim prescrvatim_
ot it.
Under this delusion.--the more ill-grounded, and (whether ill or well-grounded)
the
more excessive the lots of puu_hnaent are,
which stand attached to acts prohibited under
the name of erimes,--the
more eager are tt*e
people to see this surreptitious and anti-co,tstiuttional power of pardon, thus employed,
in eatlt_g out the very heart of the substm_rive branch of the law.
Hene_,, a sort of auxiliary device and resourer of the teehn;cal s) steu_ consists in adding in all practicable ways to the atrucity of
the [,enal system: pouring out punishment,
as from a eornucopi_e or a Pandora's box,
without regard toproportion or dematld. Thi_
may be done in either of two ways: either
by appt_ing to the legislator and getting fresh
statutes, or without any such trouble, b) inrlsprudenti,d et>nstruetion, serex_ing up mL-demeanours into felonies: tdl at last there
come, to be but one sort of offence, and that
a eapital one. It i_ thus that, under the au.-piees of bypoelisy, ambition and cruelty play
into one another's ha_ds. By d_ubte iniquity,
a man lenders himself double service.
By
breaking the law, he receive_ the blessings
of the people ibr his humanity, when, by
making it, he has received their veneratim_
for his love of justice.
Advice to judges.
When a cast, of cornpassion presents it,elf (and the mote atroeious the penal sy-tem, the more frequently
will eases of that stamp pre_ent themselves,)
instead of recommending to meley, get the
defendant off by a quirk.
The defendant,
for example, hasstolen thirty-nine guineas :
recommend it to the jury to value them at as
many shillings.
Observe, now, how many
points you will compass by this one stroke.
You reap the seven advantages already mendietment : it was found that he could not. See tinned ; and, besides all that, you cherish in
Hume's Criminal I_w_ 197.--A case is re- the bosom of the people the habit of regardpcrrted by Leach (545), in which a married ing with affection and respect the vice whieh
couple
eaeaped because
conviction
for stated
stealingin from
lodging-house,
it wins
the in-a is one of the main engines of your system,
dietment_ as hired by the husband, whereas, and cherish at the same time the habit of
thenegot.iatiou, though enmmene_lbyhim, was blind obsequiousness in the bosom of your
eondffded by the wife.--Ed,
rivals, the juries.
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If,--you being on the ministerial side, as mixed nature of the constitution, and the
it is most natural for you to be,--the
author
stages through which it has pas._ed in its asof a real or supposed crime, particularly ob- cent to its present elevation. Be the eonstinoxious to administration,
comes under pro- tutionat law of the country what it may, the
secution, and an attempt is made to save him tenor and fabric of the law must ever be faby a quirk ; you have a choice to make. Oil vourable t(_ the in*erests and wishes of the
tl_e one hand, you see the service you may do individuals who, for the time being, are in
toyour party by adue execution of the laws;
possession of power : t_vourable to them,
on the other hand, the service you [nay render
proportionally adverse and unfavourable to
to your partnelship by the violation of them.
all wh_e interests run not in the same thanYour choice will depend upon existing cir- nel wlth theirs.
Hence. taking the whole
cumstances : but it is a pleasant sort eta di- fabric _ogetbe_, there will exist contimmily,
lemma, not to be able to stir a step without
ou the two opposite sides, so many perpetual
reaping an advantage,
and perpetually opposite contentions and eno
The popularity gained by this principle in deavours,--on
the side of those in power, to
criminal cases, will serve ) ou _brtile support
strengthen the system,-- on the side of those
and defence of it in that other class of" cases out of power, to weaken it. The system ima(non-criminal cases) in whieh the favom' of gined by the Mani_.h,Teansfor the governmen$
the public does not extend tuft.
Ill these fat of the physical and moral world, is thus excase% the advantage reaped from tile prin- emplified, in _act, in the ordering of the eoncip|e is much more substantial tlian in those
terns of the poli*ical world.
other meagre ones. In criminal cases, at least . Excellent as the constitution is in its mate.
ill nineteen in:tance_ out of twenty, the de- rials and capabilities ; supported as no doubt.
fendant is mere skin and bone ; the plaintiff,
it has every now and then been by truly hecalled prosecutor, httle better.
The efl\'ct roic exertions of public virtue,--l_either
wiser the flaw too is commonl) peremptory, or dam, nor wrtue, nor the union of both, will
it would not be worth noticing, or worth
go any considerable length in aecouming fk)r
making.
In noa-crirainal, called civil ca._es, the dtqail_ of it. The features ill it on which
cost._ come frequently out of the estate ; and we pride ourselves with so much reason, and
(be that as it may) the parties may be of any on s_hieh we may felh'itate oursel_es with
degree ofopulelwe.
Here, then, _ou make so much more reason, are to be considered
the eifect of the flaw but tempolary ; and rather as dmgotml., resulting from the con_he quantity of business which the cause at'- flicting foree_ of' persmml interest, than as
fords is thereby doubled,
perpendiculars erected by virtue on the basi_
The grosser and morn abundant the pro- of _Ssdom.
fences for nullification, the more easdy may
The struggles between parties have irebusiness be made, without the expense of qucntly been struggles tbr exislence. When
treachery on the part of the professmnal as- existence is at stake, all other objects are
sistants of the party who suffers b:, the flaw : eclipsed by it : everything bends to the preand in this ca_e, compared with the other,
sent emergency.
the encouragement to such treachery is much
When the adjective hranch of the s)'stem
more inviting and more pure.
Many a man is weakened in any part, the weakness exwho would not charge his conscience with
tends to the substantive branch in tote: when
the destruction of the innocent, or even, in the foundation of a house decals, the danger
a matter purely civil, with the final sacrifice extends to everything that is above. But,
ofaclient's
righteous cause, will be restrained
when immedia*.e destruction is in prospect,
by no such scruple from the lending a hand no price can lie too great that holds out a
to the mamffacture of a little extra business,
hope of p_esent safety. When law is against.
by a slip too natural to attract notice,
men, men will be against law. If, by a flaw
In England, as elsewhere, the body of the introduced into the texture of the system of
laws may be divided into two parts: the be- procedure, a precious life which otherwise
ncficiat, and the pernicious.
Nowhere will might have fallen may be saved, any fitture
the existence of the distinction be disputed ; mischief that may by contingency creep in at
no, not even amonglawyers : sincewhat little
the flaw makes no impression on the mind.
there is in it that tends to the reduction of The beam I introduce to support a falling
delay, vexation, and expense, may, even ill house, may be pregnant with the dryrot; but
the estimate of an official panegyrist, make if the house would fidl without an immediate
sure of a station on the left-haxld side. :No prop, and there is no other within reach, tile
man that will not admit the reality of the beam goesupofcourse,
all thought of the dry
division : no two men who would draw the rot is put aside.
line exactly in the same place.
The sacrifice of future contingent good to
In England, however, the distinction is greater present good, is reconcileable to the
more maxked than perhaps in any other
dlctatesofthe
purest wisdom. What the dry
country: the cause may, be fbund in the rot is to a hour,, the principle of nullifiea,,
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tion --the principle according to which deci._ions are pronounced on grounds foreign to
the merits--is
to the sv<tem of" adjective
law, and the system of substanfivelaw
which
rests upon it.
It is applicable to the purpose of saving
from the power of the law any sort of pet sm h
be he who he may, so he be liar the moment
exposed to its penalties: the coirupt placeman who abuses the powers of government,
or the patriot who opposes his resistance to
the abuse.
Wh.,n, in a penal ease, on aground foreign
to the merits, the decision is against the
merits, it destroys pro tanto, in the individual
case in question, the power of the substantive
law, It destroys the power of a bad--it destroys the power oflt good, law. Considering
it in the light of a perpetually applicable and
all-extensive principle, is it not, however,
capable of meriting, upon the whole, the appeltation of a beneficial one ? In idea, yes:but
. upo.J what suppositiml? Upon this; that, in
the substance of the penal system taken to-
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one: but, to flaws of this description, power
had been in the habit of appl)ing a remedy.
Addressed in proper form, the judge (Lord
Mansfield) substituted
the valid slang to
the iuvalldslang.*
hnmediately Westminister
Hull was in an uproar: what could not be
done by rea-on, was to be done by noise aml
calumny.
The ibrgerer who inserts a word
in a deed, alters it : the judge who amends a
record, alters it : the cry was, He has altered
the re, ord' and what _ou were to miderstand
',','as, that he had committed an act of iorgery
on it.
To the enablillg the partnership to turn to
the be._t account the principle of nullification,
the fl)rm of jurisprudential law was indispeusably nece*sary. Without the aid of that deceptitious form, something might indeed have
been done by so cunvenieut a principle, but nothing in comparison _tth what hasbeen done.
As in the substa_,tive branch, so in this
adjective brmwh, the law, it" it had not been
in the form of jurisprudential,
would have
t been in the fbrm of.ta_ttie law. In that ca_,

words, that it would be more ibr the advan,
course of the cause, by either party (suppose
tage of the country to have no penal laws at the plaintiff)--whatever
operatiml it had reall, than such as are actuallyin force. Upon quired to be performed--of
whatever tenor,
any other? Upon this other: that, the good purport, or effect, it hall required an instruand the evil being in equal proportions, the ment, on this or that occa-iun, to be deliverapplication
themore
nullifying
principle: in
is other
more I ed,--it
wouldit have
given a description
getber, thereof is
evil tha_*good
_ hatsoover
had required
to be done, ofizlthat
the
likely to fall upon the evil thml the good. operation, of that instrument;and,
ff on pain
On either of the above suppositions, but on of nullity, intending that such should be the
no other, is tbe nullifying principle, this fa- consequence of i:_dure, it would have given
w,arite and ever bu_-y principle, anything
warning to that effect.
better than an execrable nmsanee.
But for
Of the legislator (except in so far as it
either of these _uppositions is there any the might happen to him to he corrupted or desmallest groumt?
ceived by the man of b_w,) the object would
The true remedy is, what? So obvious, the of course he to render such failures as rare as
pen is almost ashamed to write it. To rid
the subgtantive system of the peccant matter;
" The Author has her: misconceived what was
not to introduce into the adjective system a reallydone byI_rd Mans|_eld. The _bnn of proceeding agaanst Wilkes was by information, for
principle of debility, by whieh the efficacy of publishing twolibels..lust before the trial (.which
the good and bad is reduced together, and took place on the 21st February 1764,) the realike,
cords being made up and sealed, the eouasel
When Wilkes, the victim of the court, and for the crown thought it expedient to amend
the idol of the populace, was prosecuted tbr them, by striking out the word "*purport," and
the two writings, one of which had been the substituting the word " tenor." As it was in
cause of the resentment and the other fur- vacation time, application was made to Lord
Mansfield, at hishouse, and he at once granted
nished the means of gratifying il;,--in the ia- a summons to show cause why the amendment
stance of this delinquent, as of every other,
should not be made. The defendant's attorney
the licensed aceessaries after the fact, con- attended his lordship, and though he had no ohsuiting the oraele of ehieane, betook them- jeetion to urge against the amendment_ he could
selves to the principle of nullification for the not consent to it. The amendment was made
means of safety. Their researches presented
accordingly, and no notice taken of it by any of
the eoun_l at the trial. Not until the 20th April
to them. in one of the legal instruments, one 1768, when Wilkes voluntarily appeared in
of those imaginary flaws, on which iniquity
eourt, wasanyobjeetion madetothisamendment,
under the mask of humaliity has bestowed the which was then characterized as being uneonstio
power of rescuing delinquency from the pres- tutional and illegal. The point was subsequently
sure of the law. But the demon to whom, argued_ when it appeared, tram numerous preeeeven in mischief, all certainty is odious, had de_nts, to be a usual enurse of proceeding. No
doubt of the legality of Lord Mansfield's act
provided an instrument by which, if applied seems ever to have been entertained in _restin time. flaws of that kind may be closed: minster Hall, but a great clamour was raised
_ot amended, the fl_w would have been a t_tal againg him out of doors. 4 Burr. 2_27.--Ed.
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possible: to that end, he would as surely have
put,ned the course _ust mentioned: whatever
on each occasion his pleasure were, he wouhl
have declared it. If it be your wish that your
servant _hould go on an errand to a particular
place, you tell him so, mentioning the place:
you do not (unless you are perfectly assured
of his knowing already) leave it to him to
guess that you want him to go on an errand,
and to what place.
Of the partnership Ifor the sake of the
profit drawn in by means of the principle of
nullific,_tion, by the reiteration of operations
and instruments, trNether with the other less
promineut advantages)
the oh iect was, of
course, to make such failures as frequent as
possible.
Their first and constant care accordingly
wa_, that no _uch directions should ever be
given. The f-initiation, a foundation not the
less sure for being negative, havingthu_ been
laid for these fAlures,-- causes of failure,
and consequent grounds of nullification, were
built in i,_tinite numbers upon tim foundation
so laid. Day by day the party in the right was
puniahed--puni-hcd
with the loss of his due,
because his lawyer had omitted to fulfil difactions, which, lest they should be complied
with, had been omitted to be declared to him.
or so much as to be framed. The directions
which should save the suitor from being depriced of hi_ due by his o_n lawyer, where
are they to be found? Upon the blade of the
_word that Balaam wished for.
This was not yet enough.
While A was
punished for the disobedience of B to the anuttered and mmtterable directions, care was
taken to place them out of the danger of being
guessed at.
Absurdity and int'onsistency,
figures whit'h cost as little to the English lawyet as prose did to Monsieur Jourdan, secured
this point without difficulty,
In punishing one man fur another's not
having done so and so, it was not possible to
avoid altogether the giving of some sort of
description (how inadequate soever) of that,
for the not doing of which, the punishment
was inflicted.
A description of this sort,
though, on the occasion of the cause in hand,
and in the character of a direction, too late
to be of use, might yet, if committed to memory or writing, supply in some sort, as far
as it went, the place of a direction, in some
future contingent cause. Though not itself
a law, a general law, it might, to him who
should be diligent and fortunate enough to
catch it and preserve it, answer in some sort
the purpose of a law. A professional lawyer
having nothing to do in the cause, would(for
his own instruction, or on a commercial spaculation, in the view of the profit to be made
by selling the information to others) commit
every now and then to paper, and eventually
publish, in a suitable mass, a body of instruc-
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I tlon of this sort thus collected,
It is thus
I that tile sort of discourse has gradually been
accumulated, which, bj_ an abuse of words
I peculiar to the English language, has, under
t the common denomination of/aw, been con[ founded wi_h the genuine expression of the
I will of a legitimate legislator. Of this nature
] at least is the largest and least bad part of
{ the materials that enter into the composition
[ of it. A collection of imaginary laws, which,
I had they been real, would have been ex-post.
/ facto laws.
l" Had these spurmus laws been of a Tational
_ complexion, conformable in, and such as
/ would naturally have decn dictated by, a ret gard to the curls of justlee--had
they been
[ _ueh as, if framed and communicated in such
_ manner as _o afford a possibility of complying
with them, would have been conducive to
those ends--had
they at the same time been
regularly comnntted to writing, and made
pub!ic,--little
by little, in the course of a few
centuries, the mass of sham and spurious law
so fi_rmed might (to the effect of preventing
s_u:h failures) have (though in a very imperfeet and incongruous manner) supplied, to the
extent of it, at each point of time, the place
of genuine law. Little by little, the pitfalls
_o carefully left in the fieht of law would have
been Mled up, as in the siege of a fortified
town the ditch has sometimes been filled up,
by the bodies of the slaughtered.
The ideal
laws, the T_asi laws, thus formed, beingeach
of them con/brmatfie to the ends of justice,
would have been consistent with one another:
the place of promulgation might in some sort
have been supplied by analogy : from two
such already made laws put t_gether, a suitor
might have learned upon occasion to toresee
a future one: in like manner, though unbappily not with equal certainty, as from two
angles of a_y triangle the mathematician
knows how to deduce the third.
This possibility was to be avoided: and the
avoidance of it was not difficult. The more
absurd a decision is, the more impossible it
would have been to divine it : and the more
irreconcilably repugnant to each other two
decisions are, the more impossible it is to
deduce from them a third. Accordingly, the
wit of man never has dex_ised, nor, under the
stimulus of the highest premium, would be
capable of de_ising, absurdities and inconsis.
tencies grosset than are to be found in what
are called the books, in such disastrous abundance.
How conld a cover for injostice be ever
} wanting, when it hat been made known by
I every day's practice that a syllable wrong
t written, or pretended to Im wrong written,
_by a lawyer's clerk, was enough to make the
} client lose his due !
I
Would you see a short proof of two pro[ positions at once : that the _mllification_pri_
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ciple is a mere instrument of iniquity; and
that, by those who are in the constant use of
it, it is known to be so ? Behold it in this
one circumstance.
In a variety of instances,
a flaw being suspected -- a flaw that, if not
amended in time, might (it is supposed) subject the instrument to nullification, --application is made, and permission granted for
the aruendment of it. The permission, when
thus granted, is it made u_e of? _ot it indeed. Why should it ? The defect being alJ
imaginary one. amendment is of nu use. The
flaw being a sham, the amemtment may be
so too: as, on mmther stage, a sham sore leg
is cured bb, a sham remedy. Detect, amendmerit, argument, delihetation--ever:ything
is
a sham, but tim iniquity and the pillage,
Uncured, the flaw wouhl ha_.e made bustnest: cured, it makes business likewise. Cure
or no cure, what matters it, so it produce
equal business ?
CHAPTER
XV.
TENTH DEVICE--MENDACITY-LICENCE.
§ 1. Mendacity-licence,

what.

THE licence given to mendacity being one of
the most cffieient articles in the list ofjmisprudential devices, it is particularly necessary
to be clear and distinct m the explanatimt of
it.
Under the fee-gathering system, t_lsehood,
wilful falsehood, was, by the judge, ann the
rest of the partnership, found at a very early
period to be on many occasions a necessary,
a_td on all occasions a useful, instrument, in
their hands, In md them iu their pursuit of
the ends of judicature.
I_ accordingly became a capital and constant object with them
to neglect no means or opporLunity of applying it to this its use.
In whatsoever instances falsehood, being
known and wilful, appears to have been habituaily uttered either by the judge himself,
or by others with his allowance or under his
compulsion, to the advancement of the ends
of judicature, as opposed to the ends of j ustice,--what
is so uttered and done, may be
said to be done under the mendacity-licence.
The mendacity-licence
has been in some
instances acted under-- in some instances
assumed : acted nnder, _here the falsehood
tittered has been uttered by one of the parties; that is (under the exclusion put upon
the parties') by his professional assistants,
acting as such : assumed, where the person
by whom it has been uttered has been the
judge himself, or any of his official instruments and subordinates,
The case where it has been assumed, is
the case of fiction -- legal fiction : it will be
spoken to trader that head,
In the ease where th_ licence has been
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acted under, it has been acted under either
by choice, orby computsion--compuMon
ira.
po_ed by the judge.
In the ibrmer case, the
licence is a simple licence, created by permission : in the oqmr case, to the simple
permission has been superadded a command:
a virtual one at least, punishment applied to
produce the effect of a command.
In the present chapter, our concern is with
the falsehoods which are simply permitted.
When, in regard to a practice ot m_ykind,
which ou most occasions m" to most pers_ms
stands prohihked, the retention is, that on
certain particular oeca-ions or by some partitular persou_ it shall be practised if they
please.--there
is no other mode than the
taking off. in thosc partieula_ instances, the
punishment, by which, m the other instances.
the prohibition is created, or enforced: uules_-, over and above such forbearance or exceptio,a, a declaration wel% issued, expressly
permitting and authorizing the practice in the
cases to _t, icb the permission was meant to
exteml itself; an act which, in the case here
tit question, would he as indecoroa._, not to
sayFor
perilous,
wouldveracity,
be needle_-s.
securingas it
truth,
correctness,
mnl completeness, in testimony (when topro_
dune the_e effects has really been the w_sh
'. _nd endeavour of men in the character of in'_gislators or judges,) the expedient emplo)ed
I has been punishment in some shape or other,
] attaching upon each violation of that importaut duty.
! Punishment,
in whatsoever way, attached
; to the breach of this duty, being a known,
aim obvious, and obviously and confessedly
' necessary, means of providing for the ohservance of it, where the intention has been
: that it _-hould be observed, -- wheresoever
: this necessary means has been fori_orne to be
i employed, a presumptmn not far short of cer! tainty has been afforded that the forbearance
' has been intentional, having for its object to
i promote the utterance of the falsehood, by
i operating as a licence. When it appears that,
[ fur a course of ages, personal advantage has
! been continually reaped fi'om this forbearance
, by those by whom it has been practised, this
'. prtsumption is converted into a celtainty, or
: what is little short ot it.
By mendacity on the part of an extraneous
witness, nothing was to be gained by the man
_ of law. On the other hand, by the detection
and supposed prevention of meud,_eity in that
quarter, snmethi_tg was to be gahJed; viz. the
reputation of discernment, mtd of a laudable
zeal for justice. Accordingly, by virtue of a
general rule, extraneous witnesses were to
be subjected to examination -- made to give
answers to interrogatoriesand, by way of
a security for the truth of such answers, the
sanction ot an oath was 'called in, and punishment annexed to the breach of it. By tha
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imcrventioa of an oath promising veracity,
or absence of the defendant, the mendacity of
mendacity committed in breach ot that l_ro- hired or dependent witnesses, or the imbeei.
raise was thus converted into perjury--testit)' or improbity of the judge, might shrink
timonial perjury; and, to the offence thus from the attempt; and so, vice ver_, in the
denominated, a lot of punishmetrt, such as ease el a dishonest defendant.
To encourage
w_s deemed competent, wa_ annexed,
enterprise on the one side, petseveranee on
The ease of the parties was in this respect either, what was to be done? A sham diswidely different. By mendacity in this quar- traction wa_ to be made. To exhibit false
ter, a great deal was to bc gained. Care testimony, the ceremony of an oath having
aceordingl) was taken that the OJeck apphed been employed to insure the verity of it,
to such practice it_ the other ca_e should not wonld indeed be perjury.
But what a plainextend to this.
By rcceLing mendacious
tiff sa)s, _t_at a defendant says, is not testistatemrnts as grounds for inquiry, inqulties
mony, but al#gatioa.
Not being testimony,
in abmalanee would titus be in_tituted--inthe sanction oi an oath will not wtth propriety
qnb_. s _ i:ieh, had the mendacitms statements
attach upon it : the sanction of an oath not
bee_*pr:vcnted, or tile Palsehood of them de- attaching upon it, be it ever so false, It is not
reeled at the outset, would not have had perjury, l']ut, not. being perjury, it is not anyexistea_ce. Gromallcs_ dema_ds on one hand,
thing that has a name. No louger the crime
gromMiess defences m* thc another, were thu._ of a man _ of anlmpious and wicked man,_
invited and a,tmitted _iti.out strut.*
it is little more than the failing, the venial
In the i)_eseur ca_e, however, tbr rendering
t_iling, ofaehild. Refilsingto everything that
the hce_,ce complete and effectual, the mere comes either from the pi,dntiff or frmn the
suspet_i_m or abolition of £tet:_iou_ punish- defendant the name of testimony, and by that
ment, appl_cd profe*sediy h_r that purpose,
means, in case of falsity, the name attd treand ureter the na_e vt punishrncalt, _ould
mt ndonsconsequencesofperjury_withdrawnot have been sufficient.
Itad the natural
mg it, in a word. by that means, altogether
s) stem of proccdnrc, and in particular that
out of the reach of punishment, we grant aliteature of it which consists in tile meeting ot eenee, weannexrewardstomendaeity,towhat
the parties at the outset in the presence of otherwise would be perjury, in so far asit can
the judge, been adhered to, _he natural pu- contribute to the continuance or the n_nber
tfiohment attaclung, i_ the _hape of present
of those contentions by which it thrives.
shma_e,t_poncon viet cd or suspected mendacity,
Divested of that security for veracity, were
would in no inco_sidcrable degree have ope- tile discourse of a pl_antiffor a defendant rerated with the effect, and supplied the place, cognised as d_vested of all title to credit, and
of all f_tctittous punishment. The clearing the (as such) unfit to be acted upon in any way,
fee-gathe_ingorteehnicals)stcmofsopowerand by anybody, the invention would not
fal an obstacle to its success as that initial
answer its purpose. But here comes in anmeeting,_asthereloreanecessarypreliminary
other distinction to our aid, Credit is not
to the e_-tahli_I_mentof the mendacity-licence,
! due to allegation for the purpose of giving
over and above its other uses.
I termination to the cause: credit, the fullFrom the earliest ages of political society, e_t and most unreserved and unquestionable
wilful t_alsehood, en the part of an individuM eredlt, is due to it, and shall be given to ig
speaking in the character of a witness tot the by us, for the purpose of giving eontil_uanee
information of a judge, had met with powerful t and commencement to a cause. Were we to
cheeks. The utterance of the testimony bcinl ! see, and to be known to see, that what the
accompanied with the eereatony of a_ oath ] plaintiff, at the very outset of his demand,
the falsehood took the name of peuury, and _ys in support of it, is void of truth, there
was punished by the gods: having this mark
could be no pretence for calling upon the deset upon it, it came to be regarded with tbnd.,nt to make answer to it. At so promshorror at least, if not always pursued by p,_- lure a period, thereiore, let it be our care to
nishmenL among men. If a statement thus know nothing about the matter ; to re,at in
stained, and sooner or later seen to be stained, convenient and impartial equipoise; to take
by falsehood, being exhibited by the plAntiff,
_t for true and not true : for not true, to the
were seen to be in danger of experiencing this purpose of giving, in tavour of the plaintiff,
treatment,---a plaintiff who to his own knowa termination to the cause ; for true, to the
ledge had no merits, and whose prospects of purpose of calling upon the defendant for an
success depended on the weariness, or poverty,
miswer to it: which in the same manner shall
be both true and not true; and so, by the
* Plaidoyers de I,inguet, wi. 347. Memoire blessing of Providence, giving continuance to
pour de (_u_.
'" li taut se rappeter a_ee quel the cause.
rndpns ....
lea tribun_ux rejetoient ces ,rueuComparing allegation with testimony, it i_
latioxmvaguer, ddnudes tie probabilit6_ de cir.
constances, et qu'on ne hasarde fi libremea_r que curious enough to observe the difference be.
puree qae los loix n'y attaebent d'aut_e pe,lne tween appearance and reatity_between
what
que le d_faat de sacc6s."
is said to take place, and what actually does
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take place. According to the language, and by which, without the shadow of a title, it
perhaps the conception of the man of law,
may be possessed.
If the defendant be at
ltothing is (tone by the law without proof;
once rich and resolute, it may happen that
mm'c allegation without pro,)f goes for no- nothing tess than perjury may present an odething. In reality, allegation without proof
quate prosi)ect beforehand : but, if his con=
has more effect, i_ much surer of its effect,
dition be that of relative indigence (that is,
than proof itself-- than proof of' the nature
if it surpass not the condition of nine-tenths
of testimony, than proof by depo-bion, for of the people,) perjury may be a mere waste
example. Of what i_,ranked u',der the mm_es of wickedness and danger : the mere expenses
of proof, deposition, testimony, the effect of defence, natural and factitious together,
depends altogether upon it_ being believed : (e_pecially with the help of a timid fi'ame of
disbelieved, it has not any• upon the conduct
mind.) may be sufficient to ensure success."
of the jud_ze, or the fate of the adversary. Of
what is delivered in character of allegation.
§ 2. Jgendacity-lieence, in u'hat cases qraated.
mere allegation, the effect _s exactl 3 the same
In certain ca_es, in regard to eert;fin instru_thether i_ be believed or no.
ments and discourses, it suited the interests
Where the suitor and his professional as- of the partnership th;_t the liberty granted
si_tants behold in the employment of such li- by the mendacity-licence shouhl have place,
ccnee a mezms (e_pecially if the only means)
that mendadty simuld go unpunished ; in cer(,t'pur_uing their respective end_,--it, in their tain other case% not. When it suited their
respective be,ores, the force of the improinterest_ that it should be more frequent, they
h,Ay-restraining interests be not sultieient _o encouraged it ; when it _uited their interests
restrain them from the pursuit of the ends in that it shouhl be les_- frequent, they discouquestion hy such means, their availing _hem- raged it.
selves of the licence is a result that follow_
The effect of the licence may be considered
of course,
as produced in either of two ways :--1. The
Whcre(onwhateverprospectofadvantage)
allowance general--the
prohibition and pus man propo_-es to himself to prefer against nishment palticular, and operating in the way
mn,thcr a demand, of the _'roundlessne,s of of exception to the general rule ; or 2. The
which in point of"fact he himself i- conscious;
prohibiIion and punishment general, and the
if, at the same time, according to the tbr._u- allowance partictAar, operating iu the way of
laries in use on that occasion, it is neces_-ary exception to that general rule. It may be conthat on that occasion he should utter any side_ed as con<tltuting the exception, or it
assel tions (general or special) which, the de- may be considered as constituting the rule.
mand being groundless, l_ailin stone respect
Memlacity, to aft who have not a special
or other of quadrating with the truth ; in such interest m the promoting of that vice, is a
ease, falsehood in some shape or other is ne- thing so odious, -- and, to every eye hut a
cessary, both to him and to his lawyer, in the lawyer's, so intimately connected with inpursuit of their respective ends : for, without
the falsehood, the suit, hy the supposition,
" Of this licence to mendacity, and, through
cotlld not be carried on: the client would
mendacity, to oppression--to
the most flagStherefore stand debarred from the advantage,
tious of all oppressions, that which is inflicted
by the hand of taw.--it is almost superfluous
whatever it be, which he looks fbr from the to say that it is no secret to those b_-whom and
suit ; and the man of law, from the profit at- to whose profit it is suffered to continue. It has
tached to the sale of his assistance,
neither been always unfelt, nor always unopOn this occasion it is not necessary to be posed, by the legislature.
particular in the delineation of the various
In the particular case of debt, an act was
shapes in which advantage fi'om demands passed some time in the last century, requiring
known to be altogether groundless may pre- ing
the plaintiff,
a condition
previous
tohis beallowed toasemploy
provisional
attestation
as
sent itself, and he reaped. If the object de- a means of securing the justiciability of thedemanded posse_ of itself a value, possession fendant, to aver upon oath his persuasion of the
of that object will constitute the advantage:
ustiee of his demand.
if the object demanded he even altogether
Wretchedly imperfect as Was the check thus
destitute'of
value, still, under the technical
*pposed to licensed oppression, it was felt by
system, it follows not by any means that the
:hose by whom the profit of the oppre_ion was
•
ihared, as a most cruel injury• At a distance of
suit should not be provided with any sub- many years_ the recollection of it (I shall not
stantial and intelligible advantage.
Is the easily forget it,) drew once in my presence, from
defendant in a state of comparative indigence ? the breast of a veteran practitioner, a sigh, the
he may he ruined. Is he opulent ? be he as sincerity of which could not admit of dispute.
opulent as Crtesus, he may at any rate be Ay, those were times indeed ! The first mer•
chant in London might then have been carried
tormented,
off from the 'Change, and consigned to a pritmn
So, if the professed object be the real oh- or a spunging.house, by any man, who had neijeer of the suit, and the value of it consider- ther the smallest claim upon him, nor ever so
abl_ to any amount, means are not wanting
much at conceived himself to have one.
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jasfice, so hostile to justice, _that,
in re- jury ; bat the perjury then in questicai was
_ard to every sort of diseourse hearing rela- the perjury of the juror, of the judge, of this
tlon to justice, the obvious eourse seems to or that other official person---of anybody but
he, to regard the prohibition of mendacity as the witness.
constituting the general ruI% the allowance
This in the common-law courts.
Meanas an exception--a
rare, unheeded, unin- time, the eeelesiastical courts were in vigour:
tended, and even unwelcome and lamented,
and they, taking their law from papal Rome,
exception. Yet, in emnparison with the cases fin which the profit, of which writing is s_
in w-hich prohibition and punishment bear frui_fid, had always been made the most of,)
upon it, _o great is the extent of the cases in went on administering testimonial oaths, and
whieh neither punishment nor prohibition,
punishing the breach of them under thename
nor anything but encouragement (sometlme_
of perjury.
by simple permission aalded to the natural
From this practice, compared with the com.
advantage, sometimes even by positive corn- mon-law practice, the idea of a sort of corn°
pulsion_ b,ars upon it ; --in a word, the ex- position or middle course seems to have been
ception (it'it be one) is so extensive ; that a Tdeduced : a happy temperament,
increasing
man may well be at a loss on which side to the number of bona fide demands a;nt deplace the rule.
_ fences, without diminishing the number of
On this oeeasion, as on every other, the maldfide ones.
problem was (as we have seen) how to pro- I
If we adminis*.er an oath to the parties,
dtwe most profit, with least infiingement I a_d thus, in case of mendacity on their part,
upon ease.
i punish them as fi, r perjury, the truth will
Exaction of heavv, fees (heavy, w'ith reta. _ come out at the first meeting, and there will
lion to the general pecuniary ability in those ! be an end of the cause : no lying excu_s, no
early times, when money as well as money's
perpetual renovation of delays and fees by
_orth was so s,'aree,) had the double effect '_alternate ahsentations3f
Let us, therefore,
of increasing profit and dhninishing labour at i confine the oath, with its eventual punishtllc same time : increasing profit, in prol;or- t merit and present discouragement of mendn_
tion to the number of those who, heing ahlc, e_ty, to extraneous witnesses. These need
to l;ay the price, take upon themselves the ' not, shall not, come upon the stage, till the
expen-ive character of suitors ; dimini_hinq / fifth act: leaving the four first acts for the
hd_ou_, in proportion to the multitude of the : torment and pillage of the parties, whose
vulgar herd, the bulk of the people, who. I averments, being open to the objection of
unable to pay the price, gave up their chauee I interest, and b.,mg not upon oath, shall no
fi',r justice,
longer, in the character of testimony,
Im
.The quantum ofpr_fit whichon each oeca- listened to. Giving this new security for
ston it might be worth while to accept flora veracity, and thence for justice, we shall ineach suitor in the shape of fees, being thus crease the honest part of our eustom, without
settled-the price of the commodity being prejudice to the dishonest part ; we shallin.
thus fixed,--the greater the number of those crease the nmnber of our bona fide customers,
who put in for their chance fi_r it, the better,
whose expectation of success being founded
The first idea seems to have been, that, in truth, they will, in the security thus given
the more universal the allowance to menda- tbr truth, behold an increased probability in
city was, the better.
The first arranuernent
their favour. Continuing to allow to the
accordingly appears to have been that of an
universal mendacity-licence to all mankind :
no distinction as vet in that respect between
parties and extraneous witnesses. The proof
is, that afterwards,--when,
in the case of an
extraneous witness, mendacity came to be
puoished,--punished
it then was, as still it
continues to be, no otherwise than through
the medium of the ceremony of an oath : no
oath, no per.iury--no perjury, no punishment
for mendacity :-- and, in the time of Edward
L* at any rate, and probably for centuries
later, no such ceremony as that now in use
under the name of an oath was employed_
employed in the common.law courts, on any
such occasion
as thatof receiving
the vie;
t,
ocetestimonyofan extraneous
witness.
At
the same time, no want of mention of per" M _rror_
Ch.iv.§ 19._Ed.

i averments (true or false) on the plaintiff's
t side, the effect of giving commencement to
the suit, in confidence of the inability of the
It defendant to go on with it,-- and, on the
I defendant's side, that of giving continuance
1 to it, ibr the purpose of staving off the evil
i day, or in confidence of the plaintitrs ins_bility to go on with it, -- we shall experience
no dimiuution, no equivalent diminution at
least., in the number of our mela fide eustomers.:_
t Vide infra, p. 269.
_ Of an arrangement which, for the p_
of securing the Commencement and conunuanee
ofa suit,
nAmitsthetestimony
ofa man with.
outany security
forhisveracity,
wh'fle_
forthe
purpose of grounding the decision which is to
give termination to thesnmesuit, itre_ttt_ toreceive the testimony of the same _peg,on underany
eeuntyorinanyshop%theinconsistency
andira.
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Thus stood the matter in the common-taw
All this while, it is only from one of the
courts. Meantime, the eqlfity courts, a new parties that there will be any chance of truth :
class of courts peculiar to EnglaT_l, hit upon as between those two, the truth may be half
• a further refinement, a yet more extended
told, but it will be no more than half told.
application of the oath: a further increase to So much the better: if it be the mi_tbrtune
the number ofbon_i fide litigants on the plain- of the defendant to stand in need of the tcstiff's side, and still with_,nt any equivalent
timony of the p]aintiit, this gives the benefit
diminution in the nmnber of raala fide lilt- of a cross cause, in which the parties exgnats on either side.
chauge characters: the defendant of to-day,
The practice of writing bad, by this time. the pluntiff of to-morrow: another bill, anreceived considerable exten,lon: writiuz, the other answer, another cause.
fruitfld mother of fees, had beeoum tkmitiar
Had the examination been performed viva
to the man of law.
w,re, hy the one party on the other, in the
Let us give to the bon(_fide plaintiff (said presence of the judge, each being as much
they) the advanlage of extracting from his
tresent as the other-- both causes, original
adversary, under the sanction of an oath, his cause and cross cause, would have been di_unwilling testimony--on
condition that the patched at once: both of them would have
examination shall not be performed viv ;.voce been as good as lost to us.
in our pre_enee (in which ease, the cause,
Law!ler.--Mighty
fine all this, in good
being ended ahnost as soon as begun, would truth! But what is it yon have been about
afford no fees,) but in writing, and that on all this while? You have been confounding
both sides: reserving to the maldfide plain- two quite different thi_gs, assertion and proof,
tiff, whose object is to oppress his less opu- pleading and evidence, and on this eonfulent adversary by the weight of vexation and siou rests your argument.
Evidence is worth
expense, the faculty of telling a story, which,
nothing without oath : accordingly it is never
asohenashehasno-uffieienttruthtoground
received but upon oath. Butpleadin_/ is not
it upon, may be groundless, but which, on evidence: what need therefore of its being
the supposition of its being true, might at'- upon oath?
ford a just cause tbr the commencement of
_Von-Law!:er.--Pardon
me: nothing has
the suit.
Let the plaintiff, by his bill, tell been confounded that the nature of things
his story (the longer the better,) mad put his has separated. Proof, that sort of proof which
questions (the mote of them the better,) in con,ists of testimony, what is it but asserwriting, and not upon oath: the defendant,
lion? and assertton, if it be pertinent, and
by his answer, gives his responses, and, in sufficiently particular as to time, place, and
giving them, tells his story (the longer the so forth (the a_sertor speaking of the fact as
better) also in writing, but under the sane- being the subject of his belief; or having
lion of an oath.
come within his own knowledge,)_a_sertion, come from whence it will, what is there
quity is as flagrant as the motive is obvious. In in it that should prevent it from being reone ease, gmng on with the suit, after it has been eeived as evidence?
commenced
bY the averment
thejplaintiff,
cost the defendant,
say £50. ofTo
the purposewill
oi
subjecting the defendant to this burden, the bare
assertion of the plaintiff_ without oath, without
fear of punistmae_t tbr per.lury, in terms the
most vague that can be devised, and without so
much ashis s_gnature to fix it upon him, is not
only admitted, but made conclusive: no evideliee on the other side by which this effect can
be stopped. In another ease, or in the szme
ease, me matter in dispute not amounting to
6s.,--to the purpose of giving termination to
the suit, by proot of the matter of fact in questic_a,the a_sertion of the same person under oath,
under fear of punishment for perjury, in the
most _o.luted and explieit terms, under die secu.
rit_¢affbrded by cross-examination, is not a,lmit.
teuon any terms: neither amidst other evidence
on the same side, nor subject to opposition liable
to be given to it by evidence on the other side.
Inennsisteney enough to arrest the boldest hand,
were the device to be grafted alone, upon a sys.
tern directed
ends
of justice.with
But,which
in corn.
]_rison
with to
the the
other
enormities
the
tem swarms, this particular one is ._j ineoneTable as to have been generally passed by
without notice, Gullets exereiseA with the swallowing _f camels, do not stop to strain at gnats,

No, sir: it is not by the nature of things,
i but by your partnership, and for the puti poses above stated, that the disthmtion has
I been made. Call it evidence in one case, call
it pleading in another, it is still neither more
nor less than assertion in both eases. Whence
i then sprung the distinction? From the views
]
] which led the partnership to grant or con] tinue the mendacitb-li('ence in one case, to
I withhohl it in the other. Where the licence
was to he granted, assertion became pleadin9 : where the licence was to be withhotden,
assertion was eridence.
Lawyer.--And
so, sir, you have persuaded
yourself, or wish to persuade others, tha_
what you are pleased to call the mendaeit vlicence extends to every assertion that b'elongs to the head of pleading,--to
every
assertion that does not belong to the head
of evidence ? Know, sir, then, that in a numbet of eases, in equity, as well as at emnmon
law--in short, wherever it has been thought
proper (which is as much as to say wherever
it is proper)-- the sanction of an oath ha_
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been required to be att_cbed, and is ron_ partnership is kept by the public mind; still.
_tantly art ached, to assertions made by a ms the account swells, this or that devic_ must
party : made by a plaintiff as such, and coming every now and then be practised, for the put.
on in the course of the pleadings, and not of" pose of rubbing them out, or covering them.
evidence. There is the affidavit annexed to
Flaming indlguation, for example, kindled
the bill of discovery, there is
by ashnm p/ca ; and a miserable attorney,
2v%a-Zau,!¢cr.--Yes,
sir, there they are made into a scape-goat, immolated in grea_
indeed: there they are in the books, you ceremony.
A sham plea! as if, in the whole
need net n'cuble _ourselL But do you think
chaos o( pleas there were a single plea that,
the credit of your partner_-hip will be much under the mendacity-licence, in the mouth of
served by these exceptions, these thinly scat- any one who thought fit ¢o employit as such,
tered exceptmns?
Verily, verily, they do might not equaIIy be a sham one.
nothing better for you th_n (to use your ewu
The plea, too, thus singled out for infamy,
cxpre,_mn) the fixu_g you w_th notice'. By what is it ? It is one of the least guilty ones:
what reasons will you ju-tii_" yourselve_ in a lot ofgibberk-h, by which the intended efwithhohiing the licence in tl.ese tew cases ? feet, detay, is produced, at the expense of a
By none, though you were to look for them few words, and the profit upon those few
till doomsd,,y, but such as co,,demn you for words. Were it ahundred times the length,
granting it in the rest : such whereby, in every ,ueh as the arch-saerifieator has drawn a hunt.a_e in which "_ou have g_anted it, your con- dred times over with his own sacred hands,
duet s:ands condemned"
--a hmidred times as long, and equally void
It is not, then, but that the lmces.,ity there of truth,--it
would not be called a sham ol_e.
is o[ the .,_,me seem_ty for truth in the one
If, in any.instance, there be anything worse
_sc a_ in the o_hcr, _.-sufficiently m_derstood in a plea called a sham plea, than in a plea
mnong)ou, and has been over and over again not put upon the sham list, it is this :viz.
brought to view. What you do. then, for the that (the sham plea so called being capable
encouragement of falsehood, of that falsehood of being interposed between the declaration
which is ._o profitable to you, you do vrith and the sham plea riot so called, while tho_e
yo_lr e)e-, open: a_d what_-oever forgiveness } of the latter stamp cannot be thas added ad
w*u may ever hope lbr, it will not be on the hbitum) the lesser plague, though by itself
around'of your not knowing what you do, the lesser, is so much superadded to the
that you can expect to obtain it.
f greater one. This supposition, is it often, is
word,--call
it pleading,
wbat .i curiosity
it ever verified
? Inquire who list, that hays
youInv,aill,--to
the whole
course ofcall
theit cause,
and patience.
frtun the writ to the executmn, there i_ nol I Of this grimace, what is the praetie_tl leaone assertion made, there is not a scrap of I son _the h.arn we hence, that John Bullis to
paper or p_u'_.luncnt scratched upon, to which lay up in his mind? A preachment on the
the effect of evidei_ce is not regularly at- text, by which any abuse at pleasure is meta.
tached. Ta_e the writ: it is on the ground
morphoscd into a blesslng; Corruptto optimi
of the as-er'mn c,mtamed in it (or on no fit pe.*sima. The system perfection, as far as
grmmd at all,) that the defendant is corn: an_thinghumanadmitsperfection;thesystem
pelled to ay],ear, a_ you call it, that is, to p_'rfeet, but man frail, and some men are at*
employ an attor_ey:
and so on, till the cause torneys. The rules admirable, but irregularihas run its course. Take the declaration :-violations of these rules now and then
it is on the ground of the as_erti_ms, true
committed : everything good asscribed to the
o_ndfalse, contained in it, that the defendant
rules, everything bad to the violations
is compelled either to put in his plea, and so
To keep up tire delusion of the people,
on, through the several operations prescribed
and maintain in their bosoms the habit of asto be pertbrmed on his s_de of the cause, or, cribing to the arbiters of their fate that love
iu failure of any of them, to lose his cause,-of justice, the existence of which, in such a
that is, to be put in as bad a condition as he situatmn, is not in human nature, _ it wa_
could have been put in by any the most con- necessary that, from time to time, the ap°
elusive mass of evidence.
.
pearanee of punishing in;.quity should be kept
And now, sir, say, if it be your pleasure, up and that here and there a delinquent,
say, if it can he of any use to you, that pleadthough a partner in the firm, should be saing is not evidence,
erificed in ceremony on the altar of offended
If, when thus applied, the word evidence justice.
But to take the victim from that
be altogether insupportable to learned ears, <;lassof lawyers from whom the judges themimitate the atlmirh_g critic, who, speaking of selves are taken, would stamp a mark of sosPope's Pastorals, confessed they were not picion, at least, upon the judicial character
pastorals, but said they were something bet- itself. Matters are accordingly so ordered,
ter : say that it is not evidence, but something
that whatever malpractice,
recognised as
more conclusive,
such, takes place, shall be the set of the atCarelessly as the aceounf of the sins of the torney ; and whatever profit is to he derived
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from mendacity and iniquity, shall drop pure
into the lap of the advocate, without danger
or punishment, even in the shape of shame,
The attorney is thus made to act the part of
scape-goat, for the benefit of the advocate,
and through him, of the judge,
What is the plain truth ? That the system
is rotten at the core : that the system is the
cause of almost every iniquity practised, almost every suffering sustained : that whatever is done amiss by any of the partners in
the firm, is to be ascribed, *_ot to the in(hvidual, but to the partnership itself: that, when
the attorney is wicked, it is tbr the same reason that his censor, or any one el-e, is wicked,
--because
the system makes him so: and
that, as to the rules, the mi¢chiefs of violati,m are as nothing, compared with the mischiefs of observance,
If there were any use in quarrelling with
water for running dow_lwards, or with spark_
for flying upwards, against which of the two
classes should men direct their reproaches on
this score? Against the class which acts uuder this system ? or against the class that sits
above it and upholds it? Agaiust the ela_s
which knows not what it i_, to find itself
within the bar of either house? or the class
which divides its time between the woolsack
and the bench? Against the class against
which the eye of constant suspicion points
itself? or against a class to whose words all
ears are attention, all hands obsequious ?
To estimate the true temperature,
if it
were worth while, of the indignation excited
by a sham plea, inquire whether the judge
by whom you see it manifested, is not of the
number of those who know their way to parliament.
If yes, observe, that, to bar it out,
with all its fellows, there needs nothing but
an oath ; that familiar, too familiar, iastrument, by which so many of its fellows have
been barred out already. Think of this: then
draw your inference,
§ 3. [.r.,esof the mendacity-licence to Judge
and Co. without the help of writinq,
In the use made of the memtacitv-lieence,
two distinguishable applications maybe noted:
one, independent of the art of writing; the
other, grounded on the practice of that art,
and proportioned to the abuse of it. Not lint
that, in the cases where, even without the
help of that art, the tieence might, with reference to the partnership, have had its use.
that use has, fi'om the abuse made of the art,
received prodigious increase,
The use that is not absolutely and cornpletety dependent on the practice of writing,
is that which consists in the encouragement
and consequent birth given to malafide litigatlon --litigation which, on the part of the
raala l_de litigant., is accompanied with the
eonse_ousues_ of the injustice of his cause,

EVIDENCE.

[Boo_

VIII.

In litigatlon, the matafides may have place
either on the side of the plaintiff, or on the
side of the defe2tdant.
Wherever, to subject an adversary to |i,e
vexation and expense ofacom'seoflitigation,
nothing more is requisite than a bare ass,.,rtion, unaccompanied wi_h any security for the
truth of it, -- any man, at the mere expense
of a lie, has it in his power to subject any
other at pleasure to whatsoever vexation and
expense it may be in his power to introduce
into that distressful state ; and that witl_.out
so much as a shadow of right, as easily a,ld
safely as upon the ele,_rest title.
The plaintiff', it is true, cannot engage the
defendant i_ that course, without first phmging into it himself; but the quantum ofvexa,ion and expense attached to it on one side,
compared with what is attached to it on the
other, is susceptible of all manner of proportion: a_ld a man will not engage in it in the
char.toter of plaintiff, but in those cases in
which, comparing the probable amount of his
own vexation aml expense with that of the
proposed def_,ndaut, he sees in it a prospect
ofelearadwmtagetohimselfupou
the whole:
and to the p(,¢sible number of these eases
there is no limit.
Require of him an assertion, of one sort or
another, according as the particular fhets ou
which he grounds his demand are or are not
represented by him as having fallen under his
own immediate cognizance ; exacting from
him, at the same time. for the verity, or at
least for the veracity, of Queh his assertions,
such security as in other cases (for example,
in the case of an extraneous witness) ts regarded as sufficient : you thus nip in the bud
all malt7 [i_ledemands: the comparatively few
excepted, in which, for the chance of the coveted profit of successful mendacity, a man
will be content to subject himself to the risk.
In like manner : if, at the like small expense, any man at whose charge a burdensotue service of any kind (payment of a debt
for example) is demanded, has it in his power
to oppose a temporary bar at any rate, with
or without the probability of a perpetual bar,
ro the burden sought to be imposed upon him
(to the burden, for example, of paying such
debt;) the licence st) given to dishonesty is
(for the time for which it holds good) cornplete and universal : as truly so as any other
licence can be rendered so by law.
Exact, on the contrary, fi'om the defendnat's side, an assertion correspondent to that
just spoken ofi_l regard to the plaintiff's side,
together with the like ¢eeurity for veracity,
--you make, in the number of n_al_fide defences, a reduction proportionable to thai;
made in the nmnber of malafide demands in
the other case.
All this is at the same time so perfectly incontestable and so extremely obvious, that it
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may be pronounced
morally impossible
that
those judges,
who, at au early period ofjurisprudential
history,
exempted
parties from
the obligation imposed,
in respect of veracity,
upon extraneous
w_tnesses,
could have acted
with any other view than that of giving the
• encouragement,
the immense
and too eflL
cient encouragemenL
which has been received
and acted upon by profitable
injustice.
There
is no practice
so mischievous,
to the
flagltiousnegg
of which, by habit, mm&ind in
.general,
mid especially
those who profit by
_t, have not been rendered
insensible.
What
the) do no_ see (because,
by turning
aside
from it, they take care not to see it) is the
mischievousness
of the practice:
what
they
do see is the practice
itself;
that enston h
which constitutes
tl.e only immediate
._tandard of right aud wrong in the eyes of the
generality
ot mankind,
Without
the use, and antecedently
to the
general practice,
of the art of wriling,
an advantage might., for the purposeof injustice.
be made of the meudacit)-licenee,
ou both
sides ot the cause,
On the plaintiff's
side (for instance ) where
his own abode was in the neighbourhood
of'
the court, white tbe defen*!ant's
abede
was
nt a great and inconvenient
distance,
On the defendant'.side, the advantage
had
beyond
comparison
a much greater,
indeed
art infinite latitude.
Under
the licence,
the
utmost that a maid fide plaintiff
eouhl do m
the way of inju_-tice and oppres,lon,
was to
subject
him, in the article ot journeys
and
demurrage,
to a proportionable
burden,
in
the shape of vexation
and expen,e : whereas,
in the character
of defendant,
a m:m who had
by injustice
possessed himself ot pi_)pe_ty to
any amount,
might,
wtth the beltefi, i of the
mendaeity-iicenee,
and with the as._Istanee of
the judges by whom it was granted,
maintain
himself in possession
of such propert)
tot any
length of' time.
Accordingly,
in the practice
designated
by
_he name of )bureher
par essoiyu--deci.-ion
staved off by two defendants
eonfing each day
with a sham excuse in his mouth, and taki@
care never to appear
both on the same day,
_we
see a co,dr|vance
suited in its grossness
to the grossness
of the age ; but by which,
even without
any assistance
from the abuse
of writing, judges bad established
themselves
in the habit of keeping an open slmp fi)r the
sale of
any pay
man'stheirproperty
who
would
price

to it.
any other
for

man

Essoign was the name given to an excuse for
not appearing.
Sham excuses, known to be
such, were regularly
admitted
by the judges,
To any man who, in reading Glanville,
Hingham raag_m , arid Hingham parea,
but espeeially the two Hinghams,
hag the courage
to
open his eves, this will he clearly visible.
In
the character
of joint defendants,
suppose the
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ngurper
of your land and a man of straw_
whom, in the elmraeter of former proprietor,
he calledin
to warranty.
Two of these sham
exeute- makers,
joining
together,
made an
engine,
called, in the technology
of that day,
fork (fourcLe,)
by the help of which a man
who bad got possession
of your land was ad°
mitted to _tave you off for any length of'time.
Fourcher par e._solga was the name given to
the operation.
When A appeared,
B kept out
of Ihe way : when B appeared,
A did him the
same good office.
It thus much could be
done by a fork with two prungs, judge what
might have been done _i[h a ibrk of two or
tl_ree dozen, or two or three score of prongs,
such as they have now in equity.
ls it possible to imagim-, that, if the judges
themselves
had not been in the plot, they
could have suffered
themselves
to be deceived, and justice
paralyzed,
by so gross an
artifice?
This was when jurisprudence
was raw and
', )oung:
so that, when once the parties were
, met ¢oeether
in the presence
of the judge
the cause was at an end, pretences
not having
[ been invented
for dela?ing
any longer to do
i justice.
',
When, by one such artifice or another,
gei _eratioJt after generation
had been squeezed
, and kept in torture,
so that the grievance
was
' growlJ past all bearing,
the legislature
would
. now and then interpose,
mid say that such
things _hould bcdone no longer: _ whereupon
things went on nearly as they did before;
tbe
worst that could llappen to the contriver
of
' iniquity,
being the trouble
of putting her into
new clothes.
Drive
nature
off (sa3s 1he poet)
with a
pitchfork,
she will run back upon you.
Ju_
rice, under the management
of these judges,
was not thus obstinate.
It required an act of
I Parlimnent_"
to say that there
should be no
i more such Iburchinst." _
t
To understand
the structure
of a watch,
l
I
* Vide supra, the ease of manufactured
outlawries, p. 254.
_- See Note to the title " Warranty,"
in But"ler's edition of Co. Lit.--EeL
I
_ In reading of the remedies applied from
time to time by Parliament,
in tho_e early days,
t to the abuses ot judicature,
remediesnever
curing,
oftentimes aggravating,
the disease_ it is seldom
possible, at tbis time of day_ to discern, or even
to conjecture, ho_ far the men of law acted in the
character of open oppugners, how far in that of
authors or supporters, ofthe _o.ealled remedy. In
the application of it, iniquity under the name of
jurisprudence
having been swelled into a scienve,
it was impossible that, among the effieie_*t merebets of the government,
the non-lawyers "should
have been able to star a step, topenaclause,_vithout calling in. in the person of a colleague or
subordinate,
the assistance of the lawyers.
The
lawyer(aceardingastheunderatandingofthenOno
lawyershe had to deal with admitted, and hisowa
dexterity enabled him) would of coarse do what
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each
particular
wheel
must be separately
viewed,
and its office separately
considered,
To obtain a clear and satisfactory
conception
of the system of technical
procedure,
it was
accordingly
necessary
that each separate
device should
be separately
brought
to view,
and the advantage,
to the production
of which
it was of itscR and by itself competent,
separately
displayed,
Between
the mendacity-licence,
and the
abuse of writing in the shape of ready written
pleading, the combination
was most intimate,
Closer than mechanical
combination,
it required a sort of chemical
process to dissolve
it, and present
the elements
in a separate
state,
Thus much as to what cmtld be done, and
has been done,
by the mendacity-licence
alone.
The great improvement
given to the
virtue of this element
by the addition
of the
other,
will be seen in the tollowmg
chapter,

CIIAPTER

XVI.

ELEVENTH DEVICE--READY
PLEADINGS.
§ 1. Idea

of a system
to the ends

qfpleading
ofjustiee.

WRITTEN
adapted

SHOULD justice
ever become
an object, a
system of pleading
might be devised,
which,
creating no delay,
and giving no met_dacity-

EVIDENCE.

[BOOK VIII.

ilicence,
should at the same time give real
information
to the parties, and bind in chains
the despotism
of the judge.
He who has a right to any subject
of property,--immoveable
or moveable,
sum of ranney to be paid him by some one else, service
of any other sort to be rendered
by a determinate
individual,
-- is he in whose favour
some
one in the list of events or states of
things having,
with reference
to that right,
the effect ofcollative
(or say znvestitive)
events
or states of things, has taken place: no article
in the list of those to wi_ich, with reference
to that same right, the law has given the elf_ct of ablative
(or say divestitive)
events or
state
of things,
having subsequently
taken
place iz_ his ca,e.
The nature
of the subject
of property,
or
of the right, so demanded
(ideas never having
been clear, language
on th;s head is not determinate,)
determines
the nature
of the
service which is the inmtediate
subject
of demand:
the service which the plaintiff
pra)s
may be rendered
to him by the judge.
General
description
of the proper co_lte_lts
for the instrument
of demand:
correspondent
tO the declaratinn
at couunon law, the bill in
equity : -I. Specification
of the service demanded
at
the hands of the judge ; including,
of course,
where property
is in question,
a specification
of the subJect-matter
of the property.
2. Indication
of some one collative
event
w

depended utmn him towards diminishi,_g the efl]- judge_ vast loss and still greater mischief 'm other
eacy of the medicine, or converting it into spotshapes must on each indiwdual occasion be done
_on. In this state of the human understanding
to ti_e _uitors. The tees squeezed by lawyers out
on both sides, it is evident that, in the long run,
of thc purses of insolvent debtors and their _,inktaking the whole of the course together, it was ira.
ing creditors, must every now and then have been
possible for the non-lawyer,
the real friend and hke the m_fls drawn by Cook'_ sailors out of the
patron of the people in the character of suitors_ [ sides of a ship, which a'lew more of _uch draughts
to avoid being jockeyed by their sham friend and I would have st, nk,
implacable
enemy, the lawyer.
Treated like what it really has been --has been
In one ease indeed, and (as 'already mentioned)
all over the civilized worht, a perpetual
eonspibut one, a sincere co..operating
hand may have racy of lawyers against the peopie, the history of
been lent, even by the lawyer, to the correction
jurisprudence
might, besides the amusement_ be
of abuse: and that is, where, but tbr correction,
made no less instructive than the history of other
the abase threatened
to swell to such a pitch as eonspiracie_
For the jurisprudence
of Rome_
toprodueedestruetion;
the dissolutmn of_oeiety,
something ha_ already been done in this way by
or the destruction of the lawyers themselves : the Pilati.
One of these days, _hould the popular
dissolutionaf_oeietyaltogether_
by general deuial
eloquence and grammatical
talent of Blackstone
of justice originating
in the rapacity of the lawbe ever united in the same pen with the sagacity
vers, supposing their wickedness not discovered ; and probity of a father Paul, this entertaimnent
orthe destruetton of the lawyers themselves_ sup- may be given to the world. Deserting the beaten
posing it seen through and discovered,
track ot conscious hypocrisy or blind servility,
In the course of Cook's intercourse
with the the adventurer
in this department
of literature
friendly savages_ such were the charms of the may here strike out a new path to fame.
Cirees he tbund among thems and such the force
In pointing out the artifices of priestcraft, what
ofattsaetion
exerted by them on the hearts of his multitudes
have already exercised themselves !
erew_ that, by the general eagerness to collect the The artifices of lawyereraft
have been not less
10rtwaous metal that constituted the price of their
numerous,
not tess successful,
not less wicked ;
favours, the very constitution of the ship was put
yet scarce has any hand yet lifted up so much as
a
corner
of
the
veil
that
covers
them
!
in jeopardy.
It is among the evils of the technical system,
Near 300 years has religion had her Luther.
among the misfortunes attending theretataon
be- No Luther
of jurisprudence
is yet come; --no
twe_n the law parmership on the one part, and
penetrating eye and dauntless heart have as yet
thepeo_e_ (intheehasaeterofelientsandsuitors)
searched into the cells and conclave of jurisOn the other, that3 to producca petty profit to the prudence.
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(or more, if by accident there should be m_rc
than one,) on which the plaintiffgroumls his
title to that service.*
Reference to the article or articles (say for
shortness the article) of the body of law. on
which the demand is grounded ;viz. in which
the right or title to a service of the sort in
question is given to him in whose favour a
rollative event of the description in question
has taken place. Assertion of the matter of
{me.
Affilmaiion (on oath, or what is equlvalent)
of his belief of the happenieg of an individual
evenL coming under the description of the
sort of coilatlve event above indicated. Assection of the matter of.tact,
3. Reference to the at t_de of law, by which,
in relation to the same service, the qttality of
ablative events is given to a list of eveTlts
therein contained,
Affirmation, that no individual event, camlag under the description of any one of the
events in that list, has, to his belief, taken
place in this iustance,
This (with the occasional addition of so
much incidental m,rter as we have seen) i_
what comesoutofcourse,atthejudicialmee_ing spoken of under the head of the exelush, n
p_d _lt_,,nthe parties. Such is the stock of information required, of course, by the judge, to
warrant him iu reudering the service prayed
for : .-uch is _he information which will at
course be green by the phfintiff himself; by
every plaintiff, in so filr as his intellectual
quahfiea_.io_ssetve him for the purpose: such
is the iuformatlon which, in ca_e of any deficieney in the--e qualifications, it wilt belong
to his profe_AoJml assistant, if any such be
pre_ent, to draw from him _or, if not,to the
judge,
According to the importance of the cause,
in itself, or in the estimation of either of the
parties (he paying, provisionally at Ice.st, the
extra charges, should the importance of it be
accrued to have no other ground than the
particular state of his own particular afiretines,) minutes will therefore be taken, or not
taken, of this part (as of other parts, it"any)
of the evidence : but at any rate a printed
form, with proper blanks, will be filled up
attd signed by the plaintiff, to serve, pro lento,
the various purposes, private and public, of
a record,
/_wyer.--Mighty
well ; but all this, does
it not suppose two things? _a Correspondent
mass of what you call substantive law, on
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I which thls courseofproeedure is to he groundied, and to which it seeks to give exeeuticm
m_d effect ; and that mass of substantive law
in the state, not of Common, but of statute
law?
Noa-Lau'ycr. _ Doubtless it doe_.
Lawyer.--,M_d so. according to you, there
can be no such thing as #oodpleadin#, without a complete body of laws in the form of
statute law : that is, without the extirpation
of the good old common law, the pride of
ages, the Englishman's best treasure!
_roa-Lau'ycr,_
Say rather, if you please,
the English lawyer's: but, as to that point,
be pleased, if you have any curiosity, to restrain it till you come to the device spoken
of under the head of magnification of juris.
prudence.
Lawyer. _And so you look upon it as poe.
sible, do you, sir, to compose a eomplete body
of statute law, extending over all cruises, as
well as over all persons?
2(-on-Lau.per.--Ihdeed
do I, sir ; and, for
these fifty years or more, the more I have
thought of the task, the greater does the recili_y of it appear to me. Not a cause is ever
decided, or so much as begun, but all this,
though never done, is ._upposed to be done.
Which, according to yo,a, is productive of
most labour and most dit_cuhies?--to
form
an article of real taw once tbr all; or, by asl
endless series of suppositions never realized,
to make it over and overagain in imagination,
--to make so many sham substitutes to it ?
If the difficulty be insuperable to a select
draughtsman, appointed by the legislature,
subject to correction from all minuend, under
the authority of his employers_
one who
may have been occupying a whole life in
thinking of it, --how comes it to be so easy
for every attorney, special pleader, or attorney's or special pleader's clerk, to be con.
tinually ima_ning such laws as fast as called
for ?
Among the objects which it may be acressary for the judge to have under review, to
enable him to compass the ends of justice,
may be noted three ; the description at whix.h
it will in all cases be useful, in some absolutely necessary, to have in a fixed form,
given to them by means of the ac_ of writing;
viz. the demands on both sides ; the titles,
or _rounds of demand, on both sides; and
the evidence:
1. On the part of the plaintiff, a description
of the demand in this permanent form is in
general necessary for the use of the judge ; to
" Where punishment or setisfaetlon at the the end that, in the event of its being acceded
ehaxge
is the will
service
demand,
ell, the of
list the
of defendant
eotlative events
be the
list of to by him, the decision, the judgement, prononnc.ed by him, and the execution of tha_
eriminative
circum-sta_wes
attachedortowhat
the are
de* judgment, may be sure to be correspondellt
finition
of the
offence ; ablative,
equivalent to ablative events, will be the list of to it.
._7._stificati_e,and tit any) that of ememptive,
2. The _me reason applies to any demand
crreumstanee8,
that may happen, in the course of the cause,
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to be brought forward on the part of the defendant : since, in case of any such counterdemand, he takes upon himself; pro tanto, and
in respect of it, the ebaracter of plaintiff. *
3. On the part of the plaintiff, again, a designation of the title, or ground of demand,
in this same permanent form, if not at all
times necessary to the judge, would be more
or less useful to him ; to enable him (in so
far as reflection for any considerable length
of time may be necessary) to reflect upon
it, without danger of mis-recollection, at his
leisure,

'
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to the exclusion of the meeting eoramj.di_e,
where p_ctieabte, at the outset of the cause,
will not be found necessary, or so much as
conducive, to justice.
With reference to both points, viz, the de.
mand (i. c. the particular nature and descrip.
tion of the so'vzce alleged to be due,) and the
title (i. e. the ground of the demand in point
of law and fact, as above explained,_') rotsconceptions amt consequent mis-statements
on the part of the plaintiff (nnblameable as
well as blameable) are apt very frequently to .
arise.

This in _be case of him who acts a_ judge
In so far as the true nature and propriety
in the first instance.
But, in ca._eof dissatisof Ins demand depends upon his own personal
faction on either side, and appeal accordingly
cognizance of the tacts in question, such into another court (especially if the propriety
correetnes_es might, in case of due attention,
of the conduct of the judge below is to be or at lea_t in case of consummate and perfect
among the subjects of inqmry,) these fixed I intelligence, on his part, be avoided. But, in
designations will be little less than necessary,
so fitr as it depends upon the personal cogThe demand actually acc¢'ded tu by the 3tnl_ze, nizancc, and thence on the testimony, of an
is it of the number of those that, according
extraneous
witness, the most consuululate
to law. are. if supported by appropriate title.-, wisdom on the part of the suitor would not
capable of being acceded to? The title on suitice to render the exclusion of them in any
which the accession given to the demand was I degree secure
Still le_s would be the ehmn'e
grounded, is it of the number of those to which I of their being avoJ&,d, where the source of
the law has given the faculty of serving a_ a the necessary evidence is the reluctant bosom
support to that sort of demand?--To
enal_le of the adverse pa_ty in the cause.
the judge abo_e to give a surely-g_ounded
Delivered in the face of the adverse party,
attswer to these several questions, it seems as well as in the presence of' the judge, a rotslittle less than necessary that of each of them statement of that sort may receive its eorreethere shouhl be a description, reduced to that
tion the next instant : re[s-statements in any
permanent form whictJ excludes all dispute number may receive their correction at ti,e
about the words, and elmbles all persons con- same minute : delay, vexation, and expense,
cerned to refresh, at anytime, whatsoever con- avoided altogether : nothing of whmh a disceptions they may respeeuvcly have formed llonest adversary can take advantage, so as
of it.
_to render the futfihnent of a plaintiff's demand
4. That on both sides of the cause the evi- either distant or precarious.
denee should be inyested with the _ame perLet the disenssion be carried on in writing
manent character, will ahvays be at least --evensupposethedefendanthonest--asingle
conducive, if not absolutely necessary, to the rots-statement of this sort cannot receive its
ends ofjustwe;
for two distinguishable put- correction till the length of time allured for
poses: -- 1. That, in case of mendacity, the the defendant to put in his plea is run out -alleged matter of delinquency, the subject or a length to which there are no certain limits.
ground of prost.cution, and eventually of pu- But technical law (especially English law,)
nishment, may be ascertained beyond dispute;
if it does not lind a man dishonest, is almost
2. That eventually, in ease of dissatisfi_ction,
sure to make him so, if he has anything to
as before, it may be seen, upon occasion, how gain by dishonesty: under the tuition of his
far the decision professedly grounded on the professional advisers, he accordingly lies by,
evidence, was really warranted by it.
and suffers the rots-statement to pass uneof
Such are some of the principal of the put- rected: consequence to the unlbrtunate auposes with reference to which the exercise of thor, or rather utterer, of the mistake, lo,s
the art of writing promises to be in all cases of the suit-- of that individual suit. at any
useful, in some cases little (if at all) less than rate : liberty or not, as it may happen, to
necessary to justice, in the course and for the bring on and go throuzh with another, if so
purpose of the suit.
it be that he feels himself rich and bold
But, howsoever necessary it may be at some enough.
stage or other of the cause, its employment
What is necessary to justice is, that communications of this sort should respectively
• Thus in English procedure, in the ease of be made : what is not necessary is, that they
distress, on one hand, and avovary on the other, should be committed to writing before they
distrainer and avower are recogmsed as acting, are made.
each of them, in the character of plaintiff. See
Comyn's Dig. Art. Pleader.
"r Supra_ Chap. VI. E_reluslon of Pa_ties.
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§ 2. l°leadi_Is in use, their modifications,
Pleadings (understand ready written, defleered in the form of writing in the first
instance,) is the _erm employed to de.-iguate
any masses nf discourse delivered in that
tbrm, and purporting to contain allegatioas
made by the parties on the occasion and il_
the course of the cause,
In Engiish technical procedure, they are
distinguished, according to the courts muL:r
flae judicature of which they are delivered,
into common-law pleadings, m_d equity pleadings,
In each court again the_ are distingaishable
into ge.qetal pleadings and special pleadings,
1. At common law. In a cause ot the eias_
called civil eau,es O. e. not considered as
criminal eauaes,) the" first ilistlument is delivered on the plaintiff's side, and is called a
declaration.
rn this instrument, the nature of the demaad (i. e. of the service demauded at. tbe
hands of th - judge) is supposed to be stated ;
and. as s.pposcd or pretended (with what
truth will presently be seen,) with a degree
nf certainty sutlieient f,r the intbrmahoa of
the defendant and the judge : and moreover,
the title, on which the demand is founded,
is or is not supposed to be stated _xith like
certainty : sul)pn_-ed or not suppnsed to be
thus stated, in here and there an instance it
may perhap-_ be totuJd t. be so. _
lit rclurit for thi% COllieS trom the defendaut'-side, it a:t 3thing, an in-_trumtmt railed
the tdca. La)ing aside dtmurrer, by which
the dem._nd i, disputed so t;ar only a_ concorns the ground it re_ts on in poim of law,
--a_td setting aside al_o l,leus _a abatement,
commonly having m) other ol_ject than mere
delay, and never having an) thing to tit) with
the demar,l,--the
uther sntt of plca_, pleas
in bar t_ the action, are either general or special. A plea _ called _,,eneral, when the etfeet given to tt is the puttiilg an end to the
line of altere_tion_ in th_s mode : it sta_es a
point, _hich i_, calls t,,f_)n fl-w plaintitf.,ojoin
in sabmitti_
_o the decision nf a jut) : attd
admit_ _ot in general of a._, instrumem on
tl_e part of the plai:_tiff, ott_er than the significat_on of hts consent to do so_ To (to
this, i_ to bring on what is called the general issue : to plead a plea having this effect,
is called, for shortness, pleading the general
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What, in all cases, it purports m_d is supposed to do, is, to express in general terms
denial of the _iustice of the plaintiffs claim ;
at any rate in respect of fact--in
respect of
the whole, or some necessary part, of the m_s_
nf facts on which his demand is grounded ;
and eventually also in respect of law. What
in array instances it really does _thnagh
without profe%ing to do, aald t,erhaps without being generally considered as doing,) is
the givi_g him a right, at the trial, to oppose
the demand by the proof of counter-iacts:
counter.facts,
not only such as tend in dispioof of the facts relied nn by the plaintiff,
but. other facts of such a nature that the law
has given to them the effect nf establishing
in the behalt of the detcndant a counter-title,
having the effect of destro)ing the force of
the ptaintifPs title, even should the fact_
which constitute it be estalfiished.
A special plea,--though
in one respect
true or false as it happens, memtt or not
meant to be true as it happen%_is
in an.
other respect constantly true : and, so far as
it is true, the inlbrmation conveyed by it is
material and useful.
The matter that ndght be true or false, as
likewise meant to be true nr meant tn be
f_.lse, as it happened, was the matter nf fact
asserted by the plea.
Of the infi)rmation conveyed by it, that
which wa_ com-tantlv true, was, in every
ease, ntither more nor le_s than this: vlz.
that the matter of fact therein asserted was
the matter of thet which the party, if he
attempted to prove anything, intended to
attempt to prove.
It mJzht happen, that,
knowing it tn be talse and incapable of being
proved, he did not, nn deliv,_ting it, it|tend
to attempt prnving that or anything else:
delay beii_g the only purpose of his delivering
it. But, if he intended to attempt pro_iug
anything, that and nothit_g else is what lie
(that is, hi.¢ lawyer) must have intended to
all along by their _ide the species of action to
which they are respectively applicable. In Gilbert's book on Evidence, three other pleas pre._entthem_lees m the character of candidates at
least
tbr intra
admis_sioninto
viz.adI.diem
Non ;a_
sumpsit
sex annos the
; 2. list:
holvi_
3.
Nullum tecit va_tum: to which marc perhal_ be
added, _ul dic_eisin. )art m oppo,siti_mto nul tiel
tort.--Not gmilty. Gilbert applies to three civil
suits,-_iz. tre_sp;_ss,
sides criminal
stats. trover, aadejeetanent : be-

issne.$

A general plea is in every instance ebaraeterizable by a few words, which serve for the de'_ i"2xamples: -- Debt on contract, bond, de- *,nomination of it. Pleas there are in ahundaaee,
round, recognizance, or judgment.
I which, though special, are eharaeterizable still
Comyn (Edit. 180:,) 1 leader, p. 387.
n_orestrietly, viz. each of them by a_,ingte word:
General is_ue_ given t:v BlaeKstone, bat I some of them much more frequent in there upgiven only as examples, ar_--not guitty_ non , plieation, and in that respect more general, than
a_umpsit, nil debeq non est tb.etum, nul tort (in several of those general one.% The only distint_
Gilbert on Evidence, nul tiel tort.) Ifls ae. / tion therctore seems tn be, the ett_ct given or _ot
count would have been more iastrueUve, had he_ given to the two sort_ of pleas respeetively_ a_
r_mpleted the list of these get_eral pleass stating'_ a_ve.
Vos_

VII.

$
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established, and in this instance proper, prac- t ation of times for operations ; 2. Long interdee, that and that alone is what at the trial i vals between sitting and sitting; 3.Principle
he would be allowed to prove.
] of nullification ; 4. Mendacity-licence:
withAs to the general plea, that which brings ! out reckoning the master-device, exclusion of
on the general issue it conveys no informa- {parties from the judge's presence and other
tton at all: it conveys m no instance any devices, the benefit of which, bow considermore information of the ground or title on able soever in itself, is, in the character of an
which the defendant means to rest his de- auxiliary to the device here in question, less
fence, than in most instances the declaration
considerable, or less conspicuous.
does of the ground or title on which the
That the nature and utility of so rich a
plaintiff means to rest his demand,
compound may be the more clearly underThus stands the matter in regard to writ- stood, let us e_deavour to bring to light the
ten pleadings. General pleading conveys no I sevarate virtue of each element taken by itinformation, but there is an end to it : if any self: what each has contributed to the corninformation is conveyed by pleading, it is by mon ends.
special pleading, but there is no end to it.
Taking this element for the basis, let us
Compare this with the result of the meetfirst observe its virtues when pure; and then,
lag of the parties in the presence of the judge,
conceiving the several oflJers as if necessarily
Whatever information can be requisite, either added one after another (imt _bat in fact they
to the parties or to the judge, may be ob- were so,)observe
wbat additions it stands
rained by it, and obtained at once.
indebted for to the separate virtues of {he
IL In equity procedure, the first instruseveral other elements so intnnately and hapmeat delivered, and which of course is de- pily combined with it.
livered by the plaintiff, is called the bill. It
1. Hadit stood by itself; the sources of the
corresponds to the declaration at common mischiefs produced byit to suitors, and thence
law.
of the advantages to the alan of law. would
What the declaration pretends, or is pre- have been confim.d to thesc,--viz. I. Employtended, to do, the bill really does. it _tates ment of writing in cases where it was improboth clemand and title.
The declaration
per, as being either useless, or preponderantly
conveys its no-instruction in a discourse, the expensive; 2. Accumulation of _urplusage.
length of which, though too great by the
2. From the blind fixation oitimes for judiwhole amount, is, in comparison with that of cial operations--from this device alone, added
a hill, tbr the most part moderate.
To the to that of unnecessary and excessive scriblength of a bill there are no bounds.
! bling, might have been derived a further adWhat it calls for, is, an answer.
What vantage,bcsidestheadvantaf:esalreadyspokeu
it produces (not to speak of demurrers, as of as drawn from this same device. The suit
above) is most frequently an answer_not
being brought to a premature and fruitless
very unfrequently a plea: the answer, upon end by the breach of this or that blind upoath ; the plea, not upon oath.
pointment, the use of the pleadings delivered
The plea is, in every instance, of the ha- in the course of that suit might have been
ture of the special plea above described in deemed to have tcrmmatedalong with it : relyregard to pleadings at common law.
sequence, if anntber suit, then a fi'esh series
In equity, as at common law, pleadings
of pleadings; usefulor useless, withor without
used at one time to be drawn into length by surplusage, quantity of writing doubled.
a]tercation. In both instances, but more par3. Another addition is made to the virtues
ticularly in equity, the length of the chain of the compound, by the application of the
has of late years been more or less contractprinciple of nullification.
In regard toinstrued, by the opposing pressure of public indig- ments, the principle of nullification renders
nation,
much the same sort of service, as is rendered
As to the range of the mendacity-lirence
by the blind fixation of times, in regard to
under the two systems, it is already under- operations.
In both instances, the object was
stood.
In common-law pleadings, it has no to make a pretence for causing to be done
exception:
in equity pleadings, the instruover again, business that had been done aL
mant called the answer constitutes the only ready.
For this profitable reiteration, the
one.
non-perfbrmance of this or that operation at
§ S. Uses of tl_is device, in eonjunetiot_ with
its auxiliary devices, to Judge and Co.
In practice, the profit produced to the partnerahip by the system of pleading, conducted
as we see it, is a very complex mass : including in its composition the accumulated benefits produced by the four principal articles

a Wen time formed one pretence ; the supposed incongruity of this or that instrument
formed another pretence.
4. Let us next observe the addlt_onal advantage derived from the excessive length of
interval between sitting and sitting.
The
j_reeeding device furnishing raeaas---this fur.
"nishes motives.

":
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Suppose the sittings from day to day, and
offices as well as courts open alike at all
times,
the operation
omitted
one day might
be performed
the next : the instrumelrt
pronounced
incompetent
one day, might be amended or replaced the next.
In this mode the interest of Judge and Co.
would indeed have been served well enough ;
but, both parties
being materially
vexed and
pillaged,
neither
of them
very materially
served, Judge and Co. would have found them
both complaining,
neither joining with them
to deliver the other into their hands.
Means
for plaguing
the adversary
would
not have
been wanting ; but motives would have been
inadequate,
Interpose
the length of interval,
institute
terms and circuits,
manufacture
inevitable
delay,--in
proportion
to the length of it the
account of encouragement
swells : the value
of the delay rises in the joint ratio of the
weight of the burthen
frmn which a man is
respited
(or perhaps liberated,)
and thelength
of the respite:
to the dishonest
debtor,
to
the dtshonest
usurper
of another man's right,
to the malefactor
in every stage of guilt, the
commodity
offered
becomes
more and more
valualde,
in proportion
to the magnitude
of
the debt due, the value of the right usurped,
and (in so tier as any proportion
between
delinquency
and punishment
is maintained)the
mischievousness
of the crime,
Without
this device, the partnership
weald
have stood
alone,
with
the whole
world
against
them : with all their
power,
they
might have found an united people too many
for them.
Availing themselves
of this device,
and awtiling timmselves
of it to the extent
we
see and |eel, they made a division among their
adversaries--they
made a coalition
with one
half of them: in every dishonest
debtor, in
every usurper
of another's
right,
in every
malefactor,
an every evil doer, they behold an
eager customer,
a purchaser, an accomplice,
5. The mendacity-licence
may close, as it
served to crown, the list.
It contributed
to
the common
end in two perfectly
distinct
ways: _
1. To the dishonest
defendant
it was of
use, by affording an additional
source of delay.
The fund of true allegation
has narrow
limits : the fund of false allegation
is incxtinguishable.
Let the length of time gained
by an allegation
on the defendant's
side be
ever so great, say six months ; without
the
benefit of the mendacity-licence,
the advan,
rage thus obtainable
would be but inconsiderable.
In multitudes
of the causes that now
take place, the demand is of a debt, and the
debt justly due.
But (the debt being by the
supposition
due,) on the part of the defenda_t, ¢be case admits not of any allegation
that
shall be at the same time pertinent
and true.
Here is delay enough, if it could find custom-
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ers, but nobody is in a condition
to buy it :
the oath, with its eventual
punistunent,
the
oath and the scrutiny,
form a bar, which (a
few rash adventurers
excepted)
excludes an
mald fwle customers.
Remove
the bar, and
you have as many customers,
as you can find
or make dishonest
debtors.
From the defendant's
side, let us turn to
the plaintiff's.
One oftwoclassesofdlshonost
plaintiffs owes its existence
to this device.
]
There stands one man, who, having a right
f (say to a sum of money due,) and being of
course conscious of that right, is ted by m_ger,
or some project of advantage,
to convert that
right into an instrument
of oppression.
Men
of this description
have no need of the mendacity-licenee.
The vexation
and expense
produced
by the other devices furnish him
with the means,
t
But men thus circumstanced
are in com.
parison but few.
Establish
the mendacitylieefme, remove the _
set up by the obliga.
tion to speak truth,
their number
is without
bounds.
The demon, by I forget what father of the
church,
was styled the ape of the Almighty.
Conceive
him in the character
of the unrighteous judge (that is, under the ice-gathermg and technical
system,
of any judge,)
with
the mendacity-licence
in one hand, and the
other open to receive
the fees, addressing
himself to rogues of all classes by two differ.
eat invitations
: -" Come u_to me, allye
tkat are _eavy Inden:"
down with your money, out with your
lies, and I will give you rest, _ rest, peradventure
for ever: rest for many and many &
day, at any rate.
Such is his address to dis.
honest debtors.
Come unto me, all ye who, seeing salversaries in your way, see them unable to defend
themselves:
come ye unto me; ye have no
need of right,
so ye bring lies and money :
your money is my reward,
your lies are my
pretence.
I will deliver your adversaries
into
your hand:
numbering
(adds the cerumentater) among your adversaries, all whose cuemy you are, whether they are or are not your
enemies.
Such is his address to all such who
may be engaged
to tread in the paths of tatquity and oppression
in the character of plaintlffs_plaintiffs,
without
being creditors,
§ 4. Pretended
_se of this device,--eerCainty,
In the regular form of technical
procedure,
written
pleadings are constantly
required.
We have seen the information,
which_ under
natural procedure,
is given ; given by the judicial meeting,
given of course, and without
professing
it.
Of this body of information,
a
small part only can by technical
procedure
be
so much as professed to be given; and what*
soever profe_ions
of this kind are made, are
false,
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With
regard to lhe nature
of the service
bounds.
Information
recognised
to be fall,,
demanded,
and the ground ot the demand, it
becomes
tantatnomlt
to ruin. The first gang
would
be too much to Ray that no true inof the infidels were d_owned ; but had a soformation
is ever given in an? of tile iustrueond [)ceil within sight, the stratagem
would
merits comprised
under the name of pleadings,
not have soecoeded
upon _l)e second.
Falsehoodthus
univer,at
wouhl not have been
In pleadings,
c(rto_t!/
i_ a qualification
necessary,
nor so much as ill a superior
deexacted
witil tl_e utmost
rignur.
Cert,fint.y,
gree subservient,
to the lnlrpo_e.
Wi_at was
a non-lawyer
would _ay to tmeselt,
in,qude_
sullieient
was, that.
along with the matter
truth.
No such thm_.
13: certalnt?l, though
which, had it stood alone, would as far as it
they llave never said as mw t_, the) mean
went hgve been instructive,
so targe a do_e t,rcctswn
: preelszon, and lmthing more.
Proof fMsehood was everywhere
mixed,
as wa,
el-ion is a quality
ubieh it i-_ just as easy to
suffiemnt
to destroy all conlidenee,
all capa_;ive to tal_ehood
as to truth : accordingly,
city of instrnet:on;
in sueh part of the mass
so it be bat precise, what i-- notoriuu,13
kdse
as was true,
is just a- good a_ It it were true.
Certain
Jews,
t_avelling
towards
a seaPrecl.-iun
and as-uredne-_
bein_ two quwport, met with a Christian,
and asked him
lilies uhich,
corM,temly
uith
truth,
it is
_he way to it.
He pointed along the shore,
s(,trcely
in the power t,t tt_e plaintiff to give
to a pah_ which lie knew would soon be coto the allegation
by which,
m the first invered by the tide : they struck into it, and
stance,
he states the nature and ground of his
were drowned.
To the ehristlmtity
of Lord
appheatmn
to the jud_ze, -- the r,_tnmal and
Coke, by whom the stratagem
t,- reported,
it
obvious course
is, in permit
it in the first
affords matter of exaltation.
'" Thu. perishinsta_we
to be worded
with that
degree
of
ed," say_ he, " tt)ese lmid,,l Jews."*
generahty
and btdcci-lon,
which tanner
but
This stratagem
may be received,
if not aaeeompan_
the conception
entertained
of it
the model, at any rate as an emblem,
ot the i by the ph_intiff in the interior
of his tnind.t
policy pul_ued in the adjustment
of the prineiples or' pleading.
Mi_concepti,m
is worse
+ At the hands of another indlvldual,
and. in
than no conception:
falseinfbrmation
is worse
his default, at the h.md- of the judge
a man
than none. Had the etunmunieatlve
Chrtstiau
may have a right to a service-- It) a servlce of
heht his peace, the infidels might haw' esany degree of nni_rt,mce.--and
3or, m the first
caped.
When, from a source trom wMeh tie
instance, a:atccedentlv to an explammon
(to an
ha,l expected
information,
a man fin(l_ none,
explanation
wlncli cannot t,tke pl:,cc _althout a
the elt'ect of his disappointment
is only to put
meeting of tile partie_ in the pro,once of the
him upon the look-out
fnranother:
Ialse in- judge.)notasingiecircumstaucenmy
be eapaide
of I.elDg averred wi_h precision, cot2.-l_t0ntiv
with
Ibrmation,
when acted upon, cut_ a man t, ff truth :--not the quali',y and quantit 3, ot tl'_e _ertreat true, gild make* error sure.
vice, the time at which it became due, the place
The first object, therefme,
was to prt_duee
at whn'h it shouht have been remtered, ti_e title
rniseoneeptiml--misenneeptlon,
and eertaii_
on _tueb the right to it is grounded
(mcluding
error
iu consequence.
Unfortunatct},
tL,c , tlle numerous
hst of c.llative
event,_, one or
advantage
derivable
from this policy ha, its i other of _Ltch must he affirmed, and ot ablative
"
] e_ents, all of wl:_ch n,u_t be negatived.
_itb all
their several clreutl_btaI_ees Of tinge, place, and
* The farts, as reported in the 2d Inst. 5(36-8,
arc shortly these :--Edward
the First, in considerntion Ot a fifteenth granted to him by the 1)arhament, consented to the passing of the 1)1 Ed. I.,
which tbrbade anv Jew to take usury upon any
lands, rents, or other things.
The cun_equenee
was, that more th,'m 15,0t_,) Jews left the kingdora.
The richest of them embarked
with their
treasures in a large ship, and when they had got
beyond Queenborough,
the master anti solnt _- of
the sailors agreed tod_trny
d_cir pass_-ngers by
a stratagem.
They cast anchor in a place. _here
the 0lip at the ebb was left on the drysands,
The master then entk'ed the Jews to walk with
him, tbr tl_eir recreation, and when he perceived
the tide eommg in, he stole away trom them,
azld got back to the ship in safety.
"/'he tide
overtook the ,Jews, and as all help was refused
them) they were drowned.
The master anti his
confederates
were indicted for murder, comieted,
and hanged.
At the eaatl of the case, Cvke says,
_* And hereby it appeareth
that Divine ult{on
did tbliow these cruel ,le_s. wicked andwretched
men; tar, the debts of c2uelty are s.etdom unpaid."
The ea_e is alse, referred to in 3 Inst. 50.--Ed.

t individual
things and person._ concerned :) no,
nor SO lnueb
a.*i, &niolig
two or lll0re per,_ons, rite
i individual by wholn_ or at the charge of wtiom
the service (payment of money, suplm,_e ) _h(,utd
have been rendered.
All deport&- upon intormafinn, ghieh, by the assistance of the.judge:
may
[ or lnav not be obtainable,
but whxeh, without
I ttiat a£sistanee (that is to sa w at the commencement of the suit,) is plainly'unobtainable.
In any of these cases (cases occurring in every
day's practice,)
what can be more barbarous
than, on pain of lo_s of cause, under a penalty
severe to anyammmt,
unjust in every case, thus
to insist upon precision, when, consistently
with
truth_ precision is impossible ?
Suppose the partie_,--one
plaintiff,
and one
fendant
met to ,ether in the presence of tile
de
• ,-g
judge, everything ot this .,_rtwin eitberbeclear_d
up_eleare'd
up at once, or put in the best trait..
tbr being so.
8uppose, besides the plaintiff, two indi_uduals,
of where it is as yet uncertain on which the
burthen ought tu rest: let Imth of them be pre_
sent at the meeting_ this point, it wilt frequently
happem may be cleared up on tile spot, and ia
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This course was too simple for the folmders
of English )uri_prudenee.
Certainty
(meaning. a_ before,
taee_siou)--eertaintv,
it had
occurred
to them,
was a very de_-irai,le propetty ; as on all mher occasion% su. in parti(udar, on the occasion
of all allegations
and
c.maluuicatioamade tbr the llurpo_e_ ofjust':ee. Certainty,
thereh_re--uothing
short of
certainty,
was what Ol_ this oeea.mn
the_
were determined
to have. But the allc_'ation
you insist UilOn caunot
at the same _ime be
thu_ certalu, a:_d be true. Wellthcn,
if'that he
the ca>e, we w_._'t insist upon it_ being true.
In oul law, ut our molality,
dilhdence
is uspardo_adtle:
a.- to fal_etlo(M, Nr frllm _hocki;_g u_, it i_ on all ocoaanms our delight.
Fear
_mthiug, plabmff;
t',d.ehood shall be no prejudiee
to you, _o it be advanced
with eonfideuce,
Tu men who couhl decide thus, all idea ot
ntiht) must have bten altogether
out ot _ight:
adl_el'enee to pr _etiee, adherence,
and that of
the blmde_
kind, wa-- taken tbr the only rule.
For every purpo-_e ,,i inf_)rmation,
tal._e inf_rnlation
must in thl, case have been worse
thou none : the effect of it, ]f it had any,
could onl 3 be to tmAead.
Yet ti:is thtsehood
they were det ermined not only to receive fl mu
the plaintiff,
but to force Into to give.
Ot the ilffortna_iou
reqmrcll to be given,
gill] gq_ell accords@y,
in pleading:s, what cannot be said i.-, that it _ ill ever) instance
fM:e : _ Lat lnav. be said i_, that
it is in so
man_ iustallCeS a]lmved to be talse, that, upon
the _,vllole, _t is ,f at lea.-t ks E_tle use as if
it were alway:" so.
N,_t eontt:at
with requiring,
at the hands
of a _.!.tir,ttfl', a!L'garions
_hieh,
supposing
it
in h_- power to renilcr them correct,
m,ght
afford t,* the d_4'endaut intormatinn
capable
of t,,,in_ of scrvwe
tv hml tbr the guidance ot
his dei.:nee, -- might, lit a word (m _-o tar ait were true ,rod correct,)
be useful and i_struetive;--tt_e_
have. on vai'inu_ occaqlmS,
insisted
on a variety
ot allcgati_,tt%
partly
fal.,e, patti?
irrelevant,
partly
ah,nrd
and
unmeaning,
and which, if true. couhl not be
of any use. Why il,.-i_t upon theul?
For what
reason ? P,eeau.e
the in;ertion
of them had
been eustoma_.
Violatim_ of truth is a thing

consequence
be leftunpleasant
free.
I-/evg_lt
has;
had to ntake one
_.l_i-o_
_he.them
1)crlmps
at th_ prwe he i_ tree. _VtI._. i_ thi% compared
to an Engli,h equity, ore_en commur.-law _uit?
%Vhat a ttea-bi\c i_ "to a fracture,
Under the technicnl system, the t;ght and the
wroll- defet,dant being as yet absolutely
undistingu';.-hable, the plaintiff rinds hnm_elf coml_etled to fix upon o'_e of them ia the dark. At the
end of the rout. gben the ewdenee comes to be
heard, the one thus fixed upon turns out to be
the wrong one. ttere_then,
instead uf the money
(,_uppo,_imz it money) justly due to him, the resuit _s, tt{c obtigati,m of paying three, four_ or
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not worlh avoiding:
departure
from custom,
from precedent,
would tie intolerable.
If _he judicial
power
had seconded
the
v:ews of tile legislative,
the state of legis|atiou im this ground would not have been thus
deplorable.
A time there was, in the reign
, t,t one of the Edwards.
when the legislature,
i h) an act which is still in force, eonve_ed
to
t tile respective
courts (or rather to the chin.
i ecllor) a subordinate
powe_ of legislation
in
,t this behalf.
But power, legal, power, is one
i thing
knowledge,
intelbgenee,
which is in[ lelleetaal
power (not to _l,cak of im'lination,)
i i- a very d_ffe,'ent thing.
What the legislator
I did eou_'e_ to tht,m, wa.- legal power: _*hat he
kuew not how tl* convey to them, wasinelination : what lle could not eot_vey to them.
wa. adequate
iutelhgenee
: he had it not to
ffive, they, if he had. were riot in a condition
to rect-ive it. tlad their stock of intelligence
been ever au abundant,
',v]mt should havebeen
|heir indacemeut
to employ it ? The labour
wouhl have been their own ; the benefit would
have been reaped by their fellow-subjects:
a
part by bultor_ ; the o.her part, and the most
valuable
(hceause
reaped
without
expense,)
b) those who_e g(icd fortm,e it would be, by
means of tim infi)rmation
thus afforded them,
to ese,|pc the m,.-tbrtuae
of becoming smturs.
Ioslead of pu:suiuff ttle course prescribed
to
i theul, they took a cour<e whwh _as at once
i mo_e eommodiotis
and more profitable.
They
I le_t _t to the plaintiffto
word hi, own demand;
and _hcn worded by him, and worded at h*s
t peril, he learnt b) tht' gain or loss ofhis cause,
i _hether
the wording
of it wa.a or was rio_;
] to thmr taste.
Ft,r tl,em_elve%
they never
I thought
ai_)thmg, ahout the matter : it v-as
, fl,r tqln re declare, arid at the peril of loss, and
i pel t,_lns _uin. _ hat t],c*._e elmceptions
were,
' whMi,
so thz" him) having been declared and
i made known,
had never
been _o much us
to_med.
1
"]['he same propo_,ition was capable of being
! expressed
in a wutt_tmle
of &lfereut
ways,
and perhai,_ ui_h equal pr,Jpriety
in any one
of tl,e whole lmmhel'.
"When the _-uitor came
to give word- to hi_ elsha,
what was the inquiry of the judge ? Not whether
the wording employed
h 3 the plaintiff was capable of

five
than a great able'to
m_ioritv[aay,
t_f
the score
pe,_plepeu:,d_
would more
be respectively
were thty to leave themselves hm_eless,
l,a_ed_
and penmle_s.
In th_._ condition, the plaintiff
has to seek h_s reined v against another defendant,
_ho, iftbr this rime'he happens to be the right
one, may have gone out of reach, or become in_lvent ; or the evidence by which, if taken in
dine, die obligation
might have been proved
upon him, may be unobtainable.
But SUlrtaose
the plaintiff at this time _ueeesffnt : will he obutin re-imbursement
of the costs produced by
his inuoeent mid inevitable
mistake ? Not he
indeed.
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answeringthe purpose, but whether they were _number that he pleases. As to the title, the
the exact words which he himself (the judge)
place of instruction is here again supplied by
would have employed. If there was a halt's- falsehood and impertinencies.
Afbolishstory
breadth difference, so much the worse for the is told about somebody called Doe, that was
plaintiff: his cause was gone.
turned out by somebody called Iloe--an iresWas there any possible means of safety for ginary man by another,---as anybody may see
an unfortunate, or perhaps obnoxious, suitor ? in Blackstone."
Oftentimes it has appeared to me that there
Thereupon, to work the lawyers go, upon
was none.
The claim was alike capable o! the ground of this superficially silly, fundabeing preferred in either of two ways : the* mentally wicked, story : justice the pretence,
plaintiff pitched upon the first, the judge upon pillage the object and result, mendacity the
the second : had tlle plaintiff employed the means.
second, the judge wouht have stamped his exAre you really at a loss to know what it
elusive approbation upon tile first,
is the man wants of you ? The information
To the non-professional reader, a few spe- )retended to be given by your adversary being
eimens of what lawyers call certainty may be all a sham,--ifyou
want any real information,
neither useless nor unacceptable :-it is for you, the defendant, to apply for it.
A specific thing (if you want to get it of Your lawyer makes a nwttoa for it: so much
a man, or he wants to gc_ it of you,) belongs more business: a cause _ithin a cause. Here
to the class of moveables, or to the class of we see the use of the false information: to
immoveables,
make a man pay so much the more if he would
The first instrument by which any infor- have true.
matron is pretended to be conveyed, is the
Where igntrra_rce or doubt is the real state
declaration--the first instrmnent delivered in of the mind, assertion of karma'ledgeis mends,
the plaintiff's name.
Under natural proee- city. Who is there that does not see this ?
dure, at the first judicial meeting (be it a What lawyer can avoid seeing it ? Every demoveable thing, or a thing immoveable, that gree of persuasion, short of that which is exis demanded,) what the thing is that is de- pressed by the word hnowled,te, is proscribed
manded, and on what ground it is demanded,
in pleading : it would be want of certainty.
would (amongst so many other articles of in- Mendacity, therefore, on the part of every
formation that might eventually be of use) snitor whose degree of persuasion fails short
come out of course, with every degree of eer- of the highest, is called for and compelled.
tainty that was at once requisite and prac- Moral vice is made into a legal duty : and a
ticable,
duty for the breach of which there is no parHow is it under technicalprocedure
? If it don.
is a horse your adversary wants of you, the
Wherever a man speaks in tile disjunctive,
action is called an action "of trover, and the a sort of doubt is confessed : which l._a sort of
declaration a declaration in trover. To state,
Ignorance. Accordingly, the disjunctive conand with truth, what it was that was wanted junction or is proscribed in pleading.
The
of you, viz. that it was a horse, could not well word and is exacted instead of it. Wh) ?
be avoided : but as to the ground of the de- Because and is always terrains, though it be
round, the statement under this head must always false.
always indeed be precise, but (except in a
Half a dozen, or thereabouts, is the nnmease which scarce ever happens) it must as her of different titles, upon one or other of
certainly be false. It must be not only false, which, or perhaps sometimes two or more at
but impertinent.
Had it been necessary for a time, a demand of money due is most Irehim to say how the animal became his, this, quently apt to be grounded : work and lain ease of his demands being unjust, might boar done, goods sold and delivered, money
have been of use to you. This, accordingly,
lent without security, money lent on oote of
is what he is excused from saying: what he hand, and so forth.
You soht the defbndant
is obliged to say is, how it came to be yours : a horse for £20, and he gave you his note of
tha_ is, in your possession tbr the time hand for it.
It is matter of doubt to you,
h(though, if his demand be well grounded, you which fact you may be best able to prove :
ave no permanent right to it.) You found the sale of the horse, or his signature of the
the horse : this is what he would always be note.
At the suggestion of truth and cornforced to say, even were he to know that you mon sense, would you say that the man owes
bought it, or that he lent it to yon.
you £20,--viz.
either upon the score of the
Where a thing immoveable is the subject
sale, or upon the score of the note ? You
of the demand, it is still worse. Not only the would lose your money.
What they make
statement of the title is never gi_'en, but, you do is, to demand two debts of £20 eada:
though a description of the subject of the de- one due upon the sale, the other upon the
numd is always given, it is never true. If it is note.
one acre that a man _.nts of you, his lawyer
mentions twenty acres or two hundred----rely
" B. iii. Chap. 11.
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In the case just put, these two demands
might serve. But the practice is, where one
debt is due, to claim half a dozen or more, as
above ; each to the same amount ; each with
a separate count (that is the word) to claim
it. The more counts the more writing: the
more writing, the more fees.
_hatever be the demand, in general a declaration contains divers counts : stories, of
which one may perhaps be true, most tommonly all but one false,
Thereupon, at the trial, the jury being
agreed, and ready to give their verdict for
you the plaintiff,-- doubts upon doubts, on
which of all these counts to take it : the
jury, who know nothing about counts, waiting in gaping admiration to know what decision, which is not theirs, shall he given to
the world for theirs. Take your verdict on a
wrong count, you lose it : saving always the
privilege of taking yourchanee (atthe twelvemonth's end) for another such verdict, which
may again be on a wrong count : and so tortes
quoties,
Under natural procedure, at the first judidieial meeting, -- in a court of conscience tbr
example (for parliament, whensoever it shall
be its pleasure, knows where conscience is to
be found,) -- all this would have been settled
at once, and upon the best evidence,
Such being the case with the most cornmou sorts of demand that could be found,-suits indNidualJy counted, in perhaps nineteen out of twenty,--to
pursue the inquiry
through the list of the less common ones,
would be as useless as it would be endless,
Such the mfbrmation destined for the smtors :
sm:h the pretended, and not intended, use to
the suitors ; such the real and intended use,
to the judges and their partners,
All this lies open to every eye that can
endure to look upon it : all this, though in
Iblackstone's colouring, is pourtra 3ed even by
Blackstone.
Such i_ theground on which he
builds the claim of his firm to the veneration
and gratitude of mankind!
All thi_ fbr ever before our eyes, pleadings
coming in question, judges talk of certainty,,
To all this certainty, know they, or know
the) not, the non-necessity of"truth ? If yes,
what dishone.-ty ! if no, what ignorance !
Pretended _-ludy,--to
prevent surprises:
that, at the trial, both parties may come pre"
pared.
Real stud)',-- to produce surprises :
that, sometimes by the production of the surprise, sometimes by the apprehension of it,
business may be made.
By the judicial meeting, surprise would
really be prevented : everything that was ever
called surprise. Who, except by shutting his
eyes, or turning them a_ide, can avoid seeing it ?
L_wyer._The
pleadings giving, according
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to you, no information, or worse than none,
how is it that surprises are not perpetual?
How is it that parties ever come prepared ?
2Von-Lawyer.--I did not say that no informutton is ever to be got from your pleadings ;
such consistency,
l have observed already,
would be of no use to you, but the contrary.
What I mean to say is, that in general it is
not from that source that the information a
man stands in need of for the support of a
just cause, is obtained. Whence, then, is it
obtained ? From the previous transactions
between the parties.
The ease is eomparatively rare, in which, before the suit begins,
the defendant is not pretty well informed
what it is the plaintiff wants of him, and on
what groundsit is that he demandsit : so, on
the other hand, the plaintiff, on what grounds
(if on any) the defendant means to dispute it.
But, where information is by either party
really wanted, generally speaking, he has this
alternative : either he applies for it by rantion (a cause within a cause,) getting it, or
not getting it: or hedoes without it as well
as he can. *
gauTer._You
wilt admit, at any rate, that
information is afforded, as often as the pleading goes to the length of special pleading.
2¢-on-l.awyer.--Agreed.
You on your part
will have the goodness to admit four things:
1. That the inibrmation so given, being given
under the mendacity-licence, need neverhave
a syllable of truth in it; 2. That the more
there is of it, the more business ; 3. That,
where there does happen to be any truth in
it, the effect of it is liable to be destroyed by
nullities, against which no human prudence is
suffiemnt to secure it ; 4. And that, at the
end ot twelve, or fifteen, or twenty, months,
it is not in the power of )'our special pleading,
be the chain of it ever so long, to give half
the infoimation (meaning true and usefulinfornmtion) that, at the first judicialmeeting,
would be given in as many minutes.
• So utterly unfit is the initial document
called the declaration,
the opinion
of jud_e.a
themselves,
for any suchm purpose
as that
of mforming the defendant what 'claimit is that is
made upon him,-- that apractice has grown up
of compelling the plaintiff"to give in, together
with the declaration, another document, called
a bill of particulars, which shall really speciiy_
what the declaration pretends to specify, the hature of the demand. According to the judges,
then, who have introduced this practice, the deelaration is waste paper : utterly useless with
reference to the purtx_e tbr which it is pretended
to be meant; productive only of amas* of expense to the defendant. The bill of particalar_
really giving the information, all the in/ormatian
that is wanted,- the question, why the deelara.
don is not abolished, is a question for those who
are capable of penetrating the mysteries of the
jtullcial con_rAence_Editor.
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OF JUDICIAL

JARGON,

THE object and use of language (meaning
ordinary language.) is to convey information :
information which, in some way or other,
shall be of use: for which purpose (exeept
ill here and there a _se, too extraordinary to
present on this occasion a claim to notice,)
i_ nnlst be true.
The object and use of lawyers" language is
twofold : partly to prevent information from
being conveyed to certain descriptions of persons; partly to cause such information to be
conveyed to them as shall be ialse, or at any
rate fallacious : to seeare habitual ignorance,
or produce occasional miseoneeption,
Misconception, as will be seen, is on those
occasions a sort of improvement upon ignorauee : all the purposes of ignorance are served
by it. but in a more exquisite degree.
Partitular mL-eonceptiou is the occasional result
of general and habitual ignorance.
Its tendeney is to rivet the chains with which the
pubhc mind has been loaded by ignorance,
All those peculiarities whereby the langauge made or employed by lawyers is condneive to this effect, may be cmnprehended
under the general name of jargon : law-jargun.
Various are the _hapes in which jargon is
eapabloofmakingitsappearanee:--l.
Foreign
language, dead or liwng; 2. Obsolete langauge; 3. Technical languaze undefined; 4.
Nonsense; 5. Fiction ; 6. Ordinary language
perverted. None but what may be made subservient to the general end : one or another,
this or that one of them, is to be employed,
as oeeasion serves : but, _hat the use of them
is nut altogether indifferenL will be _een as
we advance.
Each has its use : each was to be made the
most o_, as occasion served.
Each has its
use : some more than others, as will be seen.
Anything will serve, so it be repugnant in
,ny way to the ends of language,
A lot of jargon may consist either of propositions, one or more, or of a single term,
In less compass than that of a proposition,
neither truth nor falsehood, wisdom nor folly,
sense nor nonsense, can be conveyed.
Bur
there are single terms (such is their force and
virtue) that are _uflleient, any nile of them of
itself, to Infuse the qualities of darkness or
nonsense into thi_ or that proposition, or into
almost any proposition of which they make a
part. Saeh are the terms.]clone, lateen r/, cot
r_tption of bland, attmnt, common b,Hl (meaning no bail at all ;) vi et armgs, force and arms
(applied to forgery, &e.)
Law being the subject, whatever tends to
keep men in ignormlce, is of use to lawyers :
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but the beneficial effects of the ignorance
assume a somewhat different complexion, aecording to the description of the person in
whom the endowment is considered as being
liable to reside : -- 1. The people at lm'ge hi
the quality of suitors; o The legislator; or
3. Men of law themselves.
I. On the part of" the people _t large, it
makes business, in three ways:
1. From ignorance of the law in eriminali,
comes delinquency ; from delinquency, proseI cation.
2. In non-eriminali, if a man, being ignor_nt, is conscious of his being so, and knows
not how to act with safety, he applies to lawyers. Hence comes an appropriate branch of
made business, the trade of the law-adviser
or opinionist : the opinion trade.
If, being
iffnorant, he fancies himself sufficiently knowing, not being aware of the traps that have
been laid for him, so much the better.
He
then leaves something undone, which he ought
to have done, or does smnething which he
ought not to have done. and |iti_-ation, with
lo_s. or danger of loss of right, or of fhlling
under some burthensome obtigatitm, is the
consequence. Basinass in the way of assistanee, previous business in the way of advice.
3. From ignorance in respect o!' the adjeetire branch of the law, the law of procedure
(in ertminall, and mote especially in non criminali,) comes the necessity of haviiig recourse to the lawyers, in unlimited nmnbers,
in the character of assistants, or (wtlat is
inuch better) of substitutes.
Business in the
way of a_slstanee, _Sth ditto in the way of
advice, step alter step, at as many steps as
possible.
Making business is not enough, without
securing against diminution the quantity of
business, that is, the mass of profit, habitually
made.
In proportion as business is made, the penple suffer: in proportion as the worms multiply and fatten, the patient faints. Did the
people know that the sufferings they experienee at the hm_ds of the judge mid his eonfederates are in so large a proportion faetitious, they would be apt to cry out; their
outcries would be troublesome, and might
lead to relief_
Against this danger, the use of jargon is
considerable.
It impresses them with awe:
it forms a species of the sublime. Omne Ol?wtampro ma.qn_ficoest. Viewed through this
medium, every object assumes such shapes
and eolours as eoutd be wished. Factitious
vexation, expense, and delay, becmne natural
and inevitable:
nonsense beeomes seienee,
fiaadand extortiom purity: their tormentors
and plunderers become their kind protectors
and best friemls.
It is not by its quality alone, that jargon
lends its service to the advancement of the
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common eau_;
by the very q_antity
of it, it
renders at least equal service.
JudieiM for-

_

JARGON.

mistakes in tile exercise
care that the mass of

_!
of it) take effeetuat
made-business,
and

mularv,
eonveyanee,
whatever be the nature
of the instrument,
care has been taken that
each particle of sense shall be drowned
in a
delutre of words.
By the quantity
of profit,
!lie particular
purpose of tile individual
lawyer, on each individual
occasion,
is served ;*
by the contribution
made to the immensity
a_d incomprehensibility
of the chaos of which
it forms a part, the interests
of the whole
partnership
receive a lasting benefit.
It ts in the demesne of jurisprudential
law,
that the ser_ic,_ rendered
byjargun,
in virtue
of its quantity,
i_ rendered
in the most !ranscendant
degree.
Where Matutory
Yaw would
create ecrtainty
h) a word, juri,prudential,
with its atgumentauons,
gives uncertainty
in
a volume,
But even in the composition
of statute law,
the treacherous
assi-tanee
of the professional
law,_er has, by a disastrous
necessity,
been
forced npont he legislator
VVords being heaped
together
at so much a duzen, the consequence
is ahke necessary and obvious.
In this case,
too, lest the virtues of tautology
and surplusage shouhi not be sufficient,
the aid of disorder, and a religious exclusion
of those helps
to elucidation
with which no other specie- nt
compo_mon
is unprovided,
have been called
in and carelull)
pre,-erved.
The details
of,
this policy
would diverge
too fiir from the
present
purpo, e._
II. On the part of the legi-lator,
the setvice rendered
by jargon
to the partnership
admits of some dwersificatit,
ns : t hough all
resnh'able
into this, viz. either adding to the
quantity
of hu_,mess (i. e. to the mas_ of profit ext raetihle from the ma-s of business,)
or
protecting
it against
dimmutioa
from that
commanding
source,
The intelest
of the/egMator,
in as far as
it ha_ been brout:ht
into coincidence
with his
duty, is, on this a_ on all other grmlnd,,
the
same a_ that of the people : the ends of the
legislator
are no other than the ends of justice. llavin__- the power m his hand,, he will
of course (unless in so i:ar as he can be corrupt_._d, or drawn from 1.is duly, or led into

[ thence
tile mass of lawyers'
profit,
be as
small as possible.
Towards
preventinghlm
from exertinghis
power in this way, the services of jargon are
_ in the highest deglee important
"-I
1. By the heap,_ of filth, moral and intelI lectual,
of which it is composed,
it becomes
i a perpetual
source of disgust,
and serves as
] a perpetual
repellent
to the eye of scrutiny.
I " As to that cell there,
sir, you must not
_ think of looking into it : you will catch someI thing bad : the smell will he too much for
I win."
Jailor's
quarte
and tterce in fencing
i _tgainst IIoward.
Jailshave
had!heir
Howard:
[ jurisprudence
waits for one.
2. It converts
the whole field of lcgislation into athicket,
impenetrable
to the leg!sI lator'eye : when he does work, he works
! blindtbht : he works at random, at the hazard
! of creating more mischief than he cures.
As
often as tlus happens, then comes the lawyer's
' triumph : " You would be meddling;
see now
I the concequence'."
'
That sort and degree of knowledge
whieh
the sahjeet
(dealt with as it has been) admits
of, is now an ohjeet of monopoly in the hands
of the partnership.
The stock of endowments
such aa the legislator
must possess to do his
duty, stands d_stributed
ulmn a phm the most
' eon_modious
imaginable.
On the part of the
] man of law, -- what there is of knowledge,
' power to be had tot asking, were it but conyen!cut
fi_r him to ask tor it ; inclination,
: acting in a direction directly opposite to that
. in which
it must act, to prompt
a man to
apply the knowledge
and power to an_ other
than a bad purpose.
On the t,m t of the leg!sis!or,--power,
and, for the mo_t part, !nellnation:
but of knowledge,
appropriate
and
necessary
knowledge,
so deplorable
a defteieney, as dive-Xs the other endowments
el
all fi_ree and virtue.
But the mass and efficiency of jargon is
eontinually
upon the increase.
In the way of
reform,
aml prevmus necessary
intbrmation,
whatever
may be the degree of difficulty one
day, exist._ with increase
the next.
Every
day, the more urgent the dcmaud,--the
more
• 31arrmEe-settlemep.t:--prol'erty
to he set.
hopeless
the sopf,ly.
tled, twenty-eight
dmu,and
pound,:
cost_ of
Thepartnershiplookonandtriumph.
Soon,
settlement
two thnu_andseven
hundred pounds,
ff not ah'eadv, thmr language
will he in this
I have himself
this t¥omeoncerneff
a eanvevaneer
tm_e unanimou,:--Yes,
so long as it was poshence,
in it. ot the first emt"1"The style of ti_e Ifritish
grace to tt'e nation in the

statutes
is a dis.
sible, a ehaI_ge might have been useful ; but,
eye._ of Europe
_ whatever
it may have been, it is now !topos-

Opening_. .a,h°°k of dtese laws. m one hand. OUCh,I sit)le • human t:acuhies are not equal to i_.
a book ot _rench.
of Anstrmn,
of Pru-s'.an sta- _
Flora dAt'erent
temperaments
come differtute law in the other: _itlmut undersumding
a I ent tones.
Those (if such there be) who still
sylla t: or' at v one ofd_e tan_'uagcs, a tn: n t av !
see enm_gh t_'safi, fv h'm. dmt, iu the stractu/c
, t_',tr the possibility,
will deny the use : the
of the t _ree la.,t, the endsofLmgnage
are aimed ! use may he admitted
as a point not worth
at; in that of the other, ends opposite to the I disputing,
by those who look ta) the imposends of l,mguage.
( Vide 2Voraosraph_d, in Vok _ sibility with an eye of cmtfidenee.
IlL p. 231.)
1
Admit
the impossibility,
they will allow

_:-_
-- ;
_ "f
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you the expediency
without
scruple.
The
praise of candour is got by the admission,
and
nothing lost by it. The plea of impossibihty
has already become plausible;
a little while,
and it will become real.
llI. In their intercourse
one with another,
jargon has a.gain its use.
It serves
them as
a bond of union:
it serves them,
at every
word, to remind them of that common luterest, by which they are made fi'iends to one
anothe,-,
enemies to the re_t of mankind,
Co-operation
isthus secured--concert
rendered unnecessary.
Concert would be conspiracy:
co-operation
without concert
produces
all the advantage
without
any of the danger,
If jargon
nurses ignorance
among
those
who employ it, as well as among those at
whose expense it is used, so much the better,
The knowledge
which is of use to the man of
law, is not positive
knowledge,
but emnparative : nor even of that the reality,
but the
appearance:
of the reality just so much, and
_to more, as is necessary
to keep up the uppearanee.
When
the suitor,
a non-lawyer,
makes a mistake about law, the mischief falls
upon his own head.
When a lawyer makes
a mistake,
the mischief i:atls upon the -utter,
or the client:
care has been taken
_hat it
shall do so. * Under these eircmnstances,
s,_perior knowledge
in superintcndlng
stations
being out of the question,
nothing
is so convenient as genuine
ignm'anee : unintentional
mistakes
cost less to make thazi intentional
ones.
Between
the veterans and the tyros,
the
harmony of interests
is not in this point perhaps altogether
perfect;
hut such minutiae
belong not to this place.
serves
at the
Nursing
ignorance,
same time for a screen to it.
It does more :
over a head of ignorance
it puts a mask, cxhihiting
a face of science.
It is the dis_erration
upon Sanehoniathan,
presented
to the
Vicar of Wakefield.
This is among the circumstances,
that,
under the technical
system, concur in rendering quirks
so pleasant
and convenient
to the
thorough-bred
judge.
He ibets a degree
of
awkwardness
where a decision is to be given
upon the merits.
If there be any statute law
in the ca*e, the letter of the law is a sort of
check to him. Statute
or no statute,
the eommen sense of mankind
operates
at any rate
as a check, and that a troublesome
one. On
this ground,
decision,
to(), if it is to be on the
right aide, is apt, now _,nd then to require
faeulties,
which, whatever
they inay have been
at first, have been enfeebled
by habitual dietdrinks from the fountain of jurisprudence.
If
it man is wrong, he exposes himself:
if he is
right, he gains little praise,
compared
with
what might be got by jargon or hypocrisy :

jargon

• ,.quprd, Chap. XIV.
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every simpleton
is ready to say--What
is
there in all that?
'Tis just what I should
have done my_el£
Seated in a chair, in the
character of a justice of the peace, with cornmon language
in his mouth,
a common coat
upon his back. and no hair upon hi_ head but
iris own, Solomon
himself
would not gain
the praise of wisdom.
Seated
on a wool_ck,
Bartholon
would pass muster,
while talking
about entering
appearances,
or fihng common
hail, clothed in tmrple aud title linen, artificial
hair and ermine.
Every sham science, of' which there are ca)
many. makes to itself a jargon,
to serve ibr a
cover felts nothi,gness,
and, if wicked, to its
wickedness:
alchemy, pahnistry,
magie, jndieial astrology,
technical
jurisprudence.
To
unheensed
depredators,
their own technical
'. language, the cant or flash language, is of use,
not only as a cover,
but as a bond of union.
Lawyers'
cant, besides serving them as a covet and as a bond of anion, serves them as an
instrmnent,
an iron crow or a pick-lock
key,
for collecting
plunder in casesin which otherwise it could not lie collected
: for applying
the principle
of nullification,
in many a case
'
1 which
it could not otherwise
have been
IIii
apphed
The best of all good old times,
was when
: the t_ate of Englishmen
wa_ di*posed
of in
i French,
and in a something
that was called
I Latin.
For having been once in use, language,
' however,
is t_ot much the worse, so it be of
[ use no loneer.
Tlie antlqaated
notation
of
] time suffices of itself to thlow a veil of raysi terv over the evstcm of procedure.
Martin
[ and ttilarv, _I_ts
forgotten
b) devntees,
are
I still of n_" to lawyers.
Jlow many a man has
i been ruined,
because his law)er made a misfake, designed or undesi_ned,
in re,'koniag
by
the almanaek
! First of January,
second of
January,
and so fi_rth,--whcre
is the _nienee
there ? Not a child of four years ohl that does
not understand
it. Octaves,
quindevuns,
and
morrows
of All Souls, St Martin,
St ttilary,
the Purification,
Ea_-ter day, the Ascension,
and the Holy Trinity;
Essoign day, day of
Exceptmn,
RetornaI'heviumday,
day of Appearanec_alias
Quarto d*e post--alias
D*es
amoris;
there you have a science.
Terms,
Michaelmas,
Hi'lary, Easter, and Trinit).eaeh
of" them about
thirty days, no one of them
more than one day ; there vou have not only
a science,
but a mystery:"
do as the devils
do, believe and tremble.
,Jargon pregnant
with misconception,
is
better than jargou preservative
of simple ignoranee.
The sense of subjection,
the humiliation,
the self-distrust,
the despair,
on the
part of the non-lawyer,
the client, the suitor,
Is more complete.
Jargon which takes a word that is in every
man's mouth, and uses it in a sense in which
no man ever used it, is better than a jargon
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made out of foreign, antiquated,
technical,
or
A twenty or thirty years serviee among the
other hard words.
Every man knows what
priestesses
of Venus,
a qualification
sine qua
common means : most men even know what it
non for admission
into the college of" vestals l
mean_ when opposed to special,
mid applied
What is the proper nursery fbr judges to
to a jury.
Apply it now to bail, and take orfill the highest and most important
of judicial
der about bail, youknow
how.--Creditor.
My
offices?
Common
sense
(instructed
by unidebtorisgoingoff:
hcmust be held to bail. -versal practice
in all other lines of service)
Lawyer.
That he is already.-Creditor.
Who
answers,-Service
in an inferior office in the
are they?--Lawver.
Common
ball;
John
same line.
Doe, and Richard Roe.--Applied
to bail, cornWhat is the proper school for a judge who
nwn signifies mine.
(You will not fervent to
fills an inferior office? A course of attendance
charge tbr these buckram
bail, as if they were
at the feet of a Gaumliel actually
ill office.
real ones.)
Besides the profit, there is a ticgree of fun in this. You pick men's pockets,
while you laugh at them for their patience.
CHAPTER
XVII[.
Kick them, or spit in their faces, you cannot ;
THIRTEENTH DEVI( E--FICTION.
because it is a rule with you never to see
their faces: but this comes next to it.
WHAT you have been doing by the fiction,
The more pointed and solemn the assurance
] -- could you, or could you not, have done it
given, the better ; so it be but violated.
I without
the fiction ? If riot, your fiction is
There was genius in writing word to a man, / a wicked lie : if yes, a foolish one.
Appear before me on such a)lay,--aml
then i
Such is ttie dilemma.
Lawyer!
estmpe
punishing
him for appearing
accordingly,
in- I from it if you can.
stead of employing
an attorney.
There was ]
But no : the distinction
is but in appearstill more genius in saying, Appear in pertain, I ante ; folly none in either case, except
in so
and then punishing
him as belbre.
He had
far as all wickedness
is folly : mischievous
in
learnt that when#
lawyer says, appear, what
every case the ejI_.ct ; in every e_,se wicked,
he means by it is extortion
or deceit:
but
if it had any, the purpose.
seeing such words added as personal,
or in
Fictionof
usetojustice?
Exactly as swilv.
person,
he thought
he might trust them for
dlinff is to trade.
once ; that it was their intention
for once to
The fictmns
with which the substantive
be sincere.
He took it for a flag of truce : branch of the law has been fouled,
belong not
but, so savage is the hostility of this coalition,
to the desigm of the present
work.
there is no trusting
to its flags of truce.
The fictions by which, in so much greater
Advice
to lawvers:_When
non-lawyers
abundance,
the adjective
branch is polluted,
plague you (as now and then they will) about
may be distinguished
in the first instance
into
refbrms, and something
must be done to quiet
two great classes : the falsehoods
_hich
the
them,
they can never refuse you a hand in judges are in the habit of uttering,
by themthe business;
and it will bc your part to take
selves, or by the ofiiccrs nndcr
their direccare that what is done shall be to little or no
tion ; and the falsehoods
wilieh they cause to
purpose.
When you have done what can be
be uttered
by the suitors.
done towards
spoiling
the plan, you make
1. Take
for the first case, as one of the
your mock at it: you throw ridicule on that
most striking
ones, that of common rccovereform,
and through
that ml all reforms, and
tie,; _ though it belongs to the _ubstantive
so you have your revenge.
Thus Blackstonc
branch with a_ much propriety
at least as to
triumphed,
when, upon the translation
of the
the adlcctive.
lawyer's
dog-Latin
scriptures
into a sort of
The judges formed a plan for making busiEnglish,
the darkness
was but the more vihess, by enabling
the proprietors
of entailed
aible,
estates
to cheat their heirs.
The king. as is
Another
and a capital use rendered
by jarsaid, through
policy, or perhaps through
negon to the partnership,
is the extensive
posgligence,
gave them their own way. A sham
session it secures to the professional
branch,
actmn was brought
against
the proprietor
:
of the emoluments
; the comparative
leisure,
the proprietor,
by direction
of the judges,
.
the power, and the honour.,,
attached
to the
named a creature
of theirs, the crier of their
commanding
orders of the official branch,-i court, a man worth
nothing,
as the man of
attached
to judicial offices,
whom he had hought the land, and who stood
Proportioned
to the advantage
thus gained
bound to prove the title to It a good otve, or,
to the natural and irreconcilable
enemies of
on failure, to give him another estate of equal
the community,
is the mischief
done to the
value.
The father lost the land ; that is, got
interest of the community
itself.
Justice
is the power of doing with it wh_t he pleased :
administered
by no other hands than those
which,
by interest
and interest-born
prejudice, have been trained up in a predilection
ha: been
2 Blaekstone,357.
and b_m
recoveries
before observed)Fineshave
abolirdl_(as
for injustice,
by 3 & 4 _,VIiL IV. _ 74.-..Ed.
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buInoinjurywasdonctothechildrcr_.because
the fa_.her, and through
hhn, they, tin- chihtran, got the crier'_ land m-.tead ot it. This
the judges,
rceeivi_g
their fees, never failed
to te_tit)':
it is enl-ered upon the record.
A
record is the very t,_bernacle
of truth : let it
say what it will, no man is permitted
to dispule the trulh ot it, ol t, fany part of it.
Sham eqmvaleut,
a_ above, to heirs ; sham
security
to defendants;
sham security
to
t_lailmff. ; sham notices
to both, and more
especially
to defendants;
sham preteneea
to
one another
for cheafin_
one m_other of bustne_s.
To _ive the h,t and the explanatmn
of all thm-e shams,
with the conaequent'e_
drawn
ii'om them, would be to heap vnlmm
up_m volume.
It is of such matter that the
system
of procedure,
as displayed
in the
books of practice,
i_ composed,
Sneh is the matter of a record:
everything
is sham that finds i_s way into that recaptaele, as ever_ _hinz i_ fold that find_ its way
out of Fie, el-ditch
into the Thames,
The spice or two of truth,
buried herea_d
there amidst those heap._ ot tal.ehood,
berne
but re make the europe% the rb.her, mad the
better
adapted to the ptnposes
of nn-cnncet_lion and de('eptitm ; in a wold. to the _-crviee
of the ends of judwatare.
"I]_ey serve to
Favour the operatml_
of the d,mbl,'=['o_u_tatn
prirlciple
: _hieh _e'.'.
2. Take next the case of sham hail, and
sham pledges of pro_eeutmn.
In the it:f_ncy of the technical
system of
En_,li_h
proccdtm.,
the perh,rmance,
on the _
part of the pl :mtilf, of an operation
called by i
the name of [ind'nq s*curtDl. ,,','as estab!i-he_l
.
in the eh:uaeter
of: a condition
precede_lt
to
the _-at_jecting at lllarl, ill the eh:.'acter
of defendam,
to make
an,-wer in any _a)
to a
judicial
demand.
The -_eeuritv was real. hut
evenlmd
only. and _ot depoa[titmus
: a pair
of friend__ binding themselves
(though by proraise only, and not, as in ease of pawning
goods,
by actual deposit,)to
pay a sum of
money, preliquidated
or not prelutuidated
, ear_ain or uncertain,
in case the plaintiff should
lose
cause.to Pled!/es
ofpro_ccutwn
was the
_lame hisgiveti
these t_iends.
_
No such pledges
are in any- ca._e tbund ; a
-
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for the defendant;
undertaking,
in theevcn_
of his losing his cause, and beiltg ordered to
comply wlththe
plaintiff's
pecuniar)
demand,
either to pay the money for the defeudant,
or to r,'ndcr his hody tip to prison.
No such
e,gagemen_
has been taken
by anybody.
-Tin: per_un_ -pnkcn of as having taken it, are
not real per.on._, but imaginary
per,_ons ; a
pair of names alwa 3 s the _ame, John Doe and
Riehard
Roe/f
The imt,o_slhility
that this vile lie should
be of u_e tn m,_body lint the il_ve_tor_ a_,d
utterer_- of it, and thcil eoMbderate.,
is _,u
manifest to be rendered
mo3e -o 5) aubthi_Jg
that van be said of iv.
In the o!igi.at inqitutioxl
t;fthi_
se,.'urit},
the "' pledge, c_f pro.e_'utton,"a_
little reg:_rd
wa_ paid to the el.l.- of justice,
a_- in the subse,tuent
eva_;on of it.
Itad any regard hcen paid to the ends of
ju._tiee, the judge, w_qe it only for the purp_,-e
ofaaceltainiiJ_
u hat _eeulity the natlne el the
ca_e reqmrcd,
and what Jr was ill the plumlille's [vower to give, w<mld have examined
him vtvJ eoce:
n.t to speak .f tL,e many
other indi-pens_tb!e
[mrpo_e.
to _lmqr
the
same opelation
would have her. _-uh_ervient.
instead
el that.
_.his t_art%_t the- (ht_y was
turned over t(, a _ubo;dinate
oil:car, o¢ _hieh
there was lint one for a wtmle
county,
the
sheriff.
This otlicer, either
he was I,ersonall)' responsible
tor the ew_ntual ju_ti,'iability
-..................................
+ TMs operatim_. Engh,h lawyers, heaping fieUon upon flcmm, call a)_l.ca_.anee: a word which
m thmr vecabularv
has at l_ast baA a score
difl?rent meari_ gs': but that x_hich it has in the
1 ,t_gnage of cormqqon sense i_ llOt of the nunlher.
Whatever }_etl_e number of them. they all agree
in this. vlz. that thev sigmtv s_m_e op_rntion
_ha'h, m every _n_tan_e. _ re:_:pletely useless to
the pnrpo_.sofja_t_ee,
eppre_._-i_etosuitor_.u_eful to none but the fratermtv of 1,_wyers. "
.-$ written order i_ delivered to a lnal3_ cornmandmg
Mm to appear on a certain day in a
certain court of.iusnce,
under a cerium pen'.dry.
On the day mentiot_ed_he
anpears m the court
mentioned,
and stay_ mere ti_e whole time of its
sittings; this does not save him from the penalty.
An En,qish iudge (such is the three of usa_.,e in
hardening m'en _n il_iqu_ty) scruples not to ;ane-

tion this instrument
of deception by his sigllatufa.
Think you to make an English lawyer rumprebend how _t shouId be po_ible
that appearance, when due scene of i_ _s in an English court
of justice, should mean appearance ? The ad' janet per.,ona/ witl be apt to present hse!f as
minister
what in their language
goes by the i capable ofconvevingtheintm:ation.
Appeorance
_mme of justice,
simply--appearance
of the defendant
m eourt,
So in the case of sham bait, on the part of
means indeed,it may be _id,appearance
ofsome_he det)ndant.
The
detbndant
pays an atbody else in another place : but personal appear1
torney,
who pays an officer of the court for
anee,--- personal appearance of the deiSm,ant
in
making,
in one of the books of the eourt, an
court,_cannot
surely be under_tood as meaning
entry,
importing
that on such a day two peranvthingeL, e buttheappe_raneeofthatperson
an
•
that place. Vain expectation ! personal is addexl_
sons bound
themselves
to stand as sureties
and the meaning of the word appearance
is still,
in the conception of the man of law_ exactly what
Blaekstone,
IIL Append. xiii.
it was before.
certificate
of their being furred is in every
ease given ; and the certificate
is amol_.g the
countless
host of lies, notoriou_
lie% witl.out
which English
judge,
know not. how to aid-
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and solvency of those pledges, or he was not.
no judge, take advantage
of lti_ own wrong ?
Respu_lsihlc
for them, for t_sice as many perwhen,
under the system of procedure
which
sons as there were actions
brought in a year has had tLe judges the its authors,
it is thus
within a whole county,
he would
have bceu
out of then' own wrong,
and nothing
else,
continually
exposed
to ahnost
certain
luin.
that an apology,
or anything
in the form of
Not responsible
fur them, two secure instruapoh)gy, is, or can ever t)e cooked up? What !
meats
of injustic_ • were lodged in Ins hamL- : no man ? Ye_ ; no man : subject of course to
for the acts of th_s subnrdma_e
officer were
the exceplion,
which,
when anything
wrong
not, like those of hi, superiors,,
the judges,
_s torbldden
by us, is constantly
to be unexposed
to the _-erutiny of the public e 3e. dcrstood
; viz, an exception
in favour of ourOne was, to consult his own ease and safety,
selves, and such other pelsuns to whom it is
by reporting
the impossibilit)
of finding two
our ptea._ure to impart our licence.
such ple tgo_.
The other _as, to make the
True it is that umle_ this system of yours
like report f,)r the benefit of hi_ fi'iends ; init is impossible,
withou_ exception
impossible,
ctudlng
all _ueh persons
as. tbr the cm,veever to do ju.-.fice.
Nothing
was ever more
nience of getting rid of troublesome
demaI*ds
true.
But the impossibility,
whence comes
of all _or_s, might tirol their account in putit._
From yourselves.
First *ou make the
chasing that distinctmn
at his own price,
impossibility,
and then }ou plead it.
And
Not such, however,
were the considerations
wherefore
was it made, but that _t might be
which
dictated
the evasion
which
ensued,
pleaded ?
Of tt_e due application
of this security
(had
3. Business-stealing,
or jurisdictlon-stealit been susceptible
of any usctul appheatmn
ing falsehoods.
in such band,,)
the effect wouhl have been
King's Beneh stole business from Common
tlle depriving
the )u_twe-shop,
the o_cina
Pleas: Common Pleas stolc it baxck again from
justitue,*
of a numher
of good customers.
King's Bench.
Falsehood,
avowedtMsehood,
For, to a man's being a good customer
to the
was their common
instrument.
B. R. let off
lawyers
of all sort,, so long as the suit lasted
one lie ; C. B. answered
it by another._
The
(which was a_ long as the) could contrive
to battle is in all the books.++
make it ta_t,) it wa. not neces.-ary that the
Quoth
client to attorney.
Such a one has
demand shouht have a_)y merits to support
it,
ibrged a bond upon me.
Quoth attorney to
or the demandant
the _alue of a farthing left
client, Don't dispute it ; forge a release.
Vero
in his purse, to pay, in the name of sat_staco ben trovato:
this advice i_ also in the books.
tion, _o an in lm ed defendant
at the end of it.
If true, it shows that i,' w_s not for nothing
On the part of ilk, .]udae, any such inquiry
that so good a scholar had been to the great
(it may be caid; would have been impraeuschool, the school kept b) the king himself
cable.
Nothing
more easy to _ay ; nor any- ! at Westlninister,
Iteyis ad excmplum : such
thing m(ae true:
because,
flora lhe first of : was the pattern
tbllowed
by him.
Ingenuas
their opcmng,
it had heen the care ot those
dtdieissefidehtee
_rtes, Emolht mores .....
great shops to put down all the little ones.
Vide the ease of the story-telling
club in
Without
hearing
all suitors in the first inJoe Miller.
Per Arcbet,
cabbage
as big as
stance, justice,
it is true,
couhl not he done
St, Paul's:
per 3lerrymau,
])oiler as blg as
to ant ,_f them.
and true indeed it was. that
St.
Paul's
ehnreh-yard,
President
_ Cut
for t|'lree or tbur sets of judge_-, Attin_
in ' bone?
_llerryman--to
boil brother Archer's
Westmin,ter
tIall, to hear as many persons in eabh:_ge.
the character
of smtor_ as all Englaml could
Thief to catch thief, fraud to combat fraud,
sup[,l),
has from first to last been phy-ically
lie to answer lie.
Every criminal
uses the
impossible,
But what was possible, and not
only pos_lble but easy, was, from _he whole
"l"This was caused by the 13 _'ar. If. st. 2,
of that extent of country (and from ten t_mes
c. "2 which reTfired
that the true cause of ac.
that extent,
had there been ms much,)
to retion should be stated in the body ot the wr t_
before a del_ndant could be arrested,
upon af/ieeive fees ; giving,
in return
for those fees,
davit that the cau_ of action amounted to £I0
scraps of ur_t!en
lawyer's
slang in due form
or upwards.
As the bitt of 5|iddk_ex
was anty
of law.
framed ['or actions of trespass, upon which a deThe plea of impossibility
offers
itself at feudant could not be arrested
tbr a breaela of a
every step, in justifie'ation
of injustice
in all
civil contract,
the King's Bench was ousted of
_ts forms.
The plea is as true, as so many t its jurisdictmn.
In order to _et out of this diffiother pleas are false
but the impossibility
[ cube, the judges in_ented me ae etiam clause,
is, in each instance,
ti_e work, not of _mture
[ by ffhich the defendant wa_ to he brought in to
but of the judge.
' i ah'o
answerto athe
hillplaintiff"
of debt. of Aa plea
few )'ears
or" trespass,
after, l_rd
a_M
No man (say,, the man of law, in one of f Chief-Justice
Nnrtb_ in order to get some of th*_
his maxims) ot_ght to take advantage
of his } business into the Common Pleas, also added an
own wrong.
What ! no man ? no ]aw_" or-- ! _c
clausejurisdietmn.--E&
to the writ of eapias_ in order to
givectiam
his court
" glaekstone's

Comm.

"

Btackstone's
Comm. ; Sellon's CromptOn ;
_ North's Life of l,ord-Keewr
Gaitdtbrd, &a &c.
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weapon he is most practised in the use of:
the bull uses his horns, the tiger his claws,
the rattle-snake his fangs, the technical lawyer his lies. Unlicensed thieves use picklock keys: licensed thieves use fictions,
Unwilling to be left behind, Exchequer
stole with both hands at once, stole from both
its neighbours. In design, they were all three
much upon a par: but as to success, whatever may have been the cause, the thefts of
the Exchequer have been little more than
gleaning,
Among the falsehood¢ which judges caused
to be uttered by the suitors, a division may
again he made, into those which they contented themselves with encoura_.dng, and those
which they compelled the suitors to utter,
In the one ca_e, the powers of reward alone
were employed in the gencratioo of the lie :
in the other case, the irresistible force of punishment is called in to secure it.
A sample of the simply pertmtted lies has
been already seen. in the im-tance at the
written pleadings in general, and more e,pecJallv of special pleading at comnmnlaw, and
the initiative pleadings called bills in equity,
The habitual utterance of these t_tlsehoods is
exactly commensurate and co-exten._ive with
the range of the mendacity-lieettce above mentioned.
.
These exercises of professional genius and
morality, if they do not in common parlance
come under the head of fictions, come not the
less under the head of falsehoods ; falsehoods
hatched in the same heads, and in pursuit of
the same ends, the ends of judicature,
Of the falsehoods which are forced into the
lips of the suitors, or ratchet (since in that
waylittle would be to be got) into the paws
oftheirprothssionalassistants,
aspecimenmay
be seen in those falsehoods (some examples
of which were given in a preceding chapter*)
the utterance of which is rendered necessary
on pretence of certainty.
The specimen is a
rich one: falsehood upon falsehood: tbr the
reason (as we have seen) is as rich in hypocrisy, as the practice itself is in falsehood,
When a thing happened in one or other of
two ways, and you cannot tell in which, you
must not say so; that would be uncertain :
your indictment or your declaration woatd
be void for uncertainty.
You must say it
happened in both.
On these term% and on
these only, you are right in law : not the less
so when the fact is impossible.
And so if
there be half a dozen or a dozen such alternatives: which there are, and more, in every
day's practice,
The practice is, to tell as many different
stories, as there are ways in one or other of
which it is supposed the fact may have happened : it is spoken of as having happened in
* Chap. XVI.

I_rritten Pleadinb_; § 4.
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each of those ways : each story is called a
count.
Thus, if there are two such counts,
there is one of them perhaps true, one certainly false : if half a dozen counts, one perhaps true, five false.
A man was murdered, by being knocked
on the head and throw_ overboard : whether
dead or not when thrown overboard, is uncertain.
Two cotmts : one, that the man
was knocked on the head, and died of the
blow: the other, that the man, the same man,
was, at the same time amt place, throw overboard, and died of the drowning.
Here was
the same man killed twice over : and this tbr
the better information of the supposed mnrderer, that he might the mm-e clearly understand the charges he had to defend himself
ag,dt_-_t. Had the fact been truly stated, the
murderer would have been acquitted.
This
case occurred not much more than twenty
years ago. The indictment stood the scrutiny of the twelve judges, t
So again in no_-cr_mtnali.
To take the
sort of case of all others the most commonly
exemplified.
A matt owes you £20 and no
more ; you are or are not certain as to the
precise description of the debt. or the eeldenee by which yotl shall be able to prove it.
Your attorney, with his special pleader under
the bar, with or without the advice of a l_ar.
rlster to boot, gets a declaration drawn with
half a doze_J counts in it, less or more : say
half a dozen.
Here, then, you are made to
demand six separate sums of 0£20 each. stating
them as differeJ_t, and saying of each that it
is due to you: _otal .£120.
What shall we think of that man. but above
all of that judge, who, seeing this, or not seeing it, proclaim._ the necessity of certainty ;
and is indefatigable in his eulogiums on the
law, tbr the rigour with which it exacts the
presence of that best ornament in all legal
instruments ?
Uses of these forced falsehoods :1. Half a dozen or a dozen or a score of
stories told instead of one : so much the more
made busine_.
2. Chance of mis-statement,
real or supposed : whence application tbr nullification ;
certainty of a motion and an argument ; even
chance of a fi'esh suit: at aoy rate, more
made business.
3. Verdict _aken in a court alleged not to
be the proper one: application in consequence :
more made business as before.
4. The business having thus been rendered
incomprehensible to a jury, what is given as
their verdict is none of theirs, bt:t settled
some how or other among the men of law :
neither is the judge himself responsible for
it. On one or other of all these counts, the
Leach's Crown Cases_ [p. _d_3,caseof Hindmarsh, 179"2.--EEL]
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plaintiff takes the verdict at his peril : that I bosom the principles of veracity, of sincerity,
is, the plaintiff's
lawyers take it, at the peril i of true honour ? Stay till you have made
of their
client:
if they take it wrong,
so
your daughter
get by heart
the words
of
much the worse for the client,
but so much
Piron and Lord Rochester.
the better tbr the lawyers.
The lawyers make
9. Corrupting
the intellectual
faculties
of
the verdict, the jury stare. Jurytriat
fbr ever!
the people.
To what a state of debility a_d
--sacred
palladium
of English liberty !
depravation
must the understanding
of that
5. Confirmation
of arbitrary
power in the
man have been brought down, who can really
hand_ of the judge:
the jury serving
a_ a persuade
himself
thai a lawyer's
fietion is
stalking
hor_-e.
Incapable
of judging
for
anythfiig
better than a lie of the very worst
theme, elves,
eonse_ous
of their
own incapa_
sort]
that the whole mass taken
together,
city, juries become helpless,
and do as they _ or any one particle
of it, was ever of aaly the
are bid.
How shouhl they do otherwise
? smallest
use to justice!
They
know not what is done ; they know
F_ctmn may be applied to a good purpose,
n_Jt "how to help themselves,
tf tt;e court
as well as to a bad one: in givin_ support to
likes the verdict,
it stands;
if not, it is got i useful
rule or in*titution,
as well as to a
rid of. The verdict, if an unjust one, cannot,
' pernicious
one.
The wrtue_- of an useful
on the seoreofit_b_justice,
be got rid of withinstitution
wilt not be destroyed
by any lie
out rea<ons.
But in this way, just or unjust
or ties that may have accompanied
the estal_(re_*onz being out of the que_,tion,)
it may
lishment
of it : but can they receive any inbe got rid o[ with equal ease.
crease ? The virtues
of a u_fut
medieine
6. The state of the law rendered
more and , will not be destroyed
by pronouncing
an inmore ineognoseible,
cantation
over it before it is taken : but will
By wrapping up the real dispositions
of the I they be increased ?
law in a covering of nonsense,
the knowledge
I
Behold here one of the artifices of lawyers.
of it is rendeced
impossible
to the bulk of I They refuse to administer
justice to you unthe pcople_to
the hulk of tho_-e whose fate '_ less )ou join with them m then fictions ; and
depends upon it.
What meets their eyes l_- * then thetr cry is, see how neees:_ary fiction is
gross and palpable
rmnsense:
a man dead
to jasticeI
Necessary
indeed;
but too heand alive at the same time ; a dead man and ' ees_ry : but how came it so? and who made
a live man the same person : thirty or forty i it so?*
days making
altogether
but one day : a man _
As well might the father of a family make
constantly
present in a place where he never t it a rule never to let his children
have their
set his foot : the same man judge aml party,
! breakfast,
till they had uttered,
each of them,
and justice
all the better
tor it.
In jargon i a certain number of lies, curses, and profane
such as this, no man in whose brain the na- , oaths ; and then exclaim,
You see, my dear
tural provision of common sense h_ not been ! ebddren,
how necessary
lying, cursing,
and
eaten out by false science, can avoid hehoidswearing,
are to human sustenance!
in S so much vile and scandalous
nmlsense :
but if, by the help of that portion of' emnmon
sense which eaeh man's fortune has imparted
to him,
it were possible
to him to divine
what disastrous
sense may he at the bottom
of this nonsense,
the nonsense
would miss
its mark.

]
i
i
t
[

* A man to whom you lent a horse, _does
he
refuse to return it ? Not the smallest chance
will they give you for getting the animal back
again, unless you say he found it. This is what
you are ibreed to do when you bring an action of
trover:
by afte_
which,all, byif the
you will
not get
your horse
the bye,
defendant
eh_ses
to

7". Legislator
and people confirmed
in the i keep it, paying the price which the jury have
habit
of bowing
down to falsehood
and ab- i happened to set upon it.
surditv,
and recognising
them as being, what
A man to whom you let )'our house for a year n
lawyers
are continually
proclaiming
them to
__does he at file expiration of the time refuse to
be, necessary
instruments
in the hands of
quit it?
Not a chance will they give you for
justice.
If without
them justice
never is obt,dning tmssession again of your house, unless
you trump up a tbolish story about two persolm,
administered,
what conclusion
more natural,
real or imaginary, one of whom turned the other
than that it never can be _
out of i_ This is what you are forced, to do_ in
8. Corrupting
the morals of the people,
bringing an action of ejeetment.
Wheresoever
the use of fiction prevails, and
On theother sideof the Tweed_ where no such
in proportion
as it prevails,
every law-book
lies are told, do not they contrive somehow or
is an institute
of viee; e very eourt of judieaother to put a man in possession of his horse, or
ture is a school of vice.
. of his house ? An English court of conscience,
would it do its business any better than it does,
Put into the hands of your son the Cornwere it to refuse to make a man repay the thirty
mentariesofBlackstone?
Sendhimtoattend
shillings he had borrowed of you, unless
the courts
at Westminster
? For learning
would declare that, instead of your lending him
jmisprudence,
yes : but for cherishing
in his
tim mnn._.ey_he had found it,

j
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CHAPTER
XIX.
_ZOtZaT_ENTHDEVteE_NTAN_Lr.S_NT

OF

JURISDICTIONS.

§ 1. ADicision ofjur_sdiclion
how far
subservient tv the e_,d._qf ju_t_ce.
JrORISDICTm._being considered as divisible,
the possible modes of d_vi_iou may be cornprised under two de_ominations;
geographical division, and logical, or .-ay metaphysical :
the latter comprehending every mode nut ineluded under the fi)rmcr,
The extent of the state in que_tio_) being
to a certain degree considerable, division on
the geographical princit,te is prescribed (as
ha_ been seen) immediately by the regard due
to the collateral ends of'justice, viz. saving of
the delay, vexation, alfd expense, a_tcndant
on journeys and demurrage,
The division being ah'eady carried to as
great a length as i, ptesc:ibed b) the mere
consideration of the regard due to those ends
of justice,add the supposition of a certain
degree of populousness in the districts marked
out i_*eonfbl mlty to those ends, the disposable
time of the one tribunal (it" there be but o_te)
may be tu _uch a degree drawu upon, as to be
inadequate to the demands thus made upon it.

EVIDENCE.
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I Of this advantage, however, no notice ires
been ever taken ; at least by English lawyers.
!ttOW should it ? Recogmse this ciremnstanee
I in the character of an advantage, you recogI nise at once the worthlessness of the system
I which labours to such an exce_s under the
! opposite i_tconvenience.
i
The other advantage, being in its nature
the nmre vague and unsusceptible of ealcula_tiou, is on that very score the better quali' fled £or recommend/n_z itself, under a system,
! with the endurance of vehich a general habit
i of thinking with preci,iou is incompatible.
I To the polemic, In the rhetorician, in whose
'_sight victory is as precious as trmh is worth, less, no argument is so acceptable as one
: which he can make as much or as httle of as
' he pleases.
i In legislation, first the advantages and dis*
t advantages of an alrangement are sought out
! and weighed : then. if the advmttages are
i deemed to preponderate,
the arrangement
' reeewe._ the touch of the sceptre.
In jnrisi prndeltce, first the arrangement i_ observed
i to be established; this observation made, then
: comes the problem-- Required to find out the
i advantages of' it.
]
Original sho_ t-si_htcdncss had divided the
' business, npnn the logical principle nf divi-

Suppose thi_ to be the ease, thence arises an sion, among three eonrts : mmual rapacity
absolute and irtecu,able demm d tbr ore or _ had by dezrees broke down here aml there
other of two operations: a fl,rthcr division i the _:nc=_: mutual lassitude and impotence
upon the gcograplueal principle, a division of'_ have left thinzs m th_s _-tate. The former
the first, instituted district into more dist) ict. i arrangement, thou_.-h made by the lcgi,lator,
than one i sax into two district,:)
or the in- was made so hmg ago that it could not but
st_tution of more charts than one (sa_ t_o) ! have been a w_.-e o_)e: the lat(er, though
it) the same district,
made m the teeth ofrhe tbrmcr, beb,g a work
Each of'the_e arrangements has its peculiar ot lawyc_ s, was still x_i._er. Required to prove
advmttagc. Divide the distru't into two, each it so. No other argument being to be found,
with it_ -epara_.e court, )ou reduce in propof
the principle of enmlation offered itself, and
finn the qu:mtuut ef delay, vexation, and ex- was received with open al'ms.
peose, incident to join ney_ and demurrage ;
"l'h_t the influence of th_s principle, so far
bat then ?ou have no eundation.
Leaving as it extends, i_ salutary, seems oat of" disthe district undivided, put two eourtsinto]t,
pule : but as to the subjecting the amount:
each with precisely the same juristbction as of it. to a)_) sort of calculation, the imposaithe other.)ou get the advantage ofemulatiotl,
bility has ah'eady been brouffht to view.
Supposing all other circmnstances equal, or,
The effect of the emulation depends upon
in case of inequality, competent allowance
the notoriety of the proportions: b_tt as to
made flu' it ; the )mmher of suits brought m the givi_g to the public the possibilit) of bethe course of the year in the one court, corn- ing acquainted w:th them, no such thing was
pared with the nmober brought within the ever done.
Pahtication of tables exhibiting
same space of time in the other court, will, the degree of success in hospitals, is in every
if made public, constitute a sort of index, day's practice. Medical men, being dcstitute
exhibiting the respective heights at which of power, have nothingto serve as a ground
the reputation of the two judges, or sets of' for busb_ess, but reputation : nor an:_thing to
judges, tbr the time being, stand in the scale serve as a ground fbr reputation, but desert ;
of public estimation,
or at least statements which, taking them tbr
Of these two advantages, the former is trot,, afiro)d presumptions of desert.
much the more certain iu its nature.
It deIf, in both or in either of' two courts, the
pends on causes puret) physical; causes much interest created by the love of ease happens
•teadier in their opcratmn than any psbeho- to be ever so little stronger than the interest
logical ones. It is subject to no accidents:
created by love of reputation, the principle
between two places the distance is not apt to of emulatmn is without effect.
change: no expedient can lessen that distance.
Judge Titius may co**dacthimself less badly
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than judge Semprotfius,
and yet conduct _m.
self in aime
of fi'equent
repugnancy
to the

OF
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t
Give to one court, cognizance
of eause_of
i one description,
t_ another court cognizance

ends of justice.
A system of registration
so t of causes
contrived
a_ to .hv,v contiuaall v, ---_
the instance of ever) judge, of every suit carried on
under the direct,iou of every such j udge, and
ofevery_tep
taken in the course of'every such
suit,-the de_:rce of regard paid to the secoral em!_ of lU_-tice ;-- such a s_stem would
'
"
afford a still more
steady
and uniformlyoperating
security tbr g_mdh'ehaviour,
than can
be afforded hr. the mere operation
of putting
twocourts
wi_h the qamejurisdiction
into one
distrmt, for theehance
of the benefit to which,
in their instance,
it may happeu to thc prin-
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of another

description,*

each

to th_

• It might appear at first sight, that, on the
,_upposition of a quantity of business greater than
can be daspatched iu the disposable
time of a
single court, and, theretbre,
of an adequate demand presented
for two courts, it would be de.
_irable to make a separation of the whole mass
of eauws intos_mpl¢ and eomplcw causes--allo_
tint the simple cau,_es to the one court, the complex ones to fl_e other.
That a distinction ought to be made between
the,_e two classes of eauses_ is proved by odmr
reasons,
A greatmajorityof thewhole number of suits

ciple of emu!at',,m
to give b_rth,
The supe- J do not reqmre more than a few minutes each_ to
riority has long been constant
and decided:
, hear anti terminate:
thisis matterof exp_erienee.
the two judges, or one of them, if they live
Yet here and there a cause shall ari_, which° to
lot,.g euough, sink i.to the _ale of years: what,
do iu_Uce to it, may require more than as many
then becomes ot the emutati,m,
wbh'h, fifty
da_'s ,:,f uninterrupted
attendance.
Were no diet mxty years earlier, hoth being at JStnn or
vismn es:ablisbedbetween
simple and complex
Westminster,
would
have rendered
each _o
cause., here might be a hundred setS of suitors,
_ith t',,cir respective wm_esse% all kept in a state
e_rger to take the other's place?
of torment by one single cause.
Like a brokenBe it allowed,
however,
that in certain
down carriage m a proccssion_ it might happen
situations
it may be, it' not upot_ the whole
to a long cause to produce irreparable
damage,
advantageous,
at least not in any very high
stopping, for days or weeks, do,'ens or .scores of
degree G,_advanta_eous,
that i_ one and the
_auses, so each of which, upon an average, as
same judicial district
(that district
not being
many
n.'inutc_howevc.r,
wight suffice.
It ",'enid,
be in some respects better
a very extensive
one') there
shonld be two
(two courts in one district* together with separacourts, with power
over the same sorts of
tio;_, ef complex from simple'causes_
being supcauses (viz. under inconsiderable
exceptions,
i po_cd to be resolved on,) that one of the two
all smis of e_u_es ;) operating
according
to ! courts ahould cot be confined to simple, tbeother
the same svatem of procedure
; coi[ee_ing evito c.',mpt, x cau'.e% hut each court occupied with
deuce in the same nmde aml in the same shape;
-,uses ot both descriptions, dividing its time beexerting
in cve_y case _ullieic_
powers, ap.d
tweca of them.
plan you
thebe_efit
emulation1. tin
; onthis
*,.hee'.her,
not.have
2. Confine
therefi,re
ill every ca_e tile same lmtver_-, tile
the >,ll_q]'le C&II: 6_ tel [site £Gurt* the complexeauses
one as the other, for effectuating
the fi.u'thto the,d_er.
_heiatterseemsmdangerofgetting
comingne.s
a- well of things as of persons, as
a ha,] -,:me: the delay mseparably
attached
to
well in the character
o_ the matter of satisthe n,durc (,: thg cau,_e, may come to be eharged,
lhetion, and (where neee.sary)
ofpmti_hment,
as mattcrof blame_ to the personal account of the
"as in the character
of source,
of evidence,
judge.
I t _s better, a- between simple onuses and ecruEach beiog possessed
of the several
powers
plex ones. tar allot to them d_Uerent portions of
adequate
to those several purposes,
each conthe same day, than different days.
sequently
ought to be possessed of the same
1. I,atterpartofe_ery
day tbrappointedcauses,
powers : the powers of each beir:ff subjected
fore part of the day _br chance causes, is easier to
to the mos_ effectual
s)stem
of cheeks caparemember,
than sach a',d such days for tile one,
ble of being employed
coas_stentiy
w_th the
such and such other da:,_, for the other. Coming
adequate
execution
of t}_e_e _ever,d powers
ou
wrong day,
shuta agaln_t
him. a nldn R"id _ the door of justice
in subservience
to the several cuds _t )u,_tice,
2. ( _n the principle af,i dmction of days, there
the powers of each ought to be subjected
to
are entire days on t,;!fieh ea_es (for some such
the same chocks,
there are) that cannot wait one hour without
Such are the terms on which the exi.-tenee
danger of in'eparable _;-,i_chtei. a find justice inof two courts in the same tlistrie;
may be,
accessible. Of this mischief, the principle ofdisaceording
to the extent of the district,
etthor
tincuon
of ca_c
hoursufastands
clear. of time on the one
3. In tl;e
supertlutty
advantageous
upon the whole, or not decipart_ and a soperfluity
of business on the other_
dedly and in any very high degree disadvanit will be eas_er to borrow of the morning for the
tageous ; the advamages
from emulation,
viz,
afwrnoon,
or of the afternoon
for the morning,
in respect of superior
security against
misdethan to borrow of one day tbr another.
eision, being set against the disadvantages
in
A suit of a simple natnre has been commenced
respect
tff iucrease
of dday,
vexation,
and
withiu
fare part of dm dayfrom
; with
help of
another the
halfhour,borrowed
the the
aftexnoon,
expense,
by journeys
and demurrage.
Change the terms in any respect,
you _411
" Ship on the point of sailing ; female in the
find no cases in which the effects of such mulhands of a ravisher on board of it. Other easel
tiptielty can be other
VoL, Vll.

than

disadvantageous,

tmght be instanced

in abundance.
T

_i
_'
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exclusion of the other : in the first place you have been as good as the other,-- yet, there
lose the benefit of emulation ; in tile next
being also, by the supposition, diversity withplace you produce, _ithout any use, the dan- out u_e, the effects of that diversity cannot
gcr of collision.
Oil the pa_t of the plainuff,
but, to the extent of it, be purely die, deanuncertainty
to which of the two courts lie tageous.
In its purest possible state of sunought to apply, on the occasion of this or that
plicity, the taw, in every part of it, draws
individual cause: on the part of _he defen- upon all men ibr a pro'finn of lahour and indant, uncertainty whether to submit, or not telligenee more than all men have to bestow
tosnbmit, to the cognizance endeavoured by upon it: here is an inevitable imperfection,
the plaintiff to be given to the one or the with the inevitable inconveniences that are
other court, on the occa,ion of that indivi- its consequences: add to this inevitab]e dedual cause : on the part of each court, m,,'er- _ree of complexity (that is, of non-notoriety,
tainty whether it ought to take cognizance o]_ and thence of uncertaimy) a tingle degree
this or that sort of cause,
that is not inevi',able, every word thus added
With the purest intentions on the part of is a nuk-,mce.
those by whom the line of demarcation is
§ 2. Dt,tbmti_,n b,,tween law and equity,
drawn, and with intentions equally pure on
the part of those wnose duty it is to couform
hotz..t)_c sh,mld it be _neluded in the list
to that line, the application of the metaphyqf devwes
steal principle of division has ever beona diffiIn speaking of the cntanc'lement of juriscult one, and one which is constantly liable dictions, and in particular of the entanglement
to give birth to those doubts and cuntestacreated by the sham distinction between hue
ti6ns, the prevention of which is aimed at by and eqmty, I mentioned it as an article in the
it;--_ith
the purest intention in both quar.
list oI devices : it may be expected that it
ters--much
more with sinister and corrupt
shall be shown by what title it occupies the
intentions in either quarter, or in both--much
place given to it in the titt.
more, again, if the two fimctions shall everyIt will be fnmul that the device ls not in
where have been (as under the fee-gathering
the creation, but in the preservation of it. Of
system) united in the same hand, that hand itsett, it can scarcely make out a sui/ieient
emph)yed in carving out jurisdiction, _br it- title to the name.
In its original creation,
self to fatten upon. It will be matter of dff- it was not mischicvon% but beneficial.
fieulty, in the maturest and strongest state
Among the contrlvam'es as yet brought to
(_f the public mind, --much more must it i vn_w under lhe name of dewees, not one but
have been in those ages o[ barbarity arid iff- [ what, in proportion as, in effect as well as
norance in which those lines of demareatmn I design, it wa_ _ubser_'ient to the sinister cuds
have been seraWhed in so many dilection_,
of judicature,
wa_ repugnant, purely repugwith somueh emohnnent to the draughtsn,an,
n,mt, t(; every end of justice.
Equity judiand so much delay, vexation, and expense, to "_ture, though lit desiffn directed with as
the _uitors, of succeeding times,
n,..zh tidctity a_ the other to the same ends,
In regard, moreover, to mode_ of collecting
and though in effect contrihutory in a very
evidence, and of securing tbrthe_mingnes_,-high degree to some _,f those end,_ (viz. tim
one of the two courts being provided with _'oll.deral ends of delay, vexation, and exa set of powers and cheeks, adapted, lit /lie penbe, considered a_ the necessary avennes
best manner that can be devi-ed, to those re- to profit,) was in effect contributory also in
speetive purposes,-- iI, in the provision made a very high degree to the direct, ends ofjusin any respect in the instance of the second rice: to tt:e prevention of misdecision, and ot
court, there be any variation, that variation
NHure ofju_tiee.
(since by the supposition it cannot be/'or the
But, though it,elf nut in strictness entitled
better) will either in itself be upon a par to be nmnbered among the devices purely
with the arrangement that corresponds to it hostile to the ends of justice, yet sointimate
in the case ot the first eourt, or it uill be for has been its combination with them, so close
the worse.
The best that cart happen to it the alliance, that, in anysurvey taken ofthem,
is to be upon a par : but in this easc,--though
the omission of so capital a feature would have
of itself, by the supposition, either would left a most material deficiency.
In England, so unexampled was the imperit may be dispatched : m the first suit appointed
tar the afternoon_ the lxarties, er one of them, are
not quite ready, or, though ready, can with less
inconvenience wait rite halt' hnur, than the parties in the simple cause can wait the whole day,
or perhaps two (lays.
"
Suppose no complex business at all appointed
for tbe afternoon : chance business may be received in lieu of it. instead of waiting a day, as it
must otherwise have done.

feetion of the original scheme of judicaature,
so many of the exigencies of society had it
left without provision altogether, that an additiccl, fi'om some quarter orother, was matter
of ahsotute necessity. These necessary addifinns, ,,_Athan almost, inconceivable stupidity,
the origi_ml set of judges refused to make.
By another set ot judges, bred up in a different,--a foreign, and in a great degree even a
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hostile, school,--under
the authority, or by
the sufferance, of the same sovereign, these
additions came by degrees to be made. But
the new hands by which these indispensable
additions were made, would not work but
upon their own terms.
The terms imposed
upon suitors by the judges of the old school,
profitable asthey were to the imposers, grievous proportlonably to the suitors (rendered
such bythe setofde_4ces, asaboveexplained,)
were not _et _ievous enough, were not yet
profitable enough, for the judges of the new
and foreign school. The home-bred judges
shook off by degrees the obstacle opposed to
their designs by the presence of the parties,
and at last contrived to avoid seeing them till
the very Ias_ instaut, when it islmpossible to
help it, and when no good can come t¥om it:
from first to last, Rome-bred judges never
wouhl suffer the parties to come into their
presence at all. Home-bred judges, when
writing was scarce and dear, insisted upon its
being employed, in considerable quantity, to
no purpose, or to worse than nooe: Romebred judges refused to meddle with a cause,
without a vast and boundless mass of writing
employed in the first instance,
The e_l done by the judges of the origbml
English school, in respect of the exigencies
left wittmut provision,--the
evil thus done
by them, in so far as doing nothing can be
called doing, was immense.
The good done
by the judges of the RomaI_ school, in respect
of the provision made by them for the same
exigencies,the good thus done by them,
though done so badly, as well as upon such
badterms, was proportionablyextensive.
The
good thus done, consieted in the aid thus lent
to the direct ends of justice,
The evil done by the new wmkmen in the
execution of the new work, consisted in the
enhancement of the evils of delay, vexation,
and expense : evil done, not tbr its own sake
of that gratuitous wickedness they must
stand acquitted. _ but, as in the ease of the
old workmen, fbr the sake of the profit extracted out of the expense,
We have seen the engines employed by the
old school, in the manufacture of that mass
of profit-yielding evil which it fell t_) their
share t,a organize. In the fabrication nf the
augmented mass manufactured bythe newset
of hands, engines the same in the main were
employed, but with here and there a variation in the proportions,
All this while, be it never for a moment
oat of sight, that, -- how well soever, when
compared with the common-law branch of
the technical system, equity, with its peculiar
branch of that system, may he entitled to the
appellation of a remedy, --compared
with
the natural system, it is so much sheer abut.
Whatever imperfections equity has corrected,
in so bad a way, and upon such exorbitant
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[ terms, the natural mode, if suffered to have
Jgone on undisturbed, would have prevented
I from ever coming into existence : and would,
] whenever called in, supply the defect, in the
} best manner, as wen as upon the best terms.
]
How numerous are the instances of necesI sary rights, for which common law gives no
] remedy on any terms, nor equity, _4thout
J keeping the parties for months or years in
hot water ] but for which a justice of peace,
. operating in the mode in which he is in the
i habit of operating as far as the taw will suffer
! him, would give a more effectual and le_
precarious remedy, in the course of as many
hours or minutes.
Think of that remedy, by which (though
still a remedy) natural and necessary inconveniences never c_se to receive a twent_
fbld. a hundred-fold, or a thousand-tbld in
crease! And this in an age priding itself on
its civilization, a_d in a nation never tired of
boasting of its laws.
So long, therefore, as--while a better, an
infinitely better, remedy might be had for all
the defects of common law--this
entanglement of jurisdictions, a remedy so imperfect,
and producing so many collateral evils, is
allowed to subsist,--so
long, although the
purpose for which it was created was a highly
beneficial one, the preservation of it has an
indisputable title to a place in the list of devices.
No man regarding the subject with a view
to the ends of justice and the welfare of
society, can seriously believe that the exist*
ence of two repugnant masses of substantive
law--that
the existence of two repugnant
masses of adjective law, two systems of proeedure grounded on repugnant principles,_is
really conducive to those ends. If this be so,
then to the score of device, of artifice, of
fraud, of hypocrisy, must be referred whatsoever composed complacency, much more
whatsoever active and busy applause and admiration, we see bestowed upon English jurisprudence, for the felicity it enjoys in the
monop_y of this peculiar excellence.
§ 3. Equityjurisdictio,,
its origin
and extent.
I
Taken by itself, or anywhere else than in
company with the word court, equity isabracadabra: a word without a meaning.
To give a meaning to it, you must connect it with the word court, and say, court of
equity.*
* England bad once its court ofstur.chamb_r:
France its court of the marble table. Explain
the business of a court of equity by a definition
of equity ? As well might you explain the bust°
hess of the _tar-ehamber by the definition of a
star, or the busine_ of the cour de la table d_
ra_rbre by the definition of marble.
As often as, in his argument_ a lord ehane_-
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is a com't of equity ? Any I to on,: man, tile equity eourt_ give to another.

court
which: the course
of' procedure
in "a I The
e._tate, wh'ich,court,
upon the
yourcourt
applying
certainin form
characteristic
of that is tbrm
for it.,ame
to a common-taw
will
being the _ort of in_trnm,mt cMied a bill ,_ ] give to _ou,--an
equity co_rt, upon an apequity : any eom't in which the instrument, t [,tication made by your adversary, _ill give
the written instrument, in which tile plaintiff'--t to your adver_-ary. In ease ot a conflict, or
states his demand (that is, the judicial ser- t seeming eonfli:'t, of this ,oft, the equity court
vice which he calls upon the judge to render ] is the strongest: nor i-file commmMaw court
to him) bears that name.
'_dis_-atisfied ; it has imd i*_ tbes.
To bear that name, it must contain, besides ]
The subject which gives most occasion to
occasional parts, three essential parts: the *this difference, is the interpretatioo put upon
chard.tin9 part, containing a statement of the ] conveyances (wills as well as deeds inclualleged faets;--the
tnterroyatiag part, con- I ded :)" the interpretation put upon these inraining question_ adapted to the purpose of i struments, or rather, the disposition made of
extracting from the detendanta
sort of con- men's property, on pretence ot interpretatmu.
fessorial testimony, admitting the matter of Connnon law give_ the propert_ to one man,
fact alleged, or so much of it as shall be snffi- equity to anotl:er : when a man's intention,
cleat to warrant the judge in acceding to the or pretended intention, has been ascertained,
prayer ; -- and the prayer itseli; in which a equity will sometimes give effect to it, in a
statement is given of tile service looked tbr case in which common law would refitse to
at The
the hands
defendant,
of the ifjudge.
he rnean_ to eornbat the
oh_igation of rendering this service, is under
an obligation of yiehling the testimony thus
demanded (ff him :* the instrmnent in which
it is contained is called an a_swer, the defendant's answer, to the plaintiff's bill.
At the time this answer is delivered in at
an office, the truth of it is declared, in goneral terms, by a viva coco declaration, securepanied with the ceremony of an oath.
Of this ceremony, the effect is to deprive
a man, pro re natd, of the benefit of the mendacity-lieence, granted (as alreadyexptained)
to all parties on the occasion of thepteadings
delivered iu by their respective attorneys, on
the occasion of a suit in a court of eommoo
law. To the plaintiff, in respect of his bill,
the licence is reserved ; and he is even cornpolled to make use of it: to the defendant it
is not reserved,

r! give2,effeetTo
thet°adjectiveit"branch. In this field,
the principal operations of equity may be
ranked under two heads:-- 1. Rendering. tot
the purpose of g_ving effect to aeknowIedged
rights, a variety of services, which the comurea-law eourts, through stupidity or inability,
had unfitted to do ; 2. Stopping what wa., iu
a course of being done, or overthrowing what
had been done, hy the common-taw courts,
upon a variety of oecasioos.
Between stupidity and inabi!ity, the distinction is no other than between cause and
effect.
Betbre the equity courts grew up
and trenched upon them, the common-law
court. did, ormight have done, whatever they
[ pleased. There was therefure no inability, but
I such as was vohmtary. Doing abtmdance of
I things which they omitted to do, they might
_n,t only have done (which indeed was tess
t than nothing to them) more good, but, what

What, then, is equity ? Answer: Whatever
has ever been done by'a court of equity,

] was evervrhhlg to them, have _ot more tooi hey. Therefore, so far as inability extended,

of equity
is a sort of
court
its cause.
llarA tocourt
English
jurisprudence,
and
the pceuinsti- i it had
Fromstupidity
whateverforcause,
howerer,--the

list

tution of which took place at ,_ period of time i of the things which they could oft, that is to
comparatively re.or t, relat n _ he n;Z had to ,
would not, do, wa_ a pretty long one.
the other courts, called courts ot common
say,What the:. could do, and did do, amounted
law.
to thi_. they could punish a man--hang
him
The powers assmned by this sort of coart
--cut his hands or legs off: they could take
have applied themselves to the sub.t,mtive
a thing, a moveable thing, bodily, from one
branch of the fiehl of law, as well a_-to the man, and put it into the lnmds of another:
adjective branch, the law of procedure,
from a house or a field they could turn a man,
I. To thc ,uhstaotive hranch : a('eordingl_
head and shoulders, and put him into jail if
you have Icyal estate._, and _on have equ*table he came in again : they could take, and at. one
estates.
The same estate which by the corn- time used to take (tbr exmnple, on pretence
mon-law courts, if applied to, would be given of your having been outlawed, when it was no
such thing) your estate, and divide it amongst
lor or a lord chief baron pronounces the word themselves : they could take the property
equi/_,--sub_titute, if it bemore agreeable, the a dozen men (jurymen)
together, and deword'star,
or the x_urdmarble: it will make no strov or dissipate it : it was what they did as
sort
of dit}breoce.
• Except the comparatively rare ease_ of a
plea_ and _ demmrer, not worth explaining for
thi_ purl_-ose,

often as a new trial was granted : till about
the middle of the scvooteenth century, they
would not grant one upon any other terms.
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What they could not do, was-- everything
to follow it-- eve_'thing
that was to be done
else.
in a cause which, in any one of a multitude
Not one thing whatsoever
that a man ought
of respects,
was to a certain degree complex.
to do, could they make him do. A man had
Except
the anomalous
and next to unexagreed wzth you to sell you an estate,
and
ampled ease where jurymen
have been treated
you had paid him the money:
could they
like cardinals
in a conclave,--wtmtever
is
make him put you in possessmn
of the estate,
done by a jury, well or ill, must be done in
or put you in possession
of it themselves?
a single sittii_g:
shut up again after
they
Not they indeed.
What they could do, was
have been turned h)ose, they are no jury
to punish him, or make a show of ponishing
their claim to confidence
is gone.
By posithim, for not having
done it: give you, or
bility, a jury may sit together
(bccau_
they
make a show of giving you, money,
instead
have sitten together)
twenty-four
hours ; hut
of the estate : to raise the money,
take his I if they have sat together hatft.he time, unless
goods, if he had not sense to put _bem oat of ] they take their verdict blindly from the judge,
the way _ take them, sell them, and give you I he choosing to give it to them, cross and pile
what lhev fetched:
_ake his goods, or instead
of his goods, if he had lands, and had not sense
to dispose of them, take half of them, and
but half, when double would not suffice,
In regard to the fitture,
and in the way
of re,traint,
they could stop another
set of
judges, a subordinate
court, from doing what,
they chose should not be done;
but they
knew not how to deal with individuals
: they
could stop encroaehments
upou their judicature,
but they could not stop wa_ste. When
a house wa, pulled down, they could punish
a man fbr having
lmlled it down ; when a
grow: or an avenue wa- cut down, they could
pum_h him for having cut it down: but as to
the preventing
or stopt ing him, it was out of
their line.
Mischief
mu-t first be done, before they would stir a finger to prevent
it.
When tt_e steed was stolen, then, and not till
then, were they ready and willing to shut the
stable door.
It required equity (when equity
reared its head) to stop waste.
Thus,
i _ the way of rLstraint
alone, and
that very imperfectly,
could they operate upon the future ; in the way of compulsion, they
knew not how to deal with it.
There
was a particular
circumstance,
to
which they' were in a considerable
degree,
ff

] would present
a better chance tbr justice.
i
Habituated
to act with a jury, these sages
I knew not how to act without
one : no pipe,
no dance;
no jury, no justiee.
With a jury,
or, in the meantime,
fbr a jury,
w_s everything to be done : what could not be done
i with a 3ur_, was either not worth doing, or
could not be done,
Superstition
hears her
shackles everywhere
: poetry has been cramped
by unities : by unities,
justice
too has been
cramped.
At the play-house,
what could not
be squeezed into five hours was not to be tepresented:
in Westminster
Hall, what could
: not be squeezed
into twenty-four
hours was
] not to be done.
I
Of the three common-law
courts (the eomI mort-law
half of each Exchequer
judge int eluded,) therewas
but one, the King's Bench,
I that had any notion of bidding any man (ext cept the sheriff) do anything
: and if, hating
]reeeivedl
the order (in law-jargon
called a
1 mandamus,)
a man chose to make a lying
t excuse, there ended the suit. In a fresh suit,
t if you could prove the lie upon him, then came
I work tbr a jury, and then he might be made
to pay so much money as the jury taxed him
at : but as to making him obey the order, it
I was not to be thought
of.

aml that was, their connexion
with a jury.
not tlowa
altogether,
for their
impotence
set of indebted
men in many
respects
so ar- :
bitrary,
came to find ti_emselves
hampered
with this salutary
clog, is among the many
historical
points "involved
in darkness
: but
so it was.
By King's
Bench,
by Common
Plca¢, by Exchequer,
scarce anything
was to
be done, but eitherJbr
or with'a jury,
But there
are abundance
of things
that
could not be done, and never have been doue,
nor ever can be done. by a jury : and amot_gst
these are many things soneeessarv,
so strictly
necessary,
that without
them the existence
of society,
in a state of civilization
ever so

!
]
I
]
I
i
t
I
I
t
j
i
t

to do his duty, coupled
_*ith their incapacity
incapacity
of" compelling
a man
of From
doing their
anything
that could
not be done
in
twenty-tour
hours,
resulted
their incapacity
fbr the discharge
of a numbei of functions,
on the discharge
of which the coutinuanee
of
society depends.
1. Scarce
an act of power,
whether
over
person or property,
could they make a man
exercise--scarce
a trust, as the phrase
is,
could they make him execute, for the benefit
of another.
From this they were disqualified,
not only by the two causes above brought
to
view, but by a third likewise.
Most trusts,
and in particular all domestic

little
above the state
tmrbarism,is a ever
require not
continued
little approaching
to theof present,
matterso t trusts,
interposition,
cot._stantsuperintendence:indeed, but even.
physically
impossible :--Every
function
re- t tual and occasional,
at a moment's
warning.
quiring occasional
and nova,tonally
repeated } Cruelty,
negligence,
dissipation,
imbecility,
superintendence--every
function requiring
a I have not their long vacation.
constant
eye to the future,
and a ready hand .todes mornm, the judges, had.

But the. cuaand resoh'ed to
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have, their long vacation ; not one week of they were ready to charge themselves with
it would they part with: the wife might be !it for pious use._: and of all uses, none were
plagued to death, the child corrupted, the so pious as their own.
property consumed and wasted,--it
was no
The bishops, having for their proper and
concern of theirs,
only ostensible function, the showing men
2. If ml account of any considerable length
heaven, and keeping them on the right road
wanted settling, they had no tolerable means to it, soon pcrceived that there was no earthly
of settling it. An account with a thousand
power which, in such pious bands, might not
items in it, five hundred on one side, as many be made subservient to that pi_ms end. At
on the other, contains the matter of a thou- an early period (not to speak of the goods of
sand suits; were there ten thousand, they intestates, including all the move_tble prowould have had no objection to dispose of pertyin the country,)in tbe lineofjudicature,
them, if presented one by mm; but, if pre- they soon got possession of eau<e_ relative to
sented in a mass, they know not what to testaments, and causes relative to marriage,*
make of it.
with a few et cmteras not worth mentioning
3. Ifa thing were in dispute between two here. Being however the delegates of a spiparties, the one not in possession of the thing ritual authority, rivalizing with the temporal
could settle it. by bringing an action against authority of the king, they found their career
the other: but if a third had also a claim, checked, andlimits tolerablyprecise(thetlme
they knew not what to do about it.
of day considered) set to it.
4. Destruction of property (houses• trees,
The good of souls was their object: the
an_(]so forth,) theyhad no notion so much as good of souls was their motto : and what is
of stopping, much less preventing, so long above, with the administering a little fatherly
as the destroyer had a right to the use of it. or motherly correction, by the bye, for paw.Damages, meaning satisfaction in money, they paw tricks, was all they were allowed to do
were ready to give, as soon as he had ab- forit. In testamentaryandmatrimonialeauses,
sconded,
what was done by them, badly as it was done,
5. If a eomptex mass of property called for would scarcely in those times have been done
distribution, they knew not how to go about less tradly by an.-, other hands.
it. For every death that took place (not to
To another set, a single word, equity, anspeak of insolvency,) if the deceased was swered every purpose. What little knowtedge
worth anything, there was a complex mass of the times afforded, was in a manner engrossed
property vacant, and requiring to be disposed by ecclesiastics : the king's right-hand man,
of; but death was of the number of those his vlrtual first minister, under the name of
contingencies that had escaped their provi- chancellor, was of that protession. Whatever
deuce,
in thewav of judicature was ready to be done,
6. If an executor had promised to pay a ] he was ready tbr doing it: always understood,
legacy left by his testator, they could take so long as money was to be got by doing it.
measures, as above, for making him pay it : This great officer chose for his motto the word
but if,
to keep
he
had
the choosing
wit not rather
to make
any the
suchmoney,
pro_nise,
they knew not what to do with him, he
might do as he would with it, fbr anything
they could do to get i_ from him.
In some of these instances, they eouhl not
act at all : m others, ff they (hd act, it was
so awkwardly and so badly, they had better
not have meddled with it. In comparison of
theirfoundmode,a
relief.equity' with all its delays, was
Here, then, was a gold mine--a mine rich
inbusi_ess: open toany hand that had strength
to seize it, and the wit to work i_.
The clergy, a set of adventurers who were
always on the alert,--the
clergy, dividing
themselves into two parties, entered and took
possession of so many different parts of it:

equity:of men's
whatsoever
bishop did, awas
the
tI good
souls: awhatsoever
lordfor
thanIcellor (lid, was for equity.
It has been among the artifices of men in
power, to fasten upon some abstract term, to
beget upon it some ideal shadowy being fi'om
[the influence of which on the imaginations of
_mankimt they could derive respect, and into
[ the darkness of which they could occasionally
escape from envy and from censure• Ecelei siasties, the sons of the church, were liable like
I other men to be fools--like other men to be
knaves __like other men to be liars : but the
church, their holy mother, ever one, ever the
same, ceased not fbr a momen_ to be all-wise,
all trustworthy, infallible.
Like other men,
men of law, sometimes through imbecility,
[ sometimes through cuntfing, have ever and

one
party
withone
pretence
with with
one [ mmn
(not to say inmost
set of
words)
in their
mouths,(that
the is,other
their conceptions
the commolfly)
language ofclothed
abauranother.
] dity: but, that the law herself, or itself,
souls,
andtalked
pious uses.
_'ormother
thegoodchurch,
of a man's
Some
of holy
and
soul, whatever he had died possessed of, be
it what it would, so it were worth having_

_be
the perfection
of reason,
placed
out of
I through
all vicissitudes,
has is
never
ceased
to
l
I
• l_eg. Brev.
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doubt by the eoneurrcnt testimony of Coke
The range of the judicature exercised for
and Blackstone.
A judge with the title of t the good of men's souls, found tile limigs tlmt
chancellor upon hishead, and the word equity t have just been mentioned : what limits, i_
between his lips, will be no les_ exposed than 1 will naturally be asked, had equity ?
a judge with the title of judge upon his head, ,1 In principle, none at all : what are the oc.
and the words law, common ta_, I_etwe_'n his I casions on which a judge ought to act otherlips, to be turned aside by imbecility or eun- ! wi_ than aeeording to equity ?
ning into the paths of iniquit_ and injustice: } In pcaetice, -- ask for the boundary line
but that equity is a personage still more per- ! of equity ? As well might it Im asked" what
feet than that law which is the perfection oil line had Ignoramus been describing upon the
reason, is clear not only by the assumption j floor, when he said of himselt, 13uzzo et torao
of all equitymen, but by the eoufession, more ] sieur musca sine caput.
m"less explicit, of common lawyers them- .
Ask mW institutional
writer: ask a lord
st'lves'¢
"
most convenient. But if it be yes, so that the two
• goddesses do not agree, so much the worse for
"Equittj is, in its ori_nal signification, exactly j justice° 'fake her a_the best, there is in her temsyuon_,mous to its conjugat__equality. In a eer- per a crabbedness that people in general are not
tain d_eription of cases, though that eoumara- tbnd of: equity is decidedly regarded as the most
lively a narrow on% the dictates of utility require I amiable.
that, in the allotment and distribution made by I As to the superior favour _ttaehed to the word
law of benefits and burthens, to or amongst in- t equ_1y, it seem_ referable altogether to the cir,
dividuals standing in certain relations to each i cumstanee of posteriority ; though to that on
other, the proportion of equality should be oh- more accounts th;m one.
served. In so _aras this state of things has place,
L Along w_th the involuntary good, so much
it is right and proper, because it is most tor the mischief_ nor that altogether involuntary, had
advantage of the comnmnitv npon the whole, been seen to be done by men in power with ti_e
that such an allotment and _distributiou of the words law and jusliee in their mouths, that the
objects in question should be made by the sub- words had been rendered to a certain degree
stantivebranch of the law. In sofaras the allot- odious ; and men had been upon the look-out
ment so made by the substantive branch of the ] for some sort of system, by which the good might
law has been adjusted to ttais principle, justice i be administered," if not without any admixture
requires that such allotment and distribution _ of the evil. at least with a less proportion of it.
should be conformed to and carried into effect
2. The fomudabteness of the words law and
by the adjective branch ol the law; in other 'ustice had been constituted in a principal de,.
word% by the systen_ of procedure,
gree by its application to petrol cases ; and more
To the extent of this deserq_tinn of cases, esp¢,ci_ly to those in which tl_epunishment was
whatever arrangement is contbrmable as above most severe : and of every such terrific applies.
to e_uetlitq, or say to equity, is eomibrmable to tion the word equit._ stoodclear.
jusuee, ai_d, as such, fit to be carried into eflbct,
ttere was prejudice against prejudice. The
Out of this c;rcle of ea_es_an arrangement which people, in proportion as they were oppressed by
shouht govern itself by ,.he principle of equality, law, were tonal of equity : in tr_vportion as they
which should make a point of allotting and d'i- were oppressed by judges, that is, by lawyers,
vidiug the object in equal proportion_ amongst they werefond of juries. Equity, according to
the several co-claimants or co-repugnants, would the shortest and most comprehensive conception
not be eonformaole to justiee_
that could be given of it, wa._a sort of law in
Between the eases in which the adoption of the which everything was done without juries. What
principle of equality or equity is employed in the was to be done ? Scylla was on one rdde--Chamimstration of justice, anti the cases in which rybdis on the other. Under juries, men found
it is not, nor can be, employed, consistently with themselves ruined for want of a remedy. Under
the dictates of utility and justice,--there is not equity_ they found themselves oppressed, and
in the nature of things any such marked distinc- plundered still more grievously than under juries,
tion, as that justice ._hould be of a better sort in by virtue of this new invented remedy. The atthe one set of eases than in the other. "_'et_some- temative was like that of the wretched patient
how or other, to the word equity, the relation of under ancient medicine : to lose his life's blood
which to its original synonyme equality has in- for want of a styptic, or be broiled by a red-hot
sensibly been almost forgotten, a sort of eulogis- iron applied to him instead of one.
tic sense seems somehow or other to have attached
They little think that to magnit'y trial by jury
itseiI; exceeding in the degree and measure of is to condemn equity. But lawyers, to whom ineulogy and approbation, w_atever has attached consistencies of all kinds are daily bread, bare
itself to the words law and .justice. By equity, contrived to make them easy under the_e as well
men have accordingly come to understand a as so many other inconsistencies. For lawyers,
do,_ble-re0ned sort of law, distinct from and su- fond as (hey are of juries, are still fonder of
per'oir :leotte common _,
to that sort to which I equity. Trial by jury is trial by lawyers ; but
the common and original appellative law coati- i trial by equity is trial by lawyers too, atut with
hues tobe attached. Betweenlaw and equitythere
still more" work for lawyers (o do than in the
_eems to he a gradation of rank : an/l whenso- other ease. filureover, in process of time, and
ever they meet, that it belongs to law to yield the ] by an improveanent made in equity itself, busi/ms seems altogether out of dispute. How it ]ness was tbund, if not in equity, by equity, for
stands between]ustice and equity does not seem [ juries : and along with it more busi_e_-,sfor more
quite, so clear. Does it ever happen to their pre- I )awyers. Jurtes"alone could give no remedy_
tensions to meet together in the teeth ? The an- t equity alone, had no tolerable means tbr coming
_wer may be ues or no, .whichever happen_ to be 1 at thetruth.
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chane e...llorhimself: ask both in one : _-as
I In each county, a sheriff's court, competent
readily wilt he undertake to trace out the line I to every sort of suit : attached to the per_n
described by Ignoramus in his irregularities, I of the king, a supreme com't, competent to
as the boundary line of his own jurisdiction, ] every sort of suit, and moreover exercising
with all its regularity ; though not less re- j a controul over the several local eom'ts.
gular than equitable. To spiritual courts, tes-}
In all evil hm,.r, this natural simplicity w-as
tamentary causes, matrimonial causes, sins: violated by a wre_ehcd attempt at logical
to admiralty courts, maritime causes.
To I demarcation : suits in ceneral (.spiritual exthese jurisdictions,
already something of a cepted, as before) were distributed under
bonndary line in those few words.
But to three unmeaning Leads : pleas of the crown,
equity courts, what causes? Answer: Equity common pleas, and exchequer causes. Exehecauses. " What is to accommodate?
Why, quer causes mean'_ revenue eau_es.'_ Pleas of
to accommodate:
as if I were to aceommo- the crown and common pleas meant, nothing
date you, or you to accommodate me : in a at all : but, in a course of ages, a meaning was
word, to accommodate."
to he made (or them, made t)ya tripartite
Of your knowing (if it were to he known)
scramble : the mi_-rablc people, whose prowhat equity is, and whereabouts
the line perty it was tearing to l)_eces, remaining in
that bounds its jurisdiction runs, the practical
h(_t water all the while. Pleas of the crown,
use,--supposing
you unfortunate mmugh to judged of raider ti_e cognizance of a set of
have need of something to be done fro' you judges whose principal occupation con.-isted
by a court of equity,-- would he that of your in hanTing men under the name of felons, folknowing whether it would or would not be lowed the person of the king in h_s perpetual
doric. In such a ease, l,ake ibr your direc- rambles. Cmnmonidea_andexehequereauscs
tion the only answer (the only bone_t one at became statmnary at Westminster: exchequer
least) that eau be given. Among the scanty causes by custom, common picas by law.
and eonfltsed accounts that accident has
Attached all this while Io the person of
brought to light of what has been done by the king, was a most indispensable officer,
judges in consequence of a hill in equity,
whose business it was to give form end aurummage and see, if you can, whether any- then((cation to all permanent exprc:_-ions of
thing like what you want to have done has the kiag's will and pleasure--to
all permaever been done, on grounds
like those on nent mandates issued byhim--to allcontlaeta
which you wouht call tor it_ being clone. If to which he was a party.
This officer stood
yes, and the view taken of the matter by the distinguished by the name of chancellor. Of
judge happens to be the same as )'ours, then the distinguished subjects in whose company
perhaps it may be done : it" no, then proba- the monarch spent his time, those who were
bly it _itl not be dm_e.
not ecclesiastics sometimes could read, and
By you, gentle reader, whoever you are sometimes l_ot:--the
ecclesiastics always
(if" you be not a lawyer,) I mean your law- could : the chancellor was alwa:_s an eceleyers: tbr as in your-elf, if it were in yore' siastie,
power, from any data withiu )-our reach, to I What this minister could not find time for,
form any such conception about, the matter
was the administratbm of justice, or _hatever
as would be of any use to you, they, and i wa_ administered under that name : what he
those whose estate the)" have, wmfld have [ could and did lh_d time h)r, was to sell perbeen labouring tbr so many centm'ies witb i missions to apply for justice elsewhere.
By
very inadequate success,
f the opening of thi_ shop, the people of EngHow could it be expected that there should I land were divided into t we classes : to those
be any line of demarcation between the cases i who could raise the money, justice was sold ;
where a court of equity does, and where it ' to the remamder, it was denied.
_¢ote, that
does not, interfere ? since the limit%of its what. was thus sold at the great shop w_s not
jurisdiction, like that of all other jurisdictions
ju._tit'e itselL but leave to buy it (that is, a
ureter English law, was 1eft to be settled by '1bad chance of P.) at another shop.$
a scramble.
The history of the scramble I
would require a volume ; a short skctd_ofit
i "i'I_yanexchequer, was meant a table in whleh
however may be giveu here : it is highly in- ; squares of two different colours were ranged in
struetive.
I alternate order: an excellent sort of table for
'several very amusing games--a very indiffi_rent
With the single exception of the spiritual o,.le tbr arithmetical calculations. Betbre the inpower--a
power which, disdaining all limits, ' troducfion of the Arabian arithmetic, it was in
was comprisable under no rules,---in the new i
settlement that took place after the *Norman several
be employed
as an now
in¢vru,
eneral ages
use ceased
for that topurpose.
Having
for
conquest, the geographical principle of &vi- men(. itis still seen serving as a sign in public
stun, if not exclusively established, appears houses.
Out of this abomination has sprung (to
to have been nearly so, in the grea_ outlines, t name one out of a the _nd) the option between
..........
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Justice
was thus regnlarly
polluted
at the
very tbuntain
head : polluted,
by an arrange-

OF
learnt,
he had learnt
from those
whose
leartfing

had

come

from

meat, in which the mischief of extortion
wa_s Rome.
At Rome,
in addition
to polemical
the most apparent
; but the mischief of corntheology,
in which his lordship
was an adept
plieation,
an invisible
but endless
train
of
of course, _hat was to be learnt
over a_ut
mischief,
not the less real because too subtle
above reading
and writing,
was Roman law.
for an ordinary eye to follow,
was the most
By Roman law, though
everything
had been
felt.
done badly, eve_'thing
had been done.
Of
The judges of the King's _eneh (¢ueh was
the distresses
which,
by the outcries
raised
the title given to tho,-.e who had eogoizanee
of by them, lind given _o much disturbm,ce,
a
pleas of the crown,)
the jadg,-_ of the King'_
great
part had been produced
by those vaBench. having no right to meddle at all. reedculties, whicb the stupidity
of the judges had
died in comparison
but little,
in cause_ t_- [rendered
them
unable,
or their
ohstmancy
tween individual
a_:d ind;vidaal : these, under t unwilling,
to tilt up.
the name of Common
Pleas,
had ihllcn to I
Of the English
mode of adminlsteril_g
solthe share
sides the

eom't.
Beinseparably

i d_sa.t justice,
and of the sort of'justice
admi_ nistered
in that mode,
his lordship knew as

attached
under t|le tee-gathering
s_.tem
to
the very _tation of judg'e, their comhn't
was
so peeulially
marked
b) ahsmdity,
and that
absurdity
so constantly
fruitful
in mischief
m_d misery,
that the e_mq_laints
of injured
suitois
rnmlinff
ec, atinaally
to the ki_i_ leit
him no rest.
The_e jud;zes were nailed by
l._w to their benf'h st Westminster
: the ehaueelh)r
was eon,tant!y
at the king's
elbow,
" These peol)le art, Ieazmg nle to death : these
jud_:es seem to have lost thmr senses.
Go

of the judges ofanothcr
rapacity and insincerily

t tittle as he cm'ed.
With Roman justice, and
i the Roman mode of admitdstering
it, be was
! more or less acquainted.
[
Roman law, the seat of monarchical
des.
] l,Otism, and the source of tI'e most restless
I usurpation,
had all along hccu an object of
1 just _u.,picion
to the thw great
lords, who
It in tt, eir assembly,
durb,g its short-lived
and
i l'recariom"
existence,
shared
with the king
! the power of sovereigmtv.
"We
understand
_ little enough of our owJ/law_,
but we under-

out to them ; do, my good lord : hear what
the people
have to say ibr themselves,
and
see what is to be done."
The g_Jod lord wan a spiritualist:
spiritual
ideas came last fi'om Rome.
What
be had

stand nothing at all of yours : oar own we are
t used to, and we _on"t soltb: any change."
t Such had been the answer by which a pro.
I .feet eopied frnm Roumn law without
thought,
] had been repelled iu like manner without
the
trouble
of thinking.
fh_pular expressionsareawell-known
mask,
and sometimes
an effectual
one. tbr measures
that are unpopular,
or n_igh¢ otherwise
have
heen so. Equtly was a term that had all along
been in use, tot distinguishing
what presented itself
as most popular
in law.
Ag'ainst
wbatever
changes
the reverend
Romanist
might find himself
disposed to introduce
iu

stance.
As the chancelior t,ad tbond me.4ns to
opprc_ the pe(q_Ie, tile ind_s
fimnd m(ans to
ci:cat
ch:,n[eltor.
X(itt:'out waiting
his
l_ernuLthetht-y
made a ..-uere,lm.eun_
to it infortheir
own nmnufactorv,
and u)t4 it tbr their own profit: and withou;_ any other expense than a few
hes; tbr ink and parchment
were found by the
plaintifL
This spurious equivalent
tht.y called
a ?Ml: the genuine one retah;ed or aeqmred the
name of an orloiual (an original writ.)
Of the
qualities posse,;ed by the eh'mcellor's ware, there
were some which somehov, or other they could
not contrive to give their owP_: accordingly they
sold them at a cheaper rate. One of these propectins was that of converting thedefendant
into
an outlaw;
of which above, in Chap. XIII.
Chivanvries
advantage
in dealing withabtml
the aYoticc.
chancellor Another
was, or at
least is,

the character
of relief, he found a hobgoblin
read_ armed,--the
horror
of innovation:
to
encounter
it, he opened his rhetorical
hadget,
and produced
the soothing
sound of eqmty.
Ye are suffering
under the plague of stupid
and unjust judges,
ye are affiicted:
behold h*
equity, pure and holy Roman equity, behold

that, in case of appeM called _rit of error, you
in it a balm for all your sorrows.
save one stage of jurisdiction : in time, from halt'
To fitl up, in a considerable
degree,
the
a year to a whole one or more: in tunney, between
gaps which had been left in English
law by
£20 and £;_0.
its home-bred
professors,
a head was found to
Here, then, the plaintiff has his choice: for so be an instrument
not altogether
necessary : a
much
he may give
defendant
so much
hand, with a pen in it. was sufficient.
torment;money
for somueh
more tile
money,
so much
more.
A plaintiff, who, having a dishonest man to deal
Few, except
prot_ssed
shoemakers,
know
with in the character of defendant_ has a provi,
how to make shoes ; ti_w that find any diflinent attorney,
goes to the chancellor's
shop at eulty in fetchl,g
a p_ir from a warehouse.
In
once: if not_ in his pa_age through the Exchethe Roman law, the clergy had been used to
quer chamber, defendant
and his attorney, with
see a sort of warehonse,
in which slops of all
the assistance of the chief justice of the King's
sorts were to be had ready made, and in any
ISench, glee him sufficient time and reason to
repent it.--Vide
supra, Chap. IV. Corruption
quantity,
and wlthou¢
the trouble of taking
partie_d,,rized
(under the head IVrit._ oJ'Error,
measure.
Nothing
could be more fortunate.
lx 214. )
_ To take measure of feet tbr new shoes, would

(--\ ,
"=
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have been found by these adepts a cmnparalively easy task : to take measure of exigencies for new laws, if tlle laws were to be
good ones, was altogether out of their line ;
as much so, as out of that of their home-bred
colleagues. To make good shoes they would
have had nothing to unlearn : to make good
laws, had their sRuation admitted of their
harbouring any such wish, they wotdd have
had a great deal to unlearn : almost everything they had ever learnt, slave they had
been learners,
Not but that the field of taw had in that
school been surveyed long enough, and mixiously enough : but it was in no such point
of view. It had been worked in, long enough
and industriously enough: but it was to no
such purpose.
Prepared by jargon, it had ]

EVIDENCE.

[Boo_ VIII.

One part of the beauties of equity still remains to be brought to _-iew.
In the jurisdiction assumed by the courts
of equity, may be distinguished (in so far as,
in _o thick an entanglement, anything can be
distinguished) two branches; which, for this
purpesc, may be expressed by the terms, the
or_lOm[Iq
operatic!t, or necessary branch, and
the col*trouhng, or abusive branch.
By the
originally operating branch, let us understand
that which operates in the cases where the
buslne_-s which is done by cquit:_ is not reeddied with at "all by common law. This branch
is that we have been glancing over, and which
was rendered necessary, we have seen how.
By the controuling branch, let us understand
that which operates, wtlere what has been
doing, and doing without reproach to those

vexation:
the itmere
defendant,
been thick thickerthaneventhe
sown with iniquity, Englishfield:
delay, and ] is,
by at
whom
has suggestion
been done, ofattl_e
common
law,
that it might bc rich in fees.
. overturned if he lirevaits, stopped fiJr an inA course of procedure for eontintmd in- I definite time at any rate, by a court of equity.
quiries, or for continued interposition, good : i
Among. the varmus cl;,sses of depredators,
from Rome too, or anwvhere,
it' not to be had ,_ one has heen distinguished in which they hunt
.
otherwise, and no better to he had. But in couples.
One of the pair runs violently
equity _-- what had all this to do with equity _ against a man, aml knocks him into the ken'What more than with so many other fair and ne] ; the other, with sympathetic eagerness,
pleasant and popular words that might be _runs up to his assistance, drives off the asmentioned ? --justice,
right reason, or con- sailant, helps up the sutrerer, and picks his
science? But equity was the e_mt word that
pockets
The ruffian thief is common law;
happened to present itself:
One cant word,
the hypocrite thief L- equity.
innovation, had been employed to set men
Of the control*bag branch ofequitybusiness,
against changes from that quarter ;* it re- the principal part will be brought to the view
quiredsome other cant word to reconcile them of the man of law by the word i_]uuctton :
to it : this happened to be uppermost.
Man injunction, applied to the stoppingof proceedcalls himself a rational animal, and thus it is ings in a cmnmon.law court.
he is governed. To govern a camel, theArabs ]
A view ha_ been given of' the species of
put a hook into his nose : to govern a man, _lsham justice called .speHul plcado_g : the
you sound a cant word in his ear,-- church, practice of injtmctions i. a .-oft of aggravation
liberty, equip., jury ; and with this the ant- of that ga'ievance. The same fraud, the same
real with the twolegs is led or drawn as you hypocrisy ; but, by means of still more l_arplease,
barous vexation and delay, producti_ c of still
As to equity, cant it was, and nothing else, richer pillage.
a_ anybody may see that chooses it.
For a twelvemonth or so, your debtor has
What had equity to do with the forcing a been fighting you off in a cmumon-law court :
man to do what he ought to do, any more the powers ot common-law delay arc exhaustthan with the punishing him for not having ed : you are on the point, as you suppo_ ,, of
done what he ought to have done? with
getting your due: in comes awrit ofmjuncsettling long accounts, any more than with
lion, and now you are at the commencement
settling short ones? with settling a dispute i ofa suit in equity.
between three parties, any more than between i
The pretence may be, no matter what ;
two? with making distribution of a mass of ]. since, /or the purchase of the delay, there is
property taken together, any more than with ; no sort of use in its being true. Tim tbllowmaking a separate disposition of any or all of [ ingis as natural as any ; in the common-law
the articles it was composed of? with making
suit, the decision in your favour was grounded
an executor, or any other man, pay what he on tile evidence of some one else ; but you,
1
ought to pay without having promised it, than in the common-law gsuit the p,aintiff,
nov," by
with making him pay it after he had promised ? the equity suit eonve_ ted into a defendant,
with making a man fulfil an agreement about
you. of your own knowledge, know, as you
a hundred pounds' worth of land, any more have done all _dong, that the tact on which
than with making him fulfil an agreement
the verdict was grounded was not true. The
about a hundred pounds' worth of cows or commou-law judges will not allow you to be.
hor_es,
interrogated ; the equity judges wiU ; there
" _qolumus leges Anglim mutari,

needs therefore a suit in equity.
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The pretence may be as mendacious,
as in
the ease of the common-lawple_liugs:
for the
same providence
that granted
the mendacitylicence in that ease, extemls tt on to this.
In a court of conscience,
the same cornmon sense and common honesty
that reprobate special pleadings,
would haveret,robated
the injunction
atongwith
them.
Your debtor
being in the presence
of the judge, aod you in
the same presence
at the same time,--'whatsoever each of volt knows in relation
to the
fact in d_spute,
would have come out upon
the spot, extracted
by your reciprocal
interrogations,
You see how poor a resource special pleading is, in comp.trisou with an injunction
; that
is, would be, it either were to exclude a man
from the benefit of tile other.
A shmo plea•
if it comes at a!l, must come in the middle of
the suit : and the suit. though it has ever so
many of the:u, is still but one suit, and that
but a common-law
suit.
But an injunc_ton
is an entire suit, a second suit, and that an
equity one. pried upon the first. The comu:on,
law suit is a dwart;
the equity suit, a gimlt
mounted
upon his shoulders,
By the injunction,
the common-law
suit
may indeed be stopped at any stage--may
he
stopped at the earhest.
But )our adversary
m d his solicitor know little ot their busines,,
if they bring it out a single moment
bctbre
the last.
Note well here in what the abuse eo_:sists,
Not in the giving powers fl_r eompelling
the
testimony
of the party • ; for without
such
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Of the morality of the priest of equity, let
three short features
of his divinity serve as a
sample: --1. For mendacity,
so long as your
debtor
confines
himself
to the c.haraeter of
plaintiff,
care is taken never to punish him:
accordingly,
lest he should be punished,
care
must be taken
that mendacity
shall not be
perjury.
2. For abstaining
trom mendacity,
x*ere he ill enough advised to do so, he would
be punished
: he would
be punished
by the
I h,s_ ot his cause : for, t f _hatever
fact the
p]ai_tiff is not informed,
and therefore for the
requisite
information
applies
to the defendant, he inu_t give to understaud
that he (the
plaintiff)
_s informed,
saying that it is so and
so. 3. If, for the proof of any fact on your
part, you have need of the contk, ssiou of your
debtor,
care has been taken
that
you shall
not have it without
a third suit, a second
equity suit, i, which you are to be plaintiff,
with the benefit
of the mendacity-licence,
and under the same obligation
of making use
of it._ All this under the notion of affording,
at the end of two, three,
or four, years, a
chance,
but that a very inibrior chance, of
that justice
which in a eourt of conscience,
i
i
i
i
I

p_rt of course is the part called for) in d_e optst°iaD" mode.
3. Bill of discovery for the discovery of sourtes
of written or (anti
real) evidence,
in hts
custody,
power,probably
or knowJedge:
a wretchedly
imper/ect mode of searching for it; persons who
tbr want of interest are not capal-.te of being
made defendants
in the prineipal smt, not being
comprehendible
this preliminary
suit.
4. Bill tbr the m
perpetoation
of testimony;
i.e.

powers there i, no justice,
for the preservin_
it from the danger of depeTile abuse, then, consists, not in the giving
rition, in case nf danger of death or incurable
of those powers ; but in the leaving to him,
mental debility by reason of age.
The interrowho wishes for them to no o_her purpose than
gatories
addressed tu the first instance to the
that of an instrume_t
of abuse, the faculty of
defendant, in Ore epistolary mode: not till afterdelaying
the u_e of them to so late a period ; surds to the extraneous
witness; and then adand by sending him to a fl'esh court,
obli_fing • perjud&em
nfinistered,and veljudices
the cvidenee
reeeived, iusec_'elOo
ad h_,e.
him, as well as enabling him, to plunge his
5. Billtbrtheexaminationofawitnessdebene
injured adversary,
as well as himseli;
in the
esse, dog-latin
tor wocisioludl!F,
the witness
depths of a fresh suit.*
being on the point of expatriation
: to lYrevent
tile certain retardation,
and more or less probable
* _t_'e have _en the purposes in respect of
deperitioo, that might otb.erwise attach upon his
which admission of the parues with thetr testitestimony.-z_r B. In case of his return_ the
mony in the tirst instance, and if po_ible in the
principal suit being in a sur_eient state of for.
shape of ritG ,oee testimony,
is essentially coowardness, this provisional
examination
goes for
ducive to the end_ of justice.
We have seen the
nothing:
his testimony is collected over again :
fatal success with which common law had laif in equity, in the _me mo.!e; if at common
bonred to exclude all that body of light 7 in her
law, in the" eommoo-law mode.
workings towards the sinister ends of iudicatur_
"I"By these dtree observations,
a shorh but of
Equity,
by partial admissions given to the exitself conclusive, proof is given of the intimacy
eluded lights, though but too frequently broken
of the connexion between the exclusionary
sysinto false and lhllaeious eolours_has,
upon her
tern. and the entire technical
or fee-gathering
own extortionate
terms, in a group of cases consystem, of which it tbrms at once an instruruent
siderable
in number
and extent_ remtered to
and a branch.
It is to give the requisite facility
justice a pzrhaps unintended service_ while oecuto the operations of profitable injustiee_ that the
pied in preserving to her own profit the _iuister
door has been so frequently shut against the light
ends of judicature.
Here follows a list, or at
of truth.
least a large sample of these eases:-Through
the same medium the reader may
L Bill against two or more, to know against
have perceived, that, under the appearance of a
which of them an action shall be brought,
digression, the matter of this book constitutes
2. Bill of discovery against dethndant, for the
su'eh a part of the work as could not have been
extraction
of his t_thnony
(the self-disserving
spared.
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L_ the self-_me case, would have been admi- the practice of courts of conscience (though
nistered in less than a thousandth part of the wanting powers, such as might ea-.'ilybe given
time.
to it, to fit it tor universal use,) is beyond
By the originally op'_,rating hram'h of the emnparlson more efficient than common law
equity business, the mlschmf of delay, vexa- and equity put together : hut, in proportion
tion. and expense, is simply augmented: by as it approaches to pei fecfiou with reIi_renee
the controuhng branch it is more than dou- to tbe end_ of justice, in the same prooortioi_
bled.
is it inapplicable with refcrence to the ends
When common law has picked the bone_ of judicature.
of a cause, equity come_ in and sucks the
Chaos is thegrand rampart of chicane: and
:narrow.
for the, organization of chaos, the services of
To the evil produced by superior rapacity, equil) have been heyond price.
as between court and court, i_ added the evil
that results from the having two courts to he
§ 4. Absurdit?] of the dzslinclum between
dragged through, instead of one. The de*
courts _fequi_:] amt court_ qflaw.
vine of bandying a cause from pillar to post is
Two sets of courts, prole.-_-ing to p'_rsue
t.hus employed, and with increased effect. It the same ends, but by dilterem and disoordant
is bad enough to the suitors, when the suit means means _o emnpletely di,cordant, that,
is to he bandied trom court to court in the thuu_:h both systems ma_ be wrong-- wrong
_a_mesystem of courts: when brandied from to anyde_ree,--yet
by t.l_isdi,eo_d.mce alone,
system to system, the journey i-- longer, and were there no other cause, it is rendered nnstill worse,
possible for them to he both right.
To the evil of more than doubled delay,
Common law with you, equity against you.
vexation, and expense, is thus added the evil And has it ever been seriously imagined that
of cnmplication. The evil of enhanced delay, _there exists in the nattm, of thin;zs any dif
vexation, and expense, ia the more prominent
ference corresponding to tiffs diit_rence in
and ._ensible ; the mi_chmf of complication is sound.,? that m the same sort ot ease, in the
more radical and extensive.
Confusion in i sameindividuat ease, there shouhi bc two sets
pr_ctiee is thus fixed and protected by con- [.ot courts, one proceeding and bouud to profusion of ideas.
In the language of lawyer_, i reed by one set of rules, the other by another
and thence in the conceptions of their dupes, set of rules; the one bound to do whal the
'oppression being confounded with relief, men other is bound to undo; otle bound to govern
are prepared to cling to both with equal per- ! itself by a set of rules, which, if the rules hv
tinacity,
t which the other is bound to govern itself be
When the two sets of courts were at (tag- ! right rules, cannot but lie wrong ones? I, this
ger_drawn, the suitors were eru-_hed by their i duplicity a real improvement ?--are the ends
collision. For abo_e a century aml a half they . of justice served hv it ? If" so, why not lmrl,:_ve heen upon the be_-t teller; and all thi's! -ue The example ot improvement a._ far as it
lm_c the suitor has h*zen a suiferer by their [ will go?--why withhold from the c,mntry the
confederacy: di_e,rdmp_stis,
concordm exi-/i henelir of l!lore and ulore sets of nmtualty
tittm,
i repugnant rules? If such be the advantage
IIad eithergot the better, the suitor wouhl i of plaemg the suitor in the service of two
ha ve had hut one court to be dragged through., i ever-iarring.
.
masters, law and equity, why. nut
and now he has two.
t give him as many nlore such masters as in
Mark well the pr_f'niutity of the artifice. ' heaven there are s_ars* If such he the advanIn vlrtu_ of the mixture ef the two systems. I rage of setting the work ot common law to
and the confitsion generated by that mixture, i be undone by equity, why not set co_tscience
mischief is everywhere, blame nowhere,
i to undo the work of both. rectit_Me of all
Common-law procedure is imperfect : shall i three, ]_roprgety of all four, and _o on wit bout
not the imperfection be supplied ? Equity i end?
therefore is indispensable. But would equity I Why refuse the henelit ofthatimprovement
suffice without common law? Still less; tbr, , to so'many causes as are tried by courts of
besides the still more excessive delay and ex- ] conscience, and by jumces of the peace out
pease, its jurisdwtion is compo,ed of"nothing ! of general sessions? Why not to each such
but a few scanty and incoherent scxaps, and I _jagistrate two sets of cars tbr the oycr, and
it trenches upon trial by jury. Viewed with , two sets of voices for the terminer of each
reference to the ends of justice, neither is I eause?--an ordinary pair of earn tbr hearing
supevltuous, both together are wretchedly in- aecording to law--a longer patrol ears, upnn
adequate: viewed with reference to the ends the pattern of Midas's, for hearing according
of judicature, neither i_ superfluous, ho_h to- to equity? an ordinary voice for pronouncing
gerber constitute as perfect a system as heart : aeeo*drag to law--a falsetto for pronouncin_
could wish, or ingenui D devise.
I according to equity?
Viewed with reference to the end, ofjus- :
Why not, for The purpose of dlminishi_,g
tire, the natural _y-tem, a_- exemplified i_, ; the mass of mistier'talon, vexation, expe_se,
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and delay, in the practice of court,_ of corn courts or shops tbr the sale of it ia this new
scienee, divide the connote,toners into two
shape, with a more liberal price upon it,
sets, one sitting on the let_ side of the court,
proportioned to the superior beauty of the
the other on the rxght s!d-; _he left side act- _-hape.
ing by rules x_l,ieh i,ind them {o give the cause
Trust, .fra_d, ac,'ident : in tl:ese three leadm t'a_our of the plaimiff--tbe
right side b3 mg terms, the m_-titutionalistsused to t_chold
rules which, in the _ame indivlduai c,mee, the essence el all the powcr._ e_xereised under
hind them to prevent the pla'ntiff i)'om get- the name of equity.
Tru-t, yes: it has aL
tint auythmx by the decL-!m,; and re,_:ly at read) been .._en how, for uant of knowing it.s
any time to put a stop to the cause, from first value, law havinff, along u:th so many other
to last?
pearIs, thrown ig upon the dungbill.'cquity
Or if precedent be preferred, why not be- picked it up. But ¢ra,d and accident, how
stow upon the judges of courts of eom-cience .-tlort are their unit_'d pouers of being able
the dut,lieity of nature possessed for so many to t)pity the smallest part at the wink that
hundred years by tile court of Exchequer?
has already pas_eat belore us? Fraud? As to
Why not give to ever}" court of conscience
combating it, _es: --doubtlcs% among the
the same ideal divismn into two metapysical
frauds which law was so busy in orgamzing
sides--the
common-law side and the equity
or protectb_g, there were some which equity
side; by the help of which, sitting always on scrupled not t_ fis'ht with: better get money,
the same bench and on the same part of the though it were by doing good, than not get
same bench, they may have their equity days it at all.
and their eomumn-law days; as in certain
Butlawtoo, espeeiallyintheselattertime_,
shops alady may choose whether she wil! lmv law came g.,adually to discover that there are
the same muslin dear or cheap, by paying her fraud_ and i?amls : that ff some are to be supvisit on an ordinary day or a cheap day?
ported, policy requires that others sh(mld be
Can any man ot common sen-e ami common
tbught with : and that, in short, whatsoever
honesty lay his hand upon hia heart, a:,d say are destined to be defeated, better that law
ofthislearning, that it _sanything better than her.elf _imuld have the defeating of them,
elaborated confitsion, and lieeu_ed pillaze?
than that the job shouht be left to equity.
And is thi_ dupery to be among the glories
Meantime, if it be proper that one judge,
by which British freemen are raised above with equity in his mouth, should be occupied.
continental slaves?
or destined to be occupied, in defeating frauds,
In England we had a court once, that sat can it be endurable that another jmlge, or, tit
in a chamber, with _tars tbr or_mment¢ on the another time, the same judge, _ith common
roof of it. It had of eoursc, like its thllows,
law in his mouth, should be occupied ill the
a set of rules of it_ own. We had then st._r- support of them ?
chamber justice, in addition to cquityju_t;ce,
And what was the legislator about, while
and common-law justice.
Star-chamber jus- two sets ofjud..res, both being, or professing
rice has been convicted, and has abjured the to be, under his command, were thus busying
realm,
themselves in opposite ways about fraud_one
In France there was a sort of eour[ once employed m setting it up, the other in overthat sat in a chamber with a marble table in throwing, or matting belwvc to overthrow it ?
it. court of tile ramble table wa_ accordingly [ Answer : -- Fast asleep, as usual: foxed by
the appellation given to it : there we see essence of nonsense, poured down his throat
marble-table justice,
on both sides.*
If justice bc good in proportion to the
If a separate court could ever be eligible
number of its varieties, -- after reviving star for a particular sort of causes, it would be
or star-chamber justice, as we have imported
for complex causes : for cause_ which, in their
equity justice from Rome, so fi'om France let nature, requiring an indefinitely protracted
us import marble, or marble-table, justice,
portion of the judge's time, necessitate delay;
The same learned persons who at present
or, with less prejudice than the great bulk of
have so distinct a perception of the difference
causes, admit of it.
between common-law justice on the one part,
lu the courts called equity courts, so it hapand equity justice on the other part, and the pens lhat causes of this description are found
absolute necessity there is for equity justice ' ahnost exclusively, in comparison with the
in addition to the other, will then have a courts of common law. Why? Because, the
perception equally distinct of the difference
between common-law justice and equity jusrice on the one part, and marble justice on
the other ; and the equaIlv urgent necessity
there will then be for marble iustiee, in ad'
dition to both the old sorts. Ahvays understood, that it be _old according to a different
_et of rules, and th,'_tthere be a different set of

* As to accident, the idea pointed oat by the
word is so va_ue, and requires so much expla.
nation to fix it, that it would be impossible to
pursue it without plunging into details diverging
too widely from the present purpose. Death, as
we have seen_ being among the contingencies too
strange to be provided tbr, it may be treat/ned
how welt qualified these _age_ were for coping
with other accident,'.
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eonstiftttion of these latter courts e_nfining
all the real part of the business within the
compass of a single sitting, and this cramp
not extending to the equity courts, the latter
description of courts are the only courts (the
ecclesiastical courts excepted) in which, well
or ill, the sort of business here in questiou
can be so nmch as pretended to be done.
But, avoidable or unavoidable, wlmt has
complication to do with equity?
Under
Rome-bredlaw,
allover the continent, causes
of this complicated description are di._posed
of; and in no part of the eontfi*ent is any
such sponge or any such <courge known, as a
distinct sort of court, under the name of an
equity court,
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equity ! None to be had anywhere else for
any price !
Equity ! applied to what we feel of the
practice of the courts to which it has given a
_mme, it is a term of derision, a cruel mockery.
i
Equity ! in what class of ideal beings is it
! to bc fbund ? Is she like justice, a sort of
' goddess, and would you see her likeness?
i Look for it among "Jefferies's and Kick's
lambs.
Is it a remedy ? It sweetens like
i sugar of lead : it lubricates and soothes like
i oil of vitriol, or butter of antimony. *

* Lawger.--Veell_ sir_you who are pleased to
rail thus against equity, can you tell me what
equity is?
Yes: in equity may be seen a curse pecuNon-Lawyer. -- Yes, sir: abracadabra: a
liar to English jostice. Poland has her ]_liect; word without a meaning.
the Alps, their goitres ; England has her
LauTer.--XVell, then, can you telt me what it
equit 9. This plagate (be grateful, ScotLand !) is which makes a court of equity in contradis.
has not crossed the Tweed.
tinction to a court of common law ?
In Scotland, these complex causes are dis_'Voz*'Lawgcr._Yes, thatlcan, sir : but please
posed of as well as _imple ones : and in Scot- to observe, that it is more than any gentleman of
your cloth has ever yet done. A. court of equity
land there is no such court as an equity court ; is any ceurt in which, be the service demanded
unless- indeed it be said that (what
c ome= to what it may, the etm_:seof procedure is in aeer.
.
the same thing) tbr a supreme civil court (vex- rain form: the iustrument by which the service
ation, expense, and delay considered) there
is demanded being the sort of instrument called
is no court but an equity court,
a bill in equity. Gi_e that form toyonr demand,
In all countries, it is true, equity is spoken you institute an equity suit : it' the court be coof--that, or the equivalent, whatever he the titled to entertain a demand in that form_ it is
an equity court.
language.
Judgment for the plaintiff more
Lawger.--Pray,
then, sir, if I must descend
strictly conformable to the letter of the law,
to the level of your ignorance,-- by the use of
where there is a law ; judgment for the de- your unlearned language, can you i.ell me what
fendant more consonant to equity.
Equity
are the sorts of services which a court of equity
spoken of as rectitude,
propriety, probity,
is in use to render, when called upon by a bill
in eqtfity ?
good faith, may be spoken of: the dictates of
,Non-Lawger.--No sir : any more than you
justice, as eontradistinguished
from the die- can. Equity services, any more than sheep or
rates of a had law.
horses, are not to be enumerated or distinguished
In every country where there are bad laws, without names. For common-law demands there
there will be equity in this sense: in no court- are names, though as bad a set as heart could
try except Englan_l is there any such thing as wish, or ingenuity devise. Comyns give_ about
equity, in the sense of another and a distir;et
six-and-thirty civil ones, besides criminal. But
as to equity demands, if not absolutely none_
body of law. In no other country are there
there are next to none.
two sort_ of Iaw--a sort of law called equity,
Lawyer.--But cannot you give me some gea sort of law called law, in a continual state
neral fiords of description, under which all the
of conflict with one another.
It is not the sortsof demands which a court of equity regards
word that is the grievance : i_ is the two sets ! itself as entided to give effect to, may be inofjudges pullingdifferent ways, and, between
eluded?
_Von-Lawper.--Alas ! no, sir : unless those
them, tearing to pieces the property of the which I have already submitted to you in that
suitors : it is the oseltancy of the legislator,
view should obtain the honour of your accept.
sitting mute and drivelling, while under his ance.
nuse two sets ofservanas, bothsaying to him,
Lawger.--Sir[ sir! this is but e_si_n : but
--" Lord, lord ]" are ordering and disor- now. sir_ to put your proficiency to the test at
dering the eoneerns of his household, laying once" (for, as I find you have conceits of your
about between them and pillaging aeeording own,
I have
mind
to try
you,)
yon_ orthat
can
you not_
tella me
what
it is
in acan
demand,
to as many repugnant sets of rules, never pre- brings it within the rmmber of tho_e to which,
announced, and (as completely as they could if presented in the form of an equity bill_ an
be made and kept) to all but learned eyes equity court is prepared to give efti_et?
insertrtable.
It. is the mountebank imposNer_-Lawyer.--Dear
sir ! no more than the
ture of a particular set of dealers, pretending
lord ehanceltor_ or the pope of Rome. Why will
to possess a monopoly of that almost every- you
be so hard
upon
? soWhy,
sir, there
a gentteman
once
that me
was
learncd_
especially
where too-dear priced eommodity, which, if in divinity, they made him a 1o_1 ehmaeellor :
honestly sought for, would be found everywith all himlearning, he did not know-- at least
where or nowhere. This is your only shop ibr hefirr¢he wsa a lord chancellor : I wonder whe-
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ther he Ires ever known sine: : if yes, he is not
so busy now but that Ire might tell us. In short,
sir, the be_t answer I can give, a_at it is a very
poor one, i_ this : If there were a sort of service
which I wisbed to have rendered
to me by my
lord chancellor,
and if I were unable to apply
for infornmt_ou in a proper manner to any such
learned gentleman
as your_lf,
I should ramsmage to see whether a case could be round in
which, on an oecaslon exactly the same as my
own,need
a service
same as ifthatfortunate
I stood
in
of hadexactly
been the
rendered:

their mutuM advantage:
but one and the same
man (it was found)
might manufacture
both
_orts of goods, and serve out both sorts of
wale at once.
To manage this, all that was
neees_try
was, that each man should practise
the art of dividing himself
into two halves,
neitherhalfknowingwhattheotherisabout,
until the critical moment
when the
time
comes for the equity hand to raise itself, and
in such manner as by its fall to stop or overturn the work that has been done bythe cornmoo-law
hand.
tlence it is that England not only has been,
hu_: still continues
to be, so fruitful
in a sort
of monster,
such as_"Africa, with all her moostrosities,
never
yet disgorged:
a sort
of
it_dge, a double-faced
and double-fee'd
judge,
with a conscience
that has two sides to it;
the two surtaees
with no more communication between
them than between
the plus and
the mtnus side of the Leyden
phil,
before
the chain or the wire has brought
about an
intercourse:
two half consciences,
each as
ignorant
of what. is done by the other as the
right hand and the left (though
to a purpose
somewhat
different)
have been taught to be :
the equity
conscience
bound by sympathy
in
the hands of sleep,
while the common-law
conscience
is spinning
out delay, s, and picking up fees _ fees predestined
to be useless
to everybody
but the receivers.
Here, then, and fi'om hence,
you may see
sights such as Pidcoek never could show :1. In Westminster
Hall, under the name
of barons, one chief arid three puisne judges,
each with the two half-eonseienees.J
2. tu the city of London,
a lord mayor,
with a conscience
for a year together,
bu_ no
longer, thus split into two halves.$
8. In Wales,
duplicity
doubled ; six eminentlylearned
persons, in Englmtd
advocates.
in Wales judges;_l
each with the two halfconsciences.
4. In Ireland,
where each English abuse is
so sure to find a younger brother,
a set of
monsters
ot the. same breed, except that Ireland h_s no Wales.
5.
In the distant dependencies,
here a lawyer, or set of lawyers,
each wtth his two
technical
halt-consciences;
there a governor,
with the technical
equity half, in addition to
whatsoever
entire conscience
he may have received from nature.

enough to find one, and rich enough to make
use of it, I should be inclined to try the expertment:
if not thus fortunate, I should not know
what to do.
" Mittbrd,
p. 128. " Indeed,
in most eases
it is held_ that the plaintiffnught
to establish his
right by a determination
of a court of law in his
favour, before he files hks bill in equity."
In this

+ Any one of the Barons of the Exchequer
may sit in equlty.--/_&
_ Tt_e Lord Mayor, by virtue of his office, is
judge of a court called the Lord Mayor's Court,
which posse_cses to a certain extent an equi.t'y
jurisdiegion.
The Hecorder usually prestdes m
this eourt._Ed.

way it,, is that equity " prevents mult_phc_ty"
' " of
surts.
It compels one suit, under the notion of
preventing others that might never h_ve taken
place.

l1By the I1 Oeo. IV. and 1 _WilL IV. c, 70,
§ 14_ the Welsh courts are abolished, and juris.
diction over _rales given to the _restmi_:isterHalt courts.-- Ed.

§ 5. IVar between law and equity--Compromlse
b_tween thcm--lts
monstrous results.
For a long time (as has ah'eady been observed) law and equity were at da_z_'ers-drawn,
In proportion
as time had given to each a
more correct
view of its own interests,
it
came to be understood
on broth s_de_, that
there
existed
not in _aet any such oppose- '
tion between
tho_e i_terest_,
as bad been hm_gined.
Ages ago, }ike Lockit m_d Pcachum,
they shook hand._ and embraced.
Since then, ]
instead of fighting and scolding, their activity
has emplo)ed
itself in finding out wa_,s an__,
mean< tbr pla_i_g into each other'_ Lands.* t
Why shoohl "hw
quarrel
with equity,
fbr I
having tbund a u_e t;_r some of her refl_se ?
When my lord chief justice
has had his picklugs upon the error, how i_ he the poorer, if
the bones of the cause go to hc picked on the
other side of the pas_ge?
One day out of
t weary, a fit ofdaintines¢
takes my lord ehaneellor:
he won't try the cause,
not he; not
tbr this time without
proper evidence : such
cooker?
as his own establishment
affords is
not nice enough ; the mess mu_t go over the
way, to he dressed in a style in which _obody
but Atw knows how to dress it: and then it
is that an issue is sent to be tried by the lord
chief justice,
sent w_th as polite a grace as if
it were a shee of vetfison, dispatched
with his
]ordship's
compliments,
to he tossed up over
the lamp on the other side of the table,
Fur a long time, no conception
was enterrained
of the l_ssihility
that equity justice
and common-law
justice
couhl be woven
in
the same loom. or n.eastn'ed nut from the same
shop.
In process of time. when the two sorts
of dealers had coalesced,
and learnt to play
into one another's
hands,
a grand d_seover 3
was rrmde.
Not only might the two sorts of
courts carry on trade in a connexion,
and to
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Imagim. the fi_llowi_L. *._.ia[o/tie bet weell a
non-lawyer,
al, lJngL_-h L, _vt'_. ,.,,t a Fi_u,:i:
lawyer
--I?_#m'/_ I.,tm;,er.-lh'..._' 3 ihil,g a_ it _hmdd
be _ Y_-, that it i.-ofe,
ur_.,. _nate_erit
i¢;
and _et I he;Lr odd th:'::g, ot h.
"t'iw,. _elI
me 3ou have 3_,dt:es ,al_,., _zlve thern _¢, mneh
money,
deehle in la',.mr el the pI m_}tF: '_'_c
them _o mur-h umre m,mev, m¢.rhle_h t}*,'_ detide ill favoar o{ the de/el_dant
l'ra 3 i_- tilie
true'_
Ilow stand- thi- nlattel ?
l£_,vltsh
La,_T/er. -- What
judges,
_*har
courts are you speaking
of?
Fre:_ch Lau,,,er.--I
nmterstand
there
are
a whole heap of them, more than I could remember,
had they all been named to me :sav.
for example,
tl:e great c*mrt of Excbeqner
_n
Westminster
Halt, and all the great, tr:-t_,'lling Wcl.h
court_.
In these Instances.
then,
--for
these are enou/h,
1 s_tppoae, at lea.-t to
begiu with,--pray,
i. the r%,ort true ?
A¢'on-Lawgcr.--Exm'tly
_o.
French LauTtcr,--[Jiable_
*kud is tIfi_ gonerally known ?
_r_-Lau'ycr.--Irniver_-al]?.
]"t'e_tot_ 1.4*t ]l,'r.--] _tu Iu a3 _ htt sat s ) OUF
parliament
Io all thi* ('orIupti,,:_ '
z%'on-La_w_r,--(',,ruption
: 1L,ld. -iv ;-_here _nn are in a im-_ake.
Were thi_ d,>ne
b 3 jadge A ab,m,, _r.ludee
B al,me, in a ca-e
between
C a,,d D, m,d not in a ea_e b,'tween
E and F, _hi_ wnuhl be corruption
; tbr tiff.
xvouhI be irregular
: but being" done regularly,
that i% i_) t veQ' -m.h judge, il_ tabour el every
detendam
who come. up to the terms,
a,ui
that m ever_ i_dividaal
ea>e whatever
of tt,i.
and that ge_'mrat description,
there i_ no cotruption in the ease.
Another
thing :-- corruption
is an offence :
an offenc- i_ smnethin_
contrary
to law : but
this is all of it according
to law.
French La,rffcr.--Cmminal
tf m retail, lawful if by whole-ale
! an _,d(!er _ort of trade
still than I exD'cte't to fit.! It. Yes ; let lnm
mt on counter,
beach,
or w:,ol_ack,
au E:,:>
lishmau,
wheiever
he i-, is a -h:,pkeei'er.
l]ut. pray now, tell me a ht'Ae, how i- it managed ? The part,es being .me_ in the pre._cawc
of the jadge,
does the 3adze _h'e no:ice
in>
mediatel),
and say--!tere.
Mr Pi,:intLff, /.'ire
nm so much. mid ! girt the dt'eMon
in your
favour ; unless you, 3Ir Defl'nd:nt,
think it
worth while to give me go much more,
and
then 1 give it in your. ?
EnghJ_
La_c_r.---i',*rtt.._
ill the p_e_cnee
of the judge ! The coati a reguhu' court, you
a lawyer,
and suppa_-e an:_ such thing.offered
in it ! The cau.-e may have been betbre
the
court for six months,
or twelve
months,
or
ever so many more mo_th.-,
and, unle_-s by
aeeident,
tile jud/e
may k_,ow no more abont
it than )eli do. At last come. tile trkd: and
then it is that tile judge,
that is, either one
of the tbur judge,
of that same court, or some
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eme judge of come mher co. ,'t. k,mw_ of i_
t_:r *he fi.a. _ .*ime.
P),',_ /* L,*vTte_°.---\V_i.
},_l_ w;,en a_ last
hedoes
l_ ar t_l it,--and
d,,, L,r _ho_:.e._.
let
u¢-ul_poeeittobe,tjudve_,fthatsamee.mu.t:
how then at last dries he manak'e ?
N*m-L,,tc,:(r.
-- We mu.-t put a eaae ;--let
one ,erve t,,r a hm_dred.
Bond h_' whid_ L*_;at,e8 outageto I'itaelog _,ot t,.' do _-o a_.d so
under a pel,-alty el twenty
poal_ds : aeuon on
the eoll_mon-hp, v _}de of' the court by Vine...
tor, alletzin/a
breach,
and daimlng
;Ate p_*nal*y.
Breach proved,
_he judge gays to the
jury, if you believe tlre witnesses,
you willfihd
of course
for the plaintiff:
damages
twenty
pouuds
]:tenet* L,,r*;cr.-Good : hut whag el:once
ha= the defer_d,mt all tin- while ?
N_m-La,cffer.--ttave
pa',ien,'e.
In {i_e e,mrt
o_ Exchequer,
a_'ul all tho_e
other
double
courts, ever) judge t_,_ two con.eience.,
uith
a partition
between
them, and an ear ahd a
hand for each.
As yet it i_ only the commonlaw consmenee
that know. au)t'hmg
atmut the
matter,-the eoaunon.law
car bcln_z the ,ml?
olte tlLat ha_ been spokm_ to, tile coulmol_-!,Lw
hand the oM? one touelwd.
\",'hat )ou are
expecting
is, that Vinetor
will m'_ i_t. twenty
pounds.
I.igatus
know-_ b,@ter thit_a..-. When
the judge directed
the twenty
potn,d_ to be
rlven to Vinctor,
it was beean-e
his equity
c,u_.eience,
with its- car and imnd, knew not!d:,g ahc,.lt the mat*.r.
F,mr m' five nmnths
a*tcr, ju.-; as¥iit:tor
i... ,..'cfing to take out execation, in siel_ Li-"atit> iI_lo tile equity
office,
and hle_ hi.- bill.
Eqair_
ear > a htspered in*o, equ:ry hand touched,
and so forth.
Hand
tmwhcd,
up it starts,
by a pre-eslabhshed
harmo;h_ and, without
any expense of thought;
[tor alt this is done by mechanism,)
lays hold
of the cerumen-law
hand, and stops it: Vine{or may now bid adieu to his twenty
pmmds.
]:tcm'h Laa'ff,'r.-Gocd:
but surel) what
the eqtfity conscience
will do _- no _eeret. and
the equ[ D h:md, being the strong hand, stops
the .ther
of course.
A mighty pretty ease
thLs of yours:
but,
beggqng
?one l,ardun,
where x_a- the use of patting
it ; for where
i. the man that will reahze
it" W.'ll any
counsel be weak or dishonest
enough
to advi_e a eiien_ to be at the expense of elaindng
a penalty
under a law that may be stopped
at m_y time ?
Ea,jhsh Law?,wr. -- Dishonesty
in&.ed !
tim flung nor punishable
I You a law?er,
and
talk about didmne.t 5 ! As to weakness,
there
i-_ none m the case.
_Zon-Lau'ffer.
-- It is all matter
of ealeulalion.
You see there are two prices.
The
price of taw is so ranch-the !,rice of'equity
is so much more.
The first thing for Vinetor
to consider,
i_ the state of Ligatus's
finanees.
What
cares Vinetor toe the eqmty hand. if
Ligatus
cannot
pay the price fbr raising it ?
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Suptm_ Ligatus's finances not altogether in- _Mnqs _ sometimes that persons, be forth.
sufficient, then, along _ith his temper, it will coming, at the disposal of the judge.
be advisable to think of the magnitude of the
Sometimes in the character of sources d
penalty. Due or not due in point of honesty,
evidence : sometimes in the character of porLigatus -- if so it happens that, being well tions of the matter of punishment: _ometimes
advised, heqoves himself better than he hates in the character of portions of the matter of
his adver_y-Ligatus will pay the twenty
satisfaction ; or else as securities or instrupounds. Besides the chances of not obtainmeats/be the obtaining it.
ing the relief after all, he will find himself not
It is in these characters that they find a
a little out of pocket, when he has obtained
place, under such tides as mesme prvc4ess and
it (if to obtain it he his /:ate) by addressing
execution, in the books of technical jurispruhimself to the equity side of the learned and dene.e.
doable conscience.
1 On or by the _,ame object _on or by the
.Frenct_ Lawper. _ So, then, you have in i same thing, or even the same person -- differEngland, if I understand you tight, two up- J eat operations require to be performed, accordposite sorts of law, the m}c or the other of iing to the purpose or end t_ which justice
which prevails, according to the fbrm in which ! requires that it or he be made subservien&
the plaintiff addresses himself to the judge. I
Where the purpose is the same, different
_arehad once a double diplomacy ; you, accord- i (_perations may agai_ be requisite, according
ing to your Burke, a duubte "cabinet: but now i to the nature of the thing, according to tim
it seen_s you have constantly a double heneh, i eonditi_-m of the person.
and one should thmk a double parliament :
Of all these nperation_, be they what they
and this i_ the equity you are so proud of I
may, not one, of which vexation, expense,
._'tm-La,tTler.-- True, except as to parlia- and delay, in quantities variable ad tnfinitum,
ment. The eyeof parliamenti_ single, would are not inseparable coneomitants.
In each
it but awake. But whenever equit) has been instat_ee, is the quantity or value of this mass
on the carpet, pmtiament, as if blindmess were of eollaterM inconvenience greater, or less,
a duty. has always been fast a_leep,
than that of'the direct mischief consisting of
)FrenchLa_e?ter.--And _o, then, theeflPctof
such chance of misdeeision or failure of ja_
this duplicity is to have one sort of justice to rice, as, for _ant of the operation, might he
_,ll to the poor, and another _o the rich : and the re_,ult ? On the answer given to this que_the rich mru,'s justlee .-o taueh the stronger
tion of fact, the propriety or impropriety of
of the two, as _o turn the poor man's into the operatiolt will depend, in each individual
_a'aste 9aper ]
instance.
l'Vor_-Lc,z7/er.-- Not exactly so : unless a
Here, then, are so many demands for diverpar_icul,_r t xt,lana_ion he given to the word- . sifieation : so many circumstances calling fo
/,oaf and rich, mid for this l,artieula_ purpo-e,
diversity of arrangement at the hands of tl_
As tbr thv ),o,_r,--if by the po(*r
you mean ,the legislator and the judge. _
the great majf_rity _f the l,eople, there is no .
regular Ju,tice for them at atl, uutess it be
* For example: when, under the notion of
fur haugin_ then,, or something in that style : causing a man m deliver up his property tbr the
the only cla_,es ,,,,ee_ ned here, are two high- ' payment of a debt, a man is thrown into _rison
er and much less _tmnermts classes, the mid- ---_t the ends of 3ustme were m view, a matter
worth inquiring into (e_pecmlty where, as yet, it
dliug, and the cla_s above the middling.
It has not been a._eertainetlthat he _,wesanything}
i_ hetween the._e two classes alone that the would be, whether he be*in his right mind o_
distinction lies : or. if you must _ay poor a_ut no; and whether, upon his removal, speedy or
rmh, say the relatively pent and the relatively
instant death is or is not likely to he the conse*
rich. It i, a_ between ti_em (to the extent
quence.
of" tin" debateable gr_mnd tha_ lie__ between
Questions of this sort, sitting in a court of
n<ttural procedure_ a man. it"he have the bowels
('omnu)n law alut equi D ) that tile two sorts of of a man, does not regard as beneath his c_rgmijustice are distinguished, and the two prices zancc.
Out upon them: to the relatively poor, a dear
Accordingly, when, in the ea_ of Danlels
sort of iu_tiee, which is not the _trungest-(who, beinL, in custody on a charge of fraud,
to the _el_tive}y nob, a _ort ot jt_stice which _hoald haw been brought betbre the lord n_yor
tar _he purpo._e of exaruination_) representaUcm
is still dearer, hut is the strongest,
was made, alleging that danger to life might be
_he consequence of removal, due regard was of
course pard to it: tbr here was an unlearned
CHAPTER
XX.
judge; and cognizance of _e apprehen&ul mu_
chief wa._of course presented to h_ notice.
F_FTEE._'T_IDEVICE-Impassible. like the Epicurean gods, learned
)lEANS OF SFCURINGFOR_IHCOMINGMESS_
.lodges lc_k down with generous disdain on any
USELESSLY
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]_'ox various purposes, on various occasions,
the ends of justice rec/uire, sometimes that
Vat. VII.

/_ueh

trifling

exig'encie_.

Aecordingly,_

the

feeg/or the captor (or whatever else may be the
word) he bat _eenred,--debt _r no debt_ a mart
out of hi_ senses forms ms fit an inhabitant of a
U
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versity of exigence,
little attention
has been
paid,--attetltion
has not been wanting to that
which is presented
by dwer._ity of'courts,
]four courts in the one great hall at Westminister : fi)ur courts,*
each with a mode of
its own for eolnpassing
the same point. Each
mode, of course, abtmdantly
well adapted
to
the ends of judicature
; each mode as abundantly defective,
wii, h respect
to the ends ot
justice.
Thank
heaven,
that of these eom'ts there
are nomore
than four:
each of them prebenting a compoun,t
of impotence
and violence;
feeble where
good is to be done--powerful
to do evil.
Itad there
been eight of them,
we should have had eight different
modes of
plaguing
a man, to the same end, or on the
_ame pretence:
each of ti_etn etlh+ieo_ or defective,
according
to the ends to which
kas
above)
ref_leoee
is made. t
Uses of this device :-1. Helpn_
tel fimd_-h rubbish,
materials
for tile sham __cltn,'c.
Yt,i rh,, uses of sham
science
t,_ ,tu_ l;art,,e_t,_p,
be,., tn_ d,:_ice
intituled
Prin,%,i_. _,t 2_t'ull!tt, a;!o_,o and _h¢.
device imit_h,d
,,r¢,r,:,-n. or Jar!.'omzut (m._
The remaimng
It_ey ,:_,lid ht, hut reprtllions of the u-c_ th.,,_e e_mmcraft_l:
h;..k;F:g
business,
nursing
uneer_._mty,
_-la'41-h;rlg
and supporting
arbitrary
power,
biind_tg the
legislator,
awe-striking
legislator
as well as
people, driving the legislator
by disgu,t
from
the task of reformation,
Thus far as to the mere diversity,
and its

I
CtIAPTER
XXL
[ $IXTEEN'I It DEVICE --CREATION OP NEEDLESS
j
A._D USELESS OrEICES.
(
I MaDE offices are partly tile effects,
partly
I the causes, of made business.
Create
u_cless work, you create the necessity
of usele.-s
hands tbr '_he performance
of it.
But it may happen,
that.
i1_ the first in[ stance, a determination
ma3 be taken to add
at any rate to the number of hands:
that
I done
there can be tm difficulty
in adding to
the quantity
of busine._
for those
hands.
Take any given mstrmnent,
let it be _igned
] by one per-.on and one person
ouly,--here
) you have trot one office: put another
person
to _ign it a_ another
time, mid underanother
effiend nan+c, receiving_, ot cour_-e a tk.c tbr
this hi_ trouble,
here )ou have two ott,'e-:
put a third t,e].-un, three oltlcL-_, an(_ _-o m_.
l_efore, increase of busmes- Huduced
i_er_a_e
(ff ofl_ees, now, increase of offices j _,duees
increase
of tees.
In the latter ca-_e, i,_ there,
or i_ there not, any addition
made to the
qua:Italy
of business?
Answer,
Yes, or no;
wb:eLevel
i__most ,'u_ve_4ent
: Yes, because
. _e rm!cb n,o!e i- d,me:
No, because
uhat
more is dora, if d,me t,, no u_e, and so does
nm proper_:y de__erve the name of business:
_t l_- Jv_u d(,iuF nod:my,
and Thomas
helptrlg hm__
If hal/ the hand._ employed
in heaping
together
tha_ execrable
ma_s of moral and inteltectual
filth, called m technical
language
a

uses.
As to tire imperfections
above spoken
of, multitudinous
as they are, there
is not
one of' them but has its use: but to exhibit
them,
each with its train of uses, would require a volume within a vohtme.
If nature,
as hath been said, hath done nothi_g
in vain,
so neither
hath jurisprudenee.il

tureb
D_ver_itvupon
dlvms_tv: option npon uption: each of (curse incompl_-t_, and pregnant
with m iustice.
(It' immoveubles
(to a g_ven
value.)
ff copyhold,
no part, upon any terms :
if leasehold, the whole: if treehold, the trait: or,
if already halved, the half of that hal_; and so
on
: as ifinto
a hen-e,
cheese,in were
to be
cutout
slices. hke
Itts e body
a jail made
you might
have had tiii lately, if you had hked'it
better:
but then (except m thl_, that, or the other ease)
you must not meddle with any of Iris property
ff you do take _t_ it is not, it cannot be: of any
use to you (unless _t be tbr revenge.)
but as a
sponge out of which property is to be squeezed :
and this u_e_ care wa_ taken that you should not
make of it.
He was sent to jail, that my Lord
and Co. nnght receive their fees : he was kept in
jail. and with all his moneyin his pocket, that not
you_ but the jailor, my Lord's nonnnee the jailor,
might squeeze it out of him_ in fees and furnishings : and. lest there should not be enough for

jail, as a man in his serises--a dying mar b as a
man in health. In either case, apply tbr redress,
you will get none. even tbr all your fees ; these
thing_ being among the _ninima de quibus/canon eurat:
and here no d_versaty appears in the
praeDee of the courts. _
There are literally six courts,--viz,
the
Queen's Bench, Common Pleas_ Exchequer.
the
Lord Chancellor's,
the Blaster
of the ttol1'_,
and the Vice-Chancellor's.
_ Ed.
"1"This topic belongs_ in co-ordination
with
evidence, to the general head of Frocedure.
Supra_ pp. 2_3 and 280.
|] Take a grain for a _ample of the bushel : -z_loveables or immoveables_
freehold or copy.
hold, interest pre_ent or future, certain or contingent, money in hand or reeeivable,_in
whatever shape or shapes the property of a debtor
happens _o be ve_ted, justice requires alike that
the creditor should have the benefit of rU dusti_
Yes: bat not so Engli_
regular judaea• Commons'
Report
10ebt.--AFfil
179"2.

on

lmprisor_ment

for

jailor and customer, not a penny of the debts due
m him were you ever enabled to receive.
_' A vast improvement
has been effected in
this branch of the law, by the I & 2 V_ct. e. 110.
By ._ lt, thesheriff, bywntofeleg_t,
is to deliver "
execution of all the debtor's lands, tenements,
rectories, tithes, rents, and hareditaments,
ineluding cupyhotds.
And by the following _ee.
tion_ the sheriff_ by writ offlerifacia_s,
may sei;_e
any money, bank-notes,
cheques, bil]_ of exchange, ke.--tgdo
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reeord, -- if half the hands thus employed in
the practice of vice, under and for the benefit
of the titled guardians of the public morals,
were hut employed as they so easily might
be,_ what service might not be rendered to
tire ends of justice! Misdeeision, vexation,
expense, and delay, -- entries, tile object of
which would he to contribute, in a determL
nateassignable way, tothe preventionofthose
several misciliefs : such are the entrie% the
only entries, that ought to he made, to guard
against miMeeisiom
The evidence entered
at length, in the few cases that could pay for
it by their importance ; in the others, the
names of the witnesses, with the specie_ of
evidence delivered by each, under its several
distinguishable
modifications, denominated
for the purpose. To guard against delay, m_d
thereby against vexation and expense., the
length on each occasion, with the causes of
it : and whether approved by both parties, or
granted at the suit of one, maugre the oppo.
sition of the other,
Of the offices thus manufactured, does the
profit go directly or indirectly into the pocket
of the judge ? the use to judicature is already
stated.
But it may go elsewhere, and still
not he lost to judicature.
If, settling to a
mass worth stooping for, it finds its way into
the hands of some person of high account, -high enough to possess a voice and interest in
the legislative body.-- it goes there to form a
corrupt interest : it constitutes, ipsofitctt_, a
zrmss of the matter of corruption, employed
iu affording perpetual protection to abuse.
The _eat man, be he _ho he may, beeome_
a member of the partnership, and, though a
dormant, not the less a useful one. Add to
_:his union his honour the minister, and here
you have corrapt%n doubl) corrupted,
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party injured by this or that step, at the
charge of the party who has made it, or
imposed on his adversary the obligation of
making it,-- costs, though in this sense uelimited, given in a ca_e where the profit by
the delay may be greater titan these eost_.
3. Deposit_ : money, in a fixed or limited
sum, exacted or pretended to be about to be
i exacted antecedently to the taking of this
or that step: to be returned or not returned,
! according to the propriety or impropriety of
i the step, as evidenced bg subsequent lights.
I_When not returned, such depo,i_ has ill ga_neral been given to the adverse party, in the
] name of costs : in some instance_ it has been
i allotted to some puhlic fund ; such as the reI venue at large, the poor,* and so forth.
A penalty to _¢tlieh, ill any instance, i$
can happen to find itself inferior to the profit of the transgression, operates, in that instance, not as a penalty, but as a licence.
In most, if not in all the instances in which
this remedy in any of the above shapes has
been applied, its incapacity of effeeting its
professed object, the cure of the disuse, is
so peribct and so obvious, that to suppose i$
capable of escaping the notice of the authors,
would, under the notion of a compliment
to their probity, be an injury to their more
lughly prized virtue, intelligently.
Does it require science to teach a ma_
(especially to teach him in vain) that a quanCity which is sometimes greater than another,
will not always be equal to k ?
It would therefore be. an iloury to this
policy, to refuse it a place in mtr catalogue
of devices.
In this character it is of admirable use:
like most other articles in the catalogue, a
polyehrest.
1. Use to reputation : display made of the
love of justice : vigilance to discover the disCIIAPTER
XXIL
ease, wisdom to devise the remedy, probity
and activity to apply it.
SEVFNTFENTU DEVICE--SHAM PECUNIAI_Y 2. Use to reputation again, if judieiou_|y
CHr,CKS TO DELAY, VEXATION, AND EX- managed: display made of the virtue ofhuP_NSlL
mm_ity, if the sum he fixed at or limited to a
Utmost this head may be placed ever)" case low rate : the lower, and theuee the more
in which, to all obnoxious praetiee attended
ineffectual, the greater the portion of praise
with a profit (especially if with a pecuniary
f?om this source.
profit.) to which no assignable limit applic.£,
"3. Security of the profit to the Imrtnera fixed or limited loss has, in the character
ship, in the several cases in which the loss
of a restraint and of a remedy, been op- to the dishonest party is inferior to his profit
po_ed,
from the offence.
E.x_m_lifica*ions are
.
Venerable personages ! Their zeal is irrde1 i_i"xtedor_limited 'su"-msgiven under the t fatigable--the" ir sapience unfathomable." hu_
name of costs, to be paid on the score of] so perverse and so eonstmltty increasing is
•ome step, some special incidental step, pro- _ the wickedness of mankind, their utmost exduetive (as almost every step is productive) [ ertioos leave them still behirM it.
of its particular delay. "
|
2. Costs given, though unlimited, under |
* Lawrie.
the aotion of a reimbursement made to the |

• "
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all that you need consider is, which
sorts of praise is nmst to your taste.

VIII.
of two
Decid_

u_ainst the merits, on the ground of the quirk,
the fiction, tt_e jargon,
you receive the joint
praise of prolbund
_cience and inflexible steaHow delightful,
could a contrivance
be fmmd
diness-the praise of adhering
to the rule
for enabling
ttle judge
to give judgment
fin' stare deci._s.
Decide in tavour of the merits_
plaintiff or defendant
at pleasure'
The pindisallowing
the quirk, discarding
the fiction,
nacle of perfection
wmdd be mounted
at one
the jargon,
yon receive the praise of liberalspring.
To a first glance, the idea present_
try--of
attachment
to the laws of substantial
itself
as no better
than the love-sick
vi_mn
ju._rice.
of some fond amateur
of ebicane.
Bribes you cannot receive,
if neither
side
]in practice,
it has not yet stretched
(it
is prepared
to offer ally: lriendship
or enmity
must be confessed,)
nor seems likely to stretch
you cannot gratify,
if both parties are equally
to so all-embracing
an extent
in the regions
unknown
to you or indifferent
: but whether
of jurisprudence
as to cover the whole field,
you do or do not turn it to account
in any
But,
though quiet and silent m its motions,
way, the power you possess to the extent of
the more accurately
it is measured,
thc more
the ground
occupied
by these
commodious
prodigious
the progress of it will be perceived
principles,
is not the less arbitrary.
The
to be.
fault is all your owil, if: as often as ",ou have
Sought or unsought,
the effect flows naoccasion
in an)" of these shapes:
you fifil of
furally,
and as it were of itself,
t¥om the
administerin/to
your prejudice
or your huanarchy
that results
t_om whatever
degree
mour the gratlficatlon
put into your hands-of influence
may have been preserved
to the
of profiting
by the opportunity
of crushing
dictates ot justice and common sense, in conyour enemy,
of serving
your party or your
junction
with the suggestions
of this or that
fi'iend.
one amoug the _-ourees of iniquity
and ab- ]
A flaw is alleged
in an indictment.
Are
surdlty that have already passed m review,
the pursuer's
party-attachments
supposed
to
Exquisite
invention
! or. at any rate, fclicibe on the wrong side.; Precedents
are chains
tons result ! Reason herself pressed into tile
of adamant
to you : .fiat dustttia, 1 uat ceelura,
service
of absurdity|
Injustice
could not
is the word.
Are the man's
attachments
have thus enlarged
her empire, without learwhere they should be ? You burst by inspiraing a corner of her throne to justice,
fion from the trammels
of chicane,
and you
The
double-fountain
device
derives
its
quote the ¢fuirk-abjurmg
ejaculation
which a
name from the contrivance
of those jugglers,
moment
of contrition
wrung frmn the conwho. by all ingenious
application
of tile laws
science of Lord Hale."
of hydrostatics
and pnemnatics,
serve to the
Is interest
objected
as a ground
of exclucustomer,
outofthesamcvessel,
wineofeither
stun to a material
withes-_?
tIere
you are
of two colours, white or red, at plea,ure,
most completely
at your ease.
There stand
This device is grafted
on ally one of the
the ease_, ill two row.-: on one hand, those
three
former deviees,--the
principle of nulin whi(ql the objection
has been allowed--on
]ific*_tion, the principle
of fiction,
and the
the other,
th_Jse tit which it has t_:tn disalprinciple
ofjarg_,nization.
It consists iu the
lowed : le;igth of the row.-, as nearly
equal
putting an occasional
stop to the currellt
el" as heart could desire.
Exclude
the wi6ness,
decision
drawn from these several
corrupted
you bow to the name of Lord Kenyon,
and
fountains:
drawing tile decision from the right
with him pr,._l_onnee the laws of evidence
to
ibuntaiu,
pro h_c vice, instead of any of those
be the pert_et)on
of wisdom : receive the witwrong ones.
Far from being diminished
by
this apparent
departure
flom the ends ot j udi* The following admirable passage is no doubt
the one alluded to I_y the Author :--" In favour
eature,
the
advantage
obtaimthle
fi'om
these
of
hie, grit
stricmesses have been in all umes
several devices receives considerable
increase.
required in points of jndictmem_s ; and the truth
No danger in any shape can ever attach--neiis, that it is grown te be a blemish ard ineonvether punishment
nor so much as disrepute
can
mence in tlae taw, anti the administration
thereof_
ever attach upon any judge, who, ill spite of
more offenders escape by the over-easy ear given
any number of previous decisions given against
to exceptions
in indictment%
than by their own
innocence ; and many times g'ross mur,3ers, burthe merits on the ground of this or that quirk,
glarms, robberies,
and other heinous and crying
or fiction or jargon, takes upou him to decide
offences, escape bythe_ mlseem!y niceties, to the
in t:av'our of the merits.
Th us it is, that, to the
reproach of the law. to the shame of the govern.
extentoftheground
occupied by quirk, fiction,
ment, and to the" encouragement
of villany, and
and jargon, you possess, in virtue of those
to the dishonour of God.
And it were very fit,
principles,
alternating
at pleasure
with the
that by some law this overgrown
eurio_ity and
principles
of reason and justice, the faculty of
nicety were reformed, which is now become the
dise.z_ of the law, and will I fear in time grow
giving the ease in favour of ptaintiffor
defenmortal without some timely remedy."
2Hal.
dant, as you incline.
Praise you aresure
of:
P.C. 193. _Ed.
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hess, your bow points to Lord Hardwicke,
and with him you cont_ss your disposition to
admit lights,
The advantage gained by the principle of
nnnification wouhl be imperfect, but for the
occasional dash of ill-applied reason, by which
it is made up into the double-fountain
prineiple,
By tile double-fountain principle, more business is made than could possibly be made
by the fountains of corruption if set running
by themselves.
Suppose a flaw started-exactly the same flaw that had already been
made fatal : here, if _he practice of drawin;z
decisions oceasitmally fi'om reason were nilknown, cerrai_r_ would thu.s ihr take place :
the merits would in that ins_am_e have. and
be seen to ha_ e, no chance : _h." bentiit of
the at gmnent w¢_uhl be lost to tile inote_.-lnr,,
as well as the sweets of arbitrary power to
the judge,

LAUDED.
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making hi_ own trash, and passing it off" for
the king's--of
the d_shone_t valet, stealing
mit in the dark, going about in his master's
name, and receiving homage in his clothes.
By what legislator, by what genuiue legislater, recognised as such, and in pursuit of
public ends, could any devices such as those
over which we have been glancing, have been
set up ? By what legislator ? unless, perchance, under the guidance of some Achitophel member and instrument of the fee-col
letting partnership, serving the ends ofjudi.
eature while talking of the ends of justice.
That which exists not, cannot be known.
So t_tr as the dominion of jurisprudence
spreads, ignorance is uni*ersal, misconception
endless.
An article of statute law is a drop of water,
ill the state of water, or in that of ice : an artitle of jurisprudential law is the same Ilrop
in the state of vapour. In the solid or liquid
state, you know where the drop is, yon see
it, you may weigh it. you may measure it:
CtlAPTER
XX1V.
you see the bounds of it : those bounds are
NINETEENTttDEVICE--LAUI_ATIONOFJURIS- narrow and determinate.
In tile state organ
PItt'DEN
r 1AL
L _W.
or vapour, unless you have
it in a bottle, you
know not where it is, you do not see it, yell
WHER_VEIt jmisprudeJ_tia] law reigns, eer- cannot weigh it, you cannot, meas_we it: astaint.v i__impos._ibte : it lm_ no ground to stand signable bounds it bus none, unle_ it be the
upon.
JurNtn udential btw is sham l._w : to limits of the a!mosphere.
ascribe stability _o this creature of the imaSuch is an article of jurisprudential
law.
ginatioo, is to a;eribe .-.tabihty to a shadow.
In the form of statute law, a single line
Statute law has everywhere a tenor---a de- might, perhap% contain the sub_-tanee of it,
terminate collection of word_ : there is the and ttlat pcrti_clly : in the tb_m of jurL-pruwill, and there i< the expression of it;--we
dential, the same article shall fill a folio
know whose will it is, where signified, by volume; and the larger the folio, the more
what signs expressed, what parr. are to be indeterminate the import of the article. To
found in it. Jmisprudentral law, is law made a command, there is an end : to a dissertaby nobody, at no time, and in no _ords.
lion, there need be none.
In statute la_ , words may here and there
In statute law, non-notoriety is an aecibe ill chosen ; and, from the infelicity of the dental disease : of common law, it is the inchoice, uncertainty as well as misconstruction
separable estate.
In statute law, the disea.__,
may arise; but rio sooner is the flaw per- may be cured as soon as (h_covered: in coal.
eeived than it may be remedied.
Jurisprumen law, every reined) is so nmch added to
denti_d law is perpetual disease, perpetually
the disease.
unsusceptible of all cure. From statute law,
Non-notoriety is sometimes an inbred but;
yes : hut, so far as statute law ex*ends, ju- always curable disease, sometimes an extrarisprudentiM law is (or at least ought to be) neous defect, in statute law ; not non-noteextirpated;
if it be not, the disease, so far r_ety merely, but uncognoscibility, art aggrafrom being cured, is aggravated.
There is rated and il_curable exacerbation of the same
the statute law to give certainty:
there is disease, cleaves tothe essence ofjurisprudenthe jurisprudential law to take it away.
tial law.
It'; jilrisprudential law may be seen, not
Introduced by jurisprudential
law, every
the parent only, but the protecting guardian,
pretended improvement, every improvement
of all these other abuses. In it, the founders
that, if introduced by statute law, would be
of the fee-eoneeting system have ever beheld a real one--every
slip of common sense and
the offspring of their own brain, the work of common honesty ibrced into a soil so repugtheir own hands, the fruit and pledge of their nant to both, brings into action the doub|eown power.
Statute law is the work of fountain principle. Fear not on this ground
whom ? Of the legislator--the
lawful, the to earn the praise of liberality.
Plant your
real, legislator.
Jurisprudential, of whom ? improvements ; round your periods; proclaim
Of the judge_of
the underhand workman,
the ardour of your zeal for justice : all Ibis
always making work, always disavowing it you may do, and earn the praise of justi_
when made -- of the Birm[nghasu come
without prejudice to the el,d_ of .iud_catare.
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While raider the genial influence of the
doubte-fotmtain principle, the old rmlk weeds
are numerous and strong enough to spring up
and choke the new plants : aU tlns liberality
is but a more refined way of carrying on the
manufactory of made business.*
By the uncertaint) of the law, the partnership interest is served ill three distinguishabls
ways :-- 1. The number of suits is increased ;
2. The quantrty of business receives a further
incrce._e, from the qua_ltity of advice which
men are necessitated to purchase-- advice
betbre a suit, during a suit, and for fear of a
suit ; 3. In proportion to the degree of uneertainty, the judicial members are investedwith
a degree of power proportionably arbitrary,
and thence applicable to the purposes of the
partnership in ali imaginahle wa)s.
Going to taw,I have a chance--not
going
to law, [ have none: such is the encouraging
speech which the interest of the partnership
requires should as often as possible be made
by the parties, each to himself, on both sides,
The oftener a speech to this effect is made

EVIDENCE.

[Book

VIIL

and acted upon (provided always it be on
both sides,) the greater and more glorious,
and thence the richer in profit, the uncertainty.
Out of the manuihctured necessity of advice--advice
which, by the operation of the
same cause that give, birth to the necessity,
is so often rendered fallacious--arises
that
branch of the partnership concern which may
be called the opinion trade. Of this, a i_w
words under a separate head._
Jurisprudentiallaw--the
imaginary lawextraeted by each man tbr himself out of a mass
of jurisprudem.e--is
a vast hot-bed of uncertainty. By statute taw, in proportion as it
extends, keeping clear of entanglement with
jurisprudential
law, that most poisonous of
all weeds is extirpated.
Hence wehave two distinguishable devices,
hatched by the technical system, more especially the English branch ot it laadafion
ofjurisprudential taw--contempt
of statutory
law.
In two instance_ that I have chanced to
t meet with (there may be twenty tor aught I
know, ) the single word pohe:/_ has served a
chief .justice or pni_ne judge of the King's
Bench, tbr superseding the u_-e, as they have
on so many oeeasions set at nought t'he dedared will, of king, lord_, and cmnmons.
Transplanted
fi'om parliament (its tufty
proper sofl) to the King's Bench, this word,
coupled with the unlimited faculty ofappl)ing
it (and what limits are ever set to the faculty
of'applying
it ?') was of itself suflleient to
erect :udicature into a despotism.
(}nmipofence required but a word to create light ;
jurisprudence required but a word to create
darki_ess.
No_ but others, each of them capable of
supplying its place, might he found in superfluous abundance, to the right and left, by
any one that had taste and courage for the
task.

" Compared with the absence of everything
that can be called ta,', imaginary as well as
real_of every pre-existing standard which can
serve either to the useofthe judge in the way ot
direction, or as against the l_nlge in the way of
con_oul,__evcn
3arispraderitml lawis a blessing
of
prime nmgmtude.
Compared with statute law it is a nuisance,
The use, however, of jurisprudential law. to
assist in the making of statute law, is inealculable. in the character of a foundation, it is heeessary to the very existence of statute law; at
any rat%of a body of statute law grounded on
experience; a foundataon w_thout which it is incapable
of being well adapted to what ought to
be its ends.
The materials for the legislator to build w:th,
are cases calling for d_'eision t ca_eswhereby the
demand for legal obligations, and tor exceptions
to these obligations, is, or has been supposed to
be_ created. In that species of intellectual wealth
which consists in collections of those cases, put ,
into method in varmus ways, no nation is near I In Christiamt_/is the law of tile land: ]fthere
so rich as the English. The decision may L'e . are seven word's; but m tl_ose seven words,
absurd and pernicious: the case is not the less [ coupled with the application made of them,
valuable.
I there 1_-matter sufficient to supply the place
I"rom these considerations, the state of human of an inqusitlon, arid to afford to orthodoxy,
societyperiods
in rem)ect
three
:'---- of law may be divided rote I under each successive change, a perpetualse1. The barbarous: in which the jndge is suf- eurity against disturbance, by barring out all
fered_ and nbliged by physical necessity, to act argument m_ either of two sides at pleasure,
without any pre-existing rule: and accordingly, and supplying the place of it on the other
as far as depends up,m general rules, without side.
"
eontroul, as well as _ithout a guide.
2. The semi-bai'harous: in which, as depends
"_"lnfi.3, Chap. XXVI.
stl'uetive guide, nor anlr more efficient controul_
than 3urisprudential law : amended more or tess
by such particles of s_zatutelaw as the spur of
particular e.'dgencies hascalled forth,
3. The completely improved or civilized : in
which the standard of obedience rests tfiroughout on the basis of statute law: jurisprudential
law being completely extirpated--extiq_ated
in
form, however preserved in substance.

g
P
3 g ,
that purpose inviting tt_em to bear, anti look, and
weigh, on bothside._. Policy involves mystery,
importing exclusive wisdom_and excluding from
the research all who do not expeet to be reeog.
nised in the character of politiciarrs.
1_3 Keb. 307. 1 Vent. 2_3. Rex v. CarliMe_
3 B. & A. 16L--Ed.
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3il
y,

Temporal tyranny established by a single
word, and spiritual added to it by seven
more_
What __eeuritydoes any such word as policy
Mrord against the sinister interests and melinations of the judge ?-- what securi(y has it
ever atibrded in taking into his own hands
_,flices, on the abuse of which lds power is
_-appo,ed to afford a check ?
Will _ou helieve Lold Mansfield ? Judges
are higher, better, fitter legMators.than king,
lords, and commous. "' Common hw" (says
ile in so many words) "is superior to an act
t,f parliament."*
Superior? how so? The
reason is not the less brilliant for being anintelli_,d!,le. " It works itself pure from the
fountains of justice:" _ountains abundant on

By a contradiction of this kind (ifa book
of practice now before me is to be believed,)
the judges of three of the four great courts,
for there is no exception, did manifest in the
_ear 1796, and, tbr anything that kppears, do
continue to manifest, an open declared contempt for the authority of parliament.
" _3aere a statute gives double costs,"
says Mr. Palmer,_- "they are calculated thus:
--the common costs, and then half the ecrumen costs. If treble costs; -- 1. the common
costs ; 2. half of these _ 8. and then half ot
I the latter."
If this be so, then, as often as
{parliament has ordered the judges to give
i treble costs, so often do these sworn exeeai tots of the will of parhament refuse to give
t so much as double costs.

lt_e seems)
gromnl-floor
the great
(it
ahove of
stairs.
_end hall.
a manunknown
to ecrumen law for purity '. Send him to the common
sewer to eletmse hires,At
As he taught, he
practi_ed,
Mansfield superior, 111his own 0wory. to
king. Iord_, and common_. Mansfield, when
a reforming fi_ came on him, chose to do
everything hy hind,elf, with z,_,mio, and arrio,
in the charaete_ of mute- and train-bearers,
Another sort of lhi_g, who_-e reputation
tbr working itself pure _s rather better estahb.-hed, is ThauJes water. Working itself
pure on ship-hoard, it has nothing to do with
tbuntain-,

! tices
Theis,grand
attendantas 0my
on sueh
praethat, mischief
in proportmn
come
to
'. light, t.hey weaken, not to say root out of the
.! bosom of the people, all confidence in the
engagements taken by the law. They destroy
/ the credit, m_t only of those who deserve so
! little, but of the legislator himself, who, howI soever himself dcedved and imposed upon,
never, certainly, wishes to deceive. For, in
a ease hke thi_, except through the means
of the_e his servants, it _s impossible for the
legislator ever _o keep his word. But, by a
determinatmn taken by them, and regularly
pursued to ti_e extent of this wide-extending
case, so have *hc'y ordered matters that he
never shall keep it, in any one single in.
stance.
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But, the _reater the mischief resulting to
pubhc fronl thi_ treachery,
the
greater
the
aihuntage accruing i?om it to the contri vers.
_he

A STArl;MEN3:of the in<auces in which the
Let the legislator _y or do what he will,
authority ot Parliament ha, been. and con- the authori*v upon which the fate of the subtinues to he, trampled upon b3 it_ sworn ser- jeer, ha_ it_ !'mined!ate dependence, must, in
rants, mi:d_t till volumes upon volumes,
every case, he the will of the judge. Upon
When mi,i,tcrpretauon
is the instrument
the will of the legMator it does not depend,
--scientific
misinterpretation,--how
plainly apoa any other .,uppo,idon than this, viz. that
soever wfltal, the contempt ma3 in general be the will of the legislator will of course find
covered by effroJ,tery. The sense _e pat upon the wilt of the judge eonfbrmable to it. Supthe taw ',, the _en,e which it is the intention
pose this eonfc_rmitv constant, the subject is,
of the nudger _hould be put upon it so we eomparativel) speak!m:, independent of the
say, to whom ir ht4m_g, to ,-a) so; aml who wilt of the judze : to know what the will of
are 3ou that _ake upon )'oil to _ay otherwise?
the judge wilt be, no more is Itecessary to
Cases, however, are not algogetitor wanthim lhaa to read the will of the legislator in
ing, in which such m_qm'etit) cannot be abethe letter of the law. On the other hand,
gelher put out of slgh_, not h_ any degree of suppose this eonfi_rmity altogether out of the
efi'r.l_ery on one pm t, nor by any degree of question, the dependence of the subject upon
carelessness and ob.equiousness on all other_, the will of the judge is absolute : in other
Ot thi, number ate ea_es of artthmetwal
words, the power of the judge over the subcontradiction: as if a man were to say (is it ject is completely arbitrary.
But the more
credible that a man should have said ?) this arbitrary the judicial authority van succeed
guinea and _his guinea added together, do not in rendering itself, the greater the degree of
make two guineas: or, this first guinea and perfection i_ which the purposes of the pa_this _eeond guinea and this third guinea added nership may be Carried rote effect. Absotate
together, do nnt make three gttineas.
+ TableufCost_p.
14. Edit. 17.q_ fifth edr.
" Atkin_, i. 33.
tlon.
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perfection in this line would be attained, if it is _ rn|e with the judge always to run
in no case the subject could find or suppose !counter to it ; were that the case, _o uncerhimself safe in regarding the tenor of the law, laiaty, no such degree ofu_certainty of which
the words of the legislator, as sufficient evi* ; every man must be more or tess seu_ble,
deuce of the eventual will of the judge.
In could ever take place. What is sufficient, is,
this state of things, regarding the words of that, in no particular instance, the subJect
tl_e legislator as no better than a snare, the (without consulting a man of law) can be
subject would view in them, on each neon- sufficiently assured whether any regard wih
stun, nell*her more nor less titan the nece_ity
be paid to the will of the legislator, or no :
of repairing, fee in hand, to some professional
and, to produce this degree of mteertainty, a
member of the partnership, in whose opinion single course of precedenvs such as the above,
might be read the most probable conjecture
even without the help ot so many others as
that the nature of the case admitted, of the might be added to them _ enough to fill coeventual will of the ofticiM and governing
lumes upon volumes, -- is quite sufficient.
members.
Zawyer. -- A pleasant conceit, indeed !
To this pitch of perfection, the plans of And so, then, sir, according to this vision of.
the partnership have _lever yet beeh brought : yours, lawyers of all clas_es--advocates, jubut a more effectual step toward_ it than tha_ dieiaI officers, judges themselves--are
all in a
which has been made by the course of mock partnership, all traders, --and a ('ap_tal ohinterpretation
here exemplified, cannot he ject with thv._e traders is to destroy all conimagined. If" a premimn were held out tbr fidence in the taea.-t of thetr customers--is
the highest result that could be offered to so to o_der matters that the.Jr customers (or
the authority of the legMator by the power say, rather, those whom they wo,tld be zlad
of the judge (viZ. by witfill misinterpretato have tbr eu.tomers) may never behevca
$iort simply, unacee:npanied by a dir(et dis- word of anything they say to them! Surely
claimer,) no higher tham this could by the thl. ts the first t_me that a general destrueutmost effort of ingeuaity be devised. ]n- tion of confidence wa_ supposed to be a bestances of this sini.-ter policy ma) be lound unlit to trade
in most unhappy abundam'e: and by ever)
_a-La_zy/er.--Visionary
enough the n(rinsult thin- offered to the legislal,,r, an addi- tion, as thus stated, eertaialy: but a httie
tional nerve is given to the arbitrary power
circumstance, sir, has escaped 3our n,_tiee.
of the judge: but a single iastance, such as Where trade is open. to de_troy eonfidenee
the one here in questigu, i._ sufficient to do may indeed be to de_-troy _rade. Suppnsctwo
prodigious service. It; wheJe the legislator
rival _hopkeepe_s A and B" A lt_-e_the con_ys, give lhrce shdlin:/s, the judge will not fidenee of his customers, B preserve; it : what
gtve so much as t wo--if the authority of the _1fuliows '_ B's trade of course ttouri_he_--A's
law is in this ease openly _-et ar imught,--in i is destroyed, lhlt of theae_raders (the avowed
what other instance can there be any suffi- [ traders we are _upl)o_-in_) neither pos-e_ses
cient assurance of it_ not being deak with b_ _ any mmtoply; whereas, in the statmo onthe same mariner ? If to such contempts, and i cupied by the real thou_q_ unavowed traders
tbr such a length of time repeated, the Icgis- i we have been speakin_ or'. the hnsiness not
lator has been insensible,--to
what others .ionly. i, an object of monopoly,, but of nece_canany sufficientassuraueebehadofhisbeing
'_sity ever must he. To the purposes of _he
less so?
I partnership, I have shown _ou how essential
That the interest of the partnership re- it is that the judge shouh( have de._troyed,
quires that lhe uncertainty of the law should as far as possible, the confidence, o_ the part
foreverbeatitsmaxhnum,
isevident enough: of the people, in the cngagement_ taken by
tha_ their endeavours must have been con- the legMator. By the coarse taken tor this
stantlydirected
towards that object, tollows purpose, the reverend functionary has deof course : that the establishment of a pre- stroyed, it is true. in agreat degree, not tufty
eedent of the above description, vie. a mis- the confidence that the people would otherinterpretation
which cannot possibly have wise have reposed in the word, of the leftsbeen other than wilful, goes iurther towards
lator, but also the confidence which they
the effcctuation of that object than a hundred
would otherwise have reposed in himself aad
or a thousand that ndght by possibility have ( his own proceedings. But, by th_s double debeen undcsigned, is another proposition that ] struetion, what does he lose? Just nothing:
seems scarcely open to dispute.
I for the,," are not the less under the obligation
• Observe the extent of the effect produced I of going to his shop. On the contrary, his
by this manifestation of a_ti-eonstitutional
t profit is promoted by it: since the uncertainty
disobedience. To banishout of the breast of of the law increases with it, and his profit
the _ubject all confidence in the declared will increases with the uncertainty of the law.
of the legislator, _in a word, to produce the
Accordingly, as I have already, sir, had the
roqaisite degree of uncertainty, -- it is not honour of brh_gmg to your recollection, _ be
necessary that it should be understood that it with personal character as it amy, there
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exists not under the sun any sort of person
ordained,
by the legislator
himself.
An
whose public character,
and in so essential
offence having been c_eated, and punishment
a point as that of veracity,
is so completely
appointed,--the
judge doing so and so, the
blasted as that of an English judge : so sucproceedings
against the defendamt, it has been
cessful, because
so well-directed,
have been
declared
(de*dared
by the legislator himself)
their learned labours
in that line: and this
shall he null and void:
i. e. the defendant,
_ot in carelessness
yard wantonness,
but in
though guilty, shall go free.
all sobriety and sadness:
inasmuch
as the tinIn this case, the application
thus made of
certainty
of the law, and thence the magnithe principle
has been, on the part of the
rude and certainty
of the partnership
profit,
legislator,
an act of inconsistency
mid impruwere so evidently
dependent
on it.
denee ; on the part of the lawyer,
his serilm,
Not only', by every such open contempt
to whose unfaithful
hands he has committed
manifested
towards
the will of the legislator,
the task of giving expression
and effect to his
has the uncertainty
of the law been increased,
will, an act of imbecility
or treachery.
and the eertai_ty
of lawyer's
profit (and in
On the part of the judge, the mass of subparticular
of the profit attached
to the optstantive
law in question
being the work of
nio_l branch of the trmtc) been mcrea_'d
ahmg
the legislator,
every application
made of the
with it ; hut so has it by every con&tm',_ an- _ principle of nullification
is a contempt--an
act
hexed t_ a legislative
command to which the
of _-_urrection
against
1he authority
of his
legislator
him.-clf had annexed
none:
and
con_titutioualsuperior.
ColJditiou, extension,
thence
it is that the exclusionary
s',.-_em
llm_tation,
modification,
exception
(expreswhich forms the main subiect
of' t_,c_e pa_es. ' sions interconvertibte,
expression_
in effect the
is (as well ,ts so many other systems of astute
same,') by the legislator,
none at all annexed :
defeasances)
so mue[_ add¢d, and meanL to be
none," at any rate, to tl_c eflk'c_ in qaestiom
added,
to the uncertaiz_ty
of the law : that ] To this declaration
ot the will vf the legislaglorious
s)st_-m of uncertainty,
which is the I for, the genuine
and lawful iegi_lator,--the
real as well _s so generally
acknowledged
judge, by he]p of the principtu of nulllfication,
source, sir, of all your glories,
attaches
excc[.tions
of hi_ own at pleasure.
In the present m¢tance,
a special
sinister
To the extent of these exceptions,
the will of
interest
added its force to that general
ilJtethe legislator
is in effec_ frustrated,
the law
rest whereby
(as _J)ove) they are continually
repea]_.d.
urged to do as much a_ they dare towards
1_,awyt:r.--Contempt
! What
contempt
?
desire)lag,
on the part of the people,
a]]
Do you emt_ider
who it is you are speaking
confidence
in the legislature.
To preven_
of ? Why nee ._m-h harsh
word.,.?
lit the
vexatlous
suits, was the prcJfcssed as well as
character
of l,-gi--]ator, any more _han in any
real object of these restrictive
and remedial
other, is man irtfailihle ? L- it n*_t a case conclauses : but every vexatiou_
suit prevented,
tlnually
occurring,
the ca-e of an cxigence
is a bird, or rather tt covey of birds, snatched
unfm eseen by the legi._lat,,r,
brought
by parfrom the snare of the fuwler_frolo
the fangs
t_cular
occurrences
under the eyes of the
of law)ers,
judge ? In the interpretation
of laws, in the
While a regular and deliberate
system
of
application
of them to particular
oceurre_*ces,
insult has thus bten oppoeed
to the united
exist_ there anywhere
that system in which
authority
of king, lords, and commons,
where
some latitude
of discretion
ha_ not been conhas been the tlouse of Lords?
where has been
sidered as virtually reposed, reposed of neecsthe tlouse of Commons ?
In the House of
_ity, in the hands of the3udge?
But, as often
Commons,
is there not a eommtttee
appointas any such discretion
is employed,
is there
ed, or supposed
to be appointed,
at the cornnot, according
to your own account
of thtn'_eneement of every parliament,
or of every
matter,
some act of _irttral repeal or enactsession,
called the committee
of justice,
or
ment performed
?
the committee
of courts ofju_tiee
?
_h_on-.Lawyer. -- As to the power of inAn equal degree of "contempt
for the antcrpretation,
and the latitude
proper
to be
thority of the legislator
is mamt_sted
by every
assumed
in the exercise
of it, it i_s on this
application
of the principle
of nullification,
occasion
nothing to the purpose,
Any such
On a former occasion, the principle of nulexception
as, ia the honest
opinion of the
tification
was considered
in its character
of
judge,
the legislator,
had the particular
pcan engine of fraud; in respect of its particular
eurrence
or state of things
been present
to
and more immediate
effects,
on each partihis vieW, would
himself
ha','e made,an
eular occasion,
to the prejudice
of the party I exception
of this description,
yes: provided
having right on his side.
1,always that the liberty thus taken with the
On the present occasion,
the character
in [ actually
declared
will of the legislator,
be
engine of usurpation,
oppo_unity
given to him, in case o[ disapproThe principle of nuUifieation
has been erabafion, to annm and stop it.
which it presents
itself to view is that of an ] confessed
and notified to the legislator,
with
ployed,
the application
of it warranted
and
By an arrangement
such as this,
e_ery.

--.
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unforeseen inconvenience would receive its
remedy, and constitutional allegiance remain
iuviolate.
On these terms, but on these only, contravention, momentar} and provisional eontravention, to the actually declared wilt of the
legi,lator, migh_ be and aught to be, not only
a power, but a duty: option between the
let,ter and the spirit of the law would not be,
as now, an organ nfar'tutrary power, operating
upon the douhle-tbuntain principle,
But nullific_ation _ your principle of nullifieation! it is no less repugnant to everything that could in any c_tse be or have been
the will of the legds]ator, than to his will (on
whatsoever subject) as actually expressed
and declared,
Name, for example, that crime, if you can,
of which it would have been in any ea,e the
wish of the legislator that It _houhl be practised with impunit) as oft,'n as the aialefitctor
eouhl find means to bribe the clerk (m" whosoever it be on whom it depend./to
make the
flaw, or supposed flaw, of winch your judges,
in their wisdom and their honest), are pleased
(as often ms they are pleased) to make that
use.
To make one instance _e_ve a_ a _ample for
others h_ hundreds and by thousands, let us
turn to the practice in regard to convictions:
by whMl word, are pre_ented to the eye of
a lawyer, convictions prmmuneed by justices
of the peace acting out of'_essions, the delinqueneies reS.rred to their eogmzanee by particular acts of parliameut,
Trying the cause under the form_ or nofi)rms, of natural procedure, of pure and universal justice, the magistrate pronounces the
defendant guilty : and, to ground the further
proceedings, signs a record or memorandum,
eer0tying the existeuce of the decision so pronouneed. At the instance of the convict, the
e_mrt of King'_ Bench, without so much as
pretending to know anything about the fiwt¢.
quash the conviction, hberate the defendant,
set at nought the statute.*
2Von.Lawyer.--Liberate
the delinquent,
and without evidence, after he has been convicted, anti by lawfld authority, upon evidenee ? Pray, on what ground is this dooe?
1.awyer._On
what ground? Because the
magistrate had not set forth the evidence.
_,Von-Lawyer.--Why
should he have set
forth the evidence? tiad the legislature ordered him to set forth the ewdence?
/_wyer._No:
it was not necessary,

Non.Lau,!/er.--What,
then? had anybody
else ordered him ?
Lawyer.-- No: it was not necessary.
Non-Lawyer.--What!
not even you? you,
who quash his decision for not having set
forth the evidence? By what ingenuity was
he to have discovered this to be your will
and pleasure?
1.au,!ler..--We never meant that he should
discover any such thing. Can you be so weak
as to suppose we did? Are we such simpleton_, do you suppose, that, when it is really
our wish a man should do a thing which he
would have no motive to do mde_ he knew
it to be our pleasure,--that,
iu such a case,
weshould really omit to make himkoowthat
it was our ph,asure? Did you ever know an
old woman silly to such a degree oi silliness ?
No, sir : our wish, and our determination, was
to quash the deci._iou at any rate. To quash
a ju.-t decision, or to do anything et,e that
i ought riot to be done, a pretence, you know
(or you ought to know,) we must always
] have. As to what the pretence is, it matters
I very little. If the evidence had been set forth,
i we shottld have found another.
When we
! have a mind to get rid of a decision, do you
i think we are ever at a toss ?
! _-on-Law_er. _ I must confess, I do not
i very well see how that misfortune ,hould ever
! happen to you, But, as to the quashing of
i the conviction, pray" what may have been the
i use of it ?
I Lawyer.--Use
of it ? Abundance of uses.
t
1. in the first place, this was making so
! much business.
Down comes the money,-i qua,h goes the conviction, like a snail under
i' our feet.
*_ 2. In the next place, we throw coht water
[ on a bad precedent.
The natural sbstem is
' the rival and mortal enemy of ore" _y_tem :
; we abhor _t: we do what we can to crush it :
_ by its cneroaehments it robs us ; by its jusI tiee it puts us to shume.
I The Turks have a prophcey that some day
i or other the Christtaus will drive them out
r of Europe.
We have something between
' a hobgoblin dream and a prophecy, that one
i of these days _he natural s),stem will drive
_ ours out of Westminister
Hall. Our wish
i is to stave off the fatal dab"as long as posI sible.
I
By thus quashing, we turn the arts of the
I enemy against tmnself, he %ts off a clause,
: to rob us of our business ; and out of tlmt
i very clause we make more business.

"lw3ietment_, appeals, convictions by justices
(inmanyinstaaces,)a_d
the proeeeding_ thereon,
may be remaved from the inferior courts into
the
by writs
ofccrtiorarifacia._.
_/'heQueen's
validity,Bench,
and not
the merits
of such proeeedlngs, is atone taken cogntza_ee of by the su-

I.
I
'
I'
]

3. In the third place
x_c_m-Lau,per._
Oh, a.... trace: a truer! I
see very well--any
man who will not shut,
his eyes may see with half an eye-- how well
) ou unders_nd your business. Onlyonequestion more:--ls
it a rule with you, pray, to

perior
court% and riley are accordingly confirmed ] to
quash
or
quashed,
qua_every
? conviction that is brought to you
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LauTer. -- No : that would not be good
One is, that of seeing how much they are
policy,
afraid of you : that if they do take businmm
1. in the first place, if this were the case, from you, they take it not as robbers, but as.
sooner or later the |egi_lator might find us thieves.
Why think of the molehill they
out, and grow mlgry,
have filched from you ? Think rather of the
2. In the next place, it is not at all nece_
mountains they have left, and dare not medsary ; every alternate one does just as well : dle with.
we do not stand counting ; there wonhl be
Another is (for it shows itself through your
rio u_e in it : hut that proportion, or therelamentations,) that the old business is still
shouts :tbe nearer to it the better, if there
left to you : so that the dmnage after all is
be ar_y difference,
rather lu_Tum cessans than damnum emergens:
he, n-Lawyer. -- But, if every conviction
the business does no_ increase so fast as it
were to be quashed without exception, would
might ; that is all.
not tbis crush the deqgns oi the enemy more
Lawyer.--Alas!
you are very much miseffectually ? Would it not bumble him still taken.
From the old statutes there may be
more. display tlte weakness of the natural
a remnant of busit,ess left, it is true : but it
system, and cure the people of ha_iag re- grows le-s and less every day. Ever)' day
course to it ?
brings new statutes, spreading over the old
gau:_er.-- Possibly, in stm_e degree: but { ground, and eoverb_g it with these cursed
tha_ is not _orth thinking about. Not to forms: by and b) e there won't be a spot left
insist on the danger, of which you have a in which a flaw will be to be found.
glimpse already, --if m thxs way we served a
Besides that the stock of flaws and quibbles
distant end, we -Amuld disserve the immedmte
is almost exhausted ; and (to let, you into a
one. If men did not see somewhat of a secret) the people begit: to find us oat: we
chance ot having their convictions hCd good, cannot go on quashing through thick and thin,
there would be none defended : allthatbusias_eusedtodo.
We are foreed to draw up :
ness would be lost.
we are forced, little by little, to torn libera_
Non-LauT/cr. --Oh yes, i see. I see : your lists.
There is that passage in Hale against
worldis ]ikc the philosopher's: no*:hingwithquibbles,
it haunts us: It follows us like
out its sufficient reason. But the legislature,
our shadow.
It will blow us all up one of
all this while, what have the) said to all these days.
this ?
gawver.--Said
? Nothing at all. Do what
we will to them, they never say an)thing to
CIIAPTER
X X VL
us ; they never have been used to It.
OPINION-'_RADE.
;Von-Lawyer.--So then ymt ha_e plenty of
business m this hue : a rare trade, this quash- THe opinion-trade is riot, properly speaking,
ins trade !
, itself a device ; it is a natural result, m_d a
gau,yer.--No;
no great thi_tgsaftcr all:
distinct branch, of the aggregate mass of
the rogue_ hart almost growl_ too cunning ' profit reaped flora the contrivances already
fbr us. Rob us of it,, to be sure, they durst
broug_lt into view under that name: but on
not ; but, little by little, they have found out this nets,ion the fruit cannot pass altogether
a way of _tealing it from us.
' unheeded, any more than the trte that bears
2ton-Lawyer.--Steal
business fi'om the it.
law? Parliament strip lawyers of their bu_iThis braneh of the partnership trade has
hess? Oh, terrible! this is the very worst of for its sole inundation, the uncertainty anti
larceny :thN is contra paeem wlth" avenge- I uneognoscibflity of the law : properties asante.
Sad u.-age mdeedl But pray, how sentmlly attached to its existenee in the shape
do they manage it ?
I of jurisprudential law, howsoever ehequered
Lmqver.-- They provide a form, a skeleton
with patches here and there of statutory.
form : and then, say they, every conviction I
Shouhl the legislator ever have the force
that is according to that form is Food. The ' to know his own will, and the grace to grant
form is a skeleton tbrm with blanks in it, i to his submissive subjects the possibility of
such a_ are in Burn's Justice : the justice has i knowing it and conforming to it, instead of
nothing to do but to fill up the blareks : the : being punished or plagued for not having conbusiness is so easy, a viper might as soon bite i tormed to it, there ends the opinion-tr, ule :
a hole in a file, as an)" of us fi]td a flaw in it. t there vanish the opinionists, like mJhnalcules,
Now what do )ou say to this ?
. upon the drying up of the puddle in which
_,_m-Lau'uer.-- Say ? why, that you are in- they feed an'd float.
sidious!v arid barbarously dealt with.
But
The publication of reports (histories cladyou have one thing for your comtbrt.
Ijudged cases) is another arrangemen_ nutsLawyer.Comfort, indeed _ What ecru- vourable to the opinion-trade.
Here we see
fort ? where is it ?
m_ interest within an interest : Mammon dlWon-lawyer.--Nay,
you have two comforts,
vided against itself.
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When an opinion i_ taken, before and in knotty point, particularly open to controversy
contemplation of a suit, the service sold by --a point in conveyaneing, for example, or
the opinionist consists in a conjecture con- any other that seems to lie deep,--seek
not
cerning the part which, in the case as stated,
for that soundness of understanding, which
the judge is likely to take. If, instead of the would be but an ignis fatuus ; betake yourinterests of the law partnership, the interests
selves in preference to some grave person in
of the community were the objects regarded,
a silk gown, a co_etaneus and contubcrnalis
means would be afforded to the subject for of the reverend band. The table-talk of the
obtaining beforehand, at the hands of the le- ermine forms the prL'iteged science of the
gislator or the judge, that information, of silk gown. At first hand, the opinion of the
which, at the hands of the opinionlst, he ermine is not to be bought, at any price : but,
purchases at present a precarious and often whether at first-hand or second hand, what
fallacioo_ conjecture.
A provision for this matter, so long as it is obtained?
purpose would constitute a naturM appurteFrom rio one gmnea given to an opinionnance to the body of the laws.
ist lawyer, does any judge ever receive the
The opinionist entertains a natural antismalle,t share ; for lhat would be a bribe : a
pathy towards the reporting lawyers. So far sort of profit a_ unknown, as it is unnecesas the information they furnish extends, so _ary, to m,y English judge. But the source
t:ar it goes towards narrowing and starving ot legal profit is in the abyss of' legal unccrhis trade,
tainty: arid the benefit o(the uncertainty is
He knows not what to say against them ; the patrimony of the frm, in the profits of
mmyet something must be said. They publi,h
which no member is without his share.
too much--more
than used to be published:
One abuse grows out of another abuse. It
the science is overloaded t_,' the quisquihous
is because, in the field of' litigation, the putmatter they rake together and preserve. They
suit or defence of a man's dee is so expenpublish too soon ; before they have taken the sire, that he applies to the opinionist to learn
requisite time for digestion: the science is whetiler it be worth hi, while to hazard tile
dogged by crudities.
But, to do quite right
expense: arid thus the expense receives mi
in the sight of the opimonist, there is but one addition,* and that a certain one. in the first
conrse they can take : and that i_, to have instance: and thi_ addnional burthen rests,
done publishing, to give up their branch of wifl_our alleviation, on the shoulders of the
the trade to hi_.
pal ty injured ; fur it is not allowed in costs.
When the reporters havedone their wor_,t, _ If the cause of aetmn lies but a hail'.
have no power.
The cases themselves (fl_e
old ca.,ca) me reported, it is true : but what
perhaps
may
here
andcases,
thereover
not wMch
have been
there remain th,: ohl
they
reported, are certain opinions of the reigning
judges, the potentates of the day, respecting
the matter of these eases. Sect_ fi)rm themselves about this and that quirk or quibble,
as fbrmarly among the Rmnanists. The teeh-

attom_ey will not proceed witho_tt an opu_ion,
Profit is no object to him: to the reputation
ef virtue out
he is
1t1_rid(I breadth
of not
the alike
nmst insensible.
beaten track,
your
i tity and zeal are proved, by his arrxieiy riot
ite plunge his client into an unprofitable expense : his modesty, by his un_illingnes¢ to
i rely on his own judgment. Nor yet, in so fitr
] as reputation i-_coneerned, is he altogether

be without its Proeuleians and its Sabinians.
"" Where the treasure is, there will the heart
nieal
system,A plel*um
whereverof ittechnical
sets foot, ideas
can never
be
also."
is a
vacuum of rational ones : the head that has
fitted itself up for jurisprudence, has unfitted
itself for everything else. The jargon which
has been giving occupation to the oltieial
hour, gives relaxation to the so.'tM. The
lawyer fights over again his arguments, as the
conqueror his battles : the learned lord finds
that entertainment
in quibbles, which the
learned king used to find in pulis,
Twelve dd majorum gentium find an O1) anpus in Serjeants" inn : the opinionist lawyers
are their priests. The will, or, in learned
language, the opinion, of the god, is to be
learned through no other channel than the
_dlt of the priest. The gods of the Paga_r
hierarchy had each his priest: the jurispru.
deutial have theirs in common.
Advice toparties and attorue_ s :--If it be a

defence at,-ainst the imputation of ignorance,
ra,hne,s, or rapacity, he has a right to that
I sanction
insensible which
to histheown
just ofclaims.
For his
u,uge
the profes.-ion
atfm'ds to that branch of it in which tie serves.
Prudence thus eomesin, to make upthe group
of virtues.
Whether in his opinion the cause be good
or bad, the attorney finds his advantage in
this practice.
If good, profit is always increased, mid not the slightest los_ of reputation hazarded. If bad, lie thus exonerates
himself of all responsibility, his reputation is
put under cover, and, if the prolit of the suit
is l_st, the profit of taking the opinion is at
any rate so much saved out. of the fire.
But, of the ceremony of consulting the
oracle, the loss of the suit with its profit is
by no means a certain consequence. So thr as
* From two, tOthirty or forty guineas, inclu,
drag the attorney's share.
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the question of law is concerned, the opinionof respect and confidence, he does not |use ;
ist ,nay indeed be depended upon for not giving by the opposite demonstration he might inas law what he really does not look upon as cur the displeasure of the client, as well lm
law; su much reputation would be lust to lose _he benefit of tile suit.
him, and nothing _ained in lieu of it. But the
But, though the fact should be exactly _
taw depends on the facts : on the state of the the client states it, the advmltage which, on
evide.ce, ms laid before the opinionist in the the occasion of the suit, the client will be
b_.trument called the ease. By a very slight able to reap from it, depends altogether upon
deficiency either in point of correctness or in the evidence : upon the faculty of adducing
point of completeness, on the part of that
_ueh evidence ,as shall obtain axlmissioa, and
ma_s of supposed faet_, such an opinion may be found per.ua_ive. By the attoruey, it is
he luodueed, a,, while it el,gagt,s the clieltt either known or su-peeted, that (whether
in a suit predestined to be uuqucce_st'nl, shall through inadmissibility or through insufllciseetire both members uf the partnership from envy) the evidmme will not serve. Bat, if
_11danger uf reproach,
he be ordinarily wise.--espeeially
if in the
It is tile interest of the attorney not t. ex- person of the client lie has the advantage of
tract from his client (if he can avoid it) any deati_g with an unlntbrmed mimt, such as are
iket which, if brought to view. would betray
tho_-e of tile bulkof elients.--hewill
not be
the badness of hi- cause. On the part of the _o unpolite or so imprudent us to suffer this
client, this sort of suppression finds it_-elt con- knowledge or su_-pieiouto pass the bounds of
tinuatly favoured, partly by passion, partly by his own lips.
ignorance. Either he i_-not aware of the inWhat, then, after all, is the sort of interttuence which the iket would have on the course thus described ? Itis a sort of previous
cause.--or, if he is, the pain attached to the inquiry or trial of the cause performed upon
idea of it deprives him of the re.olution to bad evidence-- upon evidence eomnmnly inbring it oat.
complete and incorrect, tbr the purpose of
The propensity of the bulk of clients thus determining whether it, shall be put into a
to deceive them-elves, while deceiving their
e.ur_-e of being tried upon correct and ecrulaw-advisers, is no seeret to either the honest
plete evidem'e.
or dishone._t among attorneys.
The honest
To the account of the technical system of
have to fight against ir : the d'.shonest keep i ,rncedure may this fruit of it be set down :
the discovery to themselves, and avail them- i since under the natmal it ha_ no plaee. Why ?
selves of it ; turmng to their own account i Because, under the natural, the facts are
the proficiency thus made by experience in i brought to light, with the utmost degree of
the semnce of human* natm'e,
t correctness and completeness which the fly.
To the ophdonist, whether the mass of! eultms, intellectual and moral, of the witne_supposed facts be correct or ineorreeL corn- es, admit of: brought to li_:ht with less delay,
plate or incomplete, is mat|er of the mo-.t vexation, and expense, than what attends the
complete indlit\,reoee : or rather, if meorleet ', production of that partml and naturally unor ineomp!ete to the effec_ of representing the faithful picture, which, through so treacherous
rtient in the right where he is in the-wrong,
a medium as that of the pen of the attorney.
so much the better : since, in that case, a emt is, in the course of the opinion trade, placed
which ought not to be brought may come to under the eye of the venal and uneommi_.
be br6ught, and the opinionist to be employed
sinned judge, by whose decision nothing is
in it.
decided.
Shouhi the incorrectness or incompleteness
Is it a ease in which both parties are heard
be upon the tlme ot the statement so glaring together ? Self-partmlity draws from each of
as to three itself upon the notice of the learn- them such of the facts us promise to operate
ed sage, will he take the trouble to give in- in fiwour of his claim ; the same force extracts
timation of it ? Not if he be wise in the way from the lips of his adversary, infbrmation of
of wmldly wisdom. Labourit will cost him;
a contrary tendency: and in both hlstauces
advantage he willnot g_fin in any shape : the with as much promptitmle, ms welt as curlips of the attorney may thank him, the heart rectne_s and eompletenes.., as the collision of
of the attorney will not thank him, tbr an interests can command.
Titius eeamot have
article of information by which on one hand an interest in getting evidence for a false
the deficiency of the attorney is held up to f,mt, bttl Sempronius bus an equal interest
view, while on the other hand the suit with in bringing down detection upon the fidsity :
its profit is nipped in the bud.
Titius cammt have an interest in the suppresNumberless are the ways in which, with or stun of a fact, but Sempronius has an equal
without consciousness of wrong, the attorney
interest in dragging it forth into light.
may, without any risk of reputation to himIs it of the number of those eases, in which
self, enffage the client in a groundless suit, one of the parties (at the commencement of
Whatever the client states as fact, the attof
the cause, the plaintiff) comes into court
_aey assumes as fact: by this demonstration
without the other, to demand the service
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which, in that stage of the cause, he stands
in need of at the hand_ of the judge ? Adverse
party, with hi_ adverse interest, by the supposition there is none: but it is the interest
of the judge, the honest interest oftbe'hufee'd
judge, that, in this stage o_ the cause, the
truth shall come to light, in a elate as correct
and as complete as may be. Why? Becaa.-e
(over and above all reputation, mid the sarred
regard for the e_d_ of justice) by extracting
from the applicant those truths _hieh his melination might have led him to suppress, or
driving him out of those mi_repre_entatinns
for which his inclination might bare led him
to obtain credence, the object of ln_ appliestion, unjust as by the supposition it is in this
case, may be defeated at the time; and the
labour of giving a joint atnhencc to both parties, or whatever other labour on the part of
the judge the grant of the ill-founded demand
might have been productive of, will be saved,
Thus it is. that, in whatever point, of view
the field be contemplated,
technical pronedure, with its eudless train of attticting consequences, presents itself as the disease, the
tbul disease ; natural procedure as the simple,
the pure, the efficacious remedy,
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action of the same sinister interest being fkvoured with the same opportumties, the same
character and coml*lexion w(mh| naturally be
exhibited by the work in both instances. As
Ira"as pn_er extended and occasion thvuured,
the system ot procedure would he adapted to
the et,d._ of judicature; the system of sub.-tantive law would be adapted to the system
of procedure.
The object in respect of the
udwcnve branch, besides the multiplication
of suits (understand always profit-yielding
suits,) was to adapt the course of procedure
to the purpose of extracting from each suit
I its maximum of profit. What it was in men's
I power t_,do, in working upon the substantive
I branch, towards the common end of both
, branches, confined itself' to the purpose of
i giving birth to the greatest possible nmnher
; of stats: to extract from each the greate-t
I quantity of p3ofit that it could he made to
i yield, lay exclusively within the province of
the adjective brunetS. Flowers necessary lot
, the crop might be fitrni_hed by both blam"he¢ ' it was from the adjecti_,e alone that the titbit
couht be reaped.
Intermedmte end_ common to earh w_re,
the nursing in the mind of the individual, iu
his character of suitor and client, the q,mlities of ignorance and error ; on the part of the
! law itselt, uncertainty, uncognoscibilit3, obI seurity, ambiguity, and voltmlinousness.
[
Of the devices or contrivances directed to

OF the two main branches of the body of tLe
law, the substantive and the adjective, it is
to the adieetive alone that the subject of evidonee beiongs. The application of tLe above
or any other devices to suhstantive law, falls
not therefbre within the compass of the present work. It is for this reason, and for this
reason alone, that the few exemplifications
which have been given of the application of

I those
ends, five
(viz. inaccessible
exclusion of by
thedistance
parties
-- tribunals
rendered
! --daysfixedwith
longit_terva s--mechanical
judicature--and
acceptance of alic_:ations in
! writing, at successive times, and under a 1f] cence for mendacity.) --these five, together
I with the ofi3ce-nmltiplieation principle, were
I arrangements exclusively adapted to the naI tare and texture of adjective law : the reI maining ones. viz. the principle of nulhlicatiun

these devices have been confined within the
compass of the law of procedure.
The error, however, would be great, if it
were supposed that it is to this comparatively
narrow part of the field of judicature that
the application of these eontrivaatces for the
pursuit of the ends of judicature is confined.
True it is, that, of these two great branches,
the adjective is that in the arrangement of
which the judicial authority has had the
greatest share. But, in every country more
or tess, and in England in particular, the
share which that same authority has had in
the arrangement of the main branch, the sub_rantive, has been very considerable. Even in
this branch, the part taken by the judicial authority may, in comparison with the part. borne
by the only competent and legitimate legistutor, be styled the principal part : jurisprudential law forming the ground, statute taw
sticking on here and there a few l_tehes Ul_)n
that grotmd. In both parts of the work, the

] (with its supports, jargon and fiction, and its
, compound with the principle of reason and
I utility, the double-fountain principle,)mid the
[ habit of magalif_ing jurisprudential law at the
[ expense of statutory, of representing dewces
_,as more real than realities, shadows more
[ solid than their substances,--these
five share
in the privilege of being applicable to both
bt_nehes, the substantive as well as adjective,
with equal advantage.
And is it then all delusion, the chief pride
and comfort of an Englishman, the matchless
excellence of his laws?
By tm means : from all that has been said,
admitting it all to be just, no such consequenee follows.
I. What there is good in the system, will
be found to exist in a much larger proportion
in the ibrm of statute law, than in the form
of jurisprudential law : in other words, to
have been in a greater degree the work of
king. lords, and commons, the legitimate le.
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gislators,
than of judge_,
spttrious usurping
Were the most enthusiastic
admirer of the
legislators,
making base law underground,
as I English
body of law as it stands_ to be called
their brother
usurpers make "base money, aml t upon for a li_t of tile provisions
on which his
like them. with one everlasting
lie in their I admiration
grounds _t.elf, he would find permouths, disowning
their work.
Of what has , baps a _core or two of pages, not to say a
been well done, the far greater part therefore
dozen or two, sufllcmnt
to ¢_outam it. Were
has been done, not. by lawyers, but in spite of
he a ram-lawyer,
there
would not he conlawyers : lawyers grumbling
at it as much as
tained lit it perhaps one, nor, even if a lawthey dare, and doing what they can to spoilit,
yer, mart3, of the propositions
above alluded
The exertions
of tbe brotherhood
have bee_t
to under the description
of irrational
and rotsemployed,
not so much in the support,
as in ehievou_.
the destruction,
of societ 3. To be assured o_
The dunghill,
were there enough of it to
this, anyeye that is strong and single enough
fill Angeas's
stable,
would not destroy
the
to bear the sight, need but read over the seavalue oZ whatever
pearls might be to be found
tutes containing
the wretchedly
scanty proin it ; but the dmJg would not cease to be
vision tha_ has been made by fits and starts
dune. any more than the pearls would cease
for the amendment
of the la_s, In that small
to be pearls. °
but fertile
department
of parliamentary
history, may be read the wickedness
of lawyers.
It is a history that may match with that of
Cartouche,
Jonathan Wild, Japhet Crook, and
ibrth, except, that it is without
names,
so,2. It is not in human nature that the eharaeter of the technical
lawyer should have cornpletely,
and in every instance,
swallowed
up
the character
of the E**ghsbman
or the mare
The private
interest
(it has already
been
sho_sTl) is not on every point,
nor on every

* If, iu the mind of any person by whom the
proofs exhibited in theibregoing
pageshave been
perused, there can _t_ll remain a particle of doubt
of the repugnancy
of the technical system to the
ends of jusuce, of its subserviency to the private
interest of d_c_*e by whom it has been administered, or of their consciousness
of such repng.
nancy, as well as of such subserviency
{always
excepted the persmas_ whosoever they may be,
who, at the time ot the present publieation_
stand invested respectively witb_ludicml offices,)

occasion,
in opposition
to public
ltJterest.
Nprinkled
here and there over the surface of,
the law, so _e good *nmcb or little, according
to the obiect
it i_'eompared
wifll,)
might
doubtless
'be to be found, that drew its origin
_rom a learlie(l bosom.
But, were the proportion much larger than it is, it might not
be the te_ true, that, if an invmltory
could

I --two sources of intbrrnatlon,
or either of them,
may_ to the satisfaction of any eye that may have
[ the curiosity to apply itself to therein this view_
* affbrd matter abundant.ely sufficient for the re,
1. One
of them
the series of the several acts
I moral
of any
suda is,
doubt.
of the legislature,
winch, under the particular
! title of acts tbr the amendment of the law, or
without an_¢ such special profes.,iou, have touch.
ed with a hand more or less strong upon the predominant,
the technical
system ot procedure;
endeavouring,
or prof'essmg w endeavour,
to remove or correct this or that parueular
imperfk, e.
tion or abuse.
In cath of these statutes, besides a source of
law, inn) be viewed a source of history: m the
remedy, inadequate or adeatuate, desig_ed or not
to be so, may at any rate (as in a mirror) be seen_
i
i shape
in a degree
and cohmr
more of
or the
less hnperfection
distinct and vivid,
or abuse:
the
i1 abuses in number so great as to be eounted_ on_
_ knows not whether to _y by dozens, by scores,
Ii or bfl hundreds:
and amongst them many a one
i so flagrants as to be shtfieient of itsotf, without
the aid the
of any
it_ numerous
aSsoclates_ to over.
spread
landof with
misery.
Two sorts of glasses or ;_firrurs are alike eapt able of being employed, in taking a survey of
i this distant scene: one, the lawyer'S, the prol;erty
m_rror_ as
i of wtneh,
....... hke that ot the cyhndneal
_ to give m a mass of universal deformity an arti.
I " " s
_ ficial, ymmetry : the other a i_*rfeetly plato one,
i which presents each object in the shaue_ as well
I as eolonrs, that really belong to it.
-t
Viewing
the scene witch a glass of the first
sort_--the
same which Blaekstone
m _o busy in
putting on ev_y occasion into the hands of his
I pup_ls,.--tne
onjeet tnat .staKes tae eye. is t u_
{ le
uncea.slng
care
tile
" lattl
* v"aria soLiettn_le
-- wltn
-- WhiCh
_ "
I gas
re, na mgtrom
the hangs or _ts ever
t fauhfui conmeltor the man of law a system oft[ ginally wanting
bat litde of perfection,
have

be taken of the nmnber
of propositions
of'
which the ma._s ot jurisprudential
law is cornposed, nine of them out'of ten would be tound
absurd
in themselves,
mischievous
in their
consequences.
Take this or that reasonable
and useful proposition,
you will find it swadriled up in a cluster
of perhaps
a dozen absurd and pernicious
distinctions,
extensions,
conditions,
exceptions,
limitations,
Bat, for judging of the aggregate
goodness
•
of a body of law
no tolerably
correct cr_te•
"
'
.
"
rlou can be deduced
trom the mere comparl- •
son of the number of rational
arid beuefieiaI
propositions
contained
in it on the one hand,
compared
with the number
of _rrational and
pernicious
ones on the other ; no more than
any esthnate
can be formed of the se_:erity of
of the p e_ml
a penal code from the multitude
-' _ -- •
-.
• _
taws eontaineo
In it. As in evluenee_ welgnr,
s o Lit
..........rOVlSlOflS O_ la¢/ ex_.eaG as we 11 as
P
'
number,
must be taken into aceounto
Sometimes an arrangement,
of which the eharaeteristie
features
may be emnposed
in half a
dozen words, shall have so much good in it
as to compensate
for a mas_ ofirrationa]
and
•
..
_ - . in)
_. _ll
c,t, a vo
-'-I onae.
pernicious
lnae_er
sullletent
....
i "
Take tor instance,
mjud/eature,
the pr ncaple
of publicity.
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AFTER SO mueh as has been sahl of tile disea, e, the purpose
of the discussion
would be
in danger of being misconceived,
discontent
instead
of reform might be taken for the ultimate
object---misanthropy
instead
of phil*
anthropy
for the source, if nothing
were said
of remedies,
But, though the causes of the mischief appertain
to the purpose
of the present
work,
watched

every

occasion

to supply

it with

that

EVIDENCE.
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because
without
them no completely
sarisfactory account
could have been given of the
origin and probable
cause of the system
of
exclusionary
rutes,--the
remedies,
any further than as concerns the abolition
of the coercive rules, and the sobstttution
of a body of
simple instructions
in their _tead, are noL by
any appropriate
tie, connected
with the subject of this work.
An indication
as brief and
general
as posslhle
is therefore
the utmost
that the reader
wall probably
look for, or be
pleased to meet with, in th_s place.
1. Removal
of the external
cause of the
disease, the root of the colruption
: substitutiou of salaries to fees, throughout
the whole

little.
I nest of judicial
offices.
Viewed withthe plaingla_s_beingthatthrough
II. Substitution
of the natural
system
to
which alone an enlightened
lover of mankind
would ever be_r to view it, the objects that strike
the
technical,
throughout
the whole fiehl ot
}focedure.
the eye will be,_on
the one hand_ the enormity
and multitude of the abuses : on the other band.
II1. Transformation
(gradual,
but at length
the negllgenceor
ignorance of the legi*lator, an_
cmnplete)
of the substantive
branch of the
the patience of the people, as manifested
by the
law, from its present ibrm of jurisprudential
length of time during which each abuse must
law, or jurisprudential
patched
with statuhavebaletul
been effects,
covering before
and tormenting
society
with
tory, into pure statutory.
its
it could obtain
its tardy,

i

and almost always its altogether
inefficient, or
incompletely
effective remedy : age after age
groaning
under the d_sease, and then at last
comes, .such as it is, the remedy, a To present
the body of information
here hinted at, would
be to republish the several statutes
in question.
with a commentary
upon each.
To point out
where mad how the intbrmatmn may be obtained,
is quite _s much as will be deemed suitable to
the present purpose,
Secretly, and under favour of the artificial
darkness, it has been from first to last the occupation
of theoccasion
man ofthelaw,
to infuse
on every
ti_vourable
poison
of chicane
into

IV. Arrangements
to be taken for annexing
to offices already in existence,
or to a new
office or set of ol_ces to be instituted
for the
purpo_-e, an interest
in the preservation
and
amehoration
of the fabric of the laws:
a s)_tern of registration
calculated
for the express
purpose of il_dicatirJg the defects of the law (if
any.) in proportion
as experience
gives them
birth : and an olfieer or set of olficers, whose
function
it shall be, to watch the appearance
of all such effects,
to take note of them, to
present them from tram to time to the no-

the ibuntains of justice:
openly, from time to rice of the legislalor,
together
with an inditime, the same insidious hnnd has been extract,
cation
of the arrmlgements
which
present
ing, or making
demonstrations
of extracting,
themst,lvcs
as be_t calculated
to answer
the
thts or that minute particle of the poison,in great
purpose
of a remedy.
ceremony.
In which character is his claim to
There is a time tor all things : there
may
attention
strongest and most reasonable.
Hi_ I be a time even fbr justice.
Fa,hions
change:
realcharaeterof physician
ofpoisoner.general_
or his assumed
who knows, but, one day, even justice may
character
?
2. The other source of information
is, the re.
[re in fashion ? Things little less _trange have
gulations of judicial
procedure,
established
in sometimes
happened.
different
counmes,
as well as in the different
In the administration
of what is cMled ]uscourts in this country,
by the authority of the tiee, the emls hitherto
pursued have been (It
judges. In that which has by this authority been
has been seen) not the ends of justw%
but
done_ may be seen (at least to the extent of it)
the sui_iciency of powerl while in what has not
ends opposite
to those end_.
heen done, as well as in what has been done,
We have seen the chain_
in which the
may heseen the deficiency ofwill:--throughout
wisdom and virtue,
as well as the power of
the course of so many generations and centuries_
the na/ion_ have for so man3 age_ been held
the perpetual and unvaried deficiency or rather
in thrahlom:
chains forged
by absurdity
in
tatter absence of will (always and completely exthe cavern of depredation.
Time may come
eepted the venerable person_, whosoever they he,
by whom die offices in question may happen to when men shall be weary of these chains.
be tilled at the time of the publication of the preLet us suppose (thou_ta it were only in the
sent pages) to render the operatioasof
judicature
way ot reverie,)
let us suppose as in a dream,
subservient
to the ends of justice,--subservient
to some perhaps
even pleasurable,
and not
to any other ends than those so often above de.
the less so for being fantastic ; -- let us supsignated
under the name of the ends of judica,
pose a time--if
not in the present,
in some
ture.
future age, the year 2440, for example-in
Examples :-- L Unenntrouled
faculty of attaxation for debt. 2. Ditto of outlawries,

which, in a sort of mad fit, or by way of frolie, a resolution
were taken,
in one or other
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by so many

acts of parliament,

3'2I
with a juris.

system of procedure
directed
to tile ends of 1 diction marked
out hv each respective
act."
justice,
To gratify
this odd fancy,
what
,5. (/oorts
composed
of arbitrators
chosen
would be the one tl_ing needful?
It i¢ con*- [ by the partits
: wi,*h pox_ers derived
from a
prised in one word -- eondstet_cy.
Ye_-: to
_pecial article of sta[u]}t- law.
frame a system
of procedure
as perfect
and
hi whatsoever
other respects
the course
salubrious,
as that with which the i cople at of provedure
observed
in th,'-_e several courts
present
me afflicted
is depraved
al.] pcMldllfers, .iltone oi lhe|n con,paced with another
ferous, the tegiAature
lleeds only to tread il_ ,.m.d the _ itDt enc,. i. not gre,_t." it aglees in
its own steps,
being ned-hackled
b 5 fl, o-e rules with 'ahmh
The exemp]ifieations
of the princil-al
arit i_ lel_ered in the technical
courts.
rangements
taken
at dltt_,rent
rime1,y the
We have seen those de* iec._ and engine_ of
English leglslatme
for clipping
the wing> ,_f flaud and i_,juetice, which, having
been in"_the fee.collcetb,g
.-3"stem, and sab_thutin_"
_ented and ,'arried into effect b_. the technithe pursmt of the ends of justice
to *_hat ol ca! s}.'teln, eon_tlttlte
sO Illany
charaeteristms
the ends ofjudwature,
may be comprised
unof that ._?stem.
To none ot these natural
tier the to!lowing
heads, wz -courts does the application
of them extend.
1. In_t_tut:on
of courts in which the nasaIn irene of rhe__e courts
ol natm'al
proceral s_stem of p;ncedure
ha._ been pre-_erved
dare i- there an)thing
to prevent
them from
or lcstored,
directing; their operations
to the eru!s of jus2. Parnal
aboiltio_ of _.pecial pleading,
flee.
In no in-_m_ce do they _tand exposed
3. Abohtion
of fee_-, in jtnheml as well as to tt,e influonee
of that sinister
iuterest,
by
other departments,
which, under the technical
_ystem,
judges
I. Court_
of natural
procedure
preserved
have been, m -_udepl,.rable
a degr_-e, &verted
or insulated,
horn the end- of justice to the faetirmus
ends
I_.et us begin with bringing
under review . of jIMmatnrt,.
In none of them i-- there any
the whole list of these courts together,
they I ward ot tho_e power.- wifieh al," ne_'essar) t_
appeal- to be as fullo_s:-, e_,abie the jud,_,,, to pur_uc, with eiFect, the
1. Courts martial : mcludlng
the naval as
eml_ of ju_.ti,.'e ; or _t there
he, :rod ii the
well as the land brannh of the m:l_tary ser- ',deficiem'y
xxc,'e _upplied.
as xt mleht be and
viee:
the mode of procedure
not presenting,
_ma-ht to be, the ell'cot of the supply would
in the point of vww in quest'ran, any material
_ only l e to bes.ow
upon tben_ _hat is necesdifference.
Ge_wral and rcg_m_dal
i_ a dls- ! ,ar:_ t, _cnder them prelect in the character
tinetion,
which, in the land branch,
d_av, s of court. _t natural |aoeedare;
it wot,ld not
with it a differe_ee
tcsD<ting
the co._stlbring l'}l('IIl
an_ nt'arcr to tl_e nature
nf tim
tutlon of the court,
and the sort ot causes
court_ t,t _v_'iq.ie,d prt_cedure.
cognizable,
bu_ none respcctb;g
the cour.-_ t,f
What distinction
t! e;e i-. i.- confined
lo
procedure.
' evidence.
In the court_ of co*_seieI,ee and
2. Coult_ o_ inquiiy.
The_e. nl the milU
arbitration
courts ale,x,e, is the pracuce in retary service,
serve for a _ort ot prd,mi_mr)
' grad to evidence t_,'e t,om those ex,.lnsion%
examination
: an inquiry, having h_r its ol@et } t,f wtm'h, unde.: the _eet, Mcal s) _tvm, it ia
the questmn
whether
the pm.-on who i._ :he e_mpo-, d ; tt.o-c exclu_.,,n<, the _rrationah_y
subject
of it shall be ldaccd in a _ituation
ot which has b,'en ann,anted,
umi _fll be
_o Gill of vvxation
iu various
shapes as thai
blonght
to view m detail au we advm_ce.'l"
of a defendant
m a erh.mal
eanse.
Mode of ....................................
procedure,
to the p_esen_
atone,
In tim above in,tam'e_,

purpo.-e,
but

more

mm'h

the

part_cu-

" To
eourt_ in
,peasure,
land, but

this list may l,e added the *mall-deLt
Scotland. which correspond, in a great
with
conscience that
in Enghave the
tlns courts
_:cnermel d_flerenee,
they

larly the first, the natural modes of procedure
f'nn a umlornl _ys[em over the wbole cmmtry.
may be consMered to be pre.-erved rather than
They are held by justices
of peace for sums
restored.
_} hv ? Because, in these instanees,!
not exceeding *ZS. ahd hV sherflt_, tbr sums not
a strict regard'to
the ends n{ justice was so exceeding £_1 : _: ,'. See 6 Geo IV. c. 48, and
indispensable,
that, under the technical
s_sIV. and 1 Vict.
41.--Ed. io which the
"
I 7 "_Vilh
4- In arbitran,m
courts c. [courts
tern, the country could at no timehave
been . iutlge, are chosen by the pattie%) there is no
preserved
from utter ruin for .-ix weeks,
i "po_er either to compel the attendance of um_ ill.3. Courts eompos,_d of issuers
oi the peace. _ _r.g _itnesse%" or so ntuch as to employ fear of
acting (whether
singly or in companies)
out i punishment,
m the usuM or in any other shape,
of general
sesAons,
the quarteit_
court
of tbr ensuring th-veracity
of willing ones: and,
general sessions being courts of technical proeedure.
" This was _o under the 9 & l0 _Yill. IlL e.
4. Courts of request,
more eommoMv . eaited
courts oJ eo_lseience : one for each of "the several towns or districts
to which, on their
respective
application,
it has been granted,
Vot.. V1L

15 ; attendance
but now, byoftheunwilling
3 _ 4 Will.
IV. c. 42,
the
witnesses
may§ 40,
he
made compulsory.
B)' this act the arbitrator is
empowered
to admimster
an oath to the wito
ne_es.--Ed.
X
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On every occasion, they afford the time
requisite tbr making, on both sides, the neten.try ground for right decision ; and in partieolar, on both sides, for receiving whatever
stock of material evidence the cause happens
to supply. Or, no occasion do they consume
more than that requisite length of time. Much
less do they, on any occasion, so work up and
iu_>rove delay, as to render it a cause of neces_ary misdecision and injustice, by the deperition of the matter of satisfaction, or of a
source of evidence,
On no oecasion do they add to the unavoidable load of expense ar)y mass of fv.ctitious expense, with or without design, either
fi)r the profit of the man oI law, or the ease
of the man of finance,
On no occasion (1o they add to that mass
of vexation which, in the course of a suit at
taw, in one shape or other, is liable unavoidably to attach itself upon persons of different
deseriptions_any ulterior aud factitious mass,
_the fruit of the negligence or the sinister polie," of the legL-lator or the judge,
What, in a word, are the characteristics of
the technical system of procedure ? Exactly
so many modifications of abuse.
The pracrice of the eourrs of technical procedure is
throughout infected with, or rather composed
of, all of them : from all of them the practice
of the courts of natural procedure is fi'ee,
The above observations are mere speeifieafinns of detail, to point the attention of the
reader--to
afford a security tbr the correcthess of the general position in which they are
included--and
to manifest the impotence of
mald fide adversaries.
By way of reeapitalatiun, let us repeat once more the general
positions in which they are comprised. The
practice of the courts of technical procedure,

,
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being directed, under the impulse of sinister
interest, to ends opposite to the ends ofjusrice, is, throughout its whole texture, a eompound of ahuse: the praetic,.' of the courts
of natural procedure, having nothing to tat u
it aside from the ends of justice, and being
uniibrmly directed to those ends, is pure from
all such ahase.
The eountena_)ce shown to the two systerns, is the natural and necesmry result of
their respective aspects with relation to the
interest of the man of law.
Of the inexhaustible mass of eulogy with which the praerice of the courts of technical procedure is so
universally and indefatigably hedaubed, men.
tion has been made already.
When you can
find nothing evil to say of your adversary,
say nothing of him : this policy is no seeret
to the dullest mind. Of _lie courts of natural
prm'edure and their practice, what do we hear
said by the lawyers, or by anybody ? Exactly
nothing : everywhere a (lead and univer_l
silence. What can t)e more instructive, what
more pregnant with confession, than this _i.
]ence ? By lawyers, nothing ; for reasons t,
obvious to need or to bear repeating : by nat..
lawyers, ahnost as little ; because so successful have been the lal)ours of the man of law,
tba_ non-Iawyers feel the risk, or rather the
impossibility, of ever opening their lips on the
subject, but in the way of a chorus echoing
the eulogie_ of their learned leaders.
Should there be here and there an indlvidual who, moved by the principles of genuine
phitantbropyandhonestloveofjustice,
should
be desirous of _atisfying himself by a convincing test in what degree the popular creed
upon this subject is the result of prejudice
nursed by sinister interest, and in what degree (if any) the expression of trutb,_a short
experiment will be found not uneonducive to
as noman can besubjeet to them without hisown his purpose.
Taking any of those institueonsen=, it is only when both parties are willing
to submit to justice, that their jurisdiction can tions, the establishment of which has been
come into existence. A court that cannot act among the devices of the technical system,
except when both parties are content to do what as abov*e exemplified,--let
him apply it, in
is right, bears but too near a resemblance to a idea, to the practice of any of the courts of
physician (it' such a one there were) who would natural proeedure, and asl_ himself in what
not prescribe except when the patient was in respect any of the ends of justice will be
good health,
served by it. The result may already be am
In the institution of these courts, the le_d:s)ature conceived itself no doubt to be prowding ticipated. Attached to the courts which gave
so many places of refuge, into which honest liti. it birth, the abuse is protected from eensure
&,ants might make their escape from the harptes (because protected from scrutiny) by the
of chicane. The man of law knows better things, prejudices, the solemn plausibilities, the everUnder
hisincrease
management,
has perhaps
rather in
than in itdiminution
of operated
the mass thickening cloud of incense, the flowing vestof made business. From those unlearned judges) meats, the ermine borders, the masses of false
who want nothing but power to receive the evi- hair--just
emblems of the falsehood poured
deuce in its best shape, an al_peal is open on out, as fi'om a perennial spring, from the reboth sides to thoee profoundly learned judges, eeptaeles which it envelopes.
Trsnsp "l'l'lant
it
with whom it is an inviolable rule never to re. from thai; its native soil_transfer
It, in idea)
eeive evidence for their own use in any shape to any of the courts of natural procedure
but
which but
{.in the
opinion of
wantsthat
noth_
the aJ_aenge
of everybody)
the sort of (courts of which the practice has nothing to
security thathas been made to depend upon t_e recommend it to the man of law, nor anything
ceremony of an oath) to be the very won,t ima- to the non-lawyer but its subserviency to the
B i:ablt,
ends of justice,)_
it has no such defence te
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protect it from the eye of sort_iiny : all illusions vanish : the abuse presents itself to
every eye in its native colours,
Does it happen to you, for example, to be
a memimr of the unlearned class of judges,
serving your country in the character of a
justice of the peace ? Take up in idea (but,
remember, in idea only,) take up, in the eharaeterofinstrumentsofjustiee,
those devices,
which, under the character of instruments of
fraud and extortion, have been above enumutated as so many tools manufactured and
habitually worked with by the superior and
exclusively learned hands of lawyers. Hearing refused to parties. Tribunals put out of
reach. Sittings separated by fixed and longprotracted intervals. Mechanical judicature.
Pleadings in writing, at successive and distant
intervals, spun out under a licence for selling
lies. Nullification, destruction of just claims
on grounds void of all relation to the merits :
jargon without end : fiction without shame,
Deck your proceedings wi_h these flowers,-all or any of them,--and
observe the consequance,
In the practice of courts military of all
sorts, land and naval, general and regimental,
courts martial and courts of inquiry, the narural course of procedure has ever been preserved : and (as already observed) for a very
simple reason.
At no time, in that line of
judicature, could human society and the pracrice of the technical courts have maintained
a contemporary existence : pugnaat, nec _a und
sede maraatur.
So many times as, by act of parliament,
jurisdiction has been given to justices of the
peace out of general sessions, or the possibility
of obtaining _ustice against unwilling debtors
to an amount not exceeding forty shillings has
been communicated to creditors by the establishment of a court of requests,_
so many
times have king, lords, and commons, joined
in solemn proclamation to thefollowingeffcct:
The course of dealing pursued by learned
judges is incapable of being employed with
effect in the execution of oar laws,-- incapable of serving for the accomplishment of
our predictions, for the fulfilment of our engagements,--incompatible,
in a word, with
the pursuit of the ends of_ustice,
In regard to natural procedure, and the
courts in which it is in use, a supposition tac_tly if riot expressly assumed by lawyers is,
that it is a sort of inferior, makeshift mode
of administering justice (or something in lieu
of justice,) employed through necessity, for
the relief of those who cannot afford to go to
the expense ofjostiee according to the regu]at and proper (meaning the technical) mode :
that the justice thus administered is a sort of
inferior commodity, provided for the relief and
accommodation o£those who cannot come up
to the price of the best sort; as neck-beef and
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sticking-pieces are provided by the butcher
for those who emmet come up to the price of
ribs and sirloins : that between good justice
(i. e. justice as secure as possible from danger
of misdecision,) between good justice on the
one hand, and dilatory, expensive, and vexatious justice on the other, there exists a sort
of natural and indissoluble connexion ; betwecn the best justice (i. e. justice secured
in the highest degree against misdecision,)
and prompt, cheap, and unvexatlous justice,
as natural and invincible an incompatibility
and repugnance : that the more dilatory, the
more expensive and more vexatious, your justiee is, the more secure against misdecision
it will be ; that the te_s dilatory, the less ex°
_ensive the less vexatious your justice is,
the worse it is in that other respect ; that,
therefore, _, sort of option is in every case to
be made; and that people have to choose
whether they will have their justice good
and secure against misdecision, but dilatory
expensive, and vexatious,--or
to a certain
degree prompt, cheap, and unvexatious, but
in an equal degree exposed to the danger of
misdecision, and in that respect liable to
be bad.
As often as a court of natural procedure
has been instituted (continues this hypothesis_) this option ha_ been made.
In the case of the court of conscience, a
cheap sort of justice has been provided, for
poor and low people who cannot afford to
have it good.
In the case of the exira-sessionM justiceof-peace court, a sort of inferior justice is
administered,--partly
and in some cases fbr
promptitude (because delays would be prejudicial to the interests of government,
as
trustee for the public at large :) partly and im
other cases for cheapness ; as in the case of
the courts of conscience, for the accommodaties of the poor and low people who cannot
afford to go to the expense of the best sort.
Such is the hypothesis of interest and
interest-begotten
prejudice. _rhat says the
simple truth ? Answer : Pretty exactly the
reverse.
In complicated causes, different accidents
are liable to arise, creating an indispensable
demand for an extra portion of appropriate
labour, of delay (i. e. of time, oceupiedor not
occupied in such labour,) and theuee of a
proportionate extra quantity of vexation and
expense.
These cases allowed for, and laid out of
the account (and they are extxaordinary cases
_ they compose the mnall minority of cases,)
the repugnance and connexion are nearly the
oppodte to what, by the hypothesis, they are
supposed to be : and, in a word, the degree of
security against misdecislon is in the inverse,
more nearly than in the direct ratio of the
quantity of delay, vexation, and expense.
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In the regular technical courts, the quantity
expense (viz. such part of the expense to the
of delay, expense, and vexation, is greater-suitor as becomes matter of profit to the partin a prodigious degree greater, than in the nership.) it x_as the end, the very direct and
n&taral courts. Tiffs is a fact too notorious
ultimate end, of the institution : in all its
to be disputed, to be contested by any man, other shapes, delay, vexation, andmisdeclsion,
even by a lawyer,
it has been, though not tLe ultimate, an inBut examine the _ystem on the other ground
termediate end. as bcir_g a necessary means.
--on that of security against mL-deeision,-Iu a court of natural procedure, it is but
you will find this security not increased, but too possible that occasional inju,tice should
diminished--diminished
in a high degree, and be done.
In a court of techlfical procedure,
in a variety of ways :-it is not possible to avoid doing continnal
1. By the exclusion put upon evidence-injustice : in the shape of needless expense,
e_idenee in a variety of shapes, in all which vexatioll, and delay, constantly, and without
(as will he seen *) it ought to be admitted,-any ex_.el;tion ; in the shape of mi*deci._ion,
and in consequence of such exlasions, not frequently.
Checks being in both the same,
merely danger but certainty of misdecision, or in a court of natural procedure the practice
(what is equivalent) failure of justice: ex- of the worst judge that ever lived would he
clusion put upon the evidence of parties, and a blessing, in eomparis_,n with that of the best
other indispensable or unexceptionable
evi- judge that ever lived, in a court of technical
denee,
proced are.
2. By substitution of inferior and less trustIn a word, how shouht it be otherwise, if
worthy, to superior and more trustworthy
that be true which every page of this inqaixy
evidence: inferior evidence admitted, while has been presenting to view,--viz,
that l_asuperior evidence, even from the same source,
tural proeednre has invariably had for its
is excluded.
¢,bjects the ends of justice ; technical, as m3. By deperitlon of evidence: the conse- variably, ends always d_fferent from, mostly
quence, partly and sometimes of the delay, opposite to, the ends of justice ?
partly and at other times of the expense and
I have spoken of checks. One of the prevexation : the party not able, or not willing, fences, if not the only pretence, employed by
to defray the expense of procuring the evi- the technicalists in defence of their system,
dence ; including the factitious part manu_c- [ and the forms of which it is composed Uneantured by the system of technical procedure.
! ir_g those which, under the name of device_,
4. By deperition or latency of the matter i have here been s_ripped of their sheep's cloof wealth in the clmracter of the matter of i thing, and exposed to view,) is, tLat these
satisfaction, the consequence of the delay;
forms are so many checks to axbJ_rary power
the property of the defendant (or if in this in the hands of tile judge.
respect incidentally become debtor, the plainBut what, I trust, is by this time pretty
tiff) dissipated, or conveyed out of the reach apparent, is, that of these fiJrmS there is not
of justice,
one which, either in intention or in effect,
b. By nullifications ; and (in consequence
has ever operated or can ever operate in that
of the delay resulting from them) deperitmu . character : and tlmt amongst them there are
of evidence, or of the matter of satisfaction,
few but _ hat, so far from beieg checks, were
6. By mechanical judicature, as already in design, and are in effect (tar from being
explained._
checks to arbitrar? power,) subservient to it
7- By non-production of evidence, or aban- in the character ot b*strun*ents.
donmen* of just claim or just defence in other
Checks: --of everything, or ahnost everyways, through despair or incapacity of bearthing, capable of operating in that character,
ing the expense,
or needfld for that purpose, the indication
Man, be he where he will, will have his may be comprised in three words--publicity,
weaknesses.
A court of natural procedure, , appeal, jury. Not one of these, surely, which
any more than aeourt of technical procedure, I is iu the slightest degree incompatible with
will not be exempt from that common lot, by t the natural system of procedure.
which every seat of power is doome t to be- !
As far as concerns the organization of the
come occasionally a fountain of injustice.
I existing courts of vatural procedure, they are
But, between a court of natural procedure ] susceptible of great improvements : but in
and a court of technical procedure, there is respect of the mode of procedure, two single
this simple difference.
In the court of na- features (viz. appearance of the parties betural procedure, injustice is matter of acei- I fore the judge, and viv6 vote examination ol
dent : in a court of technical procedure, I the partie_, but especially the former) arc
injustice (as we have seen) in every shape is ] enough to render them as much superior to
matter of necessity.
In one of its shapes, [ the best of the regular courts, as the military
_ _
[ tactics of European are to those of Asiatic
• See Book IX. g_dus/o_
] powers.
They afford no work for lawyers :
_, Supra, Chal_ XIL
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[he wonder
is not great that they should not
be _o the taste ot lawyers.*
II. Abolition
of special pleading,
In every instance
ill which, hy a clause in
an act of |_arliament,
a licence has been given
to the defendant
to plead the genLral issue,
and give ti,e special matter in evldence,--the
del_y aml expense attached
to special pleading has, by the literal
import or' the words,
been dispensed
_ith
But so notorious
in
every such ins, anee has the misclfief been that
would el|sue to the defendant,
who, having
justice
on his side. should forbear to avail
himself of this indulgence,
that no attorney
who has an) regard
to his own character
(probably
no attorney at all,) ever did yenture to forbear giving his chent
the advantage of it.
In practice,
then, the dispensation
has exactly
had [wimt it was intended
to
have) tl_e effect of a prohibition
: the licence
by which men were allowed
not to have re-

I course to special pleading, has had the effect
I of a prohibition,
inhibiting,
pro taste, a pract rice so repug_lant to every end of justice..ii
t
Almost
every act (to use the words of
[_Ruffilead,)
" so far as it relates
to officers
I of justice,
of customs
and duties,
&e., m,d
those acting under them, mid highway,
turl_! pike,
and pawng acts," give tins authority,
i nnpose this vi_tual prohibition.
Vide (con_ tloues
"
he) the _tatutes
them_elves._
These |instances amount
already to several
hundreds,
perhaps to thousands.
In the greater part of them, the person to
whom tile indulgence
is thus given is a sort
of person to whom some special power has
been given for some public
purpose : but,
though
by far the greater number of eases are
manifestly
comprisable
under
this designstion, others there may be that are not comprised in it.
Be this as it may : so many hundred tlme_

* It is proper to observe here, that the pmis*
bestowed by Mr. Bentham
upon the existin I
court._ of natural procedure, is confined, in tht
*trictest sense, to tile procedure of these courtS
and by no means extends to the constitution o
the courts themselv_.
In many of these courts,
it is well known that justice is very badly admimstered.
_._'hat, however, we may be very
certain of. i% that the cause of flits badadmimstration of justice is _ot the absence of the technical rules ; and that if_ over and above all other
sources of badness, the pracnce of these courts
were afflicted, in addnion. _ith the rules of teehnical procedure, they wouh! be not only no better,
but beyond comparison worse, than they are.
The real and on|)" cause of the badness of the
courts of natural procedure (m so far as they are
had,) is that which is the cause of the realadministration
of so many other departments of
the great field ofgovernment_defect
of re._ponsibilit v on the part of those persons, to whom the
adniinistration
of them is entrusted,
C,auses of such defect of responsibility : _
1. Defect ofpubheity.
In the ease of a jusflee of peace, administering
judicature,
alone_ or
in conjunction with a brother justice, at his own
house, or on his bowling-grecm
or wherever lie
happens to be, publicity does not exist in any
degree. In the caseof courts of conscience, there
is ([ believe) nominal, but there can scarcely be
said to be effectual, publicity; since the apparent
unimpurtance of the cause prevents the proceed.
ings m
• it
" from being reported in the newspapers,
and would prevent it, even if"reported, from attracting in general any portion_ sufficient to oper,_te as a security, of public attention,
2. Number of judges.
In many of the courts
of conscience,
the tribunaliscomposed of a considerable number of officers ; though any greater
nmnber than one_ or at nm_t two (one to officiate
when the other is sick, or, from any other cause,
unavoidabl_
absent,) can serve no purpose but

an appeal of this _ort must in general be (not to
speak of its expense) is evident enough.
M/hat
little value it has, is mainly owing to the grester
effectual publicity attendant
on the proceeding_
of a court of general sessions_ which are get]erally reported in the local papers, and always
excite more or less of interest in the neighbour.
hood.
4. The judges
exempt from punishment
or
even loss of office, in tile event of misconduct.
If the party injured hy the derision of a jan.
rice of peace is able and willing to go to the expease of a o_otion for a criminal information
in
the King's Bench, or an indictment at Nisi Prius,
or an action against the justice for damages;
and
if. having done so, he can prey% to the satisfaction of the judges, the existence of what is called
malice* ou the partofthe
magistrate, by whose
unjust decision he has been injured: all these
things being supposed_ he may then have some
chance of seeing some punishment inflicted upon
his oppressor; though even then probably a very
inadequate one_ the prevailing
doctrine being,
that the proceedings
of an unpaid magistrate
ought to be construed liberally and i_dutge_tly,
as otherwise no gentleman
wilt consent to tal_e
upon himself the office.
But_ without the above preliminaries,
who
ever heard of an English justice of peace who
was so much as suspended
from the eommissio_,
on the ground ofan_, misconduct, however gross ?
And a country jusuee must either havevery bad
luck, or play his cards extremel_r ill, if, out of
every thousand cases of misdeeiston, there be so
much aa one or two in which all these conditions
meet.--Editor.
_- Rufl_ead's
Index to the Statutes; tit. OeneralIssue.

a In an action against a justiee_ according to
Mr. Stark|e, the plaintiff cannot recover thole
than twopence damages, nor any costs, unless
it be alleged in the declaration
that the acts
that of divtding,
destrnving
res_onsibliity.
and in that manner virtually
with which the justice is charged were done ma3. Deieet o_" appeal.
In a great variety of liciouslys and without any reasonable or ptoba.
cases,no appealliesfrom the decisionof indi-[blecause.--[Suehare the terms of the act " to
vidualjustmes of peace, exceptto the quarter- renderjustieee
of thepeace more malein theexsessions_ that is to say, i'rom the jusfict_s indiviecution of their duty/' vi_ 48 Gee. III. _ 141,
duat]y to the justices collectively.
How fruitle_
--Ed.]
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as the le_slature
has given this authority,
had to the several ends of justice,
all of them
so many hundred
times has it recognised
the
taken together)
be ascertained
and settled by
practice
of special pleading
to be a nuisance
: the chain of successive
instruments
of which
so many times as professional
lawyers of the
the operation
called special pleading is ecrudifferent classes (attorneys
in the conduct of
posed
(the judge
knowing
as httle
of the
the defbnee,
counsel
in advising
eoncenling
matter as he cares,) than by the adjustmant
the plan of the defence)
have concurred
in
of the same points
by the parties,
together
giving to their
clients
the benefit
of this
with such professional
assistants
as they may
authority,
so many times have they, by such
respectively
think fit to have, at one and the
cmlduet amt deportment,
subjoined
their atsame meeting, together with such subsequent
testation
to the same unquestionable
and iraones (if auy) as may happen to be neee_ary,
portant
truth.*
m the presence
and under the direction
of the
In each particular
ease, the recognition
(it
judge•
may be said) goes no further tha_lihat
parti'l'Lis is the point here in question.
Subcolorcast.
Tene:
becauseinnouueofthese
terfl_ges may be grounded
on the particular
cases could it with anything
like propriety
sort of ease in contemplation
in these st.,have gone any further : because in no one of tntes;
viz. the case where, by the allegation
these
cases did the statute,
of which the
called pleading the general issue, the facts on
clause in question
made a part, belong to that
which the merits ot the cause depend may be
too scanty class of statutes
which
have had
sufficiently
benught
to view.
Such are the
for their declared
object the amendment
of subterfllges
that. but for this notice, would
the law (meaning
that part of the law which
naturally
have been started,
but, this notice
concerns the course of proeedure._
being given,
they are anticipated,
and renBut, in each such instance,
wherefore
was
dered unfit for use.
it that in that instance the practice of special
The converse
thing is, that the complete
pleading was thus abolished?
For this reaextirpation
of this nuisance
would
not be
son, and no other,--viz,
that in that instance
improvement
but restoration:
the abuse of
the practice
was seen to be repugnant
to the
language
here in question
having started
up
ends
of justice.
Repugnant!
but why in
within time of memor, ;--no
institutional
these
particular
instances?
Answer:
Exbook, or book of practice,
that does not refer
actly for the same reasons
which render
it
you to a time at which the pleadings
were
equally so m every other instance
that can
performed
rind v'oce, occupying
in many inbe assigue_l.
' stances fewer minutes than at present they do
If there be any difference,--if
_here be inmonths.
In those days, had it not been for
deed a ease such that, though repugnant
in so
the presence of the professional
manufacturers
many hundred
other eases, it would
in that I of quibbles
(assistants,
not, as at present,
itcase
any besuch
matt there be, rests
wbo, with
beingthatwilling,
subservient,--it
man,
conceives
himsel f able, to point out that case,
and to bring to view the difference.
In such ease, let him mark well the task
he will have to perform ; wz. _o show that the
points of fact in dispute in the cause will with
more advantage
upon the whole (reb_rd being

i
!
I
I
[
i
i

traneous
and thetheminutes
of
substitutes,) witnesses,
and perhaps
absence taken
of exwhat passed,--the
proceedings
of the Common
Pleas
or King's
Bench would
scarce
have
been distinguishable
(in simplicity
at least)
irom the present
mode of proceeding
in a
corn t of conscience,
or before a justice of the
peaee._

" ls there so much a_ a single case in which
the nece_ityof
special pleadi3g will be serlou_ly
_sserted, or any specific use whatever found tbr
it?
If there were any sort of ease in which a
l_retence to that effect would he uu_re, plausible.
than in another, it would be the case of that _rt
of action (ejeetment)
by. means, of w_,i: h the title
to an interest i 1 landed propeltv is _rled. But
from this most Important
ut _,t. e[_lms of property, the nmsailcer_f _pecl.,l pte,_d_ng has been
deafen aw.ay : cl.earea away, and (what upon the
_t
mention ot it seems t_:laceountabIe enough)
not in the wry of legislation,
but in the way of
_ariJprudenec,
by |awyersthemselves.
But whatever they have saermced m th_s shape, they have
made themselves ample amends for_ by _he clouds
of fiction and jargon in other shapes, by which
they have succeeded in rendering this important
division of the field of procedure (naturally as
intel/igible as important)
more completely unin_1"tgible,
and tn_g'_mt with misconception,
un¢ertainty_ and made business, than any other.

!
t A curious spectacle to any man, dud an in.
t teresting one to him (if such a man there be)
] who has the interests of justice sincerely at heart_
is to observe the diversity of the contrivances
.Iwhich_ in different a_,_es and eountnes_" law_e._
[ have had recourse to, the shifts they have some_ t rues, been rnut to, to make business." ,nl the th,_'_
of llenrv II * and even solate as that of Edwar a
I. or lI.,bsclence
¢onaistedalmastexetuslvelvin
nursing,-for the benefitofama/xifu/edefendan4
lying excuses_ by which the parties were pie.
vented_ as lon_as possible from comin_ to_ether
in the nresenceoft'heiud_e
That consu"mrnation
at len[_th effected, no trances appear more of any
further dispute or difficulty.
The novelist takes
his lcaveofheroand
heroine_when he has brought
them together m the presence of the priest : the
institutionalist
of those days takes his leave of
plaintiffand defendant, when he has oncebrought
them together in the presence of the judge. Ago
* See Glanville
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IIL Abolition of fees.*
any ra_e to such a degree conclusive, that, if
In the early periods of political society in there be any person who, admitting the progeneral, and of tile Brlti_h constitution ill priety of the substitution in these instanee_
particular, fees, in the character of a retriis disposed to contest it in the one now be,
button for services rende_ed to the public by ,%re us, it lies upon him to point out the difindividuals, were an indispensable resource,
terence.
Mischie£_. inevitaht._ att_ehed to that mode
Bat it would be a coneeption very wide of
of retribution, there were in abundance : but the truth, were it supposed that the reason
in these early periods none of the conditions
for the substitution were no stronger in this
requisite to the provision of a succedananm
case than in those--that
the malignity of the
were a.s yet in existem'e ; neither the expe- principle of corruption were no greater in the
hence and wisdom necessary to radii"ate the bosom of a presiding officer of justice, than
existence of the demar*d tbr any such subst_- i, the boom of an officer employed in the
tute, nor the degree of public opulence he- receipt, in the expenditure, or in any other
ees-.ary for the supply of it.
branch of the public revenue.
For a long time past. this necessary degree
But it is not to those other departments
of opulence ha_ happily not been wanting;
alone that the benefit of the principle of reand, by ihe aid of the stoek of experience that
fi_rmation has l_een extended:
the judicial
has so long been accumulating, the intelleedepartment itself has experieneedits purifying
tual lights neee,sary to the apphcatiou of that
influence.
experience, as to the point in question, to its
la so populous a neighbourhood a-_ that
proper use, appear at lenh_th to have pretty
of the metro0olis, the power attached to the
generall._ illuminated the puhlic mind.
office of justice of the peace had been conIn other departments of government, the verted, it was thought, into an instrument of
sinister influence of this mode of retribution
trade: the multitude of the tees receivable in
has been brought to light by competent au- the course of a day, inasortofcourt
inwhieh
thority: in theory the discovery has been vacations are unknown, made ap for the smallmade --in practice it has heen profited by. hess of them taken singly. In the country ar_
Parlmmenr ires raised its amending hand, and large, so moderate is the rate, so elevated for
in these dcpartm¢ n_s retribution b? fees has the most part the situation of the person inbeam ubt_iished ; retribution by s'Aary has been vested with that offiee, it is not in the nature
substituted in its stead,
of things that the emoluments derivable from
The precedent (or rather, in this case as it in this shape should, in any point of view,
in the two tbre_oing crees, the mass of preeebe an object of regard. But in the populous
dents) is, uponthe face of it, conclusive: at {neighbourhood of the metropolis, it had for
........
a long time been to simh a degree an object
anti ages before this, Roman lawyers, acting in of regard, as to have attracted and placed ia
their own original theatre, had given themselves ; that eommandin_ situation nersons by whmn
the benefit of a sort of special pleading ; in their i it was regarded_not merely as an object of
visit to this islz nd they brought it with them of desire, but. as a necessary source of livelihood,
course.
lawyers, moulded
adding totothe
Roman
mass of English
special pleading
their
own i serving in this respect in lieu of a protirssion
purposes, a mass of fiction and jargon of their f or trade. Justices of the peace, of whom ir
own growth, have worked up a mass of menda- was supposed that they had been drawn into
city and nonsense, such as the whole army of i the situation by such views, were distinguished
continental lawyers may look upon with envy and from their colleagues in office by the appetta..
desl;air.
Tt_e climate of Scodand being somehow or t tion of trading justices.
other less favourable than that of England to the
Such was tim policy by which one branch
growth of jargon, and in particular of that non- of an act of the last reign, called the general
pareil species which is called fietian : Scotch law- police aet,t was produced. Within the district
yers, notwithstanding their importations from there in question, fees. though still allowed,
thecontinenhappear(judgingfromsomeoftheir
and ordered to he received, were no longer
books) to have been _adty ata loss for materials allowed to he carried to the private account
out
which
to spin
out ofthePenelope's
thread of litigation:
theyofhave
made
a sort
web of it_ of the magistrates by whose authority they
dmng the work overand overagain, as long as the were received : hut, lest tbr want of adequate
lmtience of suitors could he m-ade to last. See retribution there should be a want of tit perwhat has been said in Chapter IV. on the subject sons disposed to take upon them the duties of
of sham representations,
an office so lahor_ous, and in whmh it was _e_'This, as the reader will observe, was written
before the recent act, whieb_ in the instance of !
W By the 32 Geo. II1. c..53_ seven pabi_e
the twelve judges, commuted fees for salaries, offices were establk-fftedin the metropolis : there
The evil, however, still subslst% in regard to a are now nine police ¢4tlce%and by the last Poth'e
vast variety of judicial offices.--Editor.
[This At b 2 & _ Viet. e. 71, that number may be
commutation was not finally sett/ed, until the increased. The police magistrav s are paid by
4_*ssingofld_e2&3WilLIV.
e. ll6. Uidesupra,
fixedsalaries:allti._esbeingac<oantedforbyare.
p. l_J.---Ed, of this Ed_tior_ ]

ceiver appcimed by the Act of P,,:li_a'.aent._Ed.
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ees_ry that the attendance should be so assi- ing ignorance, towards generatir_ misco_
duous, a certain number of tribunals of this ception, towards confoundingandohliteratilrg
kiod were set down in so many divisions of in the public mind the verv idea of true just*;ia district, a certain number of magi:reales
lice ? When did he ever refuse a hearing to
attached to each tribunal, amt, in lieu of all both parties, or to either ? When did he ever
emolument in the shape of fee_. a certain
condeum a man mtheard ? In what insta_lce
fixed salary provided (ur eaeL' magt,trate,
is his tribunal removed, by his contrivance,
'Fo ,-ome [,arts of the plaq, objee:ions were out of the reach of those whose fate is atmade, _hlle it wa_ in dependency !or at'co F- _lathed to their attendance on it? When did
lance: but to the part here in q_e_tion, no- he refuse, refuse to all men, so much as a
thing like an objecti(m ever wa_ or ever could ! show of justice, for four, for six, for twelve
be made, Nnb(_dy in thi, instance made a I _ho|e months together? In what instance did
doub_ of the eorruptive tendency .f the retri- i he ever keep parties for months and years
button presented in the shape of fees : to no I upon *he rack. while men in partnership and
one was it ever matter of doubt, th,_t, in some I confederacy with him were loading them with
way or other, for the sake of the money at- ', vexation and expense by papers in which
taehed to the business, magistrates of the _ a small portion of unnecessary sense was
de¢cription in ques*ion contrived s_mehox_ I drowned in a _,ea compo-,ed of surplus_ge,
or other to make bw-me_s : to no one was it, i nonsense, aim lies? In what instance thd be
ever matter of d_mbt, but that (hmwoever i ever, to the dismay and ruin of the staler,
it might be in respect of delay) tactitiou_ I break the faith pli_:hled to him by the le_,_svexation amt expense, to a degr(q" ealling 1,later, by a declsmtJ in which n,_ regard wm_
loudly for the correcting hand of the legMa- ] so mueh a* professed to be paid to the merits
tor, was the result.
I of the e,:use? By what jargon d;d he ever
tlut, whatsoever may have been the pro- i befoul and e_*rrupt the language of common
portion of business made for there own benefit ; _-ense and reason ? lly what lies, umler the
by those unlearned magistrates, it never could I name of fietmn, did he ever defile In, own
have been great enough to approach to a enm- i lips, or cOral,el _uitors and their agents to
petition with the pro!'.ortion regularly, and _,defile theirs ?
from the be_zbminz of thi,q_'_, mauufactm'ed i
Thus it i.,, under the imperfect hold whi,'h
bv their learned superiors and superinten- ', the regard tbr justice an,l consistency hath
d_nts. Cmnparedwith the factitious vexation ! as )et obtained over the hunmn mind. Comregularl) inflicted b3 the courts of teehnieaI ' blued with _c_Jkness. improbity becomes an
procedure--inflicted
with the utmost regu- }object el eont.-mpt: combined with power,
larlty, without danger of punishnmnt, with- the _-ameimprobity becomes an object of reout ik,ar of reproach, with undefined potver of, nelatinn. Acting on a petty scale, the unsuepuni*hm_'nt of their own creation for thei_ cesstul zobber mounts the gallow, u,der his
protection
agaiast reproach, -- punishment _ own name; acting on a great sea}e, the stmdeuouneed or destined to be the severer, the ' e,,-afal robber translates robber into king or
jubter _,nd better memted the reproaeh ; -- i emperor, and seats himself on a throne. The
corot)areal with thi_, the utmost vexation at- I mau who, without office or power, obtains
taehed to au) profit ever made, or ('apable of [ rummy by false pretences, is called a swim!let,
be:ug made, by any nile of" tho-e unlearned , and, under the name and pretence of tempo+
magistrates, was a flea-bite.
}vary, con.-igned to perpetual, hamshment (no¢
Proportioned--at
least with an exactness I to ,peak of slavery:) the man who. m office,
sultlcient to the present pmpo_e--propor-land
with power for his proteetmn, nbtains
tioned to tbe mischief sult'e_ed on the one { the _ame money by pr_,tences equally fal_,._,
part, has been the emolument received on the , is .-t_led a judge, and beholds tbr ids i_enefit
other.
While the unlearned magistrate l_as i men_tacitv softened into fiction, and extortion
been piekit_g it up by shdliags, his learned ! convertc(t rote law.
superior has been sweeping it in by pound,, t
Thus _t is, even to this day : but till when
l:h,tween them, to whom are we to look fbr l shall it eontlmm so to be ? To cause it so to
the real trading justice? Oa the one part we i he no longer, parliament needs but to tread
see the prodigmuslv greater :tmre of the pro- I in its own steps.
fit; on the other, the whole of the o,'timn, I Not that, by the mere substitution of salaand the exclusive possession of the name.
I ties to fees, the mischief could now be eared.
hess. Admitted.
But (tosayho more of p_ofits, arm quantities, and p_opn_tio_t_) what
means,
what
in,trmnent_,
did he made
empire"
in
The trading justice, so called,
busimaking it ? By wlutt agz_avation did he ever
add to that dczree and species of imprebity.
without which the effce_ could not have been
produced ? What did he ever do towards nuts-

hold in some eases, but this is not of the
number of them.
The Angean stable was
not
nor _even
in tollitur
any decree
cleansed,
t ]'he emptied,
rule, sublet
causal
e[fectus,
may
[ either by the fattening or the shmghter of the
[ animals'by which it had been filled.
_ If the system be an immedicaSde vul:o_s,
_ in the exeismn of it lies art in2isvensable parg
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CONCLUSION.

not [ of use to know what man's nature
is, in the
[ instance
of those men on whose conduct the
[ lot of all others is in so high a degree depea] deut.
And, for the praise of a show of canCII APTER
XXIX,
[ dour utterly incompatible
with true wisdom,
[ to forego any part of a species of knowledge
APOLOOY tea a'_l_, aBOVE ExeostmE.
] at once so necessary,
and (it might almost be
If the judicial character
has been held np in
_id)
so new, is a species ot suawty,
than
a light considerably
different
ti'om that
in
which notbing
could be more weak--few
which it ha_ been accustomed
to be viewed-things more injurious
to the interest
of the
if it has been treated
with a de.oree of unprestate and of mankind_
cedented
freedom,--it
is not the _ndlvidaal,
Suppose
a pmposltiun
had been made for
it is the species that has twen struck at : nor
placing in the hands of Bonaparte
the conyetthespecics,
butinre_pectefthat._ttuatian
duet of the war carrying
on against
Bonain whu.h the conduct
of anyother
part of the
parte.
The prop_sition
would probably not
human species would have. beell the same.
have been acceded to ; but for the refusal to
The general
predominance
of personal inaccede to it no possible reasoo could be given
retest over every other interest-over ever)
that would not amount
to this,-viz. that it
other fnrce that can be applied to the hmnan
would be against his interest
to conduct
the
mind--is
a principle not only not capable .f
war in such way as to thi: country should be
being done away,
but winch for the gond
attended
with most advantage.
of mankhnt
the_e exi_t._ J_o -uificient
ten-.on
But to coruluet
the war of this country
for endeavouring,
for wL,hing, to do away:
agmtnst Bonaparte
in the manner
most "adsince it i._ upon tins general predominance
that
wmta2'eous
to the country,
would not have
(when the matter is maturel? eonsldercd)
the
been more undeniably
contrary
to the interest
continuance
of the whole species--of
every
of Bonaparte,
ttean to conduct
the business
imhvidual
belonging
to it, will be fouml to
of judicature
in the mamwr most conformable
depend.
Bad as the consequences.-ometimes
to tim interests
of the people in respect
of
are of al_ over-anx_ety
on the part of each
the ends of ju-ti,,e, is contrary
to the interest
indivu!ual
fl_r tns own welfare;
yet, if the
nfthejudges:ei_eumstancedasareatpresent
chief object
of each
man's
anxiety
were
these arbiters
of humau destiny.
placed mthout
himself--without
the sphere
The pictures which, m this no less than in
of his own k_)ewledgc
and experience,
the
ntber countries,
interest
and interest-begotconsequence
would be much worse.
In the
ten prejudice
have t_een so ,miversally
aceusexisting state of things, by thI_ over-anxiet?
tomed to give of men in high situations,
at_l
the well-being
of society
recetve,
more or
more particularly
of men in the situation
of
les_ disturba_ee
: in the other state of thints
; judges,
are such in the composition
of which
supposed,
the very being of ,celery wouhl be
not only the extreme
of imbecility,
but, if
very soon de.re%red,
not improbity
ttself, the effects of it in a very
"l'he man of pre!_ity and public spirit,
the
high degree, are combined.
matt of general anti universal
benevolence,
ts,
l'raise
bestowed
upon misconduct,
upon
not he in whose instance a continual
sacrifice
rot-conduct
m any situation
or in any shape,
is made of personal interest,
but he in whose
is a bounty given tbr it ; operates
as an eninstance
situation
and character
have conculcouragement
to persevere
in it.
red in effeeting between
his personal interest
As in no other situation
would any instance
anti the pubhc interest
such
a connexion,
be to be found,
where,
with an interest
so
that,
in labouring
to promote
the public inopposite
to that of the public at large; so
terest,
he ts labouring
to promote
his own
much power of giving effect to tha.t interest
interest
at the same time.
is combined,
m neither wouhl there be found
1_ it be of use to man to know man's haat_y other situation
in which praise has been
ture fi_r what it is,--most
highly must it be
s. little merited,
attd at the same time so
lavishly bestowed.
*' For want of the requisite lnnitatio',s
a_d exThe notion so studiously
propagated--the
ceptiun% the most sahttary rul_ may be carried
notion that,
by holding up in an unwelcome
too _ar, and misapplied,
h is only in so far as
point of view the conduct
of men in office,
it may be in a man's power to multiply fees by
muhiplying
oceaslons for fees. that the principal
and more particularly
in judicial
office, their
reason tbr the abohtion
of fees has place.
In
power or their disposition
to comport
themother respects,
it is of use that reward should
seh'es worthily in _t is lessened,--this
notion.
keep pace as close as possible with service.
The
convenient
as it is to those who are |hus stucloser it keeps pace w_th service, the more it dious to propagate
tt, is a notion than which
sweetens _rvtce;
and alacrity, instead of disgust,
nothing
can be at once more erroneous
and
is the result.
Under a salary, it is a man's interest to be as idle and as neglJge:_t a_ he .can more pernicious.
It holds up to view as a
ve._ture to be. as he can be, wlthout subjecting
cause of disease,
the sole remedy against that
himself to punishment*
same tlisease.
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The not}on that men's obedience to the
laws, that their disposition to pay such obedienee, depends in any considerable degree
upon the g,*_alopinion, the respect and revefence, entertained by them fi)r tile individual
by whom those law_ are administered, is a
mere fallacy.
Happily fi_r mankind, in this
eouutry at any rate, tt is bottomed on much
firmer grou_id--ou
ground whi,'h is not exposed to be shaken by vice and rmprobity in
_he person of individuals,
The dispo,-iti,m to pay obedience to the
official mandates of a judge_ has t,_r its cause,
not an) opinion concerning the character of
the individual, but the persuasion so thoroughly and so happily rooted in ever," reflecting breast, of the necessity of _uch obe(henee
to the preservation of everythirJg that any
man holds clear. This nece-sity being the
_ame, under every variation which the ellaracter of individuals in that situation ever
has undergone, or is su,ceptflAe ot,--the persuasion is therefore altogether independent of
he character of the individn,ds by whom the
situation is at any t_me filled,
If, indeed, by any disadvantageous impresstun given of the wl,,dom and probit_ of these
functionaries, an 3 _ttch d_sposition were produeed on the part of the body of the people,
as that of rising up m arms against the authority of these tuuctionarie.- (which, so long as
they havic fl*e support of the supreme power,
could not be done without rising up m arm_
agai.,,st the authmlty of the _upreme powel :)
then. indeed, the obedience of the people
might thus he shaken, and insurrection al_d
civil war be the result of the views tiros given
of the system of judicature.
But, though such a result is as easy to
eoneerve as a,_y other, nothing can be more
remote from prohahility or foundation in experienee.
From what signs should any such effect be
regarded as probable ? From the present ternper of the people ? Deceived by the unanimous certificate and indethtigable eulogiums
of all those who are supposed to nnderstand
the system_by all those at any ra_e who have
the best means and strongest inducements to
engage them to understand it,-- the people
are in tlre habit of regardingit as all-perfect ;
and their dL-position towards it, far fi'om beingthat ofdi.-content and msarrcction, i._that
ot blind and mdL-eriminatmg mhmration and
obedienee.
To the nfiseries which so large a
portion of them are doomed to snfl_.r under
it, no false certificates, no sophisms, can tender them insensible.
But, though incapable
of being deeeived as to the existence of the
effects, they are not the less completely deeeived as to the cause. Whatever they suffer under the W'stem, they ascribe to the
nature of things; whmever they escape from
tuffering, the escape fl'om is attributed to
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the system itself, and to its matchless ex,'ellenee.
In Blacks(one they see their only guide
their only oracle : and from the voice of this
oracle, dehvering itself under the influence of
constant bribery, they hear the faultless excellence _*fthe system proclaimed and trumpeted forth at every page.
In tft.*tory, rs there any example of an insur]eetion, or(since t he inthncy ot the Roman
commonwealth) so much as the least dispositmn to insnrrectiom produced in the great,
ma_ of the people l 9 the conterr,[fiation of
arty defects in the _ystem of p,'ocedure ?-- s_J
tlagrmJtly defective as that system has in general been. so much more than even the sy_tern the defects of which are here endeavoured
to be exposed to view.
The followil,g are the reasons tor the condemrtatory point of view m winch the conduet of the fraternity has hera all along been
placed.
It being their interest to secure the coatinuance of the whole body ot the mischief, in
rts utmost magnitude; and tb_ interest being
universally underst,od, or rather (more than
understood) felt _it
is impossible, m the
nature of men and things, that they should
concur witlingl_ in tile giving up of any the
smattest part ot it ; that they should forbear
opposing every remedial measure with all
thetr miqht ; that the.* _houht give up any the
smallest part o_ it _ithout heing force([ and
europe]led to do so. viz. by the clamom' and
pres._ure of the thmki,,?, part ,,t tire people,
m and out of t)ailiamen: ; or that the people
should be hrou_:ht to apply any such pressure
_ithout a clear and tiJorough view and convwtion of the deprav,ty of the system under
whreh they are suffering.
Be tile course of a man's conduct ever so
,,pposite to that of his duty, ever so perniclues to the public interest, -- so long as no
dmt,rbanee of ease nor loss of reputation to
hnnself is among the effects of hrs perseveranee, his perseverance i_ among those thing_
of which the pubhc may be sufficientb a-sured.
It', acting in a state of uniform oppositiotl
to every end of justice, arrd to the mte, est
and welt'are of the rest of the community,
they receive the same tokens of affection aml
veneration that would be worthily bestowed
on them if the line of their conduct were (hreed} oppo_-ite--no expectation couldbemore
idle than that of their changing their conduct,
and ceasing to oppose the changes that would
be necessary to render the course of judicalure conducive to the ends of justice. Every
observation, tberetbre, that can eontribute to
plate their system, and their conduct under
it, in its true and proper light, to expose it
t_ that odium which is so justly due toit, i._
mean, to an end_a necessary means In, ,.,e
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of the most beneficial ends that human vir- such as operate, upon the largest scale, for
tue, seconded by human wisdom, can propose freeing themselves from that thint check
tu itself•
which it is in the nature of public opinlm, to
To bring to light a violation of duty on the apply to a mal-practiee, in those plaee_ in
part of a set of public men. and at the _-ame which real-practice, if it has not that check,
time to abstain I?om every observation the has none.
tendency of which is to deprive them of any
In this country, as often as mention is made
s!tare of that respect which the public has of the judicial establi._hment (meaning the
been in the habit of manifesting towards judge%) loud and incessant are the boasts
them, are courses of action absolutely and _ade on the score of purity. Wherein con.
irreconcilably incompatible.
An option must ._ists this parity ") What is the impurity, of
be made ; the mischief must be left in its fult which the existence is meant to be denied ?
force, or a line of argument mu_t be entered
What, in the mean lime, in respect of
upon, having for its tendenc) the e_entuall)
purity and imp_rtQ¢ (m', to use its other ap.
divesting them of a correspondent portion of pellation, corruptwn.) will be found to be the
this misplaced and i!l-deserved respect,
plain aml real trufl_ ?
In doing the mischief which, iu the exerOf corruption in that. sort of shape in
else of the power attached to your offices, which, in this country (thanks to the pubxou are in the habit of doing, and which, by licity ot the judicial procedure,) it is not po_.
taking a different course, it wouht be in your ' sible, and in which, were it possible, it would
power to save )omselves from doing, e_ther be to such a degree un_|'e, that no man in
you know what you are about, or you do not.
his senses would be guilty of it,--they have
if:_e_, you are deficient in probity -- if nnt, in . _mt. any of them, ever been known, or so
understanding.
Tills is the dilemma, _.hich m_t_h as suspected, to be guilty• This is the
he who brings to view pernicious practice in ' case of common bribery.
a public man. or set of public men, is coatiOf corruptioa,--in
that shape in which it
nually and unavoidably pressing them with: i con.q_ts in pronouncing azJ undue decision,
m_d this dilemma he must ehher continue to in favour of thi* or that individual, or to the
press them with, or give up his enterprise.
' prejudice of this or that other, -- no one of.
As between want of probit) and want of them has ever been convicted ; possibly, of
understanding, the higher the degree of intel- I late _ears (for iu the Earl of Mansfield's reign
lectual force demanded by, at_d neee_sarlly : it wa_ far otherwise,) no one has ever been
exercised in, an_ situation, public or priest% i suspected.
But does it follow that no such
the stronger the assurance that it Is not on i injustice has ever been done ? On the conthat side ot the mental frame that the failure _:trary, not a court in Westminster Hall, not
i_ to befonnd. Although the profession here _a day of _itting, in which injustice hi 'this
in question affords a reom_kable proof how i shape may not have been abumlant.
eas_ it is for sinister interest to _econcile lo '
What is not known of.any one of them,
the'grossest ab.-md_ty, and briug down to the i is, that, in an_ ot_e gwen individual instmme,
ctmvenieut stahdar_, lhe s_rongest arid most _corrupt|on in this, any more than in that
strenuously exercised minds. Be the absur- . other shape, was ever committed. But what
dtty ever so gross,-- make it a man's interest
is known of ever)" one of them (at least in
r:_ to see it. -- as often as _t presents itself, j so far as future conduct can be known from
he will shut his eyes : as often as it is spoken pa,t habits, and discourses, and connexions,)
of, he will shut his ears: and in neither of _,, that there _s not oue of them on whose
these operations is there much difficulty,
conscience that tacdity which an English
This notion, about the duty of abstaining
judge possesses of deciding a litigated point
from ever?thing that can tend todiminish the one way or other as is most agreeable to him,
respect paid to the possessors of high offices, ever appeared to sit heavy ; and that there
and judicial offices in partieular,_observe
to is not one of them to _ horn the only possible
what it leads. It leads to this : that not only remedies to that pereunial fountain of eorrupat[ present abuses are to continue without
tion,--viz, the conversion of unwritten into
_emedy, but all future ones are to go on ac- written law, and the substitution of _mtural
cumulating, and accumulating without end. totechnical proeedure,_would
not beobjeets
For where is the species or degree of trans- of abhorrence.
gression in which a man will not imhdge
The power of giving loose to all such parhimselt; it, while continuing thus to indulge tialities, is dear to them as their li_e's blood :
himself, he stands assured that he will not and is credit to be given to them or to their
onl_ be safe agakn.t punishment or dismissal, eulogists, when they protest that the idea of
but continue in the enjoyment of as much maki_rg any use of that same power never _
respect, _ if, by the directly oppe.-ite course, much as entered into their thoughts ? O_t
he had manifested himself in ever so high a no account will they endure to part with the
degree a benefactor to mankind ?
mtans ; and can any credit be due to their
it is a notion invented by matethetors--by
protestations, _hen they protest that they
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abhor
the idea of applying
those
means to _ is no better
than
one immeu-e
and ever.
theh'etzd--tothe
onl_ e_ut in respect of which [ ta-tmg
_nare ; a field covered
on its whole
they can be of any n'-_e?
{ surf, we with sp ing gun_ and man-traps,
and
()feorruptlon
in aiudge,
what and where [ _ithout
so mm.h as a board
to warn the
is the nuseluef?
In _'hat shape can the mis- } pas_enaer
of the destruetmu
to which he is
ehmf (,how it.-elf, if it be not m the produr'- I do(m:e }.
turn. the known
and wllttJl produetmn,
of'!
It; under the notion of doing justice,
that
one or more of the evils correspondent
and
of tultilhng
the eol&teral
_'nd* :a.. herein so
opposite
to the several end, ofju.twe
? ]Jut,
often rh.tingmshed
a_(1 de._eribcd) as well as
that to a most enormou,
amount
all *he.-e
the direct ends, be im't,Med,
it may be asevils are actually
and constantly
produced,-_erted,
on the fullest
examination
and with
all produced
by e_cry one of the-e servahts
the .-trletest truth,
that in We,tminster
Hall,
of the puhtie,
aml m every individual
cause
h'om _ ear'. end to }'ear's emI, in no one of
that comes betbre them wit'hout exception,-its fot/r courts, in no one ot the eauses there_s matter of no, uric D. awd has been and will
in (with or _ ithout hcarirg)
determined
(for
be brought
to view over a:M over _gain in
in what i_ there
called judmatnre,
nmther
the course of these pages.
That, of all perseting the parties nor Imanng
them L- notessons in the world, the authors
of these eviL.
sary,)
no, not in so marl2 as a single .m., of
are those
to whom it is lea..t possible
that
them, i- ju_tiee ever done.
the existence
of them should be uaknown,
it
True it is, that-so far as concerns
the
surely mamfest
enough,
direct emts of justice,--injustice,
however
• What is known of them is, that, by all of
deplorably
i?equent,
and although
rendered
them
more or less (though
in mueh the
so by the ,_ame means, is not rims invariaidy
largest proportion
by the highest amongthem
eonslaat.
In that
sort of cause in ",_hwh,
in power
and influence,)
profit in various
quantity
being pre-ascertamed
or agreed on,
shapes is derived
fr_)m all these evils-profit,
the queqion
is -imply _as in the ea-e of a (lethe quantum
of _hieh
keepq pace with the
termmdte
thing,
or things
to a deterufinate
quantity
of the evils,
wdtnq a hor_e, a house, or a .-urn .f money)
Is this corruption,
or is it not ? If it be
--Shall
it belong to plaintiff or t{, defendant
?
noteorruption,
surelyit
issomethiu_-equall_
--in
a ea_e of this _o*t. in _]m'h
ju-'dee
bad.
If it be eurruption,
wherein
consiats
would be the fiequent
result were the mode
their
boasted
purity ? That,
in a_y hazarof trial moss and [nle, inju...tiee i.- not always
dour and retail way, they are not known
to
the result.
But in the ease where quant_O/ is
practise eorrnption;
but that, in the satb and
the subject and sole subjeet
of the que-tion.
wholesale
way, they do praetise
it, and are
--as
when, for instance (transgressmn
being
universally
known to practise
it.
out of dispute)
the oMy que-tion
L-, what
(If cm ruption
in a judge is the mischief
shall be the compensation
or _ hat the punish(not to speak of _uilt,--for,
when separate
ment--what
the damage_ nr what the tree?
fi'um that of mischief,
the questim* of gmlt
--in a case of tiff., complexion,
neither in reis here an idle question )--of
eolruption
in
spect of tbe di,eet ends of jusnee is justice
a judge is the mischief
done away--is
it su
ever done.
much as lessened-by the circumstance
that
lfe by whom compensation
it received with
in the eommi..sion
of it he stanas secured,
_mt
refcrenee
to, and in consideration
of a wrong
only against punishment,
but ugain.-t shame.'
sustained,
is thereby
(i. e. hy and after the
Surely,
by such a circumstance,
the rnisctnel
receipt of such eompen_ation,)
ff ..o it he thac
(thr from being lessened)
cammt but be in an
the compensation
be adequate,
put in as good
enormous
degree increased.
a phght as he would have been, had the _ ro.g
In the shape nf partiality,
favourable
and
never been done. Ou one supposition,
thereunfavourable,
suppose it the wi.h and iutentbre, and on one only, is justiee,
full and emnlion of a man, in the _-ort of office in quespiers justice,
rendered
to the plaintiff:
and
lion, to he guilty of corruption
every day i_
timt i_, where the compensation,
the money
his life.
With the exception
of the seeurit_
awarded
to him, the damages,
as it _s called,
afti._rded by publicity,
and the ti.eble an_t is. to a certain amount,
caressive.
sea,try applieatiun
of jury trial, nothing more
But, ilia
this way justice
be rendered
to
proper
or effectual
could a man set about
one s_de, it is only at the expense an(I by the
doing, than to continue iu their present state
means of injustice
committed
to the prejudu'e
the rule of aetim_ and the system of proseof the other s_de: and If it be true that (for
dare : the rule of action without
words for
example's
sake, and thus, as it were, in trim
the expression
of it ; the .ystem
of proseehmaeter
ot punishment)
*it is better
that
dure of that sort which has the refusal to hear
eompensat;on
shouhi he excessive
than defeeor see the parties for us e,-senrial and eharaetire ; if it be better that the shape in which
,,.teristie
principle : a state of things in which
injustice
takes place should be that of exee.sthere is really no taw, and in which that which
*_ve charge in the name of compensation,
and
by a cruel abuse of hmgaage i. called the law,
thus exees_-ive 1o._ to the de%ndant,
than in
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the _hape of insufficient
receipt
in the name ;
Consider,
that, in tile judicial department.
of compensation,
and thereby
undue
loss on
asiu every other (bating casualirregularitie%)
the side of the plaintiff;
still, on whatever
the farther
back you go in history, the more
side and in whatever
shape it fall_, injustice
corrupt and profligate
men are tound.
Conis injlistwe.
_ider. tbr example, that in the time of Ilenry
Due to the pkdntiff
on the score of cornVI., when judges wanted money, they used to
pensation,
so) £10.
Money of his, which,
fix upon any man that came uppermost,
and,
after tiw receipt of _hat is aliox_ed him at
converting
him into an outlaw,
sell what he
the charge of the defendant
ul:der the name
had, and put the money into their pockets;
of cost_, _ottld remain unreiuTbur_ed
to him,
that the detail,, of the operation
were left of
say £20.
Instead
o1 the £10 damages,
ae-I eoursetotheirelerks;
f that the persons thus
eordmgl),
_ay £30.
The injustice
at the i ruined,
getting
of course from the receivers
charge o1 the plaimiff
would thus be avoid- ! no redress against the thieves, complained
io
ed; _hut injustice
to the ,-,amc amount at the [ parliament;
and that parliament,
by way of
charge of the defendant
would at the same _ setting
matters
to rights,
declared
and ortime be done,
! dared that thia_s
of tibet sort _-hould not be
Undera
s_stem so constructed
to take an) ' done in furure._
It was a little belore
this
eour.-e that sh_ll not be pregnant
with the
time that I,o_d Chancellor
Fortescue
wrote
grossest and mo,t palpable injustice,
will tie- _,his puff direct, his treati-e
de loud, bus legato
quently
(not to say commonly)
be phy,icall_
I Anv'[t_e ; since which time there
has been a
impossible.
: congenial
trial of skill between
lawyers
and
Not a cauae in which injustice
is riot done: I auetitmeers:
the worse the wine, the more
injustice
from which e_er3 body profits,
m_d :, need it has of rite bu-h.
far whwh nobody
is to blame : not merely for i
Love of justice,
with them, is neither mot e
which nobody is actually
punishable,
but for ' nor less than the love of those established
ar_ hioh nobody ought: m j u.-tice to be punished ; rangement_
under which the 3, have been born
for which, in ]hat sense, nobody is blameablc.
I and bred--under
which the) have practised
as
Here we have misrule brought
to a system:
I advocates,
and sat a¢ judb;e_.
In this sense,
the absolute
perlcetion
of rmsrule.
! indeed, their love ot ju-tiee _s strong e:._ough :
With how much tess expense of thought,
t 1 suppose
they never do anything
but what
if nut of ingenuity,
might a system
ot real i is legal : wha{ever the 3 do, "the fact alone of
perte_'tion,
the pertecti,m
-t good judicature,
i their doing it, i_ to my mind *'onelusive proof
have been tramed--a
sp_tem,
the ver_ idea i of its legality,
The Lord Chief Justice
of
of _hich in the character
of a possild_ sysEngland,
wouht
he do anythimz
that were
tern would he scouted as Utopian,--if
a tenth
_ilh,.al ? would he do umthmg
tor which, ae.
part of the rewat d that ha- been reaped tr.m
c_rding to law, he were liable to be puni._hed ?
injustice,
had beea attached
to the fi, ve_tiaaIndeed, should a fancy f tbr argument's
sake)
lion and development
of the dictate,- of utitake a chmt .lustn'e,
e_peeially
if' he had a
lity and justice I
seat m the cabinet,
to do anything
illegal, I
But rny Lord such-an-one,
or Mr. Justice
do not very well see how it'would
be m his
such-an-one_

__ueh

honourable

lnen_

nlen

who

speak at least _o nobl_, -- on every occasion,
if you bt lieve them, perfect slave_ to ju.tir'e,
_ean
you impute to tht-m any stn'h horrible
disposition
as that of a eonstans et l,erpetua
voluntas ,,uum cmque _on D'_b_tendt ¢* Can 3°u
accuse them, on so much as any one occasion
sincetheir
ascent to that high station, of'doing
anything that has presented
itself to them in
the shape ofinJu,tlce?
Perhaps
not : but consider that it is not by
them
that the system
has been brought
to
what it is: they take it as they find it.
Such
as _t is, it is of course to them the standard
of right and wrong,
No man ought to be wiser
than the laws:
no judge ought to be more
honest
than his predeeessor.
Whether
he
oughtor no, thus much at least is elear enough.
that

there

is nothing

• See Heineecius on
[" Justitia est eonstans
thrum euique tribuendi,"
eipium of the first title

to be got by it.

:_'_ _, _

_,

• •" = _-i_2 '_:_=_:',,:

+ The officers of the court used to make false
entries of the personal appearance
of the defen.
dam, whereon the}" mkght gn'ound the process of
outlawry.
It was for the purpose of putting an
cod m these false entries, that the t0 Hen. Vl.
e. 4, was passed.--Ed.
.+ At present, things are not exactly in that
state.
When a debtor, unwilling or unable to
pay his debts, is proeeedcd against in a certain
w,,v (by oriflinal, the phrase _s--do not attempt
to [mdersta_]d m) he is converted into an outlaw.
The property, instead of being given to
his
creditors,
is g_ven (that is, is _id
to be -"given) "
"
t 0 _he king.
A whole host of offieml
men fasten
upon it, like crows upon a carcase: the creditors,
and after them the debtor, get the bones.* Asto
theoflicmlandotherlearned'membersofthe]egal
partnership,--insread
of getting the whole, as
, under the arrangement
temp. lien. VL. they do

] but
come in pa_i passu.
tar there
an ira.
provement.--Oa
the other _ hand,
what isthey
devour, they digest at their ease, under the strode
the Institutes,
Chap. i.-- I of law. _o parhament,
to say, such things stroll
et perpetua voluntas just not be in fature.
is the well known win- I
of ttm Institutes.--Ed.]
[
*Tidd.
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power to compass it. Were the fancy that of
_'on.Lmvyer.--Hold
! spare yourself if you
gmng upon the highway, shooting and stripplease, and at any rate spare me, the enumeping the first passenger he met, he would ration: the Red Book has done it a|re_uty to
stand no better chance, I suppose, than any o_Jr hands. So far as it may happen to indlother highwayman.
But as to any mischief
viduals to find themselves concerned, I am
done in the exercise of the powers given to as free to confess, as you will be ready to behim by his office,_how
any such mischief
lieve, that this part of the fruits that may he
should have any illegality in it,--iu the cou- expected from my labours (whatever it may
ception of that point lies the difficulty that
amount to) is not the part that I reflect on
presents itself as insuperable.
In such case, with most pleasure.
illegality mean_ nothing, unless it means liaOne thing ._ou will allow me: that in no
bility to punishment : and as to punishment,
sense of the word stain, can I have promised
--by whom. and at whose instance, and by to myself the having much to gain from it.
means of what procedure, would it be to be
Another thing you will allow me : that
administered ? By removal?--think
of pre- they are not so low in power, in dignity, in
cedents.
By impeachment ?--think
of pre- credit, in everything, as to he, on this or any
eedents; and of the understanding
which other occasion, in danger of receiving, in the
seems to have been avowed, and to have be- opinion and at the hands of the public at
come universal, on that subject,
large, anything less or worse than justice.
If punished, for what, too, should he be
As to any personal feeling on the part of
punished ? For open and wilful violation of any such high personages; should anything of
the spirit as well as letter of a positive law, that sort be really in question, I will freely
on a point in which misconception is impos- own to you the system of arithmetic, which,
sible ? It is every day's practice.*
as long as I remember, I have been in the
Zawyer.--But
can you, without compunchabit of employing o_ all political occasions:
tion, nay without horror, reflect on the dis- every individual in the country tells for one ;
repute, not to say the odium and contempt,
no individual for more than oMe. From so
t[,at you have been thus labouring to cast obscure and weak a hand, should any particle
upon so many characters hitherto held sacred,
of uneasiness find its way into any learned
upofi so many ex_lted personages, upon ....
: breast, --the assurance of uneasiness far more
than equivalent being saved in nnlearnea
* The case of treble costs.--See Clmp, XXVI.
btetm_ by hundreds, will be a sufficient eqmLegislature Contemned.
_v'atent.
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tuted in consequence
-- the burthen
of pu.
nishmentimpo_edon
himwhohastransgressud
WITH TIlE ENDS OF JUSTICE.
no law ; the burthen
of satisfaction
imposed
on him who has borne no part in any damage
T1tEsystemofprocedure--judicialprocedure
that
has been produced,
or at least in any
--the
system of adjective
law, is a mean_ to injury that has been done or supposed to be
arm end. "That end is. or o(lght to be, the exedone
the burthen
of the obhgation
eorrecutmn of the commmlds i_sued, the fulfihnent
spondent to, arid inseparable
from, the collaof the predictions
delivered,
of the engagetion or recognition
of some pretended
right,
ments taken,
by the system of substantive
which, though
claimed by the plaintiff,
and
law : the system
composed
of all the other,
confe.rred on him or confirmed
to him by the
branches of the body of law put together.
] judge
is really not his due.
The law respecting
evidence is one branch t
The quanUty
of vexation,
expense,
and
of that system of adjective
law : it therefore
_'delay, without
which the course necessary
to
ought to be. and everywhere
in some degree _,the executron of the article of substantive
law
EXCLUSION

is,
to
to
it

one
the
the
does

OF

EVIDENCE,

I.
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CONNFXION

part of the means directed and applied i in question cannot
be pursued with effect,
attainment
oft.hat
end. In proportion
the price thus necessary
to be paid for the
steadiness
and consistency
with which '. chance of obtaining
the benefit
in question,
act in subservience
to that end, is its I --does
it exceed the value of that benefit, or

it has to beits approved
congruity,
wopriety, of,its and
fitness,
preserved
the claim
unchanged.
With indisputable
propriety
may the fulfihnent
of the predictrons
delivered
by the
substantive
branch of the law be spoken of as
an end of justice.
And why not rather as the
end?
Answer
Because,
though the principal, and the mdy direct end, it is not the only
one. Vexation,
expense, anddelay--burthens
pressingon
theparties
throughout
every step
of the course pursued
fbr the attainment
of
that end,--constitute,
in their aggregate,
the price paid for the benefits
they derive
from the substantive
branch of the law.
To
these certain
evils,
vexation,
expense,
and
delay- (burthens
infinitely
variable
in their
amount,
but in some amount
or other unavoidable,)
add the possible
vexation -- the
vexation
which, where
it does fall, falls on
the defendant's
side only---the
vexation which,
in ease of ultimate
misdecision
_o the prejudice of that side, is produced
by undue obligations imposed upon him : obligations
of a
penal or non-penal
nature,
according
to the
nature of the demand,
arid of the suit insti-

i rather
ought not
of thatto be
chance?
paid
In such
the
law case
oughtthe rather
price
; to remain unexecuted.
The vexation
aud exI pense, without which the evidence necessary
i to the establishment
of the plaintiff's claim
_ cannot be produced, does it exceed the value
lot that claim;
the plaintiff
being unable
or
i' refusing to make adequate satisfaction
for it ?
I In that case the plainttff's demand
ought to
remain unsati-fied
in that untoward
state of
things (initself,
and laying out of the aecount
the workofinterested
lawyers and misguided
legislators,
happily not a frequent
one,) the
best choice left to the legislator, here as elsewhere, is the least of two evils, one or other
of which is inevitable.
A competition
has
place between
two of the emis ofjastiee:
one
or other of the contending
branches
of the
public
interest
must yield
one or other of
them must for the moment
fall a sacrifice.
By laying a barrow-full
of rubbish on a
spot on which it ought not tohave
been laid
(the side of a turnpike
road,) Titius has ineurred a penalty of five shiUings.
No man
wa_ witness
to the transaction
but Sempronius; and, in the station ofwriter,
Sempromas
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is gone fo make his fortune in the East Indies.
with preponderant collateral inconvenience,
Should Sempronius be forced, if lie c_mld be in the shape of vexatmn, expense, and delay.
forced, to come back from the East Indies
Let in the hght of evidence.
The end it
for tbe chance of subjecting Titius to th_s leads to. is the direct end of justice, rectitude
penalty ? Who would think of subjec'.ing
of decision.
The consequence of the excla.
Sempronius to the vexation ?--who
would
stun of it i_ ultimate injustice in resp,'et of
think of suhjecting Sempronius, or az,ybody that end : if to the prejudice of the plaintiff's
else, to the expense ?
side (hy misdeei_mn or othm _l_e,) tmlore of
Here and there a case may F,rcsent itself, I justice ; if to the prejudlee of the defendant's
in which it may be matter of doubt on which side, misdeeMon to i he prejudice of that side,
side the bahmt'e lies, but in _ene_al there
rued cow,sequent undue vexation and ultimate
will be no difficulty all doubt _ill be le- inju=twe: impo_,ing on him, oTstile score of
moved by clear a_,d indisputable prmeiple_,
pum_hment i*r satisfaction, either the lo,s of
In each indlvidual instance, to weigh mi-_chief some right, or some hurthensomc and painful
on one side against mischief on the oth('r, obligation, to which it wa_ not ti:eintention
where occasion eails fi_r it, will be a task ,mtof the substantive hranch of the law that he
able to the ...Iati_ulof the judge. To prowde
should be subjected.
powersade'tuatetothetakmgofit,
undacting
Let not in the light of evidence: not in
in confor_nity to the rv_ult, wilt in every ease every ease, mo,'e than the hght of heaven.
be an attention suitable to the station of the Even evidence, even justh'e itself, ilke gold,
legislator : an attention demanded at his hands ma) be bought too dear. It alwa_ s is bought
by the indisputable dictates ofjus:ice,
too dear, if bought at the expense of a preIn this instance x_e see an example ot a case pondvrunt inju-tiee.
Grunt even tlJat the
in which evidence ought to be excluded: in d_ctates of .lus:_ee were paramount to tho_-e
which (all ends taken together) the exclusmn
of utdlty m its mo_t comprehe_l_ive shape-is called for by a due regard for the ends t,f that the sacrifice of ends to means were an
justice: one ease,--and it wilI he found the eliglble sacrifice--and
that the aphorism,
only one. This is, the case of preponde_m_[ j_ialdu._tttta,
rust ecH*_m,instead ofarheturicM
inconvenience in the .-hape of vexatmn, ex- flourish, were an axiom of murat wisdom,-pense, and delay : [neon venlence preponderant
even thus, supposin_ the choler, to be bet ween
over the mischmf attached to a saerince of [.',justice and in_ustlee, the preferabihtv of
the direct ends of justice, the mischief pro- the less il@stb'e to the greater would scarcedueed b_ ultimate nu,dee_sima to the prejudice
ly be contested.
of the plaintiff's side ; or (what is e_tmvalent
But, m the ca_es above described, supto such misdecision) the mischief produced
posing them ever _eahzed, the [,rice pahl for
by an instance of the non-execution of some justiee must, upon _he very face of those ea_es
article of the substantive branch of the law ; a, here de_ctibcd, be acknowledged to be unor (what is less frequent) by the imposition
economical and execs,ire.
Ot the po;sibility
of some undue obh_atmn oil an individual
of their being realized, we have seen already
*tandmg on the dcfend.mt'_, side of the cause,
several anticipated exemphficatious ; we shall
produeedbythe wantof_omeevidenee,
M_it.b, see il:em amply exemphfied as ue advance.
had it, been forthcoming, would have demo_:atrated the phi[gut[on to lie undue.
Wheresoever the ease thus de_cribed is reaCttAPTER
II.
lized, the exclusion may be pronounced, al_d,
according to the principle of utility ought te
be pronounced proper, leg[lunate : eotlgruous,
conformable, eondueive, to the cnd_ t tinderstand alway_ to the _,ggregate of _he e_.d_) of
justice,
In every other case, the exdu.-ion ':I tinnounce it not as a postulate, but aa a proposit[on to he proved) may be pronounced, ought
to be pronounced, improper, illegitimate: incongruous, unconformatde, nneondueive, repugnant to the ends of justice,
If the above positions be correct, the doctrine of evidence, in so far as concerns the
question as bet ween admission m_d exclusion,
will be comprisable in a very narrow compass:
in one general rule, with an exception tbr its
limit. The rule will be,--Let
in the light of
evidence.
The exception _ill be, -- Exeept
where the letting in of such light is attended
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O1' the ends (,f justice, under their principal
(hvi.imls, a view has already been given : as
likewise a view of the connexmn that sabsis_s betueen them on the one hand, and the
arrangements capable of being taken for the
exclusion of evider_cc on the other.
But, if this statement be eorrect,--under all established systems, the practice (for
theory there exists _mwhere any) will be
tbund to be a tissue of errors and [neons[stencies : compared with others, each system
infinitely various--compared
with itself, each
system it,finitely inconsistent.
But Qt may be said) tinder all their varleties, these exclusions, thus universal, as you
yourself admit, and even proclaim, does not
their universality prove the prevalence of one
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eomnmn pr_.nclple? This principle, then, has these systems to the rule of a_mission, _hey
it not the universal voice ofaU mankhld, or will all of them (unless here and there o_
at least of the most civilized and intelligent
should be found dictated by the mere force
among mankind, to sanction it, and attest
of blind and unaccountable caprice) be found
the reasonableness of it ?
ret_rable to one or other of two leading
Yes, indeed : it has that sort of sanction
terms : deeeptw_ and vexalion : anxiety, real
its reasonableness is proved by that medimn or pretended, fur the avoidance of deception,
of prcof: by which, till within this ccnt_lry or and consequent misdecismn, on the part of
two_ supernatural evidence of various kinds
the judge; anxiet), real or pretended, for the
evidence by duel, by ordeal, was pronounced
avoidance of vexation : anx]etytoavoid giving
supelior in trustworthiness
to all human or birth to inconvenience in that shape.
other natural cGdenee.
Of neither of these tbars (supposing that
No, trtdy : the concord in this case is far thc conduct of the man of law has been go_
from being alike real as in those.
In _ub- verned by it,) of neither of' these fears can
stance, the mode of inquiry was in those in- it with propriety be said tbat it was directed
stances the same: if between nation and to an improper object.
In the first, we see
nation there was a difference, it was confined an apprehension pointing to the direct end of
to formalities, to unesscntml modes ; here justice : in the other, an apprehension point_
the a_m_ employed by the combatants were ing to one of the collateral ends of justice.
of one sort, there of another sort ; here a ring
But, in so far as fear of deception was the
was to be taken out of bubbling, and sup- actuating principle, we shall find in every case
posed boihng-hot, water ; there a party, sup- the measures dictated or supposed to be dicpn*ed to be blindfolded, was to take a walk tated by a regard for that object, altogether
between two row, of heated, or supposed to unsuitable, or rather directly repugnant, to
be heated, ploughshares.
But in the case of the avowed purpose.
And again, so far as
the exclusions put upon evidence, the agreefear of vexation was the actuating principle,
mcnt was rather in words than principles,
we shall find the measures dictated and proOne nation, or ralher some on_ corrupt or dnced bv that principle equally incompetent,
laz_ lawyer in that nation, called for excluThe vexation--that
vexation which was to
sion on t]ne gromld ; another lawyer, that is, ' affm'd a sufficient reason for the justification
the law?er ot anot.her nation, eall'ed fbr it on of direct injustice, for the contravention of
a different grotmd : by each of these lawyers, t the direct ends of justice-- will be found to
the decision pronoum'ed by the other'was I be a quantity either evanescent, or purely
reprobated.
Just as if there appeared in a ideal, or, though real and considerable, ba*
cause a gang o_ lying witnesses, all contralanced and overbalanced by a preponderant
dieting one almther, each giving a different
advantage inseparably connected with it.
account of the same business : they all agree,
Thus much for the eases which afford room
it may be _aid, tot they all agree in lying-to conceive that reason and utility have in
they are all hars.
Look to words only, you any shape been consulted on the Occasion of
urn) thu¢ make harmony, in all eases, out of the exclusions that have been established.
the most discordant elements.
B_lt the eases will be but too numerous and
In the cstablithed systems (for in one re- various in which the discovery of any the
spcct the) will be ibund not discordant,) in least colour or shadow of reason will be seen
the established systems, it" non-exelusion be to be a problem altogether insolvable by the
taken for the general rule, the exceptions
mo_t penetrating and industrious eye.
must be searched for in very different sources
In referring to these two heads (deception
from the only justifiable ones. Yes: in one and vexation) the exclusions put upon evirespect they do agree ; and it is this : that in dence by the established systems,-- what [
no instance are the exceptions drawn from mean is, not so much to vindicate the eonsithe source just mentioned.
If at every other derations which, in the minds of the authors,
step the direct ends of justice are contrawere actually productive of those several arvened, the contravention i_ gratuitous : at any rangements (a task in many instances by much
rate, in no instance has it for its warrant and too difficult for any human mind,) as, among
its cause a regard for any of the other ends thelegifimateendsofjnstice,
to bring to view
of justice, the collateral ends : in no instance
that one, to which the arrangement in queshave men stopped to inquire whether the in- tion, supposing it dictated by the ends ofjusconvenience inseparable from the execution
tice, bears the most obvious reference.
For
of law, in the shape o¢ vexation, expense,
supposing the objects in question (deception
and delay, will or _ill not be preponderant
and vexation) to have been really in view,
when compared with the mischief attached
the arrangements, with whatever sort of suco
to the non-execution or undue execution ot eess, would at any rate have been directed
that article of substantive law on whieh the towards the ends of justice ; those of which
*uit has been grounded,
deception, avoidance of deception, was the ob_
Various as are the exceptions taken in jeet, towardsthe direct ends ofjastice; rhone
"t'o_. VII.
Y

_v _i_:
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of which
vexation_
avoidance
of vexatio,,
was the object, towards
that one of the celiaterm ends : in prim:iple,
the arrangement
at
any rate correct, box soever in the application
misguided
and unlelicitt)us,
In regard
to the exclusions
here ranked
m)der the head of vexation,_
incongruous
exclusions
put upon e_idence underthe
notion
of avoiding" to produce vexation,--the
reality
of that object, in the character
of a fnal cause
of the arrangement
in question,
will in many
instances
appear probable
enough, or even indisputable.
But howsoever
the case may lie
in respect of humamty,
small indeed
is the
wi,dom tbat can reasonably
be inferred
from
the regard thus prod to one of the end_ of jr)arice. Here, as elsewhere,
so far as evidence
is
concerned,
everything
depends
upon propertions. Iftheavoidingtol)roducevexation
were
the only object
necessary
to be regarded
in
legislation,
no child in leading-strings
would
Le unequal to the task.
The re,ult
would be,
not the lmtting an exclusion
upon evidence
in here and there art instance--not
the ,*buttins the door against evidence in the instance
in which, by the arrangements
in question,
it
was shut,--but
the shutting the door again,t
all evidence tendered
on the side of the plaintiff, in whatc_'er cause ; or, to speak strmrly,
the abolition
of the whole system of procedare,
the abohtlon
of all coercive
laws.
To judge,
therefore,
whether,
in the instance of a lot of evidence
excluded
on the

deposing
to the rubbish,
Sempronius,
the
East-lndla
writer, would have given the publie the benefit
ot the five-shilllng
penalty.
but he wml!d have retarded,
to _he amounl of
one knows not how many thousand
pounds,
the augmentatmn
of his fbrtune.
Place now
on the carpet (instead
of the futtne
nabob,
the East-India
writer,) a malefactor,
who, ia
consequence
of his an.-wer_ to the qne_r.ions
about the rubbish he is supposed to have seen
laid on the road, comes to be convicted
of a
robbery and murder committed
on that same
road.
In this ear.e, if the quantity
of the vexation
be the only object which the eye of the legislater is open to, how much greater
the vexI ation than in the other I But, in the gas>
i India writer's
case, the benefit
nf tlJe five: shilling penalty is all that there was tu _et in
il the scale against
the _exation
: all the geod
[ that the case affords
eonsl*ts in the henetit
i of the five-shilling
penalt 3 : wheieas,
in the
[ nmlelactor's
caqe. The flood i_ composed
of
i the chance of the benefit of the fire-,hilling
: penalty, with whatever
benefit depends
upon
so much of the securit 3 afforded
by the law
against
robbery and murder,
to add" to it.

score of vexation,
the exclusion
be warranted or unwarranted,_produced
by a ehihli_-h
emotion, or by a considerate
and manly regard
ibr the eml_ of ju_tice,--inquiry
mu_t be
made whether
the advantages
attached
to the
_mt from which the vexatmn
is _*,en to th)w,
ha_e or have not been ,_et affaim-t it on the
oppo-lte
scale.
Referringtothe
propcrplace
for the details, to assist the conception
of the
naiment
let one example snflice.
A wirne.-s
lieinsg called on the other side, and standing
in readmesto be exa)nined.--that
to put a
qavetmn
_,) him, the an.wer to which, if true,
_ould have the effect nf _u_)jecting him t¢)an
nI)li_atinn
(a le_,ll obliga*um,
non-peval
or
penal,)
would give birth to vexation
ia his
teea.t,inot to he doubted.
But in that vexation, great or little, is any sufficient
reason
to tie fimnd to warrant
his being exempted
from the obits.ration of making anawer ? By
no means
The evil of the vexadrm,
tie it
ever so great,
is nmre than counterbalanced
by the good ttowinz
from the substantive
law
(coercive
as it is,) by wtueh the obligation
is
imposed.
B_ itself the weight is great : but
the weight
it( the other scale greatly
overbalance,
it.
Te this case of a spurious exception
on the
score of vexation,
apply now the example
above given of a lezltimate
exception
on the
fame set)re, and observe the ddt'crenee,
t_

EVrnENCE is the hasi_ ofjt)stiee
: to exclude
evidence,
is to exclude justice.
On the plaintiff's
side, in a suit of a criminal nature,--an
excludm*zrule,
as often as it
has the effect of shutting
the door against an
article of true and nnfallacious
evnh'nce necessary to cunvictmn,
operates
as a licence
for the commission
ota crime.
In the exclusionary
_ystem may therefore
be seen a fund of encouragement
con-tantly
apphed
to the production
of all imaginahle
crimes.
On the plaintiff's
side, in a suit of a noncri,'ninal naturc,--an
exclu(tin:r
rule. as often
usit has the effect of,-huttin*z
the door against
an article of true and unhdtacions
ewdenee
necessary
to the giving elg,ct in a rightfl(1
demand,
operat(s
aa a dem,d of justice.
In the exclusionary
sy'stem may thus be
seen a fund ot encouragement
constantly
apphed to the production
of injustice
in all its
shawes, to the prejudice of the plaintiff's
side :
to the destruction
of all tho_-e private rights
which it, ha_ been the business of the substantire law to create,
and for the efficiency of
which it _tands ldedged.
On the defendant's
-ide. in a suit of a trimmal natm'e,--an
exehlding
rale, aq often as
it has the effect of shutting
the door against
an article of true and unfallaeiou_
evidence
m, cessary to acquittal
(evidence
sufficient for
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conviction
having been delivered on the other
side,) operates
as a licence for inflicting
putlishmen_
upon the innocent
on a false pretence of criminality,
In the exclusionary
system
may thus be
seen a fund of encouragement
eon.-tantly
applied or applicable
to the oppression
of the
innocent,
b) the inflictmn of punishment,
in
all its shapes,
on persons in whose instance
it is groundless
and undue,
On the defendant's
side, m a suit of a nonpeuat nature,--an
excluding
rule, as often at
it has the effect of shutting
the door against
an article ot trite and uatallacious
evidence,
necessary
to a dora,ion
exempting
him from
the ohhgatiun
_ought by the plaintiff
to be
imposed upon him (evidence
sufficient
for a
decision imposing that obligation
having been
delivered
(m the other side,) operate_
as a
licence tot imposing
undue
obligation
in goneral, a heence to ot)pression by alt imaginable
wrongs
other than on the score of punishment.
Examples
: Exclu¢ion
put upon all persons
of this or that particular
description,
includes
a licence to commit,
in thc presence
of any
number
of persons o_ that description,
all
imaginable
c_i,nes.*
In a law which requires two witnesses
for
conviction,
ia included
a licence
to commit,
in the prescn;'e of one single person of any
description,
all crime_ and offences
what_oever.
This licence we shall find constantly
granted
by Roman law, and occa-iom_Ily
by English:
in the/briner
by jurisprudence,
in the latter
by statutes.
Consult
your lawyer,
or your law books :
note the description
of wltnessc(and a most
multifarious
an(, extensive
hst of" them you
will find,) by which,
were it not for the exclusionary
,y_tem,
ymu tran,gression
would
be capable of being made apparent,
but under
winch, be your transgressmn
uhat
it ma).
you are sate.

Such is the invitation,
such the encouragement,
given h) the exclusionary
principle to
dishonest
men of nil descrlption_:
and. mutarts mutandis,
on either side of the cause.
If either self-conscious
injustice,
or its chief
instruments,
mendacity
and insincerity,
be°
long to the category of vice,--in
the technical
system in every country
to a certain degree,
but in England
to a most pre-eminent
degree,
will tie tbund an ever open school of viee--a
source
of moral
corruption,
pouring
itself
forth in a copious
and uninterrupted
stream
throughout
the mass of the people.
By example,
by reward,
by compulsion,
by every
means po,sible
or imaginable,
we shall see
(t_very man does see it that does not shut his
eyes against it) this most mischievious
ofalt
vice, propagated
under the shelter
of the
technical
system, propagated
hythe prot;essed
and olticial guardians
of the public murals:
and, among the instruments
of this disastrous
husbandry,
are to tie tound some of the most
eliieient of the evidence-excluding
rules.
From the ahove description
oI the nature
of the mischief, may be deduced
the deserip=
tion of the persons interested
in the pushing
it tip to the highest pos¢ible pitch : mat(7.fide
suitors on both snles, includin_
male/actors
of
allsort,,
their accomplices
and wcll-w}_hcrs:
! men of law, as being the nalural allies of ma' letactors
and other ma[_t tide sui(ors:
under
, the teehmcal
system, judges,
and other offiI cia! at well as professional
lawyers:
protesI sional lawyers under any system.
i
Exclusion
(at will be seen) it one of the
: grand engines bythe hell) of which corruption
[has been enabled
to gain it, ends:
mid by
which arbitrary
power,
with the.in,
n,cendi
it enforces,
has been acquired ; that faculty,
the acquisition
of uhich
is so delightful
to
the human heart,
whether,
on the particular
occasmn in qtwst/on,
there be or be not a (li_
position to employ it.
An engine ot power, good.
but how ofarbitrary power ? By means of what ha_ been
already
described
under
the name
of the
* Exclusion pat, in a case ote rape, upon the
doulile-fomitaia
principle.
Exclusion
of evlte_tim.ony of quaker% includes a hcenec to the
dence (t)arrin_r the few exceptions
of _hich
whole army m storm every q,taker,_" meeti:_gaccount
will he taken)
i_- eontrar_
to reason.
house, and violate the persons of all the female
part of the congregation,
m the presence of f'_- But, a_s often as a judge has r_co_trse to reathers, husbands,
and brothers,
son, he nm:_ he pretty _ure of having the optThis licence is among the many of the *:m)c
nion oi non-lawyers
on his side°
Establish,
kind actually grante_t (as will t)e se_n) by t_ngthen. the irrational
excluding
rule. you ha*e
lish lawyers.
Defendants,
the soldiers, eouht
two tountains,
from the. one or the other of
not be examined against theulselveu ; eo-detendant._,
could thenotheenee
be examined
agains_ltirt.on_,another. they Thus
is complete,
_ltness among them_ indeed--give
him nnpunity_--your
witne*s is a good witness, the mtereq
ceases, and everythir.g is as it shou}dh_:
but
what happens not unfrequentty,
none of them
will accept
h_re; defect
their comrades
their
throats.your
-- [The
alluded towouht
with c_lt
regard to the testimony
of quaker_ in cnminaI
eases, was remedied by 3 _ 4 Will. IV. e. 4'.t.
Nee Vol. VI. p. 381, Note 6.--Ed.]

which you draw. as on each oecasion is agreeable to you.
Would you serve the plaintiff?
draw from the fountaiu
of reason : wouldvou
ser_'e the defendant
? draw hum the founiain
of the established
rule. _tarc decisis.
Secure
of eulogium
either way, the ground of it is
at yore'
choice. Adhere
to the rule, you have
*
the praise of steadiness,
and superior probity :
depart from it, yon have the praise of liberality,
and superior
wisdom.
Adhere to it)
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you have the rlgorists for your applauders
;
depart from it. you have for the same purpose
the liberahsts
If it be in the nature
of the exclusionary
rules to save the judge from deception oftener
than it lead, him into it. all this mischief may
be tound
to be made amends
for, and outweighed.
Whether
it be in the nature of such
an arrangement
to be productive
of any such
advanta_ze,
is a question
that wilt be considined in its place.

CHAPTER
IV.
DI(TA OF JUDGES ON TIlE EXCLUSIONARY
S_.S_rE_I.
IT may be a spectacle
not a|together
uninteresting to the reader, to set, a pictnre
of the
ex('lusionar._
s)stem,
drawn by the hamis of
titled and official p_t£essors:
especially
should
it happen to be a matter
of itJterest
to hhn
to c_ nsider, that, were the entire system of
jurisprudential
law to be represented
in the
character
of Hercules.
thismcmher
o! it mitdtt
be. considered
as his foot: e'x pede H_rculem.
From this one limh, no ver3 thai!equate
conception
mat be formed
ot the hcauty
and
proportion
of the whole,
tte to whom it may
be a matter of intere_,t
or curiosity
to contemplate
it in that character,
need not ti_ar to
find him._elf m any such perplexity
as the
empk)yer
to whom the architect
presented
a
brick as a sample of a house,
Inthe li_w specimens,
which the reader will
now be enlightened
with, of the wisdom of
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' the old cases, upon the competency
of witnesses [i. e. upon the question
whether
they
shall be admitted
or riot admitted,j
have gone
upon very subtle grounds." "
IIL Ashhurst,
J. "' There is so great a contrad_etion
in decisions respecting
the bound.
aries of evidence, that I rather choose to give
my opinion on the particular
circumstances
of
the case, than to lay down any general
rule
on the subject."
3 Term liep. p..07.
IV. Buller,
J. " This case involves
in it
the question
which has been so repeatedly
agitated
in courts
of law, what
objections
go to the credit, and what to the campetenc_t,
Of the witness :" [what objections
have tl_m
effect of excluding
the witness
and what objections
have no effect at all ;] " than which
{ no q,estwn
ts more perplexed."
lb. on the
[ same occasion.
i
V. Grose, J. "ThcdistinctionbetweencomI ptteno/and
credit
is b!/no means ace_wately
i settled : in many of the book% the shade IreI tween
them is so tight that the boundaries
} of either can hardly'be
perceived
[i. e. that
I it can hard]_ he known whether
the witness
i is to be ad_nitted
or excluded.]
/Jut in all
/ the books which treat of cvidem'e,
there are
' eertairt
techni:al
rules laid down which are
highll¢ beneficial to the public, and ought not
to be departed
from.' * 2 Term Prep. p. 268,
I anon 17&g.
I
VI. Speaking
of the question,
whether,
in
a criminal cause, tht. testimony
of a proposed
witness,
having
an interest,
which
may be

wisdom of ales , aru] are nowret'eredfrom
their
antiquity
and the good sensein which they are
founded : they are not rules depending
on techn_cal refinements,
but upon good sense ; and
the preservation
of them is the first duty o.I"
iudqes."
3 Term Rep. p. 707.
II. Peake,
159. The same Lord Kenyon,

* lgradcr.--Public
?--beneficial to thepublie ?
technical rules beneficml
to the pubhc?
Somehow or other, is there not something of an erraruin t ere?
Compiler.--No
erratum at all.
In jurisprudence everything
is right, when aright interpreted.
When that which has bten said comes
to be interpreted
(or in his phrase constr**ed_)
various and numberle>s are the circumstances
to
be taken i_to the account: amongst others the
subject.matter,
occasion,
and the
place.
If, at Surgeons'the ttall,
occasion
happening
to
make mention of a certain disease, the learned
professers were to speak of _t as heneficial, highly
beneficial to the public, could m,y doubt be entertained what puhlic was intended ?
I beg pardon of these proti_ssors, iv. that seat
of real learning,
)or a comparison, which, ff not
arl.ht interpreted,
_ould to them be so tidl of
iniury.
The master plague, which ,s at once
th'e,.r et_emyand
theirt?iend,
is combated by
them with degrees of sncce, s, varying of course
with the skill of the curator, and tim idiosypcracy of the aflllcted: but, whatever else may
happen to be _antlng,
zcat. at the least, isnever
wanting:
by them me disease was not created.
by them it is not fostered; who anmng them was
ever heard to eutcgize it ?
Who is the lawyer's neighbour ? Answer,
the lawyer,
By what man was the duty to his
neighbour
ever ?;o fully understoed,
so _sidu=
OUSly
practised

(3. J. "'I premise with
_ald by Lord Mansfield

IVho are d'e lawyer's
composed of lawyers.

English
sages, he will see at one and the
same time how impossible
it is to know how
anything
is, and how certain it is that ever)'th{ng _._, as it should be. He will see at one
view a specimen
of the discernment,
the socnrityo and the consistency,
which slnne forth
with perpetual
and undiminished
lustre trom'
tho._e exalted stations:
and (as in the case of
tl_e royal sun of the seventeenth
century ) he
mat propound
to himselt
for medltation_
or
to his neighbour
tbr debatc,--ot
which of
this elu_-ter of virtues is the splendour
most
conspicuous,
I. Peake (Edit.
1501,)
15_?. Lord Kenyon,
C. J. " All questions
upon the ntles of evidenee are of vast importance
to all orders mad
degreesofmcn;
ourlives,
ourliberty,
andour
property,
are all concerned
in the support of
these rules, _tnch have been matured b!t the

mentioning
what
on this subjeet_

was
that

I
,
i
,
i
!
i
]
[
i
I

public?

The public
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affected by his testimony, in a future conSiderfin or Keble," says LoM Mansfieldtmgent eivil cause relative to the same trans" and here," says the commentator,
" we
action, shall be admitted ;--" The eases on see the force of expression peculiar to great
this point," says Mr Peake, " are so contra- minds, who exercise the right of thinking for
dwtory, that it zs impossible to attempt to re- themselves." But, my good lord, if not from
concde them." Thus far the institutimmlist,
the decisions of preceding judges, as reported
In such provoking colours does the ahsurdity
by any man whom chance has raised up to reof this learning sometimes show _tself, that
pint them, from whom would you take )our
the most wary and devoted votarie_ of the rules? From your own secret determinajurisprudenti',d
Thenns ate sometimes off tams, never communicated, and impossible
their guard.
_t,, be cmfformed to, because imposdbte to be
Observe now what tbllows in the preface known ? Think for yourselves, and welcome:
(which is always the last part printed) of the thinking for )ourselves,
you think tor us :
_me really usctul and m_tructive treali-e, in hut at tca-t render it possible tl,r us to know
comparison with which the pertbrmanees of what you lhink, be%re )ou ruin us for not
the two titled insnl utionalJsts sound like the i having conformed to it.
drivelmgs of an old woman in her dotage.
I
VII. Paake. Preface, v. " The chapler on _,
parol testimony also is in a great measure {
CHAPTER
V.
new : for the rules of evidence in this respect !
SPECIESOF EXCLUSION.
have been _o much altered, and so much bght .
ha-- been thrown on them b? dee>ions, that , A LOT of evidence which one of the parties
comparatively little is to be collected fi'om j would wi_h to see produced, fails of being
ancient books that is satisfactm'v on lhe sub- ; produced. Whence comes this failure ? Is it
ject. It was said by Lord Man_iield (I Btae.' that it might have been forthcoming, but the
366,) with that three of expression peculiar _law or the judge will not suffer it to he proto great minds, who exercise the right of I dueed? In this ease, the exclusion put upon
thinking for themselves befbre they as_ent to : it may be said to he positive. Is it that it
the authorit) of others--'
We do not sit here i might have boon forthcoming, but lhe ]awor
to take our rules of evidence from Siderfin _the judge withhold_ any of those aMs, arty of
or Kcble.' ltejeeting those cases which were those powers (coercive or remunerative,
bug
not supported byprtaczples, that great judge
more especially coercive,) which in the case
estabh_hed a system for his successors to Iof
of this or that other article of evidence are
low; and competence and ere&bihty, so fre- not refused, _hieh arc necessary to its being
quently confounded together, are now aecu- hJrtheoming, and tbr want of which it fails
ratelu defined and well undcrstoo.t,
of being so? In this case, the exeludon may
Accurateb_ d,fimd and well uadcrstood'-be said to be negative.
these very objects, in the decisions concernSupposing the exclusion improper, in the
ing which, in t.e declared opinion of one of former case the injury done is more palpable,
the noble and learned lord's colleagues, there
but in the other is not less real or exten.ive.
was '" so great a contra&etion;" and at that
Positive or negative, at whose instmwe is
same time, in the opinion of another of those the exclusion put upon the evidence ? if the
his learned colleagues, a degree of perpleazty
person whose evidence is in question be a
than which a greater is not to be found arty- party in the cause, then come the questions
where. Such is the sort of matter endea- _ Is it at his own instance; or at that ot a
routed lobe passed upon mankind for accurate co-party on the same side ; or at that of the
definition and good undcrstan&ag by men of party, or, if several, of a party, on the oppolaw! Thus it is, that, as far as they have site side? If he be an extraneous witne.s,
their _ish, every intelleetual
ohjeet that
then come the questions--Is
it at the ineome_ within the" sphere of their aeUvity is stance of a party on tile same side of the
defined and understood,
cause as that of lhe party by whom hi- cotUnderstood ? to be what'_ The answer i¢ dence is or would have been called for ; or at
already given --given, and by the same hand:
the instance of the party, or a party, on the
--to be (what the)" are) " so contradictory
opposite side; or at his own instance; or at
that it is impossible to attempt to reconcile , that of a third person, a stranger to the cause ;
them.'" The application of the observation , or, in each respective ca_e, at the joint inhas there indeed its limits: but whether any i stance of two or more such persons ? By one
such, or any other, limits to it were neces- , person the exclusion may be called for on one
sary, the reader will soma be enabled to i ground, by another on another ground: on
judge.
_one ground it may be improper, on anotlter
In those seats of learned wisdom, what I not.
should a man do, were his longing ever so I The exeluslon put upon the evidence, is it
anxious to escape from praise ? " We do not i put upon it at all events, or only in certain
sit here to take our rules of evidence fi'om i events ? or, _vha*.comes to the same thing,
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are there any events in which it may be taken
other, it is. To the first of the two, the disoff? tIence we see another distinction : ab- cussion concerning the propriety of the exsolute exclusion, conditional exclusion,
cluskm is confiued.
By the wonder-working hand of logic, conWhere no condition, limitation, or excepditions are changed into limitations, limita- tion, is spoken of., the exclusion must be untions into exceptions• Improper it absohit_e, derstood to tie absolute.
the exclusion may, by the conditions, the hIn other instances, the evidence i¢excluded,
mitations, the exceptions, be brought within
_f there be other evidence : no_ excluded, unthe pale of propriety ; by its tendency to save less there be other evidence (understand, of
collateral inconvenience, delay, expense, or this or that particular description.)
Exciuvexation,
sion sl alia.
Of possible conditions, the number is inIf the ease afford other evidence, and that
finite. Distinguished from the herd, stand other evidence sufficient, and this sufficient
those which respect the existence of other
and admitted evidence not attended with
evidence to the same facts,
mass of collateral inconvenience, prepondeIn some instances, the evidence in qucs- rant over that with which the delivery of the
tion is excluded, unless some other evidence excluded evidence would have come accomis produced likewise. Exclusion nisi alia, or panied,--the
exclusion, it is plain, can do no
si non alia (probatio, understood.)
harm. To this head belongs (as we shall see)
The most common as well as important
one of the two classes of eases in which the
ease. is where the other evidence, thus made exclusion put upon evidence is proper and
requisite, is required to be produced on the justifiable.
same side of the cause.
Exclusimi nisl alia
The party whose interest, according to his
ex eodem (latere, understood.)
conception, would be served by the evidence,
Of this ease an example is presented by insists upon it. The collateral inconvenience
the rule of law which requires two witnesses,
with which it would be attended, is not noEvery man is excluded--every
man, he he riced by him, or riot regarded by him, or is
who he may, unless he comes with another
perhaps the very and only cause, tire final
in his hand. Two propositions are here as- cause, of the demand be makes of it. But by
sumed: All men are liars, and all judges
the judge ir will be regarded, and regarded
fools. Without the second, the first (we
with other eyes.
shall see) would be insufficient,
t
To this head will be found referable, kinds
Another
ease is,
thus
made
requisite
is where
requiredthe toevidence
have been
produced (or at any rate to be about to be produced) on the opposite or adverse side. Exelusiou ui_i alia ex opposito, or ex adverso,
To this head may be referred the exclusion
put upon counter-evidence, in the case where
_he primary evidence, by which the demand
for it wouht have been produced fails itself
of bmng produced. If the evidence supposed
to have been prepared against the character
of Testis fails of being produced, any cvideuce that may have been prepared in support
of the character of the same witness, will narurally be excluded.
And so in the _ase of
alibi evidence.
Failing, on the other side,
the evidence which supposed the man there,
you have no need to prove him elsewhere,
In every ease of conditional exclusion, a
case of absolute exclusion is included.
By
the condition, the hmitation, the exception,
the ease is divided into two cases : in one, the
evidence in question is not excluded ; bi the

] of
great
masses,
withevidence
more orinless
reason,
the against
door is, which,
or has
_been proposed to be, shut :--1. Inferior makeI shift evidence excluded, or proposed to be
t excluded, in consideration of ordinary regulas
! evidence from the same source ; 2. Ordinary
_excluded, in expectation of super-ordinary,
I more satisfactory and persuasive, evidence,
from the same or other sources; 3. Where
_ithe demand for it is created by some other
: lot of evidence on the same side or on the opposite side of the eause,--anv sort of evidence
excluded ; viz. in the ease where the evidence
! by which (had it been produced) the demand
would have been created, fails of' being produced.
So far as the supposition of better evidence
is verified, the inferior would produce the had
effects of irrelevant evidence : so far as the
supposition fails of being verified, certain rotsdecision, as certain as in eases of deception by
bad and false evidence, is the result.
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Or the production of evidence, pecuniary expense is an ordinary vexation,--in
some shape
or uther, in some degree or other, an inseparable, cuuseqaenee.
To warrant the production of any lot of evidence, the necessity
of it to some one of the other purposes of
justice (ultimate decision, when due, ell the
plaintifi's side, ultinmte deci.-ion, when due,
on the defendant's side) is an indispensable
condition.
A lot of evidence is proposed to
be pro[iueed. Tim advantage proposed from
the production,--is
it imaginary ?--is it outweigbed by the inconvenience? In eithcrcase,
exclusion is the result.
The cases, then, in which exclusion may
lie proper, may be ¢hstributed under two
graod head_:-I. To the first head may be referred, those
in whi(,h no inisehief at all can result from
tLe exclusion,
If this be the case, it must. be either--1.
because the suit itself is of such a nature that
no good can come from it ; or, "2. because,
though the part taken by the party by whom
the evidence is called for be necessary to juslice, the evid _nce in question is not neeessary
to his making it good. The plaintiff being
in the r_ght, the evidence is not necessary
to the establishment of h_s demand ; or, the
defimdant being in the light, the evidence in
question is not necessary to his defence_tu
the saving him from that burden which the
demand seeks to throw upon him.
To the first of the two divisions belong
all those cases in which obtainment of the
information ._ought for, is sought for, not in
the character of a means, but in the character
of an end : where, instead of calling for the
evidence for the purpose of the suit, the suit
itself is instituted for no other purpuse th,m
timt of coining at the evidence : coming at
the information wanted, by demanding it and
emplo3ing the hand of the judge to extract it
by force of law, in the character of evidence,
The suit in this case is what has been called
a feigned suit, or might better be called a
sham or fi'audulent suit ; for the suit itself is

the party (say the plaintiff) has no right, on
any score, to the information called for by
him on the score of evidence: whieh is as
milch as to say, that he could not have obtainedit hy a suit professedly directed to that
end. For if, having a right to it, he obtains
it like a corollary in mathematics, in the form
of evidence called for mt the occasion of inother suit, so much the better : the business
of twu suits is done in one: two birds are
killed with one stone. If, in prosecuting for
one crime or one wrong, you get evidence
that enables you to punish, or compel sarisfaction, as for another, so much the better :
out of twu lots of vexation, expense, and
delay, one is saved.
Thus to the man of reason • not so to the
[nan of law. To him it will be duwnright
cheating--cheating
him out of that part of"
the expensewhich becomes profit in his bands.
If, of the evidence which the case affords,
there be any material part behind, there
wants no other ground tbr postponing the
decision, though the suit be a single one.
But it; of the mass of evidence sufficient, for
warranting a d,zen decisions, in allowance or
disallowance of so many different demands,
the whole be brought forth on the occasion
of one demand,the controversy is as ripe
ibr the dozen decisions in this case, as for the
single deci,ion in the other. But this sort of
arithmetic does not accord with the books
of the nlan (If law. The end¢ of justice only
are served by it the end_ of judicature are
sacrificed by it.
To the other division belong all those cases
in which, howsoever it happens, the infermation tendered or called for in the ohm'icier
of evidence, is not neees,ary to justice: it
is irrelevant, or, though relevant, usele_,
because there is enough without it, whether
trom a different source, or of a better kind
from the same source ; or whether there be
enough without it or no, it i_ still useless,
because sure to be refitted or outweighed by
other evidence.*
In all these cases, as in the former, if the
evidence in question were produced, the vexation, expense, and delay, attendant on the
production of it, would be so much pure rotschief, unpaid for by may advantage. There is

real, though the object of it be disguised.
On this occasion, however, if _he exclusion
De to be justified, it must be understood that

* As in the ease of an ineon'eet tran,eriyt
tendered on one sid% the original being to be
produced on the other.
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more or less to put in one scale; there is no- collateral inconvenience, in the shape of vex_
thing to put in the other,
tion, expense, and delay, to an amount greater
II. Thus much for the first principal head. than the advantage derivable from the adTo the other, belong all the cases in which mission of it ; that is, _han the mi_.hief, in
there is more or less to put in each of the the shape of danger of rnisdecision, attendant
two scales : in the one, the mise_ef from on the excinsio_ of it.
the exclusion of the evidence (a mischief, in _ Questions for the consideration of the
the composition of which, misdecision, or the judge :
danger of it, will in general be either the
1. Amount of the mischief of misdeeision
chief or the sole ingredient :) in the other,
(or, what comes to the same thing, failure of
_he mischief from the admissiou of the evi- justice for want of decision.)
This depends
deuce ; a mischief which resolves itself into upon the nature and importance of the cause:
vexation, expense, and delay, jointly or se- its nature, whether criminal or non-crlminal;
paratety, as already so often mentioned,
its importance,-if criminal, measured, on
In all these eases, we may see work, more the side of the public, by the magnitude of
or less, for the judge: for the legislator, none: the miscbicf--on
the side of the defbadant,
at least if, in the drawing of his first line% by the magnitude of the pun[shmeut, if nonhe has wrought with a skilful hand. In every criminal, measured on both sides by the value
instance there is a question of fact to be of the benefit and burthen at stake, taking
tried; in no instance need there be, ought into account the circumstances influeneiog
there to be, any question of law. Undersensibility on both sides. * This will be at
sti_nd, any new question of law, ereated by any rate a question of fact, including or not
the arrangements here proposed to be maple, including questions of law, according as the
_elative to exclusion and admission : for the legislator has done or left undone, dour well
question, whether a man has a right to the or ill, the duty of giving a complete catalogue
information on any other score than that of and set of definitions of the several crimes,
evidence (evider_e in relation to a different
with their respective punishments, of the sesuit,) is indeed professedly a question of law, reval sorts of rights, with the several modes
but a question supposed to have been already of satiffaetion attached to infringement in
settled, on its proper grounds,
eaeh ease. But, be there ever so much of law,
I. First grand and proper head of objection
it will be a sort of law the demand for which
to the admission of the proposed evidence, is to be set down to other accounts, and not
The information is not really wanted as evi- to this.
denee, and is such as the party has no right
2. Amount of the danger of misdecision ;
to on any other score. Or, though called for i.e. of the probability of misdecision, coastunder the notion of its serving as evidence,
dered aMliable to result from the exclusion
it is not capable of being of any use.
proposed to be put upon the evidence: this
Questioas for the consideration of the will at any rate be a pure question of fact.
judge:_
Under each of these several heads, five
1. tias the party a right to call for the in- propositions have presented themselves as
formation in question, by a suit on purpose, true :having that ohject and no other'.' A question
1. That, on each of the grounds indicated
of law; bat supposed to be already setlled,
by these heads, eases may arise in which,
2. The evidence proposed for delivery, is it i whatever mischief may result from exclusion,
necessary to justice? Isit relevant? Is either I a greater mischief may arise from non-exelnparty i_ want of it? To either partyis it ca- stun: arnischief, viz. intheshapeofthevexa.
pable of being of use? Questions which are, tion, expense, and delay, to which, separately
all of them, questions of fact: questions upon or in conjunction, it may happen to be insewhich no hgb, t can be thrown by retizrence parahle from the admission of the evidence.
to rules of law, deduced or deducible from
2. That, between the eases in which the
anything that has been done in any preceding ! quantities on the one side are the greater, and
cause.
_the cases in which the quantities on the uther
If the answer to thes_se*'eral questions be side are the greater, the separation is not in
in the negative, there is no account to be general (if indeed in any instance) so clear,
taken of vexatmn, expense, and delay. To as to be capable of serving with advantage as
some amount, inconvenience
in all these a foundation for any general rules.
shapes cannot but, be attendant on _he pro3. That therefore it is in all these eases in"_luction of the evidence : but, as to the quart- cumbent on the legislative authority to leave,
turn, it is needles_ to inquire, since, for the or rather to place, in the hands of tbe jadipurpose of the exclusion, there is sure to be vial, such a latitude of discretionary power,
enough; there i_ nothing to set against it.
as shall enable it to form the estimate on both
IL Second and last grand and proper head
of objection t_ the admission of the proposed
evidence. The delivery of it is attended with

• Damont's Trait6s de l_gislation. "' Introduction to Morals and Legislation." (See Vat. L
p. 21.)
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gldes, and thence to drawthe balance in each
individual instance, on the occasion of each
individual .suit.
4. That, inasmuch as on these grounds
general rules cannot to any good purpose be
laid down in the way of statute law, by the
legislature itself--by
the only authority avowedly and directly competent, at any given
point of time, and of its own motion, and by
its own authority, to lay down general rules,
_mneh less can any such rules be laid do_,
to any good purpose, in the way of jurisprudential law, by a man exercising, under the
mask of the judge, the authority of the legislator ; professing obedience, when he is exercising power; pretending to find ready-made
--made already by an imaginary being, the
law, the very law which he himself is making
at the time.
5. That, to ob_-iate this propensity to do
by bad means that which on this occasion
ought not to he done by any even the best
means, the legislator ought not to content
himself, on this occasion, either with simply
abstaining from tying up the bands of the
judge, or even with committing to his hands
the requisite latitude of discretion in express
terms ; but that it will be further necessary
expressly to declare, that in no instance shall
the judge, on forming his decision for the admission or exclusion of the evidence in that
individual cause, make or admit of any relYrence to what may have been done by any
other judge, or even by himself, in any preceding cause: any more than a jury does, in
giving damages tbr a trespass against person
or goods: for that, in these cases, the pathof
precedent is the path of constant error,
Of the absence of the discretionary power
here contendeu tor, what is the consequence?
That the chances against right decision wilt
be all along as infinity to one; in a word, that
the decision pronounced will be almost always wrong and mischievous. The ground of
decision in each case will be, not the circumstances of that individual case, not the proportions between the quantities in that case,
but the circumstances of, the proportions
between, the quantities in some other case:
some other ,_sc, in which they have but one
chance against an infinity of chances for not
being different from what they are in the case
in hand.
In a word, in a case of this description, the
looking to precedent for a rule would be exaetlv as incongruous and mischievous as if, on
an account between A and B, the balance were
to be deduced, not from a comparison of the
sum of the items on one side with the sum
of the items on the other, but by copying the
balance of a former account, in which the
items, as well as the persons, were all different: an account between C and D.
In other words, and those more familiar to

at5 _

Brrgliah ears, the question as l_¢tweem_lmizslon of the evidence on one hand, and exclttaion on the ground of vexation, expense, and
delay (jointly or separately,) on the other,
ougt_t in every instance to be treated as a
question of fact, in no instance as a question
of law : and accordingly it should he the special care of the legislator, by apt prohibitory
words, to make sure, as far as it depends upon
him, that no questiou of law shall ever he
made of it.
CHAPTER
IL
_xct, vsxoN ON THEGROUNDOF VEXATION,
L_ WrlAT cases PItOFEa.
§ 1. M'_difications of which vexation, coastdered as a ground for excluding evidence,
is susceptible.
THE idea of vexation, judicial vexation, is
a most extensive one : punishment it_elf_
punishment in all its modifications--is
but
a modification of it.
Vexation is evil, any evil, produced by |he
hand of law : if with a direct intention (ultimate or not ultimate) the evil comes under
the name of punishment : if not with a dire_¢6
intention, whether with or without an indl.
rect intention (which is as much as to say,
with or without a prospect of this result, in
the character of a consequence of the act of
power exercised,) it then comes under the
notion, not of punishment, but of vexation.
From the acts done, with or without hecessity, in a course of judicial procedure ; and
in particular from the acts done for the parpose of the obtainment and delivery of evidence,-- vexation (it will be seen) is liable
to be produced in the breasts of persons of
various descriptions, implicated habitually or
occasionally in the juridical transactions :
I. Parties ; "2. Witnesses ; 3. Third persons ;
! 4. The public at large ; 5. Professional lawyers, in the character of assistants to the
parties ; 6. Judges, and the official lawyers
under them.
As to the vexation considered as liable to
fall upon the parties in the mere character of
parties, it belongs not to the presettt purpose.
But a party, whether at his own instance, or
at that of an adversary or a co-party, is liable
to be received in the character of a witness :
received to give information relative to the
matters of fact in question, just as it might
happen to an extraneous witness to do. It is
in tbis quality, and this alone, that any vexatiou to which it may happen to him to stand
exposed, is to the purpose here.
I. Of vexation by reason of attendance, the
evil will not, in a direct way, naturally fall on
any other person than the proposed witness.
In the character of a ground of exclusion,
it therefore has no place, if, notwithstand_

';
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the vexation, the proposed witness, by his
own consent freely and fairly obtained, dellvers, or is ready to deliver, such his testirunny,
No more has if, intheopinionofthejudge,
if a compensation, such as m the opinion of
the judge is an adequate one, he tendered to
him : and in this case there is nothing which
should render the compensation incapable of
being rightly estimated, more than in amultitude of other cases in which such estimation
is performed in every day's practice,
In a remote way, it may however happen
that the evil of vexation by reason of attendance shall fall on persons other than the
proposed witness,
One example is, when, in consequence of
lhe evidence of the proposed witness, it becomes necessary to the party against whom
such evidence makes, to oppose it hy courtter-evidence, such as otherwise _ould not
have been produced.
In this cast, to any
vexation pres_-ing on the proposed witness,
mu,t be added the vexation attached to the
delivery o1 such counter-evidence
: which
vexatitm (it being supposed to be of that sort
which attaches on attendance) will, if ancompensated, rest on the shoulders of the
coanter-w_tness ; if compensated (viz. at the
expense of the counter-party,)
upon those of
the counter-party at whose expense it is coinpensat ed.
Another possible example is this :-- Over
and above m_y vexation pressing npon the
proposed attendant witness himself by reason
of his attendance, some vexation (some posttire loss, for example, or loss ot an opportunity of gain) may befall some third person,
by reason of some connexion which his luterest has with the attendance of the proposed
witnes_ at another place. An inconvenience
of this sort will, to the extent of it, tbrm as
substantialan objeetmn to the delivery of the
evidence, as if the proposed witness were
himself theindividual suffering under it. But,
in this case, the difficulty of proof, where the
mischief exists, will naturally be more con--idatable; as likewise the dmlger of deception
by fallacious evidence, where the evil has no
real existence,
In a mass of vexation produced by reason of
attendance, four branches will in almost every
instance be distinguishable:
four branches,
producible respectively by the four following

considerable, this,branch of the vexation will
naturally be accompanied with the obligation
of pecuniary disbursement : of which elsewhere, under the separate head of expense.
2. Attendance in court (i. c. in the pre
sauce of the judge by whom the evidence is
received) daring, or for the purpose or; the
delivery of the evidence.
If, the witness
being sick in bed, the judge, for the purpose
of receiving his testimony, visits him at his
bed-side, his chamber becomes theleby, to
this purpose, a court ot ju._tlee.
3. Demurrage.
Attendance in the neighbourhood of the court, for a length of tnne
tiequently uncertain--hours,
days, or even
weeks--that
he may be in readiness to pay
his attendance in court, when the time comes
for the dehvery of his evidence.
4. Journey hon_e, or from the seat ofjudicature; wz. to the spot _hich, had it not
been ibr the fulfilling of tl_e obiigatmn tiros
linposed on him, he would at that time have
occupied.
11. Vexation by reason of &¢ch,sure, may
fall to the charge of any person or persons to
whom it may happen to sustain inane vcnience
in any shape from the disclosure of any matter of fact capable of being disclosed by delivery of evidence ; which is a._much as to
say, any sort of fact whatsoever.
These persons may be-- 1. The proposed
witness himself, or persona specially eommct ed
with him, whether m the way of self-regardins interest, or of sympathy;
2. Other individuals at large ; 3. The public at large :
including the members of the governing body,
considered in respect of such then" public eapacity.
For the different shapes in which vexation,
in the ca_e oi an individual (the proposed _ithess, or any other.) may as_-ume, lonk to the
shapes in which injury may display itseli_ eor°
responding to the possessions in respect to
which injury may befall him; viz. person,
propert), reputation, condition in lit_.*
Facts, fi'om the disclosure of which it may
happen to the public at large, or to government, in respect of the pubhc interest, to
receive harm, may be comprised under the
general denominatmn ot state *ecrets._
For the respects in v_hn.h it may happen
to the public at large to experience vexation
from this source, consult th_ catal%qm of
public offeoces._

1. Journey out, to the seat of judicature ;
rig. from the spot or spots at which, had it
not been tot the obligation of the attendance,
the witness would, during the length of time
consumed by the attendance, have been statinned.
Of this branch of the vexation, the
weight is of course variable ad infimtum,_
having no other limizs than those of the globe
of the earth itself.
Where the distance is

* Dumont's " Trai_ds de Legislation."-" Introduction to _Morals and Lcg_*latwn,"
(Vol. 1. p. 9!*.)
t If a witness is asked a question, the answer
to which would disclose anything which might
prove detrimental to the public service, the judge
_11 interpose to prevent the answer from being
given.--Ed.
$ Dumnnt, ut supra--"
Introduction," &e(VoL I. pp. 101, 141.)
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In respeCt of that branch of the vexation
by reason of attendance which consists of
attendance _n court, the witness has as many
co-sufferers as there are persons of other descriptions on whom the _me duty isimposed :
the aggregate mass increases, cousequently,
with the number of these persons.
Among these persons mast be distinguished
-- L The professional assistants so attending
for the several parties; 2. The judge or
judges so attending, with his or their official
subordinates,
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tot, that it should be made subservient.
In
this ca.*e, the vexation, whatever it be, has
no benefit to weigh against it in the scale_
no such benefit, as the power of the law, applied m the way of judicial procedure, was
intended to produce.
Let the compulsory process which the judge
has the power of applying to a proposed withess for the extraction of his testimony, be
the sort of torture applied to produce the pretence of unanimity in an English petty jury ;
viz. keeping him in a state of imprisomnent,
without meat or drink, and so tbrth.
Let

§ .9. Vexation to the witness, or to persons at
laroe, in so fur as aO_cted b_ his testtmony, ] the her, the disclosure of which is thus enunderstood
in thatineharachow far a proper ground tf_exclasion,
t understood
deavoured toorbenot
obtained,
be a secret
trade :
Where the vexation, in all shapes taken to- i ter by the proposed witness ; possessed by
gether, that would result from the delivery of I some other person, a manufacturer, and conthe evidence in question, constitutes a greater I stituting his only source, and that an ample
evil than the evil that would result tor want I source, of livelihood.
Were the disclosure
of the evidence, the evidence in question _c_mpelled, and compelled by this means, here
ought not to be delivered.
In the opposite
wouht be two persons, with a distinct injury
case, it ought to he dclivered, andifuotabmlt
inflicted upon each: on the manufacturer,
to be dehvered without compulsion, corn- wrongful interception of pecuniary gain, equipelled,
valent to wrongtitl imposition of pecuniary
To determine the preponderance, as be- loss; on the witness, uulawthl compulsion,
tween the e_il (the vexation) by delivery of by fear of corporally afflictive imprisonment.
the evidence, and the evil (tnjustice or dan- ,lu-t as if the plaintiff had got the witness
ger of injustice) for want of the ewdence,
into a room, and there kept him locked up
belongs of course to the legislator : in _o fi_r without food and so _brth, till he discovered
as, in the situation in which he acts, it lies what was wanted.
within his power to make such an estimate
Such would be the consequence, if in lendas _hall prove a just one in all individualcases,
ing his sanction to contracts (thereby adoptOptimus le_#_lator qui m_nzmum judici felon- ing them, and converting them into so many
quit.
particular laws,) the legislator were to include
In so far as it lies not within the power of wayers ; omitting to make an exception in
the legislator to tbrm any such estimate, he respect of wagers having fbr their object the
ought to invest the judge with the power of triving effect and impunity to the sort of injury
tbrming an est;mate for that purpose in each just above described.
individual case.
Twoledding cautions present themselves as
So little can be done in this way with pro- proper to be submitted to the legislator : the
priety by general rules, that the first and lhn- first tending to eularge the sphere of exclusion
dmnental rule should be that which gives the on this ground--the
other to contract it.
requisite latitude of power to the judge : in .
I. Fancy not, that, by the regard due to
relation towhich, thelimitations, ifany, which I justice you are bound to lav down any soch
it may be thought proper to apply to that _ unhimted rule, as that, on every occasmn,
power (i. e. where the legislator thinks fit ever)' man has artght to the testimony of
to take the determination upon himself,) will , every other man, without regard to consecome in afterwards as exceptions.
_ qucnces.
Fzat justitia, ruat ctelum, might
If the than
suit that
itselfofisprocuring
instituted thefordisclosure
no other t lead
if, asofthey
are but
purpose
to be,youthe_tothis,
flourishes
orators
weretooto apt
be
(the disclosure not being intended to be made i taken for inviolable rules.
use of as evidence in any other suit,) there is
Observe one consequence : all secrets ther*
not, in fact, any demand for the disclosure in are at an end. From all those weaknesses,
the character of evidence.
Thexe is no real the mischief of which results rather fi'om disuit, at least no justly-grounded suit, for the vulgation than from commission, malignity or
purpose of which the disclosnre is called for, to idle curiosity tears the veil : the absolutely
any such intent as that of its serving in the immaculate, if such there be in the world,
way of evidence. The suit is a feigned soit;
excepted, all reputation is at an end. All
an attempt to impose unlawful compulsion
that ill-humour, which, had it not been drag°
upon the witness, making the judge the in- ged forth into the light and air, would, like
strument of it_making
him lend his power
embers under ashes, have died away in the
in this way to a purpose to which it was not bosom h_ which it was kindled _ died away
intended, either by himself or by the legisla- without further co_vsequenees,- all this nan-
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guzine of malignant combustibles, being dragged forth into the light, blazes out and kindles
into quarrels.
From this source of unfathomable mischief,
states are no more secure than individuals,
All cabinets, all war-offices, are laid open :
the most vulnerable part of each weaker state
laid open to each stronger state which, whether in a state of actual or only premeditated
hostility, lies in wait to take advantage of it.
Mischief enough without doubt: but by
what means producible? Oh, for the means,
nothing can be more simple. They have been
invented; they have been practised : nor yet
altogether without success. Lay a wager,
Would you know the sex of this or that person 9, Would you know the use or the uses
that he or she has made of it ?_ Would you
know to what happy exertion of invention
your too successful rival owes his present
opulence ? $ Would you, for the benefit of
your liberalemployer on the other side of the
fronfer line, know in what part of it the
magazines of your own state are empty, in
what other quarter such as are full may be
fired to most advantage? tt Here are your
means. You and an associate of yours lay a
wager: one, that the matter in question lies
or lay in one way; the other, that it lies or
lay in the opposite way. To determine this
wager, you call in as witnesses all persons
whose situation and connexion have placed
them in a way to know. In a word, you take
in reality that sort of course which in England the lord high chancellor forces you and
your adversary to say you had taken (though
itis no such thing) on pain of seeing justice
denied to that one of you to whom it is due.

EVIDENCE.

[]3. IX. P. IL

IL The opposite caution will not require
many more words.
On the score of vexation, do not set down
on the side of mischief (unless on the side of
advantage you set down a sum much greater,) the certain or contingent result from
any disclosure by which it may happen to the
witness, or anbbody else, to be subjected
(whether in the way of _atisfactlon or even of
punishment) to any'legal obligation : or (what
is the same thing in other words) by which
the law may come to receive its execution:
by which the predictions and engagements
taken by the substantive branch of the law,
may come to be fulfilled.
Be the amount what it may, all such vexation is overbalanced. An assumption to that
effect must in every ease be made. If the
vexation be not overbalanced, the fault lies
in the substantive branch of thelaw;
in that
part of the law by which the obligation is iraposed : it is to that branch of the law, and
that alone, that the remedy should be applied. The prediction made by the substantire branch of the law should be recalled, not
disfulfilled ; the ez_gagement taken by it dissolved, not violated.
To establish as a sufficient reason/'or the
exclusion of the evidence, any vexation liable
to result from it in this .-hape. is exactly as
unreasonable as in an account current it would
be to set down on either side a debt already
paid and overpaid.
The tendency ofthe evidence, isit toeause
some other debt to be paid, which otherwise
might not have been paid, or of which payment might not otherwise be obtained so
cheaply or so speedily ? So much the better.
Is it to cause some other offence to be pu• Vexation in respect of condition in lit_.
nished, which otherwise might never have
The history of the illustrmus and most extra- been punished, or not so cheaply or so soon.9
ordinary lady who for the greater part of her So much the better. In both cases, justice is
life
appeared
male
character,d'Eon_
and was
knowna done in two causes, at the expense of o0e.
by the
name in
ofa the
Chevalier
Mfords
real example to this purpose. In the city of
Upon the whole, then, let it be understood
london, different sets of persons laid wagers on _that, whenever the vexation that might be
thesubjeetofherscx:
eneofth_ew,
gerscame produced by the delivery or receipt of the
to a trial in the Court of King's Bench; and on evidence in question is stated as attbrding an
the occasion oFthat trial the lady herself was ' adequate reason for the exclusion of it _"e
summoned to give her evidence. In this seanda- t as outweighing the mischief
" _that would( "re-"
lops
attempt,
theattempted,
vice of gaming
added
to the
private
offence
and_was
by the
very
at- I sult from the exclusion of it,-- viz. the rotstempt, committed in some sort, by this indecent decision.) the vexation m_st be understood
and barbarous impertinence. Had she appeared, to be pure, and not having any such counterthe injury would have been a modification of the balance to it as above-mentioned.
offence termed in the English law fklse impriYet it is in the case where it is thus oversonment. _rhether she appeared orno, it would_ balanced, that English lawyers make it a
in a comprehensive system of I,.enal law, era- matter of pride and glory to carry it to aebracing
have
come
theatwhole
any rate
catalogue
under the
of injurious
denomination
acts, ] count. On the other hand, where it has
of a simplejoersonal injury.--See Dumont _tt _ nothing at all to balance it, how often shall
supra--" Introduction to ftlorals and Lag_sla- I we not see it left out of the aecmmt altogeI_/on,"(VoL L pp. _t, 139.)
[ tber, as if no such mischief were produced.
"1"Vexation in respect of reputation.
1 Take for a feigned ease, one that till lhe
Vexation
in government,
r_peet of property.
Vexation to
aqd the public at _ other day was in part a true one. A catholic
large: vexation flaring the eflbct of treason_ to ] priest, saying mass--that is, discharging the
the destruction of the stata
I indisputable duties of his off-e--in
England,
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is lla_le to he hanged." Delivering his testk
mony on a dispute _hout an affair of a few
shillings, in which he has no concern, questions are put to him. the answers to which,
if true, will, with a force sufficient for conviction, prove him to have committed the act
thus converted into a crime. The vexation
that would thus befall him, does it constitute
a sufficient reason for stopping tile mouth
either of the witness or his examiner ? By no
means. The law which attaches this penalty
to the performance of that religious duty,
so tong as it continues on the statute-book,
must, to this as well as every other purpose,
be taken tbr a good law ; and fit and proper
to he executed, as well upon the grouml of
this as of any other evidence. The law shall
he a_ bad a one us it pleases the reader to
suppose it. But in whose mouth does it lie
to call it so, and to seek to defeat it in this
way? In the mouth of the legislator? But
in his hands is the power of doing away the
mischief of the law, not only in this chance
and sohtary instance, trot in all instances, and
for ever. How inconsistent and absmd, to
do away the mi_-chief in retail, and, in the
very self-same shape, leave it to remain in
gross! In the mouth of the legislator? He
contradicts himself. In the mouth of the
judge ? He contradiets the legislator, usurps
his power, puts himself into his place,
Suppose that --instead of applying the rereedy to the really pec_nt part, the subetanrive branch of the law--the
legislator were
¢o be inconsistent enough to determine upon
applying it, and in the way here in question,
_o the adjective hraneh,--applying
it in the
shape of an evidence-excluding rule. What
shall he the extent of the rule ? Particular,
or gent'ral ? bhall it be particular, and stand
thus :-- A catholic priest, if called in as a
witness in a cause in which he is not a party,
shall not be compelled to make answer to any
questions, the answers to which, if t_ue,
would prove him to be such ? By the supposition, this persecution ought to be abolished :
what does the rule towards the abolition of
it ?
Shall the exclusion, though made to no
other end than that of serving as a remedy
against the particular sort of tyranny here in
question, be general? and accol_tingly, instead of a catholic priest, shall it say a person ? and instead of the words to be such, say,
to have been guilty of any offence •v What a
price would here be paid for the benefit of
this remedyl The whole fabric of the law
weakened, with all the securities that rest
• Bythell&12_VilLIlI.
c. 4_ the punishmeat was commuted to perpetual imprisonment,
This act was repealed, and the exercise of the
Roman Catholic religion tolerated by the 18 Geo.
IlL e. 60, and the 31 Geo. IIL e. 32.--Ed. ,

uponit; andtbe protection¢o the|mloeent
religionist no better on this plan than on the
foregoing one.
Instead of being the work of the legislature,
suppose the extension to be the work of the
Judicial authority ; on the occasion of some
individual suit, the judge finding or making
a pretence fbr stopping the disclosures, by an
individual decision made on the occasion of
that individual suit ; and on the next occasion
of the like kind another judge making, either
out of the decision itself, or out of something
of a general nature supposed to have been said
on that individual occasion, a general rule.
Of the additional mischief, intimation has just
been given. Insubordination, contempt, usurpatton ; the confidence of the subject in the
legislator shaken ; disobedience preached by
exampte--hytheexampleofthosewhose
eraployment, profession, and peculiar duty it is,
to exact obedience from everybody clse._"
To the vexation attached, as above, to
the delivery of the testimony, when the will,
the intention, to deliver it, has been formed,
must be added for consideration the vexation
that may come to be attached to the coercive
arraagements which it may be necessary to
take tbr the purpose ofcausin 9 the will, the
intention, to be formed.
To this head helong, in the ease of personal evidence, search
for the person of the proposed witness : entry,
with or without force, into the house, land,
ship, or other receptacle, for that purpose :
arrestation, detinue, conveyance, commitmeat, alimentation.
In the case of real and
written evidence,--entry
as before ; search
asbefore; examination, seizure; detinue, conveyanee ; and in some cases, where the source
of evidence is a living animal, alimentation,
as before. In the ease of written evidence,
examination of books and papers, making of
transcripts, extracts, translations, abstracts.
In regard to vexation of this casual and
multifarious
description,
two propositions
present themselves as expressive of the line
of propriety on this ground.
1. In forming a comparative estimate, as
between the mischief of admission and the
mischief of exclusion, for the purpose of determining whether the evidence shall be re+ Qu_re_ on this and every such occasion-How much more mischievous has the ott'ence
becn_
the case
after out
the incommission
of
it,
the inproof
of itwhere_
is brought
that indirect
and casual way, than if brought out in any of
themore common modes? What alteration is
made in the past mischief of an offence_ by the
subsequent incident (whatever it be) by which
the commission of that same offence is brought
tolight?
If none at all, then why is it, towhat
good end is it, that an ofl_eneeshalL, if brought
to light by Oneincident, be punished with death,
--if by another incident, go unpunished alto.
gether ?
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ceived or excluded°--so mueh of the vexation
(in whatsoever shape or shapes it presents itself) ought to be taken into account, as will
take place notwithstandilJg any inclination
on the part of the witness (including, iu ease
of real or written evidence, the person on
whmn the production of the source of evideuce depends) to yield the evidence,
2. But in this account no vexation ought
to be included, the necessit) for which is produeed by the repugamnce of the proposed witness. fie himself being the author of it, be
i_ ever so heavy, the weight of it can afford
no just reason tbr depriving the party of the
benefit of the evidence--of
the legal service
whieh is his due.
As to the provision which it may be necesamy and proper to make fbr the forthcomingness of the evidence, considered under its
several modifications, as above, anti in the
several cases of difficulty that may arise,--it
Belongs rather to the subject of procedure at
large, than to the subject of evidence. The
field would be mueh too wide a one to be
inclosed within the limits of the subject now
in hand.
On this past of the ground, the utmost that
can be done is to give principles.
Propositions fit to appear ut termims, thoughit were
not in the character of laws, but of mere instruetions, could not be given without giving
also in terminis the laws (substantive as welt
as adjective) in modification of which they
would have to operate.
§ 3, Vexation to the ]udqe or to any of his
subordinates how tbr a ,,roner ,_'ound of
_M,,_,,,
'
"
r r
_"
v
...........
The sort of vexation here in question is that
and that alone, against which the exclusion
of this or that mass of evidence is capable of
ooerating as a remedy The vexation will
¢
.......
" "_
_._ . _ •
tneremre.. t_e or tnat. sort, ann that. _or_ omv,.
which is producible hy excess m respect of
the qnantity of evidence which it has been
made incumbent on him to receive, and tm'n
in
as a ground for the
. his
• • thoughts
, • '_,to aserve..............
:_
_eClSlOn
/Je is e_lletl
upon
_o |JruJ4outttze
: tti
....
,
a worfl_
vexation
navln
eJ:cess
o
et,taenee
•
g
_
for its• cause '
Plowing from this source, vexation to the
judge has a claim to regard on a double account:_
1. In respect of the feelings of the
individual; and 2. In respect of the eonsen,,
_ _f '" t- _h .t_enee .o l_ o r e cause. _ .....
_n

his

own • account

_ arm
.

lOOKing

nO lur-

ther, the feelings of the judge have exactly
the same elalm, neither stronger nor weaker,
to be considered, as those of any other individual in the state.
Considering the matter in this single and
sbsttaet point of view, it may seem diffieult
to eomprehend how it should happen that, if
the evidence in question be material, a lot of
&
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vexation thus narrow ill extent should ever
swell to such a pitch as to form a ground
sufficient in point of reason and utility for
the exclusion of it.
Difficult, yes; hut not impossible: especially under English law; especially considering among how large a number of persons it
may happen to the judidal power tobe shared;
say a th,zen ocea_-lon_l judges (jut?men,) and
one permanent one, with ti'om two or three
to hall-a-dozen or more subordinate judicial
officers.
These jurymen hare all been shut
up together for twenty-tour hours, a case that
has sometimes happened : value at stake, perhaps a hundred thousand pounds--perhal.S
not, a hundreth part as many pence.
But (besides that, in tt_l_ sense of the word
material, there are degiees of materiality)
what may happen is, that the information
[ proffered in the character of evutence may be
irrelevant altogether;
of which case afterwards. In this ease there can be no diffi'cutty.
_1 The service of the judge is in some lit[ stances voluntary, in others compulsory.
If
] voluntary, he derives from the office, iu some
i shape or other, wtmt in his own judgment
(which is the only competent one) is a suIfieient recompense. ]But even in this case,
t vexation, labour, attendance, should not be
t imposed upou him to no use : much less where
i the service is compulsory, as m the ease of
juries, and several other _es. _
.
.......
, ....., ......... .
] " The judge being eonsiderea as me sort ot
t person on whose shoulders the L_bour and other
] vexauon attendant on the dehvery t t ewdenee
t rests, the situation he may be in admits of an
] ulterior distinction of great practical import.
Iance.
Distinct from the vexation, the unbalanced
mental suffering, which in each iv.dividual inI stanoe
Ilia
•
Y or nlav . not be the eoi_seqoent:e
:'
" of
_ the labour thus bestowed, there is one accompa[ niment ,_'hiehis altogether in_.'parable fr _m it
t viz. the consumvtion of time-- the quantity of
[ thne occupied in'the bestowing of such labohr.
I There are classes of judges, to the aggregate
of is
whose
time, and
applicable
to this puti quantity
T_osethere
no natural
absolutelinut
In
_ . _
"
.
.
"
t_ tins ease are all judges but those who judge en
i dernier resort. In this way, as in all others,
'. whatever quan tt"ty of "natural bus'nes
x s die r e may
I be to be done, judges in sufficient number may
: naturally be found for doing it. If, at the same
thnethat there are not fit persons enough ready
to take upOn themselves the duty.•without pecaniary retrtbuuon, pecunmry retnbutmn cannot
be found in sufficient quantity to afford to the
nnnlner"

ne e"tie d

fl I I ad e -- a te

inducement

_-- in

such ease there exists ati_ait to the quantity of
time applicable to the purpose in quesaon, on
the part of these subordinate classes of judges.
There is one dass of judges, to the aggregate
quantity of whose time there is a certain limit.
In this case are_ in every country, the judge_ or
bench of judges, to whom it belongs to judgeen
dern/er resort. Of the four.and-twenty hours
in each day, there Lsa certain proportion which
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applies,
and tbr the same reason, to all subordinates.
But in this way, when the quantity
of the
vexation
swells to a certain
pitch, the connexion
is most intimate
between
the personal interest
of the judge,
and the interest
of the public at large, through
the medium
of the parties, or rather of such one of them
as happens to have right on his side.
From an overload
of evidence,
comes perperplexity:
from perplexity,
misdceision:
if
(bating accidents)
it may be, physically speakinS, in the power of the judge to bestow upon
this or any other species oflal;our:
beyond this,
the appheation of any additional quantity el time
is not merely inconvenient,
but physically ionpo,sible.
In either of two ways, the quantity of time
applicable on the part of this court of dernie-r
resort,
is, physically speaking,
susceptible
el
extension:
one is, if two or more such _uprem_
courts be instituted_ each competent to atl cases :
the
other is, ifone
twocompetent
or more such
supreme
eoum
be instituted,
to judge
en dernier
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] the perplexity
be at its maximum,
an even
chance of it. Probably
in every s)stem,
cerI tsintv under the English,
the instances
have
been but too numerous,
in which (not to _ay
misdecision)
decision
which to many impartint minds has presented
itself as erroneous,
has been traced up to this source. *
When the hearingofa
cause has been drawn
out to a length regarded
as excessive,
the
principal
matter arid eanse of the exee_s has
generally
consMed
of the evidenee._
In causes of certain
descriptions,
to such
t a pitch
has the mischief
swelled,
as to he
i regarded
as a subject
of general
horror to
[ per_-ons whose situation
in the state has threaitened
them with this species of fbrced sett viee._
[
I
Much, in this ease, will depend upon the
modification
given in respect of time to this
species of service : whether
de die in diem
(with or without
intervals
of repose,) or tim
whole to be executed
within the compass of
one sitting,
and thence, occasionally,
towards
the close of it, in a state of imprisonment
and

_esort in one sort of case, another in another
slow torture.
sort of ease, as in the courts subordinate
to them.
The personal suffering
of the judge is not
But the first sort of arrangement
leads directly
much in danger of passing unheeded,
nor even
to contradiction,
to dissension,
to civil war, to
tmremedied,
by the judge:
at least by such
the dissolution
of the government:
the othe
person or persons
on whom,
in that cornkeeps perpetually
alive, at least, an imminent
manding station,
the duration
of each attendanger of those same calamities.
Geographical
lines of jurisdiction
are drawn
with ease and
dance depends.
Nor yet has it the less claim
to the legislator's
care:
since to whatever
precision
enough:
metaphysical,
logical,
not
without the greatest difficulty. As between subrelief it happens to be assumed or granted
iu
ordinate
and subordinate,
where there is one
these cases by the subordinate,
without
the
superior to decide, the dit_.eulty is net felt. But
observation
of the superior,
it may happen to
as between two co-equal courts, as above sup.
be either insufficient
or excessive.
posed, if a difference of opinion or will obtains_
and neither will yield, this case resolves itself
But under the system of payment
by fees
into the foregoing one--into
the case just de(that is, under the regular part of the existscribed, with it, ruinous results,
ins system of procedure in most countries,)
In the constitutions
el'most States, there is, to
vexation
to the judge is apt to have an ulthis purpose, no difficulty.
In whatever ha::ds
terior
and much more important
elaim to
the supreme authority reside,
the judicial
aunotice.
Under this system, vexation
to judges
thority en dernier resort is lodged, in effect:
along with (to take the current
division) the
and their subordinates
is expense to suitors:
supreme executive, and the supreme legislative,
changing its shape, it transfers
its seat at the
In the constitutions of most states, this supreme
same time to other shoulders.
The quantity
authority rests in the hands of a single person. ] given,
on what individual
it fidls, is to the
amonarch:
andwhatsoevermayinother
respects
public (that i__, to the aggregate
composed of
be the disadvantage attendant on that species of I all individuals)
a matter of indifference.
The
isC°nstituti°n'at
any rateaSnot°pointdaffleulty,
the
hereno
danger.in
questiOnFor
therethi%
I misfbrtune
t.-, that, when the seat and shape
as for all other purposes, he has time sufficient at I of vexation
is thus changed,
the quantity
of
his command.
The quantityofhisownpersonal
i it tends to increase
with a velocity plainly
time is limited, like that of every other man : , infinite.
In this tendency,
the final cause of
but the quantity of other persons' time. capable, i the techmeal
system has alreadybeen
brottght
upon Occasion. of being applied by him to the I In view.
On these terms,
vexation,
instead
termination
is of being shrunk from, is courted:
the crown
without stint. of these or any other disputes,
Under a mixed constitution,
the di_eulty
may
be altogether
a distressing one.
Delay inereas,
mg ad infi_itum:
injustice
triumphing,
i_n_
pantry certain : law trodden under foot: power
intended to be subordinate,
converted into de_
lmtie
supreme° belongs
But theto solution
not to and
thisplaee--it
the head belongs
of con-

of martyrdom
graces the peruke of the j urge.
t_ien of the class of professional
lawyers
(assistants
to the parties)
being, under all
their varieties and sub-varleties,
men,_vexation weighs as heavy on their shoulders
as on
any other.

sfitutional law ; and, till the constitution of the
government
be given, every attempt would be
premature,

_ Doughs Cause.
t Hastings Cause.
4 1. Election
Gommitte_.
2. WelleMey's
ease.

.
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But vexation to the lawyer is expense to
the suitor. Under the fee system, tiffs transformation is undergone by that portion of the
vexation which in the first instance alights
on the shoulders of the judge : under every
system, by that portion which alights upon
the shoulders of the professional lawyer, the
frequently indispensable and naturally tre_
cherous assistant of the parties. But, under
the fee system, the two avalanches, being
connected from the first, roll on and accumulate together:
pursuing the same object,
co-operating, without any need of concert,
from the beginning of the game to the end,
the lawyers of both classes keep playing into
each other's hand_. At the card-table, signs
and tokens are necessary between the oatensible partners and the latent ones behind their
backs : no such dangerous intercourseis necessary amongst the partners in the lottery of
procedure.
Under any system of payment, pecuniary
or non-peemfiary, by which the interest of
the functionary were not placed in a state of
opposition to his duty, the zeal by which the
martyr to professional duty will never cease
to be instigated to heap thorns upon thorns
vn his self-devoted head, will find a constant
moderator in the probity, the honour, and the
indolence of the judge: under the fee system
it finds ostensible cheeks, of which the effi- [
sensible for being invisible,
Such being the mischiefs of which vexation
cieneythe
from
is delivery
destroyed,
of evidence
by spurs,is composed,
not the less
or
of which it is liable to be productive _ sucb
the mischiefs to which exclusion of the evidance presents itself as a remedy,--does
not
the nature of things ever admit any cheaper
remedy? This will be the subject of inquiry
in a separate chapter ; * in which, in th_s
point of view, the three kindred diseases,
vexation, expense, and delay, all considered
as attached to evidence, are considered together.
In the case of these political, as in
the case of physiological diseases, to find
the best remedy, we must understand the
muses,

EVIDENCE.
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have belonged to the _ystem of procedure:
and, except here and there in patches, the
system of procedure has never been the work
of the legislator. What has been done, has
been the work of the judicial authority. But
to avert vexation is one of the ends of justice ; and the ends of judicature, instead of
coinciding, have been st variance with those
ends. Vexation is inseparably connected with
expense: and the ends of judicature have
been, not to save, but (for the sake, and in
proportion to the amount, of the profit obtainable from it) to embrace every occasion
for the augmentation of, expense.
Under the head, for example, of vexation
to individuals (whether strangers or parties)
in the character of witnesses,-- ordinary vexation, in respect of journeys to and fi_om,
attendance and demurrage : what on this head
has been done?
By design, as already observed, nothing:
by accident, more or less:here one thing,
there another.
What in this w_y has been done at all, has
been done by the limits, the topographical
limits, thatba_,e taken place in regard to fields
of judicature.
But, in the tracing out these
limits, nothing of design has had any share :
boundaries have formed themselves here, as
boundaries formed themselves after the deluge : as shores grew up against seas. May it

to travel for the delivery of his evidence, or
only so many miles ? It depends upon the local
J happen
urisdiction
to amanto
of thehavesomallyhundred
court : and thence upon
miles
the court in which the cause originated, or in
which it is to be tried. Did it originate in
Westminister Hall, three hundred and upwards may be the number of miles. In a court
of quarter-sessions, for the county of Rutland
for example, not so many as twenty miles.
Threehundredandupwards,
oronlytwenty,
--if the delivery of the evidence be altogether
free as well as vohmtary, there is no vexatiou in the ease : if obligatory, then it is that
vexation mixes with it. Delivery of testirunny, is it obligatory ? Yes and no : yes in
a hundred cases; no in a hundred others,
To give a picture of tbe law on this one
§ 4. Arrangements ofEnyl"_
l_w connected
head, that is, of the clonds of uncertainty in
with this subject,
which it is involved, would require a volume.
Towards this subject what is the aspect of 1. In causes non-criminal, obligatory at one
English law ? The answer may be Contained stage, unobligatory at another: obligatory if
in a line or two, or require a volume. What the persons capable of yielding testimony are
on this ground has been done by English law ? known ; unobligatory for want of their being
By design, nothing: but by accident, and known. 2. In criminal c_uses ; --in felonies,
without thought, much more than can here obligatory: obligatory as well at the first
be brought to view.
stage as afterwards.
3. In misdemeanours,
By design, by design towards such an end, if prosecuted by indictment ;_ obligatory, if
how should anything have been done ? On known, and living within the jurisdiction of
this subject, had anyttlJng been done, it would the court (unless, to avoid the vexation, their
device be to travel a few miles, or as many
• Infr_, Chap. VII, Remedies _ecedanem_
steps, to escape from it ;) unobligatory, for
to g4-du_dot,
want of their being known, unless some jus.

• -,
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tiee of the peace, under the spur of that zeal
which has become a monopoly in the hands of
unlearned
judges, acting by custom,
without
(which is as much as to say against)
law, has,
by the terrors of undefined
and uncogmzab|e
authority,
contrived
to wring the secret from
the reluctant
b_ea-_t. 4 In the same n,i_de/_eanours.
if prosecuted
by infbrmutmn-but here, however
abruptly,
the theme must
end. 5. Thenagain
eome_theTweed.
Think
you that. a judge, standing on one side of that
river, speaking
to a wimess
on the other,
could command his evidence ? No more than
if it were the Styx."
6. ls it, a_ain, fi_r plaintiff, or for defet£dant,
that a man's testimon_
is needed?
Here comes another
ocean of
distinctions
and deficienees.
Fancy not, that
because a man's evidence is necessary to save
your life fi'om unjust
pnmshment,
you can
have (unles_ it he here and there by accident)
any better security
tbr _t than that htnnanity,
which, if it be to be found in individual
bosoms, is not to be tbund in the bo_-om of the
law._
"l'he best method
of suppl3ing
all thesc
defieiences,
belongs to the science of judieial
procedure
at large.
In the exi-ting
system,
how was it possible
they .,hould hate heen
supplied?
To have supplied
them.
the ohjects of its regard must have been the ends
of jusnce,
On the score o! _tu" voxation of _h_ch the
disclosure
woldd be prndnetive
to the intlividual whose e,,tulitlon in lit't, wu_ the m_bject of
inquiry,-the part} calling for tl_e dlscln_ure
having no other interest
in it than what he
had taken ,'.pon
lfim.-eif tn _ive to hi,n_elf h,,
laying a wager, and _ hen consequently
there
is no gain to justice, to outweigh
the vexation
thus produced,--the
court of King's Bench,

S _
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]
In ho01 houses of parliament,
exclusions
] are,
in every day's practice,
put, on this
I gromld,
upon communications
that otherwise
/ would bc made.
]
_Vhercthe
vexationinquestionis
otttweigh.
] ed, outweighed
i_y the profit to justice attenI daot on the execution
given to some article
I orother
of the substantive
branch ofthelaw;
in th'is ease, the exelumon put upon evadence,
the allowance
given to the plea of vexation
in the character
of a ground
or justifieative
can_e of such exclusion,
will he tbund under
the head of eases whet e exclusion
on the score
of vexation
is improper,
ranked
among the errors
jurisprudence
is defiled.

CHAPTER

EXPENSE_

IN

Or the category of expense,
though the mischief of it be hut a modification
of that ot
vexation,
a separate eonsideration
requires to
be made.
There are hut two cases in which expense,
expenscattendantonthedeliveryofevidence,
_sca;mhleoft,*rmingarational
andlegitimate
g_nund lor the exclusion
c_f that
same eeldeuce.
One is, the case in which,
not being defrayed by the party by whom it is vailed for,
_t must, it dehvered
at all (which-is
as much
as to _y not excluded,)
tM1 without
oompensutton upon some third
person.
The other
is, where, though
it were to fitlt upon that

be reveahd._Editor.

effect was called for on that ground.
In this
instance,
as in every other,
it depends
upor,
chance to open the mouth ofjurisprudenee.:l:

But can there

' .:_

III.

I_XCLtrSlOX ON THE GROUND OF
wfia'l eA_s
PaoeEa.

le.ag_s, oL took
VII.upon h_m to make.

the ex-

-_
:'.-

?

" But see 45 Geo. Iit. c_ 92, § 3.--E&
"t" See Hawkins.
_v. 448.
As to the courts o[ judicature,
should it
happen to any one of them ever to be called
upon to speak upon that ground,
it would pretend, as usual, to declare the taw ; it would in
fact has'e law to make.
On this occasion, as on
every other, with a leaf taken oat of Lord Martsfield's book, it need never be at a loss.
Whatever
it would be contrary
to " sound
p o/icy" to do_ ought not to be done.
Such was
the taw which, on one occasion the learned lord,
with the mute concurrence
of his three col-

tolbade

On the score of vexation
to the public
at
large,
by the disclosure
of facts comprisable
under the denominatim_
of secrets
of state,
no decision
appears to ha_e been ever pronounced.
Whv?
Because nokuown
ca_e
ever
presented
it_etf, in which a decision
to that

_!_
' • ':
._

and the allowance
by which
English

_,.eanything so contrary to sound policy, as that,
by such authority,
laws of such latitude,
laws
revolving an uneontronled
dispensing power exercisable over all other laws, should be suffered
to be made ? In one scale weigh the benefit-in the other weigh the price. More law law co.
vering a greater extent m the field of legislation,
is thns made by a single judge,
n a q'uarter of
a minute, and at the expen._e ot a couple of
words, than the legislature
wouht make in a
century,
by statutes upon statutes, after com.
mittets apon committees,
[Mr. Btntham
seems to have overlooked one
remarkable
case, in w_ ich a witne_a was |hr.
hidden to disclose something
which the judge
thought proper to eon-,ider_ or to pretend to cOnsider, as a state secret.
I allude to the case of
Plunkett
v. Cobbett,
in which Lord Ellenborough refused to suffer a witness_ who was a
member of parhament_
to be examined concerning words spoken in parliament
: and this by
reason of his duty, and in particular
of his oath,
by which he was bound not to reveal the eoun.
sets of the nation.--Phitlips
on E_ide_we (edit.
1820_ 185.
To support this inference, the two following
falsehoods must have been taken for true .'_ L
That words spoken in parliament
were state t_.
erets; 2. That in no ease ought state secrets to

with indisputable
prupriety,
traction
ot the evidence.

_-: _-_

]
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_
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mm of the parties _ho is in the wrong, the
quantity
of vexation attendant
on it In hI_
instance
would be too great to be defensible
on the score of punishment,
In each of these
cases, supposing
them
really exemplified,
the propriet?
of tile exelu_ioo presents
itselt as unq_w_lionahle,
The load of rubhi_-h ha. been imploperl 3
deposited
a_ bernie.
Penalt.3 live _hdliug_.
Fu_ the mere purpose of lcv)in_, this penah_,
wouhl
you put an innocent
bystander
to an
expmlse ott wo voyages b,-tween Lo.dou
and
the East lnd,es?
Would ?no even su jeer the
delinquent
him.elf to any such cxpea._e "
All rca_on, therefore,
tbr exelusmn
on the
ground of expense
is takea awa¢--all
reason
and all preteu,'e,
when any person, who concalves hnnself to have need of the evidenec,
takes upon himself the expense,
But evidenee,
and evidence
the deliver)
of
which would
be attended
with eons}dclablc
expense,
exist_ on both side..
On one side,
there exists ability as well a_ d,-sire to defiay
the expense of his own evidem:e : on the other
side, there exists inclinatnm
only, abilit) not.
What in tins ease is to be do_e ":
The knot i_ a Gnrd_an one: what presents
itself as capable ot being done toward_ untyi.g or cutting it, will be round m_der another
he_d.*
Expenseis
to be considered
at two periods:
1. When the di_bur_emei_t
i_ to be made, or
at any rate undertaken
fi_r; 2. At the conalumina of the cause, x_hen the time comes for
dctinitive
j tt_tiee to be done.
Even though,
in the rubbish
case, the experlse of fetching
over ti_e withe.,
from the
East Ind:es
shouhl
have been detr,k_ed
by
the plaintiff
in the first instance,
w,,uld 3ou,
in case of conviction,
saddle the defendant,
guilty as he is, wi'h the burthen
of reimbursing this expense ? No, verily, if guided
by the rules of humanity
and rational j_s_ce:
_:es, if guided hy p, inc:ples
such a_ tllo.;e nle
English law.
Whether
a man _hall l_ave hi_
eostsor
not--whether
the party who prevall_
shall receive reimbursement
at the expm_se of
ttrelo.er,
depends upon a thousand
capricious
and inconsistent
rules : hut it is only in here
and lherean
instance, that thi.rem_bursemcnt
is refilsed on the ground ot the excess of the
burthen
imposed on the loser, in eoinpar_on
with the value of the benefit pursued,
It remains to bring to view _hat ba_ been
done by English law urlder this head.
As it is with vexation
at large, so is it
with that particular
modification
of it which
i_ produced
by foreed expense.
By the same
* In ease of pecuniary inability of defendant
to produce his evidence, power to plaintiff to call
for a decision notwithstanding,
on condition of
defraying the expense of defendant's
evidence,
Defendant
puni*hable,
in ease of mabl fide i:_tu'ouS_°cati°mto
Exehtsion.Nee
Chap.

VII.

llemedres

suecedu-
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causes,
by the same accidents,
by which
hounds
have been set to the vexation
by
r_ason of attendam'e,
bmmds are at_o set to
the expen,e
: 1 _-pe,:k of the expense of journcy_ to and from, and demurra:_e in the neighbuurh-od
of, _he seat of jmbcatu_e
: items
wtlteh, whe_ added to the ices of the parse,as
employed
in the collection
ol the evidence,
comlm._c in general,
wherever
the evidence
i_ delivered
t'zv_ cote, the _lmle,
or neally
the whole, of the expense attending
it.
i
By the._e bounds--the
h_mn,'._- by _;hich the
! terr(to_ ml fiehl ot jurisdiction
oI: the court
i staad._ ]im_ted--limit_
;_re thu; fiir -at to the
t expense to wh,eh the par D or any other perI son ,hall be rod,jeered
h 3 reason of the exI penseot
the join nay, in the ius',anee of any
_ione witne-_.
Flora beyond these bounds,
rio
man can fi_r that purpo,e he obliged to come:
: arid thcreftn c, u.,de_s b_ the eon_ent of a _illing _dlne_-_, m) ma_s of expen.e
exceeding
the expen.e
of _u,'h longest
journey,
ean be
, imtm-cd upon at.-, one v,ho is not dbposed
to
_ bear it.
Ever 3 wm_e.--, and them'e the tcs' tlmony,
f every will,ass,
who. were hl- tesI timo.'_) to he delivcled,
wouht ha_e to come
i horn the greater
&stance,
,tamt_ negatively
l. cxclnded;
_. e. it ts not compelhtble.
'
Thus much then is done, _. actually
done,
i though
without
design, m Engh_h law (viz.
by general ar_angemems,)
toward_
the limiration of the expense
of evide_,ce.
But in no iu_tance _ any exclusion
put
upon a lot of evidence,
on the mere ground
of _h e imn'dinatene._s
ot ex p,'n_e ; under_fand,
of the ma_s of expense of which the delivery
of the co,de,we
would be productive
in that
individu.,t
('au<e.
In the fir.t in-lance,
each parly bears of
course the bm_hen ot that part o| the aggregate mass of expc_qe
which consist,
in the
nloney di_bur_-ed by lmnsel[;
on the oecasiou
of whate_ er step_ he take_ in the in.titution
and pro,-.ecutmn o_ his own claim-- (claim,
on
the part ef the plaintiff,
to sex the obligation
imposed upon the dcfe_dant--on
the part of
the defendant,
to see himself exonerated
from
it.)
When the eauae has received
its ultimate deci.-ron m an) court,
then Chines the
question,
whether,
b_ him who in that court
has gained
the causc,
an)thing,
and what,
shall be re,.'eived trom the losing" party, on
the score of sansfaction
for the dk-bur_ements
made b) tmn ?
Dcfieiency,
inconsistency,
uneertain_y,
all
at the lnghest
pitch, are the result of those
learned labours,
the picture of whieh fills a
volume of near seven hundred
pages.
To a set of arrangements
on such a subjeer, would it be possible to give the opposite
qualities ? In so large a compass, seareely_
in a twentieth
part of it, with ease.
In regard to the plaintiff,
one question
is,
whether
he be king or rio : for, if the suit be
called a criminal
orle, the plaintiff is king,
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whatever
else he may be.
In this t_se, the
answer
is clear.
Be the suit ever so unjust,
and the expense u hich the innocent
defendant
has beet_ put to in defi, nding himself
agyainst
it ever so heavv,
he receives
no indcnnutv
;
for the power of heaping oppres,ion
in ti_is
way on innocent men m the charactez
of tie-

I to receive it hack, though he is so much out
I of pocket : that is, tile law servants o|'tiie real
} king disdain to see either their royal ma_ter
t Je,:eive it, or the John-a-Nokes,
who really
i di,bm_ed
the money,
and whom they have
i ._et a strutting
under the king's name.
Call
J it costs, he di,dains
receiving
it, though
it

fen_dants,
is among the km_,'s prerogatives.
Therefore,
to prove that an innocent
detendant ought to he thus oppressed,
you want no
other
postulate,
than that John-a-Nokes
is

]
I
I
I

king: than which nothing is more eas)
which, you may _rite
Q.E.D.

] l_.endercd
splendid
by this it, destination,
I many a shilling,
bating official clipping,
finds

eeptions:
but that
The ruleyeti_ not
indeed,o, scrawled

the
over

: alter

be a hundred
pounds
(it is frequently
mm.h
more :) call it atine, he is ready to pocket it,
though it he a shilling:
the elephant
disdains
the camion,
but is ready to pick up the pin.

ground
by ex- ] privy
its way,parsc.'_
and b) itself,

into

the real mid ro)al

predominates.
Again.
l_ethedelinquencvofthedefendant
.
ever so enormon%
the expense o_ prosecution
ever so great,
reimbmsement
is not to be
thought
of.
',Vii) not?
Becau,e,
lo receive
money under the name of co_ts is " beneath
the royal dignity.
_ (.,all it cosls, he disdaH s

]
i
!
!
!
,
i
t

Indications
may be found to show that, in
Englaml,
laxwe_s
have had it in their heads
,
.
to _et bo't/nds to the excess of vexation
and
expen.,e.
In their heads, at limes, yes: in
their hearts,
scarce ever.
Bound_ to theextess of vexation
and expen-e
from all caus_
put tO_ether,
natural
and tietitious,
yes: not
to thi.,, an article of natural
expense,
taken

" The iniquity
of this rule has forced the
judges to take upon themseh e* the respon*ibihty
of ailo_ing
to the prosecutor a sum of money
under the name of expenses: a this, however,
they do or leave undoI_e as they please : co,ase.
quently
the most frivolous reasons frequently
suffice lot leaving _t undone.
It is a-,erted in
the
of the ca-e,
Edinburgh
view,eightydburth
p. 403, that, number
m a recent
a !udge Herefused m allow the prosecutor his expends,
becau_ one of the ,sitnes_es tot the pro.mcutmn
offhanded him by his d.meanour.--Editor,

'. b} itsel£
'.
Under _he direction of lawyers, statute
law
, has, in some instances,
interposed
in some
suell view:
but how?
By retusing,
to the
' party injurvd,
the reiuibnrsement
of his share
iot tt_e costs of smt ; and thereby
doing much
more than retusirJg him an) redress at all fbr
I the miurv , where the value of the injury is
judge_t not to exceed a certain amount.:[:
And
what amount ? A sum, which,
it' annual,
would have constttuttd
an independent
prn_i_lon Jbr a p'trhameutary
elector.
But, itt this case, no separate
account
i._
taken
of that
part of the expense
which is

_TheEditoroftheorlginaleditionisheremi_taken
The _tdgesof allow_t,g
never tookan upon
themseh'es
the responsibihtv
v expen._es.
Hate
(2.2_12) romplti'ncd ot the want of power m the occasion¢-d by the production
of evidence ; not
judges to allow such expen,es, a_ agreat defect
to epeak of what may have been occ_ioned
inourjudie_alsystem.
'l'l_e25Geo.
ll.c. 3fialby the productio_
of this or that particular
]owed certain expenses to the prosecutor_ and the article
oi evldeliee.
27 Geo. I I. e. 3 did the ._ame to the witnesses for
In the equity
courts,
jttriuprudential
law
the crown ; but a c_mditlon precedent wa% that
has exp!amed
itself i_ the same way.
For
the t?rlsoner should be co_xacted.
Tins unjust
provi.s'_on _'as re l)e'alzd by the 18Geo ....II1 e lq_ any.
. ....
sum below a ee_ tain anlmmt,
_'o, redte_s_.
which allo_s the expense_ whether the prisoner
lS given 111these courts.
$$ h)" ? Because It
is convicted or acqtnt'_ed.
'r_e 58 Geo. llI.
e. would be beneath*heir
d_gnity.
And to what
70 was a_so Tm.ssed for the purpose of regulating
i ----_
the expenses of prosecutorsand
witnesses.
But
"1"The tbllowing is another exeeptmn to the
as none of these acts extended to misdememaours
/ reimbursement
of expenses:they were all repealed hv the 7 Geo. IX'. e. 64_ !
" 'When a party," say_ Philliv% b " after oh.
which grants expenses re'all cases of t_lonv, and
taining leave by consent_ exammes
witnesses
in certain cases of misdemeanour.
The judges
abroadon
depositions,
he will not be entitled to
have undoubtedly
a discretion,
and very pro- _ any allowance,
in the taxation of costs, for the
perly so; for _t now and then happens_ that a/expense
of takmg_he
depo_tticms,
although
he
witness _wcars falsely, keeps back the truth, or | may proceed in the aet'on._ The same rule prewillully prevaricates.
Sometimes a witness has f vails in the Court of Chance_. : if a party aphad some partwipation
in the crime of the pri- piles to that court for a commission
to exanmm
aoner_ as _ here he has purchased the stolen pro.
witnesses, he must pay the expenses."
.
perty of him under suspicious circumstances.
$ Hulloeke on Costs, pp. 35-J¢_/. Ttdd, 975.
In all such eases it is u*ual to disallow the cx58 Oeo. IIL e. _0.--Ed.
penses.
It may be doubted if the ease referred
.....
to in the Edinburgh
Review ever happened.
If
but this would in no way aft'eel any other wit.
a witne_
misconducts
himself in the box_
ne_s, or the prosecutor,
unless they were a_so
presents himself in a state of intoxication,-guilty of similar improprietiet_.£.Ed.
makes use of indecent expressions, or otherwise
_ VoL i. p. 14.
in_ult.s the eonrt, he is punished as for contempt
¢ " Stephens v. Crlehton, 2 E_st, 2,59. Tayof court, by the disallowance
of his expens¢_ ; lor v. R. Exek As. _o_. 8 East, _l_d_3.
"
but
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£10;
a sum, in those days, equal
to the expense of two years' subsis-

tence of an average individual
of any of those
classes of which uine-tenths
of the body ot
the people are composed.
Outlawry
was thtts
pronounced
upon the great body of the people.
Outlawry:
and to what end ? To maintain the
dignityofthejudge!
Thedignityofanequity
judge consists, in what ? In ret'uq_ing to dojustiee. Dignity,
forsooth
? What has dignity to
do in this case ? The tees on the less valuable,
would they have been worth less than the fees
to the same ammmt
on the more valuable,
cause ?--would
Vespasian had found them heneath his dignity ? But pride, in these mstanees, blinded the eyes of avarice,
ttumamty
?
:No such motive was so much as dreamed
ot_
At common law, to a cause in which it is
settled
that either nothing
shall be given to
the plaintiff,
or, if anything,
one shilhng,
a
more than ordi,ary
degree
of importance
is
not unfrequently
ascribed : and the question
in dispute
argued with gTeat ceremony.
So
different,
on the head of dignity,
arc the notions that prevail on the one side, and on the
other Mde, of a twelve-foot
passage,
Suppoae
any ten.son, grounded
in utility,
for the denial nt justice in all pecuniary
demands under £10, and conceive what a eharaeter you are givittg of an equity - suit ! Think
of the virulence
of that disease, to which, in
the judgment
of the inoculators,
denial of
justice,
and in a great majority
of the cases
that
eligiblewouht
reined)otherwise
!

have

occurred,

is an

Along with the vexation,
the expense
of
evidence
has, in the same lumping style, undergone
a remedy
by exclusion,
in another
way;
viz. by barring it out."
"
" A ease that happened
within these lilly
ears a will serve at once to show the demand
r a di*eretionary
remedial
power to he exercised by thejudge,
and the oscitancy of Engitsh
law.
Action in the KinG's Bench at SVestminster:
two of plaintiff's
witnesses,
a captain and first
heutenant
of _ French merchantman,
brought
over from leranee: these two witnesses, it' tire
affidavit of the real plaintiff(a
Frenchman)
was
to be believed, had been ,ppointed each of them
as supercargo to a French Ea.st-Indmman,
which
appmntment
they Ira,! both tbregone, and he. as
he believed, wouht have to indemnify them tar
theloss.
Profit_ a stated allowance, five per cent
on the voyage out_,axd, ditto on the homeward,
besides provisions and other advantages.
Value
of each cargo, say .£50,000 : this gives l_ss to
each above £6,000: to both 0_10,000.
The appointment,
if real, was probably made
only to give colour to the demand : ibr what
po_rer was there capable of stopping them ? But,
ff the loss was not really sustained,
that, or a
g_eater, might, in that same shape, come to be
mustamed. The cause was aninsuranee
cause= the
• Thehisson
v. Staples, 20 G. 3. DougL 438,
in flalloek, 438.
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EXCLVSION ON _IHE GROUND OF DI:LAY_
1N WHAT ('ASES PROPER,
A LOT of evidence be_n_ proposed.--the
delay
in question
in the character
ot a ground ot
exclusion,
is that whi.h might in some cases
happen to be prodw'ed
by a determination
to
giveadmission
to that ewdenee.
The question
tot decMon
then is: -- of the t_t o tnt_-chref%
the two opposite,
and, as it were, rival, mischiefs and injustice%
which is the greater?-the injustice
attached
to the mi.deelsinn
or
dan_.-er of misdeei,ion
that would be produced
by the exclusion
of tl, e evldenee ? or the collateral
injustice
attached
to the quantmn
of
dela) (of extra delay, it must here be under.
stood) that must be recurred,
if, antecedently
to the decision,
that quantity
of thne be allowed, which is understood
to be necessary
to the production
of the evidence ?
Were all the umterial evidence fortheomi:.g
wlue at stake might therefore
have been sufficleat to co_er even so great a lo_s. But suppose
the value at strike no more than a few pounds:
shall it be in the power of a man, iu the charaeter ot plaintiff,
to subject hi._ a, tvers.-_ry, as It
were m ato(suppose)
parenthesis, £5_
to the
a lpss
of £1tl.(_-t0.
m
addmon
amount
of the sansfaetion due ?
The master, the subordinate
judge by whom
all qaesuons
concerning
costs are determined,
and (as it is very fit they should be) wrthout a
jury, disallowed this claim of indemnity:
but
I what he did allow was, the expense attached to
! the voyage and lourncy and demurrage of these
t two w,t,aesses t_ and fro between France and
EnglamL
Reference made by the court(Lord
Mansfield
the chief justice)
to a rule spoken
of as estabhshed, _iz. that contingent damages
(meaning
damages occa_mned to a witness by the ohligation of dehvering
hi_ testnnony)
could not be
allowed for: certificate
from the master,
that
such applicatmn had frequently been made, and
always without success.
The precedent,
said Lord Mansfield,
would
be a dangerous one: since thn_, with or without
coitusmo wrth the witnesses, a plaintiff
nught_
on the occasmn of the most trifling etuum toad
his adversary wrth a burthen to an unlionted and
intolerable amount° But even where contingent
(i. e con_equentmt)
damages are out of the question_ how excess,re and dlsproportmnate
may be
the burthen thas imposed in the shape of ordinary charges.
What a dilemma!
Injustice by denial of jusdee for want of evidence ; or still worse mjusuce,
by vexation and expense on the score of evidence.
Is there no middle course ? We shall see.
This dflemma,--is
it tire work of natureP-Now and then, and to a certain degree, yes .-but
much more frequently,
and in a much greater
degree, the work of le;ai'ned art_one
of the host
of mischiefs
produced
by the rule by which,
and esyecially at the out_et of the caus% the
p.trties stand excluded from the presence of the
Jad_,,_
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point
delay

at any rate,
i_ opposed,

their in-

_:'- "__

is to
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more or le_-_ material, exists at tile antipudes,
this purpose,
as against his co-plaintiff,
a deShall the decision
wait till a corre-pondence
fondant.
can be had with the antipodes
for that perThe two quantitieshere
compared with one
cisinn
to-morrow.
Bin, _I terests
opposite.
plaintiff,
whom
po_e? might be pronounced
another, are
being
both ofThethem
in theirby nature
The cause having but one party on each t susceptible
of variation
upon a scale of atmost
that
a _lmple
one.--the
probative
of the
evidence,
on
side-- sense,
the cause
being,
in that propo_ltmn
_espee_, and tbr
m t rmlitv,
indefinite the length
-- onforce,
the one
hand
the matethe exe]u_hm,
1[ al_y such propos_rmn
come ] the other hand the duration
of the delay; the
at all, must corot, either from the oarty who ] _atioofeachtotheother
isofeoursesuseeptible
conceives
himself to staid ill need of the evi. i of variation
upon a correspondent
scale.
donee (say the plaintiff, ) or from the opposite
I
If, however (as will frequently
be the ease,)
party.
From thc party _hose _ash it _s tosee
the evidence
in question
he "indispensably
the e_idence delivered,
no such proposition
necessary
to warrant a decision on that fide,
can come:
since he has hut to fbrbear calling
--the
mischief of mere delay, that is, mere
for the evidence,
and the exclusiol_ thus atpostpt,nement
of the decision on one side of
taches upon it silently and of cour._e,
other
(abstraction
made
of the contingent
If, in this simple ease, a demand
be made
misehiefs
with which it may happen to it to
for a:_ exclusion
to he put upon the evidence
tie pregnant,
viz. on the one s_de deperition
of
--a demand
having for lt_ ground the delay
the matter of satisfaction,
on the other side
that would
he nece_--ar_, h,r the pruduetio_
tteperitlon
of counter
evidence,)can
seldom
of it,--it
is from the o[q,_ite
_i(te (say the
be equal to the mischief
of the exclusion.
defendant'sl
that the detlland
nnlst
coine,
_rotn
the exclusion
of the evidence,
results
For an 3 thing I know, the evidence alleged by
in this case, hy the supposition,
and that as a
*he plai_t_ff to exist, may or may not exist:
necessary qvn_equence,
misdeci_ion
to the prethe effect of it. if produced,
may or may not .judice
of' that
same side: and the mischief
be more or tess material,
more or tess neces- ] restdtingfrorn
that misdecision,
perpetual
and
sary, more or le_s conelusL e. But the case , irremediable:
whereas from delay, considered
is such, that. if the decision
lie not pas_ed ' in respec_ of that part of its mischief which
till the reqm:ite
time has been taken for the . is certain,
rio worse
effect ensues than the
arAva] of the evidence,
added to what notice _ temporary
duration
of that
same mischief,
may be to be _akc_ of it, the nuschief
rewhich, in case of exclusion,
is perpetual.
suiting _o us fi'om that delay will be greater
;
In re_peet
of the evidence,
the supposed
than the mischief
resulting
to the plaintiff _ temporary
absence of which produces the defromthed_satlowanceofhisclaim:
atanb rate,
mand for the delay,-what are the expecthan wha*everchance
of such tnisearriage
ma) . tation¢
entertained
by the plaimiff
(or the
be the restfit of the non-production
of that
defendant,
if the dela) be prayed for on his
evidence.
I side ;) and what the grounds of them ? What
Reverse the case, the mischief of the delay ! assurance has he that the witness eammt now
will lie more sensible,
it is the defendant
: be forthcomil_g ? that he w_ll be forthcoming
that applies _or the delay, to save the exclu- '_ within any reasonable
space of time ? that he
sitm (the negative sort ot exclusion)
that, for
knows anything
about the matter,
and that
want of it, x_ould be put upon the evidence
_ what ht knows will, if tiuly reported
b_' him,
lie has to p_oduce.
No, sa) _ the plaintiff;
-operate to the effect alleged, and with'a setthe mischief fi'om this delay _ould on my side
ficiently
per, native
force?
All these quesbe so great, that, in consideration
of it, my ! finns together
constitute
a sort of incidental
petilion
is that the cause ma) go on in its ' cause, collateral
ilMeed to the principal cause,
natural course--that
the dela) p_ayed for may ' but sometimes
not infi._rior to it in imlrortbe refused: although
of such relusal lhe sure
anee, beeause the main cause itself may altoeonseque_ce
will be, that an exclusion
will
gether t urn upon it. All these questions,
with
thus he put upon the article of evidence,
others that might be added, constitute
a ecruAgain, let the cause be a cmnplex
one-plcxquestion--aquestionofthet,
which, hke
complex in respect of its alibrding
divers parany other question
of fact, must be tried by
ties (say five) on a side. and first, say, on the
the light of its own evidenee,--of
such eviplaintiff's.
One plaintiff applies fur the delay,
donee as it happens to afford : direct evidenee_
as necessary
to the delivery of the evidence:
circum_-tantiat
evidence,
the evidence ot the
the other plaintiffopposes
the delay ; in other
prosecutor
if neeessary,
the evidence
of any
word% applies for the exclusion,
the evidence
other imlividual
as it may happen.
The witnot being, in his view of the matter,
worth
ness (understand,
he in wh_e
absence
the
the purchase.
To the present
purpose,
this
deumnd for delay originates)
was an inmate
third ease differs from the first only in name.
of the owner of "the good_ taken
in the way
The parties
stand on the same side of the
of*heft
or robbery,-he wa_ in the house at

_ _!
. - _:_,
.

":
: _"
_"

,

. _

.
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the time : he was a lodger in the house of the
individual
kitled, aml of whose murder the (tofendant _tatMs accused, --- tie was m the house
at the time. or came in soon afterwards.
Tim
question,
u hether the alleged _itnes_ was in
a situation
that would
qualify him to g_ve
evidence,
is a question
t_i %el, to be tried,
like any other que._tiou (d' to.el, upon its o_sn!
evidence.
Does the maia cause turn upon it ?
It is a question
that tequireto be examined
into witi_ the .ame eme, at_d therefo,'e
uith
the as_-_smnee of the .-ame .-eeum:ies fbr ttustworthiness,
a.- the>so which are looked upon
as itldi_.pem-ahle to the principal cause,
Between
delay for the sake of e_utencc,
on the one hand, and exclusion
of the e_ideuce, for want of tl;e requ_ite
delay, on t,he
other,
the connexion
uill,
after all, it carefidly and honestly looked rote, he kmnd (hke
so many other of the evils with _hieh
the
s_stem of procedure
is pregnant
: iu a much
greater
de_zee tactitions
than real. bm'h will
be the result preacnted
by the chapter,"
the
business
of _hieh
i_ to bring to view the
arrangements
capable of serving m heu of oh_olute exclusion,
in the el;aracter
of remedies
to vexation, expense,
and delay.'_q t
The strongest
ca.c, m favour
of the exelasion, i_ where imprisonment,
itself tantamount in vexation to a severe puni_-hment,
i_
the lot of the defet_dant during the continuanee of' the delay.
Here, then, is puni.-hment
--a
perfectly di_.tmet and incontestable
lot of
punishment,
ioflieted:
inflicted,
uhere
per-i
haps ig is re,due, and, at any rate, betbre it
is proved to t:e thee.
In this case, houevet,
th_q'e is an evident
medium hetween
tt_e co_tinu.mce
of t!:t_- lwrhaps unjust punishment,
and exelu-qon of the
evidence-whence
aeqaittat
fi'om all punishment.
Bail him, if he oaa find bad: _t'
he c*annot, it, _*ill iu ge_,eral be a further
presumption
of delinquency:
if no bail, take
other seeuriue..- for appearance,
of which many
migh_ be enumerated,
if the pre.-ent were a
fit place for it: in t, ef:auh of all such seeurifles, discharge
him out ot'tn_son, even without _eeurity.
But liberation
from prisot_ is
one thing--definitive
acquittal
is another:
__
because
the plea is sultie_ent when apphed to
the one, it fellows
not that it must
be so
when applied to the other.
At any rate, tile questi(m (it will be seen)
turns
still up_m proportions.
The perhaps
altogether
undue or excessive
vexation
being
a determinate
quantit),
the proportion
will
" Chapter Vll.
"l"Remedy against deperltion
of the evidence
on the other side_--immediate
collection of that
same evidence,
Remedy
against
deperitiou ef the means of
tmtisfaetion on the former side.--sequestration,
or radiation in this or t_'at .,hape, whichsoever_
l'eing sutlieiently efficient, may be least burthen_me.
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depend upon the quantity
of the delay.
Adm_tting it to be better that a dehnquent
should
go uopunk-hed,
than that a punishment
should
remain hanging
over his head tor _ears, _it
follows
riot that the proposition
would
be
' true, if, instead ofyear_,
a man were to say
i days or weck_.
All this while,
an arguumnt
that pleads
_ against ti_e delay, and therelb:e
in favour of
: the vxelu_mn,
ought not to be lo_t sight eL
tf The evidence,
if produeed,
will tend to cut,I elation :wiil
operate i_ di.favour
of the de! fendam.
A result thi_, of winch the probai bilit_ at h._ast must be a.sumed,
to justif; the
: delay, with the vexation
thus attached
to it.
i But the _upposed tnohahihty,
on what is the
pe_s.ua:ion uf it grounded ? it is on the part
[ of the pbdntiff that the evidence is calkd flit :
, a considerable
presmnptiun
th:s, but by no
i means a conclusive
one.
I
Expeering
to see the defendant
proved
' guilty, expecting
to find the guilt established
i b) this evidence,
he applies accordingly
for
the delay neee.sary
to the obtainment
of this
i evidence : (m tin.- _uppo-ition,
indeed, it is a
_ matter
scarcely
to he apprehei_ded
that it
! wouh! he the el,deavour
or wi.h of the plaini tilt to extend
the qua,'mt._ of delay fin' the
] purpose
of vexation,--to
exte_d
it he',end
: the exigency of the ease ; tot, the longer the
' delay e.ntinues,
the longer the nmnife_t otri ject of the prosecution,
the natural
wi_h on
the part of the plamtitf,
eontieues
unaeeompti_hed.
I
So much t}aI ordinary
probabilit 3.
But a
I c._,,.e nell her imptohable,
ilur perhaps allegei thor _thout
example,
is the- :-- '1 lie plato, tiff has no expectation
that the evidence
he
_ applies for wdl operate to the convietn,,
of
I the aeeu_ed : he entertains
_o such persu_.stun or suspicion as that the accuaed is really
i guilt)" of'tim crime : the object, the real ob'jeer,
of the application
tor dela),
is not
' justice,
hut vexation : the vexation
of an in*
&vidual,
(ff whose innocence the accuser Into_ self is conscious.
/,
The case is a possible one ; though, if examples of it were to bc looked tot, happily
fbr manki_:d *he) would be f.und ( l believe)
extremely
rare.
But the ease where, on the
part of the plaintiff,
an ill-g_om_ded
but sin¢'_ere persuasion
of the defe_'.dant',
guilt, or an
exacgerated
eslimation
of it, has heen productile
of an ilt-gromtded
prosecution,
is
much le_ rare.
On the /_rotmd of that one of the evils
opposite
to the ends of justice which we are
now considering,-in so far as evidence
(i. e.
an extra quantity
of delay, considered
as beir, g
neeess,_r) to the production
of it) is the cause
of the disease, and exclusion
proposable as the
eure,--Enghsh
law, however
heedle_,
is not_
quite ,_o impotent,
as on the ground of either
vf the two preceding
ones.
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Delay?
Oh yes. of that there is no want:
but, for exclusion
to be put upon evidence
for the avoidance
of preponderant
delay,
no
token_ of anyprovi--mn--no
token at .at) much
as a thought,
To the allegations
on both _ides, in general terms,
re..pectin)z
the general
matter,- of
fact on whieh depend ti_e propriety
or improprlety of excluding
an artiete of ev)dence
to
save tile delay that would be necessary
to the

five per cent. ; sureprofit
£251):
deducting
only the expense of the business thus made,
as the rewald to the law partuel:hip
for their
servwe, ttae [)rice of the delay thus manufaetared.
For groundin_r
an application
for delay ou
the scare oftheab_ence
of a material
witness,
fi,rm% every day in u_e, are given in the books
of practme : ti_e te-tlmony
of a witness
(a
single witness
is sulhcient,)
delivered
in the

' :_:

production
_,t it, the ears of the courts
arc
open.
But, as to an) tolerahle
security
tbr
the truth ofthe-e
allegatioh_,
on thisoccasion
as on all archer% lea_,ed judge_ know better
than t_ sutt'er them.-elves
ever to receive it.

affidavit mode.
Thus tltr, lmthing particular;
tc,n'ned judges
(as above mentioned)
never
sutl_:r:ng themaelve_
to receive
testimony
in
any but this worst of shapeb.
But the evi.
t;enee received
in tbls bad shape is hearsay

:.._

:.....
°_

•

-_

Between
ew'r 3 I_o opera:it, n., necdtut
or I e_Mence : supposed
declaration%
supposed
needless,
a determiuate
length ut dela) bein;r , t() l,.ve been made extrajudqqally,
and even
fixed* by general
rules--a
le]lgth
in most
b? [,e_on_
m_de:igm_ted,---b.')
the common
instances
tot) great,
m here and _hc_e an m_oncher,
the French On; this _uppo.-ed teestance too st'allIy_
-"Q,
here, on tile ground of
timon) thus tran.mitted
to the eourt, through
the m_praeucabitity
of ca sng the evidence
the pen of the affldavit-maz_'s
attorney,
when
tobefortheomnLg'atthclegular
tlme, eonpl,'d
the immediate
te._timony
of the,-e supposed
with the prob,tbility
tA o}.)t,)ll)utg i_ at a mn_e
extrajudiemtty-sp,
akmg wltnessc_
m)ght, for
distant
p_qmd of time, a further
lem:th
of
anything
that appears,
have Ireen obtained_
tia:c i_ or is pretended
to be needful,
a _peobtained
with as httle trouble,
and without
ei,d appheation
is made _o the e_mrt tbr th_s
the expense,
fl-nd, unles_ opposed
on the
imtulgenee.
In thi_ ease, if the ma_eriaiity
other side (oppo.-ed b 3 te,_timony,
wtfieh, so
of the article of evl:1,,rn'e in que_!mn
be out
far a_ the mode of dehver_
at least is conof dispute,
and yet the demand
nf the dela 3
earned, cannot be (,f any be'tter complexion,)
be resi_te(1, lhe con-eqaenee
¢,f sueh re.-i_tthe evidence
i- conclusive." t
ance, if sueee._ttd,
_ a virtual ex_'tusion ta)t
Observe
the form btated a¢ being in cam=
upon the e_idel)ee ; and _hls .n the _eore o_
man use in the King's l}ench._
1. " The dedelay, i. e. of th,_' undue delay tbat would be
ponent (a_ he is advised and believes)
cannot
the necc_¢arv re.,ult, if the lot ¢,f evidence
in safely proceed
to (he trial . . . without
the
q.ectmn
_sere to be received.
It i.- in thi.
tectnnony
of" [the proposed
witness.]
No
way, al_d ttus _a_ _.(me, that. on the gronnd
averment,
even in the way of opinion,
in
of delay, i. c. of the misehwf that may come
general terms,
that he can safely proceed with
to be _he result _>f it, any axe,Ionian can be
such te,_tiu)ony,--that
hehas ally just ground
put upon a) .v article of evidence,
to stand upon.
Tho question here e(meerned ia ofthc)lt_tx_2. " Iu consequence
of the notice of trial
bar of those incidental
questi(ms,
on which
. . . he, thi, del,(ment , caused inquiry to be
the fate of the eau,e is liable to be completely
made,"
&c. (stating
[says the fi)rm] the nadependent
: as e,,mpletely
as upon any evitore and result of the inquiry made after the
donee respecting
the principal
matter in disw_tness, and the time when he is hkely to
pure.
attend.)
For the truth,
correctness,
and completeflare we see hearsay evidence of the second
_:ess, of the evide)_ee on which the decision
remove : the persons inquired of, ifan_ such
of this incidental
point, is founded,
there is in
there were, not upon oath, _mt judlciaily
exevery such ca_e exactly the same demand for
amined, nor even, without examination,
jadithe best security that ca,_ beaffotded
(_hatcially deposing : the suplmsed requirer again
ever that security
may be,) as for the curin the same ease.
reetness
and coral)lateness
of the ,_videnee
_Sach _s the sort of evidenee
which, if the
respecting
the principal matter in dispute,
statement
be correct,
is haLitually
received,
Note, that, independently
of all ultimate
loss by deperition
of evidence,
or of the matter of'satisfaction,
mere delay may, to a mala
+ What
is eall_d
triM, ofwhen
proof
came if,to atbewhat
g_vcn
of the the
matter
fact
fide defendant,
be productive
of certain gain,
principally
in question in the cause, other ewat the expense of an it_jured plaintiff,
to an
denee m abundance
{immediate
vivft vaee eelamount
to which there is no certain
limit,
deuce) being at eommand,--arr
advocate were
Sum m dispute .£10,000 ; trial staved off till
to take upon him to produce, instead of it, this
next assizes, Six months
distant ; interest
at
hearsay evidence in the affidavit mode ? The
thing _s impossible:
but supposing it done, the
.......
judge would suppose him out of his senses, ot"
* Book'VltI.
Technical
System;
Chap. X.
send himw_is
horn.booL
Sitti)h:.'s at Long Intervals.
_ Tidd'_ practice, Forms) p. 196.
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and (unless victoriously opposed by counterevidence) habitually acted upon asconclusive
by the King% Bench.
The Common Pleas seems not much more
nice.
The fidlowing extracts are fi'om a
learned praeti*er in that croat,* who does
not expre,s indeed that it is exclu-ively, or
more frequently, in use in that court, than
in the King's Bench.
Here d_'ers particulars respecting the nalure and result of the inquiry (as above) are
given..."
He, this deponent [nointermediate
inquirer here,] hath been [not said when]
to the house of the said P. _,V. [the proposed
witness] and wasinformed [not ._aidb_' whom]
that he was gone to Norwich [not said when,]
and that he, this deponent, hath sent thele
[not said whom nor when] for the purpo-e
of subpoenaing him ; but that the said P.W.
is gone from thence, as th_s deponen_ hath
heard [not said from t_hom,] and verily believes to be true : and that he, this depon,:nt,
cannot get any int_rrnation where the saic
P. W. is, but i_ informed [not said by whom,
or when, or where, nor that he so much as
believes the infbrmation to be true] that he
will be at home in two months .....
"
Can any danger attend the attempt, successful or unsuccessfld, to stave oil a just
demand for an indefinite temrth of time. or
fer ever, by false representations
thus conveyed?
The application may, it is true, be opposed : but with what effect ? ,Not a question
can the opponent (the plaintiff) put to any
one in this chain of witnes*es. It may be a
complete tissue of lies: and nothing can he
do that can contribute to the detection of
any one of them. The defend rat's attorney
being the deponent, his client may havepotted
persons to give such false answers or statemeats (not that itis worththe
while;) or
the like friendly deception may have been
put by the attorney upon the defendant, his
client,
The least unpromising course seems to be
to follow the precedent of the ingeniou_ attorney, who, to combat the tbrged bond,
fbrged the release.
The plaintiff makes a
eouuter-aflidavit,
saying nothing of the defendant's story (for, be it ever so false, what
can he say of it to any purpose ?) but telling
a like story of his own, showing how he has
an equally material witness now forthcoming,
but whose testimony, were the required delay granted, would be lost.
If to a dishonest defence success may thus
be given, defeat to a just demand, -- so, on
the other hand, may delbat be given to a just
defence, sttceess to an tmjust demand, by the
same system of_ what shall we say? Inquiry._
where not a question can be put ? say at any
mSellon% (._rompton_i. 421.

EVIDENCE.
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rate receipt of e_;idence. Affidavit,t " tSa_.
A B and C D are material witnesses for defendant in this cause, without whose eeldeuce defendant cannot _-ately proceed to
trial, as defendant is advised and verily betieves," was held bad; " because the belief
seemed to go through the whole, as well to
A B and C D being material witnesses, as to
the other neeessaiy part of the affidavit, that
the party cannot safely make defence without
their testimony; the former part, respecting
A B and C D being material witnesses, ought
to be positively swm'n ; belief as to it i, not
sufficient, but as to the latter part it is."
" livid bad :"--and certainly not without
something like a pretext, at any rate. Possibly, in the way above suggested, evasion
was designed: but possibly, and much more
probably, not. But to what u_e pretend to
stop up this loop-hole, wheu st_ manydoorsare
left wide open in so many other places ?
To the materiahty of the evidence, " belief" not sufficient, "positive swearing" ne.
ce_sary. Precious distraction I as if anything"
could ever be sworn to, howsoever positively,
but belief: as if the matertahty of an article
of ewdence were not a matter of opinion ; and
not only of opinion, but (for so it has been
made by lawyers) a matter of law. What an
indignation was once nmt_itested at the presmnption of a deponent, who took upon him
to " swear the law !" Ignorant and presumptunas man ! to pretend to know the law!
Iteld bad: and what was the consequence ?
Was the cause called on, without the detendant's material, and (it his statement were
true) nece.-sary, witness ? and was the subjectmg him to the obligation of complying
with an unjust demand the ultimate result?
Let us hope rather, though it is not said,
that the badness of the expression was not so
fatal but that oppm'tunity was gi_en to amend
it; viz. by ulterior affidavits.
l_ut the badness, the real badness, where
is it? Not in the suitors, ju,tly and unjustly
suspected of evasion, but in the practice of
the court, by which questions are never tried
but upon evidence so bad, a_ to 'afford to in°
sincerity a perpetualchance of success, with°
out the smallest danger of punishment, or
even of shame.
Suppose the maker of this " bad" affidavit
present in court, answering upon oath, impromptu ; instead of having employed, as
many days as he thought fit, in studying
means of evasion, with his attorney at his
elbow. A word or two in the way of que,tion, half a minute in the way of time, and
the ambiguity would have vaI_ished.
A case must not be omitted,--a
case of
prodigious extent in the field of law,--_a
+ Sellon's Crompton,i. 419. Dayv. Samson_
Bar. 448.
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EXOLUSIONS--DELAY.

whidl
no competition
takes place between
the mischief of delay and the mischief
of
exclusion;
but, the delay (with or without
design)
taking
place, the exclusion
follows
without
remedy -- follows by act of law.
It results from the principle
of fixed times
with long intervals.
The time tbl the trial is
come: it has been fixed, as It is of course, by
a blind rule. A witness, or an artietc of writtcncvidence,
that was to have been produced,
tails of betng produced,
i few days, hours,
or minutes
more. the evidence
would have
been produced.
B,lt the time is past.
It
therefore
cannot
be produced.
Iu the first
place, _t:ppose the failure tm the plai_,tiff's
side:
what is the consequence
? Mi,_decl.ion,
to the prejudice
of that side.
To the platot:ff, lo_s ot':he right m re_pect of punishmet_t :
to the malefactor
(whatever
ma._ have been
his guilt,)
impunity ; temporary
or ultimate,
according
to eircumstance_,
Ia th:s ease, _he exclusion
of the evidence,
that
is, the tmn-tortbcmmngness
of it to,
wartt of the delay, may have been designed
or m_de._igned:
the work of man, or the
work of adverse fortune
But the mischief resultiug from it, the misdccision,
is the work,
exclusively
tt_e work, of the man of luw: the
wo_k of the technical
system, with its fixed
days and excessive
inter vols. Considered
in
respect
of it-d_n'ation,
the exclusiou
may be
distingui_he,t
into two periods.
The first is
n_t fl_e work o{ the nta,_ oi law : his is not
tke bhnne,
accident,
or unhcensed
misbeha.
vinur, is the cause:
bnt the second
is his
altogether.
A slight evil he sees produced
without
his part',eiparion:
th_s does not sa.
tis_y him ; but, npm, the mere ground of this
slight evil, h _ inflicts another --in
all case_

trial in question,
the verdict must be against
him--he
in general paying tile costs on bath
sides, -- and, if he obtains the f_.licity of a
new trial, it cannot be till after motion and
argument
thereupon.
In trite,hal
cases opens a very different
scene.
if it be on the defendant's
side that the
fhilure takes place, it seems rather dill]cult to
pronounce,
in every case, what may be the
result.
Onan nppheatmn
made on theground
in quest'mr on that side, power for ptttting off
the cause isnot wanting;
and in each insta_ce
the great
probabihrv
seems to be, that,
the
judge being satlslied'of
the propriety
of tim
apphcation,
due time wouhl
accordingly
be
given.
ll is where
the plaintiff's
is the side on
v.hieh the failure takes place, ,hag the prejud,ce applies, and the ndsehief
ltows in co_,sequencc,
Breaking
out on this side, no mischief
is ever to be repaired : and this is called hamanst y and justice.
At the preappointed
hour,
a witness
who
should have appeared,
tails to appear,:
an
article of written
evtdence which should have
hecn produced,
furls of being produced.
Had
the tkflure been foreseen,
application
fur time
might have been made, and time granted
aecordmgly.
The failure not having been foreseen, not hawng
been foreseeable,
no time
is to be granted:
the omission
is fatal:
the
malefactor
trinmphs.*
Behold here a,mther exemplification
of the
practice o{ deciding, and against
the merits,
on grounds tb_e_gu to the merits.
Behold
here ng.x,n the power
of pardon
thrown
out of the window,
hke medals on a
corona, ran day, to any one that will take it

a touch greater,
in some eases all infimtel
i up : to any witnees who_e testimony
greater,
evil, of the same kind.
: sary: to the posses_or,
for the time
At the preappointed
time, the evidence
i_ aa_y piece of paper, the production
of
not tbrthcoming
: what, in point of reason and :t necessary : to any one who, b) t'r,md
justice,
is the practical
result ? Appoint
for
the production
of it the earliest open day in
which,
according
to probability,
it can be
fbrtheomiug.
.No, says the man of law to
hhn_clf:
au purpose of mine will lye answered
at th:s rate.
In cases not criminal
(i. c. where,
be the
ease what it may, the species of suit belone_
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is laecesbeing, of
which is
or three,

discoverable
or undi_coveruble,
will manage
so as to keep the man or the piece o{ paper
out of the way for a few minute_.
All this is *n favorem ri/ce.
No ,nan's lift:
shall be put twi'ce in jeopardy.
H}poerites
Say, why is man's lite ever put once in jeopardy ? bid ye ever, couhl ye ever, giveany
better reason for your human sacrifices_ than

to that
if it be
on the
usedNew
to tm
given ?i'n Mexico,
that
the class,)
failure takes
place,
the plaintiff's
mischief is side
not i_ in
Zealand
" Becauseand it i_isnow
whatgiven
we
irreparable.
It depends
upon him to suffer
do, and have been used to do, for so many
a nonsuit,
and proceed
anew, payb,g co.-,s:
hundred
years?"
whereu pen, a_ the end o_ six or twelve men,ha
But the same h) pocrisy reigns where there
from that time, and at the expense
of three
is no lite in jeopardy.
On the continent,
no_z
or four m" five score pounds, if the evide*,ce
has no_ perished in the meantime, he may take
. * This can o_ly occur of necessity,
after the
another
chance,
jury have been charg_.d to try the indictment in
If it he on the defendant's
side, i_ may perquestion.
Betore the jury are actually cl¢arged,
hops be allowed
to hbn to take such other
the court will, up to the very last moment, tistea
to any applicaUon to postpone the trial, either on
chance : but it depends not- upon himself;
and
the part of the prosecutor_ or of the prisoner: and
it must be a_ an increased
expense.
On ti_e _ueh applications
are marie every day._d.
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his in idem is moreover
a maxim of Rome-bred
law : a maxim made ir_de¢'d of stretching
stuif,
like all maxims of all lawyers,
The malefactor
m who_e m_tance tile withess or the bearer of a paper ha_ lallen sick,
er beetl drowned,
or been made drunk,
amt
so forgotten
himselt,--how
much le-_ guilty
is he than if the man bad come to his time ?
If the chance of triumph
must be secured to
every malefactor,
let _t at any rate be a fail
chance : let fortune judze,
not fiaud in fortune's
name.
Admit
dwe and boxes among
the htrniture
at the temple of ju,tice:
but
let the dice be fair, the boxes fhlrly handled;
no loading or cogging, as at present,
i

CttAPTER,

V.

EXCLUSION Ok' IRRELI_:VANT EVIDENCE,
PROPER.
'Or
the misehief
liable to result
from tile
admigsmn of irrelevant
evidence,
no separate
mention
need be made. be it what it ma), it
is resolvable
zn toto into the ml_chlef produeible by vexation,
expense,
and delay,
The difference
between
the grmmd of exclusionin the pre_eatease,
and in thoseother_,
consists in this:_in
those three cases (i. e.
in every ease where the evidence i_ not irrelevant,)
there is an option to make-there is
a quantity
of mischief; a weight in each scale :
there is something
to lose by the proposed
exclusion,--a
chance in favour
of justice;
there is a disadvtultage
that must be ineorred
by the proposed
exelusion,--a
probabil;ty
in
favour of mi_decision,
or pelhaps a certainty,
But in this case, in the ease where the informatio_t
proposed
to be delivered
in the
character
of evidence
is irrelevant,
there
is
nothing
that earl be lost by the propo_ed e<elusion : not the 1,a_t danger
of misdectsion
i_ incurred
by it.
In this ease, then, the inquiry i_ much more
simple than in any one of tho_c three other_ :
t|;ere, there are two quantities
to weigh, two
values to find : here, but one.
Suppose the
proposed evidence
irrelevant,
exehtsion is the
indisputable
consequence,
Irrelevantevideneeisevideneethat
bearsno
efficient relationto
the fact which it is brought
to prove: evidence
which proves nothing:
as
well might one say, no evidence.
Fit, unquestionablyfit,
lobe exehtded.
/3ut
to what purpose speak of it ? Who is there to
_t,hom it could occur to propose the admission
of tmy diseourseeonfingunderthisdeseription?

EVIDENCE.

IX.

P. II.

I justice of tile ease might by thi_ means be
t_verwheluled.
I*co_ecmiou
for witchcraft:
oral e_idenee
ill support
of the charge.
On the pall of the
def_2ndal_t, no d_reet _,vid, nee, but the generM
t,ro[,ositio.n,
_hc alteg,,d imln'¢,babtlit ) of the
lact, ill the chara,'r_-r of eiremi:¢tantial
evidenee. _ In relay, on tile part o._ _he plamtilf,
to prove the prohabilit3,
Glar_vil]e's
H_ory
of Wltel.crat_,
or any other artwle
of the
demonol,_zical
library,
proffered !n evMence.
[7pm_ zl._s in_itatmn,
shall it be the duty of
the judge to take np tlJe }look on the spot,
and, previously
to his giving iris decision
in
the cause,
to re:hi it t?om hcginning
to e_td?
and so on with regdrd re every other article
in that same hhra,'v ? If not, and if he should
m_t ddnk tit to read it, h_s reason for rejecti_*g it would
naturally
be founded
on s,,me
such gr(mnd
as what
is expre.-sed
by the
above-mentioned
clause. In a reasonable
mimt
(he would sa 3) it does r_ot appear to me tha_
the eontent_
of this book are of a _ature to
eontrdmte
anything,
or at least anything
worth
re_arding,
toward
the terming
a persuasion
affirming
the existence of the alleged acts of
witcheraI_,
charged
by the plaintiff
to have
been committed
by the defendant.
To a party acting tn mal_fide,
the inducemeats,
constant
and casual
together,
are
equally obvmus.
We have seen the misehietk
hable to result to theparty
in the right, from
I excessive
loads of matter,
relevant
or irreleI cant.
thrown
upon the nund of the judge:
! perplexity,
deception,
misdeeision.
We have
i seen the mischief
in the shape of vexation,
_ expense,
and delay, capable of being drawn
t do_ n from the same source upon the party
1 who has right upon his side: so many rots-

be served by it ?
a malicious
and unscrupulous
Tea par_y, plaintiff or defendant,
acting in
The following are natural
t_ondfide,-himself could
to have
right way
on I of
irrelevant
evidenee:_
Who is there, believing
whose purpose
in any
chiefs,
so many
inducements,
hi_ tide, and seeking nothing but the means of
provillg it, --there
for the demanding

lB.

denee ; viz. the belief of its hc_b_g relevant :
add, material and needful,
withmlt which the
relevancy
of it would :lot help hnn.
False conceptions
on ttus bead are tar from
being unfrequent,
c(,_eeptlons
wluch, abatever grotmd there ma} have been tar tttem in
opini(m, place lalse m the re-all.
By the toree el prejudice,
in a weak judgmeat, in a di_ordcrl)
mlagination,
there is no
_ying" what reverie may llot be presented
ill
the character
of a lot of evidence.
If every
such supposed
or pretended
article
of i_dornmtlon were liable to be obtruded
upon the
judge,
and in any quzntity,
at the instance
and a_ the pkasure
of either p.._rty, and of
each part3,
m_ power of' exclusion
on this
gr,.und heing 1Ltk to the judge,--it
is easy to
conceive
how completely,
m any cause, tile

adversary.
exemplifieations

can be but one inducement
I
• See Pmqk V. Cire_tmstarttial;
or delivering irrelevaut
evi- I Improbabitlq/,
&e.

in the

eyes of

Ch_.p. XVI.
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1. Be the euit criminal or non-crimin:,l,
Accordingly, to the extent in which this
evides:c_, against Tcrtius is relevant or irre- mode (including its suit-modifications) is eallevant as against Reus, according as partleiptoyed, irrelevancy, in the character of a
patton is oris not brought horne to him. Wall source of vexatiou, expense, and delay, is
it be so, or not ? Sosoctllnes it wilt slot be to st'arce knnwn : eXClUMOI|
takes place tnsta_,ter,
be known, till the _holc (,fit has been go,he _'_ndno mischief is produced on either side.
tlnough : sometime., the tact o1 the particiI,aNone by the exclusion h hecause what is extion may be pro_ed or dispsovcd in the fir,t
eluded is of n(_ use : rtoue by the irrelevant
instance. "/'he line of conduct b3 _hich a evidence, bewaase, before it, has time to proburthens, a legal ohtieation, criminal or non- duce any mischief, the door is shut against it.
erimi_,al, is. or ou_,ht to be, imp_,-t,d upon
In the tollowis_g nlodes o[ collection, aeTertius, i_ (we shall ,_aj)a chum of acts, the coi ding! 3, the ph_gue of irrelevancy is in a
connexion of whieh x_stl.,the conduct uf l[eu._ manner tu_kt_owll:-- 1. In the Jmt.aral mode,
may be f_oved b) s_,m., net antecedent to the a_ employed h_ cau,es tried in courts of convery first In,k. subrcqttent to the last, or in .-r'icnee, amt befi_Ic justices of the peace out
concomxtancy _ith an? intermediate cnc. An of sea,ions; 2. h_ the jury trial mode; 3. In
exam{de of tl,e fi_st-mentioned ca_e, an ,,rder;
pr_lisninary exmninahons taken helot e a jusof the next, an act of confirmation ; c_f the tiee of the peace, or before a coroner; 4. In
last, exm*judiei,d di.-cnursc of a confessorial
examinations before c_mmittees of inquiry,
nature, in the way o_ conversatmn, aekfmw- or commissioners of inquiry.
ledgi_,g p_rtwipatmn by m_y of those modcs
2. Irrelevant evidence i_the peeullargrowth
of behaviour which in a eriminal ease de_m- of equity. In the lat_guage of that country, it
minute a man an aeeessary, whether before i, cancd scaJ,l¢_l a;,l impertinence.
For tile
the fact or after the fiu't.
; de_:g_m lot of matter to which nothing worse
What may have h,tpl,er_ed i% _hat, though
can be oLjected than tbat it is useless, the
Reus wa_ in confederacy, all along, with
word impertinence seems to have been era.
Tertiu% and though evsdence suftlt-ie_r for plowed: wben the irrelevancy is aggravated
the parer eJ the coniederacy exists, as_d can by injuriousness, the word scandal.
be produc, d, yet the nature of it cannot he
A eonseque_we inseparable from the mode_
under*to:,d tiil after the part acted by Ter_ius ' of collection tht, rc in t:se, is, that in this 'case
has bec_ brc,t,'.,ht to view.
. the peecant matl_ r, before it is turned out,
In all th_ ,e ea,es, prt_ve participatkm upton ' must be let in. Thi_ eh'cumstanee we may "be
Reu_, everything that has been d_ne by Ter- ' pretty well assured was s_otoverlooked, when
tius is material: all evhtence which contri_he mode ot collection came to be chosen, in,
bates to proof of it is relevant.
If no such by, and for, those courts.
Nothing could be
parlicipadon be proved, all that was done 1,_ better ad_pted to the cursor judicature.
JJuTertius _s, with rega_d to Ileus, mmmterial', ' siness made b_ the quamit) of peecant matter
aH the evidence ot _t irrelevant.
' _et in ; hn_iuess inade by the di_cussmns reIt (as in c_*e of an order, or for:nal act of ]ative to the exelusien of it : business made
ratification) it be agreed or e,tablL-ht'd that
bvadmissinnin the first plaee; business made
no proof of participation, no other p_oot; can I b_ exclusion in the second place.
begiven, than what is distinctly separate trom
'/'be mischief swelled to such a height as
the evidence of the princ_pai course of action ; ] to he past endurance
the auditory nerves of
it_a_the same time, theproofoftheaet
of par- the judge (of a judge who never heard msvtidpationbeshort,
thatoftheprineipaleourse
thing about the matter) were continually
of action long ; the proof, or what is given ibr t wounded hy it : it became necessary to apply
proof, of the act of participation, should come a preventive seined 3. O_dcr *hat no answer'
first. Why ? Because, failing this proof, evi- be given in without having beets signed, mid
dr'nee of the prb_cipal course of action fhlls thence manufactured and drcssednp, by teeninto the category of irrelevant evidence, at_d sel : order that no interrogations be exhibited
the suit should of course be rid of it.
i |br the examinationofwitnesses,
withouthav"What has been done by Engti,h law it_ ing received the _atne security against semsrelationtoirrelevant
evides,ce, distribut_,s it- dal and impertin nee. An a,.ditienal toad of
self naturally urider two heads: what has been vexation, expense, and delay, laid upon all
done for the exclusion of irrelevmit matter,
causes, andtl, eehaneeofmisdeeisionincreased
and what has been done tbr the accumulation
by the -ophistication of the evidence, for tt_e
of it.
addieg ot a _ham security against the irrcleFirst, as to the exclusion of it. In this va_t matter that might comc to be introduced
respect, much depends upon the words in in here and there a cause! As if the responwhich the evidence is collected,
sibility of the underling sort of lawyer whom
I. Collected vznd voee, coram judiee et partlbns, all irrelevant matter everything that
appears to wander frm_ the point, is nipped
in the b_d.

" Ready-written de_sition of a defendanh as
extraetedby ready-written allegations and interrogations delivered on thepart of the plaintlg_
See Book IL Securities.
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the judge punishes every day without scruple,
could receive any aiatt._lal addition from the
responsibitityofanothe_
sort of lawyer, whose
situation is too near that of the judge to be
exposed to punishment,
Business made by letting'in theirrelevaney;
bttsiness made by to,_ing it about when in,
and throwingit out : bu_messmade bystatio_ling a set of porters wimsc c_u_,tant employment is to keep it otlt. Shotdd irreleva_wy
creep izt notwithstandina,
does the _e.-pon-tbility amount to anything?
Oh, no: that
would be contrary to all rule. It is the 1,_wyet that transzresse,;
it is the cbent that is
punished for it.
tIow irrelevancy is shut out. when it i_
men's wish to shut it nut, ha_ been seen already.
B,it what could be more adverse to
the ends of judi_.atute /
Weeon_enowto
_peakofthearrangemellts
whereby the acenmulatit)n of the .-a_ne valttable matter is compelled, of otl,crwi,e cavortr_iged, m _ubservience to the salne elide,
1. Of one of the consequences of the excl,.1sim_ put npm_ the most satisfactory ki_fl l,f
e_'idence, eonfes.orial ev_detwc, a momel_tary
mention has been _dready re,ale : the time of
the judge eo_sumed, his faeultit,* oppre-_._ed,
by an inundatim_ of bfferlor, el hearsay a_d
other extranem_s, evidence.
First sample of
virtually irrelevant evidence artificially and
habilually acenmulated,_extraneous,
vice
eonfe_aorial at large,
2. In th_s ease, and from the rest of tl_,e
matter belonging to this ease, shouhl be distinguisbed the more particular ease where
the use of the confessorial evidence is to serve
ler theautheatieation
of an article of written
evidence (contractual,
or casual and i_dbrmat:) a so_t of evidence extractable fi'om
the party, without an? additional vexation,
expense, or delay; and m>t without a boatedlessmassofvexatio_,,expeuse,
anddel.iy, frcm_
extraneous sources.
Second sample of vi_tuallv irrelevai_t evidence artifiemlly aceumulated,_extraneol_s
evidence vice coufessorial
for the purpose of authcnticatlon,
In a mass of assertive matter, whatsoever
is false without conveying instruction b_ its
falsity, is, ot_ that account, whether relevant
or irrele_'ant, a_'any rate supe_fl,_ons al*d u-_eless.
The falsehoods of th., tluef, or other
unlicensed malefiietor,--such
talsehoods, especially when drawn t?om him by iuterrogalion, in court, or out of court, are prcgnaut
with instruction, useful instruction : the fietions and other falsehoods of the lawyer, relevant or irrelevant, al,vays superfluous and
useless, barren of instruction, are pregnant
with nothing but vonIhsion and misconeep$1on, their intended fi'uit,
.
8. Of the nature of that sort of discourse
which forms the matter of written pleadings,
slight sketch has been already g_ven : of
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it, inutility--of
its repuguancy to the ends
of ju-tlee--of
its ,ub,erviency to the ends
of.tudicatare.
Third sample of vb'tnally itrelevant evidence artificially accumulates.--m-_tte," of _,'ittcn pleadi_tg% and more esi_e('i,dly of that _ort of written pleadmg winch
i_ called _pe'ci_d.
What ! Pleading ? the matter so car_-f.AI_"
dl.,tma_ui,hed f:om evidence ? Do )ou vail
pleading evidence ?
it is, and it is not, evidence.
It is not, to
any good purpose; it is, loa v,trie D of bad
o_Jes. It 1, lint, tbr the purpose of ffivinz
tcr,_i_;llion, or at /cast any right termlua.
tins, to the suit ; it is. for the purp,se of
gi_mgcontinuance
to the stilt. It is not, for
the purpose of _rouudmg any right decisiuu
upon, and m favo,r or; the ment¢; it is, tot
the purpose of grotto iing wlo_g decisions ou
pol_ts foreign to the merits.
It i_ not. for
the purpose of a_ly decis._on, subservient to
a_y of the end_ of ju..,tlee, beeau,e, be;i,g
partly irrelevant a_t partly false, _t _ know_
to be unworthy of all regard, and accordii+,ly
uu regard is ever paid t{} it: it is, for ;he
l_rpo,e oi producing,., without eo.'_pensatlon,
that vexatiou, expe_,¢e, and delay, for which
a compensation is afforded by genuine eeld. ,_¢'e: it is, for producing that misdeeisiou,
the danger ot which constitutes the charaetcristie misctaief of false evidence.
In lawyers" language, i_ is _ot evidence;
because lawyers have settled wi_h them*elves
not to give the name of evidence to any asserlion, which, in case of mendacity, theyare t'_ol;
prepared to punish.
It is evidence, because,
with the exception of that accidental _mdadrealities.- property, viz. that of ._d_jecting
the ulterer to punishment iu case of mcnda*
city, it has all the characters of evidence.
It is not evidence, tbr the purpose of subjeering to punishmen_c the bar by whom it _
delivered; _t is evidence, lot the purpose of
subjecting to pillage the immcent suitor at
whose expense it is delivered.
4. Bills in equity may either be inch_ded
under the la--t precedb_g head, or be considered a_ constituting a separate one.
The matter of them ma) be considered as
parr of the matter of written pleading, inasmuch as it takes shelter, along w_th the rest,
under _he wing of the mendacity-licence.
It may be eon*idered as a separate article,
in virtue of the multifariousness of its contengs : in virtue of its containing (over and
above the matter ofassertmn)
matter of interrogation,
and matter of sarplusage, -general matter, which, if the appropriate
matter happens to be more or less true, is
still irrelevant.
From the rest of the irrelevant matter,
_hieh. whatever might be the consequence of
omitting it, never is omitted, may be distingulshed one never-omitted portion of sear_dal
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and impertinence:
impertinence,
and that of
spouses are called for at the hands of a dea scandalous
nature, regularly
put in by the
i_ndant) have smnehow or other been suffered
learnedpetsonwhmnthepartyisfnrccdtopay
to reeeive
the benefit of this principle.
To
for keeping out scandal aml m_pertinenee,
no lawyer by whom any such articulated
inAnother
difference,
tn the sort of matter
st rmnent win- ever drawn-to no pro[;_,sional
that is more apt to be pro,outed
by the word
law)or
(.not to speak of judges.','
could the
pleading--in
what at common
taw goes by
di_tinctne._s
and cmnpurative
pmspicuity
of
that vame--a
man puts in, or does not put
the instrmnent
thus divided,
have ever been
in, lies, as he sees convenient
: at any rate,
a secret : by no such lawyer could that conthe obligation
of mendacity
doe_ not cxteml
fun-ion, whn'b, in the undivided
instruments,
to any at fhe assertion._
approprLtte
to the
results from fl_e non-application
of that prinindividual
suit.
In the matter of a bill, one
clplc, have been unexperienced,
hase passed
necessary
part is appropriate
matter,
in reunperceived.
It wouhi
tberetore
have long
speet of whwb matter the learned
drau_hteago been applied
to ever)" such instrmnent,
man i._ fi)rced to tell ties, on paiu ot lo_-s of
had dl._tinctne_-s been among the end_ of jucause to his client ; tins part i._ di-tinguiched
d_caturc.
by the name of chmging part ; a chain of as- [
7. Of affidavit e_idem'e,
that w,orst sort of
sertion_,
constituting
the indispensable
tbun- _ evidence,
on which, and which alone, so many
dation ofthecorresponding
chain ofqucstion_.
] causes ate tried--the
only sort which a judge
What
_ou do not know,
and ask to know
at the learned
elasa ever receives
for his own
(ask o( 1he defendant
whom ._ou suppose to
use,--mention
has been made aheady.
To
know,)
you mu_t deelare that you know, and
point out how effieie_st, in the character
of a
pretend
to tell the court how it is.
cause of clearness,
the same principle,
arti5. To the account
of the difference
in reeulate division,
would be in this ease, the
speet of the mode of collecting
the evidence,
shghteat
hint may (after what h_*s been said
as between
common la_ and equity, nmst be already)
suffice,
in the caseofa
billin equity,
set tlo_ n an nnkuowh
mass at irrelevnnt
or
the hue that separates
question fi out question
otber_ise
redumlant
matter,
in such of the
fin'ms a sort at indirect
principle
of divisitm,
written
instruments
as have the name of
and thence
of distinctness,
however
inadeevidence.
The commissioner
or exambjer,
qaate.
In an afflavdit,
even thi_ faint light
the jud,ze ad ]lot-, by whom the evidence
i_ is wanfing
V_ hat can be ltu,re evident
than
extracted
in tiff,- shape, i_ prod aecurdmg
to
the otdity of affidavit evidence to the ends of
the quantity.
That in the. state ot things a t judleatme?
portma
of surplusage
should in the aggregate
i
The eonfllsion
that pervades
affidavit evimass of eanses be generated
(,not to sa) in ! dence is still more tavourable
to evasion ; and
each particular
cause,')
follows as matter of ! thence (through
the medium of deception)
to
course.
It is equally obvious,
that the quan- I misdecisim|
; thence to w:xation, expense,
and
tity of it ties not within the reach of t_qleula- ! delay, through
the medium of irrelevancy.
lion; oar)lug with individual
circumstances,
But its subserviency
to the intermediate
cuds
as well as with the _diosyne_acy
of' tim indiofteehnlcatjudiemuredoesnot
lessen its subvidual in eaeh individual
cause,
servieney
tu these ultimate
end_; nor there.
6. Indistinctness
is the parent, not only of
tore supersede
the mention
of it.
confusion, but of surp/usagc.
Confusion goneWhen, in a bill in equity, an answer,
or a
rates business:
surplu,age
is hu._mess ready
depo.-ition,
the adverse
party has observed
generated.
In the courts calledeecle_ia-tical,
what to him appears
to come under the dethe plaintiff's story, true or false, possesses at
nomination
of scandal or imperti**enee,_he
any rate that species and degree of distractapphes
to the court,
that the obnoxious
mhess which is produced bya division into nums_runmnt may he referred
to the master
(the
bored articles.
The principle of distinctness
subordi
_te judge
of the court,)
to report
thus infused into the ebar_es,
with the n_di_bether
there t,e am matter nf that (lescr_prect questions
virtually mcimled
in fl_em, exlion ; and if yes, to cause it to be expunged :
tends itselt to the answers,
and so on to any
eo-'s to be paid by the delinquent.
objections
(or, as they are called, exceptions)
Itow useful an arrangement,
if, in the equii_
which, on the score of insufficiency,
or any
(as the phrase is) at this equity
practice,
other,
may come to have been taken to the
stone master
were emplo)cd,
or some other
answer.
In equity praetice,--after
the chmds
connoisseur
in scandal
and impertinence,
to
of confusion
that have been raised by an unlook over the whole of the current
mass of
divided bill, fidlowcd by an undivided
answer,
"practical
f,,rras" in tMs vtew. Ten volumes
each with it, tlaiu of surptusage,--two
speof this sort of matter lie bctbre me, alt in one
eies of instruments
(viz. the list of questions
modern publication,
virtual fohos, though v.oby which, under the name of i,aerrogataries,
minal octavos.
testimony
is extracted
tram extraneous
witImpertinence
(to speak
technicat"ly)
he
tresses, and the list of observations
by which,
might find to eonstita_te the ground of all of
_mder the name of excel)fluffs , ulterior
rethem;
scandal,
an appropriate
sor_ of era-
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broidery, in Dot a few : more particularly in
those copious effusions of' teclmical eloquence
called ind:ctments and b!/_rmations:
more
particularly still where the effusion comes
under the denomfimtion ofa libel, or (on that
ur any other score) comes undec the denomi-
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[
In taking a view of the reasons which plead
[ ill tkvour of it, let us therefore suppose the
[ scene to lie m a eountr) ill _hich tire cathot lie religion is baJely tolerated : in whmh the
t, wish would be to see the number of its yoI taries de_'line, b_lt without being accompanied

nation
of oecasmn
a state orot pohtical
otiS.nee.
any intention
On the
a libel more
particularly, I with
by coercive
methods.to aim at its --upprcssioa
certain scalldal iq (or at least used to be) re- I
Any rea.-o,l_ which plead in filvour of the
gularly employed to encounter problematieal; vieiou_ or viltuous, the defendant's life.
character, and behaviour, is or was aspersed
Between tire two scandals, observe the difterence : that which is certa_nlq scandal, is
uttered under a licence, amt the author paid
for it : that which may either be scandal or
usefid truth, is uttered without the licence,
and the author, guilty or not guilty, together
with an indeterminate tram ot innocent men
in the character of printers and venders, is
made to pay tbr it.
In the mean time, and until the masler here
spoken of shall have received the reference,
and made his report, and that: report been
acted upon, mid the expunctmn effeeted,-the way might be paved, at any rate, for
such a retbrm, by a constitutional
resolve:
I mean, among jurymen, but more especially
special jurymen, and on the occasion of all
those pohtical offcnce._ of which themlschievousnessi_ so problematical as it is commonly
in the case of _tate libels: --to lay _ down
to themselves as all inviolable rule, to pronounce a verdict of not guilty, if, among all
these charges so coupled together in the conjunctive, there be a single one, which (whether capable of proof or not capable) is not
fully proved.
Of what use is that man's
conscience to trim, who suffers an attorneygeneral, or any other lawyer at the bar, _ith
or without the support ot an m_perious and
brow-beating lawyer upon the bench, to force
him to commit peuury ?
CtlAPTER
]EXCLUSION
PRIEST_

OF TIlE

VI.

EVIDENCE

RESPECTING

THE

OF A C_TItOLIC
CO,_kLS_IONS

IN-

Ttttrsa'_D _o raM, raoeLn,
A_oN_ the cases in which the exclusion of
evidence pre_ents itself as expedient, the
ease of catholic confession possesses a special
claim to notiee.*
In a political state, in which this most extensively adopted modification of the christian religion is established upon a footing
either of equality or preference, the necessity
of the exclusion demanded on this ground
wilt probably appear too imperious to admit
of disoute,
" For the Author's farther views on this subject_ vide supra, VoL VI. p. 118.

t exclusion m tl,i_ case will, d .fortiorq serve
! to justify the maimenaoce of it, in a country
i in which this religion is predominant or estaI blished.
I The_e reasons seem referable partly to the
_jone parth' to the other, vf two of the heads
above mentmned :--vlz. 1. Evidence (the aggregate mass of evidence) not lessened ; and
, "2. Vexatiml, preponderant vexation.
_
1. Frrst leason in favour of the exclu.-ion :
_ ma_s of cvidencc not lessened by it.
l Suppose it an established, and lhenee a
known rule ofp_occdt, re, that a calhohc prJest
[ is not exempted fi'om the obbgation ot disclosing (if called upon in a judicial x_a3, like
any other witness) staterooms made to him
in such his character, by a per.on appearing
hefbre hial in the character of a pemtem, in
the catholic sense: statements of _uch a natare, as would operate m tire character of
selIkprcjudiciog (inrluding selt-ciiminative)
evidence, it reported by such his coedS:s-or, In
or for the use of a court of justice.
What would be the consequence .;--That,
of that quant_ D ofconfe_sorial evidence which
is now delivered in secret for a purpose purel}
religious, a certain proportion (it i_lmpo,sibie
to say what, but probably a very considerable
o,e) wouht not be so delivered: would he
kept back, under the apprehension ofl*_ bC,ng
made use of for a judicial purpose. The rule
wouht operate _ a p_ohib_tion upon all such
confessi9n_ tot the spiritual purpose, as would
be al,phe_ble to the temporal purpose : and
the penahy would be, whatever eo_seqacnee
of a penal or otherwL.e burthen_oa_e nature
mi_l,t be expected to flow trom the deci.-ion
_i_:ch such testmlony would warrant, m_d
would therefore be c,dculated to draw fbrth.
t3o far as the prohibition thus applied bad
its natural effect--the effect of'preventing the
p*actice,_so
far, the support afforded to the
exdusrm, by the reason " mass of evidem'e
not lessened," would exte_d.
So _x as tl:e
prohihition failed of being tbllowed by th:s
el_ct, the reason operating in s,pport of the
exclusion would be to be sought for under
another head: vexation, preponderant vcxation.
Of this vexation, then, what would be the
quality anti tim amount ? It would present
itself in a variety of shapes :-1. I set out with the supposition, that, in
the emmtry in question, the catholic religion,
was mean_ to be _olera*,ed. But with any
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idea of toleration,
a coercion of this nature
is altogether
inconsistent
and incompatible,
In tile character
of penitents,
the people
would
be pre_ed
with tile wllole weight of
the penal branch of lhe law ; inhibited
from
the exerciseofthisc.sentialandindispensable
article of their religion ; prohibited,
on pain

The basis of the inquir)
is, that this institution is an e_-senfial feature
of tile catholic
religion,
and that tile catholic
religion is not,
to be suppressed
by force.
It in some .-hapes the revelation
of testirunny thus obtained
wnuld be of use to jus*
tiee, there are othet_ in which the diselcsures

of death, from the conles_ion
of all such misdeeds as. if judicially
disclosed,
would have
the effect of drawing
down upon them that
punishment:
and so, in the case nf inferior
nu,dced.,
combated
by inferior punishments,
Such wotfld be the eon-equence
to penigents : to cnnfeasors,
tile co_._eqttence,
_ou'd
be at least equally oppres.tve.
'1 o tLem, it
would be a t,ownri_ht
per.ceution
: tf auy
hanlship,
inflicted
on a man on a rehgious
account,
be susceptible
ot lhat. now hapl,ily
odious, name. To allindividuals
ot that pro|_es_ion, it wouhl be an order to violate what

thus made are actually of u_e to ju._tice, under
tile assurance
of their never reaching the ears
of the judge.
Itepentanee,
and consequent
abstinence
froln tuture
misdeed_
of the like
nature ; repentance,
fbllowed
even by _atisfaction in some shape or other,
satisfaction
more or h.s_ adequate
for the past : such are
the well known consequences
of the institulion ; though in a proportion
which,
besides
being everywhere
nna.eertainable,
will in
every country
and in every age be variable,
aceording
to the degree
and quality
of the
influence
exercised
over the people
by the

b_ them is numbered
amongst the must _aered
of religiou_
dutms.
Inttu.
ease, as in the
case of all conflicts of this kind, some would
stand film under t},c persecution,
others would
sink under it.
To the fbrmer,
SUl,po.ing
arrangements
on this head efficient
and c.usisteut,
it would have the effect of imprisunment--a
mo-t severe imprl-omnent
for life.
As to tho._e _xho sunk under lr,--wh_tt
proportimt of tlle mnnher wm:ld on this occasion
be vi-ited by the lorments of a wounded canscience, and to what degree of mtenmty
those
torments
_ouhl
amount
in the instance
of
each individual,
are questions,
the answer to
which must on thi_ occa_ion be refer_ed by a
non-cathohe
to tile mo_t competent
judge_
amongst catholics : but a species of suffering,
the estnnation
of whwh does not reqmre any
such appropriate
and precise information,
l.
tile in£tmy that could not but amwh itself to
the violatmn of so important
a prot'cs_lonal a-.
well as rehgmus
duty
The advantage
gained
b) the coercion-gained in the shape of a,sL-tance
to justice,
would he casual, and even rare : the miscinef
produced
by it, constant
and all.extcu_Le,
Without
reckoning
the instances
in wtneh _t
happened
to the apprehension
to be realized,
the alarm itself', intense and all-eomprehensire as it wouhl be, woubt he a mo_-t t xtens_ve
as well as afflictive grievan('e,
But the vexation pointed to as above would
not be the only price teat would
he to be
paid tbr so inadequate
an advantage.
The
advantages
ot a temporal
nature,
width,
in
the eountries
in which th_s religions
practice
is in use, flow from it at present,
would in a
great degree tie lo_t.
the loss of them would
be as extensive
as the good effects of the toereion in the character
of an aid to justice.
To form any comparative
estimate
of the
"bad and good effects flowing li'om this insti_;utmn, belongs
not, even in a point of view
purely
empotat,
to the design of this work.

religious
sanction in that fbrm. and the ella,,plexiou of the moral part of their character
Lt ofltt, r respects.
But, without
any violation
of this part of
his rehgious
duty, and even without
having
succeeded
so far as to have produced
in the
breast of the misdoer any permanent
and efliea('i¢_u_ repentance,
modes are not wantingin
which it ma_ be in the power, as it natm'ally
will be in the inclination,
of a conscientious
and intelligent
eonl[es_or, to furnish such inlormation
as shall render essential
service
to
tlleinterests
of justice.
Imean,
by ministering
to the prevention
of such individual
misdeeds
: as, though meditated,
arc as yet at a stage
'_short of coasummati_,n;
or of such others
i as, though as yet l_ot dk-tinctly in eontemplai lion,are
m a wayto present themselves
to the
' ,_,au!e corrupted
mind.
Who the misdoer is,
_ ti:e confessor
knows better
than to disclose;
i as little _ili he give any such information
as
may lead to the arre-tation
of tl'e delinquent,
under circumslam.es
likely to end il_ his being
t.rushedby the afflictive halul ofthelaw.
Bat,
without
an_ such disclosure,
he may di.,elose
what shall be sufiieient
to preven,, the con_ummation
of the mwending
rot<chief.
" At
such or such an hour, go nol, unless aecom.
punted,
to such or _ueh a place:
strengthen
such or such a (nor : be careful Io keep well
thatched such o" such a window."
Warnings
of rids kind, if I understand
aright, have not nnfrequentl)
been given:_
Warnings,
.,_hieh might have been given, and
_ouhl have been given in better times, might
(had they been given) have operated
as preventives
to the moat grievous
public _ala.
rattles.
At the time of the religious wars iu
France.
more than cme of the fmmtics, who,
_ith different degreesofsuccess.aimeda
tourdernus
hand at the person
of the monareh.
prepared
themselves
for the enterprise,
aecording to the his*cries of the times, by previoua confessions,
in the course of which the
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design wa_ more or te_s disclosed.
Without
exposing
tile intended
assa:sm,
it might narurally have been in the power of the conlessor to have frustrated
his flagitious project
without
opportnmt_,
the attempt
wotfld not
have been made ; a_td, without
tile attempt,
the design would not ha_e atfmded
evidence
sufficient
tbr tile purpose of penal justice.
The diseussmn
ha_ been rendered
the more
partieubJr,
ibrthe
purposeof_ivingti:e
clearer
view of the essential dlfferenee¢
by _hich this
case stands distinguished
fi'om another,
with
which it might he liable to be confounded
: 1
mean the ease of those diselo.-ure_ which may
cotne to be made by an individual,
criminal
or non-criminal,
It* a law adviser, ill the eharaeter of attorne_
or advocate;
a topic whteh
_itl eome to be considered
in its place.*

CtlAPTER
VII.
REMEDIFS SUCCEDANEOUS TO THE
EXCLUSION OF EVIDENCE.
W_ have seen how easily it may happen _hat
the evd_ oppo,ite
to the collateral
eud_ of
justice
shall be greater than the evils oppo.,ite
to the direct
ends ; that the vexation,
expense, and delay, produced by the delivery of'
this or that lot of ev,denee,
shall eimsti/ate
a greater
mass (,f evil than tllat of the tmdtw
deei_ion
or tadure
of ju-_tiee that may take
place for want of it and this, even supposing
the rnisdeeisimt
to be not merely tile aeeidental or proba.,le,
but the necessary,
result of
tile exeludmt
[)lit upon the evldenee.
We have
seen that,
in tins c_tse, if there be no other
re_,ouree,
tile p_opriety
el the cxctu-_ion > a
necessary
result,
But, t{ow neees,ary
soever, it is manifb_tly
an extra'hie and a inns[ dl_astrous
renledy.
It
is sittiu_ down under the dlsease,
to save the
unpleasaltt
eonsequeuees
apprehended
flora
the remedy.
It is taking
the course
the
patient
_outd
take, who ,houhl
resolve
to
el dure the torment
of the stone, i i order to
sas'e the pain and danger of the operation,
But as, under tile pressure
of that hudtly
affliction,
a skilful
physician
will naturalt)
look out with anxmu,
diligence
tot" whatever
mllder
remedy presents
any tnospect
ot relief,--so,
where vexation,
expense, aml deta_,
is the d_sease, a vigilant and honest legislator
will never embrace exelu4on
and thence tinsdecision
in the character
of a remedy, without
applying
all hi_ indu_tr_
to the discover)'
of
other remedie_ that may he apphed without
contravention
of any ot the ends of justice,
If the exclusion
o_ evidence be proper and
justifiahle
in any ease, it can only be in defmfit, or by reason of the insullJeieney,
of
" Vide
§ 2.

infra,

Part IV.
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I such milder remedies.
The indication
there[ tbre of what presents itself in that eharaeter,
[ i_ a task which seems indispensable
to the
I pre_eng work.
/
The _bllowing short descriptions
may serve,
_ iI_ the first in_tance,
to afford a general con! ception
of the principal
arrangements
that
_ offer themselves
to this view.
Explanations,
when they appear necessary,
will tbltow.
L,.r
it not be regarded
as an objection,
ifaset
of
arrangements
presented
here in the eharaeter oi succedanea
to a comparatively
Marrow
abu-e, exehlsion
of evidence,
should be ibnnd
to include
the leading fl'atures
of a system
competent
to the extlrpatmn
of' the immense
nlountaiu
of a]mse, of which tl,at interior hill
forms a part.
Its mility _ tth reference to that
extraneous
purpt_se, neither
destroys
nor impairs its nttht)
_[tli refelence
to the direct
purpose
of thls work.
I. Against
vexation,
expense,
and dday,
taken together :1,
Antimpative
_urvey of the contents
cf
the budget of evidence on both side.-.
2. Tribunals
within reach -- in which is
included,
hmitation
of the ],_c.d extent
of
ju&eial
&striets ; thence
augmentation,
or
_ae,'ording
to what has been, or ires not been.
d,,ne betore)
restoration,
or re,n-reduction,
of rhea number:
the eount3 eoart_, and more
e.peeiaily the hundred courts, ot former tnne=
n, England.
;I. Sittings
of em'b unintelrupted.
ExempJltication,_ : the d_lt'erent e, ur;,, o_ eon_-ciene,'
scattered
here and there over the face of tl;e
country ; but more partieularl 3 attd literal]?
the London
police offices.'
Also, the court.
hchl to so man 3 purposes hy ju.,tiees of peace,
aetntg, not in gmJeral session% but in volta,tar) dtvfsiou meetings : or singly, at their own
houses.
4. Meeting
of the parties eoramjudlce,
at
{ *he outset of evely cause, tbr the purpuse
of
i the above-awntmned
antielpative
surve),
as
I well as for so man_ other purpo_c<
Exem{ plifieation_:
--- p_m_'twe of the courts of coni sctenee, and of _l_e courts heht b) justices
of
i _tte peace, as above.
i
5. Examination
by epistolary
eorrespon, donee ; and, by that mea_,s, of persons residetlt at any magmtude
of (hslance:
whether
within
or without
the effectual
jurls&etmn
of the court in question,
or the governme_,t
under wlueh it acts.
This, in the ease where
examination
vtrd vote i_ barred by impractieabit_ty, physical or prudential.
IL Againsg expense,
exclusively
or more
particularly
: -(6) 1. Power
to any party to indst
upon
theproduetionofanyevidenee,
notwithstand-_ By 2 & 3 Vict. e. 71, the magi-_rates
are'
to snm the police courts every day _rom ten till
six.--Ed.

!:
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lug any preponderancy of expense, on condi_ti_n of bearing the burthen of it definitively,
as well as in the first instance. This includes
the defraying the expense necessary to the
production of evidence deemed necessary to
the opposite party, in preference to the seeing a decision pronounced in far'our of the
adversary (s_v the defendant) on the ground
of the inordinateness of such necessary ex-

: v ,,
8_

_i;!

preparatory operation, one i,_obvious enough :
the exclusion which it would, ever}' now and
then, enable the judge to put upon evidence
that would otherwise have been to be received--upon
evidence deemed irrelevant or
superfluous ; which is as much as to _v, of
such a nature, that, by the exclusion of i't, no
pre}udice could come to tim ends of justice.
Bur, on the present occasion, it is not in

" ' ': :_
- .:_
/_.
:_
_'_
_
- ";;
_:'
,£

pense,
the character of a means of exclusion that
(7) 2. Advertisement
for a_slstanee to jus- thi_ operation i_ proposed, but as a means of
rice lor the expense of evidence. The need saving the.i'adge fromthe necessity, of putting
of such asv:stanc'.' to be certified by the judge,
exe]usic, n up,:n evidence: frmn the necessity
if tie think_ fit, after hearin_ what, on the of an operation _o _dver_e, or even fi_tal, to
occasion of the anticipative _,m'vey. h_s t'een _he direct end_ of ju,tice, in the ease where
said on both sides,
the lot of evidence which but fi_r that sur(_) 3. Abolition of taxes upon justice,
vey would haw.' been to be excluded, was
IlL Against delay: -material ; and still more, if it was absolutely
Against delay, in respect of the eontln- necessary to enable the judge to pronounce
gem]y consequent deperitlon of the matter of such a decision as shall be conformable to
evidence :-. tho-e direct and prinelpally- to-be-rcffarded
(9) 1. Prompt colt,'ction of fi_rthcoming,
ends. In this ctmracter, the use of the antiwithout waiting tot the unfbrthcoming, cvi- f clpative survey is not quite so obv ous as in
Against delay in reapect of the contint. Under the blindarrangenlent_
made, on
deuce.
other character
ju-t mentioned.
gently consequent deperition of the matter I the
the ground
here in quection,
b). E;lgiish jurisof satisfiw,'ion : -prudence (a limited allowance of tl,ne for the
(10) "2 Provisional deei,lon on either side : whole trial, inehidi,q" the production of all
tak_ing .-uilie'_ent -ccurity tbr restitution ad the evidence--a
limited allowance of time,
iahyrum, in the event of a suhsequent pro- for a quantity of business that may be any
duction of the as yet unforthcoming evi- number of times greater than the whole quandenee,
tity of the business that can possibly be done
(113 11.Provisional sequestration of the in Itaat time,l--an
incident which, for want
matter of _at'M:aetien, without ulterior deei- of such anticipative survey, must every now
sion at that time.
and then take place, i_, that, in the confusion
IX'. A_ainst vexationto tiwjudlcialbreasts,
produced by this forced condensation, a quanand eonscquent delay, in the parammmt ap- tity of evidence altoa'ether indispensable shall
pellate judiea;ure ot the House of Lords (a stand excluded ; wlnle another mass, which
very particmar case, pecalmr to the Brttish upon the aetieipativc survey would have been
eonatitution.)
seen to be superfluous, has been admitted. In(12) 1. Application of the principle of the troduee the ant_eipative survey, the superGrenville Act to that uppcr house of parlia- fluous evidence is exchided ; aml, by means
meet.
of the room thus gained, the indispensable
After thi_ summary view, let us now de- mass of evidence, the evidence necessary to
scend to particulars,
the principal end of justice, is let in.
I. Remedy the first :--Anticlpative
survey
Of the blind fixation and limitation of the
of the contents of the budget of evidence ; quantit) of time allotted for the reception of
viz. of the contents of it on both sides, and a mass of evidence, the quantity of which,
(when there are divers persons on the plain- for the purpose of any general rule, is incaptiff's side, or on the defendant's side, or on able of being foreknown,--of
thisimbecility
both) on all sides,
or this fraud, the consequence is, an indi_
That vexation, expense, and delay, may be criminating exclusion of an indeterminable
saved, by putting an exclusion upon a lot of proportion of the whole mass of the evidence
evidence, is manifest enough. Be the evidence
which would ott_erwise have been delivered.
ever so necessary to right decision, the pro- Of the prevalence of this blind practice in the
duetion of it will always be attended with English system, an indication somewhat more
some portion (be it ever so small) of each of in detail has been given in another place.*
those collateral inconveniences. Exclude the Rendering the practice on this head comevidence, you exclude right decision, you ex- pletely consistent with the ends of justice,
elude justice ; but, on the other hand, you is what could not he done _-ithout the abeliexclude along with it those collateral, and finn of those barricades, and the restitution
minor, and (generally speaking) inferior, inconveniences,
" Book VIII. TevhnfiTal Sgstera; Chap. IX,
Among the advantages resulting from the Blind Fi,ration of Times.
VoL. VIL
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of natural liberty. But, supposing them to
remain, in the proposed anticipative survey
may be seen the only remedy by which the
venom of that abuse can be mitigated, and
the mischief of it redticed.
Engtish home-bred hw, as also Rome-bred
law (English as well as continental,)
afford
each of them a remarkable exemplification of"
a blind and indiscriminate exclusion put upon
masses of evidence, in nature as well as quantityaltogether
indeterminate:
English homebred, by means of the limited and unextensible quantity of time allowed in most cases for
the reception of the whole mass of evidence ;
Rome-bred, in consequence of the studied
secrecy, by the operation of which the door
is shut against all such counter-evidence,
or
other ulterior evidence, the demand for which
would have been created and made known,
had the mass of evidence adduced by each
pactybeenknownintimetotheother.
These
examples, while they bring to view the demend fbr the anticipative survey here proposed, will serve to show, at the same time,
how exclusion of evidence is liable to be produeed, not only without benefit, but without
thought: and, while they show the use of
this survey in other respects, will also show
in what it has the effect of preserving from
exclusion, evidence which would otherwise
have been subjected to that fate.*
The following would be the sort of anticipative survey which I would propose :-Each party, in the presence of the other or
others, produces a list of the contents of his
budget of proposed evidence : names and deseriptions of the proposed witnesses ; whence
they or their testimony have to come; with
the articles of real and written evidence (if
any) which they will respectively have to produce, and the particular purposes for which
each article of evidence is wanted. Each party,
in a word, gives in, for the consideration of
the judge and the opposite party or parties,
the same sort of information (so far as evideuce is concerned) that, under the existing
system each party's attorney puts into the sort
of documeut called a brief, for the instruction
of the advocate,
Results of such a survey : -1. All evidence which (supposing it to be
true) will, in the opinion of the judge, be either
irrelevant,
or unnecessary, or unavailing,
discarded beforehand : and the vexation, expense, and delay, attached to the production
of it, saved,
2. Item, all evidence, from the production
of which, though material and even necessary,
a preponderant amount of vexation, expense,
and dehy, would be inseparable,

3. In the instance of each article, arravgemcnts taken in concert, for the production of
it in such time and manner as shall be attended with least delay, vexation, and expense.
It is only where the cause labours under a
certain degree of complexity, that the demand
for this sort of survey can have place. In the
great majority of causes, this one meeting
would serve for the termination as well as
commencement of the cause : as it does in the
English courts of conscience.
In some cases, neither the effect nor the
substance of the evidence can be anticipated :
the effect of an original, for example, from au
alleged transcript:
and the points to which
It is possible for a witness to speak may often be foreknown with certainty, when the
effect of his testimony can not reasonably be
presumed.
Many are the cases in which the irrelevancy
or inutility of one mass of evidence follows
with certainty from the omission of another.
Discard Titius, all testimonies respecting his
character, all evidences which are wanted for
no other purpose than to operate in opposition
or support of his, become (whether irrelevau_
or no) useless.
Confront the antieipative survey with special pleading. The information which specie.
pleading gives (or rather professes to give
without giving,) and in the worst possible
mode, and by a chain of communication purposely wire-drawn through a course of months
or years,--that,
and more, the anticipative
survey gives, freely" and honestly gives, in the
course of a single meeting, commonlyin fewer
minutes than the other course would consume
months.
Special pleading brings forward the
allegations, carefully keeping back the eeldence (if any) from which they are to receive
their support : the anticipative survey brings
to view at the same time, the allegations, and
either the evidence itself or the sources from
which it is to come. Special pleading, g_ring
(L e. se]ling) encouragement, reward, to false
allegations, to which,--exempting
them from
the punishment provided for allegations recognised in the character of evidence,--it
has
secured the effect of evidence: the anticipatire survey, throwing the sunshine of crossexamination upon every syllable that is said,
_ call it allegation, call it evidence.
Meantime, this anticlpative survey, what
is it ? Is it vision, imagination, innovation ?
Comes it from Formosa ? from Utopia ? No :
not it indeed: nothing is there ill the least
new in it, but the name. You may see it, in
every court where Justice is in honour, and,
at the same time, permitted by Power to show
her face. You may see it in every arbitration
court ; in every police office ; in the court of

w See Part VL Disguised Emeludonm ; Chap.
III. E_v_lgsion p_t upon indeterrainale par.
of tlw r_ttcr of Evidetw_

every justice of the peace throughout the
kingdom, acting out of the trammels of regular iniquity. You may see it ia any court of
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conscience, as often _ the nature of the cause impracticable ; and, instead of assuaging the
admits of its containing a ma_ of evidentiary matter complex enough to afford a demend for any such distant scrutiny. You may

ineonvemence, would be more apt to aggrs,
rate it.
The consequence is, that, in a thinly peo-

see
it in
every
in every
brief:
with
no counsel's,
other difference
thanattorney's,
between
complete, correct, and voluntarily or lovetuntarily honest, information, on the onehand,
and, purposely incomplete, purposely interrecr, mutilated, garbled, sophisticated, on the
other,
II. Remedythe second :--Tribunals within
reach,
In other points of view, the importance of
this remedy belongs not to the present purpose. Diminish in idea the importance of the
matter in dispute in the cause ; increase the
distance of the spot from which a witness, or
the bearer of an article of real or written evideuce (who to this purpose may be called a
witness,) has to come ; increase, in like manher, the number of such _4tnesses ;--you may
always bring about a state of things in which
the vexation, expense, and delay, attached
to such conveyance., shall severally or jointly
form a mass of collateral inconvenience preponderant over the evil opposite tothe direct
ends ofjostice in the case in question ; over
the evil of misdecision.
But wherever this
reversal of the more usual and natmal proportion takes place, exclusion of the evidence
(though misdecision follow) is the result authorized mad required by a due regard to the
aggregate of the ends of justice.
Butmisdecision, especially when manifest, is a great
and glaring evil : it is a lamentable resource,
Diminish, on the other hand, the distance of
the spot fror_'whence the witness or witnesses
have to come, in order to reach the seat of
judicature, yon may make sure of coming to
a state of things in which the aggregate inconvenience of vexation, expense, and delay,
by reason of attendance, can never be equal
in weight to the evil of misdecision in any the
teast important cause,
The length to which, in point of prudential
and even physical practicability, the application of this remedy can be carried, depends,
it is manifest, upon the state of the population. Confront, on this ground, the state of
London or Paris, with that of Siberia or the
back settlements in America.
In default or aid of viva vote deposition
and examination, comes naturally the epistohu'y mode, as mentioned elsewhere.
Unfortunately, the same causes which render
the establishment of tribunals within everybody's reach for viva voce deposition and mutual examination of the parties, impracticable,
render the epistolary mode of eommunietrtinn
unapt to be generally practicable,
But, in this same state of things, the substitution of professional agents, as under the
teelmieal system, wouldin general helot less

pled
for degree
slight injuries
(more preeisely country,
as to the
it is impossible
to
speak) the nature of things admits not of a
remedy.
Within the bosom of each family,
absolute power in the head ; as between a
member of one family and that of another,
independence and anarchy : such is the state
of things, unless in so far as it may be susceptible of relief from the occasional and rare
visitations of delegated (yet to this purpose
absolute) power fi'oto a distance.
In a system of abuse, particular abuses serve
sometimes as palliatives, sometimes as covers
and apparent justifications, to each other.
In the absence of tribunals within reach,
may be seen the most plausible pretence for
the expulsion of the parties from the presence
of the judge.
Out of British ground, it would be difficult
to form an idea of the pitch to which the
7terence opposite to the arrangement now
proposed has been raised in England.
Value
at stake, a few thousands of pounds, or a
f_w shillings ; station of the judge in the
metropolis ; abode of suitors at 350 miles
distance.
Even in England, it is comparatively an
innovation.
In former times, each county,
each hundred, had its court ; not to speak of
minorones:
and if for one sort of cause, why
not for another ? But the great judges, whose
lips were close to the sovereign's car, stole
the sword from his side, and crushed their
little rivals at a distance : the metrovolitan
courts swallowed up the conntry ones. By
these and other devices, personal attendance
being rendered intolerable to the parties,admission of substitutes, under the name of
attorneys, was prayed for, and granted, as an
indulgence.
Dependants, accomplices, and
instruments of the judges.--the_e substitutes
became the natural enemies, and (with their
confederates the advocates, called serjeants
and apprentices) the sure betrayers, of the
parties their employers.
To these real grievances, circuit, courts added a sham remedy : excess of delay, crowned
by excess of precipitation.
In each separate
cause, six or twelve months consumed in the
London offices, in doing worse than nothing;
at each one of a given list of county towns,
from one to four days employed in a year, in
running eat_s against, time : for any given
number of causes, each of any given length,
exactly at every place the same time.
HI. Remedy the third:-- Sittings uninterrupted,
This remedy corresponds to another artiele in the list of the devices of the technical
system, viz. fixed tinres with lo.g intertmls;
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and consistsin
tile removal
of lhat abuse.
In
other
re._pects,
tbc nii.-ehievousaess
of that
abuse, the eon-equent
mqtorta_me
of this rereedy,
are topic, that behmg not to lhe prosent head.*
What
bdm_gs to the pro+out head,
is to
show how the evil attach,,d
to mi+deei.-hm

femhmt
and his burned
aeeomplice_.
The
cxpel,_c, thou@, commonly at, ilScrior, would
indeed be sotucthi_.g
ot an object
more or
lt..-_ _understand
the expense of a li'esh hearJug. "with it. fresh ice*.)
But, tbrasmnch
as i_+ m,,+t ea_es the co+is on leith shies fall
to the ehm'ze of him azainst
whom the deci-

by reason of exclusion of evidence,
and thence
to exclnaiun
of evidence,
may be remow.d or
lessened
by the.e other mean_ ; viz. by iilhng

_lon pas*e% the costs of the delay thus purchd*ed would tall upon the pt.,reha_er: and(he
amountofthe
res;,ia, heil_, l,_ tbesupp(,si!ion,

up the va.t cult'_ fixed a_ p_e.el,t
l)e,'we,,l;
_io n:o_e t}'mu a natural da3, it can se.dee ever
the to-d.,y and the to-morrow,
ill the ehronohappen d,ar theadvamagctLa_
tobc Imrchased
logy of technical
judicature.
I shall bc adequate
to the exl,c:>e.
He _itl,
I?| ¥:_'estnlinstel
Hail. as everybody
know,
lhere_¢_re, of tour,e,
adm_;, ti;e t.,apacript
hlor is suppo.-_.d to know, there are exac!lv ibur { stead ot the ori:iaal:
i:l other word*, not call
(lays, aml no more, ill every year:
each day I lbr the* puttiJlg up,m tl)e o)_g!nat that exeluconsisting
oftwenty-cight
o_ttina*')da 3 s, more
or le_-s. Distance
between
to-da_ aud tomorrow various : minimum,
about one month ;
n:aximum,
more than four calendar
nmnth-<
In the re-t of E_;rh'.nd,
certain
_lortheu_
commes
excepted,
there are. aceordm:r to the
same ehronotog-',
hut two days in a ym_r, viz.
in the jtF_dieal metr.poli*,
the a,size town
of each county : each such da} con._i::ing of
two ordinary
_tavs, or ther:abou_s
; di>tanee
between
to-duy and to-morrow,
half a year.
In O_ree northern
emmties
there
is bur
one such day ;_- the length of it not di_ti,ring,
in any considerable
degree,
h'om tha_ of a
southern
day : distance
bet_,_cen to-day and
to-morrow,
ol_e whole year.
To g_ve a eon:plete and accurate
system of
juridical
chronology
would be to g_ve a cornplete institute
of a separate
branch oi science,
tbrmiug,
as aheady
observed,
a t wig of that
branch
of the flash
lanffuaa.e.
Illustration
onlybeing
the object here, the above outline
MII he sufficiently
full and acctarate for the
present purpose,
Of these great gulfs between
day and day,
tile e_et
in respect
of exclusion
of evidence
is two-fold :--1.
To increase
_he evil of is,
when ittakes
place;
2. And thetehythe
cohoney of the demand fi_r it.
The plaintitPs
right rests
upon a deed.
To-day the original
is not, could not have
aeon, forthcoming:
to-morrow,
at least for
anything
that is known to the contrary,
it
will or would
be:
a transcript,
a correct
and complete
transcript,
is forthcomiegnow,
But, the original bein G in existence,
the transcript,
not being the best evidence,
stands
excluded,
unless the defendant,
by and with
the advice of his learned
assistants,
thmks fit
to admit, it.
Observe
now the difference
between
haturat time, and juridical
time.
The juridical
to-morrow,
is it the natural
to-mon'ow?
The delay, taken
by itself,
is
scarce an object, to either part)':
no ad_-anrage worth
stickling
for to a mal, i fide de" See Book VIII.
Chap. X.
t i:'ide s_Lr_;,
a_ p. 51_ Sub-note

a.--__d,

I sion wtneh he has a i igL,t to call lbr.
t
The juridical
to-morrow,
ol_ li_e cdher
[ hand. is it _o t,,n,¢ to look tbr as this d ,_ -ix
month-, v lu _he ordinary state of tl.ing_, lh_
i ex,'!usmn of tbc iMbr_o., seemM-hand
evideu."e
[ wilt be ! ;g{,rou.ly exacted.
The injured plum] tilt excepted,
it ia the interest
of all parties
! that d_e _,p ,lh'au, m .f ti_e excluding
rMe be
i exacted w_tlmut mere','.
It Is the interest
of
I the malcfiternr'_
lear[,ed
aeeompliee_
of all
elas.e_ ; and they have taken
care that it,
_h:dl be hi_. Co_ts of to day's ffuitle.-a hearme : so much revenge
at any rate.
Half a
yetr'_ interest
upon the sum due : or, what
come. to the same tl',h_G upon a sum equal
to the v,dae of the service (in what -hape -_oe_ or) demanded
by the plaiuti_l; at tim charge
of the .'tefepdant,
at the hamls ot' the judge.
Ilal{ a year', interest
upon the sum due : to
this amouat is t!:e premium which the learned
contrivers
of the .y_tem have taken
care to
secure,
for encouraging
men to engage and
persvvere
(in the teeth of eom-eience)
in the
defence
of a bad cause:
a bounty,
to the
value vf which, as any one may see, there are
no Emits.
Add to the above,
tile ehance of
.avh_g the pfinetpa!,
by the deperition
of the
evideneein
theeoursenfthisjuridical
day; or
the certainty
ot it by withdrawing
the matter
of satisNctfos,
the detendant's
property,
out
of the plaintifF's reach.
Add again'two
other
chances,
which, in a mass of cases covering a
great exent of ground in the field of taw, for
the better encouragement
of business-makittg
injustice,
the same learned
wits have been
ingenious enough to provide, andhappy
enough
to preserve.
In many cases, upon the death
of the malefactor,
death of the suit, tbr the
benefit of his representatives:
upon the death
of the party injured, death of _he suit, for the
benefit of the malefactor
himself.
Thus stands the premium
in the south of
England ; and in the northern
counties
above
mentioned,
the value
of it, as above
mentinned, is exactly double.
Thus
at common law: but in equity,
it
sets calculation
at defiance.
Thus stand the interests
of the defendant,
dishonest
or honest:
thus stand the interests
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of the defemtant's
honest
or disbonest,
in both cases equally u_pm-' shabie and

but
irre-
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[ either of
I to speak,

_irS,

them,
that he sbmt]d not be able
in the way of evidence, _ and to

:_
:_
_ '_

proaehahte,
vipers,
professional
assistants
and adBut the interest
of the injured
plaintifF's
assistants
and advisers,
which way do thcy
point?
The same way as those of their own
client ? No: but the, _ame way, and with
equal force, as 1hose of hi_ adversary's
equally

_[ to
which,
speak in than
most any
cases,
one heelse,
will _ bcis better
the result
able
and partieulars
of his informaOon
and expeeltatio_s
relative
to the "quantity
and quality
[ of the mass, and of each article in the mass
I of the evidence
which he looks upon himself
[ as able (_ith
the assistance
of the arm of

.:f;:
"_": '_
:::;
.(_
'" :i

lem-ned
assistants
In this professional
state of things,
is it inand'advisers.
the nature of
man--is
it in the nature of the man of law,
that the exeltion-made for the admission
should be equally sincere,
equally .-trennous,
with the exertio'ns
made Jbr ihe exclusion,
of
the evidei*ce ?
In equity yon have pl_intiff_and
defendant_
by dozen% score,, or even hundreds,
on a side.
Observe the consequence.
3Iors Rzeardi, wta
I¢obertt ; from the mortality
of the snitors,
comes tile mortahty
of the suit. One of the
plaintiffs dyb@ the lawyers kill the suit: then
comes a hill of reviver,
to raise it like the
pho, nix from its ashes.*
IV. Remedy the fourth :-- Meeting of the
parties at the outset,
in the presence
of the
jmlge,
This remedy
corresponds
to the first and
fmldamenta]
,rtiele in the list of the devices

[ justice)
Whetherto procure._
the correctness,
or the completet ness, of the information
on this head be con/ sidercd--whether
in each instance
the party
be considered
as honest or dishonest,
_fineele
or in.,b)eere,--the
importance
ofhi_ presence
I will _-tilt be out of doubt.
Honest,
his own
purpose--dishonest,
the purpose of his injurcd adversary_can
never be adequately
answered
by any person in his stead.
It is from himself,
in most in_talwes,
that
the information
willhave
to come. From any
otller person,
from any professional
law-assistant of ills, the information
thus afforded
would in all such instances
be upon no better
. footing than second-hand
evidence,
derived,
or pretended
to have been derived, train the
client : fa!,e perbap,
in its origin, and with_
out danger to*:}]c attrbor of the falsehood;
or,
if true,
trtmcated
or perverted
by the negli-

":'r
-_
.:_'i
\:
"_
'::

of the technmal
sy-'tem, viz. exclusion
of the
geneeor sinister intere__t of the lawyerthrough
parties from the presence
of the jm!gc:
and :1 wlmse lips it would be to be delivered.
com-istq m the removal
of that abuse,
ht i
From the original
_ouree,
the breast of
other pain% of vww, _he misehievousne-s
of
the client, all pertinent
questions
that could
tl,ar abuse, the importaa,'e
el this remedy,
be put on the other side would come aeeomheh,ng not to tile pre-ent
purl,o-e,
punted wi_h a reasonable
expectation
of their
What be]lmg_ to the t,resent
puri,o,e,
is extractin2"
(true or fii]se_ an instructive
ttnsimply the imp,_*_tanee of tiffs lnet_tin_', m_d ;:t swcr.
Directed
to the hreast of the tawtins st_Xe of 'he eau,.e, to a l,reevdm_z article
a_.-tant,--if,
on the part of tim client, there
in this li-t of remedles-the prop,,-:-d antieix_ere a:_3 defieier, cy in re<peet of the maxlml m
pative survey o_ the e,,nt<,nts, of the budcet
of },oi_esry and sincerity,
all such expectation
of evidence
on b.th sidea, n.r to t],ls o[,;r _- wmdd i_i a'enerat be vain,
Such and so much
lion in respect of every beneficial
ett)ct w_t h in._',.,:mation a_ in the conception
of the client
which it is pregnant,
bat only in _e_p,'et of it would be for his advm:tage
to be handed
tlle room it i_ capable of maki_g fi,r material
in _o tl:e iudge,--such
and so much he wontd
evidence,
by th¢ exclusion
of _upeffluouq
and
(in so t_r as it occurred
to him) eommunieate
less material
evidenee,
to his profe-sional
substitute
for that lmrposc :
In regard to the matteroffaet
wllieh consuch and _o inueh ¢2¢ in his conception
rhre_
stitutes
the principal
subjeet.matte_
m ih_-- tened a contrary
efft'ct, such aml so much,
pute. it may, in the instance
of each one of
it would be equally his care not to eommunithe parties,
have happe)_cd, or not have hapcare.
pened,
to him, to have been in a situation,
In lieu of original w,t._7vr, ce testimony,
conenabling
him to deliver evidence,
direct or
eeive the business
of the propo_d
survey
circumstantial,
reapeeting
it.
But a matte_ ..........................
to which it is scarce possible,
in regard
to
+ The persons and tbi,_g.s he looks to as the
i sources of the evidence he expect,, to prcdue%
• ......
_ are they at his command ? In that case, he i_
']:be multtphc_ty of purees _s no fault ell already in a condition
fully and determinately
equity. There are no more parties than interests ; to give an inver_tory of the'contents
of his side
and there ought _:ot to be fewer. _l'heu
the of the budget of evidence.
Are they, any of
cause is in thi_ way to a certain degree complex,
them, in an,,r respect, out of his reach or knobcommon law knows not how to deal with _t:-ledge ? In that case, he stands in need of the
what is done (if anydtmg be done'} must he done
arm of justice_ to enable him, by means of the
by equity.
But the greater quanuty of natural
investi_°ative
proc_s, to hunt out the sour,_es
and ine_:itahle delay is afforded by ihe ease, the
fi'om which (a* f,tr as it exists and is attainable)
gre,_.ter the barbarity In thus nmking a_tilie_2,1 the evidence, the intbnnatmn
he looks _or_ must
delays to h_ap upon-_t,
be Lllatie to flow.
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managed in the only way in which learned 'move; or in virtue of any other bond of atjudges will allow themselves to manage by tachment, by which his affections are fastened
themselves any sort of evidence -- by the affi- to the spot.
davit testimony of the parties, their respeeIn this case, give to the party who has need
tire attorneys, or all together.
With the of the testimony the power of extracting the
outside show of justice, the learned and vene- testimony of the proposed witness in this
ruble personages in question would as usual mode, you apply a remedy succedaneous to
be delighted ; with the inward fruit and el- that of exclusion ; you obtain a mass of evithet. they would not, any mare than usually, dense, which (by reason of the delay attached
be afflicted,
to the production, or to the chance of the
On this, or any other occasion, affidavits production of it) it might otherwise have
from the defendants, lawyers or non-lawyers,
been necessary-- prudentially, or even physiwould they be an adequate succedaneum to sally, necessary--to
exclude.
the presence of the deponents themselves ?
Upon the t_ce of it, this remedy is bad in
Yes, if, like the man, the paps," could stand
the way of diet, good in the way of medicine:
up and answer questions, co.],._ oetray what bad, by reason of the opportunity it allows
it would wish to conceal,--by
blushes, by for mendacity-serving
premeditation and inhesitation, by evasive responsion, by self:, struetian, and of its depriving the cause of
detected or otherwise detected mendacity, or the circumstantial evidenee afforded by deby silence,
portment: good, viz. in cases where, premeV. Remedy the fifth:_
Examination in the ditation being necessary to complete and cotepistolary mode.
rest responsinn, exanfinstion vivd voce is not
This remedy has not its counterpart any- of itself sufficient; and in the eases in which,
where in the list of the engines of chicane.
[ by reason of distance from every judgment
The idea of this remedy is, on the contrary, ] seat the power of which is applicable to this
drawn t_om that fountain, in other respects [ purpose, such examination is not to be had.
so rich in abuse, the practice of the courts of / Pursuing no ends but those of judieature_
technical procedure,
blind, when not hostile, to all better ends,The mode here in question is the mode in the English technical system, where it. does
which, in equity procedure, evidence is ex- employ this remedy, employs it in the way
traeted from a defendant, by the bill, the of diet--refuses
to employ it in the way of
amendment¢ (if any) to the bill, and the ex- medicine.
cept_ons (if any) taken to the answer.
In the room of the mode of examination
That this mode, if substituted to the best better adapted (as above) to ordinary use,
mode (examination vivd vote per partes et per English equity, withirLthe irregular and eom]udlcera) is not so favourable to the ends of paratively narrow field of its jurisdiction, emjustice, as the same mode subjoined, where
ploys this mode of examination in all cases.
the importance of the cause warrants so great
In lieu of that preferable mode of examinaan addition to the delay, vexation, and ex- tion, where rendered impracticable by dispense -- subjoined, I say, to that vivd voce tunes, it does not indeed reject altogether tbe
mode-- seems to be out of dispute,
assistance of this remedy, but, by useless clogs
But a case has been already mentioned (and and conditions impairs the efficacy of it. The
that a ease which, in so commercial a eoun- defendant himself being the proposed witness
try as England, cannot but receive frequent _his own self-regarding testimony being to
exemplilication,)
in which viva _:oce examibe extracted by the adversary, in the hope of
nation will be ha general not to be obtained;
its having the effect of self-prejudicing testi.
viz. where, at the time in question, the rest- mony, --a set of commissioners are to be sent
dense of the proposed witness is within the to the antipodes, or found there, to appty to
dominions of some foreign state. In this ease, / him, in the character of a security for veraif no assurance, regarded as sufficient, be giveu, ] city (by means of the ceremony of an oath,)
that the proposed witness will, within a suf- ] that eventual punishment, to the application
ficiently short interval, be forthcoming in I of which no soeh ceremony is (except thus
England (taking that for the proposed court- _by positive institution) neee_ary.
From the
try,) in such manner that his testimony shall [ plaintiff, while remaining such, no such teabe delivered in the accustomed mode (regard I timony is permitted to be obtained ; and from
being had to the nature of the suit,)-the I an extraneous witness, though in the same
effect of the expatriation is thereby to put an cause, testimony (if in that distant situation
exclusion upon the testimony,
extracted at all) is not allowed to be exIn this same sort of ease, it will not tun- tracted in that mode ; is not allowed to be
frequently happen that the proposed witness,
extracted but in another, the eivd trove mode,
though at the time not resident within the per judices ad hoe, appointed on both sides,
jacisdietionofany
Englisheourt, shall in effect the parties not present (neither by themselves
be not the less subject to the power of Jr; as nor by their advocates ;) nor in any mode can
(for example) iu virtue of some property
it at this distance be extracted but by consent
there, which he is unable or unwilling to re- of parties on both aides.
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Out of the comparatively narrow field of !an article of evidence, to the relief of 8 party
equity jurisdiction (with the addition of the on the other side.
still narrower fields of ecclesiastical court and
The application of this remedy admits of
admiralty court jurisdiction,) the remedy,
two diversities.
Forget not that, in both,
except in an extraordinary case presently to the use of it is to serve in the character of a
be mentioned, is alike tmknown for diet and makeshift provision, the intention of which
for medicine,
is to save justice from the danger which she
From the superior courts of common law, cannot fail of incurring as often as the door
commissions for taking examinations of wit- is shut against needful evidence.
nesses (extcaneouswitnesses
only, not parties
The first case is where, it being presupin the character of witnesses) have been posed that the burthen of the evidence on
known to be sent into foreign parts, in imita- both sides is to be made to rest on the sho_ltion of the commissions issued, also, at more ders of the party in whose disfavour the cause
early periods, and in more fi'equent instances,
is decided, this burthen (as to such part of
from the courts of equi_ty, as above. * But it as one of the parties has created) would,
this appears never yet to have been done, but when compared to the value in dispute, be
by consent of both parties. Precious remedy! too heavv to be thrown on the other of the
Good against bon_ fide, inapplicable against ! parties. "Value in dispute, say £5 : expense
raal_fide, litigation! Inapplicable, where the of necessary evidence on the plaintiff's side,
disease cries aloud for remedy : good, where ! say £500 : expense of evidence on the dethere is no disease, or next to none ! But, in fendant's side, not worth bringing to account.
this case, the mode of examination, whether
Under the natural arrangement respecting
better or worse than epist_olary, is not episte- [ costs in ordinary cases, the plalntiffproducing
tary, but vird vote.
I this expensive evidence, would, in case of
Neither by equity nor by common law is ! success, be entitled to throw the burthen
the remedy applied in any other than that upon the defendant.
But, rather than that
class o£ causes indicated by the denominaany such dispropmtionate oppression should
finn of civil, synonymous in this case to non- be inflicted, much better would it be that
criminal causes,
this thus inordinately expensive evidence
Such, according to a rough outline, are the should be excluded ; although of such exclu• distinctions themselves : causa patet, here as sion the consequence by the supposition would
elsewhere,
be, that, as to the subject-matter of the deWhen, to give the suitor a partial relief round, the _5, the plaintiff would be without _*
under the denial of" Justice produced in the remedy.
practice of"the common-law courts by the exBut suppose the plaintiff to stand up and
clasion of both parties from the presence of say. My honour, my interest, or, if so yott
the judge, equity came in and proffered her ! will have it, my caprice, is (in a way which
treacherous _ssistance,--it
was on cm|dition { I do or do not choose to mention) in such
of paying her retainers to scribble q_lestions sort concerned in the business, that, rather
tnstcad of speaking them ; and thus, instead than not have the business settled, I am conof prompt and spoken answers, to extract
tent, in the event of my gaining the suit, to
studied answers, manufactured by others of remain charged with the burthen ofthis mass
her retainers, to be set to work on the other
of evidence.
The remedy here in question
side. On what occasions was it that these
consists in the making it a matter of obligapretended servants of justice were ready and tion, or Ofdiscretion, on the part of the judge,
desirous of lending to this purpose their dear- to accede to a proposition to tbe above effect.
paid services ? .Not on the fbw occasions alone
The remaining case is of a nature not so
in which, on the part of the party in the apt to take place, nor, in respect of the matright, and for the purposes of justice, there ter of fact, so easy to establish.
was a real need of it ; but on all occasions in
The plaintiff having brought his action for
which, by the sale of their services, there was the £5, as before, the defer,dant stands up
money to be got ; that is, on all occasions and says, I have a good defence ; the money
whatever, that arose within the limits Ofthat is not due. But, to produce the evidence
field, which, in the scramble for jurisdiction
necessary to the proof of this my defence, an
had fallen to their share,
expense of not less than £500 would be inVI. Remedy the sixth :--Remedy the first dispensable : I have or have not the £500 ;
applying to expense alone.
Power to either but, whether I have or no, the hardship of
pertly to charge himself with the expense of being charged with such an expense would be
extreme.
A less evil would certainly be the
• If the cause of action has arisen in India, payment of the _ claimed, though not due :
the
supanor
courts
may
issue
a
commission
to
but
persuaded
as I am that nothing at all is
examine witnesses in India, without the consent
of the partie_ 13 Geo. IIL a 63. See above, due, even this would be no small hardship on
p. 186. As to the equity courts, see 2 Maddock, me.
403.--Ed.
To apply the proposed remedy to this aec0nd
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ease, it would be necessary for the plaintiff of money, it is this.
To every man, be be
on his part to stand up and say (reasons ima- who he may, what is more valuable, what;
gin:,hte as before,) Rather than not have a more necessary, than justice ? Wha_ is there
decision in my flavour on this my demand, I that is valuable to a man, m_d of which the
am content to relieve the defendant fi'om this procreation depends not upon justice ? By
expense, and take it upon myself, enormous whom can property, reputation, condition in
as it is, in the first instance•
Here is the life, life itself, be retained--by
whom can
money : let it be applied to the production of property,reputation,
or condition of life, when
the evidence, in the keeping, and under the ravished, be recovered, without justice ?
direction of the court.
Gratuitously bestowed, what can be more
Even here the disproportion is not too great generously bestowed than assistance given to
to have been actually exemplified.
But, if it a man to enable him to callin to his assistance
appears too great for probability, pare it down the hand of justice ?
till you bring it svfitbin the pale.
Gratuitously, or for a price, what assistance
To pre-establish, in relation to the article
can be more innoxious, more secure agains_
of evidence in question, every circumstance
allabuse, than assistance lent tojustice_lent
necessary to give probability and rationality
under the direction of the judge ?
to the offer above exemplified, -- the nature
On every occasion on which charity presents
aml effect of'this distant evidence, the trust- a demand, what nation so prompt, so ardent
worthiness of it, the necessity of that expense as the English, to pour the baho of relief into
the obtained
obtaining byit, means
and the
assurance
of its I to The
the bosom
of distress
being
of that
expense.-probability
of the? demand for an inorwill be apt to be matter of no ordinary diffi- i dinately expensive mass of evidence--the
naeulty. But cases where the necessary exIer se m!
ture, materiatity, and necessity of the evidence
has been much greater, have been already ex- ' _o demanded,--the
inability of the party to
amiucd, and, when the expense of a royce [ defray the expense;
all these p,fints have
round (or about half round) the world is con- been estahhshed to the sati.*flacfion of the
sidereal, may ea_iiy be conceived: and as to judge, by the anticipafive survey. He gives
the probable nature and effect, and 1he trusta certificate, and (with it, and ou the ground
worthiness, these are points continually ex- of it) an authority to solicit for this purpose,
posed to uncertainty, andascontimmlly calling from the tover._ of justiee, eontlibntions,
to •
for ealculations, which by each suitor, on his be lodged in the hands of the officers of the
own account, are as constantly made: with court.
more or less anxiety, abihty, and exactness.
The lawyer alone continues to uphold the
Wheretheexpe_;seofprodueiu_tbeevidence
scarecrow set up so ma_,y centuries ago to
rises to a certain pitch, the rc_ourcc of episto- ti-ighten away frmn this rid(! the hand of chalary examination will, in most cases, be apt rity. For depriving the in(hgent of all chance
to present itself as being upon the whole the tbr justice, what has been left undone that
more eligihle remedy,
could be done ? Claims that for indigence,
The discussions necessary to the settling of for mere in2igenee, couhl not be prosecuted,
the several points in question, as above, pro- have heen tbrbidden, as it" _n c.dium slw!iati*"
suppose the establishment
of the prc_'po_ed --are still forbidden--to
be sohh
anfieipative survey, and help to exemplify the
Adve,'ti_ement fro"subserip.qons ? Oh yes :
utihty of it. Thcv are no other than such a% for relief of dlstres_ in other shapes, no rule
in every day's practice, come under di_.eussion of law forbids it. But for di,tre_s (however
between client and attorney.
In the place i exquisite) tor tack ot lustice advertisement
where the scene lies, rests the only difference : woahl be u_eless : subscription wouht be too
i-,, the one ease, the client'_ parlour, or the ] daItgelous.
Dangerous ? Yes, dangerous:
attorney's office ; in the other case, the place I for has not the man of law contrived to con(,f mutual rendezvous, the court of iusiwe.
[ vert it into a crime ? Charity thus exercising
Technical practice--English
orcominental,
itself, has it not, by the spell of jargon, been
English home-bred or continental ttome-bred
Mamped with the name of barretry, or main(it is bug repetitmn to say,) knows of"no such tenance, or cAamperty, or some other stigma,
remedies--knows
of no sud_ temperaments,
on pretence of which, charity, or mutually
The pound of flesh on the one side, or the beneficial traffic, may be a]';ke co_lverted into
pound of flesh on the other : such, when the erimes?
Perllaps yes; perhaps no : here, as
flesh of suitors is concerned, is the alternative
elsewhere, authorities lean one way. authorigiven by the man of law. In either ease, the ties lean the other. In waters thus troubled
man of law makes equally sure of his share•
and thus deep, what is the wonder if men
VII. Remedy the seventh :-- Remedy the choose not to run the risk of being drowned ?
second against expense aloue. Advertisement
for pecuniary assistance for defraying the expease of evidence,
If ever there can be a beneficial application

* In odium spoliatoris is a common-place
expression, employed among equity lawyers, to
justify any exertion regarded as extraqrdinary_
for the giving redr_s against fraud.
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Forty year_ ago this abuse was denounced,
in company
with a kindred
abuse, grill more
mischievous,
because
still more exteitsive.*

not here of what has been done by the j_ldga
for his own profit;
but of what has linen do_
by the finance minister
for his own use. The

-.)_._
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Forty years hence the denunciation
may be
repeated,
and with as little fruit.
For, ureter
the reigql of jurisprudence,
one generation
witnerves the birth of an abuse, three
or four

subject
has elsewhere
been treated
pretty
much at large.
See " l:¥otest axjainst Zaw
Taxes,"
(Vol. II. p. 573.) _
Upon evidence
itself,
the tax does not in

"'.[:_j:

more the maturity,
and then perhaps
comes
every instance bear with any peculiar weight.
the death.
But, being imposedinthe
preliminaryproeeed.
As to the buying and selling of legal deings rendered
necessary
to the introduction
rounds of all sorts, the only objection
that
of evidence,
mid the subsequent
proceedings
could at any time have been made against it, ] necessary to thegiving
effect to evidence,
the
is in this strain : judges are so weak, so de- ] influence
is the same as if the tax had been
pendent,
so eowardly,
so corrnpt-feudal
It lposed directly
upon the evidence.
barons
so profligate
and so tbrmidable,
that,
Like most other taxes,
it operates partly
after buying a bad title ibr the purpose,
by I as a burthen,
partly as a prohibition
: as a
his own hands or by that of a retainer
of his,
burthcn
upon him whostands
up for his right,
a baron (it will frequently
happen)
wilt, by
notwithstanding
the tax ; as a prohibition
bribery or intimidalion,
engage the judges to
upon him who (through
utter inability,
or in
give to this bad title the effee_ of a good one.
choosing
the lemst evil)
gives up his right :

::

Supposing
it good for anything,
what an
argument,
to come from learned lips !
Supposing
it at that time good for anything, whe.t would it be worth at present ? Between the pre;ent
_tate of judicature
in that
respect, and the ._t_tte of judicature
as abov
delincated,
is there
any more resemblance
than between
the pre,ent
state of judicature
in England.
and the pre,ent
state
of it in
Otaheite
? Three or fimr centuries
azo, the
benefit had dancer mixed with it ; therefore,
now that the eflk_('t_- ot the remedy would be
all pure benefit, the pro_crlption
put upon it
is to continue:
,-ueh is the logic of juri_t)rudonee,
Not that there ever wa% orcouhi have been,
atime in which the reason wa_worth
a sln, w.
He x_ho cmfld thus convert a bad bought title
into a good one, _hat
_-houh! have l(b_dercd
him t?mn glwng 1he same ctfect to a bad one
of his owe maki_g ? The purchase-money
would haw
b,,en so much saved,
applicable
to the propose
(,f be;brag the judge,
or suborning _itnes_e-.
For rt,storiuc
the indigent
to a chance of
justice,
there is what is ealh_d a remedy,
in
the pauper act¢. Like so many others, however, ?o which men of law have given a permit, it may be set down to the account
of
sham remedms.
What it applies to, is that
factitious
part of the expense,
which ought
not to have been imposed upon the most opulent:
what it does not apply to. is that patt
(that herein que,-tionincluded)which
presses
upon atI rank% being natural
and inevitable,
VIlI. Remedy
the eighth:--Abohfion
of
t_xes ul)on justice.
In speaking of this or any otber expedient
for obtaining, _eeuniar" _u'_ I" _
"_1" _
of thi_ ,neci_Vof
dist_i
t Ples rot tar rc,wx
. - -: ,. - .
s. it is _mpossible to
avoid thmmngofthe
t_ct_tmus loads by which
it has everywhere
been aggravated.
I speak
.....
" _
_" D _
.....
" "" ' _'*
o
edence oj _sury,
mvo..
_li,

givingupajustdebtorotherdemand,
orsub.
rattling to an unjust one, or submitting
to be
punished
for an offence never committed,
by
the cocreive force of the tax.
A tax upon capital,
when the amount
is
considerable,
is regarded
as a badtax.
Why?
Because,
lor the sake of a present supply,
it
nip._ future prosperity
in the bud.
The force
of the objection,
it is evident,
depend_ upon
the quantum.
The tax mayhe a very bad one,
or it may be as tolerable
as most others.
But a tax upon capital would be a blessing,
in eomparL-on with the taxes upon justice.
It
takes men. indeed,
as it fimls them ; but i_
does not singh; out the distressed.
The exL-iing taxes upon justice
are a tax
upon the dL-tressed,
falling
almost
always
upou capital,
carrying
off sometimes
this or
that
proportion
of capital,
and (by the help
of those other taxes upon jnstlee,
which are
imposed b) lawyers for their own benefit, and
sm_k in the pockets ofthe collectors)
in many
in.,tance_ the wh_le of it.
They fasten
down,
in a state of slavery
under the rich, not those
commmfly
understood by the name of poor--indigent
persons
of the labouring
classes--but
tbeindige_t
of
ali classe_.
The tax on medicine,
_hough equally had
in principle (and the only one that cart be so,)
is, in comparison,
owing to its comparative
lightness,
prob'ably much inferior in mk-.chievousnes_.
If it were possible that a returtt
_-hould be made of the number
of persons
killed by it in England,
in a year, I should
not expect to find it amount to more than a
_w hundreds.

t
[
_
i
:
!
!
'
+ The reader will observe, that thi_ work was
/ written before the late repeal of the stamp duties
; on law proceedings
[_ Gee. IV. c. 41.]which
{ has been justly deemed
one of the must inertf torious aet_ of the present [1926] enlightened
[ administration.
The argumen_
in the text,
t however, are general, and apply equally to
I nations.--Editor,
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A law-lmit is a perpetual blister upon the of _ustice ? any more effective feeling for the
mind. If your wish be to do as much mischief sufferings of the oppressed, than the wolf has
as possible by another tax to the same amount for those of the lamb he slaughters ? What
a_ that of the impost upon justice (including
is it that the man wanted to be intbrmed of?
that part which lawyers have imposed and Was it a secret to him that witnesses are
collect for their own benefit,) get a return men, or that men die?
from the physicians and apothecaries all over
Even now, in the eyes of an English lawyer,
England, of the patients under their care, and this abuse is the very summit of perfection.
d_mtribute among them an impost to an equal How should it be otherwise ? It gives him
amount. Proportions are of course no more holidays : absolutely matchless holidays : it
to be regarded iv the one case than they are subtracts nothing from the mass of fees, Subin the other: but, lest the lawyer and his tracts ? It adds to the mass: it makes bustpartner, the law*taxing financier, should leave hess : it forms a capital article in the mass of
you behind them, omit not to employ col- advantage provided for the encouragement of
lectors to go about in cold nights to strip mal_ fide demands, and more especially mald
the last blanket from the beds of the most ado defences.
wretched of the patients.
Provision being wanted for a new-born orThe medicine tax, if it kills men, suffers
_han, or information lodged for an offence,them to die at home. The law-tax sends what if a justice of" the peace were to say.
them to rot, broken-hearted, in jails.
Come again this day six months : then, and
Oh, but the necessities of the country are not till then, I receive yore" evidence ? But
so great ! they furnish us an excuse for bad when, from any one of those seats of natural
taxes : be the oppression of the tax more or iustiee, was anything heard thus monstrous ?
less, it is too late to think about it. Notable No; the licence to work iniquity descends
excuse for barbarity and ignorance I Exactl)
not upon these unlearned judges : not being
the reverse : the greater the aggregate pros- granted by them, it has been neither granted
sure of' the taxes, the more solicitous should to them, nor to their use.
be your study to choose the least oppressive.
It, in the arrangement of terms and circuits,
IX. Remedy the ninth:--Remedythe
first there be common sense or common honesty,
against delay : and thence against intervening
give to diseased indigence, as well as opdeperition of evidanee, and of the matter of i pressed and plundered innocence, the benefit
satisfaction:--Collection
of forthcoming evi- i of it. Extend it from courts of justice to busdeuce, without waiting for unforthcoming
pitals: let no hospital be founded in thture,
evidence, or for fixed days.
without vacations of two months and four"
Of those things which ought to be done, months for physicians, surgeons, and nurses.
what is there that ought not to be done at Men die for want of :imely medicine: but do
the only time at which it can be done ? Be* notmenalsodieforwantottimelysltstenalJce?
cause one lot of evidence cannot yet be bad, For want of the substance which the client,
or because, though it might be had, it is not by the advice and assistance of his lawyer,
suffered to be got, is that a reason why an- has ravished ; and which the official lawyer,
other should be lost ? In an exclusion thus lest the amusements of his long vacation
indirectly put upon a tot of evidence, value should be disturbed, rebuses to restore ; are
unknown, is there anything like common
not all jails for debt slaughter-houses,
filled
honesty or common sense ?
and emptied for their benefit ?
This remedy (so far as it extends) torteEven courts of justice have not received
sponds therefore to two artiele_ in the list of the benefit of this arrangement to its full
the devices of the technical system, viz. sit- extent.
The reason has been already given,
tings at long intervals, and blind fixation of Against tile depredations and violence of the
times ; and is no more than a particular appli- unlicensed malefilctor, neither the house, the
cation of the remedy already proposed (under
pocket, nor the person of the lawyer are _hapthe head of sittings uninterrupted)
ibr that pily for mankind) more secure than those of
baretkced and most perniclotm abuse,
another man : and were the matter of wealth
The exclusion to which it is a remedy, is to perish, so would the matter of fees. Ac_
purely factitious--the
work of the technical
cordingiy, instead of once or t_ace in the
system, with its blind or too sharp-sighted : year, the Old Bailey sits eight times ;* mid
arrangements.
Six or twelve months must the sound of the word vacation is not so much
elapse, before any evidence can so much as as heard in Bow Street.
begin to be collected.
What follows ? That
Equity, indeed, has her examinations de
all the evidence which, having been obtain- bene esse, and her examinations in perpetuam
able within that time, is not obtainable after
that time, stands excluded in the lump.
Is
• The Old Bailey Sessions were supers_ed
it possible, that, in the mind that devised by
4 & 5Criminal
Will. IV.
_ 36,
established
the the
Central
Court:
thewhich
sittings
are held
these arrangements, any the smallest spark twelve times a year. The chief metxoI_litan
of regard should have been felt for the ends police court is in Bow Strcct.--E_
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rei memoriam. For, equity finding more fees
to collect than could be got in within the
limits of the common-law harvest-time, her
shops are never shut long together : moreover, her birth-place was on the continent,
where men were cursed with no such reya[ia
_ficia"
as terms and circuits.
But, to measure the ratio of this remedy
to an adequate one, compare the scanty and
irregular and undefined field of equity juris,
diction with the remainder of the field of law,
criminal and non-criminal.
Compare the
examination ot an equity examiner's dark
closet with the examination of a police office :
efficiency with efficiency, delay with delay,
expense with expense,
As to common taw ; even those resources,
miserable and treacherous as they are, are
more than she has ever had a heart or a head
to give herself.
When she is in a mood to
have them, she borrows them of equity : for
now, the wi_ote trade being consolidated into
one vast firm, and allinterests mixed together
and rendered undistinguishable, shopand shop
are upon the best terms imaginable,
On this head, equity has a whim or an
artifice, in so general a view scarce worth
mentioning, unless itwere fbr euriosity'ssake,
If your witness is dying, or making off; if,
in short, the evidence you depend upon is
wanted at any of these odd times ; in such
ease, although you are in the right, and found
to be so, you must thus far pay the piper, as
if the right were not on your side.
The same whim or the same artifice governed on the continent, as often as, in a suit
not criminal, any one of the parties called for
the testimon) of an adversary,
X. Remedythe tenth :--Remedythesecond
against delay :--Provisional decision, without
waiting for the best evidence,
When the original of a deed or other written document is so situated that the production ot it cannot be effeeted without a more
than ordinary degree of vexation, expense,
and delay,--lodged
in some place between
this and the mmpodes, in the hands of some
possessor, who, proprietor or not, does or does
not choose to part with it or to bring it ;
where such is the situation, or supposed situation, of a supposed or alleged original, at
the time that art alleged transcript, or sufllThe epithet
given time,
by Glanville,
who wrote
in •Henry
the Second's
to the then
newinve_ted grandassize: a sort of eireuit_ travelled
once in seven years. In other words, a licence
for injustice, renewable or not at that period: a
remedy which, if worth anything at any tim%
would have been worth more before the flood
than sinc_
Howgrand
did the
business of
justice
go onQuake,
before this
improvement?
Answer: As to times and places, at-letmt, much
tess badly than at present: for, in those days,
the metropolitan courts had not swaUowed up
the loral on_.
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! vient extract or abstract, is ready to be proi duced ;_ a question may arise as between
! the two documents, the alleged original and
alleged transcript (both certainly not being
necessary, one perhaps sufficient,) which,
if either of them, shall _e admitted. Were
Iboth present, the admission of the transcript

(unless it were for momentary provisional consultation, for the purpose or in the course of
argument) would evidently be attended with
some (howsoever little) danger, and with no
use. A transcript, how little soever inferior
in point of trustworthiness to the original,
can never, so long as man is fallible, be considered as exactly upon a par with it. But
the original is so circumstanced, thai, rather
than load the cause with the vexation, expense, and delay, attachext to the production of it, it would be better to exclude it :
nay, even although, to the prejudice of the
side by which it should have been produced,
misdecision were sure to follow. It ought
therefore to stand excluded : and thereby the
whole of the evidence from that source, were
there no other remedy.
But the transerlpt,--although,
in preference to or indiscriminately with the original,
it ought not to be produced,-yet, rather
than the evidence from that source should be
altogether lost, and misdeeision take place
in consequence, might (if ordinarily well anthentieated) _ might, with much less danger
than what is frequently incurred in practice,
be (under the conditions above proposed) reeei_,ed instead of it. Nevertheless, mischief
from misdeei-_ion ought at the same time (so
t_aras is consistent with the regard due to the
avoidaame of preponderant collateral ineonvenienee in the shape of vexation, expense,
and delay) to be obviated as effectually tm
possible. Accordingly, previously to execution, obligation (or at least liberty) ought to
be in the hands of the judge, for taking from
the party thus to be instated, sufficient seeuritv for the eventual reinetatement of the
other party; in case that, within a time to
be limited, the propriety of the opposite deeision should have been made appear, -- the
authenticity of the transcript, or its correcthess or completeness with relation to the
point in question, having been disproved.
The character ascribed to the proposed
arrangement (viz. that of a remedy sueeedaneous to the exclusion of evidence) belongs
i to it beyond dispute. Under ]_nglish pracrice, hut for this remedy, both would or
might have been excluded _tbe original, and
the transcript: the original, by reason of
the preponderant inconvenience attending the
production of it ; the transcript, by reason
of its being but a transeril_ , and the original
_tiU in existence, and the production of it,
though prudentially, not physically impraeticable, In virtue of this arrangement, neither
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stands excluded : the transcript is admitted
absolutely and at the instant; the orighlaI
left to be produced, eventually and if need
be, at another time.
In English practice, the original being lost,
_the
previous existence of it, the subsequent
deperition of it, and the authenticity of the
alleged transcript, being proved by what is
regarded as sufficient evidence,the transcript is received instead of it. The alleged
transcript
received, when there exists no
longer the original with which upon occasion
it is capable of being compared ! With how
much more safety, when the original w_th
which it may be comp'_red is still m existenee ? when, in case of perjury, the wittwss
swearing to the correctness of the transcript
i¢ capable of being detected, convicted, punished ?
When received (if received at all) it is, in
practice, received absolutely:
without any
such conditions imposed ; eonditlon% in case
of misdecision on the ground of it, pro*iding
tbr the reparation of the i:,ju-tice.
XI. Remedy the eleventh:--Remedy
the
third against delay :_ Provisional sequestralion.
Tbls is an arrangement of still more entire
sceurity, capable of being substituted, upon
occasion, to tho.,e mea,_ures, whleii would be
the natural result of unreserved admission of
the evidence, and unreserved deci-don on the
grmmd of it.
Tbe party in whose behalf this makeshift
evidence is produced, i_stead of the regular
evidencet'rom thesamesoure:*,isl forinstam'e)
the ptabmff: the decision rug darly called tor
by this evidence, would be, the putting that
party in immediate po._se-_ion of the subjeet-matter iu disl,u_e, on cot:dit:on of fimling
security for eventual restitution m kind, or
other adequate sati_laetion, as propo-ed by
the last preceding remedy. But, the cha:aeter or situation of the plaintiff is not (to the
pro'pose here in que.-tion at lea,t) alto/ether
trustworthy:
the subject-matter is a ftmale,
who_c honour m_d condition in life, in the
character of daughter, ward, or w_tc, cl,_im¢.d
as su_'h b) one or both the partie_, is a_ stake:
the subject-matter,
though of the clas_ of
things, is an article susceptible ot a l,retium
q_ffeetwMs, and thcm'e ot damage _ot to be
repaired by money. On any ofthc._e accoun%
(not to look fur others,) it may be more
advisable upon the whole, that,--until
the
authenticity of the supposed tran<cript can be
pat out of doubt kfur example, by being sent
to the orilzinal tor reauthentieation,
under
ofiicial or other Mtogether unsuspected care)
the subject-matter
should either be suf.
lured to remain in the hands of the defendant
(he on his part finding security,) or be lodged
in the hand of the ottieial or other unsuspeeted third persons, satist:aetion in the mean-
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time being made to the plaintiff for the loss
of'possession _ustained by him.
While the bill, without the benefi_ of which
equity witl not grant even her de bene es,e
examination, is scribbling by the plaintiff's
lawyers, or an answer to it by the defendant's-while the examiner's clerk, closeted
with the witness like a confessor with Iris
penitent, is setting down what the witness
says, between sleeping and waking, or what
he does not say, regardless whether it be
._ense or nonsense, complete or iueomplete,
true or fiflse, _ all thi_ while the defendmlt
(if he be what defendants so often are) is
making the best use of the time titus given
him, ea_ing the plaintiff2- property, or sendlug or putting it out of reach, accmding to
his humour aml his circumstances.
While the boy is running to |lie chandter's
shop to buy the salt to lay upon the sparrow's
tad (an instruction not gradged to infant
bird-catchers,) the bn'd hops or flies off at
leisure.
If it were in the nature of equity,
English equity, to he sincere, she wouht find
her emblem in thi_ cluht. But no: the iraputatiou would be unjust to her, it tiff, lamene_s were to be _sembed in h]imhwss.
By preventing mi_cldef, mischief in any of
the _hapes in whmh equit_ i_ at every ma_'s
service to prevent it, there woahl be _mthiag
to be got. By making a .hew, and that a tatse
one, of being Jead) to prevent it, much i, to
be gol, and is got. The _ror, m, who, having
a emnmo_ intelest wzth the hor_-c-s:ealcr,
wa:ts till the _teed is stolen, and the_ marehe_
up to shut the stable d_,or in ce_emony,--he,
and not the infimt bird-ca/chin', is the true
emblem ot E_,_b_h equity.
Whil: the bill is tn'epming, to ground the
writ _c exeut rq;r,.o, the cuckoo _wmdler that
.-hnt3d t,,tve been hedged in, i-wmgillg his
_a) t_, the cm_inel,t, laughing a +or with the
hedgers. Wbite the Iujunctioulhtl,
by which
wa,te shouht have been _t_) ed, i,- ,eribbling,
the axe of the dis_e_sor or maheba_ lifeht,!dt.r i._ levelhnff to the ground tbe lofty
oaks fium ",;hieh the ve,terable ma_-i(m has
derived shcher a_d d_gnity trmn age to _ge.
Wtdle, in all the luxury ot ,k,n_ and parchmeat, the f)ma]e orpb,m is dressing out to
make her appearance in the character of a
_ard of the court, the sharper whom the
eh3rnl_ of her per,an or her purse have laid
at her feet, _s clasping her in his arms, at the
temple _ffthe Caledonia hymen, lau;_hi_g with
her to think how the unitm of hearts has been
£wilhated by the ineoml,leteness of the union
between kingdoms.
Malefactor, whoever you are, you deserve
to be confined tbr idiocy, or )'our soheitor
struck off the roll tbr ignorance, _f ever it be
your dt fate to see your sehemes anticipated
and frustrated by English equity.
Among the almost uumb_rl,::s use_ of the
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initial meeting of the parties in the presence ! reign and the people would bear to see proof the judge, one is (as already i ttimated) ' dueed : and as much mi._ery as the sovereig}l
the putting all irtstant
stop to so sure a eomse ' and the people have borne to see produced
for etadil_g the power ot justice,
i has been produced aeeordmgly.
It was their
Is the party's solvency out of su_pieion, ot[t ', intere-_t that as little rehet m_der this misery
of danger ? No use m conve3 mg hhu to a jml, I _hmdd he afforded, as the sovereign and the
or to a spunging-hoase:
as little in forcing people would bear to see withhoide_; and as
him to beg or bu_ sureties for his eventual i much relief a_ could be withholden, ha_ thus
fortheomingness,
I_ his soh'encv a point too been withholdeu accordingly.
dubious or too el,replicated to be settled at, i What is, and ever ha.- been, the interest of
the first examinatmn ? A guard placed over , the people, take_l in the aggregate, in thmr
him in his own house would aide it all the el,aiacter of suilors,
is, that ,_s few of lhem
u_efld properties ,_t"a ..put,._i.g-hoase w_thout _ a=,po_ible should co to jaiL that as little as
any of the perni, ious:--a_
it" a gnald could i po-sible ut the me-,. of propert 3 at tile dis.
not as well remain in charge of his per¢on, a_ [ posal of the Judge- _houid exther perish, or be
at present of h_. goods! Con_gn the &'fen- i lost to the pet _un intltled to reed:ire it ; and
dent to either a jAI or a spungil'lg-honse, for ; that, to avert as t',tr as possible both these
no better or o*.het reasm_ than that (x_itlmut ' ml.ehiet_ the defendant (in aIl cases where
any dt,ubr of h_-. sub ene_ ) the plamt, iff be- t hi-, solvency wu_-expo-ed to doubt, or where
tiered, or p,'etm:,ls to bv|i]v'., that the money ', in any other wa3 lhe plaintiff stood exposed
he elaim_ .f h',,:: i.- ,.hw'. The rea,.on were as I to the danger of _-uffering irrepar_ble damage)
good for ha'l;:in'_-"him,
i sl,ould be hrough_ into the presence of the
The inquiry thu- .,ad_, do, _ his _olvency , judge, to have, tbr _he henefit of'all his ereprove dubiou. " >, _zi,,g Li- p_' _on alL_rds _,_ _&tors ¢aad. above atl, tbr hi-. own benefit,
security.. In olai!, or in a -i,uagmg-i:t,use, ln_ ' and at hi,- own request,) the stale of his pceffects, for every, purt,o-e of _,.mo_al or d>- {euniary circumstances laid opeu to the judge
uip.ttion, are a- much h_ hL- power as if he i _> early as po-sihle,
we,', at home. S_.eure the _,lS,ets _hemselves, '
Unt(a'tuna',ely, on these came subjects and
all remowd, all dis-,ipatimt i-at end.
! oc_-a,ions, what all along hm- been, and _lill
el _hl_ same blind ;m au'aemen', of whieh. , contmue_ to be, the iuterest of the judge%
is,
in some msta'.ec_ ex_'iu-vm of nece-_ary evi- that on neither side (much less on both sides)
denee, m other i_st:mt'e_ umle,'e-sar 3 vexa- ' -heuld the suitor- ever be suffered to come
lion, expcnae, and d,'l',y, t._ the a_ert]ng the ' into tl_eir p_e.-ence, when it L- possible to
mi_ehiei of such exelnqon,
is the re.-ult, -- i prevent it: that, above all things, no such unand which ammgement con_i_t_ it_-elf in the i ptea<mt eompany should be forced upon them
constant mid inexorable e-tai_hshment of t:ae- ':at the outset ot tim eau*e : that. instead of
utiou_ &'lay, without u-e or shadow of pro- ' thi_, a._ many indtvidual_ as possible should
tenee, el which delay a frequent and natural _ go to 2aft, and (unless when the j0ils were
result is deperitmn of evi,tenee,--another
i already so full as to hold no more) be kept
f.lit is the deperitmn of the matter of sans- _there as long as possd_le : that, while the defaction, m the manner above dehueated. To ' fondant ib so lying in Jail, the property which,
secure the subject-matter
in dispute fi'om I by law and jttstiee, ought to have been reperishing, or going into wrong kand_, rn_thlng , stored or troalsti_rred by him or from him to
can as yet be done, fur want of evidence, i the u-_eof tile plaintiff, should remain at the
Why ._ Because it is by evidence alone that , disposal of him, the defendant, to be wasted
thedefendanU_title
to _t can he made dubiou% ! or embezzled by him. to as large an amount
the plaintiff's probable: and, to this as to all , as possible : that, while in tho.-.e receptacles
other purposes, the receipt of evidenee, in- I of infection debtors were rotting in body and
stead of being brought forward as early as * mind, while oppressed debtors and injured
possible, is put off as long as possible ! Why t creditors were dyinghroken-hearted--judge%
not brought forward as early as possible? ICe- i the authors of this misery, with their depencause (as there has so often been occasion to I dants, prot6g_s, and bottle companions, should
state) it was against the interest of tim titan- ' have as much time to enjoy and amuse themders of the system, that any evidence fit to i selves in as possible : and that, lest business
be acted upon should be brought forward at ,,should be pre_entcd to them in any other than
this early stage,
the most pleasant and least troublesome form,
On all these several points, the interest of the fate of the wretches on both sides should
the founders of the system was in clear and *never be disposed of by these its arbiters, on
diametrical opposition to that of the suitms, ] any other ground itmn that of a sort of eviand more especially to that of the honest [ deTtee u_terty unfit for the purpose, and uniamong suitors, which is as much as to say, to I versMly acknowledged so to be.*
the ends of justice. It. was the interest of these t
arbiters of human destiny, that as much hu_ _Arhatis perfectly known m all lawyers at
man misery should be produced, as the sore- . pre_eat, and to all non-lawyers as _oon as thelr
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In complaining
of this, as of any other
branch of the system of abuse, it has been a
practice
among
men of law to dispute
the
legality of it.
Dispute the legality of a sort

of practice
persevered
in by the superior
courts
in general,
for centuries
! Dispute
as
well the validtty of an act of parliament.
As
if, while legislators
connive or sleep, a law

please, is, that the practice of imprisomnent
for
debt is the result of a traffick, _ in which the
judges of all the common law.courts took a share;
and which consisted in selling (on pretences as
notoriom.dy false as any swindler was ever punished for) the liberty of the people in the character of defendant_% to all persons who (with or
without so much as the pretence of title) found
their asc_unt in the purchase of it.
It may be considered
as a particular
branch
of the slave-trade:
with this peculiarity,
that
the colour of the thing (the person converted
into a thing)made
no difference.
Crowded jails
matched with crowded ships : the long vacation,
with the long passage,
Not to speakof
former struggles;
_on after
the Restoration,
the three great common-law
courts in Westminster
I/all beeame so many
rival shops.
Like other shops, they fought tbr
custom : the liberty of the defendant
was the
bonus they each of them made itself master of,
and offered as a lure to draw in purchasers.
It
became,
eousequently,
in the hand of cach_ a
weapon with which he fought his rivals,
It was the King's Bench that began.
In eriminal suits, of which alone it had been intended
by the sovereign that it should have eognizanea, b
it had been in possession
of the undisputed
practice, and thence of the right_ of enabling the
plaintiff (the prosecutor)
to consign the defendant (that is, anybody) to prison (a prison of its
own) in the first instance,
that is, without evidence.
The Common Pleas, for which alone of
the three courts the cognizance of civil suits had
been intended,
possessed no such righ% unless
in a particular and narrow description of causes.
The judges
of the King's Bench fbrrncd a
scheme for filehingeustom
from their brethren

has been sa often observed) a mass of jargon in
which an indeterminate
quantity
of truth, in
great part unless,
was invariably
intermixed
with an indeteruainate
mass of ialsehood, serving
as a screen for whatever
injustice it migbt he
deemed profitable and safe to perpetrate.
"When
the man was not in jail, the bonus employed as
above to draw custom into the King's
_eneh
shop, was not made use oft what that shop got
for itself, was nothing more than the possibility
of selling to customers a branch ofjuridiealser: vice, of which_ till then, a monopoly had been
possessed by the Common Pleas.
But, in the
cases in queatioo, the Common Pleas not being
in the practice of sending a man to jail; the
King's Bench, in so far as they took upon them.
selves to send a man to jail in these same cases,
gave themselves
thereby
an advan.ta_e (and
¼hrough themselves to their customer)
m which
their brethcren on the other side of the hall had
as yet no share.
The success of the king himself (in his court
at Westminster,
where, as all the world knows_
he is actually and censtantly pr_ent)
was prodiffious: the distress and impoverishment
of the
: king not himself,
was proportionable
: grass
i threatened
to grow in the Common Pleas. Truth
being in equal detestation on all sides of the
J hall, and the practice
of making
use of her,
i either for offence or for defence, equally un.
] known ; the king not himself, after lying a while
I in the state of the f_llen angels, awoke, and. by
I the help of another falsehood, correctly mmflded
I upon the foregoing one, stood upon his defence.
_ For details, thisisnot
theplace.
In substance,
I the story is of course toht or alluded to in the
[ institutmnal
books and books of practice.
But
in the ]_lemoirs of the Life of the Lord Keeper

vf
was
giventhe toCommon
plaintiffs Pleas.
to bringEncouragement
false acensations
against defendants:
accusations,
the tkisehood
of which was completely understood_ as well by
the judges by whom they were reeeaved, as by
the plaintiffs by whom they were delivered.
On
the ground of a false aecusatinn of this sort, the
defendant,
as of course, went to jail in some
eases_
was sup][rased to be in jail in others. Being thus, or beJng supposed to be, in jail, he
_vas at any rate in the powerof the judges, to be
dealt with as they pleased: being thus in their
power, they suffered any other demand
to be
brought against him, though it were only of a
civil nature.
In what eases the man was really
in their custody, and in what not, it is impossible
for us now to know: it was never intended that
we should. The mass of jargon called, in _restminster Hall, by the name of a record, was (as

I professaenal,
Ouiifmd (as the
related
by his brother,
and
Honourable
Roger natural
North, one
I of His Majesty's
eounsel_ learned in the law,)
_ the whole war, with all its stratagems,
is related
[ iu considerable
detail, and pure of all disguise.
t The only interests professed to have ever come
[ in view, are the interests of the lawyers--of
the
I partnership
in all its branches.
Of the interests
[ of the suitors, no more account is taken, or men[ tion made, than, at an auction of a SVest-India
[ estate, o£ the interests of the negroes.
For the
[ ends or dictates of justice, no more regard is
[ professed on either side_ than on either side in
[ the oonferenees relmrted by Thucydides
between
I the Athenians
and the Melians.
i
The honourable and learned author was cornpletely in the secret : if any secret there could
be said to be, in a business in which causes as
well aseffeets, motivesas well as measures, were
so completely in the sunshine.
It was under the
s The practice to which this bears reference,
! eouduct of his right honourable
brother, then
has been radically altered by 1 & 2 Viet. c. 110.
chief justice of the Common Pleas, that the de.
.-Ed.
fensive part of the warfare was carried on: ¢ the
b For the indeterminateness
of the distinction
succe_ of it is matterofas
undisguised a triumph
between a/v// and 6_fimina/, see above: meanas ever sat on thebrow of a King'sBench
orOld
time they may serve, like _ and//in
algebra,
Bailey advoeate_ when relating how, with the
to designate quantities, of which, at the outset
aid of his science, a malefactor
was rescued
nothing more is known than that they are both
from condign punishment by a quibble.
umtefined_ and that they are supposed to be different fr_
each other,
_ Vide supra, p, 285, note +._Bd.
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were not exactly what the judges, for the
l;ime being, are pleased to make of it.
The cause of this paralogism must be
looked for in a notion, entertained through
prejudice, or affected from prudence, of the
excellence of the law : of its subserviency to
the ends of justice : whatever is ,,lot reason
is not law. Whether the opposite inference
would not be the more rational one, the
reader is bv this time in a way to judge,
The sul_jeet-matters of law are persons
and things : the force of law is occupied in
causing them to be forthcoming : both, incidentally, in the character of sources of evidence;'both, ultimately (and, fbr precaution's
"
sake, incidentally,) m the character of pareels of the matter of satisiaction : persons,
besides (in cases of corporal punishment,) in
the character of subject-matter, of the punishmerit,
The operations, the object of which is to
cause them to be forthcoming for the purpose
of satisfaction or punishmenf, are, in the
books of practice, ranged under the head of
ezecation : by them is done, or pretended to
be done, that which the decision, judgment,
decree, commanded to be done.
In this part of the field ot law, as in most
_thers, the dictates of utility, as pointed out
by the ends of justice, are plain and simple•
General rule :--in no ease to omit any operation by which the forthemningness of the
article can be made more sure.
Exception,
where the operation is either physically or
prudentially
Hnpraetieable ; -- prudentially,
because the vexation and expense attached to
the execution of the decision, would be a
greater ewl than that of its not being execured
Memento-_in
the nursuit of this
__,, eel,: :'_
._..........
":_
tu ,a
t'lxeI.
_l_b
t:uur_,
IH ..._:_a.
_vllLtztt _
tuc,
.'
.
,
quantaty°fexpenseandvexatl°nereatedshml

SUCCEDANEOUS.
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To frame a system free from atlfhese abuses,
--a system in which the ends of justice and
dictates of utility, as above indicated, shall
be accomplished, and in the compass of from
ten to fifty pages, would be an easy task : in
from one hundred to five hundred pages, an
impossible one.

':=
.=: _
->
-• -.

fraud tand
vexation
to the Precious
suitor ; each
a gold!
nLine
othenmn
oflaw.
distinction
a wall of paper to fraud, a wall of adamant to
justice. For the purposes of fraud, every debtor
is a bankrupt at pleasure: for (not to speak of
sham-traders) who can prevent his being a real
i one? Every non.trader may be made a bankI rapt, for the purpose of fraud; no such person
I can be made abankrapt
for the purposes of
1justice.
t Ages ago, at the touch of the sceptre which
sanctionod thelaws of bankruptcy, all distinction
I between realty and personalty m the hands of
the bankrupt vanished. On that ground_nohairsplitting as between person, lands, and _md_
sometimes one to be had, sometimes another,
sometimes all three (aeeording to the sort of court
resorted to, the sort of suit instituted, or process empleyed_--not to speak of other causes
ofvariatiou_ all equally foreign to the merits,)
sometimes half of one, or one and a half:__
distinctions, which are all kept up against the
creditors of
non-traders,to and
withtheir
an
affection
proportioned
theircbermhed
absurdity,
mischievousness, and their emmequent fruitful.
ness in made business.
Your debtor owes you two thousand l_rands.
Moveable or other personal property not worth
recurring to: land or ether real property worth
a thou_nd pounds: his body out of the reach
of justice. Of his thousand pounds you may
have half, and but half:_Vhy
? Answer : -; Because, had you and he lived three or four
_hundred years ago, it might (unless he were an
i old man, or an old woman, or a young one, or a
t child, with a dozen or two of other exceptions,
i not one of them taken into account) it• might
. have been of use to the u
es of natmnalde.
i fence that our debtor s_Uur_l_
in his han-

)

andperniciousaistinctionsanddiversification_,
. .
- _ .....
the more
-_" anunuant •the uexeets
. _ ;) IrauotLtent
_
_ , a
r_ocremtors, oppressive to ueotors, oeneneam
to lawyers--to
lawyers of all classes, from
the chancellor to the bailiff's follower,_and
to none but lawyers :--such, in its bearings
upon this part of the
field of procedure,
as
•
• •
upon n every other,
_s the system still m force
i
*
n E gland,

t poses by whien
•ng . m
. sort
proportion
the putpretension
it wastodesigned:
-_ ........
|' and wh e n eT_ltol" r-fl£ h_
acl _ntolT
his iualt,C:_l_y
r B would come and halve that half a_d so -_alphabet upon alphabe% in any number. But
] at each division the use of the lawyer's knife
was to be bought, bought at his own price : and
there lurksone.
the real reason at the bottom of the
_ostensible
_ But a reason which at one tim e had a sh-S_OW
of utility, though even that shadow is no mol"e_
I is of the best and rarest sort. Expect not anyL .I. nl_ UlS_llle_lOnnetween
and !i thing like it but on great
I_zra/g'ruil_tc_t
_ is 3 a piece wltr *nsolve._y
the akstinction
,,, occasions..
between rea/t$ and pe.esertaltg, each a source of t
a Vide auto,a, p. 306_ sub-note
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('ASE._ I,NVM!;_tA'IED.
IN re_ar_] to e_ _,qeuc% adwi.-,qo:u
non-exult,
sion (l_ ha- al,ead?
beexL shown.'_
is tlie geneed rail., t'hhle.qce
is th,' ;m-i. of justice :
exclude evidence,
vet exclude jasti,'e,
The llrOlq'lCt3 o}' the general rule being so
eonst,i,'uou.-what.,ver
bc prol,o*ed ill lhc
ehardeler of :lh exet plato, _.he on.s ],r.l.._u[i,
in respect ot the p_vi,riety
of II. lle.- upon the
protm_er of the ex,eeptmn---uprm
tht. exelusion;.t.
In _ll, _ I'..st l.'cccdit*g
Book. itli_ task
ha_ been pe_ ha'mud,
If, ,t. above ,-up_osed, in the ae.'ount _ated
in the l,_evedmg
bo_,k, t]w tn_,,- ll< -i _Le
caaes In _.vhlfh exvlll_iOl; of exittellt'e e4n he
reeon,'dable
to the em!_ of ju-twe,
i. ineluded ; in all otL, er ea-t_ in a,ttt fro' _l_iell it
ever [la- beeu or call be proposed,
it _itl he
nnl..per,
Haviug
done with the eu.-e> in which it
nlav be p_opl'r, the examination
of ti,e ca.us
ill which it cannot b,._ 1,rot,er will occupy _he
remaining
part of thi_ llu(.k,
In techhieal
jaigun,
the question
a_ between adn_is._ioll, alld llou-ad_iileSioll,
adlL!>stun m_d exelusit,u,
i._ clothed
in dlfiei'c_
language,
for
admi._sion,
e._q,c&tu>
is tile
word-for exclusion,
_.'omj,ete,_,Tt.
Not only
so. bat incompeteney
tind. another
synonym,
or at least
at substitute,
aueh as would not
easily have heen suspected;
and thi_ i. ered_Sil_te_. An ohjeetion
is made to the ad;nlssiono}thewitness:
aquestionistobeargmd:
--The
ques,,ion is now a_-between
eompeteney and credibility
; whether the nbjeetion
goes to tile competency
of the witness-,
or
only to his c.eddlihty
:-- If, beb_g em>idered
aa applying
itself to his competency,
the
objection
i_ deemed well-grounded,
exch'.si.n
is the consequence
: if, as levelled
at the
same mark,
the objection
is con_hlered
as
ill-grounded,
AS il_sp.tliew_t,
admissmn is the
consequence
; the witness
is "to be heard,
as
if no objection
had been adduced.
Objections
_,o the competency
being oh-

it might -,.era that the latter ela._ of objeetiolis have no e:]L'et ar all
hut that i. not
_he
_a-e.
TI_e ot,,}_'ti+,_ it_-,,If', being the allegation
of a matter _f hwt, am_-! be made
k_o,_,l hv evidence.
If u_J objection
is _lot go,_d
a-_ au ;)}U__eti_,h eitl,er
to compete.'Jey
or to
ere..hb_lity,
t.videnee
in pro_,f ,.fl the obj,wth'n
i- no_ ,'.,Imx_ted Io be prod,.'eL-d.
It it be _d!owed to he Kood a- ap o}@.nvn
r,_ ec.mpetel!Cy. _,h_.o,_c_':i(,n > _dblwcd t_ be pr,*da,'vd.
,,v,! ;he wit> s- _.,t. If it be g_o,! a- to ereihb:hty,
})[_1 IIOt a < to ,?olll[_eleao},
t}le xvi*he.-% and t_e evidmwe
ot the vl\},:'c_on re
hbn. are alhm'ed
to be pr,,duevd
%,aether.
"l'hvse w!,o _upport
the ev,dence
agaiil.a*_
an .bl,'et_un
re it. eomp_.rvney,
havc _vlll,_m
atlv uhw;!lmcaeas
to have I.il_ _ lille o'}Je*"._iolt
rcceiw:d
ia the vhant,'_e', of ,m vl,o:ctnm
to
credlb_lity.
Wh) ? };ee:ld<e m the'- ca.;e _he
obje,'tioI_ f'req,aen{13 ,mmtn,t.v exaell)
t,) nothing at all. ih,w
s,_" I}ceau.e
it i- s. i,.-r/eetlyiriv.lou-.
tha*. i_, the _ea!e_ ot _,.mnou
: .ease _ the fal_{ _e.lt._ aqd we@.'t- ore.tureen
! la,v bei_g pat ,mr _,_ the w,fy. _ it wm!ld :mr
i _c_h
ae,_il,-t the _ _ i(lenm' to the vah*e of" a
t?'_rl,er,
The oblce*_on bei_.g good, i. it go.d
, u._ again-I
competency
f _1',' man i.', li,)t
_0
n:u,:h as heard.
Doe-it
:,pb,tyt_ ercdibd_ty?
he i. not the less bedcved.
Ill effect, the d:ffe_enee amounIs to diametrieal oppos_ti.u
: in tanmlatre,
it i_ pre_ented
as bat a _-ort of a hair-breadth
d_fferenee ;
so miracle, so mimoseopieat,
that b3 a hiahseated eye it has happened
to it to be overlooked.
L{kethe
dii]i.reneebetween
purport
and tenor,
it wa_ that sort of diffbrenee
to
which a lawyer (it', with the reputatmn
of a
great orator,
seated on a hipb and commandin_ station--in
a word, a Mansfield _ inicht,
without
sh,ane, eonfi,ss hm_se!fto
have been
scarcely sm,.silde.
In sound, the difference
is
like the fimloun one between
tweedlc-lb*a, and
tu'eedl,.-der:
nm,ineffeet,
isthereanygr_eater
d_ffererwe than between
.uIstiee and injustice
{ --a differem'.e which, to a learned
eye, is too
] mimlte to have any claim to notice.
t
In practice,
the_ tlad been eonfimnded:
so

jeetions
exduslon

{ happily
_ required

the effect of whieh is to operate
the
of the witnes_ altogether
; and ob-

eontounde_t,
that, when a statute had
that a witnes_ or witnesses
shouhl

jeetions
to his eredlt having_no
such effect ; I be credible, it was a matter of doubt whether
" Fur the Auttlor's
further remar__ o-_ thi'--_| credibility
was or was not the same as eomimbjeet, see VoL VI. p. 105_ el .seq.
| peteney.
Instead
of talking
of credibility,
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OF DECI_PT|ON_
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_

spe_k of inadmissibility, non-admission, or dered as grounds of exclusion. For the deslg.
exclusion ; instead of competency, speak of' nation of all these, one word, improbit_, umy
udmissibdit_l, admis_-ion, and non-exclas on ; on occasion serve.
you euuid then be understood without dill I
But improbity, on what score does it pieficulty : the difficulty would then be iu con- I sent itself, in reality or iu appearance, as cuntriv_ng how _o misunder_,tand you. But, welt stituting a proper gromm of exclusion? and
suited as such clearness would have been to what relation, if an)', does improbity bear to
the purposes of eomnlon sense arid eolnlnon interest?
honesty, it wouhl have hccn proportionably
One answer will serve ibr both these quesill suited to the purposes of emnmon law. tions :-Tl_e absurdity of the arrangement was in
Interest, when acting in such a direction
some measure hiddeu i_om view, by the cloud mad with such effect as to give birth to falsewhich hung over file language.
Pre_'ented
hood, may be termed sinister iuterest.
The
from knowing so much a_ what it was that effect ofimprobity is to render a man, in prowas done, non-lawyers were the more effec- portion to _he degree of it, more and more
tu',dly prevented from seeing into the irra- apt to be led into falsehood by the ibree of
tionality and mischievousness of what was sinister interest.
done : and, upon this part of the ground as
Thus it is that improbity, considered as a
upon every other, the rubbish thrown up by ground of exclusion, coincides with, and is inthe lawyers, wh_le working and fighting in eluded in, the ground expressed by the word
the darl_ contributed its part to thicken *he interest.
Be it lying, be it what it will, no
entrenchment u hich defends the garrison of man does an_thingwrong, mtymore than right,
the old castle of."hicanc.
, without interest, without a motive. Suppose
Deception, and vexation, have alread) heen ' everything capable of acting in the chmacter
mentioned as the two inconveniences, in the of a motive in a memlaeity-prompting
direcapprehension of which (in so tnr as an 2, rei_- finn, oat of the question, a man of the nl,_t
sol_, or so much as the sl;ghte_t colour of a profligate character will be no more likely to
rea.,on, has ever been assigned or glanced at) deliver false testimony, than an average man
file exclusionary sb_tem , in what cases soever ' taken at large.
it has been applied, has had its root.
I
Under the head of improhiiy may be inExclusions grounded on the consideratiou
eluded, to the present purpose, that of relict vexation, form the matter of the next suc- gion. hnprobity has been generally ascribed
eeeding Part.
_ to a man on the suppositim_ of his having no
The preseng Part is appropriated to the religinn, m"having a bad one. Religion has,
consideration of thOse examples of exclu_ion, accordingly, furnished pretences for refusing
in which the t_ar ot deception has been the . to henr evidence : with what reason, will be
ground, real or ostensible.
_ seen in it., place. He who is considered as
Incorrectness, and incomt,tctenes.¢. In these
having no _eligion, _o God, is termed an
two expressions may t_e included all the froatheist ; he whose reli_ioa is bad. whose G_at
pertlcs, by means of which it can happea to is eon,_dered as a bad one, whose'notions conthe testimony of a _qtne_s to prodoee decep- eetning God are considered as bad tmtions,
tion in the bosom of tbe judge.
I has been termed a cacotheist.
_ubordinate
If, in respect of either or both these qua- to the he:_d religion, atheism and eacotheism
lities, there be any failure on the part of the , may. accordingly, con._titote t.wt_distingnishwitness, the root or eau._e of it wilt be to be aht_ heads.
found either in the will, or in the understand- '
Subordinate, in like m*,aner, to _he more
ing; in the volitimml, or the intellectual, ' exten_-ive head of imbecility, we shah find
branch of his mental fi'ame. With relation [ three particular heads: infancy, dotage or
to the result here in qaestion, the state of superannuation, andinsani_y (ineludingcasual
those faculties re-peetively may be said to be mental debility.)
an unfit one.
,
By reason of infancy, a_:d to the cxtent of
When, on. the part of the tesUmony, hmor- j the age denoted by ihat _ord. every matt is
reetness or incompleteness in any degree has I kept in a state of relative imbecility.
In the
its source in au unfit state of the will, interest, course of h_s life, every man is subject to have
sinister interest is the cause of it : when in an I his intellectual faculties more or less disturbed
unfit state of the understanding, imbecihty,
and weakened by mental debility (whether
Our business, atpresent, istobringtoview,
caused hy bodily debility or not;) and, tonot so mueh what ought to have been, as what wa,'ds the close of it, by dotage.
has been, done and thought.
Patting together these several articles, we
Topics different in appearance, though in have eight general heads, under which the
effect coincident, have been, in the existing circumstances that have been employed as
systems, substituted or added to the above, grounds or pretences for putting exclusion
Qualities or acts considered as _emishes upon upon evidence may be ra_ked ; viz.
the moral character of the proposed witness,1. Interest.
Siniste2 hiterest of all sorta
lmve, in a variety of imtanees, been eonsi- without di_tlnc_ioa.
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2. Pecuniary
imeres'_,
3. InprobiL_ at large,
4. Atheism.
5. Caeotheism,
6. Inthamy.
Imbecilit)
i.,'cq_ect
.t infiu,cy,
7. h_anity.
8. IJo_age.
lu the former set of ('a_e_ which have ja_t
heel undcr oar rrview, we have seet_ bur htrle
woxk. in the way of exelu-lon,
t;_,__he providenee of tile left,dater;
and of ti.a httte, the
greater
part. left everywhme
Imdone.
Iu tile
set of ea_e_ 1low emmua
under :e_iew.
_c
shall set' nothing
at all, m pon,t of p, op:'.rty,
to be donei_ that same way b 3 the pro_,dem'e
of the legislator,
and .t tlm same time ill
point of fact wc .hall _ee i,im ,'or rather
il_substitute,
his e_sm_tially
and'cyclic-tingly
incompetent
sah-,titute,
the ludge) at w.Ik
everv'vhere,
iu all direrticm¢,
and with a >err
of aetlvity
as lmrnienm,
in eli;cot as _l is ra-h
and tn)warral!ted
in principle,

CIt A PTER
D *,NGER

tIFIIFOL

l' rh)N,

"FI)tLI'X(.LI-I_,N

NOT

I1.
h pROPERGLOU'_D

OF I'VIDUNCE.

§ l. Eael._,on
qf _,rit&nce, no s_,'_,triQ_
a:min_t mis,h, ct_wn.
M_sn_clsios
is the word to be used ill this
pta.ee, notdecept_un.
Wl:y? 1._eeaa.-ei_,misde.
cision consists the m>eluet,
the only m_sehiet,
Suppose deeeptitm,
and _t,t no mi-deei<on,
there is uo rcal mischief:
suppose m>deei.ion,
yet no deception,
the mischief
i_ a_ great a_
if deceptiou
had been the cause (,f _t.
Deception
supposes
conception
: previau_
hearing,
or what is equivalent.
T!,e judge
who should ascend
tile bench with a resoh/tion never to hear an)body,
wouhl eo.duct
himself
badlyeuough;
butm
noea:.ec(mld
it be said of him that he had heeu deceived.
Misdecisioa,
as many instalwes of _f as there
were causes eadeavoured
to be brought
iwfl.-e
him : misdeeision,
in abtmd race ; deceptu,u.
none.
The first thing to be done then. i- to .hmv
that,, on whatever
ground
exehisiou
ma3 tie
placed, it is not iu the nature of it to afford
any _eeuri_yagai_st
m_.dcei.um.
Ttli. cecum,
ptished (it it be aeeomphql_l,
) the remainder of the book, were all mind-, upoa a level
with the h_ghe_t, would be but a,'¢um age*',:,
Bu_ the mind of the pnbhe is _,ot sn easily
satisfied:
prejudice
i_ not eradicated
npon
such easy terms,
In every ca-e, the evidence (whatever
it be)
which it is on any aide proposed to produce,
is either tmeessary,
or tess than necessary,
to
t.he decision
prayed for on that side : say On
take the clearest example,)
the mdy evidence
or not the otdy evidence,
on that side.
L In the firat place, let it be necessary,
Exclusion,
if put upon r,eeessary evidence,

EVIDENCE.

[B.

IX.

P. III.

produ-es,
if the evidence
would
have been
trt,e, ",;vert dnty of misd_ci-ion
: deception,
._ttppo_i_l;_, it to have taken
place, can do no
wi)_-e.
But no man s.,vly will be foand who
will either lhi,k
or _ay. that,
of faL-ehood
( su ppo-in_ file evidence
fal_e,'_ dvreption
will
in ally one in':tal c.' he a eert_un tel]sequence.
I"o sa) tbl,.w.:fld
he a- mu,'h as to say.
every judge- is a ma-lm)e.
What,
then.
i_
the etFect el exclu_.ion ? To prod_we, for fear
el an uncertain
ml-rL'ief--t_,
pr_)duee to ,u
t.eriamty_
and i:_ the first i_'tanee,
tlte very
mi-ehlv, t wL;ehlt
proi\-_est_}averl.
It i. as
if' a et*py>t, eons,dmi.z
that he now a,'at til,*_
make- miatakes,
.-hould, for greater _-eeurity
avait_-t ineorrcetne_-,
de!er..nine never toeopy
any more bu{ m ll,e d,trk.
Wl,ar. then. w,ml(l the lawyer be with his
ex_]u-.,_:alv
remedy,
suppc_,in:z he were sinrere ? lle w.uld
be like the panle-_truek
bird, whwh, t_r fea'. of tile serpent,
fire. into
it. month.
\'(hat -h.mld we say (_f a l.tiery,
at _0
_ liektt,
_(, mauy hi,ink, to a prize, £20 the
hi,he<
prize ?-- £20 l,,-:d to t,m'rhase a chance
Of X20 ?
Au,m_ff n(m-lawv', l.a. where is *he
nlall t(, [)e t,_ulld that _vou{(l be v,'eakenough
to make such a b,,terv,
weak era,ugh to put
b_._ xt i_ made " Tt'e l_'arl_ed ,iud.':e _hoshuts
1he d,,., aeai,t.t
evidence,
to save himself
or
Co, h,m_ being deceived
brit.
makes exactly
such ,_ h>_tery, and bu)_ *lekt,rs in it.
He
b,l 3, t_t ket. t,_ it : bul wath who_e money ?
Nt)f ;vtlh an)-o} hi_ own money, indeed:
no.
wu!_. h., k_<,_:- herder things:
bat with the
m_m,,} t,t -uit._.
tla,,,_x owe- 3 ou .£20 that he borrowed
of
you:
_)( .lla_u. :':*l_-pe.'tu_ ",va_ pre_ent at the
tr:m-a("i,a_.
Li. ev*d,.nee
is the onl) proof
,_,q. aav,, e,_'it,
it the- judge retu_es to hear
("...,'.
-.-pect,_-.
m_-de('>.io,_ to yo/lr pre},"l,.',
-,i,e,_,*,t;,,'ml..-q:wuee;}ourmoney
*. e,,,,e.
Yv,u i, .r,'_.w,',l £_i) (,net, ot Rapax ; he ha_
abu:,d..*
ewdoa,-e
o_ it : but you paid him
-- _)eu! tte< ::..pe.*,,i..-aw
y,m I,a} him : of
;hi- l,:,y.,e!lt
tt:- le-iitnolty
)- the. only evide.co,
i f'd_e jud<e l',>tu._e- _o hear Oeulatus
>u-pee_tl%
mi_'eeision
to your lnejudice
i_,
lt_c :'erlam eo_lsequenec:
here. too, your £20
is g, me.
tin the other hand. suppose,
in either ease,
Octdatus
to he a {alse witness : is deception
on tile part of the judge,
is misdeeisiou
and
wrongfid
di,po_al
of the money,
a certain
consequence?
Nothing
llke it.
Every
day,
fal_ *estim(myis
dehvered:
everyday,
false
testimony
is detected.
2. Next arid la_tly, let. the evidence
in
q:wstion
be less than necessary.
Being _ot
absol,_tely necessary,
it mu_t be becausethere
is other evidence on that same side.
In this
ease, though the evidence
be excluded,
mi_
decision is not the certain consequence.
But in this ease, the party who adduces the
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evidence having other evidence sufficient to
warrant a decision in his favour, there is
nothin_ _ained by the exclusion. Excludb_
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:_:

cross-examined, and had the opportunity of
cross-examining him thernselves---whowould
have beard the other witnesse_, if there were

_-

the evidence, you decide in favour ot the any-- who would have seen who and what
party who producesit:
what could ._tm have the dei_..,_dant and the prosecutor are--and
done more, it you had admitted _t?
who would have observed the whole cornNot that, in this case, the exclusion is plexion of the ca.e,--tbe
jury, who would
merely nugator 3. It impores upon the part? have had the benefit of the olv.erva_ious of
on whose side the evidence was produred, ,l_e the couusel arid the judge, would have headditional delay, vexation, and expen-e, of lk'ved his lela(lon to be _rue. Tiielaw, which
procuring other evidence; and ifthe.-e exceed
ba_ nut seen the withes% which knows nohis means, he lose_,hi_ cau-e, and mi,deelsiou,
thi_tz of accused or prosecutor, wMch--in a
or failure of justice, is the ('on_quenee.
wo_d. km_ws nothi,gof the case, pronounces
In neither ease, therefore, can the exeluhint unfit to be believed; and so unfit, and
sionary system be conducive to the ends of the danger of hearing him so great, that,
justice,
rati, er than run the rL-k, it chooses, as the
Of the apprehended danger of int.-decision lesser evil, to license the commission of all
fromthereeeiptofevideneeofacomparatlvel._
sorts of offences ia his presence. When I
nntru.-.twortby kind, what is the amount and I said the law, I might have said the ju&de-value ? In every case, either nothing or next t the single judge, to whose partial and hasty
to nothing. The legislator is_ufficiendy upon i conception, hurried away and engrossed by
his guard against it ; indeed, more than sut:. *some particular incident in the particular
fieiently: and so much more than suffi,'ienth. I ea-e before him, it first occurred to lay down
as to prohibit the reception of it _itho_lt ; snch a rule.
knowi lg what it is. But being himself so I All this while, the admission of a witness,

._-

j
":

:_
q
i

(_"

_Y

much
guard, !--the
di_ltowanee
of the objection
rule which,
on
what more
groundthan
can sufficiently
he have fbrupon
the his
apprehen, the _'ound
of any supposed
to hl_
siun that the judge, on his part, will be less I veracity, forbids him to be heard,--wonld
than suflicienttv ui)on hi_ guard ? The jude'e I not preclude the produc_tion of the ground
whu with _ueh'wurnin_z as may be given IliUmI of objection, whatc_er it may be; the record
by• tlie legislator
in the way
I (for instance,) or other evidence, provinghLs
, :
." of instractton : _s E
not suflwlentlv proof agmnst that deeepnon I having been convicted of a crime reputed
against which the legislator has thus been so i infamous• Wherever the production of such
sutheient!y upon his zuard without warning,
ground of objection would have had the elought not to be deemed qualified for his_ttice,
feet of preventinz the jury f_romcrediting his
From the precautions taken by lawyers, I evidence, the rule is SUl_erfluousand useless.
was all of it on one side ?--that.
while it is in which, after hearing the objection against
an event
unhappily
so
frequentthatforthe
_al_e
tes- him,
were to be itsatisfiedofits
beinginwho
would
not bare
supposed
dang-or
"/'he they
only ai_d
c_a_ewhere
has and
any effect
is that
timony
to obtain
a credit
that is not its
due, i sufficient
inconelusive,
to credit
his
it, was a mistbrtune that could never happen tcstimon) notwithstanding.
for true testimony to ihil of obtaining the
Against danger of misdecision, resulting
credit that is its due ? Yet, in poi_t of fact, from the admission of a lying witness, or
who is it that can be assured, that in a ea_e rather of a _fitness &spo*ed to lie, there are
so open to ge oral suspicioo a_ most of those abundat t rcmedie_. There is the natural
to which the exclusionary rules refer, it rna_ sagacity of the jurv--the_'e i_ the cultivated
not have happened as often to true evidence i sagacity of the judge--there
is the perha_
to be disbelieved, as to false evidenct" to l_e I equally euhivated,
and still more keenly
believed? Fortunatetyformankind,
thenature t sharpened, sagacity of the counsel for the
of things does not admit of any such drastic deihndamt--tbere i_, in penal eases(especially
remedy against the former misfi)rtune, as the ] in ca_s of the most highly penal nature,) the
q_mekery of lawyers has eml,lo)'ed ab'am_t,the _ (andour. of the. cotu_el fbr the prosecution.
latter.
_ I,o_ (though, m cases ofguilt, themoreflagrant
The witness in question, snpr_osing him to I tin' guil_, the greater the glory, and thence
have been admitted, would ei_|_er have been I the greater the zeal of the defending counsel,)
disbelieved or believed. I,, ,he first ca_e, the I whatcounselever
presses for aeonviction, in
ruleis superfluou_ and nscle.-s. All the use of I a _,"s.
'_:e a_y way _erious, of a defendant of
i_ eonsistsin warding off a danger, which, the ] _vhose innocent'e he i.- him_etf assured ? Be.
etent shews, would not have been realized• I .-ides all _hese sa'curities, there is in this court.
Wherever the witness, if admitted, would [ try, :filer all, the mercy (which in this c_e
have been believed observe the consenuenee. | would be but the iustiee_ of the crown #
obser_'e the ground" in point of reason, upon I --__-_----_L_
"
"
"
which the law rests. The Jury, who have _
/'he r_e of MaeDaniel, and Egnn, the
•
_
v
treaenerous
thtet..ta_el's_o_
blooa-con_pir_
_en the wttne_s_who
would have heard I
....
hi_ whole s_ory-- who would have heard him t
_ I_h,
44.--E_

"
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V_here is the eonslsteacy hetween this
utter distrust of juries, aml the imptiei_ faith
bestowed, with so much affectation, on Ote
decisions they are permitted to give on ssch
evidence as they are permitted to receive?
When a parcel of people you know nothing
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] himself with a mark upon his forehead, onint/ ins out the reason there is tbr looking" upon
t his evidence as likely to prove false. If Le
] did not. there would" be no ground for shutI ring the door upon him. Habet fo_um oz
[ coma. Are men more in danger of being de-

of, except th_tt they are housekeeping trades, t calved when they have warning given them,
men, or something of that sort, are got toge- I than when they have none.
ther by hap-hazard, or by what ought to be
B_tt., when the te_tiqmny of a witnt_.s, behap-hazard, to the number of twelve, and ins raise, is not believed, the very falsehood
shut up together in a place fi-om which they it.elf is a source of instruction, and security
cannot _'et out till the most obstinate among against misdeeision.
them has subdued the rest ; political orthoMisdceision, be it never out of mind, is the
doxv commands them to be looked upon as only real evil; talsehood, unless in so far as
infallible. I have no great opinion of human it produces misdccision, none at all. Yet, ro
infallibility; and ff it were necessary to be- no such object as misdecision is the eye ever
lieve in it, I would go to work by degrees,
directed by law)ers: of no such word is any
and begin with the Pope. All I contend tor trace to be found in their hooks. Falsehood is
(but this I do contend for) is, that these the great and only object of all fears. "iYhat?
twelve men, whoever they are, that have would )ou lead an ear to falsehood? Why
heard what the witness had to say--he:trd
not, if from f,dsehood you can obtain a due
him examined and cross-examined, and ex- that guides to truth ? Instruction?
do you
nmined him themselves as long as any of them think to de_ ire instruction from a liar? Why
thought proper--are
more tikcly to judge not, as well as fi'om any other enemy?
right as to whether he has spoken truth or
In what other case can you be so sure of
no, than a judge, who lived centuries ago, hearing fidsehood, as when you have to take
who never set eyes on the man, nor ever the examination of a notorious and prot'esheard a syllable from _r about him in his life, sional malefactor, on the occasion of some
is likely to judge right on the questiun whe- offence of which he stands aceuscd? Yet, the
ther the man would say" true or no af he were surer you are of heanng from him all such
to be heard,
li there be one business that
falsehoods as promise to suit his purpose, the
belongs to a ,]ury more particularly than an- more in_truetiveand satisfactory,if pertinent,
other, it is, one should think, the judging of are all such truths a_ his propensity to falsethe probability of evidence : ff they are not hood has _ot enabled him to keep back.
fit to be trusted with this, not even with the
Be the deponent who he may, the thread
benefit of the judge's assistance and advice, of his testimony should all along be divided,
what is it they are fit to be trusted with ? by the eye of the judge's mind--earethlly
seIlet_r trust them with nothing at all, and pareted and divided, into two parts : --that
do without them altogether,
which runs in the presumable direction of
A question continually started to the jury
his wishes; mid that which runs in- a direeby'the judge is,_ Do you believe this evi- tion counter to that of his wishes. In the fordence?--and
it happens but too oflen that
met part, so far as depends upon bias, upon
the verdict declares the negative.
Indeed,
interest, m:ty be seen a sort of evidence less
little less of their attention is oceupied in trustworthy than if he were indifferent ; in
determining with themselves who is to be the other, a sort of evidence more trustworbelieved, than in drawing inferences from the tby.
evidence on which their behef has been beThe severer the impendittg evil, on the
stowed. In all these instances, false evidence score of punishmenL, or on any other, the
is poured in upon them, without the smallest
stronger, of course, will be a man's wishes to
mark to distinguish it from the true. Io all avoid sa)iog anything that may help to subthe eases of exclusion, the witness presents
ject him to i_ ; and the more depraved the
will strikingly illustrnte the difficulty of obtaining credence in a court of justice for a fal-c
story, The blood of the innocent was, in the
estimation of these monsters in iniquity, a price
not too great to he paid for the illrclt gaim The
.rewm'd was to be obtained at any price : bat how
it to be obtained ? Not even here by perjur_ t but by a course still more oblique, and
achteh recoramended itself to those veteran practitioners in criminal law as more feasible a_d
more safe. The crime was first to be produced.
in mxler to be minted. An imaginary crime
would not h_vo served their purpose. The diflieulty of fl_mlng a tale of this kind, which,
lhough false, should s_nd the action of counter-

interrogation and_the othertests, and obtain credit
as if it were true, was too tbn_aidable to be en.
countered. Their plan w_, first to engage a man
really to commit a erime_of the circumstances of
which they were apprized: for the eonvenienc_
of havi_g memory to draw upon, and ant mere
imagination, in the picture which the proseeution of their scheme called upton them to giv_
: of it at the trial, in the character of wimosses.
Those who were not to be withholden by any
other consideration, were thus withhotdco from
the engaging in a system of perjuricais depr_
Idalton by'the thoroughly understood and eo_.
t'.lnually contemplated difficulty and dmlger of
the attempt.
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d_position
of the man, tile stronger iris propensity, on every occasion, to pur._ue, in word
as well as deed, tile course indicated
by" the
wishes of tile moment,
in spi*;e of ail _uggestions
of ultinlate
interest
and moral obligallon,
l_oth these eon_idelations
tatd together,
hence it is, that of one part ¢,f ever),
malefactor's,
of ever 3"liar'.,
evide|we
(vlz.
the part which tells against h_msel_,) it may
be said, and with unquestionable
truth,
tile
more determined
the liar, the better the cvideuce.
As to file ratio of the tr_lstw_rthy
parttotl_euutrastwrJrthy,
itwi]tdepeadtqton
the verity.lnsurmg
foree of the .e_utimzblg
opcratio_to which it is snhje(-ted
Falsehood
a eertain cause of det:eption
anti
mlsdecisio:_?
On the contrary,
in how m_n,)
eases is it a g_|ide to truth,
a security
tbr
rectitude
of decision ? In the very sort oi case
iu which t_,d.ehood is most probable,
deeeplion, as a eel,sequence
of it, i¢ least probable,
Falsehood,
where wilful,
forms a species,
a most io._tructive
and useful species, of evidenee.
It forms
a particular
mod'tti,
Catlon
of
circumstantial
evidence.
Fa|sehood
on ally
Occasion is eireumstantiM
evidence
of eriminahtv, of delinquenev--of
consciousness
of
thishehaviour,
on eith'er .ide of the cause, and
in lm) _hape.
"When a person
labouring
under suspieion
of a crime is m a course of cxaufinatnm,
is
it generally
expected
that all he says will be
true?
On the eontrary,_the
severer
the
punishment,
and the stronger
the persuasion
of his guilt, the stronger
is the persuasion,
that, so fat" as what he has to say to any point
will, if true, tend to his eonvietion
(appearing
to him, as it naturally
will, to have that tendeney.)
whatever
it may happen
to him to
say as to that part x_ill not be true.
Accordingly,
it is from that sort of source
which,
with the tidiest
and most universal
assurance,
is looked
to as n source of false
evidence,
that whatever
assertion
operates
in
t:avour of one side of the eause (viz. to the
prejudtee of the interests and presumed wishes
of him whose evidence
it is) is re_.-arded as
_he most satisfaetorv
of all evidenee:
regarded, and by everybocly:
the very lawyers not
exeepted,
who to guard themselves
against
deception,
are so anxious to shut the door of
judicature
against any sourer of evidence
to
which
it can by possibility
happen
to yield
false evidence.
But, forasmuch
as the eyes of
ali mankind, judges the_oselves
not excepted,
m'e mfiversally
open to the fidsity of false testimony,
universally
upon their guard against
dze.ption
from the source that wears any uppearanee of yielding
it,how can it be, that,
or_ the part of judges, deception
by reason of
fa_*_ same evidence,
deeeption
from whatever
t_l_._ evidence flows from that sourer, should
be the certain, or so much as the preponder_r, tly probable,
consequence?
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Not that, even in the eases where f_eho_
itself is looked
to as the most instructive
source of inibrmation--not
that, even in the
ea_e of persons thuseirctnnstmteed,
of persons
frogtt whom falsehood is expected
lit a larger
proportion
than from any others,--not
that,
even fl'om them, there seem_ reason to expect
that
falsehood should come in greater
quantitv than truth.
Truth,
even in these eases,
wiil he the general
rule--falsehood,
bat an
exception.
Take what fidse proposition
you
wilt, there _ili be three conditions
incident
to the ut:cranee
of it:--l.
That
it, appear
never-cry
to the _Jee,.,mpli_hment
of the dep_,t_cnt'-- wishes (_iz. for aequitbal,
if defendant. and .-om o_her eases;)
2. That if it be
not too I,alpabl_ tnl_e to ex<'lude a prospe.et of
gaildnge_edenee;
3. That it, lee not eta sort
to exptJ._e him to _ub-equent
punishment
too
severe to he d_ked.
S b mprom.of
terrier and exmfusion exhibited
_ in dcportmeut--n*m-responsion--indistinet
! and evasive responsion,--all
tt_ese ind|e_tions
_ have.
on the _alne sort
of oecasiort, and ill the
f same character
of circumstantial
evidence,
i their use, their universally
felt and aeknow_
! ledgcd use: vet (_ueh i_ the instruction
delivable from "_alsehood) re-pension,
direct responsion, is on tile _ame oeea_ions _titl pressed
for; as beil_g (though
replete with falsehood,
or rather for that very reason)
prego_nt
with
a sort and degree of instruetion
and _tisfaction,
over and above any instruction
and
satisfaction
that is to be derived
fl'om those
othersourees,
anyor atlofthem
put together.
From manithst
improbability
on the thee of
it, from seliZeontradiefion,
flora eounter-evidenee--fl'om
any of these sources, deteetiofi
may flow: and then it is that (by operating
as evidence of character,
evidenee much more
. conclusive
fiian any extraneous
testimony
on
*.hat head,) the fidsehood, as such, and reeog.
nised as such, affords itsinstruetion,
produces
its effect in the character
of eireumstantiat
evidence.
The ease here spoken of, is that of a person
labouring
under the suspieion of ea-iminality,
and on that seore stationed,
by an aet of the
judge, m the situation
of defendant:
the suit
having
punishment
tbr its object,
real or
professed.
In this ease, where any objection
has been made to the propriety
of receiving
evidence drawn from sueh a sourer, from the
lips or pen of an individual
plated in that dis.
tressing situation,
it has been rested, not on
the ground of danger of deception,
but on a
verydifferent
ground,--certaintyof
vexation
on the part of the defendant,
the proposed
witness:
of which in its place.
Trm; it is, that it is only when either reeognised, or at least _uspeeted,
to be what it
is, that falsehood
becomes thus instructive.
becomes
a fence against deception,
instead of
a _ouree and cause of it.
Eqtmtly true it is.
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that it is morally impossible that, in any of!just and t'rue: whereas, in regard to the conthe eases m which the door ever has been i clu_ion he tbrms in his official capacity, he
shut or been proposed to be _hut a_'ainst evi- ! cares not a straw whether ]t be true or nodence in consideration of the danger of de- I true. In this ca, e, all hi_ concert, is that it,
eeption, the Is!site ot' it (whatsoever t;dsity I befound justifiable; confi_rnla_leto thestandit may happen to i't to contain) should thl of i [,.rd,whether in tiw way of statute law orjnrisha_'iog been suspected,
i prudential law, to which, by hL- superiors and
Thus it is, that exclusion can in no ease, } the pubhe, hi; deeisioi_s are expected and
on any assignable ground, he put aport ew- i required to be tbund conformable.
dance, witt_oat wearing on the face of It a _§ _'2.l_rr,bable .¢ource of this branch eftlle exproof
of itsof the
ownground.
injustice -- a proof of the !
eb_,tonary system-- its ineonsi._tenc_es.
tmsolldity
Wilt it be said that, though the ground of i
The closer we look into the origin of this
the exclusion be just, it may happen to the ' system of exclusion, the mote thoroughly we
judge not to be apprized of tLe justice of _ n'my be convinced of its hollowness and init? Ado:tiring the case to be realized, the i jltstiee.
utmost that it would prove wouht be, that i
B) whom have the exelusi<ms been put ?
the appropriate arrangements should in every i By _he legislator, in the way of statute law ?
ease he taken for making sure that the jud_ze No; but by the judge, in the way of jurisshall be thus aware of it. What, then, on the I prudential law.
principle of this observation, is the propcr i
If by the legislator, operating in the way
course?
Not exelusi_m to he put nptm the i of _tatute law, the ground for it, though
evidence, but instruction to be given to _he :.titl untenahle, would not have been s'J cornjudge, lint this ispreciselythe remedy a hieh, t t,letelr hollow. To the legMator, in h_a situas a suecedaneum to be in all eases substituted *,alton," it might bare been competent to say,
to exclusion, it is the object of these pages i -- The jud;e, 1 fear, will not be sufliclently
to recommend.
I upotl
hl_ guard agains_ evidence thus elrenmThe judge who, so much at his ease, pro- I staneed: _he safe course will be to ext.lude it;
nuances a tact not true, beeao,e, the witness i and _o, exeluded it bh,,lI be-- I will not trust
by whom the exlstenee of it has been testi- i him with it. tlere, as already shown, there
fled may find him=elf a gainer in the event of I v¢oultl have been sho, tsightedness, rashness,
its being credited, or on this or that particu- i m ru_ : ineonsiste_ey, however, there would
lar occasion has been known to have swerved ! have heen none.
from the path of probitv--wouht
this same I But from the judge, nothing could have
;udge, with equal readi_wss, pronounce the i been olore inconsistent, nothing
(on aav other
"same •judgment, were a tact of the same de- t snppo_irion than that of improbity) more
seriptiou to call for his decision for any per- I ab._urd
I will not trust m_self with this
sonal purpose of his own? Not he. indeed, i evidence: it will deceive me: I am not upon
Because a servant of his i_ beheved by him I m3 guard agaJns_ it. Is such fbl b emmeivto be addicted to lying, does he on that ac- i able _ tlad it been prevalent, the practice of
count lay down any such rule to himself, *_si taking the examination of the defendant, on
never to put a question to that servant in a eapital or other criminal charge, never could
relation to his own conduct, or to that of any have taken place. Yet, on the continent of
other sere'ant? Not he, indeed. If it be his Europe, in the seat of Rome-bred law, from
misfortune to have a child whose eharaeter is which the doctrine of exclusion was probably
tainted with that vice, does he lay down an? imported into England, such examination
such rule in his dealings towards this way- was and is not only customary but indispensward child? .Not he, indeed. The judge who, able.
on the like hastily taken gronnds, determines
What tken ? Ought deafness, as welt as
that the wilt of this or that testator shall be blindne_s, to be among the attributes of ,Jus.d• or_V°id'intendedand
that tothebeaUgment'_ti°nmade
by it in°rregarddimimt'to
,i_tieebut
history"
_ I_ the? andSt°rYis
Ofeverythe
man,S_rens"
everyn°truffian_fable"
the _mre of this or that one of hi_ children
that comes before you, a Syren? so that_
shall in consequence be without efI_et,-wherever there is possibility of falsehood lit
the same judge, if, with a view of nmking evidence, there is no satiety for yon bat in
an augmentation or dindnution to that same stoppi_g up your ears ? No, learned sir : no
ataoun_ in regard to the share of one of his more than you--you who, if honest, can thus
own children, he has to make inquiry into reason, are m_(Edipus or an Ulysses. Such
facts,--does
he pay so much as the slightest
diffidence,__beyond that of the most inexpe=e,gard to any of these exclusive rules ? Not
rieneed virgin,--is it credible, in the situation
he, iudeed,
of him who never awakes in the morning bu_
Why this difference ? Because, in regard to see the fate of meta lying at his feet ?
$o the conclusion he forms in his individual
Not qualified to judge of the veracity or
e_4_clt,y, he is sincerely desirous that it be correctness of a man speaking to a matter of
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cf suspicion
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_|
may.

day, ? on
filr
Is one
no_ OCla-.'on
thi. ym_ror otiu'r,
oeeup._dm_
iv i,.I? ;lil.
i)_ xt)e
by i be 1,ranked
The fact
underqmkca
tour causes.to--not
the fact itsel_
oceupallon
ot every man timt t,re.,the.
"
I which is in qtl_ etum, but a tact supposed
to
But no ; iuq)rolnty,
il_ some shape ,,, other,
{ be emmected
with it--so
connected
with it,
more nataral
thalt is pre,a¢llred
by th," t!vp.th0.is
ofto any
m,utlid a d:lIidenee.
Tl, e
presents
the _twh
diflleulty
_olu,i(n much
origin of the exelu¢iw' s) s*em he- dee_ i_t tile
rcee._e.; of di.tant
time:
it d-l,e, ill a_e_ of
bafl_arism--a_es,
b, comptm_ou
wi:h whieh
the pre¢cat,
whatever
mdy be tlxe dzeam of
vul.'..,ar prejudwe.
1. ,he age of virtue.
('orrup*m
: a_ hkely a eau-e a_ any--gro.s
aml dete:mined
partiality:
whar--oever
bond
of connexmn--%uq)athy,
eoannon
interest,
or brther)--may
have b(.Cll the" cause,
lit
judicature,
eonul,rimt,
all tile worst ease,_,
inu_t hiixe 14 pretence ; and hot*v lnally pretence_ have been acted upon, qill mine shallow and m_plaaqble
than tiffs ? St_aliow as
this is, tile-y.tuln
of,roll|rival|on
stand, not.
in any part el i., upon any cqtlalty speciousgrmtnds,
Indolence,
a e,tu_e at all times ode,taste
to
the effeet--a
c'm.c still adequate
to tLe Weduetinn of it, eves )_('_r that. on the-e h>_'her
scats, within fla. En/h-h
p,de at least, currup*imi ev,m m {{__n,o_t reiha'd ,,i'_pe n,a 3 be
prouotll-}eed

fale,

('ulll}lietl

Io

(-,_-e-

of

a

par-

twutar
sort ; a,d i_ it., gro_-er
_hapes probably without
example,
This ma:¢, were i t,*hear him. would come
out with a parcel of hrs.
[l wo:.qd tie a
plague to hear _.,:;: : I have hv._,d el,ullgh already : shut the door ill lli_ iiv'e,
Aa sheep follow_ sheep, tmlge, [i* the re, bnical _stem.
_ol!ow-- judge,
lime,
qaoth
judge l_,is a ms.. who, on such ur sm'L a
score, lies under a tClUpta[lal_
to speak tal.-e,
In this or th._ .hape,
m ti1c s!t:_.lt_ou he i_
in, he ha_ au intmeat
in the cause.
Exactly
in this scat el _l/uation
wan a Ul,IU _;'hoIll
lily
brother
A (tlmueh
it is so tong ago, I rememher it as if _t had been but ) este, do) x
wouhl not ilear.
Idxaefly in the _r.qe situalion?
Ill respect
Ot expu._ure to temptation,
perhaps
yes;
but when brother
A refllsed
to bear the man, perhaps it wa_ that he htd

fords a re_t-nu for inferring
tile exi*telme
of
e_ideneed
This is eireumi the
that fact
the thas
exi_teuee
of the to."
evidentiary
tact al e{ stantlal
evulelJ "e, considered
a_ eon_radis_in' guished
fl'om direct.
{
2. The iuformation
iu question
not dell_ vered immediately
from tile source
of the
I information
t the per..tm, tt_e thing,
or tile
script., flora whwb it is derived )
This ia
tral>mitted
evidence,
eoasidcred
as eonua.
dlstingmshed
from immedi.tte:
hearsay
eel[tenee, transe.riptitlous
evidence,
in their|tiffnitelydwersifiabledegreesofremotene_sfi-om
the source.
B. q he evidence
in question
not collected
or delivered
in thebest
mode--not
delivmed
under tile inttaenee
of those
securities
for
tenetworthiness,
which are e(.mmnnly_
and
might be generally,
employed
for _curiug
the correctness
and completeness
of the those
of informal|ca
: sanction
of an oath, examitatti(m, mo_s-examination,
fixation bywritlng,
and -_o tbrth,
h_ this rank are, in their own
nature, and without tile de/suit of any person,
all
ca_ually-wtitIeli
doeumcnts_
such
as
tettern and mem._iaudum_
; umt, b) the default,
of tile ieglslator
or the tadge,
all evidence
collected
ul any nlodc iut;erior iu ciBeiene'_.
from a _ouree ti'_ml wifich evidence
might,
wililout prep, mderam eollateralinem_vemence
in tile .hope el cx|,en-c,
vexatum,
and delay,
he eolh-eted iu the heq shape'.
]:;xamptes :-aii}davitevulew'e:
m_ked!yas_erti_edi_e.urse
v,!_ in uusworn pleadmg_ ;1 ahd ev_dem'e eeltee_e(t per l,,,to'em ._ol.m, .sure l,a_ldm_.
4. The per.on wire p, the source of the in_;n'm i:itm, expu-ed to some as..,igttahlc t_alse
O[' su-pieiml,
utt'eeting the trustworthines_
ot
' ills statemems,
Here, then, are four causes of weakness
in
the ewdeuce,
of which the one here m qae_lion is but one.
Iu the oiher
three
eases,
I either
no exclusion
a_, all is put. upon the
i evidence
(as in the ea_ of circumstantial
evi 2

,dready heaid
witnesses
to the _ame tact till { dence in general;)
or aa exetusmn
i, put in
he was tired, and on the same Side.
Suppose
a riper age : history
of judicia!
of an uncivilized
age. tEan m tim sinis_r
intran-at lions brought to tigh* iu bits aml serap_
retest of the judge.
In a rude state of _eie,.y,
where theartoI
extracting truth fron the h,:-sof
at tile eummand of book.-ellera
/'no th,mks to
a w_me_ is not understoo, t. and where te_rimu.
le_.,istators or to lawye_ s, )
()f' tLe cause of
hie., are counted, not weighed, it seems to have
on,pie|on,
a short iudi('atum
_ but, as to tile
been the universal praetme to strike out of the
ab._ence or presence
of o_hcr evidence to the
account the t_timony
of all witne_se._ who were
same or a ddferent, fact on the same side, a
con.-idered to be under the inftttenee o.*any menman might<be
a much better
reporter
than
daeity-promotlng
cause, been
Exclusionary
of
evidence have nowhere
carried _rules
far a*
reporters
commonly
arm (or at least used to
under the systems of procedure which have been
be,) without
thinking
of it.*
the teast fettered with teehniealit, es.
Take, fi)r
instance the Hmdoa t_wof evidence.
Seeilfilr_
" It seems much more protmble, that the exttistor_" of B_2istt tad&t, book iio chap. iv._
alas|on af e_dence
m4ginated in the ignorance
Ed/_or,
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some instances, not put in others, according
to a system of infinitely diversified and ineoasistent rules (as in the ease of the differant
modifications of unoriginal and casually-written evidence above mentioned;) orthe weakhess of the evidence in the state in which it
is delivered, or offered to be delivered, is the
act and deed of the exelusionist himself: he
himself bespeaking it in a weak and bad
shape, refusing to receive it in a better shape,
_even
when, in the best_ possible shape, it
would be received with less collateral inconvenience, as above,
This same psychological epicure, the dell
cacy of whose palate refuses all aliment that,
in its unconcoc?ed state, presents a suspicion
of any the slightest taint, will not suffer it
to be served up to any table of his own, for
his own use, unless, by cooks from his own
kitchen, it has been brought, by a process of
mortification, into a sort of carrion state,
A degree of ridicule attaches itself to the
labour of him who perseveres in combating
with the arm of reason a practice in the produetion of which improbity and imbecility
took undistinguishable parts, and in which,

EVIDENCE,

lB. iX. P. III.

[ where that same _brce is at it_ minimum, a
} quantity purely ide-_l, utterly incapable of
[ ever having an._ the smallest effect in praeI tice, the witness is shut out. _
_ The shape in which it may happen to tes_timony to be collected, has just been men] tioned as one among the sources of the weak/ncss to which evidence is subject. On this
[ ground an argument may be built by the exclusionists: let us hear it.
In Rome-bred procedure, the means of
detecting or preventing mendacity are so perfectly iussgnificant, that it would be dangerous
in the highest degree toadmit evidence frmn
any but the purest and most unsuspected
source. Parties not admitted: no questions
asked but in a whispering room, as between
confessor and penitent, bythejudge:
nocounter-mtcrrogation
(for the cross.examination
of Rome-bred law is an abuse of words, the
penner of the counter-interrogations
knowing nothing of the answers to the interrogations:) no counter-evidence, for we keep the
evidence as closc as possible, test there should
be any. Not a creat_lre to hear the evidence,
but one who cares not a straw whether it be

as
soon eyes
almost
the determinedly
idea is started,closed,
any one,
Thus circumstanced,
eviwhose
are asnot
amy i, true
.denceoris false.
true or untrue,
pure Orimpm e,the
accordsee that reason had never any share.
_:ng to the somee from which it/tows. Under
Witnesses, each of them with a mark ot i such a sy:tem, ought anything under the desuspicion stamped upon his forehead, presel_t gree of angehc purity ever to be heard ?
themselves to the English exclusionist for
Answer No, mo_-tcertainty. Areordingly,
admittance.
Blindtolded by a balulage bor- until the time comes when m_gels can be subrowed certainly not from justice, but fi'om pu_na'd, sander such a s_stem there is but one
knavery or prejudice, some of them he re- proper course, which is, to excludecverybody.
jet*s, in consideration, as he says, of the That done, if you think it better to receive
mark ; and in re_ard to tho.-.e, the objecevidence than to decide without evsdence, you
tion, in the jargon of English jurisprudence,
will ,_dmit the evidence in a shape in which
goes to the competenc#: others of them he it is fit to be received.
admits, notwithstanding the mark ; and as to
The argument, such as it is, serves, in the
these, the ob]ectiou goes only to the cr_dzt : manner _vc have seen, to lustily the appliesin plain English, amounts to nothing--protion of the exclusionary system to the cases
duces no effect at all.
in which the evidence is collected m the RoThe whole assemblage of suspicious cbarac- man mode. It will operate still more strongly
ters being thus distinguished into two groups,
in favour of the apphcation of it to evidence
whose lot is so different, the elect and the received in the English affidavit mode.
reprobate, --a requisition that would be to be
Be this as it may,--eertain it is, that, under
made (if reason had any share inthe concern,)
the Rome-bred system (upon the continent,
is, that some si_l should be shown, by which understand,) the exclusionary system has been
it might be made to appear that, in the least carried to still greater lengths than under the
reprobate of the reprobate, the force of the English ; and accordingly, under the former,
cause of suspicion is greater than in any of compared with the latter, if the mischief be
the elect : or, if this be too much to require, greater, the inconsistency is less.
. that, at the least, in an average man of the
The rules of evidence are the same in
reprobate, the force of that same cause was equity as in law.
So it has been said, and
greater than in an average man of the elect,
always without exception, any number of
Such criterion, then, is it anywhere to be times over, by chancellor after chancellor. It
found ? So far from it, that, on the contrary,
is not true; but, so far as it is true, in point
instances will be found, instances to an in- of consistency at least, so much the worse.
defirdte extent, in which, where the force of The worse the mode of collection, the more
the eanse of suspicion is at its maximum, or select ought to be the evidence. There ought
but a halt's-breadth below it, the proposed to be gradations upon gradations_ valves bewitness i_ admitted notwithstanding,--admittedi_totheclass
ofcompetentwitnesses:
* See thefollowing
Chapters.
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bind valves.
One exclusionary
syatem,
foe
evidence
in causes tried by or before a jury ;
another,
for causes tried in equity ; another,
for
causes
tried
by learned
comalon.taw
jmlges,
upon affidavit
evidence.
Single-refined might do for the jury box ; none but
double-refined
ought ever to be received into
an examiner's
office ; none but treble-refined
ever handed tip to the bench,
Thus stands
it in point of' consi,,teney:
how in point of i_ct ? In the shape of affida,

It is not out of every aort of pleasure,
out
of every sort of pain, that
a motive,
an interest, is (at least in a sense applicable t,J the
present
purpose)
capable
of arising.
Some
pleasures,
some pains, are of too ethereal and
perishable
a nature to excite an interest,
to
operate in the character
of a motive.
The pleasures
and pains
which
present
themselves
as capable of acting
in that eha.
raett.r, have, in another work, _ been reduced
to a certain number of heads.

nit evidence,
everything
is good, fl'om everybody:
fi'orn plaimfft%, fl't,m dcthndaut_,
trom
telon% tiom pe_jurer_.
P_e_ent your evldenee
to a |earned
judg(,,
he cares not _here
it
come, fi'mn, so it come iu a bad _hape--in
a shape ill which
it is filabte and filed ;-_
anghc_, in ashapem
which flees are paid upon
it.

In the estimation
of vulgar prejudice,
there
i- a natural
alliance
between
improbity
and
intelligence,
between
probity and imbecility.
1_1 the estimate
of diseermnent,
they are rillferently _:rouped:
improbity
and hebetude_
probity al_d intelligence.
l_.,noramus
ha_, tor the purpose
of thi_
tofue, composed
his system
of psychology.
What
i_ it': A counterpart
to the learned
Ph>wdeu's
system
ot mineralogical
ehemist:y : equal a_ touehb_g its_ simpiioty--equat
a_ touching
its trutit.
'two
parent
metals,
suli)bur and mercury:
the mother,
sulphur ;
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EXCLUSION

ON

THr:

GROUND

of l._'xai_Ls'r,
§. 1. _t_re_t

tn general,
not a proper ground
(if" exclusion.
S_F-rr_
that dveep_hm
i, so far fi'mn being
a certain,
_o tlzr from being even a l)reponderantly
probable,
consequence
of taL-_tv in
evn|enee,
even _hcn
the existence
of*the
fal_i_y is certam,--it
_eems almost a superfl_:oos ta-k to show, that to regard any of
those ,'ir('utnstane_,s
_hwh have been held as
gromuts
(,f exclu,ion,
as being,
in any state
o|' thin_,s whatever,
to a certmnty
productive
of thNehood iu the e_ hlol_ce, is a presumption
attoffethet
nuwar)antable,
The improp, iety of tt will appear
in a
e]ea_er and stronger
]i,ght, when we come to
view, one by one, the Ceveral alleged eaus(,s
of exetu.-ion,
for _ecurlty _gainst deception
;
the several
c[reurnslances,
of which,
falsity
in the evidence
has been regarded
a_ the
necessary,
or at least p_eponderantly
probable,
result,

!

i
I

i the father, rnereurv," Are they in good health _
I thev beget the noi)le me*als :" are they in bad
i bea]th?thex
beget the base
]:ortes creantur
[.forttbas
et b'onis.
With minds of every class the mi_)d of the
lawyer has to deal. f)f the _trueture
of the
human mind _hat
doe_ the lawyer
know?
Exactly
what the grab knows of the bud it
preys upon.
By tradition,
by a blind and
rickety
kind o{ experience,
by something
resembling
in_tinct,
he knows
by what so.
phisms the minds of jur)men
are poisoned ;
by what jargon their understandiogs
are be.
wildered ; how, b_ a name of reproach,
the
man who asks for the execution
of the laws,
and the formation
o_ good ones, is painted
a_ an enemy, -- the judge
who by quibbles
paralyzes
the laws which exist,
and strains
every nerve to prevent
their improvement,
is pointed
out as an idol to be stuffed
with
adoration
and with offerings.

To hegln with the article
of interest.
I
tn the view take_, of the subject
by the
say here,
not sinister
interest,
but interest
man of law,--tojudge
of trustworthiness,
or
without
addition : fi)r *nch _s the expression
at least, of fitness to-be heard, interestor
no
employed
in the books of English
jurL-.pru- I *nte*e_t is (flag*ant and stignmtizedimprobity
dence,
apart)
the only question.
Men at large are
On this occasion,
as on every other,
to
not under the action
of anything
that
can
understand
what interest
means,
we must
w_th propriety
be expressed
by the name of
look to motives:
to understand
what motive
interest;
therefore
they are to be admitted.
means,
we must look to pain and pleasure,
Is a man exposed to the action of anything
to fear and hope; fear, the expectation
of pain
that can bedesJgnated
bythatinvidiousname?
or of loss of pleasure--hope,
the expeetalion
So sure as he is, so sure wilt his testimony
be
of pleasure
or of exemption
from pain.
The
talse. Enough:
all scrutiny
is unnecessary
:
causes of physical
motion and rest, are at- shut the door in his face.
traction,
impulse,
and so forth: the causes of
Sinister interest_the
term and the distlnepsychological
motion and rest, are m_)tivas,
lion are alike unknown
to them.
Sinister
fiction,
or (in opposition
to action)
rest,-interest ? Everything
that can be called inaction, whether positive or negative,-action
ten'eat is to their eyes sinister.
without
motive, without interest,
is an effect
without

a cause.

* Npring_

_f_Iction

Table,
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if the Enghsh lawyer is to be

known to lawyers, who have at le,_t eqm_l
need
morahsts
of it. and politicians, is alto;tether unWhat, then ? I_ it that. there are certain
sorts of interests that are always sl fister 1 forests, while there are other sorts, whtch, ff

tie has shut the door against all witnesses on
[ whose
believedhearts
: tbr, motives
by a contrivance
of this classoffail
his ofown,
exI erting their due iI_fluenee. _
_ In tim above li_t we may see the regular
I forces which are apan duty" on all occasions
_o guard the heart and the tongue against the
instead
by accident:
he calh.d
dext'er I seductions to mendacity.
language,of like
heraldry, would
were made
by a:_alo_y
But, in addition to
interests ? No, truly. No sort of tntere,t that i these, there may be, by accident, any mlmher
is not _-'apableof being a sinister interest -- no I of others, acting as auxilnu'ies in their support.
sort Ji interest that is no_ capahle of being [ No sort of motive (even these tutelary ones
a dexter interest.
Acting in a (hreetion to I 1,or excepted) to which it may not happen to
draw a mat,'s conduct a.idc from the path of I act m the diJeetion of a seductive one--no
probity, any sort of interest may be a simster ' motive, over and above these tutelary ones.
interest : acting in a direction to confiue a , to which it may not happen to act also in the
man's conduct within the path of probity, ! direction of a tutelary one. For what motive
every sort of interest is a dexter interest, i is there to which it has not happened, does
The mod;fication of probity here m question [ m_t eontiuuall_ happen, to be employed iu
is veracity. Any intere_-t acting in adi_ection I stimulating meu to actions of all sorts, good
to draw his conduct a_lde flora the line of and had. in the way of reward ? in restraining
veraciLv, is a .-bfister inlere-t,--say,
i.q this them fl'tm_ actiou¢ of all sorts, in the way of
case. a mendaeity-promi:ting
or i_.<tieating
pmfi.hment?'_
interest : every interest acti_Jg in a dlrccti,.:Bet_een two opposite propositions, both
to confine tn_ diseour.e, his c_mdact, lfi_ d_- _F them ahsmd in theory, becanse beth of
portment, within the path of _ruth, of verl U. zheru no:oriousty false in tact, the choice is
of veracity, is a dexter intere_t,--say,
m LI:N _ot an eary one. But ff a choice were unease, a veracity-securing interest,
awndabte, the absurdity wouht be tess gros_
Man in general not interested, devoid of to say, No man who is c'¢po-ed to the action
interest ? His tesLimon) not exposed to the of ierele.-t will speak fltlse.--thau
it) say. No
action of in,erect ? Say r_aher (for so you man who is exposed to the action of interest
must say if vou wouhl say trne,) no Ilia[l, liO "tYiIl speak true. Of a man's, oi every unto's,
man's testil_mny, that is not exposed to the being suhjeeted to the actmu of diver, menaction of interest,
daeity-re_-tramlng motives, you may be _dways
Well: and that interest a sini,ter one ? sure: ol his beh_g subjected _o the action of
b/ot it. indeed.
So fhr fi'om it, there is no an) mendacit 3-pro.,otiug motives, voucannot
man whose testimony is not exposed to the be always sure
action of, is not acted upon hy, at tea_-t three
But suppose yott were sure.
Does it lolregular arid standing, commonly/bur,
ibTce_ low. becau,e there is a motive r,t some sort
of this kind--all
tending to eonfim_ hi. con- prompting a man to he, that fi,r that reason
duct within the path of probity, h_- discout_e
he _dl lie ._ That there i_ dan_er in such a
and dep¢_tment w_thiu the path ot veracity
ease, is m_t to be disputed : hat doe_ the danmad truth,
ger appr_,aeh to certainty ? Thi. will _ot be
I. Motive belonging to the physical sane- contended,
tf _t did, instead ot shutting the
I.tOU :--Aversion
to
labour, love of ease : door agail*-_tsome V¢l[_lleq_e_,
_'t_tl
t}lt_]l_"
lint
trouble of inventingand utterin_r atal_e state- to open xt to any. An interest of a eertaiu
meat. which, to answer its purpo,-e, must be kind acts upon a man in a d_reetion opposite
so elaborated and dished up as to pass for to the path of dut_ : but will he obey the
true.
impulse?
That will depend upon the fi>rces
2. Motive belonging to the poh_icat sane- _e_ding to ern_fi_e him to that path--upon
lion : -- I"e_trof legal puni,hment, : viz. if _t be the prevah.nee of the one set of opposite threes
a ease in which (as in gene_d) puui_hnn_nt or fi_e other.
All bodies on or about the
stands aunexed by the legit-tutor or the jtn ge earth tend to rite centre of the earth ; _et all
to false and mendacious te_-timol_v.
I bodies are nor there.
All mountains have a
3. 5Io*ive helongb_g to the m,_t'a!, or sat" ] tendency to fail into a level with the plains;
popular, sanction :-- Fear of _h..ne, m case t_f yet, rmtwith,.tanding,
there are mountains.
detection or uuremoved susplcioa.
All waters seek a level; yet, notwithstanding,
4. Motive belonging to the rehgious sane---I there are waves.
tio_*:_Fear
of supernatural pmfi-shment, in
In a machine, motion or rest will depend
Skis world or in the world to eome,
upon the proportion between the sum of the
Of these four moti,-es, the three first have _ .
more or less influence on every hum,m nfiud ; _, "1"SeeYideBookiqfrd'I.
ChaP.The0ret_eV.
Grortncts ; Chap. XL
the last, probably, on most minds.
[ Moral Cttat.ce_o.f Correetn_ss and Comptetene_
O_ most minds, did I say? On all with- [ tn 7k'stimony. (Voh VI. p. 2,56.)
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impelliogandthesumoftherc_trainingforees:
conflleting,
causes:
and these, each of_tem,
ill the human mind the result will be tLe same.
say (fi_r suppo_Rion's
sake)of equal force. I_
Everything
depends
upon p_oportion.
; and!m
the investigations
and reLsonings on this
of any prolu,rtions
m tLe ease, the man of
tu]_ject,
go nnich a_ one of {lie six he omitted.
taw takes llo |Ilore thott_ltt thall tile atria'hale
error is the inevitable
consequence:
the forms
does.
of lfiatliematical
language,
in_.tead of a cheek
Upon the proportl.u
hetween
the impdlto the err_r, wilt operate
but as a cloak to
ingalldtherestraiMi;vforeesitdepend_,
_heit.
The ve.sel v'ill be in one part of the
(her the waggon n,ove¢ ,_r no, a_d at _hat
world, while the Lagranges
aud the Eulers
rate It marc- : upon the proportitm
het_eon
-'ire proving
i_ to be in another.
the menihtt'i!y-pi
()IIt{H [P*_ alid
tile
nwudacit5
lu this re-tweet , what course of ratiocination
res_ruinh_
t,)t(:e,: It depends,
whether
an)
has been parsued by law)er_,
debating
on the
mendacity
b." pl._d.l,'ed or rio. snd m _ hat deg_-und
of e.tabli.L(d
_)stem._?
Oflhewh(de
gree and quantity,
An_ mtereq,
i_;ere*t
of catM..gue
of nmtive_,
_'ach capable of acting
any sort and quaL_iry,
suffic;cnt
m pr_duce
np,m the wilt with
the nm_t efficient--all
mcndacit}
? A, rational
would it. be to _ay, eon-cquemly
with a piaetieally
equal, three,
tin) horse or dug, or tlea, put to a wac_nn,
the) have taken oh-creation
of perhaps one,
is suit]cleat
to inure it : to move it, ami set
perhap;
two; while on each side. or (what is
it a-running
at the Fw'e of a n,ail-eoach,
wo,_-e) on one sMe only. the will of the paIn the human ,hind Ihcre is a tore(, towhich
ticIA ha_ been mqed upon by perhaFs twice 6r
there is nothing exaetl', eorrvsp(mdent
in the
tb-'ce
the number.
What,
m consequerlec_
maehlne--the
toree of se_d.htp:
of _ensil,as b_cn the justnes*
of(be cunehtsion?
Much
bility _aith re_erem,e
to ",he aetitm
of the
al,ou*. ,ahat it would be in navigation,
ifc_l.
variou_ stats of pains and plt a-ores, and tiv_n" eulatlOhS hurtle tbr a submarine
vessel, or all
respective
sources,
in tLe character
of too- : air-balloon,
were to be applied to a ship of
ti ve_.
'Iake wtmt ew rvbodv under,rand,,
money : i (qdrear3
make
sizeordili_gv
: or as VeSSt'2t,
if, in ealculatills the eour-e and
of an
no acfor preeisjold._ak;, l_ke at once ,_ltl. ti,e ' eountweretakpn
at thedepth
of watcrdrawn
£10 .,f *!., day, x_h,m:_ er b_' the rat,o of It lo ; by her, or at *.tle poqnvn
n_ her sail_.
the £10 of yes, erda) : to the t)_e-eat purpvsc,
_
In rid- state ot the prouless
made hy lawdepreciation
wdl m,t atleet
it.
Thl- .El!). i "_ers m 1be theory
of p.)ehology,
no wonder
_ill its acti(m be the ._,une in the bus,ira at , if we ,-hnuld find the thvor_ and practiee
ou
Cru,-u_ as of h u.. • m the bo_om nt I):o_,_ he-, ' the su}0eet of evuleuce
in "no better plight
a_ io that of Cafilme '_ No man _ dl ta.c,, at. _ thal_ navikq,tmn wa._ amoug the most potid'md
stwh thipk* ,tilt a lill)ttlt'ltt : ilo |,'_.11_, lU-_b'-Q , lmt_tals Ot ]glwupe, v, hen the scene of it was
peladve,qH_re,
_t have l'appcped
t,_ Lira to
e,,nfiued
*_, the MedHerranean,
aud wheu,
have been .luhlfied
by le_al s,'wm'e.
(l,'eadil_< to lo.e sight at |and, the navigator
In each n_dividual it_-tamve, wlwth,,i
menele,,t al,tnz {h,- _Lore,
da,..:t) tlemptafiun
presenti,,g
it-,-;i) ,-lialt be ,
pro&wed
or n:,, _itl depeod
u!,,m flmr dL-- ,
tingui_habie
q'lantvivs:
qttantitie_
above i*_- I
dieated.
On the one Mde--t.
S.m of the t
mem!aciry-D',mmtmg
motive_;
2. The pa-hy
tien:'_ sendbflity
to ditto.
On the other _nle, :
_'k Sum of the mcndaeity-restraiait_g
motive_,
i
regularly
aetin_ a_(d o('ea.qonat;
4. Patient's
!
sensibJh,+v to &(to.
Upon these sex eral quau- I
rifles:
c,;n--equently
upon the ratio or proportion of the sum of the quantities
on the
one side to that of the qe.antitie,, on the other,
(If the proportion,
the e.xelusie,ni_t
knows
liar anythin,¢ : he knows not any oi the quanlilies; he will not suffer hinasel_ to know anything:
tie regard.- mendacity
a_- certain ; lie
excludes
the evidence,
Of none of these several
quantities
can
mlvthing
be known
or coulee(meal,
without
exaunnata-O_andsdtmgoftheevidenee.
.Noth,ng can be knnwn without
experiment
: and
he will not sneer experiment
to be made.
It is in psychology
as in ship-building
and
navigation.
Suppo,e the strip's way to depend
upon the joint
e_mstanees--.six

tletwc.'n
ti,e-e t11o oiher_d;e
resembling
ca.e-,
tt,ei,, i.-, however,
m_e very material
u_d l,m:ewab!e
differem'e,
in navigation,
ivnuia_,_'c, deficient
m adeqoa*e power, erred
ov,-r.t'autlon
nod thnidtt_,:
in iurlsprudebt'(,, ignorant'e,
supeisaturat'ed
with power,
i. d_*_v_ ag_,mnd e_mtinuallj
by hastiness and
ra-hne_s,
It wuuhl be tcdiou.,
ar_(l .urely by this time
I _nlmrfluou s, l(, tturs_le absurdity ot_ thlsground
through
all it.- mazes.
i
No presumptmn
so slender,
which is not,
i under some established
s_steln, taken tbr con! elusive,
if Llet, norm'ions
or prove.dale fact,
', run eounler,
it make_ no diiferenee,
blen' daclt) i.,-pre-umed
from aflbefiun--from
hare
i _ i,,hes : wi_heMhemselvcsare
presumed fl_am
i-ttuations,
from relations,
Brother
will be.
tar brother,
ma.ter
for servant,
servant
for
master, and._oon.
What?
when)ouseet&¢m
_ fighting with one another
every day ? Is it
I tbr his excessive
fondness for Abel, that Cain
I would have been excluded
by you? Natant1 ter : it. makes no difference.

action of six influencing
eir- }
Among
the causes of exclusion in Seo_,eh
jo:ntly acting, but mutely
, jurisprudence,
imported
or not froat the con.
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tlnent, is this: ifa manapplies
to either party_ t exclusio_
of other evidence.
In partial affeetendering
his testimony.*
I lion, _y rather
in preferable
regard,
he sees
Observe,
first the absurdity
of this excluevidence,
and that
conclusive
evidence,
of
stun, and then the mischicvo[;sness
of it.
I peuurv
; as if to wish well to )'our t_end,
Absurdity.
What ? On the north side of i and to perjure
yourself
for him, were insethe Tweed,
does no such affectiou exist i_} I parable,
hi the mere act of saying,
I saw
any human bosom as the love of justice?
In
a legal bosom
it seems, no; any more than
on the south 'side. To the man born bliiut,
all colours
are alike unknown : but was ever
blind man found absurd
enough
to deny. or
thougbtless
enough to forget, _ the existence
of colours?
Mischievousness.
Mischief the first: Aman
saw you robbed,
beaten,
lett fl,r dead: him,
you. for your part, did not see; you were too
much engaged.
To him, you, on your part,
cannot apply to testify what he saw; for you
know nut timt he saw anythitig:
to yourselt,
he, on his part, must not.
Did you proffer
that testimony
of yours to the plait,tiff?
asks
the advocate
on the other side.
Yes, I did.
Oh! then, away with you; tell it al_ywhere
else you will, you must no_ tell it here:
so
sure as you opened your mouth,
so sure you
would be perjured,
Mischief the second:
Direction_
to worth,
less witnesses
: to all _ho,
in the school of
technical
jurisprudence,
have learnt
to hate
justice:
to all who are in tact (if any such
there Ire) as worthless
as the man of law supposes every man to be.
If you see any man
barbarously
injured,
and, to earn a bribe,
or
gave the troub'le of testifyiug,
you desire he
should be without
remedy,
go and offer him
your service.
If you see a man purloining
public money, making laws for honour, breaking them tor profit, don't stan,t upon rules of
evidence
established
for the plain purpose of
giving impunity
to malefactors;
don't
sliz_k
under a plea that will ruin )ou widl ever 3
man who has any regard ibr justiee;
¢o to
the prosecutor
at once, aml force u[*oo him
your evi_ience : the more obt_usix e your address,
the surer you may make yourself
of
destroying
the cornpe_ency,
and. it that wtm't
do, the credibility,
of )our evidence,
To this rule, such is its absurdity,
it eau
hardly have happened
to be frequently
acted
upon:
but, like every other absurd and misehievous
rule of which the system
is cornposed, it ties in readiness,
well adapted
to
serve a cause too desperate
to be served by
less vile means--perfectly
adapted
to afford
to long-robed
iniquity
the necesssry
p_etenee.

] so and so, and am read,," to testify what
I
_ saw, the)" see evidence
of partial affection_
[ Scotieo-jar_joaied,
partial couusel : as if it
[ were impossible
without
injustice
to wish to
declare to justice
what he .,,aw.
Compare
Scotch aml English
judicial
selence.
In Scotland,
for infi_rming
the conscience
of learned
judges,
no spontaneous
witnesses
receivable.
In England,
tor informing consciences
of the same learned
rexture,
no witnesses
receivable
but
willing
ones. t Such is the metamorphogis
undergone
by learned
Justice
in her passage from one
side to the other of the Tweed.
Between
willing and spontaneous
there is certaildy some
difference : the expression
has carefully preserved it.
Let jurisprudenee
make the moat
of it : there is not mJ atom to be lost,
Observe,
on this
ground
as on so many
others,
the eoo..,islelJey of _lle meu of law.
aad especially
El_glish law. l)cli_queney,
ae] cording to them, i_ not ever to be presumed.
Yet, as ofteu as, on the groum] of daeger of
deccptitm
through
fak-ehood,
they exclude
evideuce,
what is it they do but presume dehnqaeney?
What is it, a_ often as on this
I gromld
they exclude
tesImmf*'¢ that
would
! otherwise
be received
by them in the chaI raeter of evidence,
-- what is it they do but
! pre_-t,me perjlJry?
Actual
perjury,
no; be..
i cause their providelw,'_ has plevented
it: acl tu,d pcr3ury , _o re,re
than at'tual
murder,
wLe*_, the pistol or gun hawr_
been fired,
a tutelary
hand has just had time to beat
down the guilty hand in the act of pulling
ti_e trigger:
actual
perjury
not committed,
but the state
of the mind exactly as if it
had.
Perjury
presumed,
not indeed for the punishmg of the presumed
perjurer,
but for the
inflicting
pu_fi_-hmeut,
or (if that be not the
word) vexation,
on an iunoeeut
arid injured
man : vexatio_ to an uolimlted
extent.
Suppose the excluded
testimony
necessary
to save the life of a mat, capitally
pro_cuted,
as for murder:
here, one man being presumed
an intended
perjurer,
another
man
suffers death._:

Er_ktr_e,
_lacdowal,
col. ii.--[T_o
institutional writers of the middle of the eighteenth
century.
If the doctrine was ever fully admit-

5" For their own use, English judges, learned
ones at least (as has been so often mentioned,)
receive no te_tim_my but in the all'davit shape,
But no man can be compelled to give his te_tl,
mony in this shape. The appropriate summon_
tbe subpren/t ad testif_andum_
apl_eS not to
this shape.
_ A man who had an estate _r
a_te_" _ie,

--../_ted'*|tJhMfor sometime

the.au_"
capiv, fi crime,--.would
,ie being the his
lifetestimony,
of one on in
trial
Engti_
for a

In this example,
we may sees specimen of
the sort of eridenee
on the ground of which
the technical
lawyer buildsa
pretence for t_he

past been in desuetude,
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wellcutout in pennyworths'and fm'tbing_
§ _. Peculiar i_Tropriet 9 of exdaslon on tlte worths the portion of pecuniary interest which
ffroand qf pec_niaryinterest ; and absurdz- they may be minded to create, as in hundred
tle_ ,f En,jlish law under this head.
pound>' worths and thousand pounds' worths;
If, on the ground of interest generallyconsiand how questionable soever, or even hope.
dered_if,
on the ground of any other species less, the influence of this species of interest
of interest ill particular--the
unreasonablemay be, when broken down into these minute
hess of exclusion is demon_trabte,--it
is in the and almost impalpable lots, ycttheexistenee
instam,e of pecuniary interest that it is most of it in this ease is not less manifest and inpalpable, h_ the ca._e of any other species of disputable than in the other.
interest--the
interest not having any palpahle
Thus it is that, in the instance of peruphysical cause, the quantity of which might niary interest, the impropriety of the excluserve as mt index and mea, ure of its force, sion is exposed to vww by a circumstance
-- the strength of it where it is strong, the which has no place in any other.
Generally
weakness of it where it is weak, i_ not so speaking, no other species of interest appears
mdversally manifest and incontestable.
Sup- so much as to exist, but in eases in which it
pose, for example, it be contended that en- acts, not with considerable force only, but
ratty, known enmity, is a reasonable ground with effect. It is not seen to exist, but where
of exclusion. Ennfit_,likeanyotherpa_sion,
it is _eentoaet;
nor is seen to act, butwhere
is ",'friable ad inf.nitum in degree ; capable of it is seen to triamph.
Far otherwise is it
existing in any the lowest degree, as well as with pecuniary interest.
The portions in
in the highest.
But the force of enmity, which it isseen to exist areinmany instances
as of almost every other passion except the so minute, that in those instances the notion
love of money, can no otherwise be measured of its prevalence is too palpably absurd to
than by its effects: so that if in this or that be embraced, or so much as pretended to be
instance no visible effects have followed fi'om embraced, by anybody.
Who, for instance,
it, the only proof of which the existence and speaking of the people of England, would
action of it is su_eel_tibie is wanri,,tg to tile take upon himself to maintain, with a grave
ease. In thelnstaaceofpecm,iaryb,
terest, the _ace, that the majority of them would be
argument stands upon a verydifferent footing, ready, upon all occasions, each of them to
Without reckoning the variations in degree, peuure himself for the value of a farthing?
resulting from the variations an the degree of Propositions, however, far beyond this in
opulenceofwhich the pecuniar_ circumstances
extravagance, have been impheity assumed
of the party are susceptibte,--the
degrees of by many a decision that. on this gr(mnd, has
which the force of pecuniary interest is sus- issued from English benches.
An interest,
eeptible are not only prodigiou._ly nmnerou% corresponding to some minute fraction of a
but also, in t'_e lowest degree% susceptible
farthing, has in many instances been a_sumed
of an existence as palpable and ponderable as as a legitimate cause for the exclusion of a
in the highest.
As a thousand pounds, ap- witi_ess, on the sole ground of the pecuniary
plied in the shape of reward, will be recog- interest generated by that cause.
nised as acting on the mind ill the character
In vain would it be to say, that this is
of a lot of pecuniary interest, with a force among the eases in which we _mnot draw
proportioned to its amount, -- so in like man- the line ; and that., therefore, in order to shut
net will a shilling, a penny, or a farthing,
dut the evidence in the ea_s in which the
The legislator, and tile administrator,
the sinister influence exerted on it by this species
great dealers in this species of ware. can as of intcrest would be operative, and productive of the apprehended ill effe_, we must be
content to shut it out in manyinstanees
in
law, be admitted at the instaneeofthepri_ner?_,
...... mammstly . ..... enougn
_nlcn
It can_ot _ Ope
I leave the question, a maiden one_ forthe solace
. '
,
.
." ....
offuturecontingentquibblers.
Butthis I know, [ rat_ve
.
" Tar very
. . _mpossxmhty. ot dra_vmg
" a
that if I were a judge, and it were a way '_ith hne, a proper hue, anywhere, is an argument,
me upon the bench to do a kindness tea friend's l arid that of itself a eonclusive one, against
fi'iend, the malt should be hanged or not, as I the exclusionary principle, k line of this sort
pleased. Hang or not hang, I should be sure, i (it must be confessed) would in whatsoever
not only of my job ' but
of my_ praise J_oaoing
lace dra_ "n "
i r
' n
..... oy
" IP ....
the gallows_I should "nave pray,
e for my jnsUre;
' oe
..... an rapopero . e. _ _u_,
_.
#_rant_t;n_
I_,_m_nlev
i"
_
tt
tile prlnelple
Or exelusloll
a nile O[ this sort
.................... ;e liar _ _ .......
: :the oob
.ho_ld
.
determir_-._,hich.
_snot onlydrawn, but drawn at the very
But bethis
asitmay, inthecaseof interest,
worstplacepossible.
There isanimpropriety
pecuniary
interest
; in thecaseof improbity,indrawingtheline,
forexample,atthesum
as evidenced
byfelony
and conviction
thereof,
of fortyshillings
; and in layingdown any
there could be no doubt
such proposition as that which is implicitly
In criminal ease_, any person's testimony is contained in the Court of Conscience Ae_s,
admitted on behalf of a prisoner, excepting the that a marl is not to be trusted to give his
wi_ z¢ husband, as the ease may be_--Ed,
evidence in a case where he has a sum of
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money to that. amonnt at stake upon tile resuit of it.* There is an impropriety.
Why ?
hi the first place, because (setting aside all
such inserutahleeircumstances
a_ those which
consist of p._ych-hNical idios vncra-ie_. :tq*'cting thosensibilityof theindlviduaI in question
to the respective a,_'tion of the imprvb_.yand-mendaeity-restrainiugm.tives,)
tiLer,care
some incomes to which four hundred pounds
are not more titan f, rty shillings t_ otlwrs,
In the next place, beeau-_e, even supposing it
dear, in the inst_mee _*fany partie_flar indi_iduM, anteeedentty to experience, that forty
shillings would constitute a temptation sulti-

EVIDENCE.
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on them respectively with 1000 different detrees of force : 600,OIX) being tile number of
_:ubwas. multiplyin:g the G(tO.t}O0by tile I{K_O,
here then are 6uOAt{}t3,1|O0d,llb{'enr degrees
o_ force with which tile mind of man i_ ca_,pable of being acted upon by this m_e motive
called peemdary bJterest, to whh'h by this
:rule one and the same degree of force (and
_hat in every case an irresistible one3 is aseribed.
q-hus different are the degrees of force
with which this one, among so many causes of
falsehood (checked by the action of _o many
counter causes--of so many causes of truth,)

eiently strong to engage him in the path of I tends to the production of its effect : degrees,
perjury.--supposing
it pos.-ible, I say, to find _which, by the identity of the denomination
sufficient reason for predieating thib of a sum given to them, vJz. pecuniary imere,t, are reof forty shillings,--it _ould not be possible i presented as being the same. From the mere
to find sufficient reason for refusing ta pre- i consideration of this diversity, it must be
dieate it of a sum of thirty-nine shilling*. ' sufficiently evident, that, in a vast number
But, by the line of exclusion drachm where it i of the instances in which thN cause of falseis drawn, this effeet is predicated, not only of ! hood has place, its influence must, practically
a sum of forty shillings or of a sum of thirty- i speaking, be equal to O--not capal,le of sur°
nine shillings, but of asum less. andmuehless, I mounting the mere t;i_ z_ertic_ of the human
than the thirty-ninth or fi*rtieth part of the i mind, supposing this cause of aetion to stand
smallest piece of ba*e metal that ever came i alone, unopposed by al_y other : whereas the
out eta mint: and this by a sweeping and un- ! whole tbrce of the standing causes of truth is
bending role, by which people of all degrees ; what it has to encmmter iLLevery instance,
of opulence aswell as indigence, the Croesu_es ] without reekmdng the three of such of thc
as well us the Iruses, tile Diveses as well as i causes of truth, the action of which is hug
the Lazaruses, are excluded in the lump.
occasional. Yet this i, the cause, and il_deed
The force with which a motive of a peeu- stands at the head of the list of the causes,
niary kind acts upon the mind of a given the force of which is, by the rule which asindividual, will be in the ratio of the sum in sumesit tbraground ofperemptoryexclusion,
question to his pecuniary circumstances.
In regarded as beil_g m every instance infinite
England, two individuals may be found, one and irresistible : certain, at least, of preponof them belonging to the most numerous class, derating over the sum of all other forces --of
the ineome of one of whom is to that of the 'all eauses of truth--to
w'hieh it can happen
other as 500 to 1. All other circumstances . to stand opposed to it,
set aside, the force with which a given sum ,
If there were any sort of witnesses imaacts upon the mind of one oftheseindividuals,
ginabIe, against whom it were prudence to
will be but one five hundredth part of the i shin the door, tile sort of witnesses agaJns_
force with which it. acts upon the mind of i which the law is so decided to shut the door,
the other. Yet (supposing this rule to be ob- I are precisely those to whom it may be thrown
served) if, on aeeount of his being acted upon i open with least danger. All witnesses being
by the prospect of gaining in this way a given ! exposed to seductive influence, all witnesses
sum, the testimony of the poorer of the two I being dangerous, tho.-.e will be least, dangerindiwiduals in question is to be rejected, so I ous against whom men are most upon their
must that of the richer. The same effect, and i guard: such are those, on whose foreheads
that a certain one, is to be ascribed for this i the force of the seduction is written down in
lmrpose to two forces, of which the one is in I figures, A eloud i_wolves the workings of
truth but the five hundredth part of the other. I friendshio, a cloud involves the workings of
In Great Britain, an estate of the ralue of t enmity, "a cloud involves the workings of
_2_,000 guineas a-year, or thereabouts, has i love : tlae existetlce of the passion, the fore_e
been known to be at stake upon the event of its action, everythblg is involved in darkof ashlgle cause : value, at thirty years' pur-{ ness. No juryman', no s_:ranger, scarcely even
chase, 600,000 guineas. A guinea contains a ! the closest intimate, can tbrm any estimate
little more than 1000 farthings : this _me i of the degree of the emnity, the friendship,
sum, then, applied to persons whose incomes i or the love : experience may have shown him
stand at different points in the scale, from I no such enmity, no _ueh friend*hip, no such
the highest to the lowest, is capable of acting I love. But every man knows e,hat ten shi,_
[ tings is, what twenty shilling_ is, and what is
* Many of these local acts now give jurisdic- l the differet._ : every man knows the value -Limato the extent of £5.--Ed.
_every man feels the pop,x-r, of money. Every
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mau know_ that allowances
are to be made
for it.
Few men are disposed to make
les_
allowanre
than t_uth rcqmrcs,
for the force
of its action on other people.
Few meu me
disposed
to ,el dm incorrulmbitit
? ot mher
umu at ton high a rate, or _)_e h_rce of ('orrupiion at too low a one: few me. there are
iu whom _t_spieiml-; thus groumk.d are m rod3
danger ot m_t behtg ear:'ied up to the rid]
lim*t_ of the trnth;
l\_w in x_ho.n they are
m_t, muei_ me', a?t to b,' e,n'laed be),md
the
truth dmn *o lall ,.ho_ of it.
Of the io:/'e el m_,,'le'_, on x_.ha:e,,'el oe_'a-

_tili be heaviest.
" A pin a day is a groat a
j_car.'" lustead
of the tarthi,g,
put in a pin,
the result will be _till the same.*
Romance!
romance ! True ; hut it is the
romance of real life. The picture here drawn
of the hmmud ndmt is romantic
ermngh,
_o
doubt ; but as to tide account
here given of
that picture,
tmtiung
was ever more strictly
*rue.
Suoh arc the d-eei_mns of the sage
el law; such his every day's practice;
such
hi_ opt;don%
_m'h hi- thougiits:
mfless, on
learned
benehe-,
decision
and practice
run
tm witimut
thouzht.

don actk',a, the .i:_dm" ,it:me
on hi_ bc,m'h i_
fully awar_
and acately
seu.-ible.
A_reed:
bat is th_-_c ,m 3 other i_aman heleg to wiunn
that tbn'e is a see_et ? >'.is there
ti*at old
woman
an)_ht, re (m,t to eoldine
oaraelves
to bcmqws _ who, on heariu_z a report made
to her by. anofl_er old wonmn,
t'ozzt-t, to a,k
her_elt
in what way and degree (if m an))
the reporting
old woman
may have to gain
or lo.e by the credit gtve:i or uot given to
her report ?
What ? can the man of law he sincere
in
thinkm_
that
no sort of men
undershmd
rather the _alue of money, or the h_itaenee ot
it upon teat|runny, but himsell ?
In *t_s ca,e, therofia'e,
the advantage
expeeted
fi'om exvlu_inn
of evidence,
m the
eharactei
of a _ecurlly _u_,dn=t dceeption
aud
consequent
mi_deri_ion,
is more plamty _deal
thau :n any other : the reason in tavour of
the exeht-don
m_re palpably fmvohms.
And
•vet it _s to thi_ modification
el interest,
that
exctusbm
ou lhe score of interest
is in a manner confined
by English
iuris[nadenee,
tn the e)es of the Englidt
lawyer,
one
thing, and one thing onl). has a value : that
thing i_ money,
t)n tim will of man, if you belie_ e the English lau yet, one thing,
and one thing only,
ha, influence:
that thing is mo,wy.
Such is
his system of psychological
dynamies.
tf you wilt believe the man oi taw, there
is no such thing as the fear of God ; no such
thing as regard tbr reputation
; no such thing
us tear of legal punishment
; no _ueh thing
as ambition ; no such thing as the love of
power;
no such thing as filial, no such thing
as parental,
affection;
no such thing as party
attachment
; no such thing as party enmity,
no such thing as pubhc spirit, patriotism,
or
general
benevolence
; no such thing a_ cornpassion;
no such thing as gratitmlc;
no such
thiug as revenge.
Or (what
comes to the
same thiBg,) -- weighed against the interest
produced
by the value of a farthing,
the .atmost mass of interest
producible
from the
action of all those affeetions
put together,
_aoishes
in the _cate,

For a farthing-tbr the chance of gmnfilg
the hn'umme.'lsun_ble
fraction of a tkrthing,
In) man npon earth, no En/ilshman
at least,
that wet d nt pe'lu'elmnseif.
Thisin Westminster
liall l-selence:
th_._ in Westminster
I-lal] i- law.
According
to the print_ i)[" the
day, a2180,000 was the value el the property
left by the late l)uke
of Bridgewater.
For
a fi'action of a farthing,
Aristides.
with the
doke's
propvrty
in his pocket,
would
have
perjurcM hims_,lE
One deck-ion I meet with, that would
be
amusin_enough,
iftoa!overofmankindthere
could be anything
amusing in injustice.
A
man is turned out of court for a liar. not for
any interest
that he ha_, but fbr one which
he supposed
himself to have.
the case being
otherwdse.
Instead of turmng the man out
of court, might not tim judge have rontenh, d
himself with setting
him right ? Would
not
the judge's
opinion
have done as well as a
release'g_
Tim pleasant
part of the story
is, that
the fact on which the exclusion
is
groumled
could not have been true.
For, before thewitness
conht be turned out of court
for supposing himself to have an interest,
he
must have been informed
of his tmving none:
consequently,
at the time when he wa_ turned
out, he must have ceased to suppose that he
had rely.

A_M self-preservatlon,
if _eif-.
you please _
we-_erva_ion
fi'om whatever
be tide wurst of
evils, death not excepted,--the
farthing will

isfittedjeri_prudenee! mended!
thus sVatute books
"1"Peake, 12B. Vide/nfrd,
Chap. Vii.
Re.
storo2ives to Competency.

* Underjur_sprudenual
taw, in _mses in which
a penahy ds given to the liner of the parish_ and
ttlence in exoneration ot the rateable inhabdtants,
the evidence of a parishioner could not be heard
to
convict a man
of an offence
a penahyof
five shillings
thus subjecting
a_)plicable. him In-m
stem of live shillings,
say one smUing: exam.
pies might be round :__poet's
share, sixpence.
Take a parishiouer of Marylebone, and compute
how much more or fe_ than that of a pin the
value of his share of the one shilling or the five
shillings
be. to remedy this: and, ut_der
Comes would
a statute
tb,e auspices of learned
gendemen_
instead of
confimng the remedy,
a_s might have been, to
the individual parish in which in the iudividtml
ease the evidence had been lost, actually extend_
it to all the parishes in all England.
O heroic
probity!
O portentous reach of thought ! "12qu_
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Another offence for which I find a man pro§ 3. E.reep/;ons
to the excludonar
v rule in
nouueed a liar, seems to make no bad match
with the foregoing : it was for being a man of
E_,glish
law -- ]_ea,son_ qf the exceaotio_ ,
honour.
" Oh ho! you are a man of honour,
subversice
of the 9eneral rule.
are you?
Out with )ou, then--you
llave no
What has happened
in this instance,
and
business
here."
Being asked whether
tie did
what, in this as well as so many.other
innot look upon himself as bound in houmlr to
staners,
i_ lhe be_t tiling that could happen
pay costs for the party who called him, supto the laws of our juri-_prudeutial
Solons,
posing him to lose the cause,
and whether
the) are contradicted,
contradicted
by themsuch was not his intention,--hls
answer was
selves, and at every turn,
Exceptiom-,
selfin the affirmative,
and tie wa_ rejected.
It
eontradietio_s,
sp6ng up everywhere
under
was taken for granted
that he would he a liar.
their feet : exceptimis,
and, as far as they exWhy? Because
he had shown he would not
tend, all reasonable.
Reasonable,
mid why?
be one. if instead of _ayingyes,
tie had said no,
Because,
the rule itself being fundamentally
who could have refused to believe him ? and
absurd, everything
must be reasonable
which
what would have become of the pretence ?
goes to narrow
its extent.
By the supposition,
the witness
is a man
In considering
the exceptions
as reasonable,
of super-ordinary
probity : moral obligation,
under_-tand the practice,
viz. the act of admi_
naked moral obligation,
has on him the force
sion, and no more : for as to the reasons on
of taw. What is the conclusion
of the excluwhich it has been built, they may be reasonaid[fist ? That thi, man of uncommonly
nice
able, or absurd in any degree;
the practice is
honour
will be sure to perjure
himself,
to
what it is.
save himself from incurring
a loss which he
Before I cuter upon the consideration
of the
cannot be compelled
to take upon himself*
particular
exeeptive
rules, each eharactelized
To observe, in an instructive
point of view,
mid supported
by its appropri_le
reason,
it
the cases where
the exclusionist
runs a tilt,
become.- necessary
to expIuin what sm't of a
as here, against a phantom of pecuniary
inte- i thing it is, which, umh.r the name of a rcarest--contrast
them x_hth the eases to be ', son, due meets with in the books of English
its being pregnant
its most palpable
next
to the mentioned,
evidence,

with that same interest
in
Common-law
rea:ons may be distinguished,
shape, he gives his permit
in the first place, into teehuical
reasons and
in which,
notwithstanding
I common
law.
vulgar
reasons.
By tecimical
reasons
are

• Both these extravagancies
have been set
aside by later decisions.
A witness cannot now,
according to PhiLiipps, be excluded on account
account of his considering tiimself bound in ilonour tolmy the costs. See Phillipps (edit. 1822,)
i. 50_ 5L The former point_ however_ seems to
be still doubtful.
See Phillipp% note (1)to p. 52.
Another
of the absurdities
of English law. in
respect to the exelusion grounded
on pecuniary
interest, i_ very well exposed in the following
passage, extracted
from a r_view of the Traitt*s
des Preuz, es dud_eiaires,
in tim 79th Number of
the Edinhurgh
Review :-'* Take as an example the case of forgery,
Unless the crime has been committed in the we.
senee of wimesses, it can only be proved (in the
proper sense of the word) by the individual whose
name is said to have been tbrged. Yet that person is the only one whom the taw of England
prohibits from proving the fact; a a strange prohihition, for which some very strong reason will
naturally be sought.
The reason to be found in
the books is this, that the party has an interest in
Irronotmeing that paper forged, for the entbrce,
ment of which he may be sued it' it is genuine :
and this would be true, if the event of the eriminal inquiry were admitted to affect his inte.
rest, when the holder proceeds in a civil suit to
enforce the supposed obligation.
But it is also
a The 9 Ge_ IV, e. 32, deehres, that no person
ldudl be deemed an incompetent witness in support Of any prosecution for forgery_ by reason of
any interest he may have in respe_ of the forged
doLmmen_ --Ed.

an indisputable
rule, that the issue of the trial
for forgery, whether condemnation
or dischar_ge,
is not permitted
to have the least effect upon tints

ceeding; or he may be aequitted_ and vet the
genuincoess
of the handwriting
may hereaftes
be questioned,
and ItS falsehood estabhshed.
tlow, then, can the anomaly of this exclusion
be explained?
It seems that.legalantiquarians
have preserved d_e tradition of a praetiee which
is sakt to have preveg'led in tbrmer times,--when
a person was convicted of forgery, the tbrged
instrument
was damned;
i. e. dehvered up to be
de, trowed in open court. The practice_ if it ever
existed, now lives but in the memory
of the
learned ; the disabling
consequences,
however,
survive it to this hour. The trial proceeds in the
presence of the person whose name is said to
have been forged, who alone knows the fact, and
has no motive for misrepresenting
it. His state.
ment would at once convict dm pursuer [qu_
prisoner ?] if guilty, or, if innocent, relieve him
from the charge.
But the law declares him incompetent; and he is condemned to$it by_ a silent
spectator, hearing the case imperfectly
pieced
out by the opinions and surmises of other per.
sons. on the speculative question, whether or not
the handwriting
is his. And this speculation_
incapable
under any circumstances
of satisfy.
ing a reasonable mind, decides upon the life of
a f_llow-citizen,
in a system which habitually"
boasts of requirhag always the verybest
evi.
dence that the nature of the case can admit |'-Ed/tor.
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meant reasons that have nothing
to do with
utilhy.
Teebniea!,
as applied to reasons,
i¢
an appellative
invented
by English
law)'er_,
to denote
saeb mode, ot speaking as x_,uld
/lot pass for rea-_,ns upon aTb'body but themselves: rt, as-onspcmd;arro
{heart.the
._clcnce,
the professi_m.
By a rc:l¢,,n, _peakiu g wnil
reference to a law or rule of law. an Uldearued
man would be apt to nmhr_taml,
a eon--ideration the tendency
of wtlieh is to pro{ e the
law or rule of law to be conformable
to the
principle
of utibly:
,. e. produeti_e
of more
good thau exfl. "lhe_e vulgar or popular reasons a l,'arned man will sometimesonde.send
to take up ",_htn lhey happen
to tall in his
wa 5 ; but the favourite,
the p_ivJ]eged,
reasm_s. ah. _2 er,ur_e the profe_smn;:!,
O.,e _cientitle, the transeendmmd--m
a '_ord,
the
teehn:eal,
rea-on_ : a_ above drs¢ ri:'e,1,
Leaving
the sc'ieutllle 1, a:ons 1,, scientific
men. as not bei,,a fir to ?_ :p,,kcn of under
the name e{ rcaaons b} vulear lu,-. [ ¢',,nfine
the appb,'az,(,n
.f_h('um'd
¢. ,r..,,.. when eraployed w_ti_ou; any _m'h addi*au'ent,
to .-ueh
reason- of' t]_e _ clg._; ea_t. _-. (,;, _he occasion
ill que._tio:i, have been honour.d
b) the adnption gt_t n _t, then{ by :pleptll_e {,eh_.
A {:rent btsek, a,','or_ n,u to Qw Greek proverb. i_ a area{ ev_!. A lay.
be-ld,'wh'tl
behind,
to _t as a hook, i.. a, a.'_ r.tc an e_fi,
great
el htt/e.
To h, ra. a t,d_raP[,
¢'uiieet
jadgmeI,t
eoneelnl/l_
RIIV LCW. Ill {_'-[,eet
of
tt3e
quc*-_lOli
w_lt:i:er
tt,'t _ K(I,,tl or
l}_e
t'vll
treader..es
c,fa predt, m:.a_e--in
a ;_o,d. to
tbrm his jt.d:ment
o. the qUe.-L, ,u on v,Mch
side the hai:,]we Is. --- evel_
]e_'.'-l'_,_
,m(i
writer
on tc:,_-l:,ilc,n
v_;:o nndel-ta_: '. I.:.'
bus}nes% pr_,c_ed- n, in- :e_ot:nI_ _,- :, r erchant doe¢h_ih-:
h,..ad,!,to_
bit',,,,.. _ .iias
a creditor,
mid t_egleet, m,t an) m.le ,',, :,,.,he
his ent_ie_ on o1:(: _-ide. th,*_,c: the oil_ 'r,
In the books el lLngI:.h I.w)e_ _. :i',. waj's
of _peakmg
_hieh one n,eet_ x,<tL" ._,(h ." _ue
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sample of |earned reason
on this grouud,
I
shall confine myself to the case of a,, extraneous
witness,
The e_e iI_ _hleh the pceumary iutere:t
at _lakc i, that which a man
p...e..-es
iu the ehar,.,,*er
of a part) in the
¢'du-e. pl:mtt;ff O_ de/'endanL
is re;erred
for
anotl,er
{,lace:* _br. in this latt,q ease, jut tsprudence,
and more particularly
t[ngli_h
jurisprudcm*e,
will be round variegated
by
inconsistencies,
fl,r whwh. in the sltnation
oi_
an extraneous
wkness, there ts no place.
In point of prop:'iety, the exeh, smn stands
in both ease_ on /;early the same gwm_,l.
If
there be a_L_ ditFerenec it i_ d_i-. -- viz. that.
sum tbr _um. the exeh,/¢,.
_. more plainly
u_eless in ti,e ease of the l.a,t5 than in the
l'a_e el ti_e exmmeou_
witt*e_
Why ? liecau_: tile i_,ir:cS* by whtei* the hill isaeted
upon ia a _ini_tee diiee_!on,
i-. in the ease of
a party, re.re eOhapieuoubly
{,amled upon tile
fact, of ¢lw situat'.on
In wl_wh he stttnd% Deeeption[.-, therefore
so muei_ the le_sprobable:
th.. mi,_d ot the jmlge, bc he whobe
may, is
so much the ie.s in danger o( n.t being _nfficiently
turewar_ed
a_am_t it.
I. ]_:xeeptlvn
the iat_t : -- h,tereet
a_>'inst
interest.
['Mess the rule, om of whh'h the e_ ccptiun
is taken,
be sup{,o-ed
tc_ he had t_z {,,to, Q,e
reason ut the ,,._ccptmn
(if it ha- a,ly_ cuppeses all other eU'('tlU_tdi;Ccequal, a_ld the
quantity
of mo,,o_ e:_alive
of tile in{cues/;
the
same on bmB _ide-.
Atzam,_t tile truth of'
this suf,positi,m,
tLere i _, t'xact])
infiui D' to
oue.
The humber
of t,,-_ibh ' raho_- is intlulte:
of /he_.e the ratiu ot equaht}
i.. one.
Ot the proport',m
h_t_ecn
interest
al_d interebt,the
exeeptmhtukcs
no
e(,gl_i2aneu:
/1o
mention of_t ia mad,:.t
IL Exeeptiu:_
the _ecm,d :-- The interest
contingent.._

name of reasons,
are co,.tined
tbr ti_e rho._t
part to one side. Sul'h i_-the ca_o i:: p.,t_cular with the reasons eorrespcmdm¢
to Q_e several particular
i ulesbv wb;eb so maux gNmps
of exceptions
have been attached
re" the general
on the
•
.rule uf exclusmn
. _core of per'uniarv interest
To the rule ,tsetf
no reason

" Part V. ])r.U, le Areou_t.
+ It must be acknowledged,
that. in many of
the ease-, in wluch ttn_ exception has been al} lowed_ _t tins been. from the nature of the e.ase_
] unquestmnably
certain th.t the interest, at least
, the peeumarv interest, was equM on both sides;
J thus, the a ce'epter ofa bdl of excbange is an ad_lsslble _umess
an action
muo_er
i urawer
to rovem mat
ne nanby no
streets aga)_
oi tile
,
,
I] .....

at all appears
ever to have been am_exed:
the utiht v of it has been established
by assetlion aud a.ssumption,
without
so mueh as an
at{ empt to find "a reason tbr it. To the excep¢iou h
be n attached a reaso _ such a ° it is'
as el
e eoar_e'
" _
zi_""
x_e tive
a reason
'
'
" ' in iavour .o tile e• C p
rule
a reason on that one side
The reason
having been thus exhibited,
_ts eoncluswehess has been presumed as a matter of course,
No marks are discoverable,
on this ground at
len._t
r an
uch sus ieion as that m the ac
,o.
_);s
.U
P,
,'
• ..'"
count-nooK
Kept oy a lefi'l star or ,_
__u p 'posl_lg
nlm

the suit may be dcei_led, he is equally' liabltcy
On the other hand, there are many cases m which
the interest is not really, but only nominally,
the same on both s,des.
Thus, a pauper is a
good wituess for elmer parish, in a settlem_'It
ease: why? beeause(veearetold)
itistho_aae
thing to him whether he haa a settlement in one
.._
h n_ ;....,h_
,_,_
"+
h _h
thing; but it mayalso
be a very different thing,
since different parish_
give very different allow,
ances to their poor.--Nditor.
** Lor_ Chief-Justice
Parkerrejeeted
the evldeuce
in favour of a hundred, ,,_
of a hundredor
....

(o _eep any,) there snoul(l ae two slues,
On the "present occasion,
in presenting
Vow. VI L

taxes_ on the ground of the possibility
day I_:_aing
rich. 10 Mod. 150.--_d.
C c
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Theassumptions here are two :--1 That in
2. Keeper and eoncu!,i_te : keeper rich as
human affairs, at least in human affitirs of this a Jew, fond as the Jew in *}e Harlot's Proshamp, a line is already drawn between cer- tress: concubine at hig}: altown_,ee: keeptainty and contingency;
2. That no continer's whole pro?trig at s[;tke ul),)n the cause.
geut interest can be equal to any ccrtain one. C,ncubiue a good wita.,.ss.
Whence came this postulate ? l_rom Euclid ?
3. Defendant a/['n_e sole, m'dd or widow ;
from Price ?--fi'om the Stock Exchange ?-her whole property at stake, as before, ._he
from Lloyd's Coffeehouse ?
the heiress of our d_tke ; witness eourtiag
The postulate once admitted, demonstraher in marriage, and the day fixed: -- a bettions |bllow m any quantity, and to any cf- tcr witness need not be desired. I know how
feet.
wor[hless a thing a woman I_, in the e)e of
I. That,--in
the case above alluded to, of i a true English lawyer : how inca,/able of
the duke with his £1S0,000 a-year, his title creating an *ntere._t; how incapable of ex_rto the whole of it being contested, the duke rising any il_fluence, right or wrong, on mm.'s
at the point of death, hls onl_ sot, called on affections : it was my care, therefoze, to
his part as a withes% the estate unsettled,
clothe her. to znvest her, with a t_e.simple.
son and father upon the terms that all t,_tbers
4. The duke's daughter seduced: suppose,
mid all sorts ought to be,--the son would be a as Clari_-_aw_s b) Lovelace : she wanting a
good witness. Why ? Because his interest is day of bei_ _,f age. 2"_ierporte action versus
not vested ; is not certain ; is no better th:ul seducer : ease, trespass per quod secvdium
contingent. ,_eeus, if the estate be in settle- ' ami_it: stockings rcmainingunmended,
which
ment, sixpence a-year settled on the son, the .fille should have mended while in childbed:
father in full vigour, the son in a g_flloping dam:lgc, laid at £1tLO00. I'7lle good w_tness.
consumption, father and son like Henry I1. 1 Why ? Because no i_tere_t. What matters it
and his soils: ibr here le interest dcl ritz est to her x_helher she be tl;,3nght to have been
certain, et nemy contingent.*
( defiled v, ithnut eon_ent, or to have delivered
Canit be necessary to observe, that in hu- hcr-_etf as Potqdmr s wife would have done
man affairs, in matters of gain and loss espe- to Joseph ?
eially--more
particularly in matter_ of gain
Seen,, the day past, andfille of age. Action
and loss that depend upon law,-- the differ. ' per pier ne gi_t.¢ quia nul drolt : hecau_e no
enee between contingency and certainty is [ right per/hire glle mend stockings: issint,
but in name ?--that what is called a certainty I no damages al l;icr. Action per fillc ne gist,
(for even death itself is contingent as to lqu_a nul _eduction, title ne est,_al[t drtns age:
time) is but a eontingenc _, in which the ratio i ct nncorcfilte bad evidence : quia ncmo debut
expressive of the degree of probability is i es,_e testis en son cause den_esne.
more or less greater than in the other case ?
IlI. Exception the third--But
here a difCan it be necessary to observe, that there is i ficult) occurs. A reason, to be susceptihle of
not that contingent sum for which the exact _ correct scrutiny -- a reason, llke any other
equivalent, in a sum called by everyhedy a i proposition, should have for its vehicle some
certain one, is not to lie found ? The lawyer, i determinate and complete grammatical senby whose decrees the operatmn, of the me. '. tence. But among the words, or a-_semblages
hey market are governed and perplexed--are
! of word% wilich on this ground a_-_umethe
they all a secret to him? What charity-boy, ! guise and port of reasons, rio such proposiwhat beggar-boy, was cver at a loss to know ] tion% no such sentences, are to be found.
that the toss-up of a halfpenny was worth a t What is found, consists of here and there a
farthing? Ale_! When will the wisdom of' I catchword or two, out of which, if others
the sages of the law rise to a level with that i were added to them, reasons of some sorl;
of babes and suekhngs ?
I or other might peradventure be composed.
Observe what the £1,q0,000 a-year loses ! Take, for example, the words necessity, course
in value, by being contingent instead of cur. i qf trade. The matter of Gibbon's book has
rain. The proportional number of fathers by been not unapt[y stated to be not history,
whom their only children are disinherited is but allusions to history ; the sort of matter
_what shall we say ? say one out of athouhere in question may, in like manner, be said
sand: say even one out of a hundred and to consist not of reasons, but of alludons to
eighty.
The value of the £180,000 is re- reasons.
dueed, by this cireumstanee, to what ? -- to
1. Jeweller delivers jewels to hisjourney.£179,000.
man to deliver them ovcr to a customer:
Great debates, in the days of the school- journeymml steals them. Thief good witness
men, concerning the comparative value, in
point of interest, of a possible Angetship and
"I"This action, however, can be maintained,
whether the daughter is of fall age or not. lax
a present Mouseship. Mr. Justice would be the caseof Bennett v. Alleot, Mr. Justice lhd_
dearly for the mouse.
let snide" Here instances of actual service are
•
proved, and therefore it is immaterial whether
1 Salk. 21t3._Ed.
she were of age or noL" 2 T. IL 16tk_Ed.
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to prove delivery. Why ? Because, in speaksorts--of every day's dealings between man
ing of the tran_etion, "occasion may be taken and man. The persons exposed to the action
to use the words eottrse of trade. Trade is of this sinister interest _ of this intere_,
certainly a good thing : but quccre, what can which, sinister as it is, pecuniary as it is, as
it be the better tbr a sort of evidence which well as so much beyond pecuniary, forms no
in each instance will most probably, if J_ot bar to their testimony,_are
persons of the
eertaiMy, give the goods away fi'om the right
lowest, as well _s most numerous order, serowl:er t) a thief ?
rants and da_-tabourers ; while the interest,
Secus, i| the jeweller himself had deli_ ered the pecuniary interest, of itself, rises to any
the_:* for, this is not tn the coarse of trade,
magnitude.
And with this example not only
No shopkeeper was ever known to serve a betbrc your eyes but in your months, youtake
c'astm_er with his own hands,
uFon you to deprive justice of the hght of
Observe the difference : in case of mendaevidence, on pretence of interest l
city, the jeweller has no interest to serve
IV. Exception the fourth:_
Interest ere°
bu_ that of gaming the value of the jewels;
at ed by a wager: a wager laid by the witness
the iourneyman has that same value l_) gain, on the event of the cause.
and his life to save.
Bat "in the English
Reason tot the exception : A man ought
lawyer's price-book, life is worth nothing ; not to have it in his power to deprive another
reputation worth as little, except when rap- of the benefit of his te_*timony,t
hey is to be got by parting with it.
What._ not to deprive him of a sort of
2. Action for the price of goods sold by testimony which, in your view of the matter,
faetorage : factor paid at 5 per cent. Question
is sure to be stained by perjury, and to proabout the price agreed on, whether £10,000
duce misdecision and injustice?
One thing
or £11,000:
it' £11,000, factor gets £50,
on one occasion, another thing on another
which, ff £10,000, he does not get. Factor
occasion.
One individual must not have it
a good witness. Why? Because here too you in his power to deprive another of the benefit
may say course _f trade. Had the ihetor'deof his testimony.
How often do they not,
livered £50 worth of his own goods with his these lawyers, give that same power to indiown hands, there being nobody else to prove viduals in other instances !--how often do
it, he would have lost the money ; ibr here they not execute it themselves!
you cannot say course of trade.
_ Blessed law! A law authorizing parties to
If, in the one case, the profit from perjury,
hire witnesse% and witnesses to be hired_a
supposing perjury, is ao greater than in the law establishing a market overt for hired
other,--how much greater themischief! how witnesses--effect
given to the practice, and
much greater the loss ! To gain his £_, the nothing said against it !
factor must, in the filst ca_e, have inflicted
Wagering thus employed is subornation;
on the party injured a lo.-s of twenty times nor yet simple subornation, but subornation
as matin,
double distilled.
Subornation simply disIn a ease of this sort. (and there are plenty
tilled is £100 promised by plaint.iff to witof them) some, instead of course of trade, say ness, to be received ifplainviffgains the cause.
necessit#.
The one wind is as good as the A wager of £100 between plaintiff and witother : any other as good as either of them. hess, plaintiff la)qng that he loses the cause,
Approve the exception, you must first have witness that he gains it, acts with double
condemned the rule.
the foree._: In the case of the simple loser,
With reference to what event can it be necessary to axhnit a species of evidence which
+ The principle laid down in Barlow e. Vowell,
is more hkely to be productive of injustice
Skin. 686, and the celebrated ease of Bent w
than justice ? for such (as we have seen) is Baker, 3 T. R. '27, was, that where a person
himself a partyin interest after a plainthe fundamental proposition, which, in point makes
tiff or deibndant has an interest in his testimony,
Of reason, forms the necessary and only basis he may not by this deprive the parties of the
of the rule. With reference to what desirable
benedt of his evidenee.--Ed.
end ? To the avoidance of injustice ? To
++If the remark were worth insistingon, it
say so, would be a contradiction in terms,
acts with more than double the forge; the s_at'iering from a given sum lost being _o much
In these three words, course of trade, may greater t|mn the erOoyment from the same sum
be seen a complete eonfatation of the rule ;
a complete disa¢owal of the principle of it ; all
gained.
What lose
if the
were
the wimess's
: he could
no£1001ost
more; his
sufli_rlng
from
a complett_eertifieate of the non-exis_enee of Io_s could not be increased. Supposing it so
that danger which constitutes the sole reason much gained, the gain would he capable ofhelng
of the rule.
doubled and doubled, and so on ad i_jfmltum;
Course of trade !-- and of w|mt trade ? O1" and sti/l the enjoyment limited enougit, as_ by
every branch of trade, from the highest to the universal eout_ssion, all human majoyments areLaws are in three reprobating simple gaming_
lowest: course of dealing-- of dealings of all and empowering the lbser to reSeover'haekmoney
thus lost. How inspect ia simple gaming, i_
" I Phil 64_Ed.
comparison with such wagering.*
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though plaintiff should lose the cause, witThe practice, and file name found for i¢
ness willindeed gain nothin_ _, but neither will are r.ot ill matched. Speak the truth indeed?
he lose. Ill the cast, of the wager, plaintiff ,%*.on thi_ occlusion he is 4o speak truth, is
losing the cause, witness will not only gaiv he: What is it, tl}cn, that tie is to speak on
nothing, but he will foot, it as much as in the t_ther t,eeasim:>?
other ease he would have gained.
On the exelu.i_mary Dinciple. no supposiV. Exception the fitkh:-tion wa_ ever more cou_pleteiyfelo de se. If
After observing the cases in which the ex- the m_m ha_ no interest, they make sure in
eluding rules have been hroken through, tbr the first place tba_ he will not speak the
reasons proper in themselves, but yet no truth; and, though he have an interest, still
otherwise proper than on the supposition of tbey expect him to _pcak the truth.
the impropriety of the rule,--it
may be euOn the p_inciple of uniw.rsal admission,
rious enough to observe a ease in which th._ nothing would lie more c_ n--i_tent, nothing
a'ule is broken through on the ground of acirmore rational, thalJ tlw prachcc. If the sieumstanee out of whmh nothing like a reason tuation the witness stand_ in exposes him to
cau be made, or is so much as attempted to the action of amendacity-promotioginterest,
be made.
he will speak tinder a bins : the judge should
A time there was, when _he wit_ess was know of it, that be may put himself on his
not exposed to the action of the sinister in- guard. Mendacious it mayhappen to him to
terest, to the action of which be is exposed, be respecting this collateral fact, as well t-s
now that he is called upon to speak. Well, the principal one; but mendacious he canm,t
and what. then ? What follows? That at that i be in both facts, without expo-ing himself t o
time, hadhe been examined, the cause which i double danger. Bad as a passl,ort to (jarg
exists for suspecting him would not at that i nie_ say) competency, the examination is tea t
time have existed: but, for not existing then,
as affording a clue to credibihty.
does
it
exist
the
less
at
present?
/
a modern
book whichonlies
beforediremr.,
Question: A man who at the time of his the Inpractice
of examination
a voire
_
examinationhas an interest in the cause,--i_
I spoken of as beir g at present out of u_'_
he an admissible witness, he having had no ttow the practice itself cml be out of use, !
interest at the time of the supposed thet ? do not very well conccive. I can conceit e
Decision in the affirmative.* Because he was the phrase to be out of use--and
if it be, _,
under no temptation when he had not to much the better. ._ man might look a gee
speak, therefore, when he is to speak, knowwhile, even in the xocabulary of English lal.*
ing him to be under temptation, you are to before he would find so silly a one. Corn,..
suppose him not to be so. Just as if a pilot my honest friend, 1 am going to put som.,
were to say in a storm, the vessel anmng the questions to you. To the first of them, tb.,
breakers, Sit still; there is no danger. Why court expects you to speak truth: to the
so? Because yesterday it was a dead calm.
others, as you please.++
VI. Exception the sixth : Voirc dire._ Truth !
expected, in spite of"interest.
One point of practice more may put a finish I specimens.
$ The above-enumerated exceptions are but
to this exclusionary rule, and the deviations i In _erjeant ltawkius'sCrown.. Law..{e 46. g°4_,,'_
from it. When a witness produced against stands the tallowing passage, word tbr wor_:-you has an interest in the business (meaning t " It seems an uncontested rule_ in all eases
always a pecuniary interest.) and you cannot 1' whatsoever, that it, is .a good exception. against
I a witness that he _s either to be a garner or a
get other evidence of it, or do not care to be loser by the event of the cause, whether such
at the expense, you address vourself to the advantage be direct and immediate, or ceasewitness himself, and ask him Whether he has I quential only."
or no: if he speaks truth, he is turned out;
Observe well, in all cases whatsoever. Iraif he perjures himself, he is heard. This ope- I mediately after, comes the eolleetion of ease%
ration is called examining a witness upon the evidence
thirty-fiveofin m_
number,
in nineteen
interested
witness of
haswhich,
been the
advoire dire. Votre dire is, in law French, to judged or recognised at commou law to be innd.
tell the truth : and the examination is called I missible (including a few in which the door h_
voire dire, because upon this occasion the / been opened by special provision in a statute:)
witness is called upon, and expected, to tell | in the other sixteen it has been adjudged or rethe truth; no such requisition being made, cognised to be admL_ible. In this place, there.
fore, the true conslxuetion of all is half; tile
nor result expected, in other cases,
cases unconformable to the rule being, within
two or three, as numerous as the case8 confer,re.
* Modern Equity Diges% tit. Evidence, from able to it. Would any one wish to pick out *&e
2 Veseyjun. 634,
admissible cases from the inadmissible ones,
Witness to a will, not interested at the exe- without looking at the book ? The surest way
eution or death of the testator, is competent, wmtld be to draw them like blanks and _'i_es
though inter_ted at his examination. Brograve out of a wheel: human reason, if unsophtsti.
& ViT'inder,July 1795. 2 Vesey jun. 634."
cared,would onl$ te_en, instead ot i_ing
the
"f 1 Phil, 23, t23, 2_4._Ed.
et,_ce of guetmrtg fight. Beholda _ample:_
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We have now seen that, if it were in the
nature of pecuniarily-interested
evidence
to

INTEREST.

40_.

give birth to any such systematical
plan of
legal depredation
as upon a partial and hasty

Bad_ or excluded
Good, or admitted
tion ;--That, to ffain a hundred pounds, D should
witnesses,
witnesses,
seek to deprive another of a hundred peund_
L The intbrmer, on a
1. " Persons who by
aud no more ? or that, to gain the _ame su_ W
penal statute giving to several statutes are enthe witness, of whom it appears that he h_
_ne informer the whole
titled torewardson conbeen trusted with that sum, should seek to den
or a part of the penalty,
vietion of offenders."
prive another of it, and of his life into the bar.
Reason:--"
For he is
(Qucere:--are
they
gain ? That D should he guilty of a momen.
directly
interested
in "tess interested, or le_s racy, and general, and constructive fatsehocd_
the event."
directly interested_ in
without oath; or V_r of an expr_s and circumthe event ?_
stantial train of falsehood, upon oath ?
2. In perjury.
2. In perjury also.
[
Quwre, _rhat inducement could the man imThe party injured_
The
party injured, ] posed upon by the bond have to let off _V, the
the pro*ecution being
the prosecution
being
man whose name is to it_ but for "_V's assurirrg
groundedonthestatute,
Reason:--Because
the
statute gives him ten

grounded
was a fbrged
one, and
that Dhe? woulc[
tuna law. on the corn- [ him
ire that
such itevidence
as would
convict
And
(Qua_'e :--donut the
q ucere, What co_fld be W's inducement to give
_ueh a_surance, but the expectation of saving
pounds.a
statutesgivetenpounds
hims,Af r_m tl e payment of the bond_ Qucere_
and
a groat dealmore,
to the witnesses above
Therefore,
how is _he interest destroyed by the
spoken of?)
maneeuvre ?
"¢. ]n tbecase of era3. In the same ease
[Tothe abo'_e exceptlons to the rule exehxding
bezzlement
of naval
as on the other slde_
interested
evidence, add this most remarkable
stores ; the prosecution
the witness good if he is one. " If a witness is sworn, and proves an instrument, however formal the proof may b% on
being
on the
statute
17 not
disingenuous,
will
the part of the plaintifl_ he is to be considered a
Oeo. IL
c. 40,
which
own that heandenterinflicts a penalty with
rains an expectation
of
witness for MI purpose,
althovgh
he may be
tlae moiety to the inthe informer's share,
substantiMly
the real defendant in the suit, and
tbrmer, orcorporealpu,
the defendant
on the record a mere nominal
nishment
without the
party."
Phillip_s,
i. L_;O.--l:d_t,,r.]
penalty_ at the disereIt was at one tune my inlentiou to bare given
tion of the judge. The
in one view, or_lumn by the side of column_ the
witness bad, if he is inwhole number of eases in which, on the score of
interest (pecuniary
interest.)
wime_ses had_ in
genuous, and owns he
has an expectation
of
virtue of the general rule, i_een excluded;
and
the infbrmer's share,
the eases of exception,
in whiei_, uotwlthstamt(Compare
thi_ with
ing the general rule, witnes_-es equally exposed
No. 1 of the good cases,
to the temptation of the same sort of interest had
wh ere the earning of the
been admitted,
reward
deper.4s upon
On a nearer approach, this intention has been
himself, the judge not
_iveu up. Argumeutatmn
on the question how
having it in his power
.i_e law ought to be, is of itself sutt_eientlv vo.
to deprive him of it, as
uminous,
without being encumbered
with an
additional load of argumentataun
on the question
here.)
how the law is, or rather ought to be deemed_
4. In toforgery,
re- when
4. The
reputed, conjectured to Ira.
lation
a bond,in the
he same
has gotperson,
a rf.
person whose name is lease from him to whom
The use of such a table would not have been
ibrged to a bond, and
the bond purports to be very considerable.
In a general view, the rewho offer_ to prove that
payable,
sults of the inquiry, on the head of exclusions
the name signed is not
on the ground of danger of deception_ ar_ two:
his signatt_re. _,
--1. That in no instance ought it to take place;
Qta_re: _,Vl_ich is the most probable supposi,
but that a itgeneral
statute 2.ought
be made_
abolishing
in all eases.
That tosuch
is the
--i inconsistency
of the course of decision under inIn pr,_sccutions in which the expense to the
risprudentiallaw,
that (unless it be in the part'i.
prosecutor is more than ten pounds,I what chance
eular eases in which, notwithstanding
interes%
woukt the l_w ha_e oi' producing any effect, if evidence has been admitted)
the judge is in
the injured party were not repelled to prosecute
every case at perfect liberty to exclude the wit,
by a motive srro:_ger than what can possibly be ness or admit him_ as he thinks fit : that_ decide
afforded by the chance of :wquirh_g ten pounds ? as he may. he has uu blame to apprehend ; and
e_pecmlly when the acquisition is dependent upon
that between the general principle of stare de.
the success of a suit at law :--and such a suit !
eisis and the pursuit of the ends of justice, in
b lie is now made a competent witness_ by the each particular ease he has his choice of praise:
9 Geo. IV. c, 32.--Ed.
the pr,_ise of zeal fbr the law, in the one ease;
the praise of zeal tbr justice in the other.
By the 5 E_liz. e. 9, besides being sentenced
On the other hand, the embarrassment
at.
to six months imprisonment,
a convicted per
tending the construction of such a table would
juror forfeited £2(I, one moiety of which went to bare been enormous. Suppose it copied, with aethe king, and the other to the person aggrieved
knowledement,
from the existing digests and inby the perjury.
The 2 Geo. II. c. 25, initieta the
dexes. Then comesthequestitm--_Whoareyoa?
punishment
of trart_portadon,
or imprisonment
--what sort of a lawyer are you, who Eut your
tbr neven years, with hard labour.--Ed,
trust in indexes? Nor would even thi_ plan have
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view might seem the inevitable eonsequet_ce, to be, nor is, received as a ground for the exthe cases in which (notwithstanding
the in- elasionofthea_suredlymendaeioustestimony.
fiuence of the principle of exelusion) this
So tar f¥om it, that, on the contrary, that sort
seemingly dangerous spccles of evidence is [ of evidence which is most assuredly mendsactually admitted, are of sufficient extent to cious is (when applied in the manner that all
have long ago let in the mischief in full force, mankind are in the habit of applyingit) regardAt the same time, a matter of fact universally
ed even by lawyers as the " best evidence."
notorious is, that no symptmns of the preysEvidence in which both causes of suspicion
]enee of any such mischief have ever nmni- are united, and each in the highest degree,
rested themselves,
is received in every day's practice, to the great
So far is the public fi'om ever having been advantage of, and without any prejudice, or
laid under contribution by a system of de- so much as suspicionofprejudlce,
to justice:
predation grounded ou mendacity, as in the and this where, in ease of deception, the rotscase supposed, --so far has been the practice
chief would be at its highest pitch.
of laying individuals under contribution in
These several propositions either have
this way, by false evidence, from being rca- been, or, it is hoped, will be, established by
lized to such a degree as to have become a sufficient proofs.
prevalent practice, --that
even the rewards
Let us begin with perjury. In perjury may
offered to intbrmers--the
standinginvitations
be seen by far the strongest case : the case
by which men are called upon, at all times, in which the pretence for exclusion on the
to lay offenders under contribution, without
score of security against deception wears the
prejudice to truth, and to the great benefit of fairest outside.
justice,--are
not excepted to an extent sufPerjury is a particular modification of imficient to give to the laws thus endeavoured
probity ; but a modification particularly upto be supported, the degree of efficacy which I propriate to the present purpose. Improbity
the interest of the public in that bel_alf ren- i at large, according as it is more or less fi'eders so desirable,
quently displayed, indicates an habitual, or
Men are not so forward as could he wished at least fl'equcnt, prevalence of the force of
to dig for emolument in the mine of litiga- the improbity-promoting
over that of tim
tion, even by the invitation, and under the tutelary or improbity-re_training
motives: a
full protection of the law. Can it be looked fbrce impelling the individual into this or
upon with reason as a mischief seriouslyto be that line of iaunorality and misconduct, acapprehended, that men should be more for- cording to the nature of the seducing motive
ward than at present to embark in the same or motives acting in each individual case.
intricate adventure, with the reproach of men- Perjury, in addition to the prevalence of the
dacity and injustice pressingall the while upon ordinary motives on some individual occasion
their consciences, and with the fear of punishor occasions, indicates the particular species
ment and infamy before their eyes?
of delinquency into which the individual has
thus been impelled ; viz. mendacity : the very
specie_ by which the most plausible of all
CHAPTER
IV.
pretences for exclusion on the ground of iraIMPROPRIETY
OF :EXCLUSION
ONTHEGROUND probity is afforded.
In any other case, the
OF IMPROIilTY.
argument for the exclusion is no more than
this : Hc has violated the obligations of mo§ I. Convicted perjury an imFroper ground
rality in some sorts of ways ; therefore it is
of exclusion,
more or less probable that he will, npon ocTareD general cause of exclusion on the score casion, violate them in this sort of way. In
ofdeception,_iraprobity,
the case of mendacity it runs thus: He has
Interest is not in any shape a proper ground
violated the obligations of morality not only
of exclusion.
Improbity, in whatever shape in other sorts of ways, but in this very sort
or degree, is still farther from being a proper
of way, on former occasions ; therefore it is
ground of exclusion,
more or less probable that so he will on the
Entire assurance of mendacity neither ought occasion now in hand.*
been altogether free from embarrassment and
dissertation. Index would not always agree with
index : a choice would then be to he m_xie; and
thenwould
come,
c.audidates for admission,
the
reasons for
suchasehoie_
2. Su_
the obligation submitted to, of
on mylar, in each instance_ the responsi,
bitity of the short statement given of the cas_
Thus, then, the reader finds himself plunged in
the o¢lmxaof jurispl"udentia] law, eom_,
in
every part of it_ of uncertainties. The reader

being set down in this labyrinth_ the business of
the author is, by dissertations upon dissertations,
to make him a clue for it. The words put by
one reporter into the mouths of the judges, agree
not with the words of another reporter _and when
they do, they are still but thewords of a reporter, not t_aewords of a judge; no judge is
bound by them.
_ Mendacity, on this occasion, is the only
pl_.j)er sttbjeet of regard: the ceremony, wimout
whleh the most pernicious exercise of mendacity
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For suspicion,
a most
perfectly
proper
ground : for rejection,
none whatever.
Rcusons : those already mentioned
; to which may
be added those wlfieh follow,
1. In this line o[ delinquency,
beyond most,
if not all others, the scale is lengthy,
the degre_,s are numerous
: the highest degree upon
s level with murder ; the lowesi, that sort of
eo_uluet (shallit be called misconduct
?) which
is openly m_d habitually
praetised
by E,glish
jurymen;_eountenaneed,
approved,
reeommended
b? English judges,
To all these &fferen_ levels
the eye of
judicial
suspiciou
has the po_s er of adjusting
itself.
Exclusion
knows no gradatmns:
blind
and brainless,
it has but one alternative
;-shut or open, like a vatve ; up or down, like a
steam-engine,
Instead
of conniving
at the exclusionary
system, long ago would the legi.lator
every,a,here, if wisdom had been as easil) dL-pla 3ed
as power exereised,
have exhibited
a scale of
this sort, for judicial suepicion
to guide itself
by. An attempt
of thts sort will be foundin
an ensuing book.
2. When the door of the witness-box
is shut
against

a proposed

witness

on this score,
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generally on the ground of _ome single tram_
gTession of this sort.
But a single traasgte_
stun of this sort, _ what does it prove ? The
violated eeremonyapart
(aeoneomitant
purely
accidental,
having
no connexion
other than
aeeidentaI
with the m_ture oi the mendacity,
nor with its pernicious
consequences,)
the conviction proves no more than this,_viz,
that an
one a,_ignable
occasion the convict ha_ b_en
known to iM1 into that sort of transgression,
which
ever)" human
adult, must
also have
fidlen into, more times than one, on occasions
assignable
or nnassignable.
.
" I said,"
says the Psalmist-"I _[d in
my wrath,
all men are liars."
It was in his
wrath that the observation
came from him ;
but he need not have wished to retract it ia
his coolest moments.
From a single lie _old
in the course of ever st, tong a life, a mr_n
. may, without
any grammatical
hapropr.e;],
be denominated
a liar.
But, admitting,
that
in this sense the being a liar is what, without
i exception,
might be predicated
of every hmnan
t being that ever arrived
at man's estate,
the
! truth of the proposition
wouhl not be ineomi patible
with a prubabtlity
an the side ef re-

it is f raeity,
amount,to on
given upon
occasion,
of manyto the
millions
one.each And,
the

is not perjury , and b_ means of which the least
•
.
,_._ .. i_ .., m_ _1..¢
_ho ;_
hess, but of the legislator.
In cohsidcring, therefore, the pretence ot exclusion
on this ground,
mendacity Is the species of improbity to be conaidered, not per'urv.
Abohsh oaths, rot, ,,'oukl

I whole, he who considers
I nson are the occasions
i rage (howsoever
nnpure,
* by alt_mate disadvantage)
tM.ebood
_il] lima_dnc
_ or,i_fio n that 'fro,,, "_h..

how few in europain _hiet, any advan
and overbalanced
1_ to be gained by
io;n with me _., _ho
'n'_o:,d, -,¢' '_,_'_.-'.-_:

_l:?bPee[_,ury,; b,,etdWOUldthe m,sch,et ofn,en,
egregious lia,"tha;"e,:er
existeii, truih
mus_
The mendacity here in question is indeed the [ have l_sued at h'a£t a hundred ames, tor once
mendacity
of en individual
occupying
the sta. I that _lseL't,ua.
_flfut tMsehood,
has taken its
tion of a judicial wm_ess; mendacity uttered on . place.
the occasion of judicature.
To this'extent,
con. i
Again, no man is the same as himself at all
sidered as a sort of presumptive
evidence of ih.
times : it has been said of wisdomit may
rare
contingent
mendacity
in
danger
of
being
I
be
said, and _ith equM truth,
of pro_)ily ; it
committed on an occasion of this sanle sort, mendacitv committed
on a judicial occasion in a l may be said, and not altogether
without truth,
past lnstance will (it is true) aflbrd a presumpof veracity,
that most important,
because alltion stronger than any single act of mendacity
extensive,
taa:wh of probity.
The mind, of
taken at large.
Bat still, it is fi'om mendacity,
which the force has sunk m_],.,r the temptation
not t_om perjury,--from
mendacity, whether preat one time, may s.an.
=oiast
it at another
:
converted or not into perjury,--that
the m_schief
the same mind has _rs ,_:_ nger moments
and
hasimprobity
flowed : itis isproportionate.
m that mischief that the degree
its _eaker
moments ; without
takinginto
the
of
If the profhnation of the ceremony were alone
regarded,
the indication afforded by it of irag.tobity would be very slight, or even evanescent,

account thtt sort £f revol,_tion
so much oftoner tell-, d of than exemplified,
a thorough
change.
L)a the oart of the temptation,
like-

eh at least must be the case lin a country in
which this profanation
is not on y generally,
but
publicly
notoriotu_ly,
at the
same timeand
unattended
with praetised_
the _n_e and
of shame_
by men in elevated stations, and in ether respects
of unblemished
charaeters_
But in England, it
has been seen in a former book (Book II ,_,'evu_//ies ; Chap. VI. Oath.) that examples ,.t this
l_rofanation are thus general, even among men
distinguished
from
by ._uperiot probity.
That the
that common
ingredient mass
in the
com.

wise. the s_rength of it is liable to variatinn
(as hath been already noted,)
upon a scale
distinguishable
to an iniinity of degrees,
From a man's having borne false witness in
some one instance
(or even,
as we shall see
presently,
,,v'tzt.,,:t
any such
warrant,
and
merely from h_e _av t_g done or thought,
or
having been supposed to have done orthot,ght,
something
wrong, in some _ther way that. has

position o/'perjury
should_ in any considerable
degree,
rate as an indication of mendaei,y,
anymore than any other spedes of_mprob_ty,_
tanCanmant to a contradiction in terms,

nothing to da
and that with
that he will
whole course

with _Msehood ) it is inferred,
the most peremptory
assurance,
never bear true witness
in the
of his life 1 An induction,
and

_"
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such an induetlon,
grounded on a single intestimony
is apprehended
(apprehended
on
stance !
the ground of false testimony
given in a for. To pronounce
a man guilty of any other
mer instance,)
aud the person
whose
paroffence without
the opportunity
of a hearing,
pose would be served by the false testimony
is allowed to be the summit of injustice.
To
(whose
interest,
it is apprehended,
may be
pronounce
a man in the same manner
guilty
the efficient
cause of such false testimony,)
of m_ intention
to commit perjury,
is given,
are one and the same ; in _his ease it is only
on this occasion,
as a most refined invention
on the part of one person that the improbity
for the furtherance
of justice!
is presumed:
and in his instance
the proHe was heard (it may be said :) he was
sumpfion
is but too well justified
by former
heard, before hc was pronounced
guilty of the
experience.
But suppose
the perjurer
not
fact on which the incapacitation
was grounded,
himself a party,
but only called in by a party,
-- He was heard ; yes : but apon what occain the character
of a wi*mess: how stands the
sion ? On the oc_asion on winch he is deemed
presumption
then ? W_thout subornation
on
incredible?
No: but on the occaslon of a
the one part, perjury
on the other part is,
transaction
altogether
different
: which may
in this case. I do not say an impossible
crime
have happened
yesterday,
it is true;
but bebut at any rate not a natural
one.
Spontatween
which
and the occaqion in questinn,
neons pei\]ury, to serve a person who knows
an imerwd
of half a century
may, ?'or any _inothing
of it, and who, therefore,
does not
prow,ion
the rule makes to the contrary,
have ! so much _ conceive him_Af to be obhged by
elapsed.
_ it, is certainly
a po,sible
case, but it is not
The exelu-ionist,
at any rate, is e_topped
a natural
one.
But, if perjury on the part
from repro.ruling
conviction
of perjur_ as a at the _itness
supposes
on the part of the
mark of (h-rmetmn
between
the unlortlmate
part) a _ort of suht_rnatiun,
more or less exliar in qqe_tion, and ether men,
According to
plieit,-how st,u:ds the danger,
how stands
him--peijuredor
unperjured
before--ever._
_he s_q,po-_tio_,
who.,
to produce theappreman, ior the most tl3fling pt_,fit, Is ready to
hel_ded _:fi.ehlet; criminality,
al_(l ill thi. high
eommi_ p,_jury,
degree, on the palt cff t'ao d!fi\,renl persons,
From all thN, is an)' _ueh inference
to be
n,m_t ha_e taken
place?
OI_. the l,ar_ of one
drawn a_ _hat peljury is a light matter ? that
of them, the presumption
il,deed has a gr.und
it i- no _ta_;_ npoll a lnan'_ character?
tha_
to qand upon: but on *he part of the other.
it afford- no presumption
against the _ruth of
it has nr_ ground.
W_!] i_. be _ahl, timt the
hi_ l,'_tlmon)
iu succeeding
m.tancea?
Far
revoking,
in this way, tbc aid of a person
be it from me to have harboured,
tbr amoment,
thu_ expoaed to suspieb,n,
affords a _.u.pieion
any stwh conceit.
What
I arn contending
bdt to_ natural o_ a on.'mexion in crui!t ? The
against
(let it never be out of sight) is at_.u.- sn*piemn
might have some f,)ree, if on all
lute rejection
: rejection
in all ca_es : --not
occi_.%ionb_ OI' all IIlO_t
o,'t('a-lnll-_
a nlall
had
suspicion
and distru.t,
The very repugnance,
hi._ choice of wi:nes_e_.
J3ut in yeneral
the
with which it is but natmal the trader shtm!d
ea.-_e affords no such clmice.
Chance--the
have received the proimsidon
of openlnt _ the
same ehanee which ,_ive. birth _,, the ¢,ffenee,
dam ¢_f justice
to testimony
of thi_ tainted
or other cause t,f d:_imte
(to the offence, if
kind, i. asortofpronfandearne-tofthesatet_
real, or t_ the event
whwh disproves
the
ofthemcasure.
Thesamepreeipira/eemot_o_{
r,'ahty of it, if the aecn-at_m
he groundless,)
under the influence
of _i_ich the man at _x---tlhs
_ame chance
hrln_._ to the spot the
perienee,
lhe man of law, has so ge..rail}
w_tnes_-e¢.hy
_hosetestimo_,_,.
ff ohtamable,
shut the d_o_ a_tunst te_fimouy
thn_ -_Zam_he eauae is to bc decided.
To have hi_ _ittized, ma) he expected
to ace u D(_p the whole
ne--e_, to drag oul of lhe house r,nd the very
with equal ioree, mid v,'i_h fiUlre
a q nllle}l
a __l_,_onl
of the adversm'y_
is
no
oncoululou
its due three, even upon men at i*_s ow_ eleea-e.
eared level : much more upon the un*hmkh_g
Ca.e% however,
there m e, in _xhieh a man
multitude
below.
,%o broad, so pr_m_ineut is has usually his ehoiee of witne_-sc.--aetual
the stigma--so
eo_spieuou._
and impressive
ob¢erri_n7 witnesse_to
thetransaetion--eventhe warning
which it t.dves,---the
dan_er is,
ttml deposing witnes-_es m ease of litigation,
not that the man thu_ d_stin_ui.hed
,_hould
I mean the ease of attesti_g
witnesseto congain too much credence,
bur, that he should
nob;races m_d othe_ contracts.
Apply tim rule
not gain enough.
Free, urn hatwt in coma.
ot exclusion
for perjurytothiscase.
Because
Suppose
an inexorable
door shut agains_ him : my witness has since perjured
himself,
am I
or, .although open, suppose an inexorably
deaf
to be deprived
of my estate ?*
ear turned
to him ; and observe
the consequence :--that
crimes, all imaginable
crimes,
* Where
a witness, who at the time of the
transaction was an uninterested
one_ has since
may be eommitted
with impunity,
with sure
given himself an interest in the eause,--as,
for
impunity,
on his person and in his presence,
instance, by a wager. -- English |awycrs have
When
the perjurer
is a principal
in the
decided--ahd
with indisputable
.iastice_that_
¢anse_
when the person on whose part talse
by this act of the witness, the party shall not be
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In eonslder|ng
whether
improbity,
and in
particular whether
tl_is strongest
case of it,
ought, in point of policy, to be considered as
a ground for the exclusion of testimony,--thc
cur*sequences in point of utility to the publie
taken in all its parts, have, on this occasion
as on every other, been taken by me for the
standard of right and wrong.
But the cons|deration of these consequences.--has
it in
general been the efficient
cause of the dec|stuns given on this head, in the estahlished
systems of jtmsprudeuce?
To a certain
degree, yes; exetudvely,
certainly
not. In the
lcgidation
and jmisprudence
of various
hafinns,
and of England
among
othms,
the
offender,
nut the eommuni D' injmed by the
offence, has beea the object in view--antipathy,
not benevolence,
the prevailing
metive. lnfhmy, and (a., a visible sign of infamy)
exclusion
tram the sanctuary
of justice,
has
been a tot el punidm_eng
superadded
to
what other lots were found at hand ; a sort of
makeweight
puni_hmenttofillupthemeasurc.
It is m_e of the mstance_,
which, in but too
_'reat nuu:ber,
m' 0" he _ound in the Eu_h_-h
a- well a_ other eqabl>bed
sy_lem,,
of the
sort of puni-hment
tidal has been called m_sseated punishment
: punishment
in uhenam
p_rsonam : a -o't of' im:,ishment
whmh,
in
this pa_*ieulara?pbca*nm
of it. maybe styled
cha_,., e-m_,//,,/ nuni-hment.
The plmi_hment
doe_ m,t tall'at_on the uitnes,_ who is di_quatilled, bu,: ul_on all persons who may have
need _f Ins evidence.
A certain
person has
offended,
m_d. to add a st|no to his punic-hmeat. an unuffrnding
crowd
_o collected
helow, and a 1 all*el of punishment
is thrown
down upon thmr heads out of a window.
An innocent
.-tranger
is laid hold of, and a
sword rim through
his body, that with the
point of it a m-ele,s scratch may be given to
the emtiff who ha_ provoked
all tMs vengeante.

§ 2. tnconsistencie_
of EnglisA law
this head.
Under English
jurisprudence,
the t_firunny of a proposed
witness,
if previously
convicted
of perjury,
is altogether
inadmissible.* So says the general rule. Not that
exceptions
are altogether
wanting.
1. Exception
the first :--A piece of parchmeat cMled a reeo*d having been rendered
nece_sary,--if
anybodyhas
contrived
to keep
it out of the way for a few minutes,
the perjurer's evidence is goad evidence.el
_]mt the
record (such part of it as is rmt itself meadeeious)
can exhibit o_ the case, i_ as nothing
in comparison
with what the judge's
notes
might show,
or the testimony
of another
person
pre._ent
at the trial
on which
the
perjury was committed.
But production
of
ttn_ lying parehmen_
produces
fees; producti.n of the other evide_:ce
would
not yield
fees.
_
The oracular
and sacred character
attributed in the hooks to everything
_hat bears
the _ame of a ree.rd,
is grounded
on thesupposition that the instrument,
it not the corn' position
of the judec,
has at any rate been
authentmated
by hi_ perusal.
This supposition, onle_ by the merc:_ accident,
i.- never
t_ue.
WiMe all :his honour is paid to the
i spurious document,
the genuine
one, which
: aetuall:,
is the compo.qtion
of the judge
', himself
who tried
the cause,
passes unto'_graded.
Admitting
the judges
notes as the best of
'_alley|deuce,
wlwn it happens tube attainable,
I -- .z,e species of evidence throe is, which can* nc._ but exist : a _pecies of evidenee
scarcely
' inferior to the judge's notes, and greatly
super|or
(ra,qonally
speaking')
to the secondhand a. welI as uncireumstantial
evidence
' furnished
by the copy of the record : and
, which is sure to be not only attainable,
bug
ac',uallv present,
and that wi*hout
expense.
deprived of tLe bendi_ of In* testimony, a The
This i_uo uth_r than the evidence of the perdamave winch a man is not allowed to do by an jured witness himself,
whose conviet_ou,
on
act. otherwise ._-oinnocent as that nf a wagers-the account
in c,qm_'rlon, i_ sapposed
to have
shall
he rx"
be allowed to do _t by so criminal an act
taken place.
Tl**is, hawever,
is too sure, and
as erln
_ather curiau% that. while the attesting
I)t
simple, and ch¢ap a method
of coming at, the
witness, it' he has happened
to perjure himseLl
...........
clare he qgned h_s nan,e, wou/d not. I snl;po_e, {
* lla_kh's
.._y_ (iv. 355)--'" I do no: f_nd it
he admmed
to Wave h_s own signature,
he is clearly settle(l, whetl:er the pardon era eonvmadm:{red to d:_prove _t: "_$, l_er,_on who }_as ,_et lion of perjur)_ makc_ tbe party a go_d _itnes._ ;"
his name as a snbaeribing
,*'_tness to a deed or
and he quotes a number of ea_s hearing upon
will, is admSs_ble to m_peaeh the executmn of
the point.
It seem% that tbr perjury at common
the instrumem :t_ although
by so doing he con- _ law, tt_ party pardoned may be be a witne_;
lessee hm_self to have been'guilty
of a came i but the b Ekiz. restrained
the Mug from gramwhich differs from the worst kind ot_perjury only
i_ a pardon. Gilb. 14.5. This statute was very
seldom made use of. Indictments
_br perjury
in the ahsence
forgery only in maynowbeverv
m'.,eh simplified, in consequence
name.-Editor. ] of oath --from
of the famhty _.tfi:*rded by the °.?.3Gca). IX. e. 11.
Vide supra, p. 403, note +.--Ed.
the b eases
there onreferred
Ph_thpps
Evidenceto, (edit. 18_'2) i. 41_ and

--E&
5" Leaeh's Hawkins_ § 103.--[_hat _
Ha w kins says (iv, 437,) is on the authority of a ease
in _atk. 46, whieh is quo_ed b2, the Author in
i the next page.--E&
]
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truth,
to be allowed
of.* An observation
that
appears to have been made nit this st0tjeet is,
that when a man has heen convicted
of a crime,
it would
be an unldea_ant
thing to him to
speak of it ; a,td thence
it is that a man,
whose testimony,
if admitted,
will be sure to
be delusive
(fol that is the supposttion,)
is
tobeadmittedtogivethisdetustvctestimony,

EVIDENCE.

lB. IX.

P. IH.

'_(This,
then,
must have been in a civil suit.
i What if in a criminal suit ? Try the cause, and
i then you will know.
Examine
the authori. ties, and the thtther you examine,
the farther
i you witl be from knowing.)
!
The reason is a good one : provided
alwa) s
i that the rule be, iu the first place, aeknowled_zed robe
absurd
trod misehievmJ- _. " it

rather
that any questions
should perjur)
be put'
to him than
eoneerning'a
tact on which
without
detection
would be imp_ible.
But.
i_ its being unpleasant
to a man is a reason
for not asking
him a question:,
h,fortiom
it
ought to be a reason flu" not punishing
hml:
for how unpleasant
_oever it may be to a man
to say, I have been uhipped,
"iallolled,
or
tran@orted,
the operation
of whipping,
plllor)ing,
or transporting,
shouhl,
one would
think, be still more so.
In no possible ease can the unpleasant
eireumstance
in question,
the punishment
(if it
is to be called one.) be surer of not falling
upon one who is irmneen_,
than i:t the prosent;
for ff he to whom tl_e que-tlon
is tbu.
put, whether
he has been convicted
of such
or such an offence, never was convicted
of it,
--how
it ahould ever happen to hml to fi_1swear himself, and answer m the affirmative,
tmless he takes a pleasu_.' in tbl _weariJ_.g himself to his own prejndwe,
i_ scarcely
to tle
conceived.
How _,il
diapo,ed soever a man
may be to be unjusi to others, there seems to
be no great danger of his being di_-posed to do
injustice
to tmns."If,
This preference
of the inieregt_
of the
guilty to those of the innocent,
how ah_tnd
soever in all ea_es, will at lea_t have the elfeet it ahns at, in the ease whole, if a witness
is not liable to be exposed b) h_ own eonfession, he is not flame to be expo.ed
at nil; in
those cases (some _uch there a_e) _here
up
other evidence
of _peeitie crJnfinah_)
i. pet'mitted to be adduced.
Ilut where the diffefence m point of unplea.antness
I. nn more
than what there _s between
tide confessing
his o_vn guilt,
and the havb_g it proved
to
his face by evideuee
which is deemed
still
more convincing,
such a_ the production
ot
the r_.eord of his conviction,--what
possible
use there is in this tende_,ess,
even to the

h:tth'
- tl:;:ndi:2_d
e' • , thaata:"' _o;t2e2o
_" " }o_' aP_Uuflry_
"
]
: davit in relation to the irregulamt)
of a judgi ment in a cause where sueh persnn i_ a party ;
I fnr otherwise
he must suffer all inju_tiee,_
I and would have up way to help him_elL
But
[il; ean only be read m defence
of a charge
! (i. _ against a charge.)
and not in .-upport of
i a compl:unt."
i Not t_hat, in tide sort oI case
I thus excepted,
the reason is b) any means so
good as in the other snrt of ease so eareiully
dlbtmguished.
All other evidence being ,_uF'1 po-ed, in both ea_es, unattamahle,--n,
Mint
I respect
is a man less exposed t,_ surlier all mi ju.-tiee by not being admitted
to give lu._ own
; testnnony
in suppost of a complaint
ot his
! own, than by not being admittt:d
to ffive it
i fi_r the purpose of defending
htm-t'if against a
ehar_e 'a Iu other word% m what re-peel
is
] he less exposed
to sD_tPer inju_ttee,
by not
I beiu_ permitted
to give hi_ own te-tmiony
! in ht_- own behalf when plaintiff,
titan _hen
defemlaot
; On the contrary,
the danger he
_oMd be expo,_ed to from mlu.-tn'e wod!d he
i ffrt"at,.,- i_ the propoAtmn
were' reversed,
Dei barl vd from being heard as a witue-s for him_
] _-elf mlI;e ehdrac'erofd,:fe_b_n_,bei_
exposed
! to no injuries
but such a_ may be attempted
_ to be inll,eted
on him b3 the _n_ervention
of
_ tide band of in.tie,.',
debm red ttom being
' heard as a withes,
t,,r hmD_-.li _,_ the eharae'_tee of pt,_.,r_,4; hc i_ expo_-ed to all injuries
] without
exception.
]
From a charge
he cannot,
m the way of .
: conviction
be a .utTerer,
but tlpon the sup] posit;,m of a .-nit ,,f _ume kind or other in! stituted,
and perjur)
committed,
or at least
I rot.representation
made. in support of it, xwth
' the jm}ge upon
tide watch to protect
him
_ against
it,
In th{- ease, the scene of the
i ' "
curt6;
andof there
he hasfor the
.i injury
probity lies
and zn
compassion
the fudge
his
eriminal to whmn it is shown, seems not very ! defenee.
In the opposite
ease, _t has lain
easy to point out.
i Ijaryonw'.':)
in pa_l.s": and there,
whom
had
2. Exception
the second --Where
the slain I he for hL- deIender?
If the adversary
had orupon the testimony
has been done away by t dinar) prmten_'e,
seconded
by ordinary
good
any of the approved
restoratives:
of which in i fortune,
nobody.
Suppose yourself fi_r a rapthe Chapter
of Restoratives.
t
! mcnt,
gentle reader,
m this unpleasant
preS. Exception
the third :--Where
the testi, dicamcnt
: put into it, not by any perjury of
runny, being self-reg'a_ding,
viz. that of a defondant,
is delivered
in the shape of affidavit
evidence,
and "' in relation to the irregularity

i your own ()on w_mld not forgive me the sup[ position,)
but by the m:ited perjury of two
_ wicked adversaries,
tnrited
by these'lawyers,

of a judgment

] 3"our encmy,

in which such

personis

.t Leach's Hawkins.
+ Inf,'a, Chap. VII.

a party."

i
I

being

stronger

than

_ In Salkeld, it is '" injuries."
11 l_eaeh's Ilawkms,
§ 10:$.

yourself,

CH. IV.]
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and catching
you alone, may beat
jelly ; or (if it be more agreeable
first ha_ng
tied you to the hed-post,
lares your wife and yore- daughter,
hema"peljurer*
or quakers,*
in _ our
Of himself, the privilege _hus _lven

_

IMPROBITY.

4tl

you to a
to him,')
he viethey also
pl esenee,
him could

of the force of' it, aud when t.hus warned,
leaving
them
to themselves,
lfi after this
warning,
the jury convict
a man of whose
guilt the judge from whom they have thus
received the warning, is riot satlsfi'ed,--then_
follows, as a matter of course, a reeommenda-

hardly have occurred to him. I_u_ he has overheard a lawyer brag of it as a good joke; or he
he has found it in a book by accident.
Examine the ease in mmther point of view.
m_l now with the eye of an exelu_ionist
: you
may see another reason for taking the exceplion (if an exeepti ;n there must be) elsewhere
rather than here.
Let it be in hi, men cause,
and, !herctore.
inhig ,_wn beh'df"
here is interest
m the case. end to a certainty"
whereas, if the cause be one to which he i_ not a
party,
and in which be ha_ no natural
interest, pwcjury on hi_ part, if unbribed,
wilt be
wither'a/a
motive : nm" can he he bribed withou', a person able and wlilm_z and bold enough
to vlFer him a bribe ; titres cot_ditinus
which
do not meet in one per:o;l cvcry da).
There
females
;ct one parr of the ease,
which, on difft, rent _ec,>ion_.im_
been brought
to view alread).
When the most suspletou._
of all evidm,ee
{_o £Lr as mlprohity
is coneerned)
is received,
in what -hape is It re-

I lion to mercy,-whence follows, as a matter
, also of course, a pardon.
Another
eiass suffer
' the testimony
to be given,
but if they do
i not find it corroborated
by other testimony,
i !lireet the jury to acqtdt, paying no reward to
] It. A third class, again, if they understand
i that no other evidem'e i_ to tbllow, refiise, in
; spite of all authnrit_es,
_o much as to suffer
the jut 3 _o hear the evidence._
Of what individuals
these several
classes
are re-pettiest
3 composed,
I do not know, mid
should he very sorry to he obliged
to know.
The object m all these eases is the preservatlm_ of the innocent.
To this object there
are tbe_e three roads, all cqaany effectual:
the first, a rational
course, and eontbrmable
to law, meaning always
the published,
the
known,
the knowable
dispensations
of the
law ; -- the second, arbitrary,
assuming,
self:
willed,
trespassing
upon the regard due to
the fi'ee agone? of juries,
uneontormable
to
the splrit of the eormtitution,
bu_ eor_tain-

eeived?
In lhe shape el t'_cJ vo,'_ evidence,
the del_onenr p,'v.eI: iu court to be examined
and cross-examined
by the adver-a:'y
ami the
judge?
Oh. no: this is exactly
the shape iu
whmh the door wa- just now exp_es_]_ shut
agaii_st it. Oh, no : the dl..h must be _-erved
up in the shape of affidavit evidence,
dressed
ar lei.ure,
w_th an attorm,y
to dish it up: a
licen_ed aceomphee
to hel i, cook the pmson,
and no ta.tcr tv detect it.
Thus. in regard to *lie exdusioe_
grmmded
on imp_ohity,
s*an,_sthc m.ater upon the face
of the books.
Bu_ such l¢ *he infelicity of the
_ubjcct,
such the feheity of the profession,
there
i-: no tru-ting
even to the fro-host of
thmr honks.
The apparent
nr_ee_tamty
of the
law i> su,'h as we have already had a glimpse
of, and _ueh aq we shall ._ee m a triller and
fuller light in proportion
as we advance:
but
the real and laten_ uneertmntv,
ot .us .law ..(I
speak always
of the common
law) is still
deeper and more profound.
Ever nnfathomable, essentially
fluetaating:
such is the ocean
such is the common law.
Inqu;rlng
among professional
friends
the
degree of observance
given to the rules ereluding witnesses
of the ground ofimprobity,
I learn that judge., may, in this point of v;ew,
be divided into three classes.
Some, treating
the objection
as an objection
to credit, not
to competency, - admit the w_tness, suffer his

I it_ff nolhing absolutely
repuglmnt
to anv perI emt'tor)
u,junction
o}" the law; -- the tl_ird,
I eqa,dlv and completely
repugnant
to reason
i and to htw.
i
Under the jurisprudence
of ancient
Rome,
': thegreat
and powerful judge called the praetor
[ a_ed, at the commencement
of his praetorship,
i In hau_ up for the iuformati_m
of the _uitors,
lie aeon-picnous
_ituation in somepuhtic
place,
_ a table of the rules by which he prolm_ed to
{ govern hlm_,lf
durin_ his _ear.
I
Of the three
different
coarses
taken,
as
] above mentioned,
in relation to the same'bu! sines_-, by so many ela.g-es of English judges,
_ 1, having no other interest
i_ being intormed
I tLan _xh:_t I posgt, ss in the general
capacity
I o* an Er_h.h
subject,
should be unwilling to
know which, on any given occasion,
has been
t or wouht
be taken" by any individ tal ia_ ge
,' But, m the cai,ae_t _. ,fin prn.e..'utor
m ,any tf
' the ease- in question,
were it ever my rotsfbrtune
to fiud mysetf standing
in that eapacity,
it wouht certainly
be highly material
to
me to procure (if it were possible) two tables:

evidence
objection

to go to the ju D, presemmg
the
at the same time, warr.ing the jury

" As to the evidence
p. 381, note 6.--Ed.

of Quakers,

see Vol. VI.

-_ These remarks were written about the year
1803.
The same divers:ty still (ilL39) prevails.
It frequently happens,
that where the principal
witness has been a party concerned in the cornm_ssion of a thef% or m the subsequent
recep.
tmn of the testimony
stolen property,
and therefacts
is noof eel
roborative
to the material
the
case, the counsel for the prosecution,
with the
consent of the judge, withdraws the case from
the consideration of the jury, after merely stating
the nature of the only evidenc¢ he had toaddaee
in support of the charge.--Is'd.
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the one a standing one, containing
the names
of the twelve judges, each being accompanied

EVIDENCE.

[ bring a process to which
t misapplied,
is necessary,

lB. IX.

P. 111,

thought,
howsoever
and thought
being

with the designation
of that one of the above I attended
with trouble,
sages have substituted
three eourses which it is his practice to pur- ] a more expeditious
operation,
which is, the
sue ; the other an occasional
one, containing
/ looking at the punishment.
Treasons,
felonies
the names of the judges,
who, upon the trial [ (un,'lergvable
and elergvable,*)
pr_emunires,
of the cause in which I was in a way to be [ mL-demeanours:
by these denominations
are
prosecutor,
would be destined
to preside.
If
expressed
all the distinctions
they know of,
the judge 1 s_w reason to expect, was a.ludge
in point of malignity
(or sa? improhity)
ben
who would suffer a jury to hear,
and to act
[wean
one group of offences and another ;
ms if they heard,
I would
under his auspices
and, except
the obscure
and mostly ineontake my ehanee forbringing
the truth to light:
gruous intimation
given of the natmv
of the
but if he were either a judge who wouhl not
offenee in the ease of treason,
and the undis,
n
1
suffer a jury to ]lear
.r one who woud
not [ tmguishable
intimation
of mlseonduet
or desuffer th'_m to act as it they heard, most cer- I, linquency
in general conveyed
by the term
tainly I would have nothingto
do tlmt I could i int.-demeanour,
none of these terms
afford
avo,.d doing, in the way of prosecution,
under ;, any the slighte--t
intimation
of any intrinsic
the dlreetmn
of sucla a iudge.
! quality in ttle offence irselt, nor of anything
It would be equally recumbent
on me to!else
hehmgingto
it,but theaceidentalclrcum.
decline bearing a part in any sueh sham trial, ' stance of the pulfi_hment
that has been atwhether
1 consulted
the rules of personal pru- i tached to it.+
deuce, or those of social duty--whether
I regarded tile eff_ et of such a prosecution
in the
way of burthen
on my own finances
and my
own ease, or. in the way of example,
on the
conduct
of those ta wh.m,
in the capacity of,
persona exposed to the temptati,m
of offending, infnrmation
of the practice in this behalf[
might he of importalwe.
The example i_ bad, when a mail supposed
to tit guilty is seeu to remain unpro_ecute(l,
But "_he example is much woIsc. "_hen a man
supposed
to be guilty i_ seen to be prosecured, [lilt prosecuted
trader circumstances
ill
which it may be m_d is known
betbrehal_d
that, pro._ccution will be _o no purpose,
_,aving
alway,
the impoverishment
and harassme_,t
of the prosecutor;
impoveri.hed
and harassed
already hy the injur?--impoverished
and harassed commonly
still more by the thllaeiousty
offered and really withholden
lemedy.
The
escape for want of prosecution,
is the ¢imp]c
escape of a guilty man frmn punishment
: the
e_eape taking
place after prosecution,
aud
effected h v such means, is an example of tile
triumph
of him who is guilty,
and of the
punishment
of him who is innoeenZ and injured,

I
A s_stem of arra:_emm,t
i- m, od or bad,
_ instructive
or fallam(;i_., a_-co_'..:b_ as the ob! jects ra_ked undvr ILe -a:ee diwsi,m t,o_sess
, more or fewer proia'rtiei'._ eon:m(.u.
In the
s:._-tem in quc<ion,
*he ol,jeet_ nut possessing
i any e¢_c_,tial propc,tieq
in cmnmon,--any
ihference
groin,did
oil 1be ph_ee occupied by
} the object in the sv.t_m
n._,,_, in the ease of
1 this %_._em as ot an_ _,thcr. he p:t,portionably
i ir:eolwiudve.
To make act_mi,lete
perambula:ion of the whole eba:_s, would, tin' this or
any other purpu-e,
reqmrt
vohmms upon relumc%
fl_ sample or two must _erve instead
ot a complete
list.
To judge of offences by pun*shments,
the
nmst dete.-tahle
of mankind
sho_Id he tbund
in the ela_s of traitms,
'l'_va_on being the
[ _orr. ot act mo-t often-Ave to tim-e whose de' pendent
ereatare_- 9udge. uaed to be, treason
, _s, in the eye ofjurisprudent:al
law, the very
pinnacle of improluty.
In the eh,,raetel
of a
! witnes.,
a traitor,
of tour.e,
.,,pposing
him
_ to remain with hi_ bou'¢'l_ m h> body, never
could be heard,
t{ea_on, unles_ the ea_e were
parOdeularized,
would
_ever know
what
to
ti_mk ot it : (,f _hat sort of dispo..ition
(if of
any) to regard it as e_ identmry--whether
of

§ 8. arrn])ro_i;!l in other ._hapes an imt_roper
9,'oaad .f e,xclusi.n,
If f:om that modification
ofimprublty
which
eon-i.ts
in a breaeh of veracity
on the ",'el",'
sort of oceasionin
question (viz, judicial
te.-'timonb,)
no sufficient
ground
for exclusion
can be deduced,-much less (it is evident)
can it, from improbity
manifesting
itself in
any other shape.
English jurisprudence
furnishes iu *,his part of the field a rich harvest
of learning,
which whoever has an appetite

* The behest
of clergy wins abolished
by 7
et l} tleu. IV. c. 21k--Ed.
+ (If late. it seems to be estahhshed,
that the
quesrio:h inthmy or no inEunv.
_._to be demded
1,y the ofconsideration,
not (a£,
of the
n,ature
the punlshment_
but formerly)
of the nature
of
O:e oflbnee: and for this decision credit seems
to have been taken, a_ for a conspicuous
stride
in the career of hbe'rahtv and improvement.
But
what become, of _t, _fien it is considered
that
the eoneerMon even of the nit?nee has no better
ground than the observation of the punMtments
that have been annexed to it? And admitting
the distinction to have beta ascertained,
is there
any consistency in supposing that a judge will in
any instance have attached an infamous punish°
men[ to an offence not infi_moas ?

for absurdity
may g6 and feast upon. at the
table spread for him by Hawkins,
Bacon, and
Comyns,
with their everclashing
authorities,
Looking
into the offence tbr _his purpose
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vice or of virtue. Enemies inust be resisted-traitors must be punisiwd: but to atraitor it
ma? happen to be among the most profligate
or the most virtuous of mankind
Occasions
there are in abundat_ce, oil which trmtor or
no trmtor depends upon bad su:'.ce-_ or good
success. Take a monarchy, and suppose the
title to the crown (the l'e_'itimaey, for instance, of the heir apparent of the last monareh) to be in dispute. Halt the people behove
the lezitimae:.'; the other half d_sbeheve it.
Each half ale traitors, to the other halt:
Which are ,tJ i,) law? [t depends upon the
course*.tken by a few hail- of diiFerent siz. _.
But will it be said that the course taken h)
the balls afro1:% any indwafim_ oi the _!:te
on which the ffrc_!_e-t proportion of verac;ty
is to t,e trend? In ea-es hke these (not to
speak of enm'ealed traitors.) every nc_)i-juror
at least is at h_s heart a traitor.
But i. he
the less trustworthy?
()it the eo_*trarv, u!m
does not see that he is by -o much the mine
so? Hia adherew'e to veracity, his iascn,-i
bility to 1he force of sinister interest, is established b) the ma_t incontettabl,: evide_:ce-by evid,t_ec such as no adherent to the sueeessflfl sMe has it in his pox_er to give.
IIuring the warfare between the two roses,
--that L-.fi'om gem,ration In genenttion.--the
good peo[_Ie of E_zlan2, e,,od a.d bad to_,ethor, _ere alternately lo_ah_.ts and traitors
consequently, _t the men of law were fit to
bebeheved, iuallthat tmlesearce amaninthe
coontrv tt:at was fit to be believed.*
By a munerous and h.speetable de-ctiptmn
of men, pr_,bably t_y a _'eat majority of _ho_e
to whom the h_story of their emmtrv is an
object of m.*crest, Russel and S3d_ey (Ru.-el
at any rate) secm _o bc regarded as patterns
of heroic virttw: of virtue, not _imply in resport ot the general tenor of their live-', bur
in re_pect of the vet? act which brought the
life of each of them to its ('lose. Both patterns (let us say) of heroin virtue: )et, it in
the eye of the law ktor that is the quesuon)
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! these men were not traitors, what men ever
i were or can be 9
]
Next below tre,'_son% stand unelerg_.ahle
', felonies. Among these, take homicide in the
i way of duelhng.
i
Two men quarrel ; one of them calls the
! other a liar. So highly does he prize tl,e re!putation of veracity, that, rather than suffer
_a _tain to rem:dn upon it, he determines to
I ri_k iris life. ehallenge_ his adversary to fight,
' and kill-hun.
Juri_[,rudence,
it/ its sapience,
knowin_z no difference l,et_een homicide by
eonsem, t,} which m) other human being is
; pu_ in f_ar--and
homMde in pursuit of a
; _chcme of hi_b_ay robbery, of nocturnal
l_mt_eh;eakin_, l_y which every man who has
a llft, i. put m fi.ar of it,--has
made the one
and the other murder, and eonsequentl? fetony.
The man prefers death to fi, e imputartan of a lie.--and the intbrenec ot the law
i-. that he cannot utica hi_ mouth but lies
] _fll i-sue from it.
Such at, _.the i_ieonsist_neiea Milch are unavoidable in the applieatiun of :my rule which
takes improbity for a ground o'f exclusion.
, Take it tbr a ground of susl)icion only, all
! these absurdities are avoided. On each oeea: sim_ every ma_ is judged ofhy h_s own works.
' A man i. not pronounced m_worthy of credit,
: merely because other men, who hove cornI mit_e_! other acts accidentally called by the
same name as so,_e art of Ins. are supposed
i unworthy of ercdat. The suspicion is lbtmd' ed, not on the elas,s of the offence (which. as
! ottk_ees are classed, shows nothing;) nor yet_
o_ _he yenu,_nt the offence, an indication still
pregnant with delusion: nor, more implicitly,
, _ much as on the species; hut rather on the
in(ti_'.dual vIfenee : and thus each shade of
(loll'toluene) rai._e, up that shade, and that
.-hade al,,,ue, .f.uspieion,
that belongsto it.
If the h, gi-latur had his choice of witnesses
upon every occasion, and witnesses of all sorts
in his pocket, he would do well not to produce any, upon any occasion, but such over
whose conduct Ihe tutelary motives exercised
" Look back, as above, to a fewhundred years' despotic swa? : in a word_ to admit, no other
distance in the track of'time, you see a whole men fbr w_tnesses than perfeet men. But
nation composed of traitors. Look on to a few perfect men do not exist : and if the earth
hundred degrees' distance in the track of space,
you may see a whole colony composed of felons : were covered with them, delinquents would
m,d felons not i_posse merely, like the traitors, not send for them to be witnesses to their
but in esw, duly converted ifito that statein due delinquency. In such a state of things, then_
form of law. Upon the evidence of this or that the legislator has this option, and no other:
one of those felons, this or that other of them to open the door to all witnesses, or to give
has from time to time suffered death : murdered, licence to all crimes.
For all purposes, he
thereby, or not mardered_ is a question I leave
undiscussed fortheamusementofthosewho
sent must take men as he finds them: and, for
them there,
the purpose of testimony, he must take such
Question for a law debating dub : Where are men as happen to have been in the way to
we to look for the worst murderers ; to the C_mrt see, or to say they have beenin thewa5 to
of Common Pleas hanging a man upon good see, what, had it depended upon the actors,
evidence?" or to a New Soath Wales Criminal would have been seen by nobody.
Court hanging a man upon such bad evidence,
A very short argument might be sufficient
that is, upon _aoevidence ?
to satist_ us of the insufficiency of all argu* Said to be murder, (Hawkins.)
ments drawn from the topic of criminality in
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the lump.
The evidence
of an accomplice
is
admitted,
whatever
be the crime ; at least
(which is abund:mtty
sufficient
for the purpo_,) in crimes which areregarded,
as being'of
the deepest dye, and, as affordinzthe
strongest
ground for exclusion
in the instance
of a withess _hose
criminality,
whether
of the sonic
or a different
specie,,
is of less recent date. *
Supposing
criminality
in general
to be a
just ground
of incapacitation
in this hehMf.
on the part of a w_tness produced
m favour
of a crmfinal
prose.eution,---the
eriminahty
manff;ested
by a partwipation
in that
very
crime wouhl afford a juster gromul than can
be found on the part of a eiuninal
not in the
same p:(.dic_nnent
Superior
certainty,
and superior
fre.hness,
are circumstances
that concur m g_vlng to ';he
ground of exclusion,
in thi_ c_a_e, a des'roe ot
strength
wlueh is scarcel_ to betound
in any
other,
First, in regard to certainly:
certainty
of
past depravity.
In other cases, the evidence
"
of criminality
(the only evidenee admitted
by
the law)
is the record of eonwction.
But
the conviction
mat/ha,'e
been erroneous
: the
man may have been mnoeent_ though the jury
thought
him guilt_,
tlere he sa)s hnnself
he was guilty ; and unfbhls all the ciremnstances of his guilt : circumstances
without
whmh it wmdd not have been in his power
to display the guilt of the accomplice
against
whom hi_ evidence
is produced.
Next, in regard to freshness,
for on freshhess depends the presumption
of present depravity,
without
winch, past is nothing
to
the purpose:
ot present depravity,
asrendered
probable
by past.
In other cases, the criminMlty may, it is true, be recent ; but what is
equally true,
is, that it may be an)" number
of )'ears anterior
to the time when the testirunny is given.
Long before that period, the
crime may have been tbr ever buried in oblivion, and the character
regenerated.
Here,
the taint on the evidence
_s as fresh as the
crime,
by the proseeution
of which the evidenee is culled forth._
• 3lost commonly, ewdence of this descriptmn
has other evidence of some sort or other, though
frequently but circumstantial,
to support it; mdeed, it Is seldom that circumstantial
evidence
can be altogether wanting.
But instances have
happened in which the decision (the verdict of a
jury under the direction of a professional judge)
has been grounded
on this without any other
evidence : such is the credit that has been given
to it, and may still be given to it at any time.lit hasnever
been done in modern times.
Rex
v. Durham ; Smith and Davis's case, 1 Leach,
478. The j_dgcs now require corroborative tes*
timony, not only as to the thin:q don_, but also
ag to the identity of the pers_t,
charged with
lmvirrg done it: in default of whicb_ they always
reoommend the jury toacquit.--EeL]
"
q- The re.astor, in point of common sense, tbr
toe exclusion, in the ease of a_0artieeps erimirds,
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In a double view, so far as the danger
of
deception
is concerned,
this single exmuple
ought to t,e regarded
as conclu_tve:
in the
ehara, ter of a proof froal experience
; and in
the character
of an aryumentum
ad hominem.
In the character
of an appeal to experience.
The temptation
at the hizhest
pitch:
the
individual
exposed to it, an tndi_ idual belonging to that class in whom lhe proneness
to
_ield to temptation
i_ at the highest
pitch:
the force of the mendacity-promptingnmtives
at the highest pitch; the three of the mendacity-restraining
motives
at the lowest pitch:
arid yet mendacity
itself unfrequent
in comparison with veracity,
and, at any rate (what
ts the only thing ultimately
rnateriM)
deeeptton, and consequent
misdeeision,
extremely
rare._
is thus strung.
But the technical reason---the
reason in which so much importance
is attached
on ather oce,_lons--tailing
the reason threaded
on the pmbabdit)
of mendacity, is thrown aside.
In law. it is not criminalily
that lneal_ac:tates ,
but i_famg.
Now infamy, like mo,t other _olds
ghtch have been borrowed t'rom the ]an,_uage of
ordinary hfe hy the language
of law, _las two
meanings:
one meaning
when uttered
by unlearned--another
meaning when bvlearned
lips.
'When a person who i_ not a tawve'r bears of iuJ'am_ of eba_ icier, be nsually su]_pose_ th.*t it is
i the _lne thing as criminahtv;
or_ at least, tha%
I when there ib no doubt eta man's having corn] m_tted a crime, it dues not need the assistance
I of any such thing as a speech, from any such
i funct_ot_ary as a,todge, to render him infamous.
" Lawyers, however, have determined
that infamy
_ is the consequence_
not of the erime_ nor even
i of the eoaviclion,
but of the jude/mont.
Now_
! as the accomphee,
who tur_is" "_;hat is called
king's evidence, usually has not been tried, he
cannot have been convie[ed, nor consequently
can
judgment
havepassed
against him. There'is no
intkmy, therefore; and consequently no untrnstwortbmess._, Let him even have been convicted,
and on the dearest evidence,
so oudgmaent have
not passed, he will speak the truth : but so soou
as it has passed, he is unfit to be behoved ; from
that rnoment he is a liar. It might appear, never.
theless, to common sense, that, other things being the same, it can make very httle dit!erence
in the probability
of a man's telling the trutl b
whether or no certain words have been uttered
by a judge._Editor.
.+ The absence of complaint
on this ground
is the more remarkable_ and adds the greater
force to the argument,
inasmuch as on other
grounds the effect of the permanent offers of reward held out by statute has been matter of froquent and just complaint.
Rewards to different
amounts being held out for crimes regarded as
rising one al_*ve another in malignity,
professional men forbear to inibrm against a man tilt
_ This is an exaggeration:
the untrustwof
thiness of the evidence of the accomplice who
secures his own pardon, by endeavouring
to convict his associates, is pointed out in the books,
and acted upon by the judges, as has been seen
in the note to the preceding page.--Ed.
_be_is
Edition,
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In the character
of an argument_m
ad heminem, its operation
seems to he still more
forcible,
When, in ea_e of deception
and consequcnt
mlsdecMon,
the nnsehief
is so greet-when,
in a wor& i_ i_ at the highest
po_fi_h, Dteh,
amounting,
perhaps, to the murder of an maccent
man,--you
seruplenot
to give admi¢sion to the evidence.
Every day you adnm
it_you
all adnfit it ; by none of you has so
much as z sucpMon
been entertained,
or at
]ea._t been professed
to be entertained,
that
the admission
of it i% npon the whole, unfitveto'able _o the interests
of truth and justice,
Yet, where the temptatmn
amounts
to nothing--where
the capacity of opposing to the
temptation
(if there were any) that resistanne which probity reqmre_,
rem,dns
unimpeached--and
where the mischief; m ease of
deception
and consequent
misdeei_km,
is next
to nothing,--even
there,
ff but the shadow
of an inh_rest flit before your eye,*. ) ouserupie not to shut an mexorab/e
door agama/the
evidm_ea,
VCe have seen, in some measure,
what i.to be thought
of the mcapaeitation_
gromuh d
neon interest.
We IK_W kn,_w what to thntk
of the il.'apae.,ta{iou_
founded on ernuinaht',,
Add intelc,,g and ,'_m_m-i_ta together,
and ohservewhat
ti,tlo_,
lW.e_:e, tineap,wltalcs_

§ 4. If exchtsion on
ground qf convfeted
men,ducat!! were)us(triable,
English la_,'yers
andjuebdrs
_huuld be exclude&
First, as to the professimaal
Iawyer _the
lawyer in fldl practice.
I :peak not of attornays. who, when it happens to them to lie, lie
rather m deportment
than in hmguage, in deeds
rather than in wurd_ : or, if in written
words,
in word, prepa_edtbrtbembytheclJent'slips.
The mdi_crinnnate
defence of righ_ anti wrong,
by what is it k-pt up, but by the indiscriminate advancement
of trnth and falsehood ?
What the perjurer
has done once, and perhaps hut once, the advocate is doing in every
day', practice.
Occasion,
motive, everything
the same, except the punishment
and the eerenmny:
the ki_ given to the book in one
ea_e --not
given to it in the other.
The pek]urer make_ a lie, the advocate eireulates it: the perjmer
gives words to it, the
advocate effect,
To what amoant_ the differ*
ence?
To the same as between the part borne

criminality
incapae_tates
: interest aml erhnL
nality, ,.aeh m ttw highest de_ree, do apt iueapaelrafe.
Ill graullllariaum'
legit, two negatires make an aflirmatlve
' i, lawyer--' h)gte,
tWO
affir_native_
li_ake a lle_l_lve,
lu vtllg?tr
arlt]lnlClJc,
one ar,.d one make two : in lawver's arilhmetic,
one and one make m_t two,

pease for _uch ev]d_-nceo obtains the equivalent
of a 13_rdon : indee _, more than the eqmvalealt
or' what is _m-anted ulader that naulc. Titis nlan,
then, utmn reqm_ition,
gives m:ormatton
of
nlgn'¢ crimes as 11¢'ha*; ])fell witness Of: or at
leas(of as many a,_, beulg known to lie acqmdnt,
_d
wnh. he corlv_cted
is reqmredgithto org_ve
evidence
Iltlt
theper,_ons
w_thout
such ofbougi_t

but

e, ideate, have, maw of them (perhap_ mo_t of
them,) their catalogue
of crmms of others m
which they have been pray'c, and which, if reqmred and admitted,
they _ifight he iustrumentaliu bringing to justice.
Such evidence would
not Ma'ay_ be given : the quahtv or quantity of
inducement
necessary to the extractiv_
0}' it
would not always be (band. tt would, however_
sometimes, perhaps not unfrequemt},,
be tbund:
conscience, which so oftcu pmduee£ from a nl_n
the eonfessionof
his ov,n crimes, would naturally
have less d_ffieultv mpr_ntuemg
the relation of
those of othermen.
'Whenever it happened
ta)
be produced, a more ansuslfadous
_pecie_ of eeldecree could hardD be fbund anywhere:
were it
obtained by hop,_sof pardon, it would indeed m
that case be upon a footing, but no more than
npon e footing_ with the cvidm_ce obtained by
thevirtual
_ortof pardon
above
mentioned
: when
aflrbrded without
hop_ of'
pardon,
it would
na-

nothing,
Oh ! butl,_wyer_'
intere_f is peemdar_
interns* : a,d thi, torment,
which, being added
to criminaht},
relnnve_ the ineapac_tatimh
is
onl_ the mere interest
of self-preaervation
m
regard tohfe,
and no_hing mine.
Well then.
add peemdary
intete_.t : add lawyers"
only
intere,t
to other pe,Tle's
strongest
interest :
put three grounds ot iucapaeitarion
lo_ether
:
instead
ot" two, the three put together
still
make nothing,
as befbre.
A pardon, toaether
with a reward,
is offered
to one conspirator
for the dGeove U- of another : neither reward
noc pardon gdvcn, unless the man i_,formed
against
is convicted.
This is every day's
praetiee.
8ueh is *he h_vilation
:und
(he
doors of justice are thrown open to the setnn
pe the earth

thus collected.

After

this,

split

his guilt has risen to such a pitch us to entitle
the int0rmer to tl_e highest (the £40) reward. It
is, er at least is suppose0 to be_ a point of policy
trot to g'ather tbe frmt till _t is ripe.. '/'he whole
system of rewards offered to accomplices in firstrate crimes {a svstera nnknown upon the Con(i-

hairs, and raise quihble_ about a farthing'_worth
of ilm, re_t in one shape,
and a farthing's-worth
in another.*

* One s )ames of ev_dcl_ce, m idcnce of the
most useful kind, _s by tins exclu_,ionary rule
mexorabiy
shut out,
Tlmevidence
th,t
of a partaker
_F d_e
crime, who,admit(ntis
in rim.ore-

tardily and almost certainly
he the pure result
el conscience. In capitaI eases more purfietdarly,
corruption would he, practieallyspeaking,
out of
the question, since, by the _upposition, the mar
would almost immediately
be out of the reach
of all earthly reward as well as punishment.
It
is just possible, but not at nit probable, that for
the sake of eating and drinking a little better

nent) has grown oat of the exelus,on
_put by [ (luring the short interval betbre death, he should
_English law upon aelf-eriivanarang
_estmmny:
designedly produce the destruction of a t_ll_w_f which in its place.
[ creature.
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by nee man and that borne by another
in a
plan of forgery,
The lawyer indeed has hi_ licence to plead,
his licem.'e under the sea! of the moral sane_ion : the perjurer
has no such licence.
Unquestionably
the licence
makes a difS:rence :
eontmnpt
and power sit no_, on the same head.
One difference requires to be marked.
The
licence
granted
to the advocate
confines
itself to the case where it is in that character
that he act_ : _herc it > i.o the u.e of ¢,thers
that heties.
As trulyas
the courtier
said, twn

EVIDENCE.
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of the suitor;
under the technical system, the
champion,
the substitute.
Under
the natural
system,
the suitor being essentially
present-present,
so long and
as often as any matter of fact, eomin_ in any
way raider his cognizance,
is in question,-there standssomebody,
there stands the suitor
in his proper person, responsible
tbr the truth
of everything
that is _<dd in hi, behalf:
tile
persc, n so rcN)ondblc
i¢ ah_ays pre_,ent in the
f_ee of _he by<tander_- a:,,1 the judge : m vain
would the advocate,
the cr.ho, the hearsay.

o_lmbus dor*.,do, the advocate
may say. non I witness, pre+,em! Io believe _ hat the prn!,'ipa],
onanibus rncnSor : for (_he tee, and the repu- i thml stamiing
[,,-fore him, dares not venture
ration
of impressive
and successfld
l)mg,
to asserG or a_ an) ra_e ro perM-t in.
excepted,)
if he iled to hi_ own use, he goes
Wl_en tl:e cheer
i-_ out of the way, not
be vol_d hi_ hcence,
only of pu_,i_hmen_
hut of quint% the adBut when the habit,
the,. in ceaseless
cxvnea',e (:,u lov_er
the b_t_le-L', idcr but the
ermse, ha_ hecn matured
mlo a _-econd hasuh_ti!ut,-_
saari_:; va hL. own wings,
be.
ture, is it so uatural tirol the hne thu. taintly
he, e_, aud t'_o,'l,dm- aloud, whatever
> most
marked
oat >honld never be crossed ? I_ _t c,'avenient
zo be behoved,
tit. 4o_pel > in
not more nat,:r d lhat. as public wrongs have
h_-; Land ; in hG },fief he hchcld_
t,i. -_uffi.
been knowll to n,ix with private, the concern>
clout wal'ran{ : from hegilmmg
to end, the
oi other_ -it,,uht,
to thi_ purpo;-e, zmw and
paper ma) b,.. composed ot he". of th:. _eplete
then mix th_q,,-el_cs
with a rnan'_ own?
x_:th n_iam 5, bat the weight ol it tails not
('onces_v_m e_t _'ra#,rd>us ah,d'_t_/ n. rigor1 _n on t,._ s|muhlers.
h,_t,,ri,<
T,, .q_e o_a*or who hdd down the
I. the w_t_mg_- of lawyers,
a topic which,
rule, wet> i[. a.*} unfrequent
ol'currehee
to see
of co111de, {',,llllot he all un!requent
o,le. ls the
him afi%_di._ _he example ?
re.-pte_abili D of _l_e pro!:'_s:onal
character:
To a butcher,
it may happen to he a man
the ',l'aa_et_utan_
excellence
of the tunotions
of huutan:ty:
he ha_. a |ieence
flu" shedding
m d_e exercise o_ _ldch _t maniie_,'_ _tseif:
blood, a licence _-ealed with the same deal axxl;awvcr iu /aleut is m,-_* b_ill ant. whatever
that under which the advuea_e act; in the ufin lea_ ning is na,,_t p*oJ,mhd, joim-d tog'ether
teranee of falsehoods.
The licence
exu'ndand acting m th¢ service o,_ jus_,u'e.
W'at
a
to quadrupeds
of all an:t.'-: _tdoesuotex{end
maker ot sr_ck_ ha> uc_er ye_ _ecn kno_n
t_) b_ped_, or at lea_t to hiped_ without
tea*o forget.
L.. ti,at to e,er)
-tick
there are
thers.
Yet, when
human lilb is at stake,
a
two end_: w},at a mak_'r of thi.. _ort ofpabutcher
is never put upon a jm'y."
negylic
takes e _e never to _cmember,
i=,
It seems scarcely
in the nature of thing%
lha* to ever) eau.e _hele me txxo _ide% and
that, in point of te:dmo,'fial
tru.-tw<_rt,hine_
that only one of the_e , au po_.lhl_ be in the
the testimony
of a proles=Ional
advocate
right.
should, in any countr%
or up.dec any _)Mere.
Anolher
¢'a_e whu'h prc_-_r_t._ it<elfaqa
subbe, in the eye of rease, n, altogtther
upon a jet, of exammat'.om
lit re.:atd to ex,.lu*ion of
level w_th that of a man of an equally cult_testimony
on tile ,core ot app_,_priate
imp_orated mind in another
station,
taken at ran- ' bity, i, that of Emdi-h judge-hip.
dora.
]gut whatever
untru_tworthine_s
may
In speaking of tt'u.- ea-e of habituat
menbeibundattachudtothecharaeteronEuropean
daeity, nothing
fitrthm will bcreqmsile
than
ground, by thr the greatest
part of ii will be
the markiug
du,.e encumbrances
wbi,'h _.onfound referable
to the technical
system ; ;rod
cur in distingmshmgit
from the last p_eeediug
whatever
ulterior
de_ee of untrastv¢orthinesd
case.
may be found attached
to it on English ground,
Meantime,
lest the condition
of being hawill be found referable
to the pecuhar degree
bitually
stained
with
thi_ degrading
vice
of malignity to which the endemial
disease of shou]d
be regarded
as a necessary
one, inthat system has risen in England.
delibly attached
to one of the most exalted
Under the natural
system (were it ever refunctions in government,
it may be proper to
stored)-under the most perfect system imapremise, that England
is the country on which
ginable,----theprofessionofthe
advocate never
the imputation
will be found to rest, if not
could cease to be necessary,
how much less
to the exelusim_
of any other,
at h.ast in a
soever might, be the demand
for the exercise
degree of most prodigious
pre-eafinence,
of it. But, under the natural system, the adEven to that other of the three united kingvoeateis
only the asmatant,
the bottle-holder,
doms which is contiguous
to Englmad,
the
contagion has not extended
itself:
though, on
'_ 2xs to thi_ faUaey, vide supra_ p. 61_ subthe other hart3, it has crossed
the sea, and
note ,.
involved
the other
kingdom,
the laws of
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which have been drawn
from an English
--in
the selection
1L_ lhe only difficulty,
source.
To give them all, would be to transcribe
no
Even in E,_gland,
the number of the persm_l part of the co]lecuon
of those fruits of
sorts thus regularly infected is so small, that
professional
industry,
which, in professional
were numbers
the sole object,
this head of
language,
are known
by the name of books
preferable
exclusion
might
seem to have
of practice.
To tra,_scrihe them, on the pre_earcely a elmm to notice.
But when it is sent occasion,
would
be to imitate
the hconsidered
that the station here in question,
bottr of the i_tgeuious attornes,
who, on the
limited
a_s is the number
of the occupants,
occasion of the emry of names and baptisms
is among the chief fountains
fi'om which the
on a blank leaf, took occasion
to enrich
the
pubIie moral.- are derived ; and that m one
budget of evidehce w;th au office copy of the
of them i_ partL'uLlr,
sits a reverend
perBible.
sooage, wh'; amn_g hi_ official titles numbers
In the fl[armqe
de 17t_qaro, the travelled
that of e_to_ re.rum of the nation, guardian
valet, speaking of England, represents
cursing
of the pubhe
moral,;
the paucity
of the
and swearing
a_ the matter o¢mstituting
the
oeeap,mts
will hard!) be adduced
as a suf- i basis of conversation.
Though
matter of that
tleient reason why. i_ this point of view. any I sort is ,nor,, abundant
than a lover either of
more
than b iu
_tation _-hould
he pas_-ed
3 asany
an other,
oblee_ the
utldeservmg
of regard.
Had Clodius in his day. paid a visit to this
island, tot the purpose
of delivering
a set of
lectures
on the vzrtue of conjugal
fidetit} ;
or had 3Ie,sMina
come over and purchased
tile sire of Camden
tlouse,
fi_r the purpose
of erecting
upon the premises
a boardingschool upon an imperial
scale, tbr the eduealion of ymmg ladies ; the individuality
of the
two characters
would scarcely
have pa_sed
as a reason why their eon(tuet
in their
respeetive situations
.-honld be pa_-ed by as an
object too inconsiderable
for notice,
Between
_he mendaoLy
of tlle advocate
anti that of the j,,dge (the sceneis now confined to t'_ngland. 3 th,_re i_ this d_fferenee,
Among
advoeate_,
t,_kinz an_' givel_ indtv_dual, the exe,npl_'tieation
of _the quality
_rather matter of suspmmn than proof.
'l'hal
a large port_,n ef hi_ tim_, is thu_ empl%_ed,
iu clear beyond d_apur.e;
but ig would
not
always be easy to say exactly what part,ca}at
portion or purtions--to
fix upon the purlieular cause, or hoar. or minute.
In the instance
of the judge, this difficulty
has no place,
tn
this shape, as welt as in so many others, the
fruits of his industry
are upon record:
his
name is subjoined
to them,
and m his own
hand:
they are eon._gned
to that sort of instrument
which (as tt to_,'ivethe
better effect
and virtue to thls it., quahty)
is proclaimed
aloud as the standard
of truth,
thai mass
of authoritative
and privileged
aeseveratmn,
which no other asseveratmn
(come
it from
what quarter,
or from whatsoever
number of
quarters,
it may) is ever to be suffered to
cOntradict:
a mass,
the matte,
of which,
being constantly
(m the greater
part of it)
false, is on that account
to be as constantly
taken for true.
To be at a lnss for specimens
of the exerelse of this talent,
would be as if an astronomer were to be at a loss to find stars m the
milky wa). In the seteetion -- _inee for illustration's
_al, e a --pecimen must be [,ruduced
V_L. VIL

i, good
sense or there
piety
the quantity

wouht wish,the yet,
taken in
assigned,
proposition

but be considered
tlnetured
,i cannot
that exaggeratmn,
wi_ieh, asbeing
natural with
to
i the occasmn, shows itself t%r what it is.
lf; instead of that vice. he had fixed upon
the vice of l)ing;
and, i,Jstead
of common
conver-ation,
upon that.ort
of regulated
discourse m lhe delivery
of which a man might
be expected
to be more particularly
on his
zuard,
and had his observati()n
been, that in
England 1._i_g constitutes
the b,_sis of judicial
procedure;
his remark would havo eontained
n,_thmg beyond the simple and altogether
indi@u_dl,le'truth.
bupported
by irresi_t_bh: power, effrontery
ha_ hard,.q_ed itself
_o such a pitch, as to
a/left
_o ,egard
mendacity
under the palliai tire ha,U:, ot ileti.n:
mendacity
in the mottth
i ot 3,td_,..-m(,_d _eity, the sour_'e of fee.-, as
i eon(lucl_'e,
a_ evet_ .eee.-smy,
to ju._th.e.
I,
Such,
m that exulted
statton,
being the
{ praetlee,
the habitual
praettce,--_shat,
in
I point _)i character
and reputation,
i. the conI s,-quel_ec _ Ja_t what it might naturally
be
I expected
to he: that iu the scale of trust! worthi,,e_-,
the assertion of an English judge,
writingi_3 liiat character--the
assertion of the
gnardi,m (,f Engh.h moral*, stami, exdetly at
the lowest degree
conetqvahle.
Not o_Av is
this stare of thing_ gener,dly
notorious,
but
it i._ bruit npun a_ such by the ac_.- oI the
le_i,lature,
and thi_ so tr_fl._ and vfti.ctmdly
that it i, upon ttw kno_n
m_tru-tworthine_
_ upon tl_e iufam), of this _xatted character,
that the ]._w depende, tbr the elllcacy of its
arrangc*,_e.'_ts.
Amor;_. the other devices employed
by the
author_ of the jur:_prudentml
system for the
attainment
of their end_, was _hat o_ wording their nottces in such manner asto convey
no informatmn,
the consequence
of which,
actual as well as intended,
was, that a mall
was pnnlshed
and pillaged
as for a contempt of the orders thu_ t_refullv
kept from
coming
to his knowledge.
The people
ot
Eng|amt
havi;_g been under a course ot pil
It d
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lage in this form fbr sonie centuries,
the cries
coin, two guineas,
each of fldl weight,
and,
of tile oppressed
prevailed at length
with the
under the eye of an approvin_'judge,
toehange
legislature
to apply what the authors
of the
the prisoner's
doom i?om death to tran.-porgrievance
(the personsby
whose counsels the
tattoo, let the two-aad-forty-shillings'-worth
h'gi-]ature,
ol_ occasions
ot thi_ _ort, governs
of gold coin be valued by twelve
jurymen,
itself of rout,e,
fur w'mt of being atqe of
speakil_g upon thei= oatll,, at niim-_did.thirty
itself*o
nmeh_s to understand
the language.)
silil!ings, and no more."
Look a_ this, which
what the auth-_s
of the grievauec
pre-_ented
ts ever)
da3"_ practice,
and thcrl say _iiether
in the character
of a remedy,
tns_cead of the
the distinction
between
the occasion and the
sham notice,
which till then had been the
ceremony
be to the conscience
el an English
only notice ever dchvered,
-- instead of thi_
judge either a ,ubject
of d<mbt, or a matter
sham notice by it.-elf, _,he instrument
wa_ in
_Ji inditferenee.
future
to contain two notice_.
The erie was
Thus strong _s the objection
m the case of
and is the old sham notice,
signed by the
the English judge:
stronger
thmi in the ease
judge--the
customary
heap of lies--the
of
of the advocate -- itself a stronger
ca_-e than
ficial discourse
of the jddge, who_e name, in
that of the convicted
perjurer.
his own handwriting,
conveying
the assuMendacity,
it must no_'. be forgotten,
i_ the
rance of its verity,
was in.oribed
on it. The
only shape in which improbitv
i.- here m quesother wa_ m_d is a true notice-a notice that
tion : extended
to other _h@e% tile imputamay be at least, and (the nature
of the con- i lion would be nnfbunded,
and, in re_peet of
ten'ts considered)
commonly
will be, a true I its- unquestionable
groundles.-ness,
revolting.
one, sigqwd by some attorney.
The t we no- !
The Lord High Chancellor,
the Lord C'hiefliees being in point-blank
contradiction
_o I Juetiee,--you
might he every (lay in his corn(me anothel
m_ what doe_ the efficacy of the I party, for any number of year_-, _ithout
being
true instl ument,
and of the law b} which it
under an 3 the sm,dle_t de_ree of apprehen.-ion
wa_ ih_titnted,
depend ?
on the _core of veto watch.
Yoru table might
On _hat
but thi_ ? viz. that the word of
be covered
with phm.
aud not so much as a
the attorneb,
who, m,le:s
by a,'eident,
has
tea-q),ma
would tie in a'_y the smallest
danUbe advantage
of not hcmg known,
shall he ger of iindmg it_ way flora Ins ha,_d into his
taken
ill preference
to that
of the judde,
pocket,
in all ._tleh particular.,
3our aqsu_hom
everybody
khows,
and who, a_ _ueh.
raaee of prolnty on the part ot the arbiter
i_ so nmch better
kno_n
than trusted,
that
ot the i_ve,- of unhcvn_-ed
delueda;.r,
mlght_
he is regarded
as unwoi thy of all credence
_ell lie a- entire, as, on the pa_ c _,_ m_3 .uch
The a_.ertion
thu_ delivered
tit may perunheen.-ed
deprcdaror,
3our a.:urancc
of the
hap_ be remarked)
has m,t t'eccivcd the baiit:o[ipo_/te quality
u todd.
lion of an oath.
True:
unlesb any _ueh ,hit 3
But in regard to that particular
renditionas that of veraeit v _hould he under_tood
aturn el unplohi D whwh alone is here in quescomprehendedm
{he oath nfofllce.
Bul what
lion, the matter may be seen to stand upon
is no less true is, that the a_aertion _ of that
a very ditterent
touting,
not to say an oplmclass, to which the re\crend
authors
themsite one.
selves
ascribe
a degree
of trustwm'thme_..
It is to ins celebrity
aim ton_-continued
beyond
ate) which they will allow to an as- experience
m the eapaeityot
a_ ad_ orate, that
sertion from any other quarler, though hat'ked
the l,o_d Cbaneenor
m' Lord t'i_wt-Ju-.t_ce
is
by the .-unction nt an oath. Records,
instruindebted
tbr his commanding
,ituatL)_
in the
mcnts coming authenrwated
from that exalt ed
character
ot a judge.
aud tlm_ commanding
station,--recordb,
of
In the ca_e ot the unheenaed
d,'predaror,
the refit)
of which the above specimen
fi_r- mendamty
is trot a casilal practice,
an accinishes a eorreet idea, are _ure to be believed : dentally-necessary
re_.ource.
For the purpose
i. e, (,though known tbr what they are) acted
ot getting your wateh,
no lic_ are told by the
upon as if true. Depo._itlons,
assertions
from
man whose dexterity finds means in the crowd
all other
quarters,
though
._anctmned
oath,
nlay be l_elieved
or not" they

upon i to extract
_t out of your fob.
For tl_e purmust_ pose of getting vour'qpoons,
no hcs are told

take
_eeords are totallible, their chance:--but
Is it the occa.-mn, and thence tlw effect,-is it the occasion, or the ceremony, that makes
the politacal
mischief,
the moral turpitude
?

i by
the burglar,of your
_to whose
window-shutte_
butler's ingenuity
pantryhas theproved
! an insnttlcient
obstacle.
If, for converting
i these treasures
into others more particularly
t adapted to his _mmediate
use, it be necessary

If the ceremony,
then suppose a mass of tesnary and unconfiederated
dealer,_
true it is,
Surely not
the ceremony,
but ceremony,
the occasion.
for thein aequirer
to an ordi.
timony
received
without
the
and ! that
that caseto a have
story recourse
may eventually
be
an innocent
man convicted
and life destroyed
i to be told.
But. if, between
tim man of dex
uponthat
ground.
In thi. is there no mischief7
In this is there no turpitude?
On ttm other side, take two pieces

of gold

* For the alteration of the law in this respect.
_c Vol. Vl. p. 381, Note 2.--Ed.
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lerityand the manofthrift, there be a regular
conslstently: and to do so, you must shn$
established connexion, cemented by the ne- the door in the first place against yourselves.
ternary confidence, invention has no need to Judieo me crernari, was the decision ofJudg, e
draw upon itself: and thoug'h, in the shape
Blackstone's righteous Pope: take that cage
of depredatlon, improbity thus extenet, and f,r your precedent, and say, J_dico me exdoubles itself, in the shape of mendacity it cludi: the sacrifice wiIlnot be quite sogreat,
finds no place,
the decision not less reasonable, tlavivg done
Far different, not to _ay directly opposite,
with yourselves, proceed upon your learned
is the ease as between tile two practitioners,
brethren, and their ungraduated fetlow-praeon the grouml of mendacity. On this ground, tisers the barristers of the present time, the
what, on tLe part of the practitioner whose apprentices of the heroic age. From them
strengdh hes m hi* hands, was but a casualty,
descend to solicitors, and to attorneys, if any
is, on the part of him whose strength tie; in you can find, who, ttying from pubhc odium,
his brains and tongue, matter of regular, of have not taken ._helter under the former, the
constant, ofneees_ D practice. Set the one less hackneyed name.
and the other in the wittress-box, the digniWhen the tesnmony of the,e venders of
fled practitioner will be the most careful not falsehood for daffy bread i_ _hut out, it wilt
to hazard any fidse statement that would be be tio_ enougit to think ahout shutting the
easily open to detection; hut as often ms the door against the ill-fated Jonas, whose mJsnature of the case holds out security against tortune it wa_ to he detected in acting, for
detection, a natural consequence _, that, of once in his life. without a licence, that part
the two, he shall he the more ready at the which he sees perfl,rmed ever)' day _lth su,.h
utterance of falseho(M, as well as more adron
universal applause, and on the highest thenand succe,sfu! in the management of it.
Ires, under the sanctmn of a heenee
The field of psychological facts is a field
But, above all, ibrget not that most deeplywhich, in its whole extent, holds out to }earned person, wfmm I was in dal,ger to have
learned mendacity this eneourabdng antl |be- fi*rgotten, the special pleader: who, having
tcringsecurity.
Under his brush, hke drapery
never opened hi, niouth, has never spoken a
under that of the painter, inrenUons, motive¢,
he; but who, from his first entrance into the
disposition.character--everyihingofthat.,ort,
prote_ion, unto the pre_ent moumnt, whattakes, on each ocea_ien, the exact shaf_ and evrr he the pre-ent moment, never knew
hue winch the oecaemm a;ld the purpo__ethat
uhat _t wa_ to set hi,_hand to a single paper
arises out of it, reqn,re,. In equity° all fi,ets wz_hout a he in iC
¢rfthis class are made b3 _lle learned draught,I,ot u- m,t ,mqakv. If the presumption of
marl; at common l_w, b) the leading c,mn_el, uptrt,_twnrthine_s do, upon any such grounds
Whether of his own stoics, or hy adoption
a, abuve, attach it-eli with justice upon the
from the attor.wy, from the paper of mstruekhaghsh judge, it ,'ertai_dy is not upon the
tions in one ea._e, fromthe brief in the mhcr.
_at,o,,; as lit'h, i._ _t upon the natio_t. It is
is matter of accident, and not worth thinkm:
upon the sys*em, tile teehmcal system, under
about.
_hieh he acts: Tl,e _v.-tem that causes him
In ail these pamcalar,, misreprescntat,cm,
t,, 1_, false---habitually
and constantly false;
whether on the ;vrnng or on the right side, is a,,d not _mIv to be tat-e, hut 1,, be the cause.
matter ot course. On the wrong side it is and the vemstantlv-aeting cause, of falsehood
matter of duty. a duty the more Imperious the in olhet men. The technical s_stem is a hotmore perilous the wrong ; and punishment,
hou_eofmendamty:
the soil richer, thrricher,
in the shape ofprolbsslonal dishonouraud ibr- ' in England, than under aalb other clime. The
feiture of practice, would be the cnn_-"4um:ee : advocate, picked out in due time fi'om the
of neglect : if on the right side. embellishment ' bed of speeml pleaders or chancery draughtsin this style is, if not a duty, at leaa_ a memt,, men, ts trained up m th_s stove the judge is
--and reward, in the shape of honour, awaits ! the advocate run to seed.
the skitful and successful organ,
l It extends not, this disastrous presumption,
In the production of these ca_s, strung as I _tt extends not, m anything like equal force,
they are, let not the purpose for l_hich they to the judge, nor even to the advocate, of any
areadduced--let
not the propo.qtion contend- . other country: it c_'os_s not the Tweed.*
ed tbr, be for a mome_lt out of sight. Even m ' Under Roman law, if, under the name of
these strongest of all cases, that of the aden- i fiction, falsehood be now and then served up
land. the object is not to recommend, hut to by way of desert, and m the chara_er of a
care
anywhere,
and that the
of the
in Engreprobate,
the shutting
doorjudge
against
the i to the table of the judge, it is only, as it were,
evidence. Rightly you can never act, so tong
* In the law of Scotland, there are very few,
an, on the ground of nntrustworthiness
and if there beany,fu:tione.sju_is; but their ab_nee
may be attributed to the extensive powers of the
consequent fear of deceptmn, you shut the judges, in earlier times, which rendered any such
door of justice against any human testimony,
indirect means of modelling the law to suit their
But if you will not act rightly, act at least views unneceasary,--Ed.
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casual
delicacy.*
It is on English benches
! troublesome
: nor is it pleasant
to consider,
that it is gorged and disgo:ged,
with an appethat tile weakness
of the union, it* the eharite that will bear tile epithet
of canine,
ratter of an ot0eetiou
to what is called ereIf it extend_
not, in any comparativet)
dlhility,
depends upon the truth of the proconsiderable
fl)rce, to tile judge,
or even the
position,
that commumcations
thus evil and
advocate,
in any o[her country,
n'lllch
less
thus close do not corrupt
good matnrers,
d(res it, even in _gnglal_d, to the country maNo: it is nnt for the purpose ofadvoeating,
gistrate,
the juatice
of the peaee:
much tess
but of reprobating
exclusion
of testimony,
does it, in any even the sligt_test degree,
to
that these remarkable
eases are spread upon
those unlearned
judges.
Never have they fed
the carpet : it i,_not forths
purpose of proving
on any such tirol diet : they havenever
shaken
that these ought
to be excluded,
but that
hand_ with Den or Fen, with Doe or Roe:
none ought to be excluded:
not only not the
no connexion
have they with sham pledges,
fehm or the perjurer,
nor even
the everwith sham bait, with sham anything,
fees
mendacious
advocate
of anyeountry,
but-lint
lk,_v not into their hand._ from any _ueh poleven the constant
arbiter, litterer, bespeaker.
Itlted bourse,
rewarder,
and el,repeller
of mendacity,
the
To the genelal conclusion
: be of thia .st of
English judge.
eases the strength
what It may, it can never
No: let them not shut ttle door rff the witstand against the fores of the general answer,
ness-box
against al_y human creature:
but it
The rn.re mamt)s,
l}u, mendacity,
the more
nothing
will sall.t_ them but that somebody
_eeare it is agam._t the danger ot producing
must be exclu(h.d--ffthe
demon of exc|usion
deception ; that consequence,
without
which,
nnl_t have vietims,--let
judge- and advocates
mendaeity,
howsoever
it be in intention,
is Ire the first.
altogether
innocent
iu point of effect.
Bv
those fi'om whom it issues, and who act upon
it as if it were retie, the ulendacity
of it i.
CHAPTER
V.
still an)re fldly understood
than rt call lie b)
IMPROPRIETY
OF EXt'LUSIoN
ON THL
GROUND
ai1)body else.
or" RELII,IOUq OPIN1ON_.
After th_s eonchMve
answer,
others
that
i arty upon tire taee nfthem
more orlcs_ truth,
§ 1. Atheism an iml.,,per
!/round (f
have, for tile present purpose,
httle elalm to
exelu._c,n.
notice.
A distinction) ma) require tn be taken
I_ the case of iulprobity,
the seat of the
between
tile judge and the marl; and a_ in
disease l_ in the will; m the case of atheism,
tile Court of Exchequer
the _-ame r(;bes illthe seat of the d_ease
(such let us call it)
elnde two sorts of judges--a
common-law
is in the under.landing.
Between
tile two
judge, and an equity-law
judge, who_e vocabranchc_
of the ment,d frame, tile eommunifi0n consists
in stopping
and thwarting
the
cation i. indeed
mo_t b_tmla!e : true;
but
proeeedinlzof each other. --so
in any and
they must not be e,mttmnded.
Ih're the preevery court it Inay happen to the same cliveau:optloh
i._ still mote
remt_te and slighter
lope to contain two sort_ of truman being.--a
than bctore.
Cmdd lhe absence
of all statsveracious
individual,
and a perpetualt)-lyi_g
tee intere-t
bo a.eerlaincd,
lmprobity
in the
judge,
ease in v, hi,'h the t,r,_-_umpHon it atli_ld_ is
The remark
iu certainly
not without
foun1he -tr(,nb.e.t,--improhity
in lhe _.hape of
dat, ion in expelienee.
Not that the observaperjury,-w-nhl
not aflbrd any the slight.
tics can be altogether
free from regret,
t}',t_ e_t pr,.,_lUnl,tmu
tff ,neralae_tv
in ally given
between the two opposite eharacter_
tile conin.tunes.
Pel_m'y _,_improh,r:_-,
I_ut atheism
tact shouht lie so constant
and _o close; that
is not improlnty
: ttmt _ affnrds a pre_ulnp.
oI_e head shouht encircle two such t_aces. The
tion ot improblty,
is the ntmo-t that can be
('lalal to competenc)
is beyond di-lrute;
but
said t,t it by anybody.
when etedibility
eomes to [)e considered,
proFrom the four sources
above mentioned
verbs in abundance,
regarded
eouunonly
as
uade; tile name ot sa_etiom., the ideas of pain
the emanation
of wisdoul,
the otJkpring
[_f and pleasure are fotlnd operatuuz olt each man.
experience,
obtrude
themselves,
and heeome
with more or less fince, ill the character
of
standing tutelary
motivea:
tile physical saneJustinign
'_ E. g, law,the
ficnOna
cittze_,l'v_hleh,whom
Itura/Craas
lllegatthe
ante-to
put to death, wa*, on his convieti,)n of a capital
¢rime_ presumed tobe a slave, and _o executed;
!
--that
by whM1 all mvahd test,mwnt was hti_ated, on the assertion
that tt:e granter must
nave been insane;--rhe
.i,'_a po._thm*_ii,
hy
which
by an florae.
e.'reuly were
saplursedcitizens
to betaken
still captive
residm_z_in
For
notices of some fictions in the civil law, *'ide I
Noodt. Probabil. Juris, lib. iii. cap. _ii. Ilul, erl
Prteleetione_
llMex Fietio.--E&
'

tltm, the moral" or popular,
the political
or
legal, and the religious.
The atheist
is one
on whom the religiou_ sanction
has no hold.
In re_peet of tile extent of tile eases in which
they respectively
operate, the phv.icat is confined within na£urat limits : the"political,
by
limits more or les_ casual
and _anty
: the
moral and tile religions,
though hitherto
variable, are all ogethcr luwonfined,
and capable
of covering
ttle whole field,
Bat human con-
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duct depends not morel) on the number and
nature
of the moral threes to the action
of
which, on the oeea-_iou in question,
the patient is exposed,
bat al_o on the sensibili_ _
of his mental frame with reference
to each
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soever
way it turns, come from his own tips.
Being about to give his tes_timony,
the first
question
pitt to him is, Are you an atheist ?
Answer,
.'No, or Yes.
First.
let it be _,k_.
If there
be no ex-

such three.
To restrain
this man, all four
traneous
ewdenee
to the contrary,
the ohjeeshall be nnavailing:
to restrain
that man, a tion is d_sposed of.
But suppose extraneous
single one of th( m shM1 lie sutlieient,
evidence
to lhe contrary
; viz. the hearsay
It ha_been
scott ill Book l. how much may
e_idence above so,ken
of
Prm_Sfacie,
and
be said in In,half of ttw opinion that,
m the
m ge_;eral, hearsay
e_;dence
is superseded,
character
eta security for good cmlduct in the
and turned
into superfluous,
equivalent
to
pre_ent hie, the rehgiou'_ _anctlon
is interni.'revelant,
by the immediate
testimony
of
parably It.-, e_}icicnt than either the moral or
the person
who.e
sup[,osed
extra-judicial
the polinc.d.
If this opinimi be true, it tot
discourse
is reported
by it.
But. upon oceato_ s, tl_ar ar_y presumption
o_ improbity
which
sion, for infirmatmn,
or eve, for confirmation,
can be a_blded
by. atLelqn
is very _light.
of the immediate
and judicial
testimony
of
The question,
however,
whether
m any
tim -uppo_ed extra-Judicial
discourser,
it may
degree,
and in what degree,
the absence
of
still haveits
u_e. Comes then the extraneous
religion, or this or that erroneoub
opntion Ill witness
to the proposed
witness'_
character,
regard t o it, affurds a presumption
of improand sa) s of him,_
On such a day I heard him
bity, may happily be added ¢o the li,-t of the
declm'e himself an a/heist.
But be this statequestions
the in_e_-tigation
el uhich is onmeat true el t)d-c, b_ it the declaration
of
nec_,..-ary to the pro-eat
_urpose.
"Why so ? the supposed atheist, the declaration
whereby
Answer : Because
the tact of a man'. on!orhe says, I am not an atheist,
is not contratahm_g an_ .-m'h ¢,p:mon. is that sort of p_ydieted.
Then,
when he declared himself
at.
ehoh@cal'laet,
of the exit-fence
of _ }uch Jt atheist,
he wa_ an atheist : now that he suys
is iml,o*_lble for ihe judge to obtain __ut]icient
I am not an atheist, he is not so.
lt; indeed
evidence,
on any other suppo.iti,m
than that
he say%-- No, ; on the occasiml
of which the
ot a degreeot
veracity,
m)t onl._ _,xelusive of
wmie..s -peaks,
[ did not deel:a'e m)_elf an
the -_uppo-ltiou
ot a more _han mdn;ary
pro- , athei_t,--theJ;,
indeed, comradietion
exists ;
penslt)
to me,,dacity,
but i;* it.-elt so [,rethe_l it is tur tt_e judge, to m,_ke his cboil.e,
eminent,
a._ t_) emitle the teetlultlny
of tll_' mid _ay to himself, winch ot them he will bewitness
to a more than ordinal)
_hare of
here.
Not that the choice is worth making;
confidence,
for the fact thus to be determined,
is the
To cause a man foi thi._ purpose
to be
stale of the mind of the sup[rased
atheist
justly regarded
a_ an athe;st,
the evidence
at that former
tune : whereas,
the fact on
must come
nher from an extraneou_
somee,
which the alleged cause of the exclusion
rests,
or trom dL-courscs
forawrlv
committed
to is the state
of his mind at the time when
writing by ldmselt_ or from "hi> own lips.
called upon to give evidence.
If a written
I. Cnnfing fi'om an extraneous
source, the
document
is produced,
as above, the contrapersuasive
fi_ree ot the evidence
finds two
diction is more conclusive
than in the other
objections
to encounter
it. In tim first place,
ease ; unless the meaning
put upon the docuit is at best but hearsa_ eqdenee:
oil such
meat,
or its genuineness,
or its exemption
or such an occasion
he declm'ed
himself
art (i. e. the exemption
of the act of writing it)
atheist.
In the next place, the time of the
from force or fi'aud,
be contested
and ten.
fact, supposing
it true, i_ a time past and
dercd dubious.
gone.
For aught that appear-,
the situation
Next, let ttte answer
be. Yes, I am an
he i_ i,,_in this respect may be parallel to that
atheist, _ Then, indeed, the man must he an
of a man _t_o at one time had an interest
in atheist ; at any late he must be taken for an
the cause--but
an interest
whlcb, before any
atheist.
But shall this answer be regarded
oecasion
led him to speak ot the fact, was
as a piece of evidence
warranting
the excluextinct.
Onec that error was entertained
sion ? No, surely;
and for this reason.
The
by him : admitted
: but in the existence of a answer is either fidse or tru©.
If false, the
God is there anything so perfectly
incredible,
suppo-ed
cause of rite exclusion
tltils in point
that when once a man has entertahled
the
of fac_.:--he
_s not an atheist;
lie cannot,
contrary
persuasion,
it is impn_-_,fiite for him i therefore,
witti propriety,
be excluded on the
ever to cease to entertain
it ?
I grom:d of athmsai.
If the answer be true,
2. Let the evidence be derived from former i
writings of his own.
In this ease. the first
of the two above-mentioned
causes of incon• These who do not believe in the existence
elusiveness
]aas no existence ; but the seeond
of a God, or m a furore state of rewards and
punishmeht.% cannot be admitted
as witr_es_es
remains;
and withea_e.
the same degree of force i 45;
in England.
Omychund
v. Barker,
as
in the former
Rex v. l_rhite,
Leach,430.
Gi!b. 1L Atkyn*,
E. 148,
3. Next, and lastly, h:t the evidence,
which- _ _ IRa_k. P. C. 434.- _:d.
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thecauseofexclnsionfailsonanotherground:
atheists or not, who. _heu called upon to "
the presumption of mendacity, the presumphear testimony against one another, are willtion grounded on the atheisio, is proved to ing to make profession of atheism.
be erroneous.
Under the exclusions founded on crimiWhat is known to every man, cannot be nality, a man has a licence to commit crimes,
unknown to him;--viz, inthe first place, the but he will not seek it for the purpose: it
general odium to which this declaration is _ would be too expensive : he must pay for it,
likely
what adegree
to exposeit cannot
him : inbutthediminish
next place,
the deto i punishment)
either with hisorliberty
with'his(notlife.
to speak
Underof tho_e
other
gree of credence likely tu be given to his I founded on religion, he may seek it for the
evidence ; i. e. counteract what cannot but I purpose: he may take out the licence, m_d
be his own purposes, if his evidence he per- I take it out for almost nothing.
A knot of
poseIy false, On the other hand, if he says, t an) sort of criufinals may conspire, and insure
No, I am not an atheist,-- the avoidance of ; to one another impunity, so far as depends on
that infamy, the preservation of his evidence i the evidence of each other.
from that discredit, is certain : mendacity i
An atheist is a bad witness ; but how to
would find the field quite clear; disprut_f, know hmi from another ? It must be titan
would be impossible.
What, then, to the I his own account of himself, if from anything;
present purpose, is the effect of such a de- I for atheism is not written on a man& fi_rcclaration ? To show that from the three other i head. Which, then, is tile true atheist ?--the
sanctions, one or all of"them, his wilt (_ueh _man who sa_s lie is riot mi athei,_t, and is one ._
is his relative sensibility) experiences'that
I_or the man'who says he is an atheist, and is
degree of influence, whwh, on the miJ_ds of ,inot so ? Thi_ pretended atheist (it shuuld
so lasge a proportion of mankind, all four :_seem) must be considered as the true one,
together are so fi'equentty insuthcicnt to pro- i for every practical purpose. Tho,-e who _peak
duee.
of atheists as I_ing"under ti,e disabilities in
Compare this ease with the above-menquestion, retest, if they mean anything, mean
tioned vulgar notion about interest.
By that
such persons, and all such persons, a, exhibit
prejudice, men in general are presumed ready the only marks of atheism which the natme
togivemendacious
testimony by the slightest
of the ease can by any pos_ibdlty afford. It
particle of intmest,
Here is an interest,
thL- be true, here is a _eceipt, and that an
_and that an interest corresponding to the
one, wherehy any man that pleases
moral sanction--an
interest eorrespm_ding to may render his testimony unreceivable. The
the fear of shame,--urging
him, and with
conspirators in one of the assa_-smation plots
great three, to speak fialsely on this occasion, against Henry the Fourth of France, or his
by saying that he is not an atheist, when he _redecessor (I forget which,) made use of
is.
Urged by a detachment of that force the sacrament as an instrument for binding
(viz. the force of the moral sanction) to de- one another to mutual fidelity."
ttad they
viate from the path of truth ; yet, such is the brooded over their plots under the shadow of
power of that sanction over his will, there
the English common law, they might have
exists still in his mind the main body of that
fourld in atheism, or pretended atheism, a
force (for by the supposition all the other
security of rather a different nature, it must
three sanctions arc out of the question,) act- be confessed, but applicable to the same use,
ing upon him with such effect as to keep his and of rather superior efficacy. A man might
discourse steady, and preserve him from stray- have taken ever so many sacraments, and
ing into that sinister path towards which it be never the worse witeess: but one good
is thus impelled,
declaration of atheism, made in proper fbrm
This is no place for the discussion of opt- and in proper company, will be enough to
nions on the subject of religion ; but one make him as bad as can be desired.
When
general observation helongs strictly to the a man has been received to serve the king,
present purpose. Were an atheist a worse if he would serve with safety, he must promonster than he has ever been supposed to duee a certificate of orthodoxy, as demonhe--bent upon doing mischief m all possible strated by taking the sacrament according to
ways, on all possible occasions, and by all I the forms of the English ehurehq'
When a
possible means, false testimony among the man proposes to join in murdering the king,
rest,--a rule excluding testimony on the score if he would do the business in safety as against
of atheism would afford no security against his associates, he must make them furnish
the mischief to be apprehended from that him with a certificate of their atheism.
source: for, to get rid of the exclusion, he
Speculation, quoth somebody. No ; eases
would have no more to do than to put himself to the expense of a falsehood, of whieh
" Thuanl Hlstoria.
the detection is impossible. On the other
+ The 9 Geo.IV. c. 17, repeals so much of
htmd, the exclusion operates, to a considerthe Corporation and Test Acts as requires the
able extent, as a safeguard to nil crimirltts, sacrament to be taken._d,
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of evidence
excluded
on account
of atheism
have every now and tbetl presented
themselves in pracrwe.*
The same strain of imbecility
which gave
rise to tile examination
ou the voire dire,
has, after suffermff the question to be put-" Are you an atheist ?"-- and receiving
an
answer regarded
as amounting
to an afl_rmalive, shut the door against the witness
; and,
in revenge
fbr his veracity,
administered
injustice
instead of justice
to the part)" unfo'rtunate
enough
to stand in need at thi_
evidence,
Besides the offene,, against
the dictates
of
reason and justice,
the qnestion
thus put
was repugnant
to the kno_ u _u_es of actually exlstmg
law,
In virtue
at a statute
still in force,+ a declaration
inane such effcct
subjects
the imbvidual
to penal'tie_ of high
severity:
aml tile rule, that no man shall,
in return
to any question,
_-Jve an answer
that
can have the effect of suhseeting
him
to any sort of penalty,
is the firmly-estabtished fruit of that misetuevous
super.-t_tion,
the war upon which will form lhe business
of the ensuing Part.
Question
a_d an,wet
togetl_er,
the di_closure was such as could not but have given
no slight wmmd to the fcellngs
of a great
majority,
it" not the whole, of d_e surroumting aodience.
]:_ut the wound
had for lt_
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§ 2.

Cacntheism,
or bad religion, an improper
gr,:und _f exclusmn.
How impos*_il_le it is from athcism _o deducea
proper ground fi_r exclusion,
we have
just been seeing.
From cacotheism,
thougk
no good ground,
yet a les_- bad ground might
be made, if there were any man whose God
commanded
him to commit
porsury ; meaning always by penury
(what it were so much
to be wished were always meant b_ it,) menducky by party m' witness
on a judicial
oceasion--oath
or no oath.
The gods of the
ttindons,
if the transhmou*
we have of their
scriptures
are m thl_ instance
to be depended upon, hee:lse
such mendacity
iu certain
eases.+
On ntis, as on every
other
part of the
ground,
common
law i_ up in arms against
common
sense
and COmlnon honesty,
aml,
by it_ inconsistencies,
against
l_sel|'.
The God of the Jews,
and, by a prodigious and modern
stretch
of jurisprudential
liberality,
the God of t|Je Mahometans,
li and
the god of the Hindoos.§
ate tolerated
a_
not countenancing
perjm').¶
The God who

• The booksexhib_t
several cases of this sort;
I
and l¥om private information it has aappened
to
....
_----_.
-•
.....mentlonett._- in any
ale
to
_le_r
ol _ev_ral
not
b_00 k o
s occurred only a few months ago.
[8 u e h a ease
-",
-_ ,- -,,-- s Silo
_-_--llflen ..tl_u__ .....
vt._ne oi _arl_e
neen roooeu,, ,.tll_
evidence was refused p, and justice denied to hm_,
on the ground of what lawyers affectedly called
defeat of reli ious 9rinc_ le
Editor ]
'_i_cce th_L w aS /_ri "_p;7"
itch
_dUlY ..... In0 _,J __
the StY.... against ntaspnemv
"
"
_
" rel_ale_l_
_ • a oat
" _Ilt_
has
oeeI_
the I #O rd __'han te 11or "¢b
_ y virtue
.
O..¢ th a. * power
of superseding the will of the legJslasure, which
• ....
,
-j_og_
never
neslt_te
to
a_nme
_0
Hlems_ives
.
•
whenever they need •it,) has taken
upon himself
to declare, tlmt to deny the Trinity
is still an
offence at common law ---Editor
•
"
-.•
• Independent of thestatute
9 &10 _$ ill .IIL
c. _._ a blasphemous hbel, was .utlU mamtabte at
e_mmon law. Rex v. Ca rlysle_ 3 B. & A. 161.
xne statute was repeaiea,
so rat as regaros me

_ V_de supra, VoL VI. p. 272.
I[ Butkr, '.._2.
_ Ibid.
_" 51oreover. by a still nmre recent effort of
hberality,
aScott{_h schismatic, under the name
of a Covenanter, has also been admitted to give
evidenee_ although it_teadof
klssing the book,
i a_ a man of perfect trustworthiness
would have
done, he contented
himself with looking at it,
i lifting up his n_.ht hand at the same time.--[ln
Mr. dustieeGouhl
i Mihtrnne,sca_e;heacb,
412,
said, that on the trial of the rebels at Carhsl%
_ in the year 1745, finding it to be the ceremony
of a particular sect, he admitted the witnos to
It swear by....the tbn_l of holding
_ _g u P hts
' ! hand, - vnth
" "
toacnln_,
I Out
.
_
g tilt _ DOOK_ or Klssn]g
"
.lt_ " _ntl that
_ ne
atterwaros
re_erred
the
ease
to
tlae
oninion
of
.
r
.
] tim . twelve3udges,
who ,_determined.
that the
wit,
.
[ hess was legally sworn ." On th_s authont _" Mfl "
_ drone was exempted
from kissing, die boo.% and
wasswornm . the_bllo_m . form o ,, _ous_xear
_
" _
:-'
,
accordiug to the ca_stom o[your own country, and
] toe rehgaon you profess, that the evidence you
I] shall
our _ sovereign
lord
the --ki'ng,
.... give between
,
•
-!_ anatileprisoneratttlenar,
-. ,
_
. .
. snallbetiletrutil,
- _ . the
.
ana - nottlmg
help
_I wnomtrutrl_
----_,
-_
_
..... nat tile trutt_
7"_'_ _o
.
you
God
If
tile
_ng_lsn
juages
tma
mougnt
I _
•
........
_ tlae matter
worth InSUlting
turn)
tiley woum
nave
I o
.....
_ . ,
•
I _ouncl, tlmt....tossing the boo_, _s a pracUce qutte
unknown
in
_eotland_
unless
in
deference
to
the
/
.....
[ peeuhar religtoun scruples ofa w_tne_
The Scot[ fish form does not appoar to have any connexion
/ with religions views; and it is probable, that the
t Seotehmen who objected to _he kiting the book,
] were mereliy obstinate, indiCadual_, annoyed b Y
| finding a deviation from the practice to which
t they had been accustomed.
The form of the

deu y!ng any one of the persons of the Holy
Tnmty to be God, hy the _3 6e?. III. _ 160.
The.3 Jae. I._'. 21, enae.ts, that ff m any 2 ay or
exninition of mat _intl, the name or tt_e Trimly,
or of any of the persons of the Trinity, be made
a_e of. in a profane and jesting manner, the of
fender" shall forfeit .£10.--Ed.
"

|
|
|
!
|
[
|

authors,
not _he honest
but the crew at learned

and intrepid
,,vittles%
sopht_ts : the attar

hey who put the insinuation
into the briet -the
advocateabo_ewhoall, tbrmed
a question
ant of
it; --but,
the judge,
who _uffered
such

a quesdon

to be put.

oath in Scotland is--"I
swear bv.,Almim_mht¢_av(-_od.
and as I shall answer to God at'the gtat
of
judgment,
that I will tell the truth, the whole
trnth and nothin,_ but the truth
in so far as I
know: or shall be_asked, on this _eeasion."
In
the revenue del_artment o£ the Exeh
uer Court
of _'mland,
tl_e practice of Engi_nde_wa_ intro.
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binds men (o veracity
by broken
saucers,*
Catholics
excluded!
Oh no--not
all cathe God of the Chinese,--if
they have a god,
thotics : no, only those who have exhibited
a
though it has so often been said they have
degree of attachment
to the duties of religion;
none,--even
he is tolerated:
the C--od of
such a degk_ee as, among protestants,
would
the catholics and the God of quakers
is not
be as rare as martyrdom
is rare.
A catholic,
tolerated.
In intendment
of law, he either
as such, is not excluded
; he must be a popish
commands
perjury,
or is, at best, indifferent
recusant.+
An oath is tendered
lo him--an
about it.
oath such that the catholic
who takes it reNo ; tMs account is not yet a correct one : t nounces his religion, denies that he is a ca*,howere thi_ the law, it would be reasonable,
in i lic : it was devised,
anti avowedly,
toe this
comparison
with what, when correctly stated,
very purpose.
Tiros, *.hen, umler the spirit of
it will be seen to be.
_his policy, a distrihation
is made of catholics
I. Catholic._.
into two
classes-perjurers
and non-perCatholics
excluded
! those
Christians,
in jurers:
to all who wall perjure
themselves,
comparison
_ith whom,
those who are not
the door of the witness-box
is thrown
open ;
Catholics
compose a _mall minority,
Church
a_ainst all who will not perjure
themselves,
of Engla))d
men a still smaller ! Catholics,
it is shut.
than whom, till a.* it were of yesterda),
there
It is with catholics,
as we have seen it to
were no other Chrlstians!
Evnlence
of cabe with atheL-ts.
It is not to atheists
that
_holics excluded ! Are we then commanded
I the law is oDposed : it Is only to such atheists
lw law In believe
that there
i_ uetther
so- : a_ _)11 not pe@lre themselves._
efety, nor laws, nor jndi('atm'e,
nor cvi(h,_)ce, ,
. aflbrdcd by the hi_tory of England
extend, there
nor
veracity,
amotlg
the
greater
part ot Chin.,i., more ground tbr excluding a Church of Englions ?_
lahd man than fiJr excluding a Catholic, or a man
I of any oqter sect.
dared at the Union.
In Clerk and Scrope's ,
._ A popish recusant
(it may be said) i._ now
tlistorv of the Exchequer
in Scotland (p. 32,)
become no more th.m an eml)tV name.
To bc a
there i's this curious remark--"
V_'hen wlmesses
pop).qJ re_'u,ant, a man must "be a papist ; and
appear in court, those toe the plainuf[' are fir._t there are now no papists : new oaths hawng been
examined
on oath, to be taken either con;orm
devi,cd, rewoath._,whichcathohcs,
ltissupposed,
to the Enghsh
or Scottish Intro.
The last is have no objection to take. _ lie it so: but then
sometimes required,
as _hat some peot)!e thncy
the clas._ reulalns open to receive as many as may
more solemn ; amt especially,
if tI_c lirst be
cht,ose to enter Jolt) it. ".['liLt _otne wouh[ rcll:all_
profanely considered
by the wlme_s, only as a , attached
to it, at least in their heart,_, wa-_ the
s'ery 5upposilion
UpOll
which the new taws were
ease."--E&
custom.house
oath, as i, but too trequeutl2_ the [ grout:tied.
Else. what use tbr any ne_ laws ?
* In the pamphlet intituled,
"" Trial at large ' et,_e, uhat is there done by the new laws, that
of Aeon, a Chinese Tartar ,'¢,aih)r, fi)r Murder.
would not have been done much better by a
Tried at the Admiralty
Session.,, holden at the
sponge ? "_fh',' leave the statute-book
-_till inbessions' ttouse, in the Old Bailey, ,)n Friday_
cumbered with'the engines (rusty as they are} of
July 4, 1806, before Sir _Villmm i-lolt, knight,
' persecution
and intolerance ?
But antipathy,
judge of the High Court of Admiralty.
and bit
Mind antipathy,
must haveit._ pastime saved lbr
Igimon Le Blanc, knight, one of the judge, et' the
tt : deprived ot flesh and blood, it mu,,t .tdl have
Court of King's F;encb.
London : Printed fi_r. 'l a mannikin to pummeland
vec.t ttse!t' upon. Ho.
and sold by, R, Butters,
22 Fetter Lane, Fleet
garth has painted cruelty on its progre_,_ : this is
Street."
Page 4, " The oath being repeated in ! cruelty on it_ return.
Be tiff,- ab it may : on this
the Chinese language, on the conclusion, a Ch:na
head, so thr as exclusion is eoncerned,'whatever
_.ucer is presented
to theperson,
which'he hold_
thanks may be due to statute law_ none are due
in his right hand, and then dashes to pieee_ ; the
to jurisprudence.
signifieationof
whichis, that if he does not speak ]
tl It _, thus with oaths, on every occasion on
the truth, may his body be dashed to lneces m the
which they are employed as tests. A line drawn
same manner as the saucer."
; with great ceremony : the population of the coun.
q- Somehow or other, it happens, that far two I try divided by it into two cta,,ses.
On one side
centuries there is not a case ol state perjury on I nf the lie:e, all those whom the proflbred ._educthe black side, but religion, and in particular tire _ tion is unable to draw _,side from the path marked
Church of England
rehgion,
is at the bottom of [ out by conscience; on the other, all tho_e m whose
it. The impish plot is a striking example.
1 am I eyes the most solemn and deliberate assertmn is
not so shallow or so violent as to eonciude from
an empty ceremony.
On the one side. all those
this circumstance,
that a man who has a rchgion
ot whooP, by the experiment,
you are made sure
isless trustworthy
than one who has none, or that
that they will not be perjurers ; nn the other s_de,
theChureh of' England religion is a worse religion
all those, of each of _ horn, the best that can be
than the Catholic.
But one u_e I cannot refrain
said is, that it cannot be known whether he be
from making of the_ occurrences,
against the
or be not a perjurer.
A line drawn ; and to what
incapacitation
grounded on catholicism.
On the
purpose ? That every man of _hom it is dear
Churclt of England side, I find in history syrupthat he _ ill not perjure himself, may be subjected
toms of perjury of the worst sort : and on the
to
Catholic side none.
I am not so mad as m say,
_ See 18 Geo. III. c fill ; 31 Geo. IlL e. 3'2;
that whoever is a Church of England man is on
48 Geo_ IIL e. 30 ; and finally, the Act known
that account unfit to be beheved : but thus much
by the name of the Catholic Emancipation
Act,
I cannot but say, that as far a._ the indications
10 Geo. IV. c. 7.--Ed.
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witnesses,

all other

men are left

free_

What is known to _verybody,
is, that as i have a licence from the law, to commit
(so
far as aaything
can be true that is predicated
t they be imt capital)
all imagilmbte eriutes,
of men in whole classes, the quakers are the I rape, robbery,
burglary,
mayhem,
ineendiarmost veracious
of mankind.
Whatever
re- ] ism. and so fbrth.
As to property of persons
ward men at large are wont to pay to that I absent,
destroyed
or stolen in their presence,
which thc_ sa_ upon oath,
that,
and more,
this, with so many other trifles of the like
is paid by (hi. knot of friends to what is said
nature,
is scarce worth addln_.
I remember
by them
(on the like serious
occasions
at
the case of a man who, in pursuit ofascheme
least) without
oath.
of plunder, set a house oo fire, and who, beBy the legislature
itself, to say the least,
cause nobod)" had seen _4mt he was about but
th,:y are not regarded
as mendacious.
Laws
a quaker, was turned loose again to burn other
have been made for tile express
purpose of
houses.
giving indulgence
to their weak(tess,
and adHere again comes the _me sort of (neonmitring them
to give evidence
without
the
sisteuey
as wa_ observed
in the ease of the
ceremony.
Laws made.
yes : b,at here comes
atheist and the catholic.
Obeying the dictates
jurisprudence
with its distinctions,
its perof conscience,
a man remain* incredible:
vioplexit_e.-, and its incom, isteueies.
In with
latiug them, he becomes
credible.
him, on civil ground : out with him. on cdIlL Perse:,s
exeommmdeated.
m_nal.*
Occasion
there
ha_ been to say,
You omit paying your attorney's
bill:
if
over and over a/sin,
that,
as to all criminal
the trill is a jusr one, and you able to pay it,
case,, where tile pm_i_halent
is not beyond
this is wrong of you;
but if unal,te, your lot
pecuniary,
the distinction
i. nmninal
and frt(of whi,.h immediat_ Iy) wilt be just the same.
coleus : since, for the self-same
nit'cure
or
If the bu-_ine_-, done, was done in a court called
supposed
oflbnc,.--tbr
the self-same
cause, a a common-! lw coa_.
)our attorney
is called
man may be proceeded
against
(at the option
an attorney,
and the ea.e belongs not to this
of whoever
chooses re proceed against
him)
purpo_-e. It in a court called an ecclesiastical
in the one way or the other.
Accordingly,
to
court, the attorney
i. ('ailed a proctor : you
the extent,
at any rate, of thL- coincidence,
are imp_'isotted, and so tbrth;--but
firs_ you
the admitting
law cammt do right, but it must
must be exeommuuicated.
For this crime, or
do wrong.
It cain'.o( do rigM i.,t aduntting
tile
fer any oiher, no _oo.ner are you exeommumquaker in a c;vil cause, without doing wrovg
eared, than a discovery is made. that,
being
in excluding
him when the suit chosen has
'" excluded
out of die church."
you arc " not
been one of the criminal ._ort.
, under the in_luem'e at an) religion :"l" you are
But .-uppose the punishment
uhra-peeu_ u sorl ,fathei,g.
To your own weak reason
niarv : suppose man's life at stake : suppose t it appears to 3ou that you believe ; but the
a qt_aker,--that
is, a man ealhng himself
a law, w|nch is the pert_ction
of reason, knows
quaker,-wicked enough to attempt
murder
that );Ju do not. Being mnniseient,
and totalwith his tongue : has (lot the law suffering
: hble, a_d *, forth, *he knows that, were you
enough at its command
to punish him _ith '," _ to be heald, ((would he m_po_sible you _hould
In non-quakers,
law exempts
:to_ from pu- _ speak true:
tberefore,
yotl too are posted off
nishmettt
murder committed
with this instru: upon tile exeluded
list, along with atheists,
men(.
Tile punishment
whtch, in this ease, I catholie_,
and quakers.
is too much tar a non.quaker,_might
not
Fo(bidden
[lyliis religion, a quaker will not
SOme of it be reserved
tbr the quaker,
and
pay tithe:
sued in the sturilual
court, he is
serve as a saeeedaneum
to the ceremony
to i excommunicated.
As a witness,
he is now inwhich he is thus recalcitrant
?
competent
twice over : once by being a quaConceive
a class of men, amounGng
to
ker, and a_ain b) be(m; excommunicate.
Why
many thousands,
on whose persons,
male or
h) being exeommuni,'ate
.' Answer.
per Mr
female, and in who,c pre_enee, so there be _lo Justice
Buller:
" /Jeeause
he is not under
the i_tluenee
of any reli_ia_."_
to some disaiality,
some insecurity, some d_hohour:
that e_er7 man. of whom it is matter of
Of the exclusionary
system, a part of the
doubt whether h'e is or is not perjured,
may be mischief
(it has been already observed)
not
gratified with a share in _)me mnnotmly, _itl_ the
to .-peak of other parts, is, that it involves in
po_essmn at stone pravdege.
In the eabc el _uc
It a licence to person_ unknown,
in unknown
a law, who _ill, and who will not. be perjurers,
numbers,
to commit injustice in all imaginable
Cannot be _een till it _s pa_sed and executed ; but
shapes : to commit all imaghmble
crimes.
what ms7 be seen andthatassoOn
as lthas been
put to t|m vote, _s. that,_in
intention at any
rate, and so Nr as depends upon themselves,-+ Bullet, 292.
all who vote for it are .suborners.
Thus it is,
+. Since these two paragraphs
were written
that, with religmn on their lips_ men wage war
(.! uty 11t06.) the incompetency
of excommunlattains( morabty and human happiness.
When
cat ed per*otis to [.five evidence has been removed
will mmh warfi-,re cease ?
i by the statute
53 Gee. I11. c. 127 (PhillipIm_ i.
* See Vol. V t. p. ?,81, Note 6.--Ed.
26. )--F.dit_r.
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To the legislator, having always all trite- I _ion. At the same time, the same spectacle,
rest more or le,s unufixed in the well-being ] exhi!uting itself to the eyes or the imaginatioa
of the people-- being alwa) s more or less of tho-e who, were it/lot for tile pumshment,
governed by that interest,--to
the real and might have engaged in the practice of acts of
legitimate legislator, acting a_ such, it could the same sortastheact thus punished, restrains
hardly have happened, unles_ by sinister noun- them, to a certain degree, from the thus torsel, to givein re a,vstem so obviously ho_tile
bidden practice, and causes acts of that deto the well-being of tile people,
scriptiou to be le_,s frequent than they woaht
Bythejudge, aetingunder thefee-eolleet,ng
be. It the mode of conduct ,ahereby the ansystem, and under the sinister impulse given tipathy has been produced be of the numtwr
to him by that system,-- by the judge wield- of those, the eonsequer_ces of which have lnoc:
ingindisguisethesceptre
oflegistution, puhlic
of evil in them than of good, the restrait_t
interest would, at bed-t,and where not exposed
thus produced is beneficial to the eommunit3.
to an eye of positive ho._tility, t,e regarded,
It is not the les._ beneficml to the commuof course, with indifference.
When tawver's
nity, for not having been present, in idea. to
profit (the onlv serious ob3ect of his care)" had the afind ot the man in power : hut nmther,
mischief (in -,_,hatever shape--expense,
de- . mi the other hand. fi'om its having been ti:e
lay, vexatnm, mi_deeision, failure of justice) I eventual result of the use he has thus been
• for its immediate cau-_e, or (what comes to '. making of his power, does it tolluw, by any
the same thing) its inseparable, though but I means, that. tile idea of it was plt'vlou_l) precollateral accompaniment,--n-dsehief
would ;_sent to hi_ milld. It it had b,..en uniformly
be the fruit of his choice: aud hence it was i p,'esent to hi_ mind--if
the bcmllt to the
by the exclusion of the presence, and thence , community bad been tile ultim,tte vbjeet vt
of the testimony, of the partie_, that the foun- : his exertions-if the suffering of the oIidation of the exclusionary system, that grand . noxious person had, instead of being the elsupport of the fee-collecting system, was lald. i timate ohject, been no more th,n* the recalls,
When the above-described commxion between I the mediatory object,-- the quantum of sufferlawyer's profit and non-lawyer's misery either iing would have been meastlred out according
did not eai_t, or did not present itself to hi, i to the ohject--woutd
have been suited to it
view,--tqezl
it wa_ that, every now and then, ' in quality, would have been adjusted to it
i_ would happen to him to produee mischief i in quantity, and wouhl n,v anywhere have
and misery, not purposely, not with malice i ovcrd,ot the mark : not a particle of suR_rprepen-e, hut only, as ti_e clown in Dryden's iing wmitd have been produced, of which the
legend whistled, for want of thought.
I effect.- had not pieviousty heen fully coalpleIn the present case. it would appear, that
he_lded and accurately aseertabJed.
Of any
so wide a deviation fi'om the hue of utility
such accuracy, however-of any such c_dm
and justice was mainly occasmned b) the sen- and exclusively-appropriated
attention to the
timent of -_r,tipathy
aggregate interest of the comnmnity, and the
Although punishment admits of no other
ends of public justice, the very idea is ne)v-justifieative reason, than a probable prospect
even at the present advanced period in the
of the production of greater good--of
an in- career of perfectibility and civilization. Much
crease in the aggregate mas_ of happiness, of ' more must the practice have been generally
a decrease in the aggregate mass of miser) ; ' unknown, in those rude times in which the
yet such has rarely been the fiual cause of! art of legislation was in its cradle--in
those
punishment in the mind of the legislator:
tiales of infantine ignorance, which are still
especially in those times of primevnl barba- suffered to rule the destiny of riper age.
rism, in which all systems of legislation have In this temper of mind, among men whose
had their rise. Diminution of suffering (viz. minds were engrossed by _ese narrow views,
on the part of the community injured by the no wonder that any vehiele or mass of rotsoffence) may have been, in any given instance,
chief, which promised to add anything to the
the result and fruit of punishment; but, even plague, should be snatched up and hurled at
where this is the ease, not diminution, but the head of the obnoxious offender, with little
production, of suffering--viz,
on the part of knowledge of, and as little solicitude about,
the offender,_
has bat too often, and per- the contents : laid hold of, and eagerly emhaps in the origin of society, most commonly,
ployed, not only without staying to invesiibeen at least the predominant, if not the sole, gate the consequences, present and ihture,
object and end in view. By the view of such near m_dremote, certain mid contingent, with
or such a mode of eonduct, the feeling of an- reference to the obnoxious individual, -- but
tipathy has been excited in the breast of the with as little attention to any effects of which
man in power : to gratify it, he sets himself it might be productive on the feeling.* of other
to work to plague and torment the individual
individuals, connected by accident only with
by whom that unpleasant sensation has been the individual by whose offence the pas.,don
excited : by the _peetaele of the suffering so had been excited--individuals
whose sufferprodaeed_ the appetite receives its gratifieao ing, had it been iuetuded in the prospect, was
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laot of a nature to con'_ribate anything to the
gratification aimed at.
CHAPTER
VL
Antipati_y, when its exertions are regu- IMPROPRIETYOFEXCLUSIONON THEGROUND
luted by utility and justice, is the handmaid
or MLNTAL IMBECILITY,ANn PARTICULAR.
of justice. Antipathy towards the injurer is
LY OF INFANCY
AND
SUPEI_,ANNUATION.
the natural, and in a human boston in some
degree even the inseparable consequence of THE last gromld of exclusion on the score
_ympathy tbr the injured,
of deception, to which our consideration is
Unhappily for mankind, the antipathy thus called, is imbecility.
directed has not been most energetic or most
From whichever _ourc2 it be derived, the
bu_y when the object to which it pointed
propriety of regarding imbecility, upon occawas the most noxmus. They who have di- .ion, as a eau*e of _uspieion, is obvious and
miaished the stun of human enjoyment--they
indisputable. Frmn wh_cheversource derived,
who have augmented the sum of human suf- the taking it for a cause of exeluswn will be
feting-- these find antipathy, sooner or later,
found equally indefensible.
not averse to repose: they whose opinions
Mental or corporeal, imbecility--a
term
are not oar opinions--they
whose pleasures
of relation--admits
of degrees ad it!finltum.
are not our pleasures--they
wimm we op- hnbeeility, in a variety of respects, is the
press, they whom we exclude from their
lot of all created being.
Suppusing that, m
share of common benefits,-- these are they any degree, imbecility were capable of eonstiwho find antipathy implacable.
Wherever
tuting a proper ground of exduslon, by what
the praise of viltue is _o be earned without
mark could that degree be distinguished from
the expense of self-denial, the nmst vicious
any other? From the impossibility of findwill never be found the mo_t backward in imr an answer to that question, results the
_he chase,
impropriety of taking it for a ground of exAgainst the perjurer, his kinsman the fbr- clnsion in any ease. In the absence of any
gerer, and the motley fellowship of tblons,
universal mink of such a degree of imbecility,
without staying to di_tinzuish one from an- re form such opinion as the }mture of tlle ease
other, the door was shut, as it were iu a pet, admits of, there is but one rational course,
and "' flu' want of thou_.'ht." The precedent
which is, the examining of the propos_,d witonce made, the opportm6ty of stigmatizing
ness: which only rational course is the very
and plaguing the traitor and the atheist, witb
course that, upon the supposition of the exhis kinsmen the catholic, the quaker, and the elusion, is not suffered to be taken.
excommunicate, was n,_t to be lost. Always
Infancy, superannuation, insanity: what:emembered, that the more unforeseen ex- ever be the modification--cmmected
or unelusions there are, and the more unfbreseen
connected 'a'ith the circmnstanee of age_
exceptions to exclusions, tb:_nmre ar_iments;
the answer will be still the same.
and the more arguments, the more fees.
Between infancy and maturity, it is he.
The outlandish men, the Mahometan, the eassary, tot some purpo_s, to draw a line
Hindoo, and the Chinese, against whom the at a venture; and that line Lnutwithstandin_
door, if ever shut, has be_ n opened, are al- the wide difference in respect of intellectual
most as far from us as the atheist, and much strength between individual and individual
farther than the catholic or the quaker. But at the same age)--that
line a common one,
the distance of the outlandish man is his pro- fixed for every individual at the same place.
tection.
Blind from birth to the lights by But to the present purpose, no such line is
which we arc illuminated, he is not a rebel _necessary: no such line can afford any _cato golden,
the examples
or we
the are
arguments,
or
by which
governed. logical
Nutsauces, it is true, all pagans are ; but happily,
in their case 0mless now and "then by aecident,) the nuisance is at a distance from the
nose.*
* As to the Chinese, they have so evil a reputatiou, and look so much like athiest_, that,
had the sine qu_ non of solemn justice not been
wnnting_ the breaking of the saucer might have
beeu followed by an examination on the voire
dSre (suora, p. 404;) and the religion or irreli,
gima of China might have been settled, in some
way or other, to the satisfacuon of English aages,

i, of
rityprodueitlg,
against deception:
no such
fail
ifnot deception
itself,line
yetcan
(what
I is worse) misdecision.
I In the case of superannuation, the impraci tieability of drawing any line for that putI pose, without the most. palpable absurdity, is
I' plainly obvious.
Imbecility, and to such a
! degree as to make delivery of testimony not
t merely ineligible but impossible, is the effect
! of infitney at a certain age.
Imbecility, to
[ this purpose, or indeed almost any other,
t
i considered as the result of superannuation, is
}but an accidental concomitant, and indeed a
t rare one, at any period of old age.

But Aeon wa_ poor, and Aeon had no advocate. I In thethisease
n,,-of insanity, a fixed point of
On this oceasion_ as on ether% homicide being t time for
v_,pose is not incapable of being
trmved, murder was presumed.
, proposed, but incapable of being employed
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to any good effect:
when (fbr exatni,lc)
a been per,_nrmed,
there
could have been no
man,
having
by competent
authority
been
objection.
The ntis-fortune
_.;as. that
in
deemed
incapable
of retainin_
in his o_n
certain
instaiwe
it _a_ omitted:
and the
hands
the managernent
of his o_vn affairs,
e,)nseqhel_ce
was. thaH a rape havil_g been
without
preponderant
prejudice
to him, self
eomnntted
" on the body of an intant under
and others, has by compet.nt
authodry
been
_even vear_ t,t' age." the man by whom.
if
declared in that state, and placed mLder the
b3 an_mdy,
the mi-,+wf
_;as do:m, wa_ sent
authority
of a guarthan
fbr that purpose,
out to conm:*t ,,*,her rapes
Here indeed would bea point of time fixed;
" Tile pl>.ner"
(ae,-ordin_
to the learned
but no hne could be drawn
through
it, upreporter _') wa< convicted;
btlt the 3ndgrnent
plieable _ith any advantage
to tbis purpose,
wa._ leslated.
,m a doubt [m,t havm_ any reFrom any degree of comparative
nnfitlms_ m
]orlon to the tacL hutQ ,c _,_cared by a marrespect of providence,
and the varioas other I final note to a case ii-_ Dyer'_ Itep¢'n'rs;
tot
t_culties
necessary to the management
of the
the_e notes having been made b_ Lord Chief
variety
of affairs that occur in human hfi_., no ' ,lattice Treby, al e considered'"
(eontinu,._
the
tolerably-assured
inference
carl be drawn rebook)
" ()fgreat
weight and authority:
and
specting
the capacity or incapacity
of giving
it wa. -ubmitted"
(by Mr. Ju-tzee Bulter, ana correct and mtelllgib]c
stalement
of a .-in,:le
rio 1779) " to the r_elve
jttd_es,"
whether
tket which came within the cognizance
of a
eviden.,'e, under arU elreunlstanee_
whatever,
man's senses.
Before the arran--ement
made,
could be legally admitted
in a emminal pto_-ea mall may have been completely
i_mapable
,.'utioil. exeept upon oath?
Answer:
N% not
perhaps of obtaining
perception
of the fact-I m any c_t-e.
perhaps of remembering
and giving a correct
2. "The other
cw__,litlon was and L-, t|tat
and intelligible
statement
t_fthesucharrangement,
perception.
though
obtained:--after
competent
or
lnconlpetcnt
tO the geuera]
management
of his own affair_, to lhe purpose
of delivering
testimtmy
it nm_ happen to him
to be a_ completely
cmnpetent
as a:tother
man. These observations
are brought review
for the purpose of nipping in tim bud, if p ....
sible, future
contingent
exclus_on_
on til>
ground.
Of the three sources and nmdifieations
of'
intellectual
imbecility,
infaney
> tile only
one that has been tuken
for ,,xelusion
b',
English law.._.eeordingly,
ot the three words
mentioned
in this view, inthncy i_ the only
one. of which, for this parpo_e,
any men,'lon
is to be found in the books.
For tit.,, same
reason,
imhecdity,
tke word here employed
for the purpose of including
the three cases,
arid bringing to view the ground
*;hey stand
upon, is in these treasures
of technical science
equa]ty unknown.
In a direct way, infancy cannot at present
be employed
as a bar to admissiml,
howsoever immature
the age. For, _lth the applebatten of the twelve
.iudge_-,in *l_e case of
an inlknt of no more tban seven years old,*
arid in a case of art intlott under .-even years
old't" (how much under
is not said,)" this
evidence
was received,
Untbrtunately,
to the ado,i_,ion
given in
this ease, two eouditmns
precedent
have been
annexed,
One is, that tim ehiht shall have taken an
oath ; i. e. gone through
the same ceremony
by which testimonial
relation
is preceded
in
other instances.
To this operation,
had it
* Leaeh_ L 430.
_Vhite's ca_, n,_/es,
+Gwillem's
Bacon (edit. 18070 fi. 57.'*. Le,._h'.
"Crown Cases_ i. 237. Brazier'.. _-'s.'.

' the court,
" infhnt to app,,.,
exami_,,ttiou
by
[the
pos-_ fma _trict
snffieit'nt
lot, wl,'dcle
! of the nature and _")I_eqatllt'es
of arl oath"
' ---'" of the dun:l*_ a,._in,qd,,_} of f:al.-ehood."ti
, ]"or a more
parzwular
dc-e_q_ti,m
of _he
' Lm_wl,,l:/c al,d the dam/c," above ,-pokeo of m
general
term% the foil_owh_g e.xem|dili,'atioll
: I,:_,mlaes to serve a- x_ell a- any other that
(oald he sub-*Aruted
to it, since m, itlter the
_ qac..tmns
nor the answms
are fixed by taw.
12xtraet fi om the new_-pal,er e,die_.l the _'%mes,
dated
17th Sept. 1803
Proceedings
at the
"' Old Baihy,
Friday,
Sept. le. l")0;L Mary
Ann Carney,
a daughter
of the pri=oner, only
t welve
year,- oi age, wa_ examined
relative
to the idea -he entertained
of an oath, and
the co,.equenee._
that
woulii result
from
telling
a talsehood.
The answer
which she
retmned
was exeee&nqly
correct:
viz. that if
she told a faDehood when on oath, she should
be put ill the pillory when in this world, and
' go to the devil when in the next.'"
To the putting of a que*tion to the effect
above
dc-cribcd,
1 know of no conclusive
object:on;
but, to the deducing,
rather from
dlenee or trom any answer whatsoever
which
_,may imve beam extracted
by such a question,
: a deciuion pronemncmg
the exclasiou
of the
: testimot_*,
objeetmns
occur that seem perfecfly unanswerable.
_
It is requiring
of the child, as a condition
precedent
to her being suffered to eive a .-ore
of relation which a ehfid of any age that can
_peak may be perfectly
competent
to give, a
sort of account whieh a child of that immatare age (to go no farther)
seems altogether
ineompetent
to give. Tire testimon 3, to tl,e
relevanl_ point is to a tket of the most simple
nature--a
fact whwh,
supposing
it to have
_ Leaeh_ i, l_9.

_,,Lzaeh-
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happened,
mnst have presented
itself to the
laughing
at the sages fi'nm whose
zeal,
senses of the patient,
and made a very deep ; little according to knowledge,
he has obtained
impre_-ion
on them.
The subject-matter
ot i a licence.
tile testnuon 5 to the irrelevant
point, is a iact
2, l'laeing
tile fate nf the cau,_e (in a caof the most complex and ab-trn_e
natm'e : a pital cause, the bte of the prisoner)
in a state
fact that ha_ been matt_'r ot dl,pute
among
of complete depend,,nee
on the will and pleatile maturcst,
the strongest,
and aeutest
.-ure of the person
or persons
under whose
minds,
power
the child __, all the time ; i_ parents,
The relevam
que.tion--the
question
to
tbr e,¢am!de.
Is it then' wi_h that the cause
whh_'h (if to au._ ) the child wot_hl have been
_houtd bedeprivedofthe
benefit of the child's
competent
toglve an an_wer.--w.t_,
what she
evidence.:
]'he
catechism
is omitted
to be
had -ce:_ and felt?
The irrelevant
question
administered,
or a sort of anti-catechism
adprehxvd, aml kin _me c_ cnt'l _ub_fituted
to it,
ministered
m the room of it, according
to the
included
a _trmg of qua.lions:
what uu thts
nature
of' the e,_se. By a tklse answer,
had
mo_t ab.truse
subject
_he had been ta,ght,
the testimony
been admitted,
the ehlld might
what _he had comprehended,
and what she
have been .-uhjeeted
to puni-_hment
as for
had rctained_
The evidence--the
ouI? eviperjury,
andthe
pm'ents to legal punishment,
dance tirol, in answer to such an examination,
or at len:t to d)_-repute,
as for subornation
could have been given by sueii a ehiid, wa_,
t,l perjury
Ou the occasion
of the pretiminot the opinion of the child, hut an article
nary examination,
neither
from silence
nor
of hearsay evidence:
theaeeouutgiven
t)y the
from any answer what_oever--fromany
such
child of the instruction
it had received.*
answer
as in this view they may have preObserve
the effect of the criterion
so unsented,
need any such consequences
he uphappily
employ_l.
The
proper
question,
prehended.
Thus it is. that in this way the
whether
the child has been thus injured,
i_ full benefit of pmjury,
or subornation
of perput a_ide; and, in_tead of it, another
quesjury,
may be obtained,
without
any of the
lion is put in, viz. whether
the child can say
ri-.k: the full benefit
of perjury,
under the
its catechism,
protection,
and as a fi'uit of the wtsdom,
of
Of the substitution
thus made, or preferEngti_h juri__prudence.
enee thus given, of a question
fbreign to the
3. Holding out to tulsa and mendacious
merits--to
the onl 5 que.-tion belongin;z tt_ the
accusation
a l eeeipt for f._brieating
evidence,
merits,
the ibllowmg
present
themselve,
a_ and, by a false gloss, be,towing
on it an ap"the natural
eon-equem:e_:-pear,mac
of trustworthiness.
The supposi1. In _omc ease_, excluding
good and true
lion that the indivutual
whose fate depen0a
evidem'e ; thus exelmhng
ju._tice, and giving
apm* hi._ knowledge
oft.he law, should on any
itnpum,')
to the guilty.
It the child Ires not
occasion
be in possession
of any such know°
been tut,):ed
m the requisite
manta-r,
mid ledge,
may be apt to appear ridiculous;
bat.
that w_th c;(cct on the p;_rt of the child, as ' it is wimt hy accident
dees now and then hapwelt a_ (ibgenee
on the part of tLe instruepen.
The mother
of such a child tbrms a
tin's, the ehil,l may have bcen abused
and
scheme for ruining a mah. enemy.
She ammangled,
the malehmtor
goes unpunished,
pk,_ the requNitetimeand
[abour in impress* In relation to the princeps! I_)mt, at o_c
time the practice web, instead of examining the
child _t_etf, to examine the parents or other perr.ons as to the account winch) immediately
after
thetran_etion,
had been given by the child to
them. To this sort of evidence, the examination
of the child itself in court was afterwards "added
or substituted:
ff added, with indisputable
propriety;
not so, if substituted,
to the absolute
exclusion ofor the
hearsay evidence:
for
inlirmation
comlrmafion
of evidence, since,
the ocea._ional use of hearsay ewdenee is not only indisputable,
but reeogmsed
in practice.
In rehard to the principal
/'act, the reason ass_ed
tbr
t'hus
to the
the parents,
evidence &c.
of
the the
childpreference
itself, was,
thatglveu
that of

ing upon the mind of the child t_ u lessons :
the one. a fMse story oi the supposed injury;
the other, an appropriate
catechism,
snch as
may afford the requisite
satis[aeiion
to the
piou_ anxiety
of the judge.
Delighted
with
the advances
made by the sweet child in the
science of theology,
to entertain
a doubt of
its veracity would be impiety in the eyes of
jurisprudential
_eienee.
The same artificial
mark of trustworthihess, which, on the oeeasion
just spoken of,
gave such complete satist:action
in the instance
of a child of twelve years old, might, in many
instances,
he imprinted
with eq_ml facility

was but hearty
evidence.
In regard to the ineidental tact (the instruction given to the child,)
the _me eon_deration
might have sugaested the
propriety of examining
tlae parents themselves
an preference:
the account of what instruction
they had given to the child, would come from
their lips in the shape of immediate
evidenee_
from the lips of the child, the only shape in
which it could come would be that of hearsay
ev_tlcnca

and success upon the testimony
oi a ehild not
above half, or even a lhird of tha_; age.
It
might even be imprinted
upon the faculties,
mental and vocal, of a naturally-aceompiished
and well-instructed
parrot or magpie--with
this difference,
that, in the case ol the unt;eathered
witness,
the questions
would require
to be in that form to which an advocate
is
confined _hen examining a witnes_ ofhi_ own
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_fide ; whereas, in the case of the feathered
the science of the tender student avail against
witness, they would require to be in that
the sharpness of so penetrating a probe !
more commodious form, with the use of which
Conceive a Garrow oppo._ed to the tender
he is indulged in the examination of a witness
novice how little wouht it cost him to drag
on the opposite side.
to light either some j_.ot_il in her creed, or
4. The wording of the test being moreover the confes_lou of a Pact which, in the ease of
unfixed, as is the case with everything that
her making a t,_lerahIc pri_l_d.facie answer,
has no more determinate foundation to rest
could never be otherwise thau true; viz. that
upon than that of jurisprudential law,--the
she had been tutored for the purpose.
testimony of the most trustworthy witness is
By considerations of the ahove, or some
liable to be sunk by any failure of coincidence
other nature (tha_ is to say, by some of them,)
between the persuasion of the judge and the an impression appears to have been made on
persuasion of the child (that is, of its instrucreverend mimts. Mr. Justice Rooke,* in the
tots) on a subject thus obscure and delicate,
case of an unsatisfactory response, adjourned
Not to mention extreme eases, such as those the cause, and committed the young witness
ofatheists and other untrelievers,--Christians
to the charge of a clergyman, for religious
are not wanting, to whose conceptions the instruction, in the mean time.
This succedevil presents himself in the character of an daneum to exclusion obtained the approbation
allegorical and purely ideal personage. If, in of the other judges.
the case of the child whose answers on this
To the impressing upon the memory the
head gave such complete satisfaction at the lesson to be given by the reverend divine, six
Old Bailey, the expectation of an eventual
months' interval between circuit and circuit
visit to the president of the infernal regions was, if diligently employed, extremely welI
wa_ regardedas an article of faith indispeasaadapted : it would have been equally well
ble to the present purpose, -- an answer dis- adapted to the rendering the lCairand tender
affirming the existence of that tremendous
reporter more and more perfect in any fabripersonage, might have been fatal to the'mecated story of an injury, supposing no injury
rits of the cause. On this supposition, a boy to have been sustained. But, on the opposite
of twelve years, whose good fortune it had supposinon, for the keepingalivein
the infant
been in other respects to have been under the memory a correct recollection of the transtuition of Dr. Priestley, or any other equally
action in its true and proper colours, the diszealous defender of the Christian faith, might,
service that could not but be done by this
for want of the necessary protection dependlot_ interval presents itself as equally iudising upon his own evidence, fil_d himself ex- putable.
In thi_ point of view, an expedient,
posed to the most afflictive personal injuries
of the sincerity of which, in its design, it is
-- or, at the expen.e of real mendacity, find impossible to entertain a doubt, presents ithimself obhged to purchase the factitious re- self as being, in its tendenc._, extremely well
potation of the opposite virtue,
adapted to every purpose of falsehood and
Learned judges have seldom time to intro- , injustice, and equally ill adapted to every
duee any very seard_ing probeinto the bowels purpose of truth and _mstice.
of the evidence: _givethem a good round anThe ease is unhappily of no unfrequent reswer, sarisfactionenters,
and ejectsdiflldenee,
currenee.
Justice is wanted fur it, if for any
" I shall be putinto the pilloryin thi. world;
case. It is with this as with most other
I shall go to the devil in tbe next."--"
Ex- points of procedure : the difficulties it is
eeedingly correct," is the observation of the encumbered with, arc chiefly, front wholly,
reporter ; " exceedingly correct" (unless the the work of artitiee and science. In itself it
reporter were incorrect,) -- " exceedingly ! present* little difficulty. If mendacity were
correct," or smnething to that or the l_'ke ! apprehended, who would not rather have to
purport or effect, must have been the obser- encounter a raw and juvenile prevaricator,
cation of the judge,
than a reflecting veteran, with length of exIn the individual cases in question, the par- perience and maturity of age ?
ties on both sides being low people (for of
Where evidence is concerned, the duty of
the labours of counsel on their behalf nothing learned judges (such has ever hitherto been
is said.)--the
answer, being thus pointed or the case) forbade them to do justice.
Their
rounded, and adapted to the taste oflearne_ i duty is to preserve existing rules : and exjudges, passed without further scrutiny.
Hi_ isting rules were made that justice might
reverend lordship was not less indulgent to not be done• In a case of this sort_ where
the young theologian, than a friendly exami- evidence of this description was a chief inner at Oxford or Cambridge would have been gredient in the composition of the mass of
to a candidate for a degree in divinity, or a evidenee,--ifit
were lawful to discover truth,
friendly chaplain at Ltuubeth to a cm_didate truth might be discovered with at least as
for holy orders. But suppose this prelimi- -much facility and certainty as in the ease of
nary examination conducted by the tongue of I
a weU-fee'd advocate • alas .' what would all I
• Gwillem's Bacon, it. 577.
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ordinary evidence.
The fact, if there be anything serious
in it. i_ established
by real
evidence---by
the physical and physiological
mark_ of violence,
tlere we see orie of the
perpetually-recurring
cases,
in which
all

I
This much in regard to the ease of infancy,
j which is (as already observed)
the only case of
t imbecility which has been taken for a grmmd
[ of exclusion
by English law.
/
A ca_e, however,
pre_enteditselfno_many

d_ubt might so easily be removed,
one way
or the other, b 3 the examination
of the defendant.
The examination
of the child beaig
taken out of the heariltg of its parents,
on
the one hand, _,f the defendant
on the other
-- that of the dt*fendant
out of the hearing
of both,--- the
ght of t'ut_ co lhl sea'ee iai_
to issue from theeolhsion
of the evidence.

t )ears ago. in which a witness was rejected,
t not indeed on account
of imbecility,
but on
1 the atmlogous ground of a supposed deficiency
i of appropriate
knowledge.
]
lndactment
of a woman for bigamy.
Rex
] v. Eleanor Whetford,
Guildford
Assizes,
Sa.
,_turday,
9th August
18(h'3, beibrc
the Lord
[ Chief-Baron.
(Times and aVorainRChronicle
,

Where
immaturity
of size d_ws not exist i Ilth
August,
troth in the same words.)
The
in any such degree a_ to deprive
the chibl of. first marriage,
or supposed marriage,
the parthe several degrees of the respective
faculties
i ties both English,
at Gretna Green, in Seat
concerned
(perception,
judgment,
memory,
land.
The celebration
of the eeremq_-,
in
and expression)
that are respectively
neeesthe manner
usual in Gretna Green marriages,
sary to bestow ou the testimony
the indisproved
by the habitual
operalor,
the vicepensable degree of correctness,--the
want of
priest,
a tnbaeeonist.
" Dav_.l L,dv.g, the
the faculties necessary
to the execution
of a Gretna
Green parson,
was first called.
He
successtul
plan of mendacity,
gives to such
stated that he perfc, rmed the ceremony
over
immature
testimony,
in a very material
rethe prisoner
and her husband,
in his way;
specL the advantage
of the maturest
evi.
that was, he read nothing,
but tie said somedence,
thing off the tongue,
and aulhorized
them to
In the immature
and tender mlud, if the
cohabit tugether."
infuence
of the moral a.qd religions sanctions
The Lord Chief-Baron
said lie would not
i, apt to be w_ak. unsteady,
and precarious,
_ admi_ thi_ as a marri,ge.
He asked him what
the mendaeity-restraining
influence
of the [ he was. tie replied, a tohacconisv.
His lordphysical sanction
is stronger
then than after- I shi[' observed,
that a fellow or two, like the
wards.
Of memory,
it deeply nnpre_sed
aml : witness,
did the,e
sort of things ; but both
vigorous
(as, in the sorl of ease in question,
i himself and the parties were liable to ptmishwhen taken fresh, it can hard/y fail _o be,) . meat.
the expression
i_ delivered
without
eftbrt. J the proseeutor_ to give evidence against the petInvention,
under the perpetual
cotldition
of i soners, one of them his own mother (p. 138,) To
not being true, and yet appea_mg" to be true,
the preliminary
examination,
nothingcotdd
he
is the work of anxiotls and unremitting
labour : nlore satisfactory than his answers. "He seenaed
the less the mind is exercised
in the habit of completely
aware o? the guilt of telling a tie;
reflection,
the more apt wttt it be to sink
and dlstmguished
the punishment duetosimple
under the trial,
By the power

of the politieal
ease in all its

sanction,
plenitude

con-

t tal.ehu_v3, and to falsehood upon oath, by saying,
t that_a person guilty of the one deser_ed, to be

in [ _Ithe:_ot'u_;_tttthtat
_ftiotlnie',g_
_,,
. _°_ee_ih°l_ie
, ", .
-

•

the patieut
might be acted upon (it is true) i
with a mendacity-promoting
force superior to
undaunted
manner.
any thai may tie expected
to bear upon the
" ttaving gune through this preliminary
pro.
patient in an adult state,
in a state of cambation,
he was
sworn that
in thenotusual
manner;
but
it very _,,a,
anpeared
one word
of truth
putative
independence.
In few adult
minds
was u; ,,...,_reeted
from any part of his narrais any other fear so strot_gly impressed,
as the
tlve.
Fortunately,
the story which he told wins,
fear of the rod is. in general, capable of being
in itself, so inconceivable,
as to carry it8 own
impressed
oil the inf_tnt mind, by a severe and
refutation aMng _ith it."
steady hand. But the disadvantage
to which,
"/'bus far the report.
The jurisdiction of tim
in thi_ case, tbe interests
of truth and justice
_ Chnstlan devil not being recogni_d among the
H indoor, the theological, or diabolical part _shall
are subjected
by the weaknes_
of the volt_e say) of the test, it may be observed, wu not
tional faeultv, mav he expected to be at least
applied.
Deserve and ought are the term_ eracompensated
for by the weakness
of the inph,yed: terms of ambiguous
import, importing
telleetual
faculty.
_rhe child strives to lie as
obligation,
but not specifying
the someee. Of
well a_ it is aisle; but tinder the opposing _tne three sanctions--the
rdigious,
the political,
toree of eros_examirmtion,
it is unable to lie
and the mord_the
last only seems, on that
oecasion_ to have been brought into action upon
with effect:
this eat.tern theatre.
A test thus imperfteet--a
test not containing any theological
eletlXmts in
• From the Asiatic Annual
Register for 180'2, tts composition, could not easi t_ have been erapp. 152-144.
Indictment for murder:
Rutney,
l_loyed in the laboratory
at _ English iurisprua troy of seven years old, brought forward vy
_enee.
"
"
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then, the fact was out of dispute:
the gni!t, in a moral view (to say nothing of
the religious,)
equally out of dispute : yet the
judge acquits the prisoner--acqmts
her for
evermore.
Why ? Because
the state of the
law, in re_;_cet of the validity of the marriage,
was not, according
to the conception
of the
learned
judge,
prov_d
by a proper
sort of
pertain.
"tte
would not'receive
the law of
Scotland
from a tobaeconi-_'t."
What ? nor
vet trom anybody else _ That " both the fellow and the parties
were liable to punishmeat,'"
so much his lordship knew.
Somuch
he knew.
but exactly a_ that point stopped
his lord,hip's
knowlct]ge:
and, _hat is more,
exactly at that point commenced
his deterruination
not to know.
Bya special verdict
(not to mer_t;o, olher
mean_ in u_-e,) he might have been informed :
and by the same regular course,
i_h/rmalion
of no slight import_mee
to the whole eotmtry
might have been gained,
In the ease quoted above out of Gwillem, _
a step altogether
out of the regular
course
was taken.
The evidence
appeared
not suffleient fur conviction
: what was the regular
I

EVIDENCE.

lB.

IX.

P. IIL

In the former ease, the defendant Fwitnem]
was " a feUow that did those sort o_things="
in the Guildfurd
case, " the defendant
was a
young lady of handsome
person
and elegant
manners;
and her appearance
at the bar ex_
cited considerable
sympathy
on her behalf ia
the spectators
in court."
Why mention this circumstance?
I menlion it, in addition
to what has already been
said on that subject
in another place, that it
may be seen so much the more distinctly,
how easy it is, under the existing system, for
a judge,
in meting out justice,
to have two
measures : one fi_r "fellows,'--another
for
" yonng
ladies of handsome
person and etegant manners:"
and with what unhappy
succost, power,
in reality
arbitrary,
hm_ been
covered
up from
observation
by technical
forms.
]33' the description
of the person of the defondant in the Gmldford
case, the recollection
of the classical reader is naturally
_nt back
a few thmtsand
years, to the incident
which,
in all _ubsequent
causes, involved
the proceedmgs
of the court of Areopagus
in habituai darkness.
Of course,
"' the handsome

consequence?
That ofthe
he aeelegant, cannot
manners"
of defendant
quitted.
Instead
that,prisonershouht
the trial is nut
off. person
Eleanor and
_Vhetford
possibly
have exto the next assizes:
the defendant,
g,.[itty or I ercised on the decismn
at Guildfurd
any such
innocent,
in prison all the time. "The pro- ]inflnenee
as, in the case of Rex v. Ph_'ne,
ceeding
was reported
to the twelve
jud_zes: t proved _o salatmy
to the defendant
Phryne,
it was apinoved
by them:
it was thcrelbre
arid so f_tal to justice,
under Atheman
judL
legal.
Of these twehe
reveiend
and learned
catnre.'lConeernin_
living judges,
where
persons,
the Lord Chief-Baron
himself
was
anythir_gof
moral blame would attach, fiction
one.
Had he thought
of this when trying
her_elfi_
._flenC: hut, as over departed
ones,
Eleanor Whetford,
he would have learnt that
histor3,
so, over future contingent
ones, fiethere are middle courses between
instant conties at any rate,
maintains
an undisputed
vietion mid instant acquittal,
if the learned
power.
Avaflb_g
myself,
then,
on the prejudge thinks
proper to employ them.
selxt occasion,
of the right of' fiction (for, abDelay, and of the santo length,
in the one
hurnng
it as exercised
for any purpose
of
ease created,
in the other case not created,
judicature,
I have not the least objection
to
When created,
to what end? That an intent,
it fbr the purpose
of argument,]
the n-.e I
under seven years of age, might, at the option
make of xt is this : viz. that, muler the law of
of its parez_ts, be instructed
in theology,
or
England
as it now stand(_iz. in virtue of
in mendacity,
or in both;
while the memory
the tbatures
abo_e described
in it,) an Engof the supposed fact had, if real, all that time
lish judge i, at least as much at liberty as the
to fade in.
When
refused
to be created,
judge
of any other country,
ill pronouncing
what
were the circumstances
under
which
his decision,,
to cnrl_ult (not to speak of his
the omission
took place ? When the point
pocket)
his party, hi: humour,
or his taste;
that might have been aimed at by the delay
and that, on condition
_,f looking grave all the
wou|d have been accomplished
by it with the
time, and pronounein_
certain
eombnmtions
ntmost
certainty-aecomph-hed'to
the sarisof lem ned wolds, such as never can be w'mtfaction,
not only of the public at large, but
ing, he will find no more dittieulty in acquitof the learned
judge himself:
for (says he)
ting beauties
than in browbtating
fellows.
•' if you have any advOcate of character,
I
Not hut that, so tar as coueerns the hare puswill receive
his testimony."
Was there, in
so,stun of thejus
nocendi, truth might serve
the opitJion of the learned judge,
any such
a man for predicating
it of all alike, the living
universal
perversity
at the Scotch bat', as that
and the dead: it is only when the theulty
ia
noadvocareofeharaeterwouldbetobefbund,
to be spokenof
as beingin
actual exercise,
who, in relation to this point of Scottish
law,
that truth xsfill decline _o Serve you, reeomwould be to be prevailed
upon to give bis
mending
it to you to employ fiction in her
opinion
(to the pro-eat
purpose
called his
stead.
"t_stimong")
for h_ fee?
+ Potter's Grecian Antiquities,
i. t05. Lucian
_qd." s_pra_ p. 430.
in Cataplo.
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]_, directed to no other end than the avoid-_
of deception, exclusion of evidence is
bad altogether, bad to the whole of its cxtent,_ whatever does anything towards the
narrowir_ that extent, is so far good. Such
being the effect of the restorative processes
now to be considered, the application of them
is so far good.
Here, then, it might seem at first sight
that they ought to be dismissed ; referring to
the books for an account of them, instead of
seeking to augment the load of this work by
superfluous matter,
In two points of view, however, it may be
not altogether useless to bestow upon them
a further glance,
One is, the proof they afford (if any further
ploof can be wanting) of the improin.iety of

endure, is among the deepest and the most
favourite arts of lawyercraft : the security of
the impostor is in proportion to the stupidity
of the dupe. What renders the device the
, better adapted to its purpose is, that in the
t situation in which the lawyer acts, the most
I stupid and the most acute find equal facility
in the practice of it. To adorn a spot with
a palace, or strengthen it with a fortress,
demands the skill of the architect or the
engineer ; but to encumber it with rubbish,
is an operation to which the rudest hands
are competent, especially if stationed on the
heights above.
If what follows in this chapter should uppear to resemhle a sick nmn's dream, rather
than a work of reflection--should
exhibit all
the wildness of the Arabian Nights, without,
any of the beauty,-- pardon, gentle reader:
such as I have it, give I it unto thee.
By
me, it has not, any of it been made : all that
I have done by it, is to present it in its natire colours, after stripping it of the mask of

the rule,
which,
in efficacy.
proportion For
to in
their
extent,
theyofdestroy
scarce
• the
any instance can the propriety of them be
defended, hut by arguments which prove or
assume the impropriety of the rule.
The
other is, the poison they keep iJ_filsing into
so commanding a portim[ of the public mind:
the imbemhty, or improbity, or both, which,
on the part of the class of minds by which

! dlesscd
sapience itin up.
which law)crcraft and bigotry had
!
The theory of trustworthiness,
untrusti worthiness, and restoration of trustworthiI hess--of health, disease, and mode of cure, so
i far as concerns the branch of the pathotogieot psychological
.
•
. questmn,
.
system here m
has
I revealed itselfhere and there, in unconnected
i rudiments and fragments, to the sagacity of

such conceits have been hatched, they presuppose, and tend to perpetuate.
"/'he laws
about witchcratt° were in their day copious
and tremendous sources of injustice: the opposite conce;t about exorcism might .-o far
have its use, if, in here and there an ira-tahoe,
it served to snatcha victim /?ore the other
prejudice, or in any other way to narrow the
channel of injustice. But, forasmuch as this
quack remedy served to confirm in men's
minds the opinion of the existence of the
disease, and thence to give extent and permanency to an opinion which is in itself a
most cruel disease, the effect of it was, perhaps, rather pernieiousthunbencficiat
upon the
whole. What exorcism has been to sorcery
and witchcraft, the restorative processes here
about to be brmtght into view still are, in
relation to the practice of treatinz evidence
as it it were betwitched, and thence unfit tbr
use.
In a system of law, absurdity, even although no immedmte practical consequences
are deduccd from it, is never a matter of indifference ; tbr whatever is found so exalted
is venerated, and whatever is venerated is,
imitated,
To keep up in the composition of the legal
system as large a proportion of absurdity as
the stomach of the people can be made to
............
" Vide supra, p. 101, note *.
Vol. V1][,

I English lawyers.
But, with shame be it
spoken, never yet was it formed into a cornplete and consistent whole; never was this
interesting branch of the science of evidence
' placed upon its proper basis, till the genius
of Dr. Gall arose, and dazzled with its effuli fence the eyes of astonished Europe.
By
the discoveries of that great man, we are at
length enabled to understand what English
lawyers have been at.
"l_hc faculty of delivering true testimony,
depends (like all other faculties, moral and
intellectual) upon a particular organ which is
the seat of it : a portion or protttbera_ce of
the human eranimn, whmh may be called the
organ of trustworthiness.
Near this precious
organ (alas! too near it) are stationed tbe
organs of _nterest and inlprob_t_, two of the
principal organs of untrustworthiness.
When
the appropriate exciting matter correspondent
to either of these respective organs applies
itself to the system, the organ of unttustworthiness dilates, extends itself; and by its
overbearing influence depresses the organ of
trustworthiness : on the other hand, no sooner
is the appropriate and correspondent instrumeat of restoration taken in band, and applied
secundnm artem, than the tumidity antecedently superinduced upon the organ of untrustworthiness
subsides, and the organ o_
trustworthiness (like a giant refreshed) risen
and reassumes its native strength and stat_u'eE e

,-
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Antecedently
_o this theory,
hy which ult
difficulties
are now at length
cleared up, the
ingenuity
of English
sages
had discovered
(though
by a medmd not wholly clear of the
Imputation
of empMeism)
divers remedies,

I worthiness
collapse%
and its antagonist
resumes its post.
i
Somehow or other, this remedy hat of late
! years grown out of _tshion.
Instead of unJ dergoing
the operation
o1' the eautery,
the

which,
acting upon the peccant and o__dematous matter of the organ_ of untru.tworthiness, operate upon the olgan of trustworthihess in the character
of re.,loragtces.
The annals of psychol**gy attbrd a case of
an unhappy gentlemen,
a Mr. Simon Browne,
whose mistbrtune
it wa_ one da 3 to feel his
immortal
soul perish within him. _ For a spedes of mortification
so fatal in its extent,
the pharmaeopteia
of that day at least, seems
not to have fuufished
any remedy,
tlad the
disease been confined to that part of the soul
which is the seat of veracity,
the case would
not have been thus desperate.
For the restitution
of the organ
of trustworthiuess,
Westminister
Halt affords no fewer than five
specifies.
Four of these are drawn from the
meehani,'al
school, and consist in the seientitle apphcatioa
of four several
instruments.t'
a burning iron, a small ;eal, a great seal, aed
a sort of lever called a sceptre.
(It the fit)h,
the appropriate
instrument
is a tongue,
When the peeeant matter
acts in the shape
of interest,
the small seal will suffice:
when
it is of the nature of improbit),
nothing le_s
than the great seal will serve.
The ._eeptre
is apphed to the same purposes a_ the great
_al ; but the _eale it acts upon i¢ larger, and
indeed
indefiaite.
By the great seal, improbity is discharged
in a small stream,
a_ it
were by a hand-pump,
and from only one
bosom at a time:
b_ the sceptre
it i_ di_-charged
a_ from a pump worked
like that at
theroyal
dockyard at Portamouth,by
a steamengine.
The number
of bosoms capable
of
being thus cleared
by it, and b 3 a si_gte
stroke, is absolutely
without
hunt.
1. Burninq
Iron.--In
the character
of a
restorative
of eompetency
when impaired by
improbity,
the use of this instrument
is confined to tMonie¢, and among those to ,'lerg)ahle felonies.
The iron, being made red hot,
is applied to the hand : there mu¢t be a hi,,-

i patient
is sent to hreathe
the air of New
South Wales.
XVht.ther the competency
of
: such of the st,journers
three
on who.-e eviI denee oOlers ot them haw, been hanged,
was
previously
restored or no. is not as )et known,
the question
not having
been yet laid before
thetwelve
Judges
lf3e,,
it mu.-t have been
_ hy the air of the place, kz*own a_ it is to be
' in other respects
remarkal,ty
salubrious.
',
The action ofttn,
restorative
depends upop
a variety
of circumstances,
some of them
' not inuned_at,-ly
ol,v_ou_ to any but learned
e._es. The tbfferem_
h,_ examp]e)
between
a felony elergyable
v "_ ,..'to unc]ergyable,_
turns upon a farthirt
_f the value of the
' artiele s_olen, being rea]]" _t_., should be set
a farthing
ton high, the opelatl,n
would 1"all.
. This is -o well km,u n, t}'ar in that ea_e it
never has been emplo)ed.
13at if it were
really wnl_b eight or ten guinea_, and valued
at as man) _h_11ing_ (a c_se a_ flequent
a_
i the otlwr i_ unexami,led,'_
su_'h undervab_a.
tion would not impatr the etlieacy of the rereedy.
Theoffenee
nmyevenbepreeiselytLesame,
--and
yet, no ]mrH_n_,'. no veracily.
Tl_eft to
the _alne el twel_epence
tarthmg
is grand
la,'eeuy,
and grand larceny is burnable:
theft
_n no greater
value than'twelvepem'e
is but
petty larceny, and pet'_y laree_'_y i, nor lmrnable.
The grand theft,
eonseqnently,
"e;hen
' properlypuni,l,ed--thatis,
pmpe, l)pardoned
--leaves
the veracity nninqmn'ed:
lhe petty
: theft
;tilt a late statute
e.lme in aid) destzoyed the veracit_
hey,uul rceover_'.
Wbethin, tk_r txample,
£he _e_acity ota I_nmtoner
. wlm had stolen a quartern
loaf wa, reeuver' ahle, depended
upon the m-qze of h;ead in
London
as settkd
for that week:
for, stealing the selfsame
loaf under the self-same
circumstances,
would
be the grand or the
petty
offence, according
to the assize.li
:

ing and an outerj_ ; but of each,
any the {
$ This distinction
was abolished
by 7 & 8
least degree is sufficient:
the outcry must be
Gee. IV. c. ,°8.--Ed.
performed
either by the prisoner or a lawful
II It may be argued on the other side, that
deputy:
the hissing may be performed
by a
though the material subject of the larceny, the
piece of bacon.
In thi_ ease, the modus opeloaf, is the satne_ and everything
else the same,
the value, and thence the offence, is not the same,
randi of the remedy is so obvious, it is almost
since there is the farthings*-worth
of difference.
superfluous
to mention it: the virus is burnt
This may be very true ; and vet the facility of
out by the actual
eautery,
exactly hke the
revival oh the Iba'rt [)f the veracity is not as'the
virus of amad
dog: the organ of untrustrnagnitude
of the offence. Itis, nntheeontrary,
in the inverse ratio of that magnitude : for the
sole difference in the two instances is confined to
tlawk_worth's
Adventurer.
the value, and it is in the greater offence that the
q" At an early period1, purgation
before the or- i veracity revives, --it is in the lesser that it is undinary, hy those who were entitled to the benefit
revivable.
When I say unrevieable,
I mean by
of clergy, acted as a restoration ; but this was
common law. But no difficulties are too ardmms
abolished
by 18 E1iz. e. 7. On this subjeet_ see
for legislative wisdom.
Parliament
has spoken
I Phil 31.--Ed.
and the farthing's-worth
of diftbrence b_s bee_

C_.
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Neither is it to any such cause as the consummation
of the punishment,
and the change
of charterer
inferred from the operation
of its
retbrming
powers,
that the return of w,raci_y
is to be ascribed.
Other
pmlishmcnts
may
run their course;
other punishments,
whatever may be their duration,
may have run
their eourse_ and the incredibility
remain unextinguished.
It i. not time, but heat, that
work_ tile titre. Neither
doe_ whipping
pp.sess any .ouch virtue
as that of a re*torative
to veracity:
f_r whipl_lng is not fire. A conviction o(an
offence,
fi,r w},ich whipping
is
the sentencc,
expels the veracit);
but the
execution
of the _entence
d(_s m,t in tlHs
case bring it back a:ain.
To a plain m_derstanding,
the incrcdibihty
might as well be
whipped
out as burnt 6ut, or the _ew eredibility whipped i_l as burnt in: bet thi_, it
seems, is not law.
'/'here is no purifier like
fire.*
Doubts
have arisen
bow an application
made to the hand .-lmnld ever reach the he_rt,
There are some people that witl raise donbt_
out of anythingspine have been seen sitting
upon benches for years together,
_ithout
doing an3thing
but raising doubts,
Not many yeurs a.._o, anit_geniou_
physician
of the mechanical
school, used to extract
" merettry
out of thc brines,"
It was discharged
in an uniuterrupted
stream,
by an
hydraulic
machine of his own invention:
t,_r
years to_zetber,
the adverti,_ement
was repealed
in tht, L_md_ul paper_.
Sir KeI_,qm
Digb?'s
metlmd
ot curing
wollnds was by
applying
a small quanti_,? _lt hi_ _ympatLet_e
powder to afi w drops of the bl.od : the ctne
was pe_ibrmed
" w_thout hindrance
ot basthess, or k_owled_e
of a bedfi.qlow:"
the pa..............
done away. bince the ¢Jl_ of thclate k_r,gJ petty
larceny
lI_c,q,:_c_t,,w_,
centuries _[o
are lo_:ger
at an elm_
_'l_o kl]_}w_l;t
hutlore
that,maI,)Lv
farthing_.'-wurths
at a thaW, the _h,_Ic mass o'f
incredibility
may have been renaweO ?
* There are cases, indeed, in _hieh _bippii_g.
or fine, or transportatm.,
or any other kinds of
punishment,
have all the virtue of burning:
but
this is only then they h_ve been substituted for
itby actofparliement:inallotherc_ses,
l_othing
but burning will serve.
The benefit*of clergy
has of imel_no virtue:
burmng,
or a _tatutory
substitute,
is indisl_ensable,
" In Lord War.
wick's case," says Phitlipps
(i. 32.) "' one _'ho
had been convicted of manslaughter,
and allowed
his clergy, but not burntin the hand, was called
_s a wimess fbr fl_e prisoner _ and on an objee.
lion .t° his coml_etencv_. tim lord_, referred _t to
the judges present, who thought he was not a
competent w_tne_s, as the statute had made the
burning in the hand a condition precedent to the
diseharge."-.-Editor.
_
_=
The 31 Geo. I i I. e..?,5, enacts that rio person
shall be an incompetent witness by re.son of a
conviction
of petty larceny : and tbe 7 and 8
den. IV. c. 29, abolishes this distinction between
lf_aud and petty tareeny._,Ed_
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tient might all the while be at any tinm}_er
of miles distant.
This with him was every
day's practice,
_'.te the cases, as reported
hy
the learned
knigh_ himse/f,
These cases are
much stronger
than the ca_e in question.
2. A (;rc_lt Seal.-The sort of great seal
to be employed on thi_ ocea,-iou,is
that which
is employed
_br gr_nting pardi,as.
Supposing
(what ha_ sometimes
happem.d)
the ground
of the pardtm to lmve been the persuasion
of
the convict's
ilmocence,
the restoration
of
the admissibility
wonht,
under
the rule of
' conslsteucy,
be a neeessary
consequence:
in
every
other ca-e, whatever
propriety
there
might be, con_istenc_, i_ out of the question.
An experiment
wa: once made by another
sort of seat, called a privy seal: the expertmeat t'a_ied: the _c_l was not found
to be
big enough, t
The pardi,n, ha. it been a pardon upon the
merits, or n_Jt npiJn the ntet_its ? What sort
of a thing is a pardon upon the merits?
by
what mark is it to be distinguished
fi'oul a
pardon
through
favouritism,
corruption,
or
caprice ? What are the proper grounds
for
pardon'_--Wha_
lawyer ever thought
it worth
his while to put to himself
any such question?
All these questions,
together
with ma_ly
a_tother that might be added to them on the
_round
of _cason, are. fortunately
for the
reader, rendered
superfluous
by two determinationsontheg_oundofpositivelaw,
Unless
in particular
circumstances,
exclu.ion
on the
sc,_re of bffau:y i_ not done away bya pardon
on the merits ; It is done away by a pardon
whh'h cannot
by any pos.ibibty
have been a
pardon upon the merits.
1 ntean a pardon
granted
by statute,
at a particular
time, to
a|l malefac_,_rs
without
dlstil_ction.
In this
case the in_trmneut
i%
3, .4 Sceptre, -- The power of this engine,
as applied
to other
purpo_e_,
is no secret :
in the chat acter of a restorative
of tru_twortl_ine_s, it tias never bet received
the attenti.n it de,crees.
In the ease of the burning
iron, the principle
up.n uhich
that instru.
ment ac_s. has, to rel,der it clear, been dectared to he the same as in the case of the
statute
pardon.
The sceptre
may, to this
purpose,
be consideren|
ns composed
of ata
i ...................
_
+ The English of this is, that it belongs to the
i Chancellor.
not to the Lord Privy ._eal (or at
, least not _o the Lord Privy _
Mone,) to gran_
_ pardons.,,
Understand,
, in a d_rect _a'y: tbr in
r an ntdlrect way, as above shown,_ it belongs to
: anybody.
[A statute of the last session but one (6 Geo.
I IV. c. 2.5,) enacts, that a pardon under the sign; manual,
and c_mntersigned
by a Secretary
ole
! State, shall have the same effect as a pardala un.
t der the great seah_Edztar.]
t
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Infinite number of burning irons, applicable
It has been already mentioned as among
at the same time, and (like Sir Kenelm's the intermediate ends of lawyer-craft, to cotsympathetic powder) at a d_stance, to an in- rupt the morals of the people ; and among
definite number of hand_-, h_quiriog into each the means to that end, the plantix_g and eheman's conduct amt character would give tuff- dshing in the public breast the love of lies,
nity of trouble. By so simple a contriwmcc
by can_ing their salvation to be conveyed to
as the application of a sort of rod. called a them. on every fiwourable occasion, through
sceptre, to a rollof parchment, all this trouble
that corrupt chanocl.
On the present occais saved,
stun. that simster policy employs itself with
So far. everything is as it should be. But
peculiar advantage.
Pursuing this line of
one consideration presents itself, suggesting
policy, lawyers have heaped mischief upon
melancholy reflections.
The power of trustmischief; tt_at lie_ upon lies might be emworthines_ and untrustworthincss
is ve_ted in ployed, and popularity upon popularity gained,
the same ro)al and sacred hand- a, the power by earing _t. They have acted as a surgeou
of life and death. If it depend upon the plea- _ould do, who, having a mad dog tied up,
sine of his Majesty to extirpate the _iru, of shoohl secretly cut or slip the knot, that dm
mendacifytromanythemostcorraptedhearts,
animal, on gaining it, hbe_ty, n,_gbt semi
and in any number, so must it h .fortiori in m to its master a supply of patients.
In an
any less tainted hearts--5
ntulto fortiori in endles, variety of shape_, they have entailed
all untainted ones. Observe, then, the mahcc ruin upon the innocent, and against this ruin
--the habitual and hereditary malice, of"the they have left no remedy but in a lie : for
advisers of the crown for so many _ueeess:ve i ._he guilty, ycs ; but tbr the innocent there
ages: at no greater expense than that of a _s no mercy, no safety, but in a lie. A Panpiece of parchment, with the mmnentarv use dora's box is opened upon the people ; and
of a gilt stick, the expense of which _s in- such is the contrivance of the machine, that
eurred already, they might banish tbr ever the in nothing but a lie shall there be power to
spirit of mendacity frmn the lips of men : they shut it. Under such a system, where is the
might make all men trustworthy, -- and they i bosom that can defend itself against the love
will not.
of lies ?
It has been exactly with these advisers of ! American savages have been proverbial for
the Defender of the Faith and so forth, as ! cruelty.
The savage is mild and placable,
with thoseofthe
Pope of Rome. Possessing i compared with the English lawyer.
The
the key, it depended upon him (the successor _savage minces or hroils hit enemy, and is saof St. Peter) to throw the gate_ of Paradise 'Itisfied : the law,,er, at a whisper from above,
wide open, as those of Kensington Gardens I gluts on the cl_51d unborn his unprow,ked
on a Sunday ! Yet did he keep them shut ; ] and mercenary cruelty.
No mischief is so
opening only now and then a wicket, all for i unassuagcable as that whtch employs for its
the paltry profit of selling tickets one by one. ! instramen_ a mass of corrupted language.
4. To conclude, and crown this list of I Penllus's hull. after it had broiled its author,
cabahstical and preternatural restoratwes of I was soon laid upon the shelf. ('orruption of
trustworthiness when expelled by imt,robity,
blood, the invention ota corrupted under--we come to one, the operation of which, standing, at tile sugge,tion of a corrupted
though more powerfld than all of these put ', heart--that
most })_i_barous of all abuses of
together, is altogether natural, and in " the _ words,--remains,
if the law_er have his will,
ordinary course of things."
This (if in this ] remains to corrupt justice as well as language,
ease as in the other% the instrument must ] to the end of time.
be specified) con,ists of the tongue of an i
Bya lie frmn the attorney-general, lawyerattorney-general,
employed in so ti_mitiar au ! craft's last shift (.such virtue is there m a lic)
operation as that of telling a lie. An assem- ' even this'syphilis, so dexterously inoculated
blanc of words, purporting to be a histor) of i and so strictly entailed, receives its cure.
the prosecution, with the judgment in which The lie is spoken, and the patient is made
it terminated, is written upon a piece of parch- whole: and not he alone, but in and through
ment: this parchment is called a record. Lies him, an endless line of patients.
there are always in it, or it would not be
what it is-- errors scarce ever : in the case in
question, at any rate, there are none.
This
will not hinder the attorney-general
from
coming into court and saying (if he is in the
mood,) ', I confess errors in the record :'" so
sure
he does
at
hisasword.
_ so, so sure is he to be taken
• Smith, if that be the man% name, spelt with
a y instead of an i, or with a superfluous e at the

end of it. For finding crro_, of a _rt fit to be
cont'e_ed, a sure way is to make tl_.em; but
should there happen to benone, it comes to tbe
same thing.
N.B.--Should
these errors, or any other errors, have been made by the attorney'a clerk by
whom the indictment was drawn up,--left or
made in i%whether to save the trouble of reading
over, or to oblige a friend_--- they are as good
errors as if they had been made by the attorney,
general himself.
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In this same ultimata remedium, the snitor_
to whose indispensable
witnes_ (guilty or not
guilty) it has happened
to have heen convie.ted of perjury,
beholds,
in one ease, his
only hope.
I say in one ease: fi*r here comes in quibble
upon quibble.
Prosecute
at common law, _he
inadmissihihty
is pardonable:
prosecute
upon
the statute
(for there is a statute
against perjury,) it is not pardonable.
How is it then ?
In this ease, and tbisalone,
hasthe sovereign
been ill enough
advised
to tie up his own
hand_?
Not lie, indeed:
hut the man of law,
the corrupter
of blt_od and hmguage,
h_s tied
them for him: the same sophist, wh% by his
qua ks, ou,ted the mnocem of pardon in that
fiJrmer ca-e, follows ap his blow. and ousts
another
,el of innocent
per-on_, of whom (as
in the fi_rme_ ea¢,_') tht_, and thi_ alone, is
known,
viz. then'innoeen('e.
_m'h is the doetrine, as it stand, in _he hooks.
Not that any
judge need be bound by it, any hn'ther than
it i- agreeable
to him to he bom_d by it.
(21causing otlr lip_ of the da.-h language-emerging flora the regions of impo_me--tet
us speak, if pos__ibIe, in plain Engli:h.
The
power of the privy seal _o remit punishment,
aud therewith
to restore the f:aeuttv of giving
testimony,
having heen questioned
on the hehalf of the ehaneellor,
was thsallowed.
But
the power of the chancellor,
a_ we have seen,
has its limit_.
Among
the oflleers
ot the
crown, to the power of the attm hey-general,
and to that alone, the_e limit_- oppose no bar.
The privy seal (it may be stud) being placeable and di,p!aeeable
by the king. al_o _'he
chancellor,
ol,u the attnrney-general.-the
distinction
is hut nominal:
in every ease it is
the power of the king. acting only by dlfferent hands.
To a seemld glance, however,
there
will be a very _ubstantia[
dlfferenee,
Eaeh functionary,
so long as he retains his
office, retaln_ at least a negative upon everythin_" that is done in it. Restrained
by an_
considerations
•
whatever,
let the attorneygeneral for the time being refuse to confess
error%--unless
by some strange mishap there
should be errors (and then perhaps not in all
eases) the testimony
would be inadmissible,
Meantime,
in th'is aecomJt
is assumed
a
proposition
which not improt_ahly may not he
true,-viz. that,
in vh'tue
ot a record,
iu
which, at the suit of the king, eonvietion
and
judgment
are registered
without outlawry,-in tl_e same way as outlawry
is done away,
i_ a ease where the king i_ nominal plaintiff,
by the king's attorney-general,
by so easy a
process as the telling ofa lie,--so,
in case of
eon_qctiou and j udgm* nt, may all other penal
consequences,
by the _ame lie. Perhaps
tins
may n()t he true.
It would be scarce worth
walking aero.,s the room to see all that ha*
been *aid about it. When once we steer a
hair's-breadth
out of tire sphere of every day's
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practice,
ever) thing is mafter of cross and
pile. Jurispruder_ce
is not amongthe
subjects
of human knowledge:
to predicate
certainty
of it, or anything
approaching
to certainty--.
certainty
to a discourse _ hleh has not so much
as a certain word helonging
to it, is an abuse
of language.
Where statutc law is, amljudges
in due _ubjeetion,
there,
mad there alone, is
certainty.
What the lion has striven in vain to do, may
sometimes
be done
by the mouse.
It has
already been stated,
that, if the parchment
is
out of the way, the competent)"
of the per_ jurer se_s the gainsayer
at defiance.
Here,
_ then, i_ a power of restoration,
vested in any
hand which,
hy fair or foul means,
with or
:wtthout
ri,_k, can gain a momentary
('ommand
' over the necessary
parchment.
1 throw out
this as a hint to the ingenuity
of future tunetionanes,
wheresoever
stationed
and howso, evez denominated,
who, withor without right,
pt_s_-ess the ph)sieal
faculty of taking in ha_d
i these mysterious
parchments.
Which would
i be the more astarte contrivance,--smuggling
the parchment
tor a few minutes,
or confess: ing errors in it when there
are none, and by
, a man who has never looked at it ?
'
On other occasions
availing tiiemselves
of
: the power they pusses,
de facto
over these
preemus
parchments,
judges have made oat
, of them fbr themselves
the t:aeulty of leaving
a mania
po.se,smn
of a remedy, or depriving
him of it, at pleasure.
For example,
in the
ease of a prosecution
deemed malicious,
they
: begin with so nrdering matters, that, without
L po.-Ses_ing a copy of lhe record (the record in
which the hA-tory of the prosecution
is sup' po,ed to be given,) no man thus injured shall
! have it in his power
to seek redress:
this
' done, the 3 allow him this copy, or withhold
it horn him at pleasure.
The expediel_t
is so perfectly
in the style
! of jurisprudential
selem'e,
that, though
an
_ im_oeent
man were to be saved b_. it from
I punishment,
or the widow or the orphan fr,_m
[ losing their subsistence
tbr want of evidence,
I I should not de_pair of seeing it (if occasion
t served)
emph)yed
in practice.
i
Were any other instance wanting,
the prac! lice called withdrat_,inq the record might serve
I to ._how _hat these m'_sterious
tabernacles
nf
; pretended
truth are never employed in a manI net _ocongenial
_o their destination,
as when,
I like cups and halls, they are in some way or
! other made the instruments
of trick a_d subI terfuge.
By an unlear_ed
reader, a reeord of
'. the court, being a history
of the proceedings
] of the court, would naturally
be _upposed
to
i he the work of an of Iieial hand, treasured
up
i in official custody,
and as little in danger of
! finding itself in any other than olIieial hand*,
f as the regalia at the jewel-oftlee.
Alas ! hy
[ the mob of gazers whose station
is at a di,] tanee from the curtai_b
how imperfect
the
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conceptions
formed
of the mysteries
acted
behind it! It is the destiny of these jewels of
the jurisprudential
treasury
to find a Colonel
Blood in every plaintiff whose attorney
see_
reason to urge him to thi_ daring enterprise.
By so simple an operation
as the filching
_angllco-jargonic_,
withdrawing)
the record, _
--the
plaintiff;
should it be his fortuue
to
discover
in time a momentary
gap in his evideuce,
give_ himself a right to a new trial:
while,
under exactly the same necessity,
a
defendant
would be left to take his chance,
trying the cause a second time upon affidavit
evidence,
to know whether
it shall be tried
a third time upon proper evidence,
Necessity,
the mother
of invention,
will
sometimes
give birth
to expedients,
which,
when once brought
to light, are afterward_
adoptedbyconvenience.
In the theatre of the
ingenious
Mr. A_tley, the lips of the dramatz*
laerso_ta_bcing sealed by authority,
scrolls upon
great oceasion_,
peribrm
the office of sweet
sounds.
From this humble s,*ation might not
a hint be taken
for the use of a more exalted
theatre?
A statue (a*_yone of the three king._
might serve)
attired
in the costume
of the
great officer of the crown,
hi_ majesty's
attorney-gcncra]:
aml upon the ptfllmg of a
string, a scroll, as it drops, unrolls itself; with
this epigraph : " tits Majesty's
Attorney-genc_l confesses
errors in the record."
Not that it is in the nature of things, that
in any rank (much less in so bigh a rank) an
English lawyer shouht feel him.-elf less at his
ease when saying the thing that i_ not. than
when saying tbe thingthat
is: far be it from
this pen to dip itself in any such injustice:
in that
point, there
could not be aT_y the
smallest
difference between
the l[vmg person
and the statue.
But a ease not unfrequently
realized is, that--the
habitual station of that
high officer being,
not in that high court in
which, hesides
the three wooden kings, the
"king
himself"
is, in the inteudment
of law,
alwass pre._ent,
but on the other side of the
passage--the
consequence
is, that as often as
errors are to be confessed
or any other function to be performed
by the person of that
fflgh officer in that high court, the passage
is to be crossed.
This is the iuconvenience,
in tender consideration
whereof, the proposal
is submitted:
it being _.msidered
how perfectly
light in the balar__'e any quantity
of
mischief of which non-lawyers
are the bearers
is, when set against a grain of inconvenience
pressing
upon mJy such learned,
especially
any such eminently
learned,
pair of feet or
shoulders:
there needs no rhetoric
to impress
Upon learned minds a due sense of the magaitade
and importance
of the occasion,
What
if the learned
gentleman
in office
" See 3 BI. Com. _7.
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for the time being were to come into court
once for all, and confess errors in all records
present arid fhtnre ; taking, pro h.Sc vice, lies
for errors ? Alas ! that would
never do: in
the first place, it wouht be true ; it would
rip open the hen whose eggs are tees.
Such are the restoratives
to competency
under Engli_-h taw.
Is there any part of this theory of res_oration capable of being regarded
in a serious
point of view ? Let us try : let us take that
which presents the gravcst aspect.
Fromthe
burning iron, the great seal, and the sceptre
(it maybe said,) no grcat matters are to be expected.
Admitted,
_"of all these instruments,
--admitted,
theyleave
the mini as they found
him. But the little scat ? thisis quite another
affair: this does not leave a man as it found
him : this actually
destroys
his interest.
In
a will, a legacy of £50 is given to a man who
otherwise
wouhl
have had nothing : does
not that give him an interest
in supporting
the will by his testimony
? He agrees not to
accept the legacy ; and, m evidence
of such
agreement,
commits it to writing (it is then
called a release,)
and puts his seal to the
release.
II_,_ rlcht to the £50 is now clearly
$one:
and is not his interest,
the supposed
mendacity-promoting
motive, gone with it ?
No, i_ldeed is it not : still the same imposture, only a little more thickly covered.
In the first place, let it never be out of
mind, that, according
to the principles
of the
exclusionists
themselves
(as far as their principles can be judged
of by their practice,)
the nostrum
never can be of any manner of
use; since,
be the interest
which a man is
under ever so great, they admi_ him notwithstanding:
they admit him, as we have seen
already,
when he is an extraneous
witness ;
they admit him over and over again, as will
be seen fro'thor on, when he is a party.
In the next place, if the state of the mind
be at all considered,
it is not in the nature of
the case, that from the operation
(make the
most of it) the state
of the witness's
mind
should expermnce
any material
variation.
He releases,
he gives up his interest.
But
whence
came this sacrifice?
The sacrifice
may be to any the greatest
amount ; but to
any thc least amount,
a sacrifice without
an
inducement
is an effect without a cause.
One
cause alone constitutes
any rational mode of
accounting
for such a sacrifice,-viz. atreaty
between
the proposed
witness and the party
to whose interest
the testimony
(it is understood)
will be serviceable.
But if any such
treaty has taken place, the witness must have
said over and over ag_ain, and naturally
to,
or in the hearing of, more persons than one,
So and so is what, at such a time and such
! a place, 1 saw:
so and so is the testimony
I
_ have to give,
In other words, over and over
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_-,sin it must have happened
to him to have
delivered
extraiudicially,
in the presence
of
a variety of witnesses,
in substance
and effect
fit not in tenor)
the very evidence
whaeh,
admitted,
he will have "to deliver m judieial form and plaee. How theu can it be _aid.
that, when the pecuniary
interest
is oat of
him, supposing
it really out of hmi. he is devoid of interest ? If that be true which is so
decidedly
affirmed
as well as thsaffiHncd
by
English lawyers,
that reputatmo,
reputation
for truth
awd t, ones D, i_ of no value to a
man, then md_ed he i_ dcvoM of interest
:
but if reputation
he of any the le,tst value
to him, it" he wouh|
part with so much as a
farthing
to preserve
it, then.
even in that
case, he ha_ -tiff an ime_est ; and an interest
adequate,
according
to them,
to the t)roduco

testimony
is really under the action of interest, to he re_arded
as if it were not.*
Iu some obstira _te eases, the virtue of the
little
seal has been found
not altogether
strong
enough
for the work assigned
to it.
An occasion is upon record, m which, maugre
all the eff, rts made by the witness
to get
rid of the interest,
and with it of the matter
of untrustworthiacs%
it stuck to him like
birdlime,
so that
the consequence
was, he
could not be received.
Experiments
are not
nnkuown
to jurisprudence,
ally more than to
mher arts.
The mihler,
howsoever
morbid
aitd peceant,
matter of'interest,
might it not
be asolbed as it were by the more acrid matter of felonious
untrustworthiness?
Might
..........
a ca_e
in the lasta doctrine
reign, decided
in *theIntm_e
of decided
Lord Mansfield,
is laid

lion ot mendaelty
m any ca-_e,
ttere,
then,
is an interest,
and that an
adequate
one--an
interest
not taken
away
by die operatmn,
but still subsisting,
it{erosining
in all ea_es, it supersedes-the
neees-

it would m general be fruitless,
and always
needless,
to attenlpt
to anvesti_ate,
Take the matter in another
point of view.
The testimnnv
thus vamped up,--is
it trne
or false ? It" true, the vamping is of no use,
if false, what then is the eifcet of it '_
•
Useless,
then, it is most completely,
this
lawyer's
pantomime.
But though useles% it
is far fi'om being inoperative:
it is practically
mischievous.
Though
interest
never can be
a just cause ofe.re[usion,
it never can fail to
|m a just cause of suspwio.u
The obiect
of
"

down, by which, if acted upon, all objection to
the competency of a witness on the score of in.
terest is virtuMly done away. (Peake,
10t5.) A
wmlesshavmg
anatural
inierest in the event of
z cause--having
a bequest to gain by the esta_
bhshment of the validity of a contested will (the
b_quest of the reversion of a copyhohl estate,)
ofh_red to gave up hL_ interest bv giving up his
el,din to tile bequest.
The ptr@ t_ the cause-the party pHncap.llv interested
in the establish.
meat of the vahtht):of
the will, declined acceptance of the offer. The testimony
was admitted
as competent, though the offer was not aecepted_
and tile interest remained.
From tins time, the
decision havin_._ remained unquestioned,
nothing
but amerep,mtominccan
benecessaD'tothere-_
moral of the bar to tim competency of a witness
#In tile _core of interest.
"/'he witness makes hie
bow
attorney calleda
tbr the surrender
part},, andor tenders
fiece tooftherarehment
release a
I
I
.
:
the attorney makes his bow to the witness, and
pats by the parchment.
In that Instance. perhaps, to obviate the ira.
putatml; of collusin_,
tbe party to whmn the
_urr.:n_er was tendered wa._ the'heir-at-law,
the
party preiudieed by theestablisl,mentofthewfll.
This p,*r}_, thinking prohably that t_ e effect ot
hi_ refusal would be to knock up the will, re.
fused to accept _he j_roff_red benefit: he would
ha_ e got this part m the ._ucca_sion, but, by the
consequent
esmbli_bmc_t
of the whole will_ he
would have lost every other part.
Would the deci,,ion have been the saane, had
the surrender
tet_dered been a _urrender made
_br the u_e ot tile residuar 2, devisee or legatee ?
It might have been, w_th nearly aS little demger
m trutb_ and v,ith more beIaefit to substantial
justice.
In this case, the party m whom the offer
was made, m_d the party by whom it was made_
having each of them a perl_et and undefalcated
interest in the establishment
o! the will, the
maker of the offer might have been assnred befi*rehand of the non.acceptance
of it ; which he
could rmt be, in an equal degree, in the other
C_se : since the heir-at-taw,
rather than have nothing, nfightm that ease have aeeepted the offer,
andinafluuresimilarcaseeertainly
wouldaceept
it
deviseethehad
everything
to gain bylo_e
agreeing: the
to refuse
ofl_r,
and everythingto
by

the mummery,
the effect of it. if it has any
(and i_ is not the lawyeCs
fault if' it has
none,)
is to wipe away this suspicion
from
the mind of tl_e judge ; to cause a man, whose

not agreeing to refuse it; ainee_ if he did not
undertake to refase it, the witness, having no
motive for makingit,
would not make it, and to
his testimony eou_ not be received.

site ot looMng out for any of tho_e modifieat'iotas _hieb may be pr.duced
t_y am differenee in the nature of the interest
m _nirerent
cases.
]3ut, for illustration
a_ll still more
complete
satisfaction,
let us look a little way
into those dilI'erence_,
In tile next place, then,
here is a transaction between
two paltie. : au imiucemm_t
there must have been on each _,ide, or the
transaction
could not have taken
place.
On
tile oue Lalld,
unless
an advanlaee
in
snide
shape or other aeelued to him fi2om it, the
releasing
wituess would not have 1,ert\,ruled
has part in it : mid morcover,
on the otlmr
part.
unless some _td,,'a_ta_e accrued
to the
part}', i_eitlwr would
the party have borne
his part.
l_ut thib advauta_"e
to the party
could not, in the nature ut the case. have
been constituted
by an 3 thing else than a tie
of sumc sort or other, direct or indirect,
engaging the witness to persevere,
and deliver
in court evidence
to the same effect as that
which had beers delivered by hnn out of court,
What particular
_-hape it may have happened
to tiffs tie to assume in each individual
cast'
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not the matter of interest be co_sldered as
merged in that of feh)ny ? The doctrine of
merger * has done in its day greater fi_at9than
this.
If this be admitted, everything else
is plain sailing. Witness, having an in.rest
_mt purgeable by release, commit_ a felony :
_mthing more easy : felonies are committed
every day fbr much worse purposes.
Plaintiff prosccutes: witness pleads guilty, pats
on a bacon glove, and is burnt in the hand:
attorney-general
confesses errors in the re_rd; which, whether there are any or not,
he is alv*ays ready to do, on proper occasions
_nd proper considerations.
If one of these
operations will not be sufficient, the other
will: at any rate, both together,
Thus, if you have the misfortune to tar
your coat, put a little butter to the tar, the
tar is merged in the butter ; rub on a little
oil called spirit of turpentine, _ar and butter
are both merged i_l it: altugether merge in
air, thin air, and your coat is as admissible
as it was before,
The pharmacopoeiaof technical restoratives
bears no slight analogy to the impostures
that at different periods have been seen acted
on the spiritual and medwal theatres--to
ex_rcism, re, real magneti._m, and tractvrism,
Of the operation,s of the exorcist, the suceess is infallible, in the expulsion of nonexistent devils : of those of the magnetist and
the traetorist no less _o, iu the expulsion of'
non-exi_tent all,eases. Of the operations of
the lawyer, or rather the knot of lawyers
(tar here co-operati[)n is necessary,) the suc-.
ee_, in respect of the expulsion of the demon
of mendacity out ,)f thc brca,,t of the patient,
is ao le*s as,urcd, p_ovidcd Le was never
there: if' he ha_ not been there at the mement preceding the operation, neither is he
immediately after it. Bttt if at that antecedent instant of time the demon was in ae-

is, perhaps, a sort of middle state between
the two. What he knows is, that the pre_
tenee makes business and brings fees : what
he cares not about is. whether it be true or
false.
In one respect, the jurisprudential operatars fall far beneath the medical and pneumatologieat. By the force of imagination, in
addition to the non-existent diseases, the
magnetizerand the tractorist may not improbably have now and then administered cure
or relief to an existent one. By the same
powerful though unsteady instrument, it may
even have happened to the exorcist to have
quieted or soothed real and excruciating pertur_ations, howsoever derived fi'om an unreal source. But after the acts of exorcism
pertbrmed by the lawyers for driving the
demon of mendacity out of the bosom of the
witnL_ss,--if so it was that a_ the time of
clapping the seal to the parchment he was
in possession of the premises, in any one instance could he ever have been expelled/
On the north side of the Tweed, witnesses
(we have seen_) are subject to a kind of
disease called partial counsel It seems to
he a sort of contagion, the matter of which
is adherent to the witne,s's box. Fortunately, the Pharmacopoeia Edinburgensis aflbrds
a specific for it: it is of the cathartic class,
scientifically (shall we sa), or vulgarh ?) called
a purge. A"dozen or two of words _re given
aman to gabble secun&_n pra_seripttonem, he
having first placed himself duly in the place
and posture of a man giv:ng evidence, _and
the remedy is at ol,ce administe*ed.:_
i
As to _he peccant matter, ibrtunately for
I the bystanders, it goes off, not by the pr/ma_
i via,, like the matter of incredulity in the
i bosom of Felix, when, as in He_.-artfl's print,
t expelled by the eloquence of the Christian
{orator; hut by a sort of insensible transpi-

tual
of thewith
premi,e_,
is it in seal
the
powerpossession
of the release
its talismame
to eject him ? The prayer_ and mandates of
the exorcist, the arm of the magnetist, or
the brass of the tractorist, would be of equal
efficacy,
In these several impostures, as in most
others, the respective operators have this m
common, that, in the instance of any given
ndividual, it is not always altogether easy
to determine to which of two congenial and
to-harmonizing classes he appertains--that
of
•.he impostors or that of the dupes. As to

] ration.
As to its efficacy, the proof of it is in every
! day's practice. Not a case in which the spee_fic has ever thiled to be administered;
not
acase in which, after the operation, a patient
was ever known to complain of any the
slightest remnant of the disease.

the j urisprmteutialist, his most ('omtnou state
: 2_ _
_

5" Vide supra, p. _9g.
$ This is in allusion to the practice in Scotland of putting two questions to a witness after
i he is sworn, to the tbllowing effect :--" Have
i you any ill wilAagainst the prisoner at the bar ?"

tbr"
HaSwhatan)'3;ouOnearegiVengoingOrtoPrOmiSedsay
on thisY°Uoccasionanythin'g?
--Thefor
thedefence.--Ed.Sec°nd
question
onlyisput towitnesses
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CHAPTER
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IV.
HAS
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BEEN
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I decision, of which such evidence may eonstii tute. or help to constitute, the ground. By
i the idea of such consequences, considered a_

NOT i liable

to

be

_unwillingness

produced

by

the

evidence,

an

to deliver it (which is as much

as
to my, vexation
in thecases,
Went beofproduced.
its being
IT hasalready been proved--that is. observed
delivered)
will, in many
(for surely thi_ is one of tht,se c_Lsesin wlueh I Concerning this un_dllingness, indubitable
to observe is to prow,) --that there are cases I or presumable, a notion has obtained, that,
in which exelu-_mn of the evidence, on the _in many if not in all eases in which the exground of the vexatitm inseparable from the i L-reave of it is regarded as certain or probable,
delivery of it, is a pr.per measure;--viz.
_it constitutes of itself a sufficient reason for
where the collateral tmsclfief consisting of, excluding the evidence to which it is regarded
the vexation is prepmnierant over the direct ; as attazhed. And. in one of the most enlightmischief produced by the chance of mi,de- i ened natious of Europe, this notion, having
vision or failure of justice re_utting ti'om the t been adopted by judges, and, tinder their
want of the evidence.
I authority having formed itself into a rule or
It was, at the _ame time, and in the same . maxbn c;fjurispn_dential law, has constituted
way. proved, that there are case_ in which the basis of an arrangement exercising u most
such exclusion, bottomed on that sameground, i extensive arid important illfluenee over the
is not a proper measure;--_iz,
all ea.es in i whole fabric of the law of procedure. Rewhich the balance as between the two mis- '_gardmg it as onc of the most pernicious and
chiefs is on the o_ber _,ide.
' most irrational notions that ever found its
The several ea-e_ i_ which the mischief of I way into the human mind. I propose to allot
the vexa*.iou resultln_ irmn the delivery of ' this whole Part to the task of' sifting it to
the evidence is capable of being prepor*dcr- '. the bottom, in the hope that the labour eraant over the mischief of misdeei-ion or failure ' ptuyed in a ta_k at once so important and so
of justice property,--fbr want of viz.
the that
evidence,
have thisi_ ilnew,
trot be aregarded
a_ ill-bestowed.
common
dm vexation
To will
constitute
just ground
of exclusion,
produced by eirctun.tam'es entirely indepen- , the lot of vexation here in question must be
dent of the uneasiness produced tJy the ob- i a mas_ of ttlat evil over and above what
lig._tmn of makinz an_ lhSCtosure, the effect _,would have been produced by a declslon to
of which is to subject the proposed withes.-, i the same effect grounded on other evidenee_
or m_v other person, to any punishment or ' on any evidence to which the lot of vexation
othcr'burthensome
obligatio_k to which it is _in question wouhl not have been attached.
the intention of the legislator that tie should *For, supposing the exchtsionary notion to
be siJbjectell. 1_. is produced, in all these ; extcr, d to all other evidence--to
other eviea_es, by circumstances accidental and ex- i deuce at large-- to whatever vexation might
triadic: for example, dis roportionateexpense
J come to be produced by evidence of whatever
by reason of a lone aml'expensive journey . or J description, having the effect of subject.
voyage ; irreparable his-_ of time ; disclosure I some person or other to the punishment or
of collateral fi*ets, such as a third p.;rson has _ other burthensome obligation in question,
no right by law to be informed of.
J to say that, in consideration of the vexation
Besides these accidental lots of vexation, [ thus resulting, no such evidence ought, to be
there is, however, one, which may be consi- i received, would be as much as to say, there
dered as naturally, and in the ordinary course i ought not to be any such thing as a punishof things, attached to the obligation of giving i ment or other burthensome obligation ever
evidence: and that is, the thought of the I imposed ; in a word, that there ought not
unpleasant and more or tess prejudicial con- [ ever to be any sueh thing as a law.
_qIIences, which the evidence may have the t
But (it may be said) there are such things
effect of proItueing, to the prejudice of the : as had laws : and in no country is the body
pr-,posed witness himself or some other per- i of the laws altogether free fi'om them. Now,
sea, by reason of the execution of a judmial t the effect at the practice which, in opposition
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to the exclusionary
rule in question,
forces
testimony
frmn persons
oi all descriptions,
without
regard
to unwillingness
and eo_sequent vexation,
is, to give to whatever
sub_rtantive laws it is employed
in giving execution to, a degree of efficiency
much be?ond
what they would possess in the opposite c_se.
But, by giving thi._ extramdinary
degree
of
efficacy to all laws (subsranti_'e
laws)
without distinction,
it will give the same degree
of efficiency
to as many bad laws as it happens to the aggregate
bed? of the laws to
include : and lbrasmuch
as in every existing
system
the extent
of this ma_s of bad taws
is more or le_s cousidera',le,
the mischief of
the practice
against
which the door is _hut
by the exclusionary
rule would be proportionably great,
In the character
of an argument
in £*vour
of the exclusionary
rule, the defect
of thi,
argument
will, I imagine,
be found apparent
upmi the face of it. ]3ut inasmuch a_, when
silted to the bottom,
it will be fumed to lead
to discussions
of a very dellc _te and iml,ortaut eatnre,
I do not propose to leave it ultlmately in 1Ts present
_-tate, to s,'and atto,_ether upon it_ own strength
or weakne-s.
For
the present,
however,
confining" the examination to the question
il_mwdiately appertaining
to the prescott l_ook, I shall content
myselt
with bringi*_g to view, b? way of answer, the
following
observations
: viz. -1. Supposing
that, for the aceompli-hmenf
of the purpose
stated in the argument,
the
exelusiooary
rule is, upon the whole,
well
adapted,
it can be so iu no other respect than
that of its operating
in the character
of a
debilitative
upon the whole of that portion
of the body of substantive
laws to which it
applies; weakening
their efficaey,--rendering
them _-o much the less eificaeious,
in respect
of the purpo_-es which they respectively
have
in v_ew.
But, so far a_ this alone is con.,itiered as the result of the rule in question,
and that re_ult a beneficiM ore*, it i_ no othe_wi_e of use than as an 3 other institution
or
arrangement
would be ot use, that should in
an equal
degree
contribute
to weaken
the
elficaey of the laws.
On one only supposition
would the balance
ot its effects be on the side of benefit:
and
that
is, if the aggregate
body of the laws
were so constituted,
that
the mischief
resalting
from such as are mischwvous,
outweighs,
upon the whole, the good resulting
from
such as are of a beneficial
character,
But_ that, even Finder the worst govermnent
of which any aeeoums
are extant,
the supposition
here in question
was ever realized,
seems
altogether
improbable
: for, on this
supposition,
a state of anarehy
would be less
mischievous
than--would
be preferable
to
_ such a state ofgoverument,
2. The person _o whom it is proposed
to
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form his opinion,
and consequent
decision,
respecting
the propriety
of the exclusionary
rule, is the legislator.
In the political state
in question,
either that rule is not as yet estabtished,
or it i_ already estabhshed.
If not,
then,
con,idered
as addressed
to the legislator, the argument
stands thu_ : -3lomt¢_r. In the state subject
to your authority there ate a multitude
of bad laws : to
weaken their efficacy, please to establish
this
exctu._Jonary rule.
]Le[llslator.
Excuse me.
Of such laws, if
any. as in my judgawut
are bad laws, I ._halt
not content
my.,elf with weakening
the efficue 3 ; I shall abolish
them
altogether.
In
regard to such of them as in my judgment
are good laws, 1 _hould be sorry to do th:s,
or mlythiug else, that should in any degree
weaken their efficacy.
Shift now the scene to a state
in which
the exclusionary
rule has already been established :5_b.dtor.
In the state
suloect
to yore' authmlty
there ale a multitude
_f bad law s. It
ha- been pr-po_ed
to you to abolish the exelusionary
ride.
l)o no such thii_g: it is a
most u-eful rule; it _crve_ to web,ken the ef
ficacy, and thus to duni_dsh the mi._chievous.
ne.-s, of yotir bad law-.
Ze[fislator.
'l'hal_k, for your caution.
But
being al_-o fortmmte
ewmgh
to have a multitudcofgood
laws, nay ui-.h i,, revive to those
good taws the hTghest degree
of etticieney
they are suse-ptlble
or;
The effeet of this
exclu_-ionary
rule which you are so anxious
to preserve,
is (taking
your oxv_t account
of
it) to weaken the efficacy of whatever
laws,
good as well as bad, it is applied to. Taken
in its natural state,
and unless _-ubject to Itmitations
to which
you do not propose
to
subject
it, it apphe_ to ali hn_s, and weakern- the efficacy of all: it is for thi_ rea,on I
mean that it _t(ould no longer
have any applicatlou
to an? of the good otw_; a_d it is
in that view that 1 mean to abuh_-h it altogether.
As to the bad laws, I shall riot content myself
with weakcni_
their
eflit_cy :
eonvim'e
me of their badness,
and I shall
abolish them.
Mmdt,_,r. But, amoug those laws which in
your judgmen_
are bad one,, and which aecordingl)
you propose to )-ourself to abolish,
may not there be -_mne, which, re_ard being
had to the affeetJon_
and prejudice.of the
people, it would appear to you not advi_ble
to abolish _
.Legislator.
I should be sorry to find any
such : but if such there he, there are several
cottrses,
any or all of whieh 1 should prefer
to the giving
up the benefit of the increase
which the abolition
of the rule would
give
to the force of such of the laws as to me
seem good ones.
1, t would cause to be laid before the line-
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pie the reasons
by which my disapprobation
Two men have each committed
an offence,
of such laws as to me seeal bad ones was
or done, each of them, art improper act of any
produced.
Having operated
upon my mind,
other description
--an
act which in both cases
prottably enough
tbey may operate
on other
is improper
in the same degree
and the
minds ; especially
as eoming from a station
same way.
In the instance
of one of them,
from whence,
if tolerably
well dealt with,
it so happens
that
the act can be proved
men are apt enough to take their opinions a._ against him without
resorting
to his own teswell as their laws.
And, moreover,
should
timony : in the other instance,
so it happens
it so happen,
that, by my reasons thus made
that, though
with the help of his own tesknown,
any others shouht be brought forth,
timony it would
be proved
upon him, yet
that in my maturer
judgment
should prove
without
that
help it cannot.
Is there any
preponderant
o_er mine, I propose to myself
earthly reason why the lot of one of these
to take the opposite
course ; viz. to go over
men -hould he better" than that of the other ?
to the side of the people, instead
of their
why hls .-nfferirig should be in the smallest
coming over to mine.
degreele_-s?
Yct, undertheexelusionaryrule,
2. in the meantime,
if I despaired
of be:.ng
one of them sulfers not merely less than the
able either to bring over the people to my
other,
but absolutely
nothing;
while his not
opinion,
or to carry over mine to theirs,
I more guilty fellow suffers the full rigour of
could, if I thought
it worth while, leave the
the taw.
debilitative
rule to apply ilself to the part:Cio_-,_ arid pile (whether
antecedently
or
eular laws thus appearing
to me to be had
subsequently
to conviction)
would not,, by
ones.
l,cavin_z these laws in that state
mul man in general,
wouhl not certainly
by Engo
degree
in which
I tound them, the people
lish lawyers, be regarded
as a just and proper
would have no reason
to c, unplain
of me ; method
of determining,
amongst two or morn
arid, barring the operation
of the rule in deequally gu_tty, which should and which should
bilitation
ot my good laws, I should give to not suffer.
Crn_s and pile, when called in by
them all the operative
force which it i_ dethe cmmnon
sense of jurymen
for their resirable that good laws should possess,
i hcf in a _ituatmn
of honest doubt, has been
In the c_se where the evidence
in ques- ! reprobated
with indignation
by their learned
lion is of the self-rc_'arding,
the self-cnmiand officiM directors.
But, m the ease here
nating kind,--if
testimon)
extracted
frmn a in qucstmn,
acqmttal
by cross m_d pile would
matt's own lips were attended
with any tiw
be a signal im[,rovement,
if substituted
to
smallest
degree of probability
o1 unjust -_uf- , acquittal
by the three and virtue
of this exfaring on his part, over and above that which
oh,unary
rule.
In cro.-_ and tale, the naturesults
from testimony
extraoted
from an exrall_-sag,_eions
or learnedly-instructed
knave
traneou_
and indifferent
witne_-, there would
would not behold any aleans of satbty more
then (on th, ground ot &roger of deception
opcil to himselt
than tu his less instructed
and elmseqtmnt
misdeeiqon)
be, tn pr,lnt of
fellows : _hereas,
it i_ the nature of the exreason, a ground,
not ibr cx('lu-ion
indeed,
clusionary
rule to operate
as a licence
tbr
but, howevel,
tbr -u._picion and ,,almon more
_!t'llnquene_l to all tho_e whose a_tutenes%
than ordinary on the part of the judge
But
,eeonded
b) ordinary
<nod fortune,
enables
who does not set, that the supp,_sition
thus
them to take advantage
of it.
Who shall
brought
to view for the purp*_-e or" filu_trat co_mt the multitudes
that day after day have
lion and algumeut,
is a suppo,mon
whwh
been acting
under
this licence?
For it is
hohl, good. riot in tire present
ca_e. hut m among the properties
of tills invitation
to
the ca_c directly
opposite,
wz. that .f selfgrail, that those who act ureter it with most
servin_ testmmny
? with oral} this d_lt'.q'ence,
Ie]l*']_v and succes_ are tho_e who enjoy the
that,
whereas
in that case there i_- only a
ulte_it_r advantage
of I,ot being known
to
ehmu'e of the existence
of falselmod on tfmt
have acted m:der it.
sate, there is a ccrlaimy
of the n,m-cxistence
That,
under the protection
of this licence,
of it in the present
ease.
I_ is no_ e_ery
the impmfity of the wicked may be as rumman that will swerve from the truth for his , ptete, and tire encouragement
to wickedness
own advantage
: a man of entire pro[tit) will
as inviting
as possible,
malefactors
and lawnot, to the value ot a hair's-breadth.
B,tt
yers have joined in another
practice.
Under
there is not that man breathing,
who, being
circumstances
of notorious
delinquency,
libein his right mind, and having his own irrterest
rated in virtue of this or m*y other incident
alone at stake,
ever will knowingly
swerve
toreiga
to the merits,
malefactors
may be
fror_ the line of truth to his own disadvanseen everywhere
holding
their heads high,
rage.
and (as often as occasion
presents
itself)
There is but one sort of evidence
which,
assuuung
the port and langu,%,e of injured
pmetieal]y
speaking,
is free from all danger
innocence.
Accordingly,
when a delinquent
of producing
deception
by mendacity;
and
has been thus fortunate,
to speak of him in
this is the sort of evidence
upon which mt the character
of a delinquent
is an offence
extJlusion
has been put by Engh_h taw) ers.
punished, and with equa I rigour, as i the o1_
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jeer of the imputation
had been a character
of the purest innocence.
In a place where
(happily for the existence
of society)
the offensiveness
of unwelcome
truth
to the feelings of evil-doers
does not enable them
to
transfer upon their censors the pumshment
due to themselves,
what a claumur was once
raised by the appellation
of acquitted/don_
._
As if an acquitted
t_hm was a sort of animal
no more capable of finding itself in existence
on English
grouud,
than a spider was supposed
be in Ireland.
All this while, under
the genial influence
of this and so many other
rules so ingeniou_lyand
successfully
directed
to this end, acquitted
fclmls and acquitted
malefactors
of all sorts arid sizes are as mnch
at home in the British
Isles,
as venomous
serpents
in Guiana, or crocodiles
in the Nile.
In a relaxed
covstitntion
of the body potitic, acquitted
and unprosecuted
malefiaetors
of all kinds are no le_s congenial
to that artifieial
body, than, in a eonstttutioJl
of the
same ehara.cter, the t_elfia, the lmnhrieus,
and
the asearis, are to the natural
body.
In one
particular,
the parallel discovers
m_ unhappy
iailure.
In the natural
body, it is not in the
power,
and as little (let us hope) in the wi,h,
of the licensed practitioner,
to propagate
the
breed of the vermin
to the plague of x_hich
it is exposed : whereas,
in tile political
body,
by the instruments
which there has he.en stu'h
frequent
occasion
to bring to view, we have
been seeing the hand of the practitioncr
oecu.
pied, withtmwearied
perseverance,
in sowiuff
the see_ls of wickedness
in every imaginable
shape.
CHAPTER
ENUMERATION OF TIlE

II.
SOIRTS OF EVIDENCE

12.1PROPEKLY EXCLUDED ON Tills
BY ENGLISH LAW,

GROUND

V_ltio_rs
are the points of view in which the
vexation,
thatinthiscaseappearstohavcbeen
taken forthegroundoftheexclusion,
hasbeen
contemplated:
variou-_ the correspondent
tood_fieations of which the evidence,
regarded
as
the cause of such vexation,
has been con_dered as susceptible
; amt the correspondent
specific denominations
that either have been.
or (to express
those several
points of view,
and the consequent
arrangcment_
they have
given birth to) require to be, resp,,ctively
affixed to those m_difieations.
Nume_otis
are
even the sources li?om which those modiheatious have been derived:-1, The nature of the consequences
of the
evidence
in respect of good and evil.
Itence
the distiaction--evidence
ofa naturc tuserve,
evidence
of a nature to disserve.
2, The identity
or diversi_v,
of the person
yielding the evidence,
and the perso_ affected
by the consequence
of it. Hence the modifieations
expressed
or expressible
by the ap-
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pellatives
._elf-serving,
and self-disserving,
or
se(f-prcjud_cbtg.*
3. His station in the cause : wimther that
pf a parly or all extraneous
witness.
No uppellatives
deduced
from tili_ circumstance
;
but, in respect oftheleg_ll
arrangements,
much
importance
given to it.
4. Nature
and denomination
of the suit, on
the occasion of which the cvidenee is proposed
to be delivered ; via. criminal, or non-criminal
--commonly
called cwd.
5. Nature'ofthe
evil constituting
the vexation;
via. the evil or disservice
ploduced
by
the disclosure.
From this source,
and the
seeo1_d and fourth taken
together,
come the
modifications
exprcs_flde
by the several
appellativcs
_elf-cr._nnattve
or self-inculpat_ve,
selJ:di_[/rac*l_y. _elj'-d*_credtting,
or _imply re,if.
om:ratwe
(as where blaine is out of the qnestion.)
6. The* natm'e
of the affection
which
is
the seat of the vexation
;viz.
whether
self'iegarding
or ,*ymi_athetic.
Where one person, a trustee) _tandscharged
with the intelests
of another
(afide*-comm_ttee
or cc,ta,*/7'":/ra_1)
a_ i_ the cas(, of guardmn
and ward, tketor (or agent) am| prhicipal,
law) eL and client (e-I)CcbllI } where the existence
of the relatio,
1_ vohmtal)
on the part oI the
trustee,)
at_ affection o( t-3 lnpathy,
of which
the fi,_ei-eomnfittce
is the oluect,
may naturall_ enough be ,ul,fmsed
_o exist in the bosom
of the t_ ustcc.
'l'h_-- being a,_ml_cd, a corn-equencc L-, that _hcre,
from tile evidence dehvcred b? the rru-rce, a vexatmn or prejudice
6f the stqf-rc.,:ardir_g
kiml may he expected
to befall the f_tL i-commit tee. a proportmnahle
(how-oevcr
sho_t ot eq_al)
vexatmn
of the
sympatl,eti*'
kb,d _,a), in ]_ke rammer, tie expected to flint its way from the same source
into the b_ca,t of _t_e trt_stee.
To this head
may be rc:e,_red the most plausible reason that
has been tbtmd for ltit: exclu_-ion that ha_ been
put upon what, taking
the only appellative
in use, and which _s of the dyslogistic,
o_ vitnperative
cast, may be called trust-breaking
or tru._t-betrayin:t
evidence.
Where,
a number of individeals
living together in lhe character
of members of the same
kamil) (as is the case with husband
and _ife,
parent and child,)
evidence delivered
by one
melnber
would be a cause of vexation
to mlother,--vexation
in a nfixed mass, partlysympathetic,
partly self-regarding,
L- liable to find
its way into the bosmns ofthe.-e several memhers trom that source.
In this vexation
we
see the most plausible
read, on that has been
found for the exclusion
that hasbeen put upon
some of the modifications,
and some only, ot
• Under the mutual appellative
se(f-regard,
ing_ both self-,serving and _elf-disserving
are
comprised.
SelJ'.se_,lng
evidence belongs not
to the present purlmse.--(_ee
the next Chapter.)
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that which may be termed .fi_mil!l-peace-dis- _ himself," the literal meaning, reduced to clear
turbiag or .fixmily-disturbia_j evtdence,
t and unambiguous language, is, rio man shall
When the effect of a lot of _eli-crhninative I be liable to be punished for not instituting a
evidence has been to prodm'c tile conviction t penal suit against himself; ior not preferring
of him by. whom it has been delivmed, it. _s I a hill ol in&ctment against himselt; or todg.
capable of receiving the appeliatmn of .,e/f- ing an information against himself; or not
convicting evidence. But, fi_rasmuch as, ram,- bringing a penal action against himself; or
eedently to conviction, this eifi,cl, not having preferring an appeal against himself,_as
the
as yet taken place, can only be matter of ex- case may be.
peetationandconjecturc,
theappcllationc_)uld
In plmn English, the maxim is neither
not, without impropriety, be applied to selfmore nor le_s than so much nonsense.
To
eriminative ewdenee at an) such antecedent
find an intelligible umaning for it, we must
point of time.
have recour,-e to practice; we mus_ shut up
Laying together the modliieations deduced
our law-hooks, and observe what passes befrom the _everal souree_ above mentioned, we fnre our c3cs. We then find that the quesshail fiml _ix specie-, each presenti_,g itself a_ lion is, not whether a man shall be bound
entitled, on scum account or another, to aseto cnmnlerlce a suit against himself; nor yet
parate consideration.
These are-whether, without being called (the suit l'et. Selfcriminative,
rcaehilag bevmld self- ing commenced by any other person,) he shall
onelative.
_
be bomut to come al(d give e_dence against
2. Selgoaerative,
and self-criminativc not himself: but whether, being called, and quesreaching t)cyond it.
finns truing put to him, he shall be bound to
3. Self-disgracing.
make answer to sm'h questions.
4. Self-discrediting.
The substitution is not a mere impropriety,
5. Trust-prejudicing.
but a sophism, a fraud. A taw which should
6. Family-peace-disturbing.
say to a man--Whenever
it happens to you
The effect ot the testimony will be in some to commit a (:rime, come and accuse yourselt;
respects different, and the rea,ons for and come and give ininrmation against yourself_
against the admi_4on of It stand upon a cor- woubl, on the face of it, be an absurd one.
respendentIy different fooVi_g, a_'rordmg as The object of the sophism is to cause it to
the ._tadon which the propo-ed deponent oc- he heheved, that, in theliberty of propoundeupies in the cause is that of a party, or that Img to a man under accusation or suspi_,ion
of an extraneous witness. We will consider : of a crime, questions, the object of which is
him successively in hoth tbe_e stations: as a ' to discover whether he i, guilty or no, this
pmty, in the en.-uing Part ; as an extraneous
sort of absurdity i. involved.
But, that no
w_tncss mdy, in the present.
_uch absurdity is involved in tha_ liberty, is
what everybody will see, to whmn it is not
more agreeable to shut his eyes.
CHAPTER
IIL
Observe, too, what in this ease is the iron
IMPROPRIETYOF THE :EXCLUSION
PUT UPON port attached to the terms expressive of ObSI_I.F-DISSERVINO
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Law.
§ 1. tTses of self.dissert'ing evidence, and miscl_ief_ resulting .from (ts exclusion.
THa fimdamental
rule on this subject is
generally given in Latin : _rcmo tea_/ur seipsum a,'casare : no man is bound ta accuse
himself. Taken byitself, the proposition, as
thus delivered, having its snuree rather in
the affections than in the understanding, has
more of rhetoric in it than of logic, and presents no clear idea until it be translated into
more simple language. The part of an aecuser is one part; that of a witness is another. The part of the accuser is that of the
plaintiff, of which that of the prosecutor and
that of the informer are modifications ; these
being names that are given in different cases
to the plaintiff, according to the nature of
the cause. By "no man shall be bound to do
so and so," is meant, no man shall be liable
to be punished tot not doing so and so. Of
the p,'-oosition, "no man is bound to accuse

hgatmn--bound,

Jbrced,

competled.

Observe

what is the nature of the compulsive force.
Obligation to speak is not here in question.
In the case where the penal process is of the
_acute kind, punishment directed to this object is what has been commonly expressed in
French by the wordquestion--in
English, by
i the word tort_tre.
Obhgation, on the part of the dcfendmlt,
there is in fact in this ease none. What it
imports is mere permission : permis.sion to
the adverse party (the plaintiff,) and to the
[judge, one or both, to put questions to the
defendant ; for the sake of the taetdty which
thence results to the judge, of noting the answers or the silence (whichever is the result,)
and dra_4ng his inference from them.
From the faculty of putting these questions, what is it that the defendant has to fear?
It is this : From the known principles of haman nature, according to a course of obsernation common to all mankind--aeem'ding
to the result of a set of observations, which
it can scarce happen to a nmn to have arriwd
_
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at man's estate without
tlaving had frequent
occasion
to make--between
delinquen_'y
on
the vile band, and ._ilence under inquiry" on
the other,
there
is a manifest
connexion
; a
connexion
too natural
not to be constant
and
inseparable,
The delusive
languaze
in which interested
artifice has dressed otlt the exclusionary
rule
being thu_ _tript ott_ let us now take a more
detailed
observation
cJt' the mischiefs
tlowin_
from it.
The_e mischiefs
will eoJlespond
to
the uses of the speciesofevidence
Ores marked
out for exclusion
: i, _. to the oeea_-ions on
which, and purposes tbr which, the demand
fbr it is habte to present itself,
1. In the tirst place, in so far as tt is to tm
had, it has already
been stated as being (not
only upon the face of it, but by the confersionoftho._ewho,
notwithstanding,
havebeen
in the habit of excluding
it) the very best
possible
sort of evidence : the evidence the
most completely
satisfactory
: evidence,
m a
word, so completely, - and even exclusively,
satisfactory,
that, according
to the Itoman
system,
atter the delivery
of such evidence
as tinder
English
law is deemed
conclusive
even where the punishment
is at the highest
pitch,
the mas._ of evidence
is regarded
as
deficient
without
evidence
o¢ tl_is kind;
and
the deficiency as being so important,
that tot
tare (howsoever
ill employed)
has, ucdeJ the
dominion of that jurisprudence,
been everywhere employed
tbr the filling it up.
First use of setLdisserving
evidence--augmentiug
the seeurit •v against misdeck-ion
and
failure of justice, by furnishing
the most trustworthy
and satisfiletory
ground
of decision ;
the best security
against failure of justice,
or
mi_deci-ion,
tbr want of evidence,--viz,
ev_donee of the best, most trustworlhv,
most
satisfactory
kind.
Habe.* confitentem • ream,
says the l£oman orator : as much as to say,
]_Iaving this, what more can you desire?
2. This is not all. Under the distress
pindueed by the exclusion
put upon the best evidonee, recourse has been had (through
a sense
of necessity,
aitd that the wound
given to
justice
might not be past endurance)
to bad
evidence
of various
descriptions
: evidence,
the inferiority
of which has, on other neonsinus, and where (for want of better)
there
has been a real demand
for it, been not aeknnwledged
merely, but proclaimed.
Under
this description
come-1. The supposed con-
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of the adverse
possessor,
complete
or mutt.
luted ; and, st a_3 rate, without adequate ep.
t,ortmfity
gJvez_ _,f expLulatmn.
Second u_e of _e.'t-dis_t'rving
evidence,
-addi:_g a security
a_zaiust rmsdeei.ion
and fMlure of justice, b) addhlg or s,d_.tituting
more
tru,twortby
evidence
t(, less trust_orthy.*
* It i_ curiel,s to observe the desperate shi_N
to which legislators are put, in order to cmmteract
permcmuthe debditatwes
theythehave
suffered effect
to beofintroduced
into thewhwh
systern of judicial procedure.
In one instance, tbr want of that best sort of
evidence which lawyers have taken care to exelude, lawyer-led
legislators
have been forced
to content themselves
with, and to set down as
conclusive, the very worst sort of evidence, viz.
common
By onereport.
statute, reputed thieves, a haunting
the
avenues of playhouses, and sotorth,
are made
punishable
so and so.
If a man can be proved a thief, what matters
it where he is tbund ? If he cannot be proved a
thief
means,of how
is it that i._his
tbund by
in other
the avenue
a playhouse
to being
prove
him so, or s_ much as contribute
anything
to
the provinghim
so? Not to speak of p:_ssengers,
--among
all the persons who. fi'om the buihling
ofapl_ynouse
to the burning of it, ever entered
into a playhouse,
has there ever been a single
person who was not found in one of the aveu[_es
to the playhouse ?
A reputed thief? reputed such by whom ? By
the thief-takers.
A reputed thwf ts a man who
is believed to be such, by some [_erson wbo is,
or professes to be. acquainted
w_tn his habits of
life. Who is that person ? An accomplice ? No;
for in this case
he would inbe the
abte course
to speakof towhich
some
individual
transaction,
the reputed thief acted as one. In a word_ and in
experience_ it ts never other than a thief-taker.
But the thief-taker,--bv
what means is it that
he has come to tbrm, etJacermng the man in
question, an opinion pronouncing
him a thief?
By the word thief (though
not in all eases and
necessarily, yet obviously in the pre,_ent case,) a
habitual thief, a man who is so by habit, is inaplied,
q?o constitute
a habit requires a multitude of acts. By any one single act is he capable of being proved to have been a thief in so
much as a single instance?
If so, there is no
need of any such law.
prove
as a habit?
_ingle
act?5,Vhat?
Then Cannot
how is you
tt you
can somuch
prove the

fessorial
testimony
of the party,
delivered
through
the medium
of hearsay
evidence;
and, of course (in ea_e of misconception,
designed or undesigned)
without
the opportunity of exphmation,
completion,
and eorree-

Cannot you prove somuch as an act ? Then how
is it you can prove so many as {.though it were
no n{ore than) two such acts ?
Curious enough must be the sort of testimony
on which a man is convicted under this law. Into the composition
of it, no individual
act e_n
enter:
opinion_ the opinion of the thief-taker,
is everything there can be of it. I know himto
be such.: I know him to be generally looked
upon as such: of this sort is all there can be of
it. Against
erroneous or mendacious testimony,
the grand security is erOss-exarairmtion
: cross,

glen.
2. Written discourse,
supposed to be in
the handwriting
of the party, and supposed to
contain on his part a _rt
of confessorial
testimony, delivered
in the state in which it has
been supposed to be found, but, at the option

t Under the 5 Gee. IV. e. 83, which repe_lecl
all former statutes against rogues, vagabonds,
&e., persons may be punished
for being " re,.
puted thieves_'" and perstms are so punished
every day at the polie_rts._Ed.
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& The person whose bosom is the source
of se]f-disserving evzdence (the plaintiff, or
more eommmdy the defendant, ill the cause)
is one person : that person is torrhcoming of
course.
Whatever evidence is extractible
from that stmrce, is extraetible on the spot,
arid without addition to the expense.
Stop
up that muree, whatever evidence you can
hope to get fi'om other source.-, if got at all.
you must get as 3ou can, from, perhap--, a
variety ot source% fhmt each at the eml of
an indefimte h:n_Oi of time. and under the
pressure of an indefinite load of expense.
Hence,
Third useofself-di.-.servi,,g evMenee, ,aving
of delay, vexation, and _.xpense.
A striking illu_-tratmn of ttd_, last u_e is
afforded by the ease in _hict,, fur 1he conviction of'a defeudant, it i_ neee.-,ar_ tlJat
his handwriting- _-honld be ptoved,
As, at a trial at commm ia_, the party
him,-.elf (the del_.ndant) can i_*no ('a-e he examined in hchalf of hi- adver-ary the l,tai:_tiff; the plaintiff, to prove the defendant'_
handwriting.,, is obllged to go upon the hunt
for other witnesses.
In stone insia_}ce_,
witness for ttus purpo-e will he to be had
without any additional expen-e.
But this
is altogether matter of chrome ; and for this
single purpose it ma) be neee-sary to feteh
a witness on pmpo._e, at any decree of iuconvenience to the withes% fl'om any imagmable distance, and consequently at a proportionate expense. Thi_ expen-e re_t, nhimately on the shoulders of*he party who on
that side hears the burthen of'costs.
If the
burthenofcc.stsresteduni(ormtyor_
theparty
who is in the wrong, even i_ that ca,e this
ttnneeessary
expense
wouhl
be a grievance :
in ease of mall tides, indeed, it may have
its use in the character of a puni.hment :
hut it would be a supposition by mu,.'h too
favourable to the intellectual character of
the law, and by much too injurious to the

moral character of the peop]e, to suppose
this to he the more common case. Nor yet
does the burthen of eo_.ts rest,- with anything like uniformity, upon the party who is
in the wrong, or ever_ upon the party whom
the decision supposes to be in the wrong. So
thr from it, that, to distin_qn,h the cases in
which it shall rest upon the party who is _upposed to be in the wrong, from tho_c in which
it shall re<t upon the party supposed to be In
the right, i_ a discussion lhat occupies the
eon*ent.., of a reasmlabte octavo volume.
_ The ('xpen_e, _hieh coati-is in the peon. nlarv a_h)wance to the witne_.-, added Io _hat
i of the in_-trument of sun, mons, with the h,w[. ver'_ fee_ belonging to it, appears in pounds,
; -tull:n_-, and p,mce; but the delay and vexi alton (not to speak of inmdental aud ca,rod
' expr'P.-es, which may be the neces-ary acem_qmmmcnrs of the l,_'o_,es¢of i_,vestlqating
by rtltection and buntine out by inquiry a
n,an's eonnexien_, fur the purpose ot iight_
i,'_g ou some person capable of i,roving h_s
handwriting by the regular mode of proof,)
all thi_ put together forms a massot mconvenience, which, though i_,cannot ahvays be coro
rectlyexpres-edinpmmd%-hflting-,andpence,
is nmther the le-._ real nor the les_ heavy.
When the sort ot mtness m question, or
one i_ho is thought to he such. or pretends
to be such. has been bunted out, the prize
may but too easil? turn pitt to be rm helter
than a snare and a source ofmi_carriage. "/'he
suitor whose nil.fortune _t is to stand in need
of such tettimmly, is thus remlered dependent upon the prob*ty and l,rudence or' art
individual mare or less hke]) to lie in connexmn with the adver.-.ary. In ea,e of nonappearance, the witness is,iltdeed,answerable
m damages. Be it so : hut _uppose the propetty at stake an aflRir of thousands, while
a tbw hundreds or scores would afford the
witness a sutlicient inducement to stand an
action on that ground, or to take himself out

examination, by which, if the individual facts
charged are false, true ones (by their inconsistency with which, they are disproved) may be
brought out against them. In no other criminal
ease would the depriving the defendant of the
faculty of cross-examination be deemed endurable. In this case_ by the very nature of the
evidence (that is, of tile only fact deposed to,)
the facultyof ero_s.examinationstandsexeluded,
"When, in a ease of this sort, a man says. 1 behere thi* man to be a thief; should the case be,
that he entertains no such behei; by what evi.
dence can his falsehood be made apl_ear? --Do
you know of any one instance in which the man
acted as a thief? This is the only sort of queslion, which, in the view of discrediting the deelaration of opinion, enuld be asked ; and this,
by the supposition, is one that cannot be asked,
Not that to the account of the exclusionary
system alone is to be placed the offence eommiited against justice by the law that has last been
brought to vie_. It is the effort of necessity,

struggling umler the load of debititatives, by
wbiei_,under judge-made law, to thatdeplorable
degree of whicl_the printed accounts are witnesses, the ann of penal justice is enfeebled. Capital
punishment (by which humane men are deterred
from testi/)'ing against crimes, more than dishonest men from c,_mmitting theqn,)--this, tote.,
ther with tbeprinciple of nullification (by which,
on the groundof pretemted errors discovered by
f_e-fed brethren, the power of pardon is given
by )udges to lawyers and their elerks_)-- these,
together with other causes of debility, the enumeration of '_tueh belongs not to thls purpose
cannot but be admitted for their share.
But, independently of these concurrent causes,
the single virtue of the exclusion put upon selfinculpative evidence suffices to account for a
large proportion of that mass of unpunished
dehnqueney, by the contemplation of which the
legislature was drawn into a measure so outrageously repugnant to justice as that which has
just been brought to view.
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ofthoreach
of it? Suppose another modiflca_
lion of fraud, more simple and more safe. To
a question
put out of court, '" Can you prove
such or such a man's handwriting?"
the _,it-hess, who in fact cannot, answers,
however,
and purposely,
in the affirmative.
On the
trial, he answers in the negative : the documerit, a necessary
one (a note of hand, suppose,)
is set aside ; and the cause
i_ lost.
What punishment ? what remedy ? Pe_:iury,
by the supposition,
there is none;
and tot
the falsehood out of court there is no punishment.
The only sort of person
to whom
it is
possible
(speaking
of suitors)
to profit by
the pretended
tenderness
of this rule, is the
knavish
and immoral
suitor, who, being in
the wrong, and knowing
himself to be in the
wrong,
avails himselfof
the inability
of the

for base and mean, that promises
to preser_
i you from the obligation
of rendering
justice,
-:-- from the anti.religious
and hell-born
rule_,
do _s you wo, dd be do_e by, repent and s_tffe;,
foryour
sins. Hold nothing for base and mean,
_or,
hohling your heads high, and speaking
in a tone of firmness mul defiance, maintain,
that to practise whatever
is most base and
mean, is among the Englishman's
most honourable
privileges.
Deny your own handwritil,g in so many words,_or,
denying it in
deportment
as significative
as words,
refuse
or tbrbear to recogmse
it : deny your written
words ; and when a question
is put to you by
words spoken, keep your lips close, lest the
truth should make its escape, arm justice
be
I done.*
I
Such is the exhortation
which the exclui sionary
rule never ceases to deliver
to the

adversary
to fulfil the eond_tions thus wantonlv imposed upon him by the law;
avails
himself of this misfortune
to obtain a triumph
over justice.
It is fbr the purpese of rewardi Jg at d encouraging
the iniquity of one knave
of this description,
that the _[seless burthen
above delineated
is fastened
upon the shoulders of' perhaps a hundred
suitors.
On the supposition
of' a perfect
calmness
as between
the parties,
seconded
by an ancommon
degree
of intelligence
as" well as
disinterestedness
on the p_lrt of their _gents,
possible it certainly
is for this source of delay, vexation,
and expense,
to he avoided :
mutual
and amicable
explatmtion_
having
taken place, the party whose handwritb_g
is
in question
,agrees to admit it at the trial,
All this is a possible case : but is it the most
eommou ease? Let experience
declare.
Not
that so much as the possibility
extends
beyond that class of eases which
are ranked
under the head of civil cases : in e_l,es called
penal, any such sacrifice to truth
is altogether out of the question.
To the list of the uses rendered
to ins-

]
I
t
t
i
]
i

people.
Such is the lecture delivered
by the
judge,
bv every Judge. as often as he n_arks
with his approi_at"ion this flagitious rule.
A man who, uninvested
with any coercive
power, shotdd, in the character
of a moral instructor--of
a schoolmaster,
a lecturer,
or a
divine--stand
up and say to his auditors,
"" If a man with whom you have a difference
! happens to have in his ba'nds a letter or memorandnm
of _ours that you apprehend
would
make against
yon. deny it, --do
not own it,
-- put him to t'he proof of _ts being yours ; and
if lie is not able, tr,umph
over him as if he
were in the wron_;"--ifit
were possible that
aman without Irbv,'er fi_r hi_ tnoteetion
should
take upon him to preacii such doctrines,
he
would be abhorred,
anti not without
reason,
as a eorrupt_-r of the pubhe morals.
What,
then,
shall be said of those by whom such
baseness- is not simply recommended,
but effio
caeiouslv
rewarded ? Men sow vice, and then
eomplai_l of its abundance
! The same hands
which are every day occupied in thus planting

* Two young lawyers, a members of a volunteer eorp,_ bare incurred penalties:
their names
lice by this best of all evidence, corresponds
stand upon tl:e muster-roll.
Convened beibre a
the list of the misehiefs
produced
by the exnmgistrate_ the de]inque_.c)'is proved upon them:
clusion of it: promoting,
in two distinguishthey are acquitted n(*tw_thstanding.
Why ? Beable ways, misdeci_-ion mu] failure of justice;
I cause their _ignatures cannot at t]_at moment of
making a fitetitious addition to the natural and
time be proved. All this while_ they are upon the
spot, capable of being interrogated, had law uernecessary
quantities
of delay,
vexation,
and
mltt_d:
but it it the boast of English
law);ers,
expense.
and of men d ai_tl and corrupted by English lawTo these mi_chiei_ may be ad.!ed another,
_vert, to turn aside from truth thus dtscovered,
the opposite of which could not so eonve° I witb a degree of abhorrence such as nnfalsehood
niently
have been presented
under the head i could provoke.
So univer.,al is the corruption,
of uses: I speak of the poison continually
inthat this subterfuge,
tlus negative act of mean.
nest, was thought
worth committing
by these
fltsed
by
the
exclusionary
rule
into
the
moral
yonng
lawyers
to
save
17s. 6tL, but tt is spoken
branch of the public mind.
of by the newspaper
reporters without the least
Hold the virtues of veracity and sincerity
symptom of disapprobation.
Here we have the
in contempt
or detestation
: look up to mencorrupted : but where are we to look tbr the eordacity and insincerity
as your strongholds,
the
rupters ? Among the judges, whoever they were_
pledges of your security.
Look upon the lito whom d_e demon of chicane is indebted tbr
eenee of exercising them as the boon for which
the est,,blishment
of this rule.
you are
kindness

indebted
to
of the man

the mercy and lovingof law,
"Hold nothing

_ Morning Post
Nov. 18, tBtKt.

and

Morning

Chronicle

of

:**i_. ItL]
propagating
lt_

it-

IMPROPER
mendacity,
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whose

slnister

interest*

hearts tlmt staed pledged
ibr its _upport.
above is not the only mode in which
In speaking of the taxe_ on jn_fiee,* it was
this
is aand
soulee
of corruption
meiltlolmd
vlmraetifte_l superstitioll
up against it,
employed
in puttish-to ] are
served as
hy oi,e
it, Of
we the
see nTil(ortnnate
the hands and
tim
pubhe
morals.
It is from the wanttm saeri* I teri_ties of tilts specie_ of tax, that.
th(mgh
flee thus made of' the purest
evidence,
that : of'all taxe-., aetnal or p.ssible,
the mo-t bu,'the field o/'ju_tiee
is re_t,l,/tly immda;ed
b 3 ! [lleDa_311ie. aud in ever)
Ivspvet lhe worst, it
the foule-t and most pMhlted.
"1'o -,_e (,I,e
w,l- n(>l ht the im',ure _ f it to limt opponrnt.:
malefaetor(tomthevexauon
_)f_vturnh'g,m' beeatf.e
*.he l,o,_v, of ht,L'ant(tf a bed) it
swore to m ph .laant, (ttlCSllOll4,
till' a[t_,_ er ,3[ t'tJuhi be called, x belitg evoc Ilaclmiting.
and
a no less Sillily
liialet,tetor
is ltllrehA-ed h 3 ' e_-entlally
,_phr. _;a_. i,, the puif,.ce of Intlilaplltliry,
el'oil lied
tilth
Ileh
reillullel al;ioiL , teal -ut)poi r, ltll/l oI,po.liioli
lo rx/rin.ie
pre._fill[tOll 7 partakcl.- of tile same erline, tl _k'allk"
.¢llrt._
IIO htqter than a rope el ._al=_d:and.
of barglars,
lll!IrdlAler. _, (Jr ineendiarie.,
riD" iwhat i- lnorP. /l'er{' lhe l..h
it-tie ever so
e-cicero ]_r<tlvm .,re[</,_ Ddil, ];ie dladellal : and ' well kliit reset her, it _,,uht
slill be bet a
the oidcrot
lhmgs uh,rh,
amozlgthero:r,
W- , body witboat
,l hvad.
Th,' t.x,
tkereiL, re,
thm_ of am'lent
Home, i. pahited by the p_et ', un_un_.*in itaelfth,'-e
two unha.pilveon
oined
a'_dle .ummit ofinlu-tlee.
>.lntheelermfll
3 ' piopertie%--wz,
of produenlg
lilt, greatest
vaunted iaw of Illodcrn lhitaii,,
bee,line lhe i po--ibte qnaullu/oI
liii-eQ to !he people, aiid
orillllary
eoltr>e
of
what goes b 3 tile nallle
of
the h a-t po..lhie
qlimltir)
of nppositimt
and
justice.
{ uhea_.n,e-._ to lh,. wan i,i olhee, tile re_-ult was
ThtIa it i. ilia +. 1o the puni;hment
of one } but too t,bviouq.
Relief wa. hopele-s, tinless
eontethq'ate
ill a kuot
nf nlalel_ietors,
the I fhe lnOllIt,lll ,.perhapan lfie,ll nile) <ilould
iq{ln,-i-hllplent ;ilUl elleOtlrll_elnerll
o[' aDo,theI *tee.ir airiie,
l]ldl, bh{uihl tJr{_lillee a [illallOlel'
i_ lit ] "Oilte _t eillltlUltill
alinfist lll_e!Kuablo.
[ tO _*liiOlU lhe lllObt illlportalll
intercM- nfthe
elm t,, thi-_, toi..c'.ber
with et,rral!l otller ' pc*if,It' sh,,llld be dearer
tilall t11.; own mo_u[,el-lltlOila! !:e advel.ae to the interest_ of} lnelAar}
ea-c
lltlll3hll
aim lU-ti(':---to
till<and
tho-e io;eIli the pre-,'l f ea_c., tl,e tabh> are llnliaplher, i I i_ to lie a_rl:bed, lhat.x_herea- in ' p,l? _e_er-ed.
Throilailout
the x_,ll()te sub+
ethel eotllGI!c <tit*2 a'i _ cl_[dt pled<ttiolt ale Pat- , _llilleU lit the ('oll]nulllltt'. e.xtehd 4,it,_elt; like
_:_dn_,oni)
byfit,
ami.-talt_,npontbe.f,uro/"
the l_eMa in the natulal
bud). a cluster
of
all O0l _,{Dha]
teinlt+_SltlOil, by hl'r(} anfl l_]lelt ' iiltelnal eliPllli__s, pft.*t,5._itl_, allint_t whatever
tlll llilUeti:le*'._cf]
and
tlll=lllJDflr{ed
lhllllilttlal,
:other dixerqtv
(if inn re-is, the eoltllnOll
si--in
};m.:!alld the',are e<lrrled 011 lll'Ot'e_Mfiltlii_ter llittq'c_[ ilrglli 7 tlwnl to behold their
ell._ a:Id _, st,,,litl{le,,]]:.
by a.soeiat]oll- ,,t Ill i- seenrll.v ill W_hl{t, vei ,F ral;{elllen{
,'ontrihutes
leiaeto*-, h,J:i_,d t.k'cth.,,
in the tit*_, nfi,ai,_to weaken
the el}ieieiw)
of the law.
The
ner:hitl , hi baqJ¢ i,ow all(l then thutned, ne_ el
rule ill qtle_llon, tl¢ll/g (<t- WV lla% e -el_ill a
extiil,aled,
uhdcr the e) o and with the p,'oeari_at article in Ill> hM oi ,!ebihtative_,
will
tee[!*lll ;tlid t'lt('ll[ll,t.elllt.llt
0[" the threo con+
lh/tllllith
tie the object
of a prol_ortiottate
stitnent
bl,lncliea/,,
_._,,/venuient, theju(hclai.
(h>alee ('if' atlac}mlent
t,, the body thus eOtllthe exeentlvc,
mid thv iegi.hitlve.
[_o_efl. To the hod) of litigant% h,:.-ides being
Olit ofthesamo
wet grousthats}stemof
dl_:dedagain-_it.-,lf,
the_,,i,
llohead.
The
remmierarioii,
u }lwh lender,
it an act of ira- _ body of delmqli,mt.
(in,'hl,l;ng
th.-e who, lbr
Frov;deiwe
lm the part of the subordiuate
mi+ i h'tvinx the law on tt!eir M,te, are t .t so nmeh
nister_- of j,l.tie.,
to rrneJve
a sehol,lr in the i! the mole l.iwhiev,,u-,
fiad a regular and irreseho,,t ot d.piedation
b ,fore he has rl-en to
>>tiMe brad in tlw lode r,l ],lw--iti
him who,
the head of it---r,_ L,-ten upon a plH'erer, till i during tl_, s!ev i, or fa-ri:lad,m
of the L g,islahe ha_ ripened into a burgl,tr--to
take at £}0 '_ tor, pns_e..e,
and exc_'ises
all lhe authority
a [,fi-(,ner. _},(, by a little forbearance
might iot the levi-! _tor, thoti gL ;',Ithoilt
the responhare _iehled £40;
ju-I as, among rcnter_ of' ._ibihty or t},e name.
_i_h-ponds, it _otdd be bad hnsbandi)
to take i
W_th all its tfielmshe_,
tile aggregate
body
a pike of five pound u eight one era pond. in ' of the laws havin_" more m it ot that matter
which he mi_l_,t have thriven on to tell pon.d,
i which is beneficial
to all men, than ot that
: whieh is prejudieiai
to this or that one,--it
§ "2 Causes af tDe ea'clu*ion of s, lf-cr*minai is more (it may be saul) for the advantage
of
tire ecMcnc)':---l.
I_ttere_t,_ r}fcr[m_na[,¢and
' the whole eolnmunity
taken
together,
that
otDcr erd-d_,ers.
"2. I_Igerest,. of 1,:utters,
_ the force of the aggiegate
body of the laws
In see!ng tile mischief, entailed
b_ thi- rule
upou the community
at large, wc _ee it_ u*(>s ]
" /'rotestagaia.st
Law Ta.res. Vnl. II. p. ,573,
to eriminals,
detinqnent_,
,l_utd rid,. (leG, - i --t The_e Taxe% in a_ far u_ regard_ the stamlm
•
i ( u law papers, were abob-bed by 5 Gto. IS. c.
dants, extortious
aim oppressive
ptainnffs;
in 41+ See Vol. II. p. 582_ N(ne._Ed.]
a word,
to evil-doers
of all sorts and siz,_, i
+ That time is happll I come.--E&ter.
[ Vide
Moreover,
in seeing the persons to whom it '_supra, p. ;?'77.]
VOL. VII.
F f

-'the
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should be at its maximum,
than that it should
stop short
it any inferior degree.
True;
if
the interest
of all were undelstood
by all to
be exactly as it is, and felt in proportion
ait is under.toed,
l_at (.ueh i_ man's- natm e.)
a slight interest
eomi:_g home to hi_ own besum. and pre-cntmg
itself ih d>tmct
colour..
wall act on him _uth greater
t)a'ce than ,_
much stronger
one, eotmnon
to l_im_elf ,aith
other%
aml _iewed
at an indeterminate
distanee.
Who.oever,
on any special accmmt
whatsoever,
reg.ard- him.elf
as ohnoxiou_
t_, t

EVIDENCE.
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IX.

P. IV.

are made the most of, and no others
looked
for:
it\ in the pharmacopoeia
p_,hlica,
no
remedies
of this class, a_ yet upon the list,
promi_e to come up to the purpose,
others
must be made up : iavemam nut/he,am;
such
i.- the alternative.
A rcvolmioa
in adminL-tration,
it may he
said. offers a chance
/br ju.tice : since, by
motives con,...enial to tlm_e by which one party
_taml.
engaged
to undeumne,
an opposite
party kand that, tbr the moment at lea_t, the
st:ou;:er)
stamt-_ engaged to detel_d, the tbuu-

in the
wcakuc-_evcl.
_hich
animate
the assailants
tie
"the
adver-e
p_e-sureof the
of thetaw-:
laws, amlwillin behnhi
i meentbes
datiol.,
of justice,
lhJt, unfortanalely,
the
ins:ituli_o
that pre-e.t,• , 1|.elf as e_mtrlbu'dnL" ',r apt to be neither so universal,
nor ...o --lions
tt_ tl,e w,'aknc_'_
ot _tle l,tw_, tile lndall _ ( [ in the:r OpCltltiOIl,
as
tho-ae _hieh
i|nI,Yiate
sdely.
Theadxant._ged,'pcndingoathepruthedefendant_':
for, at the b.ttom
of this
tection
afforded
to hun by the law- _gzainq
momtnta_y
briefest,
thus _.ahtrary to ,luatice,
a crowd
of po-_lhh' in}urle_
/lOt
ple-cl;tltl,d
there exlat,,
a co,tl[lltal
lllt_-,e_t
(and
that
a
timmselves
ind,_Muall)
to his _ie_,
will, in
paramour*t
one,) by _hi, h t,a_>gre_.-ors
of
eompari-mi
with this col_.pietmas
and dl_all par_ies a_ehuked
together
m an interest
thmt '*dvanta_e.
act upon hi_ mind with_er 3 opposite
to the tntere*t_
t,f ja.-tn'e.
It i_lo
im'm*side_ablcturee.
Thesmu/gler,
theotti_ the _Mvauta_e
of all men uho partake,
or
cial peeulator,
:rod the polmcal
maleomcnt,
hope _, partake,
m the ,.,weet_ ,,f admmistrawould
each of them
fi_d. iu a regulation
tire t._;er,
that the laws hy which they. and
which _ho_ahl cure a_:_','of the wcak_wsses
of
men in their sphere,
have made a .how of
the law, an imqea-cd
_ecurit_: against
whathi,Mingthemselvc*,
should, in ever}thing
but
ever mi-_'hlef, lie -tauds exp_.*.wd to, at the , shou.
be as near a_ po.-sihle to adead letler.
han,l_ ot the c,mtmon
herd of ,nalefac_o_s.
If, under such a eon-.liturion,
it shouht at
hut. the more d,,.-th_et mid nearer the danger
an)' u:ne happen,
that of the two contending
with which he might conceive himself threat_ parne_
each
should
cuntain
a dt-lmquent
ened by the mtluelme of tl, e same _t'medv. I uho.e
dehnquenc3
had bee,//ta_q'ant
enough
the mo_e apt w,mhl the new security
be to
to attract
pubhe nt_ttee;
it may he imagined
l,rr.ent
it-, If _. far i;'om being worth'to
him
how gem._ally
dear to all puhhc
men every
the p:iee _hich l,e _'uuld have to pay tor _t, ' in...t_tutl,m
_o,dd tie, tlmt wa. _ren to act a._
P_,_tit, the dill'create
between
the oht aud
a sedative
upon tLc torte of Ju_tice,--how
the uew secu,i.' 3 agaia¢/depredation
at large:
sire;at and ge., r:d an ave_*it)r_ _ould
auait
loss. to the smt,I:.!er,
ki,- livelihood--to
the
an? remedy
*hat pr_,m:..ed (-hail
we _ay, or
peculator,
h_s ilLgotten
gains-to the politit]._ alem d"'., It, render
to _/_e arm of au-_tice
eal matconte_:t,
the o3a,.et of his plots.
_t_ du,, Cone.
The anxiety, to t,.,cstrve the body of the
Under stwh a conslitutinn,
a ,:atur.'d,
not
laws from bei_'_g cie.red ot these dehilitative
to ;-ay a neee-sar 3, consequence,
is, that the
poisons, Will, aecptding
to circumstances,
discour-e of procedure,
so long as _t has jurisplayitself
u_th partmah_r three, sometimes
in
prudential
law for its gu'.de, shouhl _,_arm
thcintbrior,
somc_ime_m
the superior vla.,ses.
_ith rules, _hicb,
without
et, ntnhuting
in
Wh,.n
in a criminal
cause, the station of deany degree
to the proteetion
of immeenee,
fendant
was occupied
by John Wilkes,
the
shouhl, by the protection
the 3" hold out. aivile,t quibbles
that ever issued f_om the hps
tbrd in a variety of way_ an efficient eneouofdep_edatiou
under the mask ofjusticeuere
ragement
to ddmque_wy
and injustice.
Of
revered
as Oracles.
lhe rules thus made, made c-peeially
on that
In a mixed constitution
like the British,
level, to be assured
of thmr being dirceted
by some odd turn in the wheel of ibrtune
to ends other than the eed ofdustiee,
a mau
it will now and the:l happen,
that, among a needs no mute th-m to oh.area
the place _n
muhitude
of secret or unnoticed
in_-tar, ees of
which, m eonjuneuun
wi_h the occa-hm
t,n
official dehnqueney,
stone one shall be unwhich,
they are made.
The
nec,,<_ms
vii
fortunate
enough
to become
the suhjeet
of
which
they are made
are unihumly
ot the
proseeutlon.
On such au oceasion,
that the
number of those in which, men's iud_cidual
defendant
(how clear soever his guilt) should
interests
being at stake, and their affections
tlnd one at least of two parties zealousin
h_,
heated,
they find them*etve'L
while in the
support,
is a matter of course.
Here, then,
_tate of parties,
called upon to make laws
the debilitative
pm_nns above spoken of betoe the guidance
of their own conduct
iu the
come the object of eulogy and attachment
in
character
of judges.
the highest
circles.
If those that ha,-;_ been
The sameminds,
who_e partialities,
excited
compounded
tbr past exigencies
p_esent themby the i*mideuts of the moment,
render them
selves as sufficient for the present turn, they
no less unfit than the grossest
corruption
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would do, to act with the authority
of alement
of it may be to be ascribed,--what
gislator
in the station
of a judge,--these
c"annot but be admitted,
is, that, to tile prosame minds, when free ti'om the disturbance
duction of this effect, circumstances
ofa difproduced
b) the sinister mtere._t of the tooferent and more laudable
complexioll
would
ment.
may, without
any depmture
from tim
probably be tound
to have been not altuge• rules of moral
probabilit),
be expected
to
ther without
their influence,
in the character
join with fidelity and concord
in the pursuit
of co-operating
callses:--l.
Tyranny
of the
of that general
interest
by which the hne of
times,
anxiety,
and (on the ground of public
public dut? is prescribed,
utiht3 ) real need, ot saving, at arty price, the
Witness
the Gre_*vi]h. Act : so fair and
precious ti_w who were at the same time able
efficient
a step In the improvement
of that
and walling to stand in tim gap.
2. Multipolitical
constitution,
the pr;dses of wht_._e rude and extent of bad la_s, the result either
excellence
are so generally
excecsiw.,
and
of improbtty
or tblIy.
3. Savageness
of the
beyond,
to the nmst exorbitant
exlent,
Its ' people
in general, and of the fraternit.y
of
merits;
bat of which thi.- may with jtl.tiee
lawsers
in particular;
propensity
on their
be said, and of much importance
it i_- to be
part to fasten upon an ilmoeeI_t
man, and
deemed
that it can _o with jttctiee be said;
(especially
it', on any parlicular
account,
--tile
British con.,titutio_l
forms a basis for
whether
itohtica] or pt:r_onal,
obnoxious)
to
buitdmg
those improvements
whwh
would
treat him as,-- umler the la.-h of cross-examiterminate
in a perfect gt_vermnent--a
basis
the firmest
b) far that ever was presented

nation, by hireling advocates,
under
i of careless or approving
and ahetting

the ese
judges,

by
that had exi,tenee
upon i --men
too frequentl),
treated to in
the
earth,any government
character are ofbut
extraneou_
v,'itnt._ses
fasten
In seeing the uses of the exclusionary
upon him, and, by intimidation
and misrcrule to malefactors
and evil-doer_- of all depresentatmn,
to wring out. of venial i**firmltv
scriptions,
we have seen its uses to the mall
the appearance
ofcrlminahty,
sometimes
eveli
of law.
tile appearance
and colour of delinquency
out
Whatsoever
is seen to diminish the security
of the puresl; innocence.
against mlsdeeision
and fin lure of justice,
and
thence whatsoever
is really productive
of that
§ 3. l_retences for the excltlslon.
effect, is subservmnt
to the interest
of the
t. At the head of everything
which, with
man of law.
In the minds of transgressora
or wlthtlnt
the name of a reason,
has been
and mal,_ fide suitors,
it helps- to fortify the
advanced,
or is capable of being advanced,
in
opinion, ttlat no eauae whatsoever,
no cause,
the view ot securing
the attachment
of the
however
bad. ought
to be gtven up as despeople to the exclusionary
rule, let us place
perate.
Sub_- .quemly to transgression,
in the
the ohl sophi.-ul, tile well-worn
artifice, someminds oftho_e who have aireadv transgres¢ed,
times called p_tmo pr,,'_lJz_, and which conit operates
a_ apremmm
fi_r dishonest
defence
aisle in the a_sumplrt:,n ot tile propriety
of the
or dishonest
demamt,
as the case may be:
rule, as a proposition
too p|andy true to adanteeedentl)
to transgrecsion,
on all [nlnds
mlt of dispute.
exposed to temptation
(.that is, in a _ or d, on
In the minds of some men (not to say the
all minds) it operates
as a premium tortranshulk of men,)
if )ou set about proving tire
gression,
for injustice,
ill ever)
shape,
truth
of a prop_.sition,
3ou rather
weaken
The vexation,
expense,
and delay, so fi'ethanstrengthen
their persuasionofit.
Assume
quently
attached to the production
of the inthe truth ot it, real build upon it as if indisferior evidence resorted
to on the exclusion
putable,
you do more towards
riveting them
of the most satist'actory
species of evrdence,
to it than you could do by direct assertion,
have just been brought
to view. On this ocsupported
hyany the clearest and the strongest
easinn as on all others,
lawyer's
profit being
proofs.
By a_¢sumieg it as true, you hold up
both cause mid effect of that triple-headed
to their eves the viewofthat
universld assent,
mi-,chief
the use which the exctusronary
rule
or ascot"
equivalent
to universal
(dlssentera
is of to the man of law is self-evident,
being left out ot tile account,)
which, from
By the vexatmn,
expense,
and delay,
it your assumption,
riley take tbr granted
has
adds to tile quantity
of lawyer's
profit in
been given to it : you represent
all men, or
each cause separately
taken : by the chance
(what comesto
the same thing) ali men whose
it affords of misdecision
or failure of justice
opinions are worth regarding,
as joining in the
for want of the excluded
evidence,
it adds to
opinion : and by this mean,_, he.ides
the atthe encouragement
given for dishonest
degument
you present
to the intellectual
imrt
fences and demands,
and thence to tim numof their frame, you present
to its neighbour
bet of the individual
sources from which that
the volitional
part another
sm't of argumer_t,
pernicious
profit may come to be derived,
constituted
by tire fea_ of incurring
d_e inMeantime,
although
to law_ercraft,
and
dignation
or contempt
of all reasonable
men,
the benefit derived
from this rule by Judge
by presuming
to disbelieve
or doubt what .11
and Co., the principal
share in the establishsuch reasonable
men are assured
of:
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:For exemplifications of the use of this in- him are choice and rare, the reasons brought
_rument of persuasion-- of the application of out only now and then, are these old women's
i_ (I mean) to the present purpose-- it is al- reasons: reasons oousisting in the intimating,
together useless to make reference to this or out of'a multitude of reason, standing on eaeh
that particular book or hooks: you hear it in side, some one only on one side.
all diseour_es; you see it, as often as occasion
Nor vet is all this plea of tenderness,
serves, in all books and m all newspapers,
this do[_ble-d,stilJed atJd treble-refined senti2. The old woman's reason.
The e-senee mentality, anything better than a pretence.
of this reason i_ contained in the word bard:
From his own mouth you will not receive
'tis hard upon a man to be obliged to crimi- the evidence of the culprit against him ; but
hate himself. IIard it is upoua man, it must in his own hand. or from the mouth of anbe confessed, to be obliged to do anything
other, you receive it without _-cruple : so that
that he does not like. That he should not at bottom, all this sentimentality
re_oh'es
much like to do what is meant by his crlm_- itself into neither more nor less than a prenating himself, is natural euoug_h; _br what dilection--a
confirmed and most exten,ive
it leads to, is, his being punished. What is no predilection, fur bad e_idence: tor evidence,
_ess hard upon him. is, that he _hould be pu- the badness of _hieh you yourselves plonished : but did it ever yet occur to a man claim, and ground argutoents and exelu_-iuns
to propose a general abolition of all puni,-h- upon in a thousand eases.
ment, with this hardship for a reason for it ?
What every man knows, and what even
Whatever hardship there is in a man's being yourselves, in sp_te of all your science, canpunished, that, and no more, is there in his not be igm_rant of. is,--_hat,
of all men,
thus being made to criminate himself: with the man himself is the last man who wutdd
this difference, that when he is punished,wdlingly speak falsely to his own prejudice;
punished heis by the verysuppos!tior_; where- and that. therefnre, against every man, his
as, when he is thus made to criminate him- own is ti_e safest, the most satL-factory, of
self, although punishment may ensue, and i all evidence: and it is of this best anti most
probably enough will ensue, yet it may also i trustworthy
of all possible evidence, that
happen that it does not.
i your p, etended tenderness scruples not to
What. then, i_ the hardship of a man's i deprive the interests of trutiJ and justice!
being th'us made to criminate himself?
The :
You know of such or such a paper;same as that of his being punished : the same ! tell us where it may he found.
A request
in kind, but infemor m degree: inferior, in I thus simple, your tenderness ,hudder_ at the
as faras.... in the chance of an evil there isless iI thoughts of putting to a man: his answer
hardstnp than in tim certainty of at. Suppose, ', might lead to tl,e executmn of that justice,
in both eases, eonvietmn to be the result : I wi_ich you are looking o'.lt flu" pretences to
does it matter to a man, would he give a pin ] defeat. This request, you al,hor the thoughts
to choose, whetber it is out of his own mouth [ of p_tting to him : but what _ou scruple not
that the evidence is to come, or out of an- I to do (and why shouhl you scruple to do it?)
other's ?
! is, to dispatch your emi._saries in the dead of
To this. to which, in compliance with in. ! night to his house--to
that house which you
veterate and vulgar prejudice, I have gi_'en ! call his ea.tle, to break it opcn, and seize the
the name of the old wommds reason, I might, the documents by force.
with much more propriety, give the name of
Not that, in any such act of violence, conthe lawyer's reason. When a chihl has hurt sidered as a necessary means to a necessary
itself, and a chirurgical operation is deemed end. there is aeything to blame: it is on the
necessary for its cure, it may be that here score of inconsistency, and that alone, thatit
and there an old woman may be found weak is here worth mentioning. Two means to the
enough to exclaim, Oh the poor dear child ] same end : the one violent--the
other fi'ee
how it will hurt the poor dear child! how from violence.
The quiet one is too violent
harditwill
be upon the poor dear child! m_d for you: you embrace the violent one; and
so on ; no, it sha'n't be doctored.
It would not only in preference to the other, but to
be too much to say that such old women do the exclusion of it: and this is your delicacy,
not exist; but sure enough the)" would not, t zonr tenderness.
in any very considerable _umber, be very easy
it is not, however, true, that, even as toto be found,
a_ards criminals, if taken in the aggregate,
But the lawyer, in disposing of the fate of the plea of humanity can be pleaded in bethose who, if they were in any degree dear
_o him, would not be dealt with by him as
they are, has never _ let us not say any other,
_atanv
rate employs scarcely ever any better
style of'reasoning.
The reasons most plenty
with him, the only reasons that are not rare,
are technical reasons. The reasons that with

I half of this rule, consistently with truth, ttra-imanity ? yes,--viz,
the word: fbr as to the
I thing itself, if effects be eonsidered (howsoLever it may be with regard to motives and
] intentions,) in any practice grounded on any
such rule, it is no more to be found than the
thing called justice.
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Of the man who, with the word humanity
Under theinttuenee of such humanity, thi%
in his mouth, calls for this or tbat thing to then, is the sort of repetendthat takes place.
be done, the expectation (if there be any de
By the generation and application of pen_t
terminate expectatiou) is this, ol- nothing,-law quibbles, and of impunity-giving rules,
viz. that., supposing the course thus recom- _ demand (real or supposed) is produced for
mended by him pursued, the consequence
addition to the magnitude of the pmfishment:
will be, that, upon the apare[¢ate urn,her of an addition, and in each case (sooner orlatcr)
offenders whofor the off,.nee in question will sur'h an adthtion, as consists m substituting
have suffered withi_ a given length of time, to the last antecedently-established
punishthe aggregate quantJty of,uffermg undergone
meat (be it what it may,) the punishment of
will be less thin1 it x_ould have been had the death. But, by the increase given to the apcourse pursued been the opposite,
plicatJon of the punishment of death, increase
But, of any such rule as that, here in qucs- is at the same time given to the propensity
finn, the necessary effect (in so far a_ i_ h_Js and the preteneefi)r the application of other
any) is, not to lessen that aggregate qtmmity
quibble% and other impunity-giving rules.
of sufferi_g, but to increa.e it. By _hatsoUnder this system, that which consistency
ever cause the ratio of the nmnber of know,a, would require (not that, with such humshut vet unpunisbed, to ttie whole number of nity. any sort or degree of consistency is cornknown, offenders, is increased,_ in that _ame patible,) is, that tbr offences of all sorts there
ratio, the known and apparent probability of should never be any other than one sort of
punishment (in the eye_ of a person having punishment, and that one sort death : for, so
it in contemplat_ou to engage in the commas- hmg as quibbles are in honour, and applied
sion of an offence of that sort) is dimiuished,
to delinqumwy in every shape,--delinquency,
But, on'the mind ot any given person, to pro- rill the punishment be raised to this its maxiduce, by means of pumshment, an impression
mum, willgom|inereasing.
Theret_pon comes
of any g_ve_ degree of strer_gth and ettieim_cy, the argument-"Against the act in question
ia proportion as the probab_.lity is d_mini.-hed, the_e exists a law, by which it is converted
the ma_rnitude must be increased, In p!ayi_g into an offence : to this offence a punishmenl;
_t cards or dice, in hoying and selling a life- stands annexed, and, this punishment notannuity, or a post-obit, there is not a prupo- with,tanding, it was but the other day tha_
sition more i_'contestahle,
an offence of this sort was committed.
This
Be the oflk-uee, be the punishment, what punishment is not so great as the punishment.
it may,--in pioportion as you exclude this or ot death : substitute to it the punishment of
that quibble, this or that device of technical i death : and thereupon, if the repetition of
procedure, by which a certain proportion of I the offence be not less frequent than of late
the whole n,unber of dehnquents are saved. ! year_ it has been, at any rate the utmost will
and the probability of punishment in case of _.have been done that can be done towards
delinquency thereby diminished, you would ! renderingit so." This is exactly what, sooner
put _t in your power to make a correspondeut i or later, may be said of ever)'offence that ever
and proportionable reduction in the magnitude i has been, or can ever be capable of being,
of your p',mi_hme_t.
] committed : and as often as the punishment
What is the same tl;ing in other words, -- i of death has been proposed to be substituted
it is because your law is so flfll of quibbles, ! to the previously-established
punishment,
exclusionary rules, and o_hcr points of prae- : more than thisnever has been said--more thau
flee, by which impumtv is given, and seen to I this has never been regarded as necessary to
be given, to known delinquents, that (the I be said_more than this, in substance, has
probability of punishment being subjected to I never been capable of being said.
constant diminution)
delinquency receives
Thus it is, that to one and the same indiproportionable increase : and, for combating
vidual, to one and the same weak-minded and
it, the only other resource remaining, and narrow-minded, the same half.bigot hal/"
the only resource that a quibble-toying law- hypocrite lawyer, it belougs to be fond o_
)er will endure to hear of, is an increase
quibbles, and at the same time to be fond
of the magnitude of the punishment.
To of death: in regard to death, understand, of
make sure, and do at once all that can be course, to be fond, not of suffering it, but of
done, the pum.-hment which on ever> such causing it to be suffered: to be suffered, or,
occasion he runs to in preferenee, is the pu- if not suffered, threater_ed ; and that under
nishment of death : death, simple death, as such management, as, by causing it not to be
being, though not the highest and most hn. expected, causes the threat not to be produepressive which human nature is capable of i tire of the effect pretended to be aimed at.
being subjected to (since afflictive death_
Such is the genesis of lawyereraft : death.,
death accompanied by torture, might, to an begets quibbles,* and quibbles beget death :
indefinite degree, be made higher,) the highest, however, which, in this age and country,
* _lthough the punishment of de_th has Iatdy
men in general would endure the mention o£ been aboti_'hed in to many' c_es (see Vol. VL
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inflicted or not inflicted, when death is threatlion, or the rule which excludes self-eriminaened, _he quiver of lawyercraft it extmusted : tire evidence, not on]y are the guilty served,
perfeeti(m, all that i_ practicable in perfection,
but It is they ahme that are served : they
is s_lpposed to have b:en atta:ned.
!r ahme at d without any mixture of the inneUnder such treatment,
the disease either cent. For when, though unfortunate e_mugh
receives positive incre;_se, or at least does I to have become the object of st spieio_, a
not receive anyth:ng hke that relief which, man is really immeent, does he fly to any el
under a more rational treatment, might have these subterfuges ? Not he, indeed, if cbabeen afford_'d, tn either case, the mode of ratter he af any value in his eyes: for, "by
treatment fails; but the tl_ilure is of eoorse
recourse to any of them, what is on secret
ascribed, not to the unskilfhlncss of _he pby- to an,.body is, that so sure at punishment is
siplau, but to the perver.-ityofhuman
nature,
escaped, character is sacrificed.
What eannot but be admitted is. that, b)
3. The ft_x-huntcr's reason. This co_si_ts
the _'ffect of this impunity-givb_g rule, undue in introducing ul_on the carpet of legal prosuffering has probablyin _,ome instances been cedure the idea of .rub'hess, in the sente in
prevented.
Prevented ? but to what extent?
which the word is u-ed by sport._men. The
To the extent of that port of the field of fox is to have a lair chance )or his lift,: he
penal law which is occupied by bad laws : by must have (so close is the analogy) what is
law_ which prohibit that wluch ought not to called law. --leave to run a certain it ngth of
have been prohibited, or command that _bich
way for the express purpose of giving him a
ought not to have been comu.anded,
chance for escape. While under pursuit, he
But, in the cbaracter of a remedy against I must no_ he shot: it would be as ur_air as
the mischief of which _,ueh had laws are pro- I convicting him of burglary on a hen-roost, in
due)ire, observe the nature and effect of thi_ five minutes' time, in a court of conscience.
rule. Applying with equal force and efficiIn the sporting code, these lamas are ra,.
ency to all penal laws without distinction-tional, being obviously conducive to the proto the worst as well as to the best, it at the fessed end. Amusement is that end : a certain
same time diminishes the efficiency of such quantity of delay is essential to it: dispatch,
as are good : while it is only by accident, and a degree of dispatch redueil_g the qu.mtity of
to an amount altogether precarious arid nn- delay below the allowed minimum, would be
a_certainable, that it does away the mischief fatal to it.
with which such as are bad are pregnant.
In the case of the fbx, there is frequently
Bring up a good field-piece, or, if that be an additional reason for fair play.
By foul
not sufficient, a four-and-twenty
pounder;
play, the source of the amusement might be
load it with grape-shot ; station it at either
exhausted : the breed of that uscfid animal
end of any one of the bridges; and at any might be destroyed, or reduced too low: the
eonvenient hour about the middle of the day, outlawry, so long ago fatal to wolves, might
but without letting it be kno_m what hour, extend itself to foxes.
fire it off as mmly times as may be deemed
In the mouth of the lawyer, this tea_con,
necessary and sufficient. Doing this. you will were the nature of it seen to he what it is,
do, in furtherance of justice, exactly what,
would he ccnsistent and in character. Every
in manifestation of humanity aud mere), is villain let loo_ one term, that he may bring
done by nulhfieation in pe_ali, by exclusion
custmn the next, is a sort of a bag-fox, nur.,ed
of what is called sdi:aeeusing evidence, and by the common hunt at Westminster.
The
by whatever other rules and principles there
policy so dear to sportsmen, so dear to ratmay be, which present the like title to the eatehers,eannotbesuppo_dentirelyunknown
appellation of intpunit_¢-eiving institutions,
to lawyet_. To different persons, both a fox
1N'otthat, if that sort of humanity were in and a criminal have their use: the use of a
q_cstion, which consists in the preservation
fox is to he hunted; the use of a eriu_i::al
of the innoeent_ the serviee done by these is to be tried.
institutions to humanity would be anything
But inasmueh as, in the month of the lawlike so great as the service which, by the yet, it would be telling tales out of school,
field-piece or the tbur-and-twenty
pounder,
--from such lips this reason must not be let
if well served (as above,) would be done to out without disgmse.
If let ou', at all, it
penal justice. By the piece of ordnance, the mast be let drop in the form of a loose hint,
number of killed and wounded must be small so rough and obscure, that some eountry
indeed, if among them were not fotmd, in gentleman or other, who has a sympathy for
some proportion or other, individuals whom,
fbxes, may catch it up, and, taking it ibr his
in some instance or other, the penal system own, fight it up with that zeal with which
had had cause to ptaee upon the list of its genius naturally bestirs itseff in support of
txmamgressors. By the principle of nullifiea- its own inventions.
4. Confounding interrogation with torture;
p. _2, Note 13,) the "quibbles" rema_ undt- with the npplieafion of phy_eal suffering, till
i_l_l.--Ed,
some act is done; in the present mstanee,
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till testimony is given to a particular effect begins to be rather mischievous.
Not t_ be
required,
appointed by a commission ? How, then,
On thisoccasion
itisneeessaD
•toobserve, shouldtheyhavebeen appointed
? But perthat the act of putting a question to a person haps the commission was too hi:/h a oue.
whose station is that of defendant in a cause
When u judge conducts himself as he ought
i* no more an act of torture than the putting" to do, the parchment of the eouunission he
the same question to him would be, if, instead acts under is l_ot above three feet high, when
of being a defendant, he wt re an extraneous
tmrolled and set up on end : hut here it was
witness. Whatever he chooses to say, he is ibur i_et
The lo_ie wants nothing of being
at full liberty to _y ; only under thi_ eondi- upon a level with wlmt one usually sees in
tlon, properly bat not essentially subjoined,
law-books ; but still, somethingis yet want°
viz. (a_ in the easeof an extraneous _itness)
ing to enable it to impress conviction on _
that, if anything he says should be menda- fastidmus mind.
cious, be is liable to be punished for it, a_ an
The InquGition (meaning the true inqulextraneous witness would be punished. Thi_ sltion, of the Spanish sort,) that used to work
condition, e_senti,d in the case of an extrawith such sucees_ in the extirpation or con,,c-u_ _Gtness, is not equally so in the case version of heretics, was a court inwhich it
eta part)' in the cause; -face a party, by be- wa_ the way of the judge to inquire into the
ir_g _ueh, stands exposed to a sort of punish- business that came before him: to pot quesmeat intrin.-ic to the cause,---viz, the loss oi tions to such l_ersons as, in his conception,
the cause : a_ \_hc_e a defendant, in eonside- were likely to be more or less acquainted with
ration of PaNe responsion, eva.sloe responsion,
the matter: and this, whether extraneous witorob.,tilmtcsilenee,
is concluded tobeguilty:
nesses or parties.
Now tlns it is, that was
a punishn,ent, of which an extraneous wit- aml is a most wicked and popish practice.
hess, not having any interest at stake in the Judges ought not to put questions: be the
cause, is not, on that occasion at least, sus- business what it may that comes before them,
eep_fl_le,
it ought to be the care of judges never so
The curious part of the story is, that the much as to attempt to see to the bottom of
same sort of persons by whom the identity of it. ltcre, then, we see the true source of all
a question and a thumbsere_ is thus dreamt, the odmm; viz. not merely of that which has
ot, or affected to be dreau t of, are commonly [ attached itself to this abominable court, bat
the same per.,on_ who, "e,h,.n
to, lure Is ac- t of that which attached itself to those other
tually applied, and applied l(, the wrest of{abominable courts. It was not by sittingin a
pu:poses, that o{ fi)reing jurle., to commit a {room with stars or parchments in it; it was
useless perjury, are del,ghted ,v_th the opera- {not by acting under a commission too high in
tiou. a,d proclaim aloud that eve_ythb_g is i itselt, or that lay on too high a shelf; it was
belier than well.
not by either of these eanses that the two
5. Ret_rence to unpopuhtr institutions.
{ English courts, hehl in such ju_-t abhorrence
Whatever Tilius did was wro_ : but this by all true Eaghshmen, were rendered so
is among the things that Titius did ; tt,ere- t bad as they were,--but
bv their abominable
fore this is wrong: such i_ the lo_bdeftom practice of asking questions, by the ahomiwhich this Sol)hMn is deduced,
nable attempt to penetrate to the bottom of
In the apartment in which the court called _ a cause.
the Court of Star-chamber sat, the roof had I Non-Lawyer. But we in England,--have
stars in it tbr ornaments; or else certain deeds not we had formerly without ,.ornplaint, and
to which Jews were parties, and by them udght we not have still, our inquests of of.
called shetars or shtars, used to be kept rice? Have we not still our grand inquest%
there; or, pos_-ibly, there being no natural
and our eorone_'s i_*quests, and our courts of
ineompatibility,
both these facts were true. inquiry, and our committees of inquiry, and
Whether it was owing to the gilt _tars, or to our comanssions of inquiry, and our cornthe Jew parchments, the judges of this court
missionersofinqu_ry ? and are not they, some
conducted themselves very badly : therefore
of them at least, ve D good things ?
judges should not sit in a room that has had
Lawyer. t) yes : but then, if they inquire,
stars in the roof. or in a room in which dew they do it in the way of inquest or inquiry
parchments have heen kept.
Had the con- only, not in any inquisitorial way: that is
clusion been in this _-train, the logic would (observe of course,) not to put troublesome,
not have been very convincing, but -neither vexatious questions, such as would make _
would the mischief have been very great,
man accuse himself: in short, whatever the
In the Ifigh Commission Court, the judges
business be, not to get to the bottom of
sat and tried causea in virtue of a eommis- it. This, at least, is among those things
sinn : and they too conducted themselves very which they ought not to do : for no sooner
badly : therefore judges ought not to l_e ap do they make any sud, attempt, than they
pointed b_, a eommision.
The Inhale, though
become inquisitors ; popish, Spanish inquisir_t less rational than in th_preceding
ease, tors, or worse : and those who, had the truth
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come out against them by othermeaas,
wouId
its happening,
must
ill those
days, in the
have been convicts,
become
immeent
and
viewof
everybody,
have been extreme.
The
persecuted
men ; _mtims,
or intended
vie.
king's power,
then, was de facto
absolute:
tim-, of' persecution,
t_ fanny, and --o/brth.
being employed
aml directed against property,
Of the C,mrt
of Star-chamber
and }he
liberty, eon.-cience,
every ble,_smg on which
ltigh Commi._ioo
Court taken
together
(for
human
na'ure
_ets a vahw, -- every chance
to the pr,,-eut
pmpo-e
they are not worth
of satiety depended
upon _he enfeeblement
of
dlstingui-hing,)
the char,wtcrJ.rie
t_,utul'e is,
it; ; every instrument
on _hich the strength
that,
by taking upon them tt_ e_xeente the
of that government
in tho-e da}s depended-will ot the ki.g olD,m, a. made known by
ever*" lnstrtlmeng
t_,hl,'h
in haplner
times
proehmmti(m-,
or not as yet knuwn so m:.'[l
would to the people
be a bond of satety,
a< t_)- proel,mmtmn.,
the,
went to supersede
wa_ an in_trumem
of mi.-.ehieL an object of
the u_e (,f I,arli,mwht.-u
substituting
an at:.oterror and odium, x_hieb, could it have conlute monarchy
to a limited one. In the ea.e
fined itself to the particolar
application
then
of the tl;_h (_'om,afis,-ion Court. the miseJAe_
made of the instrument,
and not have exwas agglav.ted
b.v the use made of this arbitended
to the instrmncnt
itself, would have
trar._ power in forcing men's eonseienee_
on
been no other than jtlst, and reasonable,
and
the subject cd lehe:t,m
In the eomnum-law
well grounded.
courts,
the_e enollmtie_
could not be cornAs to _he ecclesiastical
trIb,ma! called the
mitred,
be:ause
:except
m a few extr'lordlInquisition,
a circumstance
that _eems not
nary ease-) convictions
h,tvil_;I never,
ih tI,e
generally
mJderstoud,
i% that the proeedure
practwe
of thole l'mn't% been niade to take
wa_ little or nothing
more than tlu. ordinary
place wtthout
the i.ter_entlon
oi a Jury, and
procedure
employed
in lt_e same countries
in
the bulk of "the peor,le b,'i_l;_ tmdc:.t,md
to
the i_igher ela-¢.e._ ot crimln_l ea-e_."
Bad as
he adverse
to the-e innovatmn..,
the attonlpt
the practice
wa-, what there wa- pecahar
to
to _et *he offimal judges
to carry plo-ecuit belonged,
therrt;,rr,
not to the adjective
tinns
of the description
in que3tloll
into
s)stein,
but o_ly to the substantive
laws
effect, pre_ented
_tselfas
hopeless.
(the laws agai_st
here.y)
to the execution
In a state of things like this. what could
of ulrich it wa_ applied.
Besides
the close
be more natural than that, b_ a people infants
lnq)ri:,ono_enr
and the practice
of torture,
a_, vet in reaqm,
giants in pa_-_ion, ever_ di.- ........
tin)ui_hable
feature of a s._ _tcm o_ proc[,dure
* .-is to the English _tar-chamber
and tilth
(hreeted
to saeh ends ,-hould be eo:_demned
Comm_sslan, considered as an i_:strument for the
in the lump. ,.-hould he in_ o!vcd in tree undisdi._cmery ot truth, the nmde of mqmry (had the
tiugnishi_g
mass of c*diunl and abhorrence
; ' subst,mnve
laws tbr the exccuuon of which it
was employed been legitm',ate} was no other than
more e_,peeial!y any particular
instrument
or
that winch m many cases (a,_ hath already, be_n
feature,
hmn which the s_,steln Was seen to
observed)
is esseatialh"
necessary
to that puroperate
with a part_oular
degree of etl_('iencv
pad-e; I ._peak of the eI_stolary n(ode apphed to
towm(ls
such abounnable
ends ? If'. then, in detendant_
iu the equity coort._: and even where
the ordinary eourt_ of l,tw, the p_'aetlee _ith
mmcce..sary
and mferi_or to the ordinary
_.ie4
respect
to the admission
of this sma'ee of' ' race mode, would in all eases be a very advan.
information
woe wavering,
or the opinion ot ' lagoons
substitute
to
t_,at
ot'
which
so
great
a
u.e is stall made in all the 1Vestminster-llall
"the proIe.sion
hesitating,
nothn_g
could he [ courts, wz, the ajfi,lavil mode.
l_mre natural than that the ob-ervation
of tile i
In the Star-el amber, the examination_ instead
enormous
mass of mischief and oppression
to
of being performed m the epk.to!ary mode, was
which it was continnally
made _uh_ervient,
! sometimes perlbrmed vie i rote, as at present in
should turn the scale.
Of thL- instrument
in
the preparatory
examinations
betore justices of
the hat:d of iu_tiee
or of l)ersons m tim place ' the peace: but as th_s nnexpenstve
and more
se_reifing mode. hm_ well soever it answered the
of justice,
uhat was the ehmaeteristie
propersonal purposeof
the king. did not answer tile
perry ? Its sharpnes,q
But at that partwupurposes of the lawyers whom be Iound it conlar conjuncture,
employed
a._it _ as employed
venient to employ as instruments,
it was in cornits usefulness,
great
aml pure as it would
_ffison but little in use. (Powel's
Attorney's
have been in other time.-, was eonverred
ent'ractme.)
To the king's purpose, theproeedure
tirely into mischief:
its virtue was spent in
the be.t adapted would have been the natur,_l
and expeditious and searching procedure of the
tile giving energ.v and elIieieney to a system
courts of conscience:
to the purposes of'his longof operations
ho..tile to the seem'try and haprobed intruments,
this unexpensive,
and therepiness of the body of the people.
In those
fore to them unprofitable,
mode, woutd have been
days, the supreme power of tlle state was de
ahogetherinapplieable;
another mode there was,
fiwto in the hands of the king atone: for as to
that stated their purpose exactly,
and that was
that of parliament,
it had never been anything
the dilatory, seriblatory,and
profitably-expensive
better
than a contingency;
and in those days
mode
the courts oftheequity,
l?,y the
of
this ofamendment,
two objects
wereadoption
consult was a eontinge,,eywhlclt _t was intended,
lidatcd : the royal falconer, after a prolongation
by those
on
sho dd never

whom
it ,cemed
to depend,
happen : the improbability
of

of the sport, got his prey; the hawks were rewarded with their portion of the entrails.
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which was common m both, there w_s indeed, in the forms employed hv the ecelesi_sfical tribunal, a sort oftbcatric_d exhibition.
a sort of preaching to the nnaginatlon throuch
the medmm of the eye, beyoml anything" that
in that wa_ ha_ ever heen apphed to nonecclesiastical offem'e-. But thi,, instead of
reproach and odium, wuuhl, if*iewed iI_ the
character ot a means to an end *.ahs_raction
made of tlw end,_ be col_,_derrd a.-_an exerlion _,t"l_:gcnu;ty worthy of pra*.-e,
Are not Romish inqui,itor.-men e--do not
they eat and drink ? Is that a re_son _ahy
Ptote-tants-hould
doneither ? In all rmrrts,
well or ill oI,.ramzed, m which .lu.tiee, ,u"what
pa.ses t',_rit. 1_welt or ill admimslered, nlu_t
no'_ there be a multitude of tcature_ 1:1coalmon ." The bnGne.'-_ i-, to di.-,tingui_h the
good one. t'_o,n the bid : and where, upon
the whole, the re.-uit appear_ vicious, to ohserve in what pa_ t t)i" the ie_.-:l sy*lem the
def)et lie-. the-ubstantive,
or the adjective:
whether the mea_> eu_ptoyed are in themselves bad, or bad only in _espeet of the badnes,_ of the m_d.
If ti_e ends pursued are micehievou_, the
means employed in the pursuit of the.,n cannot, in _o fin as tt_cv are fit fi,r the purpo.e.
but be likewise mi.ei]ievous. But upon which
of the two objects, in this ease, is the nnschief to be charged? Not upon the nwau.,
surely, but upon the ends. of the mean.%
nothing m(ae can ratmnal b he required, than
that they shall be sw'h as shall not he produetlve of any mischief, other than tgat x_hwh
results from their sub.-ervieney to the raM-.
If you are deterufiued upon war, take care
time it be not without good cause : bug think
not,-- no man that ever acted in the eharatter of a state.-man ever yet thought, wa_
ever weak enough to imagine, so much as
in a dream,--that
the strength of hi- army
could ever tahe anything hum the good_s,
of tn* eauve,
The pe_ feetion of a sword i- in it_ sharpne_s : the sharper it is, it' employed against
fi'iend-, the more mischief it wouht do. would
thi.. be a reason for discarding the use of
shin p swords, and u._ing none but what had
been bhmted"
No ! the dictate of reason _s,
--let your sword be sharp, the sharper the
better ; but take rare not to wound a friend
with it.
In the hands of an aasassln, as in the hands
of a constable, an oaken stair will gi_e a
harder blow than a deal one ; but on that
account would it be reasonable to say that,
bulk for bulk, and shape for shape, an oaken
staff" was a worse weapon than a dent one ?
What cannot be denied, is, that if_t were
possible to keep all oaken stave, out ot the
hands of malefactors of every deseriptim_,
putting dealones in their room, and giwng to
con--tables the exclusive use of oaken sta_e%
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[ the effect would be a desirable one, Pursu[ ing the altusian,--to
glve the benefit of' the
_admission of selLeonvieting evidence to bhn
[ whose aim it is to give ex_,cutinn to bad laws,
I would be, it may be said, to take the deal
staff out of the "hand of the matefitetor, al_O
i add to his power of doing rot-chief by that
_ub_titution of the oaken one. ]]tit there
wouht be the greatest possible incongruity in
s_lyin_,-,su,h and such laws shall not have the
bemdit of self-convicting evidence, such and
,uch ether.-_ _hall. The taws to which this
he:_cfit i_ denied, me they ,mind laws ? theu
why put it out of ynar power to execute
them ? A_e they bad law-_? then why are
tln,',' suffered to suh,'_st ?
_, ei_az tl,e twn de,,cril,tions of persons
X_!lOaen,te_-t is served h} ':he exclu_qon put
upon tins ;pemes ot evidence. _iz evil-doers
of all sort_, and, under the technical system,
: lawyers of all sorts, in the character of their
i natural aeeomptiees, partners, and abettors,
I --- we s_,c the two descriptions of per_cns in
i whom the exclusionary rule behold_ its na' rural and mdelal'igabte adherents, advocate%
i and supporters, llut in the fraternity of taw' ,_ers, ue behold the only persons who arc in
' the habit of speaking--the only persons who,
, ff their word- arc to be taken tbr it, ever are
' or can be _ufficiently weil quahfied to speak,
, in the character of censors, m the way of
approbation or disapprobation of any existing
rule ot law : the persons of wlmm, speaking
of the matter of fact, it mn_t be confessed
(how much reason soever there is for wishing that it were otherwise,) _hat it is of their
vou'e_ that on this subject the tmhtie voice is
composed.
Itere then, considering the pre*priety of the
rule a- a question to be tried at the bar of
the public, here is a questinn to be _:ried, and
to he rued and deemed u_on scientific evidenee" and the per_.nns of whose te-timony
this body of evidence is composed, are all of
them persons who, eon_hlered in the eharae.
ter of witnesses, speak under the bias of a
qni.ter interest.
These self.hired witnesses, speaking thus
by thousands, a!l ot them m the same strain_
and araongst them so many, each of whom is
in possession (and in the continual exercise)
of the faculty of givina" that sort of ofi3eial
judieial, te:-timony which has been renderedab_-otutelv conclusive, no testimony on the
other side being suffered to be deli'vered,-can it be matter of wonder, if the judgment
of the unb;assed part of the pubhe should by
such a *orrent be overborne and misled ?
Again,-- can it be matter of wonder if a
non-law_er, making, in the character of an
occasional speculator, anaeddental exeur-iou
upon this ground_upon
ground lying thus
w_thin the acknowledged derne.ne ot lawyers_ should join without reflection in the
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cry, recognMng
(as is so natural)
in the unanimous suffnH_' (,f such a multitude
of counsellers,
the _olce of tltuh,
as we:l as the
means of saGty ? And thus it is that in this,
as well as so many other parts of the field of
jurisprudence,
the pubhc voice is eompo_-ed :
the priae_pal
parts by a ,-_et ot hired pc, to,mers ; the chorus by a hand of dures m the
charaeteJ
at amateurs,
§ 4.

Ifisl_,L_/qfthe
r_zlc exrl.diag]
_.elf-c_mi.
Jeadt'e cri,I¢uce,
The a,a*horities
on this subject
present,
as
usual, (iarknes._ vi_-ible : but, where the subjeer pro-eats
nothing bettor,
even to ._ee that
ever_thm_
i_ dark, is more sati_taetory
than
not to _-ce.
The eal]iest
dicta which
the industry
of
¥iner
could ,h_e,)ver,
are ot no earher a date
tbau the tlnrt_-seeond
of Ehz,dleth.
Here
we behohl, al,('l for the ll,st time. the maxim
_hich,
with its vatmate.s,
has since become
_0 fautoas : _'Vc*ao tenetul
sezpsum prod_re ;
ill later timc._. _zc,.'tt..arc.
It pre._cnts it.elfin
two ahnost
conliguons
cases:
the first, according
to the date given
to it, is in the thirty-second
year of Ehzabeth,
in the Common
Pt,'ns ; the report by
Leonard:
the other, in the thirty-__econd
and
thirty-third
year of the ca,ae reign,
in 3Ifchaehnas
term,
in the Km_.". Bench;
two
reporters
hme, Cooke, aftra wards judge, and
Serje_mt
Moore.
h_ both ('a_es. it was an impertinence
: in
both cases, the assertion
ran re)ed b? it u,as
a noto_ions
tZalslty. In the only vase m winch
a decision
appears to have been _ziven (for i_
the earliest, the Common Pleas'case.
time was
taken tar flcms,,on, and none reported.)
the
decision could not have turned upon the role.
In both ease., the shape ill which the cau.e
came heft,re the court was that of a ,.notiou
for awrit
of prohibition
to he directed
to the
ecclesiastical
court, on the ground of prmtelgressioo
o_ jurisdiction:
in both eases, the
alleged pr_etergreasion
eon_iste(1 in sustainin,:
a suit forincontineoce,
pro.ceding
therein
by
an endeavour
to examine the deten(lant
upon
his oath : in the court in which a (lce_don was
pronounced,
the prohibitim_
wa.. granted.
But m that ease the decision
had no need
of any such, or any other,
general
n)axim,
true or false. In anvother
sorts of causes than
the two pa_tieularl'y
specified (viz. matrimonial and testamentary,)
administering
an oath
to the defendant
was a practice
expressly
interdicted
to that court, by two writs that are
still to be found in the Registrum
Brevimn;
the book of the highest authority
of any that
compose
the library of jurisprudential
law.
Yet, in neither case is any intimation
given
of any reference,
made by either court, or counsel, to this most irreeusable
of all authorities:
neither in the ease in which it was contbrmed
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to, and the prohibition
issued accordingly,
nor
in the prior case in which nothing
wa_ done.
lnthi_priorca_e.thereporter(Lv(nmrd)glvcs
indeed a reference,
but apparm_tly
as tram
himself:
arid then not to that
authoritative
repo.;t(_r:, of,lt.heia]
do(',mwnt%
b_t to Fitzherbert's
Commen/ar 3 on iv.
Beina ['robably n- _ et without
a precedent,
the application
that
had been made to the
interior
court,
the court of Common
Plea.,
m the (-a.e arroyo refer_ed *o, had l,r_ldti,'ed
nothing
but (hmbt..
The applicati.n
_hus
made to the ,_upermr court,
_hc court graced
ill-rntemhnent
of law by lhe pre._el,ce of the
king htm,_e[,[;-- its _3tbordinatc
having no presence higher than that o_ the h_.[l, without
any surh adjunct,
to b(,a_t of,---had
a more
successful
i--ue.
Iteartened
up by *he aulh.l ity and the Latin of her .Majest?'.
at_orncygeneral,
the great
Fir Edward
('oke,
thry
prom,rowed
boldly
that
no such ],r..dtt_o
should take plaee.
Leavlmr out of the q_mstion teclmieal
and
supernataral
era,.*'., and ]o(,kil,g out for harural p_ychoh,giral
mw_, two pre-ent
themselvea a_ competent,
one or both of them,
tn the productim;
eft this effect.
One wa.,
jcalou.y
at the powerot
|here N_iritmd rival.-;
--another,
a so_t of per-anal
and prudential
apprehen_ioa
of the lengths
to winch
such
impertm,'nt
curio.it),
ff unchecked,
might
extm*d itself, on ground of such pecuhar
de' lieacy.
l. In their anxiety to obtain custom,
and
_ to make lhe ,rest of it when obtai.ed,
_he
court_ of common
law had concurred,
In the
manner above exl_lained, m giving enc(mr_,gemeat to ruendaeiry,
b) exeuTting
tram the
obligation
of au oath, m_d tl, ence h'om the
lmm_hments
(rchgiou*,
moral, and at length
political*)
attached
to the breach ot it. the
testimonyofpartles
for or aganlst themselves.
Equity,
sp:,ing in this detlclene_
an inlet
opened to _uece_qhl
rivalQ,
had taken upon
herself
to withdraw
thl_ licence
t_om the
defcndant's
_tde of the cause,
thereby
giving
to the plaintiff
the till then unexperienced
, advantage
of tile detendant's
.e!.f-disserving
testimony.
Tbejurisdmtion
of equity had not,
: however,
ventured
to extend
it..eh' beyond
' the civil class of causes,
nor in that to the
uhole extent of the field ot jurisdiction.
The advantage
thus pos-.e_sed by eqmty,
one at the branches
of English
Rome-bird
judicature,
had all along been possessed
by
another
branch,
the ecclesiastical.
But tram
some uncertain,
though
at any rate
early
period,
a resolution
had been taken by the
common-law
courts,
that
the jurisdiction
of
the ecclesiastical
eoarts,
so far at least as it
was to be enfbrced
by the examination
of par" In the 8tar-chamber,
Hen. VII.

from

the

time

of
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lies upon oath. should not extend to any other
eam-e_ than such a* came under the denomina*
tion of testamentary
and matrhnoniai
cau<e._,
In '.h,' Regi¢',rum
]h'evlum,
a writ. accordinuly, is to be found, in _hich the hmitariou
tha_ put tv the juri*dic+,iou of these i'our_
i. assumed.*
Moreover,
Fitzherbcrt,
in his
Comummar.v
on the
Ilegi*trum
Br."vitnn,
takes notice of this _-ame hmitation
and the-e
same terms
that the timltati,m
has been
adhered
to m prac'Aee:
tbr to thi_ hour,
the
jnri-dietion
of those courts, togetiler
with the
power included in it of takii_g _,eh exa:ninatlo,a a- above, ha- a much wider range,
Ever abwe an ea:l) p('riod of the re;Fn of
Henr) _II.,
a c.urt had ex',att-d, lurer knnwn
lJy the mm_a• of the Court of Sta_-chamh.,;
(a court .f erimmM juri_,li,'tlon,
m;d that to
a vast extent, ) in x_hh'h the t_.,)v,'e_ t f examining the detend,mt
upon _ath h._d all ahm d
been exertn_ed _
Duri_, _he _hul,e of _h,, relc.n towar,'s
1he
close el wh.h
the or:,eh, wa*\te!ixered,
_IA_
court had }. en a tins) ,me.
In every, one ot
the several rep_rts, it i_ dehvcred
in the fotm
of a general or u:Sver_al
propo_hio_
; _,o exception, or intmm*i.n
of any exeeption,
heimr
annexed
to it.
Taking
_t flm_ a: it *land-,
it wa% i. respect of _e_D', exa"::y .', )r t *e
fboting of a plop, _ithm denying tLat the sun
ever shone at norm-day.
At _hat time of da),, _he Court of Starthumb/,,
though st.co aholi-hed,
re.ted upon
a+tirm'_ fi)undarit,n asanyotberoftheeourts:
the (tec_sir,n¢ pr,,nomu'ed
were at uneontc*ted
law, as th, *e of aw' o_her court : in tha: ehara,'ter they. are rep_,_ted b) all the reporters,
iud_aerhnina,v}_
w:th flmse of the severM
othcrco,n'_q,
t]e_na', undurthe
tyrannical
and
extortw,ta
re_zn of It,'nry VII., instituted
to
serve a. a new and more powerful instrument
of the crown, unelegaed
hy juries, _'_ was all
alon_ an especial t\ivourite.
Against
the pun er ot such a court, a power
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tbe exerci,e
of x_hich was every day's practlce, it tna) be imagiued of 'a hat u,e or avail
could be tins or any ott,er proposition,
though
couehed
in ever sueh guud Latin, deoyit_g the
existence
of it.
The oracle i_ of the rhetorical
ca.t, which
is as much as to say, in the natmal
st)te of
oracle.-.: and having,
as it wa_ prohably
designed
to have,
any one of half a dozen
meanings,
whichever
happens to be most convement
to lhe purpo-e,
it is in pr.',pvrtion
i
I
t
!

rum ded atam_t the ml_fiwtune
of _.eci.g its
trmh di.-i*roved.
But if the import of it be,
that no que_,*imi shall be put to a man. the
answer ot whi:'h, if tlue. nlay tend to his conelation,
the truth
of it stands
further
dispro_ed b) the then and still existing
every
d:_)*s l:laetiee
el _ _nother
sort of court.
I
st-u'ak of,'t_e e.urt e-tabh._hc'd
by the statute
ot Philip amt 5Ia U.;; the c, mrt conbisting of
a single ju.tiec
or a_y number
of justices
of
the peace, for the pm'po.e of taking the preparat- U. ex,m,ihatl,m
of the defendant
add
others,
anteeedentl)
to the trial 12) jury, in
the ca.e of felonie;.
At the institution
of
' thi_ prepacatoryjudicature,
the Star-chamber,
with its praetiee
of examimng
the defendant.
bein; in hall vigour_ and no _trictive
direetion given, wha_ could be the intention
of the
legislature
but that the mode of examination
'pursued
ever)
day in the Star-chamber
(not
to speak of the nurser)-chamher,
and every
other ,'oom in which eowa,o:_
sense was listened to) _-hould be put.deal?
The examinatlon of the sut:poscd
felon was to be taken :
but to what end take b.i_ examination,
or the
examination
of any ether person,
but. to find
out the truth-tneaid,_;_,ofcourse,
thewhote
truth?
" The evidence
3ou shall _ve,
shall
be the t,mth, the whole truth,
and nothing
hut the truth:"
such is the direction
given_
probahl)
at that time. certainly
at the present.
, time, to ever_ sort of person when examined
_ in the cha acter of a w_tness.
Wi:at reason
it so milch as possible, that, ia
If or supposing

" Red,strum
Breviura, tel. 3_;. 6 tit. Prohi- i the reign of Philip and Mary,
when (in imiRex wet_oa,iti
_alutenl.
Pr_ebitlone.;.
_t:_m,a,
t ration of the course which
the retainers
of
dpimu_ ttn qaod non perm_ttas
Proh_bitio _ the Spanish
monarch
had seen pursued
all
quod ahqui la:ei ad citationem ta- n_ lmci ad i over I']urope ) direction
was g_ven for extract-.
lis epi_cepi, aliquo loeo conven:ant
c_tationemeing the le-timony
ot the defendant,
any wida
de cetero, ad ahqua _,recoRnitiones
piseop_
,
_er_ent conad t so silly shouhl have been entertMned
as that
faeiendurn eel saerameutum
pr_e- ree.gnitioso much ot the _ruth as ,-houM _-end to hid
standum,
nisi
m
cas_bus
matnmu,
ham
fae_enconviction--that
i,.-.totheonlvdireet
endand
nialibus et testanlentariis.
T. &c.
da_t_ AttaRex viceeom_tl salutem.
Pone
ehiamentum
object of the suit--should
be left out of it?
lade.
per va*!ium. &c. talem episcopum.
quml sit eoram just:ciariis
nostris_ &c. o,tenI The I & 2 Ph. & M. c. 13. authorized and
surus quare fecit summoneri,
et per censnras ] reqmred justices of the peace to take down in
ecclesiaticas
distringi laicas personas, eel laicos
wrkmg the examination
of any prisoner charged
homines et femina_, ad comparendum
curare co: with manslaughter
or telony, as well as of th_
ad pr_estandum
iuramentum
pro voluntate sua, t witnesses in support of the charge_
But as this
ipsis mvltis, in grave pra_judicmm coronw et dig- I only applied to cases where the justice bad annimtis no.,trze regime, necnon contra eonsue_u__ thority to admit the prisoner
to bail the 2 &
nero regni no._tri.
Nt habeas ibi, &c.
I Ph. _ M. e. 10, was passed to enable the justice
"l"Fitzh. Nat. B-ev. p. 9l. [41 ]
I to do the same thm, g. whether the prisoner wu
Ann. Dyer, 288: Easter, 12 Eliz.
_ admitted to bail or not.--Ed.
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Oil! bat (says _omeb_,dy)the
pramleea('up in _pirits,
to be revived
at any time.
tuatly
is, under thL- act, to he eauthmot
When fir.M brought
out to view,
we have
extracting
from tim d:tcl;dant
any te-uinouy
¢een it ir_ the e(m(htion of " the stone which
the tendene)
at whiri/ ma) he to In- prethe bmtdel,- rej_eted :" we .see it now triumjudice;
and even, lwt a.y sm'h testimony
pliant, !n the state ot " the head--tone of the
$ttoatd
ese;_pe hlll_ nHa_'_di¢% tO _}V¢ hia]
corner.
waruin g to ke, p hi- h,,- _,'11 ,-In-ed
1 earl
At the time whrn brought
nut, to what,
very ea_ly hehe_ e It. _ iz. _o o['_ell a;. lilld
plill)(>e was It blot_aht out ? Tu the parpo.e
no oftenei
/},am m tl'e e.,,cs nftlle examimi*a
.f (l_spla3ing the rt_etone and the latmity of
jastier,
the general
piai-e ot hu'r.amtv,
a_d
the pi.mJJx of the hm.
To the parpo..eof
the pop.l,,.rity
to be g..m,d by it. G o}" mor_
the gall-e, it wa_ aEoaether
u-ele-. : the ¢,hvalue t,I hhn than the advanta'...e,
ptd_Iie aruI ' ject of the apphea_nln
wa-. to qua-h tLe proper-onal,
attrndmg
tiw dk-eo_e/'_ of the Hizth , eeedin_-_ of the eerle-ia_d('al
eot;rt, oo rhe
in that individual
h:-tance.
]{tit the que_:r(,tuid of (xee-s ofjurl-dictwn,
t. t. ove the
lion }it pre-ent
is. ltOt v, hat le the pr,wtwe of exees-,
|lOt!Ullg
nlnre
%:t- n_('e--tlry thai} a
;l_odera ti(llt,_. }mr, wh:lt _a_ the [q:i,'tlee of refelenee
leith
!aw_el'aO-{_C], lhe register
finite early time.- ; _iz. m the re,an i:, x_hteh
ot writs.
V_ bat eo(,id (lave o,'('a.:,med
the
this effu._i,m (,."learm'd rhetoric
isllr-t k.,m,'t
thne taken tor adr_*ul_on, i- l,e)ond eonjeeto h ;re wade it_ ,q)pearm,er ? To nnder_ ahd
Ii}ro.
(hi% it" _t he _vol th re,tier-landing,
tin l_to the
l_llit thotl..'h, in the redhaired
latitude
given
Stale
"l'rml* ; tllri, to II,e ea-e of edith
the
to it, the nlaxnn *va* _uleI)
aml notorimisly
pnrltan
Illlnl_,tei,
_ plo_eeui_(1
and tea-td
to
lliltlile.--}et.
_lt_lh
tllat bad aathorlty,
mid
(leith. m the style of the ,'-;pa.l-h lh,i.>:tmn,
the gOOd
hat
mml,th-d
auth.rit;
, the writs
ill tho_e da3s of .upI,o-ed
L;nah-h l:b:rt),
in the leglater./
taken t(,_..ether,'t}_cre
eeem_
Ob-erve
there eight l,cl'e(mage._, and illllOllg
rea-oIi ehot,ch
to cent']role,
that lit colilinon
thelli t/re peer ¢ a!l(] Kll'iI _, ol]let'_- Of z-late, a hllv. on all tlld]- in whiei_ juries bin e a shale_
bid.)p,
a eh:ef ju_ti('e of the King'Bench
the practice
el admire:reline2
an oath to the
or Common
Plea-,
the chic( justh'e
tak,ng
de;endaht,
and theretorepttt,qnKque-tim_s
to
the lead /between
three a'ad tour monthhlll,('mdpdrtwular])lnc_Judnal(:a_e._.)had
belbre the emanation
of rid- writ,', all pres-_* : 1_ever beeit in u_e.
For in both the writs,
ink him. urging him by tin eats and promise_
the --tr, ss ,,t flit, censure is hlid on the a(bnito fake an oath.
for the purpose
of haling
nl.tratlon
t;t tim oath ; and in the latter it is
his tesmnony
extracted
fl'om him : he so?my
expr_.-l_
_tatcd as being eontra, y to the ('u_that lie had already been puni,-.hed upou such
tom nt the natron,
testimony,
and Lt_lat he might not /all into
It" then, the application
(if it had heea conthe same serape again)
decimingto
take the
fined to Ihi_t part el the law designated
on
hath.
_Oll_e o('easit, ns hy the nalne Of" the eolninon
The guilt impnted eolisisted
in tha wrifiog
law,--- v,z. the praenre
of ihe eommon-Iaw
acid pubtlsixJngofa
book, illx_h;eh the truth
eourts,-the t_uth of the n*aximaH:e,nsinof los religiou_
persuasion
was maintaiaed,
dubltable;
at least
so tar a. eoneelns
the
Assuming
this to be guilt,
ln. -mltlne.;
i. non-adnmfistration
of an oath to the (tefel_out of all dispute : m the relation
we ha_e
dan(. in ea.es deemed to helen;
to the class
of tim plveeedm,_s
(for it i_ hi_ relation;
he -f eliminal
ca.e-,
and auboeettd
to the cogavows it.
WLat evidence
mo, e %lti_thetorv
nizanee tlf a jury.
eoutd have be._n givtqa (If it, tha,_ his mab;But in the _,;axim. _mtidleg ;. said ahou_
lity to deny it with any pro(peel
of sueees.. ' the oath : it gee. ha'thor,
and, m as far as
llere, then, _a_ no i.uji_atiee : at' what inyl_any (tc_'tmiuate
_gmlleanou
tan he put upon
flee there _as ,and sure em)ttffh there
was
it, it puts an equa]]) dtcided
I_egatlve npon
no want of i_j_istiee,)
the _-ea_ was iu the
the practice
oi i,t(ttit_
partleular
que_-tmn_
substantive
hraneh of the law ; it coast.ted
to the defendant,
_th
or without
the oath.
in the eonvertihg
into a eapital crime the act
llat on thi_ head _e are let} altogether
to
of him who make_, known,
to use the w,,rds
--et'k {(_r ewdenee.
Because 11o oath _as adof Scrip(re'e,
" the _eason of the lmtla that
ministered
to the defendant,
it tol]o_-,
not,
is in him."
by any kneans that no particular
que,_tions
Thus,
then,
i, if with this famou_ aphowere pot to the defendant.
In capital eases,
rism : at the time when first dell* ere(l, it wa,_ to the _itnesses
('ailed by the dcfimdant
no
sent oat In diametrical
oppo¢ition
ro no(ooath uas administered
till more than a eenrious truth.
But having once found it_ way i tury after;_
yet wmies-.e., for the def'e_ldant,
into the tmoks, there it lay *u perle,
in a i
dormaat
state, ready u der a thvourable
set
"J- The 4 Joe. I. e. 1, allowed the prisoner's
(tlr_iI'tanee.-_
'
_..
._ a _, wimesses
on oath_
OI" ex i_"n
.it g e _"
like a -RV _oOttle(l
.
_; to . be .examined
. _
, . in. those
.. cases
...
•
{ wriere r¢lOnl_ liar been comtlnttell oy bngnsIl*
--I men in Scotland ; but it would appear, that this
" State Trials (ll.t-gra_¢'s,)
eel i. pp. 167_ I innovation was carried by(he Commons in spite
lIt8; ,32 Ella. July 2.1, 1590.
of the eflbrts of the Crown and the House of

CH.

lit

and

tho¢_e, too,

]

IMPROPER
speaking

EXCLUSIONS-in answer

to

par-

tieular
questioll%
could not but have been
heard,
In tho,e dark times, in which mmal conduet was ._o iYlllcll
/vorse, and terrol
(lel'l'vetl
from supernatural
.-curets so mneh silent:or
an(t more prevalent,
thatl at pn_sent, the ('ereInony
uf an
oath
appear_ to have been a iremeIidfnlg
tmgbear ; so trenmlidotl-,
tiler, bv
this ennsideiation
eoncurrip.g
with other-,
a
doubt
presents
]tself whether
orlghmtly
aa
oath used to be administered
at all to xxirne_se_ in an}" eau.es, civil or criminal,
on the
plaintiff's
any more than on tile defendant',
side.

SELF-DISSERVtNG.
I

Be_ides a variety
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of interesting

particulars,

] having
the present
subject, noit immediate
afl]*lds veryrelation
material to iMbrmation
! mletation
to two petals that have here been
] brouallt
to view.
I
I. Ill the first place, _tof cub. i_ the delk, n! d'mt bctn(l ill bi¢ rPw.q detem'e.'nt
his own in], ,_ranee,

bllt

que_lior_

npoll

I{IAeatlOllS

are

pal;

It} hlln v¢ilhotll re.erve,
in tin' Sallle nlallllel _
as if to any extrnneous
witness:
questions.
having as pi,finl 3 for their object the extractins an.were
of a nature to criminate
him, mM
lead to hi_ conviction,
as at_y question_
which
aman, annmg prote._ediyat
that object, could
devl_e.

In tile treati-o
penned by Chief Jm-t_;ee
I_rittou.
underElwardl.,
and, uponthc
face
of It, purporting
to constitute
a code of law
sanctioned
by ttaat king's authority,
much is
said of perjury,
l_ut tile crime there spoken
of is, throughout,
lhe crime of tile judge, or
other official pelson;
nowhere
the crime ot
the witness,
Suh._eqllentty
to the statute of the fifth of
Elizabeth
,_the firat atatllte bv which ptlin._}]-

Answer
given directly
and in de_aitnot
a q'ae-tmn
objected
to: no complaint
of the
illegalily,
or so muvh as the bard_hip oi lbe
practice.
2 In the next place (what bears directly
apon the point heir in question,)
it aff.rtfs
no sbght rea._nn fi_r su-peeting,
that at this
tm,e , ]n caintal
ea-e_ at lea_I _ the practice
of admild.tm'i_g
au oath to a _:,'itnes_ lor the
pro_vetlllotl_
we. either
a novel proc'eedb,g,
rllellt
"_ aa _lllnexed
to
lectiltmInal
peljtn'/,
) I or a et I elll(tllt
till,
porfol
II:_lllCe
Ot which
was
caq?. rehmve
to perjur } occur nl plenty m option,d
*m li e pint .f the jndae.
thebook.:anteeedentl
3 to that pomt of ume
A _v[liten
i"ollJe--i_Hl ll},qde bv Culbbert
t emmet find one.
Vau_han--a
man ,,he,:d)
eon',i'vted
of the
Investigating
a point of thi_ _ort i_ vropiliff , _a_m' lrea.onaLtc
eon-l,iraey
a_ that of which
in tbmk darkm:_.
Book- of report-,
runtb,. dete_M:mt "Ft,r,,, l-.morton _rm,d imtieted
tined in rhew _ulqeet-matter
1o l_an.aenml.
, VallL[hall ._tfl! Lviel: ,rod pr_,dm'ihle,)--haxt
at trml_ before a jury, are lint ot' ye_erda_
: b,,en read in the Kr-r in_talwe ; a proceeding
in no in_tane_', in ml_ of the report book-,
aLke rep_umant
to the ma,utest
principles
of
containing
tile' aee,,unts
of legal tran_a,'tion,
lea-on atal juqiee,
aml t. the present praeof a date prior lo the above,
i. any aeemmt
, ti,.e.
Ti_en thanes tile fidlowmg
dialogue,'*
of any snell trial to be fimml:
mh't, ran' ,%
'" Art,,rmT/-G_.mr,.,L
Wt y, will _ on deny
relat:_m to aa_ of file l,oi_,t, here i_ que.t_tm
' HAs matter?
....
You ahall ha_ t- Va'ughan to
of ,m} t.a_-action
carried on in the course oft
ally such trial.
I_f an aeemmt
_.f the l,roceedin__in m_y
tr! ,1 brier,, a lnry
of a date prior to that
here in quostm_t, the o_l_ t.xample extm_t is
of the date of 15,54 ; ah¢'mt nine ?ears prmr
.
to the date of this _tatute.
Sir Niebnlas
Throekmorton

It is tile trial
for treason,

I u_tifie thi_ bore b_,ffn'e _ ou all, and confirm
*t _ :th ,t b,,(,]¢_,¢,th.
°
"
i
'" 7"Z'ro,'lm:,rton.
tie that bath said and
i lytd.
will n.t
being in tins ca_o, stick to
! <weare and lye.
}I
" 77_o_ u'a_ Cuthbert
Vanghm,, la.ou,ald udo
of
t].' c,].'en court.
in
'" Sandal or _a_;¢]_ 1/_Clerk
of the Crown.]

the insurrection
the
snpposed
first i.o
yearbe of
committed
forQueen
which Mary:.
S_r
by participation
'I'I,oma_
for treasmillti![s,':,:!:!i)i;,,i
W_,atin I
:. J::::_er:l
" _ i;;_t
"' '" _;:t:l,
'
._t)!:,11"v_:[
had suffered death.
It i. reported
from II'ol- !
" l_aughan.
Let me see it and l uill tell
lmshed's
Chr,mieh.;
and the diseour_-es ins ! you.
reported)
wearing the same d.alnatic
term'as
I
" Then h_s eonfes.lon
was sl,owed him.
on a modern trial, the word_ appea_ upon the I
" Attorney.
B}cause )on of/he
jury the
face of them to bare been taken down, as if ! better may ere&re him, I pray you, my lords,
in short hand, from the mouths of the inter- i let Van_han
be
loeutors.
Lords.
Corn Jour. 4 Jan. 16071 30 Jan. D;07.
It was not until the 7 Will. IlL e. 3, that this
priwtege was granted
to prisoners, in cases of
treason within the act. Finally it was extended,
by the 1 Ann. st. 2. c. 9, to all cases of treason
and felony.
In mL_temeanoms_
defendants
elways had this privilege.
2 Hawk, e. 46. §._

_i

" Then was Van/ban
sworne on a booke
to say nothing
bnt the truth."-f
! .....
t
• State Trialu (Hargrave's.)
L t;7.
/
+ I mention the abo_.e but as a suspicion, and
_ no more.
l, Vhat is beyond dispute is, that the
] ceremony of putting the convict witness to his
I oath _a'_s considered as optional.
But it might
t be that it was not tonsidered
as optional, any

170-172._.Ed.

I otherwise

....

than as attached

to the act of producing
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Written
confe.sions
and hearsay
evidence
produced
of the supposed
testimony
of other
persons,
producible
and yet not produced,
Exclusion
put, and without
the siradow of
u pretence,
upon the testimony
ot a person
then pre_ent, and whose testnnony
had been
called for by the deiendant.
Acqtutting
him.
the jury were prosecuted
fbr it in the Chainber, and puni.-hed by rmnous flues,
* Execrably
flagltmus
in these
and other
respects,
the proceedings
were not the less
legal.
If the station of judge does not gr_e
legahty
to the proceedingsof him who acts
in it, how can any proceedings
be legal ? -Here we have the chief justice of the King's
Bench,
another
judge of the same court,
a
judge of the Common
Pleas, a master of the
Rnlis, and a master of tire court of Wards
and Ltverle_,
all learned,
in the law sense ;
besides a couple ot peers, and as many privy
counsellors,
the lord mayor of London,
and
a knighI; ; all ._itting at (_ufluhall a.s cmnmissinners,
Illegal ? Oh yes, if irreconcilable
to an
antecedent
series of umnterrupted
practice:
but iu this instance there is not a single case
to which it can be opposed.
It is the tufty
one we have.*
the n..au to be examme_t in the character of a
WltilG_s; and that, sal)pn_ing him produced anti
about to i,e examined m that character, the perform,racy of the cer_mo_y _ as indispensable.
Sue'._ is the eo,_structi_*i1 that a reader of wodern time% whose surmlse_ aud expectati,ms
are
influenced
bv the invamable
terror ot mtxtern
usage, wuuld'naturaliy
be led to adopt m pret_reuce,
On the other hand, tl:e passages which appear
to Ieml afore or te_s countenance
to the opl,o.!te
interpretation,
are not altogether
without their
wergllt,
" Vou shall have Vaughan to ju*t_lie this...
and confirm _t by a booke oth."
tlere we see
the protOn:red iu.-t_ricatlmr, i.c. rir,/_ t'vcc te_t_fieation, ment{oned in the l_rst place, aa_tt of the
oath adisthrct
mention made. as _f _t were a se
euritv that might have been _upcradded or not
to the security afforded by the confrontatron
and
the examinationl
just as theactot
producing tire
man tbr these purposes might itself have been
performed or declined at pleasure.
So much thr the pr_:3fkr made of the corerunny: observe now the 7 account giveu of tl e
T.erformance
of _t. "Th;n was Vaugh_l,n sworne
on a booke to say nothim- but the truth."
Upon
the face of this account, _ha_ not the ceremony
somewhat of the air of a novetpractlce?
not the
book, hut a book.
By the amcle the. an iraplied reference would have been to usage--to
usage as established;
hut whether mxariably
adhered
to or not, wouhl still have been another
question.
But the arucle is not the, but a: as
if the sort of book. not being fixed by usage,
was scarcely knmv_.
In a modern trial, now
that the previous
administration
of an oatu is
a practice so completely in course, is any such
language
ever made us_ of tar tim expression ot
the f$c-t ?
8_r Edward Coke_ eminent already, though

EVIDENCE.

lB. IX.

P. IV.

No practice could come in worse company,
than
the practice
of putting
adverse
qaeslions fo a part.% to a deieadant,--and
in a
criminal,
a capital case, did in that instaan'e.
lt_ however,
ttw practice
be it_etf _ab_crvient to the ends ofjustrce,
the having been
re_orted
to in company wl,A_ od_er_ of ,m upposite tendency,
k, a circuln_taace
x_hmh, hn_v
natural
a cau_-e soever for r cprobatiozl,
can
never be a just one.
Where
no utah has been taken,
talse and
mendacrou_
testimony
there
may tie in any
quantity,
but perjury there cannot be.
The
causes have been seen, by _diwh a suspicion
al least 1_-biduced,
tliat the prm'tme of admimstermgoathstowltne,se_-,a_*dem_equendy
the possibility
ol couunittmg
te_-timomal perjury, was, at the time of pa,smg the earliest
of the statutt.s
relative
to lid> t_tI'ence, of no
ver) ancient (tale.
If so, it could riot be true,
tha_ '" perjury"
m a witne.-s was '" punishable"
(to use the x_ord.- ol Lord Coke)
" by the
common law."t
True _t i_, that in that same passage
he
give.s u, the hi_tory of a ca._e (a _tar-cilambet case,)
tenth of Jame., i., n.D. 161:2, m
which it was resoled
that perjury m a witne_s was pum-hable
at, common-law.
But
tile very fact_ that a re_-oluilon t,o tiJ_t effee$
wa¢ at that
time nece_--ar)
to be passed,
serve%
1 lntlst eOlile_,,
to _-ttengthen
the
,usplclon
suggested
by the iolmer cvn_iderations, that it wa_ not true. 1L antecedently
to tile statute,
tLt: ptuli_hineIlt
ot t_erjuly
had (elsewhere
at least than
in the Starchamber')
ever been exempliiied,
the occastuns would have been too t_equent
to leave
the matter
involved
i, an) such doubt
as it,
eouhl
require
an express
resolution
to remove.
'i o what purpose, then, be at the pains o
resolving that perjury was puni-haMe
at cornmon law. fitly years alter the pa_slag of the
statute
that t_ad been made to punish it?The an._wer is,--because
(as we learn from
Lord Coke m the same plaet:) upou taking
mea.-ure ot the statute
about torn'teen
)ear_
betbre, it had been found too narrow._
Among
the various
devices
in use with
English judges for steahng
legislative
po_er,
not vet m office, wa_s the counsel by whom, in
one at least (viz. the latter) of the oceasmns
above mentmned,
the impressive maxim, nemo
tenetur
seipsum prodere,
was displayed.
He
was already m existence,
though not more than
fi_e vear._ old, wheu thl_ trial (we bare _een how
rema.rkable a one)took
place.
Saturated as he was. and super-saturated,
with
law learning_ was it natural
tbat a case of such
importance,
aease in point, in the history of his
own time, should have been a secret to him?
But Coke, as inaccurate as he was garrulous,
was ready at any time to entertain the public
with the first ruanings of his thoughts
5" 3 Inst. 164.
_ Coke's Rep. v. 99. Flower's
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this may be mentioned
as oue : whelt a statute,
which as ilu a_ Jt g,le_ is to their liking,
is
found not lar_'e enough,
or has been unmade
by tile atlrllo,'it)
that made It. _hev hd up the
deficle.c)
wmi aiJ mlagmar)
ma_ ol'co;ulnoulaw.
Co,n.lon-taw.
a el'ealloil ot tlle,l o_.vh
imagmauou,
tbrms thu_ a sort ofplcaum,
uimu|
whmh. as otteu a_ a vaemtv ts to be titled up,
they draw at pleasure.
"
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on the score of tile unwillingness
az_d vexalion supposed
to be attached
to the dchverv
of It, were to sta_ul excluded;
_hilc, hi the
case wt_cre the cff_-ct ot it wmdd be to subJect }ran to tile pavmcot
of all equal sum to
Ihc use or' :t pet'_Oll lllorg or les_ odious to
him, hi_ _e.-tim,mv
(l,otwith_landing
the at
| least eqaat uuwill]ngnc,s
aml vexation
that
" m'_zht well tm suppo.-ed to be attached
to the
deh_cry of it) x;cre not to stand exetmledl
§ .5. Oj'sclf-o.,ela/i,'e,
setf-di._yraci.j,
and
fla_Zrah* surely would
be the ineonsistclley
_clJ:d_,_, cd_tuly evMcnce,
wJttl _luctl,
ht the judgment
of every mind
1. sel l'-oaelaltce
evidence,
not prep_s--essed
and perverted
by teehmeM
The di_finrnou
bet_een
sel.fieriminat_ve
idea-_, an arran_rement
tosueh
a_l cifeet wouht
testnntm)
and .,ll-.ueruta,e
1. here emplo)vd
appear chargeable.
Give now to the first cf
for the purpo-e ot'lt._ emrc._pm;ding
to a d_-the two ea__es the appellatioq
of a crimi..l
tmcuon
to _*hlch, m the technical
s 3 _-tcm oti ea-e--to
*he _*ther, the app,-llation
of a eiwI
procedule,
_o
lltaI1}
inlport:mt
eonacquenees
ease : will tile real lnconsistenet"
thu._ seeu tl)
have been attached:
I lilt:all, the dlsthletlOtl
eXl_-t
}lt't_evtl
tile two arlange[nellts
O| Ilt_v_
betweell
cr,m,al
ea_e, and cicd ea_e_,,
be at ali dmnnished
by tne,_e two word, ?
t_ is on tills oecaqon
that self-crmfin,mve
'
Amung the different
moddic*tions
o_ _elik
evldeaee
calls for a dl_tmetmn
uf _o small
prclndiemg
ev*dence abo_e di.-tingmshed,
tile
practl_ al importance
: -- 1. Tcsnmony
self , ease ill wtnch tilt' pret_ uee lor the exclu._mnarv
ennfi_lattve
to tiac effect ot ultra-imemnlr)
rule is most plausible,
is evidently
the ea-_e
puuishment
; and 2. 'l'e_tunony
._elt-eriminawhere the tcstnnon)
_a ,clfermfinative,
go ti_e
tire to the effect of plnnshnml_t
not more
etfbct el ultra-lwCu.ea_qpum_lHoeut.--where
thai eqmvalcut
to pecunlar)
:--a(h_tmctmn
the punMmmnt,
to wthch b) ttle testimony
in
which
seems .,,ullicwntly
explained
by the
questtoll
a man exp..as
tnmselt,
rises to a
term_ in whwh it _ hole exprc-.cd,
dear, eot
adhetlveues_
above the utmost
to
Uulass
it be wi*e_e, and m so t_tr as, the
wMeh peemlialy
pmn.hmmu,
iu the highest
testnnony
come_ uudct the appellation
ot'._e/f2
de-roe
m which a man can be made suseepdisyractu _ or _etl-dt,,e_ed_l*ny,---_,elferumuai tdfle ot it, _s r,.gardcd as eqmvalent.
tare evldel_ee, when m _t_ Dmal eltbct_ 'nnited
:
But t._ea m th_ ca,-e It ha> been shown,
to pum_l,,nent
nut ultraq_eemnary,
wdl (It l_ _ that,
by the vexatiou
(he it what it may)
evulep._) to that or auy otiwr purpose,
staml i aHae]:ed
to the prodlwtlon
ot tim effect by
(lU 1tO othc_ too;rag
|hun teetlltlotly
_-lnqd?
lllettll_ ut evidence
ot this partletflar
dcserip'sell.o;_elat_ee.
To the exteut,
theletore,
ot ,tton,
m eontladi-t:nc_ion
to other evidence
that part of the _ealc, the t_vu ,_pe.'_e_, _e(/at ia gc _,_. e, to e_traneou_
e_tdence,)
no
cmml*mt_,'e and .,eli-ou_ratwe,
e, du,'_de.
_allicien_ or proper ground
for the exelusion
l_ Oil the score Ot ally lltjttry,
el otht.r
oi tile e_ldclwe
call ever
ill all_ instil!lee
be
traasg_ebsion,
the duim,tucnI
1,-adjudged
to
con-muted.
M/ortwm,
then,
I_either can it.
pay m each of two c_,_-e, a determinate
-urn
m the caae uhere,
m respect of the prejudi(say £10,)
]n_ m_wdhngne_s
to *abjt-et tmumat effect of it to the depouent,
the evidenee
sell tu that obhg,mm_ will not be le_., ill the
_s bmlply selt-onerative,
or no more than equiease t_hcre the re(may, when taken
out of
valem to se_f-oneratl_e.
his pocket, is put imo the pocket
ot his per2. St(f-d,,yractn
g evidence.
serial advm sary, the party lnjured,
than m tile
Ou tlle _ubjeet ot _ctt. all.orating
cvulenee_
ease where it is pat into the pocket of anothm
a dls;lllelloa
mast agatll he lloted,
t|'_ iu the
party,
with whom he has no quarrel;
its, for
(_*_e _hete
tiw evidence
la _elt-eriumlativc,
example,
the sovcrt._gn, whether
for his own
expu.n,g
the deponent
to punM,ment
ki. e.
benefit,
or for the benefit ot the COmUlUllitv
to btti_'ermg, ml a¢coutlt of Same ivan*ares;ion
at large.
On the contrary,
if' there be a dlt:- I of the law ot' the s_a'_c, or of the received
ferenee, it is ill the e_se _'here the amount ot' t rules oI morality,)
the effect of the punishthe qua,tity
of the matter of weahh lost to [ mmtt (_hethe_
m 1e_peet of the tran_gressioa
hlmselt" is _o disposed of as to add to the ell- I to which it is attached,
or in itself) is to sahjoyment
of his advm sary,--it
is in that case,
jeet a mau to disgrace ;-:-a question
may be
that hlsunwlllingness
to ddiver the testimoay
started,
whether
the effect of such &sgraee
which is to be productive
of this effect, will
be, or be not, to raise the punishment
above
naturally
rise to the highest pitch,
the level of the most ulcerous pecuniary
obIf,-- m the case where the effec_ of the
ligation.
But, for the praetl(."al purpo_-c of
conviction,
if brought
upon himself
by his determining
whether the cvidenee ill question
testimony,
would
be to subject
him to the
ought or ought not oll this aceoun_ to'be cxpayment
of the .£10 to the use of a person
eluded, the ialquiry weald be purely speeula_
mlobrmxious
to him,-his testimony,
even
ti_e and useless ; i_ being already uaderstood,
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that by no degree of magnitude
on the pal_
of the punishnmnt
can a sufficient
ground be
formed
for tile exclusion
of se!f-crhninative
evidence,
howsoever
nmdified,
A use that has been made of the appellative set.fidisoracia.o
is this : where the offence
to whirh
the punishment
is altm'hed
i_ of a
dis_rraeefhl nat ure,-- by whatever
te_tmlonv
a
man expose_ himself
to suffer as for that _ttbnce,
he exposes
himself
of eoulse to the
disgrace attached
1o it.*
q'hus far, then, -eh-di_ffraeinx
testimony
e_mcides
with, and is included
nnder,
self
mmfinative,
l;ut .uppo_-e the puni-hment
already inflicted,
Itere we see a ea_e in whirh,
it, the course of a man'_ testimony,
the tact
of his having .nffered
this punishment,
and
thence
of his having committed
this trausgre.-sion,
may he brought
to view.
Here,
then, his testimony,
though
it ealmot (to the
effect of it_ hein_r considered
as exposing him
to suffer puni.hmenr
ota
disgracefid
or any
other nature : he ranked widt p_,,priety under
tbe head of setf-rmminah_c
te:timony,
mar,
with not ttie le_s pro|,riety,
be termed
so(fdisgraet. 9. To di_tm_'ul_h
it trom the ea-e
where,
t,3 _he same means to ,,_hirh a man _
testimony
exposes him to diagraee, it expn_es
him to ium_.-hment
in other -_hapes,-it may
be terror(l.
_.,qd!l seif-d;-graeing
It', b) to.tin,on 3 which, be_i(le_- being selfdisgracing',
is self-criminattve,
no proper
ground
lot exclusion
can be em_titu_ed_-much h'_ can any such gromld he eom-titu_ ed
by testimony
which i_ .-ell-di-graein_
¢lmpl) ;
sel_:di,-.graeiug
w_thout bein,_aelf.'riminatlve,
Not so, however,
sa) s Engh.h
law.'["
A man _s produe_d
as a witness
on either
side : on a former o_'easion he had been con.
vieled of an offence, of whwh. it ascertained,
the tfli_et would
he to diminish
hi-. cledihil_t_ _to
weaken ti_e force of the persua-Aon
of'wluch
his testimony
m_,ght otherwiae
be
* So, bkewise, even where, although in iL.elf
the ofli_nce imports no disgrace, yet, m consequence of the power of association
over the
imaginati,ms
and affections
of manldnd,
the
punishment
attached to the of[k,nee is of it,self
productive of that effort,
+ If a m,m has already been tried for an',' o¢
fenee_ he nu.lst answer the question.
But it tLe
answer to any, question may subject the witnes_
to future pum,.nment,
he mav ans_er the question
as he
pleases
; and he Ingel_erallv
eeivesora not,
caution
from
the judge.
the ease reof,
Cant, tred for a capital oflkmce, at the last Ortoher Sessions of the Central Criminal Court, a
w_tnc..s wa_ called for the defence, tbr the purpose of prming
that he himself was the per-on
whohad committed the crimcin question. Aftrr
receiving an adm_nkion from thejudge,
he did
answer
admitted to th'at
he had
done the the
act,questmn,
although, and
,according
his account.
under circum..-tanee._ ih,_t took a_ay tbe crimi:
nality of xt. The jury, however, disbelieved the
w.tnesa, and convicted the prisouer.--/_'&
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productive.
Shall the question
be pu_ to
bhn, whether
it be true that,
on the occa.
sion mentioned,
the conviction
in question
took place ? No ; says a rule of Enghsh law.
No?
Wily not?
Because
this is making
a
man di,,zrace himself-making a man expose
himself
to shame.
And wh._ not makr him
expose himself
to shame, if he has done u hat
by the sappos_ti.n
he ha_ done--that
to
which the opinion of mankind,
following
in
ttns re-poet
the finger of the law, has anhexed
disgrace--ploperly
mnl deservedly
annexed
i,*" Oh'. (says the prejudice)because
a self-disgracing,
or call it a self-degrading
an..wer,
is a sort of sellkaceusing,
self-conviewing answer : it it be not exactly the same
thing, it J. analogous to it--it
is likeit,
which
is enough fur us,
Still the same delusion,
still the same
short_ightednes.,
still the same inconsistency
and self-eontradirtmn.
The wl_ne_s has been
eonvie*ed,
say of perjury : if his disgrace
he
offered to be prove,t
by other evidence--by
_ueh evidence
as tile law chooses to receive
i_ay. b 3 the reemd ut hL- eonvietion,)--ff
this be the eaae, it is all well:
tLe e_ldenre
cannot he di,-altowed,
it i_ not to tile act
of d_graeing
lmn that the prejudice
oppo_e_
_eli"; it is on13 lo tile elumnel through whieh
the &_grare _. eonve)ed.
Di_gr,med he may
be : (bs_raee him v(,u n,a3, and welcome : -on!yhe nm.t not be di.-g_aeed out t)f Lis own
mouth',
lu this ('aae (as in the ease of self-eonvie*_b,_ e_iden,'e),
if so it happena
that he has
di.zraeed
himaelf in thi. same way at some
other tnne. -- if any other person affirms that
in Ins hearinghe
has acknowledged
the having
undergone
any such eonvietmn,
or the penal
eonaequences
of It, -- evidence
of tins loose
extrajudmial
eontbssion
may be produced and
exhd)ited
to Ins faee. It L. _'mt,that the fact is
not to be proved ; but it is not to be proved
an_ otheruise
than in a !_ad way : at is not
to he proved
t)y immediate
evh]enee-it is
only to be proved by unoriginal,
by hearsay
evidence : it i_ not to be proved h) testimony
the whole oi which is eovertd
by the sanetion of an oathit is ot*l_ to be proved
by
evidence
ot _ hn'h the h_f only is eovered
b_ the sanction
of an oath.
']'o what end _eck In exempt
a man from
this accidental
_-hame ? It is a sulfering that,
i arise_ out el his dehnqueney,
-- and in the
] nature of the ease will bear a proportion
(as
I exact a one as can usually be obtained)
to
i the degree
of his- detinqt_ency : by the exI mnple it affords
Jt will render
itself
subj se,wlent
to the main
end and purpose
of
i punishment--the
deterring
others.
In trims
; in general,
publieit_
is a ciremnstanee
not
! deprecated,
but ammd at, and generally
ap] proved.
Beneficial
as it is recognised
to be
I on all other occasions,
what should render it,
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other_°i_
than beneficial
on 'this ? The evil,
then, is no other than a part, though
an accidental
part, of the evil of puuishment_-that evil which,
by the suppoqtion
tte('essarily involved
in the in.-tirution
oi the penal
taw, i_ outweighed
by a greatel
good.
The
publicity
of Imni-hmetlt
i_ one of the v(mstunt and applauded
aim_ of the Ltw np.u all
occasions,
it is only by that part of ir wbkh
is public and known.
*Lat the punt.bracket
does any good : so mtn n of it as is unknown,
is so much pure evil, st, mu, h mi_cryin
waste,
The puLllcity of its punishments
is one t_l
the eonstant
aims of the law on all oecasloi'l_ .
on the particular occasion
io question it l_-attended
with a particular
u.e. o'.er and above
every use with which m gcuv, ral it i. attended :
to what era!, x_ith what sort of consistent),
seek on thi_ urea.ms
to cover that shame,
which on all other occasions
it i. the chit.el
of the law to uncover ? "1"o what cud seek
to cover it now, -- now when the UtlCOVeringot
it _¢ demanded
for a pat fieutar u,wful
purpose ?
The iaconvenlenee
of the rejec*ion i._ this :
either )us cammt prove the fi*er at all--or
if
you do prove it, _ou prow,
it h? evidence
the production
of whi.h L-attended
xlitb an
additional
and u_elc-_ expen-e.
The wm_-s
in question
i% t,y ;he supposition,
on the spot : get the evidence
from
him. }on get it without
any addhional
expease or vexation
m any other shape.
It it
is not hum Ira. that )ou get it, and yet you
get it notwnhslaqding,
the evidence you get
ofi* isare,,,r,l:
agreat
toss, of parchment,
which, or a copy of it, is to be lugged rote
court,
at I know not what expem_e.
To
avoid loading thls guiffy person with art ideal
suffering,
you impose a real euffering
upon
some innocent
one
Better
fi_r the party
perhap% to let the sus?ected
evidence go for
unsuspected,
than to purchase
the tLtcalty of
throwing
the susp:cion
on it at so heavy au
cxpen.e.
This is not all.
Perhap_ the record is trot
producible:
there
is no tittle tot it
The
st_in upon the character
of the winters
does
not come to the knowledge
of l|_e party till
a few day_ before the day appointed
fi*r the
trial:
the trial cannot
be put off tor this
purpose,
or not without
a di-propordm_ate
expense : and the interval
between
the day
of the discovery,
and the day appointed
for
the trial, affords
not time sufficient
tot the
production
of the necessary
parchment
Two errors
are here comhit ed --two
upposite excesses.
When the fact of itte convietion is mtffered to apnear,
the wit,ess
is
rejected
absolutely:
when the truth is thus
prevented
from eorning to light, the tainted
testimony
is palmed
tpoo the iarv tbr sound.
What says reason all this while ? ;l'hat in this
¢a_e, a_ in all others,
the _e.-tlmony should
VoL. VII.
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be suffered ¢o make it_ way to the ears of
those to whom it belongs to judge,
but not
without
the cause ot su,pwion
_amped
upon
it. that they should
be tree to hear i¢, and
free when they have heard it, to be-_tow upon
it such e_edence
as shall appear to them to
be due to it.
Hut ea_es are not without
example,
in
which,,_lthou,.d_
no punishment
at tdl be athwhed to the act. or none the apphcation
of
which could with propriety
be trusted
to a
promiseuou_
hand, di-graee
is nevertheless
atta,'hed
to it. Take 6_r example fi_rnieation,
t N_eeial]y on the part of a fbutale never mar.
Hed, and of' character
otherwise
unspotted
:
lake, again, adnhery,
especially
on the part,
of the wif't,, wim-e infidelity,
hut ibr the testimony
in question,
mi_._ht have
remained
uo._n_pectcd,
and the peace of the ha.band
undl-turhed.
In a case of thi_ sort, no good being atlathed
t. the disclo_.ure,
but so much pure
evil,--the
vexation
(abstraction
made of the
den|and
produced
for the testimony,
by the
cause for _l_*' purpose of which it is propo_.ed
to he called fi, r) wouhl
he not barely prepmulerant,
but pine, without an)thing
in the
oppoStc
_-cale to weigh against it.
_ita]l it, then,
be exacted,
or excluded?
The an_wel' depends upon lhc principle
alrc:_dy laid do_ n in a former place.
Exacted,
if tile /rfi,_clnef fl'om mi,decislon
for want of
the evidence
would he preponderant
over thc
mischief consisting
of' the vexation
produced
by the dlsch)_urc:
excluded,
if the preponderancc be on the other side. Exact it. if(_or
example)
but lot the benefit of thi_ evidence,
the defendant
(_he prosccutionbeing
capital,
and he innocent)
will, over and above the
all,grace site,dust
on conviction,
be unjustly
put to death : exclude
it, if the question he
no more titan _ hether the defendant
be liahte
to pa) a penalty,
or an alleged debt, to the
amount
eta tew shillings.
In the t we opposite eases here exemplified,
the propriety
of admission
in the one case, of
exclusion
in the other,
wilt scarcely raise a
doubt.
Between
these two extremes
to draw
a li_e oi dentarcation,
will t_e (as already
observed)
a task, to a certain degree fbr the
legislator,
and, where his means of discrimi.
nation terminate,
for the judge.
3, Se(/.d_,.crt&tin
9 evidence.
The range of self-disered¢ting
testimony
is
vet more narrow.
Theterm
may _erve re
I signify self-disgracing
testimony
of any kind,
_ so far as it is considered
as productive
of tlns
I pamcuhlr
('fleet.
}
Far from constituting
of itself
a proper
t ground of exclusion
on tile score ofvexation_
[ it is not in the nature of it to contribute
any] thing to the formation
of any sueb ground on
] that score. Vexation_all
the vexation whi_,h
I it is in the naulre of such testimony
to b_
G ,g
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produc|i_'e of in the b_east of the deponent., or better means can you ever hope to com.
eon.-i,_ts i_l the dl._g_ave. A- to ].is testimony'_
pass it ?
being he!ieved or n.t believed (it hemg by
The punishment lie will incur, if any, will
himself that wh,d:ever evil consequences may be a dL-tinct punishment, for a distinct ofresult from it are to be borne;) If it were fence; an offence wtuch, at the institution of
not, in any part _,t" It, to be behoved--if,
in the .-tdt. was perhaps never thouzht of.
respect of its eli's.el, it were in _o eon/plete a
Be it so: and should this happen, where
degree self-d_scceditb_g,--his
vexation would
wilt be the rot.chief. _ wherein consists the
be but .-o much the le-s. But such (a_ every grievance? That a crime, winch, but for the
one sees, and as we have s_,en ah'eady) is not accident, might perhaps have remained unthe effect of acknowledged untrustworthines¢
punished, comes, by means of this accident,
on the part of the depvr,et_l, where it is on to b_ l_umshed. Of the penal la_ in question,
his o_n _-houlders that the burthen of the notLii,g being known but that it is a pe_lal
decision _alls. Oil the contrary, the more law, isit thereby known to be abad one? a..d
untrust worthy he appears as to other poii_t_, to st_eh a degree a bad one, that the exceatiott
the surer everybody is, that whatever part of of it i_ a grievance ? 1_ the _late of the law
hi_ evidence i.- under.tood b) him to operate then such, that a law taken at ral,dom is more
to his o_rn prejud;ce, is true.
, likely to be a bad one than a good one? a
, nuisance than a seem it)'? Or is a law the less
§ 6. O,*se qfev_de,tce self-ditservintj ali'£ in
liket) to be good, the more likely to be bad,
calL-:t, considered,
because it is by this accident, rather than any
It ma3 h.q, pen that the cause, by means of I other, that the transgression of it happens to
which the deponent exposes himself to the I be hi'ought to light?
mischief attached to the seli'-prejudici.g eelTh_ increase of reason, this reduplication
deuce, is riot the cau-e m hand, but auotber
of adv._.tage, extends itself (it is ewdent)
eanse, viz. a cause alread}
in prospect, or a with proportionable force from the top to the
cause liable to be pr.d,lced hy the disc!o_-ure bottom of the scale of good on one hand, of
made b) tile evidence,
evil on the other,attached to self-prejudicing,
In respect of the quantum ofvexatinn, the to self-dis.erring, e)idence: to all degrees of
w_riatiun here in questiou will make no dif- .-elf-ernmnative--to
alldegrees of self-onerah.renee,
tire. to all suits called crimil_l _ to all suits
But, compared with the opposite case (with called t i_tl.
the case in which the mischief consists in an
But what shall we say, if, by a summons
unf_tvourat)te termination of the suit aetuAly
to appear as a wiener., m a cause (penal or
in hand,) the reasons in 1favour ofadufi_-sion,
non-penni) between other persons, an indithe reasons against the exchisionary rule, ope- _idm,1 is purposely eutrapved ; and, being (m
rate in this cxse with redoubled force,
obedience to that summons) act.ally in corn t,
Against the evilof the self-regarding vexa- is interrogated concerning a distinct offent'e
lion produced by the self-disserving testimony
supposed to have been committed by hunself,
of a patti/, there is no other good to be set and, in consequence of his answers, stopped
than the advantage attendant on a right de- aim consigned to durafiee. What? Wh_,_
vision, instead of mis 'ecislon or t_.ilnre ofjusthat, so a delinquent be but brought into the
tiee, in that one cause. But in the ea_e where hands of j_tstice, just a_ well may it be by
the propo.ed deponent i_ an extraneous wit- this means as by any other. Truth is jlot
ness.--in
addition to that same tot .fadvmlated--iictioi;
_s not employed: no raise
vantage (in so fur as the testimony is in this taleis told--noial.-ehood
here defiles the hps
respect e_cacious) there comes the adman- of justice.
tagc attendant on a right decision, instead of
Nor, though possible, is the case likely to
misdecision or failure of justice, in another be frequent. The question must be relevant,
cause: to wit, tile additional cause to which I pertinent to the cause actually in braid, orau
it is the tendency.of such disclosure to give an.-wer will not he (for it ought not to be)
birth,
allowed to be given.
Prosecution far _obhery: John Stiles exThe smt not a.3 xet in hand, may possibly
stained in relation to it, in the character of have been tile prin_'ipal object in view in tl_e
an extraneous witness. A question is put, the summons. But what if it be ? It. instead of
effect, of which, were tie to answer it, might being, in this way, stopped when appearing
be to subject him to conviction in respect of to give evidence m another suit, the wttne_
another robbery, attended with mur&-q, in had been arrested in eoitsequeace of a direct;
which he bore a share. On the ground of charge made upon him on the groundof such
public utility and common sense, is there any _his offence, _in what respect would hisguitt
reason why the collateral advantage thus i have been increased, or his suffering, h_ reproffered by fortune to justice should be t spect of it, diminisLed?
foregone? Refusing to compass the execuEven now, it occasionally happens that a
lion of ;_tiee by thi_ means, by what fairer person summoned to appear as a witness in
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a cause to which he is not a party, appears
accordingly, and, being deemed guilty of perjury. is committed,
But e_en uuder the suppo.-ition that the
adm;ssiun t,f _ttdi_eetly elicited _elf-convicting
evidence _ei'e. as such, improper ; still, if the
admi_s;,m of _hr_c-tly ehci_ed self-convicting
evidence he proper, no distinct miset_icf can
be chargeable to the account of sell-coJ*vietinff evide_tee when indirectly elicited. _,$hy ?
Because, admitting the propriety and cam-equelJt ex_.tence of the tuaetice of admitting
self.cutlet<tiny evidence, a re_zula_iou excluding the taeulty of extracting self-convicting
eviden_'c incidentally, would not operate a_ a
bar to the suppo_-ed mischief: since the evidenee in question, it not extracted out of the
cause in which it happens ineidentall) to present itself', might aL_ays be obtained; v_z. by
a distinct suit instituted on purpose: and with
the same mischief aud suffering to the pa_ty
prejudiced,--wz,
the delinquent; though _ot
with the same convenience in respect of dispa_eh, and in reslreCt of the throwb_g tho_-e
fuller and ulterior h_hts that might thus be
thrownupontheoffencefirst
pursued, byother
offences that happen to be connected with it.
In a wo_d, supposing dn'ect evidence of this
kind to be admnted,--then,
it' )eu exclude
incidental, _hatever effects may be apprehended from it, ota kind which are (with or
w_thout tea,on) r_.garded as i_convenient,
will still he produced, but wnh additional
ineon _eniem'e,
An effect (for example) t_hich certainly
might, by des_m and contrivance, be brought
iutoexisrenceh) ineidental_ctf-eonvJctmgeGdenec, is. that (,t instituting a ._ort of feigned
smt, penal or non-penal, tar the pmpo_e of
bringing to light, not the facts belonging properly and directly to the avowed c_m-t- of
aetim_, but others, of a emnldexiou d,ffermg
to any degxee of' remotene-_s.
Suppo-c,
h_r
example, a project formed fbr brlngmg down
disg[aee and pm_ishmet_t on the ln,ad of an
individual, b3 means of questimts to be pat
to him, in the character either of a defendant
or a withes%
in a cause to be in_titttted on
purpose; drawing thus out of his mouth the
confession of some crime, or d_sgraeeful act,
for which he has not been prosecuted.
5lay
not this be done? Yes: but not with any
advantage to the party whose invention is
supposed to be thus employed;nor
with any
disadvantage to lhe pa_ty against whom it is
supposed to Ire eml,lo_ed. _'h.) ? Because in
ibis there is nothing more than what might
be done in a direct a_,d orthnary _ay, by a
suit instituted on purpose,
In every point of view, then, in which it
van be considered, the practice ia question
ears to stand clear of objection.
In the
rst place, because the result supposed to
be produced, emmet, with any propriety or
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consistency, be reckoned in the number of
tmdesirable results: in the next place, because, though it were, no ulterior facihty is
afforded for the production at this supposed
undesirable result : no new or ulterior thcihty is afforded, beyond what would exist;
without it.
Under the s3.tems of procedure derived
fi'om the Roman law, and in particular raider
that furmetly pursued in France, self-convictit_g evidence hemg allowed to be extracted
in tim duect wa), so is it in the incidental
and aces.lanai w_ly above described.
The
re..ult is n_ the hl_he..t degree favourable to
the nltcte.ts of ju-t_ce. At a very early pctied of m? ,tudies, accident fraying conducted
me to the colieetn,n of' _emarkable trials
known b3 the name of the Causes Ct;ldbr_s,
compari_tg what I there observed with such
observat_onn as it had faltcn in my way to
make in relation to triaL- (and e_lree_lly in
critmnal cause_) conducted in the Euglish
mnde, o_e ver b striking point of diversity
('atlght
my eye. In the Enghsh mode, when
any plan of deep and extensive artifice and
vfllain_ pre_enteditself, it wa, only into here
and there a corner of it that. the light of"
discovery appeared to have been thrown : a
multitude of circumstances remained still
i_vulv<d in darkness : a multitude of patti*
euim_ ,_till remained, in ft.-peel of wt_i,.h, the
mind of the inquirer remained unsatisfied : he
who should propose to himself to draw up a
complete history of the cnmlnal transaction,
_ould find materials continually wanting-would, in a word, find the task impracticable.
Why ? Because, out era multitude of delinqueneies committed, the inquiry _a_, by the
' narrownes_ of the path chalked out tbr the
course of procedure, confined to one: because,
by thi_ or that arbitrary and irrational rule,
a seal was put upn_ lhe tips of those _Lo
knew most s,bmt_ the matter.
In the Fre_ch mode, on the other h;md,
every t_ansact,on appearc_ to be sifted lethe
bottom ; no doubt remaine _: all the actors
--all the sufferers-- were brought upon the
stage; proxiumte causes, remote causes, coneomitant circumstances and consequences, all
stood before the reader at a wew.
In the saute proportion in which the Faculty
and practice of reaping the collateral advautage now and then presented by the sell-disserving testimony of an extraneous witness,
' is beneficial to the interests of society, it i_
prcjudi&al to the opposite attd adverse intorest,--tbe
interest of the professional lawyet, under every system--the
interest of the
official as well as of the professioual lawyer,
under the fee-gathering system.
It defrauds him (that is, if admitted, which
he has taken care it shall not befit
would
defrtmdhim,) and in a double way, ofhisdne.
[n the suit already in haud, it aefrauds him
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of the several advantages already enumerated
though less _afe, in the character of succeunder the head of the uses of the exclusionary
danea to it when it is not to be had,-- who
rule to the man of' law.
By means of the does not see how bad a substitute these uneffect with which it may be, and (when the
sanctioned and uncross-examinable evidences
testimony thus ohtained i_ _uffieient to war- make, for the mass ot immediate testimony
rant the decision it points to) ought to he,
from the same source ? when it is to be had,
attemled, it defrauds him of the whole of and under the same securities for its correctthe profit that mici,t have been extracted
ne.-, and completeness (viz. oath or what is
from the additional suit, had it commenced
equivalent, aild counter-interrogation)
as i:l
and been continued in the regular and or&- the ca,e of an extraneou_ witness.
nary course: it produces to the commmnty
The_-e secondary and inferior species of
at large the benefit of two suits, with the de- evidence are aeeort]ingly admitted : but upon
lay, vexation, and expense, mid consequently
what terms ? Upon the terms of their not
with the taw_er's profit, of no umre than one. receiving the etmfirmation, infirmation, exThis being the ear-e, it may without ditlL plato,iron, or compl¢tion, that could have been
eulty be imagined how sincere an abhorrence
applied to them by the immediate evidence
the idea of a practice thus infin'mal and ir- from the _-ame origbml source.
Upon conregular excites in their inflexible and learned
&tion of their hdng freed from that cheek-breasts : with what heroic firmness they ad- of the judge's rclusing to hmtselt the benefit,
here, on this doubly important <round, tothe
of that security a<amst deception and rn_exclusionary rule : with how tender a s) m- decision ; and no otherwise.
pathy they contemplate, as ff it were their
1. Fii-r contradictitm to the exclusionary
own, the peril of the malefactor, or other
rule:--udml.-_ion
oi the supposed casnall_"
evil-doer--in whatever degree, and on whichand extrujudwially written di._course of the
ever side of the cause, their on-turner, their _pcrs,m excluded; ro whom, tot fear ot vexpartner, their best friemt,
ing him (he standing or not standing there,)
, no questions are permitted to be put.
2..qeco.d eontr,uli(qion to the exclusionCItAPTER
IX'.
'_ary lule:--admisdoo
ot h_arsay evidence,
INCONSISTENCIES

OF ENGLISH

Lt.W

IN [rEGARD

TO SELF-DISS1.B.VING
EV1DENtE.
Tins rule. this exclusionary rule, which
grounds itself on the evil of vexation, would
not be a rule of joriaprudential
taw (more
particularly of Engh_h jurEprudential
law.)
if it had not its- exceptions: and the_e exceptions (no inthuation being given of them
in the rule) forming so many contradmtions ;
and the reasons of them (not heinz good but
on the supposition that there are no reason%
or none but bad ones, for the rule) iorming
so many inconsistencies,
In a former plac_e there was occasion to
mention, in the character of so many uses to
justice attending the admi-sion of setl-prejudieing testimony (that is, of questions leading to the extraction of it,) that thereby the
receipt of two other species of evidence from
the same source--evidences
equal at least
in vexation, inferrer iu instructiveness, safety,
aml trust worthiness-- would in general be
saved. These were--_ Paper- (such asletters
or memorandums)eontmnmgadiscoursesup-ll
poaed to be that of the party ; and "2. The
supposed extra3adicial conversation supposed
to be held by the party, on any occasion not
being a judicial one, and reported by another
person in the character ofa jmlieial witness.*
Useful, in ease of necessity, for the parpo_ of strengthening or weakening the oD•,ion of the trustworthiness of the immediate
evidence from the same source, -- useful,
" Videsttpra_ p. 447.

! ptlrpoFtlllff
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! trajmticiall) spoken (hseourse ot the person
to whom, for lear ot vexing him (he staml: ing or not stamlmg throe,) no questions are
: pe_m_tted to be put.
_ Of the vexatio., f_r thenvnidanceofwhich
' such sacrifices have been made.--sacrifiees
not to, but of. the interests (,f truth and
jostice.--an
estimate may now be made. It
is the difference between that which a man
fizels when the testhnony, in consequence of
which he sees himselfexi,o--ed to suffer, whatever it be, issues on the o,'caston in hand
immediately out of hts own bps or fi'om his
' own pen,_'and that which tie fbets, when-I testimmD to the same effect, exposing him
. to the same sull_rmg, nmther u,ore nor less,
! having happened on some preceding occai stun _o escape frmn his own hps or Ins own
i pen,--he hear_ or sees it brought out against
J hnn on the occasion in hand, flora the hp_or
}the pen of some other person; -- the &ffer' ence between _ hat he feels at hem ing broug._:t
i out against hinJ iMbrmation u hich dropped
from him at _a time when he wa* off h,
_ guard, and knew not the u_e that would be
made of it,-- and that which he teels at the
yielding the same information at a time when
he is completely upon his guard. Now then,
what is the real value of the mischief, in
contemplation of which an mnendment has
been made on the maxim, fiat just_tia, runt
calum--justi tin being erased, and inj_stilia
substituted?
But it is a weight ad::ed to a man's afflie-
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tion (it may be said) to have the proof that
is to subject
him to t,uni_hment
drawn
out
of hi¢ own mouth.
A _ei_ght?
_N,), not of
a fea'd_er.
What is this burthen,
compared
with
the burthen
unposed
without
remor-e
upon individuals
completely
innoeent--u_,on the indisiduats
convened
as witnesse_?
The snfferir_g--the
real suffering--is
that
whieh is inflicted
b) the puni.hment
Jr.-elf.
a s.fi%ring,
the bJrlletion
of which is by the
suppositmn
(speak_u,: w_th reference
to the
aggregate
interests
ot the e,mJmunity)
a desirable event.
In that, and that alone, consi¢ts the real a/tlie_mn.
As to the supposed
addit_on--a
mere metaphorical
quantit_except in the mind of the rhetorician
it has
lm exi._tence.
You a_e sure of being convicted:
by what
so,'t of evidence
would you ehoe_e rather
to
be eonvieted
_ By the e_ ideate of other prople witlmut
any .f 3 our own, or by evidelwe
of other pet_ple's and _our own together?-We_'e a question
o| this sort put to a mtdef,mtor, would it not be matter of perplexity
to hm_ to eho__-e ? Would not a pot of beer
or a _:lass of gin, on whfi'hever
side placed,
be sutihcient to turn the scale?
But allowing,
for the sake of argument,
tha_ there is a dlfferenee
hetwcen
the pain
in the one ea,e at_d the pain m the oth,_r-flu" my owl_ part, I can -ee none--but
if there
be, can it he assumed
us a competent
and
suflicient]y
tJroad and solid ground
for the
establishment
of a rule of law ? ls there an 3th;ug here capable
of being set against
tl."
misehief.- of impunit)
? the misehiefs
of the
offence lhe it whar it may) which the law in
question -- the law whwh the rule of' exclusion in question
seek_ to debilitate--_
eraptoyed to combat ?
Justiceoutoftheque_tion(whiehee_tainly
has nothing
to do in it,) refer the matter

;

'
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retest
in the cause.
Do you in t|:at eaae
accept of a letter or memm'amlum
of his, or
a s_lpposed extrajudieial
discourse
of his, in
lieu of the judicially
delivered
testimony
of
his own ],and. or the immediate
evidence
of
his own bps?
Do you in this instance
exctude the regular, openthedoortothemake_hift evidem'e,
from the same source?
Not
)o,i. indeed,
fi_r t?om excluding
the regular
evide_ee,
you do not admit the makeshift:
far from giving an exclusive
admission
to
_he makeshift,
you do not (unless
ineidentally, for intirmation
or confirmation)
give it
any admis:iun
at all.
3, In the short and disastrous
reign of
Philip and Mary, came out the statute*
so
often mentioned,
in virtue of which, in cases
treated
as eriminal,
and where the punishment rises to that of fi*lony, ._ustiees of the
peace, actil_g singl,,
arc empowered
to resort
to the mouth of the defendant
(the sopposed
transgressor)
tbr infbrmation
on the subject
of the offence.
Not a syllable
can he utter that may not
have--that
was not designed at least to have
in ca_e of his having been guilty--the
effect
of self-eriminative
evidence.
Not a minute
after an)" _ueh question
put to him can he
remain silent, but his silence (at least if the
use were made of' it that might,
and ought,
and was intended
to be nmde of it) would,
in hke maturer, have the effect of self-erimihating evidence.
Contradictory,
however, as this statute
is,
when compared with the jurisprudential
rule,
the charge of inconsistency
(it mn_t be con_,_s_d) ex*ends
not to this ease.
The rule
was the work of the man of law seeking his
t_wn e_ds:
the exception--a
sprig of ecru.
men sense, imported
fi'om the continent
of
Europe,
and planted
m a bed of nonsense
and hypocrisy,
by which
it has been nearly

to merey--_hatever
be meant by mere',and ask, whether
a malefaetm" be theless deserving of mercy, because it so happen% _bat,
without
putting
any questions
to him,t,lf,
evidence sufficient
for et'nvielion
happens
to
come in from other sources?
In Enslaved, society exi,ts;
therefi_re
En-

i
_
i
I
I
t
i

choked--was
the work of the so verei_:n,
seeking
the welfare
of his people
throt[gh
the ends of justice.
It,_ppy the nation, had
no worse im?ort,ttion
taken
place under _be
auspices of Spanish influencel
Third
contradiction
to the exclusionary
rule : -- p_ epara_or_ examination
of suspected

glish law mu.,t have given admi-sion,
either
to the make.-hift
or to the regular
evidence

i felons, under the statute
of Philip and Mary.
,
Thus far we have seen the contradictions

from that same source.
It excludes
the re- I given to the rule. when the punishment,
to
gular--it
admits
the nakeshifr.
Observe,
I which the man exposes hunself
by his selfthen, the result of this prodigious
serupuloeriminative
evidence,
is ultra-pecuniary
;
sity, of thi_ sentimental
tenderness:--a
prerising, in its lowest degree,
above the high.
terence,
and that an exclusive
one, given to
est level to which pecuniary
punishment
is
inferior e_'idenee,
capable of extending
itself.
l_wyer.
Inferior ? Ay, in your estimation.
Observe,
now, the contradictions
which it
2*ton-Lawyer.
Yes:
But I speak not of
has received
in the ease where the punishmy own estimation
only, nor of the estimameat is not uttra-peeuniary,
-- does not, in
tion of men in general only, but of your own.
its highest degree,
rls.e, in point of affiicti_'eSuppose it the case of m extraneous
witheSS, above the level of pecuniary
pumshne_s--a
person who,,e testimony ...............................
it is promeat.
po_ed to call in, he having no share or in" 2 & .3Phihp and Mary, e. ttt.

.
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But in the case where,
in how heavy a
degree soever onerous,
the heaviest obligatim_
to which the party stands exposed
does not
wear the name of punishment,--selt=oneratwe, self-oneratlve
simply,
i_ the name tha_
has been given to the e_'idence.
The case_
embraced
by selt-c_imina'oiv'e
evidem'e
exposing the party to pul,sbmeut
nut beyond
pecumary,
and the ca-es embraced
by evidenee simply self-ouetative,
are _herefore,
to
this purpose at lea_t, the same cases: the rule,and practices,
thercf,)re,
that operate in contradietion
to the rule e_,cludmg self-nnerative
evidence,
are so ninny eoorradiet,ons
to the
rule by which
self-crimlnatJve
evidence,
to
the effeet of punishtnei_t
not ultra-ptcuniary,
staod_ excluded,
4. A motion tbr an i_fformatimt
(a criminal
information)
is a suit instituted
to know
whether a suit shall be instituted
: a suit eartied on upon the worst e_idenca
that can be
found, to ktJow whether
a stilt for the same
cause shall be carried on upon good, or less
bad, evidence : a stilt carried on upon premeditated, preconcerted,uncros_-exaufioable
evidenee, to kl,ow whether
the same Stilt shall
be carried
on upon onpremedltable,
nneoucertabte,
cro._--exammed
evidence,
When the pro,ceatlo:_
ts in this mode (and
tlwre
are few crimes
short
of capita],
tile
prosecution
for which may not be carried on
in this mode,)
the principal
piece i-. never
suffered to be petibrmed
beforeasillglejudge,
for the benefit of justice,
till in this style a
prelude
to it has been rehearsed
at his majesty's
theatre
in Westminster
tta]l, for the
benefit of the law_eis,
Lau'_jer.
Nay, l_ut _hat is this to the purpose ? tlere no questions
are asked : the defendant
says what be pleases.
_¥oa-Lawyer.
True, sir ; no questions
are
put in the form of que.,tions : but allegations
have been made-allegations,
whi_:h, to the
purpose
here in hand, howsoever
imperteetty
calculated
for the eoalplete
and correct discovery of truth,
have the effect of questions,
By the affidavits
of those willing wit_esses
wilom he has procured
to join with trim, the
prosecutor
has made his charge.
The defeudant delivers
in his alt_dawt
or I_ot, as he
thinks
fit : but (the rnle having been made
upon him to show cause) so _-are as he ondts
to deliver in an affidavit,
so surely, in this
preliminary
suit, is he east.
If he pleases,
he may be sileltt,
taking the consequences
;
aod so he may be, though
the exclusionary
rule were ahoiished,
Oft eomplete abolition
of the exclusionary
rule,
what (at least in the ease of a patty)
would be the effect ? Not compulsion,
the
exaction
of an answer ; but simple parrotssion _ permission
to put questions
: he to
whom the question
is put, answering
or not
m_swering,
at pleasure,
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Are you an equity draogbtsman
? You are
not. to learn, then,
that in equity, an altega.
i tion, a charge, is everything_a
question,
i nothing.
Is the fact made up into a charge?
Question
or no question,
interrogatory
or no
interrogatory,
an answer
i_ compelled,
and
,'ompelled
by means tar more ligorously
coattire.
I.- aui:lterrogatory
put without acharge
for its support ? It is as if nothing bad been
,_,,lt
L,m._mr.
l_ot can you say the obligati,n
upon him to answer L-equally coercive in this
('a_e, as before a jury at tile assizes, tile Old
Bailt.y, or (_uildball
?
]Von-gaa,yer.
Oh yes;
that I can.
The
obligation
to speak true, no : on the contrary,
ff be be guilty,
by has every encouragement
that can be given to him to engage
him to
speak false, and upon his oath--to
engage
him to commit
perjury : 1. Time tor prelneditation : 2. Attorneys
and counsel
to instruct and as.,ist him in the arts of evasion ;
i 3. Time tbr concerting
a story with co-affidavit
{ men and co-perjurers,
if he (urn get an)' ; 4.
[ No questions
asked ; 5. The assurance
that if
he _-wears hard enough,
his OWll testimony,
though
with the testimony
of the prosecutor
in the teeih ot it, will be conelu_-ive, and save
him from all turtlmr
trouble.
Truth,
therelure, if' guilty,
he has every encouragemcz_t
. not to speak : but somethi_g
he is bound to
say, or condemnatiotl
ensues.
If the charge
be strollg enough, to one or other obligation
he stand, hound eontimtally--citber
to eftndnate himself,
or to perjure
bin,self.
I
Lau'yer.
Condemnafioo!
wh) talk of condeamatto_l
? Is not the tri,d, the inquiry" by
the result of _ hleh be may be either convicted
er acquitted,
yet to come ?
_'on-La_t'_/er.
Ye_ ; in the case o[ an informarion.
But be pleased to go on to the next,
article.
5. There are a class of suits which, thout.h
not much less freqttem
than the denotnhmtcd
ones, have never vet received
a name ; le_
us call them ._lotwn
Causes.
The demand,
--instead
of bei_g stated
by the pen of m_e
sort of law)er,
in the tbrm of a written
instrument,
au indictment,
an information,
a
declaration
lodged in an offiee.--isstated
by
the tongue of another
sort ¢_f lawyer,
in a
harangue made in open court, called a motion.
Instead of being tried o_ _'*va yore evidence,
the question
in this case is tried solely upon
a_ittavit
evidence.
On ml il_tbrmation,
after having
had the
advm_tage of bei_g eondemned
onee on bad
evidenee,
a man may have the privilege
of
being condemned
again upon better evidence.
But in a motion cause, condemned
once, he is
eondelnned
for good and all
ifeondemned
a_
_ll, he is condemned
upon the bad evidence.
Of these
motion causes, some are eonsidared as criminal
_uses,
some as civil e_ar, e_.
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Criminal causes: for example, motions for in the civil suits called equity suits. If anattachalent;
motiousthat tbedcfendant
may swers are required uf him on the spot, he
answer the ma';ters of the afli,,avlt.
Civil is thereby examined as extraneous witnesses
causes : tbr exampb-, motion to _et aside pro- are examined, on the occasion of these same
cccdings for irregularity ; mo_ion to set aside equity suits.
a_ award that has been made a rule of court.
7. Must it be mentioned ? Yes, it must ;
Under the head of motion causes may be how frequent soever may be the need of
ranked (to tin, purp_se at least) petition
mcntiomng it on other occa_ions:--or
the
causes : the causes by which masses of pro- catalogue of the iuconsi_tent infringemel,ts
petty a,'e dispo_,_d of" to any amouut, in the of this rule will not yet be complete.
In
case where the imsse,_or ha_ been a4zgreh-ated ca_es of indictment and intbrmation, if the
to that cla-_s ot in,olve_r debtors who have defendant ha_-heeu convicted by his own deLeen _t)ted bankrupts.
In these ca_c% what.- fault, or by a jury upon the good evidence,
ever motion the ears of _he judge are enterthe appetite of the partnership is not yet
rained with, is preceded by a written instrt,satisfied: the chain of inquiries is not yet
met_t called a petition, _ hich gives him httle
regarded as complete, without a third inquiry,
tr,,uh:e.
In th.-e c,,-e,, the evidence bc in which the cause is tried over again upon
which the cause l- decide I behtg purely afli'- the bad, the affidavit, evidence. 1 speak o[
davit evldel_'e, the) present, in this respect,
the supplemental inquiry, carried on mateno d_ffereaee to d,_-tingm-_h them fi'tm_ the cedently to, or upon, his being brought up
aggregate mas_ o_ m,_tion cause-,
tc_rjudgment.
6. Another occasion on which self-di_erBy the same evidence by which the same
vlng evidence, and that self-criminating,
is c.u_e is thus tried over ag-am fbr the third
not only allotted to be called fi,r, but cot.- time, another cause (it frequently happens)
petlcd, is that ml which the evidence is ex- i, trted tor the firs_ and last time,--another
traeted fi'om a defendant hy the subordinate
cause, ot which no jury has had cognizance.
judge e.dted the master, by means of ready
I speak of the charges so fiequcntty brought
written questions, cailed on tills occasion _t- against the same defizndaut, for misbehaviour
terragator_es,
alleged to have taken place at a time subseSo seldom does the occasion tbr this ope- que_t to that of his conviction by the jury
rati(m present itself, that it wouht not have tbr the former cau-c.
been worth mentioning, except that it may
Such i_ the re_!,eet really paid to that most
be _cen that _t ha_ not been overlooked,
usei,tl of all stalkmtr-hor,es, an English jut) :
In the c'a_e of an information, the second the gorgeous idol, under who_e convenient
inquir) heft,re a jur) crones on of course, it', mantle so many abuses lodge themselves.
_on motion for leave to file the mformat_on,
Such is the respect really paid, even in eftand the first inquiry--attidavit
inqu:ry _ffan
mmal causes, to the accommodating maxim
i_qmry it can be called, on which no ques- --tothe
flexible, the trul) Lesbian rule, nemo
lions are a_ked) in eon_equenee.--the
rule tenetur ._eipsum prodere.
_u show cause is followed by an absolute
On every man, obligation to betray himrule, leave granted, and information filed, self : to every man, encouragement
at the
If the seeomt inquiry comes of course, the same time to perjure himself: Such is the
cause eann.',t, to the d_-advantage of the de- state of things, a.-,_often a_, in regard to a
fendant's side, be determined w_thont it.
d_sputed que_-tmn, afli.davit evidence is reIn the case of an attachment, mAess it be teared.
in one nat of several hnndre_! (not to _y
8. Coeval, or not much short of coeval,
thousand) causes, the first inquiry is the only with the practice on jury trials which admits
one ; the thte of _he defendant is determined
not of the putti_)g a question to either party
by it.
in the cause, is the practice of the equity
But in a _tse that has been known now i courts, by whi(h, to so great an extent, the
and ther_ to happen, after the late of the tie- t proeecdit_gs in the causes in which juries are
fondant has been determim, d ou the ground I employed are obstructed or overruled :-- not
of the affidavit evidence, with or w_hout I to speak of the w_de-extending class of deextraneous w_tnesses on both sides, the tie. I mands of which equity alone takes eognifendantahmei-; subjected to a seco*_d inquiry, ] zance, the all-soffieien.t power of common
performed by the ready written questions as _law not alfi)rdmg to these rights so much as
above mentioned.
' the semblance of a remedy.
On an occasion of this so_t, no more reBut in no one instanee whatever was any
serve is used than wouht have been used had cau.-e heard in equity, but--in
and by the
the rtde aemo tenetur seipsum prndere never very instrument (the bill) in and by which
been heard of. If time is given him to study
i he demands of the plaintiff are sig_fified_
hk answer, and a copy of the interrogatories
the defendant is called upon to betray himgiven him fbr that purpose, he is thereby
self, as truly as it is possible for a man to be
examined in the way a defendant is examined catted upon to betray himself. The queattosm
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being put in writing',
time i_ indeed
given
him to meditate
and emmert _afe perjury,
ain the ea,-e of affidavit
evldenee.
Answer
he
mH_t, or, when
he ha( b:en plagued
.and
sqa ,ezed sufficiently
m ethel wa)-,
hi_ .ilento
is take_
fi)r an answer
in the allirmatire ; the bill is tak(m pr. co.festa ; and that
which to hi. prejudice
the ptaintiffpray_
may
be done, i¢ done.
Lawyer.
But equity eau,ses are but eivi|
causes.
Admitting
thi_ to be the practice
m
equity, it is not, foe this instance at lea_t, the
le_s true,
that no man i_ bound to criminate
himself,
:_'on.La_7/er.
True, equ!ty eau-os are but
rirll causes:
so that,
by the effect
(,t the
qttestion
put to hm_. a man i_ not expo-ed
tt_
lose more than his whole e_tate.
B_*t -f that
e_tate the vahw may am(mat
to ally number
el hundred_
of (houe.an(l_
of pOIIH(t_. _.,PII<
which no_v-:_-da_- are i unBtll_ t.qq t_ nllitlo:l_
[H _t eaube deqoinllqtl'ed
a ('lilll111a! (a'd_e. dl(l
yOU ever. il_ lhe ah,de
e(.l_e
of y(,m I'_ wnee, km_w a_ m_tane_, eta
alan e. bUIFI?I IiI_ a
los_ to the amount of two thousand
pound-"
_Ve,'e the up;ran your _)x_n, to whmit of two
lo-aes wouhl
_ou gi_'
the preference:
tea,
Ir,_ of £2.1)00,
to b,' t _ken from you m a I
*'au-_e called a ertm;na[ eau.e,
or to a 1o.. i
of zl_21X/ll(){l, to be taken h om you in a eau-e i
railed a c_ _/eau.-e ?
!
Contradictions
in substance
are not to be
reconciled
by wutd_.
The juri*dietmn
of the
courts of equity
is eiwl merely:
lie it _o;
fi)r ci.il i_ bat a wo_d. But if v_ r:_hon or no
vexat_ m i_ the issue -- ff feellmrs them-elves.
not the wordsemplo)edia
spcakingnfthem,
are 1o be regarded,-the quantity
of Vexa)ion to which a man ulay thus be made to
subject
himself
by hi_ t,_-timony,
when extraet_ d from him by da- court of pro'ely e_vil
jun_dlctmn,
sm'p_--es
by a _reat deal the
qttnoatquantit)
of vexatmn of the same kiml,
l'o which he e(mhl be subjected
were hi* re.atnnon_
extracted
flora tnrn _lIll a view to
puni-hment,
to be inflicted
upon him undt.the name of puuishlnent,
m a court of erimihal jurisdl.tiun,
wh(re
either
attachment
or
i_!fi,r,antton,
amt in pt, thap_ the greater
part
of the ease_ in which m&ctme_t,
is the name
given to the suit.
Takir*g
the cuds of justice
fi)r the standard. here we see a t_._¢tw ot inconsistencies,
Viewing
as the sole ends in p.r_uit
the established
ends of judicature,
all ineon.isteney
vanishes.
The parties
examining
o;., m_other
twd
yore.
and at the out-et,
in the plesenee
of
the judge,
a-_in a eourt of' eon.elenee,--so
far, no pretence
tor tbes. no umre than in a
em_rt of conscience,
no delay, no pretence
tbr delay, no motives
tbr producing
de*lay.
no more than in a court of conscience
S ,t
them to fi_bt _ith
affiduvit_
manufi_c_mcd
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by att_rne_s,
fees spring up in plenty.
Aft)davits the .-eed, pmjurie_
and _ee.-, like ryegrass and clover, _,t,ri_g up together.
Set them to examiue
one anolhel
in the
epistolary
.t31e, a_ m and by.
bill in e,tui:y
(that
is to say, a pair of bali-, a bill and a
crees bin,)
the e,_aminatitm
take_ up lwi 'e
or three times as many m(mths,
as in a court
of conscience
it would have taken nmmtes.
The protifi,,
examination,
,:,awli,,_
t>n fi>r
ten, fifteen,
or _wenty
months,
fee. pe, ih_lating from it all the tnne.
A _tat m t q.ity,
pc, hap.: to (lo uotlm_
but get the )_',ideate;
and theL a suit at common
law, six. twelve,
or eighteen
momhs,
lo give emfd.)ment
to
the evidence.

CIIAP'FFR
V.
EXAMINATION ¢_12THF CASES IN WHICH t NGLI_H LAW I XEMp!rs ONL PLR_.ON J:'[_tlM
GIVING EVII_EN(_E AGAI",_T AN, YfHEa.
_
1. Ti_e c:eml,ho:_ u_t[,ropcr
IF the teMin'loily
o_ a party to tus own i,_emdlceought
to be eompellaMe,
som_ht
t l,at
of an) o_herpers(,n
It thexexad(m
ofuh.'h
at might he l. Oduct_ve to Irlou- t_ eonnjbute
h) his o,rn evidence to subject ]ran-elf t- the
obligations, ot ju_twe, attbrd_ no .ulfieient, reasou fi_r the dissolving
ot these .bhgation_,
--

[ _nli less ('an an} _ood reason be dragon titan
i the vexanon
resulting
t¥om that _ame .ouree,
of the benetit
of any.
( fi_r aleph,in(
.ju-tiee
.tker te_t'.u.my
Thi. _-ort of_e-ond-hand
vexation,
reflected
flora the former,
must be of one or o_herof
t we desenplions
: the seat of _t, in the bosom
of one or other of two per.ons.
I_ it in ('o._-i)teration
of the vexation
that
tleus him-elf would sulYer, froin the prejudice
lhat
migh_ a.,'rue
to hm_ trom the e_ulenee
of Amieu_.---i_
it forth_s rea.om
that justice
-hou]d be deprived
of the benefit oft Amh'us'_
test)lure,y?
B_t it will hardl) he said. _hat a real:';
suffetm;:s
_ill be grealer,
at seeing ev_dem e
toius preuldiee ext_aetedfrom
an,,therbosom,
than at t'eeli_g _t extracted
horn hi_ own,
Is it in consideration
of the v_-xation _hat
Am_eu_ would suet-r, from the thought of the
prejadme that might accrue h'om hi_ ev_den,'e
to i(eu%--is
it fi_r this _easoa that just)re
simuld be deprived
of the benefit of ihe te.ttmoay
of Amieus?
But it will hardly be said. that a man's s.tterings _fil be greater
at the idea ot an evil
i eol:sidered
a- about to befall another
nerson
I (_hether
from his own instrumental{tv,
or
I lrom any other cause,)than
at the _dea oI the
same evil--ofau
evil the same in magnitude
[ (probability
and proximity
considered,),_s
about m f£ll upon him._elf.
[
S(,m., :t [_.ea_ ,u:d Anncas
were N_as and
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Eurvalus.
Bat Reus and Amiens are not
Nisu_ and Eur_alus; they are average mere
It is not tr, ta0uiems, nor vet to extraordinary
character-, b_Jt to ordinary ones, that the pinr:_mns of _h;• ie::Mator ought to be adapted,
Suppose .ueh a plea admitted ; observe the
ermsequencc. B) what criterion shall the degree of .)rot,siLt-tic _-en_Ibiht_ on the p,trt of
Amwa. 1_,_,Icte:'aumql: B_ w'ha_ suretoken,
Ol,,,,, ._ri,c _?csamleszimationofti,
ejudge,
_.Ldll it be d:-eovered _hat the fate ot'lleq- is
ilt ml) degree an ex(It_,g ,'au-e o._ :he affeetam in qae.tm_t, m t;lc blea_t ol Arnicas_ ?
From the tie_ _)t'blm,d? The i,rv.-umt,tioa is
_tlo!lff; bat mdml,t,ii? not >o strung as to be
ct_wlu.ive.
From anh other tie..? The I,resump,'mu i_ weaker m_d we,_kel ad t:(lb.t_,m.
Adq_itted, the t,h'aw.uht put into th_ hand.
of the jad_'e, at lea-t w_rl, tht, ro_mutrtrwe
of _ht. proi,_ed _hlw--, the ta,'ult) of ex¢'itl(]illZ
i._r atbnlttlilg
[t|1)'
Ill_tll*_
te_lIll_aly
at
t,ha-ure.
The seotmiental cal,didale h,r exeluemn, what i_, _h_. ¢',_t• ._hould he do?--_hould he _peak, am| weep, at_d fim,t ti,_ ],ira_'e]f? or fee cram.el to .peak, and weep, and
Nmt lu;Iron?

isocietv. In whatwaydoesthesupposedeau_
! m que.-tion tend to the production of any such
, effect ? The conviction and puni_.hment of
_the d_q'endant, be beiag gtdlty, is by the supposition an act the tendency of which, upou
I the whole, is be,tefieial [o _oeiet 3. Such is
i the propo_.ltion which _br this purpose must
_be as_-umed. Some offenec_ (it will be ad, mitle_t by everybody) arc of'that sort and
quality, that the acts by which they are
pmfished do pos.-ess thi_ beneth'ial tendency.
Let dw offen,'e i_lquestlo,_ be of the rmmber:
it ]_ of such
(lilly aS arc of that mimber that
1 _peak. The good, then, that re_alts t?om
the convietmn ,rod plmiahatellt_
ill the c.abe
in qae_tmn, _sout ol dispute: where, then,
' _ the additional evil of it when produced hy
_he cause iu question? Nowhere,
The evil
' c,m.-i_t_ in the punMm:ent : but the punt.blllellt a lua_ tludcrgoc_ la tl_,t greater when
, the ( vtlleBee Oil N'_ilieb
the
eonvietion m,d
_ [Hilll-htOetlt a_e
grotlm]ed
hap!leo_ to eomo
out _flhe m,mthofalawadv_._erofhi%
than
,' ff it had hai'l,em_d to come out of his own
moutb, or that of a Lhird person.
1 But if sneh eunlidcnee, when reposed, is
: p_,ru,il ted t.hc vlohH _d.altd If t his he knm_ n
"2 L,uv}.'r ..J e!ont. _
, (_im'b, ff _u('h be the law, it will he.) the
t2n,.q_-h ,Ira!gas t_,_e _tkt,n e'o'e to exempt ' em,seq_e.,'c _ill be, (hat no such eoniidenee
t},e pto.g'--a,_,al member- of the t,a_tne_-lnp ' u ill be _T,_,etl. Not ret)(,_e,t ?-- Well : and if
f,(,m so untdca_mt an oIqigatlon a. _hat o{ , it bc re)t, wherein will e,,n_ist the mi_ehiet?
lea,daring _er_i,'e to iu_t_ee. " Cmm_eI and The mm_b) the _uppo_tiun i_ guilt_ ; if not.
att,,rne_ .....
ought n_" Io be" ,-av rather
b_ _},e _.pp_bion
there i. _,olhir, g in be,_rc n"C) '* t'.'_mitred to dt_eox cr :the -eerct_ ' tray: let the law adv_.er say ever}thing he
of theu clwnt_, though the) otK.r l}wm-td_ e_ has heard, ever)tiling he van have beard froza
ibr _hat pu, po..e ""_
, his elicnt, the chm_t cant,or bare anythin.-to
On whi,,h of _he two abo_e-mentioned
fe,_r from it. That it will (_ften happen that
_,roamt- does the exem[.tion re_t in tt,,,-(, m the ease supposed no _uch cm_fidenee _ill
l,'arned bo-om_ ." 1- It _hat the elie_t would be reposed, i_ _mturai el.)aeh : tlmfirst thing
_utTer so mm'h more from b,q_,g hurt b_ his 1he advocate or atlorncy walt say to i_]._client,
law)er's testim(n} _hanh 3 hi. own? o_'that
will be,--Ilemember_hat,
whatever you say
a man i_ so much dearer lo his advocate and to me, I shall be obhgcd to tell. if a.-ked
l,_s attorney, thail to him-elf?
about _t. What, then, will be the con.eThe oracle has given ire ,'esponee:--"
The quence? That a guilty person wilt not in
privdege is that of the elm.t, not of the at- eeneral be able to derive quite so much astorney.". +
-l-Iam'e fl'om his taw adviser, in the way of
Wiwn, in consulting _ith a law adviser,
eo_,ce_._mga falaedefence, as he may do at
:;:turin y or advocatc, a man ha_ eonfes-ed hi-. present.
dehnqueney, or d_s('losed some tact which, it"
Lxeept 1be preventiot_ of such pernicious
-tared m court, m_:ht tend _ooperate in prong, eonfi(h nee, of what other possible effect can
,,t _t. such taw adviser _ not to be suttk,red the rule l(,r the requisition of such evidence
,,_be examined as to an? stleh po!ht.
The be produeti_e? l;_ther of none at all, orofthe
law adviser is neither to be compelled, nor -o emwietion of delinquents, in some instances
nm(.h ,,s _uffered, to betra? the trust tbu_ re- m which, but fi-_rthe hgh_s thus obtained,
posed i,_ him. Not suHitred? I,$hy r_ot* Oh, they would not have been concreted. But m
becatL-e to betray a trust is treachery; and an ] thi. effect, what _maginable circumstance is
act of treachery is an immoral act.
i there that can render _t iu an_ degree perniAll immoral sort of act. ia that _ort of aft, , CIOLI
a-and undesirable ? None whatever. The
tbe tenden_'v of which _s, in _ome way or ' eotw_etlon ot delinquents is the ver_ end of
other, to Iessea the quantit} of happiness in ! penal ju.-tiee.
Observe the inconsistence between the rule
• _e farther. Val. VI. _>.99.
* Balk N.P. 2'_4. frnn'_ Str. t40.
v. 'l'albe_
_ lind.

I m the ease of the particular species of conI,iml._y I tract in question, aud the rules observed in
i general in respect to contracts
()f eoutraets
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in general
the falfihncnt
is beneficial
to soeiety : of contracts
in general
tile fulfilment
is accordingly
ent_rced.
But there are some
eontraet_
the fulfilment
of which wouhl be
pcrnieiou_
to soewty:
every crime, every offence,
supposing
the prohibition
put upon it
by the law to be well grounded,
afllad_ an
example;
viz. that of a e,.ntraet
tor the joinina ill the commission
of _tn'h offence.
The
contract
between
a delinquent
and his law
adviser, is a contract
which has for its obj,.el
the enabling
the dehnquent
tn escape
the
puni_hu_ent
which i_ hi.- due. With what consistem,),
to what end, wouhl the law _eek to
enforce a contract
re sach all effeet?
Sallpose
a like contract
between
a delinquent
and hijailer--a
contract,
the objeet el which shad
he to enable the delinquent
to e-cape.
Does
the law seek to enforce this bert o{ contract?
No, no_. anywhere.
But why not.'
It might,
with as much reason as in tlae other eas,,,
If the taw adviser,
of his own motnm, the
law neither
eon,tnandintz
nor tbrbiddmg
hun,
were to offer in.-- te_tnnony
fi)r tile purpo.e
of promoting
tile cony|cOon
of his el|eat, the
imputation
of treachery
would
have, if not
a good ground,
at anv rate a better,
a more
plausihle
ground.
B'ut the questmn
is not,
whether
the lawyer shall thu_ offer hi_ tesnmolly;
but whether
tile law shall eomman
it, or authorize
him, nay tbree him, to refase
it.
Compare
the law in tIlia ca.e, with the law
in tile ease of trea_on--mlspri-ion
of treason,
If, knowing
of a_ act of t_ea¢.n committed,
a man tbrbears to give infi)rmation
of _t, such
forb:.arance
is punished,
and certainly
not
without, reason, as a high crime.
In tile ca,e
el the law adviser,
the rule now under con.ideration
would probably be deemed applicable
re the crime oftreaso_b
as welt as to all others,
The taw in this ease finds a man in whom it
proteets
that vtry spee_e_ of conduct
which
it pun|she.,
in evely
other
man : and that
species of conduct
a nli_-ehievous one ; one of
which
the effects cannot
but be pcrniemus,
To what end, with what eonsistencb,
can the
law find ou_ a man to rceeive w_th safety,
and even under an obliwation of conccahnent,
that
confidence,
that permeious
confidence,
which it puni-_hes in every other man ?
Another
inconsistency.
To eonfidents
taken from other professions,
neither the obligalion nor the permis.ion
of secrecy, as again.-t
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ledge before they were retained:*
of tb.ets
disclosed
to them by tile client after the suit
was at an eItd by compromise:'[
of[acts which,
though
talhng
under
their
cognizance
no
otherwise
_han ill eonsequence
of their protvssional
h_tereour_-e with their client,
were
not d{reed_ eomlntmicated
and confessed
by
hmJ :_ el tacts uhwh,
though coming to their
cogmz,mee
in consequence
of such
intercourse, m_ght (It i.,. stud) have come to their
cogmzanc,
_lthout
It _[
,
In a word,
so tree ha. the hair been split,
i that,
when an artorne_
has been consulted
with. not _.lt i_ ._aid) a- an attorney,
but only
as a fiicnd,
evidence of the fiwts that come
under hi. cognizance
haa been extracted
from
his mouth §
_Qamre, by what sign to know
when it is the mtorney
who l_ present,
and
when it i. the friend _ in the ea-e of the
eoan.el,
there m_ght have been les-_ ,hflieulty :
the professmnat
robe, by be|ha offer on, might
dlstmgu_sh
the counsel from the Iriend.
IIa_ kins,¶ speaking to the questwn,
'" What
kind of receqlt of ati, lon will make the receiver an acee-.ary
alter the fact ?" says. " It
.,,ceres agreed that,
gcneratly,
any assl.-.tance
whatever
given to one known to be a felon,
m or_ter to hinder
hi_ .....
suffering
the
punishment
lo which he is condemned,
is a
sufficient
r_,ecq, t for ttu._ purpo.e."
(By the
wo_d c(;ndemncd,
he mean. no more than
d,_m_ed b_ the general d_spos_tion of the law,
not et;_rt_ mnt,d m eon-equenee
of a particular
pro.ec_mon
in.tltuted
: t_r m all the exampies he gives, the a-,-_-tance spoken ot i- g_ven
beti_re pro.ecru|on,)
The law_ er who, k_mwin_ h'om the confe.-i_ n ofi_: cl_cat that such
clicker has eouunitted
a felony,
enables
him
b_ b,¢ eoun,-el to avoid "' suffering
_he pu_]_h,n_l,t to which he is condemned,"
is, according to the above definitmn,
an accessary
to _uch tehmy ; v_z. an aeeessary
after the
taet.
Ill practlee
he certainly
would not be
deemed so.
What l mention
the ease tor, is
to show the ineon_-iateney.
In the ca_-c ot tl, e
taw advi..er,
the " pohey,'**
as it is called,
of tile taw, ts to l,rotect
that sort of m_m m
affording to a ernne that very sort oI assistanee, the giving ot winch _t punishe._ in any
other sort of man -- puni_he.,
and even to
such a degree a_ to treat him as an aeeomphee.
Ill a case like thi_, it would certainly
be too much to pumsh the law adviser a.s an

justice,
extends.
A physician,
a surgeon,
is
" Hawkins, _ 84.
"I" Ibid. _ 90.
compelled
to thselo_e what may operate
to_ V_z. flint a de_d era_ed had bt_en m a difwards the conviction
of his patient.
I ferent phgill.
Ibid.
8ft.
1tTo prove that the_etient was ti_e same perTo the credit of the judges ot latter times, ]
this saperstition
appears
to have been not
much to lheir taste : hv decision
after deei.
sion they have pared it'down
and narrowed
it, to a'very
em_siderable
degree.
From a
counsel,
from an a_:tornev, evidence
may be
extracted
of facts which came to their k r_ow-

I
i
I
[
I
}

_on who ueok an oath, for which he is un_.er an
indictment
for perjury:
so also to prove the
handwriting
of the client to a note or other instrument.
§ Hawkins,
§ 91.
_ Cap..'29., §';26, vol. iv. p. 209.
"" Leach's Hawkins, iv. 434 : b. iv. c. 46, § 64.
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accomplice,
for lending his advice
(whieh is
his mole of assistance)
to a _uilD" client,
or
lor m_t _.pontal,eou_ly
di-cln_.q_z such hghts
towards
_he as0,,rtainmcut
ot hi.- gmlt, as it
has happet_cd
to hnn to collect.
It might
deter _*be lawyer fruul lending his a_si_tance
to an innocent" person when aeeu-ed,
by the
t_ar of beit,g i,'lvolved
in the pum_hmcnt
m
ca-e ot hL- proving _zuitty.
Bat to _hat u._e.
or wl_ h _ l:at c.v:,_stency,
forbid h_s d'selosmg
any such props of grail, even though called
upou s_ to do ?
A (hstinetiml,
which seems an importm_t
one. is one of _hwh 1 see no traces in the

] is the whoh: system of penal law directed,
it'
i it be not that no man sbali h._ve _t in his
! power
to flatter
him_(,lf with the hope of
i saC'ely, in tile eve|It el his engaging
in the
i commisslt:tl
of an act which the law, on no', count
ot Its supposed
mischievousness,
has
i thought/it
to prohlbit ? The argument
emi ph,)ed
a- a _,'a-on against
the compelling
i _tu.h dLsclo.ule,
is the very argument
that
' pleads in layover of' it.
This being the professed
object
of the
I"_gli_h
_)stem of law, as well as of every
other system t,f taw,--viz,
the prevention
of
offene_._s,--_s
it reconcilable
to the idea of

book_,
The confidence
,upposed
to be repo-ed in the law advl_.er,-i_ it ret,o,_e_ after
pro-eeut:on,
for the purpose
ot th- gulit)
part 5 _ being enabled
to e_('ap_ tLe punishmesa due to hi.-. _uilt '_ or i: _t _epo_ed befo'.e
prosecution
--reposed
(suppo-e)
whde
the
olti:nce is m eouteuiplatlon,
mM it* the view
of learning the mean: of eolnmitttng
it w_h
impunity
and saeees_ ? Ill tile tbrmer ca-e,
the relation of the taw adviser to the otl_nce,
in case of crn.i.ai
eun.eiou_,ess
,,n his part,
is that of an acee-sar)
alter the fa_'t ; ill the
othe_, that nf an aece--ar)
befbre or during
the fact ; ti,at -o_t (,P a,'('e-.ar)
_ho, m the
te.hnieal
lar, gt,aa_e of the law, i_ in many

wi-doln
or con,-istene),
that
it should
lay
, dt)_ n a z ule, the eft'eel of which,
without
i to_,ilibutln;
to the pJoteetion
of the inno,eent,
or preveming
vexation
in any other
_bape, _. purely and simply io counteract
its
, o_n de._igns ?
!
h, vain would it be to impute
the favour.
_ i,g of treachery
to a regulation
by which
, such dL_etosures were to he made obligatory.
: la_ saying,
"' a crmfinativc
fact, stated
by a
, dehnqoent
to his la_ adviser,
shall, if called
_ fi_r, be alL-closed by him in evidence,"
it gwes
i sufficient
wainmg to offenders not to seek for
I sai'et5 in _-ueh means.
t
Thus much as to the ca_e where the effcci;

eases termed
a I)_h_eq)at.
I say, in ease of
criminal conseiousnes_
: tor, trnm the eireumstance of an attornev'_
bavi.g
it in his power
to g_ve e_idetice,
l:*e effect ot _',hleh, added
to ozher ev_de.-e,
u,a) h_ to give birth to
ti_e eonvietio_t
of hi- client in re_peet (,f a
cringe or oiler
otl_nee.--lt
doe_ nol l_llow
b) any mean-- that there n,u_t have beeu m,y
crimi,_al consei,>usnes.- on hi_ part ; tha_ the
pleture nf the tra,_sactmn
should hat'e been
p,esent
to h;s mind,
clothed w_tfi all those
cireumstanee.*:he
union of which is neee_sm v
to the eous_itutm_
it a e_m_e.
In ea_e of
perjury Our example,)
the attorney
t_:a) ha_ e
lear_,t from tl_ ehent the exi-tence
of a t_et
incompatible
ui:h a_othcr
fact, the existence
of whi(.h the cbent
b ls averred
upon oath,
but without
havi_g heard of his ever h,_vit_g
made all)" such averment : or. vice ver,_5, lie
may have been prwy to the nmking of such
averment
upon oath, without
having ever _eeeived information,
either fi'om the ehent or
an)body
else, of the existence
of the t_tet by
which sueh averment
is demonstrated
to be
perjurious,
" .k counsel,
sohcitor,
or attorney,
ca:mot
conduct the cause of hi_ client" (it ha_ been
observed)
" if he is not fotl_ instructed
in the
eireumstance_
attending
it : "but the eliel_t'"
(it is added)
" e.uld
not give the instruelions wttt_ safety, if the thcts confided to h_s
advocate
were to be disclosed.""
.Not with

i of the (lisclnsn_e
may be t. _ul,ject the clienl;
to -.uffer a. for an oI}'enee. 'Where'tl_e
effect;
I of it does not go beyo_:d the sabjeetlng
h;m
I to some non-penal
obligation
to which
he
I otherwise
might not be subjected,
or to de' ba_ hnn f:om some right o_ whkh he otherwl_e _(.'_},t bt_.ve eo_,,c Into possession,
or
remained
p ___essed,the objection
is no
nlore ree, q+tflable
_tb
the main objee:
of
the l;_w ',ban in the other case. In ever) _leh
ca-e. tt._,gh
b_ a process grievously
and unnece_saril_ d;latory
and ext_,nsive,_
what the
law does, or tub., consistent
ought to do, is
to compel each part),
out of hN own mouth
(or, to speak htmally,
b) his own hand,) to
make di_cio_ure ot such lkets as, lying _iihin his own knowledge,
are. of a nature
to
eontrib,te
to_ards
.-ub_-tantiating
the claim
of the adw;rsaty.
Call there
be any reason
_b_ that h,format{on,
_hieh l,e is compelled
to give l,_ h_ oxen h_md, should not be obrained wi(h equal tkciIit) ti'om another hm*d,
fi'om which, if there be any dlfi_erenee, it may
be extracted
with less reluct.,nee?
Dipolesure of all legally-operative
fkcts, facts inve_titive
or divesutive
of right-of all t:aets
on which right depends,--sueh,
without any
exception,
ought to be -- such, with a few inennmstent, exceptions,
actually
is, the object
of the law. On the part of*he
individuals
of
all descriptions
by whom information
to such
I effecthappens
in each instance tube possessed,

• safety?

So much

the better.

• Peake on Evidence

(edit.

To what object

I the

1801,) p. 126.

l

two

species

of

behaviour

*l"A bill in equity.

by which

the
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fulfilment
of this design
may b_, cmmtertrue:
but what becomes
of the former?
If,
acted
in such in-ram'e,
are "t:d_eh_.od a.'_d on the other hand 'as i_ sufficiently
evident)
coueeahnent.
It tht._ehood i-not
b_v,m,_d ],v an advocate
be needful
on other
accounts
the law, _il._ .-hnuhl concealment?
a mod'e
than thi%--if
he be of use to tile immeent,
Ot condtlet
*,*,hieh, v,ithout tile guilt {at least
as welt t. to the _zu ltv--lo
the man v_ho has
in a_ fitr as _mlt _s mca.ured
l)
3 punishnlent,)
_ n(}t ailvthlng
.
" to conceal," a_ well" as to Bhe than
is attended, s(,fin"
as it rak_- place,u ith _he who h.t,,
-- what is rv hinder an Innocent.,_r
came permmous
and undefinable
cliO'el,
even a _zmliv delendaut,
t_om availing tmuq-lf
Concealment
t£ tho,e £4cts, the k_o_lcdg_,
of h>. aden"ale'a-_>tance
tor all purp,_-e_-.
of ulneh is _eee--_ary 1,* the fuliilment
of lhe
{xeept that ,,f h'u_{ratmg
the taw ?
predictionsdehveredh
3 thesubstan_ivt,
braneh
2. The _eeond arTument
eonsist_
but of
el the law, i_ a mode (,f conduct
pu,:J_hed
r)ue propuqti,,n:
it _, that
Lt_rd Ru--ell's
in sonic i;lstanee< as all nil'cute,
and t'_vt} a- aito[ne_
_ould
have been a welcome
visitor.
a crime.
The least that can be VeT.died b)
_ith hi_ note_ in h,s pocket,
to the office of
consistene_
Is, tiaat the ,peele- ,,t tread thu_
the solicitor of the Trea,ury.
To the exalted
pum_hed
{n -tm._e ease,.._houhi
m*t in all 5 per_mlaffe.,
wl,oge dt.sire it wa_ to destrnv
ca_e be prutec_cd
aml em'ot, ra_ed.
, Lord Ru:st,t].
any person would, it i._ p;ob:(To give encouragement
In the _ph _t of chihle, have been a welcome
vis_tor, wire came
cane. _- an imputation
_hieh,
on here and
with inibrmatmn
in his pocket,
tending
to
thole
an oc,'a<on,
men ale boht en(mgh
to
erimimtlethe
prisoner.
Flora this. whatdoes
ea*t upo_q the general complexion
el the law,
the re_iewer
i_lbr '_ That
no informati_m
though
not in a hm_(hedth
part of _he intending
to criminate
the prisoner
_hould be
stam'es
in which
a ja_t warrant
might be
received?---that
the truth
should w_t, on a
fl)m_d fm it. An objection
to a proposition
judicial
occasion,
be a._eertained?
Not exi , which any such term
as chicane
is the
aetlv:
onl_ that one means,
a most eltieient
ei,a,'acteristie
word, is. that it is indistinct
and
means, of :a¢certaimng
il, should be rejected.
,,.rue. The rules (,f the ,'lass of that agahl-t
Are we to suppose,
then. that on e_erv judiwhich I have been here contending,
may _erve
cial oeea4m_ the thing _ hieh is desirabie
is
at once to fix the nnport,
aml to exempht}'
that *he laws sbould not he executed?
Then,
the ground
of it.
indeed,
the reviewer',,
eoucla,d(m
would
be
Expect
the law3er t() be serions in his caliable to no o_her ohjeetmn
than that of not
deavours
to exti;pate
the breed ot diQmne_t
going nearly tar enough ; since all other kinds
btigants!
Expect
the tbx-hunter
first to be
of ewdenee
might, and indeed ought, on such
serious
in ins w_-hes to extirpate
the breed
a supposition,
to be exeluded
likewise.
of loxes.
So long as the law treats any act as a crime
Idle as a reproach,--as
a memento
this
which is not a crime, so longit
will, w,thout
ought never to be out of mind.
It is thus
doubt, be desirable
that some acts which are
and thu_ only. that it can be visible to the
legally crimes
should escape
detection:
and
legislator,
w[w_e to look for oppo-_ition,
and
by conducing
to that end. this or any ozher
where, if anywhme,
for assistance,
exclusionary
rule may palliate,
in a slight
degree, the misehiefs of a bad law. To make
[Far:fi,,,
R,'ma, ks !,y ¢}w Ed_trr.-h_ the
the conclusion
hnld universally,
what would
notice ot the 7}'._1d de_ Po-'uvcs Jud.wga:lcs,
it be neeessar,¢
to suppose?
Only that the
in the 1;dinburgh
R,,_ew,*
the rule uhMl
whole body or'the
law is a nuisance,
and its
exelndes
the testimony
of the
pr.fesqomd
frustra*iun,
not its execution,
the end to he
assistant,
is with much earnest_ms_
det_nd.d,
desired.
The gtoumls
of the defenee, in so tar as the 3
La_s
a_ e made to be executed,
not to be
are inlelligible
to me, reda,:e themselves
to
*et aside.
For the .-ake of weakening
tlns or
tho_e whi,'h 5):luw: -that bad law, _ould )ou weaken all the laws?
1. The first a'gument
consists of two step_,
Itow monstrous
mm.t that laa" he, 'which is
whereof
the fbluu'r is expressed,
the lattel
not better
than such a remedy[
Instead
of
understood;
and either el them, if admitted,
m_king bad laws, and then, b_ exclusionary"
destroys
the other.
The proposltion
_*tueh is rules,
undoing
with one hand'a
part of the;
asserted is, tl,at the aid which is afforded to
m_sehief which you have been doing with the
an aeeused
person by h:s advocate,
is of exother,
wmdd it not be wi.er to make no laws
ceedingly
great
importmn'e
to ju_tlee.
The
but such as are fit to be executed,
and then
proposition
which
is insinuated
is, that of
to take care that they be executed
on all nothis aid he would be deprived,
if his advocate
ca.ions
were rendered
subject
to examination.
-- If
& The third argument
is of that in_renious
the only purpose,
tbr which an advocate
can
and sometimes
very puzzling
sort, called a
be of use, be to assist a criminal
ia the condilemma.
If the rule were abolished,
two
cealment
of hi. guilt,
the last proposition
is courses
only, according
to the reviewer,
the
..................
lawyer would have : he must enter into corn* N,). 79. 31 rch l_.12L
mmdeation
with the Oplm_ite part}"from the
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beginning,
to whieb course _hele wmfld be ohjeetions
; or he must wait till he had satisfied
lfimself that his elie_tt was ir_ _he wrong, and
must enter inlo ctamnuni "alton wlth the opposite party then ; to _l)_eh co_lrse tlwrr uould
be otherobjection_.
What the force ot the-e
objections
may be, It is not ne,'e-sa_y,
n(_r
wtmht it be pertinent,
to inqmre:
since neither justice am" Mr. l'k.ntham
d, mand tLat he
_hould enter into (_t)tnmulSr'_t_on _ith the _pposits [)art) at all.
What _. requ;red
i_ m,l 3,
that it. up(m the day ot trial, tiw opp(_ite
l,arty._houldrlmo_e_oeaiitorhi-evldenee,
Jt
l,ta) n,;t be m l,i. power,
rely mole 1hal In
li?at of any mher vAtnc__-, to withhold
tt,
One wouht not have b'.'_ n _urp(L-cd at the-e
argui!qents,
oI even w(tr_e, fr(ml all lndl-eilminute eulngizcl ot " thlngsa-, they are '" tb;%
however,
i_ by no mean_ the character
of
the writer of rid.- arfiele : it is the more _-ur[_isi_,g, therefore,
that he stmuhl have been
able to satraP) him-elf
w_th rea_-uns .ueh a.
• he three wbwh we have examined.
Not that
these are all the rea_on_ he has to gwe:
the
fi,ilowing
paragraph _-eem_ to be considered
by
him aa containing
additmnal
rea._ons to the
satne effect : -" Even m the vcr) few instances
where the
accused has intrusted
his defender
w_th a flsll
e_nfession
of hi_ criers, _,_e hold :t to be clear
that iw may still be lawfully
d_'fi_nded.
The
guilt of wh.'h he maybc eonsetons,
andx_hieh
he may haw' so disclosed,
he has s_fit a right
to .ee distinctly
proved
upon him by ledal
e',i,lence.
To ._ubo_n wretches
to the com-.
m •-ran of' pe@wy, or procure the absence ,,f
t*.ituta-es
b) babe-,
i_ tn coronet
a _-epara_e
and execrable
('_ime; to tamver with the punit of the judges
is still m(ue o(hl,u_:
but
there ia m, rt'ason why a_:y pm'ty sLouhl n,_t,
by ta_l and animated arguments,
dem(mstlat,
tf, e in_thC[ilqerlct of that testinltuly,
on "4hn'ii
alone a riehienu'_ judgment
ca:, be i,_ tmoun_'cd
to his de_trtwtion.
Ilunmn brings _r_ nev,-r
to be run down like hea_Is ot prey, without
re_peet to the law.-, of the ebaae,
tt soriet)
must make asacnfice
ofan._ one ot ds men,bets, let it proceed accordi_,g to general rule-,
n[lou known prmcildes,
and _th
cle_:_ proof
of necessity
: • let us carve him a- a t)a-.t fit
for tbe god_, not hew Mm a_ a cur, a_s for the
hmmd..;
Ileversing
the l)aradox above cited
{r(un Palsy, we should not despair of finding
strong art _ne_ ts in support ot another,
and
n,aintain
that it is de.-irable
that gnilty me_,
-hould somctimeseseape,
by the operatio,_ of
tho_.e general rules which form the ooly seeurity for innocence."
In reading _he above declamation,
one is
at a loss to discover
what it is which the
w_iter is aiming at. Does be reall_ tl_ink that,
all other things
being the same, a system
of procedure
is the better,
tor affording to
eriafiuaL- a , hanee of escape ? If this be his
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serious opinion,
there is no more to be aa:tl ;
since it must be fl'eely admitted
that, reasoning upon _his principle,
there 1- no tault to be
fuund with the rule.
It it be }our ohjeet not
to tirol the luism_e_ guilty, there cannot be a
bette_ wa) t[,'ati refu_mg to bear the person
who i. most hkelv, to know ol h_s gmlt, if it
exist.
The rub. _ pe_teetl)
well adapted
t_
Jr- eml: but i. timt end the true end ot prooct'life ?
Tiffs question
surely
require_.' no
am-wer.
Bnt H' tl_e _albt_ of the mnoeenL
aml nat
thatof
theguilty
he the object
of thereviewer'_ st_]h'Itade, -- bad lie shown bow ao
bm(we_t
man could
be endangered
by his
la_.v,_ '_ _eHing all h'e has to tell, he would
havt•
delivered
sumething
more to lhe putI,o_e than any illuslration
wbicb the subject
of e,u'eas_es and hounds eouhl yield.
If be
ean be eon*.ent k_r one moment
to view the
que_tiou
_ith other
than tbx-huntmg
eye.-,
even he mu_t pereeive
that, to the man who,
having no guilt to disclose, has disclo._ed none
to his lawyer
nothing
eouhl be of grea,'er
advantage
than that _his should appear ; as it.
naturally
_nuid if the lawyer were subjee_.',d
to eaalnmatloll.
'" There _s no reas.n wh) an)' party should
' _mt, by fair am] animaled
arguments,
demo,,-trate
the Ii_stllSciene)
oi that
testimony,
on wh,eh alone a riehtem_,
judgment
tan be
pronotmeed
to b_ destruction."
This, if I
riad_ti 5 undelstand
it, means, that incomplete
evl(tellce ou_:ht not. for w:mt oI comments,
t_
be haken lor coral,irate,
we Were m no great
(t,,,_ r of aupoo-_:':_ ti,,_t it ougLt.
But the
r_itl qt,e_lion L-,-- .?,o, ld _ou, because )'our
e*J?enee
i_ ineom?ie',e,
sh,_t out other ewden,'e _G_wb wouhl eo*:lpit-_c it.
Alter
the
law_. er has been exan,med,
is the evhlenee
ine_,mplete notv;iihstand:t_g
? tht-n is the time
far _our _' tZair and anlHlate(l
albulnet_ts,
'_
Is
_t emeplete
? then _ hat more could you deshe?
The de._m,,ia'i,m
_hieh
follows
again.t
h.at_q/
,l.u'_ bmmm
hch,g_ witl,.ut
_espeet
tbr the ta_- ot the el,a_e, is one of tho_e
pro, of nhieh meet ns ev_y da}, how little,
a- yet, even in_true_ed
Engh_hmen
me ac: subsumed
to lock upon .l::d_e,,ture as a tnea_s
' to an er:d, and that end tiw exeeation
of tim
} law.
They speak and act, every
now m)d
] then, a_ if they regarded
a e_nninat trial as a
so_ t of game, partly of ehar.ee, partly of skill,
in whiei_ the proper e_d to be aimed at is.
not that
the truth may be d_seoVered,
but
that both parties
may have
fi,_r pIar: in a
word, that whether
a guilty persoo _halt be
acquitted
or punished,
ma._ be, as nearly as
possible, an eve_, ehahee.
I had almost o[mtte_l the most formidable
argument
of all, which _
brought
forward
b? M. Dumout,
not as dc,'i-ive,
but as deserving of consideration,
and which tl_e re-
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viewer,
who adopts it, terms " a conclusive
reductw
ad absurdum."
This consists
in a
skil/al application
of the words sp!! and in-1briner (espion,
d/qateur,)
two words
/brmmg pm't of a pretty
exten.ive
a-sortment
of
vaguel)
vituperative
expression-,
whwh poases_ the privilege of serving as conclusive
objeetions
again.t any person or tlnng whn.h it
is resolved to eondeum,
and against winch, it
is supposed,
no other oh3cctions
can be fomtd.
Spie_ and ildbrmers
are had people;
a lawyet who discloses
hls client's- guilt is asp)
and an informer;
he is therefi)re
a bad maT_,
and such d_.-closm'e is a bad practice,
and tile
rule by which it is prohibited
is a good rule.
Such, when analyzed
into _t_ steps,
i_- the
argument
which we are now called upon to
consider.
But to form a ground for eondeuming
any
practice,
it _s not enough to apply to the person who practises
it an
it is neees._ary,
mmeover,

opprobrious
name:
to point out some

pernicious
tendency
in the practice;
to _how
that it produces
more evil than good. It cannot be ptetended
that the act of him, who,
when a crime comes to his knowledge
(be
it from the matet;aetor'_
own lips, or from m:y
other sour,.e,,
being called upon judicially
to
declare the truth,
declares
It accordingly,
is
a pernicious
act.
On tile contrary,
it is evident that it is a highly u.-efut act:
the evit
occasioned
b? it being, at the very worst, no
more than the ptmi-hment
of the guilty pe_son--an
evil whi,-h, in _he opinion of the togislature,
is out_eighed
b_ the consequent
security
to the puhhc.
Call this man. therefore, an informer or not, as )oa please; but ff
you call him m_ intbrmer,
remember
to add,
that the act which constitutes
him one, is a
meritorious
act.
M. Duumnt
expre.z_e_ an apprehension
that
no honourable
man woMd take upon hiaithe
functions
of an advovate,
it compelled
to put
on what tie is pleased
to call the character
of an informer.
Fmther
reflection
would, I
think,
have convinced
him that
this apprehension
is ehimerieah
There is scarcely an)thing in common between the t_o ebalactcls
o_ an informer
and of a _,Ancs-.
'l'h... anlipathy whieh exist_ agama'_ the fm'mer extend_
not to the latter.
A witne.s,
a_ such, does
*rot take money tbr giving evidence,
a_ an informer frequently
does tot givinginforalatmh,
The act of an inlormeris
spontaneous:
he is
a man who goes about of his own accord doing mischief
to others:
so at least it appears
to the eyes of unreflecting
prejudice.
The
evidence
of the witness
may be more faIal
to the aeetlsed than the indications
given by
the informer;
but it has the appearance
oi
not belngequally
spontaneous:
he tell. what
he knows,
because the taw compels
him to
say somet;hing,
and hecanse,
being obliged to
streak, he w:AI speak nothing but, the truth ;
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i but for anything
that appears,
if he had not
] been forced,
he would have held his tongue
I and stald away.
An hommrahle
man, acting
_ in the eapamty
of an advocate,
would,
by
! giving trite evidee, ce, incur the approbatioh
_f
} all lovers of justice,
and would riot incur the
! di.approbatml_
of any one: _*hat, thelcfore,
I is there
to deter him?
unless it be a barred
! ot 3ustice.
',
The reviewer
adda, that M. Dmnont's
ar! gmnent
" ndght be as.qsted with a muh_phi tit) ot rea.onings'"
these, a_- helms not -rated
', them.
Mr. llentham,
probah]),
may be pard.ned tor being i_znorant of:
The revmwer
is mode.t
enough to content himself with the
' "" -i:_gle and very obvltms remark,
that
the
' author evidently
piesumcs
the guilt from the
I aecu,atmn."
a remark which cmdd have had
its source
fusion of

in nothm¢ hut the thieke.-t
conidea<
ilad
Mr. Bentham
return-

j mcnded
condenlnatim_
_*_thmlt evidence,
_,r
i any other practwe
which would be indlsertI minutely i.jnmous
to all accused persons,
innocent
o_ gugt3,--lt
might then have beea
_,dd of him. with some eolom ot justice, tha_
he pre.-nmed
the guilt l_om the accusation.
But when, of the practice
ubieh lie reeommends, it _ a characterlqic
propert 3 to he a
_-ectmty to the numcent,
a ._omce of dam.er
to The guilty Mone,--ureter
_;hat po.-sib_e
pretence
can he lie charged
_lth p_eqimitJg
the existence
of guilt ?--timngh
he may be
charged, sure enough, with de-itin;_ that _ hm e
there is guilt, at mav be h, Ilowed by pnni>h.
merit;
a wl_-h probai_i) hlameable
in the e3es
of the reviewer,
who thinks
_t " desirable
that guilty inert .imuld sometimes
e_eape.'"
Tiros weak are all the arguments
which
could be produced
against
the. practice,
by
men who _ould have been capable of finding
better a_guments,
had an_ better been to he
t\mnd.
It may appear, and perhaps ought to
appear, ..-urpri.-mg. that lnen _rem_'rally m,prejudwed,
and aecu,-tmned
to think, should be
nd-led b 3 _ophistry
of *t, dnns b a texture
as
this has appealed to be. Unhapluly.
however,
there is not any argument
_o palpably untenable amt absurd, _hich ianot daily rece_ed,
eve_ b} iustrue._e,l
men, as conclusive,
if it
make., in fa_ our of a doctrine
_ hieh they are
tnedetermined
to uphold.
In the logic of the
schools,
the premL-es prove tilt conclusion.
In the logic of the affections,
sonle cause,
hidden or apparent,
having
produced
a prepossession,
this prepossession
proves the conelusion,
and the eoneludon
proves
the preraises.
You may then scatter
the premi.es
to the winds of heaven,
and the eonc]usmu
.,.,'ill not stand the tess firm.--tbe
affections
being still enlisted
in its tavour,and
the shm_ ,
not the substance,
of a reason being that
which is sought for.--ifthe
former premises
are no longer detensih]e,
others of similar
qmdity are easily fomnh
The mdy mode of
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atta,,k which has any chance
of being sueaccomplices
; and, i_1 general, lie who feels a
eessful,
is to look out for the cau--e of the
desire to do wrong, hates all things, and ruleu
prepossession,
and do what may be possible ! of evidence
among the rest, which may, and
to be done towards
its removal : _Jt'hen ollee I he fear_ will. lead to h_s detection.
the feehng,
the real support
of _he opimon,
i
Thus much in vindication
of the proposed
is goCle, the weakness
of the ostensible
sup- ! rule.
As tbr its advantages,
they are to be
ports, the so-called
reasons,
becomes
man)- t soaght fi)r not .-o u|ueh in Its direct, as in its
test, a_hl the opinion tMls to the grmmd.
1 redirect,
operatmn.
Ttw party hnnselt having
What is plainly ar the bottom of the pre- i t,e(-n, as he ought to he, previously
subjectpo_se_¢_on m the present case, is a w, gue ap- ted it) interrogatim),--his
lawyer's
evidence,
prehen._mn
ot danger to hmoeenee.
Thele _ { whu'h, though good of its kind, is no better
nothine
which, li h.-te)ted to, is so sure to , than hear.:)) cvldeuee,
would not often add
mislead as vacue tears.
Point out an) ._peei- any new f,wts to tho_e which
had already
fie cause oJ al._rm, an)thioff
upon _lm'h it )_ been extracted
flora the lips of the client.
possihle to la 3 your hand, and .-a._, from th2s
The benefit which would arl,e fi'om the abesource, evd of this or that particular
kind i_ H:_on of the t.xclusiomtr_
rule, would eonsL-t
liable to flow ; and there may tie some chance
rather
in the higher toJie of nmrahty
which
of our being able to judge wi,ct!:er tht. appre,
would be introduced
into the professmn
ithen_ion is ori_ m)t a reasonable
one. Ctmhne
sell. A rule of law wLieh, in tile ease of' the
)ourself
to vague aotwipatioo,
of uodeiined
lawyer,
gives an express
hecate
to that wiley)Is, and your fear_ me)it not the -tighte.-t
ful coneeahnent
of the criminal'.guilt, which
re_ard : if _ou cannot tell _*bat it is you are
would have constituted
any other person
an
alraid ot, how can )ou expect an) one to paraece-_sary in the crime, plainly declares
that
tic)pate
m )our alarm"
One thing is certaiu : the practice
el kl_owmgly
engaging one'_ self
that, it there be any leason tbl tear. that reaa_ the hired advoeate
ot an ui_Just cause, is)
son mu_t be (-apahte ot b_ m_ pointed
out : in the eve of the law, or tto speak intelligia_)d that a danger wh;ch does not admit of', bty) m {hat of the law-makers,
an innocenr,
being distinctly
staled,
is no daltger at all.
if not a xirtuous
practice.
But tot this iraLet any one, thereto)e,
ark himself,-supplied declaration,
the )nan who in this way
posing the law ._ood, and the accused
trinetmc, lumsetf
out to do inju._tiee or lruslrate
cent,--whsr
po._sible harm can be done him
ju-tice
_ith his tongue,
would be viewed in
by makint4 hi, professional
).-st,rant
tell all
exactly the same light as he who t?ustrates
that he know, ?
_ uMlee or does injustice
with any other intie am) have _old to h)s lawyer,
and his ! strument.
We should not then hear an adenlaw)or,
Jt examined,
may d_.,close,
eireumcare he)sting
of the artifices by which he had
stances ubieh, tb_mgh the_ afford notate)once
trepanned
a deluded
jury into a verdict
in
aczmnst Iron. it wmHd ha_:e been more agree- ! direct oppo.,ition
to the strongest
evidence ;
ahle to hin! to conceal.
True;
but to guard
or ot the effi'onter)
w_th which he bad. by
him a_ain.-t any such unnecessary
vexation,
repeated
insults,
_hroun
the faculties
of a
he wilt have the eon:)derate
attention
of the
bona fide witne_., into a state ot confusion,
judge : ar)d this inconvenience,
after all, _s which had caused tdm to be take) k for a perno more )hal) _hat he may be subjected
to
_re_, and as such (h.-beileved.
Nor would an
b)- the d. po.ttion
of any other w_tness,
a_,d Oht Bmle) counsel any hu)ger plume himself
partieular]y
by that of his son, or Ins servant,
up(m the number
ot pickpoeke|s
whmn. in
or any other person _ho lives in his house, , the eour-e of a Ion. caree), he had m|eceeded
much more probably than by that of h_s law- _iu )e:cuing
f)om the arm of the law.
The
yer.
V_%eneeallthis
dread of the truth ? Whence
protes_umal
lawyer
be a minister
,i justice,
))or an
abettor would
of crime--a
guard)m|of
come.- it that any (,ne loves darkness
bettm
than light, except
it be that his de,.ds are
evilWhene,, b_t from a eoo,q_med habit of
vie_mff
the law as the enemy of in.qoee_ee
--as
_eattering
its p)mishme[)ts
with so illdirected
and .-o re)sparing
a hand, that the
most virtuous of mankind, were all his actions

iot truth,
trot a suhor.)_er of mendacity
attd
I nnt at his hands
only, in another
sphere,
I whether
as a private
man or as a legislator,
r son|ewhat
more regard
for truth and jus} tiee might be expected than now, when resist! auce to both is his daily business,
and, if sue_ ce_sful, his greatest
glory ; but. through
his

known,
couldthe nomo'_t
m_re abandoned
hope to eseape
the same
them, than
of mate _rfOamI
ae- ) medium,
speed)b
extend
itselfsalutary
to the influence
people at would
large.
)ors?
Whether
the law be really in this state, i Can the paramount
obligation
of these cardiI will not take
upon myself to say : sure I
am, that if it be, it is high time it shouht be
mnended
But if it be not, where is the cause
of alarm? In men's consciousness
of their own
improbity.
Children
and servants
bate telltales;
thieves
hate informer_,
and peaeh:ng

i hal virtues ever be felt by them as it ought,
} while they imagine that, on such ea--y terms
: as those of putting on a wig and gown, a man
i obtains,
and on the most traitor)ant
of all
) occasions,
a_ exemption
from both ?--Cont clusion of I_emarks by the _d_tor.]
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§ 3. Trustee and cestuy que trust,
the groundIt of'
his bring been
trustee
tbr a tha_
tluet"
I on
erlminarin_.
hm_never
proposed
On the subject of trust.prejudicing
evi- 1 or morder:_, a man _bould .e exempt tlf,ra
donee, the dee_siou, if" nnt quite so Mmple a. [ the obligation of dchvermg testimuny tendiv4
in the preceding eases, will be grounded o;: [ to convict such thief vr murderer of b_s crnm.
considerations not less conclusive.
I In thls more aflhe!]ve case, ho_ev_,
tl,,,
The testimunv being thgt of the trustee; | ground fi)r exclusmn i., in propoztion to ri_whose are tim feehngs, in consideration of _ ditrerenee in p,fiv_t of afflictivene-s, stronger
which the teqtimon', in this ea_e can he pro- f than in the le.saffiwthe
ca_e, whcrethe b_
!;used tu be excluded? The t_eling.- of the o| mo_ley or numc)'_ um'th u,,uhl con_tttut:
eestuy que trust, thefidei-e.mm_ttee, to whose the won-t evil that eouid be made to tall -n
prejudice it redom,d.?
But ff the testimony
the ce_tu!/que tru,.t by the testiuum._ of the
"_h,_ proposed to be called for, were hi_ own. trustee.
no vexation of which _he obligation could he
productive, cuuhl tbrm any sufficient gl,mmd
§ 4. Hlz_an,t a:M lJ_t_u
tbr the exclusiun of it. Wilt it be _a,d, that
The question, tff which, rim st,octet of
the vexation produc, d in his breast b) pLr- evidence, tor the (ie-_gn,Jtinu nf wMeh d,e
eeiving the evil in qucstiol-' brought ,,n hln, el,lthet .fctmdy@caee-dt._lu_b'_,_yhas been apbythe te_tlmon)of another person, hi_. tru.pmnted, is the subject, L-a question in tm
lee, will be greazer than wtJat wouhl bt pto- I _-mall degree ,'emphea_ed. The nece_-_-ityof
dueed by _-eeing the same evil b:ou."h_ o. grappling uith _t, cue- _t.; hirth to th_ athim by his own testmmny v The an.-,;ver will ran_,euwnts made on th_s _ahjeet by Eng!i.-h
hardly be m the atfirmauvc: but--be
it on 3ur_-pr.de:,,'e.
the one sMe or the other--in
r.'gard to the
X.Vhat.oever he the relations (natural o,
question of exclusion, it i* nnt in the nature ] faetitlour, temporary olperpetual) aub_istlng
,,f things that it _hnuld make an) material I between _ nnmber ot pc.u-(ms living to,zcther
difference,
i iu the compa_.s o_ the same family.--rein.
Is it in tenderness to the feel,ng, o[ the }_ion< between hu-band a:M wile, parcnt_ trod
trt_slee, that the propoae,t wound ..h,mhl be '_chlhlren, ma_te_s or mi-_re_-_ a_.l sm va_,t_,
mfl_cted on the vitals of ju-t_ee? But the j heu_ekeelmr_ and nlnmtt,_.--auy
event by
vexatmn attendant on the delive_ of the i _hieh the cranium ,q' iil-uill _._produced In
testimony eoald never rise to _tteh a latch as I an) one of th('m t,,wmd-.m) nth_'_, may pro
tu eon;t_tute asuttieient ground for the ex- ! taut.,, he said to,_pcral_ • t,) riae d_>tu:h,mce
clusion ot _t, although it were orl the d - ', ¢_fthe tamfl 2, peace : m,d dl-u_]l bcm'j a ; :,i
poncnt'_ ou t_he,td that the evil were to /i,tl. ', thing, al:d pem'_ a.o_.,_; t|n:,:, ti,c nan • elL,cmuch le-.,, where the he,,d ot a_._thet pe_.-un i :ually an5 di-turbanee can b) any atqal::q>
is the head to boar it. Will the t_ro-peet vf I n:e_A .f law be prevented from being given to
the .tlff'ering uf the t,'_l,;S qu_ Du_t be nmre n. -otnueb tim better.
Dtsturham'c of the
insupportable to the Irtl;tee tt,,m if i! _ere
[,e,_cc of a fmnil3 1_ vexation; and of ve.xahi_ own• Good, a_ hetwten N,_-I_. aml L.tlun, _f not neee_.ary to the averting ot a
ryaln._, Nl_u_ being trnslee, l_ut our tr.-te,,
preponderant vexat_o;t, the tuoduetionought
is no he_o; neither of an cpie poenl, n,w a alx_,ay-To be a_olded.
romance, nor even of real hic. lie _ an ave"l'!h_t.-- te>tln:_n, 3 bcivff delivered b) a
raffe lnan; an exact hlKcne-_ may he buell of'_ per-on _I.mdl,l__in ,l!_y one o_ tl,e-e relatlcm-,
Lira in the P;op,)_tu. ot lllaek.toue and Lord ,-_ueha_ to opera!e to _l_e l_rejud;ee of the
C_ke.
pelaon standllL,z' in the ot_;m_ite and c{JllePutting to¢ether the sclLregat ding feeiing* ,_p,mdu,g relat_o:,.-- vex,,thm uill be lik_ iy
of the
suffering
r'est,_yque tru.t, and the sym- enough t_, be prutJu,:ed in the brea-ts of b,.,tl,.
p,_thetie teelings of the tru.-tee, w_l[ thQ by L- manifest en,,ugh. Ilut in a*_y ,_f the_e i.their joint fi)rce eons'_l_:ute a -Alfficlent _.q'ound stances, ought _ueh vexation to be eonaide;cd
for the exclu-_iun ? That nothm'.r m_tybe nv,-r- as form;n_ a snfib'_er_t grou{,d for the exete.looked, even tins ea-e .hall un,lex_,_ exami- s;on of the te.ti:m,n 3 ? Over and over a_ai,,,
r|atiun. Be it ever so stro;!.:, it will ncver be the an-wer ha. l,eci, aheady n:._de.
strong enough to _upport the exelu_-;ve rule.
The case of Ira.brad aud _w is rite
OM)
That practical point settled, th'e ..peeuhtt_ve sample uhn'h wilt hme be taken, being the
q,_ostion, whether the effect of the dceom- onl5 one whn'h _s taken in EnFhsh taw l,w
positi.n will be on the side of dmfinutmn or the t;rotmd of a_, excht_mnary rule.
increase, may be left to take _t_ chance.
To pre_ent a dL-tmct conception, the eva
The ease ut trustee.hip, at least m the ecru- of the vexation eal)able of fit,wing fi om tl,_s
mort as well us tcchmeal import of the word, _ouree must, in the first place, be deeompos* d.
will not rise above the level of that _ort of
Evil fl,)wing from sympathy, evil flowing
ewdence which, were _t _elf-rcgarding. wouhl from anupath._ or ill-will:_to
one or uther
tall under the denomination of sett-nnerauve
of these two elements, the whole evil uf the
evidence : it will not use to the level of self- mixed mass may be referred.
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alr_,ae:i:e_
_:.,,]_ ,_ le_e! w_th t]., :'.:1,,,:l.,:, _,t a l,dze.
('4-t_ {,ca:il-[ ell-c>, i. _ deeNIo31_
tit_- -m,., l'r.i,o.
_tt- i.r hi- c_l]/..r a;,d -ta_i
az/I,-*
dcci-mI_-, ",.a _ull naveia
phmly: but
more il,t t;,'i._ , ae,t'_._:'m a.( e. hi,;_-clt':
aztd *"._ if'_'.t_ Lave al,_ :hl;;g :n _be _h q,e o! a rational
](,_s _. a- G,lu.en
tile aLr. cti¢_m of l)roi)c_-';,t
rcJa, di__of :) rea-_)u ]vt_ tabietoihe
prim'_ph,
tow.tr{], t_' , [m¢ittt- o31 tit,, oqe ha31d, am| the ' ',f tl_]l]ty,---.', ou wt!l rind lr -hind alone; alld
alia'I'll,
HI I _ 3]Io -iillt.'
PILq4)'IGL ?_wardlhc ' ;t31101,_*
ail'.t-_U,, aq VaKqc a!ld ]llCOl31plotc]y
amiable i:'r_'r
of ])rop,.itu_
o3I lLc (rh,l.
cxl,:c--ed.i¢
lr ]. po_-dd.
It| col!e.c3ve, is the
];o3. let 3" n,a be ibIzotten,
t}ml the }m_om. : -_h._p.- tn which it ,'ome..
fit:d--ha3d_hip
t_whie}l
the :}t,'rIP..hetar];
t'_rt]upwi.,_-e ] --p,,]_('y--pe.e'e
of famih.'_absolute
heto be a}T]ied , ar: th, ],,_om_. of ProI--;l_,_
' c¢---/_" :-----me
_,lr}t w,,,d- a., t}:e-_'e are tl_e
and Propo-it.,
_ot ef I>(.e_us lind Atria,
;a, 5 _ v(]m'],-,
|L_ whieL the t.lnt _paIk (,f rca.on
m-le than of NL:I- und E.Dahlin lhc o.i:,.r
l}lttt exhPli'it-elf i; t','mvc_ ed.
"/'hese are
eaae.
t|..],.adme
ter,l,_, and t]le-e areal|
you are
Thu_ much _eemed net'e_al),
yet h,d iuore
fqI[tl.}wd
_lrh ; and out (,f the-_e }ou me to
t},an nec =-=;tr;. 1o j,.'i_,' the co:rcetlve
r,,q,umake ,m qq,h,:ai,l.',
a diatmct and ]l,te]]iglbte
site tor _educ_i_;: to t}_e .tandald
_,_ t,lam a_l(1 ],ropo._tion.
a_ _ml e.m.
ordinary
natnre the hclelr dimeu-_<,u_ gi_e_
tLmki:l..
_a,,' -t t/:(; lwq lind mo_f ,.oreto _he eonjuaal
fi,unc by [lie sentlme_t'dltv
prehensive
h_'ll|_ the t,_oi_=s_;¢,, of the law
of English
law 3 m ¢,.
ever pos-e>-t d, Lad a]read._ , aken up t]'e _ame
As, therctore,
vexation ,,n a _elf-1 c_:ardfi_a,
ttrgu_nel3t, and added t. it -:tlloth(:r.
" 1;legu_
a,'e(>um i_,is bee_i *hown not to be a sultieient
larl),
the one .-hal! no_, be admitted
to give
ground lot e_.etu-mn.
_,c]¢.her can the image
evldenee
aaain.t
the o?}lel" (hl3_b_,nd and
of the same vexatmlk
pre-cnte,|
by _3 mpathy,
wite,)
'" nor the examination
of the one be
Turn next to the evli h',m_ a3mpathy.
The |aw will not _uffer tho wtfb to b," a
" Peake(edtt.
t9.01.) 12;¢. Barker v. S_r_Yoolwitnes._ for or against her hu.band : this is a _ton lhx_e.
Case_ temp. lfanlwicke_
2tit.
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made use of aaaln-_t the other,
by r_amn of
the imtdacable
dls_en_ion
which
mi_:ht he
caused by it, and the great dm_er
o_ l_c,'jucy
from _'_king the nath_ nf pc_on_
undt:r ,-,)
great, a bia,, and the excreta,: l,,nd-h,p
o,_ tke
e_Lec,"*
Imp_,aeahle discen-i,m
is one areumcnt:
lhe
safne itt sub.lance
av t],at w},ich occurred
to
and weigh,'d
with Lord llardwlel:e.
(}re:it danger
of i,eLiury i* an,)ther,
not
stated as having been noticed b) Lord tlar&
wh'ke.
Of tile w.,ud_ " extreme
l:hrdshlp of the
ease,"
1 cannot
make out an._ mgument
di.tinct frnm the two prt:eed,ng
one_.
These are the l'euson¢ illr whiell, not only
the wife is not allowed
to be e,dlvd a_ a witness ak_dnst her hushal_(t,
but ev,.u t!er _xtrajudu'lal
dcehml,,ions
are z_ot admitted
in
evittenee :l_aulqt hun, though his own extrajudu.ial
declarat:nns
are.
The argunlent
trot
the danTer of perjury
arise,
out it{' tile supposed
_-ynlpathy,
and
therefore
notice.

need

searetly

receive

an 3 tarther

Suffice it to _ay, lhat if tile danger n_ perjury be an ol_.lection a:raip_! the e,iliil_" ill
the sancdtm
nl an oat h in till- ease, It i_ all
obleetinn
agaht-t it m 311 ether t'a-,,s, and all
objection
that at:l,lie:
tn tile sanction
with
tile greater fi,rce,
the grt*aler the need there
is of it.
If apphe,l
to t}:e *.e.timmLv ion.idared in re_peet o.¢ tilt: d,maer of fai_ehood,
apalt from the eon_ide_ation
of the sanction,

EVIDENCE.
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respect
to l_er presumable
unwillingness
to
do an act whereby
her husband may sustain
a p:'ejudb'e,
it aF@ies with _rill greater fo_:ee
agahL-A all the i_tstances in wl;ich a man's m_n
te-tinmny
is petalled
to be called lot agam-t
hi[II_, If: it appll¢¢ tl_ nile Of tile (harueteri_t,e
fcatme,
of the plactlee
of the cruets
at}led
courts Ill ('q[ll_)'.
As to di_-sen-un_,--whieh,
to _sive force to
lheargument,isple_unlt:d,
s_ithout thc._,.ullest allelzed tea-on, to he impl,te,d_!e,-The rule, it ca, tied a- thr a. it would go,
bein_ altogether
d,,.truetive
of the l,eaee of
Iamflies--of
that pc,we which it i,_ lt_ prot>_sed object to prnt_et,--in
come*, in con";equence, one eli-. nf exeeptin,1%
and that a
very large one._,
In {'as,, ot an oifenee inrelying
a personal
injury committed
by the
husband
against
the w,le,
the testimony
ot
"1-Turn back to the dictum of Lord Kenyon,
in a tormer note.
In Ihl_ you h,:ve a stlecm_en _
at_d t!_at a I,,_ ep.e_ of tbe degree of certamtv,
rea_onab!c,aes,-, and consistency, that pervade the
whale of the ,_sttm
of '*
iur._pr t e ai:d law: of
"
tile dea.q'ee of dependency
fit W be placed on the
option:,,
the dicta, the -:tatemtnts.
dchxered by
the must t:mment amOl,g the o,q',cud protes._'rs
Ot'l_ ; ot _i'e regard due m thu-t: panegync_ _ hich

{_ anolnt
},rot't-,_t,rs
af al! anti
ra'_:l:._and
cl__s.cstile
raver
eea.e
it wide,
froll] _,_[ixeh
opin,c,
ns
entertdmed ()f it by _,,tadents and even iawyers_
are n:d,Ibed.
lI,d as this brandl of the la_, is in itself, its
ba(lne_,, t:on.t_mtes not by a:_y mean. the x_hole
of ',Is nn.c _ wvnu,ne.,_.
An ,t& iti_n_aI n,,wlnet'
15_that where, as L,.re, the te'optlM_IOil
p_l-,_e_es
it i_ an objectlOll to nil te-_lnlony:--tt
it ar_- a ccrt,in degree (,f extent_ tbe:e is no trtl.,tmg_
plies to the ease of tt_e wife, constdt:red
w_th
with a_zv t,alerable d_gree of safety, to tl'c stcmmts delivered of It. as it i< (2. _'- as it is said
" Lord Coke (C. Lilt. 6.) adds a tecbnleal
to be:) thouah dehvered
fl'om the mo_,t tru_trea.,on_ truly worthy of tile purpuse f-r wi,lcii it wor_}'y of the iliads empIoyed in the dispen,_ais adduced : -tmn of It
'" Note, it hat1_ been re.,olved bv the iu,_tices
La.'!ler.
Oh ! but, the c_se of a suit in ,*hlch
(Paseh. 10.3a.
in Com. Bunco ui_on the _tzt.
one of them ahme is party b{mg tile case m
of B,mkrout*.)
that a wife cannot t,e prodn_ed
hand. tlu, proI)o.it,on b. to be under,_too,l a_ being
either against or for her husband, q,d,z atoll ,hm I confined iu its extent to tile ground occupied by
attim_v ill ear_ie lt_t : and it rtngIlt be a _',tuse of ' that case.
imI,Iaeable di,_cord and dl*scnsmn bet_ecn
the l ._,'(,*-Law/ler.
Be pleased tolook at tl:ewa_t*;
husband and the wife, and a meane of great in- ' they expre,siy
exclude all hnnts: el t% tesneonvemenee."
'/'bus f,_r Lord Coke, the super- I tony
oI e_d!er agam_t the other, the aam_ssmn
eminently learned ex-Chief ,l u*twe.
* CahOOt take place '" i*t a_V_ ca,_e.'"
Mr. Justice Bulkr
'" dloag},t the rule a very _ Lawffer.
Nay, hut ther_ m_v have been a
proper nile, as t tende t to prevent dissensions 111] w_il/t n| correctness
In tills part" ef tile report :
families."
(2. Term Flap. 2g:t)
[ by the judge, the reqluslte exception was made;
Before that time, in the Treause on the Law
by the reporter, it is mnitted to t_e _utted.
of Nisi Prlus by the same learned judge (then
-_'on-Lawfler.
Po_siide. indeed, lu,t possible,
hut an advocate.)
the reason hail been subdbzed
but not proba.ble,
ttad the rule st'odd b) it-dr'
and generalized to sneh a degree as to ha_e lost
w_thout the reason, tlkn, indeed, you nng"r,
all meaning:
" Ilusba,ld
and wife cannot be i with somewhat better grace, have assnu!ed the
admitted
as witnesses .....
agaim, t each other,
liberty of imagining
elaus,_s to hmlt tile extent
b*eauseeontrarytothelegaIpolicyofmarriage
*' of It. But al'ong with the rule, the reason is
(Bull. Nisi Prius. 286. )_
_ " , aetoally I,rought to vvew; and the reason is such
Accordingly,
anno 17!_, tile same learned
a.s admits not' of any the _mallest detMcatIon to
judge
(4. Term Rep. t_79) agreeing with his be made from that unlimited extent.
"Wbat?
learned
chief Lord Kenyon, is represented
as is the danger of future mlplacable
dissension
laying down the law on the snbject in these greater,
from their being respectively
admitted
_ords:--"
It is now considered
as a settled
to t'_stify one against
the other in a t;rosecution
principle of law. that husbands
and wives can.
brought by one against the other, than ina civil
riot, in any case, he adm,, ted as witnesses either
snit brought against one of them by a stranger_
for or against each other,
or by one of them against a stranger?
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the wife a_ainst
the husband
is admissible,
! clanger out of his was-. To be con*is_nt
with
and admilte:l
in ordinary practice.*
I ltselL it shou]d rein'ave out of his way every
When a man ha- infllL(ted _evere bodily sue ! possible as-_i<auce that can contribute
to enferin; on hi* witb--ha_
beeu in the habit of. _age tom in ,m 3 course ef comluct
_hieh
i_
thus fllhn_ her hie x_:rh misery,--here
is a i rm_ ,,t i_es m,d clldea'v{lurs
to prelent,
lncause of (h-senmon.
,ahl,'h, powerful
aq it is, ! stead _,t' that, it _-eemes. to eve D man, one
experi(,nec
prove, to he by no means l,nl,la- i sale and ul)q'_eslmnable
and ever ready actable,
l))jurie, ef the Lkc kind, it will :nine' e,mfi)lle,, h)r t very mla:inable
e_nne.
time,_ hap!u.n (_tmuah. by rea-on -f the u-t|al '
if the (t:--en:iol_
_cr(', in lhe _,a! are of the
_llpellorlty
of torte on tiae nlale ,l(h'. nol so i ,ease, so imp}aeablc
a- the arguuleht
supl)os.. %
freqqenr}) ,3 ,hal} },e inflwtt'd--habituaJly
In- ! it slm,dd. ,'-n<-lent]?
q_eakinja, r,l,erate as a
flitted,
o:, the huM_,v:d b) the ude.
A man
mot._el_i:h
lhe l,,wtopre.eHbe,
ratherthan
for_:ives the wife wlu, hil. t}[tl hlill tO b,,d!l)
excl.d,,,
tLi. sou!re of mtormation.
It I atto_ture;
hut it i._not m thena_ult,
oiaman
tempt tbi-mlme,
it nla 5 happen tomy
wife.
ever to tor_lve
the w:_'e. _ho,
bon,g ealh d
timn _hon_ ] c,m_:oI h-pc to eoneeal it. to be
npoll In a t'lltlrt Ot .ln-tlce tar t he pttl po-e_ at
c,dh.tl Up(Ill ill hear _ ]tlleSe aNraill_t ltle i and
juati,'e,
.ball have d,m,d to -peak the lluth[
{hen.---ew,t_
;I 1 should e_eape from the puWhere ti,ere _.. injm'% al,d the h_ghe_ de_rree
nlshment
at the law.--the
pain of seeing, iu
of i_@tr?-, h)rglvene._
b expe.ted,
he;.g in
the partm,r of my bed, *he trace probable inevery
da3"s vxpe_ience;
_,,here there
is no
Mrull_enL of m) deMluetlon,
witl never leave
inja, y -- u ht re- tile supi,o-ed ean,e of nicene
me
is a c,m,l,lmnee with *he injure'lionof (lu{y,
Ill tile da 3 s when the exchl_ive rule in quesfor:ivc*m.-._ i,. regarded
as altogether
hopeti_,,t took _t. ri_e. the reason m layout of i_
les.'.
-f elated x_ith a de_zree of force eon.-lderably
"I'_ be consistent
wbh _t-elf, _h_. law shol,;d
h(9 end th,.t l_rh x_h!ch it a,'ts in these our
_trew danger bet_,l'e every _t,p wlneh it eouhl
da_s.
The p(,_cr of the husband
over the
oeem to a man to _ake m the path at ernni_(e was m_leh _tlo_,ger and more absolute.
nalit).
Inqeud
of thaL it i.- the oare of the
A _ime there ap[)eai _ to ha;'e been, wIlen the
law _t-:it' _(, lemo_e tile Ilrlnei0al
_,vuree at
exeeptlon*,
by _hieh a wife is penmtted
to
* Ill tile ea:_e, however, of one of tLe most
other hand, "ah_t _. t::c enns_qucnee if it he recruel of oil tl]juricb, a WII'L lh dep_lxed of thl_
jetted ? .4_1 i.,ary of t[,e nm.t cr.e] kind that
ren,e3,y,
can be _m.t,un_d. teh,atns without
satisfaction of
In tile ea_e l,f :_pre*ecution
f_,r bigamy, the
any k;nd : the crilla,, a very heav,, nne_ remains
evidence uf tile first w_fe ha_ been deemed'm atu:(_luni,hed ; the crmlmal t'riumph_ in his guilt.
nll-Mh]e. On Lt'e_.,rou! (t t[ at ,_t e i_ the o**l_"law.
In trm cases that ;2a_e rl,e to the dtclslnu_ the
till w_te. If' nit fact can he proved _lthout tile
inducement
fi,r e,dhlL_ iu the allured wife. was,
te_nnlnnv, of t'ne win'c, no incor_v_nlenee en.ue.,
p-ob-bl....3". tLe w>h tn .ave the "_exMnm and exunless it be a quantity of t,nnc(_s_ary vexatmn
I,cnsc t}!vt uoul_ ha,re a.tcnded the prneuremcnt
anti expen_e;--xex-.u,,n
to the .tr.mger. _l,o i_ of (,ther cx Ideate. It'M the m_ie,'t on been tore.
eompdied
to take a Jm,rn.v
perha:_,
%ten--had tln_ graulld ¢,_ exdtlslon been known
his testiP.mnrl exptnse to the pro_r:'utor (or s,_v to lee p-e-._t d_h-A_ed, st:e l, otl'er evidence wouht
the pro_eent:r_x) *_ho h,ta t_ delray the expense
imve been resorted to. _.r,d that _t' the wire not
of tile V.ItllVb_'._charge..
P.t,r what ill O,at e,,_e enlpio3ed,
tlut Lille e'_l{lL!lee bring deemed, in.
is the in.ouvelllence
saved.'-" all mconv_mene
, atinllb_,lb]L,
tile re_-ult w,,% llot that the/'act wag
s.'aree wordl saving.
In the _ket el the eeicbra- i proved by other unexeept:onahle
evi&ncG
but
tion--the
cel,br,,non
of the _r_g,uaI and lahd { that the f_-et could not be pr,,_ed at all and, m
1,1al3la/£e_.-.ln ttli.% t;_ken lw it>elf, thcle ;s no- i e(_nsequence, that the crime ',',as *ten to go anthing,, the disclosure u¢ wt,ich can ol it--dr h._e I l'um_hcd.
For in _ erl,r_mal e_-nse, if the deter,
tile cff\ct ,_f trial,haling
t',,e hu_ba_,d ; nothing
i n]luatiinl be m the tir_t instance in't'avonr of the
of whir }l_ mtiler ou that or any oth ,r accntlnt. ' guihv detelld.tlt_ no (l_ht_:_lolt,- Call be SUllplied _
the statement
can naturally be'supposed
m be I no tal_e _teps r:ctlde,i : tl,e ex,m,pte ot guilt
attended Wlflt all}" parueular
unea_lr.e_,, to the I trluInphh,g
Ill :Fnllunitg, is the price that_ un.
wife. By tI,e .,uppo_mon. the fact will be proved ! dcr the reign of eeu,mdn law_ nmst },e r,aid for
by other te_timonv,
it' her's be not e.dled in to ', every p,_int that come_ to be est._.bll.'.hed on this
prove it: _l,at m).terlal difference can _t make ', side.
to her. whether it be by her testlnmnv, or t_at
[Technical
law is never consistent,
even in
of anybody else? l/v declaring hersel'fthe law- i its badness.
On a prosecution
tilrb gan y, the
ful wife, she does not iu any degree saeriZee his } I rm hu._band or wire is not admissible
t,, prove
character; on tbe contrary,'she
._Uplmrt.., it. It is the fact of tile tbmmr marr age.
But. after a
not by the tir_t marria_'e ._hat the disgrace amt I long period of uncertainty
it has been settled,
ruin l_ thrown upon the guilty husbandit is as iate as the year 1817, _hat in am, collateral
by the seeond.
'
} suit or proceeding
between
third p;,rrson_, the
On the other hand, supplest the celebration
i rule is quite different: a person may therefore
incapable
of being proved by any other evi- '_be incidentally
charged with bigamy by the tesence ; suppose the case _uch, that [or the prey- I tnnony of the tir._t w_e or ltusband, anr_i with the
ing of the celebration
no other evidence can bc [ etFeet of punishment,
viz. in the shape of loss of
obtained.
Here the o'0eration of giving the evi- I character--a
punishment
not the le_ real, fbr
dence might be attended with a sensation more [ being inflicted by other hands than thoseof the
or le"_ painful tt} the ir_;,,,*ct wife_ trot on the t executioners of t:,,e law.--Edilor.]
t_
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seek protection
in a court of i:ls_iee ag:dn_t
ill-usage
by the hu-b,md,
_ele nt,r )at e.-tabli_hed.
Morality wa. at the same t,me more
loose--manners
more harsh and _.aw<_-; i_.sentmcnt,
on so unheconlmg
a gcom,_t ,,. tka_
of a suhmisston
to tile laws ,_t lrt_rh a:,d
justice,
was more likely to be c,metived
and
harhoured,
more easy lo be gla:Ui d w_th m>
punity,
and more apt to b,- i,_,i,ia,.,d,_ie,
A law uhieh
should
exe!ullc
the tt-_tirunny of the _ife in the ea.e of a pro.er;tti_m
ah_ainst the husband
lbr ill-usage
done to _he
wife, would be tantamount
to authorizing
the
husband
to inflict on the wi_b all imaginable
cruelties,
so long as n,lb,',dy else was pres_ nt :
a eonditlon
whwh,
having
by law tile et1111mand in and over hi_ own hoa.e,
it uouht in
genmat
be in his power to fldfil,
A law which excludes
the tc.-timony
vf ,,he
v_'ife, in the case of a [n o_ecutlnu
ag_all-t tt_e
husband
for mischief
done to any other inChvidaal, or to the state, is, in like retainer, in
other words, a law authorizing
him to do, m
the presence
and uith
the a..i,,tapee
oI the
wife, ever_ kind ofmiseh_et:
tlmt excepted
bb
which
she heraelf
would be a _utl)rer.
Tile
law, which in the former case af!brds its profaction tothe
wife,--with
what consistency
can it, in the latter ea._c. _efuac its protection
to every human creatme
he_-ide. ?
So ofteu as the ma_.k hm- been stripped off,
can it be _leces.arv to lay ba_'e the real polie._
that lies a_ the bottom
of thi_ budne,--?
A cause between
Doe m_d Ux admita
a_many fees as a cause betwe,-n
Doe and Roe,
In a case where there i_ nobody to swear tbl
Ux, if Ux were not admitted,
tl_el'e would be
nocause,
no fees. Rule:--admitherevidehee.
Very different
is the case, where the cause
is between
one of the married
pair, viz, the
husband
(by wheat
the cause, in a dispute
with a stranger,
is in general conducted,)
and
a stranger,
If a alan
could not carry on seheme_
of
injustice,
without
heing in danger,
every moment,
of being disturbed
in them,--and
(if
that, were not enough)
betrayed
and expoaed
to punishment,-by tn_ wife;
injustme
in
all its shapes,
and with it *he suits and the

Two melt, h_,thmarried,
are guilty of errors
of exactly the same suit, punishable
with exa,'tly t}'e same punidmmnt.
Iu one of the two
il>fance,
l,_o it happen%)
e_idenee sufficient
_or conviction
i_ obtainahl.e,
without
l_avir,g
reeonr._e to the te_rmmny
of the u iie. in the
oil:or nl_,anee,
not wltiumt
havin< recourse
to the te.timany
o_ the wife. Wh,'ie the one
-ufft>ra_,--eapltaliv,
ii eueh tle the puui_hmen,,--to
wimt abe. with _shat enl_-i-teney,
is lhe olher to be permitted
to trmmph
in
m_ptmlry ?
The _Ilm of prejndiee
once removed,
a w_ry
too.e sy.-lem ,,_ murahty,
or rather ere speak
plainly)
a s_<vm o[ gro:. iammrahty,
will be
_een to be al t'te b_ttoln ot the_e excmptive
rules. The w'r? ermm uhieh
it puni-hea
in
one man--pmadw,
even uhh dcath---_t
,if:folds its p_oteetien
to in apotl _ I, it e{inverl_,
or _eeks to eon_ eft, the h_,u.e o'_ ev, ry m_l,_,
into a nurser_
t,l unpani.'.hablt,
ramies.
The
same age c_f t_albari-m
and -uper-lition.
the
same age of _eb_xed nlor'li_t),
which gave
birthtorhe
institution
of .._,&m_. ga',e t,irth
(there
seems re:_,m rt) think)
t_ '_hl_ p_vilege, which glve, _,_ ,,ae}, m.m a -ale aeeomp]iee in his b{>om.
Ti, e mi<hlc,_,_l-ne-_,
vf
the dome.tie
a-_lmn _oes. imw_,ver,
l;_r }'evend that of the a-}Im,_ em_mm,_lv ._o ea!h d.
:t'he church, ehureb',ard,
or l_on,,ater_,
whatever :t was, d,_d m,t al]'ord to tl,c ctnn_nal m_ything
hl:e a el)ml,let_'
ex_'mptiol_
flom all
pum-hment:
it wa- i_-_elf a ptnli.l_ment:
it
wa. ha.i.!u,wnt
flom his L.'mi!_ : it included
impclamm_elit,
_,_ a decree of ¢_mlinement
so
elo-e as to be _',ree
di-_mgm.h,dlle
t?om _t :
tt plaot,d him h_ a _t,._e cl penur}, humiha_io,,,
and d, pemhq,t'_'.
A ruie like ',hi-, proteet.,
eu,'v,ara_e-,
im"uleate_ fi'aud. F_*_ tal.ehoe,l,
lm-i'.ve i,.;_, la_od,
isbut one mnd.'.ieation
of fi'aud, eolmealmei_t,
a sort of negative
falsehood,
>. :nlothei : l
m, an, emieeal,nent
of am t_acts, of whieh, for
the proteetiou
of their rights, i,Mn'_duals
o-

ti:es of which it i-- prohfie,
would, in eompari.on with what _t i. at pre-e.t,
he rare.
Let
us, therefore,
gra,:t to every man a licence to
commit
all sorts of wiekedlm-s,
in 1he prosauce and with the as..istance of his w;fe : let
us secure to t'verv man in the bosom of his

reasons, m:[I to so,: whether there be any truth
m them.
No ; never more slli:I_r yourselves to
:a!l into any such snare.
K,ep to 3ml.ic!/, antl
such other argument,,
as, m the region of the
clouds, are of equal alto.rude, or. if that he d*flicult, of nearly lqnal ahimde, with it.
Keep tc

pliee
house
h_s
tamily, let
and ms
ill make
his'own every
b,,som,man'sa safe
aecomcastle ; and. as far as depends upon us, let. us
convert
that castle into a den of thieves.'*

°, ": ..:Y:_:i_ a i tn'.':°:?ii};::!!:_
_"" "] }n ."_th_ha::i!_
, "!
, e
_i:2!(i_
or any diflbrent thing, to-morrow.
King. Lords; and ('omnmns, _hat dredges in
comparison
w_te, yea ! Tmhng for a whole _ssiom with committees upon committees, examinations upon exm>inations,
papers upon p.pers_
......
w h ile
to make tlm Lw, by declaring
it, e,_ts
you but a word:you
speak the word, the law is
made_ and everything is as it should be.

Advice to judges :--_,l'hen
you have a rea_n m give for a rule or supposed rule of jurisprudential
law_ copy _,lr. Justice Buner;
let
_oliey be your word; "keep to generals;
keep to
she generali_sima
among _,enerats,
]Behold the

coa-equenee_ the ta_a! c(,n-e,l,'_ncc,, of desce:nl_
m_ rote particular.
; of _alkm,_ of "" _apS*_'abl5
dL,_e_,_s_on {*t'[_'¢, _ _,_tl_ ¢1_/ t,'-;fe;'*
you cammit vour_e!ves;
xoa g_ve
a h,_ndle
_aon-lawyers:
'/'her arc _:bu_
euahlcd
to lookto into
yo_r

" ' L
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IMPROPER
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the public have a Hght to be infiwmed.
The
concealment
_l,L.1, _- authorized
by the lira.
it may be said, cea,_,s to be fraud. Nu;
that

AND

WIFE.
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"'_

I oil wldeh
_htir security,
in every branch
of
[ it, is in a s',atc ofconunual
?tbendenl+e+__the
| dea'ree
of informat.,on
uhich
they actually

it doe,- not: I a'_ .m, m _h> ca_e. A eouceal- t have of it. ih, pends upon iI_- natural aptitude
nlent
_dfieh is , .tl,o >-d b) _l_e .,aD.'a.[h'e
I t,n' bei.g gu_ased at.
To Ihe kmmledge
of
branch ot the ]axx, c,mn,,t },e 1]audMent : the / u hal, oa t aeh he_4d, i,s law, they have no other
altthoriratlon
d.e_ away the haad:
wl,at i" ielue thall s,.'h conee_tion
ll_ {he_ art' h'd to
• }
"
a_lthl,mzed i_ h _:d:;', I ,viminalhy.
aud Jrh _m it, t1'em:<-h'as el "Mlat it omd_! to De.
g,d,D, are repu;.'mu t ,,,,. :,,e,,m!,a_ii,Ie.
]hit I
I _1,_ lint t] p_k uhat nlu_t he the suffering
the 1._',_"cann,g,
u_l,,,'d
,m',h-_/m;_
fraud.
.5 my _:ih- i_ compelled
b) lwr teMimou'_ to
authorize
by its ,:,its,' _,' ;_.,:,wh. _i,e d,,h_z
l,r,n_: (h'.t._ue_oi_ im m) hcad_ b 3 dJselosil_g
of tl,,t: w._w.,
h, _:_ ,.',-:'
_.' _i,,,'e,.
i:
m: el'iu,e_._--'fhi:,k?
an.-wers the lt._'Lqalm- e,u.-,;NJted
a ,',i,,_e
, . '_,e Imm-bI_e:,t
for: _'_. n.leed,
I ttd,,d_ of it ; and, in thinkatmexe,l to the atq hv ill -tl,+_( t,_,i'_'e ,_;am'._i
if::. o} Jr, what I d,i.',k of besMes,
is, what
of d,e ia_,
the law ha. a,:k,v>_l,,d;:,d
avd
',,,,u ouzht tt, tim& ot it. ]hink
of it as part
pro,'ldmmd
it.-- m>ehlovo!,-n_'--:
il the act be of tile puni_hmenl
which awaits you, iu ea.e
nut n,i-ehievou_,
the leg_ l,_'or }v_s '_, warof ymli plungillg
into the patlls of guilt.
The
lant i'o: marknl,_ h_ *,lit lo: tam>i ,,,_,t.
tJut
more tbrciblc
lh(- impression
it makes upon
if the a,'I he ml.e!dexo,_.-,
,m wl,at grourM,
you, tile more effcetuall}
it answers
it,.- in•,_i'h what eonsi_tt _;ey, t.oe- !t in a!U ins{anec
tended
put po.e.
Wnuhl
)ou wish to save
seek 1o e:xeuipt it |ton: phxt:-hmel,t,
a_, if il
3ourself from it ._ it dq_cnds
altogether
npon
were i_moeen'[._--e.xempt
It i,i ,'r.>-iderallon
! %Ollrcelf: ple.erve
}onl iltnoeenee.
(,f a (._,:'_ purely irrele_ ant-a f,,ct by whil b
To the tegi_]a+ ors of antiquity,
the manied
the mi>"h_ev'.,,.:>nes_ ot _t i_ not -o much 8state was an object of tavuur : they regarded
pat reded to t,e din;ini_Lcd
' Aa a t ,-e r4"i_t
as a secmL D ._or good beh'tviour:
a wife
adj:'<_vc
taw x_hieh is at _:::uai,ee wi_h 1he and ehihlrel_ _,_e eonqdered
a_ being(what
_uhst<m:tve
law, is itself a lrhud. The ,-lib.
doubde._
Lht_. are in th'eir own nature)go
gtP.iltl_t, tn'al:eh o|" 1he law deei,tie-,
nndellllllll} pleoge-.
1
"
.%teh ua_ the policy of the
ud:e_,
el,gage-,
toe the benefit
,,z all parth:s
tfieh(q am_qult 3,
The policy of fi.'udat barint.".-'cd,
thar all pers.n__ otleudilL'.._,,
aud
bmi.m,
of the ages which gave birth to this
so _!:ati be t,md.-tted so and ,ao. The _i"di*lal
m_morat lule, i. _o convert
that sacred eonautbo_,t3,
wt,u:t,, b_. a law of I}:e adiec_Jve
(htion tim) a roll.try
of crime.
kiml, -t v_ ow_ ml,kin/,
take- upt,n il_elt 1o
The reason mm given was not, I suspect,
exc'ml-t a man flora such t,mii-hmvltt,
on a _ the original
one. Drawn
from the prin,'iple
grouvd by w.ich hi. ca.e i. m_ varied in p-int
ot utilit 3, _hough f_om the principle of' utility
oi ?aflt. violates
lhat engagement.
Fi,tuduimp*'rlbctl)
apphed,
it savour_
of a late and
h l,I in I_sett, -- so t2r a,_ it encourages
other,
puh_hed a_e. The rea',lm that presents
ilself
to puratie tbat plan of eoneeahnent
by _ hieh : a_ a:o_e hkch' to bare boeu die original oae,
lhe enxag,.:menl
t. vmlated,
it is (he cause ot'! is the grim_'rfbher,
mmsen_icat
teason,---tbat
;[latid Ill other.-. B 3 ag_rregatin_z tile act to the ' of the identity
of the two prisons thus eoncla-s of ('rime.. and rlqldering
it punishable
' netted.
1}aeon ahd l:cine are one person ill
as sneh, it declares it lo be a nnsehievoua
act,
l.m'.
(In queqtior,', rela*ive I{, the two meand h, such a degree so. as to be a cri_.se. L_v trim,.mial eonditions,
tln_ qmhble is the founauthorizin_
an individual
to conceal _r, in a
rain of all reasoning.
ea_e fit uhi,'ll it > not so much a- plclendcd
Among lawyer,
among divines, amongM1
lhat i!- nd-'('hievollolle,-_
l_ in tI, c _Tlla!le_t
caBdll]ute_
q,2_+tlll_
up
fbr power in a lade a2e,
degree
e-_ _ ,a in otI:er ease.-', it fit o.ce prownlking b) fraud opposed i_) force, seranihh,'_g
torts aim eneourage-_
two different
am_, of
flu" whatcvel
couhl be pwked up of the venefile nti,cMev,m-ne.:
:rod crlminali_
of u hwh
"atlau and subu:i_-ion
of" the herd ofmankb,d,
it -hews i_scli .-l,flietendy
_ensible
oil ,,qv r --there
lla_ been a _-ort ,ff in_tiucfive
pred!oceasmns ;--tt:e
principal
('lmle. a:,lt that
h'cti(m
Iol ah-urlhl._
in il- absurde_r
shape.
eoneeahaent
of it. which,
when tile act so
Paraih,x.
as far as it eonht be forced do_n.
concealed
is ermlinal,
is itself a crime,
tia_ ,<tl'o,a_.sbeen preferred
tl) them to _nnptc
It deba_.es and degrades
the ulatr,monia]
trulh.
He _hoi._ am,nished,
is half._ubdued.
union;
cunvelting
into a sink of eorrut,tioa,
Each a!,-,ud'.+y ._on get" people to swallow.
what ought to be a source of purity.
It depreI,are_ them for a gr.ater.
And anether adfiles the marriage-eontraet
itself, @ tackling 1 vantage i,, *l_esaale tlgure of rhetoric
which
"to it in secret a licence to commit eriines,
t eonimaadthe admiralion
and obedience
of
I savin secret ; for the probability
is, diet
the subject ('lass, helps the rnemorv of tile
an ins}itution
so repugnant
to moral senti- { domineering
class,
it is a sort of memorla
meut, s is not generally known,
and, on that
techme.,.
aeeouut,
is not productive
of all the nit,chief,
i
All these parodoxes,
all these drill wi'tlof which, if known universally,
it. u vuhi be l eisins, have this in eommou,--that,
on taking
productive.
No care being taken
to enable { them to p:ece% )ou lind wrapped np. In a comen to possessthemselves
of that knowledge,
i vering of il_genuhy,
.oiue foolish er knavish,
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and in either case pernicious, lie. It is by ance. nor the impunity, of oit'cnee_-; hut fer
them that men are trained up ill tile dcgrad ng its effect, as far as it goes, the prevention of
hatat of taking absurdit_ tbr leason, nonsense i them. To seal the lips of the wife, gives a
for sense.
It is by the swallowing ot such t:aeility to crime: to seal thoae of the conpotions, that the mind of man "_._remleled
ies,or,gi,'es
n,me; bat, on the contrary, infeeble and rickety in the morning of it, day<. duce_ acriminal to c(mfide the secret of his
To burn them al'l, without exception, in one guih to one _h..-e onl_ aim will in general
common bonfire, would be a triumph to rea- be _,,
ax_aken him to a beJ_se of it. La_'ly,
son, and a blea-_'ing to mankiml.
] i: i- to be remembered that, b? eompelti_N
the (l'_el,>ure m the ca.e _,t the cmAe.sar,
[Furtt*er remark_ by the Ediear.--The
ex- lie inforn:a,qon _ouhl uhin:ately he gamed:
clusion of the testimony of hub-band aml wife, the ,rely effert being, that, on the [,art at the
for or against each other, is in the number of ct imit,aI, no .-ueh re_ elations would he nmde,
the exclusions which, in an article ahead_ al- Not so m the ease of the w_fe, _ho may have
luded to, are defended by the Edinburgh tlc- come to a kuowled;ze of the crime indepenview : " yet: not entirely," =ay.-the revmwer,
dent]v of any voluntar) confection by her eri" on account of that dread entertained by mmal" husband.
the Er@ish law, of conjugal feuds, though
That the testimony of the wife could not
these are fl'equently of the most deadly eha- he eontrmhcted but hy tile accused person,
racier.
But the rea.on
jtl.t
given,
in the , her husband, aml r;ce rcJ,.d.--which,
if true,
case of the priest, apphc." (thi. ref,.rs to would he a g_,od reason for di.trusting, but no
the opinion of Mr. Ilentham, that the dl_-clo- rea.on 1or rejecting their evidence,--is, in the
sure, by a catholic ptiest, of the _cerets con- I majo_iU, nf ca-e-, nut true. What the hu.band
tided to him by a coufessinff pehitent, shouht i and wife ha_ e toId one another in-ecret, no one
not be required or permitted:) " for the ann- but they two can know ; aml, consequently,
fidenee between married persons makes their i what rather of them sa_s on the subjeet of it,
whole eonversaqon an um'e_,erved
eont}es.nm
; ] nobody but flu: oti,er has it ia hie power to
aml the}' at.-o could never he contrad;cted ', contradwt,
I_ut is not thi. likewise the case
but by the accused : while external clreum- between tl_e criminal and his accompliet', or
stances might be lubricated with the utnlo_t between the criminal and any other person,
facility, to give apparent confirmation to fal,e with respect to any fact wMch'oeeurred when
charges. But our stronger reason is, that the the 3 two were the only persons present ? while,
passmns must be too much alive, where the with l espeet to all other i;aet_, the testimony
husband and uife contend in a court ot' jus- cf husband or wife would, if fidse, be just as
tice, to give any chance of far play to the capable of heiug refuted by counter-evidence
truth.
It must he expected, ms an unavoidas the testimony of any other witness.
able consequence of the comwxion by which
The aphorism on _hich the reviewer timnds
they are humid, that their feehng% either of whathecalls his "strongerreason,"onewonld
affection or hatred, nmst be strm,g enough not have wondered at meeling with in a Gerto bear down the abstract regard for veraeity,
mantragedy, but _tis certainly what one would
even in judicial depositions."
never have looked for in a discern _-eupon the
Want of space might form some exen=e to law of evidence. Stramze as it may sound in
this writer for not having said more ; ].,tit it sentimental ears, I am firmly pcrst_a(led that
is no apology for the vagucue-s and ineouclumany, nay mo._t, married persons pass thro'ttgh
sivcness of what he has said.
life witlmut either loving or hatting one another
The eoniidenee, say ?_:u, between married to any such uneontroulable exceqs. Suppose
persons makes their whole conversation an them'howeve." to do .o, and tlmlr " feelings,"
unreservedeonfession?
So mueh the better : uhetherofaffectionorofhatred,
robe"strong
their testimon_ wilt be the more valuable. It enough to bear down the abstract regard far
is a strange rea:on tar rejecting an article of veracity," will they, in addition to this '" abevidence, that it is distinguished from other stract rcgard,"--a
curious sort of a regard,-articles by its fulness and expliritness,
be strong enough to bear dean the fear of
The reviewer must have read Mr. Bentham
punishment and of shame ? Will they render
very eareles.dy, to SUl)po_-ethat his reason for tile witness proof against the vigilance axed
excluding the testimony of the priest is, be- aeuteness°fasagaci°usandexperiencedcr°ss"
cause the di.eourse of the penitent is an '" tin- examiner ? Or rather, are not the witnesses
reserved confe-sion :'" this would be a reason who are under the influence of a strong pusfor admitting, not for rejecting, the evidence,
stun, preeiselythosewho,
when skilfullydealt
The true reason for the exchldou in the ease with, are least eapabte of maintaining the
of the confessor, is, that punishment attachappearance oferedtbllity, even when speaking
ing itself upon the discharge of a rel,gous tile truth; and, a farttori, least hkelyto obduty, would in effect he punishment tbr re- tain credit for a tie ?
ligious ophfions._ .-'tdd to which, that the
But t w_ste time, and fill up valuable space,
confidence reposed by the criminal in his iuarguiug_rioudyagain._tsuehsolemntrilling
confessor has not for its objee_ the further_Conelusion
of remarks @the E&tor.]
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If, in _o far as it operatc_ in his own favmtr,
the _ectlliltu]v
of t]le p3rty
i_ liable
to be drawIl
a,ide
floln
tile hue oI trttlh IF_ the actmll of

0;" the ease in which the exeludon appear,
tohavere_tedtmttd,
mblc/elouud--ihat
_hich
respects d('ceplum, and that whwh re_peet_
ve,rati.n--one
exemphiieatinn i-:coi_stltuted
b) the ca,e m which the te-timnny in queslion is tt_at of a part!J to the cause.
Reeeive his teslim,mv at his o_ n instance,
the testimtmy _ull be }aI-e, a,d )nu will be
race,red hy it: call for it at ti_e inatanee oI
his adversary, it will be t_ards], l, to }tim to
be obliged to _eive H. Such Ot may he presumed) are the rea..n-,
by which the exelusion_ put up_,_, the evidence of a p,'r_,n
bearing thi_ relatiolt In the suit, have heen
sugared.ted, llm, in eavh in_-tanee, the insutIielellQ
of the reason has heen already brnn_ht
to view: n.r, though they are applieahle to
the same per. m, do_s the t_rceofeither make
any adthtion to that of tile other; tot wheree_er the cue applie% the other does not. '.{'he

thls force, which is go oltviou- even In the
lltO_t
k!.rn)}}_'er_,ant
e}e.--h|
go far u_ it operate_ in his diefavnur, it pn._see.e_,in a degree
superior to all other tegtimon)', a claim to
e_'nlldenee. That, in thi.- race, the error, if
m_ythere be in the testimony, is not a wilful
one--is not acc.mpaaied, at the same time,
, _lth a kn,,wlcdge of the talsity of the intbrmatron, and ot the tendency it has In operate
tolhedeponent'-prejtidiee--isaproposition,
the truth of which _s [ar more certain in this
instance, than it ear_ he in any other•
:
Accordingly, a_ ofteu as the testimony of a
party i. rereLed--so
sure as it enlers into
the mlnd of an) one wbo has to judge of it-st) aura Js it to be ,maI._zed, and, as it were,
divided into two putt*. To the part which ig
, reaarded as operatin;r in the deponent's own
layout, the im'redulou_, the diffident part of
,' the jud:rc'_ mind, al,plies H_lf
of course:
while the part rea'mded as operating in his
, {]i-Mgour, volmnaDd% Onthe part ot theJullge_

eoIh_eqlhell0e

, all

,
'

1% Lhat

there

is not

all

ilnagin-

allnost

unlilnlted

.,dlal'e

ol ctnllidence:

':

"i

in a

able cu-e in *_hieh the testiulo!ly
of a p,tl ty,
word, what lmrtmn ot'*he mass is under_tond
he he pl.mtiff or be he defendant, ought to a_- belonging to this diet.ran, is, b? the combe exehuled.
' mon sense and eminent of mankind, univerAt hE men in_tanee,--the reason which for- a sally rega:Ikd as the hast evidence.
bids the admi_,q.n ot tim testnnon_ is weaker
Such is the ev:dence, of which, on tbe ideal
ira thi- ea.e than in ?he ease of a_ intere,.ted i: supposition of extraordinary
vexation, the
extraneous witness.
The real hmgnitude (ff i rashness of a eertain class of jlnists has not
the interest being the same in both ca,as,-hesitated to rob the treasury ofju.tiee.t
in tim eaae of a party the inlere_t is more
palt_*hle: the objection ereated b.v it is hkely
+ The Edinburgh Review, in an artwle which
to act wi_h greater tbree upon the judicial In- has been _everal ttme._referred to. makc_ a long
cuhies of the magistrate: his mind is more attack upon "' the French method of interrogasttrely open to it: the danger of deception is ting persons under a charge," with a view to the
thdrefore less.*
extraction of their sclf-enminative te_timony._
......
It is not necessary to enter particularly into the
'_(In the other hand_ wbat must not pass un- obiections advanced by the reviewer against this
notiec-dis, that, supposing the probability of mis- practice. They may all be summed up in two
eh_et from this quarter were really prepondcrm t, propositions, neither of which seems very likely
themischiefwould in thiscase be morefrequentl_
to be disputed :--1. That an innocent rrma may
realized than in the other. Why ? Bec_u_ to very possibly be unable to furnish, all at once_
gain an undue advantage by the party's single those explanatmus which are necessary to make
testimony, reqmres no more than the operatmn
his innocence appear; and, 2. That, such inof that one person: w],,erea_s,to gain the same ability on the part of a prisoner not being conadvantage
by requires
the false the
te_tim_myof
an of
extra.
of ifhisit guilt,
it would be very
neoua
w_tn_u,
co-operation
two { elusive
wrong toevidence
treat it as
were .¢,o.
persons--the party, and the extraneous witness
The reviewer does not state whether his ebhis accemplice : ea:'h of them conscious of guilt ! jeetion extends to the exan/inatmn of the pri--each of them liable to be betrayed by the un- t Soner on theocrasion of the deflnilive trial: but
faithfttlness or imprudence at"the other.
] we may presume that it does _mt,since hisargu ....
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A party is not suffered to be examined
on ! advantage,
it is true,
of joiMng
his wifhis own behalt:
Observe
the consequence:
ne_s in the concerted
lie ; but in their ero.stie is delivered
without
mercy into the hands
examination
lbcit_g kept out of e_eh other'_
of a mendacious
witness
on the other side.
hearing
toe that
puri>t,.e,_
they m!ght ha_e
Your adversary,
to make evidence
for a suit
[teen brought
to eontrad;ct
one another,
aml
he means to bring against
you, sends an craigthus the lie might ha* e been th.-eovered.
sary to you to engage you in a eonver_atinn,
Ou this o('ca._lon. _t_ ell so ulally othe:¢,
that, when called upon as a wirness,
he may
ululate nomi_m tile law departs
llom its owu
impute
eimfesaions
_o you such as y,,n never
principles:
the same evidemm wideh it reflb-s
made.
When _he evidence
comes to be given
to hear at one time. m a eau.e called by i*,_e
st the trial, the withestells what story he
mnne, it adtmts at m_otLer mac, in a ea,.t-e
pleases:
a_ tbr you, you mast not open yo:Ir
call,.,d by unotller imn:e ' hut tl., repent:m,
o
mouth to eontradlet
hbn, although,
wine v,m
comes rue late fta' justice.
Iu the origm:l
adudtted
to state what pas.ed,
it mJ_ht b_"it'. cause, the corrupt _ ltness ; thfi*gs being ,_ ul
_our power
to .atisl 5 the jtnte, _, that the
_he case above suppo-edJ
stands
up um',a_account_dvenofthee,,nver_a.*ioub_
the wittralbelcd,
amt conies hl- poh,t.
In ano_l,or
Im-s conht not pu.._!d)
have been true.
e,m.e, if th- i',_Jutcd td,tmt_ff ha-_ eoma':e a d
IQ instead of aendlng ld- aa_eht, the plalnmom'_ t:_ vc:_t.re
npon lt.--ln
a derivatlvc
tiff had g,,n_ _ wi'h him. h_s testlln(m},
it ivance, g_'o_:.qg out (,f die ozigi_al one,--in
trio:, wnnhl
hay
been excluded
a¢ well a.
an imlwtment
t,rouk"ht u_nitJ-t the I,er3m'rd
)ours
In wolds, here is a iorI of reeipl o'.'it) ; wltne,_s tor the peUlu'y,---the
momh t,f lhe
but iu effect, no _m'h th:,,g
The plamriffhaa
corrupt _itness
(,row ochre"ted
into a delenno need to tell his o_n .-t/a_ : he ha- hi- w_tdant _ is stopped,
_hile that ot tile quondnn
hess,
by the _uppoaiti_m a partial,
and e_en
t,lamtiff,
m_w caP, cd a p_o.eeutnr,
a_d m_der
corrupt
one, to tell tt for him. The phdutilt;
,'ha_ name a wi:m -- in hi. ow_t ca,l.e without
instead
of being a sufferer hy the exc]t_si_,n
d!lheult,}.
_- opened, _
put upon himaelK
i_ a Kainer by i) : traderIi_ it' )},c)e arc two eau-e% o)_e after anstand, _ here hi_ plan _f defeaee i_ dishom'-t,
_nLe_, in ca, h of which the j,t,_£c hear- lull on
as it, i. here supp..-ed
re be.
tn his _-po:l,a,,_,e -ide ; i_,stead of a shush, e,m-e, m which
neous
examix_tlion,
he would have had the
}w mlght have 1,eard on ht, lil-idt_,
N_I c_en
meuts do not apply to that ca_e. I{v that time,
the prl_ol_er m'_ reasonably be supposeA to be
prepared with till ._ueh explanations
as the circumst:uwen will adnnt of; and if be i_ not. I
tear it will g_ hard _itb him, whetl_cr the insufficient exp]anatious
which he does give, or, _
_iven throtl_..h bib advocate only, or partly trilut
me lips of _.is advocat% and partly
ir,)m h,_
own.
l_,ut, even against the preliminary
ix_terro_t,
tics ol the prL-oner as soon as pos,qble alter tu_
apprehension,
the objectim:s,
it i_ evident, _re
altogether
ine,.,nchvq_e.
That non-reapot_mn
and evasive reo, pon_lon
are stro'_g arnele_ of c_rcumstantiat
evntenee ,tga_.,'_st a pri_,oner. _ what
will hardly he denied :--that. by an ineonslder :to
iudge, more than the due weight nlav he ,ittaehed to ti_em, is a ca.,'ahy to wl'fich'the_ arc
li._ble_ in e*anlliOl'i v, lth all mher sorts of cirenmstantial
e_ _denee. hut not more liable t' an
other sorts.
Were thepn--sibilit_
of deccpti,m a
sufl_eient ground t'_r putting an'exclusmn
upon
evidence, -can it be nece,_,:ary ta say, that no
evidence wouhl be admitad
t_t all?
But the
exelusionists never seem to enns_der, t_,at if deceptlon may arise from evidence, it _s still more
likely to arise from the want of evldeaee,
After all, the reviewer, when be comes to his
prax'tieal e,metusion, explains
away the whole
eil_ect of his previous argument%
and ends by
prescribing
" a ndddle coarse, which leaves the
party to judge and act tbr tdmself.
If he is
bles_d
wltll self-command,
and is in tx_se_sion
of die lneaus of at once refuting his pursuers,
why should his vindication
be dela_-ed? but as

be drawn from bi_ reserving
hi,. defence for a
inure cun'¢euient season."
That so,m'thim/
of t" _ _ort st_ould he toht
h _ is ohvlo_s!_pr-per_
to wh e I wll ad_
that no.prou_i_-e could be more saitly g.ivtn thaa
a I_rotm_e not to draw any unfair lnferenre-;
t'l(ltl_._tl
it ma_ he do=,d/tcd how tar such
an a--k_-anee w,ml_! quiet the _larms of an immcent
pr,soner,
until he ,,dwuid be mt'onlicd uhat lntk.rcn(e_ the mag_.trate would con,odor uuf, fir.
The proper thing to tall hun wouh! be, tlmt if_
teem the unexpecte,_.ness of tile : ccu..a_on
he
(tit his facu]ties to be .'n to_ be_lIdered
a state
to qualify hull for nlaklng
a clear stat_qnent
of
the truth (and of th_s the tn.tgl_trate would he
m some measure able to judge.)
or ff any suflieient teasel] rchdered
him unable or avtrse to
_ive the _cee_,'a_ explan _tion_ w t] out del.v,
l,e wouhl he at h,_'criv to s,_y as litt'.e or a_ tnl.t_'h
_s be t leased ; t ut that if, wben thc trim should
come on, and t e shrmld come to be finally exam,ned, the exp_anatwns
a_br h.d by him nt:muld
appear to he su:h as nught _th equal facility
and propriety have been given on the spot,--his
having refrained Item g:v .st them at that time_
would be con,.i toted e,_ str,_i_a evidence (thon_h
even then_ m_t conclusive evidence) of his guilt.
--Edilwr.
* In the supposition of a prosecution grounded
on sueh evidence, there is nothing at all unnaturah
On your single testimony, the jury (suppose) would not convict: but, though
nobody
but )ourself
and the perjurer was present, it
may happen to your testimony
to rec_.ive support from circun_,_tantial evidence_ or from ex-

_el'e
incompetent
toletdo him
so, or'unprovided'
•ithmay
the beneee_aryproot_
be calmlv told
t y the magistrate,
that no urdhir inference will

trajudieial
eonfessorial
coming from
another
hearsay e_idence.

e_ide,,:ce
witu_ss ot
in theperlurer's,
the ,q_ape of

c.. c]

iummi_,mtEXCLU
" .........StONg--

by thi. secom! cau_e, -- supposing
the trtflh
t_ come out. aml tim judge to be satisfied
aboqr It, -- i.-. it in ]',is power
to do justice :
fbt in thl- _ecund can-e no',i,b_g more can he
dim., ;'ran tire e._vi.ting
the perjured
w tnc.s t_r the f_erl'u y: to do jt_-_iee _(, the party
itJjured h) the pe!jnrv,
there nm-t he a lhird
cause, ot the -_ame deL,m_il: _:mn a. the t:.rst
And thi. 1.=_ hat ln.th'c
go*-. b) Om care
taken t,, d, tel d 1he w>d,,.n .!'{h_ iudg," from
&cepti,m.
alld lhl.. f/eF .... ._ tl_e partie_ tr_m_
vexau,)m
b) a lam['a,'
_ exclud,:,g
rnL,-•
'._'he m,m ot !aw i¢ >atl-:'e,{. >cc.m-e _tli;S tile
muhipl;.-d:
bat wh(re
_- t'.e aat_smctiv, n t,,
lhe miared
_uitm" awl ;o j,tsu,'e ?
Anodmr
eircum_t:mce
co,.ear.., in remlering
th,, 'emedy
stdI nlur,= _nade,i,tatc.
In tile
t,,,,.ccatwn
ior the [..),t_y..'.n_
wtion ouKi_t
lint to {tke pL,ce, alld I1 ltu:a!I? v, ill not lake
t,htt,_ , "_ltlllotit lhe d:_".lce o[ [)LlaUl_II)II
('onlItleil*/lnd.{e Io tile plllll_hlln n_ ,lllaoln iI _51_all
Ligh a,qmw:
wl,erca-,
in tim orikd_,d :,¢,_p.mJ _uit. au) the >hghte-_
11,.21ec .f plci,ond(,ra'_: p:',,b,d,,li',y
u ,,ul,l ha,p bc_ _, . ..'it(*i_qlt ro l_tlll 1}_,_ -,.l,.
()n thi- hcal!. _,,:e,_,ictl _1.1, }Tmg',:-l; law,
th,n:an law (wi:L a!t , - tattl+._) d_-tn:et,>i,,
_
it._ii" _<, V_.'ar a,l_aIHa:_('.
Ill si,npllci_,
thou_.,h ab-oltPc])
imperi,'vt,
n i- _e/.*tivci)
tlan-cetld.rn,
f,, his tmu f,r,'r,,,-, --'i,a:
i-. at tn- o_xn
i:_-tanee.
--it +t_!t". _ n, • t::c :c-thr,ony
_,t ,m3
ihtlly, O_ ally ],el- t,i at ],',l-[ .,_:}J£nl!!t leco.';_l-e,_ In {i,q' e}l_t} l,;t'?, to I), teeei_,:d.
,rod
lh'.:- tar It ,h,e- _t,..,_,
But in l,*s o:_n di.d'_vour,
thnt is, at the
i_*.:am'c ,,i ]a- adversary
(or cf the ludge, in
the case oi mqai.itoriat
procedure.)
the testimony of the party _...m every eaee received,
and allt,_, d to bc called Ior
amt thu._ tar it
doe_ right.
A_ to admEqbi!;iv
there i_ tic such ivreh,vant
m,d ituiefi,,ablc
d_.ti_muon
as that
between
civil and <,rm_:nal
The (,nL d,ffcfence i.% teat
in It ea.e ree,_gm-ed
a-a eriurinal ease. the te_t.nea_
ot the defi,ndant
is called flu' of eour-e,
and in the first ill._*anee;--wherea..
in a ('.t_e reeogni.ed
as a
civil !that i.. a t,o_-etind_,al)
e,l+e.--thonah
d_e te,timonx
of each pal l._ may be tailed tot
b_ the other_-unles. ,'ailed Ivr by tl_e (,ppnsite party, it is uot ealled ior, or received,
hv
the judge,
tt is to Ep;q_;h 1.,w tl:at we mutt 1.ok foe
modification
upon nmd,tication
; and that confudon and inem_4-t,.,w'v,
wtth the delectaSle
and cver-ehert-hed
_ :'ricacv,
which,
wh,'te,
there is but one strmght eour--e, i. the neee_sary cnn_equent'e,
•
r
Courts upon courts ; each, in th_s part o,
the field, proeeedmg andjudging
by adifferent
set oI rules : as it' the snitors were
hutnan
creature*
in _oute one of them. and beings uf
u d_lI;,_ent e,.mp_,.-'.ticn
tn tLc other,
ttat:
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mouious
(hsagreement
! all tending
to one
common end
Which shall we take tbr the general rub: ?
For elueidadon's
sake. let it be the rule of
exclusion:
the rather,
a_ being consignt_l to
o+_e of lhu*e Latiu niaxim_-, which, though in
mtiver.-al
cnrrem'y,
expre--s with equal infi*
delity, h,,th _ h._ is the practice,
and what
ought *,, be .... _;'mo debet e_se [tst_s i*_proprih ce**. ;.
Takiuz
this to," the ge_eral rule. we ,.h,dt
fi,ud it cur into h)" exceptiOllS
Upull exceptlIHt- ; am! that ht eavh ot the two parta re{x}
which we haev seen iv divuling itselE
:
This, fi,r the rule wnh regard to the ad+.;, , ._ of tl_t, party's
re.it,none,
in his ot.+t
b i, dl.
NexZ. _irh
regard
to the c.mp_d.
. r .... "trm'tw_ of it. in bchnlf and at the in. r'_,_,'_ ol lhe otlmr par D, comes anoflter l.atln
11,IXlm, ti_e a},_nrdity
ot _.\hlch
ha;,
ah'cady
i , en {.'ill) cxiiof.c(l : .___Yt,?_c, le2¢ctl_i 8,.I])s_gltl.
. ,-,_rc.
('ItAP'FER
IL
I.;KAbI1NATIIIN ¢)F 1HI' eO_KRE
RFG&RI) "It) '1111. PL'_IN_III'I_'S
_y LN(,LI-H ! A;_.

_;

-/:_
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. -_
- ::..:
;_,
_,--.
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PURSUED IN
1LSIIMO.NY

§ |" 1)[at_H!'ff"s te.¢ttltzoetq, i?t a'h,tt C,'z.¢CSrrcctv,_Me m hr..own beh,df.
Im'onsi.tem'ic*
ofEa,.//¢,,/e lau *n th_,_ respect.
A._,,>(. th,.' inviolalfle
rules of English jurisf,rlldellce, one of the most, inviolable
is th_s,
+,ha_llontail(nnderstantl,
athi._owIlill_l_lla'e)
i-_ to be a wltues,
in tu._ own eau_,'._ Like
other their,tables,
it is omtiuually
violated."
let us nb-erve
the _iu!ations,
and !he eoutrivanees
by which they are reconciled
to the
rule.
In the first place, in all causes that are
' called criminal
(a_,d rot,re e_pecialiy capital
' ones,) the pIainuff
is a&mtted,
lu eases of
_ this elan-% supposin_
deception
to rake plnce,
the mi-,'hief
of it is at _ts lnaxln,utt,.
Tire
plan_t_ffi-caiiedprose,'_t,,_.*
By t}ns change of name. he _s d_vested of
all hta_--no
le:seffeetualt)
than it _t was by
,, hltle seal, a broad se*d. or a seeptre.-I"
Oi_ l but at anyrate
the prosecutor
has lio
i)ecaniar3 interest ; and peeuniar 3 interest
is
the Olt]y sort, of intere.t
which,
in the opL
nl.n of an English lawyer,
can produce any
btas in the nund.
Indeed,
|rot he has a pecuniary
interes:
;
as substantial
a one in these eritnilml ca_e.-,,
as he can have in any civil (i. e. non-erialinal)
ease.
'
In theft,
and olher eases of eriadnal
dci
i
" That you may be sure he is not a plaintl_q_
i O,at
been rendered
title _s made
the fitt:r
over tor
to the
the king;
_tation, who
by has
Ins
being alreatly in po_-,ession of that ot'jud_e.
{
-p Vale Part IlL Decepti_m;
Cimp. l'[I, lie', storatieea to Competency.
Supra_ p. 4aa.

.:
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predation
(it w_mld be too mucb to say proeiscly which --a book might be written
upoz,
it.,) the pro_ecntor,
upon whose testimon)
the thief i_ convicted,
gets back the stoh'n
goods : aml that (by an ahnos'_ unexamph-d
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peemliary,
a_ it i_ in tLe power of mo_ey to
/ create.
[
In re.lions
not comprehended
under the
1 denomination
of penal one_, the exclusion
pat
] upon the evidence
of the party (prowded
al-

exertion
of sllnmmr 5 j.-tice)
without
tLe [ wav_ there
i_ hut one) i_ no less, ill effect,
ex0en_e
of an additional
suit.
as _ell a._ design, inexorabh',
than in design
"In forgery, h,' does o1' doe_ not, "t_) the game I it is ir_ pcmfl actions.
meaus,
make good hi_ damage. _ But here, it' J
In the ca_e we have just been viewing, the
he doe_. there must be another
suit for it.
In a-sauks,
in ea-e of stwcess,
money may
visit him in either of t'e¢o shapes.
Iu_tead ot
being filled (the money going to the green
wax,--that
N, to the king's private pur.e.)
the defendant; may be sent " to talk wld_ the
prosecutor
:" or, being fined, a part of l he fine
(it must not exceed a third part :) may be put
openly into the proseentor's
pocket.+.,
Upot_ affidavit
evidence,
tntrodneed
by a
motion " for an attachment,"
or, by a p,,t_'_te
circumlocution.
" that the defe_,d mt ma:, answer _he matter_ of the atti,lavir,"
eau.e,
of
a pecuniary
nature
are _ded every day in all
the eourt_.
No -aoner is the cau-e imltuled
" The Kin_ against
._ueh a one" (hut care
must be taken that the title be not put upon
it too soon,)
than the cau.e
beeomea a criminal one : and the mm_ey, by which _he
plaintiff
wot:ht otherwi._'
hqve been turned
into a liar, and the judge_ deceived,
lu.e.- all
its influence,
One thing is clear enough,--to
any oue at
least whose eveq a_e not cl,_sed by science,
viz. that £50 is not made less than £31), b3
being given under the name of costs.
Therefore,--of
whatever
nature may be tile .artsfaction,
pecuniary,
vmdi.tive,
or honorary,![
the prospeetofwhleh
i_thc motive thai gave
birth to the _mt.--if
reimhnrsement
(parti:d
as it is at best) under tile name of co-re,
he
among
the eonsequences
of suegess in the
suit, the interest
of it is of a kind as strictly

I extensive
cage of injurms
to person, "tile
I same individual
who. snina by a civil aetio_h
' and called pla_ztif,
would not be heard, suing
hy an imhetment
or inknmanon,
and calling
him.elfi,rosec_tor
, i- admitted
_ithout
d_iticult)'.
]l_t sa lo,_g a_ the words employed
are aeti,,n m,d ],/m_,QS, the difficult)
is insuImountable,
_he judge inex,_rab!e.
To the admi-_ihflity
of ttte prosecutor
in
the capacity
ofa _ltne_,
there is, however,
one remarkable
exceptnm.
There _s a clas_
of t_dnce_
in regard to u h_ch, hmv noxi,.>as
so--_er to the public
kthat is to _ay, to any
or evelyimtividual.'_
no one iudwldual
can
he found, who (nule.s
by a_'e_dei_t) has any
intere_ _,C,ll_ai,tle of enc;lgii_.g hltti to take upuu
him_r, lf the expense an,1 vexation attached
to
ttw ftm,'tion _,fp_o_eeutor.
In all the_e ca-es,
either a ta 'titmu.
interest
mast be ereated,
or tl_e offen,'e gr_nnpum_hed,
and s_ciety t,dl
to picec_
Aecordi_@y.
hi ca_es of this deseril,tion,
a; oitt n a_, by the prohlhitnm
and
_'pnuMunent
aua_,hed
to it by _he l_gt_-latu_e,
a _ _ ct was created
lr to an rile ,ce, ro_ a ds
were offered _o the il_dividual by whose exertions the eonditio_,_ nece.sar3
to the i_flieUon of the puni.hment
shou!d be fulfilled.
In lhe wlmle, or in part, the punishment
was
put into a pecuniary
shape,
and termed
a
, l,e_,aItj/: the penalty,
in case of sucees_
l or
! a part of it,) eonsmuted
the remmwratlon
! of this temporary
servant of the public. Co._t..,
is " a reimbursement
(never more than
tI --that
.
,
I partml) of expenses ot smt, under that name,
i u'ere added or not added,
aeeordin_
as the
Since theto 9have
Gdo.been
IV.c.forged_
32. anotwithstanding
man me_y prove i lawyer,
by whom the leg'Mator
wan led, ha W
a docmnent
any pecuniary
interest he may have in so doing. I period, for" this purpose, to be f:aithful or t_eaIi his signature,
or any part of the body of
cherous,
awake or asleep.
a check on his banker,
has been tbrged, fipon
What. on this occasion
as on all other%
whmh money has bteu paid, the banker sustaills
the lo_s _ but if the wiWess has signed a bd(_nk was the care of the man of law, was, that
check, which the prisonerha_
filled up without
rules of law should be observed:
what, on
his authority, then tie himself must sustain the
this occasion
a_ on others, was no part of his
loss, and not the banker.--E&
care, was, that offences should be prevented.
"1"The practice in soeh cases is to fine the d_It waa de,'ided, therefore,
that the testimony
fondant m much, with leave tospeak to the proof a witnes_ of this sort-a u'itnes_ who, i_.
_ecutor:
which means, that if the defendan, will
"
case of eonviclion,
expected
to receive tile
pay one half of the sum mentioned,
to the _roseeutor, nofine isimposed;
but if the defem.ant
penalty,
or any part of it--was
had, that is
is too angry to consent to this, the whole of the
to say. inadmissdde.
Had the person to whom
fine is imposed upon him.--EcL
the reward
was offered,
been allowed
to earn
._ Had the smt been of that sort which is it by giving h_s testimony,
he wouht
l.a_re
eaued sn action (a civd actmn_) his testimony
e_mni_tetl
perjury : judge and jury
would
would not have been rea'eivable.
For in a su{t
•
"
constantly
have been deceived
by the perof
sort, the plaintiff _s c-_lted plaintiff, withjury. and'_o, instead of the guilt v, p'unishment
out that
ceremony.
11See lIumont,
Traitgs de IAgislafion_
and
would have fallen upon the innocent.
How
_q_ra, Yol. I. p, 371, et sea.
so? For this plain reason:
because
the suit

Clt.

II.]

w_ts c_lled

IMPROPER
civil;

and,

EXCLUSIONS--

in a suit denominated

civil, the plaintiff
is called ptaintihK
1,Vhatr_ever else the king may get hv the suit,
wh'g he doc_ n_)t get bv it i_. the tide oil
plaintiff:
which,
eonseq;..-ntl),
fimih_g no
other t,q'_cc to rest on, rest,-, upon the sh,allders of ifim by _hoin
the flmclion
i- performed,
All instances
of the exelu-i,m
of _ itrle_-es
on pro_t-c,ution_
f_,r tilT(flee* created
b_ >talute, are aet_ ot u,u"pa_m:l
eonnhiltt'd
l; _.ihe
judicial autl;ority
,IgaiilS*<the h't i-]atl_ e. BUr,
in the case ('t tLe (,\slit-toll
(.t lnl,,rin(.r>, tile
nstlrl,_allon
i-_ it:ore paitleular]y
fit:rant--I
had ahneat
said _a,/,ud<_,t.
The h,;i.t:_ture
be*,koiss a man ihto court;
the judge shuts
the door in t.i. titee,
At! this while,
m,le_¢ lho_e who kl,mv of
an oi:fenec t(ll o[ It, i1 ealln,*t be I u.ni-hcd ;
and tiN]t--* {hi,Et" _,;t;o know of it are paid fl,r
telling o! it, thc:, wilt nn.t tell of it: thin the
leR1_iature is convinced
of, a,._tl thercloie
of
fer.- money fiJr the telling of II.
The le_ti-lature,
satl-P.ed that,
without
a
factitious
inducement,
a m ni _ be has n,,t the
intere-t
of tevclIge
to prolr_pt him. will m,t

tothe,r,,,-,',,',,

PLAINTIFF.

I in the character

of a testifying

at a

[ di,tance
from home, ai,d under a certainty
o|
] being baited
by lawver_,
Is atlellded
with
both vexaNon
and expense,
he ha_ just so
[ much indueemem
to ine_ent him fimu telling
i it. ()_m of two t]tnlg-:
either the man who
on tbe_eoe,'asions
appear_ in the character
of
an an(uteri'sled
withe-.-, and, upon being intel Jogated.
dc,,:lare_ bln>elf upon oath to be
tinilltt'resied_
i_ reaily an interested
one ; or,
be a('t_ without
a molive--the
efl:eet i, lUOduecd without a callao.
A- c,i_tell a_ ih, e:fecI cm_ he produced wiihout a eall_C, tilt'] art' v_!!iiil_ {.these men of
._eiem'e) tilat it _-hail lie produced;
they arc
uiliu: K (thc.euFri_ht
mini_tersotju.-tieeand
pattern,
of e_mst:toti,mal
obedience)
that the
wiil of theh' snpeuor,
the tegMator,
shall be
dolce.
.Ss oflcl_ a< the e]i_ecl
cannot be pro..
dated
without
a cause, their delermination
is, that it shall i,ot be produ,aed, and that the
x_ill of i|le lebqslator
stroll renmm undone
that the law, which tlmy are sworn to exe*
cute, shall remain nncxeented.
I{ut they have a reason
for what t|:ey do,
I and it i_ tht-_ :-- to ,;till twent • iomtds, a nlall

o,,,t
!win-t,eak
,bet,'utg
;

odltiln of tninging to [llllii-III,AHlt
an oli;qt_le¢,
whoae offelwe, how p_¢judleial .-oevei To lhe
public, produce-_ im ira.eLi* ftl,'tt e.i.qe- t*onie
in the shape of ._ulFermg to m,3 l,arneuLtr
individual,--ordcrsthat
a lewaid
In a c,.'rtam
amou:,t
.ql<lll be given b? the judges
to ],ira,
hy wlmm the inlbrmatlon
teTra-ire
tbr tl,ut
purpo-e
sh,dl have been given.
When the
man comes for hi. reward, tile judges refu-e
to give it him. Wh? ? 1- it that it wa¢ not
the will o{ tile teFid:;ture
he should ha_e st?
No: hat becau-e
_the will of the legislatme
is contrary
to their lulcs.
Such are the effects,
p.litieal
mM moral,
of these ex('lu(ling
rnh,s:
breach o£ taith, a_
toward_ indiwduals--hrcach
of obedience,
as
towards
the legiqature.
It l_ ainollg the n_axlrfls ofn?en of law, that
no n:an ou:..h't to he suffered to be _iser than
themselves:
but tndeas many men lind beell
wi_er, as well as more honest,
than themselve% society
would tollg ago have gone to
wreck.
The maint.nance
at eat(ely has all
ahmg depe,ded
ul,on the eva(ion of this rifle
of law. Society exists : thel el'ore the rule has
been evaded,
q!"he intenUon of tim judge.- was
to de[;eat the intent(amof the legislature:
iIMlvidua!s,
by defeating
the intention
el the
judges,
have rendcled
to the pubiw that selvice which it x_a_ their oblect to prevent,
and
to the legislature
tha_ obedience on whieh the
preservation
of society depends,
If the man who saw the offencc committed
has nothing
to get by telhng of it, he is an
unexceptionable
witness:
but having nothing
to get by telling of it, he ba_ no indueement
to engage him to tell it : and as telling of it
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-

and

iing the truth,
hi., will lend his exertion_
to
gi_e exeelltnnl
tci the laws: --therefore,
tar
. the s ,me prie,,, he will be ready to commit
'. perjm').
Yonder man ent the throat eta pig,
the other
day, fiw sixpence;
therefore
he
*_<mid cut the tbloat .i his brother tbr the
same price,
buell is the logic of these lawyers.
i
TMt by this logic and thi_ wL.dom, per. jury was ever prevellted
in any one in._tanee,
seem.
not in the smallest
degree probable:
; ._hat hy the same ex_.r:iol_s it has in many
I In:tance_ been produced,
seems in the highest
d,-xree probable.
By whal; contrivance
the existen_.e of lhe.
intere.t
san he d. nied in wold_, m _,ltcli man; net as to save the witnes_ tram the danger .f
'. lcg.d convlction,--what
expedient
is in these
' cases most usuahy
relied on, and utmn oecaslon employed,-I do not. undertake
(tbr it
i-. not llece_.ary _ to know.
As promisbig
. nne a- all_, appears to tie this: in the pre.ent cau-e, in which I am plaintiff,
you give
me your testimony
9rates;
m the next cau_
._ou will be piton*ill', and then it. will fell in
' my shine to return the accoinmodatlon.
Another
arrai,gement
may be thls:--The
only inall who knows of the transgresdon
is
Ibrbid to lell of it. True : but the prohibition
does lint extend
to those who k,ow nofl@g
about the matter.
Well then : when a man
who means to earn the rewarit,
come_ to me
(A. B. an attorne))
to know how he is to get
it, this is the way in which we will settle it
between
us.
Though
he mnst not tell the
judge in the first instance-though he nlus_;
not put in for the reward
(since it" he did,
(
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the jt,dges
would
not let him give the evijourneys
arc taken
lit company
than in solldeuee which tie mu_t gt_ e to earn it,)thLrude.
In this ca.-e it w{)ald have been cadet
will be no hnldrapee
to tilt , "e, bo have IlO e; i- thml in a thousand
other, that might be mendenee to give.
Le* him, dwn,
tell ine the timied,
fi_l a man to provide
lmnself
widl
story:
and I, or (what _ill do a_ well, d{)hn
ple,q,poi:_t_•d
evldelwe•
To carry _ witl_e_s
Dm_ will put the ,_t.r) into 'zlimgrihbtr,
*.o wi:h hhn. n,l>ht be at*:tt_ded witl'l cxpe*_se;
make ir imtlligibh,
t,, ;l,e jud.;e.
When :l,e
to -]mw to a tr:el_d the con:entof hi_ purae
trial-comeol_. the _itlu:-s
lel]_ th* -toe, ; at stalting,
would m_ohe
_,_, vxpel_-e.
".,t'hell

ext't,

ltti{)ll

('{)lilt

_,

[ pot']'_e_

the

rcwal:(1.

The _itlte.-_
canl,-t
J.'ee:ve a Iimmy of it:
hut I am a nlan {)t tt{l_,ildr,
all{[
{oo
KollcrOtl_
tO -tilter a good ",vitne-,_ to be a au_k'rt r by tile
time he ha. expended
m _t_e public _el vie,,,
Is interest
m reah_v cleared
away l,)thinlanaeuvre?
Are ¢/t_et_ produced
X_llh.ut
eau-e¢,
as the ,-_a_e. of the bench in'cwied
they should lit, l,n_lhwed ? I. the -eli-pal,g>
twe oath. wb,ch
l]lll_t be sw,dl-wed
u!'orl
,oecatsion
b) lhe ",v!Ule._.,
tt_,,_]IHIK
\l th-e
tllall
all equivoeatio.,
l._,: iwl. the tarot _ I t,_ _jary?
This _ill dcpel_d ul,oq lbe ,qdi] a: ,:
attention
of the pre¢ cl,:ol,
alul tim e,,pab:tities of the pnpil,
In the fir-t il_-t,:nee,
the laws turned iuto
a dead letter
b? file pre('_pi_aiw._ of a ,mdic:al
rule ! In _he t,cxt pI-wc, ¢:,metlaia X (to ,-a 3
tim lea-._ } ne._,q) app_oachil_glo
t,euury,
the
eonstatlt

lc.:_ll

_)f

tlJeit

eonl*ivaliee

{It tl!e

eva_io*_- pat i=po:_lhtu'o,;n
r{_'._!
'0,'hlelaithe wov-I --the
d:_{)l/!, r. or !he r,,n:cdy?
As t}.e rub: x_hieh adlnu._ lhe e_lIknoe*,f
the plai_t:_F when called a pto-ccld{)r,
1_ not
_._ithol_:

ex_'eptiotl%

_o

neu}!cr

i_

the

rill,"

which exrlud*,the eviderme el the plalmiI_"
when c,dleti a pla::lt.'lF.
Ol=e except,on-a
;-er) coh_-u,
of inc,m_i.ieney-stares us m
the fiwe. and fi;:mes i_, all the books.
A statrite had t,e_l made. enl;dlug
a traveller
t_*
reeeive eompen_atioll
at *lie expen-e
of the
hundred,
i_l ea.e of his being rl,hhed bet_ee_l
sun and .,-tnl. A derision was pro:_ounced,
by
which,
in thi_ one il_tal;_'e,
the mviol,d,I.'
rule was vin]ated,
at, d the party (th_ platotiffin
au m-tiun on th:¢ g-rental) wa.* adm,th, d
"to support
his demand
ut,on th, dEtliet
by
his own evidence.
The word given by way
of reason
was *_eeess_t_ "-- unless
lhi's evidem'e be admitted,
the law _ill J:til of i[s
effect.
It i_ d,ff:eult to set. on wha_ ground to rest
the passing of _'hi_ _',,tate.
Was it to e.xrite the huodreder_to _igi]ance ? IVa_ tt to
di._sipate the los_. by breaking
it dowit rote
impalpable
portion.-, npoll the principle of insuranees?
"]['tle lb,-t eon:'eption
is altogether
•vi._ionary,
and the second is in repugnancy
"to it.
Be this as it may, obedience
to the
legislator
is always
laudable,
and espeeiall_
on the part of a judge.
But. for beginning
the practice
of admitting
the plaintiff'._
ewdenee,
it seems difficult to imaginc a case ill
which the demand for the exertion eouhl have
oeetl less, or the danger
mole
fornndable,
Even without
a_)' view to protection,
more

(_tl|'

ell

('(il!l_[a.}t/'l

• ]_i]! _ I.Ip

"C}le

llle(t_tlle

of

ah-mdlty,
C{)*,c,,lv- the _h,,le
tmmheI
of
rateible
ildlahi:aal-,
in tile
hHh{ned
_?_COl[illg
1tlt' trave[lel" l}le _A},eli- time hi. empll_) ed in
t:ave_.qi_g it.
The traveller
_weats tie was
robbed : the hundrede_swear
lie wa_. n¢_t,
for the_ wore wl:h him all tLc time.
The
{)he reall) illtere_ted
x_itm'_-a would eomm:md
_,hc _e_'d,¢'t : :::e five hundred
heroin,ally
bllc!'t-teti.
},tit really not illterc<t:d
witlw_4e_,
_,()l.ld

riot

be

_kitreI'el]

to

opt'n

t}lt21y

lll_)ltths.*

:_,!_¢tl:•d a_ the admi--_lon
]- ill a relative,
:,_._can n,,; iv h:_ld :: ui/ a_ sueb Ill till ahso.*
la:.' ['t,}l_t or view. Under fay, nit of sudl eneo't_,_<ement,
here and there a ea-e ],a_ prohat_:3 hap[_ened m x_hiei_ a traudtAm_t
deman.1
l.n. _,een made on tbl- aroumt,
not impossibly
a ._u,'ec..t'ul one. t_i*t, tr¢;m t}_t. statio_ which
_m'h a law. _-upl.att'd
h) .ueL a deci>ion,
sli[]
ltltl{llga:h_
lit
/1','
.ta_tIle
book, a preg.':ant pruvft_ <at¢I 3 ,dE,tried ,we, eallothers
x_:,ntmg_
how little llw mtere-tef trul, h
al*,l 3u.l:e,. x, ou'd t_.x,' to apprehend
fi'om
rlw un"e-,r_ed
admi--_:on Of tile il,_l'ly'a testim()::}
t!l
hi--o_,l
_vOl.ll
' ill
any
iuJa_rlnab]e
ea_e•
Equity presents
a different
scene : for the
:aim, mode of searching
alter the truth
is
_ood or bad, aeeolding
a_, in speaking
of it,
)on pronounce
the woe&
CO.l*_wa law or
equiQI.
* In _pe.tl::n¢ of hv_,d_cders,
dreading
ina' curacy,
t took care to 1,nut the re,purl oF t 'e
t#rm b,.: r.he adounet rateable.
The caution w::_
,_upcrih:o:,-.
Aline 1713. In the King's Bench•
Park. r.
c.lef-,,:,-t, ee.
" No one bring
in a hnndrcd
shall'tie allowed to give evidem-e for any matter
m favour of that hundred,
though so" ponr as
iapo:l that ae, otlnt to he excused from the payment of taxes: because, though poor at preset{t,
he
may become
rich.'L-(T!_eQuem_
a_'am_t ThE
the
Inhabitants
of Hornier.
10 Mud. 150.)
j,tdge, who<e ..en,.ibihty'to
the idea of p_cunia W
interest was thu_. exqai-_ite was afterwards eh.mteller, with the tlde of Earl of Maecle_fiekl.
On this tholing continued the law till the year
17a._
(8 Gea. 11. e. 16, sect. 15.
See al,o _2
t_eo. II. e. 24; and "22 (_eo. II. c. 46;) _hen a
statute was made to alterm
Reeogmsing
_br
law the admission given to the testimony of the
plaintiff" supposed to have been robbe,1 (though
doctrin_
much better suppov-d
were then and
are stall overr'aled every t_ay. ) it gives adtntsslon
to the te.-.timony of' huadrJiers,
but contlnes it
to this single e-.se. _ ;n ati other oet,'asions, h'undreders, that is, all the geod ncople of Engl_md,
withont exception,
eont:nu_ a_ certainl}: hats
and deceiver_ as b_fore.
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Ask an equiLv lawyer, a_k any lawyer ; t,e
will tell yea without
dlll_cutt_,
and _v_thout
e\,'opthm, th.,tineqmly the t__th.on5 of the
pJ.m,t_t|" never i_ a(lnatt*.d : tl(,, i,_Jr 11, m,)
e.:-," whatever.
"J'llH- mm'h ¢'L,It mdy }_ tlac,
*b_i _t m, vm" i_ ud,nim.d
to rely c_,_,l _.,r-

able to him to pay, fi_ht_ the batt|e as long
a_ he can on the _round of common
law, and
when he ha_ no m_rc g':'ou;al
to stand open,
he app!ic_o a court ,.| equit)
to stop the
pr(}cc_ d, ab,_in thv eom.'_ m;-law court, alldthe
cqu]Q court ...topa them ot e_ml-e.
Antollg
p,._e:
but
tlme
lnilcll
l_ lie
le.-g
}lilt',
{h,ll
1t
t},e
u<e-,
tllere_ore,
el
A cot}lt
i)[ equity,
one
i_ admitted
to cvt'ly had |mrt,,_-,'
1-. to plevent
j..tiee
h'ou, heii,g (hme b) a
I[cre. o.'1 lh_- _w, a_loll_ tile arrangeuleld
('ollrt of eolslalon law.
_e sc_ out with is imavoidabiy
departed
fir...
Thc"e
are man) men who. though
they
Str[ving, in behalt ofexi_tmgestabh-hment-.,
h'_ve no .},:cetmn
to re:,p the profit of thlseto find, as f_r aa po..qhle.
/or eveI'_Thmg
_!ll hood, *,vo_thI no_ be col*feet to hear the .-hame
honest _ea__m_-- a rca.tm lefmahle t(, the end(,._ ,.t..,:,,twithstaudi_w
the suqmn._iun
l)ut
of ju_uee.--I set om _th
takm:z the fear
upon a!l puu>hment--l-gal
puai.hment,
by
of p_odaein_
derept}on,
and the fear of prothe mc.dae't}-iieenee
almve mendont, d. The
Ihl('ii]_ vexa'Ioll,
a- the catlces Of the exl._tzI,_
[c,,r (st _lmnm wmlhl he apt to .-tare a alan ill
arrom.emenr-.
But t:.'_e, hoth prmeiph,cf
tile filee, if. :after readi..lIz a story enraptured
urrarge,.e_<
ta;l u- ali,<'ethcr.
The phr_.,moreo_ le_-_ ofi_wt._whmh
heknewtnbe
t)tl_e,
mona. a.- wc see a_,d leei _hcm. will he elF, -tit were nece.sary
for him to adopt them, and
_ithoat
a v,,uae. If anytifinc
hut the l,m -ai:
make }mn.etf k:,own fora har by his signature.
of _he _pm i,)u_ ends of ]udiea_lU e. the redAccordingly.
rare has been taken that no ._ueh
reatl_ pm._cd
ih the tb:matmn
,,t the _e,'hu,'@easant
obhgation
_hall be mlposed.
The
nh'al sy-'rcm, the t,m_e_.ioim]
interests,
h,M sit. v is .e'th.d
between
two ot his prot_sbcei) m wow and aimed at.
_io._d a-_-i_t:mt., h!s aUorney
(m equity tanh_ the t_r-t flare, to c,m-i(l,,r th,, tc.'imo,,_
etlage, t,i. soheitor,)
and his counsel : a_ tbr
cf _h c l,i,lh¢_ill" a_ ,m otiS:, _ d ',_ htm_clf
the e,wnplamant
himaelt ,' hgr so in eqmt_ the
F,q the p_lrl,,_-e,,f the u]t._.v,'
_',,_l-:,m-plamnff
l- (,dh,d,;
the arator (fi)r so in the
it), lhe purp,,-e ot __ivmg t(rn,_,.a',.n
t-lht
_,m.'
],tl],.511age
lle Is Inln|e to call llilnselt_)
su:t. it is link .,&rotted.
Wt O ? Lcq,
p,.rwhat i_ iaob,_:,le >, th.t he doe. nat-what
a¢lv_nHl!e,
tl,e -uit sIA)ll]_} ],e ]a(,ll._!,! t;) a.* i- eel{ain lS, lhat he need not---ever-el
eyes
u.time/y
end.
lhlt. t_r the ptlrp(._-e t,t g!e_,,.y
O1, the story
tlma toht u.der hi- name.
uOlnllleneelfsJell_ to +_[lC _uii,
the tcqimoii_
(d'
Such a_ th,. seed l._, Stl, h will the lsarves_,
th.s.ame
_,Irrv ,. mhm,t,'d.
And hcr,._ ] .r
he. Eve_,uhenthepl,,mtifflsmtJlenght,
his
groundl--_'
de_;lan(1- q,ouhl he exclmh'd,
a'.l
t_dl, .-u, b is tt, e name given to his story) i- a
w,dd lhh' suit. prevented,
by the fe,o of Irag_ea_ i,a,'tof_t.toti_eknowledgeofeveryi,cdy.
M-l._cnt
as 5,.' perjar),
tLat t,uniqm,cnr
i_ a t>-ue of t.,l-chood-.
Tbc great Judge. who
t,,ken off; and the mcmtamt) -ii,'enoe,
_ hich
k.nw- better than to administer
equity unh'_-s
we [,ave seen eonsthufin'..'
the i,as_, ot the
a ,',,n, la,_l_i(m of thisenmple'.ion
ha-in're_-ut ehme.d _y-tem ot proeedu, e in tl:e ,-( _,:..,,:,.
lar fi,_ m been drliv.-"cd
h, a_ the l,r.i,cr office.
l:,.w branch ot'_t, is extended()+,;:>
p_'_.'ndv,l
know_ it _(_ _e be.
It '- aret_r,!!ngly a ._elth'd
lau'er branch, the equity bIareh,
maxm_ v. _t}, 1... fl,at .o ,'redit is to be given
in the in-t_umc_,ts
b) whi h <,:'s me tomto an_thina
that i_ put rote a !all. F,dsehood.
meneed m tl, e way of eoml.'.(m law, the menin equ;ty a: u etl a_ eemmtm
law -- ial_ehond
daeit? could be. a_d aem:rdingly
was, el_akett
(ever)- equit y draugi_t_man i. ready to 1_4i you)
1o a certain
degree
by the ge_acral'ty el the
isneee.sarytoja_t_
e. Accordingly.
ifthroagh
terms.
3"0 the cqui;y branch, thss cloak could
d_heaey _ which nevel hal,pens, ) or lrom some
not be extended
: for neither
the grounds el
other cause (_hieh
ircquently
happen%)
tbe
d. inar_d, nor the serviee_
demanded
at tbc ' attolney
and tile noun-el imtween
them hill nt
hands of the OudW. , having been put late any
in.erting
the reqm.-ite quantmn
of thlsehoods.
sort of mmhod (no_ even that wretvhcd
n,eno equity
i_ to be had till the deficiency
has
thnd into whi.h _i_e matter of en;.umh
law
he,-n _.ul,;,lied.
To assert, in podtive term..
ha. been sLakeu by the tbr* Hltotsg eoneouree
a {act concerning
which a rnan l- Sll a stats' of
of atom.-.) a partieular
stnry required
mevely
ignorance,
l.to a.-sert afal_clmod
; and if there
instance
to be told.
be such a thing as a he, it is ahe.
A lie of
A court of equity hein/a
shop. a_ which,
thi. sort I,. eonrt of eq.ity
exaets
from eveiy
for the accommodation
of tho_e {br who_e
plaintiff, a_ a condition
precedent
to his learnpurposes the delays soht hy tt_e common-law
mg ti'om the pen of the deFendan_a what it
eourts are not vet suflident,
ulterior
delass
happens to be necessary
for him to know.
are sold to every man who i_ content
to pay
Thns then stand_ the practice,
with regard
the price;
suh_ are every day in(tinted
in
to the admission
of the plaintiff's
testimony.
the equity courts, by men who themselveare
considered
as delivered
at his own in_tanee.
perfectly
eonseious of being in the wrong
For the purpose ofjusnee,
it is not admitted
:
as it is possible
for man to he. A man who
to the effect of vexation a.d expense,
and fbr
owes e sum of money which it is not agreethe purpv.-e of the profit extracted
out ot the

""
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expense,
it is admitted--admi(ted
and exacted.
Nor need he entertain
the smalic.,t
hope fur justice,
unless, to swell _tlei_ccount
of profitable
expense,
thi_ testimony
(such as
it is) is stuffed _ith tM-ehood..
The real purpose
of equity procedure
will
be seen standing
in a still more con.pieuous
point of view, when
we come to eon.-i(ler
lmw Far, under the rule_ of the same court.,
admisslou
is given to the te.tnno.y
of the
plaintiff, when called for at the instance,
and
eonscqtlentl.v
_tth a view to tl_e advantage,
ot the dcfemI,tnt.
§ 2, Pl**iTttiJFs testimony,
in what eo.es c.mpellable at the in._tance o.f the d_:t'emtam
]aoons*stenetes
of t2_ylish taw ul thi,. respect.
The plaintiff,
is lie compellable
to testify
agains% himself ?--to
testify at the instauce
of the defendant
?
Under this remainio_
head, as under the
former, let us ob,erve,
m tLc first place, how
the matter _iands at common
law.
In eases called criminal eases, at the trial,
the plaintiff
(we have seen)
is, under the
name of prosecutor,
ahvays a witness
at his
own institute,
and consequently
for himself;
frequently
the sole witness.
When in this
way tie ha_ been tcsti!ymg
for himselI:
the
defendant,
in virtue
of the right of crossexamination,
possesse_ the faculty of cau_in_
him to testify
agah_st
hun.ell;
That
the
plaintiff
should be called upon to testif)
b?
the defendant
in the fir*t instance,
is what
can never happen, at least never does hapl)ell,
Expecting
the phdntiff
the prosecutor,
to
come tbrward,
mid te._tif)' of coarse pro u*terresse sue,* it can scarcely occur to the defendant (that is. to the profes.sional
as.istants
of the dethndant,)
to vatl for his alte)ulance
in the (leibndant'_
name.
In those ei_mmat eases in which, as above,
there
is but one inquiry,
and that inquiry
carried
on (if' the eontrad'.ctlon
may he allowed)
by uninterrogated
evidence,
mither
party saying any more titan he thinks
fit,-tte plaintiff, in particular,
is not compellable
to say anything
at the defendant's
instance.
Here again,
however,
to place the case in a
correct point of view) the disti:lction
between
compulsion
ab extra and eom[,ul.ion
ab _ntr_
must be called in.
The prosecutor
i_ not,
any more than the defendant,
compellable
at
the instance
of the adversary,
by the fear of
any collateral
punishment,
like an extraneous
witness;
the prosecutor,
as well as the defendant,
is impelled by the interest
he has at
stake in the cause, to say everything
that he
eun say with safety in support
of the interest
he has in lhe cause.
So far then as thedefendant, in his affidavit,
says anything
that can
sion• Ain equity
phrase law,
tmiployed

on a partieuLax

oeca-
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operate
to hi_ own e,_culpation,
this defence
is a _ort of calI t though an bu|irect call) upon
the prosecutor,
to brmz forward
auy further
thct_ (if he La- _my whi,:b lie can advance with
) sai:el_ ) [!l'_t premise
to operate
in relutatiou
t of' such defence.
,
The fact_ thus brouellt f rward in reply,__
at who.e instance arc they brought
torward
' At the defendant's,
if at an)b.dC-..
But in
, whose fi_vour do they operale
? A. certainly,
in the prosecutor's,
and his onl).
Arc there
any. that, if broui_ht forwmd,
x_out,] opelate
! to the advau,(age
of'the delcndant--*o
the disad_anta_oofhhnself?
So.-utcl_
a_he knows
i of any s_.'h, _u _urcty does tle k-eep them all
+o hm_elf,
be |'ar fl'om bcing called upon
_ for them by I:mticular
interrogatmn,
he is
, not so n,uch as called upon for them b_ the
general terms of his oath.
/3etbie a jut y, the
deponent
beb),_ an extraneous
witness,
the
_ oath _ays,--"
The evidence you arc ab.ut
to
give :hall be the wh-h:
truth."
as well as
" no_hing
but the tru:h."
"" The contents
' of this your
affidavit
are true."
.-ay_ the
person by whom the oath is adm_r_;.-+ereti to
a deponent
on the occasion
when he is ._aid
, to make a_qidavlt.
Correi'tne.-.i-_ _tipulat_d
i for, how ill s(_eversecured,:
eomplcte,c.s,
abI scxiee of pm tim imperfection,
i_ not su much
I as _tipulated
for.
i
bueh is the form. the only fi)rm, in which
i the judges
([ speak of that class of which
i lcar!ung
i._ the exclusive
a(,trilnt_e) will -:nffer
r tc_tmmny
t,_ be delivered
to them, when the
i deci_m)) gloundcd
on it i. to be trained
by
i themselves.
I
In the ease of those accessory,
and most
i commonly
redundant,
inquime% which, in in* dietments
and illformations,
piecede or follow
' that t,rincipal one whwh is called the t,.d, -the te.timony,
bein_ hkcw_,_-,: m the tbrm of
a_idavit evidence,
_alls, in llke manner, raider
the last prcecdi.g
observations,
bollkewi-e
in the case of those comparatively
summary
('anses, in which (though
ranked
tinder the
head of civil eau@s_ the sttit,--instead
of
commencing
by a dceh_,'atioa
delivered
in :_t
an otIiee, a:)d re,vet to(_ked at by tl)c judge,
--commences
hy a mot.m,
i. e. by a speecli
made to the judge, in open court,
by an advoeate.
In the case of the examinations
by which,
in l_lonious and l,eaee-hreaking
offences,
tim
trial is preceded
(inquiries
perfurmed
by a
justice
of the peace,)
the o}fligation of the
prosecutor
to testif), at the instance
of the
defendant,
and thence to the disadvantage
of
his own cause, stands on the same fboting as
at the trial, as above,
In a nearly similar, though not exactly the
same, predicament,
stmids the ex-parte
inq_}dry, which, in all suits prosecuted
by ii)_fictmeut,
is carried on in secret before (.he
grand jut)',
antecedently
to the trial,
No

C.q. ILl
defendant

IMPROPER
being

there,

nor

EXCLUSIONS--PLAINTIFF.

any person

oil his ] mentioned,

behalf,
the phdntiff
cannot
be cmnpcllcd
to
testify a_ tile defendant's
instance.
But at
the instance
of an_ _n,e of thane his jndge_,
the pro.-eculor--x_'l_lle
ve,'upicd
in deliveri_g h;s te:'timor.)
at hi_ oxen instance,
m_d
eonseqaem]y
to the atlvar_tar'e
of hi_ side
cf the cau.-e,--may,
and freqEientl? does. by
que_inhs
pat to line by a_: of tho.e jad.es,
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the fear of not

producing

enough

i of'it.
.But, as the draft drawn upon the breast of
! the adversary
tbr evi(lem'c is more apt, much
I more apt. t_(be drawn by that of one of the
, two pames
who institutes
the smt. than by
' the tither, who i. dragged into it,--the
con_ siderarmn
of this mode of making
holes in
! the dom'shut
against the light of evidence will

tim] himself unde! dw _bbt._atmn of d.'lo_mg
i be eonstdeled
to more advantage,
when the
_;hat may operate
to the d;_advantage
ot it. i defbndant's
side of the cause comes undt:r
Sm.h eoum'er-intelr_,gatlod
has the vlt'_ct of I le_iew.
cro_i-examhtath,:J,
in so ti_r as tile zeM and i
Thus much for COmlnon law : we come glow
t:robit) of the judge alone may be eo,_-idered
: to equi D taw.
as an adrquate
sm:eedaneum
to that -ame } The te-qm_on_ of the plaintiff, is it allowed,
zeal and pt obt_y added to tLe inte_ e_ted zeal _Iin these eourts, to be dehvered
at the ir*_tance,
_f the party (the detendant)
whose safet) is i and thence lor the Item:tit. of the defbndant?
at, snake.
I Not it indeed.
]But x_hy nor ? Because,
if it
Let us next sat,pose
tt_e case civil;
and _ was, the m m of law, in all his tbrms, would
the procedure
still at common law, viz. by
lose the benefit el: a second cause.
The delay,
action,
i vexation,
and expense
of a suit, at common
Principal
or sole inquiry,*
the trial.
I law, is not en,mgh for him : the delay, vexa()n this occa-ion,
unh'.-s the plaintiff,
by i tmn, and expense of an equity suit, coming
an) of the expedientabove
._poken at; ba._ i upon the ba,'k of a co:ninon-law
suit, i_ no_
contrived
to dehver his own testimony
m his i enough ira' him : -- there must be a second
own {avour,
lhe de{endant
cuminS, by the'
cqalty smt,--or
(s. it wilt be in many insi.:te
powers ofe.mmon
law, draw upon that : stance-)
the £_ets i_, the ca,-e wiil be hut half
same .'.ource for a_y test:mouy
x_hh'b he on!brought
out--wiilhavebeenbrougbtoutonly
his part may stand m need of.
i on one side.
But if the plaintiff
ha_ contrived,
in any ,
There muat be what is called a cross c-ause,
such way, to give him-elf the b_ nefit of hl_ ' eommeherd
b) a cro._ bill, in which the plain_lu'n te.-timony,
the de,_endant,
in vlrtue
of f tiff and defendant
change side_: and the same
the right ofert,ss.examhmtion,
may ak.o pat
individual,
on who<e testimony
not a single
in fin" his __hare.
l;t,-t wa.- detqned fit to be bcheved,
is now
In general, therefi;re,
at common
law, the
believed ; arid believed
to _ueh u degree, that
defendant
ha_ no mean_ of ,)brmaing
the betile lestimon_
of' a disinterested
wm,e_.-,
by
nefit of the [,laintiff'_
tesmmmy:
in r.t e,,.e
whom hi. t_stimon 3 shouhl be eontradwted.
without
the ctm_ent of hi. a6vcrsaly;
nor
uould tell as nothina:
tile judge would not
then.
but at the adversar)'s
own m_tanee,
_(, nmvh as stay to mq_fre which of tile two
and by the adversary's
own eontrlvam'e:
tha_
testimonies,
the Interested
or tbe di.inteis, in no case but _here,
in all prohabihty
re_ted, seemed most deserving
_t credit, but
(and at an 3 rate ill the (,phuon oI hls adwouht groend
his decree upml the interested
ver_ary, the plaintiff,)
_t wall be ot no u.e to ! testimo_y,
just
a_ if the dr..interested
had
him.
_ never been received.
I said, by Ilia single powers
of common
In this particular,
so _hr as extortion
and
law.
The limitat_ve
eIau_e was necessary,
denial ofj,,ti,'e
arc improveu,en_s,
the EatFor in certain
cases (thot@t
_mbody knows
lish editfim of_he l{oman ,y,tem ot procedure
exactly what cases,)
by the a.si.tanee
of a is no small improvcment
on the continental
court of equity,
the tes'dmony
of either ot
editmn:
to judge _f it at lea_t fly the practice
two pcrson.- .bout to appear in the characters
in F_ench law.
In French law, in the course
ot plaint_lr toni defendant
ar common
law,
of oneand the .alhe st/i;-.|bough
neither party
may be extracted
at the instance
and for the
is supposed
t- deliver
his testimony
at, his
benefit ot the other.
To theextent,
therelbre,
own instance,
em'h pa!ty obtains
the testiof the aggregate,
whatever
_ be, of these
runny ot tbe other.
cases (concerning
which,
qua're, qua_re, et _n
The oht French
law. with all its plagues,
_ternum quare,)
the objection
to the admisthe French modilieation
of the tech_ieal
sysston. the tbrecd admission,
of the pl,fintiff's
tern, inclosed no such curse as that of two
testimony,
has/or
its psychological
cause-sets of eourt_-, each operating
_qth powers
not t,he tear of deception,
not the t_ar of
kept imperfeat,
that assistance
and obstrueprodueing
vexation
(viz. excessive
and pretion may be obtained
from the interposttion
ponderm_t vexation,)
but, ifvexatmn
mustbe
of the other.
The inquiry which ht the English system occupies
three
suits _ one corn* Sole inquiry,
if the p!e_dings are not roemen-law
and two equity suits_
was in the
toned ; principal inquiry,
if they are.
French system dispatched
in one.
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Even under the English edition of the Ren_ali system --in timt division which, in virtue
of a connexion
ah'ead) become ohsolete,
goes
still by the whimsical
name of ecclesiastical
law, _more
tmnesty or more shame has been
preserced,
_han thus to make two grievances
out of'one.
In tile court_ called ecclesiastical,
as in French
law h_ all the courts,
in tile
creese
of one and the same eaase (l speak
of causes non-penal)
each party obtains the
testimony
of the other,

notions
of inconve_icnee,
wouhl be incot:_v:nient
In effect yes ; for so trmg a_. it is not called
evidcm'e,
-- nor _biected
to any of those
processes
b_" wifi,'h evidence is pura'ed (or ei_deavmu'ed
to be p_lrged) of its deeeptitm._
qnaithes.-he may say wh ltever Le clloow_
to -a). under the name of his &fence.
A_tothejudge._adhoc--fl_elnry,
wlththe
umform degree of snqnelon
m*zurally rd{ed
forth by the view of the _mla:io.
m which
they _ee him placed, added to d:e varLf,_t,
dczree
of suspicion
eali,_d m_b
b, t_,v vliCHAPTER
IIL
deuce that has been dehvered
m tlw ,,ther _me.
EXAM1N_ION
OF THE COUI_SE PURSUED IN tile 2 (orm theh'judgment
of tl},_ tru,twor_L:RI:GA|tD TO TIlE DEFENDANT'S TESTIMONY llC_ Of tlti_tio,}-ev[dttll[[ar_
M4D lit ,'Jl * _}lktll2
BY ENGLISH LAW.
llltOaCeOd')_,
at the saJfle llAtff,
It" t'O:t'_l£tellcy
o_ ineon.Ntem,y
with it-eli, and ;__th such re§ 1, Defendant',,
testtm,my,
in wl.tt cases relevant ta,':s a- are of them_-eh'e_ *u%eieufiy
celvubte in hr_ own beh,d£
lzmoast_tcnc_e¢
n,,torious
without
evidence.
What they do
_ftgngh,h
law ia tl._ respect,
think ab,_at, m lud_-,ing (,f thl-_ szaremeJ_t, i.-.
WE come next to speak of tile eaae _l_crc
it_ t',.l_tv, o,'thmc._
or persuasive
force, in(the suit, as before,
not ah%ezing more than
rein-iv and t'xt_insie,
as abm e : what the) do
one party on each side) lhe party wilose tes
not think ,t '.at, in judging
of it. _a, the kis_
timony is in qnestmn
is tee det)ndant,
that
has not been gn'en to the book ; for as
Is the testimony
of the def.,ndant
a(hnitted
' *o any se_':u'it_, that nlav he supposed
to be
at his own insraneee
I g_ven hy any _ueh ki_,
_nr tilt truth .f _h'
Here, a_ bctbre,
the an.wee
x_i]l be dillk r- ! a_.s,,ruon,
or _,1_' p_th,rn,,m_ e el tht, ellk,:t,_ ¢evt aeeordb*g
to the species of tile stnt. t.e.
merit supposed
to be .ane'imled
by _t [tbt, ibwhether
it be erilmnal
or civil:
aml _t civil,
-ence ot,] it eam,.t
be a -e,q,r
toanv ore. of
whether
the theatre
be a eotlrt of eoulmOll
fllem "o,he. to ge_ ot_t ot t he box. _-o umoh the
law. a court of equity,
or an e('eie_a.ti,'al
sooner,
has .}omed in a verdt,:t of nol ,entity].
eo,u't:
and (wh,_tever
be the silt) according
in tavonr
of n (ietendant
el wi_o-e wmlt fm
to the st,,ge of the e:tttse ; l. o, whle[l iHqtllr_,
wtt_ al that tlule per-uaded
lit ill"; O'_VIIlllilld.
it i*, of the *everal lnqtnrie,
which the _p].No euduter-luterrog;ttion.
Will the ab('ie-' oi- *tile admit_ o|, where it admit* Of UlOi'e
seltl'e
lit
Jill. _. security
_o; correetlw_s
and
than OIk'.
eoltlplotelle_s
pre_ent lt._e]_ _0 a ,iliryg.iaq as a
I, Case, critnimd : procedure
at common
reason fi_r pa)in_ no te'.ar,' ",u wimt t_t hcar_-?
law.
I Ye.-, ; wheu their learned
du'eetor_ cease to
1. In this ca.e. a_ in that of the plaintiff,
receive
affidavit
evule:we--Unlmer_o(zated
in the first phu'e let tile ean_e he a criminal
evidence,
to the ex'lu-,
_ of interro)ated
one; mode of Iuocettnre
hy indn:tw.ent;
inewdence
quiry, the principal
one--_hc
real.
In offcuees of the rank of fchulv, the t'a_e
At the trial, _a a detbnd,mt
allowed
to de- I is etmlpararively
.,t, rare, iu wbwh a man in
liver his own te.timony
at tn_ own in_tanee,
that t i ha I py situat:on
ba_ am thir, g plausible
a,_d eonsequeath
in hi. own fhvnnr,
to his { to _v for hnuselt ¢e_peeialh
]u the eharm'ter
o_vn advantage?
No, and >es: l:O in wm'ds; I of re.time,Iv,
_, that, comparatively
speaking,
yes, in effect,
the operation
el flu- non-eviflenrmr)
sort of
In words, no: f,)r ,.n thal, station, lee a man I te_tialm_v scldotn p:'ese,;t,
it-eli to view.
say what he will, _t is not ev.leace.
No oath I
"2. Ca_e erluiin,tl, as belo_e.
can he adnfini-tered
to him ; le,t, if that se- I
Is the mode of procedure
by hlformatlon
?
(-anty for _eracitywere
applied, it might have I The chance winch a defendant
has t,f profit/lie effect of conli:ling
his statemeats,
his ing in tln_ way l,y hi_ own te._timmD,
will
non-e,:id_.ntu_rv
statenlents,
within ttle pale of not be essentially
duferent,
But, his _ituation
truth;
which " wouhl be inconvenient."
Not
not being in tt_i_ ease <o apt to attract
the
so much as a questmn
can be put to him by compassmn
of the public as rathe other.--the
anybody.
Not by tl_ own advocate,
if lie be quannt?
of safi'ieriug to whieh tie stauds exrich enough to h_vee one; not by tile advocate
posed, not being _-o _reat as m those cases
on the side of the prosecution;
not even by whmh occupy the largest, space in the list of
the judge.
By being eireumstantiated,
disindictments,
the deiectiveness
of his claim
tinct,
complete,
and methodical,
his stateto have his non-evidentmrv
statement
remeet, if true, might be seen to be so : if false,
eeived on the footing
of evidence,
will not
or incomplete,
might be made to appear ,-o ; be so apt to pa.-s without
remark.
which again, according
to established
legal
Moreover,
mnong indictments,
a consider-

!
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_bl¢ _umber will always be pauper causes. Imen on thisoccasimlpay no more regard to
-INi_e.tenth_,
at least,o_ the caseswhich come
theirown rules--theirown most sacred a_ll
on in the way of indictment,
are eases of fuudamental
rules--than
on this aud all oedepredation
; and these
have, alumst
aI1 of
them_ either by statute,
or by jurisprudential
h_w, been pro:noted
to the rank of felfunes,
By pauper causes
1 mean
here -_uch wherein
•
.

I casiuns they pay (unt_ss it be for tile purpose
I of contravention)
to the ends of justice.
i 4. These same observations
apply of course,
toal] that mt/hitudinous
]' and with equal fi_ree
.
• ....

-"

"_
:.
"-

the
defendant
is
not richno enough
en,=affe
most exte.s_ve better
]l_t o1evidence,
ca_e_, m testimo0y
whmh, to
an advocate.
Having
one to to
speak
tbr, I and
the exchtsiouofalt
him, on the part ot a jury there will naturally
1 is received
in this unque_tioued
and thence
! most questio.able
shape,_
1. In re crtminaH,
speakbe
thetormOrehimsetfreadinessto hear a poor c_lprit t --on
indictments0
Besides, in telouies,
the tongue of the de- t plemental
inquiry

ou
; on

ot'casion
of the sup*
intormations,
on the

fendant's
advocate
(when there is one) is but I [_relimiuary
as well as on tile supplemental
half let loose.
Questions,--interrogations
I inquiry.
2. In cir_h,--a_
common
law and
and cmmter-mterrogations,
for the extraction
I eqt itv law. in all motion cause% ou the sole
oftestimonv,--he
isallowed
to put.
State-!imtu
ry.
3. In the sort of motion
causes
ments, or o'bservations
on the evidence,
it is I ctdledpct_t.ms--cau.es
relative to the estates
lint allowed
to him to make.*
i of bankrupts,_:
and heard by the highest
Indictments,
especially
in cases of felony I equity judge,
in a mode tidal by"its summari(by thr the n o_-t nune "ous class of indictable
i ness lb 'ms the mo_-t striki,g
c_mttast
to the
case..)
are, thetefm'e,
many of them° pauper I regular equity modc,--on
the inquiry which,
eau_es.
Bul; infbrmations
are none of them
in that unustlallv
nnportant
ela_,_ ofca_esal_o,
pauper causes,
a principal recommendation
of i is the only one.
4. On the occasion of all
this mode of prosecution,
as cmnpared
with
iudietment,
being the property
it possesse_
of loading
the parties with an extra mass of
expense--the
em)rnnty
of which has no connexion with the merits--which,
being never!
held up to view m the sentence,
i,. (A no use
in the way of example,
and has no other effect
than that of lmpoveri_hi.g
the smtor,
and
em'iehing
the man of law.
3. Ca_e crimi_,al, as be[bre : mode of proeedme,
by attachment
: principal
or sole
inquiry
(if inquiry
it may be called,
where
there
are no questlons,)'by
receipt of affidavit evidence,
ttere all discriminmion,
all
subterfuge,
is at an eml.
So lo.g as he is
not checked
by any such inconvenient
curb
as that of counter-interrogation,
and on condition of his taking
tim pen of an attorney
to speak through,
instead of his own lips (or
rather on condition
of his setting his hand to
sign what the attorney
has said ot" him and
instead
of him--for
in affidavit
evidence

. ,

_
"

:'

I
,
i
'

those incidental
applications,
wtdch (be the
cause where it may, a.d _],at
_t may) me
receired
in the course of the cause;
and tbr
whicl_ the occasion
has been nmnu_aettu'ed
iu such abundance,
and with _uch successful
I industry.
5. P_ ocedure,
by indictment,
as before : in' quiry, the preliminary
one, the examination,
] a_ it is c.died, before'the
sort of judge called
i a justice
of the peace, acting smgty.
On this occasion,-there hein_, or not beI tug as yet, a person, estaldished
(.under the
name of presets:tot)
in the station and tune_ :ion of plainti_--the
te_timonyofthe
defeni dant, in relation
to himself, is called for by
I the judge.
('ailed tbr from that commanding
', station,-the occasion and the station of the
I respondent
heir_g more or less perilous, -- for
I the most part, ff he be guilty (as m most
i instances
he i.,) it comes t?om him with reI luctanee
: bat. while what he thus wishes to
I withhold
is extracted
from him against
his

the deponent
never
speaks
for himself,)let
I wishes,--whate_er
his wL-hes prompt
him
his desig_qlation be what it may, extraneous
{ to deliver at the same time, pours itself out
witness or party,
plaintiff
or defendant,
his of course at the same gate.
What he thus
testimony
is received
with equal deterenee,
advances
on his own behalt; is it, or is it not,
Interested
or not interested,
perjured
or unevidence?
Once more, yes and no.
Yes, to
peltured,--thus
introduced,
all doorsand
all
the purpose of the question,
whether he shall
ears are open to the testifier,
be subjected
or no to ulterior
prosecution,
When an exclusion
is put upon testimony,
the objection
is. nominally
and ostensibly
to
the station of the proposed deponeut--really
+ " That
Thou 1'11
torn'st
such toa questionable
shape_
not in
speak
thee:"
and at bottom to the shape in which the tea-a parody such as tlamlet could litde have ex.
timony is presented.
Give but, this shape to
_ected from ike bench of justice.
the testimony--a
shape to tile purposes of
_ The chancellor
is relieved from mOst of
justice the most unsuitable,
to their own put_ankruptcy business, by the statutes for estaposes the most profitable, --learned
gentle.......
The advocate is now vermltted
to addrc_
the jury, by 6 & 7 VVilI. IV. e, 114.
VOL. VIL

_ourt of and regulating SeetheWilLPr°ceedings
Bankruptcy._lishing
i& 2
IV.e.°f
the
56, amended
by 2 & 3 _'ilL IV. e, t14; see
also 3 & 4 _rill. IV. c. 47: and b & 6 WilL IV.
e, 29.--Ed,
I i
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end fur that pnrpose
consigned
to imprison{
One case there
is, which
fur its oddity,
ment
for safe cnstodv.
No, to the purpose
I as well a¢ its inconsistency
and absurdity
is
of lhe que.tion
' guilty or not guihy ;' the [ worth o,,¢ervmg.
question
to be decided at the trial.
Yes, in I
Thi_ is the case of a mandamus.t
tl:e first case. in effect : no, in both ca,es, in _ an a.,tachment,
a mandamus
is a writ
words.
_ ,peeiA nature.
Like all attachment,
this
(L Procedure.
by indictme,'d,
as before : in- i i, not to be had _lth,mt
a_-kin_" fi_r in

L'il,¢
of a
writ
open

.quiry, the preliminary
one, before tile gratld ! court : and it is by a,q]davit evidence,
that,
tnrv.
} on this its on all other oecasions,
the apt,llOn the occasion
of thi_ partial
and secret ! cation 1, supported
and opposed.
In the c"a_e
inquiry,
the presence
of the defi'ndant
heiu: I vf the a_tac
nei t, tte writ is directed
to
neither
compelled
nor adufitted,
Ins te_tl-!the
shmilf,
avd ('cnnn.mds
him to stizethe
mony, as well at hi,- own instance
as at the _ body of the dt,(endant,
and do with it, lie
if_stance of his adversary
or the judge, is out ' knows how : in the ea_e of the mamIamos,
it
of the question.
] is Isddres_-ed to lhe p,Jrty, the defendant.
IL Civil ca_es, at common law.
[
But the cmhms
circtm>t,mee,
and that
Case, a civil one ; proeedure,
in the way ! whh'h brings
it trader the present
head, is
ofaction:imiuiry,
the principal one, thetmal:Itht_:--When
rowe the wmt i_ issued, not
(the only one, except the sham in,lmry com- ' onl) the testimon)
of the defendant
is adpo_ed of the pleadings--the
inquiry carried i mitred,
but rm other evidence
is admitted:
oa by lawyers
on both sides, fi,r the benefit
* wt_en admitled,
it is admittt:d
not only withof themselves
and their superiors
and pro- . out the cheek of counter-interrogation,
but
teeters,
by reciprocal
effusions of falsehood,
i wilhout
so much a_ the sanction
of an oath:
of vague assertion,
and mmsense,
pore ed out
and m t hi_ shape, still less trust worthy than
under
the mendacity-licence,
without
ttie ! even that of affidavit evidence,
it i_ not only
si/znature,
and, as _o dctaits, with'out so much i adtm,_ted, but made eonclusive.$
a_ the privily of the suitors who ale made i
to pay [or It.)
i the trial of tt_.e indmtment,
may, under certain
On the oec._,ion of the trial, occasion
has ! t'ir_bp't,tmces,
be rccd_e'l in Ins favour on the
been taken to delineate
the pt_tiiitfil', appearing m disgui_e,
in ea,tses of this cla_s, in the
character
of an cxtrane.us
witne_
: admitted, in that character,
in spite of technical
lldes and principle_,
tn mnploy ins own t*:stiln_,ny iis the support of his own e] dine.
In this advm,tage
the de':earl,tat
has no

] treat of ti'e actmn."
lqfiihpps,
i. It6.
, ea._es,
Observe,
m tin-,
in so many
etcher
evidencethatwhich
mightas wsthoot
any trouble
_ be obtained m a gosd shap% ss eareflflly put
] rote a bad one. _*hat the dcfeqda,_t ._aid on tl:e
I first occa_mn, may be received in Ins favour on
the second ; tllou_b by what evidence, except
hearsay ewdenee,'he
can be proved to have said
st (unless the judge's notes h _ppen to have been
trml, lit, i_ not
pre._erved) is not dear:
while the defendant
_llqt out. But at hmssell _, who i_ there m court, ready to be cx: not in h_s own
amincd, and _ithout t!-.e shghttst
mconvenienc_
crevice
ttnough
in the sbape of delay, vexation,
or expense,
speak in any as- stands peremptorily
debarred from opening his
mouth.
_Ybetber he is allowed in thss ca_ to

me,n,s of sharing.
At the
shut oat, bec_ause nobody is
the trial, speak lie must not
character;
nor is there
a
wlneh he can creep in, to
snmed one.
Speak
indeed
he may,° if mere speaking
will content
him, without
speaking
to any
purpose.
For, in cases of this cla_-s, del_'ndant and plaintiff standing
on even ground,
and wit hou?; any nook
tbr compassion
(real
or hylmcritieat ) to plant itself upon, and'cry
Hear him ! hear him ! whatever
he ma_ (if
he have courage)
insist upon saying', wilt be
watched
by men with sieves in their hands;
arid whatever
testimony
he may take upon
him to throw
in along with his matter of
argnment
and observations,
will be carefully
separated,
amt forbidden
to be lodged in the
budget of evidence.*
• There is one case, according to Phililpps_
in which the evidence of the defendant
is allowed to be given in his own behalf, on the oecasion of an action in the covnmon-law courts.
The ease I allude to, is that of an action for a
malicious prosecution,
" where it seems," salts
t hillipp_,
" m have been understood,
that the
videmce which tae defendant
hitmelf gave on

give evidence
no.--certain,
ever,
it is, thatlbr intmnsclf,
_fis oneor case
his wO_ ishowallowed to give evidence for him, _lnch, in the
opufion of Philhpps, seems to be the _ame thing.
The reason given by Lord Holt tbr admitting
e
in evidence the oath of the defendant's
wi.e. to
prove the felony committed,
is as follows: " For
otherwise,
one'that
should
would be
under an intolerable
mischief:be robbed
if be prosecuted
tbr such robbery, and the party should be acquitted,
the prosecutor wouhl'be
liable to an
action for a malicious prosecution,
without the
possibility of making a good defence, though the
cause of prosecution
were ever so pregnant."-The reason
is abecomes
good one:
butexclusionary
admit its good.
ness,
anti what
of the
rule ?
--Editor.
L_ this a regular cause ? an action ? or is it
not rather a sort of motion cause? By lawyersit
is confounded with actions.
Bat in the track of
procedure, its march is that of a motio_ eaa_.
** In one case, one sort of case,--viz,
that
where the object of the mandamus
is to procure
the filling up of a vaeam office in a " borough
or corporation,"
or the due tilting of it up where
unduly filled, -- provision has been made by a
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III. Civil cases in equity law.
upon tile pleasure,
upon the accidental
CilIa equity procedure,
the case of a defencumstances
and exigencies of the situation of
daut proffering
his own testimony
without
hi_ adversary
the plaintiff,
coupled
with the
its having been called fdr oil the lmrt of the
sagacity and judgment
dist,la)ed
by the pro..
plaintiff,
can never happen : a smt ill cTdty
fessional
asAstants
on that side, ill their canever
cammeneing
in any other
way than
deavours
to turn to the advmlta_e
of their
by an instrument
called a hill, in which the
client
the views of the law.
Of the ihets
plaintiff calls for the defciJdant's
testimony,
brought, to view by the defemlant,
let those
After so much as has heeu said, it surely
which operate
in his favour be ever so true
cannot require
m this place any ti'esh arguand ever so important,
not one of them will
meat to prove, that no real servwe
can be
the judge
ever hear of, if such of the facts
done to the intere*t_
of truth and justice,
as operate
to his prejudice
are testified
by
by taking, or attempting
to take, each alan's
_uch other eviden,.e
as, m the judgment
of
testimon)
by halve_-; cutting
out or'it whatthe advi,ers
et tile plaintiff,
are sufficiently
ever part of the thcts happen
to operate
fo
conclusive
: so that, as to all fltl'ts derivable
his advantage--retaining
such only as are
from that source, tile chance which they have
supposed,
on the other _ide, to operale to his
of nperadug
wilh such weight as is their due
disadvantage.
Bin, for the purpose of iliumupon tile mind of the judge, depends
not
tration,
the consequences
of the attempt
as
either up,m their truth or their importance,
conducted,
may not be undeserving
of noth'e,
but upm_ the will and lfleasure of a party,
Through neither
party is permitted,
at his
who, the jailer the claim is to admissiort,
is
own instance,
to hring _o light,
among the
so much the mm'e strongly
eng.ged
by intetacts tlnit have tome to hl_ km)wh,dge,
such
rest to refu_e it.
as a[pear
to hho to operate
in ],is own flLvour,--each
party l:a¢, in a _reater
or ]e-§ "2, ])ef_ndant's
testimony,
in u'hal cases com.
degree,
the npportumty
of tlli,ging
to view
pellublc at tile instat*cc qf the plaint&
_In.
those same fuels, m the event,
and _brough
cvns*stencies
elf Enyhsh
lnw in tl, is respect.
the metals, of the intvrrogatioli
winch may
"]'lie testimony
of the defendant,
is it combe adolmi.tcred
to him by the o{her.
But
l)elled at the in_-_'ance of _.he plaintiff?*
on what depends
the defendants
chalwe of
I. Ca.e, er;mi*ud : procedure,
at common
bringing
to light ti_e x_hole or any pint of, taw.
such ot the fi_ct, thai come to his knowledge,
',
1 a 2. Ca.e,
criminal,
procedure,
by inas appear to him to operate
in his own la- : dmtmcnt
oI mh,rmation
: inquiry,
the prin.
your?
l_ot -,pea the merits of his can-e-tips! re,e, the trial.
not upou the truth or importance
of the_-e i
(Ill thl.. occa.i.n,
no cmnpul,-Aort, direct or
saute racist--hut,
in the tirst place, arid in
indlrecl : not so much as a que.tion
permitsortie degree,
upon the dexterity
of hi_ proted to be a_ked.
The defemlatlt,
as already
fessional as_i*tant in to.piing
the faets of the
stated, says x_hat he plea*es in his own behalf;
one description
with tho-e of the other ; in
tell. consequen.*ly
(as often as, beiug guilty,
the next place, absolutely
ahd conclusively
Le -_a}- an._thing
ill the _ay of testimony,)
a
statute of Queen Aline (gAnne,
c. 20,) forputdent m,trumcnts
of the te(hnical
system) untir_g this sort of procedure upon a footing analowarily revoked : on another occasion, we shall
gous to that of an ordinary action.
But in all
see the regular practice,--by
which judges forthe other sorts of cases, the remedvremains
still
bid the presenting
testimony to them_ when for
in the _rate in which that statute i_)und it.
their own use, i:; an)" o_her than one or other of
In one case_one
individual
case--the
ret_o bad shape% a ffzdzte_t exidenee (i. e. uninterturn received somehow or other (it does not
rogated e_ idence,) or equity depositi_m evidence
appear how) the sanction of an oath ; but this
(i. e. secretly and ioadeqtlatety
interrogated
eelcase was out of the common course: a s_)eelaI deuce,l--hastily
brokcu through, and the depo.
order was made for the purpose. (3 Car. L, B.
neat convened -before them and examined
by
IL Anne 1630. Palmer,
455.) Lawyers,
like
them vi*, ;voce, just as lt_ on that particular ocother men_ are subject to fits of forgetfulness;
easion, a fancy took them for coming at the truth.
_tlt the_e rare instances_ numerous
enough to
in those fits, that love of justice _hieh,
having
been planted by nature in every human bosom,
prove the power of doing right, serve, by their
can never be completely eradicated
in an_, not
rarity, to show the want of inclination
to eraeven in that of a technical
lawycr_ brea_s out
ploy it.
into irregularities.
But._howsoever
it may be
In the case in question, fortunately for justice.
with this or tbat individual,
on this or that
unfortunately
for lawyers, the oath wax eflb.ctual.
particular oceasion_--professions,
taken in the
.Nut staunch enoa#l
to expose himself to tlle
aggregate, are ever steadv" to the professional inpains of perjury, the madd fidedelendant,
the
retest: so that, after the general rule, which owed
mayor to whom the mandamus
wax directed,
itm birth to the general interest of the professinm
restored the plaintiff to the office from which he
hax been broken through by the momentary and
had been removed : the benefit of tile action on
" eamant prevalence of individual
virtue, or inthe case for false return, was thus lostto themen
tert_t or cupric,
the predominant
force soon of law.
brings back the course of practice into its natu- : _ Those criminal ca_es included, in whleh the
ral eI_armel. Here, on a particular oct; st,m, we ju_lg.._ nnites to his own o_ee that of plaintiff
see the mendacityA;*_'_c-¢ (ene of the most e_i.e. pro-4eeutor.
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false and imperfect story : not a question is i Thus much mav suffice to warraM the into be put that can tend to the correction or J troductmn of the already presented question,
completion of it.
tollo _ ed b3 the ambiguou_ answer which there
Our busine_ here i_ with the fact : the I i.- s_:ch fi'cqnent occasion to suhjoin to it.
actual state of the law. With rehqem'e to the i
t;a the mquirie_ (erimiuat and civil) in
ends of justice, what the con,equenee is, haL-I which lhe evidence is cast into the shape of
been already brought to view : to the guihx. '_aitida_it evidence, is the testimony of the
and "no: not
nothing bu} impunity
anti triumph; to tl]e _: defemk,,t compellahle¢ " Xes,
"
innocent, nothing but danger aztd inconvc- ] cnmpelh.d in an_ good shape ; compelled in
nience,
thi, egregmusly bad one. Tenderness or ko
It is not that no testimony is to be received ; lendernes_
at any late a predilection for a
from this same source ; on the contrary, any i prefi, renec (and that an exclusive one) to, bad
testimony is received, that either has crone ! evldenec.
from it, or (though untruly) ha_ heen said to i 4. Procedure, by indictment : inquiry, the
come from it. Any testimony, so the purport _,preliminary one, the examination before a
or pretended purport of it be but delivered '. justice of the peace, as above.
through the medimn of another pair ofhps-t
On this oeea_-mn, too, the defendant, in
delivered in the ._hape of hem say evidence. ; respe,'t c_fthe delivery of his testimony, lies
--is received : lmswovn, uninterrogated : it ; under a sort of eompuMon : and that more
inaccurate, uncorrected ; it' impertect, an° i efficient than w-. have seen it m the case of
completed.
I readv-written
testimony.
To produce the
Here • then • eomestheoften-presentedques-I - [ compulsion, :no extraneous three is indeed
lion, folh)wed by the a_ often-returned
an- _employed ; but the other sort of compulsion
swer. The testimony of the detend,wt, at a : ju-y described, eompulsmn ab zntra, in this
criminal trial, isit eompellalde? No, andros,
a., m those other eases. On this occasion it
no, in the most trustw_,rthy shape ; )es, in , will seldom happen that the testimony of the
an egregiously untrustworthy
one. Blessed I defe,dant is called for, that he is put to the
tenderness ! Eneoura_:ement to the _uilty, i bar to be examined, till some other evidence,
injury to the imloeeJ_t, resolving itself into I _ome extraneous testimony bearing against
a predilection ior bad evideaee !
I him, has heen previou_t_ delivered. Theques3. Inquiries of all sorts (sole, principal, sup- i ti,,n here is. whether lie shall he prosecuted
plementa], prelaniilmry, u_ crm,inah, m eicih, i and eommitted, or liberated ? From silel!ee,
on the principal point, on incidental point<., a_ well as fi'om evasive responsion, or false
performed by the receipt of all]davit evutenee.' responsion, proved to be so by contradiction
In regard to admi,,ibility, at the will of the , ab eatr& or self-contradiction,
the magi_
defendant, aml ('on,equentlv in his favour. ! trate will draw his inference. To whatever
how the matter _tands has hc_ n seen already. [ ewdenee (direct or eireumstantml) may have
"qut • --when coupled with
the eonsequene_'s
.
.
ttFbeen brought out from other lips, the eireumthat havebeen made totollawupon
_flenee,-stantial ev_denee consisting of this silence,
admis.-ion, pertm_sion i; comp,lsion. :['very I will constitute an addition of no unpersuasive
assertion contained in the affidavit of the i kind.
plaintiff, or of any extraneous witness testi- ! In a word, the mode of eolIeeting the tesf_'m__ in this wa_"ma hi_ behalf,-- every..such ,,tlmony differs, in this ease from.the best mode,
v nothm g hut the want ot tire pres
assertion, so it be not irrelevant, is in effect _ t ."
. enee
a question, though a leading, a suggestive one. of the adverse party, with the faeutty of pushDeny the t:aet, or you wilt be considered as ing the inquiry to the utmost, as on the trial
affirming it, as eon(es_ing it.
in civil eases: and to say the best mode, is as
t]ut
the mass of assertion_ contained m much as to say the most compulsive.
the plaintiff's affidavit, though a _oit ofsuePerhaps the subordinate aml unlearned
cedaneum tt, a string of interrogatories, is a judge ad hoc, imitating the tenderness of his
constantly in:perfect and inadequate one: the learned superiors, will aid and abet the deinterroga_orie% if such they may be termed• fondant with a piece of advice, which, on any
deliveredu_wflatu,
not arising out of the m_- othersuppositionthanthatofhisbeingguilty,
swers : the silent virtual confession returned
will be of no use to him. " Here is the questo some of the questions, smothered by the lion ; but unless you have some falsehood
responses (satistactory or evasive, distinct or ready, which you think may help to screen
indistinct) given to others,
you, do not answer it."
To display in detail the imperfections inHappily, the obligation attached to the
herent in the nature of affidavit evidence, situation eannot be altogether destroyed by
belongs not to this place : it has been done this pious endeavour to destroy it. If the adin a former Book.*
vice lstaken, and .,dlenee preserved, the judge,
with all his high-born learning, can sxzarcely
• Book II1. Extraction ; Chap. XIII, Un_ keep himself trom drawing that int:erenee
interrogated Testimo_ry. (Vol. VL p. 458,)
which common sense, unpoisoned by learn-
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inz, cannot
avoid drawing
finm such d:,ta
taw or equity.
Ill both places,
men know
Though
the answer
should
be a cont;,ssion,
_heir own business
better
than to suffer a
he carmot convict;
and tho_lgh, instead of an
cause to be begun in a mode which, in nin_
answer,
the _ilence i_e bespeaks be presented
ca._es out of ten, brings
it (as where elm.
to him, t_e can scarcely avtJid committing,
and
,etence presides it is actually brought, brought;
taking
older for prosec,tion;
and it, m_qead
in the self-came
hunr)
to an untimely
and
of silence, confession
had come, he eouhl t_ave
unprofitable
cud.
done no more.
l'lopose,
then,
the constant
question:
II. Civil eases a*. conlulon law.
n(_ other t}lall the eoustarlt answer
carl be tel. Proeedtlre
b_, action : prehminary
strum
turned to it.
inquiry,
ttle [_leadings.
Ilele,
a_- ill the case
In equity Iaw. the te,timony
of the defenof procedure
by affidavit evi ,ence, the com.
dant. is it etuiq_ellable?
Yes, am! no. No, in
pulsion,
thou_zlt in(hreet,
i_ _,tilt compulsion,
the best, most lmtural, most ettqeacious, most
and tile admission,
a_ it were, merged
in it.
[,r(mJpt, lea_t vexatious,
least expen.ive
mode.
Theprineipleofcompulslonisnotdedacedab
Ye_, ill an infeliol,
make_hifk,
accidentally
extHt, but innate a_ it weir, art-lug out of _he
_tiumgh but ot.e, tsionalty)
necessary
mode
cause, arid proportiolted
in three to the value
dlawn
aside from the ends of justice
by theat stake upon the cause.
A ma,s of jargon,
titious delay, vexation,
and expense.
in the accustomed
loruh Las bcei_ poured .orth
Stteb, then, are the shifts to which a man
by your adversary's
law) ers: emph,y your's
is reduced,
when st,'ailiing
to find a legitimate
to reply to it by a correspondent
m lss. or you
reason, or so much as the shadow of nile, for
lose your cause,
any part of the mountain
of abuse of which
Had tite obje,'t uf the framer,
of thi_ sisthe teetmical
s)stem
of procedure
is corntern been the at_ainmeiJt
of the t_uth.--as
In
po'.ed.
Vexation,
lear ot producing
unnetiflonies
it was tilt. object of tile h'glsl,tture,
ee-,ary
vexation,
i_ that the reason why the
in ordaining
tiw plehmumry
examinations,-te_Iimony
of a party is not compelled,
in the
they would here have taken the same course : same mode in which it would be compelled
but (a_ an 3 body may see that eiioo-cs it ) their
_ere he an extraneous
witness ? To save the
real and sole object
was, to produce,
fl,r the
vex,_tion el all hour, months
or )ears
filled
sake of the profit extractible
out ot tile exwith more corroding
vexation,
aggravated
by
peu,e, thai system of delay, vexatioI_ and exa load uf expense
which to nineteen
persons
pense, which has been p_odueed accordingly.,
out of tx_enty is altogether
insupportable
?
Compulsion
(imhreet
as it is) there
is no
Itele, as elsewhere,
thus it is with those £er,want of Cctnpulsion
; but to do what ? Not
dcr mercies, in the vaunting
of which, neither
to dehver
anything
that can serve tel evlthe tongue
nor the pen o_ the lawyer
ever
deuce--not
to speak a s3tlable of truth,
or
tires:
begun in selfi_huer,,
continued
in hyof anything
that can serve to }uing out the
pocrL, y, it is in cruelt}
that they end;
truth,--but
to pay lawyers
for writing
hes
After
i_aving been examined
in _is own
and nom_ense,
station
in this mode, the det'endant
is liable
2. Principal
inquiry,
sole real inqmry,
the
to be examined,
_ith or against his consent,
trial. }/ere no compulsion,
any more than in
m the station of a witness,
in a quite differa trial on an indictment
or information.
No I eat, and (as far as concerns the extraction
of
compulsion
; and (saving whatever
difference
the trutlz in plenitude
and p_trit)) much suthere may be fit respect of the value and iraperior mode.
But this case will come more
portanee
of the mattor at stake,)
the consefully and advantageously
into view, when wquences_the
misehievouseo_'.sequenees,
the
come to speak of the ca-:e which presents diambiguities,
the inconsistencies--the
same
vers persons on the defendant's
side.
here as there.
1V. Case civil: procedure
by common law
lII. Civil cases:
equity law.
and equity together.
In all those civil ea_es to which the jurisIn speaking
of the plaintiff's
side of the
diction of a court of equity extends,
by one
cause, we had occasion just to note tile fact,
means or other the testimony
of a delendant
that in some eases, by the assistance
of a
is compelled
without
reserve or disguise,
court of equity,
either party may obtain the
The question
having been propounded,_
testimony
of the other, to be employed
on the
silence,
silence as to the whole together,
is occasion of the trial, at common law. Either
taken for confession ; an inference that would
part),
consequently
the defendant
:--but
the
not be unreasonable,
if the defendant
were
plaintiff O- e. he who means to become such)
oil the spot to an-wer
for himself,--or
if, in the court of common law, is the parry with
instead of one man out of twenty,
every man
whmn the application
to the court of equity,
were rich enough to be able to speak in the
tbr that purpose,
will most naturally
and fieonly way in which a hearing is to be obquently
originate.
rained.
In this most natural of the two eases, the
But., where appearance'is
in question,
cornperson
who proposes
to himself
to becortu,
mm_d does not include
permission,
either in
plaintiff
by action
at commort
law, begi*_

..)
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with occupying
the same station
in a court
of equity.
A bill having this for its object,
is di-.tingulshed
by a particular
name:
a bill
of dlseovery.
tlad the bosom fi'om whieh it was to be
drawn been that of an extraneous
witness, the
self.same
te_tiamny
wouhl
have
been cornpelled by an instrument
called a subpoena, and
delivered,
in the best shape possible, that of
riv;
vote, subject
to counter-interrogation
and counter-evidence
on thespot--delivered
in the compass,
perhaps,
of a couple
of annuteso By the assistance
of a court of equity,
it i_ ohtained,
in an inferior shape,
without
the security
afforded for sen'earnestand cornpletene--_
by the sclutiny
of et[t7 c.ee COLinter-interrogation;
obtained
at the end of as
many years, perhap%
a_ at w_mld have oceupied minuleif dehve_ed
in the most tru,tworthy
shape.
I speak of minutes:
fur evens
though the article of testimony
thus required
be ever so simple
(authentication
of a deed.
for exmnple,
or eommmficatiol,,
of the con-

In law, no a))ttse too flagrant to be cherished;
but even in law, lie new ones must now be
anade.*
V. Examination
of hail.
By the t_o wnrd._ cH_.,'uu4 bail, a sort of
exa:nmation
is denoted,
which, anomalous
as
it is, has, and under the prc.ent hcad, a claim
to notice.
Two per,ons,
_hnse
relation to
the cause is deqgnated
by that appellation
--a sort of pattie., added to the cause--pro.
sent themselves
in court,
and are suhjeeted
to an examination
analogous to that _t,ach is
called c/o_.ccamlnati_a
m tim ease of an extraneous
_itnesa.
A bpec_es of examimtlion
this, whiehma_
bescen goingforward
an 3 ¢'"3,
in m:y of the ,-uperioa corers ot We_tmii_tvr
Hall, the Court of Chancery
excepted.
An aetitm
is brought ; and (such
i._ tt,e
cstabli_laed
order of things)
the defendant
having, with orwithoutnece--sityorose,
been
apprehended
a_ a malefactor
might be,--in._ead el being hrought
before a judge,
fc,r
examination
m the first instance,
as a felon is,

tents,)
a quantity
of trim.' nmre than _uff, cient
for the circumnavigation
of the globe, ms) be
to be consumed
in seeking for it.
As to the rational,
the justifying
cause-the ground,
in point of justice and utlhty,
on
which, to the extent of this class of ca._e-, the
direct
exclusion,
coupled
with the indirect
mtd circuitous
admission,
rests,'---what
it is
not, and what it is, arc points equally out of
the reach of dispute.
It is not the fear of
deception
; for the -ame testimony
wbich i_
exeluded
in the more trustworthy,
i- admitted in the less trustworthy,
shape.
Still les,
is it the fear of producing
vexation,
z. e. vexation beyond necessity,
and in exce,_.
What
tear then is it.? It is the fear of not produ,'ing
vexation
enouch;
viz. that vexation
of which
there never ca'{_ be enough,
the vexa{'ion with
which delay and expense,
and the profit ,'otlieial and professional)
extraetible
out of that
expense,
keeps pace.
By a reeent decision,
if the ,nischief
is in
one part limited and kept from spreading,
i'._
ineon.-istency
is intreat-cal.
In the station of an extraneous
witness,
in
a d,spute w_th which he has no concern,
a
man may, in the &rect mode (under the ,subT.cena without
a bill) be eompelled
to deliver
his testimony,
how heavy soever the bmthen
to which he thereby
subjects
himself;
so it
lie that in speaking'of
it, the word criminal
he not employed.
A forfeiture
to the amount
of the whole of his estate
may thus be iraposed upon him, so it be that the forfeiture
b_ not called a forfdture.
If, for the extraction
of testimony
from

} to be commi:ted,
or not committed,
according
i as the in-ce._ity/'or
that species of vexation
has or has not existence--is
committed
to
pH.on
m the first in.tahoe
--to
a prason,
_*ith or without
ncce_sit),
or (as a matter
of favour)
to a spunqiag-house
: --that
the
money whwh might have _onc to his ereditots, m_y be shared among_lhe
lawyers,
who
have given them.-elve_ a better title to it. To
liberate him fi'vm _l_i_ vexation,
two fi'iends
of his come forward,
aml engage themselves,
in the even_ of the defendant's
losing his
cause, to do one of two things : to pay the
money that he should have paid, or to give
back his body to the harpies of thelaw.
Out
! of court exists,
having existed
time out ot
' mind, a sort of officer called the sheriff, a
I common
subordinate
to all the four corot%
_ something
between
a constable
and a judge :
to purposes of vexation,
a judge---to
purposes
I of relieL an)thing
bat a .iud_e.
As to the
i u_e of him m the present state of things
(1
! mean to the pm poses of justice.-for to the
[ purposes
of e_tablished
judicature
he is of
', admirable
use;) eonec_ve tiffs personage,
with
his subordinates,
interposed,
in a cause before
l
I
'* I have spoken of the case _here.
in conI nexmn with oral testimopy, written evidence is
I required, required at the hamls el a per._on promlri ted by interest to suppress or withhuld it, But
] to this purpose, neither common law nor equity,
i has
nor money
both together,
are adequate:
if a when
man prowho
and resolution
m _mnd out.
i seeded against in the regular course of civil pro] eedure_ ever prcxluees a deed, or anything else that
I he would wish not to produce, it as his attorne_c's

rmwitling
bosoms,
a bill be so much better t fault. Powers such as unlearned magistrates exart instrument
than a subpcena, why not ex- _ erelse every day in ca_ ofthlony,
with so much
tend the application
of it to extraneous
wit. ] i_cts
promptitude
andto sueee_s_powers
for tracing
effrom hand
hand. are altogether
unkno_rn
nesses?
Unfortunately,
the times admit not
to learned ones.
Such promptitude
aeeoeds not
"_ any s_l_k improvement
; it is now too late. i with the ends of judicature.
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a court of conscience,
between the eunrt aml
their
beadh, ; in a cau_-e befbre a ju.tice
of
the peace, between
the magistrate
and his
constable.
Tbisintelpo_-ittou
supposed,
conceive theimprovement
it would make in tho.e
instance%
a.d _ou will have a tolerably
distinct view of t}_e neees._ty
and use It i_ of,
in the several in_tance_ in which it continues
to have place,
The hail are now in court : for at that angust seat of.la(heature
the pre_ence of tho,e
incidental
paine.,
at that emly stage nf the
cause, i_ a'; rtcce_--ary _. at everb mher ,ta_e
but the la-t,
ti*e pr,._enee of the principal
parries is (to; so *t has been tndde) tropes.ible.*
The bail are in court : a cau-e, a sort
of incidental
ca,t-e, i_ Io be tried,
viz. whethet, to the purpu*e of uffoqlmg to the plainlilYan a,lequate
_t('t_r_) tor the pert,)rmanee
of their
engagement
to him, they are in a
slate of _..lvent'._,.
[t an,Twoaad,
the fact isuFfimentl_ proved
by thtir own statenlent,
made m gen. tal term% but ap,m oath : if upposed, the opposition
is made by emph)_i,tg
an advocate
to pOlLuter-interrogate
them : to
put questions
to them.
in such detail as the
patience
of the court a(hmts
of, eoncerui.g
the particulars
of then' p_opetty,
Without
a_y such .-eruti_y, because
withOUt any po_et of a(bninI;termg
an oath, this
same pair of guarantee-,
or an,_therpair
(for,
of the eha*,s (,f e.uqdieation
in which the
business i.- involved,
il,:_ diver.ification
forms
o_,e of the ten thousand
elements,)
the same
pair of sureties,
or another
pair, have already
been received
hy the sheriff in another
place:
so tha'. these sureties,
whose sufficiency is to
become matter of dispute--these
same sttspected persons have, if the suspicion
be well
grounded,
had time to convey themselves
out
of the reach el justice.
A_k a lawyer,
whether,
in a civil case, aml
at common
law, a party is ever examined-examined
in the way in which at the trial a
witness is? Answer:
No. never.
Ask him
whetber snell a thing, if done, might not be
an improvement
? Answer : Neminem oportet
esse salnent*orem
le2*bu*.
Ask him whether
it eottld be done ? Answer:
hnpossible,
without throwing
everything
into eonfilsion,
attd
overturning
the very foundation
of Blackstone's
venerable
castle, the sole defence
of
English liberties,
Ask bhn whether
he hat ever heard of a

sort of person called a ball ; whether
a bait is
not, to the purpose of eventual
le-ponsibility,
a party, m_d wl_etimr he _ever heard a hail
examined--examined
ju.t as he miuht have
been, had the eourt at the time had a jury in
it, and he been a witv.ess on that same s_de?
Ask hnn once more, whether he hasnot heard
oi a sort of adding called an c.,t,,ppd:t--and
wbe._her the_e he not ttmt in it that shall be
a bar to I_. plea ot tlJe impossibility
of examining
a party
at common
law,
without
blo_ing
up lh(' phi castle?
Either
you will
find him _tanding
mute hke a prevaricati,g
v_itness,.-truekhyaflaqJofself-enntradietion;
.r. if he says anything,
it will be to some sueh
elik-ct as th_- .--A
bail, party or not part) in
etl_et, is not it par D ill name:
we oe$er look
bevoml name.,
"Would it be less cmulucive
to the ends of
Justice,
to examn,e m thi_ same mode, and for
this same purpo-e,
one prlnmpal part} at the
outset of the txnt-c, than two subsidmry,
and
perhaps unm,ce.-._arily sub:idiarv
ones, i. the
course of it ? Wonhl not the s¢)lvency of the
debtor bhnself be _ather better worth knowing
i_ the fir.t irstunee
than that of two strangets?
Might it not be berler re know from
hm_self whether
he he _.oh'ent or no, lhan to
begin with sending him to aJ dl or a splmgingbou_e, and pmhaps
make hun insolvent,
for
fear of his bei.g
so? Ans_er:
May be so;
but why talk to us abou_ the ends of justice?
What have we to do with them ? What busihess is it of ours to look at the subjec_ in
any such point of view ? What should lead
us to _t a Who wouhl pay us fbr it ? Who
would so much a. thank ns for it ?
What is that sort of in/urination
which is
g-t it.m a man, trader the name of bail, at
re,lumen l,_, m the eum'se of a fi.'w mi,utes
?
Exaet ty the same sort of i,lbrmatkm
which,
under the name of a dcf>ndant,
_ nnhl be got
fi'om the same man in equity, with less security/'or
eorrcctncss
a_,tl ptemlude,
at the end
of as manwnouths,
it_lnrexample,
hewerean
executor'or
administrator,
hawng
possession
of a mass of property,
out of which the plaintiff, a legatee or creditor,
called tot his share.
In the examination
of bail, if the account
obtained
by the inqttiry
be sufficiently
detailed and _atisthetory
to prove a mass el propertyadequate
to lhe sum for which he himls
himself, there the inq,iry
stops, as in this ease
it is fit i¢ should.
In the case of the executor,

• Amongst other purposes,
it serve_ that of
saving the lawyers in both stations the paln of
an interview wiih the parties whose fate they are
disposing of. The presence of an exasperated ere.
ditorisnotmoreintolerabletoan
insolventdebtor,
than that of either of them, but more eapeeiatty
of beth together, is to learned benches.
In the
eater number of instances it would render a remrcause as prompt and unproduetive_ though
valuein dispute were above .E,40.O00_ as nuw
t_a ,x¢ourt of co_c_erare whcr_ it ia under 40s,

it may be necessary
it sh*ruld go further:
it
may be rtecessary
it sbould go to the utmost.
Extending
over the whole mass, and (to show
that nothing is omitted)
exhibitin¢
a separa_ e
view of every elementary
part of" which tha*
aggregate
is composed,
-- it would be inade+ A man's own deed, for example, will _rve
asanesto_p:l
tohis averringorprownganything
in eontraaiction
to it. Co. Lira. 171.--Ed.
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quate to the purpose,
if a statement
fi'amed
with that deliberatiol_
of which written
discourse alone is susceptible,
did not accompany,
or rather
preccde,
the elucid'ttions
extracted
by viva ,nee interrogation.
In the ease of the
executor,--to
the v,'c_ vocerespenses,
adoeumeot of this permanent
nature (in equity praefleein fact a sueeedaneum)
should in propriety
he a supplement,
a conemnitant,
or a prcliminavy. In the ease of the bail, it would not so
constantly
be necessary
to justice.
But even
in that ease, instances
in which it would
he
necessary,
present
themselves
in every day's
practice.
Before theincome
tax, unless where
extracted
by a biltin equity, an occurrence
of
this sort was without
example;
therefore
it
was impossible.
Now,
it has existed,
and
existed in every house;
therefore
it is not irapossible.
Good logic in a court of common
sense, if not in a court of common
law.
VI. Case criminal:
procedure
summary.
The guards to ]31aekstone's
castle (the castle
nftawyercrafr)
are nmnerous
and vigilant.
But
the fortifications
they have to defend are extensive:
the assailants,
though scattered
and
mldiseiplined,
not a few.
Here and there, in
some neglected
quartez,
reason will steal in
and take post: one precedent
lets in another,
Jurisprudential
law is law made by lawyers,
never but fi;r the benefit of lawyers:
statute
law is law made by the self-styled
guardmns
mut representatives
of the peoI_le, sometimes
forthe benefit of the people.
Procedure
called
regular,
is the work of jurisprmlential
law:
procedure
called summary,
of statute
law. JurTsprudential
law is the miserable
makeshift
of
inexperienced
ages: statute
law, the regular
work of power and experience,
operating
upon
the raw material_
shot down here and there
by jurisprudential
law. As the sun rises, fogs
disperse ; as statute
law advances,
jurisprudential vanishes,
The legislator,
who, in the reign of Philip
and Mary, introduced
the preliminary
examination
of defendants,
in cases of felonious
offences,
by single justices of the pewee, yentoted
not to intrust
those magistrates
with
the power of deciding
upon the evidence
so
collected:
that power was reserved for a jury.
Saving here and there an exception
too intrieste
and absurd to be here particularized,
a
felonious
offence was in those days a capital
offence : felon u meaning then (what unclergyable felony* means still) an inexplicable
cluster of punishments,
of which the only efficient
and comprehensible
one is that most absurd,
and toEnglish
mindsmost
favourite,
of all punishments,
into which 'all others are gradually
ripening,
death : _ felony, the punishment;
and
(by a figure of speech congenial
to jurispruGeo.
IV, distinction
c. "2'd._Ed. has been abolished
m This
"1"The frequency of this punishment

by 7 & 8
has hap,
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dential
rhetoric,)
the name of tim punish.
meat become the name of an nftknee. But the
power of life and death was too much to he
intrusted
to a single magi-tra_c
; and as to
the applying, to any offence that had ew'r beeu
puni_hedwlth
death, an_ inferior punishment.
it was a sort of anticlimax
l_ot at all to the
taste of that age, nor much,
as yet, to the
taste of any age.
Depredations,
of which this and t_hat partieular sort of article were the subject,
having
excited the passion of revenge
in the bosom
of the owners of the individual
articles;
and
the-_e individuals
happening
to possess
the
requisite
share of inflm'nce
with the legisI
I
[
I
,
I

lative hody,--a
fl'esh exeltion
of legi,lative
authority
came (as usual) to be made. Though
the rules of jurisprudential
law are all of
them e.r po._t facto
laws, having
all the bad
properties
of that sort of law, with that of
uncertainty
toboot,--theiniquityofthepraerice, when applied to _tat ute law, setdoto fails
to be rdcngmscd.
Feigning notice where there
is none, lawyers,
who, at so easy a price as
the sa3ing the thing that is not, have establi_hed themselves
in the habit of dealing with
men a_ they please, punish for disobedience,
where
obedience
is impossible:
legislators,
acting
in their own characters,
shrink with
just horror from such i_justice.
But though
the individual
offence escapes unpunished,
it
t is still the indiwdual
offender that is iu view.
I Rarely
do the optics of the leglslator
carry
]him beyond individual
objt.ct_;--to
stretch
I fiirther,
were it possible,
might scarce
lre
! prudent : it would be abstraction,
speeulation_
I theory:
sounds employed
by politician_
who
have not the gift of thought,
for pointing the
col'rent
of jealousy
against
those who have:
means employed
by him _ho has power withnut understanding,
for keeping him who has
understanding
without
power from giving the
public the benefit of it. Here it wa, the bird
came and perched : in hopes of catching
that
same bird, the net (a spick and span new one
made for the purpose)
is spread exactly in the
same place.
Such is the logic of" your practieal statesmen.
Finance
excepted
(an important
branch of
legislation,
but not the only one,) the care of
the laws is not the charge, nor therefore
the
care, of any man.
Method,
consistency,
are
never thought
of: what does not exist, ezatnot be disturbed.
Lawyers
love confusion.
lawyers fatten on it : non-lawyers,
born and
bred with the yoke of the lawyer about their
necks, if haply" they have the wish, have not
the wit, to remedy it.
A quantity
of lead and iron had been stolen :
passions
kindled,
resolution
taken
to catch
pilfv
been
by the
_ff'ilL
1x, . e.
44_ much
the 7 diminished
Will. IV.. &'l
Vict.3 &c. 484_
and
other statutes.
See VoL VI. p. 382, note 13.
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the thief if possible. Le'_d and il ou have been ] Fort y _hitlings' worth of lead or iron being
stolen, and the thieves zmr ptmished: ergo, i worth forty shillings, how much less is the
the lawsa_Tainst stealing lead and iron are m- 1 worth of tin'iv shillh_gs' wm'th ot' any other
sufficient. The law_- against stealing ]cad and _'thing ? Su_,h'_s the que,tion which common
ironare insult|cleat : e_go, fre._h ones nmst sense migi}t have put, had she daled to raise
be made. The thieves mtpunished: but how t her voice. But either she was not there, or
happened it ? Because the fact could ,or he she did not dare : had ,he spoken thtls loud,
t roved anon them : and how happened it that lawyer_ would have taken the alarm, m_d
it cmdd not be proved upon them ? Because,
protection, in-tead of being extended to other
when questioned about it, they' knew better things, would have been lost to the favoured
th:m to all._wer. X_'asit there the shoe pinch- metals.
ed ? this shows u- how to t_'ame the remedy. J Tim direct courte wouht have been free
When a man is taken uI, tbr stealing lrad or _from danger: the iudtrect, the evasive course,
iron, provide that, if be won't answer, and ! teems w_th it. I speak of the danger which
answer to satistaction, it -hall be coneladed I threatens innocence.
that he stole it, aml he _hal| be dealt with I Pressed by pursuer% were a thief in a crowd
accordingly.
Ay, bu: thb i_ making him to shpa purse into your pocket without your
criminate himself: that is again.-t the rule per*eivingit, or to let drop a quantity o{ lead
whwh forbids the p,_ttmg it to a man to ac- or iron into the area hetbre )our hoa_-e, while
euse hitn_elf: a mode o[ pro_'edm'e which you and your lamily were asleep ; _ere any
lawyers abhor, except wherethey lind the|rat- . _ueh chance to bappen to you, lo the _atisfaecount in praeti_ing it, and _hieh non-law)er% i tion of what justice could _ou showhow you
takh_g the intere.ted etamom' of lawyers for ' came hy it ? The eye tha't reads this, _ees,
the wfiee of reason, abhor without rea.-ou,
t probably, no such danger in its own c_:.e:
True ; and therefore we mtr_t not think of [ opulence and character afford )on proteehang| g or,-o much a-_transport v, t [ ot ,_tch _tion._ of stronger texture than are to be |ou.d
evidence B t a penalty :'e_ v t, tged, such * in the tenor ot tins law: but, turmng your
a penalty, hell ever so'trifling, i_ lwttcr than thought, for the moment, if wmr mind be
a penalty, be It ever .o severe, which i_ not '_strong enough, put yourself into the rags or
inflwted, a.uhstan,'e, be it ever ..o small, has tbe cellar that shelter the honest shoe-black
more stuff in it than the largest shadow. To who waits ibr custom near your door.
make --ure, say forty shilling-- and no nmre.
Metals, " lead, iron, copper, brass, bell.
To a member of parliament, forty shiltlm.,s is metal, or solder :"* cause to suspect that any
a. nothing: confine the penalty to forty _hil. such artifqe, ha_ing been _tulen, is concealed
lings what the evident:e is, will be au object
in such or such a placc: complaint, on oath,
not worthy inquiring about,
to a ju.tice of the peace, of the existence of
So mueh for the penalty : then as to the such t,au_e: warrant from such justice to
juri,diction : to," that too mtl-_t be changed,
search accordingly, in the day-time ; finding
tYefore a jury ? No; it cannot, he: before therein accordingly: warrant thereupon, by
them, putti_g que_tmns to the defendant such single justice, tocause the same, and the
would never do : they are not used to it : persun in whose house, or other place, the
they would not come into it : besides that,
same were fmmd, to be brought before two
bell)re the matter could come to them. the or more such justices.
These preliminaries
thief would be prepared and over-prepared,
adjusted, then comes the clause authorizing
With this description tacked to|t, the offence, the extraction of self-criminating evidence.
if it come anywhere, mu.t crone before ajusIf such person shall not give an account, to
lice. Singly o_ in pairs, when acting in this the satistaction of such ]ustiee% how he came
mode, people (it is true) are not used to see by the same, or shall noL in _ome convenient
justices trying theft, and trying it without
time, to be set by the said justices, produce
a jury. But penalties of forty shilliags, and the party of whom he bought or received
ten times forty shillings, are levied in this the same, he shall be ,tdjudged guilty of a
maturer every day: therefore, confine the pe- : misdemeanor.
Penalty for the first ottbnce,
hairy to forty shillings : say nothing about 40s ; tbr the second, £4 ; tbr every"sutrsequent
theft, nor anything about questions, interrooffence, £6 : ,.o that, if there were not other
gations, or examination ; mask the questionlaws, by which, in ease of other ,_uffieieat
ing bywords which imptyquestioning without
evidence, these same thefts are punishable
expressing it ; lawyers will not see what you under the name of theft, and with a degree
,are about, or other people will not mind them : ' of severity which certainly cannot be charged
and thus, with friends and tbrtune on your _ with insufficiency, this taw, instead of being
side, your bill will pass.
_a prohibitmn, would operate a.*a licence.
Thus spake the bold, and fortune favoured i Give an account, to the satisfaction of such
them, Like the Lesbian rule of old, the rule I justices, how you came by the same ?_or,
bent, the bar opened, and let in protection I
fbr the two favoured metals.
!
* _j _'_eo.II. c. 30.
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in some convenient
time, to be set by them,
pro&we
the party of whom
you bought
or
received
the same ? If, as before supposed,
you know nothing
either of the thief,
or of
the st(lien goods, -- the same, after having
been stolen out of some other place, having
been sto]en into your% wlthoa_
yotlr knowledge,--how
shouh|
you ? The probability
is, that, notwithsiandmg
)'out _iving _o such
e.eeount a_isrequired,
and on fadure of which
the justices are requiled
to conviet_ou,--the
proba_litity is, that, you bmng innocent,
they
wouht not convict _ou.
tie it so: but if so
it be, then the case come_ _o ttn_ : that the
magistrates,
in,tead
of pur._u,n x tim law of
the land, pur_ue tile law of reason ; and that,
instead
of extracting,
or rather receiving,
testimony fi'om you (the defemlant,)
in an iraperfbet ma*s. _eeordmgto
the termsot
the statute, they extract
il frmn you m a complete
state--in
that state m which . )_u beb_g, by
the' suppositmn,
wilh_g, they xwmld have extrae{ed it Item _ou_ had they dealt w_th you,
the defendant,
as they wmdd ha_ e done with
any extraneo_s
wnne,._;
or iL deabn;, with
yea as a (tefc_dant,
they had examined
you
as persons
appret_en(h.d
fi_r felony are examined, under the _tatute of Phihpand
Mary,
--tbr
the purpose
of being committed,
or
not committed,
far trial,--and
as detbndants
(-barged with any sort of crime are examined
uniter Roman
law, for the purpose
of being
convicted
or not convicted."
* One taw
metal_
another for
anotler:
one fur
law one
fi)r sort
lead, ofwit'_
its etea_teras,
as
afi_r_aM ; another law fi)r pewter. (21 Gee. IIL
c. 69 ) Fancy no_, that though pewter should
bate been stolen ever so much _ the " satisfaction" of such two justices, it would be m their
power to pun sh for the theft upon such evidence,
or upon any ewdenee,
3loreover. lead, iron_ and copper, are unmixed
metals ; brass, bell-metal, and .-ald_r, are, as well
aspewter_ mixed ones. But. ant of any two metals
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CHAPTER
IV.
IMPt_OPIIIFTY OF F]gt Lt-DIN_ IHE TESTIMONY
o_ A _n_TV 7o X_lE ¢ _C_E, FOR Oa A_I,_ST
A-_OTHEa PARTY ON TIlL SAME SIDE. ExAMINATION OF TIIE COURSE PCRSUED llq
Tills RESPECT BY LNGLIaH LAW.
§ I. Absurdity
,J'the e.relusion.
I_" this more
compliea_ed
ca-e, as in the
former more simple one, the task of deterInining what is right,
receives
not frmn .*he
eomphcation
any addltio_mt
dllI_eult).
AIready, over amt over a_min, the dete_minati_m
ha_ been lc_rmed forali cases' but thedill]eulty
of examining
and exposil_g what i_ wlong, n CelVeS, fi'onl the same cause, all enhancement
much to be regretted.
Ou thi.- pmt cf the field, as o,1 every other,
the rule of simplicity,
the purest _-impheitx,
w_l] be seen to be the rule of ulili!y and teas_m. the _y,tem of emnplieation,
to be a abs_em ofabsur(hty,
inconsL-tenc3,
aml inju.-tiee,
in all it_ _hape_.
Of thi- ea-e the modification,
are-I Plaintiffs mm'e than one. Fn',t que-_,hm:
Shalleaeh
be admitted,
if _illing, to give legtimoey
at the in,lance
of the o_her ? Second
q*mstmn:
Shall each, if unuilliug,
be campt'llable to give testimony
at the instance
of
the other ?
IL Defendants
more than one. In tl_is part
of the ca_,e the que-tions
likewi¢e
are two,
and of the same import.
Shall each, if willi ins, be admitted-each, if tmwillin_,
toshall
at lhe
compellable
givb t ebtimon._,"
'1 be
instance
of the other?
1
In this ease, over and above all accMental
anomahes
and incongruities,
a curious
ahsurdity is generated
by the very nature of the
general rule.
Parties,
how iluulerua_ soever,
i snips are unprotected

; and so on without

end.

that can
will mix
proportions,
w[thout
hmit I_ things
When stolen,
honey_ itmanganese,
parsmps_
the
you
make inasany
n_any
cliff'event sorts
of mlxe_
is a wroug orand
a cruelarething
metals as you plea._e: fifarl_ori,
out of all the I to n_ake the thief accuse hm_setf: when sugar_
unmixed oues_ takeu in the aggregate.
Of these
iron, or turuip% it is all tight.
mixtares
(no_ to speak of passiMe _x_.b_ence,)
It _s in this wag that the existing chaos might
hes'des the three that are mentioned,
many there
be made, at any tmae, a huedred t_mes as bulky
are that have actual existence, under actually exa_ it is ; and_ at the stone time_ and by the santo
i,,ting names: pinchbeck,
bronze, and so tbrth,
means, a hundred times asdeticient
as it is.
Tinned copper, is it copper ?--tinned
_ron (camSuch are the consequences,
while a prejudice
munlv called tin simply,)isitirnn?--steel(iron
--which
(unless all these clandestine
laws, for
eomp'aunded
with a minute proportion
of ear.
there are more of them, a are so many pettynuiboa,) is it iron, under the act ? Forty shillings"
,.ances) is itself a mighty nut.nee,
ealhngaloud
worth of any one of the many" non-enumerated
for eradication--is,
instead of being erad_cated_
metals, how much mo_e or tess is it worth,-pruned.
bow much more or less well entitled is it to the
a O
prntection of the law in general, and of th_s law
, G eo . I II. e. 28, commonly called the Bumin particular
(if the protection given by it be a boat Act, confined to the Thames:_forty
shilproper one,) _ than tbrty shillings' worth of any
lings' worth of goods stolen on or near the Medone of the few enumerated
ones ?
way or Severn, being worth more or less than
Against
the enterprises of depredators,
while
for_y shillings' worth of gotxls stolen on or near
sugar is in the same rational and therefore exthe Thames.
tranrdinarv, way protected, honey is lelt unproSee at_ the Thames
Police Act.
AI_, 43
leered ; while _ron is protected,
mavd_anese is
Etiz. e. 7, and 15 Car. II. e. 2_ re_ti_e to wood_nproteeted;
while turnips are protected, varstealers.

?
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in the character

of an I in that

extraneous
testimony a:.d
of (if
a single
deponent i,- witness,
saffieicm the
to warrant,
clear
of contradiction,
as _ ell from wiI hln as wlthoat,) in a maturer to command,
deelsmn ;-a si_@e Iongue obtains thus a certain victory
over a thousand,
tirol, wouhl have sounde_l
in contradiction
to it, had ttmy been sufl'ered
to he h_,ard. Every defendant
i_-.l,.r,'_at,
by
his station in the eause, a liar : a man who,
if suffered
to speak, would be sure to speak
false, and equally sure to he behoved.
E_ or}.
de_ndant
i.- a liar.
But e_'cr3 human h_u:g
may, at Ibe pleasure
ot ever) othel,
be converled into a detendant.
Therefore,
and by
thnt mourns, every hunmn being may, al the
I,]e,--u "e ,t e_ er_ otilel,
be eonverwd
imo a
liar. a, Jd, m that characler,
t:ls eap,eit_
oi
givm_ admi_i!de
tesdm_,ny amdhilatcd.
']'lw
ju_ trace, all, the power of ilnpo_il_g unliumed
burthen',
by eal,:nllue_ml _tul'e, ed to be _'ontradieled,
is tim, t,fcred eon-hmlly
up,.n ..-ale,
to every

n;an who

w;ii pay the price

Ct)-PARTIES.
character)

being

plural,-

neither

in

] this
in tile
of aside
well-ad*ised
torney,case,need
there hands
on that
be any dearthatt of evidence,
per,on_ aHa,.ked llnd beaten
t by tbur : each of the two bnngs his action,
I s(lpportmg
it by the tc_mnum'
of the other.
Two suits are thus nmnutactu'red
out ot one.
So agreeable
a eivctmlsrance
may help lu account fur the e
of the rule. nmI
may be not unfl'le_dty
to the pre:ervatiou
of
it.
But suppose a chdm of the pecuniary
kin(],
wnh or without
injuLv--b_
.-hurt, a demand,
preferred
by two person_ linked together
by
the tie of one common t_tle- two tenants
ill
eo,mnon, twojoint-tenants.
Here, either both
bul.vidual_
are obliged to join in the suit, and
tL.enee become both of tt_em plaintiffs;
or, if
,me be plaintiff,
and excluded
on that score,
the other is an interested
witness,
and exi eluded on that other _-ctn'e. True;
but in the
i ,.'haracter of a purge to carry off the f_ees of

tor it.

i interest,
the wrluc
of a release
been let
al- '
roe,iv brought
to view:'_
to each ha-a
of them
I _h:s'speclfic
be admimstered
by turns;
the
i [)eeem_t matter is discharged
out of him, and
becomes
a good _itness
for the other.
i True it i_ that the _peeifie, admirable
a, it is,
is not equally well ,alapted
to the constitutinn of ever? ea__e. Sut,pose two persons parthers in tlade; there might be an a',s kwm'dness
m tile arrangement
were eaeh partner,
as tile
exigency o_ the suit required,
to give up his
share of the business to the other.
To pursue the inquiry through
the whole
fieht of actionand aetionable
eases, wouhl
probably he ti_ought rather a superfluous
task.
What. tot tl:e pm'po_e of illustration
has a].
ready been brought to vmw, may appear proof
suffici(nt
tor the estabhshment
of three tacts;
that in ore" set of cases, admis-Aon for the loshmony of persons in the situation
of plaintiffs may he gained ; that m another it emmet
be gained;
and that in neither has the distinetion
an_lhing
to do with tt_e interests
of
truth and justice.
2,. corollary is, that, in some ea_es, there
n:ay be a eonve_h.n('e
in this sort of commu*
nity of il_tt*:t'._Is..-ks one good turn deservea
anolher,
t,_wi_ a._sneiate me) thus, in histurn,
discharge
hm_self of his peecant matter,
for
the bent-fit of the ether : wherea% when, in
point of interest,
a man has the mistbrtune
of
* In the case of an indictment_
where the standing
alone, it may not be ahogether
easy
offence comes under the dennmmatmn
either of
for him to discharge
his bosom of peceant
a felony,some
or ofperson
a breach
peace,
usually
(and ofbut theone)
whu_ there
betbreis matter, fur want of' a friendly bosom to empty
the juatica of the peace by whom the prelim|it into.
nary examination has been performed, h_. by an
Could anything
be done by a sale without
engagement
called a recognisance,
been bound
warranty ? or if with warranty,
might not the
§ 2. tqaintifl'_

,m.rc H,,' ,.m'--E_'and,
ahe;_
of _h_ _<_.,e,.
I_:xaminetLcsut(iet'tindcl,td,?ou
_flltind[he
the rot--chief, a_ w_,ll a.- the ah-ur(qrv.,
diversifted by no small variety of _,od_fications
;
none having any. reference
tn the end_ ot'JuSlice. all arising out o[' the (hffertnt
mod_fieation_t;f
the lorm nt pr_,cedm c: mod,ticatmn.,,
a_reeing hut in two things; fi_,:ir-ub,erv_enee
to the enda Jf actual judwature--_heir
relmgnance
to the end_ of justice.
In the first !,laee, let the muiapliei,'}
he on
the plmntiff'_
._de
I. Piainuff's
testimon),--is
it admissible
in £_vour nfa eo-plaintilf?
I. In ra_e_ railed ermdnal
(fi-om what ha_
been brou,;ht to view atread_
_r n_:: be easily
inferred)
tim multiplicity
is not p_o'duetiee £f
an)" additional
mjur_ to the int.-rests
of |ruth
and justice.
Where there _s but one tdaintdY,
one prosecutor,
his testimony
_s not excluded
by the interest
he has in the cause.
As the
testimony
of one _s not, so neither wonht lhat
of two or twenty,
if thole were so many; but
there me not u_-ually nnue than one.*"
2. Ca_e called e*ed: mode of procedure,
action at common law.
Neid__er in this ease,
plaintiff_ (i. e. persons having need to appear

roseeute- a By this engagement
"ty of the prosecutor is fixed.

the perso-

* Besides the prn.,.eeutor, tl.e _itnes_s
are
bound in a reeogmisa_,ce ef _J'.IOby the justice,
to appear at the tri, 1 and give evidence.--Ed.

interest
attached
to the wart'anty be purged
,dF. as well as interest
in other shapes, by th_

.'

universal

?

elixir?

Apply

"l"Sapri_

this

to immoveable_

p. 4.313.
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:rod _o moveables:
to property,
reM, personal,
uT_d incolporeat:
learliing,
emiou_
learning,
m :myglvenquantity,
migl_t he spun out upon
t}-i_ ground,
3. Case called civil : mode of procedure,
bill in equity.
The mode of pursuing,
or
professing
to pur,ue,
truth,
beih_ altogether
different,
according
as, in l,U,.-umg it, you
pronounce
the word late, or 1he wo_d equ_t!l,
--a different field i¢ lhus opened tbr the exerelse of profe,sional
ingenuity.
The virtue of
the purge is no le¢s acknowledged
in eqmty
than in common law; but if reciprocity
be
the condition,
and the suits, instead of contemporary,
are to be succcs__lve, the combtion of those who have to wait will be still
more awkward
here than ,it common
taw.

l(as
already stated)
it is neither
natural nor
/ usual tha_'there
should hemore
than one real
plaintiff,
more than
one prosecutoe.
Suppo_ir,g more than une ttwo, for example,)
it
is not natural
that they _hnuld have become
! such, without
_-ueh an agreement
as would be
i bmompatible
_ith compulsion
at that tim_-.
Men who agree one day, may, indeed,
di_agree
the next;
hut if both are bound to
, prosecute,
both arc bound also to give e_idence.
But,
hound or not bound
to prosecute, no individual
being in a criminal
ease
recognised
in the character
of plaintiff,
there
is no individual
(detendants
excepted)
whois
no_ bound to give evidence.
The case _s, in this respect,
much the same
on an informatmn.
It i._ different,
and indeed

Equity procedure
is peculiarly
ad _pted to
the treatnmni
of complex ca-e-;
or, to speak
more properly,
when a ca_e becoulcs to a cerlain deg.,'ee cmnplex,
in any nmde pursued
at
common
law it i., so ult(._l)
impossible
to
• admini._ter an?thing
that shall have so much
as the semhla,_ee of justice,
that caae_ of tiff;
descrq)tion
are shaken off, by necessity,
into
the lap of eqmty,
If, in the fiehl of comm_l
law, theinquiry
might find matter for one wdume,--on
the
ground
of equity law it might find mat*er for
another.
Of the matter
peeuliar to equity,
I
shM1 content
my-elf
_th
giving one specimen:
for illustration
it wall be sufficient,
and
more will hardly be desired,
In equity procedure,
in u multitude
of eases
it will happen,
that _hethcr
a man shall be
plaintifforde_endant
is matter of contmgem'y,
matter of choice, a_ pa_ties happen to a_aee.*
In re_'ard to co-detemlants,
the rule in t!,i,
behalf
(as _here will be nora,ion
_o state
presently)
is, that the} cannot,
in favour and
at the instaneer,f
a plaintiff; be nmde to testify one aa'ainst, another:---but,
for himself;
any defen_lant
can employ the testimony
of_
any other co-defendant,
a, extracted
by the
interrogatories
administered
to him on the
plaintiff's
side. Suppo_-e, then, three persons,
Primus,
gecuudus,
and Tertiu-,
who. in the
most natural
order of things,
would
have
been eo-plaintiff_;
but Secuudus
an0 Tertius
stand in need of each other'a testimony
: instead of plaintiffs,
let them be made defendents, leaving the part ofplaiutiffto
be played
by Primus ahme, and the proldem is solved.
II. Plalntiff'stestirnony,--isit
compellable

opposite,
where tl_e prosecution
3s by motion
fi)r atta('hment.
In tho_e cases, all te._timony
i_ received in no other torm than that of affidavit evutence.
On trial by affidavit,
everybed3 te_tities that pleases;
a(Id--andnobody
lhat dues not please.'["
Aff_dawt evidence is moreover
(as has been
,flready
oh_erved)
the sort of evidence,
the
only _ort, that is reemved
on the preliminary
and _or.-e than useless
inquiry,
which,
tbr
the benefit
and by the hypocri-y
of the man
ot law, under the mask of tenderness,
has
been made to precede the trial on an infor*
marion:
a_ likewise
on the supplemental
inquiry,
by which,
in ease of conviction,
a_
uell on indmtment_
as on infi_rmations,
the
tmal is suceeeded,--and
on which, on tho
urea,inn
of the original offence, the defendant
me),
w;thout
other
evidence,
be convicted
_'t succeeding
ones. For it is a rnle--au
mwolable
rule, w_th learned
judges,
never to
receive
testmmny
when it is for their own
use, but in the most untrustworthy
of all
forms. Compulaion
is, therefore,
out of the
I uestion in all these cases.
In the ease of felonies, on the preparatory
I inquiry
pertbrmed
by a justice of the peace
antecedently
to the trial, the testimony
of
every per-on without
di-tinction
_., compellable, at the instance,
as well as by the authority, ofthat magistrate.
Thence, supposing
in the first instance
two proseefitors,
and reiuetane_
to supervene
on the part of either,
his testimony
might,
at the instance
of the

at the instance
of a eo-pt;fintiff?
The modifications
of this case are soon disposed of.
1. Cases ealled criminal
On an indictment

All the interests to be disposed
eourt_ must be before the court, must
opportunit_
of defending themsetvm_.
join with n_e in my bill ? No. Then I
you upon the list of defend,ants,

of by
have
"Will
must

the
the
you
_*

+ No man is compellable
either to make, or
tojoinm,
anatfidavit.
Partiesarevirtuallvcompellable
by the interest they respectively
have
in the cause: the proseeutnr_ lest he should fail
in obtaining
the service demanded ; the defendant, lest he should be bound to render that
burthensome
service.
Extraneous
witnesses are
at perfect liberty ; they take part with one side
or another,
as interes't (self-regarding
interest
or sympathetic)
prompts them : so that here you
have no witnesses but partial ones, and tfiese
free from the cheek of cross-examination
.. their
, testimony delivered in the least trustworthy
form
that can be found for iu
"
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other, be compelled notwithstanding;
viz. by
the authority of the magistrate,
In the same eases, the same obits.ration exteod_ to the other preparatory mquiry.--viz,
that
before the grand jury ; supposing it preceded by the inquiry helbre the just!ee ot the
peace,
But in sm'h indictable offences as do not
come under the denomination either of fetonies or breaches of the peace, no such previous inquir_ befi_re a justice can take place :
nor in felomes, though usually, does _t necessarily take place: still less in breaches of the
peace. In the_-e ca_cs, therefore, probably, a_
in attachments
certainly, justice i_. ou this
occasion as on so nlany others, lett to take
her chance. On the inquiry befo, e a justice,
the mode of compelhng attendance, for the
purpose ot te_t_ficathm, as well befbre the
grand .jury as on the trial betore the petty
jury, is by arl engagement called a re¢'oyaiza_we ; into _hwh, prosecutors, as welt as
extraneous w_tnes-es, are by that authority,
and on that ocea_-ioo, compelled to enter:
one person nsua]ty (po_.sibly, in stone instance% more than one) undertaking, by one
recognisance, to prosectite as well as testii)';
another, or others, undertaking,
by another
recognisance, simply to testify, nothing being
said of prose-utmg,
Is there aJ_v other mode of compelling the
appearance ot:a man, in either character, hefore a ,zrand lurv ? None that I can find in
the hooks, l'know of none.
law. clL'd : procedure, by action
2. Ca_cs called
Compulsmn i_ here alt ocethcr out of the
question, as between plaintiff and plaintiff.
We have seen how. in some cases, two men,
having each ot them tim _ort of interest that
a plaintiff has iu the event of the cause, may
each purge himself of the legal part of that
interest, while the moral part keeps- its hold
as firmly as ever in hls breast.
But where
the patient is a human creature, this, like
other purges, supposes consent : a suitor cannot be purged with a drenching-horn, like a
horse,
3. Cases called civil : procedure, by suit in
equity,
In the case of a single plaintiff, we have
seen, that in that character a man can never
be compelled to gave testimony, -- and also
for what reason.
The same reason would,
if there were a thousand of them, be equally
conclusive,
at

cou]i2qou

§ 3. Defendants more than one--their
testlrunny zn .favour of one another, how far
excluded by J_nglish taw.
1. Can the testimony of one defendant be
received in favour of another ?
iralietment
information,
1. Cases orcalled
criminal ; procedure,

CO-PARTIES.

r.509

!

In these cases, as in all others, the sta_
tlon of defemlant is a situation to which the
plaintiff nominates: it depends not upon the
nominee to resign it ; if so, it wouhl not be
often filled. For the purpose of the principal
inquiry, called the trial, a man cannot indeed,
under this mode of procedure, be stationed
in it wffhout the fiat of a grand jury : but,
unless the story appear preponderamty iroprobable, that fiat wilt naturally he (at lea_t
it ought to he) commanded by the evidenee:
and it is the characteristic of'thi, species of
inquiry, to hear evidence but on one tide.
In this ease, when the inquiry is the principal one (the trial,) can a defendant, with
his own eonsent, at the instance
Of a codefendant, give testimony in favour of such
co-defendant? So, and yes. No, in words:
)es, in effect, inn : for lrt that situation, let a
man say what he will, it is not evidence. No
oath can be administered to him : not. a question, as we have seen, can be put to him by
an)body.
Yes, in effect : for to the defendants, to each of them, be their number what
it may, liberty is always given to say, or to
read, whatever he may flfink proper, under
the name of his defence.
Being allowed to
say whatever he think_ fit.--if,
in what he
says, there be anything ca[ruble of operating
t in favom" of a eo-defendant,--what
he thus
I sa_ s m fhvoar of another, wi I nat ratty operate upon the mind (,f tim jury will, no tess
persuasive three--will
naturafly, if there be
any difference, operate _ith mt;,e persuasive
I fol:ee--than anything which, more purlieuI lurid' or exelusl_,ety operates uith the like
I tendency m iavour ot himself.
A_ to affidavit evidence, and as many inquirie_ (whether principal, preliminary, supplemental, or sole) a¢ me em'ried on in this
aninqm_itive mode, and as many sorts of demands (penal or non-penal) as are judged of
by the light of thi, most commodious sort
of evideu,'e,--we
shall find, in the case of
eo-defi'l,daat_, admission standing upon the
same ea-y footing as we have seen it stand
on in the case of eo-plaintifl_. With the pen
of an attorney to speak through, let a man
pre_ent himself in the garb of a witness,_
be he wi,u he may, party or not party, intere_ted or not interested, perjured or not perjured,--be
the occasion what it may,-- thug
introduced, 'ill doors and all ears are open to
him.
2. Cases cal]ed civil: procedure, by action
at eommmJ law.
In the case of plaintiff and co-plaintiff, the
efficacy of mutual good offices anti of pargative rdleases has already been brought to
view. But, even in that more manageable
ease, we have seen it limited ; and, as beI tween defendant and co-defendant,--if
the

conduct beofofan the
injurious
is imputed,
_
by i action
numbernature
of tho;e
in which

-:

}?
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the specific is. of course, ill this difficult case,
dividuaL- in this situation,
has already beelj
no more apphcable
than in that
more easy
brought
_o view.
In English jurisprudence,
one.
in the rla_ of cases here in q,e_tion,
this
In a case of this sort, as it is not necessary
mischief op,'ratc_ with um]hnini_hedstrength.
for the defendan'_ or defendant_
to be pre_ent
To zhl bin>elf of a troublesome
_itness.
an
duriug
the trial, so neither
is it altogether
unscrupu]ou_
pl.un,qff ha_ no mo_e to do than
natural
or usual : whatever
a man, guilty or
to put him upta_ the hs_ ofdefemlants.*
Seeing
not guilty, can find to say in his defence,
he
a m,m upon that h-t, a h.alued judge wants
in general reg, ud_ it as more el:gihle to tru*t
nothbJg more to sat_st)" tmu. that _he teslito the leandngand
etoquem'e of his advocate,
mony of ti,at man (he he v, ho he ma> '_is uuthan to any chance he may have of gaming
worthy of all regard ; and to ellgage him, of
credit
for an)thing
he might
_ish t,> sa),
court-e, to give his a_suranee
to the jur) to
ridder in his own favour,
or in favour of a d_e same ettbet.
fiqlow-defiendant,
in the character
of testiIt; indeed,
to the same pro'pose,
on tlle
mony, though
not allowed
to be delivered
same ocea,ion,
the te,timony
of the same inunder the technical
name of evidence.
The
&vidual had been pre-enrvd
in the form of an
sort of presmnption
here _upposed,
is of red
altidavit, unchecked
by cross-examination,
the
rare occurrence.
Certain
it is, that
it will
ease _ould have been very different : it would
not experience
either
much inward satisfacfl_en have been good ewdence
: and, like the
tiou, or much outward
eneouragemevt,
flora
testimony
of an)' extraneous
witness,
have
the learned
arid eloquent
gentleman,
to the
pa_,ed with him for what it was worth.
renmnerationofwhoselearningandeloquence
Nay, but the plaintfli' has no _uch power:
his money (if he has any) has been applied,
we a_e aware of the w.i-chicf,
and have proIf he is guilty,
their opinion wilt be (and in
vided against it : he may put a witness, it he
this ease it will probably
be a just one,) that
ptea-es, upon the list ol dehmdants
; but if no
the duty of demonslratmg
his innocence
canevidence
is _'nven that affcets such defendant,
not, with equal probability
of success,
be
h> tesfimon.v _s received
_:otwith_tanding.
either
trusted
extqu_ivelv
to any but them'
Ye.% veriI3 : provi_mn you have made; and
selves,
or so mu, h as divided
with them' again.t thi._abusc
with about as much telieltv
selves.
If he i_ not guilty,
any endeavour
and Mmut as mueh zoal, a,.against
the rest ,if
which he may be inclined
to use to make ' that mouutal],
of abuse ulrich is the _ourcc
known
his innocence,
will naturally
be reand mva_me ol >am" p_ofit.
Fvery man _ho
garded
as a sort of ]nva..ion of their tights,
ha_ a farthin-"
to gain by 1hint, will always
Success depemts not upon truth and justice,
'. be sure lo he : thls ib your theory : 1}I:*_is
but upon that sort ot'lcarnm¢
which has beel_ ' what you are bmmd b( : _ou are e_tot,ped
created
lbr the purpo.v
of beii_g made the : ti'om questmning
it,
ii" he he not, on what
suhjeet
of a mouop_dy : of that monopoly,
ot I pretenee
do you exclude
a delendant
ti'nm
whmh, at the experl-e of -_o much money as ' delivedmz
his lesthnony
_,t the instanee
of a
. ha_e obtained
_ If, in a ,'a-e affording,
in point
well as so nmeh htbour,
ti_e_,
i eo-deti'ndant
their share.
I of nn)ral intere-t,
two plaiuuffs,
one of them
Where
punishment
of so high a nature
as I ha- been cleared el'legal iu_e_est, by the name
that which i.- attached
to offenees of the rank ' at pro._ecutor,
or by d_e relaxatorv
purge.at felony, is at stake,
tim judge is rmturalty
, and the purg.', tbough _t ha_ _.ive_ him camaverse
to the ta.kof
_ug_:esting any ohserva; peteney,
has m_t given him veracity
along
tion, the tendency
of which nmy he, unjustly,
i w_th it,-- to strike
the defendant
witnesses
or even justly,
to diminish the ehanee ulrich , dumb, if there be a d(_zen ,)i them. whathas
he
the defendant
mav have of making hi_ escape ; to do, but to sa} a word or two against each?
from the severity, of the law.
To the ease I
Nay, hut the ea_e _ ou are thus b_inging out
between
individual
and individual,
in which
against us i* an extraordinary
ease.--Not
so
one cannot lo_ but the other must gain, this
very extraordinary
: but, however,
take this,
wh{ch is bur too ordinary
a one.
Plaamfl,
sort
does notpreludiee
(.for the does
demand
]I there is but one : _4.tness, an extraneous
witcreatedof tenderness
for it, by popular
not
extend.
In sun,ruing
up the evidence
on the
ne.s:
witness,
but that one. which is suffitrial of an action, the judge wouht _ay to the
aleut.
But this one witness
is a liar: bound
jury without
serupte,
" Gentlemen,
the deto the plaintiff's
side, either see_:etly by the
fendant
Nokes has said so and so in behalf
only interest
that you acknowledge
to have
of defendant
Stiles;
but the law requires
any influence,
or by any or all oI the other
you to lay all this out of the ease ;. for it is
not evidence."
" If, alter the evidence has been heard on the
In all purely pecuniary
eases, to which the
part of the prosecution,
no case. ha* been made
virtue of the mendacity-fuge
diaphoretic
does
out against some one or more of the defendants,
no_ extend,--the
natural effect which, in the
it is usual m allow him or them to be acquitted
at once, so that they may be able to give eviease of a plurality
of ttef_ndm_ts, results from
denee on behalf of the remaining
defendant or
the exclusion
put upon the testimony
of indefendants,
if required.--Ed.
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kinds of interest
put together:
is it more
unreasonable
to suppose one liar on this side,
than a dozen on the other ?
For if you are
not sure of their heine
liar% or even it" _ou
are, what should hinder you from suffering
them to be iteard :
But it i* vaiH to rogue without
data. The
matter in dispute
being given (and now let
the ease he a purely eiwl one,--nothing
ot
injury suppo._ed._
*he que.tion
i% whether
thele_limon.)
(,fdJcd.
t)n¢la,_t, ealh.d for by a
eo-deiend_,m,
will ,_r w)ll not be t_ustwor_hv.
His trustworthiness
depend.,--not
upon tl_e
cause,
or the relation
ti,e man bears to the
cause,--but
upon the stalmn,
the judiemt
station,
which, at t{,e I._tant of pronouncing
thedecision,
yea, hi..pMge,
happen to occupy,
On this, as on so many ,Jther ..ubjeets,
telt mc

to the deponent
(were hetodepose,)
afSer the
questions
pat on the other side, with the answers to them, have beenheard.
Equitycrossexamination,--questlons
put in private, by a
elerk, who, unless bribed,
(:ares not a straw
lbr either
party,
nor fbr :mything
but the
a'ettingthroughhistask_ith
thelea_t
possible
trouble:
questions
framed for him by a per_-,)n to who/n it was not possible re k,{ow a
%)'liable of what the deponeut
wouhl say. in
m,_wer to questions
put on the other side.
"Fell me then,
once mole. on what bench
and under what nmne you sit, and 1 will tell
_ou uhat you will think;
or at any rate (if
the term th,tddny
be improper)
what
you
will do.
Is it your bu.ii,es,
to cancel paper.. _ or keep rolls ?'[ The sham cross-etaruination
i¢ the only one that you MI1 suffer

your
I will bettqta._eertained.
you your _ou
opnfions:
nnless station,
"+'our station
know
no more what your op;nion_ are on the bench.
than you knew wimt t lwy were while at the
bar, till yea knew whether
it was for the
plaintiff or the det?ndant
you were retained,
.4.re you a Chancellor,
or a Mac_tee of the
Rolls ? The man is a true man.
Are you a
judge of the Kin_'s Bench ? Ife isa liar, and
one that would deceive your jurymen,
a_ qn'e
as you suffered them to hear him.
Being a
ju_fge of the King'- Bench, arc you, moreover,
a commissmner
of the great seal ? The man
is trustworth;_
or uutrustworth),
accordir_g
as you sit on the one side or the other ot a
narrow
pus- _ge. Arc you a baron of the Exchequer ? [ha el,araei:er rhauge,
baekwald,
and forwards,
wlth(,u_ your being at any such
trouble
a_ tLat of ere--mS
the parlance:-fron_thesameheneh,
a,,duHhoutstirrmg,)ou
serve out law or e(p.[q, whleheverhappen_to
he called for: if it be law, ti,e man _s a liar;
if it be equlty, he al)eaka "true.
Tell u<. then, what Is law --tell
us what is
equity:
these are both ofyourown
maklng:!no
each. whatever
you are in the mood to makeit.
The tissueofmeonsiatenciesand
absard_tles
is not yet at au end.
In what court is it that
the testimony
of a defe_,dant,
called for by a
co-defendant,
is eat receivable
? In the court
where, in ease of mendacity,
the ,nos_ effectaal means of expo.ing
it are in use. In what
court is it that the testimony
fi'om that same
_Ouree is receivable
? In the sort of court
where no such means are suffered to be eraployed. In a common-law
court, thereiscrossexamination.
True;
that is to say, p_ovided
a jury be there to hear it,-not otherwise,
In a eommou-law
court,
there
is eros,-exaruination : in au equity court_ there is crossexamination:
in both, the cross-exam;nation
is the same sort of thing, in the eyes of those
to whom the most different
things become
the_ame thing when ealL-d by the same name.
Common-law
cross-examination,--questions
put i_ ,'_obhe, by ".lie adv._te
of the party,

I. to
made security,
: and it that
is upon
lhis he mock
_ou t'he
will strength
give ).ourof
] confidence
to the defendant's
evidence.
Is
i it your business to hear pleas before the king
' himself: when he is not there?;_
Nothingless
i than the true eros_-examination
will serve
! }ou ; and with thi_ best security gt your cami mand,
tora..much
as you can get nothing
! belter,--in
thi_ ¢_t-e, to make sure of hear', ir, g the trudl,
and the ut,(>le truth,
you shut
I )our ear_ azuinst the evidence.
Are you that.
' double sort o_ man called a lord comnusssioner
'. of the Great Seal ; or thag other double sort
! bort of man called a baron of the Exchequer
?
, The true m_d the sham
eross-examinatiol_
. arc the same thing to you: but, at any rate,
w)th
the good security
in your hand, your
ears are shut a_rain_t the evidence : uith the
I the b_td _ecorit),
they are open to it.
_
lie this as it ma_,--whe_her
you are the
single sort
of m,m, or lhe double
sort of
. man, ypu are at an', rate that other sort of
_:mmL in whose judgment
(where
it is by
i hm_elf
that the deeismn
is to be h, rmed,)
examination
at all, i_ a better
way of
_ coming
at the truth,
amt the whole truth,
I than either
the good mode of examhmti,m
[ or the had one.
Should th,. man be sttting
or standing
oppo_-ite )co, )ca kuow better
than to put a single que.tion
to him, or to
suffer one to be put to Into by anybody else.
It mast he through
the pen of an attorney,
if you hear him ; and through
that medium
you hear anyh,)dy.
ln_tead
of missing,
would
you wish to
find, the truth ? Instead
of common taw and
eqaity, wouldyou
wishtoadministerju_tiee?
lu,tead
of tearniug
and science,
would you
wish to judge according
to common
law and
common honesty ? Go to any eoart of conscience, _go
to the study of any country
j_stice : learn there to forget ,,our learning ;
m that oblivion
you wilt find the begmmug
* Chancellor.
.+ Court

+ _la,_ter of the Rotls,
of Ki:_g'_/3erich.
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of wisdom. Among the shopkeepers, more
surely ; for before their court hangs a carrain, behind which (happily for the great
body of the people) eyes such as yonr_ have
not been allowed to penetrate.
In the study
of the unlearned magistrate, more sparingly :
yon must there content yourself with such
remains of w_sdom as w, ur vigilance has not
yet _uccecded in rooti1_g out of it.
1I. (2an the testimony cd one defendant be
compelled at the instance of anolher ?
1. Common l:tw. Case, criminal: proeedare, b) mdmtment or information : oecasion, the principal inquir), the trial.
The
answer, in this rase, is clearly in the nasatire.
In the very nature of the case, obli• gotten to testify supposes interrogation.
But
on the trial, no question can be put to a defondant by anybody : therefore, not by a codefendant,
2. Law, common or equity: case, crlmi_Jal
or civil: procedure, by indn.tmcnt or information : inquiry, sole, principal, preliminary, or
supplemental:
form of testifieatmn, affidavit
evidence. Whenever the evidence is delivered
in this form, the answer must stall be in the
negative.
No interrogation, no eompulsi_m,
and affidavit evidence is, being interpreted,
uninterrogated evidence.
3. Common law: ca_c, civil: or (ifiu some
respects considered as criminal, aml spuken of
under the name of penal,)-- procedure, still
by action. Answer sti!l in tlle negative ! No
interrogation, no compulsion: no question can
be put to a defendant by anybody; therelbre,
not by a co-defendant,

than what may be supposed to be produced
by the inferiority of the maximum of panishmcnt in this case, in comparison with the
maximum of punishment applicable in eases
prosecutable in the way of indictment.
Soldom indeed, if ever, in the ease of an inf_rmatlop, will the occasion for any such remark
on the part of the judge present itself.
Procedure, by attachment: evidence, affidavit evidence.
Here, the evidence being
all read of course, the ._udge makes whatever
applic._tmn of it he thinks fit. In the ca_
' whwh we shall come to presently, in which
the testimony is also presented to the judge
in the form of read_-written evidence, it is
not ticard hb the 3u_lge, exeept in so far as,
tot that purpose it is especially called tbr:
' and the question, for or against whom it
shall be employed, resolves itself into the
question, at whose instance it shall be read.
. The evidence being, according to his own
theory, of the deecptitious kind. he is, ac[ rm'dmg to that same theory, eonstmatly deceived by it.
{ So much for persons aetuallyin the slttlation
_el defendant_.
But, of two persons having
i bor_e in the same criminaltransaction
exactly
I the _ame part, it may happen that one shall
] be put imo that pelilous situation, the other
..not. This accordingly is the case, as often
'_as, by a reward, of which impunity tbrms the
_whole or a part, one of two deli:utuel:ts is
: cng_ged to crone fot_ard again_-t mmther, in
_the character of an extraneous witness.
i
t)f Ihi_ ground of snspMon alld untrusti wm'thiness, and of the u_ which English law

§ 4 Defendants mere than one--thelr
testiraon!!a,JazT_stone a_lother, I_ou'.far cxcl_tded
by ET_glish law.
Can the testimonv of one defendant be cornpelled, to the di-_ad_'antage of another ?
1. Criminal cases,

scrut,les net to make of this most suspicions
i ot all imaginable e_idenee, to this most daniI serous of all imaginable purposes, notice was
i taken at the out_ct of this research.
i But what is done in this way m the strongI est of all eases, i_ done in the same way in
i all other cases of inferior strength and the

Procedure.
by the
indictment:
occasion, the i like
complexion.
To be
dwell
upon any of these
principal
inquiry,
trial,
inferior
eases, wouhl
an anticlimax.
Such
To an in&vidual in this situation, no ques- admissions are most perfectly consistent with
tion, as already observed, can be put by any- that gigantic exception: all of them as cornbad)': theretbre no evidence, to the prejudice
pletely repugnant to tbe general rule.
of one deti_ndant, can be thus extracted from
2. Civil cases : procedure, in the way of
any other. In regard to any statement that
action at common law.
may happen to flow spontaneously from the
In this ease, also, no question can be put to
lips of a defendant, speaking in his own de- a defendant in behalf of anybody ; therefore
fence (as above,) the same observations as not in behalf of a co-defendant.
above are applicable : with only this differ8. Case, civil : law, equity law : procedure,
enee, that, when anything that falls from a by bill in equity.
person in this suspected situation presents
On this grmmd, confusion is in all its glory:
itself to the judge as operating to the dis- thepowers of darkness haverhustered atltheir
advantage of another individual in the same force•
predic"amenL--the
nullity of it, in the ehaAtcommonlaw, thoughtestimony, inwholeratter of evidence, will, by an English judge,
sale quantities, is pronounced deeeptitious
be much more apt to be noticed and held up without knowing what it is, -- still, take any
to view. than in the opposite ease.
given lot, it is either capable, or incapable of
Where the procedure is by information
being true : it, is not capable and incapable at
t,here is no other difference in thisrespeet
the same time.
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: The absurdities and injustice of common
law werenotenough_breqa_ty: shehasmade
|mprovements:
and in equity, the self-same
_tatement concerning a matter of foot--the
well-same preposition, is true and false at the
same time : tbr or against A, it is true ;ior
or agai_st B or C, it is tldse. You who read
this, were you sitting this day twelvemonth,
at one o'clock P. _., in your study? and in
_,'oura_swer, or your depositions, do you deline a_ much ? It is true, as against yourself: it is false--false bcyondall possihilityof
being true--as
against me, adefendaut along
with you in the same cause,
Look to the origin of this difference, you
will find it in the joint influence ef several
concurring causes :--in the practice of putsuing, on the occasion of _ueh cause, two
modes of collecting evidence, by answer and
by depo.ttions, agreeing in nothing but their
unfitnessiorthepurposesoftruthandjustice:
in the coati,ainu pervading the whole texture
of the answer--claims
and conee-sions confbunded with affirmations and denial.,--what
a man says in the character of a party, with
what he says in the character of a w]t'.ess,-propositions concerning tbe question of right,
with propositions concerning the question of
fact.
Wherever the object has been to relieve,
and not to plunder the afflicted, to mitigate,
and not to aggravate their sufferings-- where
the object has been t,, bring tolight thetruth,
and the wh.de of the tl,Hh, for the purposes
ofjustice,--where_uch
have been the object%
and the obtaining the ._imultaneous presence
of all parties in court h.q_ been neither physitally nor prudentially impracticable, the nmde
of eollecting the evidence ever_ where ba_
been alike simple and effectual. Each party
has been admitted to declare so much of what
he knows, as promises to operate in t,tvour
of his own interest ; each party, at the instance, at the tnlerrogat_oo, and thereby to
the advantage, ot ' every other:-- t he test_-"
runny of each party in his own behalf, allowed

facts lmlonghtg tothe cause were most likely
to havepresented
themselves.
tn equity (as already observed,) irJ one
and the same cause, testimony is delivered in
masses of two shapes, each different from the
other, as well as fi'om the only good one. One
mass, iu the fiJrm of what is called an a_su.er,
containing tl:e ready written tcstnnony extracted from a defendant b) the read)" written questions contained m the hi//--an ir_.
strument drawn up by the plaintiff's taw assistants, and without his pert_sal (or at least
witbout his signature) exhibited in his own
name; and in which those questions, the answers to which are expected to be true, are
preceded by eharpe._--a sort of testimony,
which (as ahcady observed) Js allowed to he
true or raise at pleasure. In this shape, te_.
timony is not called for at the hands of any
persons that are not parties, nor, among parde% at the hands of any persons that are not
defendants in the cause.
A_ common law, though the best evidence
is so carefully weeded cut, yet when once u
lot of evidence has been permitted to come
into existence, every use that is t_apable of
being made, is permitted to be made of it.
Capable of being true with relation to any
one person, it is allowed to be equally eapable of being true with rehttmn to everybody
else. Far otherwise is it with the sort of
evidence extracted under the name of answer,
by the proee,s emph_)ed (as above) by the
practit_otwr in a eot_rt _,_equity. The answer
(the part ot it in question) tsgood as against
me, the defendant who._e answer it is. But
i_ it good, ought it to be acted upon as good,
_as against you, ataother def;endant along with
me in the s:*me cause ? To both questions the
: re-ponse ma_t nox', be m the negative.
Of
. _hat nat,u e is the clau_e m questmo ? An aci knowledgment,
having respect to the quesI tion of right " or an assertion, a deposition,
i having respect urerelv to the question of fact ?
_, If it be an acknowleclgment
of right, my right
i to give up a claim of my own is indubitable:

to be delivered, and received for what it is
worth; the testimony of each part)', when
so delivered, allowed to be controverted by
every other party, scrutinized by counter-interrogation, opposed by counter-evidence
Such, accordingly, is the practice in the
courts of conscience: such is the practice of
the unlearned judges called justices of the
peace, except in so far as, by exclusions forced
upon them by their learned superiors, they
have found themselves compelled to swerve
from it. Such is even the practice on trials
before juries; deduction made of the still
more extensive exclusions by which the budget of evidence is regularlY!defrauded of those
parts of its contents whfeh are likely to be
most valuable ; viz. the testimony of those
individuals, to whose perceptive f,teulties the
VoL, VIL

i but that I ought not to have any such right
. aa to give up any claim of yours, is equally
I indisputable.
Is tt a statement concerning a matter of
! fact ? Even bere, its tttle to he admitted, as
I against you, in the character of evidence, will
I appear to be tool, or at least questionable.
Let the fact he even of the number of those,
in relation to which, at the time at whleh it
i happened, I myself was, if I speak true. a
principal witness _a ,¢aet which, if I am 'to
be believed, I saw with my own eyes. That
i against myself, in relation to any claim that
I have amde, it may, and without any dm_ger
/ of injustice to mv prejudice, be taken for
true, is mmfifest elmugh: but as against you,
/ and to the defeating of any claim of your's,
I has it an equal title to be taken for true? I_
Kk
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any, certainly
not an equal one; for there is
this diff_-renee:
)ou, in your situation,
possess not that t_tculty ofcounter-iolerrogation,
which, for defeoce at_ainst inlustiee,
isin )our
situation
necessary,
but in mine not. By misconception,
I ma_ have been eonfessil_g
1hat
to be true, which m fact wa_ not so. In the
view of fawmfing
the plaintiff
at your expense, and at the expense of truth and justice,
with or w_thout his privity,
I may have been
eonfessin_
that to be true which
)ou knew
at the tmie to be _alse. It ought not, therefore, to be taken for true asagainst
you, without your having the t;aeu]tv to controvert
it,
in tt]e event ot your regart[ing
it as false:
to
tumtrovert
it, v]z. by questioiis
put to me in
tile wa) of counter-interrogation--of
,'rossexamination.
But questmns
in this way. the
forms of the court do not, on the occasion
in
question, allow you to put to me. What they
do allow and require
is, that
each of two
defemhmts
shall, in an instrdment
called his
answer,
make respon.e
to all such
p_Dpt'r
questions
as the plaintiff in hi_ bill shall have
propounded
to him: what they do m_t allow
is, that either of twodef_ndants
shall, in this
stage of the cause at least, put any que:tioa
to the other,
In the first of these two cases, the exc]usion is just in itselfi would be just on every
occasion,
and in every corot.
But what is it
that is here exelude_] ? Not testimony,
but
unjust
power:
a po_er
on my part to give
away your rights.
In the other ease, the exclushm
may also
be just _ but if it be, it is so m no other than
a h)potheticaland
relative
sense, relation being had to the forms of lheeourt-tile forms
actually
in use. Settit_g aside that casual and
adventitiou_
and deplorable
circumstance,
the
proper
course is, not to exclude
the one of
two sets of evidence,
but to admit the other :
not to prevent m) deposition
from being taken
into consideration
as against
you, but to altowyouto
put couuter-questiousto
me, a_ you
might do if I were not a party in the cause-if the interrogations
put to me, were put tome
in the character
of an extraneous
witness.
The judge would not then be reduced,
as
sow,
to the neee._sity of den)ing,
explicit])
or xmplieitly,
a proposition
which the weaker
powers of Locke bowed down to as impregnable--it
is *mpossibte for the same Hung to
be and not to be. He would
not have
been
reduced (as now he is every day) to declare,
in deeds if not in words, that the same evidevice is certainly
true
and certainly
false,
To the philosopher,
by whom nothing was to
be got by it, the task was an impossible
one:

The other shape,
in which, in the same
eourts, te_timonyisdelivered,
i-thatofamass
of deposition,_;
a name extending
elsewhere
to all teslimou},
but confined,
ill English law
jargol_, to the designation
of such testimony
as i_ d.eli_ered
in that partieulal
shape.
Ansu,eris the name appropriated
to the testimony
deliveled
by adete_Ldant,
ill reply to thequeslions proptmnded
tt_ him on the part of the
plaintiffm
the hntiative
instrument
called the
bdL Det,os*tions
is the name appropriated
to
' the testnuo_y
delivered
by a wttne,ss, ill repl_
to the questmns
put to him vlv_ v,we in a
_ closet,
by a sort of judge or set of judge%
whose authorit_
is eol_fined to the collection
[ of testimony,
_lthout
power to make use of
: it.
i
This mode is a mode appropriated
to _he
' e,flleefion
of rhe te_tnnony
of persons spoken
; of' uader the name ot u'ltnesses.
But in this
same way a defendant,
every defendant,
may
. be examined
as a witness:
--alter
a course of
examilJation,
the dmation
of which i_ always
: counted by month% not unfrequently
by )'ears,
--re-examined
,u another
and much worse
, mode, under tiff, other name.
,
Examined:
but now, at whose instance,
and for what purpo,e?
By the bd/, at the
instm_ce of the pl;flll*.i/:l_on]) ; against him the
defeudant
only;
h_.- te.tlaumy
not being at
tLat time obtainable
at the instance
of anybody else, nor employahle
as a_zainst anybody
else, that is, as agaiJ_
any other detendant,
, --as
we have been .,evulg, and for the reta: lively _,ood rea-ous
their we have seen.
By
the _ntettogatorle_
(_he name given to the
questions
now put to him b) the examining
jud;ze or judges,)
he may be re-examined
at
the iastaaee
of the plaintiff
or plaintiffs,
as
against any other defe_Mant or defendants;
he
may be examined,
now for the fir.-t time, at
the instance
of any other defendant
or defen_ dante, as against
the plaintiff or plaintlff_,
or
i as against any third defendant
or defendants.
i
Collected
in tlus mode, his testimony
may
', now be employed
against others
beside him_ self: emplo)ed,
and with propriety;
])tit if
] with propriety,
for what reasons, a_ut thence
i on what conditions?
On eomhtion
that every
! person a_ainst whom it is employed, shall have
i the faeutty of employing
his exertmns
tbr the
correction,
eompletmn,
and (upon oeey,tsm:l)
I eontradictmn
of it, by counter-interrogation
i and euunter-evidenee.
In this mode,--is
it
t at the instance
of the plaintiffthat
hc is exai mined ? This faefilty the plainttffpossesses
of
i court,
for--with
relation tothe
selfoserving
testimony,
which the defendant,
as far as
eonqeienee
and prudence
will give him leave,

but to the lawyer, into whose lap every day's
profit is poured by every day's nmrsense, _ei¢her this nor a greater absurdity
(if the nagure of things affords one) ever presents the
amallest
difficulty,

] wall not fail to bring torward--the
interrOgatories fbrmed by the plaintiff's
agents, and
t from them received arid employed
by the ex[ amining judge or judges, will have an effeCt
[ analogo_
to that of the eounter-interroga-
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propounded
to, and in the case of, an i
1. First, let it be proposed
that he be exat the in_tanee of the plaintiff.
I_
V¢l•[ ness.
I stained
Oil this footing stands, it should seem, the ! loust then be either as ab,ntinst himself, or as
law of reason;
a.d oil this _ame tboting,
ibr , against
another defemlant
(n dellcndams
: for
aught I know, may .t_od the artuaily
e_ta- [ thotlgh
tWO or niore pel-ons
happen to find
hlished law,
; them.elves
together
on tt_at s_de of the cause,
But, to the _aeulty of administering
to a it ma3 happen
to them
to have interests
as
defenda,it
interr(,_ato_ies
t]'om all those va- , ol,pos_te to each other, aa tl,at of any one of
imu_ quarters
to all tho-e variou.- purpose.,
i them to that of the plaintiff:
inasmt'mh as. it;
actual law add. a hmltation,
a saving cl,m_e: ', lusts with the plainuff
to put upon 1he list,
savi;_y all]ast
e_cet, tLons. These exception-.
' oi defemlant_
_i,atever
i)er_(ms }_e pleases.
selL_tyled
just.-what are the) ?
Ex('ep- i
Mo_e(,ver. wimt may aN_o happen is, that
tions on t l_e score of intere.t.
Of what inon the tdaiunff's
side of the cause there may
terest ? This is mine than I can undertake
be more persons than one ; say two:
that, as
to answer,
at least wtth any full a__uram'e,
i between
those two plaintiffs,
there may be, to
A defendant
without
interest
m the eau.e ? some purpose Mr other, an opposition
of intetIow can that be ? It he l_ without
mtere-t,
rests, as between
two defendants;
for though
this very exemption
from Interest
is reeogno per_olt can be upon the list, of plaintiffs
nised as a cireum-_ranee,
the effect of whieii t witlmut
h_s choice, jet
so it may happen,
i_ to preclude the plaintnt" from deahng with , that m eon._ideratiun
of a community
of inhim in the character
of a dt-i_ndant.
, tere._
in _-(mm Jest)eet_ , two natural adver.
On the _c_l'e of intere-_t,
a dett.ndant
not _ sar_c_ may enter into this sort of alhanee. _
to be re-examined
against
hlm-dt',
at the m- ;
On thl_ occasion,
as against the detendant,
stance of the p!ainI_lf, _ Wh) nut,_ Good or
himself,
it is a cm'ceivable
ease that
the
b.d, the interest
d_d not exclude lmn from
plaintiff ran) _-h
to examine the defendant,
bc,ogexaminrd
agai_)_-t himself at the in_tam'e
though a ea-e m_t likt i_ to be ti'equently
exof the same I)e_.on the first tram; why should
emphhed.
A det:emlan(
cannot
come to he
_t a second ?
examined on beLalf of the plai_mff, under tile
0_ the score of interest,
a defendant
Prl- _ name of exar_,matnm
(viz. by interrogatories
mu_ _ot to be examined against himsett, at the
put to bm_ b? a clerk in the examiner's
office,
it,stance ot detbndant
_eeundas
? Pfhy not ?
or a n,,t_ter in rbaneery,
or a set of commisAppbed
to the present ea._e, the impo_t of
sione_s appointed
tor the purpose,)
withoul_
the wo_d o_t,,rest is indistinct
and obscure,
having alread)
been examined
by the plaintiff
_peakiug
ot a defendant
as having an talehm_.elf,
that _s, by the law-a-@..tants
of the
rest, in some case_ (viz. in the eas,'s in
plahmffhnn,_elt,
_ithout
the name of exami.
whmh, on the store of that interest,
hi_ tesnatio_,-viz. in and by the instrument
called
timony i-_ excluded.)
imphes
that there me
the hill.
other e,ses m wlneh he ha_ no interest,
viz.
But, in general, tile interroeati_m
b} bill
tho--e case- _Ibr such their are) hi whirh h_s the ex,m_ina_,n
tl_at ext_aet_
the testimony
testimony
is adm:tt_d.
But a deieadant-,n the shape of an instrument
eall,'d an anapartyin
the cause--and
vet without
roteswer,--thatexamnmtion,
notwlthstandingthe
rest in the cauqe ? tlow ea_ that be ?
hme and optmrtunity
it affords for concertBut it may happen
(it may be said,) and
ing wi_h an attorney
the meansof
eva.ion
every now and then doe. happen, that a perand saii_ perjury,
_ili be mm'b more et_eient
son is aetualt)
made detendant
in a cause ill than the examination
periormed
through the
which, whether
he be thought
or no to have
medium of the judge or j.dges ad hoe (the
an interest,
he really has none ; tor ill ever)
examining
clerk, the master,
or the eommisCause it re-ts with the plaintiff to put upon
stoners;)
viz. the exanfination
by uhieh the
the IL-t of det_endants
any person
and every
testnnony
is produced
in tlle shape of an inperson he thinks fit. True ; but when ca-_e\
strument
composed of depositmn,_.
More effiof this descriptmn
are laid out of the quese_eut ? Wl,_ ? 1. Because,, by bill. the plaintion, the difficulty
remains
notwithstanding,
t_ff, that is, Ins law-ass_staut_,
w_th the help
]n this ease (_upposing
the existence
of _t of exeeptions
to the answer, and amendments
ascertained,)
the name of the defendant,
the
to the bill, keep on examining the defendant;
name which ought not to have been put upon
till the plaintiff
and his law-assistants
are
the list, may be struck
out of it.
Those
satisfied
wRh the eompletetms,
at least (if
easesin which the defendant
has clearly no innot with the eorrec!ne_s)
of the azmwer ; or
terest, to any sort of purpose,
being set aside,
there remain cases in which he has not, and
* Four co-claimants
on an insnflqcient fund :
at lhe same time has, an interest,
-- has an
two put themselves tOgetl;er on the list of plain.
interest,
to the purpose of the continuance
, tiffs: tile two others are put by them upon the
of his name on the list of defendants,-has
list of defendants : between pl_ntiff and plaintiff there is here the same Oplmsition of interest
not an interest,
to the purpofe of his testias between defendant and detendant_ or _etwe_.'a

,
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at any rate till, in case of contestation, the)
nesses,--it
may he deemed more convenient
are informed by the judge ad ]roe, that they to take tbe benefit of that opporttmit), a_id
have reason to be _atisfied. 2. Because it extrart the uberior tesumony of the deft,nis probable that, at least in tile judgment of dant through the same channel, than, after
the plaintiffand his taw-assistants, better cart' adding atnen,lments to the hill, to aim at the
will in this respect be taken of iris interest,
extraction of the ulteriur testimony in the
by those assistants, than by the examimttg
,h,,pe of a further answer to the bill.
judge or judges ; even where half of the hum2. At any rate. the c,_e just mentioned
ber are (under
the name of a commissi,mer
will be comparatively
an uncommon case.
or commissioners5 nominated b3 these a_slst- But what cannot be an uncommon ease i_,
ants themselves:
and certa*n, that, in the that, as against one defendant, the plaintiff
judgment no£ only of tbose a_sistants, hut of shall have need of the testimony of another
ever}, impartial person to whose consideration
defendant.
the ease Wesents itself, better care _ill be
But has he not, in the way of hill, been
taken by those same assistants, than (_peak- examining them both, and examining titem
ing of situations and not individuals) is hkety to the utmost ? Yes ; but (not to revert to
to be taken by tbe judge ad hoe, if be be the rare incidents amt cmMderations ahove
an examiuing clerk, or a master sitting in bls mentioned) again-t the making u_-e of fi_e
closet ;--that
is, in hoth cases, b) a persun te_-timony of one defendant against another,
who, in the nature of tldngs, cam,or have there is this objection.
As against himsetf,
any other wish or ob3ect, than either to get defendant Primus tins ! een sufficiently exathe business out of his hands a_ soon as po-- mined: for, to extract fi'om him such facts
sible, for the sake of his ease, or to keep it and eircmnstances as make for his own adin them as long as possible, tor the sake of vantage, no connter-h_terregation
can be nethe fees.
cessarv. But as against defiendant Seeundus,
Alter having then, and on every point ot defen(iant Primus has not been sufficiently
the cause, carried the examination of his ad- examined: for, in order to extract from deversary, the defendant, to its utmost length,
fendant Primus the whole of the facts arid
in the more efficient mode (that is. m the clreuinstance_wlthinhisknowlcdgethatmake
mode which, in general, bids fiairer for be- for the advantage of defendant Secmutus,
ing efficient,)--is
there any incident or tense- counter-interi ogalion n,ay be necessary ; mid
deration that naturally and reasonably may such counter-inten_gati_,n
defemlant _ecm;engage him to add to it hy another exami, du_ has had no opportmfit 3 of administering.
nation in the less efficient mode? Such ineiBut if, in behal_ of the plaintiff, mad as
dents or considerations may not m every cast, again-t defendant Seetmdu%
det:endant Pribe wanting. Despairing o! bemz able to ex- mu, has been examined in the character of a
tract the truth, where the defendant, wi_h _itness--it;
pro tunto, tns testimonyhasbecn
an attorney at his elbow, has month after extracted fl'om him in the ._hape of depo,imonth for concerting the means of successti_ms, as above explained ; --he having beeu
fld evasion and sate perjury (the cause being,
examined (as against defendant Secundu_) in
in point of lncality, el that sort wtdeb, under tl_e character el a a'*Otess, dei_ndant Seeunthe name of a rm_ntry cause, affords examiu- du_ has had, or at least mi;zht have had, and
ingjudges, under the name of commissioners, 'ought to have had, the taeult} of eountelthat ma_ be awake, instt'ad of one that will interrogating him: of pelfi_mmg upon him
be asleep;) it may happen, th,a, in the per- that operation which, b._ an abuse of words,
son of a particular lawyer, in the character
is called, in equity langu_ce, eross-examinaof commissioner, nominatcd by hi_pselt, the lion (just as if it were the same operation
plaintiff may see an examiner. _I.o (with
that in coalmon-law procedure goes by that
the advantage of cw, i vet.' inte_,'ogatinn
name ;) upon exactly the same plan, how imexaminatmn in a form wh_,.h, calhng for re- perfect soever, in which the operation so desponses on the spot, cuts off the opportunity
nominated is performed upon an extraneous
of mendacity-servingsuggestion
and premetbwitness.
tation) promises to his expectation a better
Suppose two plaintiff% and suppose either
chance for the effectual extraction of the de- det_ndant (say, as betbre, defendant Primus)
sired truth, than could have been ohtained
to be examined at the in_tznce of plaintiff
in the mode of examination by hill, under the Primus as against plaintiff Secundu_; tlie case
disadvantages above mentioned,
may be much the same as the last. By the
Another case that may happen is, that the interrogatories put in the hill, and therefore
defendant, after having given his answer, may pat by both, as much of the facts and circumgo into some foreign territory ; and a pair or stances as make in favour of the one will have
a set of commissioners being to be sent into
been extraeted, as of those which make in
or found in, that foreign territory, for the I favour of the other. True ; if he to whom
purpose of taking, at the instance of the tie- t the truth, taken in its totality, is believed by
fendant, the depositions of t,xtrnncous wit I him to be adverse, will consent to the inter-
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rogations necessary to the cmnplete extraccharacter of plaintiff, such objection woilld
lion of it : but such camionr is too much to certainly not harmonize.
For, among the
be in every case expected. Suppose. then, a c.istinguishing features of equity law, one of
failure of union in this respect.--_he
resom ce the most characteristic is, the affording to the
will he, on _ht_one hand, an exammatinn per- plaintiff that power which the gentle hand of
formed on defe_,dant Primus. on lhe footing ot common law will not trust him with_the
a witness, at tl_e instance of plaintiff Primo,,
power of extracting testimm_y in his favour
as against plaintiff Seeumlus; on the other from the bo-,m_ of his adversary.
band, c_oss-exammation of the same deFcn.
B,a,-- on the ground of anot'her principle,
d,mt-witness by plaintflf Sccuhdus.
acted upon at least, if not openly recognised,
Now, then, in regard to intere,t.
Stone _n equity law,--testimony
adverse totheinintt,[est, oppo,ite to that of the plaintiff, de- terestofa detendant oucht not to be extracted
tendant P.mus must have, or be liable to at the instance of any co-defendant--at
the
have; else, even tht,ugh the cause were wbat instance of any person but a plaintitE From
in equity law is calied an amicable one, there
a plaintiff, testnnouy is not allowed by equity
could be no cause.* But it may be, that--law to be extracted in _my shape, by or at the
though the two defendants have each of them instance of a defendant : why should that of
an interest opposite to that of the plaintiff-a defendant be allowed to be thus extracted,
deft,oda,_t Primo,, as to some point it, dispute : by or a_ ttie instance of another detbndant ?
between the plaintiffm_d defendant Secundus. ' Not from a plaintiff; because, were that alha_ an intere-_t of his own, opposite to that . lowed, tile lawyers would be defrauded of
of defendant Secundus.
i the benefit of amlther cause, under the nmne
tit this ca*e, _uppo_ing the interest to be . of a cross cause, ltow should it, therefore,
of that sort winch in equity law ranks under . from a co-defendant ._ Would not a loss of
that name .and
supposing the mtere._t to be the same nature be incurred ? It would riot
of that nature, that, by defendant Primus's ' be called a cro,_ can,e, indeed ; but so tong
depo-ing to the prejudice of the interest of as it had the beneficial plopelties,
names
defendant Secundus, the interestofdef_'udant
would not tie worth thinking., about.
Pii,nus would be served,--the
allowance of I
The man of law is not consistent in anvan objection to the admission of the testimony i thing-- not even iu rapacity. Where, at the
of defendant Primns, _touhl, if made on the i instance of a defendant, the plaintiff is to be
part of defendant Seetmdt,% be consistent ! examined, they will not suffer it to be done
enough with the general principle,
i without a cause on purpose: where, at the
Bur now, h,t it be at the instance of de- . instance of a defendant, another defendant
fetldant Secundus, that the testimony of de- is to be examined, it may, perhaps, not have
fbndant Primu_ is called f'or : and let the occurred to them to discover the same impo
interest ,,f dctbndant Primus be such, tha_, dimeuts.
by delivering the _csfimony so called for, his
own intere--t wouht be dls.-er_ed. Would an
objectitm, on the score of interest, lie, in the
CHAPTER
V.
mouth of defcmlant Prlmus, whose testimony
]'ROBABLEOBIG1NOF Till*:ABOVEEXCLUis thus c,dled for, to t_is own prejudice and
smuaaY _t:azs.
against hi_ own wilt ?
With the general principle which gives to Wr may now take our leave of the two Latin
ever)" man in the character of plaintiff the maxim*, under which, when laid together,
remed_ by bill against every other man in the I little te_s than the whole subject of the present Book ma)" be enmprehended :-* In equity, about half the number of causes
1. 2_¥mo d_bet esse test*.s _* proprM cans&
that come belore the court (at h-ast in by far the
"2. zS_mo tenetur se_psura prodere.
busiest of the two great eaa,tv courts tile Court
( tt each of them
We see that-of Chancery') are z_mlcableca'uses. __t common
1. tn the character of a general dee]aralaw, there is scarce such a thing as an amicable tire proposition, undertaking to represerlt the
_ause. In equity, what is there that should be actual state of the established law, it is no_wn_uchmote
probfie
ofamit_
thanthe
in common
r Io ttlenos
as well
a_ toes_
younger toriouslv
= . - ,false. ' it._swert.es
. ,,. most widely and
sister is a still more merciless vampire than the norormu_y from me _ru,_
....
elder. To the uninitiated, the problem will have ]
2. That, when compareu w_tn toe enas o,
all the air of an enigma. The solution wilt be . justice, and the dictums of utility in that
to be found in the complicated nature of the t "_)chalf,it is, in so far as the fact declared by
greater part. of the eaas.es that come before a ] it is true, deplorably pernicious.
court of equity (the original courts not haxqng
1
of
-Fo wets ......
I 3. That _ in delivering
these - ru es (each
a_lequate to tt_etreatment OtCOnrpllcatca
.
m_.* .............................
[ them) a_ true w,thout
exception,
as Blackfrom an infinite swarm of contingent s,dts, par- I stoue (tot exampm) anu so many o_nersaav
tit_ subraJt_ by general ¢_n_nt_ to the pre_,-ure ] done,
they have nttered so many most palof one actual one.
I ffable and _,otorious untruths; trnsting_tbr
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the "ecention of the propositions
in the eharaeter of true propositions,
and for their own
escape from the dNgrace generally
and worthily attached
to improbity
in that dt_graceful shape-to the con/if, ion in which the
subject
has heeu involved
by their a, ts: and
to that general
and indefatigably
eultiw_ted
ignorance,
hy whwh all who do not stand
engaged
b} sinister
interest
to defend
and
propa_.te
the misrepresentation,
are debarred
and di-quatified
from detecting
is.*
4. That,
in favour of the rule pretending
to oppose an effectual
bar to -el|-dis_-erving,
under the name ofself-b.tra3in
if, testimony,
the plea of humanity
and tenderness
is a
mere pretence,
5. That, bythe _ntmp,_y suece_ _ith which
this pretence
ha. been pl:*3ed olI. a most
pernicious
and _ldely sprrad
eorrcspendt, nt
superstltnln
has been propagated
and rooted
in the public mimt • insomuch timtfl_e peoplm
havingbeengcnerallydtqwdhythi_imposture,
have been to ouch a dez_ree deceived,
as to rehard with emotions
of respect
and gratitude
the treachery
t,3 which the:r dearest inter¢_-ts
have thu- been _acrlfioed.
The t_ nri_ ol the above propositions
is, it
is preaumed, tohqably
well established.
But,
being" thus mi-chievous,
how came it to be
establi.hed
9 B_ what considerations
did it
reeomm,,nd
itself to the mi_ds of those by
whom it ha_ been estabh.hed
?
Interest,
sini-ter
interest,
though in every
eotmtry
it wilt a,'counL so sati.taetnrilv
for
the jurisprudential
system,
will not att_rd a
separate account fm every particntar
arrangemeat.
Insomemstanees.
mterestwouldreally
be neuter:
in others, its indications
might fiul
of being perceived:
and wherever
there i_
" Blaekstone
scruples not to assert_ in express
terms, that " the taw of England ....
to a,old
all temptations
of perjury,
lays it down as an
invariable
rule, that name testis ease debet in
pro_Jri:_ causcT."--Comm,
iii. e. 23 (p. 371.)
.,
]_rmn this, than which a more rank misrepresentation never was committed to paper, let any
oae judge of the sort of information
by which
the minds of all the rising generation,
and (in a
word) of all who are not professed lawyers, arc
condemned to be poisoned, on a sub3ect so iraportant as that of law,--that
rule of actmn, for
the ignorance or misconception
of which they are
punishable
every moment of their lives !
Thus much as to matter of fact : and note,
that, as to matter of reason_ it is on this noterious and wide-stretching
falsehood, in eonjuncnon
with a realandtruth,_viz,
" sufficiency
one witness."
he the sort the
of witness
on whomof
an exclusion is so falsely represented as put by
that rulc,--that
Blackstooe grounds _¢the supermr" reasonableness
of the law of. England,".
,,
as
to tire point in question: a supetaortty
aeknowIedged"
(he glves us to understand)by
the Reman From
law, the
andbycorrectness
the ._coteb
law picture
as a branch
it.
of the
in pointof
of fact, here {as elsewhere) judge of the value
of the praBe,
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nothing to be got by thwarting
public opinion, there is everything
to be saved by conI forming to it.
I
The maxims,
or general
propositions,
to
i which the most extensively
apphcable
nmioas
', of jurisprudential
law ha_ c been consigned,
'. have owed their origin (when not to official
_ and sinister intexest)
to some play of the affections
or the imaghtation--to
some atttipathy, sympathy,
or caprice--now
and then
to stone view of utility, though almost always
either too seanty or too wide. For the times
when the_e nmxims have been formed have
been times of iuexperience--times
in which,
fi_r want of the requisite
mass of experience,
something
was omitted,
that reqmred
to be
either added to the extent of the proposition
or suhtracted
from it, ere iteoutd
be rendered
c.mmensurare
to the exigency
of the public
mteiest
on that ground.
Suppose
the maxim to have had its root
in general
utility.
By the inordinate
extent
a_umed
by it, it would spread
t_r beyond
the root ; im.ludmg particular
propositions
in
abundance°
fbr which no root could be found
t,ither on the ground of utility or any other.
From the observation
ot the prevalence
of
_etf-regarding
interest
in every hmnan bosom
(a principle upon which the individualand
the
species depend for their preservation,)
and of
the undesirable
influence which this prinmple
was so apt to exercise upon human testimony,
--judges--men
delegated
by the sovereign
to dispose of the fate of others tbr whom they
, had no regard,
sometimes
by punishing
their
offences, sometimes
by terminating
their disputes--fmmed
to themselves,
at an early
period, this general proposition
or maxim,No man ought
to be a witness
in his own
cause.
It is susceptible
of more senses than
one : but in no sense would
it ever have
gained footing,
had it not been for the indffterence of those by whom it was applied,
to
its effect upon the feelings
and interests
of
those to whose concerns it was applied.
At
bottom,
in the breast of the judge by whom
it was first broached,
it could have had no
more warrantable
origin (whether
he were
or were not aware of it) than that of a desire
to save his own time and trouble:
for, be he
who he may,--let
his existence
have oecupied this or that portion
of _paee and time,
--what
he could not but be conscious
of, is,
that in those instances in which, having a rest
interest
in fbrming
a right decision,
he has
felt a real anxiety to render it conformable
to
the truth of the case,--in
a word, as often
as, in the character
of the father or master
of a family,
he has been really solicitous
to
come at the truth,
and the whole truth,
his conduct has never been such as this maxim
prescribes,
t'uraue its application
to the daily
concerns of a family,
and extend
it to every
family, you will find it incompatible
with the
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exi,tence
of the species for m,y considerable
length of time.
Whatever
was the real reason.--the
ostensible reason, the rea-on as-,_ned to the public,
is evident
e_mugh : the danger of deception
--the
danger le_t the judgment
of the judge
shtmM be misled,
b3 te_mnon._
is-umg from
a source from 'a tdcb _t _ a_ so liable _o receive
a direction
deviating
from the path of truth,
the roll? path that leads to ju.,.tice,
In this way the _)stem of exclusion
first
intloduced
it-elf: attactdneupon
both parrie_
in a _au,e, del_endaut a_ well as plaintiff;
but
in the first if_stance, and with greatest
ell'eel-,
upon the plaintiff. _ith whom every smt originates : upon the testimooy
of the plaintilf,
considered
as proffered by him-elf.
By tiivour of the weakness
of the human
mimi, amt the indistinctness
aml varmbdity
ot
la_guage,--under
lt_e lilt]nonce ot supe,_,e_ingcircam_ta_w,s.--maxin_-(moreesl,ecially
maxims of jurl,prudence)
have received
an
extra,men,
-.omelimes
flu" the better,
s_m,.times tbr the worse.
By the maxim of Enghsh eonstituthmal
law, "lhe
kn,g can do no
wrong,"
nothing
more was proh,,hly
mr.'ant
by the first fiamer of it, than to exp_e,s the
inviolabilltyofthatfimctionary:
umlerfi_onr
of the amb_guit_ of the _en_e attached
to the
word ca*_, some opp,_sifitm law_ e_ of the day
took occasion,
by a ha[my exm tmn ,_f profes_mnal art, to graft _,po_ that manifestation
{,t power
_ declaration
of impotence,
ltad
1.c,vyereraft
never exerted itself to any wmse
purpose,
the demand
for the_e pages _ould
never have existed,
From the observatmn
of the perturbation
that
would natmally
manifest
itsel_ in the
com:teu.uwe
ofamalcfactor,
when questioned
on the subject of his misdeeds,
some judge
(actuated
by misapphed
compassion,,
or pos. sib!y by corrupt part*ari D, or somety m guilt)
took occasion
to desist
from the inquiry,
grounding
the dereliction,
pmhaps, on a new
and strained
interpretation
of the maxm_, No
man ought to be a witness- in his own eau,e,
I_ thepracficeoriginallyrestedonthatground,
it did not Ion: remain
there;
since a fresh
ground was made for it in the narrower
and
more apposite
maxim,
No man is hound
to
criminnte--or
(in language
more rhetorical,
more delusi_'e,
and therefore
better adapted
to the purpose)
to accuse--himself,
Be thi_ as it may; the system of exclusions
C_me in this way to be extended
to the testi-
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mony ,,f a defendant,
considered
as called for,
against Ins wtll, by hL- adversary
the plaintiff,
or by the judg'e.
The case thus far trader consideration
is a
simple case : parties,
at most but two;
one
on a side.
In a smt of the criminal
kind,
instituted
and earned
on by tbe judge alone,
without
the intervention
of any individual
in
the character
t_f plaintiff,
the number of the
partie.-, is evmJ reduced
to ooe.
In a case thus simple--so
far as exelu_ion takes place--there
can be no room for
doubt (as lar a-- ut_hty, or the semblance
of it,
Is concerned)
in which quartet
(that
is, in
i whJch of the t_o maxims above meotionedJ
_,,the prohibition
originates.
Is it by the party
I himself that the judge
is called upon to rei ceive hi.-. testimony?
Fear of deeeptmn
is
i_ the reason
or the pretence,
and the maxim
1-, .No man ought to be a witness ill his own
' cause.
Is it by the adverse
party that the
i judge is called upon to receive,
and (as it is
not in the nature
of the ease that it should
he delivered
willingly)
to compel,
the testimor_y?
Fear of vexatmn
is the reason or
*he pretence,
and the maxim _s, 1_'o man is
born;d--or,
No man ought
lo be bound-_o criminate,
accuse,
or _to _lide it on to
non-criminal
cases) hurt, harm, injure,
prejudwe,
himself.
But, for this long time, causes have from
time to time appea_ed, of a more complicated
texture:
causes presenting,
eitherou
one side
(and on either side,) or even on both sides,
parties in greater
number:
two, or a number
indefinitely
greater;
but on this occasion, for
exemplification,
two will serve as well as
twenty.
SuplJo_e two on each side: what is to be
done here ? Apply the true reason,
flmr of
deception,
fear of vexatl.n
; _ou will now
find eases in whieh they will not hold.
No
matter:
themaxim
i_ framed;
it has attained
its fldl growth : it ha_ taken
root of itself:
it has heeome familiar to many a tongue, the
head contabfing
which saw no reason for it,
nor ever thought
it worth while to look for
one.
If this be so, on this ground then we must
look tor the origin of the practice
in one or
other
of the two maxims ; giving up the
idea of looking for a reason,
m the conduct
of men to whom it never oecurred
to look for
a reason--to
look for anything
beyond the
rule.
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CttAPTER
I.
EXCLUSIONOF t:VIDFNCE FOR V¢_NTOF
MVLI tPlxevlv,
§ 1. Impropriety qfe.velusion on this £round.
Ox the sew;ral preceding ground.-, the irapropriety of the practice of excl udmg evidence
has been rendered, 1 am reclined to think,
sultieiently apparent : if _o, on the present
glound, it must be much more palpable.
In
tln)se ca-es, a cause uf su_-plelon, and for the
most part not an ill-glounded one, exi,ts:
and the error consists in emplo)in Ke,,elu,ion,
where watehfiihm._; alone would have been
the proper remedy.
In the prep-eat instance,
not soinueh asthe slightest cause ofsuspielon
is so much as thncied to exist ; and yet a man
is excluded _lthout merov. Excluded; and
for what reason ? For tl/is, and this alone,
that another man, having it in his power to
give evidence pertinent to the case, i_ not to
be fimnd,
When suspicion i, the grnuud of exclusion,
the as*umption a-_, that some men (i. e. all
men belonging to any of the su-peeted classe,)
are liar-. Where w_nt of' mult@ieity of evidenee is the ground, the assumption is, that
all men -- all men without exception, are in
this unhappy case. Take any two men. men
of the mo*t trustworthy complexion, as well
it] respect of individual character as in respect
of statmn in life : take these two men ; if
a demand for their testimony happens to be

VI.
EXCLUSIONS.

hath appeared satisfwtory to their minds
The jm'y are satL-fied : the judge i_ satisfied;
the prosecutor is satisfied ; the advisers of the
crown are satisfied; everybody who has had
I any opportunity of knowing anything of the
_matter i_ satisfied: it is ]n the midst of all
i this satisfitctmn, that the legislator, whoknow_
nr_thing about the matter, who ha_ no poss_bihtyof' k,owing anything about the mattel,
chooses to remain uusatL-tied. He chooses ra.
therto_uppo_ethat
a_itne_s, wilomheknow_
no'd=ingabout, isparjm'ed, and_.jury, ajmlge,
a _et of mimsters, whom he know-_ as little
about, deceived, than than that one accused
person, aboul; wlmm he knows as httte, and
whom all these persons have concurred in
heheving gmlty was really so.
ln speaking of the witness, I say perjured.
and such aceordingl) is the supposition, and
the only supposition,
proceeded upon, m
the ease upon which this provision has been
grounded: for, as to any particular danger
which the witness may be supposed to be
under, or' having fallen into an involtmtary
mistake, there is nothing in any of the eases
in which this regulation has been ever applied
I to warrant any such supposition, nor is the
regulation ever supported on any such zround.
I Such then is the supposition, which the leg, s_lator chooses as the most probable ; that o,e
i fnaIl, Of whom he knows nothlllg,
has made
[ himself guihy of perjury-- a man whmn all
[ who have had the opportunity of knowing

presented by tw- 'hfferent cause-, they a_e I anything" atmut him, eoneur in believing inboth of them ineonigdfle liars, and neither , m)cent.--ratherthanthatanotherman,
whom
of them ougi_t to be heald : i_ on the con- all who have heard the cute ¢oneurin believing
trary, 1he like demand happens to be pro- guilty, was guilty, ofan,nher offeuce.
duced by one and the same cause, both of
Thus much as to the impropriety and inthem ought to be heard-- both these liars be- consistency of the rule. Next, as to its mi_come good witnesses,
chievousness: in comparison, aa hefore, with
I have already had oecaslon to remark the the rules hy which an exelusmn is put upon
incongruity of the law'_ taking upon it*elf to w_tuesses of a particular sort. In the latter
know more, and that in nit eases, of the de- case, the witness or witnesses, on who*e pergree of credit due to evidence, than those who sons or in who-e presence a matet,,ctol is
have the eviderme befl)re their eyes. Ilere the allowed to emnmit whatever crimes or other
incongruity is still greater. In the ease of the offences he pleases, must, to give tile male;nadmissiblhty--the
incapacitation, the judge £tctor the benefit of the hcenee, be taken out
or jury have not tbrmed any opinion; be- of the suspected classes: in the wesent case,
cause they have not been allowed to hear the all individuals, withoutexeeption,
areallo_ed
grouud_ on which, and on which ahme, an to be pitched upon as victims or wmles_-e_,
opinion could have been tormed. In the case
In a partieutar state of thing-, it i_ true,
of the requisitiou of two witne._e_," they the mischief is greater in tho_-e cases than in
have heard evidence, and such evidence as this. In those ca_-es, the number of witnesses
in whose presence the crime or other offence
_' As in _a_e_of tread,on and perjury.--Ed,
is allowed to be committed, is w_thout stint :
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on the present ground, the number of witnests in whose presence it is lawful to commit the crime or other offence, extends not
beyond one, But the fi_cility given to delinqueney by the removal _)t"the restriction in
respect to number in tho,e ca_es, will_-carccly
be found to be equal to that wlueh is afforded
by the removal of all restriction_ in respect
o'fquafity in the present ca-c°
The accomplice, who is sufficient to anable a man recommit the crime, not being sut:
fieient to produce, by the testimony of hxslip%
his convmtion of and for such crime. --each
malefactor has thus a ticket of exemption
to dispose or. in fare,or of any a<sociate who
may be dispr_-ed to j:,m w_th him in any forhi_iden en_erf ri_e.
Thus muct_ as to the effect of the exclusion m ('auee, of a penal nature. In regaTd to
tho_e ota non-penal complexion, the effect is
s_fll the _ame in kind, varying only in respect
of the imporeauce of the cause. Fotlowm
the _ame rule% the ta_k of a'lying it a separat( •exempl,fieation under this separate head,
may he dispensed with.
Such is the price prod for the security in
qne_tion: viz. f,_r The thfference in point of
danger be,tween the ea-e whale there are two
witnesse_ in p_o,*f of guilt, and the case in
which there is but one. Such is the price
paid for this security : and after all. what is
it worth ? In the multitude of counsellors
sa) s the pr__verb, there is safety ; in the mult_tude of witnesses there maj, be some *ort
of ,-afcty, hut nothing more : it is by weight,
fi_ll as much as by tale, that witnesses are to
be juda_ed, l_o¢_dcre,no_tn**rnero. From noraher. (the parti,'ulara of the ease out of the
queatmn3 no just conclusion can be formed,
_othing can be weaker than the best security
that can he derived tram numbers. In many
cases, a single witne-_, h_ the simplicity an(l
clearnes_ of his narrative, by the probability
and eon.istency _f the mcident_ he relates,
by their agreement w_th other matters _t tact
too notorious to stand in need of testmmny,
--a single witness (e_peeially if situation
and chmaeter be taken into account) will be
emmgh to stamp conviction on the most reluctant mind. In other instances, a cloud ot
witnesse_, though all were to the same fact,
will be fmmd wanting in the balance. There
i_ no man conversant with the business of
the bar, whose expemenee has not presented
him with instances of dozens of witne-_ses
opposed to each other in the same cause, line
azaiast line, and whose testimony has been
of._ueh a nature, that(howsoever
it may haw,
been in regard to mendacity) tal_ehood must
have been on one side or :the other. Naval
trials are pregnant with instances in favour
of this remark.
Accordin_ to ttume, on the
subject of an engagement t_etween Blake and
Tromp, the nuanimous testimony ot the Eng.
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tish captains was contradicted by the ratanimous testimony of the Dutch. Let any
man read the reals of Keppel, Palliser, or
Mottoy, and then say x_hether security resides
in numbers.
Let me not be odstaken. I do not meau
to insinuate (it would be absurdity to insinuate'_that the requisition of a second witness
adds nothing to the security against perjury.
No doubt bu_ that. the greater the numberof
witnesses you require, the greater the secunt_ agahtst perjur_. All I cmm:nd for is, that
that security _be it greater or less,) is not so
nece,,arv as that you should pay so ¢'reat a
prw,. tbr'it, as you'do pa_, and must pay, by
the hcence vou thereby grant to commit the
crime in tile pre.-cnce and wzth the aid of
any <me.
'" R_a-on.'" ¢ays Montesquieu,* " requires
two witne-,e- : becau-e a _itncss who affirms,
and a part? accused who demos, make assert tom agmn-t a--t_rtion, and _t requires a third
t to turn the -tale."
Tlds, by way of proof
of the propo-ithu_ immedmtcly preceding: -' '" The la_s which cause a man to perish upon
the dep<_.iti(m of a single witness, are total
to hbert_ "" This observation, short as it is,
teem_ with errors.
1. The equality maintained turns upon this
supp_sition, and no_othor, vi_:. that it is a._
unhkety that a person accused, being guilty,
sh.uld aver himself to be innocent, as that
a party accused, being innocent, an accuser
should aver him to be guilty : in other words,
that it is as likely a man should violate truth
*tor the purpose ofinjuringan innocent person,
a. for the purpose of saving himself. Such is
_ the supposition; but surely nothing" can be
i more ill grounded.
The assertion of the wit_ no% amounts to something--the
denial of
i the aeet_sed amounts to ahnost nothing: for
i he speaks under the terror of tile law, which
! devo_eshim toeertain punishmentintheevent
'_t,_ his not denying.
I
2. Another error is, the supposing that any
rational conclusion can be drawn fi'om the
mere eireum.tanee
of number, as between
aeeuser- and defendants, _ithout taking int_
the account the partieular cireumstanees of
each ca-e t
3. A third incongruity i% the eonfennding
" Esprit des Lo_x, tie. xii. c. 3.
"t"It ]s on the same ridiculous plea, that tim
testimonvofasingle _*_tnesshas been determined
in English law to be insuflicien_ to ground a
conviction for perjury : '_ because," we are told,
" therewould only lie one oath against another."
Irrefragable logic this, if all oaths be exactly
of equal value, no matter what may be the ¢haracier of the s_carer, and to the action of what
interests he may be exposed. It is on the same
ground, that no decree can be mad_-, in equity=
_*nthe oath of one wiW.ess, against the defendam's answer on oath. (See the fblto_ing seemm.)--Ed_to_'.
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the case of witnes-e_
with that of judges:
for : stood to have had in view, we're trials in the
fhom.'h witnesses
are the persons
he speaks
' judge'_ closet. _ithout
a jury, and oil whi&
of, the situanon
he places them in is that e_ i ere-s-examination
on the part of the accused
j udges.*
i _ as hut nnperiectly
allowed-el oss.exarm.
4. A fourth incongruity
i_. the making up ', nation by his counsel not allowed.
the p_opo_ttion and :he demon-(ration
m _,uch
" Fatal to tibcrt_ ?" What means tebertu._
a manner
as not to fit one another
m point ' What carl be eonciaded
troma
propoqtion,
of extent ; in consequence
of whwh _ant oi _ clip Of tile terms of uhieh is so vacue ? What.
ju,t coilwidencc,
,othing
can be concluded
-my own meaning
is, I know ; and 1 hope the
The ease nece-sarlly
supposed,
extend._ over i reader knows it too. Securzfp i_ the political
no more than one of the two diet,ions
intcJ ' bias>inK l have m view
_ecurity as agail,,t
which the feld of law i_ dividcd,--viz,
the ' matelactors,
on one hand--secretly
a_ splint(
criminal : and the reason i_ one that applies
! the instruments
of governn,ent,
on _he otimr.
to civil as well as to crmdnal,
lt, ouah it ap- i _ecurit),
in both the.-e branches
o{ It. i- the
pears not tha_ Mome_quieu
wa_ aware of the : benefit, the makin_ due pro_is_on for uhleb,
application.
Lin the ea--.e in que,tion,
i_ the objeet of the_-c
The nceasion
tel which hi_ view see ms to ] inquirie,.
have been cnrfihe,!,
the only occa_ina .-peru-- .
Where two witne-_es
have been required,
tied. i._ still mn rower-that suhd_,.*mn
of the
the lmincilJIe
of determin,etion
is ob_iou;
criminal
la_. which
concerns
offence*
that
enough:
it has Lean the fear of gi_ing lm'th
have been puni-hed
with the pm;i-bn!ent
ot
to thecmlvictlonandpuni_hmeut
ofilmoemJt
death.
IIe might have been ri-d_t m ,alia:g,
persons,
if in each (',k-e the te.stmmn)
of ,,
t hat laws w hn'h (',rose a man to pet i-h lll.t,le [ Mng] 0 V,itness _ e_e held -utlicien*.
Engro,_ed
the eel(h-nee el a __mgle withe-% my t;etal to
by the view of th:> d,mger, lhe attentmn%_s
hberty;
and x el not right, ffhe were t- exovcrioe,ke< the so n:uet_ g_,_ater danger on the
tend the -am(, ob-ervuthm
in ca_c,, in uhqeh ', oilier .-_de.
_.eath was not nmluded ill the puntshlnc_II,
i
For a .-ingle _ line-, to pI_(btee by I,;_ re,The expre.slon
cause to t),'ri._h---.to.g
l,& tr ;tium.',
tile eollvl('tlt)n
Of all ll[lle,Ceilt
per-, r,
--wouhi
of itself be snltieient
to ea_e the , it is nnl .,Mtleient thai tal-c tesiiim,ny
on the
ca,ae of the weL'rhg of M_mtesquieu',
nulls,- , _lde of convletlOll _l,,,:ht ha_e been glvt.i_;-rity,
if authority
were capable
of weieLimz
_t nlt>t ul,o have obtained
ere(lit
_lI}, the
against reason.
It alludes,
t(, all appearance,
judge;
i_ mu_t have p_odu, ed in ll_, mind a
to the praetiee
of ".he tlmemn law (the" law
degree ot persuasion,
nf_ufllcient
,tr_l_i:th htr
mater which he had been used to "act, _, whn,h
the porpoise.
makes conviction,
and thence m capital i'a_,_ i
But, e_en among the Clest of malefactors-,
death, a nece_sar!l consequence
of the adver-c
, as 1 have a|read_ had occasion
to Mare, i3odeposition
of two witnesses,---leaving
no op- ! thit_g :s more unto,mann
than tZalse testimony
lion to the judge,
i on the mculpative
_-ule.
Another
circumstance
that contributes
_o '
What the argument
.-uppo_e_ is, fl'at fal-elighten
tile ca_e of the w_ight of hi, authohood _lll iuevail
(ver truth:
t,d--ehoe,d on
rity, is, that the trials to whmh alone hehad
the inealpanve
_idc, over truth on the exbeen used, and wbieh alone he catlbe underculpative
"]'he gi_in_z _rcln it) to the inn(went,
i_ the
* '" I,e_ d'Bu
lo:x qm
pent un
and final eau_-e of it.l- ill-considered
ddpositi0n
saul tent
temom,
sent heroine
tatales sur"h la
la object
l'berta.
La raison eu exlge deux, paree qu'un
t@min qm affirme et un around elm hie, font un
parlage_ et il taut un t_ers pour le vuider.'-Esp. ues lboix, he. xii. chap. 3.
1 bare made the be_t sense of the passage I
could
; but the
to make
any, it
wasthe
necessary
m de-is
part from
expression
: for
expression

scruple.
Of _hat desmiptlon
ot thenmoeent
?
Of those, aml those alone, to whom, by fai,e
testimon),
it might happen
to be suboe(qcd
to prosecution
m a corot of ju-tice.
On the
other hand, tho_e to whom, in consequence
of the licence
granted
b_. thi_ same rule, it

as cunfusc_t as the opinion is ill grounded,
Voiding,
erupting
a diciszon, may be good
French,
and 1 supl_se is sinct_ it is Mont_.
quiea's;
but the image wmfld be an incongruous
and ill-constructed
one in any language.
The
division, be _t what it will, may be terminated;
but how a division can be emptied,
_cm_ not
very easy to conceive.
The sort of division to
which the phra,e seems to bear allusion, i_ a dlvision in me number of persons (judges, tbr instance) having a voice, as the phrase is (meaning
a rote,) in any assembly invested with the tbrm
of a body corporate.
This supposes the two aSsections to stand m_ equal ground, like the opi-

might happen,
and (if tt_e rule were universally known)
could not bat happen,
lo suffer
tile same (a wor,-e punishment
at the l,and'_
of malefactors,
are altogether
o_erlooked.
Theinnocent
who scarcely present themselves
by so much as scores or dozens,
engross the
_
t
I
I

whole attention,and
pass for the whole world.
The innocent
who ought
to have preaente,t
themselves
by millions, are overlooked,
and
left out of the account.
It is to this ill-considered
seruple
that tlm
I European
nations have been indebted
for the
I

nions i_
of otherwise,
two fellow judge_ ;'but the ease_ we have ] mea_l
use ofin what.
is techmeally
_,:en_
the most
usual, and called
inns(

torture;
exception

!
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able, upt,iwadon
af it. The testimony
of a much test clear. -- what, in all eases, and in
single wm_ess wa_ not. sufficient
for the cm_the ca_e in hand, is the principal fact ? what
wetion of a dJendant
; but, ia a ease capian evidentmry
_hct?
tally punished,
it wa_ sufficient
to warrant
Two witnes._es again --good.
But in what
the ap,qt)mg ten'tare to him. for _t_e purpose of
shape mu.t,
or ma), their evidence
be extncompelling
a e(mfe-sitm.
Ct,mbined
with thLSited '-_ It one be a wmws% examined
as such,
tremendot'_s
ex,,re_ae of -everti).
what then
m therecularjudleial
mode. maynot
theplaea
usa
the e.%er of lhi- fa]_,e tenderne.? -of It_e other bc ,-upphcd
by a lot of written
In s_)me ca-e-, to produce, by dmt of terror,
v_idenve
? especially
if it be of a nature so
a not very - ltl.ia-ttwy
('onhL_lnn"
in
o0_er
_npermrly
trustworthy
a_ those
several speca)e-, tn ;],ht _o the reiruiar puniq,ment
tlff.
c_es nI writtenevidem;e
which come under the
aecidcntal
and nnneee-_ary
t,_rmem : m twrc
head of preappt,intcd
evidence--a
deed, an
and tl_cre an in-tam',',
to enable a au:lty mat),
entry in a re_L-Icr,
a judlcml record nf arty
by pa_,wnee under t_rment,
to eteape death,
kind. t)r. agai_,--eonsidefing
how_rreat the
the _:I',mvae pmfi_hment,
in ea_t_ in whwh
seearity
_or tlu,_tworthine_s
demvable
irma
he w(mhl have been sL,bjeeted to it under the
mtmber,---may
_mt one el the two piece_ of
Enffb,_h rm_de (if procedure,
eVl(lellue
be of _oule one, or of any one, of
Ureter the be_t system of jurisprudence,
it
d_e sf, eeic- of inferior
evidence
which have
must happen now aml then, _hough under the
been bro_l'_ht together
under the general
dewor.-t I beheve it t_) he extrem,dy
rare, tha_
nnmination
of mak,'sbdt
evidence ? Or,_
a man completel_
immeent
,_hal! .ufferas
fi)r _t one such p:eee nt mtermr evidence,
added
a capital
crime.
[_ the_e (leldorable
cagey,
to the regulmty
extracted
te_.timony
of an
nmh,r the Engh_h s>-teln,
_luch admiL- the
unexeel;tmm_hie
_i_ne_% be not sufficient.-g_oui_ding clm_letio_
on a -_male wmms-,
the
may hot the d,-ticieney he supplied by two or
innocent
victim wliI sulFer lhe in.tantaneotls
! three, o_ an_, aml what greater
number_
of
and in a manner ]n.-cn-ihle infliction,
and no : the-e inferrer evnlence%
and ot any and what
nmr.'.
Under
tile ec_eral law ot the conh-o_r_ or _or_?
And, in .-herr, if the number
nero. wherev.'r
tile application
ah_ve spoken _ of lhese hghter
and mak_,-welght
evidences
of under the name of torture
wa- in use. the ', be to a certain (and what) degree
eon_iderunhapp)
;nnoc_q_t w(,ald _ull%r death m what. [ able, may not thew abundance
supersede
alever was its prescribed
Ira',n. but wgh the i together
the neeesslL_ of a lot of heavier
prevh)ns ad(htion ot a slate ot torment
more ' evid,,nce ?
ternble
tl,an twenty
dc, aths;
unle.s,
to tree ',
A piece of written
evidence,
at:aln--_,¢
himself from it, he eould succeed
in inventn,g
a eonve)mtee
bipartite,
to whleh _bcre is
a ('rz_fibh., _hough faL-e, narrative
oi em',r.
: g_an_or and a grantee,
with or withnt_t
one
In thecompheatmn
and intrwaey
of the di.- [ or more attesting
witnesses.
3"he evidem-e
cu_ions,
of _hieh
a rule requirm_
a mahl, presentedbv
:l_in_trument,--isit
theevipheity of ev den 'e w 1l naturall)
('n¢)t to sa_
denee el o_;e _ti}es,only, or of more ? arid
neces-aril))
be pregnant
: --in
thi% ",tmugi_
how many more ? All these difficulties,
with
eomparativel)
a ill:lint inemlvenienee,
will be
abundance
more, ma) be started (a,_ _ome of
found a _ertain
dc,zree of force
A._mmng
them have been started)
from the rule laying
that a muhiplimty
ot e_idenee
i- nece-sary,
down the necessityoftwowitne_ses:
andre
how is it that _t mast or may he eompo-ed._
an), or at least in some, of these wa_s, may
bavthattheremnstbcatlea_ttwowitne_.e_;
the numhcr
required
have been made up,
tl,t; d_l_eulty is, in appearance
at, lea.',, in a without
any wolcnce
to eommon
sense.
con,iderahle
degree obviated,
Ilappy would _ All these rea._,;nablc modesol',plittmg
hairs
it be flu' the interests
of truth and justi,.'e, if
have not _et sufficed to exerei.-e the inda.-trv
the ta_k of demsion were attended
with _o i o_ law?or,-.
Not content
with splitting
hairs,
olher d_fficulty than that which attends
the : _llcy have proceeded
to split men : out of one
dastinguishing
of two mdwiduals
ti'om one. i and the same man, they have made two witBut, where nature
t'.a_ made not an atom [ nesses.
of difficulty,
lawyer.- will mak*' a mmmtain;
!
When
one nlan of law has laid down a
where common sense would not find a speck ,',foohsh rule--an
ill-considered
and palpaidy
to da_-turb the elearnes-ot
the ease, science
permciott_
rulc.--hts
suecessor,
no_ In IMI
(I mere{ always
jurisprudential
science)
will
mtolhe
sin el the sons of Noah, and mwover
find means to raise a cloud.
Two witnesses:
a fi_ther'_ nakednes%
make_ Ira- obei..mo," to
_good:
butte
what tact?
tfoneof
them
therule,
throws a etoak over it, makesateak
be to the principal
tact, may nat another
be in it, and, accordions to the mea._ure of his
to an evident,iary
thet,--h_ testimony
condcx_cmty,
draws out the force and efficacy of
stituting
a presumption,
in the language
of
it.
We shall see presently,
when we come
the Romanists
? Or, in fine. m consideration
to speak of the Roman law, to what a degree
of the number,
might not two pre_umlmons
of refinement
this policy has been pursued in
(since there are two of them)
suffice?
Then
the present
instance.
comes in the question,
though
in language
Sneh, then, _ the precept which exeludel

,a,
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one wltue,s
ibr the want of (t/her witnesses,
impruprtety,
lucon'6stene:,
nli-ehievou_-m.--,
are the qualities
which ciiaraeterize
it.
Exceptions,
however,
in appear,race
at len-t, are
not altogether
wanting
to the nnsehie_ otishess of at.
1, One is the ea,e where, from the nature
of things,
wJtnes._es,
principal
witnesses,
in
numbers,
cannot
have been wanting.
The
.-eerie. f-r example,
in a spotwhereindividuals
cannot hut ha_ e been oolleeted
in multitudes
:
a place of war,hip,
a rhea*re, a n,arket-phwe
in market-time,
a lair, a barrack, a dock-lard,
a parade.
In sueh a state of things,
what
harm, it may he asked, can result from the requisition of two. or even of thzee _itnes.es
?
l auswer, -- Seldom any harm ; hut ne_erany
advantage,
The case m which
the restrietio,
wonhl
be proposed,
will naturally
be rather a penal
than anot_-penalone:
quarrel, smug_ling,
embezzlement,
seditiun,
Hot : the side to which
the re_trietmn
_s atqJlied wdl :as naturally
be
that of the plaintiff;
the object, real or t"etended,
will he the ..eeur_ty of innocence-the preservation
of obnoxiousinnoeenee
fl'om
the enterprises
of oppressive
power.
But if.
on the supposition
of gmltiness,
the faeihly
of finding witnesses
qualified to make protffof
the affirmative
is so great ; on the other hand,
on the supposition
of non-guihnie_.,
the faeility of finding witnesses
q,aalified to make
[u oaf of the negative,
will at least be equally
so.
The consequence
is,_granting
the excluslon to be harmless,
it will still be useless,
Not that it alway_ will be harmles_ ; the
publicity
of the place does not necessarily
suppose the pubht,ity
of the act.
A secret
blow or wound may be glven--a
seel'et word
of insult
or conspiracy
whispered--a
secret
act of pilfering
eolnmitted
or attempted,
as
well in the mo_t crowded
apartment
as in the
wildest desert : in some in_tanees,
the closeness and bu*tte of the throng will even hv
filv-urable
to .-eereey.
Another
observatmn.
The nmltiplieit 3 ot
p,.reqdezlt wilnesse%
how great soe_'er, is not
always sufficient to secure _-o much as a sin;le
deposln 9 wimes; : still less any greater nuniher, Let ten persons have .,een what pa-sed,
--if
they be all of them ill disposed
to the
plaintiff's
side, or well disposed to that ot the
defendant,
it may happen that none shall have
given spontaneousintormation
tothe plaintiff:
none but such as, on being questioned,
w_th a
viewtoprogeeution,
and heforethe
commencementofproseeution,
andeonsequenttywithout
those securities
for reraeitv which are afforded
by examination
coram jad;ce, may have given
nn account purposely
t;alse; although
the same
pe_sorts, ifexami_ed
ul,on oath, and under the
eontroul
of the eoneoufitant
securities,
would
not go the length of seeking
to accomplish
their wishes by perjurious
evidence,

EVIDENCE.

lB.

IX.

P. VI.

o. Another
seemhlg exception
may he compo-ed at the ca_-es ill which it may appear that
the mi¢chief of the offence depend_ (if not alto:r'.,ther, at lea.t in a considerable
degree) on
the nulp.ber at _,,lie per_.ons present at the com.
mi-,mn
of It.
Such are those in which the
rni_ehief
consists in the wound given to the
ps 3ehnlogieal
_m._bititles
nf the person, pre_-ettt, hy aet_ or (haeour.es
nff,,nsive
to ti_en"
affecti.n*
or their taste:
acts or dx-eourses
_avouring
of indecency : diseonr-es
expre.*<ire
at e, mtempt
tar any of the objects
at their
wm.hq_ or re-peet,--for
the e_.tablMwd
_ehginn, h,r the estabti--hed goverament,
and, ia
partieular,
fiw the person of the chief maglstratp, wh,,re there is one, espeeiall)
if invested
with tlw rankof
royalty.
The gre.ter
the
nalnbel of the persons pl-eqent on ally stlch oeca-ion, the greater
the danger of ml-_elnet, in
each of two opposite
way,.
If. m the cornpany in questmn,
there be any to whom the
obnoxiou_
exhibition,
or the diseotnse.
;.. offenslve,
the mis,'iiief
of the act respects
tl,e
present
pain of which it i. prod.clive.
If
there be 011y b_ whom it i. re_arded
with earnplactney,
it hecome_ mi.,ehievous
on another
account : on account
of the danger test, by
the -t,read of the same olmoxiou_
praenee
or
sentiment,
the shock given to men's feelings
may become more and more extensive.
By requirinff
that, m s.ppott
eta proseculion of this sort, there shall be two witnesses
at least, or three witnesses
at least, provMun
(it may appear)
is made, that, _nr the act In
be converted
into a puni.-hahle offence, tl,ere
shall have been pre-ent
at the comu,L._-ion of
it at least that number of persons.
That, amovg the e,q_,et., of an arran_,ement
of this sort, may occasionally
be found lhat of
operating
as a eheek to over-industriousantipathles,
and that cheek it salutary
one, i_ not
to be denied.
But that this i; the mo_t proper
mode of appl?ing
_,-ueh a cheek, cannot he admltted.
If a reffard for the hbe_tv of private
intereour.e
torbids the treating the act on tim
tooting of an offence, unless a cei_,Inn number
of person; be present at the commis_ioll of it,
the &reet
and proper mode is to say so at
once: to word the eonditmn
in such a manner
as to appl 3 it, not to the number ot persons
appearn_g
in the character
ol deposblg
witne,_ses, but to the number of pel_ons existing
at the time, in the character
of percipient
witnesses.
A consideration
which
there
has already
been oeca_ion to biing to view, is, that amidst
any abundance
ot persons present in the eharacier of percipient
witnesses,
there may be a
scarcity, or even an absolute
want, of deposing
witnesses
: the two characters
are therefbre,
by no means, e_ther identical
or convertible.
z(nother
eonsideration
is, that, utfless the ohjeetion be obviated
by a speeiat provision, ',he
tunetion
of a deposi;_g x_tness
may be per-
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formed by a person who was not a percipient
witness,-:-who
was not preseut at the camrot%ion of the offet_ce ; as, _ here the evidence
stands in the relation oi a di.cour_e
at the
eontes_orial
kind, hehl by the party accused,
or where,
in any other shape,
It wears the
charaf't_:r of circumstantial
ewdenee,
F,o:u a_J m__titmion imp;opel
in the main,
useful re,-uit_ may flow by accident.
That, in
this wa}, o_-e,t_ionat good may rt-_ult tram the
species of exelu_ion here contended
against, is
not to be de_,ied. In thi- way, the mlsetoevou.-hess of it may now and then receive occasional
palliation.
_1hus much ma} be said, but thi_
is all that ever can be said, in i'_vom" of it.
In this way, as in every other, the effect of
an b_stitutmn
putfingexetusion
upon evidence
upoa the plaintiff's
side, is, to enervate
tbe
substantive
law to which it applies.
So tar
as the substantive
lawis bad, sofar(aecmdmg
to an observation
we found occasion to make
in a former in_tance)
any such debihtatiug
in,t_tution,
in the line of adjective
law, may
be of service.
So far, theretbre,
as it may
be possible to confine the drag, the adjeeuve
incumbrance,
to a perniciously
active law, so
fkr that which
is m general a nuisa, ee may
have a particular
use. Amidst the pulhn;t and
hautn,gsotrequentlyexemphfied
m legislative
hodie-,
it nov unfrequently
happem-,
that a
parry which ha_ not power enough lo st_)p _he
whee[ altogether,
find_ means m thi_ way to
attach ad'a/to
it, But !he very clrcum_tance
that constitutes
the utlhty at the i_lstitutiou
in the,e partu:ular
cases, _ _t_ mischievousne_ in all others.
The proper remedy _., not
the esrabli_hm,'nt
of the bad ad2eetive
law,
but th+ abplm,m
of the bad substantive
law.
Iu the ease uf capital
pmfi,hment,
but in
that alone, the M_aic
law requires
two withesse,.
From that source, perhaps, was derived the Iguropean
rule: I should look upon

man was not to be consigned
to death;
hut
by a single witness he might at all times be
consigned
to wor._e than death,
i_, the., being
guilty,
he iiad it in his power to relate
and
elrcumstantiate
a guilty act. at any time, if
he thought
iit, he might, at the priee of fulure sufl;ering,
release
himself
tram
presen_
torments.
But it_ not heinz guitty,
and nl
eom-equence
not having
it m his power
to
clreumstantiate
the _uflt) act, he had it not
in lnsr, ower to release lnmsclt at that price,
he wa, to _utL, r on : f,exL-bina, or nrtg perL-htag, under or In eonseqaeilee
of the infllction_
a.s it might happen.
Utmn the lace of it, and probabl)
elJoegh
in the intention
tit the trainers,
the object of
this insututlon
was the protection
of innocence : the protection
of Guilt, and the aggravation
of the pressure
upon innocence,
was
the real fruit of it.
In the non-penal
branch,
the experienced
mischievousness
o_ the rule forced men u|_oa
another
shirk, of which, if the mischievous,
ne_s be not so serious,
the ahsurdltv
l._ retire
glaring.
I mean theeontrivance
already hinted
at,---the
operation
of sphtting
one man into
two uitnesses.
Proposin G to himseli to make
a customer,
or non-customer,
pay for what he
ha_ had, or riot had,--a
_-hopkeeper make_,
ir_ hi.- own books, an entry at the delivery of
tht- goods aecordingl),
and by tins entry he
makes himself
one witnes.-.
A suit is then
, instituted
by him_etf,
against
the supposed
' customer,
tar the vahm ot the good. : he now
_ takes an oath in a prc_cribed
f_rm, s_earmg
to the justness
of the suppo_,ed debt, and by
th:._ oath he coins lum._elt into a second wit' neas--the
_ecol_d witne_-s which the law reqmreL
lly the same rule, if three had heeti
the requisite
complement
of wllnes-e_,
tuo
such oath_ might have completed
it ; if fbur
I witnesses,
three
oath_ ; a_,d so on.
W_rh a

*his provismn
a, a great improvement,
if intraduced
in Fngland
Why?
Not as'deeming the reqoisitmu
of two witnesses
a proper
one, but as deeming the punishmeut
of death
an iaiproper
pum_hment.
To authoilze
such
punishment,
if three
witnesses
were made
requisite,
so much the better:
ff three dozen,
better still,
But, tram the necessity
of two witnesses,
to anthorize the infliction of death in the characier of a punishment,
what follows ? Not
that, in ease of one witness,
and but one,
acquittal
should take
place ; but that some
other punishment
should take place, different
from, and thereby
inferior to, capital.

i sphttmg
mill of ,-uch power at his command.
I a man need never he at a loss fi,r witnes:es.
h_ every eau.-e, the plaintiff, to gain it, mu_t,
make full"proof(t,r,_hatio
],lena.) -The trade,! man's hooks make half a fidl proof (probatio
! .sem*plena :) hi- _atti, a_ ahove t his supt.I,.?ocy
_ oath, it is called,) makes the other hair. _ _ixi teen paragraphs
hef_re,
in tl_e book of authoi_ty,
tram which,
for referenee
sake, the
: instance has been taken, the reader has been
i assured
(and that without
exception,
and in
i themost
pointed terms,)thatahalf-full
proot,
i though composed of the te.,timmlv,
regularly
i extracted,
of a disinterested
witness,
of the
I mostitlustriousand
com-equentlytrustworIhy

§ 2. Aberrations
of Roman amlEnghd_
la_"
in this re*pect.
In ihe Roman law, two witnesses
are pronounced indispensable.
In the penal branch
(the higher
part at least,)
what fbllowed
Torture.
By iewer than tu, o witue_-_es,

I class, goes absolutely
tor nothing.J"
1 " Heineec. tad Pandeet.)
iv. la4.
I
+ '_ Juri_ interprett_
probatiunem
in plenum
Iet minus plenam, et hone iterum in sem_ple_g
majorem
senfiplenam
et sem_-l'..nh
minorem,
? d_"peseunt. Quamv)s ver us ,it'_'_ 3otis Romani
a , principiis, unius testimonimn
phme non adrmt.
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of a self-acknow°

sisteney
and inju,twe,
the English law _the
ledged
malefactor-of' a ehalaeter
stained
jurisprudential
branch of it at'least)
is tree.
with the biaeke_t
imam)',
s_earing
to save
1 say the juri.prudentml
part : fi_r, on this and
his life. and put money into his pocket,
any
that ocea_mn,
the legislator
has interposed,
man, w_thout exception,
may be cons_gI_cd to
and required
two _tnesses.
capital punishment.
And with thlscase
evt.ry
From the fir.-t of Edward VI. to the thirtyday repeating
itself
i_efore his e)es, shalt a
first of the l,_te rei_:n inclusive,
seven Dlegislator,
when a f?e--h patch comes to be pug
four exemphfieatio_
of thi_ unwarranted
mid
np(m the motley tlsaue, stand up in hi_ place
pelf)oily
inconsistent
scrupulosity
may be
amt say, Nay, but upon tt,i- oeea, mn 3u.-llee
e(mnted,
and humanity
¢:al] upon us to reqmre
two
If anything
like principle
or reason fi)r the
witnesses
?
dis:inction
were le.ked
tot in tins catalogue,
Among ttle ease_ in which, under Engli.h
the ._earch would be m vallI.
It, in thi_ or
law, two wAne-.eale required
to support a
that instance,
a _eelning reason, oi the nature
convi{'IltUl,
is that of ltlgh treason.
of those above displayed
and refuted,
ghmIf, m ,_ome aneleat book of travels in some
mers through
tile eloud, at the next step the
such country as Monoalotapa,
or among the
light deselts
us ahogether.
In several
inAmazons
or Topinambuus,
we were tu read
stances,
cases naturally
more sparing of eviof a people who were governed
by a kil_r,
donee than any others present
themselves
abut among whom it wa_ lawful
for any man
having
been sehwled
for the requi_mon
of
at any thne to k_ll the kin_, provided _,o more
this supeltluit2_ of evidence;
as if h,r the extitan one person were privy to the t;act, or in
press l{u.rpose of exposing the sub-tanuve
lau
the company
_( ,m:, tmmber ot persons, be:mz
to _lerl_mm
Poaehmc.
smugghng,
gaming,
f,er.ons
of certain de_eriptitu_,
-- we shouhi
noeturn,tl
destruction,
(urger),
brlbcJy,
and
be apt tu re}eet it at once as labulous,
aIld
extortion,
are of the mtmi)er.*
Bllber 3 has,
_ahu_ous to a dezree of extravagance.
Were
in this way, received
tim proteetmn
of the
o poet to come out wlth a play, m which the
law on three _evera] occaeions:
and (m the.-e
plot lurned
upon the _upposltmn
of such a
occasions
so effeetuaIi)
has the eanker_o_m
law, we _-hould tm_ a<de from it, a_- grotto,leaten out the snb_tance
of the taw, tt_at It J._ ed on all improbab,i_t)
too glaring
even tor
[hfficutt to say by _hat means the corrupter
labIe.
We _houlJ
r,mk it _th
the stor_ of
or the corrupted,
tt_e giver or taker of the
that mom_rehy which held out the highest of
bribe, can possibly be convicted,
unless they
re_ar_l._ tot thv suet, s-ire as_assinatmn
of
were to join m la_in_ in a .-tuck of evhle,w,.
_-_cry monarch that sat upon Ihe throne,
by
tbr tile purpose,
ambitious
of martyrdom
m
be.towimr
the throne ltselt upon the assa--_.m
so h(mourable
a cau-e,
to_ hi- _ewal(l.
ttuman bli_dness
ha_ net )el,
Consistcac3,
or any steadier
r,rhn'iple than
-race the Saxon times, gone _o far as t,_ offer
the pad-ion ot the individual
and the moment,
a _ecure rew,ud,
t_)getht'r _th
mtpunity,
tbr
_ot being to be tound m an) part of the exthe a_sas_-i_mtieu
of the sovereign,
in this
isting ei.ms,--it
were m vai_ to look tor any
e_li_.-htened eountry.
It goes no further than
_uci_ lreasures
anud_t the .-craps of legi.lato otFel m_punity--impuntt}
indeed
only in
lion tacked to,ether
t,) _o casual a tit'.
The
eer_am cases, but those such a- are eon_tm_tly
sphin* would have broken her neck a hundred
hable to ileum.
times over, belbre
she hadk. discove_ed
why,
It aught
he worth
the consideration
of
for convicting
a man of abusing, in_ulting,
or
the gcntlemcn
of the Io_g robe (m_d m_ i_obstructing
a set of half-yearly
officels, corneompetent
subject
for the exercise
of their
posing what is called a jury of annoyance,)
ingenmt._,)
whether
the king be a man ; and
it should require
double tl_e quantity
of eviwhether
George
Gwelph,
conunonly
called
denee in Westminster,
to what _t would reGeorge the Fourth,
may not have as good a
quire on the reside (if Temple
Bar, or on the
claim to the protection
of the law against as.
other side of the Thames.
This for one : but : sassination,
as Job n lh own o_ Thoma_
Smith :
the same narrowness
and tile same shallow! and whether,
a "co dit _;lv, if any partaker
or
! abettor
of al} pop-grin }lot, past or fllture,
threeneSs
maYiastanccs.be
seen m alt the other seventyI successful
or un_m'ees.qul,
were to be art raigned for shooting,
or shooting
at, the said
tendum es_se_ licet prmclaro curiae honore pr_eGeorge Gwelph,
the court would be obliged
fttlgeat : adeoque non mehorem esse eond_tionem
eiu_ qui semipleng, quam ejusquinihil,
probato take notice
that the said George G_ elph
vit."--lteineoc,
iv. 118,
happens to be king of Great Britain,
for the
Th_s anomaly no longer exists.
The stapurpose
of affording
impunity
to his tourtutus now in force relating to these subjects are deters,
or intended
murderers.
1 &2 Will. IV. c. 32; 3&4Will
IV. e. 531
It seems, for this purpose,
high time to
4& 5_'ill.
IV. e. 13; 7& 8Geo. IV. c. 28;
know whether the king be a man or not : and
2 &3 VVilk IV. e. 123; 49 Geo. lII. e. 118.-were it tohedetermmed,bythetwelvejudgcs
Nd.
a¢ 29 Geo. II c. 2'3, §§ 10, 12.
for example,
in the negative,
it might then

,
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or an at-

not be advisable
to strip him of a pail
of,i torney-,._enelat;
but I should have no doubt
his reyatty--of
so much of his royalty
a_ of h- being understood,
at the first word, by
exclude_ hnn Dora the p'oteetion
gix en to all I:the man _ he blacks their shoes.
other men. fi_r the purpo-e
oi d, elarmg, that '_ Bdt tlli. provision
torrns part of a statute
1wither shooting
him, noz shooting
at him, i _d' King William ;=£ and lhat statute
is an exshould be puni-h,dde.
I c,-llent _atute
: it torm,_ a huk. and a mo_t
Picki_e
a po,'ket of a handkerchief,
value ] valuable one. of the chain of seearlt;et, framed
oue _qJi!Img, i. capital |don?
;* lt_ being the i for the subject
in the eom.e
of that
ilhlsking'_ [,t,cket doe.. not make it trea_ouhu I tram.
re@n,
Ti:is l_ the grand argunlent
;
pwking rite kme'_ I,o,'kel el' In. handke_ehlef
_ and here stands the qrongh,_hl
of p_umce,
a man mlgh_ he hat_ged on the tcstJlmmy
deelamatiun,
and eomnmn-place.
Vfere I to
of a singl. _i_ne_:
shooting
the ki_lg beimz t he tbreed
to s.t) whether
jet aml snow _re
trea_qut, a man may al*oc*t the knlg il, the ] black, and _es or no were the ol_tv answer
pre.-enee
of ah}Im¢]) lit' tdea_e-, and no_ a I that would be admhted,
1 dmuld lii_d myself
haw of the nm_derer',
head can be touched
i a httle puzzled.
Were I a-kcd, m like _'nant_,r it.
Ble._-ed lu_-!
u:nler which
it is as i nel, whether
thi. be a gtmd st.ttutc
or no, I
safe again, to _hoot the king a_ to pick his : should be puzzled in the same way : ff 1 were
pocket !'_
i ohhged to girt' all answer,
1 _uppo'_e It would
So lmlg as this regulation
subsist-,
a law ' be n_ the affirmative:
but _ere the henefit
which, taki.g
np an 3 o_ fl,o-e offences agaim-t I of a &stinctmn
to be Mlowed
me, I would
l,er,ooal
_eou:it).
whwh il_ the cane of an _.most certainly
pick this clause
out of the
individual
are capital feIouie.,
should, in the . _atute
: ar, d an answer in tavonr of the roe,so of it* being levelled
a_ainst the t,e_son ' n,amder
would
IiOI lle heavy upon my conof the
de,,l,tre it to be high t rea- , smenee. Tlnsclause,
whatevernlavbethought
sou. would, m-read of adding" an}thing
to _he
of _t by it-elf (if ever it has b_'en thought
per..onat security
of _he _,mere_cq_, dimiui-i_ lot" byitset_::
_t _ natural
shonhl derive no
tt by at leu_l one half-leave it. m re'qa'c_ i small de_rce ot tawnlr flora the gocM cornof such offence-,
but half as great a_ II was _ pa_,_ in _:h,_ h it has he, u alu a) _ h,und,
tlow
before.. + ThL- cow,sequence will not be ir_tel- [ far _t i_ caroled
to any -_aeh favour h_ _ts own
lleible to a leg.d m_deryrandmg.
To .ueh all : merits,
has been prett 3 gull} _een.
n_lderstamhu::
it will he iwpo.<ble
ever t_ !
The statute
_s indeed
a -tatute
of King
comprehend
huw so high-souudii_g
a word a- [ William:
it _a_ pa,-_ed by King William :
treason, espeeia!i_
with *he _ ord b_5t, before I but as _o th_ elau-e, at lea-t w_tb equal trn_h
it, should tail of giving a better secretly than ' may it be sa_d to have bee_l pa.wd agai,_st
any that can be given b) so ordinary a word , a_ bb_ that useful ahd meritorious,
hut u_graas felony.
1 would
never allow my-elf
to, ciou_- and dl-beh.ved
king.
It was toreed
entertain
a hope of r*,uderi,,g the tuopos_rlon
' upon Into by the pat _3 _ho, at that very time,
" Plekmff pockets is now a smlple larceny by
the 7 & 8 G_o. IV.c. 29.--EEL
q- This singular rule of e_denee
_s now no
longer in force as regard_ any direct attempt
against the pcr,',on of the king. lint ]t still sub.-_sts as reg<_rds any other kind of treason,--l'Sd_*
t,r.
• In the description of the mo-le of execution
there as indeed some difference,
but only a nommal one. In felony, the eouwet, after being
hanged titl he _s d_'ad_ is boned in that sta*e : in
',reaum, after being banged till he is insensible,
vi- bowels may be taken out, and hi_ body divided into quarters,
and ti_cn either buried or
not buried, a What
would otherwise
be tlore
eompletely b_t"the worms, or by the worms and
a surgeon'together,
is done partially by the exeeatloner.
The word_ of the judgment are, that
he be cut down while he is yet ahve, and his
bowels taken out, and burnt belbre his face. But
when a man neither feels nor sees anything,
what
becomes of his bowels_ and whether, if burnt,
a By the54 Gee. lIl. e. 146, in cases ofbitzh
trea_n_ the sentence to be awarded is drawing
on a hurdle,
hanging by the neck, and beheadin{{ and quartering.Rut the king may, after
juagmen% d_reet that the traitor shall be simp .h,
beheaded._Ed,

tqey are burnt bchi_d i'ls I,ack or betbre his
_ace, is not that _ort of ddterence
b_ which human conduct
can be govern,d.
Tirat a man
about whose neck the tataI rope has been tied,
ceases to feel as sOon as the weight of hl-_ body
has been apphed to vhe tightemng
of the rope,
has been ascertained
nver and over agaiu by the
report of fl;ose, who, after a suspen.,ion, voluntary on their part, or inv*duntary,
have, in a
great multitudeof
instances, been recovered into
fife,
The bodies of tho_e who die a natural death
are frequently laid open, to satist'ythe aflbetionate
eurio._itv of _lattves,
or the more useful curiosity
,,f the l_edmal attendant.
The bowels of kings
them,,elves have been taket_ out to be embalmed :
the bowels of traitors are taken out and burnt :
t_at i% disposed of in a manuer that was pit_erred to embalming
in the instance of Roman
emperors.
If drawn to execution in a carriage,
the felon is drawn in a carriage with wheels, the
tr.dtor in aearri._ge without wheels. No one can
seriously
suppose, that variations so frivolous
and minute c,m add anything to theseeurity.
No
man can seriously suppose, that he who would be
content torisk the punishment of a felon, would
not equally risk the punishment
of a traitor_ a$
here described.
l[ 7 Will. IIL e. 3.--Ed.
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were plotting,
all of them his expulsion,
and
cable.
The flaw that had been made. was to
marly of them hi, death.
It,was accordingly
be cm'ered ; but th,, c,)vering
wa_ a cobw_.b
so constructed,
with the benefit of this clause,
of the moment,
which left the flaw Ju.t as it
that, besides tile protection
it afforded to the
wa.-, tbr the benefit of future traitm..
innocent,
it aff, ndcd most ample protection
The rot.chief
was pcrmanent.
-- we a,e
to whoever migbt have ntnnhered
themselve%
_-add!ed with it t,_ t_i- da) ; the remedy a,_.
or might be dl.p.sed
tn number themselves,
momentary:
nm, at the moment
f(,r wl]i& ,t
amoi_g the guilty.
Lookin_ at thi_ clause _,t .erred,
was there an mgmnent
for it that did
it. before
1 had adverted
to the history
ot
nor prove tt:eincongruit_
of the law which
the time. 1 wanted
no ti_rther proof to say
had created _he demand
flu" it.
to m).elf,
the dc_-J_:n of it --ceres to be '" to
I.'_,(tel rulea of law, which, had the) been
make
men as safe in all treasonable
consplc.d,'utated
Ior the express
purpose of th_ d_,facies
and practices
as po_-slbIe."
Turning
,-tructlon
of soviet 3, could scarce have boca
afterwards,
for curio.ity's
sake,, to Bishop
better
adapted
1-o it th_n the 3 me, how i. it
Burnet's
Hi-tory
of his own Time,
I tound
that socitty is kept together?
The que_tm:_
the same tbm_ said already in the same wet&.
presents
it-elf at every paz_e, a'ul th. an.we.
So said Bishop Burnet:
but little
did the
is still the same:----By
_he tmir_tdi_g¢,,!,r:
good
bishop know,
though
we know
now,
and inacee..sibfiity
of tho_e Hdcs,--b:_
th,.,
half the ground there
was tor saying so. No
dalkness
of the chao. of which thc_ toJtr,
wonder the parliament
shouldhave
beenoverpart.
It is on the being known,
that wh:,t
powered
by disaffection,
when the eabine_
there is good in the system
of law d,.,per.;was governed
by, it not exclusively
composed
lor its effect : it is b_ the being unkntm_,
of: traitors.
No wonder
that the necessity
that tile mischief of w_hat there is bad m th,,"
of two witnesses
to conviction
was eontendcd
system is din,trashed.
for with so nmch anxiety-was put at the
One abuse finds its c,3rrective,
its pa]li,Jt_,'_
head of this protecting
statute : a minister
at, least, in another:
eact_ particular
a!m-t' n,
might thus correspond
(as so many minister_
one enormous
universal
one: each weak.c-_
were then actually
corre_p(mdmg)
with the
not in a corroborative
application,
bt:t m a,,.
exiled king by ._inglc emls-arie_-, and be .-at).
other weakness
; each particular
nc:l;gelwc,
Turn
to the papers which
Maelda r-,u_ has
not m particular
vigilance,
but in gene, al z,ebrought
to light ; read over the name_ of the
gh_cnee.
Matlboroughs.
tim Russels,
the Newc_stles,
]f society
hangs together
in the ma,'mer
the Leeds's,
the Normanb3s,
the _i_rew._h,ch
we see. it is not so much b_ _hat the
burys, ttle Godolphios,
the Sunderlands,
the
law does, a._ by the expect_tion
of what it
Abmgdons,
and I know not whom besides:
w_ll do, _Iotmdcd on the conception
of wLat
we shall see how tar this licence
was from
it odght
to do.
Fascinated
b:_ a variety _,t
lying unemployed.
A. to the other printp_cludices,
pernicious
in one point of vl,'_,
sions,
then,
all ot th_qn have their
merit : salutary
in another,--a
man, front coneei_it,g
some of them welo no inure than the removal
that the law ought to do so and so, conehnl_s
of barefaced
injustice
: but as to this, it was
that so in each imtividual
case _t wili do. The
specially
levelled,
not against
false accu_-aaffirmative
conclusion
is mo.-t favourable
to
tioas, but against true ones.
the t ranquillity
of society;
the negative would
The consequences
arc instructive:
nowhere
probably be fbnnd ill mo.t eases the one n.,_
van reasonings
receive
a stronger
confirmaconformable
to tile truth.
lion from events.
Scarce had the legislature
In the ea,e of the particular
exclusion
now
passed the act, when the incongruity
of this
under consideration,
1 will venture
to sugpart of it stared them in the face. A con_pigent a tow possible modes of remedying
the
racy broke out--a
conspiracy,
of the reahty
mischief.
If the,e
remedies
should appear
of which no one ever entertained
a doubt-to have little to recommend
them in the e_e
a consl,iracy
confessed
afterwards
by the conof reason and common sense, it will be only
spirators
: and {or the proof of this conspibecause
they are cut as closely as possible to
racy, at the trial,
no more than one witness
the rich pattern
of the common law.
eoubt be found.
I speak of Sir John FenOne expedient
might be, the having in
wick's case.
T_o witnes_-es the case had hapevery court of penal jurisdiction
a wooden
pened to afford; but one of them(Goodman,)
evidence,
or man of straw,
under some such
between
the finding
of the bill and what
nameas
that of the common witness,
or cornwould have been the period of the trial, the
men vouchee,
whose office it should be to
friends of the defendant
got hohl ot, bought
vouch for tbe truth of cvery deposition
given
Off,
and ?sentThem_t ease
of the
Wi,at the
was nato
be done
was way.
tlagrant:
lion called for justice.
An act of attainder
was passed,
grounded
on that same insufficient
evidence.
Proscription
was re_orted
to, because justice
had been made impl act i- t

habY
a single e witness,
in athe'event
of his not
" _"tnihg
support
of
special evidence
of
h_s own kind.
If, as in the case of a common
recovery, indemnification
may be given where
there is'no property,
why m'av not evidence
as well bc given where there is _lo knowledge?
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The testimony of a dumb witness is as good
as that of a spcakin_ one ; and there needs
not the _kitl of a Ke;_q)el, a Droz, or a Mertin, to make a _o_den or a straw witnes_
capable at kt,smg the bunk, and ¢:iving the
reqai,ite loke_,s o{ afllrH_'a_ion. ;f extraor,
dirmry power_ of digestion should be thought
requisite fbr th_ _ath. Merhu has an anthropomorphic stone-_ter
read_ madc.
If the expense ot the attesting puppet
should be grudged, the part of the pupt_et
might he enacted by a livi_Jg person, such as
the erier of the court : the same respectable
person who for so many centuries has supported the eharacter of the con.'man vouehee
or indemnifieator general, in the Common
Pleas. so much to the satisfaction of the best
judges,
It might be objected to tins expedtt,ta|
on
a hasty vie_v, that thi_, on the part of a living
witness, would be per3ury: and tha_ it would
be an indecent mockery a gro_s protanation,
and a practice subversive of the tbmldations
(rf justice, were a ,lmt;_e thu_ ope_dy to lend
his countenance to perjur).
But it seems
difficult to say how, ifiL be proper for a judge
to countenance perjury in a juror, it should
be otherwise than proper to encourage it in
a witness; or how the perjury should have
less of ptety in it in the one ea_e than in the
other. If in the instance at the juror it is i.
]hvorem r_ta', in the instance of the witness
it is infacorvm just_t_a', which is worth many
lives,
Another mode mt_-ht be. the pas_in¢ a
statute for the purpose of de('lating that i.qall
case_ where two witnesses art' or shall have
been required by law, one witness shall be
deemed, adjudged, con_trned, and taken to
be two witnesses. This mode would be perfeetly of a piece with the estabhshed practice,
the object of which is to add knot after knot
to the c_tanglement, avoiding with religions
care the sohttion or removal of any part of
the existing mass.
Another mode migh_ he, to produce the
same effect by practice or ruie of court, as
often as occasion called for it : which would
save the three or fi_ur hundred pounds which
it costs the coot)try every time to make a
statute.
Thi_, it might be said (since there
are those who will say anvthin_ a would be
a barefaced usurpation---a
direct attack by
the judhqat power on the legislative,--an
act tending to the subversion of pn_'ate
and public security, by planting uncertainty
in the very fountain of legal certain D, and
destroying all confidence on the part of the
subject in the dispensationu and threatenings
of the law. If this were to be allowed, judges
(it migh_ be said,) whose special duty and

of, and paramount to the three others.
I
answer, that this has been done in effect, as
{ often as, by exclusion of witnesse.% or e.r po*t
I laetoinvalidatm_oflegal
acts, eondit_onshave
I been annexed to conviction, which have nothing to do with innocence, and which hay4
not been annexed by the legis_ture.
Thus much in a general i_int of view. I,_at
tl_e practice of the King's Bench, the first
criminal court of ordinary jurisdiction in thi_
part of the United Kingdom, affords (as has
been ah'eady seen) a special preeedeztt, which,
it not exactly in point, seems as near to the
being so a_ can easily be conceived.
Divers
statutes give in divers ca_es treble costs.
These treble costs, the conrt of King's Bench
in all tbe-e cases refuses to give: giving, in
the room t,f them, rather more than half what
the tefdslaturc has ordered to he given."
There would be no greater stretch of anthority in requiring but half the number of
witne._e_ that the legislatme orders to be
required, th_ in giving but half the money
under tl)e name at c()_t¢ that the legislature
orders to begiven.
Nothing of misconstruelion here_nothmgofmisapprehe.sion
: tha_
which is done here, cannot have bee_t done
with other than open eye_-. Legal learning.
how consummate soever, can never have fairly
unlearned a matt the difference between three
and one attd a half.-- between two attd one.
He who continues to know the difference between his right hand and his left, must contmne to know that, right and left toget_hee
arc more than either right or left alone.
In th_• eomtnon-law branch of jurisprudential taw, we have seen the arrangements on
th_s head conformable to reason and utility:
what dethlcatmns have been made from the
general r.le, we have seen made by the legi_
lature, it, consequence of those conflicts and
e(anpronfise, to whtch a mixed sovereignty is
more particularly exposed.
In the equity branch of jurisprudential law,
the principle o[ Roman taw, which requires
two wit.es:es_--whieh excludes every witness
without distraction, whocomes not with another witness in hts hand-- predominates.
The defendant, a party in the cause, is bat
one witness, just a_ much so asan extraneous
witness. At the same time, though the cammm_ law in zts wisdom refuses _o hear th_s
evidence,--in
equity law, adopting in this
instance the decision of common sense, in
probative tbree it is looked upon as superior
to that of a host of extranoous witnesses.
To the general rule which requires two w_tnesses, the admis.qon thus established wilt be
an exeeption or not, aeeordit_" to the interpretatioa put upon the word witness. If (be-

cardinal virtue is obedience, would thus be
suffered to ereet _hemselves, not into a ibnrth
_tate, bat into a sei-mrate estate, independent
Van. VIL

* See Book VIII. Teehn;cat SyMera ; Chap,
XXV. Con2empt manifested to the anthority _
tlw Legi_tature (supra, p. 311.)
1,1
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lug co-extensive
in iI_ import with tile words
to depose, deposmon,
toexamiae,
exam_natwn,
and _-o many others)
it be understood
to illelude the party when perforating
the function
of a witness,
the admission
opelat-s
then as
an exception
to the rule : if tile word witness
is understood
to be confined
m It_ application
to the deslenation
at extraneous
witnesse_-,
_he admission
given to the testimony
of a
party has nothing to do with the rule.
For
simplicity s sake, let us conceive the rule as
having m) application
to parties--as
having
lm teMiumny
lU vie_ but that of extraneous
wun,*saca,
Taking the rule, them ill this sense, equity
law does not adopt it in all Its rip,mr,
The
d_.fi,mlant'_
testimon._
(such
a.- it l_) the
phun_iff never can be without : for the suit
('alllJO othelwi-e
be in,tituted
than by the
in,trnment
called a bill, t_t' which the rarerrouator)
matter hy whiet_ "_he de|'eudant'.,
_e_t_monv _s called fol. mM to _ t_lch he is bound
to makt. an-wer, forms an indispensable
pint.
But m resold
lo th_s or that fact (tltet_ as
maierialas
any to the euu-e,) what ma) cavity
happen,
and uhat
continually
does happem
le, that the defendant
knows nottnng
about
the matter.
It', t hen. knowing nothing about
the matter,
he declares
as much,
the teqtimany ofa _iu_'le extraneous
wmless _peaking
to that fact, i% with regard to that faeL slitfieient evidence.
But if, among the Nets inquired
of hv tile
plaintiff,
there be an 3 one, the estahll_h]nent
of which is necessary, to form a ground
lor a
decree operating
in an_ re,poet
m the phnnlift's favour,--and
_t; in relation tu this ti_et,
tile dufi,ndaut dehver_ his testimony,
denying
the thet,--an
extraneous
wltl_e;s,
and hu_
one, affirming it, here, the taw requiring
1wo
witnesses
ha_alway-beenetmt}*rmed
to. and
in thi_ ease, as in the other eases where two
witnesse_
are reqmred,
tile testimony
of a
single witness goes for nothing.
English equity law having been. in its first
eoneoenon,
Roman law imported
tram the
continent,
_ the first equity judge to whom it
was proposed
to ground a decree in fitvour of
the plaintiff' upon the testimony
of a single
extraneous
witness,
contradicted
by that. at
the defendant,
would (how thoroughly
soever
persaaded
of the truth of tile witness's
testimany--of
the falsehood of that of the doriandaut) have acted,
according
to Roman law,
illegally,
had he made a decree on tl,e groumt

, ful for, him to decree according to precedents.
i Tile equity
judge who, at _his time of day,
1 ref'use_ to pay ally regard to the testimony
of
} an extraneous
",_ltness whom he h_tieves to
be trustworth),
because eontradmted
by that
of a defendant
whom he believe_ to be perjured. --this
Anglo-Roman
judge
p!obabl)
thinks nothing
at all about the original I_.
man law: all he has to do, i_ to think of the
English
precedents
that have been grounded
on it.
If, thinking
nothing of the pret-'edents in
his own law, or of tile foreign law on which
they were laureled,
he were to consider him_elf a_ an Engti,h
jmlge ; in putting any such
exe|u_iun
upon the teslimnl_)
at the exnaneou_ x:itness, his dem.-ion would be a_ineo_,; s_-tent with the decibion_ of hi- predecessor,.
_, uell
a_ witt_ *he interest_
of truth and
: u.-tiee, as any at their duct-ions
have been.
x_hen compared
with that same standard.
'
Here are two conflicting
testmmnie(one
might .,<ly to tiUll :) tile one liable to no oh.Ieedon.--the
o:her,
that a_'ain:* aim'h,
ill
or(tel the more effeetmdl)
to ('nine at tile
_ t_nth, )our predeee--or_,
m quaht)
of Eag. hshjud_e-,
have thm_ght _t incumbent
to_hut
_ their ear_.
To the testimt)n._ clear at all oh.]eelmn.
)ou pa_ no regard
The start at los, tim,no
_h_eh (.aceo_duuz to the rule you arc
bonier(In
pursue)
i; unworthy
of all regard,
. --_t is by dmt _ ou gavel n )onr_-elt:
!
(_h, tt_e present
lwad knot to speak of
! other_.)
the practice
of English
equit}
is
. reconcllab|c
nelthtr
to ]{ararat law, nor to
Engli,h
law, nor to common senee.
Not to
: Roman
law,
-ire'e,
u here lhe defendant
_,
silent,
it decreeu, tavour
M tile t,]aintlff.
upon the testimony
of a _m,ah' witness."
Not
': to Enghsh law ; _im'e, where the defendant
! eontra(hets
the wltne-s,
it counts testimonies
I w_thout
wet_hing
them.
Not to eommoa
sense : _'or the same reason,
and beeau¢e it
; give, tile turn of the scale to lhat one of the
_ two sorts of testimony,
which, aeeordmg
to
! the principles
of human
nature,
has least
_ weight in it.
i
The grmmd on u hieh thi_ arrangement
is
! placed b 5 the account given at it in _he books,
'. is ellrlous
COOliSh : here is oath against oath ;
I therefore
nothing is to be done._
The ,tudge
i who _hmlld allege this contrariety
as a rea_li
i for doing nothing,
would
recognise
himself
i uufit for h_s once.
I
t_(i,u ed suitor.
To weigh testimony
agmnst

though
uneontradieted,
insufficient,
still
cot
the true
evidence.
If is
a single
testimony,
more must it he go if eontradieted,

every day's inbusinesa,
samebusiness,
sort of ma_
] te.-hmon)
a jury-box,of the
is the
the
whose imsiness it is, when behind a counter,

So thr as precedents,
judicial
precedents,
being contrary
to truth aud justice,
are not
cantr, uticted by other precedents,
it is not
lawful (at any rate it is not necessary)
for a
judge todeeree
aeeordithgto
truth anti justice :
it is incumbent
on, or at any rate it is law,

to weigh lead or brass again_
bread or cm_*
dies.
What then ? Is the task too hard fur
* 3 A tkvns, ti49,
+ 3 Atky_,
649, aud ahundance of authorities there eited.--I_ord
Hardwickeseveral
time_
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you? do you sink tinder it? such imbecility,

LIMITED.

5S|

| be allowed to produce ? Put a limitation any.

for a place in the jury-box : arid learn your under the neeessity of leaving the mass of
business from linkers and tallow-chandlers,
evidence on his side incomplete : you pave the
The task the juryman has to perform, every
way in deceplion, and consequent misdecision.
is it to
day
theperform,
fruit of all
is the
)'ourdeciding
science ?!eetween
Sue, then,
the ! Put
whereno upon
limitation
the anywhere
number, you
uponlaythethe
number,
party
testimonies of two witnesses, both of them i you put it in the power of a mab_,fide suitor
equally unobjectionable.
"_lmt are the two I (if sui_rior to a certain degree in respect of
between which you profess yourself unable to 1 opulence) to overwhelm his adversary wittt
decide? One of them worth as much as any- I an indefinite load of testimony, and thc exbody's ; another (at tea-t if your rules are { pense, vexation, and delay, attached to it,
good for anything) worth nothing.
_ In the ca_ which came under review in
Lord Ch[zacelfor. It is not but that, if I the last chapter, the ground of the exclusion
wereatlibertv, leouldweightestimonyagainst
I (st, fin" a_, in respect of reason and utility, it
testimony as wellas any tallow-chandler:
but I had an? ground) at_pears to have been the
the mode of inquiry which I am bound and i fear ol deception, tn the case now before us,
content to confbrm to does not allow me to ! the eonsideratmn of vexation appears to have
weigh evidence. "_,here truth I_ at alldoubtbeen the ground.
rid, equity is altogether unfit for _'he discovery I
The vexation liabi*, to be produced by mulct it. This we are till sem, ible of: accord'- _itnde of witnesses, or (to speak more exingly, as often as ewdenee is worth weighing, i tensively) by the quantity of evidence, has
w_;send it to the*allow-chandlers : they have i two branches ; which, being in themselves
a method of their own, which it does not suit perfectly distinct, require to be kept so in the
the purpose of equity to follow. They are mind of the legislator.
Why? Because, ac*
allowed *o hear witnes.-es examined and cros_
cording as it is in the one shape or the other
examined, in that natural mode which every that the Inconvenience presents itself, so, in
man who is really desirous of coming at the so far as the inconvenience admits of remedy,
*.ruth, and has power toinquire mini*, pursues
will the remedy.
of course, whether in a court or in a close*.
There are two stations in the cause to
Equity receives evidence in a scientific way which the vexation, considered in its first
--a way which wa_de-igned, not for the di,- . stage, i,, apt to apply itself' that of the pareovery of truth, but for better purposes. I am ties, and that of the judge.
a learned English judge : it _s a rule with all I
To the station of the parties, eonsiderod in
learned English judges to receive evidence in i the aggregate, it is fn'egnant with delay and
any shape, except the only proper one ; the ; with expense. Consider them separately, the
lea_,e that to the tallow-chandlers,
expense attached to the production of each
_sitness falls, in the first instance at any rate,
upon the party by whom, or at. whose instance,
CHAPTER
II.
he is produced: ultimately, either upon that
IEXCLUSION
BY LIMITATION
I'UT
VPON
TNL'
party or another, according
to
the
arlangeNUMBEROY WITNESSES,
merits made by the fudge in respect to t!:L_
part of the costs.
§ l. ]Excess qf ewdence an evd_ l_remptor!/
Upon the jadge, this inconvenience will not
hm*tatio_ n_t a proper remedy•
naturally fall ill any other shape than that of
TItERE
are some topics on which, on a sovexation, properlyso ealled: expense, out of"
perficial glance (e,_peciatl) it directed by the his pocket is not destined to come ; by delay
contemplatmn of t_tablished practice,) a fatal he will not, in the manner that a party a'ould,
dilemma presents itself as hanging over the be affected. It is in the shaire of labour only,
fbotsteps of the legislator ; and, on one side that the vexation falls upon the judge : peror other, the very nature of things seems to plexity, followed by the labour consisting in
have imposed on him the necessity of injus- the exertions made to remove it.
lice. On a closer view, to him whose eve has
The judge being a member of the commastrength to penetrate this mist, the difficulty nity, as truly as the sovereign by whose an.
may be seen to be in a great measure fae- thority he ha_sbeen _q*pointed, or the servant
titious; and to arise out of some irrational
by whom his shoes have been etear_ed,--any
practice, into which, under the pupilage put pain that, on this as on any other occasion,
upon him by the man of law, the imbecility" falls upon him, constitutes as large a part of
of the legislator has been misled by the ira- I the pain nf the eommmdty, as an equal pain
becility or improbity of his guide. "
t thlling upon either of the other two. But on
Of the above described state of things, en { the present occasion, be it what it may, it
exemplification may be tbund in the arrange- _ can never enter into competition with the.
| mischief that would ensue from the removal
etmpter.
men* which forms the subject of the present { of the dolorifie cause, viz. the labour ofwevghWhat number of witnesses shall a party _ ing the m_ss of evidence ; tha_ mass, by tim
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supposition,
being in every part necessary
to
be weighed,--in
every part such, that
the
exclusion
of dt would be productive
of a currc_pondent
chance in t:avour of in lu;tiee,
The burthen,
thu_, on the particular
pccanton in question.
_ustained
by the 2udge. is
a palt of that aggregate
bmtiwn,
the pain of
which cannot
bat be regatded
as b,dalwed,
and more than balanced,
by the remuneration. i. whatever
shape (dignity at an._ rate.)
attached
to ins office : and even _etting aside
such reeompense,
it can hmdly be supposed
that the mischief
of the utmost
vexation
liable to thll upon that single individual,
_'an
come into eompetition
with the mischief failing, ill the other case, upon tile eommlmit),
--the
notorious,
and eon_equentl)
extensive,
mischief attached
to the corresponding
chance
in favour of injustice,
In respect of serious importance,
the sort
of vexation
which in this ease is hnrve by the
judge, is, therefore,
a_ nothing,
in comparison
with the mischief
_xhich, in consequence,
i_
liable to fidl upon the parties ; that is to sa_,
upon that one of them
wh. has the direct
justiee
of the cause nu his _i(le. The greater
the mass of evidence m the cause, the heavier
the bulthen
imposed by it on the mental tarallies of the judge : the heaviel the burthen
on the judge's
mlnd, the greater
the probability that ins three of mind will not he adequate to tile sustaining
oi it--to
tide acting
under it in such i_aanncr a_ to extract
the
truth from the mass of matter through
which
it. is dill'used, to frame to hin,self a right judgmen_ respeetin_
the princq_d there iu dispute,
and to decide in consequence,
In the shape of danger,
the mischief will in
this ease he considerable,
even supp'osing
the
clearest
hnpartiahty
and mo_t c,m.-ummate
probity
on the part of the judge:. The,e qualities
being supposed,
the state of the law
being suppt)_ed
clear, and. m le_peet of the
question of tact, the eauae being supDobe(t not
to be attended
_ith an) extraerdmary
degree
of intricacy
or difficulty,--the
lwobahilit 3 in
favour of a right, decision
will be very eveat :
say, i_r example,
IlK) to 1. But suppose the
]5.eulties of |he judge in a state of complete
confusion,
and tile tblce of his mind alto_ether unequal
to the ta..k of frammc
a rieht
decision
under tile pres.ure
of the burthen
thro_'n
upon it by the aggregate
ma._ _,f
evideuee.--thls
chance
ot IO0 to 1 will be
reduced
to an even chance, or chance ot 1 to
1 :'at whieh [roia_t, the party who is in tile
right will have no greater
eh;mee of prevailing, than the adversary
who is in the wrong,
At this point, tile advantage
possessed by him
who is in the right i, equal to O: and to this
point, every additional
qu rarity added to the
load ofcvidentiary
matter,
tends,
in propert4on to its pressure,
to reduce the cause,
8ueh is the ease, even where the probity
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of the judge is at its highest point,
and the
state of his aft_cti(ms entirely
nen+rM.
But.
let either _elf-eou_eiou.
partiality
or bias he
supposed
oa the part of the judge, the danger is much nw_ea-ed.
Fvcr_ add!ti_m seeid
to be made to lhe i,r_ssnI_ of'the burthen
ot
evldem.e
on the mind el the judge him_-e__f,
eontemhng
agah_t
it wRh the peculiar advantages
attached
to hi__ station and appropsiate habits of exerei-,'.
_ill naturall_
p_e,_
wid_ still great er fi)ree upon every other mind
not btmud to the task b) duty, and tess qualifted fi,r it hy exercise.
The greater, therefbre, the twe_.me
i. hy d_e puhhc eye seen to
he, the more ditticult will it he for the puhli_
judgment
Io deret't any aberration
on hi. pint
fl'om the tlne of reetitude,
and, morearer,
even t_, any man to _hom
hi_ dv,.'Mon m;_3
p_ e-cut _rself as taxable witll error, t he gre,0,_,_
will he the probability
that the creel wilt t,__ent lt-eh' as _taudiug
clear, if not of iutet1,:etual, ,tt any rare of mural, blame.
tn a _.rd,
the greater the burthen
of the
evidence,
the greate.r,
in appearance
a- well
as l eahty, the dltlieulty
in judgil_g of it: aml
the greater that dilticult 3 in frailly, the m_re
natmal
will erroneous
judgment
he' and the
gleatcr
the d_lticult)
in ap?earanee,
tile more
venial in appealam'e
_lll the cr_,)t tw -- fl,,,
less apt to expose him, wlm_c e_ol _t i_. t_
puhhe een-ure.
'1 he ewL., iherehlre,
wlSch a_i_, Iv,m, exeessofevidem'e,
m'e very great . m_d that lhey
form a proper subject
for the lc,_,i-haot's cm_stderation,
is o,_t of the _cach ol di-pure
But,
that the propriety
_f allowing
them to tie pr,,duetive
of actual exclusion--o.
_ giving thea_
in practice
the effect of a eom'lu.tve
reason,
depends
npon proportmns
kviz. upon the perpon(leranee
of the collateral
ine_mvenleueedn
the shape of vexation,
expense, m_d delay, a_
campared
with the prot_abih_)
of dueet raftehiefre_ultingfrom
deception
and eolt-ae,ltltult
misdetq,ion
l,.>r want el tide evidence proposed
to hc excluded,)
i¢ a point upon _ lueh a decl_io_l has already been pronounced.
(m g_oumts
whieh the reader has had under hit view.
Proceeding
on this ground, the neees.ary
enn(.tu_ion
is, that
everxthing
that on tlu,
field ha. been done, in an? el tile estahlished
s)stems,
is wrong.
For whatever
has h,,cn
done. has been done h) limiting the numher
of witnesses
receivable,
without regard toflw
demand.
Regard being paid to proportions,
one mo_t
obvmus eonsideratum
i_, that, in reslwet of
number,
tile demand for witnes,es
will depeml
upon the suh)eet-matler
of the suit.
1. Even where tide claim which _s the loandarien of tile suit is itself
simple,
it may
happen that the number
of witneases
which
it may be reqmsite
to hear has no certaio limite ( take, _or example,
a claim of a right of
way : a claim of a right of eommon ; a suit,
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theobject of which is to determine the bounds
actual judicature, this, like so many other
between puritans of lamt, the property of mi.whiefs with which the technical system
di/_rent owners.
,_arms, vr rather of which it is composed,
2. The nature of things affords several sorts
never cuuht have taken place, ltad the fourier suits, in which, in respect of the sut_eet- , darien of every cause [teen laid in the simulmatter, the dema.d itself is complex : and tanem,-appearance of the parties coramjudice,
complex t. a degree altogether without hmit. no such danger as that of an inordinate influx
in this ease, the suit, though in name and to couhl have existed.
So much as the cause
some purpose_ but one suit, i_ in tact a cluster really required, and by its importance was
of suits.
Thus, in east- of an account, the capable of paying for, just so much would be
complex ¢.mt mctude_as many simple su_t_ as deii_ered, and no more. When in this way
there are ltcm_ on both _ldes. Not ore. of an5 thir_g ot excess take_ place, it is only for
them but i; capable of being taken tbr the want of _hose explanations which, in case of
gnmnd of a ;epmate -ui_: in which .-uk, the the sort of meeting above described, cannot
mnnber of witnesses to whose te-timm D it t_fil of taking plaee, but which can scarce
may be necessary to have recom'se, has no ever take place with effee_ on anyother terms,
certain limits.
This. accordingly, h_ alread) heen stated as
uae of the use.% though but one, and (from
§ 2. Remedies suggested,
the rarity of its occurrence) one of the least
As it is with a phv-ical burthen, so is it considerable of the uses, of that meeting ;
with a p_ychologmal one: undivided, the pa- without which, judicature is no better than
tient sinks under it ; divide it, tie performs a game, in which justice, in spite of design,
the task without dillieult?,
turns up now and then by accident.
You have a burthen, which you wi__h to
Of _he estabhshed system of procedure,
have carried, within a ccrtai,'J time, toaccrtain
it is a thndamental principle not to hear the
place. Having called a porter, _ou propose parties, not to suffer either of them so much
the job to hhn : he declim_'s it--he pronounces
as to come into the presence of the judge, till
it impracticable.
Yore" iob. must it tbr that
the very eunchMon of the cause. Not hear
roe-oil remain undone? Bv no means. Corn- I the parties ? Whom, then, would you hear?
men sense imilcarcs a varieW ot expedients, I No_ tilt the end of the cause? What, then, ia
all of tht'm practicable, one'or mher prefer- [ dw sort m work that is to be going fbrward
o!_ lhe ! m the meau time?
able, accul dlil_" to the cireum-tal_ces
case. The ,mrlheu may be ihvidcd, and disl'mler a system set tip in opposition to
tnbuted between t _ o porwr_- : },¢m_ di v_d,,(l, the end, of justice, the idea of the ridieulou_
it ma_ be carried by tile _amc porter a: two I hangs over ever} step ot an inquiry that has
lurns; I,erhaps cs en it may be takeu
b)
him tel it.-.elileer the pur_-uit of'any of those ends:
at one trail, if tie he allo_wed a httle more it is as Jf a plan tot the more elfectual propatime.
I gallon ut' Protestantism were to be presented
kiml, the rcmedie.- thu_ applicable to any
extraordinary
belong
to it
The hmthen weight
being that
thus may
of the
physical
will never iail to be apphed : common sense
will dictate the exped_ents;--selfregarding
interest will secure the apphcation of them.
Understand, it the burthen be mine, and if it

To tirol the average quaqtity of time really
[m
to demaml
the Pope.tor a cause, turn to any of those
i e(,urts in which the path of judicature leads
jto the ends uf justiee,--turn,
lor example, to
i the corals of eon_cienee,--you
will find it
I only a few minute_. But as the nature of that

be f,_r a purpose of my own that I _i_h it ear- i jurisdiction admn, not of any very complex
ri¢d, and if it be by myself that the charge., causes, md as here and there a cause will
of getting it conveyed L- undertaken:
for it. i I resent i.self which may require as many
instead of being managed by myself, the bu_- I_nmnths ; putting all causes together in hotchness be committed by me to a servant, who i pot, the average upon ttw sum-total may thus
is lazy, or carele,s, or ill-aft%clod _o lnc, ur *ctuue to he doubled or trebled.
who has anything to gain by having the bur- i
In a vast majori D of the individual cases
then miscarry or arrive too late, it may make t that turn up, not the fidntest glimpse of rely
a difference,
such difficulty will present itself: such is the
Where the bmthen is of the psychological
,_implicity of the vast majori D of eases that
kind, "_hercmedie_ wall be no less obvious: ' call tbr the exercise of judicial powers. But,
unibrtunatelv, the application of them will I when a cause is to a certain degree complex,
be far trom being alike secure. In this case, [. then comes the necessary task of sketching
as in the other, tt_e advice of common sense. I out a plan of the mass of evidence. What is
ff consulted wouhl be et ualiv sure: hut tin- t your demand, what your title and what your
fortunately, the hands on whom the business evidence."
Three questions these, to which
rests are _'uch whose purpose is no_ answered I a plaintiff, if he knows what he isabout, will
by the taking any such advice.
t always be more or less prepared to give an
• Had the ends "of justice been the ends of l ans_;cr: anti which a judge, it he knows wha_
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he is about, will of enurse put to the plaintiff, I to be tried in good earnest,
conceptions, has not put them to himselL
wherever
the plaintiff,
for want
of distinct
What, then,
is this plan
or table
of evidance?
Iu every cause in whieh a question
of fact is involved, tile nature of it may be
seen at the conclusion of any one of those instruments which mnong English lawyers are
eaited briefs: facts which, in the character of
principal facts, are to be proved; persons or
scripts, by which each such i_act is expected
- "ff table of evl-•
to be proved.
Tot h e ptmntl's
dance add that of the defendant, you have the
sum-total of that mass of proposed evidence,
concerning" every article of which, the judge
will have to consider whether at all, and if
yes, then in what event, and at what time,
it shall be delivered.
1. Where the demand its_elf is of a complex
nature (i. e. where the cause, though in form
and denomi_mtion but one cause, is in reality
an aggregate of a number of causes,) analyze
this artificial whole: resolve it into its alement_ry parts.
Suppose an account.current,
with a hundred items on each side--a hundred items, to any one or every one of which
it may happen to be contested.
How absurd
in this ease to think, by means direct or indirect, to limit the multitude of witnesses!
But there being in fact two hundred causes
to try under the name of one, there is not one
of them that may not, without prejudice to
the interests of truth, be tried at a different
time, at a different place, by a different judge
or set of judges. In a cause of this composite
order, two witnesses may be one too many;
two thousand may be not sufficient. Behold
now the legislator, with shut eyes, and Proerustes for his guide, by arrangements direct
or indirect, fixblg the number of _fitne_ses
which, in a cause of this denomination, a
plaintiff or a defendant shall be permitted to
produce,
No grievance, no remedy, tIere is in truth
no grmranee: but if in this way a remedy
be attempted to be applied (that is, anything
under the name or notion ofa reumdy,) then
indeed there isa grievance; for the pretended
remedy is a real grievance.
At his own pleasure, and by and with the
advice of his attorney (who in the temple
of equity puts on the more respectable and
profitable title of solicitor,) a matt who has a
business of this sort to settle with an unwillmg adversary, addresses himself to common
law or to equity.
If to common law, _ after
six months or twelve months spent in doing
worse than nothlng--spent
in affording the
occasions for learned pillage, the two hundred
_u-ses_ if tried at all, must he tried in a day,
or in the remnant of a day. If to equity,_
fter the number of months, not to say years,
.mployed in doing wor_ than nothing, a_
abeve,_when
the matter in dispute tomes

lB. IX. P vI
the cause is wire.

and instead of the one day, as above, is drawn
[ drawn
through
hole in thethejudge's
closet,
out perhaps
to aa thou,and:
judge (called
l in this ease a Master,) under the eye of a eom
[ ni_ing Chancellor, taking c-areto be paid for
i three attend_mces for every at e he bestows,
! and cutting out each day into hours, that
IIeach hour may have its t_e.
i
On either side at the pas_ge, what in all
i this can there be that could be better than it
i_'9is.
On the one side, is not work made tbr
i a jury ? On the other side, is not everything
t done" by equity.e by equity, the bona den of
I English lawyers, made by their own hands
_ for their own use, unknown to all the world
beside ?
2. In a cause ill which the matter in dispute is a man's right to a station filled by
election, there ms) be as many can_es as eleetars, including persons assuming to be eleetars; the right of each elector depending upon
an indefinite quantity of evidence, go,rurally
very small, but susceptible otextension, without any certain limit.
Squeeze now a cnmptex cause of this sort into the compass of
a day, and observe the consequence. Before
the Grenville Act. causes of that sort were
compressed each into the compass of a day;
and the consequences were such as at length
gave birth to that not inconsiderahle effort
of innovating and meliorating wisdom. The
condensing engine being broken, the quantity
of matter which by fiction had been compressed
into the compass of a day, has now been found
to fill in reality the compass of sometimes
not so few as a hundred days, and a hundred
days fully employed.
But as a cause of this
sort consists, in truth, of so many dozen, or
score, orhundred of causes,--if constitutional
prejudices and misgivings would but permit,
what a prodigious load of vexation and expense might not every now and then be saved.
if in these causes the witnesses could be heard
within a reasonable distance of their ow_
doors, instead of being imported from the
Orkneys, or the Land's End, to be tbd for
an indefinite time at London prices.
3. Suppose a cause in which the matter in
dispute is the supposed disturbance or abuse
of the rights annexed to some station or condition in life, domestic or political. The disturbance or abuse constitutes one group of
facts--the
entrance into the station another.
Entrance and disturbance, _marriage
and
adultery : entrance and abuse, -- appointamut
to an office, andabuse of the powers of it. The
scene of the entrance lies at an., number of
miles distance from that of the disturbance or
the abuse. Two groups of facts thus distinct
and unconnected, what need, or e_ea what
use, that the proof of both should ae crowded
together into the same portion of time--into
the same portion of space, only that they may
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come under tile eyes of the same judge or
judges?
In London,
eollabitatiou
betwten
man and wite on the one baud--adultery
of'
the wife on the u_her : actual marriage,
in the
East Indies.
The cohabitation
pubhc and _tofurious,
the aduhery
susceptible
of pr(_of,-why must redress be made to wait, not tufty
for the definitive
result, but even ]br the preliminary steps, till proof, m form, of what no
one doubt_ of, _hall have been se,nt for and
fetched from the Ea_-t hulie_ •
The mas_ ot evidence thus deeompo_rd
in
idea, and resolv_ d into it_ ultimate
elemen_,
-- frequently
it will happens, lint only that h3
an apt distriim_ion
of il amun_ dll_i.,rent pot
lions of time and spact,, the quanti D of vexation, expense, anti delay, at',achcd to the d,'liveryoftheevidence,muybe
leduced,
but 0rot
the quantum
ot the evidence _e_'e_.sary to be
dehvered,
may itself tie redtwcd.
It is in this
way, and this alone, t hat, by m_ymanagement,
a retrenchment
may be made on the mass el'
evidence (understand
relevant
evidence,
land
without
prejudice
to the direct ends of juslice. A second mass of evidence,
No. 2, may
be relevant-may be indispensable;
but it
is only on the supposition
that the mass (_f
evidence No. 1 has already been dehvered
(or
not delivered.)
Take a_ay the one, _ou take
away the demand
for another°
Keel, beck
the testimony
of Tltius. the proof that wonhl
have been offered oi his bad character,
or of
his having been elsewhere
at the time, ib no
longer relevant,
Expedients
upon expedients,
on a review
of the circumstances
of the mdiwdual
eau.e,
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i common
law, before a jury,
crowds of wit' nesses are in attendance,
who, when the trial
come.-on,
remai_ unexamined,
either because
there ts really uo l_eed of their evidence,
or
beeause there is no tune fro" he_armg it.
At the _anle time that the number of the
_itnesse_,
and in genera]
the quantity
of the
evidence
of all sorts, that may or may not he
neeessar?,
i,_ thus brought ibrward on all sides,
--all
circumstances
which, in the case of this
or tt_at witne-_s or other article of evidence in
partacular,
n_ayopcrateinenhaneementofthe
vexatmn,
exi,ense,
or delay, attendant
on the
productmn
of that witness
or other article of
evidence,
in like manner should be brought
m_der review.
And thus. and thus only, it
1_, that the judge finds it in his power to do
what justice
requires ifim to do in respect
of
collateral
inconvenience
: in the first place, to
take the arrangements
neees.-.ary fi)r reducing
it to its least dimensions
; in the next place,
to deternnne
whether
(a ease which, though
. rarely, may somethnes
happen)
the injustice
. that would result fl'om the production
of the
propu.-ed evidence,
wouhl
not preponderate
over that bram'h
of injustice
_Gfich stands
oppo-ed to the direct ends ofjusttee,
viz. the
fl u-!ration
ofa jnst demand ; or, on the other
h,md i not to make an unneces.sary
sacrifice of
the pril*elpal to thecoltateral
ends,) whether,
I)rovl.lonally
at least, inferior ewdeuee
may
l _ot by mnplo3ed,
m-toad ,X,-uperi.r
fl'om the
same .-omee.
makesLift,
instead
ol regular:
transcrlptura],
t;or il_stanee,
instead
ot originat.*
h_ causes that all- fortmmte
enough to find

might lie employed
for reducing
the amount
themselves
removed
_,ut of the hands of the
of the evidence,
and of the vexatio_h expense,
regular
courts into tho._e ot _pecint arbitraand delay, attached
to the deliver 3 ot it, wil h- , tors, mulualm_d prei,aralor 3 explauatiom,
take
in the narrowest
limits c,_mpattbte
w_th the
place of eourse:
at any rate. there is nothing
due regard to the direct end.- of justice.
1.
to prevent
them trt,m taking place, but those
What _sit that each nian i_-expected to prove ? accidental
defieieueie_
in point of probity or
2. By what ciret_mstances:
is he enabled
to
intelligence,
to which all tribunals,
and all
prove it ? 13. From which of the wit_zesscs tm
human affairs, are cxpo.-ed,
in these tribunals,
both sides is the most deeided
emd satlsfiwit is to the judge that any failure in this retor) evidence to be expected ? 4. Which arc
spect ought to be mlputed ; flu' if, on a requithose between
whom an irreeoneilabte
consitiou nIade bv the jud¢e,
at,y backwardness
tradietion
may lie expected ; and in whose
in regard toco_npliance
bcmamfestedon
either
instance
it i_ most particularly
requisite
that
side, such reluctance
will but afford an addithey be brought
face to thee ? 5. Are there
ditional reason tbr insisting upon comptimme.
any masses of evidence,
by the use of which,
if the decision
be in a certain
way, the de* A curious enough and instructive comparimand for the other may be superseded
?
son
any sitting
of Nisi byPrius.
or still
bettermight,
on an on
r circuit,
be afforded
two lists
:Where
no such preparatory
explanation
1. List of the oersons summoned
so attend as
lakes place (that is, under all technical
s_switness_;
2. I;i_t of the number of persons acterns,) superfluous
evidenee
is poured in in
tuatly exanfinedatthatsarneplaee,
orsuecession
abundance
: not only all that will be wanted,
of places. Of the first of these lists the materials
but all that by p_s_bility
may (it is supposed)
are at any time to be found.
On the last occasion that has happened to fall
he wanted,
is provided.
In cnntinental
Roman procedure,
and in English
equity," the
withb_ my
knowledge,
fourwaswitnesses
attended
on one
side. one ofonly
examinedthat: yet,
shelves
are thus
loaded
with
depositions,
under the uncertainty
that, for want of the sort
which, when they come to be looked at, are
of explanation
in question, hung over the cause,
found not to be necessary,
and which actorthere was not one of the tl'lree who_e attendallc.e
dingly are not employed
in argument.
At
eouhl prudently
have been dispensed with.
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These observations, if well grounded, will
be worth the attention of those public tribunals, whose hands are not tied up by any ot
those manacles which have laid the reguIm
courts under the not altogether unwelcome
impossibility of obeying the voice of justice,
Ispeak ofpartiamentarvelcction
courts, courts
martial, and eourt_ of: inquiry, military and
naval : for us to the courts held by justices
of the peace out of sessmns (I speak of the
ease m which tl_eir jurisdictmn is definitive,)
: it is seldom indeed that a cause coming befi_re

EVIDENCE.
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2. The sort of cau_.e in which, --though
the whole stock of evidence be not adducible
_on both sides,--)et,
on each side, every atJ tide of ev de_ ce proposed to be adduced, is
I capable of being imlicated In this case comes
i the demand h_rthe mutual explanatmns above
_indwated, and the _q_erLtmn of marshalling
i tbe witnesses and docume_ts, m consequence.
I Ripe for decismn tbe cause may in this case
be, perhaps the next dax, perhaps not for any
i nmnber of years afterwards.
For who shall
i say, in every case, at the end of bow many

any such tribunal will be complex enough to [ months a witness shall be forthc_mfing, in a
afford the matter for any such arrangement : _ tom,try in which voyages to the ant-_podes
and the same observation may be applied h I are in every day's practice ?
fortzor_ to the courts of em_scmnce,
i 3. The sort oi cau_e in wlfch a man believes
In these, and all other eo4_rts in which the i or suspects a fact (a principal fact'J to have
ends of justice are the objects of judicature, ! taken place ; but, even supposing it to haw
inasmuch as the preparatory explam_tioa in i taken place, kno_s not as let by what cviquestion atwa_s may be railed for, so (pro- ' deuce it may be proved : e.y. that an act of
portioned to its obvious utillt_ to all persons
murder has _een committed, the author susconcerned, and more espeeially to the jud,.-es) pected or not suspected : that an instrument
is the expectation one should naturally torm pr¢_duced in the character oi a deed or will,
of seeing it ealted f,_r in each individual in- Is spuriou_ or falsified: that the patentee
stance. But against this expectatmn there are attributed to a chiht is fal._e: that a deed or
two c,rcumstances which operate on the other
will, though genuine, w._. ohtAned hy fra,_d
side : I. The propensity which all tribunal, of or tblce. In this ease, tbe cause is l,cither
inferioraccounthavetoimitatethepractieeof
lipe t'or decision, nor ripe lot any such exhitbeir superiors ; and 2. The propen_-ity which bition or anal._sis of the mu_s ot evidence, as
all tribunals have to shackle themselves by ahove.
general rules; extendi_lg an arrangement from
To this sort of eau:e applie_ the demand
the one case--the one indlvidualease in which for invc,tigatorial
p_occdure ; that sort of
it was found eonformahte -- to an unkuowo
procedure which Roman law has confined to
succession of other ease., in which it would not criminal cases--Enghsh law (to the extent of
be contbrmable, to the ends of justice,
the regular system) has denied to all case,.
What ? Shall my client then be compelled
feloniously criminal cases alone excepted,* m
to disclose the plan of his defence ? As well wluch, through the medmm of the preliminary
might you ¢ndl upon himto criminate himself
examinations prescribed by statute, it has
or upon me to betray the trust he has reposed been blown in, as it welt, by a side wind.
in me. Such is the objection which, on an
To pursue, through any turther exemplifioccasion of this sort, the consciousness of a cation% the decomposition of the aggregate
bad cause will put of course into the mouth
mass of evidence, would be be)ond the design
of the experienced advocate : such the _ort of of the present Book: what is above, will, it is
argument which finds all ears open to it, under hoped, be tbund _uffielent at once to indicate
that system of which the sp_ritus rector is the nature of the operation, and the use.
the spirit of insincerity. For, under the technical system, such is the state ot things to§ 3. Aberrations of c.,tabllshed systems in
wards which everything gravitates--such
the
this respect.
notions attached t_ the word equity : viz. that
In the next chapter we _hall have occlusion
on every occasion, justiceantt m,/ust_ce, fraud to examine the indirect modes in which all
and sincerity, shall have an equal chanee,
evidence, over and above a certain quantity,
With retbrence to this topic, causes, whether
has, under established systems, been excluded.
enminalor non-criminal, may be distinguished i In some eases, however, the indirect and disinto three classes :-t guised exclusion not being strong enough, and
1. The sort of cause in which, on the first the only rational remedy, the preparatory exmeeting, the whole stock of evidence which t danationandarrangement,beingunendurable,
the cause affords is visible at once : as, where _iexclusion was to be applied without disguise,
the cause turns on the testimony of one or i and in direct terms. Such, accordingly, aport
both parties, with or without an adduc.ible ! the continent, has been the resource: take
_eript or two, or an adducible witness or two,
French and Spanish law for examples.
on one or on each side. Under th_s descrip- __
.....
tiot_ will be included _'he vast majority of
_ Depositions are taken by the justices in rolecauses. In this ca_c, the em_se is ah'eadvripe •' demeanors of a grave character, as well as in
fordeosion.
"
felome_._L'd,
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winmsses
were and are allowed
by Spanish
law
; ten only are, or at least Spanish)thirty
were, allowed
Freneh-[preyunta[question,]
in French law. Are both right ? One French
witness, then. is equal to three Spanish one._.
(If tI_ese limJtatmn% what upon earth could
be the design ? To make work tar advocates ?
--to
g'_ve the judge a facility tar favouring
whom he plemqed ? It so, it wa_ well aimed,
ta an) good purpo-e,
completely
useless,-On the nature
of the nau_e, no distraction
grounded
: under this d_rect exclusion,
as under the redirect
one, the same allowance
tbr
all causes,
Fact _ Ttesti_n : -- of the unity of the fact
or que-tion,
who shall give the criterion
?
Nobody : criterion there is none.
You are a
French"judge.
a man who has produced
ten
witnesses
wisbes to produce
more.
Would
you have him lose ? Stick to the unity of the
that, and you stand firm upon the taw. Would
_ou have lure gain?
Spht the fact into two,
you ma._ then allow him a¢ many as twenty
wm_esses.
Are twenty not enough ? Take
up the metaphysical
wedge,
ann drive _t in
o_ee more.
We have seen, that to split one
man into two witnesses
_ every day's placrice.*
That was :t clmney trick : men, bke
oaks, are '" gnarled and anwedgeable
;'" iaets,
like deals, are fissile.+
* Su_ra, p. 525.
-_ lngtttucmnes
del Deriehn Civil de Castil_a.
_ladrid,
1791. 4to. p. ccei.
Tlmlo vii. de ,as
Pruebas,
cap, w. de]a Prueba de Tcstigos, p.
eeeL " Se segue 1. Que _olamente hdean t6
enjuccm dos tesngos: ....
nopudiendocxcedcr
el numero de treinta pare cada pregunta (qaestmn) diverse."
From llecompi/ae_on:
i. 577.
lab. iv. tit. 6_ sec. vii.
Ordonnance
(:ivile de Louis X1V. anna 1fl67.
Tit. xxfi. des Enqut-tes. Art. xxL " Ne seront
ohis
de dix
remains."
Conferences,
p. 305.
Art.plusxxi.
'" D_fendons
aux pames de
faire
ajar en mati6re eivfle plus de dlx temoins sue
un meme fair, et aux oages ou comm,.ssatres
d'en enten_tre plus g"rand hombre;
autrement
la pattie ne pourra pretendre
le remboursement
des ti'a_s qu'elle auraavancis
pour les faire ohir,
encore qua tous les ,'l@e_s du proc6s lui soient
adjug4s en fit_ de cause,"
In a cau_ of the civil claSS, the French
code
of procedure
forbids anti admits the receipt of
more than ten witnesses, at the instance at any
party, m each fact (,fair : ) so that, if an eleventh
witn'e_s be produced by any party, the judge, according a_ he likes or dislikes the party, admits
or rejects the witness.
The law oxhnits him :
hut under this eondktom vtz. that the expense
attached to the testm-mnv of that w_mess sh.dl
vest on the l_artv by who_ he is produced_ elthough ¢osts" of'su [ be adjudged
to him at the
COnclusion of the cause. Ti_e law excludes him:
for, over and attune this eondition_ operating a_
a licence or a_ a venaltv aecordlng to the poit_t of
vlew. in which it'suits ¢,,hejudge_ to co ttempIate
_t. there is an exr_re_s ]Jrohibition : a prohibition
an expresa as wor'ds can make it--a prohibitmn
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A I'R,_POSITION that --earns neither to require,
nor (ar,_ n,ore thaua
po_tutate
in zeomctry)
admit of proof, is. that every arrangement
o_
procedure,
the effect of _hwh is to exclude,
an indetelminate
portion
of ewdcnee
-- of
that stock of evidence,
which tbe cause, in
tile mdivutual
instance
m question,
happena
to afford, -- and that,
too, widmut
the plea
of preponderant
inconvenience
m the shape
of vexation,
expense,
and delay, -- is irreconeilably repugnant
to the end_ of justice.
In
every cause to which the operation
of the
principle of blimt detateation
happelts to extend, the effect of it is, to reduce to an eqaat
chance whatever
prcponderan_
probability
of
success a good cause may, under the system
ofproeedureinqucstion,
give a man as affamst
a bad one.
Such is the result,
and such the mischief,
supposing
the composition
at the dctkleated
mass to depend aho_etber
upon blind chance,
Supp.se,
on the other hand, that, it is eapable of bmng influenced
by arrangement--by
arrangement
on the part of either of _tJe parties.-the probability
of ,uceess,
instead of

i being equM, w_li t,e preponderant
iu tax'our
I of injus'ice,
tie who, being m the right,
is
' persuaded
at tin- being so, wall not naturally
have recourse
to thl_ or any other simster
' artifiee:
at least he will not'be
urged so to
do b; so strong an impulse as that _u_ which
! the opposite
party,
supposing
him to be in
i the wrong, and conscious of being so, will be
! ureed.
!
_Had the ends of justice
been,
in every
t country,
the ends to which the system of proi. cedure
had, in the eomse
of its formation,
[ been directed,
no arrangement
pregnant
with
_ any such effect would perhaps anywhere
have
__
[ without any condiuon:
and addressed
nt_ to
_ the parties, but m the judge.
We forbid tem
I (judges and comnnssaries)
tx_ hear any greater
i number,
I
At the conference, great debate between PusI sort, wbo appears to have been the author of thi_
I cod% and the Premier
President
of the day,
{ The President dl_pproves
of the limitation_but
! yields; saying, that, the case of a Ieart_" wishing
I to produce _ny gre:aer number not being *t_ely
_ to happen frequently,
the matter is of no great
i consequence.
Pussort defemls his article_ and
_ prevails. {In the condition specified, a party (he
[ insists upon it) is at liberty to produce as many
; w,tn_ses as he pleases.
You ha_e to give judg] meat on this arucie: would you kt in the super; numerane_
refer to the condition iaud
ff that
_twill not do_ pray in aid the common vouehee, the
,i author.
of the code. _.Vouid you shut them out.
sack to the text, and turn a deaf ear to all h_s,.
I tortes and commentaries.
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been established. But in no country bus the to space. Suppose a court ,_,andyou need not
predominant part of that system been really look fllrtber than Westnfinster Hall to find
directed to those ends : accordingly, arrangetour such) which, in the case of"a cause of a
ments pregnant with that absurd and per- nature toexcite that sort of interest, on which
nicious effect are to be found established in _hc purity of judicml conduct so essentially
both of the two systems of technical proce- depends, shall be capable of affording hearing
dure, between wt_ich the more enlightened
and seeing room to no more than a tenth or
part of the populatmn of the globe has, in a twentieth part of the numbers that would
such unequal proportions, been divided,
be there if they could. Nine persons out ot
In the Roman system may be seen one t every ten are thus excluded from the exercise
determinate portmn of the obtainable mass of committee of the public, charged with the
evidence is shut out.
inquiry into the conduct of the courts of jas*
example
an arrangement,
an exin- i of
tunctiono
of individual
a member instance,
of ti_e opea
In the of
English
s)stem maybybe which
seen an
lice.the Who,
in each
are
ample ofaz_othcr arrangement, which, discm'-[the
persons on whom tbe lot of exclusion)
dant as it is with the Roman in other points i falls ? When fi)r this question a precise anof view, agrees with it in this_
! swer has been found, on the back of it wltl
The Roman arrangement here in view. is I be found an account of the articles of e_i.
that by which, whatsoever part ot the evi- I denee excluded by that taw of the judicial
deuce can by posibility be kept seere_ from i drama, which (substituting the dramatu' unithe parties respectively (viz. every part of ] tiestbr the ends of justice) requires the hu_-iit but that which has been extracted from a '_ness to be compressed within the space of
party himself,) is, with the most anxious care, I time during which a mixed multitude of perkept from the knowledge of both, uutil the [ sons are capable of contmmng t(_gether in the
time when the process of collection is closed, compass of the same close room, without preFrmn this arrangement is apt to result the judice to the fi'ee exe, cisc of their intellectual
exclusion oi an indeterminate and indefinable
faculties.
mass of counter-evidence.
The portion thus
Incompatible as this s3_tem of condensaexcluded is divisible i_to two distinguishable
flea is to the ends of._u_,twe, it wants nothing
branches:-1. The additional mass, which,
of that which is necessary to adapt it to the
had the already extracted portion been known
ends of estabhshed judicature.
SuffMent or
to them in time, might and would have been insut_clcnt to the purpose ot doing right to
extracted by the parties respectively, whe- the parties, the time _s hexer le,s ttmn s,lli)her from the witnesses on their own side cleat to the gathering io of tees.
respectively, or from those on the other:-The door,--doe_
it happen to have been
2. Anysuch further portion as, in explanation,
shut against this m that article of necessary
confirmation, or contradiction of the test_- evidence .¢ St) uluch the better. Then come
mony actually delivered (as above,) might
other exlgenc_es, far better adapted than any
have been extracted from the bosoms of other
evidt'nec to the use of lawyers. At law, nowitnesses,
cessity for new trmls, and" motions for new
Such, then, in a few words, i_ the effect : trials : in equity, necessity for bills of review,
exclusion of ulterior evidence obtainable by or bills partaking eL or in some convement
eounter-interrogatmn
of thesame witnesses ; shape or other approaching to, the nature of
exclusion of counter-evidence extractible by hills of review. An entire cause, with all it_
interrogation and counter-loterrogation
ti'om evidence, does it happen to be shut out in the
ulterior witnesses,
lump, because there was not time so much as
The English practice is that which, m civil fbr the opening of it ? Causes are not like
eases, limits the mass of evidence to the qtnm- strawberries or mackerel: at the end of six
tity the delivery of which can be squeezed
months, or of twelve months, they are as
into the compass of a single sitting :* deductIre_h as ever ; and then they come garnished
ing the quantity occupied b_ the introductory
with fresh tees.
statements made b) the advocates on both
It is only in causes of a complex nature,
sides, and the recapitulation made by the di- that the operation of this principle of exclureeling judge,
stun c,,anattat'h: causes which, whether in any
Of the nature of the mass of evidence thu_- other respect or no, are complex at any rate
shut out, it is not easy to give aoy the loosest in respect of the numbe_ of witnesses frmn
estimate: not so much as the sor_ of e_timate,
whom relevant evidence might have been cxthan which nothing can easily be moretoose,
tracted.
Call twenty-four hours the utmost
given of that which is shut out by Roman
extent eta single jut@ial sitting. There are
praeuce.
I some causes (and of this description are the
To assist conceptioJ,, cross over from time major part ot the causes instttuted,) for whi,'h
* Civil, as well as criminal easc_, _metimes
a quarter of the number of minutes would be
occupy several days. One of the trmls at Lan- , more than enough : there are others for which
easter, in the ease of T,*tham _,."Wright. ecct;- three or tbur tnnes as many days might be a
pied near_y a formight.--Ed.
_,canty allowai, ce.
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Where the allowance of time presents itself A certain portion of time, two days or theNas insufficient, the quantity of evidence dis- abouts, is allotted with the utmost regula.
carded by each party (at least it"acting bo_tJ riry to whatever number of suits it may h_pfide,) will naturally be that which io the judypen to a whole county, to a thirtieth part of
ment of the party can best be spared.
England, to have supphed in the compass of
Of either party, if m raM,Jfide, oneresource
half the year. Six hours, ibr example, may by
will be, the crowding in evidence in such this means be the whole allow_neemade ton
quantity as to generate confusion ; and, by cause, which, had the scene of it lain within
blinding the eyes of those to whom it belongs the privileged spot, might have had the benefit
to judge, to raise in this way the unfavourable
of the full Mlowanee, sufficient or insufficient,
prospect to the level vf an even chance,
as above described.
In any case. the undue advantage from the
In both c_ases, how fares it with the an.
compression _avitates towards the phintiff's
gregate ma_s of causes, in number mid bulk
side. ttis evidence being the first heard, the unlimited, shut up within a limited compass
more he introduces of his own, the less he of time': As it tkres with a multitude of men
leaves it possible fur the defendant to intro- ' or other animals shut up within the walls of
duee. Out of the supposed maximum of tour a town or any other boundaries, with a limitand twenty, the greater the number of hours ed and insufficient quantity of food: their fate
occupied by the one, the less the number left ' is disposed of by the three co-regent powers,
to be occupied by the other. The advantage
three, f_raud,and fortune: some batten, some
of this polwy will, however, be dearer, if the ; are piadmd, and some are starved.
plaintiff who avails himself of it be m r_al_, I Ever and anon, the fruits of necessity in
than if in bo_ fide : for. in the latter case, I this line are brought to light, as it were by
what he gains by the exclusion of hio ants- _chance. The nature of the cause opened, or
gunist's evidence, may be lost in some measure . begun to be opened, -- Step (cries the judge ;)
by the confusion produced by the multiplicity
w'hat sort of a cause is this to try! t can't try
of h_s own.
it--not I ; I won't so mlwh as attempt it : it
In the midst of all this darkness, a dif- I is not to be done. Necessity, by which every
ferenee may, however, be observed between I thing is justified--neces.stty,
thus invoked,
the effects of' the Roman, and those of the' comes in and justifies denial of justice. From
English practice. Of the disguised exclusions, i atribunal which does not afforditselfso much
wrapped up in the system of concealment, the i as a possibility of doi_g justice, the cause is
influence extends, without distinction, to the
most simple, as well as to the most complex
causes: for upon the Roman plan of inquiry,
there is never any want of time ibr the cxtraction of evidence, if the demand pre_euted
for ulterior evidence, by the evidence already
extracted, were but known in time.
In the English mode, the genius of exehision confines his operations (as hath been seen)
to complex causes.
The mischief produced
by the English is, therelbre, not nearly so ex-

] thenshuffied offtoanother, which, having time
. for collecting evidence, wants nothing but
i the means : the cause is referred to unlearned
i jndges, umler the name of arbitrators: pressed
! by t'he tide of authority, though without difeet and adequate coercive t_wer, the parties
(whether in bol*_or ia *_a£_flde) are wrought
i upon, in some way or other, to consent to
I this arra_Jgement : arbitrators chosen, one on
i each side: the foreman, or some other distin! guished member of the jm'y: some advocate,

tensive as that produced by the Roman mode.
The systems here distinguished by the
names of Roman and EIghsh, are both of
them (it must not be forgotten) alike in use
in England. But on the continent of Europe,
the Roman practice extends to all courts, at
least to all regular courts: in England it is
confined to the courts called equitycnurts and
ecclesiastical and admiralty courts.
The compression (that is to say. the dalaication) produced by the rule which confines
allcausesto the short allowance of time above
mentioned, is not, however, by any means
_he only defalcation to which umler the En li
'
g
sh system, the pabulum of justice is condemnad.
Those common-law causes alone
exeepted, which are furnished by the neighbourhood of the metropotis,--in
the whole
stock of causes, the mass of evidence is subjeered to an nlterior compression and defM¢_tion, to a_ amount equally indeterminable,

i mutually agreed on, as not being engaged on
_ either side: nothing deficient but the power
I of compelling the production, and providing
1 for the trustworthiness of evidence.*
The
mstrmnents they possesstbr bringing thetruth
I to light, are good against everybody but tho_e
[ who are dishonest enough to wish and andes_ your to suppress it.
As often as this necessity betrays itsell,
just so often does it appear, t&at in cases of
this description, trim by jury, conducted as
it is conducted, is incompatil_le with justice.
What matters it, in the view of lawyers and
their dupes ? What in their creed is this
sacred institution ? Not a means to an end,
but itself an end. The use of judicature is
-- what ? Not to render justice, but to make
work for jaries.-[And why make work for
This defect is remedied by the i__ 4 Will.
IV. c. 42.--gd.
t Always under._tood__at in the progtet_ of
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juries ?-- Why but because trial by jury is
trial with lawyers, with tbrms upon torms,
heaped together for the u_e of law_crs?
The mutilation of the body of necessary
evidence, or, in other words, the exclusion
of an indeterminate part of it, has thus far
been brought to view as mJ effect produced
in every techni_l course of procedure. Two
arrangements, one of _he Roman, the other
of the English sy_,tem, have at the sametime
been brought to view in the character of so
many efficient "causes, by which that effect
has actually been produced,
That, under the English system, the production of any such effect was, so much as
in the anticipation of the authors, among the
final causes of the arrangements themselves,
is what there seems little reason to suppose,
But in speaking of the Roman system, the
design of producing this very effect (pernicious
as we have seen it to be) has been expressly
stated as a final cause, or rather as the final
cause, of the arrangement., the systematic
concealment, by which the effect is produced,
Concealment, a practice so natural to iniquity
--a practice, ur.less under special ciremnstances and as against special misehiefs, so unnarural to justwe, so abhorrent to the general
complexion of Englishjudicature,--required
(it seems to have been thought) a reason to
jnstify it in the sight of English lawyers,
when the Roman s)stem came to be planted
in English soil.
Problem :-- In all cases (except, in criminal
eases the preliminary ex parte inquiry,) the
receipt, of evidence being public at common
law ; required, to find a reason for its being
kept as secret as possible in equity.
Such
beil_g, on one hand, the problem,--such
was
on the other hand, the solution--the
only solution that could be found for it.
First, let us observe the practice; then
Gilbert's reasons for it.
State of the practice,
l. In the oath taken by the persons who
to this purpose act as judges ad hoc (viz. in
the district of the metropolis, the examining
clerk--out
of the district of the metropolis,
the eomnfissiouers nominated by the parties)
_re these words :--" And you shall not publish or show the same depositions to any person or persons before publication in the court,
without consent of the same court." *
'2. ,, Neither the examinations or depositions, which are taken by commission, can be
published, in any case whatsoever, till publication is duly passed by rule in the office, or
by motion or petition, for it may be done
either way.'_
the cause no such word as the word comity be
pronounceable. For, equity being still more
propitious than law to lawyer_. Sl_ak but the
word equity, and the use of juries vanishes.
• Glib. p. 142.
_ Ibid. 144.
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3. " And in this case" (viz. where the
party applies to have the time for publication
put off) " the plaintiff or defendant (as the
ease falls out) mast make oath, and so must
his clerk in court, or sotidtor, ' that they
have neither seen, heard, read, or been informed of, arty of the contents of the dcpositions taken in that cause ; nor will they see,
hear, read, or be intbrmed of, the same, till
publication is duly passed in the cause." "'*
?['hen comes a story of a solicitor, who, to
prevent the solicitor on the other side from
gaining the further time necessary to the
examination of his witnesses, read over to
him the depositions already taken on his (the
reader's) side.
Such being the practice, behold now the
learned lord chief tmron's reasons for it :-1. " If the commissioners on both sides
attend the exeeutmn of the commission, and
the one side examines, and the other neither
examines nor puts iu any interrogatories, he
shall never afterwards examine, unless upon
special order of the court, upon good cause
shown ; because he must notfi,rm his interrogatortes upon the discovery made to hts eomm_ssio_ers, of what thc other side examined to."_
2. " The fair examination by commissioners
is not to adjourn without necessity; ....
but it'it be necessary, they may adjourn, not
onlyin time, but place. Andthis affair nmst
be performed, as far as possible, uno actu,
that there be as httle opportunity as pos_ible
to divulge the depositions, that neither sale
may better their proofi"_
3. " If it shall appear to the court ....
that the defendant's commissioners attended
duringthe,_hole
time of the execution of the
commis-_ion, and never exhibited any interrogatories, in this case the court wilt never
grant the defendant another commission, and
he must take it for his pains; since he lay
upon the watch and catch, only to see what
the plaintiff proved, and then, at another coramission, to exhibit interrogatories
adapted
to such matters and questions as might tend
to overthrow all that had been done ; and he
shall never be admitted to have this unfair
advantage over his adversary : for tf lie is
admitted, after having kaowledye of all that
his adversau¢ hath proved, to cxhtbit interrogatories, he may easily conceive what interroyatories to exhibit, and Iww to hit the bird
in the eye." u
Then, immediately after, follows a passage,
to state, that, if a new commission is granted,
no addition ought to be made to the interregatories framed for the former one, '" without special leave of the court ; an_t [then]
they are to be settled by a master, and are
never done [i. e, this is never done] but in
extraordtnary cases.
" GLIb. 146.
_ Ibid. 131,

1"27.Ibid.
_ Ibid. 1_7, 13B.
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4. " Afterwards (after pnblicafion of the according as the article is served from the
depositions already taken) there could be no one counter or the other.
examiuatian of w_tnesses, unless by tile apeOn the Tuesday, the learned judge, sitting
cial direction of the judge, upon good c_ause at eommou la_', grant_ a new trial. There his
shown, cud an affidavit of the party, that he, birds are set up by him, all in a row, though
or those employedby him, hadnot, norwould,
there be a thousand of them--set
up like
see the depositions of the witnesses which cocks on a _hruve Tuesday, readyto be " hit
were published ; by reason of the man_fest in the eye" by an) body who has a stone to
danger of perjury and subornation o/'witnesses,
throw at them. The next day the same revein case examination should be allvwed after
rend person sits in the character of an equity
pubhcatwa.""
judge--and
now secrecy is the order of the
5. Onereasoncomesinthefi_rmofaparenda._ ; and now "the very life and vitals of
thesis, and that parenthesis an assumption ; ] the cause ties in secreting the evidence."
the truth of the observation being supposed
But it such counter-interrogatories,
orcountoo self-evident to be disputed: "' Since the ter-evidenee
fl'om counter-witnesses,
were
very life and vitals of almost every cau_, and admitted, the danger of "subornation"
of
of every man's property, ties in keeping close, perjury, and of '" perjury," he says, '" is amand secreting his evidence till after the de- nifcst."*
positions are pubhshed, because after that,
Yes, indeed--but
too manifest. Open the
there is an eml of examining ....
"T
door to ewdenee (meaning sworn evidence,)
The view taken by the learned jurist is al- you open the door to perjury. Would you
together cunans. That either of the parties shut the door, shut it effectually, against pershould possess the possibility of " bettering
jury ? Two ways are open to you, and both
his proot;":_ he considers as a result fatal to sure ones : shut the door against all sworn
justice- a result to be prevented at any price. [ evidence, or shut it against all evidence.
For, of such melioration, what might be the
But, when the mass of evidence thus to be
consequence ? " It might tend to overthrow
shut out is anything short of the whole, oballthat had been done :.... the bird" (accordserve the consequence.
True it is, that in
ing to his ingenious metaphor) might be " hit such evidence as is not produced, no |rerjury
in the eye"l[
will be contained. But how is it in regard to
At the time of his writing this, or before, the evidence which, being allowed to be prothe learnel author was head shopkeeper of dueed, has been produced accordingly.
Asthat great double shop, h_ which common taw suranee against being cros_examined, against
or equity is served out, according as the one beingopposed bycounter-evideuee;
assurance
or the other happens to be bespoke by the against being e_posed to contradiction, from
lflaintiff custmner : for the clause in Magna themselves or others ; security against ulteCharta which precludes the sale of justice,
riot eoutradictim_ from arty quarter:_sueh
precludes not the sale of common law, or of is the security proposed as proper _o be apequity. On the common-law side, whatever
plied--such
is the security actually applied,
truth is to be _rved out is warranted en- against mendacity and temerity on the part
tire: the truth, and the whole truth, as well of witnesse_-.
asnothing but the truth, are the words of the
That the arrangement proposed by the
oath, expressive of what each witness underlearned judge, in the character of a security,
takes t'm' the delivery of. But to what put- and that a necessary one, against the mischief
po_e is it, that, from each _qtness, the whole
of perjuD', is naturally (not to say necessarily)
of such part of the facts belonging to the case productive of that very mischief, is not only
as happen to have come to his knowledge are manifest enough to everybody, but to nobody
required? To tldspurpose, surely,--viz.that,
more so than to the learned judge, himsel£
from M1 the evidence together, including the For by what is it, that, when one party only
depositions of all the witnesses, the whole (scythe plaintiff) has examined his witnessing,
assemblage of facts which the case furnishes
the commissioners of the other thirty (the de.
may be collected. What, then, on this oeea- fendant) having been present at such exasion at least, is the aim of common law ? To mination, the defendant is enabled "to bit the
come at the truth entire. What, 6n the other bird in the eye ?" Ills commissioners, in violahand, is the aim of equity ? To get it mu- tion of the letter of their oaths, communicate
tilated ; to get it in a state in which it shall, to him (the party) the depositions extracted
at any rate, be to some degree or other ira- by the commissioners on the other side : for,
perfect, and no one cm_ say in how great a unless this were the case, whate_er were the
degree. Right and wrong shift their places or demand for such suppletory and eomplem_rtheir natures, according as the judge sits as tory counter-evidence and coanter-interrOgaa Common-law judge or as an equity judge : tion, the pa_y could not have any knowledg_
of it. So that, in the perjury with which the
* Gilb. ]20.
_+Ibid. 127.
t Ibid. 141.
|1 Ibid. 137: 138.
o Gilb. 1:_0.
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arrangement is seen to be pregnant, consists
the reason, and the only reason, given in justification of that very practice,
This precaution is exactly of a piece with
the policy which, in some ages and eountries, has, under the auspices of Roman law,
governed the arrangements in criminal cases.
The prosecutor, on his part, producing his
evidence, the defendant, on his part, was
not to be allowed to produce any. Why?
Because, at this rate, the charge might come
to be contradicted ; a licence which was not
to be suffered.
Being relevant, the ulterior evidence thus
excluded, would it have been true or false ?
If true, no great harm, one should have
thought, would have been done by it. "If
false, --but what is there that should make
it false, this subsequent, rather than any
antecedent, mass of evidence ?
Evidence (the testimony of an extraneous
witness) delivered in a preceding cause be_
tween other parties, is not received in a
succeeding one. Why not ? Because, in the
preceding cause, the party against whom it
operates in the sneceeding cause had no opportunity of endeavouring at the correction
or completion of it, by counter-interrogation
or cmnlter-evidence.
In this case, the propriety of the exclusion is not in question here.
What is to the purpose, is, that such is the
established rule--established,
not at common
law only, but in equity,
The depositions having been published (i. e.
communicated to the parties,) evidence respecting the character of each witness may
be poured in without stint :* evidence on the
one side attacking his eharacter_evidence
on the other side supporting it.
Evidence
of this sort, " generally speaking," says the
learned judge, " ends in nothing more than
putting the party to an expense to no purpose." Here, then, if superfluity of evidence
were the mischief to be cut off, -- here would
be a species of evidence for the knife to operat_ upon.
No such thing. Where the evidence is known, and known to be of that sort
which is extendible ad infinitum, and after all
of little or no use, no such idea is started as
that of excluding it. Where the importance
of the mass of evidence in question is beyond
all estimate, then it is that it is to be barred
out ; and secrecy is the bar set up against it.
Those who introduced this arrangement
into the system of procedure, gave no reasons
for it: they did wisely ;-- they had none to
give. On this, as on some other occasions,
Gilbert has taken it into his head to give teasons:_ here, as elsewhere, being given, they
me worse than aorta. Under the technical
_]_tem, the safe course, and the only safe one,
to be taken with judges" rcaSOns,is the course
• Glib. 147.

"1"
Ibid. 148.
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taken with them in the House of Lords: to
enter them as given, and to give noee,-none at least which the subject, whose conduct is to be governed by them, and whose
fate depends upon them, has a possibility of
being apprised of. "
CHAPTER
IV.
EXCLUSIOnBY REnDERInGA PARTICULAR
SPECXES
or EVIDENCECOnCLVSlVE.
§ 1- Impropriety of the exclusion.
AnMIsslon of counter-evidence is one of these
securities, of the necessity of which, much (it
[ may be thought) would not require to be said.
[
Exclude out of the budget any article of
i evidence, whether on one side or another:
i in proportion to the probative force with
I which such excluded lot would, had it been
t admitted, have acted upon the mind of the
judge, in that same proportion is the aggregate mass of evidence incomplete.
Exclude, on either side, the whole of the
mass of evidence that would or might have
been delivered on that side, leaving the door
open to whatever evidence is ready to be delivered on the other: misdecisioo in disfavonr
of theside on whichthe evidenceis excluded,
i_ not, indeed, by so doing, rendered the celrain result (since there remains the possibility that the unexeluded evidence may not
gain credit ;) but, at any rate, the tendency
of such arrangement to give birth to misdecision, seems too palpable to be matter of
doubt to any one : so palpable, as to produce,
as it were, a mechanical and instinctive idea
of one of the most revolting modifications
of injustice.
Audi alteram pattern, says the common
adage : before you give judgment, hear whatever there may be to be said on the other
side. As a memento, good : for information,
for guidance, not sufficient. To be said ?_In
what way ? In the way of e_dence ? in the
way of observation upon evidence ? There
are few cases in which observation on evidence may not be of some use ; there are
none at all in which evidence itself is not
absolutely necessary.
To exclude evidence indiscriminately on
beth sides, is turning fortune loose to do the
work of justice : to exclude evidence from
one side only, leaving the door open to it
on the other side, is a sort of arrangement
which, to judge of it in the abstract, could
have been dictated, one should have thought,
by no other principle than that of determination to do injustice.
Under the technical system, however, not
only has evidence been excluded in detail
evidence of such and such a particular m_ture,
in consideration of its nature ; bat evidence
has even been excluded in the lmnp_ without
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any conshleratlon of its nature: the whole tion whether it shall be co1_elu_ive orno, lu_
mass of evidence : whatever evidence might, no place in any book of jurisprudenco_in
had it not been for the exclusion, have been axty book in which, from the decisiorm prodelivered on this or on flint s_de.
nounced in individual cases, the author takes
If it really be not conducive to the ends of upon himselt, in the way of abstraction, to
_ustice to shut the door on either side against deduce general rules.
evidence _ against all evidence in the lump,
1. If the nmss of evidence be made conwithout kno_ving what it is-- to show, in any elusive absolutelg, observe the consequence.
instance, that by this or that arrangement h_ The nature of this will vary, according as the
any established system, a door has thus been suit is of a penal nature or of a rmn-pemil
shut in this way against evidence, is to show nature ; and in each case, according as the
that the arrangement in question is repugnant side, in t_vour of wlfieh the evidence is thus
to the ends of justice. Thus to class it, is to made conclusive, is that of the plaintiff, or
condemn it : to condemn it, and on the surest that of the defendant.
grounds.
Let the mass of evidence thus rendered
In one of two senses given to it, the word conclusive, be composed (suppose) of the
conclusive, as applied to evidence, seems in a t concordant testimony of two persons _two
manner peculiar to English law : the reason t witnesses exhibited on the same side.
will appear presently.
]
In the penal branch, -- to render the testi|n one sense, it puts no exclusion upon ' runny of any two witnesses in this way eoneviden<m of any sort. Evidence thus spoken _ elus(ve absolutely against the defendant_ to
of as conclusive, may be said to be spoken of, force the judge to convict a defendant upon
as conditionally conclusive : conclusive primd the testimony of two witnesses, wl-mther it
faeie -- conclusive hist.
does or does not produce in his mind a perIn another sense, it puts an exclusion upon suasion of the fact of their delinqueney--wheevidence-- upon all evidence on the other : ther the testimony thus exhibited appears to
side. Not to speak of real evidence-- not to him correct or not, veracious or not, _is as
speak of other eireumstantiat evidence. --it
much as to give to any two ruffians a power
pronounces all witnesses on the other side to ruin any individual whatever, or any numliars : all witnesses, be they who they may, bet of individuals, at their choice, ht point of
and in whatsoever number.
In this sense, property, person, reputation, or life, as the
the ahsurd!_y of the propositions of which it ¢_se may be.
makes the leading term, the rashness, the inIn the penal branch, agaln,_to
render the
utihty, the mischievousness, of all decisions testimony of any two witnesses eonelueive in
grounded on them, is, when once stated, too this same way in favour of the defendant--to
evident to be proved. It pronounces some fact force the judge to acquit him, in consequence
or other impossible. Is it then really tropes- of the want of such evidence to convict him
sible ? What probability, then, is there, that (believing him at the same time, as almve, to
it will be not only asserted by a witness, but be guilty,) --is as much as to confer on m*y
also et_edited by the judge ? Is it not impos- two hireling perjurers a power to give u virsib]e ? Then why will you pronounce it so ?
teal pardon--to give, even beforehand, a eerEvidence spofeen of' as conclusive in this tainty of impunity to any malefactor at their
sense, may be said to be spoken of as abso- choice_to any number of malefactors at their
l_aely conclusive. Evidence al_solutely con- choice, whatever be their crime_
elusive is that to which the effect is given
In the non-penal brmteh,_to
render the
of putt iJ,g an exclusion upon all countertestimony of anytwo witnesses conelusivein
evidence
this same way in favour of the plalntiff_ to
The question concerning conclusive evi- t force the judge, on the ground of such teati.
deuce--whether
this or that lot of evidence ] runny, to confer on him the right he sues for
shall be treated _ conclusive, regards ape- I (the judge at the same time not believing
ties of evidence: it regards the propriety of t him possessed of any goodtitle tosoch right,)
laying down a generic, or (as on this occasion ] -- is as much as to eonfer on any two, and
we may term it) a specific rule, pronouncing I every two, hireling perjurers, a power of conthat the truth of the sort of fact shall be in- I letting a proprietary fight of any kind upon
ferred by the Judge, as often as any"evidence any individual at their choice, or any number
of the so_t iu question is prmtueed, it regards, of proprietary rights of all kinds, and with reI say, the genus of the lot of evidence : for ferenee to all snbject-matters, upon auynumas to the individual lots, no decision is, or bet of individuals at their choice = and thereby
ever can be, grounded on any lot or body of to impose upon any individual the obligation
evidence, but that lot or body of evidence is correspondent to such right: to impose, theretreated as c-ouclosive with relation to the in- fore, upon any number of individuals, the
dividual suit in hand.
obligations respectively correspondent to all
But in so far as the lot under coasideratiml
manner of proprietary rights with reference
is no more than the individual lot, the ques- to all manner of su_eet-mmters.
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In the non-penal
branch, again,--to
render 1 each of fltem susceptible
of the lowest degree.
the testimony
of any two witnesses
conclusive
( Both together,
the degree of persuasion
they
in this way in favour of the defi.ndantto I wouhl he productive
oI; in the conception
of
force the jud_re, on the ground of such testi- ] the.imhze,
is not beyond the second degree in
runny, to refilse _o the plaintiff
the right he i the settle of probative
force : _come-- the
sue_ fro" (the ju,l,:,, _,_*he _au,e time believi_tg
rule, and forces him re, act as fl tile degree of
him possessed
of a gs_Jd title to such right,)-i his pet _uasion were at, least _omewhere
above
is as mm:h as to gi_e to rare and every two : the middle of the scale.
The .e_idence uphireling" periurcr-,
n power of debarring
any
pears false to him : and he is obllged to act a_
individual,
or any n_unher of imh_iduals,
at i if it appeared
to him to be true.
their choice, from the a,'qtn_.iti,m _f all such I
Pile class nf eases there is, and that a most
rights, however
necessary to their existence,
extensive
and important
one, ia which it mar
foz the acquisitml_
of wh(ch the law has made "! appear that evidence,
circumstant'al l evidence, "
it necessary
for them to obtain
the decision
i of this or that description,
is built upon e_
of a jmlge:
to exempt,
aceordblgty,
any in-]conclusive,
and even ab.-olutel)
conelu_tve:
dividual,
any number of iadividuals,
at their i and that with perfect propriety
aud _'ood el.
choice, from the oblig,atlo_s respectively
col'- I feet.
This is the case of those act. w)uch,
respondent
to those
ri_'hts;
t.e. hy the ira- ' in consideration
of their connexion
whh su_e
position
of which, and ;_ot otherwt,e,
those
principal
act, obnoxious
on its own account,
rights would be conferred
and on that
account
put upon the b_t of
Away
with all exaggeration
!--begone
all
crimes, are, theretbre
(though in lhemselves,
false conceptions,
on a ground
on which so and were it not for that
eonnexmn,
not ohmuch
depends
ou tluth
and accuracy!
A
noxious.)
also put upon that list: as in the
power is one thing--a
licence is another.
Of
case of thosc clu_ters
of offences (each coma power,
the virtue
is, to enable
a man to
poqed of a principal
offence and an aecomproduce
the effect in respect
of which be is panlment
of accessory
offenee._) whdeh come
empowered:
of a licence,
the virtue
is, to
respectively
under the titles of forgery,
cornexempt
him from puni.-hment,
in the event of lag, saruggling,
and the like.
his producing
such effect.
To give to the
Bat, m these cases, the truth (a_ up._l a
two
confederates
in question
the power of
('loser inspection
will appear)
is, lhat I',) .,Jeh
producing
all these perniemus
effects,
would
eoneht.ion
is _eally framed " or at an 2 _'_*t('.
be the result of any such rules as these rethat, to _arrant
rite course taken by t]'e leapeetivelyeontended
against:
to enable them
gislator,
it is not nece,.sary
that any __l,ch
to produce
those same effeet_ with eertainty
conclusion
.hould have been tbrmed.
0I hi_,
of impunity
to themselves,
is not among the
hy whom an act of the description
of the aeresults of any of those re_peetive
rules
For,
ten.pry
act in question
_s performed,
it ha_
by the suppositmn,
perjury is necessary,
in
beeu deemed probable
by tide legislator,
tba_
each case, to tile production
ot the entreadd art of the nature
of the principal act has
sponding
mischievous
effect : and from the
been, or was to have been, performed,
or
punishment
(whatever
it be) that happens to
that
he has been,
or was _o have been, m
be attaehed
to perjury,
no exemption
is given
some way or other, assistant to the enterprise
by any of these rules,
of him by whom such principal
act has beel_
Of the sort of licence in question,
in addicommitted.
But tide propriety
of the treatfinn to the power, what would be the tensemeat, in the extent
thus given to i_--in
the
quenee?
The utterdestruetion
andsubversion
extent
by which it embraees
the eluster of
of political soeietyin
any community
in which
accessory
acts in question -- depends not alit should be established:
the ruin of all iunotogether
upon the rectitude
of the inference.
cent persons ; the impunity
and triumph of all
Whatever
be men's views, in the performance
malefactors
: the ruin of all persons
having
of rite accessory
aets thus converted
into o/_=
a title,
in each ease, to the rights sued for ; fences, the legislator is warranted
J.n convertthe exaltation
of persons having no such title,
ing each of the acts in question into offences.
2. Where
the effeet of the rule is not to
if so _t be, that the prejt_diee
(if an.',) that
render the mass of evidence
in question
conresults to the agents in question,
and others,
elusive
ahsolutely,
but only conclusive
nisi,
from their non-perfornmnee,
is not equal to
the misebief
is not so great ; yet still the
the advantage
gained by the eheek thus apeffect, if any, is mischievous,
and it has no
plied to the principal
offeuee.
sort, of advantage,
in any shape,
to help to
Hence it is, that. in point of propriety,
any
balance it.
It is only in default
of evidenee
conclusion
thus formed rests on very different
on the other side, that the certainty
of pregrounds,
according
a_ it is formed in the stavailing is bestowed
upon it.
But in'the ease
tion of the legislator,
or in that of the judge.
where this certainty
takes place, what is it
Formed
by the legislator,
it, is not necessary
that truth and justice
get by it, ? tlere are two
pieces of evidence,
each of them suseeptihle
* See Book I. Theoretic Grou_uts; Chap, VI
of an infinity of degrees of persuasive
force _
De qrees _J"Probutwe
Fierce.
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that it should be true in every individual instance : it may not be necessary that it should
be true inso much as a majority of individual
instances.
Formed by the judge,--formed,
that is to _y, with such effect as to have
served for the foundatmn eta general rule of'
jurisprudential taw, -- it Js producti_e ofmlsehief, iftherebebuta_ingleinstaneein_hieh
it is not true : it is producttve of mL-ehief;
at any rate, in that one trtstance. Why ? Because the individual in question had no warnlug to abstain from theact :-- hke most other
rutes ofjunsprudentml
law, it thlls upon the
wetim with the weight, and is attended w_th
the barbarity and iniquity, of an ex po_tj-aeto
law.
If the evidence, which, iv, the cause in
hamt. it is proposed to consider as conclusive,
is evnlence that has been exhibited, not in
that same ,'ause. but in another eau,e that
has no relation to it,--ti_e impropriety of the
regulation is still more enormous.
Of the int_renee d,awn frmn a lot or mass of evidence
in any preceding cause, no use. up mention
ought to be made in an 5 succeeding cause,
Here, not only is mentlou made of_t. but tiJe
judgment _hen pa_sed upon it is made to
command the decision, it, such manner as to
prevent the subject from being .-o much a,
viewed at all in its o_n proper lights, h, the
one _e,
extraneous matter i_ mixcd wlth
the proper m_ttter, the },roper m,,tter not
being excluded: in the other ea_e, not on]y
is the extraneous matter admitted, bur, in
consequence of that improper admit,ion, the
proper matter is excluded,
The ease of conelu-ive er_denec mu_t be
distinguished trom the ease ofconchi;i_e deeision.
The case in which the dcci.io,_ in
question is considered as bei,_g commanded
by the evidence alrc;,dy adduced, must be distinguished fi'om the ease where the decision
is coo_,dered as being eomnmmled, not iramediately by any docume_,t of the nature of
evidence, but by a document of the nature
ofadec, s,oa--adeei-ionah'cadypronouneed:
pronounced, whether inthe same eom't or in
any other court : if in any other court, whether in a cou,t acting under the domi_fion of
the same sovereign, or in a court acting under
the dominion eta foreign sovereign,
Such is the distinction which has been
rendered requisite by the inaccurate genius
of technical nomenclature.
For the purpo<e
here it, question, decisions, decisions of other
courts, are spoken of under the name of evideuce,
Supposing the decision of the other court
in question to have treen grounded on evideuce received on both sides; it follows, that,
from the admission of such decision as conelusive, in regard to the facts on which it was
grounded, no such ahsurdity, no such miseh,ef, fi)llows, as from the giving to evidence
VoL. VII.
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itself, on one side, a conclusive, and thence
an exclusive, eff.et.
On what occasio,_s, and on what grmmds,
may it be proper for one court to allow (vie.
with regard to the question of fact) this
authority, to the decision of another ? A
question alike curious and i,up<,rtam ; _hieh
belongs not, however, to the present bead,
but to that of mal_csht.H evidence *
There i_one case in whwh, in the absolute
sense, the term eonclusvce
may be employed
with propriety, and yet the t.vidence upon
which the exclu,mn i- put by such conclusive
evidence, eannot with propriety he ranked
under the denomination of counter-evidence.
"rhi_- is. where, on the ground of' evidence in
its own nature i_)sut'fieient and inconclusive,
appearing on one side, a sort of practical conclusion _ built in favour of that same side, to
the ex,qusion of all _ueh evidence as might
have been addu,._d on _hat _ame s_de. In the
sort of ease here in vmw, no exclusion is
put upon arty evidence on tile mhcr side: no
exclu.iorl l_ put on an_ evidemx, clmr:mterizable b3 the appella_iot'_ ofeounter-evht*,nee.
{ %'h_ ? I_eeause the cireumstanees in _hmh
I the'p,'act,eal coneiu-ion in qt,e_fion i- drawn
i are such, th.a a conclu-ion of tt;at sort must
] be made at a time _ t_cn it is hnpo._sfl_ieas yet
to know wi,etl, c, that ._ule of the cause does
or does n,,l ailbrd any counter-evidence.
The ea-e in qt,e_tmn is tiff.-: _or the sake
of simphfieatmn, take (as being the mm'e
common case) the ease where it is or, the
ptaint;ff's side that the msuitlemnt evidence
is thu-eonelu,ive.
'1 he plaintiff, using the
fro'ms pre.ccribed b) the technical sqstem ,
gives commencement to a cause--say a cri' nfinat one. (_n the deiendant's side, _he time
being eome in _hicb, in the track marked
out for defence, somethh,g shouht have been
done t9 him, nothfi,g in iaet i_ done. In lhe
state of things thus described, jud_zme,tt of
e(mvietmn is pr,mouneed, or some grievous
load of vexation imposed, on the defendant;
the plaintiff, although able, neither being
required nor admitted to c_tablish the i_ct of
delinquency by any better evidence.
In this case, the evidence (such as it is,)
on the ground of which the burthen it, quesi tion is imposed upon the defendant, belongs
I to the head of circumstantial evidence..
It,
{ consists of two distinguishable lots, or eviI dentiary facts :--first
evidentiary fact, the
! step taken, or progress made, b3 the plaintitI
i in his suit : second evidentiary _act, the negation of the step in qnestion (the step made
i necessary to defence) on the part of the defendant." To these two evidentiary liters,
corresponds, in the character of the fact evi.
deuced, the delinquency of the defendant in
respect of the offence charged.
* Vide Book VL Makeshift, Chap. II. § 1t.
M m
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Thlskind
of circumstantial
evidence never
i_--- _n point (,f tea,on nevee can be, of itself
sufficient
to support
any such practical
int_rence.
Why _ t3eeause,
it" the defendant
be
really guilty,
it is in)po._ibte
hut that some
hatter,
some mo_e apN)site
am! direct evidence,
at any rate some ulterior
evidence,
must he to be had.
But the authors
of the technical
system
have found their convenience
in putting
it
into the power of any man in the character
of a plaintiff,
to put any other into a state
of convietinn,
or into a -tare tantamount
to
convwti(m,
on the ground
of this flagrantly
insufficient
evi(lenee:
having their reasons for
not reqmrlng,
nor so much
as admitting,
better
or ulterior evidence,
even when d_rect
evidence
of' the most completely
satistaetory
description
is to be had.
This ahmninatmn,
the re_utt of the most
barlmrous
,iniquity,
or the grossest stupidity,
has been adopted
by every existing modlfieation of the technical
system : and, in every
coulltry, it eovers a prodigious (though
everywhere a variable) extent
in the tield ot judicart|re,
But, in the exclusion
thus put upon eeldenee, nothing, we see, that can wi_b propriety
be spoken of under the appellation
of countar-evidence,
is comprised.
Suppose all that
evidenee, thatdireetand
satisfactoryevidenee,
which is thus excluded--suppose
It all de• livered ; there could not perhaps (or at least
would
not,)
in that stage of the cause, be
delivered
any counter-evidence,
any evidence
on the deten'dant's
side: on the part of the
plaintiff, whether the defendm_t knows as yet
what has been done against him,-what he
knows,
where he is. or whether
he even exists, is not as yet known,
The fact interred
in these
eases is, nonexistence
of evidence on the defendant's
side,
and thence non-existence
of right,
The inference,
considered
a_ heing (what
it is) a sweeping
and all-comprehensive
one,
is big with injustice,
Everywhere
there are two states of things,
the existence
of which, in the character of the
efficient causes of the failure, is at least not
less probable than the tmn-existence
of evideuce:
_ndigenee, want of the means of selldefence
in the judicial field;
wm, t of notice,
viz. want of knowledge
nf the obligation
by
.
which aetmn.
into
the party is urged to bring those means
tcgant of notice is the hut too natural
and
looked-for
result of the contrivance
employed
by the genius of chicane,
for preventing
the
means employed,
under the notion
of conraying notice, from being productive
of that
effect.*
" See Book VIII.
Technieal,_stem:
XIIL Ch_ar_ries
a&rut 1Votiee.
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In regard to i_di:/enc(,--to
_-tima% the
eoml,arative
probability,
a_ betweenthi,
_tate
(,f tl, htgs. and the eonsciou_ucss
of the nonexisrenee
of evidence,
and thenet, of title,
in the character
of' euusvz of failure in re-pce_
of thc taking on tht, defez,,danC,-sidethest.p_
l__qulsite tbr the continuance
of the cause. -.ay
thus:Ol the whole )ran,bet of mimbttant_
in theeountr_
inquestmn(Engiand,?--a.the
number of th[)-e who are not able respec'Tlvtly
to command,
in addition tu the -urn reqms_te
for their _uhsi.tence
tot and dueitJg tim cantinuanee
of' the cause (say a t.welvemontiJ,
the least sum sufficient tbr the carding
it on
on that one side (say £30,) is to the rema_.
ing number,
-- so is the probabihty
that 1lie
failure i* the effect of indJ_:enee, to the p:'c.
batnhty
of its bein:_ the effect of the non.
existence
nf evidence,
and consequentl:,
of
right, on that same side. t
+ A judge by whom a cause is decided w:¢:.
out his knowmg anything
about the matter.-what need, it may well he a_ked, ha_ such a judge
to hear evidence ? But that is ti_e very way m
which cau.es m general, cau._es between'_]_an',md
man. are. t_,e greater ilmnber of them, dt e;ded by
learned judges.
A piece of paper or parchment
is provided ; the hand of the judge _* appbed ta
it; the mind of tt_e judge _s not apphed to n.
_o strictly true is thts, that by an mtoxic,_te(t
.)udge, if he had hut sen,_e enougl_ left to st,re
his name, the busine_
migl,t be done exactly
as well as by a sober one_ " by an automato'a"
judge, a judge made of brass and iron. as well
as by either.
Exaggeration?
Not tt, indeed:
nothing
but the very simple truth,
btript of
the tin_el with which it has been bedizened all
around by interested fltolatrv, by unblushing
hr.
poer:sy, and prostrate adm[rat_'on, the techm_al
system pre.-ents in all its parts enough to stagger,
b'elief, and make a man doubt the reahtv ot the
objects spread out before his eyes.
"
By what is _t that in the_ cases the judgment
is governed ? The circumstances,
the ex_genek_.
and
abilitie_ circ_,mst_nce
of the p,,rties of? time.
Alas! The
no: time
but by
ti_e single
_s
up; the time which the defendant's
attorney had,
to dehver m at an office some scrap or o(her of
accustomed non_ense : that time is up, and the
time for the judge to set his name to a writing,
w_thout reading it, is come. What then ? And
is no mind at all e:cer applied to the thtal pare_
meat?
O yes: a mind is indeed applied-to it l
but whose would you ima_ne ? Not the judge's_
but an attorney's.
And m what way employed?
In d_scovering truth ? No; but in ¢ofi_put;ng
time, An attorney ?--and what attorney ? T_e
attorney of the part¢ (uf the plaintiff) m _i.o_e
favour the .iudgme_t
is thus pronounc.d - i_ _
the party who, byhls attorney, is thus made )ud'z_
in hi* own cam, e. Is the decision too prom,)t,
too favourable ? So much the better; thatmal_es
another cause: a cause of the sort of those that
are commenced by _m_ion. and carried on by
affidavit evidence : in a word, a motion cau_.
Awakened
by the chink of fresh fees, it _s note,
for the t_rst time, that the ears of the judge ate
really open to the cause.
When
in a great majority of causes, t_e
property and liberty of the subject are thus dis-
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The mischief
being thus brought
to view i
O};vhms and effimtual a.- is the remedy
the
--the
:.&educes
of iniquity,
ofliciM a.d l,lO- , bar opposed to it is v.o le_.. s,).
It _uppo_es
ti_ssion-d, being uneovered,--the
rereads
is : nee party at least to be lmard, and heard at
aImo.t
toe obvmus
to adadt
menti.+£ing.
]the
¢:utset of the pause.
Ihlt that l,either
Ilender
not to the plaimAt" m an+ ca-e the
putt) shallbe
heard t e+pecially at that +:age,)
demanded
serwc+-, utl after lie +,_,s, on his _ l- t,f all estahliqwd
principle.the moat illpart. prodaeed
appr(,ptiate
evide:w+., ors.am
+ vmlabl(+: a prlneiple,
the +mlatmn
o[ Milch
sort or e:hm. in supl,ort c| it.
1. it ottt of t x_+,uid reduce x_ estnnn-_er
tlall to a heap of
the mu,__th ot his an_agoni-r,
ti,e defm_dant.
! ruins. It would leave pmsons empty" it wouht
that the ewdt nee, or an e.s_i_tial
put of it, ; lead captivity
captLe,
it w.uld render offices
mu.r e,mm ? Though
in thi_ pa-e it L- out of '__leither worth
-eihn_
nor worth
_..iving : it
tm- power to produce that evidence,
a[ t|le _ would hrln_- _he _rearel number ofsuit_ to an
wtu..t he ma._ produ,'e _ tho.gh it he out of his i untimely
end, and le,,ve the remaiuder
not
own lips alone)eculel_ee
that _hatl be _uffi-'x_orth
the ('ontinua.ee.
cient to _atMy the e.nsmem'e
_f the judge,
i
Confined to the vde._ atom<e--to
the souls
ill stleJ:l nldauer a ¢ _l_ J,varlanl _llll i]| subject, too _retplu.d
h_ y_ehl tel...-- the cleat:ires
to
tug the defendam
to x_hate_er
vexation
may
whom it w,ndd be beneath the dignity of taw
he l_eeesssary for extraenng
fcou_ his iq_s :(_r. tn eq.ity
tu do justice.--the
experiment
was
inea-eotaece_._i_,trlm_hi.i.eu)thetvldenec
endured_the
_atl,er as it could not he prealteeed to be ne,'e_t_rytm
the una_ubstahveIlled.
Ex'elided
to_ho_e
for whom ahme
tia_m,_ oi the den,and,
ttmt ju,qiee was nlade thal is worth renderaspraCe... (o know anything
,(bout ri e mat_er--wneu the t,eCiSlOn is determin d, not by an) account of hmnan teehng_, but hy lapse of lime,
_hy wi_ont ,.!,ouid the judge be made ? Not by
that first rna_l.trate,
whuae lllhitl iS the fountain
of honour arid of iustiee---not
bV t}le king. |st
by aaquez Droz dr Maillardet,
m eoneertwith
]3el:on anti "_VatL 14V the artizau in cloekwurk
to make each separate judge-hr the arIizan ii_
_team-cn_mes.
to g_ve dNpateh and un,.formltv,
v,tlere both are as yet unknm_n, bycau_ing
iudg.
icent
be signed
en iiumher
o1"court_
at
the tosame
tuyie ."Inillan,,'
v_ :ix
l_lall;"
a_ I_*e'uplt_ter

ot judh'arure.
it was (d).et _, d al:ove, lhat, ih o_ie -en_c.
, no excl,:@m
could be s,nd lo be put by this
al ra;:gemellt:
no ext'm-_lon put u|lon
evi_Iel!ce
on one .ida, *.,, whe*e _tll art:ale of evidence
' p_oduc,'d on the other i. made eol,cLaqve.
On r.,e side ahme. true it i¢ that hy this
' arr,mgelnen_
llo exclusion
is ptlt n[ton evidetlce
Wh_ ? B,-eanse lht- exela_iun
that _s
put i_v,-dves theevu!em'e
ou both ,uh'_-; in:
On the defelMant's,
he' _;_,rd, all evuh nee.

Hall could be made to he!d. ]n addit m_ tn the . ea_t,_ e_tl,e_ he ha- had l_o t-,utica, or it is out
four by whi:'h, for so nl:tQy ,qge_ pat, t, it h_v>been
el his power to prolit b_ _*: on the plaintiff's,
enhghtened
anJ adorneJ,
becalm-e, ha_ In.'.."d,ne ti,e needtul,
having run
Tifismee',am_m_--would3,nuviewltin
at_:lihe _ra_:elope throag],
the _.[lices, he Is exlight, and withe, at &sguise. as the ,*orks of a cu-ed t'loltl givHlg t%*tOellee, lesL he should
watch are exap._tned by the artist. Wilt'L*taken , has'{' nolle t. glvv.
sit of the gold and 2ewels in whwh they were :
1,Vhv shouhl evidence lie received ? "iViiat
embedded ? Transp_wt _t i_ idea to some tipdignified trtbunal--tu
the office of a jusuee .f
is thet;e .*o he got by reemvin_
evidence ? If
peace, or to a court el conscience.
(once,re
the
anything,
what is st,tree worth
stooping
tbr.
magistrate,
wh,,se character depends not upo_
What
is dlere to be got by receiving
that
his rank but conduct.--eoncm_e
this unleorncd
which is tint evidence ? Look to those atjudge
eopymg thepa_tern
him by
h_s learned
superortlmates,
alid_ hke set
t!lem,
signIrig
uldgsent and enfi_rcing execuno%
without hawng
heard the par:it% or knm_lng anything
more of,
the cause than ff the ,.eene o: _t had bee_ at the
anupoJes.
Behold. inmaagination,
such conduet; consider what you yourselves would thmk
and say of it : exactly what would be thought or
*rod & it (atleast
_td of iQ hv those very _uparlors, who in that station _oaid t_e as sure to
panish it. as in their own to practise it.
Goneeive those shopkeepmg
judges, _ho. instead of equity on their lq_, _l't with eonsmence
in their hearts,--eoneei_e
them, inste,M of consuiting the ieettngs and weighing the necessities
of the partie% lest forty stutlings,
extracted at
once, should consign to ruin a family which a
respite of a week or two might hate saved,-conceive theirconsmenee
manifestingitsetfin
the
eehanieal signature
of judgmeuts
with shm
while the parties, unheard and unthought
of, were, for t_eir benelit_ paying their _-ay
through thesurrounding
offiees, like half-starved
rites erawliog through a row of spiders.

hv the
: eana imperi_ that have been divulged
. treachery
of false brethren
: look to ?be lists
of tees.
§ 2. An m tb'h, qf ecuten,'c
be nt.dc couclus_rcJbr
ulr'_de*_ttt[ decision.

ma?_ w_l_l*r_q_ _ely
the purpose
tf an

'
A distinction
requires to be nmde in regard
to the _tage of the eau_e, tht stage to which
the evidence
in question
applie,.
i
The ease in width thi._ disguist d exclusion
is at_.urd and misehievtnls,
i_ the ea-t' where.
--tim fact to which the evidenpe
is apphed
i_ the principal
fact (ur among the p_ineipal
fact,) on which the demat:d or the detenee is
grounded, _ the matter
of _het upon which
the oltimate
deeisiou has to be pronouneed,_
and the decision to be grounded
on that tact
is also an ultimate
deeisioo, as above.
Very

different

may be the ca_e, where

the
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decision to be pr.nounc_,d is no more than an procedure every step thai is taken is attended
ineldemal decision ; and the conclusion to Ire with vexation. Ill every in-_anee, therefi_re,
drawn, a conclusion by which such incidental
the evidence to _ hich this effect is given, is,
decision shall be warranted. In this case, and to a certain degree, produetive of that s_,rt
for the purpose of grounding such incidental
of ill con.equenee which is attached to ¢_:.
deeisinn, frequeWIy indeed doe. it happen,
giving it the etfect of cozwlu-ive, and thercb_
that this or that article of evidence may he , of exclusive, evidence. If. m_te.d of a w,,treated as conclusive; this or that fact may, rant for arrestation directed to a minis._er (,t
in the quality of an evidentarv tact, _ith re. justice, a sunple summon, addressed to the
lation to this or that other in the character
_uspeeted thief, and requiring hi- attenda_ee,
of a principal fact, be treated as conclusive,
had been emplo3 ed. the vexatit,n woutd tare
Such is the ca-e, wherever, upon the up- ] been lessened indeed, but it would not t',L,e
plieatmn of one party, a decMon is pro- i been done away: and, so far as this n:i*,or
nouneed, a judi_'ial act done as of course, upen i vexation in coneerm,d, the giving thi- eft,<*
an ex parte representation,
no opportunit) of to the evidem e wouht have been 7,1ndtw'we
contesting the truth of it having been given of that sort of ill effect which is prod.e_d by
to the other : as where, upon a representation
the employing any lot of evidence in the eh,t.
made hy a person saying that _'oods of his have racter of c,mclu.lve, and thence of excite-lye,
been stolen, and (as, from such and such cir. evidence. But be the vexation what it may,
cumstances, lie suspects) by Titre% a warrant
--it it be productive ofp_epondetant benefiL
is i_-ued for the arrestation and provismnal
and if, at the .ame lime, the quantity af _t
confinement el the supposed thief,
be the leatt that it can he made. eonsis_endv
For the purpose of an Mhmate decision.
_ith d_e production of that benefit,--it
will
pronouncing Titres ,:uilty of tl e theft, tMs alwa3s be warrantable.
evidence i_ nt_t deemed et)nel,_,ive :tor the _ P,v thN obserw_tion we are led to the p-so.
purpose of the b.'tdcnlal deer-ran, pron¢am- ileal" eaution, never to give to any h,t of
eing the guilt of "I itius to a certain degree ', evidence the quahty and effe.'t of eonelusi_e
probable (to such a degree a_ to warrant his ':evidence, till. in respect of persuasive t\_ree,
arre_tation and confinement, fiwthe purpose of ! it ha. been ret_dered a_ strong as it can be
judieial inquiry,'_ thi, sameev_dence 1s d,.emed I rendered without the produetinn of prep,meonc!usive: and it i, even made ab,ola/_l,t ! derant vexatmn, or other inconvenience, r:z.
conclusive ; for, by the nar_ re of the measure ! to the pel.-on trom whom the evidence is letaken, all fi_eutty of combating" the proposed ii quired: which is as much as to sav, not to
decision by counter-evidence exhibited ante- i impo.-e upon either party (in particular upon
eedently to the delivery of xt. is taken away. the defendant) the necessity of takinz any
To the purpose of an incidental deeis on of I step, or ulterior step. in the cause, without
any sort, evide_we of any description may be the other party's (the plaintiff's) having antreatedonthefi)otingofconclusive,
absol'ute- tecedentlv been made to produce whateve_
ly conelu-ive, evutenee exclusive of all court- evidence "he is able to afford w'ithont p_cl,ohter-evidenee.--where
the utmost mischief derant inconvenience.
producible hy the exclusion is outweighed by
General rule : -the advantage produced by the decision in
For the purpose of commanding an interrelation to the several ends of in-tier,
locutorvdeciston, in what cases shall any (and
Thus, in the case just mentioned, the what) lot of evidence lie reg;_rdc'd as conprice p_id tbr the advantage con-i...ts in the elusive ? Answer : In such ea_es in which the
vexation (and that eonnnonly attet_dcd with certain miseh_ef,--in the shapeofcollateralinexpense) produced by the restraint thus put convenience by vexa_;ion, expen,-e, and delay,
upon locomotive liberty : the advantage it.elf
attached to the receipt of connter-evidenee
consists m the security afforded for the tbrthwith the consequent discussions,-would
eomlngness, and thence for the justiciability,
be greater than the cnntingent rot.chief, ill
of the supposed thief. Give him the oppof
the chance of" direct injustice,
incurred by

,unity
o contestin
necossit,,,
theandtho.ce
thechance
ofuntrostworthines
underst
the propriety, of his confinement (the provi- proveable uantrus'tworthlness) produced by
sional and temporary confinement,) --if he is the absence of the light that might have been
innocent, he wllleome in and contest it ; but thrown upon the subject by the excluded
if, being guilty, he apprehends the proof will counter-evidence.
be strong enough for hi,_ conviction, lie will
Such i_ the general description of the eases
make use of the summons as a warning not to in which the exclusion of counter-evidence,
comply with the requisitions of justice, but in opposition to evidence for grounding an
to elude them, and make his e¢capc,
interlocutory decision, maybe proper. Tothe
To a certain degree, every step on one propriety of the principle, noobjeetion seems
side, which, on pain of greater inconvenience,
likely to be made. How, in each instance, ¢o
calls for any step to be taken on the other determine whether this or that particular t.,a,e
side, is productive of vexation:/br
in jndieial
comes within this general description, is a
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p._bh-m,
the solution
of _hi_.h threatens
to
be attended
with eon,iderable
diflicultk_,
llt,t though it d_ not pos_itde to lay down
any ge.eral
rule, lndleative
of the cases in
wl,n'h a certain p,wtion ot evddence m_k_, tbr
the tmrpose of au i_terl,wutory
deei.-ion, he
treated
us col,etu--;_e,
amt enunter-evMenee
excluded,
--it 1._nt_t diffieult to point out tu o
ca.ms at lea.t,
ia which Jt control,
_ithout
impropriety,
be so treated:
viz. 1. If the m.
tertoeutor_
decision
i_ liable to he productive
of irreparabie
damage ; 2. If the decision, apparenll_
on aJ_ interlocutory
point, have the
effect eta decision
oa the mare point.
:l Aberrati,m_

qf R,',maa a,.t E.gh_h law
in t]._ rest,_ ct.
In the Roman
h:,v 1 do not ob-erre
any
traces of e_Me:we
degarded
a-- conela.dve
m
the miproper
seato,
To a !:a_> gbmee, Hi,. sal,ple[o,y
oath aml
the e_xpurgato_)
oath wear somewhat
of the
appearahee
ell tt.
E_.amL'_ed mo, e eb_sely,
the 5 seem no{, el:her
of them.
In be produelive of any such effeet.
The ,._q@etory
oatb
is admitted
in (h,_]atd_ of other -utlh'ient
evlde,we on that _-id_,: ,n_d d.e_ not command
t he deeisim_ -- doe. not put m, exelu_-Ion upon
ai*y evidenee
on the opposite
.-Me.
The expuigator)
oaIh (on the dtfemtant's
side)is'
nol called/or
,_r admitted,
lfil aft er the platotilt" ha- ha.t fldl hheI t2 to adduce whatever
admi.._dfie evidelme
he cam o'_taln Old Ills _-ide.
fn nit the_-e ea_e_-, the te,timony
in question is admitted
m detault
of more _-atL-factory evidence,
amt _s not understood
to put
aa exetus_on
upon any other evidence,
In all these cos.,.- the arrangement
i. abundantly improper.
But the cause of the mapropriety has already
been indicated
in another
place: it consists m the want of scrutiny:
it belongs not to the pre-ent
head.
In English juri.prudence
there
is one remarkable
eace, in widwh tide effect of conelusivenes_ has been g_ven to a mass of evidence
:
this is the (_a._e ot wager qflaw.*
"t be conelusive operation
is confined to the ram-penal
branch of the law'
it operates
on the s_de ot
the defendant,
and of the defendant
only.
On the other hand, the conelusd_ coeds of it
is absolute : aud after all these reductions,
the effect of _t m practice
is a, peraicmus,
as
it i_ absurd in prineilde : and fi'mn the degree
of mischief
of which
it has been p_oductive
on this narrow ground,
a sort of anticipation
may be tbrmed
£how inadequate
soever)
of
the mischief o,_ which it would he productive,
Were the ground it covered
more extensive,
In former days, when
the practice
called
Wager of law, _hat of a man's wagincj his law,
waa in use, the manner
of it was this:f-Abolished by 3 & 4 _Viil. IV. c. 42.--Ed.
"l'Bl_ekst. Com. B. IIL Ch. xx_i. pp.3tl-348,
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Tide demand on the part of the plaintiffhaving been exhihited
in the accustomed
form,
the det:endant,
if he thought
proper, was all
hheity
to exhdb_t himself
in open court,
to
go throaI.'h the ceremm,y
of an oath,
a_d,
under favour
of that ..aneti_m,
to deny the
ju.ticc
of the claim, in terms altogether
g,'o
neral, prescribed
b) afm mulary of the san e
tenor m all ca_-e_. No delails
called for, r
permitted;
no other wltl*es_-e- called |or cr
permitted
on that sMe ; ,m t:deulty of ero_examinatd.n
allowed
to the advelse
Imrty,
the plailaiff.
A certain
numher
of tMlow_wearer.
v,e_c, indeed,
not only admittt_d,
}rot called tor on hi. part.
Swearers,
hut to
what point ?
Not to any particular
timt behinging to the case, but merely to the geneIal
and i,relevant
fi_et, the opinion (a thvourable
opine<m) respectively
entertained
by them in
iegard to the veracity of the party by wlmm
t}a'y were thus p,odueed. To what.-oever
evIdem'e
of the dneet
kind the cause might
hap{,en to ath,rd,--eireun_stmltml
evidence,
and tlmt el" the mo._ va_ue and illconchl_ive
kind. evidei.'e
el eharacter,
was substituted.
,
So nmeh tbr the absurdity:
now comes
the mis,.i_iJ.
_ Tu o ,o, ts of claims were ori_:inally mfi eted
by thi._ debiht,,tmg
plague:
1. The sort of
¢taim made hv what is called an aetmn
of
I delft, a de,mm;t of a sum of money,
a demand
' of the nod_-penal kind, by which the plaimdff,
in making hl_ application
to the judge,
called
upon him to impose upon the detendant
the
obligating,
of eonI\'rrmg
on the plaintiff
the
property
of a shin of money
liqmdated
in
amount,
payable of coarse in coin, of which
the ind_vdduat p_ece¢ were determinable
by the
defl'ndant's,
the intended
collector's-,
choice;
2. The sort ofehdm called an action of det*nue.
lu debt, the thi_lg ela_med
was a mass of
money:
liquidated
in value, -- not liquidated
-- hut (as m such ca-e is necessary)
lett to the
option of the debtor--m
respect of the imtivRlual pwves of _ hieh the sam of money w_:s
to he eo,npo_ed.
In det_nue, the thi_tg claimed
was an i_ld,vMual
artMe,
of the moveahle
ela_s : a horse, a piece ot thrniture,
a pictme,
a trinket,
and so forth.
By a conceit, of the number of those which,
in the mmmfactory
of legal decisions,
occupy
i the place of reason, the effect of the wager
, of law on actions of debt, ha% in one way or
_:other, been got rid of.
In some {_ses _t was
_ put a,_ide; and in other ea._s, to which the
pretence
tbr putting
it aside did not apply,
a_mther sort of action, an action with another
name, was fabneated_an
action to which, at
the same time, and in this view, the _ager
of law was pronounced
inappheable.
I mean
the action
of *ade&tatus
a.,su_npsit ; which
i._ the same thing as the action of debt, in
other woMs.
A promise, indeed, to mmll,ly
with the obligation,
is al_eged:
but the pro-
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raise i_ presumed; that is, where there is ! Thereupon comestheact
on, calling upon '&e
n(me, fidgned : averred by all assertmn wil- ] judge to (muse to be delivered to the plaintiff"
fi_llv false.
I not the thing that belongs to him, but a stun
"l'he eonseqaence is, that tile demand of I of mone) in limi of it. The defendant takes
a sum of money is tolerably well cleared of note of the price thu_ put upon it: if it is
this ground of defence by perjury and injusmore than he etmo_es to give for it, he retiee. Rehef is given, ju_-tiee i_ administered,
stores it : d le_s (that is, it'lt he any advantage
in a manner httte, if _t all, different fi'om to him to keepit,) he keeps it. The plaimiff
that in which it wonht be administered if pockets ttte mm,eyand the injury: the defenthe eoneluswe species ofevxdeece in question,
dant triumphs in improbity, ranter the plotecthe waging ot a man's law, were not applied tmn of the taw. There are things, the value
to this ca,e.
The action, called an aellon of of which to a feeling heart is beyond all price.
debt, is thus far spoih ; but in so far as it is these are precisely the things which the law
spoilt, another action is given which answers
abandons to the wrong-doer, and to all wrong.
the same purl}use,
doers.
Far from being alike innocent is this remThere is a remedy in kind, imleed, to l,e
nm)t of ancient barbarism, ill the ca_e where had in some cages, m _l_at salt of a come
the sul_jeet of the demand is a _peeifie mare- which is called a court of eqni.fy. Bat the
rial objeet. In this case, the remedy originally
optics- of a court at eq_fit) are to_ hi,_,h-seated
provided is the species of action called the to _py Iitttethmgs:
and a mass of value equal
action of detinue
By the same baleful in- to the expense _f nmre than a year's subsi.-tfluenee by which the action of debt is sp(filt, enee to an imhvidual of _he most numerou_
a_ above, this action is spoilt also.
In the class, is -el down it) every euurt at equity to
case of the action of debt, for the part thus the account of helle thlng_-." So much for the
spoilt, a suceedaneum (as we see) has been remedy itself, and the case- in which it is to
provlded : in the ease of the action nfdetimw,
be had at any price : and as to the price that
no such sueeedaeemn
has been provided;
is to be paid fo_ it _that is, for the ehanee _t
and the damage hms eontinaed for so many it)in time and mnney,--wh'.'re lawreekons by
centuries unrepaired.
Upon the pri_miple of months, equity reekpns by sears: where law
analogy, nothing was more obvious, nothing
reckons by crowns, eqmt);reekons by pomlds.
would have been more easy, than the repair.
So deleetable is thi. in-fitution (tLe wager
For the purpose of compelling the delivery
of law) in the eyes of Lord Cok£*, lhat he
of money where due, -- to tile faet of the seems to pride himsel(in his country's exetuotdigathm, you added, m the way of fiction,
sire possession of it. t
lt_ merit consists in
another fact, a promi-_e to fulfil it: why not what? Ill thi,. th'_t it does (he sa,_s) noharm.
for the purpose of compelling the dehvery or Why ? P,ee rose, for the santo demand.thou_:h
re-delivery o[ a specific artwte? Yes : analogy tLere he one sort of action (an actmn of de,) )
is the grand ¢ouree and instrnment ofinvenwhwh is clogged with this appendage, there
tion, in this as well as every other line: but Is another (an aetion on the ease) which
to apply it usefidly, --to apply it steadiiy,
stands clear of it Wherever it has no effe-t
comprehensively,
and consistently,
belongs at all, there, and there only, it has no bad
to none but an inventive mind.
effect. Unhappily. the reason given for the
The aetion of detinue is spoilt : another
supposed harmlegsness of an institution _enaction, called an action of trover, is given in fessedly useless, is not true in faet. For, notthe room. But by this new device, unfm'tuwithstanding the silence of this arch-lawyer
nately, the purposeis not answered : a bhmder
on the subject, another sort of demand there
is made, and, instead of the speeifie thing is, as we have geen, to which that dog does
which is a man's due, damages are _ziven: apply; an(t _hieh being spoilt by it, alld
that is, a sum of money, according to the having no suceedaneum, leaves the subject
value, which, on the groamt of the imperfect
uithout a remedy.
data that are commonly exhibited to them,
In regard to tt'fis institution, of which the
the jm!ges of fact think fit to put upon it : highest sapposed meat is that of doing no
the remedy, instead of that which belongs to harm, while its real character is that of apethe action of detinue, is the remedy th _t be- rating as a denial of justice,-- the matter of
longs to the action of debt.
triumph to Lord Coke, that no other country
Whence came the bhmder ? Not fi'om a has the like, Blackstone$ shows to be very
regard-- a more scrupulous than consistent
far from well grounded.
regard, to truth. A falsehood is called in -a proposition is assumed, and a proposition
* _£I0. Call the yearly expense of a famiiy
more unifbrmh, false in this case, than in the £N}, and give five to a family; this gives, tbr
"
the expenditure of an individual_ £10.
case of tile indebitatus assumpsit. The story
"I"'" This, for aught I could ever read, is pc}
is, that the article claimed by the plaintiff euliar to the law of England_ and no mischie
has been found by the defendant : found by ensaeth hereupon."--il Inst. 4b.
him, and by him converted to his own use.
._ Com. III. 341.
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An ir,stitution
thai is peculiar to I'h_gland,
or pearly
so, i, cross-examination
m honpenal cam-as.
By n,_ither of these profe_-sed
panegyrists
tm_ this truly honourable
peeuli,,ity been noticed:
b? neither of them has
it been t,bserved,
that it i_ by the exclusion
lids unnatural
m_tmltion
puts upon crossexamination,
that the poi,onous
quality of'it
operates,
To have been coati,tent
(if eonsiatency
had
been a qdallty capable oi adhering
to English
law, c_peemlly
at the rndc period here in
questio.q, _ the pmvilege
..-hould have been
extended,
not to the defcudant
mdy, but to
the plaimqff;
and th_-n the effects of the instituti.n,
us apldied to tile two _ides of the
c:m_e, heir, g eq,tal ,rod comrary,
would have
de_tro)cd
one snottier.
To the plaintiff (I
sa? ) as well as to the dctk'ndant : or, if to
one ah,ne,
rather to th_ former than to the
In'tier.
Why?
Because, if Ibra man to swear
i_lsely to save himself from a los--, is winked,
and in proportion
to its wwkedness
improbablv:--to
swear falsely,
fi_r no more exeusabte purlm,e
_han the obtaining
an undue
profit fi,r himself,
at the expense of subjectlag another
trian to an undue loss. is still
move _*icked, and in that raN,act btill more
improbable,
Tht,
chapter ha.tnq
been l,:ft unfi._shed
b/t
the Author,
what .)%llow,_ has bern added
to it @ the Editor.
A few yaraqraphs,
which .fiJr distraction
have been put in tnverted commas, consist _f t'raffments,
wmtten at different times bq 31r. Bentham
: f,_r
the remainder
the 2Eddor *s alone re._ponsd_te.
[This is not the only sort of ease in which
the sworn,
but uncross-examined
aml selfserving tes'.imony
at a party to the suit, is
received as conclusive,
that is, to the exelusips of counter-evidence.
" The practice in
chancery,"
we are informed
by Phillipps,*
"' invariably
is, that a pmty is entitled
only
to extraet_ of letters, if the other party will
swear that the passages extracted
at e lhe only
parts relating
to the subject-matter."
There
is another
rule,
by which a man's
own testimony
is rendered
conclusive
evidence in his favour,
and that too on such a
subject
as that of his own character.
The
witness indeed
in this ease is not a party in
the suit;
but for anything
that appears,
he
may be the vilest _f malefactor.
; and he is,
at any rate,
under the influence
of an interest, which is one of the strongest
of all interests
in the bulk of mankind,
while even
in the vilest it cannot
be a weak one.
A
witness, as we have _en,_ is riot compellable
_

.....
" Vol. I. (6_h edit.) p. 421.
+ Book IIl. Extraction;
Chap. IV.
ditive Iaterrogat*on.
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to answer any question,
the answer to which,
it true, might tend i_ degrade his character
:
if, however,
he chooses to answer,
the party
_ho asks the question is bound hy his answer,
and is not allowed
to falsify it by counterevidence._
The shove seem to be the only instanee_
worth mentimiing,
in which an article
of
oral])" delivered
testimonial
evidence
has in
Engh_h law been made conclusive.
The instances in which similar effect has been given
to an article
of circumstantial
evidence
are
innumerabh';
and many of them have been
already
brought
to view.
1. As otten
as a decision
has been given
a_am..t either of the parties in a suit, on no
other ground
than that of his having failed,
at a particular
stage of the suit, to perform
an) operat'.on
which has been rondered neeessar_ at that stage by technical
rule._, to the
obtalnnJent
of justice
; so often has the nonperlormanee
ot tha| nperatmn
been taken as
evidence,
m*d conclusive
evidence,
of what
is eaited in the language
of lawsers,
want _f
me, its, that is, of the badue% of Lis cause.
" Of the justice
of the demand,
uhatsoever it be that happen_ to be made spoil the
defendant,
provided
the suit does not happen
to be ealled a criminal one, non-resistance
on
hi,- part is regarded
and acted t|pon a._ sulCficleat evidem'e;
and to the plaintiff possession
_. given of the object of his demand,
just as
]t tt_e justness
of it had been proved.
Even
a lawyer wtlt riot pretend that on any ground
of reason tile inferenee
is a eonetus_'e
one.
Pecuniary
inability,
e.-pecialty under tile load
o _.thetitious
expeose imposed everywhere
by
the technical
system, is another cause equally
adequate
to the production
of the effect.
In
ever) part of the empire of the technical
systern, and mole particularly
in England,
this
inabili{y will have place ill the ease of a vast
majority of the body of the people.
" If a presumption
thus shght were sol reeeived in proof of the justice of the plaintiff's
elmm, and in the character
of conclubive
eeldenee--if
such direct proof at it as were to
he had, were in every" instance to be required,

bestowed up_'l
thin
$ In the disapprobation
I. ruI-i_, _t is of course implied, that the cave is one
i of those in which the product.ton of evidence, to
discredit
the character
of the wime_,
is in it.
'self proper; for which eases, see Book V. C/_eumstanlial;
Chap. XllI.
Of _llotives, Means,
i _;e.; §§ 3 & 4. Character
Evidence.
If not, it
't is proper to exclude any such evidence, after he
has answered_only
because it is proper to exi elude it, whether be answers or no. But if the
i case be one in which it would have been proper
i to sxhluee evidence against his character without
I putting
questions there
to himself,
to
see what any
impropriety
can beitisin diffieuh
doing ex[ acfly tbe same thing after you have interrogated
him and got his answer, if you do not believe his
[ answer to be true.
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a number of mal_ fide suits, with the pro&lee of which ttle coffers of the man of law
are at present swelled, would have no exist,
once.
" Thus it is, that under the techrdeaI systern. every court calling itself a eourtot j,lslice is in effeet an open ,hop, in which, for
the benefit ot lhe shopkeeper and his a_soelates, licences are _old at a fixed, or at lea_t
at a limited, price.-- empowering the parchaser to oppre-s and ruin at hi_ thrace an_
and ever) individual, obnoxious tohim or not,
on _hmn indigence or terror impose the inability of oppo:in_ effectual resistance,
" The real condition in which the great
maiority of the people, in the capacity of
smtor% have been placed by the tactiuoua
expenses manufactured by the man nf law, is
an object too reproaehfill to him to be suft,-red to remain nndi.-gnised. In this. as in
every other pa,'t of the system, extortion and
oppres_hm tuut in mendacity an ever-read)
inotrmne;it.
The real condition in which the
suitor ha-_ been involved, the mi.-tortune of
defenecles_m*,s through indigence, i_ put out
ot sight: a crime is unputed to him in it_
stead : and for ttmt crime, not unl._ without
proof, but under the univer,ally notorious
consciousness oiilisimmcence, he Is punished.
Co_*lempt is the word constantly empto_ed to
de,ignate this imaginary crime. The real. the
nnivcrsa!t) notorious, causes of his inaction,
are fear and impotence.
But a man emmnt
be punished avowedly for fear : he cannot be
pm)ished tor impotence: mankind would not
suhnnt themselve_ to tyrmmy so comp]etel 3
wilhout a mask. Adding calumny to mendacity, they pretend to regard his reaction a_
originating m contempt ; and it is on thi_
mendacious accusation of their own forgm¢,
that they groumt the ruin they inflwt on him
under the name of punishment."
In equity, the detendmt,
who, from Ilia
owu poverty or ignorance, or the earelessne.-_
of his lawyer, is so unfi)rtunate as not to put
in an answer to the plaintiff's hill, standa a
great chance (if a poor man) of being a pitsoner for life. He is committed to gaol fm
the contempt : amt a_ he is not released wilhout payment of fees,--unless
he has money
to pay these fees, or can find some one els_
who will pay them for him, he must remain
there all hi_ life. Instances of this sort have
not unfrequently, through the medium of the
newspapers,
been presented to the public
eye.
2. As often ,_ a contract, or any other legally operative instrument, is pronounced nuU
antl void, on account of the non-observance

of two witnesses only, instead of three ;" or
one of the three is proved to have put his
name to the will in the absence of the testator: the will is rejected, and the party loses
hi- estate.
The rejection of the will may,
perhaps, be eonsutered as a penalt!l, for non.
eomphance _ith that in3unction of the law
wh,eh requires that eertain tbrmalitlesshould
be nb¢erved.
Considered in this point of
view, it has been shown in a previous Book{"
t_ he unnecessary and objeetmnahle.
But It
may also he regarded as grounded on lhe
presumption that the will was spurious, or
unfan't); obtained,
tiara, then, is this one
('ircum_tanee, viz. non-observance of legally
pre,cribed formahties, received as conclusive
evidence of spuriousness m"un{kirne_s. The
fidtaey of this suppoaltion has also been made
sulficmntly manifest in the Book already retarred to. This article of eireum,t.mtlal evl.
dence, which is conclusive in law. is so far
trom being conclusive in re,fun, that. it scarcely amounts even to tile slightest presumption,
until two things be ascertained : first, that
the party knew that these tonnatitles were
prescribed;
and secondly, that compli,mce
with them was in his power. That spurious
or unfair instruments havc not ftequently been
_preve*_ted by the peremptory requL-itlon of
these tormalities, is more than I would undertake to say : bat an assertion which one
may venture upon without much danger of
mistake, is, that there is searee]yan instance
of any instrument's having been actually set
aside tbr the want of them, in which there
was not a considerable, it not a preponderant
probability of its being genuine.
3. Almost all estoppels are exclusions of
the sort now under consideration.
You arc
estopped, say the lawyers, item proving co
anti so : the meaning of which is, that they
will not permit you to grave it. For this they
have sometimes one pretext, sometimes another : something which you yourself have
said or done ; or soa,ething which has been
stud or done by somebody else.
There is a great variety of instanee_ in
which the)' tell you that you are estopped by
a previous decision, eithel of the same court,
or of some other court of justice : these have
been already noticed under the head ot adseititioas evidence..+ At other times you at0
estopped by _hat they term an adatission.
You are said to make an admission, if you say
or do anything, or if any other person says
or does an)thing for you, which a judge cmlstrues as an acknowledgment
on your part,
that a certain event has happened ; that is,
anything from which he chooses to inti_r its

ofanyfornmhtp,--so
often, the sort ofexclusion of which we are here treating, has place,
A man claims a tandedestate,
under the will
of the last proprietor.
The will is pr_nluced
in court : it is tbund to ha_e the signatures

* Two attesting witne_sea now suffice in all
ease% under 7 Will, IV. and 1 Viol, e. 26. See
Vol. VI. p. 533.--Ed.
"l"Ne Book IV. Preappointed.
.+ S_'e Book V[. ,Make, h,ft.
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happening: after which, though everybody
perhaps who knows anything about the mat_er, krmwsthat it has not happenod, and would
say so if asked, the judge, to-ave the trouble
oi asking, chooses to ac_ exactly as it"it had.
A(hmssmns are of t we kind,--express
or
presmncd ; and ti_e former are either admissions upon record, or admissions not upon
record. It is a rule wtrh tawyer_, that no
evidence can he received to dispute admi_sions upon record, _ that is. admis.-ions in the
pleadings. If this rule went no farther than
to confine the evidence to such points as are
_etually in d_spute between the parties, it
wnuld he a good rule. In a law-book, a man
may reckon himself fortunate it he ifits upon
a rule which has a reasml : it"he expect, that
where the reason _tops, the rule _lll stop
too, i_ is very rarely that he wltl not be dis:q_point,_d. One example w_ll serve as well
as a thousand.
When a man, agalnat whelm
ar_ aeti,n is brought for a.-,mn of mmley, deme, lhat the plamt_ffisetJtitted
to the whole
_um which he elaima, but admits that t_e has
a just claim upon him f6r a smaller stun, -the p_actice i_, for the d,.timdant to p_y into
corot the amount ot the snm which he anknnwledges to he due, that it may remain in
deposit until the cause ia decided. This paymeut, law)ers choose to call an " acknowledgment upon record;" and now mark the
col_seqm'.ce
: " the party cannot recavcr it
back, ahhough he has paid i_ wrongth!ly, or
by nnstake "']"
As t_r extrajudicial admissinn¢, it is not
always that they arc even receivable : when
the}, are, they are generally taken tbr e(,neh,-_'ive: fbr _t may be observed, in regard to
thi_ part of the law of evidence, as m regard
to _-o many other parts of it, that neither
the law_cr_ by whmn it was made, nor the
lawyers by _hom it l_as been expounded, ever
seem to know that there is any middle cour.-e
between taking an article of evidence for
conclusive, and rejeetinz it altogether. Ancordingly, in reading the &eta of judges, or
the compilations of institutional writers from
those &cta, one is continually at a loss to
know what they mean. In speaking ot this
t,r that evidennary circurnst_mee, what they
tell you concerning it is, that it is evidence:
now and then superaddmg, as it were fbr the
sake o_ variety, the epithet good to the general appellative evidence. Would you know
whether they mean that it is conclusive, or
only that it is adm_s.,ible _. Observe their
aetiot_s ; see whether they send it to a jury :
tbr anything that you can collect from their
word.,, they are as likely to mean the one as
the other,
The following will serve as an example, as
well of the ambiguity of which I have been
• P,itlipps, i. hi9.

"l"Ibid. 17_.
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speaking, as of the sor_ of logic which p_
tbr irrefragable, under the dominion of teehnical rules.
When a part)" interested in the
cause, makes an admission against his intorest,-- if he has not made it by mistake, it is
nearly the best evidence against him that you
can have : ergo, it onght to be taken tbr conelusive against him, when he has made it by
mistake; ergo, the admission of a per-on who
is merely a nominal plaintiff, and who is not
interested u_ the cause, ought to he conclusive
against the person who is
So, at least, it
was decided in the ease of Bauerman v. lla.
dcnius," in which thcadmi_smn of the plaintiff_ on the record, though not the parties
rea!l', interested, was received as eoneluslve,
and the plamtitf_ were nonsuited.
I say. received as conclusive; lw¢_ause, when a plaintiffis nonsnitcd,--that
i.., to say, when his
claim ix dismi,s_,d by the jndge without goitJg
to a jury,-- it i_ because, if he bad gone tO
a jttry, lhe jury must have ./balm a verdict
ago_a_t hint ; whwh wonld have been a bar
to any future prosecution of the same claim:
whereas a nnnsuit leaves it still in hispower
to bring a fi'e_h action, af_er remed)ing the
deii, ct which would have cmnpelle, the jury
to find against him. The Court of King's
Bench alte_ wards q[h'rmtd, that i-, confirmed,
tbe tmnauit : on which oe_"asion I_Ir. Justice
La_ence_aid,
" The present plaintiffseitker
have or haw not an interest : bat it must be
considered that they have an interest, in order to support the action ; and if they have,
an admission made by them that they have
no cause of action, i_ admis._ible evidence.'"
This judge bere, with much nai'veti, displays
the manner in which, under fhe influence of
technical rules, _hat _s known to be false is
taken fbr true, in order that what is evidently
unjm-t maybe done. Hcknewaswetl
a-sthe
nominal plaintiffs knew, that they had not
_m intere-t in the cau_e ; but what of that ?
The law knew that they bad.
There is an overflow of legal learning, on
the question, what effect to your prejudice
shall be given to the admission of your agent:
and here attain recurs the nsual alternative:
it is either not recei_'ed, or it is received as
eonclusive: it either excludes all other evidence, or it is itself excluded. Thus, in one
case,t " a letter from the deti_dant's clerk,
informing the plaintiff that a policy had been
effeeted, was held to beyond evidence [meaning here conclusive evidence] of the existence
of-the policy ; and the defendant was not atlowed to prove that the letter had been written by mistake, and _;hat the policy had no_;
been made :" while in another ense,_ "' where
the fact sought to be established, was, that
* Phillips, i. 84.
+ llarding v. Carter, apnd Philllpps, i. 97.
._ Fairlie e. Ha_tmgs_ _bid..q_.
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a bond had been executed
by the deh'ndant
to the plaintitL
which the defendant
had _(,t
possession
oL the Master (_f the R-II_ r,Jused
to admit, as evidem'e of this faet, the deelaratiun of the defeudoa_t's a='ellt, _ ha had been
employed
to keep the bond tar the plamtttI's
benefit,
e.nd who, on its bei_gdemanded
by
the idamtiff,
informed
him tiiat it had been
delivered
to the defendant."
It ndght s_ em!
to a cursory reader,
on eompanng
these two
decision,s, clthm :hat the predilection
of ,iudge_
for bad evidence
was such, that, rejeetm¢
an

that he h,qieved
it (which
in general you arc
not, it being o,ly inferred
from his actmns,)
_ would be tmjmt
in any case, but is more e_i pecially absurd,
when the fact m que.-tmn is
tree of tlmse complicated,
and ticquently
recoudite,
fwts, which are constitutive
of title.
Take a few instances
[
" By accounting
with a person
aa farmer
of the tolls at a turnpike,
a party is cstopr,ed
! ii'om disputing
the validity of Ins title, when
[ sued by account
_tated tar tho_e tolls.
!
'" By paling
tithes to the plmutiff
on far-

admission
in other case_, the_ were _iiting
to receive it upon the single condition
t_f it_
being
made by m_,,take;
or that,
in lavtuff
down rules of evidence,
blim] caprice wJ the
ozdy guide.
In this apparent
inconsistency,
however,
there i_ a prmclph.,
though
no one
wouht have thought
it; it i-. th_s: that the
admissions
of an agent ale not to be reee_vml,
mdess
'" made by him, either at the _ime of
his makiJ_g an agreement
about ahtth
he _s
employed,
or in acting whhm
the ,c-pe
of'
his amlmrity."
It is not, that u hat he says on
these occasions is more hkely to be true than
what he .-a_s on other occasions:
it Is. that
"it lsm_possiMe to _ayamanls
precludedflom
qaestionm_orconlruhctmga_tythingthatan)
person may iiave as,erred,
as to his conduct
or agreement,
merely heeause that person has
boen an agent :" and as it wo¢dd be un.}ust to
preclude
him trmn contradicting
it, it is not
permitted
so much as to l_c. heard,
Besides _hese express
admi,_mns,
there is
an extensive
assortment
of presumed
ones ;
when a man " pro(hides
himself
from disputinga
fact, by the tenor of his conduct and
demeanour."*
the meaning of which is, that
the court will presume an _*dm*_,_.iot*irom anything that a man does, whmh
the) think he
would not have done if tile fact had not been
true.
This is the ptineq)le : but as to the extent of its application,
there i- no eri,erlou
of it except the hnlex to the Reports,
i_ has
usually been applied only to cases in whmh the
presumptionafforded
b) *heaet i._reallystron_,
and m_ght reasonably
be held eonelnsivein
the
a,5.,enee of eounter-evidence,
though eertaiul
not to the e.rclu.,ion of counter-evidence,
since
there
is not so much as one of the cases in
which the presmnption
is not liable to fail.
Without
touching
upon tile ground_ of _}lllure which are peeuhar to this or that
ca,e,
there is one obvious ground which is common
to them all. A mau's actions
can never prove
the truth
of a fact, except
in so tat as his
beli*f of it is evidence
of its truth:
arid to
hinder a man from proving
that; a thing did
_lot happen,
because at some tbrmer period
he believed that it did, even if you were sure

i mer ocea-l,,ns,
a defendant
admits ttle right
_ of 1tie plaintiff
t_ an action
tbr not _em'ng
i out tithes.
t
'" Where
a party reined
glebe lands of a
i reetor, aud had prod him rcht, he was not per] hinted,
in a, action for n.-e and oeeuI.atmu ,
. to dispute hi_ le,-or's
tl;le,
by proving
tl,a_
!.his present _tion _ as shnonmc,d.
!
"' In aet_.oh, of use and oceupatitm,
whc,n
: the tenant
has occupied
by the pernu_sion
vf
_,the plmntiff
he cannot dispute the plainhff's
i title,
aI_hougi_ he ma) show that it _s at an
I end.
!
"" In an actiot_ of t'jccfmeot,
by a landloM
i against his tenaat,
the tenant cannot que_-tlon
the t_t]c ut his ]andh_rd.
although
he,sat
h_ertv to show that it has cxpired.'¢
in "all these
lnManees,
tile ple.un,ptioa
upon which,
_t upon an) thine,
tile demsion
mu,t
have been grounded,
L-, that if the
plaintiff
had not really had a good title, the
defe:,Mat
would
not have pa',d rent, tithe,
&c. to him, as the ease may be.
To 3astir)'
the rendering
this presumption
conclusive,
it
would be nece,_ary,
among a crowd of other
suppositions,
tu suppose
that a tenant
never
pa_d rent to the de .facto landlord,
without
lirsr demandinghis
title-deeds,
and going over
them with a lawyer,
fur the purpose
of as_-ating himself
that they did not contain ar_y
flaw.
4. A whole host of exclusions
lurk in the
admired
rule, that the best evidence
which
the nature at the case admits of, is to be reqaired : a rule which seems to plca-_e ever_hody, and with the more reason,
as, having
no dl.-tinct meaning
of its owu, it is capable
of receiving
an_ which any one thinks
proper to attach to it. There is a charm, too, nt
the soand of the words be._t evidence,
_dneh
no taw3er , and _careely any nun-lawyer,
i_
able to resist.
The followi_*g seems to be
nemty the train of thought
(in so far as anything llke thought
eau be said to have place)
whwh passes through
the mind of the sttl*missive and admiring
student,
when he hears
this maxim dehvered
ex cathedrh,
as something which, like Holy Writ, is t_ be betie_ ed
and adored.
Good evidence,
it naturally
ticeur_ to him, is a good thing:
h.tbrttor_, there-

See an abstract or disgest of the Law of
_vldenee,
reeently tmbhshe_l by 31r. Harridan,
on the plan of Crofton Uniaeke, ,Esq. (p. 8.)

5- tfamaon,

ut supr&

Pl;. _, 10,
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fore (it is unnecessary
to say.) the best evidance
cannot
but he" a good tlung
what,
however,
can be more proper,
than always
to require,
and in_i.-t upon having,
the bt:_t
of everything?
H-w
adu,mtble,
thor* f_ne,
the rule which
req,dres
the be__t vvuleuco
(who'.her
it is to be had or no,_ and how
a&mrable
tt_e system
of law, _hi('h is in a
great measure
made up of such r,de. _
As a prehminac_
_> praising this rule, a desirahle thhtg would be, to understand
it: lot
this, however,
you have rio chance hut h¢
looking
at the practwc:
the a*.tempt to fln}[
a meaning for fl_e w.rd_ u (told he lo,_t labour,
The meaning
attached
to it by lawyers
has
been different,
according 1o ti_e ditferent purposes
whieh they have Lad t,_ serve by it
One use which t'ht,_ have made of it, l*. ttr
serve a. a rea_,m ior exeiudinean
iaieHor at,d
less tru._wor_hy
sort of e,ideate,
when a
more tru.tworthy
snr h t_un the _ame svtn'l'e,
is to be had : as, I;_r example,
a transer,p' G
when the .ri_in,d
i. i', existence
and ft, thcoming.
Apphed
to th.
purpose,
th, _ ru!,,,
if it were m,t _n va_m., _uuhl be 3u-tty entitled to the appellation
of a good rule: the
purpose,
:at any ,'are -_with the hmita, ion_
which have been _-eet, in the B, mk on Make,sh'.ft E_'idenee,)
mu.t be allowed to be a good
purpose.
Another
u_e which ha_ bee. made
by lawyers,
at times, of this rule, is, tn enable a judge, at no greater expen.e
than that
of calling a particular
sort of evidence
the
best evidence,
to treat
_ as enlwlustve
in'
favour _f the party who produces
it ; or the
non-production
of it as conclusive
against
the par_) who, it is sitppo_-ed, ou:qlt to htrve
produced it ; in both eases putti.e
an exelustun upon all othe_ evidence:
m,d it, i, m this
appheatiou
of the rule, that it p_esents a demaud firr consideration
in this _ lace
" Tdke a .-ample of their
beet evidence,
--of
that best evidence
which,
by s,_eh its
bestaes_,
puts an exclusion
upon all other
evidence,
" Speculative
Position
or Antecedent
;-Written
evidence
is better
than par(,t evidance.
Practical
Inference
or Conclusio.
;-Therefore,
in ease of a eontraet,
when there
exi.ts
written
evid,'.ec
of it, with
certain
fnrmaliIre_
for its accompaniments,
orM evidonee is, or is not, to be admitted,
in rata.
tion to the purport
nt such co.tract.
Is. o_
is not ; whichever
is most a_reeable
and conCement to the judge.
Such is the plain and
true aecmmt of the matter:
for distinctions
are spun out of distinctions
; and, the light
of reason, by which they would be all con.
su red, being effectually
shut out, on and on
the thread might eontinue
to be spun w_'thout end.
" Observe
the inconsistency,
" In English law, circumstantial
evidence
of the weakest kind, comparison
of head., hy
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persons
acq_ahlted,
or not acquainted,
w','
thee hand of the por.on in questmn.
-- or ev
i _.h,, bare
euor of the in./trument,
i.e. the
_ eircumsta.ee
of tt_ purportbig
upon the f-qtm
oi it to have bem_ executed
(*. e. recugni.-ed)
] fly the pers.n
or pe_.on- thet'ein mentioned,
i --thLcircumstance,
if coupled with the evit dem, iary eireamstam:e
ex e*l*t,,dia, is (if the
' assmned
d,tte or' the instrument
be as much
! as thirty years anterior
to the day oi produc' tion) hchl suii_ieient, arid, in default
of eoun' ter-cvidtqwe_
eo,:ciu_ive.
!
" A dozen or a *core of alleged per_,ip_en4:
i witnesses,
all rc,,dy to concur in deposing
' that, to the prow-;,n_s in ti, e irrstrument
metiJ fit)ned, this or tMt ,,'.her had beet, agreed to
' be added or sub;_mited,--shall
they be re_ eeived, and heard to say as much?
Oh on;
, that mu-t n(It be; it is against our rule about
be._t evidence.'"
The general
rule nn thi. _ubject
i% that
oral evideneels
no_ adofi_-ible
"toeontradict,
or vary, or add ,,o, the terms of a written
a;:reement."*
Cut down as this rule i*. by
almost innumerable
exceptions,
there i. still
enough of it left in do much mischief.
'Fire
exceptions,
if their pr,wtwal
effect be looked
' to. are reasonable,
a. narrowing
pro tanto the
, extent of a bad rule : m principle,
however,
thcrc is s.-aree one of them which is tenable.
unh-_ it be first granted
that the rule i. absurd.
It would tie dtflleult,
for ex_mph,,
to
di..c.ver
how, in Ie*peer of the propriety
of
adm;ttingoral
e_ideuee to show the abandonI me,it era written
agreement,
it should make
'an} dittbrenee
whether
the agreement
was or
was riot under seat; or why, in equity,
on a
bill for the specifie performance
of a written
agreement,
e_ideoee to prove that, by rea,_on
ot accident or no.take,
the written _t_strunmnt
does not correctly
expresa
the agr_ement,
should,
it temlered
by the defendant,
be in
eert_m
cases adufitted;
if tendered
by the
plaintiff, refltsed.
The orion of theexeeptioua
to this rule, as well as to somany other teehmeal roles, is li.-iMe enough.
They were established
by the sterne sort of authority
_,hieh
es_abllshed
tLe rule% vie. that of judge,
dec_ding pro/tdc
vice, under the guidance
el no
prineiple,
but in aeeordan,'e
with the intere.-t
or whim of the r_ment,
fir frequently
wi_h
the laudable
view of doing justice,
notwithstandingteehni_'al
rule-.
A jud..'e _esplainly,
that, in this or that, Imrtieular
ea-,_e, if' he
adhere to the rule, lie will do injustiee
: and
without, daring to set it a_-ide, or evt=u ad,.,uing hunself to supple
that a rule which h._d
deseended
from wi_e ancestors
eouhl be other
than a good one, he has hor, esty enough
to
wish to do justice
to the eae_
in hand, arid
ae.°ordi0gly
cuts into the rule with a new
exception
tbr every new in
pre_' Philhpps_

i. 53(k _
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sents it_lftohimofitsmischievousoperution,
tion: after making
mention
in your will of
taking care never to cmry the excepti_m one
two persons,
your brother and your younger
jot farther
than is strictly
neees_ry
for hi,
_lm, :rou bequeath
to him an estate:
in th_s
immediate
purpose:
another
judge
tbllow_,
case it may possibly admit of dispute, towhich
and takes another nibble
at the rule, alway_
t_f the two _ou meant to bequeath
it ; _hat,
upon the same diminutive
scale;
and so on.
however,
can admit of no dispute,
is, that jou
Hence it comes,
that,
at length,
after the
meant to bequeath
it to one or other of them:
lapse ofa feweenturies,
the body of the law,
as, therefi_re,
it is doubtfiJl whether
)ou inconsidered
as a whole, has become
a httle
_ended that A ._!;m_ld have it, or B, the judge
more just. and a great deal more unintclli_ill not give i¢ re either of them, bat gi_es
gihle:
while the law books have dcgeneraied
it to C, the heir-at-law,
whom it is certain
fi'om the primitive simplicity nftt;e
old textyou intended
not to have it. Or, if he gi,es
books,
where everything
was comprehended
it to ei_hel of' the tw,. persnns who, and who
under a few simple prineiple_ (in u hich, wh,_talone, can l)O_Ibly have been meant, he gives
ever trespasse> }on might find against .lustlee
it upon tl_e _l.ghtest
imagntahle
presumptl,,n
or common sem-e, yon will find none against
fiom the eontext.
There were twenty
p_f.
consistem'y,--and
uhieh
would be perfect,
sons standing by when you exeented
the will,
if conduciveness
to hu,nm,
happme-s
were a
all of wln,m k_,ew perfectly
well, from )m,r
qualit_ that could without
in,'onvenienee
he
declurathm.
_t the time, which of the two
di-pensed
with in law:')
and have swelled
parEw,
in que-tion
you meant, but none of
into an incoherent
nla_ of mutually
conflictwhom he _ilI suffer to be heard.
And this
ing decisions,
none of them covering
more
is uhat lawyers
cult requiring
the best evithan a minute
spot in the field of law. and
dence.
which
the mo.t
pract_.-ed
memory
wouht
Fur thi_ rule two reasons have been givez_:
vainly strive to retain, or the most censureone a ttehn;eal,
that is, avowedly
an re'amate logic to reduce to a cmnmon
principle,
tiol,.d nnc ; l t_e other, one which pretends _o
Oral evidence,
it seems, i-_ receivable
to
he ratiot:al.
The teehnical
reason is the pr,_explain,
in ma_3) ea,es in which it wouhl not
duetion
_,f L,ard Bacon : it is this : "" the law
be receivable
to vat
the terms of an agreeulll nnt ctmi_le and mingle nn_tter qf.,l>eciattz,,
ment.
The general rule i.-, that. m ease of a
which is ql'tt_e t*tqhe_ ac,'.unt, with matter qf
lat_'nt ambiguity,
-- that is to say, an ambiarerme*_t, wlnc.h is _f_q/eru,raccmtnt
in law."
gmty which does not appear
on the lace of _ For those to uhose
coneeptmns
the ineonthe instrument,
but is rai,ed
by extrinsic
gruity of so irregular
a mixture
might fail to
evidence,--extrinsie
evidencewill
he received
pre,ent
itself in eolonrs
sufliemntly
glaring,
to explain
it: thus, if a testator
bequeaths
a subsequent
lord chancellor
brought
lbrth
to John Stiles
his estate
of Blaekaere,
and
the following
le.s recondite
reason:
that the
it appears that he has two estates
known by
admission
ot oral evidence
in exphmation
of
that name, oral evidence
will be received
to
patent
ambiguities,
" _*ould tend to put i_
show which of the two he meant.
Provided
in the power of witnes._es to make wills for
always,
that there be no possibility
of giving
te..tators:"
an nbaeetion which would be very
effect to the instrument
hi terminus, w_thout
strong
against
any one mode of proof; if _t
the aid of other evidence, _ tbr if it have a did not unhappily
apply to every other.
definite
meaning, though a different
one from
All hearing ot evidence
lets in some danger
that
of the testator,
it does
not signify,
of falsehood.
What, however,
was probably
When they cannot by any means contrive
to
meant, is. that the admissibility
of oral evigive execution
to the ipsissima
verba of the
denee to explain
a will, would
frustrate
the
will, then, it seems, they wilt condescend
to
intention
of the law in reqmring
preappointed
inquire
what the testator
intended,
evidence,
a better sort of evidence
than oral,
Not so when the ambiguity
ispatent,
that
and less likely to be t:alse.
If this be the
is, apparent
on the fibre of the instrument,
meaning,
it is enunciated
far too generally.
In this ease, the door is inexorably
shut upon
It is true that preappointed
evidence,
eonsiall extrinsic
evidence ; and if the intention
of
sidered as a genus,
is better
than oral.
But
the party cannot be inferred from the context,
it is not true that every particular
article of
" the clause wilt be void, on account
of it,
the former is better than the best conceivable
uncertainty."
You are unskilled
in compost_ article of the latter.
It is not true that the
. signature
of three witnesses
is better_ e_teriS
• _ The question on the admissibility
of paparibus,
than the oral depositions
of twenty.
rol evidence, in such eases, will depend prineiYet this rule excludes the latter evidence,
on
pally upon thls,--namely,
whether the evidence
the plea of its inferiority
to the former._"
_s necessary to give an eft_etive operation to the
devise_ or whetber_ without that evideaee_ there
+ _ Tbe refusal to put upon the words used
appears to be suflieient to satisfy t-he terro_ of
by a man in penning a deed era will the mea_,the de_ise and the intention of the testator,
as
mg which _t is all the while acknowledged
he
expressed on the face of the wilL"--Phittip19,_
put upon them himself', is an enormity, an act of
L _1_.
"
barefaced injustiee_ unknown everywhere
but m
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AHother
consequerwe
of the
technical
maxim, that written
evl(lence is better than
pa, t,l (a maxim which, like ahnost all other
gelJe, al maxims at techmcal
law, is not true
in more than hall the cases which it extemis
to,) is the exc!u,_ion,
in a great number at
eaee¢, of oral e_idence
to prove that there
ealsts a written
dncmnent
ev:dentiary
of a
partieular
tac_. The judge% o_ the ocea¢ion
of a reff.renee made to them in the cour._e of
lhe late (_ueen'_. trial, declared
that "' the
contents
of every _x,itten paper are. accordinl_ to the ordiamry and well-established
rules
of evidence,
to he proved
by the paper itself, and by that ahote, if the paper be in
existence."*
Good:
provided always it he a
neee.-sary eomsequenee,
that a paper i_. fi_rtheoudog, because
it i_ in existence.
Upon the
s_rength of thi_ rule, the judges decided, that
the suppnsed writer of a letter could not be
questioned
coneermng
the cm_tents
of the
letter,
unless the letter itself were first prodm'ed, and the witnes-: asked
whether
he
wrote it. Thus, the only evidence,
perhaps,
which )ou have got, am_" that too of so good
a kind a_ the testimony
of a writer ennverning what he himself ha- _ r_tTen, is excluded,
because
another sort of evidence i,; not prodated,
which wouhl be h,'tter _f you coold
get it, but which, in all p,'obabihty',
_ou cannot get.
The superior
e_idence,
though not
tbrtheoming
to a_y pra,'t_cal purpose,
c_ammt
be shown not to exist;
and _t is therefore
English jurisprudence.
It is, in f_.ct, making
tar a man a will that he never made; a practice
exaetlyuponapar(_mpunityexcepted)withfof
gery.
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said to befortheomia
V, to the purpose of eleluding all intbrior e_deJ_ee.
A volume might be tith:d _ith speelmens
of the il_ja_fice
amt absurdity
which
are
the thiit of the rule requiring
the best eeldem'e. Take this examt,le amongo(hers:--A
_rlttt'n
instrument,
with certain lbrmallties,
being the best evidence;
if, in the written
instrument,
any (me of these formalities
be
omitted,
neither theagreement,
norunyother
evidence
of the tramp-action, will be received.
Thus, " a written
instrument
which requires
a stamp,
cannot
be admitted
in evidence,
u.lc¢s
it be duly stamped;
and no parole
ewdence
will be received
of its contents.
If,
therefore,
the in-trameat
produced
is the
ot*ly le_:at pro_f at the transaction,
and that
earn, at be admitted
tar want
of a proper
i stamp,
the tran.action
cannot be proved
at
[ all; as, in an aetmn fbr u_e and occupation,
i it it appear that the defendant
held under a
I written
agreeme_,t,
which fo_ want of a stamp
! cannot
be leceivcd,
the t,taintiif will not, be
_ allowed 1o go into genelal evidence ; for the
i agreement
is the t,e_t, vvlence of the nature
] of _he occopatioa."_
I
Au agreement
on unstamped
paper not
being itselt r,_eeivable,
it follows
naturally
enough, that if it be lo_t, parot evidence
will
m_t be reeeivt d of its contents
; nor even if
it he wron_futt)
destroyed
by the other party:
notxwth.landmg
anothe_ technical
rule, that
no o,,e is allowed
to take advantage
of his
own wroDg.
.l_ut you call never guess, from
the terms of a rule, to what eases it will be
applied.
Take
the folb_wing
trill more barefaced

'" Lawyers patting
upon it their ow3a _nse:
piece of absurdity,
a-_ a l'.nal ._peeimen of tile
Yes, their own sense.
But which of all i_s..i,
operation
of thi._ vatmted
rule:hie sends _s their own sense?
They are as far i
" The acts of. state of a foreign government
from a_..reeing with one another, or each _'ith ' can only be pruvt, d b_ copies of such acts,
himselt'f as with the body of the people. In evi- I properly
authenticateti.
Thus,
in the case
dent reason and common justice, no one will I of Ihehardson
v. Anderson,
where the courtought than
to bethetaken
as a rule
any other_
"no I sel. on the part el the detendant
proposed
to
more
evidence
in oneforcause
is a rule
for the evidence to ddFerent f,_cts in another t _tve in evidence
a book purporting
to be
cause It is not from this or that word, or string ; collectmn
of' trearws
concluded
by America,
of words, in a will, hut from all the words taken I and to be pabli.hed
bv the authority
of the
together,--nor
yetonlv from all the words taken I Amerlean government
_ and it wa, proposed,
tOgether, but from all'the words, compared with
farther,
to prove,
by the Amerir'an
tnmistcr
ever),therelevant
is a.*certainable
resident
at this court, that the la._k produced
lug
situatmn factof that
his property,
of his respect,
family,
of his eonnexions,
that the intention of the teswas the rule of his conduct ; this evidence
tater is to be gathered,
was offered as equiv;dent
I_ a regular
copy
" To theaediseases
of jurisprudence,
attempts
of' the archives
in Washington:
hut Level
have been made to apply a remedy by jurispruEllenborough
rejected
the evidence,
and held,
de.nee. But flue attempt, if not treacherous,
has
that it was necessary
to have a copy exubeen be,
shallow.
result
has exteut
been, given
never
nfined with the arehives."_:
can
anything The
better
than never
a further
to the application
of the double fountain
prin.
We may expect in time to see a j udge arise,
eiple., No: it is not a ease for Telephus with his
who, more tenacious
of consistency
than his
spear; it is a ease tbr Hereules with his seating,
predecessors,
will refuse to take notice of' the
iron. Jurisprudeneepruned
byjurisprudenee,
is existence
of the city of London,
unless an
the hydra deeolated;
and left to pullnla_:
the
examined
eopy of the charter of the corpora.
only searing-iron
is the legislauve sceptre. '
tion be given in evidence
to prove it.
* Philtipps,
i. 281.
*Seethe

Chapter _o intitled,

supr3,

p. a0B.

+ PhiUipps_

i. 486.

$ Ibid.3112_ _t1_.
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Can any exposure make this piece of tech- I
nicality more ridiculous than it is made by I!
CHAPTER
V.
merely stating it?
OF THE
RULE,
TItAT
EVIDENCE
IS TO 15_ CO_o
5. l shall notice only one more instance of _
FINED"110THE _OINTS IN ISSU£._
the species of disguised exclusion which forms
the subject of the present chapter. 2"he sort _ Tft1_ rule, though good in principle, is ireof evidence which, in this instance, is taken _quentl_, as it is admitlislered, an inst,rument
for conclusive, i_-the species of oltieial doeu- of mi,ehief, partly fr_m bemtr combined with
meat called a lecord. '" Reeords,"says Ptfil- i a bad system of pleading, partly fi'om th,_
lipps _ '" are the memorials of the proceedings I perverse application which has I)_ea made of
uf the legislature, and of the king's courts of i it to purposes for which _t,was never intended.
justice, preserved in rolls of parel_ment ; and Being an exclusionary rule, it demands cn,'_they are considered of such authority, that i sideration in this place: and the occasion
no evidence is allowed to contradict them. , seems a suitable one for taking notice, not of
Thus, if a verdieL finding several issues, were the ball effects in the way of exclusion onl),
to be produced in evidence, the opposite party : but of the bad effects of' other descriptions,
would not be allowed to show, that no evi- which are the fruit of it.
donee was offered on one of the L,sues, and , Nothing can be more proper than to exthat the finding of"the jury was inducted on elude all evidence irrelevant, to the points in
the postea by mistake."
On this piece of I dispute: arid if tile points in issue on the
absurdity, after what has already been said, pteadiJ_gs were aLva)s the points, and all the
it can scareelybe neees,ary to enlarge. Somepoints, in dispute, nothing could be it,ore
how or other, however, law) ers seem to have prol,er than to exclude all evidence irrele;an_
fimttd out, that, like everything el_e which to the point, in i_-ue. Unl_mp,,ily. however,
is hmnan, so even a record,--llowever
high to determine wh_t are lhe points iu di-pu_e.
its " authority," arid however iudlsputabte
though tl_c p_ote_-ed object (,fail s)stems of
its title to the appel|atmn bestowed upon It plcad_:-,, is vcr_ imperfe_.tly attained e_en
by Lord Chief-Baron Giltrert, " a diazram"
under ttw best ; at,it the poiTtts really ar issue
(whatever be meant by a dmgram) " for the a_e often very different trom tile pc,his i*.'
demonstration of ri,.rht" (whatever he meant ' i._su_, as the) at)pear on the pleadiug_.
by the demonstration
of rigi_t,) -- is still,
In so lkr a, the rep_eseIltat_ou given in the
notwithstanding
it be written upon parch- pleadiJ_g_ of ti_e ,'_ate of thequestion between
ment, liable to error: for they have found it the partw% fails to _:t':'or_lw_th the real state,
necessary to deterodne that a reeo!tl shall he ---m so tat', at h'asr, as any point (that is, of
conclusive proof only '" that the decision or course, any marccial point) which is really tn
judgment of the corn t was as is there stated,"
dispute, is omitted or mid-stated in the pleadand not " as to the truth of allegations which ings ; in so i:ar, the rule, which requires that
were nog material nor traversable."
This is the evidence be confined to the points in i_fortunate: the fact of the judgment being one sue, those points not being the pointsin disof the very l_w matters, contained iu what put.e, operates to the exclusion of all evidence
ts ealted a record, which, unless by mistake,
are generally trite. But, however fallible in use. In this case, what has been the resource?
respect of other facts, in respect of this one To describe an act in more distinct terms, to
fact they bold it to be infallible ; and its in- consider it as an act different from the act described in the less distinct terms, and to speak
fallibility, itself needing no proof, supcrsedes
of the unauthoritatively, but mored]stincdy deall proof of the contrary ; which, therefore,
scribed act, as evideneeof the authoritatavely, but
as it canntt prove anything, it would be loss less distinctly expressed one.
of time to hear : accordingly it is not heard,
but inexorablv excluded.'["
-"

1 "' Thus, :n the ease of an offence bearing reation to the pohee, certain acts have been spoken
of as being ecidence of vagrancy. 8tript of _t_

Vol. I. p. 299.
'_ We have seen in how many cases the
wordseonelusiee evidence cover areal exclusion :
it remains to bring to notice one case in which
they do not. This is when an act, designated
by a distinct expression, is termed evidence ot"
the same act designated by an indistinct one.

disguise, wlJat, in this ease. was the plain fact ?
That vagrancy was one sort of aet_ the acts in
questmu another sort ? and that, these acts beirlg
regarded as proved_ vagrancy was regarded as a
distinct act, die existence of whith had been ren.
dered preponderantly probable by the other ? No
such thing : but the acts in question were de-

not. "What was the consequence ? That on tile
_--en'_in_°l-v_"
r_tThe elomudmSb_nywh_eh_;p_r_ly]by,i_nb_tLty_
_e- _P
l_¢es o_o°th_c_
ground
terminate,
of the
the signification
statute interdicting
of the word
vagrancy,
vagrancy,a
a texture, that no small labour is"requisite to rule of jurisprudential law was enacted, interpierce through them. Even in statute law, the pretative of me statute law: a rule of jurisp_.
phraseology employed by the professional pen- dential law, applying to the acts in question the
man in whom the legislator has reposed his eon- final consequences attached by the statute to the
fidence, has, in but too many instances, been so indistinct appellation."
unhaplfily or so dexterously chosen, as to present
_ This Chapter has been added by the gdino fixed sense, no sense distinct enough for tor.
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which bears o_dy upon tl_e real points iu diswhole system
mu_t l_e _la_li_hed:
the mode
pute.
This includes
all ca.-es of quashing,
in which what iscatlcd
pleading
i. now congrounded
on what is called a ,[b_w in the
ducted,
namely, by a sort of written
entrepleadings : as, tbr instance,
the ease of a tni__pondcnce
betweerl two attorne)%
must give
homer.
If you indict a u,an under the name
place to o_al pleading,
by the part;.e_ themof John ,Josiah Smith,
and it turns nut that
_elves, in tt_e pre_ence
of the jndge ; when
hi_ real name is John Joseph
Smith, though
earl;or no such mistakes
as the above would
nobody has the least doubt, of his being the
be n_ade, or, if made. they would be instantly
person meant,
and though he hin:_elf would
re,'tiffed.
Even
under the presert
vicious
not have the effr,u_tory to declare upon oath
system,
however,
the quashing
of the sui_
a holier that he was not, it i_ no matter--the
might be avoided
much ot'_ener than it is.
indictment
is quashed.*
because,
the only
There are m_s_ak,,. ;hat are of consequence
question
at issue, as indicated
by the anther-- th,,ic are others which are of none: there
meut, relating to the supposed guilt of Josiah,
are re,stake,
by wtuch the opposite
l)art_ amy
proof, however convincing,
of the criminahty
t_ave heen misled--there
are others by which
of Joseph,
i. Jbrelyn
t_, the issue.
()n the
he cannot.
It as ju<r. certa',nl3,
that alter a
same ground, in an at:ton for non-re_i 'ence,
party has intimated
to his adversary
his inthe designation
of the I_ari-h by the name ot
teution
(ff provi),g a certain ea._e, h_ sbouht
St. Ethelburgh,
instead of Samt Ethelhurgha,
. be all(>wcd to prove that ca-e, and 1,o other ;
was held to be (as lawberterm it) a thtat ', since, it" there, were no such rule, the other
variance.
On another
oceasi()u,
the ground
, party might be taken
by ._m'prL-e: he might
of the quashln_
was, that a party to a bill of, come preparnd
with evidence
to rebut what
exchange
had been ealted Couch, instead of' _ be )ma_qned was the claim aga:n*t him, and
Crouci_: O'a another,
that the prtsoner
was _ i:ni_ht fi_ld, m_ going to trial, that
the one
charged
with
having
personated
M'Cann,`
really bronght_a_
qui_e &fferent.
This bewhile the e_iden,.e
went to _-how, that the'
ing the rea-en,
wh-,t, then,
i* the practwal
man whom
he had personated
_as M'Carr,.
_ lule v
Let the remedy
be confined
to the
it was no', that, in any of the_e in.rancor,
any
_i_gle case, m which aione tl,ere i,_ an) evil
real doubt exi,ted
as to the purport
of the
to be remedied.
It the oppo:ite
party has
charge ; nor was it that,
in the guilt ot dereally been mi_ted, or put t*) ar,y inconvt.frauding *wo person- wnh name- so different
nhmee
by the (q_(_r, he cam,at,
one wouhl
as.lf'Caaaand
3['Carnare,
therewadeemed
tlnnk,
have any rea_-onable objection
to sa}to be any such d_fferenee in point of enormity
inff -o : nor to dehvering
the assertion
under
as could jus_.i_, so great :t diversity
of_reatall tlm-e _eet_it_e_ whwh are taken for the
meat:
it was, that the unb,ndin_
_pitit of
truth ,-ff l e_tin.nn 3 i_t any other case. Unless,
technical
rute_ require,
that _ou ,_hould prove, ' the_eiore,
heis _illh_g, t_nder thcsesecuritics,
verbatim
et hterattm,
the very thing which ' in declare that, i:t consequence
of" the error,
yon have asserted,
and, whatever
rn:_y be the
he ha. been either prevented
from bringing
real issue, tic,_ you down tothe nominal one. ' the nece_-arv
evidence,
or induced
to bring
That the substitution
of an r f.r an n could
evidence
wt_ich x_a_ not neees_ry,
let the
in any other way be careered than by droppiug
', error ',e rectified,
and the cau.e go on a-_ it,
lhe proceeding
and beginmng d; ante,, is what ! wouht have done if tLere had been no error.
you will never get any C,mnnon
Law)or
to _ If he be willing to make such a declaration,
understand.
' and if his adversary
admit, or fait to disp_ ore
It is the same when an) other circumits truth, let the necessary
delay (when any
_tance,
legally material,
i_ misdescribed
in i delay is necessary)
be granted : and let the
the pleadings;
a_ when the declaration
stated
party lay whose fault the error wa_ occasioned,
an at_,-olute promise,
a_d a conditional
one , be subjected
t,_ the nbiigatmn
of i_demnifywa_ proved;
and when a declaratmn
for as- ; ing the other t'(_r alt 5,.,_ fide ¢×t;ense.- which
_a,.dtu_g a constable
in the execut_ou
of his " he can prove to have been occasioned
him
office, alleged
that he wa_ constab]e
of a : by it.
particular
parish, and the proof was that he '
If the rule. in the cace_ at)ore examined,
was sworn m for a liberty, of which the parish i is attended
with bad effect% it is not that it
was part : a notable reason tbr depriving
the , _s a bad rule, but (as ha_ been already intl.
plaintiff of Justice, or putting
him to the exmated) that it is accompanied
b} a bad ._ystem
pense of another
suit to obtain it ! _
i of pleading.
There i% however,
am_ther set
The root of the evil here tics in the systetn
' of cases, in which
the rule a_ appbed
in a
of pleading.
To eradicate
it e_tirel),
that i sense in which it is alto;ether
abvurd : f_cts
being shut out, uuder pretence
of their not
being the facts at is.-ue, which, though
nn" The court may order the mlsnorr, er to be , quesi:io_mbly not _he faet_ at issue, are of the
amended under the'7 Geo. IV. e. 64, § 19_ withhighest
importance
as evidcntiary
of tbose
out quashing the indietment.--Ed,
t which are.
_viden_e.
-[- See the title Variartae_ in Starkie's Law of I
Thus,
the custom of one ma_lor is not to
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of
mam)r were
; unless
it be one,
first proved,
that another
both manors
tbrmerly
or were
held under one lold ; or urlless the custom
is laid as a general custom of the country,
or
of that partic_dar
district.
Why ? Because
customs
are "different
in different
manors,
and in their nature
distinct."
But although
the customs
of different
manors are di_ere_t,
_hey may nevertheless
be analo[/ous ; and
though
the custom
of one manor cannot of
itself prove that of another,
it may assist in
clearing up apparent
ineonsisteneie_
in it, or

[ however,
can be Raymond,
given;
unless
that noofbetter
Lord reason
Chief Justice
! which Mr. Phillipps
styles an " argument
of
_ inconvenience,"
be so considered.
i
With asgood reasen might any other article
i of circumstantial
evidence
be excluded.
A
: murder,
suppose,
has been committed:
die
i prisoner
was near the spot ; he was knox_.n
l_to be a personal enemy of the deceased,
mid
i at a former interview
he had threatened
to
i kili him : stains of blood were ibund upon his
i linen when he was apprehended,
and he had

in obviating
an aigumeut
groum]ed on its suppose.d improbability.
There
is also another
reason, of still greater weight,
which we owe
to the ingenuity
of Lord Chief Justice
Raymend:
"for,"
says he, "it' this kind of evidenee were _o be allowed,
the consequence
seems to be, that it would let in the custom
of one manor into mmther,
and in time bring
the customs
of all manors to be the same. "°
In the eontemplatiun
of so overwhelming
a
calamity,
it is no wonder that Lord Raymond
should have lost sight of whatever
inconvenienee might happen to be sustained
by the
party in the right, from losing his cause fi,r
want of such explanations
as a reference
to
• he custom
of a nei<hbouring
manor might
have afforded ; e_peeiallyff
advertenee
be had
to the appalling
fact, that the customs of all
nmnors would
come to he the same, if sut:.
i:ered to be shown
for what they are.
The
reader
will not, of course,
indulge
in any
such vain fancy, as that the eus*om which is
good for one manor,
can be good, or even
endurable,
for the manor adjoining
; or that
the inhuhitants
of one village
could even
exist, under rules and regulations
which hind
the inhabitants
of another
village
as well as
themselves,
Again : " in a question
between
landlord
and tenant,
whether
rent was payable quarterly or half-yearl),
evidence of the mr, de in
which other tenams of the ._ame landlord
paid
their ren_ is not admissibte."_"
Yet what can
be more strictly
relevant?
the determiniug
motive in such cases usually being the landlord's convenience,
which may reasonably
be
presumed
to be the same in the case of one
farmer as of another,
Mr. Harrison
gives an abstract
of eight
eases decided under the rule that evidence is
to be confined to the points in issue;
seven
of which include this same sort of absurdity.
It cannot be pretended,
that the evidence
thus shut out is irrelevant
: and to maintain,
as a general maxim, that evidence of relevant
facts is to be excluded,
because
tho_
facts
are not expressly
averred
iu the pleadiugs,
would be too great a stretch
of technicality,

} a bloody knife in his pocket.
What
then P
I None
of lbese facts are in issue:
it is not
I said in tile indictment
that he was an enemy
I of the deceased,
nor yet that lie had used
threatening"
language
towards
him ; he is not
charged
with soiling
his hnen;
and though,
i indeed,
it is alleged
in the iudlctment,
that
i he killed and ._lew the deceased with a knife,
: value sixpence,
it is nowhere
imputed
to him
', that lie stained
the kmtb.
At this rate, the
,plainttff
would
need to include
m the dei elaratiou
every thct which,
in the eharae:er
_of an evidennar?
fact, he might have oeeadL, a
i to bring to the notice of the judge.
i
We have now considered
the rule in both
its applications:
it. abusiveappiication,
which
can never be tuher than ndschmvous
; and its
legitimate
applmation,
which,
to be purely
beneficial,
wan_s only to be combined
with
a ranonal
mode of pleading.
Suppose
the
cbstem
of pleading
reformed;
this rule, to
be a good one, would only need to be always
employed
m its legitunate,
and never in its
abusive,
sense.
When thus restricted,
howover, what does it rcatl? mean ? Only, that
evidence is not to be admitted
of any there,
except
either
those on which
the deei_im_
immediately
turns,
or other facts which me
evidentiary
of them.
Generalas
this rule is, greater particularity
will not, m this instance,
be found to be attainahle
; since the questiou,
on what t_cts
the decision
turns, is a question,
not of ew] denee,
but of the substantive
branch of the
t taw : it respects the prebends(m,
jmt theprobalzs: it does _mt belong to the inquiry,
by
what sort of evidence
the facts of the c_se
may be proved;
it behmgs
to the inquir),
what are the facts of which the law has determined that proof _hall be required,
in order
to establish
the plaintiff's
claim.
This circumstance,
obvious a_ it is, might
easily be overlooked
by one who had studied
the subject
only in the compilations
of the
English instituttonal
writers;
who, not content
with
directing
that
the evidence
lie
confined
to the points in issue, have farther
proceeded,
under the guise of laying down
rules of evidence,
to declare,
on each ocea-

Phitlipps,
Harrison,

162.
utk suprR,
p. 132.

don,Ouewhat
points
wholethe volume

in issue
are.which
out
of two

coal-
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po_e-_gx. F_lFrpps's t_ti_e on the Law of rawyers have it for hlm,_of
moulding _tte
-_l_e_c_,_with a eorrespondii_g
portion!pleadings
(thoseon hisown sideatlea_t)
u
-of the other treatises extaut concerning that he ptea_es. These rules, therenore, for adapting
braneJa of the law,--is occupied in laying theevideuee
tothe pleadings, are, into%rule=
down rules concerning the _ort cf evidence nor adapting the pleadings to the *viden_,e_
which should be required in differe_Jt sorts
Two examples will illustrate the intermix'on actions or auits at law. But. _q_y should
different forms of action require different sorts
Of evide_e?
The _ecurities by which the
trustworthiness of evidence is provided for,
mtd the rules by which its prolmtive three is
estimated, iffor every,ort of cause they are
wha_ they ought to be, must be the same for
one sort of cause as for another. The differenee is not in the nature of the proof; it isin
the nature of the fuels required tube proved.
There is no difference as between different
forms of aerhon, in reason, or even in English
law, in respect of the rnles relating to _he
competency of witnesses; nor, in general, to
the admissibility or the proof of written documents; nor in respect of any other of the
general rules ofevidenee. What Mr. Phillipps
(I mention him only as a representative of
the rest) professes, trader each of the different
forms of action, to tell you, is, what facts, in
order to support an action in that fro'm, it is
neces_ry that you should prove,
Now, what are the_ facts? In every cause,
either some right is claimed, or redress derounded for some wrong. By a wrong, is of
course meant a violation of a right.
Some
one or more of those tkcts, therefore, by
which rights _re conferred, or taken away,
or violated, must at any rate be proved: and
if proof of any otber _act be necessary, it can
only be as evidentiarv of these.
If, therefore, a man professes to tell you all the facts,
some one or more or all of which you must
prove, in order to get a d_eision in yore' fi_vour,_he
must fi_rnish yoth among other
things, with a complete llst of oil the thets
which confer or take away--and all the acts
which _iolat% all the right% which have been
constituted and sanctioned hy law.
This,
accordingly, is what Mr. Phillipps mid others
of his brethren attempt to do. But, to enumerate the facts which confer or take away
rights, is the main business of what is ealle_t
the civil branch of the law: to enumerate the
acts by which rights are violated-- in other
words, redefine off'_nees--is the main business
of the penal branch.
What, therefore, the
lawyers give us, under the appellation law
of evidence, is really, in a great part of it,
civil and penal law.
Another part of it consists of rules, which
are called rules of evidence, but which are
really rules ofplending.
These are ]aid down
under the guise of instructions for adapting
the evidence to the pleadings.
It is not of
ten, however, that a man has itinhi_ power
t_moaldtheevMeneeasheptea_s:
16nthe
• htav_ has the power,-- that is to say, his

turc of the substantive law with the law of
evidence ; and one of them will also afford a
specimen of the intermixture ofrutes ofevldents with rules of ple_aiing.
Under the title Burglary,
Mr, Starkle
begdas by saying, that on mt indictment foe
burglary, it is essential to prove--lst,
A tolonious breaki_g and entering; 2d/y, of the
dwelling-house;
3dl!/, in the night time;
4thty, with intent to commit a netonv. Be
then proceeds to inform us, that there must be
evidence of an actual or coast.rust,ire break_
ing: tbr if the entry was obtained through
an open door or window, it is no burglary.
That the lit_;ing up a latch, taking out a pane
of glass, lifting up folding-doors, breaking
a wall or gates which protect the house, the
descent down a chimney, the turning a key
where the door is locked on the indde_
constitute a sufficient breaking. That where
the glass of the window was broken, but the
t shutter within was net broken, it was doubted
i whether the breaking was sufficient, and no
{judgment was given ; and so on in the same
_strain
Who does not see that all this is an
t attempt--a
lame one, it must be confessed
(which is not the fault of the compiler,) but
still an attempt_to
supply that definition of
the o_enee of bmglary, wMeh the substnntire law has failed to afford ?
The title " burglary " eonsist8 of tweh, e
octavo pages, no_ one hne of which is taw of
evidence.
It is all, like the part above ex.
tracted, penal law; except three pages, which
are occupied in stating how the ownership of
the dwelling-house, in which the offence was
committed, must he laid in the indictment;
and which therefore belong to pleading,
To take our next example from the nonpezml branch _f the law: when Mr, Phillipps,
in trea_ing of the sort of evidence required to
support au action of trover, inlbrms us, th_
the plaintiff in this action nmst prove that he
had either the absolute property in the good_
or at least a special property, such tma carrier
has, or a co_signee or factor, who are re_ponsible over to their principal ; and further, that
he mnst show either his actual pomms0ion of
the goods, or his right to immediate possession ; and that he must prove a wrongful
conversion of the goods by the defendant,
and that the deakd ofgo_ds to him who has
a right to dew.and them, is a wrongfd eono
version ; and that the defendant may ahow
that the property belonged to himt or to at=
other person reader whom he claims, or that
the plaimiffhad before reeovered _
v6'aia_t a third lmr_o_ forn conversion oflttt
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same goods, or that he was joint tenaut of
ttle property with the plaintiff, or tenant in
common, or parcener, or had a tlen on the
goods, or a hundred other things which it
wouldbeofnousetoent_merate;--what
can
be more vlain, than that heis here telling us,
cot by wna,, ev:denee an action of trover is
to b, sustained, but in what cases such an
action will lie : that he is telling us, in fact,
wimt we _re to prove, not by what evidence
we are to prove it ; that he is emtmeratiug
the investitive facts, which wilt give to the
plaintiff a right to the service which he claims
to be rendered to him at the charge of the
defemlant ; and the &vestitwe facts, by which
that right will be taken away fi'om him.
Yet, of this sort of matter the whole of the
chapter, a few sentences excepted, is cornposed; and this it is that eompo_es thegreatest part of ahnost all the other chapters in
thevolume;
which yet doesnot include any
sorts of causes except those which, in f_,rm
at least, are non-penal,
1 do not mention this as matter of hlame
to the institutional writers from whose cornpilations the above examples are drawn.-There are some thing, s really belonging to
the strbject of evidence, which it is necessary
to state in treating separately of each pattieular kind of action ; viz. the nature of the
corresponding preappointed evidence (if the
taw has rendered any such evidence necessary
to support the claim that is the subject of
the action;) and also the nature and amount
of *.be evidence which the law renders sufficiem, to establish a prima fade case, and throw
the onus probandi upon the other side. With
this matter really belonging to Evidence, it
may be convenient to mix up such matters
belonging to civil and penal law, as ought to
be adverted toby the plofessional agent of the
party who brings the action.
The arrangemerit which is best for the practitioner, or
the atmlent of the law, differs as much from
that which is best for the philosopher, as the
alphabetical arrangement of words in a dictioratrv differs from the methodical classifiealion of them in a philosophical grammar,

CHAPTER
VI.
OFNEGATIVEEXCLUSIONS.
WnaTEvEa be the matter of fact in dispute,
qr "eonsMering rights and obligations anteecdcmtly to all dispute) whatever be the matter
of |her on Which the existence of the right or
obliffafion in question depends; taking tldngs
as they exist at any given polnt of time, let
us conceive, as existing at that point of time,
u certain quantity of evidence, operating in
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Setting aside the case of preponderant in,
conveniencein the shape of vexation, expense,
amt delay, --the established system ofproeedure, if perfect in this respect, but no more
perfect than it might be and ought to he,
must have secured the existence of two results:-- 1. That the whole stock of evidence
so existing, shall, in case of the existence of
a demand for it for a judicial purpose, be
actually presented to the cognizance of ti_e
judge ; 2. That the evidence so presented,
be presented in the most trustworthy _hape
of which (regard being had to the particular
nature of it, whether testimonial, real, or
written5 it is susceptible.
Arrangements directed to the former of
these ends have fi>r their object the .fi,rt]_.
comlngness,those directed to the latter
end, the trustworthiness, --of the stock nf
evidence.
Regard being bad to collateral inconvenienee, as above mentioned,--to
make the
nmst effectual provision which lhe nature of
things admits or; for securing the fortheomingness of the existing stock of evidence
above described, is among the incomestable
duties of the legislator. This bcingadmitted,
--if, in this or that particular, a provision
directed to that object has altogether been
omitted to be made,-- or, having been made,
has tailed of being effectual in the degree fit
which it might andought tobeeffectual,--the
consequence is, that, to the extent of such
deficiency an exclusion may be said to have
been put in a sort of negative way--a negatlve sg:_ of exclusion may be said to have l_,en
put, upon the correspondent lot or article ot
evidence.
If, in any instance, in consequence of any
such exclusion, a particle of any such obtainable evidence fail of being presented to the
cogmizmlee of the judge--and the consequence
of such fhilure be misdecision or failure of
justice, whereby the benefit of the right ia
question is lost, -- injustice, proportioned to
the value of such benefit, is the result.
Non-compulsion is negative exclusion. To
refuse to take, at the instance of the party
i having need of the evidence, the steps necessary to cause its being tbrthcoming, is to
exclude it. Various are the shape* in which
denial of justice manifests itself: various are
the shapes ; and this is one of them.
If, in this point of view, we east an eye
over the eo|lectmn of estabhshed systems, w.,
shall find the defieiencies under this head
deplorably abundant _ the mass of these exclusions and these injustices proportionably
ample.
It is only however pro memorla, that the
subject is in this place brmtght to view, To
give a view of the system of_rrangements by

which,demaadsOnofthejusticehead
OfpromisefOrtbeomingaess,to
b_ satisfi_e_,

c_. L]
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a_d the existing deficlemcies (as above) supplied, belongs to the subject of procedure at

result of express determination, eMled forth
by a_tual views taken of the subject by the

]m._e° the head of negative exclusion belongs
(as we have seen) a targe division of the
cases of direct exclusion which have formed
the subject-matter of this Book. BUt in those
cases the exclusion _s in every instance the

ruling
in the
case,result
it _y,of
in
manypowers:
instances,
havepre_ent
been the
mere oversight, and want of reflection; and
in every instance, this purely negative cause
would have l_n adequate to the production
of it.
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Iv so far as the instruction is operative, all
the good that could have been done by the
rough remedy of exclusion, is done by thi_
gentle and ratioual substitute.
§ 1. Use of instructions from t/_e l_/istator to
If inoperative, inasmuch as the same Iiae
the j_dge, relative to the probative force of of conduct as that which is indicated and
evidence,
recommended by the instruction, would have
WE have Seen the causes _ _he psychological been practised without it, _ even then, and
causes--by
fhe operation of which an the at may rate. it does no harrm
mi_ of the witness, deception is liable to be
But, under the system of iestruetkm, m_l
predueed in the mind of the judge: s_nister in spite of the instruction_in
this and that
interest, improbity, and imbeeility,--to one or insganee (it may be said) it may happen to
other of these we have seen all those causes the judge to glee credence, or appear to give
to he referable. Had the immediate causes credeuee, tothis infea'ior evidence; and thus
alone been to be taken into the account, the being, in reality, or perhaps in _pp_u-aaee
c_taivgae might have been still shorter: ira- i only, deceived and misguided by it, misdeelde
probity might have been omitted; since it iF in consequence : an injustice which, ff the
only in as far as it is ceupled with s/ulster deceptitious article of evidence had, by ms
interest_it
is only through the intervention
obligatory rule of law, stood exclmied, wcmld
of sinister interest, that, to this purpose or not have taken place.
any other, imp_obity is capable of operating
True : after hearing, under the system of
in the character of _n active principle,
instruction, an *rtiele of evidence that under
•We have seen that in no instance can may the exclusionary system would have stood
one of these eircums*anees be employed with excluded, it may happen to the judge to mis_
propriety as a ground for the e_:elusio_ of decide. But so it may, and ever and anon
any article of evidence.
But what we have does, happen to the judge to misdeeide, after
also seen, is, that there is not one of them heming evidence of a soft to whleh no cxby which a just cause is not presented for elusion has, under any system, been applie&
regarding the evidence with a suspicious eye ; Under the system of instruction, the judge
for regarding the trastwortMaess of it as di- has before him the instruction, which, i_ ira
minished by the influence of the circumstance,
nature, cannot be so much as intended to serve
Hence the propriety of delivering a set of as a guide to the ¢adaws_u/*_ d of a judge,
instraetimmto the judge, pointing out to his without also serving as a cheek upon his w/2dobservation the source and degree of its in- serving on each occasion to point the attew
_riorlty in point of tru_tworthinese_of
its tion of the poblie to the coarse takenea that
tender_my to produce deception ; and tha_ or'earn by the jadga,
putting him upon his guard,
Of the exeluebmary s_tstem, in so flu"a_ it
For exehtsion, subetitnte the rivai _emedy, exteml_ the effect is to tie up the l_ul, d
im_mefim_: nothing, it will be _
c_mbe tl_ jadga.
It is the application of _11 to
mote Wt;
wotb_,
ia every _
of sill_of
arrogance to enbjeetio_of
a m_m
CHAPTEIt
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site presumes) under the llke misfortune,
them to be, the less extraordinary they wlU
t is the policy of ane to whose perverted
appear, and the less free from all pretension
optics all men are liars, and all judges tools, to be taken for anything beyond the obvious
So many exclusionary rules, so many insults
dictates of simple common sense.
offered by the attthor of each rule to the unIn the case of a body of instructions, __
derstanding of those whose hands are expected
supposing a code ot that description to be into he tied by it. Comingfrom the le_timate
serted in the aggregate body of the laws,__
legislator, addressed by him to his subordlone comfortable re/tention presents itselt, viz.
hate, the judge,--whatsoever
self-conceit and that by this part no addition need, nor thererash presumption there might be m it, there
fore ought, to be made, to that part which,
would be, at least, no usurpation, no preferin the shape of an inevitable load, is imposed
gressiun of the bounds of official authority:
upon the memory of individuals.
The subthe hands he ties up are the hands of his con- jeer, the private citizen, as such, has no need
stitutional subordinate_
hands to which, be to load himself with it ; it belong_ not either
the occasion what it may, in some way or I to the catalogue of his duties, or to the earnother he applies additional bands by every logue of his rights. The person whose judgword he utters.
But, in fact, so it is that
meat it is calculated to assist, is the judge,
(in England at least) the exclusionary rules and no one but the judge : the person for
have not, in any instance, had the will of the whose assistance, in the way of instruction,
legitimate legislator fbr their source : m every it is designed, is the judge. To the individual
instance _hey have had for their author some it is of no use, hut in the event of his having
lawyer, lathe vharacter of a judge, who, ty- the misfortmm tobeeomea
suitor: nor then,
ing or pretending to tie his own hands, has but in the event of his observing, on the other
provided aset of manacles--ready
made ma- side, some witness or witnesses whose testiuncles, into which hi_ successors, to save the mony he observes or suspects to be exposed
trouble of thinking, have spontaneously in- to the action of some interest_
some sinister
troduced their hands,
interest, against the seductive influence of
Bat though in this, or in any other system
which it ceneeras him that the judge should
of incongruous arrangements,
the influence
be sufficiently upon his guard.

:

,. .
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of folly ought never to be left out of the account, there seems reason enough to suspect,
on the grounds so often already referred to,
that, in the composition of this system, iraprobity, lawyercraft, acting under the ,_pur
and the direction of sinister interest, had an
importmat shm'e,
Hitherto, whether in the character of tegislator or pseudo-legislator, man has manifested
(and certainly not alt_rgether withant reason)
less eontidenee in the ascendency of his understanding than in the efficiency of his will:
had it been otherwise, laws would have been
somewhatlessnumerous;instruetions(Imean
from the legislator to the judge) would not
have been, as they are to this day, almost
without example,
One consolation is, that, in the way of
"instruction, it is not altogether out of the
sphere of industry and intelligence, though
unclothed with power, to be of use. When
the individual is out of the way, jealousy
dies with him ; and then comes the time for
his words to pass tbr whatever may be their
_atue.
Among the living, wisdom is nowhere to be tbund hut in the seat of power :
she lodges under the privileged robes, and is
passelfi-omhand tohand, incompany with
imals mad purses.
In the ensuing pages, a sample may be seen
of the in_truetions, which, on the subject of
evidence, it might be of use for the legislator
to _rnish, "to set,re as a ti8"ht to guide _he
footsteps of the judge,
Themo_
plaivly true it may happen *o

§ 2. _tstructlons to tirejudge not givert under
existing s_lsteras, a_td whff.

'
Under existing systems, when a lot of teaI timon.y, exposed on any particular score to
auspwJon, is brought forward, the grand, or
rather only, object of consideration is, whether or no i_ shall be admitted.
It admitted,
-- what degree of credit shall be attached to
it (L e. what circumstances there are in the
situation of the witness, by which the degree
oi confidence that might otherwise be reposed
in his testimony may he diminished,) is a totalc scarce ever so nmch as gtaneed at. tt is,
accordingly, only for the purpose of servit_g
as a gronnd of exclusion, that any eireumstanee, in the character of a cause of europarative untrustworthiness,
is ever brought to
wew.
If, in the character of a legal ground
for exclusion, the eiremnstance is sustained,
it is then pronounced an ohjeetion_a
good
objection-- to the eornpetene!¢of the testifier:
if in that character it be repelled, it is then
said to be not good as an objection to the
competency of the witness, but as an ohjection that goes to his credie; and in that eha- _
ratter, if i_ be n jury-cause, to be considers4
by thejury.
Here then, and without any sort of instruetion or assistance from the official judge,
the jury, by the light of common sense, are
supposed to be natural, competent,, and perfeet _ttdges of the detgree of c,redenc_ proper
to attach to may the most suspiciot/s
evidence,
against which thedoor ofthe _ritness-boxi_

c_.LJ
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not peremptorily shut :-- while, as to the alien, it would not be decorous to speak-the
question, whether it shall t_ heard or no, it truth.
_
is at the same time taken for granted, that
On the score of interest (for example,) to
they are radically incapable of tbrming any to- what use could it be for a judge to set about
letable judgment, even with the help of all weighing grom_ds of objection, when in so
that official wisdom to which, where the ques- many instances a party is admitted to testify
lion is concerning the interpretation to be put in his own behalf, in his own cause ?_on the
nimn an article of law (whether jurisprudenscore of improhity,_
_¢hen a criminal, eontJal, that is imaginary, or statutory, that is fessedly tainted with improbity in the highest
real law,) they are expected to pay the most degree, is admitted, under the impression of
implicit deference.
The question thus referred to the jury,. one iI is
a mass
itself oftheinterest,
strongesgof'that
whichhuman
one nature
ingredient
e_
might here suppose, migbt be an occasion for i be urged by ?

./"_i_
- __:_
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eloquence : on one side in exaggerating _ on feeling themselves completely unequal and
the advocates
other in depreciating,
on both sidesthe
to display
force oftheir
the ] mdicaUy
Thus incompetent
it is, that by
to the
the task.
learned
it isjudges
abmamendacity-promoting
interest, or other sup- ! doned altogether to that class of men--of
ephemeral judges_whom
(on pretene_ of
it
may cause
be. of untrustworthiness, whatever i their inability to understand those bc_k_,
posed
In fact, an allusion of this sort cannot but which, made or not made, promulgated or
now and then be made ; but as for any argu- not promulgated, every man is punished for
mant at large--any re_.ndar debate, it may be not understanding,) they are so forward on
questioned whether one instance ofany such all other occasions to lead like infants in a
argument be to be met with anywhere,
string, fi'equently to pull them about and
The reason (one reason at least) seems speak fbr them, as if they were puppets.
not difficult to divine.
Besides, the uniFrom] such a source, it may no W be im_.
verml absurdity, so inconsistent are the ex- [ glued whether it be in the nature of things
dusionary rules, that, while interests purely that any discourse capable of bearing the
nominal, plainly incapable of exalt ng in the name or calculated to answer the purpose of
breast of any human being any the smallest
particle of interest--of
exercising in tt any
the smallest particle of influence, are received
as grounds for ab_lute exelusion,--a
dose
of interesL compounded of the strongest ingradients that human nature furnishes, is not
received in that charae_r.
The consequence
is, that against calculatiun, comparison, retioeination, the door is shut by a kind of
instinct.
Ground thus laid out is as unfit
a field for rational argument, as a e_owded
china or glass shop would be tbr a i_ncing or
a boxing match,
By the stone considerations it is rendered
pretty obvious how it has happened, that,
for theguidanee of the jury, little or nothing
in the way of instruction car* rationally be
expected from a judge. Instruction to a jury
from an English judge ? Not a proposition-no, not a syllable, could he utter, on any part
of the whole subject, without running full
butt against some one or other of his rules-without proclaiming the absurdity and ntis.
chievousness either of some exclusionary rule,
or of some exception taken out of it.
Well, therefore, may he leave this exerelse of the judicial faculty to the jury_to
anybody who will exercise it, or profess to
e_terei_ it : feeling, as he cannot but feel,
his alger inability to afford to them any the
smallest assistance, without exposing to
merited contempt the system of doctrine to
which he is tied dowth_ doctrines for which

t instructions, should ever have come: whether
[ fi'om the bench, it_ bits and scraps, brought
1 out pro re nard, like the rules o£ their phauI ta_magorie system of Jaw, to serve the putt pose that happens to be in hand ; or from
the study, in the form of a treatise, fi'om a
learned author of whatsoever class, whether
it be a briefless advocate or a superannuated
judge.
Incapable of finding a source anywhere in
jurisprudential
taw,_shoald
such a tmdyof
instructions be looked for, with any better
prospect of success, in statute law ? Ba_
from what sort of person, then, shallit COme?
--from the attorney,_who,
being paid at so
much a sheet, exhausts his powers in the elforts made to find surplusage, screwing up to
its maximum the multitude of the sheets ? _
or from the scantily-pensioned
draughtsman,
whose occupation it is, while aa exhausted
treasury is gaping for s_tenanee, to draw
tax-bills against time ; and who, never having
opened hi_ eyes to anything better, looks up
to surplu._-e, to the works of the attorney,
as the only nmdels for his work_ ?
From whom can any such infornmtion be
looked for, but from one by who_ the field
has been surveyed, and surveyed in all bearlugs, with views directed to the ends of justiee? But, under the fee-gathering system,
in wha_ eortmr of any inn of court or charteery can any such person be looked for, with
any expectation of finding him ? To what -

neither defence nor apology can be found by" en_s, in any of thee receptacles of shmn:.
any human beh_ east of which, ia his site- l_arniog, can men's views have ever beend_
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retted, but to the ep_]s of existing jndlcature,
the very opposites of the ends ofjustine?
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Object and charaeter of the follwc-in9
instructions,
Of the ensuing body of instructions, the
object will be, to point out to the notice of
the judge the several circumstances which,
by the influence they exert on the will oftbe
witness, or the indications they afford of his
disposition and character, moral and intellectual, present themselves as having the effect
of demonstrating the trustworthiness of his
eyidence, --the probability of its being at
once correct and complete,of its conformlug itself throughout the whole course of it
to the line of truth:--or
else diminishing
this probability on the part of the testimony,
and thence diminishing the degree of the pro_tive or persuasive force with which it is fit
that it should act on the mind of the judge,
Antecedently to _he |_resent stage of the
work, this topic never presented itself for
eonsiderati(m. Why ?Becanse, from the first
to the last, the proposition maintained has
been, _aat, be the degree Of trustworthiness
ever so small, ever so low, it can in no case
form a rational ground tbr the exclusion of
the evidence.
But supposing this granted,
then, and not till then, comes _he question,
what degree of persuasive force to attribute
to it.
As to a great part (perhaps by much the
greatest,) they will be found so obvious to
the most uninformed mind, that, in the chateeter of information, nothing could be more
superfluous, and even impertinent; but in the
way o£ memento, the faculty of recurring to
them may not be the tess useful and commodiouL
Of n dozen considerations, immedie_toty following one another, it may happen
that there is not a single one that would not
to the moat uncultivated
understanding be
an obvious one. But it may happen, that,
for want of a simultaneous view, some one
of them may be out of mind: and for want of
that one, the decision, the judicial operation,
may fall of being so correct as it might and
ought to have been.
If, in the instance of the merely curious
reader, there be anything in them capable of
affording to his understanding the slightest
degree ofinstrnction,
or exciting in his mind
the smallest sperkof Lnterest, it must be the
eontinu_y
repeated contradiction and disproof they give to the rules which govern
the existing practice,
For in this quarter of the field of law (not
to speak of so many others,) the art of the
. E_h
lawyer (not to speak of other iawyers) Ires tWO branches: the art of knowing
_
wldch has no existence, and the art of
sot knowing what is known to everyb_ly

EVIDENCE.
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Thrm_hout the whole course of the_ in
strnctions, the English reader, and mor
particularly the English lawyer, would be
apt to expect, andthonce to be mercer les
disappointed at not meeting with,'n numbe
of technical terms, which, in the part here
in'question of the field of law, are in presen
use. Had they been fmmd capable of answer
ing the purpose of correct information, there
is not one of them that would not have al
along been employed.
But, in this, as in
other branches of science, it is not in the
nature of terms of extensive import--of
generic terms, where they are the result o
erroneous views of the subject, to be capable
of serving for the enunciation of truth.
Of the classes among which transgressions
: productive of real mischief have been distrL
buted in another work,* ten or a dozen che
raeteristie properties have been enumerated,
as respectively belonging in common to the
offences aggregate] to each re_peetice c_ss
--such and such properties to all offence
against other individuals; such and such to
offences, or supposed offences, against a man's
self; such and such to offences striki_t_
against any assigrmble individuals, but tmdis
tinguishabty against all the individuals o
which the public is composed.
But, of the classes of offences, and other
a_ts and objects, as made up by the technical
denominations employed by the technical sy_
_tern, it is a property (and the only property
they have in common) to have _o natural
property in common;_to
have nothing in
common but the artificial arrangements made
under that system in relation tothose objects.
Take, for examp|e, the words crime, misdemeanor, felony, preemmfire, tort, larceny,
arson, &c. &e.
The omission was indispensable. Throughout the whole course of the work, the purpose
of it being to deliver tL_efultruth, and nothing
else, _terms
which could not be employed
without disseminating error, pernicious error,
were incapable of being rendered subservient
to the purpose: just as a mixture composed
of arsenic and sugar would be incapable of
being made into syrup, as a vehicle for aay
useful medicine.
But, from this omission, no sort of pdvafinn or inconvenience in anyshape wilt accrue
to anybedy_at
any rate, to the ram-lawyer.
_The
words which, in the room of these
technical ones, are emptoyed,--these
natural
expressions, though they belong not to the
language coined by lawyers, belong not the
lees in fact, _
by rather a better title, to
the English language. The wor& _ue care-

fully, beeanse _ly,
excluded, betor_g
all of them to a sort of cant or _
tl_
.........
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opprobrium of tire body of tire language : a
sort of slang _ever used but 1o a bad parpose _ incapable of being ever applied to any
good one. By the omission of this lawyers'
jaaogon, the reader (the non-lawyer at lea_)
is no more left at a loss, than he is bv the
omission of that other sort of flash language
called the thieves' cant or slang, thr language
in o_e among unlicensed depredat_r_
The judge, for whose use these instructions are designed, is a judge whose views
(the source of corruption being snpposed to
_ave been previously dried up) me directed,
not to the established ends of judicature, but
to thdr opposites, the ends of justice: and
to such new views the common language of
Englishman will be found as congenial, as
the established lawyers' slaug will be fouud
itmpplicahle.

CHAPTER
OF

INTEREST
GRODND

1N
OF

GFNERAL,

lI.
CONSIDERED

UNTRUSTWORTHINESS

AS
IN

A

TES-

TImONY.
WUATSOXVgRbe the general disposition and
_haracter of the proposed witness, the trust_
worthiness of his testimony is liable to be
affected by the interests of all kinds, to the
action of which, at the time of delivering
such his testimony, he happens to staud exposed,
Between the ideas respectively denoted by
the words interest, motive, hope, fear. good,
evil, pleasure, and pain, the eonnexion is inSeparable.
Without motive there is no interest ; with_lL hope or fear there is no motive; withottr
good* or e*Al, there is no hope or fear ;_
without pleasure or pain there is no good or
evil.
To the several sorts of interest, therefore,
correspond so many sorts or modifications of
motives, hopes and fears, flood and evil, pleasure and pain.

_

_:_°:_

_ The interest,& the influence of which it
t strongest, and most likely to be exerted upon
] testimony, are those which arise one of tim
] followhrg cla_ses of trains m_d pleasures:_
•
j
/
PLEASURRfl.
!
l. The pleasures of taste.
2. The pleasures of the sexual appetite..
3. The pleasures of wealth.
4. The pleasures of power.
5. The pleasures of reputation.
6. The pleasures of ease.
7. The pleasures of Irovulty (or gratified
curiosity.)
8. The pleasurcsof the reli_ous sm_ction.
9. The pleasures of sympathy.
lO, The pleasures of antipathy.
I.
2.
3.
4.
_.
6.
78,
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VAlSS.
The pains of death.
Severe bodily torments.
The pains of poverty•
The pains of disgrace.
The pains of labour.
The pains of the religious semction.
The pains of sympathy.
The pains of antil_thy.

In regard to pleasures and palas, besideJ
those which are to be tomld ih theabove list,
a variety of others are exemplified in experienee. But, in whatsoe,zer numher mid variety
those which are Dot inserted in it may be to
be found, they will (it is supposed) be found
to come, all of them, under this description,
viz. that the pleasures are such as to be at the
command of whosoever possesses the taste m"
relish on which their existence depends, and
by that means are incapable of exerting a_
influence on testimony; the pains such, that
the avoidance of them depends not upon testimony.
If, in the case of a pleasure, it be of such a
nature as to be on some occasions at a man',
command--on
other occasions not at a man'_
command without his being in possession of
some object serving as the " mstrumeot
_f
that
it
W
•
"
•
•
•. The ord #o_/, In as far as an Y t_r_el_
_ " s1g" pleasure, and the po=sesslo_t of such mstru.
mne:ttion _ annexed m it, denotes i_;dif_rently mel_t is not to be obtained without motto_
either pleasure, or the negation of pain (present ..........
.,
;_J'
I_
tutti re ,) or whatever is regarded as a eau-e
ont
1_ . to De . O]_taUlefl
O_- mone_ _
pl_i_e_
'
more or Iess probable of pleasure, or of the no- sure, m thin latter cane, comes under tha
gatio_ cf pain, i. _ as a _e_urity against pain. head of the pteasare of possessio_, with rel_
Take away the ideas of pleasure and puln, you tion to the matter of wealth -- m_d become_
__h___e
the word good withOUt a meaniug: your pregnattt with one of the jnteregts capable
_fs0_at_h_
m eallin_
9_d, t| of
acting
upon testimenv," viz. pecuniary init sOyou
ne_ Is i_rsist
Off _O g_lue,
l_y it--Trout
a I_w ODV1OUS
.
.
dmtlqdes,_hJs
sameaccountwilt serve a_ wellIbr_ tere_t.
era/asfo__ood.
]
Thus (as was the ¢a_e with the earliest
Expet_rtion of an even h is the persuasion, I astronomers,) if a mini, having a taste for a_
m_ or _ strong, of its probability. Hope is / troDomy, can content himself with the ph,__x_eta..tion of good--fear, ext?eemfion of eyil : / sure of c_ntemr,_ating the celestial objects on
_a me lmport._" each of t_¢_. wortts_ meretore, | a clear night, so far the pleasure he enjoys
wo mstmet roans--one ot the persuasion, the l _._tOD_ t- "he -lass of those which are not
l_a,t_rualjudgment or_e_atlment._theotherofthe | _
i_=. u* 2 c ...........
_
th_ t_._l'[Or $ttb_t O_r
Obje_ of the judg- t pregnant, W_taan interest capame or oF_.,.t'a_
_
men%i_ in_mt_
--,
-- [ upon testimony. But if, to emtme aim, to
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reap this pleasure, he requires an instrument,
such as a telescope, the property or use of
which is not to be obtained by him but for
money,--in that case his pleasure is pregnant
with a sort of interest which is either the
same with pecuniary interest, or equally c_pable of exerting an influence on his testimony.
So, again, if it requires him, as the study
of astronomy by a clear night without an instrument would" do, to be at liberty-- and for
want of money to purchase his liberty, he is
confined to a chamber lighted only fi'om within. So, again, if, having a relish for the pleasures derived from the ideas of the sublime
and beautiful, as presented by natural objects,
such as the sun, the tnnon, mountains and
valleys, seas and rivers, the objects themselves are not sufficmnt for him, without the
assistance of Macpherson's O_sian, or Thornson's Seasons, or Burke on the sublime and
Beautiful--and
the books are not to be had
without money, nor the money without testimonv,
So,'again. in regard to pains: tbr example,
the pains attendant on this or that disease or
indisposition.
If, truly or falsely, they are
understood to be out of the reach el cure,
"they too. like the pleasure% are incapable
of giving birth to any of those interests by
which an influence is occasionally exerted on
testimony.
But if, being understood to be
within the reach of cure, the administration
of the cure is (as iu general it will be) neeessarily attanded with expense, then they
come within the description of those pains
which, by the interest with which they are
pregnant, are capable of exerting an influence
upon testimony,
Without wine, for example, or without
sea-bathing, relief (i_ is understood) is not. to
be had ; by means _)f wine, or of sea-bathing,
it is to be had: but the wine, or the seabathing, is not to be had without money, nor
the money without testimony.
"/'has much for illustration,
and for re.
moral of objections.
But in the cases here
exemplified, it is sufficiently evident, that,
though at a first view it may appear that by
the pleasures or pains in question an influence
is exerted upon testimony, and that on that
score they ought to have been comprehended
in the list; yet, upon a closer examination,
it appears thatthe interest by which thetessimony is acted upon in those cases, is neither
name nor less than pecuniary interest ; and
that the force of it is proportioned to the
_-oaniary value of the several instruments in
_luestion_the instruments by which the plea.

_
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precise, _han merely relative : absolute, the
nature of the subject does not, in genera/,
allow them to be. In some instances (as _511
be seen presently,) and only in some instan.
cos, you can say that, whate¢_r be the trustworthiness of the testimony in this first case,
it is tess in that other ease_stitl
less in that
third case; hut haw much less, is what you
cannot say in either case : language furnishc_
you not with the means.
It. is not with trustworthiness in psychology,as with temperature in physics; in wl'lrh
you can say not only, it was cooler yesterday
at noon than to-day at the same hour ; buL
by observation taken each day on the thermometer, you can express the difference, by
numbering in each case the degrees.
The only state of things in which the force
of an interest (whether in the character of
a mendacity-promoting or in that of a mendacity-restraining
intcre._t) is sust-epfib!e of
ineasurement, is that in wlfieh the carrespondent pleasures or pains have for their
efficient cause an object susceptible of mensuration.
Out of all the species of interest, it is e!fiy
in two that thiscase is verified, viz. peeoniary
interest, and the ,_version to labour.
In the ease of pecuniary interest, for example, everybody sees, timt upon a given persou (proximity and probability being in both
cases the same,) the operative force of asum
of £20 will be, practically speaking (though
not in mathematical strictness,) double that
of £10.
So, in the ease of aversion to labour, the
operative force of a course of labour tot two
hours, will be, practically speaking, double
i tha_ of a course of labour of the same sort
t ibr one hour, and, mathematically speaki_tg,
I; something more.
The irk.omeness of labour depending so
much more upon the species than upon the
quantity as measured by time ; and of labour,
!the same in species as well as quantity, the
degree of irksomeness being so widely different to different individuals, in such sort,
that a quantity of labour which to one man
is highly irksome, shall to another be not
merely indifferent, but highly agreeable ;_
quantity of labour forms but an imperfec_
and incompetent subject of mensuration.
There remains, therefore, tunney, as the
only efficient cause of interest, and peonniarv interest as the only interest, the force
of which, in the character of a mealdaeityrestraining or mendacity-promoting
interest
or motive, is eommodiousb measurable.
Yet, this measuring rule once obtained,

sure is expected to be procured, or the pain / by reference to this (by means of the prineiremoved.
, pie of Commercial or commutative exchange)
The degreea of which the seaie of ¢esti- eases witl happen in which the force of any
monial trustworthiness
is shseeptihle, can other species of interest may by accident berarely be anything betterauythi_g more i come smeeptibte offaensuratioa.

Thu_ _Fq_,e two polit,_ca| _it_mCionsme- t sion, ia supposed to have _411ingly _,l_tell
fordhJg honoar or power (both or either,)I from the line of truth. Corresponding _nell. it n-myhe difficult to tbrm any sort of estimation of the degre_e of force with which.
in the character of mendacity-restraining
or
promoting intere._ts, they may respectively
operate upon the mind of a given person.
But suppose them to have been, each of them,
the objects of purchase and sale--the
ma,
having been bought and sold for £2000, the
other for £4000 : _in this case, the fo_ce of
the interest constituted by them respectively
is as susceptible of mensuration as that of an
interest constituted by money.
For an mjury done, or _upposed to be done,
the party injured prosecutes the supposed injurer.
He knows befi_reham|, that (such is
the course of practice) he wilt not, even in
the event of his succeeding in the proseeution, receive satisiaction in an)' pecuniary
shape: he understands, on the other hand,
that the amonnt of the expense on his side is
not likely to be tess than £50. He prosecutes
notwithstanding,
and delivers his testimony,
The interest hy which he has been engaged
to embark ia this prosecution, is/he intere_
created by that modification of the pleasure
of antipathy, called the pleasure of revenge,
Here, then, not indeed the exact force of
that inter_t, but the minimum of it, i, given,
and expressed in money. It is certain that it
acts upon him with a force at least equal to
£50,--that
is, to the apprehension of losing
£.50; since he pays £50 for the pureha_ of
a chance of it.
With how much greater a
force, does not appear : since it does not appear how much more he would have spent
in preheating,
rather than not obtain the
pleasure of the revenge,
There are five species of interest, to the
action of all, or most of which, a witness is
generally exposed: all concurring in exereasing on his testimony a tutelary-- a mendacity-and-falsity-restraining
influence ; an inflnencesuch, that the stronger itis, the greater
is his trustworthiness:
acting consequently
in the character of so many sanctions,* con-

[
3. The fear of punishment -- legal par6,h]'meat ; viz. suffering, under the tmme of pat nishment, in general expressly at.lathed, by
| the power of the law, to every departure,
[ at least witen wilfully made, on any _ueh oecasino, frmn the line of _ruth, Sanction, the
political sanction.
4. The ibar of supernatural puaishment--_f
the punishment to be expectedin ease of every
such transgression, at the hands of Almighty
Power. Sanction. the religious sanction,
5. Regret at the thoughts of the el_il, Of
which, at the charge of this or that individttal
orassembtage of individuals (the witness him,
self not included,) the trunk, festoon in qtteslion may be considered as more or tess likely
to be productive.
Sanction, the sympatheuc. sanction; another branch of the physical
sanction, the social braneh._
In the instance of sympathy, the direction
in which it acts is £tr fr,jm being so uniformly
and steadit) on the tutelary or mendacityrestraining side, as that ot any of the four
preceding sa,ctions.
In a cause t)f a purely
criminal and penal nature, presenting a detendant thereby exposed to punishment, and
no individual specially injured on the other
side, and l l)e witne.-s satisfied of his guilt ;
in this ease, the aetmu of this interest (supposing alt the other tutelary and mendacity.
re_trai.qing interests out of the question)
would be solely _m the mendaeit)-promoting
side. In a suit between one individual and
m_other (punishment
out of the question,
and nothing in dispute but moneyor moneys
worth, claimed by one, and refused to be
given up by the other,) love of justice, as
wetl as all partial re,at d, out of the question,
this interest .could have no place on either
side. 3Remains. as the only ea_e in which
this interest regularly joins _ts force to that
of the other masses of" interest above men
tinned as constituting the lbur regularly acting mendaeity-resWainivg
sanctions, the ease
where, the suit being purely penal, the de.

tributing, all of them, to bind him to the [ t;endant was not guihy ; i. e. does not pre_nt
observance
of the
laws ofortruth.
e : t, himself
as being so,
tt_e mind of the pe*_oa
1. The fear
of labour,
love ofThey
ease; mprowhose testimony
is to
considered.
dueed by the difficulty of composing, for the
Of the several sorts of interest mentiont_t
occasion, gradon the spot, a statement which, in the table, there is not oue that ia not
being more or less false, must, to answer an)" capable of acting on a man's testimony in a
purpose that can be answered by falsehood,
sinister direction, that is, in the character of
wear the appearance of being true.
Corre- a mendacity-_omoti_g
interest.
sFonding sanction, the physical _mtion, viz.
Nor is there one to which it may not by
the self-regarding branch,
accident happen to act in the opposite direeThe fear of shame ; vlz. of the shame, tion; that is, in theeharaeterofa
mendacityal_d consequent contempt or iiLwill, which
a_,_nki_d in general are apt to entertain to- different
+ These
severalnotspe_Se_of
inter_t are termed
species,
as eorrespendin-gtone
_
wards one who, on any such importm_t oeca- different sped_ of pain or pleasure, but to
or pleanure in geaeral, .e?asMered as apt to _
_' 8¢e the la, t Chaptzr trot one of 13ookI,
f_om r_ many _iatinKaishabte sot_
_
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restr_inlng interest, an o_:asional, casual,
mendaclty.restraining interest, actingin con]unction with the standing tutelary or mendacity-restraining motives above mentioned,
_or is there, consequently, a sort of withess to whose testimony, io almost any sort
of cause, it may not happen to be exposed to
the action of any number of casual interests
on either side, or on both sides,
All other circumstances being the same, -the greater the affliction of the party suffering
by the testimony will be apt, to appear in the
eyes of the witness--and
thence (unless in
as far as any difference can be seen to have
place) the greater it is in reality, i. e. in the
eyes of the judge,--the
greater the improbability of the testimony being mendacious,
1. One reasonis, that the greater the sufferlag of the party against _hom the testimony
operates, the greater is the force with which,
on a person whose individual character is unknown, one of the five mendacity-restraining
_mctions_viz.
the force of sympathy_may
he expected to act.
Thus, in a criminal case, the punishment
being capital, or in any other way ultrapecuniary, -- it is less probable, that, by a
pecuniary interest of _ given magnitude, or
by the interest of revenge, a man should be
induced to aim at produciug the conviction
of an innocent detbndant by false testimony,
than if the affliction to the defendant were
confined to a mere pecuniary Io_, or any other
pmaishment not beyond pecuniary,
2. Another reason is to be found in that
love of justice, which, at le_t in a civilized
state of society, may be considered as having
more or less hold on every h,man breast:
The criminal fact being by the supposition
false, and, by the witness in question, known
to be so,--the punishment (supposing the in.
flietion of it produced by the testimony) will,
by the supposition, be unmerited, unjust,
" Were it not far this love ot justice--the

ptmishment about to be produced by the
testimony, in ease of its being mendacious,
beiog the same-- the disinelhiadon to glvein
to the mendacity would be the same, whether in point of fact the charge were true or
false, and the punishment, accordingly, meo
rited or unmerited. But, of a disposition
contrary to such indifference, the prevalence
seems to be indicated by general experie_lee.
To exert an influence on testimony, --an
interest, be it what it may, acting h_ wl_ieh
of the two opposite directions it may, ma_t
exist (the idea of it as existing must at any
rate be present to the mind) at the time of
delivering the testimony°
If, at that time, a man does not stand exposed to the action of any interest urging in
a sinister direction, it matters not to what
interest acting in that direction he may have
stood exposed at any former period,
tti_
testimony wilt not be a less correct or cornplete expression of the recollections presented
by his memory at that time.
But, should that have happened which is
eery apt to happen, and which in almost all
instances will have happened,_
viz. that, anteeedently to the judicial statement which a
man makes on the judicial occasion raider the
authority of the judge, he has held discourse
relative m the tact in question (whether in
writing or vivd voee) in the presence of any
other p_son or persons ; _in this case he has
an interest in not delivering, on any judictal occasion, any such testimony as shall be
irreconcilable with the antecedent discourse.
This interest is, at any rate, the interest ot
his reputation : the motive for perseverance,
the fear of shame : and to this must be added,
in many cases, the fear of punishment; viz.
of punishment which the falsehood may be
a means of drawing down aport him, in ease
of a prosecution as for perjury, supported by
the testimony of the persons in whose presence it happened to him to deliver, on that
former extra-judicial occasion, a statement
This love ofju*tlee,commonplace muralists,
with which his present judicial testimony is
and even a certain class of philosophers, would irreconcilab]e._
be likely to call an origin_ principle of human
nature. Experience proves the contrary: by any
"_Of the influence above sjmken of in the text,
attentive observer of the ptogre._s of the human the ease of Elizabeth ('anmng, anno 17_4, remind in early youth_ the graduM growth of it ported in the State TriMs, affords a memorable
may be traced,
example. Out of the knowledge of her friendS,
*he bad been absent from home for about a
Among the alnmst innumerable a_ociations
by which this love of justice is houri*heal and month, upon _ome love errand. Or/her return,
£tmtered, that one to which it probably owes the being pre_ed by interrogations_ she fabrieated
greatest pact of its strength, arises i_ona a con. a story of her having been carried off lbr tee
victlon which cannot fail to impress itself upon purpose of violation to a)muse of L_Kame,s few
the mind of every human being possessed of an miles from her abode in I_ndou; from whence,
ordinary *hare of inteilect_ the eonwction_ that after being kept without food t_r weeks, m
if-uther penums in general were habitually and nmnner almost miraculous, she at length nmde
*niv_y
to disregard the laliea of jast_
in her eseapeunvio]ated. Tbestory exeit_ngt mbli¢
_r conduct towmMshim, hia destruction would aVam_ion_two wonam were apprdt_d_,
sad
it* _ speedy *omequence: avd that by every tried for their Iive% ss for lmvi_g robbed her
_g4ei_ta_ceofdJsregardtothOserules_nthe
that hoos_mld aim-of them emlvieted. _th_
_
]mrt of ar_yone (h:_lf
itmiuded,) the prc_ba- _ory being a compound of improbabflifie_ t
_oilityof
future
_i0_
of the same na_e
mo_eor 1_
h_,_d..-.F.d/_,

,

,

i_ con_et
was re_tte_;
and in the
interval, ._
t_r.¢vid_ce
ogthe ntiS/kind
_a_nating
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To _he action of this irr_rest a m_n stands ! flueneed, perverted, and partlalize_the
per.
exposed, whether the a_ntecedcnt extra-judiceptions presented by it--the
iga-t of ¢ogidcial statement was true or false. If false, zance taken of it : at any succeeding point of
here, then, are two of the standing tutelary time, it may have influenced in like manner
and mendacity-restraining iutereats -- fear of the recollection of it, the picture retained of
shame and fear ot punishment--acting
by it in the mind. For the will is on all necaaccident (one or both of them) in the diree, siena liable to be influenced by interest. Attion and character of mendacity-promoting
tentinn is in great measure at the command
motives,
of the will : and by a partial direction given
Not that in this case they act. in general, to the faculty of attention, conception and
either of them, with their whole force on the recollection are both capable of being yensinister side• For here, the testimony die. dered imper|bet, ami partial to one side.
ta_d by the fear of shame, with or without
On looking over the list of interests and
the fear of punishment, is, by the supposinmtives, this or that one will be apt to pretion, false and mendacious: it being false, sent itself as being likely, upon an average,
the discovery of its falsity will, in a greater to act with greater force than this or that
or less degree, be probable : and should such other. But there is no species of interest,
discovery eventuaLly take place, then comes the action of which has not, by the testimony
the shame and the punishment on that side.
of experience, been proved to be o_ionatty
Though it is o_dy where present at the susceptible of every, or almost every, degree
time, that an interest of any kind, acting in of ibrce, from the lowest to the highest. In
a sinister mendacity-promoting direction, can particular, there is none the action of which
exercise any influence -- produce any falsity, is not susceptible of a degree of three equal
in the testimony; yet neither should the in- at least to that of pecuniary interest created
fluenee of any interest by which it may have by the greatest sum of money that has ever
happened fo the testimony to have been acted been depending upon a man's evidence.
upon at any antecedent period, be in every
A con_equence is, that from the mere
ease disregarded. Supposing the witness not observation of the species of the interest to
tied down by any antecedent extra-judicial
which the action of a man's testimony ie
statement as above, there is no interest exposed, no just inference can be formed re_
prompting him to represent the matter in specting the degree.
any other light than that in which it presents
Another consequence is, that neither on
itself to his recollection at the time. But the number of interests and motives acting on
the influence of interest is not confined to the same side, can any such inference be
the operation of delivering the testimony,
grounded. For mxppose half a dozen motives
nor to the point of time at which that ope- acting on one side, nud on the other no wore
ration is performed.
At the time when the than one : in the instance of each of the half
fact in question took place, it may have in- dozen interests, the degree of force may be
so low, and at the same time that of the
in abundance, she was prosecuted for perjury: single interest so high, that the single one
and, afL_ra trial of the unexampled duration of may prepondexate.
fourteen days, convicted : on evidence which _
This state of things is aefually exemplified
though at that time it divided the bench at the in the ease of perjury for lucre. In the chafesOld Bailey (composed chiefly ofaldermen_)into
nearly equal parts--leaves, at this time of day, ter of a seducing, a mendacity-proamting monet the srp_Ll_t doubL She was in consequence tire, the force of pecuniary i_tercst prepon.
transported to America for seven yeaTs,
derates over that of all the standing tetelery
In this instance, by the force of one of the tu- and mendacity-restraining motives-- to¢e of
tela_y, intcrests_fear of shame--the wretched ease, fear of shame, fear of punishment, fear
WOmanwas driven (we see_ into an enterprise of of God, sympathy for the injured : two, three,
murderagainst the lives of two innocent persons:
as by the same impulse, so many unhappy we, four, or all five of them, as the case may be.
men are every day drawn into a transgres._ion,
If, from the action of five interests of as
which, by a blind abuse of power, is devoted to manydifferent species on one side, whLle them
the same mtmteroasFanishment, bemuse, by an : is but one that acts on the opposite side, the
abuse of hng_mge_ called by the same name.
inference of the prepomlerancy of the five
_
over the one is not condtmive,_much
lea
• a _l_ie absurd custom of p_tfing alder_e_
m tbe eommtni_
was continued by the 4 & _ can the oppodte inference be so _ the preWit1. IV. e. _.
As most of these gentlemel
ponderancy of the one over the five. On thin
al_ _¢aged in tra_, they are frequently al_en
subject, though no just inference, fit for tbe
to their own affai_, and then th_ guidance of judicial eondact, can be deduced
topp_; forunle_
tlm m'_ tteo commissioners present in each ot
_n_ien_.
attthelmmee_Fm_w_atdbewfid,
_xt_.role _ to have a-rsal jud_ who does the
___L_ith
an alderma_ _
by t_ _
•ca_ang _ _.--Ed.
•

from numbers,

yet if it were

nec_'snryto

frameaaehaain*renee,
the one nearest to
truth would be that which should pronoamz
_ etamce in fainter of the preponderancy _d[
the five te be as _i to 1.
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As the conformity or disconformity of a the one side or the other, according to the
man's testimony to the line of truth, will, in comparative fnree of the contending masses
relation to each distinguishable f_ct, defend
of casual interest.
upon the clear amount of the aggregate fiwce
When the testimony of a man is delivered,
of interest acting upon it in relation to that in a cause in which he is a pasty concerned
faet,_and
that amount will depend upon in interest,--in
respect of every fact which,
the difference between the sums of the forces to his eyes, presents itself as of a nature to
on both sides,--it
is equally the business of exercise an influence on the event of the
the judge (in order to enable him-elf to eaase, his testimony is t*xposed to the action
form a right judgment concerning the ere- of interest in a sinister direction;
and by
denee due to the testimony,) to bring tolight
whatever part of his testimony (if arty) a fit,;t
all those interests•
To confine his consi- i is a_,serted, the tendcr_cy of which is to con°
deration to any one of them. would be at i tribute anything towards causing the suit to
etfeetual a metals as he could employ, were terminate to his disadvantage, that part of his
ir his desire to be deceived,
testimony rons counter to the current of hL,
The testimony of every man being at all wishes. As ofte_ as this is the case (_. e, th,t
times exposed to the action of the tt_telary,
a fact possessing such a tendency is disch)_-ed
the mendacity-restraining
interests, _ome or by his testimony,) there is, in regard to every
all of them,--whdc
his being exposed to the such fact so asserted by him, a certainty that
action of any interest acting in a sinister
the disclosure of it hasnot been bro'aght about
direction--acting
in the character eta men- hy the action of any sinister intcresi; a_d
daeity-protnotin_" interest, is but matter of therctbre, that, if not true, it is at an) rate
a_ident, --it follo*_, that in the ca_e of any not helieved by him to be lhlse : and that t!_:
given witness (antecedently
to, or allstracfalsity (if there be any) is the result not of
ti.on made of, his particular situation at_d cir- any sinister interest acting on the will, bat ot
eumstmmes,) truth is, in every part of his some infirmity (as above) the seat of x_hld_
testimony,
more probable than t:atsehood, is in the intellectual branch of his frame, in
The only interest he has, acts, on this sup- so far, therefore, as the testim(my a mat_ ;:lxe._
position, on the side of truth,
is eta nature to operate to hN disadvantage,
On tiffs supposition, the absence of men- it presents a stronger reasm_ tor its beil_g redacity, and even of bias. is on his part certain,
garded as true, than can be presented by te,The truth of his testimony would also be timony to the same effeet by any other pers(m.
equally certain, were it not for the infirmi- As far as a man's testimony makes a_al*_,t
ties to which, in the character of a witness,
himself; it produces naturally oi1 the nn,d of
the intellectual part of every man's frame is the judge a stronger persua_lo1_ of its trtltb,
liable ; -- viz. 1. Original rots-conception or I than can be produced by the testimony of aTv
non-perception ; 2. Subsequent oblivion or t extraneous witness.
"
•
rots-recollection ; 3. Mis-expression.
I
To gain credence for a fact which, true _e
So many different facts as there are, that I false, has been believed bv the witness to b:
it falls in a man's way to speak of in the de- L true,--instances
have so_netnnes happel_ed,
livery of his testimony ; to the action of so I where, by his testimony, he has deposed to
many differen_ groups of interests may it hap- I fhcts, of the falsity of which he hi._nsetf_a,
pen to his testimmw to be exposed. "
I conscious at the time,*
A consequence i% that the testimony of
Hence another consideration,
helping to
the same man may be true in some parts,
false and mendacious in others.
* To apply this to religion. In perhaps all
Where a man's testimony is not exposed
rchgaons there have been sham miracles perto the action of aov interest acting in a si- formed, and false accounts ofmiraele_ never per"
formed. But, from a man's having joined in the
nister direction, he wilt have either no wish performance of a sham miracle, or f:abrieatcdan
at all in relation to the event of the cause, ae:ount of a miracle known by himself never to
or if he has any wish, it will be on the side of have been performed, we axe not to conclude
truth and justice.
that in each iustanee he has disbelieved the exIt, at the sazne time "_hat it stands exposed istenee of miracles of earlier date, said to have
to the mendacity-restraining force of the tu- been wrought under the same religion. These
miracles (says he to. himself) are-true; but at
telary interests, it is exposed to the force of the present conjuncture they do not produce that
•

"

'

-

--

e

any interest
or group
of interests
in a general
which
it the
wereetlle_cy
so much
to b
sinister
direction,
his wishes
will acting
be on that
ished theonweuon
y did. Let
us aid
of truth
side: and his testimony, if true, WIUpro tanto by a pious and useful falsehood.
have run counter to the current of his wishes.
By whomsoever eL_ such pohey may be conIf, at the same time, it is exposed to the demned_ it can never with any consistency be
force of any particular occasional interest act- condemned by any of tho_e lawye_ who, on such
nn infinite vaxiety of _,
and without any
ingon 'thestonesidewiththatof thestand- assignable
specific
use,Imve giveninvcntiou,
ing tutelary ones, there will then be interest eurt_ncy_ or sapper% to_omanYlmrni¢ious fnls_
against L,_terest; and his wishes will be on noose.
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show the weakness of the inference, thaL tion, the attraction as naturally turned a_ide
because in one part of his testimony a man ti'om i_,
has been fe.]se, even to mendacity, _twrefi_re
in all the other parts of his testimony he h_s
al_ been false: the erroneousness of the rule,
CHAPTER
IIL
False in one thing, therefore in everything ; oy PECUNIARYINTEREST, CONSIDRRI_DAS /k
or_

Once

_al_e,

and

always

_tse.

GROUND

OF

UNTItUSTWORTItINESS

IN TES-

Without being mendacious, it may happen
to a man's testimm_y to be false ; and that,
too, even in consequence of the action of inretest : this is the ease of bias.
By the force of bias, understand the force
of any interest acting on his testimony in a
sinister direction, and in such rammer as to
produce, on the part of such hi, testimony,
a departure from the line of truth, but a departare such as he is v,ot conscious of.
Falsehoods produced by bias, are such, and
such alone, of the falsity of which, he by
whom the false testimony is dclitered is not
conscious at the time.
It is not every sort of falsehood that a man
is capable of uttering, or at least apt to utter,
without beb_g conscious of.
The sorts of falsehoods into which a man
is most apt to be led, are the following, viz.
]. Negative falsehoods; falsehoods consisting in the (le_fial of some fact or circumstance
which in reality took place,
A man's attention is. in a great degree, at
his command : which is as ranch as to say,
under the direction of his wishes.
What,
on any account, he finds a pleasure--ml
unmixed pleasure, in attending to, he attends
to of course : what it gives him pain to at-

TIMONX._
tN cstimatlne" the force of a pecuniary faterest in its action upon the testimony of a man
whose character in respect of probi(y is not
taken into consideration, two main pointsare
to he considered :
1. The value of the respective interests in
themselves.
2. The pecuniary circumstmlce_ of the person.
In estimating the value of a pecuniary inretest, four points are to be considered :
1. The magnitude of the sam by which it
is represented.
2. The value of it in respect of time; L e.
according as it is in possession or not in pussession.
3. If not in possession, the value of it in
respect of certainty, according as the interest
is vested, or the possession depending for its
eomme_cement upon contingencies.
4. The duration of it: in respect of which
(in so far as the interest is represented by a
sum of money) perpetuity, unless anythiJ_
be specified to the contrary, is supposed.
In whatsoever shape the property creative

tend to (understand, a clear baLmee oil the
side of pain,) he withdraws his attention
from ; unless the pain produced by the perception be so great as to divest him of the
command he possesses over his attention in
slighter eases,
2 " Falsehoods in degree ; or, in other
ward% _dsehoods of exaggeration : fhlsehoods
respecting degree,_ viz. in number, weight,
or me_ure.
Of the exact degree he has no
recollection, of the correctness of which he
is himself persuaded : if he has, the talsity is

* If the slight sketch, in the way of instruedon, here given, he ef use with reference to the
present purpose% so will it for the purpose of
divers other operations performable on the field
ofiudicature: as, for example:t. L;qaidaden of the quantum ofpunishmentn
when
(in part or mnfwhole)
pecanlary.
2. lAqmdatmn
the quantum
which, in the
name or-satisfaetlon for loss, with or without injury_ a plaintiff ought to receive.
3. Liquidation of the quantum which, on the
same score, a defendant ought to be compelled
_ .
.
.
.

is
fearfld of nottheporeresultofbias.
departing from the truth, to the
mendacity,
He
prejudice of that side to which his wishes
a_e attached : by this fear he is driven into
an error on the opposite side-- an error to the
prejudice of the opposite side. Suppose the
falsity COnsists in representing the degree

_!_cceoho_P_°a_unu_e_er_deudt_h_
difference of eiremnstanees is considerable) the .
circumstances on both sides be not taken into
the account.
4. Adjustment of the pecuniary burthen proper
to
be oecaslonaltyimposedon
extraneous
witnesses,
orthird
persons,
m parties,
thecourse
ofpro-

greater than it is. Under the apprehension
of representing it as less than the reality, he
has representexl it as heing greater. Theconfiderationswhiehpleadedinfavourofincrease
being conformable to the bent of his wishes,
beingagreeable to him, beingso_reesofplca•ure, the three of his attention was directed
noon them, since it went to increase that
pleasure. Oa the other side, pain being the
rO,'_quence and aceompmfiment of the atten-

ce.dure_rather than that failure of justice orrotsdecision shonld take phce. See Book IX. Part
1L Casesir, whlehExclu.rioni_prwp_;Clmplh
II. and llI. Vexation and t_pense.
On all these accounts taken together, _ comPleteandearefutlycor_truetedset°fin_tm_°_'a_
on this head would, iu every code of proeedur_
_t2 t and tr_eful, not to _ay a nec,saary, docaThe present pretends to. no _
than that of asample_ ann _mlg'nect outunv,
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ot the interest happens to be-- where (for of the estate for and during the father's life;
the purpose of comparison with another in- inasmuch as, duringthe life of the fnther, the
retest) any correct estimate is to be formed son is aa$urally a sharer in the advantages
of it,--it'must,
if not already extsting iu the attached to the father's property, uotwit_.
shape of a sum of money, be reduced to that standing thetegat dependent) of the quantum
shape,
of that share upon the father's pleasure.
The value, and consequently the mendalu a rough way, and even in a way suf.
clty-promoting force, of a pecuniary interest,
ficiently adapted to divers other purpeses, the
the money not beirlg in hand, is less and less, stateofa man's circumstances may be expre._in proportion as the time at which it is to be ed by thedifferenee betweenthe saleable vaJue
in hand is more and more flistant :
of his property in baud, and the sum of the
So (the time at which, if at all, it is to debts (including pecuniary obligations ot all
come in hand, being given,) in proportion as sorts) to the discharge of which he staads
the event of its eoming in hand is more or bound.
less uncertain ; i. e. in the p_oportion between
But, for the purpose of ostimati_tg the se.
the numher representative
of the chances ductive force with which a given mass of
against its coming in hand, and the number pecuniary interest may be considered as aetrepresentatL, e of the ehance_ in tavour of its ing on a man'_ testimony, _everal other drcoming in hand.
cumstanees _1t require to be taken into
In regard to uncertainty, a distinction mast
account, viz._
be noted between the c_se where the event
1. The state of his pecuniary eireumst_ees
depends merely upon physical causes, not in respect of present exigency or the properdepending in ordinary eases upon the will of I tion between present need and present means:
man (such as the death of Titius before that I and this, whether the sum in question be needof Sempronius;)
and the case where it de- ful for the purpose of procuring greater profit,
pends wholly or partly upon moral causes or of saving him from greater loss. Remem(such as the will o£ Titius or Sempronius.)
ber, to this purpose, the story of Esau, who.
In the former case, the interest will in gene.
under the pressure of hnnger, sold his birthrat have a rateable value ; and the force of right for a mess of pottage.
it may be rated at the sum which, i£ sold, it
2. Proportion between his exigencies, in
would (as supposed) produce, h_ the other
respect of domestic relations, and his peeucase, it cannot, generally speaking, have any niary means; according as the effect of such
rateable value ; and yet the force of it, when relations is to charge him with pecuniary ohacting upon testimony, may he little different
ligations, or to afford him pecuniary support.
from that which it would act with, were the Whether the proposed witness be of the one
receipt of the sum regarded as not subject to sex or the other ; be unmarried or married ;
uncertainty,
be childless or have children, and in what
Suppose a son, the only child of his father,
number, and whether arrived or not arrived
the father a widower, and beyond the age at a state of self-malntenarme ; whethertbey
at which it is usual for men to marry, or, if be respectively of that sex which has fewest
married, to beget children : the estate of the wants and most resources, or of that Which
father at his own disposal, not assured to the h_s most wants and fewest resources ; with
son by law: of the disposition of the father,
what. other relations (if any) ha any of the
in respect of amity towards the son, nothing
lines of natural relationship, descending, asknown, therefore amity to he presumed. At sending, or collateral, the witness has ar,y
market, the interest of the son in the pro- connexion, contributing, as above, to augperty in possession of the father (he not join- ment the sam of his resources on one hand,
ing in the sale) would not be saleable. Yet, or that of his exigencies on tl_ other.
suppose the title of the father to the whole
3. Proportica_ between his pecuniary means
estate to be in dispute, and the son examined
(viz. the clear amount of them, after addias a witness : the force with which the men- tion of the amount of domestic supplies, and
dacity-promoting interest created by the value deduction of the amount of domestic charges,
of the estate, acted upon his bosom, would as above,) between his pecuniary means thus
not be in this ease materially less than what explained, and. his exigencies _(if an'y) in reit would be had the estate been assured to spect of politaeal station in life : since, of two
ldmbylnw,_viz,
to be received by him after persons with the same quantum of clear peand upon his father's decease,
euniary means-- one, low in rank, may be in
In like manner (even setting aside what- a _ate of affluence _ another, high in rank,
eve_ interest might m this case be constituted
in a state of indigence.
by the tie of sympathy,) the force with whidl
4. Habitual rate of expanse is not ila this
their respective interests in the estate acted respaet altogether without its influence. Two
on their respective bosoms, would not, in the men, in pecuniary cireumstaa_s in every rehe_m of the _
be diminished by a sttm so spect equal_the
one habitually spending bts
great as the sum representative of the value whole income, th_ other but the half d hi_,
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--a sum to a given amount, whether coming
in, in the shape of extraordinary gain, or
going out, in the shape of extraordinary loss,
will be apt to find the testimony of the nonsaviug m;m more sensible to its influence than
than that of the saving man.
For the guidance of the )udt, c's mind, in
the lbrmation ot his estmmte of the trustworthiness of the deponent's testimony, it
will in most cases not be worth while for him
to subject eltber the deponent or himself (not
to speak of extraneous witnesses) to the vexation attached to a chain of investigation thus
particular and intricate.
But there are cases
in which it may : and since it will often happen that, of the above particulars, a number
more or less considerable wilt come to hght
in the course of the cause, as it were of themselves, or without any trouble worth reg-ardlug, won thL_ account it seems desirable that
the influence of them should he habitually
present to the mind of tim judge,
The sum m que.-tiun -- and a man's sensibiLity to pceuniar) indueliee, in so far as it
can be collected fi'om circumstances of an
external nature (as above,)-being both
given--the influence of ,he santo sum will be
greater--much greater, in the case of its going nut of hand, in the shape of auteeedeottv
uoexpected loss, than inthe case of its coming
into hand, in the shape of antecedently unexpected Ruin.
Value of a man's property to-day, say.£t000: sum at stake upon his testunony,
£500.
Let this sum be taken from him tomorrow,-- the amotmt of his propert) to-day
is twice as great as what it will be to-motrow. Bur let this same stun be given to him
to-morrow,--the
value of his property tomorrow will nut be twice as great as it is
to-day,
But suppose that it even were twice as
great : the matter of wealth is of no value,
hut in proportion to its influence in respect
of happiness.
Multiply the sum of a man's
property by 2, by 10, by 100, by 10C_0,there
is not the smallest reason for supposing that
the sum of his happiness is increased in any
such proportion, or in any one approaching
to it: multiply his property by a thousand,
at may still be a matter of doubt, whether,
by that vast addition, you add as much to
his happiness, as you take away from it by
dividing his property by 2, by taking f_om
him but the half of it.
• tn many instances there will be a difficulty
deciding, in the ease of receipt of money,
w l}cther it be .to be placed to the account of
gum, or of exemption from loss: and, in like
manner, in ease of disbursement, whether to
the _eeount of loss, or of non-xeeeipt of gain.
Of thisdiffieulty, when it occurs, it concerns
ti_e _udge to be aware; bat there are many
iastaa_
in which it has no place,

CONI_EXIONS.
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CHAPTER
IV.
oF INTERESTDERIVEDFROMS(M2|ALCONsexless tN GENERAL.
GAI._ or loss may be expected either from
the cmnpulsory operation of law, or from the
uncoerced cmlduct of individuals.
The vahre of the stun at stake being given,
and the degrees of proximity and eertainty
respectl rely attached to the receipt or loss _f
it being given, _ whether it he from the dis_
pensations of law that the assurance of aequisitiou or loss is derived, is a question, the
answer to which makes (it is evident) no
d,fference in the value of the interest, nor
thence in the force with which it is likely to
act upon testimony in the character of a
mendacity-promoting
or mendaeity-restsaiuing motive.
If (in respect of the value of the interests
.
created, and the force with which they respeetively act upon testimony) acquisition
and loss, when considered as resulting from
the dispansations of law, are in general superior to acquisition or toss to the sameamount
when expected ii'om causes with which law
does not interfere,--this
superiority ia far
from being constant or universal.
Of the
operations of law the effect can never be
prompt as the effect of operations in which
the taw has no concern is in many instances.
And, how necessary soever the coercive and
protective torte of taw may in general be, to
the giving to men's possessions a degree of
certainty not derivable from anyother source,
--yet, in mat_" instances, acquisition or toss,
looked tofrom this or tlmt source, will appear
to a particular individual still more certain,
as well as prompt, than any acquisition or
loss to the same amount that could have been
expected by him from the hand of law.
For years together a journeyman has been
employed by the same master at a guinea
and a half a-wcek: from any other master he
would not expect to get above mm guinea aweek: it is in the power of the master, any
Saturday evening in the year, to break off all
connexion with him on paying him the guinea
and a half for his week's work.
Says the
master to the journeyman, On Friday next
you are to appear ln such or such a court: if,
on that ocea_ion, yon do not give testimony
to such or such an effect, the wages you receive the next day will be the last wages you
ever receive from me. Who does not see
that the force with which a threat to this
effect acts on the testimony, wilt be greater
than if, in theeventof
his giving a testimony
opposite to that required of him as above, he
were to incur a legal debt to the amount of
twenty-six guineas (a year's extra wages,)
he not being destitute of the means of paying it ?
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Vary the ease, by snbstltuting for employer
and journeyman, customer and dealer : both
of these in the condition of musters: the restilt, in respect of the aclion of the interest
on the testinnmy of the witness, will not be
materially different,
Let the event, on which the supposed debt
of twenty-six guineas attaches upon the journeymgn, be this,-- viz. /hat of the master's
gainiJrg the cause. Here, then, is an apparent
interesL appearing to act, upon the witness
in such manner as to incite him to testify
agalnst his me_,ter, though it were at the
expense of truth; while yet, in f..iet, he is
incited to testit)_ infavour of his master, by
ml opposite interest, which, though perhaps
not apparent, is much stronger than the upparent one.
Ties of this _rt are alike ob_dous and numerous.
In point of force--even
supposing
the interest created in each instance to he a
mere pecuniary interest, unfortified by any
mixture of symp:_thy -- it is no more susecptible of any determinate limits than the iraterest eonsUtuted by a liquidated sum payable
on the spot.
If, then, to the exchtslon of
these less eonspieuvus bat not less powerful
ties, the judge were to keep his e?e fixed on
the interest eensn_uted by a hqmdated pceunlarv sum, he would be in a way to be
eontinmdly deceived.*
If, in the cases where it is thus, as it were,
latent anti uneonspicuous, the single fi_ree of
pecuniary iutereat is capable of rising to a
level with any to which a conspicuous interest of the same kind is usually wont to ri-.e,
much more is it where it happens to it to
be corroborated by the force of _ymtrathy.
In this situation, m tlrc ordinary state of
thing,, are to be found the several descriplions of persons who stand connected with
others by the ties of natural relationship --1. The ehihl, with reterence to the father,
or mother, or both.
2. Any person junior in at'e, by whom expectations are entertained from the bounty of
a relation senior in age; whether in the sirepie ascending line (as grandt:athcr or grandmother,) or in the double or collateral line
(as uncle or aunt in any degree, or their de_cendants in any degrees.)
Exclusive of the exnnptex interest cornposed of a mixture of pecuniary interest and
zmtural sympathy, is the interest _hich has
place where the one of rite parties is subject
In virtue of the existing exetusionkry rules,
this state of constant deception has been, time
out of mind, the lot of English judges. But, the
mischief falling exclusively upon the Imrt_ in
the right, while the advantage of it is shared
between the party in the wrong and the tlrm in
which thejuitges are the acting partners, no de.
eeption (it_as been seen) was ever _tbmilXed to
wlth a more unruffled aeqttie_euee,

EVIDENCE.
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to the direction and government
of the
other.
The ease in which this soft-of interest h
capable of existing in its purest state, un.
mixed with any of the other irrterests that
are _ naturally connected with it, is that
which, in the bosom of the ward, is created
by his dependence on the guardian.
Peru.
nlary interest, hvwsoever accidentally comblnable with it, belongs not to the ease: and
as to sympathy, if it be a naturM aecompani.
meat, neither i_ antipathy an unnatural one:
I at any rate, it" it be supposed that upon rnr
[ average there is abalanee on the side ofsympathy, it cannot be supposed that this balance
can in its amount approachnear to that which
has place in the more ordinary ca_e, where the
relationships of guardian m_d parent are cornbined in the same person,
Now the interest created by dependcme
on natural domestic power,--of
what is i_
emnposed ? Of the t?ar of pains of many
kinds, added to the hope of pleasures of me_-t
kind_.
The interest capable of bei._:g created in
the bosom of the domestic subordinate, !_y
hxs dependen_'e on his correlative superordinate, is so obvious, as seazeety to require
mention, though it were only in the way 0t
memento.
The interest capahle of bein G created by
the same relationship in the bosom of the superior, -- this interest, howsoever obvious, is
somewhat less obvious than the interest ere[ated in the correlative and opposite case.
In general, and throughout the circle of
domestic relationships, the social interest-t the interest of sympathy, is apt to exist in
I greater force in the bosom of the superordt1hate, than in the bosom of the subordinate-in the bosom of the parent than in the hosout
r of ttw child ; and so on through the string of
i more and more distant relationships, which
are, as it were, the inmges, fainter ahd fainter
the oftener they are transmitted or refleeted,
of the relationship betwixt parent and child,
Of this disparity, tire cause is to he foond in
the pleasure of power peculiar to the parent.
and in which the chiht, tbough the source of
it, has rio share. If in this or that instance
the balance be reversed, the cause is *o be
looked for partly in the superior sensibility
of youth, partly in the idiosyncratic temperament of the individual.
But besides this social interest, the relltionship of the superior to the subordinate is
susceptible of giving lodgment to an interest
of the self-regaxding kind; which must not
be overlooked.
In the case of parent arid
child, the superior stmlds bound by a variety
of' ties to make provision for the sustenanee
of the subordinate. Bu_, the more of his su_
tenance the child draws from sourcesother
than the p_uniary funds of the pares*,
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less is tt:e quantity hy which it is necessary
this supposition, the non-pecuniary interest
he aboulfldiminish the amoum of these fimds, by which the _esfimm_y of the inferior may
As often, tht-refore, as money is at stake in be acted upon il_ an_ direction, proper or
a suit to which the child is part), and the sinister, is equal to a peeuniar) interest conparent a witness,-- the interest to _he ac- stitutt-d by the eventual assurance ot a lo._s
lion of which the testimony of the x*itne.-s i (he b_wing the means of _t_staining it) equal
is exposed, adds to the nniver_-ai]y-operative
to lhe ple_cnt value of an annutty of £,9,0 a
social interest an interest strictly pecuniary,
year fi_r his life ; at twelve )'ears' purchase,
an interest of the sell-regarding kind. And i sa._ /2t:20,
so, in regard to all persons staudmg in this
In the case of these several relationships,
respect in the place of parents: allowance be- ] comparison being nlade between sympathy
ing made for the comparative thmtness of lhe and antlpathj, -- s) mpathy will naturally be
ooligation, legal or moral, in their re.-pL-etive regarded as the sort of affertion predominant,
eases,
i on an average : the balance of such affc_'tions
An interest exerting its influence on testi- as are not of a _elLregardlng nature, will
mony, is alike capable of being created b? naturally be looked tbr on that _ide, and as
¢he hope of good, and by the tear of evil. On adding its ibrce to _ hatew'r may happen to
many occasions, the object being given, hope be exerted by die peemdar) interest, and the
and t_ar looking to that object run into one . other self-regarding ones.
another, and are undistinguishable:
for when
But it would be a gross oversight, and a
a good of' any kind has been habitual in a copious ,ourcc of deception to the judge, if
degree sufficient to keep up expectation of i (to the purpose of judging of evidence, or to
its continuance, i1_is difficult to say to which an) other purpose) he were to be altogether
of the two denominations, hope or fear, the unaware of the casual predominance of the
expectation entertained in relation to it ougi_t d_ssoeial affection ofa_*tipatlD, even between
to be referred in prefl.rence--to
the hope the nearest relations.
(hi a varlet), of oceaot retaining, or to the tear o_ lo_ing it. In a sions which torce lhem_elve_- upon his view,
more particular degree, the observation holds he behold_ the mark_ and trmt_ of their alztitrue in regard to that partwular species ot pathy m the suits to which they are the congood. w:.ich is composed of, or has for it* ! tending parties : and well may he conceive
efficient cause, the matter of wealth : m(mey, that the ea_e, in which the antipathy thus
money's worth, and whatever may be to be , manife-ts itself, fo_m but a part, and tLat a
had by means of money,
small part, of those in which it exists, and
Here and there, perhaps, amas--"of interest
that iu a degree capable of exercising on tesmay be found, eonsi.-ting of the fear o! e_i|, timon_ a sinister influence.
without an) hope ofgood--a ma-_ ot interest
The inlbrcnee, theret_re, which is to be
ha_ing no connexion in any way with the ] grcmi:ded on the several relations, domestic
mailer of wealth.
Suppose two persons m and pohtiea], is.-- a general presumption of
office, militar) or unn_il!tary;
the {)lie.to some
gnHual
s)tnpathy--_t_onger
o1' weaker aepurposes, raider the direetmn of the other ; eoldmg t,_ the nature and degree of the re_.afrom the favour ot the superior, the inferior tiol,stnp,--but,
on ever_ occasion, liable to
is not in the habit of deriving, nor in the way be rebutted by special evidence.
to derive, money or Inolle?'s
worth : Oil tile
part o_ the i_ferior, therefore, the fear of evil
(if it exists) exists m a state of relative purity, !
CHAPTER
V.
unmixed with the hope of good. Suppose,
oF L_r_nl_s'r DLa]V_:_ F_O_ St:XVAL
then (what is generally the case,) thai withtII.NNLX1ON';.
out committing himself in any way (i. e. without subjecting hm_e]t in any degree to legal I. THE superiorit_ of file interest which the
punishment, or even, to appearance at least, r relation of husband and witi_ is capable of
to any certain and decided portion of shame.) : creating, when compared with the interest
t is m the power ot the supermr lo mflwt 1 capabte of attaching itself to any of the others,
habitual vexation on the other: the force of } is too obvious, and too clear of dispute, to
this vexation, is the _:oreewith _hich the will ; need bringing to view by any special obserof the supetior is capable, in an utttuentml i vat_ons.
way, of acting on the conduct of the in_erior, ! The only particulars to which, on the subon any such occasion as that of delivering ' jeer of this relation, it can ever happen to
teat mony, as well as on any other,
i need bringing to view, are the cases forming
Let the degree of vexation thus producible
so many exceptions to the general rule : the
be such, that whereas the official emolument
cases in which the interest commonlyattached
of the inferior is equal to £t00 a veaL--to
to this relation, and acting on testimony in
rid himself of this vexation, he would be con- a correspondent direction, and with a curveteat to render, under another superior, the spondent de_rec of force, may happen to act
_me ofliciatserviee for £'20 a-year less, On with an inferior degree of force, though in
VOL VII.
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that same direction;
or even in a direction
plainly opposite.
The general
rnle is too obviouq in admit
the po.sfl)ility
of the judt2e's re_ardin_
it in
any ease with a de;free of attention
inferior
to that which i_ its due.
On this occasion
as on others,
one preat use of ahod 3 n! instrnetions
from the legislator
m the judge,
is
the preventin_
hhn from seeking, in the cover
afforded
hy genm,d
rules, a cloak for imbceihty,
or indole.ce,
or negligence,
or indfffcrcncc,
or paruality,
or corruptmn
of a still
grosset nature.--in
the presLnt instance,
tbr
affcctmg
to see an mltuencing
interest
where
there is none, or to see such interest
where
there is aa opposite one; fl)r presuming
tile
bias of the witne_
to be tm one side, wh,:u
the fact_ fit the cause,
it' he chose to took
at them,
would show it to be acting on the
opposite
side.
A ._uit or can.e, criminal
or civil; the busband. plaintiff
or defendant:
on his snle, or
on tim opposite
side, _he tc_t.nony
of his
with is called in.
if nothing else appears in
the cam-e than thai she Is hls wlfe,--it,
of
the terms
on which
tm respect of aadty or
the contrary)
they hve, no _pcciat indications
present
themselves--nothing
hut the existenee
of the matrimon'al
relation,
-- the
ordinary degree of affection mu,,t, mid will ol
course, be understood
to subAst,
But this presumption
o.ght
to be understood as capable, for this purpose,
to be lebutted
at any time, by the proof ot special
faet_ indicative
of the col_ir,try"
such as .eparation,
whether by consent,
or bv aathollry
of law;
elopement
on the putt of the wife;
habitual
and open adulterous
cohahitatim),
on the part of the wife, in a hou_e separate
from that of the husband.
But neither should these indications,
bowsOever strong
the presumption
wlnch
they
afford, be regarded
as cvnchmive
evidence
of
the absence
of all intere_.t,
Separation
will not take away the peonniary interest
which the wife has in the gain
or loss that may happen
to her hashamt,
un=
less her maintenance
i_ fixed, has been ._o for
a length of time, and all intercourse
between

Tbut upon the a_ctions
prevalent
in the be.-ore of the witness
at the very time of fi_e
utterance
of her testialm;y,-whatever
i,'ld_ea6ons of a contrary
interes:
happen at lhat
*,time to present themselves,
pte.-ent the ..ame
demaml for the ju,tge'_ auention
as an_ ._her
evidence byuluchthetru_tworthinc_'(,ft_.
' tm_o.y may be affected.
I
On this occasion, however,
it concerns the
, judge to keep ins attention
open to t_o eilcumsta,aces.
1. One i_, that--where
the importance
of
' the cau_-e, in its own m_ture or il, the e_es
oI the party and withes% is such a: to cJeate
au int.rest'eapable
of supporting
them under
the trouble
of the imposture--api)emanees
of &.,_en.ion,
and even ennfity, between
the
husband and the wile, tim 3 be put on, tvr tee
pur[,o._e ot rebutting
the prc_-umption of conjt:gal partiality,
and thence
gaming for her
te_tmionv
a degree
of credit
beyond
what
pxoperl_ "belongs to i_c.
2. Another
i.-, that whatsoever
ill-humour
or al_tlpath)
ma) lie leal!y prevalent
at the
time. th_ pecamary
interest
(a selt:reg-a_dmg
mteie_*,
an Interest
m a con,Qderabte
degtee
im-eimr,_ble flora
the legal
obligahcms
attaehed
to Ihe conneximt)
remam_
on the
othtr side to oppn_c its Ibrce to that of the
dissocml mtereq
: so that tmle-_s the ca.c be
sm'h that ihc d_-advantage
that _ouhl tall ol_
the husband
in consequence
o_ the lo_s of his
cause, would
ha_e .u material
effect on his
pur,-e.--her
te.-tm_onv will not, by a_,v.-ach
dl.agrcement,
he dive_t_d of all biasm iavour
of his side ot tile cause;
unless
(as i_ sometmles the ease bet_een
ad_eIs:me_,
e. F. m
ail acts of aggression
so open a_- to expo-e
the aggressor
to mevitahle
punisim_e.t)
her
: antipathy
tnr hel hu--band ha_- forthe moment
become stron<er _han her re_ard for herself.
The e_timation
in which a woman is held.
is apt to be more or less disadvantageously
affected,
when,
after
her having
cohabited
x_lth a real, in the character
ot his will _, a discovcry is made that, there was no marrla_:e,
or that for some cau-e or other the mama!,'e
was void.
In general,
therefore,
were _o
other interest
at stake than the inte e,t f,t

them has ceased : nor even then altogether,
since pecuniary
loss on the part of the husband would in some cases disable him, wholly
or in part, fi'om affording such mainte.ance,
Notwithstanding
separation,
elopemeat,
or
adulterou,
cohatfitation
still subsisting,
the
common
interest
may have regained
its original three, if front other incidents
there appears reach
to believe that a reconciliation
has already taken place, or is likely to take
place,
The interest,
and its influence on the testimony,
depending
not on the outward
and
factitious
bond or symbol
of connexion,
a
token given at some distant point of time --

her reputation,--in
a cause in which tile fact
or validity of the marriage
were m questmn,
the testinmny
of tile wife, if examined oa that
side, would be drawn by a btrong bias to the
affirmative
side.
Yet cases arc not wanting
in which the
bias would be still more incontestably
on the
other side.
For example,
where the wife is
prosecuted
for bigamy.
If she carl induce a
persuasion
that the suptmsed tbrmer marriage
never took place in fkct, or was not legal, she
thereby
exempts
herself from whatever
punishment
is attached
to that offence.
In adultery
on the part of the wife, conceahnent
is commonly
an object
with both

Ca. V.']
delinquents;
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as it is preserved,

] than

CONNE
his own

reputation
remains
dulter_ is likewi-e

unaffected.
not
without

But open nora- i happened,
example:
con,pirac)

is the (-use without
purpose of divorce,

example,
in which, for the i m the murder
proof.-_ of the tra_,sgre._slon
i may be, that
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cases

have

iT,
a wife,
herselt,
or in
withwhich
others,
has by
been
concerned
of her hasbaI:d ; and the case
bealing
towards
her husband

have been purposely
furmshed
by the wife.
In a cause it, which the husband i_ a party,
concealed
aduherv
on the part of the wife
earmot with reaso[1 be regarded
as a cireumstance
diminishing
in any considerable
degree (much less destroying)
the complex and
powerful
interest by which the testimony
of
the wife is drawn towards
the hu_band'_ _ide.
The unity of pecuniary
interest,
and of that
sort of reputation
winch iu attached
to condition in hfe. remains uoimpa,red.
With illwill in an) degree, the riao_gre_sion
has on
her part, though
a most natural,
not a _eeessary connexion,
either in tile character
(_f
cause or in the character
(,f effect.
Friendship may remain unchanged.
The only thing
certain
is, the existmwe
of a u,a,, m wh_),e
society _he ha_ reaped a sensual grallficatit,n,
which /.by reason, of absence,
or debility,
or
indifference,
or estranged
appetite,
_r mtcriority in personal aeeomplibhments.)
she has
failed of experiencing
in the arms of the mm_
to whom she is joined hy law "
For rebutting
the presumptma
ofpar_i.dit)
created oy the legal e_)nnexion--.a
partiabty
in general
littte inlet'or
in strength
to that
wha'h eithe% being alone, wvuhl t_'el tor hi.
or her own cause.-the judge will naturally
earr_ to account
whatsoever
eouuter-b_dicalions happen
in any ca_e to pre_ent
themselves.
But it is seld_,m that the utilit? of
tqlrh lights,
with reference
to truth,
amt socurity against decepti,m
a_d eonsequen_
rotsdecision,
will be impr, rtant enough
to antweigh the vex_,tion,
expen,c,
and delay-more particularly
the vexation--that
wouhl
naturally
be inseparable
h'om an inquiry earried on for that special purpose,
Cares, however,
warrantmgand
prescribing
such inquiry,
are not ahogether
nut nf the
natural course of things.
Suppose
a houritide, and the husband
under i,r,_ecution
for
the murder.
In,he ordin'*ry state of things,
and to judge on the ground
of gmwral [,resumptions,
the testimony
of the wife should
be little less partial
to the husband's
side

I a degree
of ill-will
strong
enough
to ha_'e
: (telermined
her to the enterprise
of ridding
herself of him by such flagitious means (her
husband
being- imiocent
of the crime,
and
known by her to be so,) her design is to employ her testin,ony
to the pm pose of procuring him to be e_mvieted.
In lhi._ case, the
prevention
of d_e tremendous
calamity ofju[ dicial homicide may depe_Jd on a scrutiny
into
i the particulars
of the habitual
intercourse
I between
the husbamt and the wife.
i
II. Far
the partlc,tlar
purpose
here
in
i question
--for
_he purpose of judging
of the
_ lUflllenct,
ot _uelal eOlillexlull
upon tesltmouy,
--it
will not alwa_'._ he easy to say whether,
in the ease of the f_male testff)ing
ii_ a cause
m wh,eb the male is a part),
the action excited on tt_e test,re(my
by the interest
re_uhing
from the eo,mexmn,
is likely to be
me-, t.owertul
in the ca.-c of the wile, or in
the ea,c uf the concubine.
In the ease of the wife, the bond of conncxiun (excepting
in the extraordinary
c-a_-e
of d_w,_ee) i_ perpetual
; in the ease of the
eoncuhb,.,
it may be d_ssoh'ed
at any time,
at the pleasure
of either of the parties.
I_t_, m the ea_e oi the concubine,
the
pronf of sympathy
borne to her by the mlde
is m_,re conelu__ive than in the case of the
lawfi_t wite;
tbr if no such affection existed,
the probabihty
ib, that he would not maintain
her in that eh,,ra,'ter:
whereas
in tt_e case of
the wife, though aversion
had taken the place
of amity, she wouid _.,ot be the less his with.
On the other hand, again,
the point in
question
here is nut _l_e affection of the male
as towards
the female,
but the affection
of
the female as towards
the male.
But, of the
affection on the part of the lemale
towards
the mate. the exi,tenee
of the sexual connexion is eomparat_'ely
but a remote article
of evidence.
Without
affection on the part
of the male, the connexion
would
not continue : but it ,nay continue
without
any
affection on the part of the female ; since her
means and even prospects
of subsistence
nu, y
depend ut_,or_ it.
It may be, that fi'om the
• Among the Laeeda,'monians
and Romans,
first the sentiment
never had existed:
perthough adultery was no more dlspunishable
than
haps, having originally
existed,
it has bec6me
horde.stealing,
a manhiswould
wife to a extinct : perhaps it has not only become exfriend as he_'would
horse,lend Tohiswhatsoever
degree illaudable,
the custom does not the less
tinct, but given place to the opposite
set_tiprove the rashness of any opinion that should rement, antilxathy.
g_rdtheadultery
the that
part partiality,
of the wire
aprootin be Let
the number
cause it,
male ismoney
a partyia
extinctionan of
by aswhtch,
of the
of which
those the
in which
a cause in which the husband is l_arty, her test,at stake.
Let it be eor, sidered,
in this parrunny will naturally be drawn towar_
the bustitular
case, _xhat differences
are [,resented
band's side.
between
the situation
of the wife and the
[In Frauce_ beforetilerevolution_the effect
even of notorious adultery in diminishing
that
situation
of the concubine.
l_rttality was as nothing.--Editor.]
In the ordinary state of things, the interest
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of the wife in this _se is idcmified
with the
the other is, the duration
of the connexion
interest
of the husband.
Sharing together,
between
the parents
themselves.*
and in the compau)
of one another,
the cornWhere the importance
of the cause is such
mon property
(though
in proportions
in some
as to wa_ rant the inquiry,
the judge will perdegree
dependent
"on the
pleasure
of tile
ceive that the force with which an interest
stronger
party,)
the gain of the husband
is of thi_ nature
is capable
of acting uf, m* testhe gaio of the wife, the loss of the husband
timony,
has at lea_t as good a claim to be
the loss of the wife.
In the case of the contaken into the account
as that of any interest
cubme,
the identity
wants much of holding
of a nature
merely pecuniary,
expressible
by
good, since the connexion
may be dissolved
a definite sum, liable to be gained or lost by
at any time.
the testimony,
according
as the result of the
But whether
there be gain or lo_,, the with
cause is in favour
of the one party or the
will be still the wife.
In case oi gain, her
other.
share in the additional
mass will not be apt, [
From the addition
of an)" other interest or
in her expectation,
to differ frmn the share
interest_
operating
i_ the. same direction (be
she had been accustomed
to occup) iu lhe
their toree wh,_t it may,) pecuniary
interest
original
mass: and so (matatis
mutaadt_)
iri cannot
but receive
additional
_trength
and
the ease of loss, her share will be, in her exefib*a.'y.
And if; in the case of a pecuniary
pectation,
naturally
m the game proportion,
interest derived
from this or any other of the
On the other hand, in the case of the consocial lelatmn%
the quantum
is not so apt as
cubine,
the gain (if to a certain degree conin the case of a _-imple pecuniary
interest,
to
siderable)
may, in her expectation,
be liable
be su,ce[,tible
of hqoidation
--of
being exto excite his thirst for pleasure,
and send him
pt es_ed by a determinate
sum,--the
force with
in search of more agreeahle
com_exions,
either
which it L- apt to act on te-thnon)
is scarcely
in the same way, or in the way of marriage : ' on that account
the le,s considerable.
Of a
but, moreover,
in case of los% the loss (it" to
sam not hquidated
by any arithmetical
proa certain degree considerable)
may render the
cuss. the dimensm_ls
are left to be adjusted
pecuniary
burthen
too heavy to be borne by
by the imagination
; and in a ease of this .-ort,
one who has it in his power to rid himself
the imagmatio_
is not le.,s apt to err on the
of it at any time.
j side of increase
than on the side of diminuOne case there is, in which it is hut natu- [ tion.
ral that the interest
of the concubine
should ]
The relation
of concubine
to keeper is not
act with much more force on her testimony.
_ recognised
by _he laws, or it would
not be
than the interest
of the wite on her's-.
This
what it is: it would be changed into that of
is where,
though the marriage
has not been
w_fe to husband.
In some countries
it has
dissolved
to the purpose
of giving roou_ for
been --in
an)' country it is t_apable of being,
another
marriage,
the wife lives separately
taken for a ground
of punishment.
That
from her husband,
and at a fixed allowance,
which the legislator
is disposed
to punish-In this case, be the gain of the husband
whaL
that which he would wish to prevent--that
it may, the expectation
of sharing
in it is
whwh he would
prevent
if it were in his
not likely to have place in the bosom of the
power,
and if the mischief
of the coercion
wife : whereas, in the bosom of the concubine
necessary
to prevention
would nut outweigh
(unless
where the gain appears
consider_thle
enough to excite new projects,)
an expecta* Of this latter circumstance
such i_ the force,
lion of a share in the concern
will come of
that, under the law._ of some countr_es_ eohabicourse.
As to loss,--in
the bosom of the . tation, without farther proof, unless it be the aeconcubine,
the prospect
of it will excite a quiescence of the man m the a_snmption of h_s
double apprehension--the
apprehension
of
name by the woman, is regarded
as possessing,
to that purpose, whatsoever force has been,_,iven
seeing her share diminished,
and the apprebe law to the prescribed
solemmties._[Th_s
hension
of experiencing
a total dissolution
niay be said to be the ease in Scotland, _,.tlere
of the eonoexion
from which it should have
pames are held as married, if they have lived
flowed.
But to any such lo_s the separated
'" habit and repute as man and wife ;" that is, if
wife maybe
comparativelyindiffc_ent;
unless
they have allowed themselves to be treated by
among the effects of it be that of trenchit_g
society as alan amt wile, without taking measureS
to show that they wish their eonnexioffto be held
upon her separate
maintermnee,
in another light. Were it proved, however, that
Two obvious circumstances
there are, by
the pa._ing
for husband
and wit_ was in parthe force of which the condition
of a concusuanee of a design concocted beforehand
by the
bine is gradually
led towards
a eoincide_lee
._rtms, to serve a separate purpose,--say
to save
with the eondition
of the wife.
One is, the
the woman's reputatio%--marri"
a_re would not
birth of children
: especially
when, by their
be held to have taken place.
It has to be obeontinttance
in life,
their
existence
adds
ser_ed, that the cohabitation
does not, of itself,
_onstitote
marriage_--it
is merely held as a
every day to the force of the bands by which
proof of its exi_xenee--of
the paxtics having con"their parenls were united in the first instaz_cc : seated to be married.--Ed.]
--
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themischief
oftheobnoxiouspractice,--can- Ill.Itremainstoconsider
thesimplecase
riot
be regardedwith satisfactiml
by the le- oftherelation
betweentwo lovers.
glstator, nor ought in general to be so by the
The passion of love is a passion of the force
judge. But in his dtspleasure, how strong
of which, on other occasions, it cannot well
soever it be, neither the one nor the other
happen to the judge not tobe aware: it would
will find any sufficient warrant for withdrawbe a sad oversigttt, if, on an oecmsion ot such
ingtheir attention from the object by which importance as the one here iu question, its
it is called forth : frmu the object, or from influence were to he overlooked.*
the effe_'ts, good or bad, which flow from it
Without any aid front pecuniary interest,
ot_ all sides,
the interest created by this passion is capable
Where the existence of such a connexion
of rising beyond any height to which peeuis taken for a ground of punishment, it might
niarv inteiest [particularly in a state to act on
be a severe task upon the sympathy of the test]mothy) has ever been known tourise.
judge, were it out of his power to form his
But, in the state of things in which love
opinion relative to the existence of such a aims at marriage, pecuniary interest iseapable
etmoexion for the purpose of judging of its of adding its whole force.
influence upon testimony, without proceeding
In the case of the male, the impression
to apply such his opinion to the same fact made tJy the personal charms of the female
considered in the hght of an act of delia- may have risen to any degree of strength;
queney, and thereupon to apply punishment
there are no limits to the quantum of the proin consequence. Fortmmtely, no such colla- petty in possession or expectancy, in which he
teral conclusion need t_e tormed. To warrant
may be entertaining expectations of possess_he application of pure punishment--of
a ing a husband's share, and the rightto which
suffering which produces _mt, on the part of may be dependent on his evidence ; his own
any other individual, any enl,_yment to coon- may amount to anything or nothing ; nor are
terbalanee it, -- stronger and more cogent there any assignable limits to the load of debl;
proof is requisite, than in ';he case iu which
under the prtssure of which it may happert
that which passes out of the hamt of one m,m to him to labour.
in the shape of loss, payees into the hand of
Change the sexes: what difference there
almtber man in the _hape of gain ; insomuch
may be, will be scarcely worth noting for this
that, by the transference, though something
purpose. The power which, by marriage, the
in the way of happiness, vet not everything,
female acquires over the property of the male,
is lost upon the whole. "For the purpose of is not in general so great as the power which,
punishment, peither community of abode, nor by the same contract, the male acquires over
domination of the female by the mate, nor the property of the female. In this respect,
both together, ought to be accepted as suffi- the force with which the interest created by
cleat proof', in the character of cireumstanthe relation in question is capable of acting
tim evidence : but, for the purpose of judg- on the testimony of the female, may be
ingot the infuence of domesticrelatlon upon considered as suffering some diminution in
evidence, such intercourse may well serve comparison with the opposite case, though a
for sutlqeient prooi; subject to the effect of diminution so precarious, as, on the present
any counter-evidence
deducible from other
occasion, to have scarcely any claim to nosources,
rice. On the other hand, as property is apt
In the case of concubinage, the common
to fall in lm'ger masses into the lap of the
subsistence is, for a variety of obvious reasons,
female than into that of tbo male, at the same
most apt to have for its source the property
time that the male is less restrained than the
of the male. Hence, in the relation between
female in his choice, elevation by tiffs ladkeeper and eooeublne, the station of keeper der has been more apt in the instance of the
is(in the ordinary course of language, as in female sex than in the instance of the male,
theordinaryeourseof
praetiee) referred to the tohave risen to extraordinary heights. From
mate sex--that
of concubine to the female,
the very lowestorigin, femaleshavcbeearaJsed
Instances, bowever, it, • which the parts have 1 by marriage even to the throne. Men, though
been re_'ersed, are not _nthout example ; and f they have been raised to a station equally
to the judge, as to the tegiAator, nothing that
high, have never, by that same ladder, been
can ever happen to call for his attention ought raised from a station equally low.
to be strange.
[
To a case thus deviating out of the ordinary l
course of things, it seems scarcely necessary I
CHAPTER
VI.
that any detailed instruction should be adapt- I ov INTERESTDIERIVEDFROMSITUATIONWITll
_d.In_Vhatrespects
this
converse
caseagrees_
rESPECTTO TH_ CAOS_ oR SUIT.
withthe ordinary ea_, witl be easily pointed ]
out by analog.v: in what respects they differ, ] IN every cause, each party (except in so far
may, with little more difficuh y, be rib:covered I as it may happen to him to be a mere trustee,
by the light of contrast.
]
_ It is completcl-'--'-'--'---_
so by F_ngli_hlaw-'-"-"-'-"--_.
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and not connected by any tie of sympathy
with any party having a self-regarding laterest in the cut_se,) each party has of course,
in virtue of his being a party, some sort of
interest in the cause: and, supposing him
heard or examined in the character of a witnets, the direction in wMch this interest acts
(in so far as it acts with any sensible degree
of force) will be in the mendacity-promoting
line.
B'_It, independently
of legal forms (such
as that which requires the concurrence of
trustees who have no self-regarding interest,
and perhaps no interest of sympathy, in the
cause) it will frequently happen, that the
interest which a man derives from his situation in the character of party in the cause_
be it on the plaintiff's side, be it on the defendant's side,--will
be practically imperceptible. This casual minuteness is, however,
confined in a manner to the class of ca_es
which exhibit a multitude of parties on the
same side: for if a man stands alone, tile
fact of his subjecting himself to the vexation
and expense incident to litigation,
affords
effectual proof, that the interest derived from
his station in the cause possesses a magnitude
sufficient to exert a real influence,
In general, the interest which the proposed witness thus possesses in virtue of his
station in the cause, will be the only interest, except that of the standing tutelary interests, to the action of which his testimony
will, on either side, stand exposed. But asit
may happen to the testimony of any man in
thesta_ion of extraneous witness, so may it to
that of any man ir_ the station of plalntiffor
defendar t," to stand exposed to the action of
a_y number of ca*ual interests, on either side,
or on both sides ; and these, each of them,
in any degree of force. On any occasion, it
may consequently happen, that the force of
this standing mendacity-promoting
interest
shall be counter-bManced and over-balanced
by casual interests acting on the other side,
-- that is, in co,:junction with the standing
tutelary ones. And to any such casually operating interest it may happen to apply to the
whole of the party-witness's
testimony, or
to any part or parts of it less than the whole ;
that is to say, one or more of the entire assemblage of facts eomprised in it.
Ont of this state of things, several onemalies will be apt now and then to arise ; of
the possibility of all which, it becomes the
judge to be advised,
The interest which a party (be he defendant, be he plaintiff) has in the cause, will
not, of itself, be sufficient to restrain him
from giving false testimony to the prejudice
of that iuterest, if there be any interest to
a g: t_er amount that acts upon him on the
opposite side. There is no defendant, who.
all other ixterests apart, would not yield to
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an unjust demand of £10, and even confess
the justice of it, if by so doing he were assured of gaining £20. There is no plaintiff,
who, atl other interests apart, would not desist from a just claim to the same amount,
and even co_fess the injustice of it, for the
same recompense.
But, so far from being ab¢olutely certain and uniformly efficient is even the united
force of all the tutelary mendacity-restralning
interests, that instances might be found m
which the slightest casual interest (of the
pecuniary kind, for example) acting in a mendacity-promoting direction, has been seen to
overcome their united force.
The prop0si.
tion, therefore, which was true, reservation
made of the influence of those tutelarv iratere,_s, may still be given for tr,_le, evenwi_hout a_y such reservation.
Of the several species and degrees of i1,.
terest thus attached to the party's station in
the cause, there is scarce any one to which,
by accident, it may not happen to find itself opposed by a stronger interest, acting in
a mendacity-promotil_g direction, al_d overpowering it.
Feeble as interests (_f the social class gencralty are, in comparison with those of the
self-regarding class, there is not of the selfregardingclass any interest so high and strong
as not to be liable to be opposed by an intere_-t
of' the social class capable of overpowering
I it. Instances have been known in which deI linquents have endured the very extremity of
I torture, rather than disclose their coadjutors.
I In England (till comparatively of late years)
has existed a practice, in virtue of which, if
] a defel dant in a capital prosecution, o i being
called upon to say, in general terms, G_tilty
or Not Guilty, forebore to answer, hc was
tortured to the very death : but, on condition
of his submitting to this infliction, his properry, which, in the event of his convic_i01_
in the ordinary way, would have been taken
from his natural representatives
by the king
to his own use, was suffered to take its ordinary course.
Instances (it is said) bave not
been wanting, in which men have thus submitred to death, preceded by the extremity
of corporal sufferance, rather than expose the
objects of their affection to that loss. In this
case no falsehood was uttered, nothing at
all being uttered ; nor was falsehood, in s_y
shape, conducive or necessary to the purpose.
But, inasmuch as an interest of any degree
of slightness will sometimes be sufficient o!
itself to overp_*wer the united force of the
standing tutelary motives, the supposition has
nothing improbahle in it_ that, for the same
purpose, in addition to the corporal agony,
falsehood would not have been grudged.
In the case where men have suffered thereselves to be tortured to death, rather than
give up their companions in delinquency,
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/:M_hced musl in general have borne a part.
For, in ait such cases, the defendant has, in
course, been plied with questions;
and an
answer denying his having had any such cmnpanions will have been a much more natural
result, than a confession of bl_ having had
a:sociates, accompanied with a refusal to disclose them.
Even the tutelary interest created by religlen, the religim_s sanction--notwithsta_ding
the uniformity with whiet! it acts, in oppo-ition to mendacttv, on all ordinary occasions
--may (such have been its anoma]ie,) be regardet], without any extravagant stretch of
supposition, as capable of driving a man into
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themselves as so many exceptions to th_
rules:1. If the interest which the extraneo'u,
witness has at stake be of more value than
that which the party has by whom the self.
regarding tea-timothy i._ delivered.
'2. It, the interest being in both cases equal
in value, the party by whom the sell-serving
or selfdisserving testimony is delivered he in
point of reputation upon a level superior to
the ordinary level: the reputation of the st.lfserving or self-d_sserving extraneous witne_
being on the ordinary level, as is the case
whe*e it happens to be pert_ctly unknown
to tbe judge.

this transgression, instead of saving him from I 3. It, the repntation of the party being at
it. In Denmark 0t i_ said,) the country was the mdinary level, the appropriat6 reputation
infested by a set of religionists, in whose of the extraneous witness i_ decidedl._ beh_w
conceptions there was no road to everlasting
it : as where it has already happened to him
happiness so sure as the scaffold ; nor to the to be convicted of testimomal mendacity (de.
scaffold any road. on that occasion, so eligible nominated in most eases perjury.)
as that of murder; especmlly if some child,
The sum at stake, and all other cireumwithin the age of innocence, were taken tbr stances (as above mentioned) being equal in
the subject of that crime• If, in that case, both eases,--the
torce of the interest will
inste',ut of a blood-stained hand, a mendacityin general be greater upon a par ty testifying
stained tongue had been chosen as _he more in the character of a witness, than upon an
eligible instrument, the aberration from the extraneous witness: and ttris on several aeline of re_on and utility would hardly have counts :been more wide.
1. In the instance of the party--the
suit on
The cases above hronght to view are all which the money depends being actually on
of them out of the ordinary course ¢*fthi,gs:
foot, and thus tar in advance,_the
money,
so much so, that there is none vf them of if lost, willin general be sooner parted with,
which the exister, ce ought to be presumed, or if gained, be sooner received, -- than iu thn
the supposition of it acted upon, utAess the instance of the extraneous witness.
But if,
probability of the case be indic:ned by some '1in this respect, tt so happens that there is no
specml circumstance,
f differeIwe, then _his i eason has no place in the
In the ordinary state of things, therefore, I account: it the difference is on the other side,
the following are the rules that me) ,erve for i then of course tbe reason operates on the
expressing the comparative trust_orddness
i other side.
of self-regarding evidence : -t 2. Of a state of litigation, a degree of irr_
1. So thr as it makes against himself, a man's ! t atiou is a nat ural, and almost a necessary,
own evidence is the best evidence : more so i accompaniment.
By the influence of this itthan that of an extraneous witness.
I ritation, the party is already acted upon ; the
For in this case. such part of his testimony
extraneous witness not yet. This is as much
as has this tendency (that is to say, so much as to say, that the testimony of the party
of it as is understood by him to have this stands exposed to the action of two sinister
tendency) cannot, for anything that appears,
iuterests, to but one of which that of the
have found any sinister interest to give birth
extraneous witness is exposed.
If, then, so
to it. On the other hand, to prevent the it happens, that the ill-will borne by the
utterance of it, had it been otherwise than
extraneous witness towards hie antagonist
true, there was the united force of the several
is more intense than that borne by the party
tutelary- sanctions, strengthened by the acees- to his, this reason fails.
sion of the casual interest in question (what3. To the pecuniary loss necessarily resultever it be) that is at stake upon the event of I ins from the loss of the cause,--the
los._ rethe cause: self-preservation against death, if suiting from the obligation of reimbursing to
capital ; pecuniary interest, if pecuniary and i the winning party his share of the costs of
non-criminal ; and so forth,
l_suit, is a natural, though not an inseparable,
2. So far as a man's testimony makes in appendage. In the instance of the party, this
favour of himself, it is inferior in trustwor- I ultermr loss is already in immediate contemthiness to that of an extraneuns witness not _ plation : in the instance of the extraneous
known to have an interest depending on the ] witness_ not so certainly: because, in the ilrcredence given to or withholdeu from the ] stance of the extraneous witness, it may hapfacts asserted in such his testimony,
t pen that, no suit being as yet commenced,
The foUowir,g cases, however, present ] none willbeeomumnced:
for that the demand
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will either not be made, or will he acceded
on the part of the defendant
than on the pal_
to without
suit.
But this reason al.-o is liable
of the plaintiff.
to fail:
viz. in the opposite
ea_e.
The reason is, that, in the station
of the
On this account
(the sum at stake, and in
defendant
(the
sum being
bl both
cases
that respect
the strength
of the temptation,
equal,)
the mendaclty-promoting
interest
is
being the same.)
the improbabih_y
of meudaconstituted
by the fear of loss: in the case
city willbe less on the partofapartyoneither
of the plaintiff,
by hope of gain to the Same
side of the canoe, if there be no extraneous
amount.
And, sum for sum, as already obwitness on that same side to that same fact,
served.*
the sufferance
fi'om loss is greater
than on the part of an extraneous
witness,
if
than the enjoyment
from gain.
it be a f:act that is not suppo._ed to have come
But this proposition
doe_ not take place,
under the pmty's
cognizance,
except upon _:he supposition
that the case is
The reason is, that, in the ease of the party
suci_ thal_ the defendant
has alread)
be. n e¢deposing
in his own favour, there is, in ca_e
tahhshed
in the habit of regardingthe
money
of mendacity,
but one person to be reconciled
as his own, the plaintiff
not.
to the wickedness,
and that himself,
without
Suppose
/he strength
of the persuasion r_,
need of confession
to any one else : wherea%
thi_ respect equal on both sides, the seductive
in the case of the extraneous
wlt_wss,
there
force of the interest
wilt in this respect
be
is a probability
lhat the suit would not have
equal on both side_: suppose thc persuasion
been insntuted
or defended
(as the case may I stronger
on the plaintiiPs
sale, the strength
be,') without a concert between
the part)- au_l I of the mendaclty-l)romoting
interest
wit! be
the extraneous
witness supposed
to be mengreat_.r on the plaintiff's
side.
dacious;
which concert
supp_*scs, on the part
Without
pretence
of title, conscious
of his
of each partaker
in the conspiracy,
a conicshaving none, Rapax has contrived
to get possion me.de of his wickedness
to the other;
sessmn of an arttcle
of property
beIongingto
mid besides the comparati*'e
_mprobabihty
of
Hmnilis,
confiding in his supposed inabilit) to
it, such double wickedness
affords additional
take upon himself,
or to sustain throughout,
chances of detection,
the burthen
of liligation.
Circumstances
mIn the situation
of pargy delivering
his own
tervening
to disappoint
the spectdation,
Hl_testimony
on his own behalf, it depends upon
milts seeks his remedy notwithstanding.
In
any man to originate
the opportunity
of
this stateot
things, though, at the eommenceemploying,
to a purpose
chosen
by hiln_e!f,
merit of the suit, the subject-matter
was in
mendacious
evidence;
vlz. by instituting
the
possession
of Rapax defendant,
yet, though
unjust
demand,
or hazarding
the unjust delie lose the cause, his condition
will be, not
fence, and then delivering
h_s own testiomny
I that of a man who has sustained
a loss, but
in support of it.
that of a man who has miscarried
in his purIn the situation
of extraneous
witness,
suit of a gain : while that of Humilis,
in the
neither
the demand
is instituted,
nor the
event of his failingin
his demand, will be no_
defence
dett-rmined
upon, by the individual
merely that of a man who has miscarried
m
who,e teatimony
is in question.
Without
the
the pursuit of a gain, but that of a man who
previous
act of another
person
(viz. a platohas been struck by an unexpected
loss.¢
tiff or defeudant,)
tire advantage
deriwtbh'
to
the

interested
testimony
cammt be reaped.
In the case of a design to raise money by
groundless
demands,
to be supported
by mendacinns evidence;
a demand
to be made by a
plaintiff in the character
of an informer
(i. e.
to gain a reward offered by the law, payable
in the event of a dehnquent's
being convicted
of an offence.)
presents
a more natural
and
generally
practicable
modc of carrying
into
execution,
by abuse of law, a plan of depredarien to an unlimited
amount, than a demand
of money
as due on account
of any of the
ordinary
trvmsactions
between
individual
and
individual:
since a tra_*sactmn
of that sort
can seldom
have taken
place without
some
special relation
between
the parties, --an ineident not necessary
in the other case.
As between
plaintiff
and defbndant
(to
judge
from the mere consideration
of their
respective
stations
in the cause, and nothing
else,)
in a cause where money is at stake_
the probability
of mendacity
wilt be greater

* S_tpra, p. 575.
-_- In the above _ase, by the supposition,
Rapax is the wrong-doer, Humilis the party injured
and _onscious of his being so: a particular
supposmon natura]ly included in that general one,
is, that of his being persuaded
of the truth of
the facts to which t_e deposes: in whtch case-though subject to the action of an interest promouve of mendacity,
had he been in a condition
to stand in need of such criminal asslstance_-yet, not (by the supposition)
standing in need of
it, the epithet me_Mavit._/-promotitta
may appear
unsuitable
to the case. - .....
But this partmular ease, though naturally, is
not necessarily,
included
in the general
case.
Though
fully, and with perfect reason, persanded of the general rightfulness
of his cause
--of his demand, or his defence, whichever it
be,--it
may happen, that this or that particuhr
fact to which he deposes shall be not-only antrue, but fully understood
by himself to be so.
Consideration
bad of the weight of the evidence
on the other side, it may appear to Humllis that
the cause, though altogethe'r just, may stand in
nee { of an apposite falsehood for the support of
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OF IMPROBITY_
CONSIDERED
AS A CAU._E
UNTBUSTWORTHINESS
1N TES_fIMONY.

OF

0._ the present occasion, the object i_, to
determine, with what degree of a_surance
expectatmns of mendacmus testimony in the
cause irJ hand can with prop_mty he grounded
on moral improbity in its several shapes, and
m particular in the shape of testimonial mendaclty, as manifested on sometbrmer occasion
or occasions,
Though all men are not liars (at least on
occasions so importa_t a_ those of judicial
testification,)
yet in that situation all men
are almost eontinuall) exposed to the temptatiou or' becoming so.
Supposing it certain, that, at the time in
which the witness is delivering his testmmny,
he is not exposed to the ac_:mn of any meltdaciry-promoting interest,--it
is equally eerrain tha_ improbity _in whatsoever shape or
degree his disposition be stained by it,) cannot exert any sinister influence ml his testimony; thatmendaelty--wllthl
and intentional
mendacity--is
no more to be apprehended
from him. than hum the most virtuous of
mankind; and that, in respect of trustworth_:_ess, between the one a_d the other tl_e
only difference is, that, in consequence of the
habitual influence of the tutelary sanction%
the virtuous man will apply himself to the
giving to hi_ testimony that completeness as
well as correctness of which it is susceptible,
with a degree of.-olicitous attention, which
in the case of the profligate man will tirol a
substitute in indifference,
But it is seldom that any such certainty
either presents itselt, or can by any scrutin)
be acquired,
One case there i_. in which the opposite
certainty presents itself: that is, where the
person whose testimony _s in question is a
p,_rty in the cause: which conspicuous interest is, however, by accident, liable (as before
observed') to be counter-balanced and even
outw'eighed by other and stronger latent mterests acting on the other side.
Anothercase_where,
though not a party,
he has a known and manifest interest in the
event of the cause,
In all eases, whether he have or have not
any maniibst interest in it, he is liable to be
it.

Whether such support will be green to it or
, depends upon the 0tsposmon of Humths:
upon tneproportion between the forcewith which
the mendacity.restcaining interests (the tutelary
sanctions,) and the force with which his interest
in the came, is acting on his mind at that same
time: and to have been, on a pamicular _casion,
innocent
is an
which
just
as
capableand
of injured,
happening
to accident
a man of
the isworst
_hsvrsition. as to a man of the purest virtue,
• " .Vuprd, Chap.Vl.

_ IMPROB1TY.
exposed (as well in the mendaclty-promoting
as in the mendaclty-restrai,,ing
direction) to
the action of latent interests, of any nature
and in ally number.
Suppose the point ascertained, that the
individual in question (at present an extraneous witness) cannot be under the action of
any sinister interest, unles_ the impulse has
the suborning solicitations of the pmty for i_s
source.--in
such case, if the party be regarded a_ incapable of seeking to exert any such
_-inister influence, the probity of the party
operates on that supposition as a _eeurlty, and
that an effectual one, against the improbity of
the witness.
By this circumstance, in so f*tr as it has
place, the probablhty of mendacity is, it is
ewdent, dimimshed: but what is equally evi.
dent is, that it is not altogether done away.
From past improbity, e_tablished by any
manifest and notorious inquiry--from
past
improbity, though, to indicate the disposition, there be no more than a single act,_
mankind are apt enough to predict, and infbr
with sufficient assurance, the mamtestation
of the like disposition on any individual occastun that presents itself'. 1! on this head instruction be needful to the j._dge, it is r, ot so
much tbr the purpose ot pointing out to him
the inference, as tor the purpose ef putting
t, im upon his guard against the propensity
to allow it to take a stronger hold on the
mind, tban, upon an attentive ('m_-ideratiot_,
it wouht be fi)und entitled to po_se_.
Of the testimony of this or tt)at person,
on wl_o,e part improhity (.it_ the shape of
mendacity, or even in other shapes) is supposed to be notorious, it has been a common
expt'ession to say, It is entitled to no credit
whatsoever,--or,
Noregare',_hatsoeverought
to be paid to it. Applied to judicial testimony, the impropriety of any such propositiun, will, on a more attentive consideration,
he found (it should seem) undeniable.
And
this, not only because falsehood, known ialsehood, is frequently a key as well as a guide
to truth ; but because, everything depea_ding
upon interest, a man of the most depraved
character, of whom it could be ascertained
that he was not under the action of any
sinister interest, would with more safety be
depe*_led upon, than an average man deposing under the action of any interest, the
magnitude of which could, reference being
had to his situation, be pronounced eonsiderable.
In a general point of view, and de,toted
by the eoncisest expression that can be fbund
for it, the degree of probity habitually mault_sted in the disposition of a human being,
will he directly (and that of improbity inversebj) as the force habitually exercised upon
it by the permanent tutelary interests a_tl
mot[vesso often spoken of, in compari_onwith
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_cd.!etive
and motives.*
As it is interests
otlly through
the medium of the
habitual frame of mind, that any indication
can be draw,, from pa_t acts, relative to the
present frame of mind or dispo_it;on of the
witness, and thence relative to the pr¢,bability of a departure on the part of his testirunny from the line of truth,--it
concerns
the judge to look, in the first instance, to
the habitual frame of miml, and in that view
alone to have regard to an_ individual act.
One practical use of this caution is, to
preserve him from deducing too strong a per_ua,ion fi'om some single act, as e_tahlished
by some conspicuous proof, and not deducing
a persuasion sufficiently strong from habit, i.e.
repeated acts, as established or ind,.cated bt
proofs or tokens less conspicuous.
By a judicial conviction (of theft, for ex.
ampie,) improbity on the part of the convict
(viz. the degree of improbity necessary to the
commission of such a crime) is established by
proof of the most conspicuous kind.
But,
however conspicuous the proof, no stronger
presumption i_ afforded of' a fi'ume of mind
habitually disposed to the commission of that
crime, than ,&'hat is capable of beingaffordcd
by one single a(t.
On the other hand, suppose it established
in the mind of the judge, to a degree of probability sufficient for this purpose, that to another witness, Furfur, it had t_ice lmppened
to have been detected in a theft, to about
the same amount as that of which the first
thief, Far. was convicted : hut that. through
the lenity of the par_-y injured, or some other
accident, con_dction had in both mstanee_
been escaped.
In the case of Furfur, it is
evident that, though evidenced by proof less
conspicuou% the ground for suspicion is decidedly stronger than in the ease of Fur.
From proofs of so conspicuous a nature, if
exclusively attended to, the conctusionliabte
to be drawn would be more apt. perhaps, to
afford falladou_ lights, than true and useful
ones.
Furfur is a dcpredator by profession : depredation, in one sI:ape or other, has been his
habitual source of subsistence: he has had ,_o
other.
Fur has been convicted of a single
act of depredation once committed. Whatsoever indication of future testimonial mendacity may be to be collected from past deiinquency in thetine of depredation, is evidently
many times as strong in the case of Eurfur.
But, in the judietal memorials of'the respecfiveprosecutions--unless
(what in England
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] respect
haveand
beenassuredly
brought that
to whicI_
view--both
documents,
exhibits the case of Furfur, will to the pu,po-e
have bee,, incomplete, and tilence liable t0
be t_dlacious.
Supermr mamitude of the pnnlshment in
_the one of two cases of depredation, as co.,n.
I pared to the other, is another indu'a_:on,
which, by being conspicuous, i, hut the _:.0te
_liable to be fhllaclous.
Proper or imvrop,.r
! upon the whole, it is natural and freque,t f.'r
depredation, in _batever shape, to be n.'a,!e
punishable, upon a scale nslng in some p:,_portion with the value of the article wt_ich
ha_ been the sub3ect-matter of the offence.
With a view to one of the ends of puni.hmen, (viz. prevention,)
the difference has
I this obvious use,--vlz,
its tendency to lead
' the delinquent to the desire of the less mlsi chievnus of two off_'nces, in preference to the
I more mischievous.
But, if in this case any
: _uch inference be drawn, as that, because the
i depredation to the greater amount is punL-hed
! with the greater pumshment, therefore, as
between Fur Magnus who ba_ been punished
with tt,e greater punishment, and Pert) Fur
who has been punish¢.d with the lesser panL-hment, the probability of testimonial mere
dac, ty on the occasion in hand is greater in
the ivsta,_ce of Far Magnus than in the im
stance ot Petty Fur, the conclusion would be
more likety to be erroneous than just ; fsr.
the greater the sum stolen, the stronger the
temptation : and becausea mail's probity has
sunk under the stronger temptation, it fi,llows not that it would have sunk under the
weaker.
'
With regard to the probability of testimo' nial mendacity on the given occ_ion (as indeed with re_ard to improblty ih most other
_.shapes,) indications much more conehLsive
i may in many instances be drawn fi'om the,itious consequences foreign to the nature of
the transgression, than from the nature of the
tran_gressim3 itself, even if known in all its
circumstances.
Maculatus (at the time of his
only offence, not a profhssional depredator)
has, in virtue of his punishment, in the choice
of which reformation wa_ not so much as
aimed at, been confirmed/or years together in
the company of a promiscuous and uninspeeted
herd of professionaldepredators.
Furfur, convicted of a theft to the like amount, ha,,
during the same space of time, been confined
in a state of constant occupation, either i_,
solitude, or under aa unremitted course of
inspection in assorted company. Whate_et
be the indication, deducible from depredation,
" Rules in detail fbr the estimation of the com. of the probability of improbity in a shape so
paratlve degrees of probity and improbity in tt, e different as that of testimonial mendacity,
moral part of the hurman frame, have been given
at largein another work (introduction to Morals it seems evident that, in the ca_e of the ever
andl2zgislatlonlnVoL L :) theyrequiretoomany
solitary or constantly inspected eonvi_, the
preliminary ob_nn,gtions to be in_erted here.
strength trf the indication can never he nearly
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equal to what it is in the ea_ of the convict
kept for the same length of time in a state of
eorruptive pupita_e,
No anomaly of which moral conduct is
susceptible, ought to he altogether strange
to the eonceptior, of the judge.
Presenting
itself in a specific shape, temptation has been
known to ow,rpower the three .f the improbity-restraining motives, in amind on which,
presenting itself in the general shape of :nohey (though to appearance in much ;:rearer
force.) it would have made no impression,
Those who, for any purpose (for a negotiafinn of any kind, unlawfill or lawftfl,) have to
deal with gross and uncultivated minds, have
frequent occasion to t_b_erve, that by money
presented in the specific shape of liquor, a
much greater effect may frequently be prodated, than by the same quantity of nmney
presented in its own genuine shape, h, a
higher sphere, many a man, whom a mass of
uncounted money to a hundred times the
value would have found temptatiou-proof, has
felt his probity sink under the temptation
pre,ented in some specific .-haW peculiarly
adapted to hi_ ta-:e a_al toner : some choice
a:,d not read;ly o'btainahte p(oduction of mt
or r_ature-- agem, a manuscript, a tulip-root,
or a cockle-shell. Standingin a wilness-hox,
a much mo;e be:mtfful and ehmcer gem,
par,'hment, root, or _hell. would have been
repulsed with horror, if preser_ting itself athe price of a deliberate departure from the
line of truth
Yet, in a hook presevd_g a
general list of convicts, or even itt the memortal made of the conviction of th_s t,articular individual, it might happen that the
ease and character of this man should remain
undistinguishable from the case and character
of the professional malefhctor, accustomed
from infancy to behoht in the habit of depredation the only source of his subsistence,
Whatsoever be the degree of improbity
indicated by the past act or h:_bit, -- with
reference to the testimony in hand, the indieation afforded by it of probable testimonial
mendacity wilt naturally net with a parhcutar
degree of strength, where, on the past oeeaden, the shape in which it showed itself was
that same shape; viz. that of an act or habit
of testimonial mendacity.
The reason is, that in this ease it serves as
an indication not merely" of improbity (a weak
and vieious state of the moral part. of the
man's frame,) but such a state of the intelleetual part as hath disposed him to employ,
and (according to his own conception at least)
qualified
him for employing,
.
this particular
sort of instrument (mendacity) for the corn•
Intofllnrr
" _ of his _'
_lmster
and immoral ends.
To be able to frame a false story, capable
not only of passing muster in the first instan_, bt.tt, upon oc_sion, stand!ng whatever
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ter-evidenee, requires a sort of intellectual
firmness and vigour, the d_tree of whieh_
howsoever it may happen to be employed in
the service of the siaisterinterests--has
no
connexion with their comparative strength
and influence.
By setting fire to a crowded
fleet of ,hips, or by drawing up a sluice, and
so l_yiu_; a whole town or province under
water, a man amy produce an abundantly
greater quantity of mischief than has ever
beta produced by an act of testimonial mendae_D : but a man who on a former oeeasion
has thus empleyed fire or water as an instrument of miseh!ei, will not be so apt on a stetmd occasion to employ a mendacious tongue
for a purp_se of the like nature, as one who,
for the like purpose, has already made choice
of the same hying instrument.
Where, on the former occasion, testimonial
meudacit) was the shape in whhzh the improbit? mantle-ted itself,--indicatious
respecting
the probability of testimonial mtndaeity in
the cause in hand may be dedoced from the
consideration, to which of the several modifieations of which testimonial mendacity is
susceptible, the'mendacity
belonged in that
instanee.
These modiScat_ons, in so far as they belong to the prc_ent purpose, will turn upon
the degree of lmprobity manifested by the
mendacity in the fbrmer instance; and thence
either upon the strength or weakness of the
influence of the sta_ading tutelary sanetions-the improbity-and-mendaeity-restralning
intere.-ts, or upen the strength of the temptationwhleh that influence had to contend with,
and by which it was overcome.
The di_tinetinns of wtneh testirnony is suseeptible, considered with reference to the
person whose interest L- affected by it, and
the manner in which it is affected, have been
already brought _o view. Veracious or mend_
cious, those distinctions ate alike applicable
toil; te-tlmon}-self-regardingorextra-regarding : in both cases, servitive or disservi*ive :
_,if disservitive, crinfinative or simply onerai live ; if scrvitive, exeulpative, exonerative,
I or locupletative.
[
titre fi_llow certain indications afforded
]eonce! trine tLe probability of testimonial menI dacity in ti_e case b hal d, from t,he consider]I ation of the natu.er o_c the mendacity in the
i former instance :]
1. Whele, in the former instance, the ohi jeet of the mendaoty was to save another
] person from punishment, no evil being thereby
i done to any other individual, or none more
l than equal to the good done to the party faI roared by if,--the probability of mendaeity in
the ea_e in hand, as deducible from such former mendac ty, seems scarcely to be so great,
i as where, in the first instance, the man's ob[ jeer had been to save himself from punishment
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is given of an extraordinary degree of force [ where the correspondmlt passion has risen to
on the part. of the principle of humanity,. t so high a pitch in respect of duration as well
the interest of sympathy : which proof is not I as intem-lty,--ha_ but a casual exi-tenee, m*d
given in the other case.
I cannot be produced but bysome comparatively
But this indication is not afforded, except ! rare occurreJ:ce or state of thilJgs : a mar,',
on the supposition of the entire absence of i probity ma:_. therefore, on a pa_tieular ocea.
everyirtere_t
of the self-reglrd
gkiM
a',sion, beovelpm_cr_d
byit, and_ct (!arfi,_,_.
matter oft_et which will not often have place, I heang seduced) it may never happen to him _u
nor, when it has plaee_ be very easily aseer- i be so much as _otietted, b) the same sinister
rained,
interest, to give in to the like evil course at
2. Where, in the former instance, the ob- _any other per od of his hfe. Whereas, pecujeet of the mendacity was to save a man'_ I niary interest, not reqlfirulg any such special
self from evil of any kind, whether under the incident, or special el,jeer, for the creation
name of pure punishment, or satisfactmn to of it, is created and kept alixe at all time_ by
am)ther for injury,--the
greater the ewl. the the matter of wealth in all its slmpes : and is,
less the probabihty it affords of memiaeity
therctm'e (particular purposes heingalike Jaid
in the case in hand : or, conver._ety, the less out of i_oth ea_es, and the sum eon_titmne
the evil, the greater the probability of men- of the interest being sopposetl to be the same
daeity in the case in hand.
in both ea_-es,) as likely to have place aml be
The reason is, that, because a mendacityprevMcnt in the one case as in the other.
promoting interest of a given magnitude had
2_:B.--tu
this e'_se, nun'h (it is evide_It)
the effect of overpowering the mendacitywill depeml upon the circumstances of the
restraining three ot the tutelary sanctions, . ease in hand. For it_, in the case in hand, all
it follows not that a mendacity-promoting
sell-regarding as well as soeialinterest tm the
interest of less magnitude would have been I ,ar_ of the testifier is clearly out of the quesproductive of the same effect,
tion ('as may be the ca_e, for example, where
Every one sees, that t hough, to save his life, ti_c testifier is prosecutor, and the only effect
or to save himself ti'om a pecuniary ptmi_-h- callable of resulting ti'om conviction is pumeat, o,' from a pecuniary ohligation on the m-hment.) the prevalence of ill-will in the
score of satisfaction, to the amount of £500
former ease mayaff_rd a stronger indication(heinz the whole amount: of his propert}.)
a greater prohatnlity, of the prevalence el the
he tetl into this trat_sgression,--it
_bllows not hke passion in the case in hand, than wouhl
that he would have fallen into the same trans- even have been afforded by the prevalence of
gression, to save himself _i'om the obhgatiou
peeumary interest in the tbrmer case. l/t_t
of paying £5, being hut one hundredth part in the case of pecuniary _meres_ _ much dr.
of the whole amount of iris property,
pends upon the sum, and its proportion to a
8. Where, in the former it_stance, the oh- man's habitual expense and present exige_lject of the mendacity was to save another
cies, that every comparison which has this
person from merited punishment,--the
pro- interest for one of its terms, is liable, as every
bability of mendacity in the ease in hand, as erie must perceive, to great nneertaintie-..
deduced from such former mendacity, seems
5. Where. in the former case, the object
not so great as _ here, in the former instance,
of the mendacity was to save or obtain a gain,
the object was to consign another person to --the probability of mendacity in the ease in
unmerited pmushment,
hand, as deduced from such former mendacity,
The reason is, that in the one case indicaseems to be greater than it; in the /briner
lion is given of the prevalence of the interest
ease. the testifier's object had been to save
of sympathy or principle of humanity (one himself from a loss to the same amount.
of the standing tutelary sanctions,) to an
The reason is, as already observed,* that
extraordinary degree : whereas, in the other
the influence of a given sum on the well-being
ease, an indication is given of an extraordiof the individual, when considered as passing
navy degree of insensibility to the force of that nut of his hands in the shape of loss, is greater
sanction, as well as of most, or all, of the than that of the same sum when coming irate
other tutelary sanctions,
hi_ hands in the shape of gain ; and therefore,
4. Where, in the former case, the object
that the force of the interest is, in the same
of the mendacity was to obtain, for a man's proportion, greater in the one case than in the
self, an undue gain,--the probability of men- other: amt it follows not, that because the
daclty, in the case in hand, as deduced frmn three of the mendacity-restraining
interests
such former mendacity, seems still greater
has been overcome by a given force, therethan where in the former case the object was fore it will by any less force.
merely to subject another person to mimeBut as to the point whether, with reference
riled punishment.
_o a given individual, the sum in question, if
The reason is, that the interest of ill-will
coming into his hands, is to be considered as
(the seductive interest by which _he mendacity was produced in the one case,) espeei_dly
_ Suprd, Chap. IlL
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passing into them in the shape of gain, and
so gaiued, or only as passing into them in the
shape of security
against loss, amt so simply
_ot los_ ; or, oil. the other hand, it going out
of his hands, i_ to be considered
as going oat
in the shape of loss. or as simpl_ not s/ayh_g
in, in the shape of gain ; this point,
though
in manyilt-tanees
clear and out of donbt, will
in many instances
be subject
to doubt,
and
to doubts
absolutely
insoluble.
The matter
depends upon the ttrength
.f his persuasion ;
and this, tot), taken at a point of time not
always ea._y to be settled
If, at an) given
point of time, wiih an equal degree of persuasion, two cm_teilding
parties expect, each
of them. concerning
_he same sum, either that
it shall not go out ofhi_ hands, or that it sh.dl
come into his hand%--the
not craning in, in
_he one case, and the going out in the other,
may, in the instance
of either of them,
be
alike productive
of the sensation
of loss.
On the part of a person
in whose breast
the cxl..tence
of iulprohtty
in a very high
degree is notoriou%
either from pr,_o/ made
on a past occasion,
or from the light m which
he appears in the cause in hand,--there
me
several
circumst_lees,
each of which may,
in md of the standing
mendacity-restraining
sanctions,
contribute
to lessen the probability of mendacious
testimony
in that case.-These are-1. Extraordinary
difficult)',
real, and thence
apparent,
of carr)ing
through
(in the partieuiar circumstances
of the cause ill hand,
and of the part taken by him in that cause,)
_of
carryi_g ttuough
a scheme of mendacity
with safety and success.*
2. (In a case in which an effect of the
mendacity,
if sueces-fid,
wiil be the bringing
down upon the head ot any particular
ind,vidual--naturally
the detendant-a bur_.hen
ofaiiliction
particularly
severe,
such, for instance,
as unmerited
capital ptmi_hment)-the extraordinary
seventy
and afflk'tiveuess
of such burthen.
To the joint influence of these causes, on
minds on which the influence
of the three
other
tutelary
sanctions
(the
political,
the
moral, and the religious,)
e_-peeiatly the two
]atter_ cannot
but, have been at its lowest
pitch, may (it should seem) he ascribed,
in
great measure at least, the comparative
nnti'equeney of eriminative
perjury:
and the inIloxionsness
(as _ar as can be ju_ ged) and
utility of the judicial practice by which, under
the highest
temptation
that can be offered,
the

testimony

of known

malefactors

of the

* This diflleulty--in
.so far as concerns mere
pain of exertion,
mental labour_ distinct from
servse of danger_eoineides
w_th that principle
of"action wtfieh, _nder the name of the physical
sanction, constitutes the first article in the list
of star_ling tuteh'try_ and thence mendacity-reat_dnlng_ t_nedom,,
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most profligate
description
i_ every day admktcd as the principal,
and sometimes
even
as t.he sole. ground for convicting
men of the
h_ghest crimes,
and thence subjecting
them
to the most rigorou_ ptmishmen_
afforded by
the taw.
That the social princ, iple of _ympathy
bear_
some part in the tnoduction
of the effect,
there seems no reason to doubt.
But that
the part it bear._, is, in con_parison with that of
the other (the self-regardlng
principle,)
much
the le,'_st "considerable,
i¢ tendered
but too
mauifest
by very conclusive
indications.
In
s(nue countries,
standing
funds of reward
h,,ve been established
by taw, for the purpose
of engaging
men to pursue to conviction
of'fences of thi- or that particularly
ohnoxious
description;
such as depredation
in the va_ rious shapes m whieh--though
the mischief
of the lirsl order (the loss actually
produced)
is contined
to assignable
individuals--by
far
the greater
part of the nnschief--viz,
the
' danzer and alarm--diffuses
itself over an in! defiiute space in the circle of the community
t at large.
Influenced
by these rewards,
ini stances have been known,
in winch men have
[ formed themselves
into confederacies
for the
purpo,_e of reaping the rewards
in question at
the expense of the ruin of a set of victims,
to whom. in one sense, the word innocent
would not be nusapphed.
To entitle them_-elve, to the receipt of the
reward, to the payment
oi whwh conviction
was the previous
comhtion,
it was neces:;ary
that evidence of the oft_moe, evidence
constiluting a sufficient ground
tot the conviction,
should have been delivered.
To give birth
to this evidence,
what did they ? They gave
b_rth to the offence
_tsetf: an offence--an
individual
offence--or
the
description
in
question,
was to be produced,
that a body of
evidence,
effectual
to the purpose,
might be
sure to be delivered.
Ou such occasion,
an
innocent
man--a
man till then innocent-, was to be ,_edueed into the eommi,siou
of
the offence.
The offence bemgreally
cmnmitted by him, care was at the same time taken,
that the circumstances
in which it v_a_ ('(untrotted,
should be such as to ]cave no defteieney m the necessary
mass of evidenee._
-p In the year 1754 (confederacies
for the pur_eofavading
themsel_esof ttns encouragement
roving been systematically organized_) m_sehief
effects at least, good or bad) in a quantity
considerable
enough to
engage
no small
share orders.
of the
public attention_
had,
among
the lower
been done by ti_.em. Several persons had been
convicted--one
st least had suffered death_for
acts of rnbbery_ into which, it came out., ttmt
they had been seduced bythe confederates.
Four
men, 51acDaniel,
Berry_ Egan, and Saliv'anl
at_er having been (in eonseqntnee
of a spcei_
verdict)
acquired
on an indictment
charging
them as aeeessaries to the robbery, were tried anti
convicted on an indtetment_ in whith_ fo_ the de.

._
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To what cause is this characteristic
part of
the contrivance
to be referred?
Not, in any
respect,
to sympathy:
for the suffering
to
which the victinl was consigned,
after having
been thu_ drawn into guilt,
was not inferior
to the sufferiilg to which he would ha_e been

consigned,
had he been left in possession of
his innocence.
There
remained,
therefore,
this one can_e:
viz. a view of the advantage
wlneh, ill respeet of its comparative
rhan,-e of obtaining
cretlence,
under the sectn'it_ afforded against
deception
by the faculty of viva voce cross-

signation of the offence, tbeunmeaning
appellation of eouspirae!/wa_
employed.a
One of them,
/_gan, being, in pursuance
of his sentence, put
into the pillory, was murdered
by the populace
upon the spot,
Another,
Berry, died of his
wounds. Vt'hether any real mischief, other than
the alarm_ was done by this confederacy,
seems,
after all, a matter of doubt.
In the only case
the partmulars of which are known, the two vietiros, though engaged by a sort of treachery in
thecomm_.smn
et'theindividualoff_nce
of which
in consequence
they were convicted, had, in pursuance of their own schemes_ been habitual depredators,
though, for anything
that appears, in
a line somewhat inferior in eriminahty;
viz. sirepie theft, instead of robbery accompanied
with
force.
This beingthe
supposed ca_e, the effect
of the terror inspired by such practice would be
purely salutary
rather than otherwise,
tending
to the destruction
of confidence among maleo
factors, and thereby to the destruction
of that
small and destructrve
portion of society, whose
destruction
is the preservatmn
of the innocent
part.
The malefactors
v,ere, two of them_ tourdared in the pdlory.
The murderers,
ff not
thieves themselves, wereprobablyset
on by those
who were.
Correct orineorree% thefol]owlng
morerecent
story, copiedfrom thenewspa]rers,
will beequallv
subservient
to the purpo,e of tllustratmn:_
"
"' A curious stratagem
in the trade of thief,
eatcht_#
was played off ou Tuesday,
at broad
noon, in the sequestered
walk which" leads from
the end of the canal at the top of the Green Park,
thrmlgh
the shrubbery,
to the gate at I-lydePark ('orner. A fellow, who had the appearance
of a tkrmcr's or cow-keeper's
servant,
with a
mlik-ve.,sei it'. his hand, and a watch in his fi>b,
stretched himseif on his hack upon the gra.,_s at
the rear of the ILanger's Lodge. as if drunk and
asleep
while two . of his" companion_ ". took . their
• ; at
stations
somedtstance.
A sweep, with his bov,

examination,
a true story is so sure to poe_
sess over a false one. For, by the delivery of
a true story,
no other faculty
is called into
exercise but the memory-a faeulty in re-_peet
of which, to any such purpose as that herein
question,
no deficiency
can exist in the mired
of any man.
For the delivery of a false story
adequate
to the production
of the same effect,
the exercise,
and the sitccessful
exercise,
ei
two other faculties,
each of which must he
possessed
In an extraordinary
degree of perfaction-viz. invention
and fiidgmcnt--ls
mdispensable.
The gramt instrument,
the touehahme
by
which falsehood is detected,
is inconsistent).
In the dehver)
of a true and correct
_arratire, inconsistencies
are impossible;
fbr, of'
arty two, or an)' tlumber of real t'aets, to .-av
that any one can he inconsistent
with m_y
other,
is a contradiction
in terms.
Falsehoods,
to escape
detection,
must to appear' anee
be equally
clear of inconsistency,
ef
inconsistency,
as well with respect
to each
other,
as x_]th respect
to all kuown and indisputable
truths.
But to invent a nmnber,
though
it were but a small number,
of false.
hoods,
which shall not only at the moment
but on all tutare
occasions
stand
clear of
every such inconsistency,
is in general (especiallv under the check of cross-examinatiun)
_ a task ofextrerne
di_iieulty : and, b_ the tolee
of that cheek, the number of such facts which
a man shall be called upon to invent--to
it,vent at the moment,
on pain of seeing tl_e
expected fruit of'his labours gone, and punt,hiEment
ready to fall upon his head instead vf
!

passing shortly afterward,
the tormer fell cod_- i it, is without
limit : and in the exercise thus
pletely into the trap, by embracing what he, no [ ffiven to it, the faculty of invention
must at
doubt, conemved to ire the fortuna,e opportuui_y
every step be arcompanied
and supported
t*.¢
of helping lumself to the sleeper'b watch; who
the ]'aculty of judgment,
and that at a pitch
suffered him, without interruption,
to bear off of perfection,
such as the strongest
mired can
his prize for a dozen yards, and then, it roping
up, raised the hue arff3 cry of stop thiet:! which _ never feel itself assured
of rJsing to.
was instantly
repeated by his eompar.ion,
and
Where,
as in the sort of case in question,
the sweep seized, with the watch in h_s possesthe perceptions
obtained
were at. the time
stun. They insisted on taking him immediately
assoemted
with such an idea of their impairto Bow Street, and prosecuting
him tbr the robtance as was sufficient
to command
a three
bery: but a reputable
and resolute gentleman,
of attention
sufficient
to fix them
in the
who lives at Knightsbridge,
and who saw the
memory,-and the first depth ot the impreswhole transaetion_ interfered, and told the captors.•
stun has not been defared in any considerable
that if they took the prisoner before a magastTate, to prosecute
him capitally |br the offence
degree
by the hand of time,the images
into which they had entrapped
hint, he shoatd
presented
by the memory are at all times the
certainly accompany
them, and give evidence of
same:
no danger
of inconsistency
between
their eontplraev:
upon which they very quietly
the account
_ven of a fact at one time, and
surrender&l their prisoner, and nmrched off."-the account
given of the same Net at another
_l'iraes, 1st Aur,_u;t 180_.

.-
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can be adjusted,
no real archetype
by which
favour of the plaintiff's
side, and grounded
on
the)" can be fixed, will be at ever_ momeJJt
the mendacious
testimony
of tile plaintiff, is
liable to be changed:
and as often as a change
greater
than what i_ ap_ to result
trom an
(though
it be ila any the minutest
particular)
erroneous
decision pro),ounced
in a case wherg
takes place, so often is au immine_it
damager
tire same quantlly
of money is at stake upon
of inconsistency,
and thence
of detection,
the g)ound
of the mendacious
testimony
of
produced
along with iT.
the defendant.
Let it nc,t here be tbrgotten,
that for these
The rea_-on is, that in the station of plain.
always dangerous,
though perhaps
necessary,
I tiff it rests with every man to muhiply
s_aita
lemuneratory
arrangements,
the demand
is at pleasure
; to ht_rass with suits any persons
pro,iuced,
in noincou_iderable
degree, by the
and any number el persons
at pleasure.
It.
exclusionary
s_s_em;
viz, by that b,anch of
then,
by his own testimony
alone,
he haa
it, which, on the score of vexation
(ff [or any , obtained
a judga,cnt
against this or that one
reason at all,) tbrbids the apphcatio_l (_t judi.
person, that testimony
b_ing generall_
undercial que_tioJl._ to any such purpose
as that of
stood to be me_,dacious,--in
such _._e, this

_

extracting
evidence of guilt flora tile lips of i oncga'oundle_-s
d,,mand having succeeded
with
malefactors.
And m(,,euvcr,
that among
the
him, there is a danger le.-t he should extend
effects of it is th._t of making it mc)_'s into- i hl_ enterprises
to another,
and then to at)rest to nurse h'ss mise_,levous
malefactor-,
etl;er, and so on without
limit.*
capable
of yieldi_:g
but small rewards,
till
This m_ght he the ca.e, for example,
if, ia
they have ripened into n,alelhct.rs
of a more
the character
of an informer,
a lnan were to
nJ_schievous
dv_':_ii,ti-n,
yielding
larger
retake upon himself to _aise lnoney by hi. own
wards.
By this means,
while
mischief
is mendacmu_
testimon),
instituting,
or eao,mg
weeded out with one hand, it is sown with
to be in.titutcd,
against a person
altogether
another.
Bat this part of the mischief seems
innocent,
a charge of having committed
8nine
referable rather to the gradation
established
offence,
to which a pceunmry
penalty,
paybeT_een the quantum
of reward
in one ease
able in the whole or in part to the informer
and that in another,
than to the application
or witness,
stand_ annexed;
and supporth_g
of remunerator?
arrangements
in aid of penal
the charge by his own le_timony:
that testa.
ones.
runny (the defendant
being innocent)
ot course
_endacious.
CHAPTER
VIII.
But though,
on the supposition
that
any
a,_ that et making
a trade of
OF THE COMPARATIVE/ttlSCHIEF IN THE EVEN 1' such practice
OF MISDECI¢,ION_TO TtlE PREJUDICE OF TIlE _iving groundless
_nformations
supported
by
PLAIN'IIFF'S OR OF THE DEFENDANT'S SIDE.
_,_e te_tnnon)
were habitual
the danger in.
dicated
and the _darm produced
by a given
Ttt_ above-mentioned
particulars,
such of sum raised in this way by a given number
of
tbem as the nature of each case has happened
suats, would be greater
than the dan_er indite present,
having been taken into consldeeared and the alarm produced
by the same
ration, and _he trustworthiness
of the witness
sum raL-ed b) e_hdence
equall)
ialse m the
or witnesses
on one or both sides remaining
same number of suits ot all olh_r kinds taken
in doubt,
and _dth it the deci,ion proper to together
; yet it |bllows not That, in any given
be grounded
upon the evidence.-a eonside_nit Taken by itself (and, independently
of
ration to _hieh
it may be of use that the
any such habitual
practice,
the existence
of
mind of the judge should not be wholly anal_bich
is supposed,
tor mere illustration,
to
tontine, is the differe_ee
Of any) in point of have been ascertained,)
mendacity
in Ibis ease
mischief, that may bc.mcitient
to the decision;
_s at all more probable,
than, Ruder the acwz. according
as it happe_s
to have /or its
tmn cf a pe,'u.mry
interest
of eqt)al value, i_
sole or principal
ground
the testimony
of an
would be in any o_ber sort, of suit, _hether
extraneous
witness,
or that of a party, and.
on the p]aint_ff'_ or on the del_ndant's
side.
ot the parties,
that ofa detbndant
or that of
An intbrmer
is one who, at the invitation
a plaintiff.
For if, as between
right decision
of the taw, lends his hand to the administraa_d mi_decision,
the scales
of probability
lion of justice.
It tbllows not, tha_ because
appear to hang upon a level, his choi_'e will
a man is ready for a certain price to give true
)_aturMly tall on that side on which, if to the
prejudice
of that side miadeeision
should on* In this case, however,
the mischief
prosue, the quantity
of the mischief
resulting
dueed in the shape of danger and alarm to the
community at large_ will be apt to be les_ where
from it will be at the lowest pitch,
the demand had for its ground a clmm of inI. Mischief
of plaintiff's
me_daeious
selfdemnitication
(vi_ on the score of a lo_s alread}r
serving testimony,
compared _'ith that of demcurred_ and known to be so,) than _here suea
fendant's
ditto,
previous loss _s out of the question.
T',.e r_ason is, that, in t_e caseof indemnifiIn general,
in a ease wl,'cre mone)
is at
- ,_ - qu_:_tum ot . poss_bte
.
cation,, the eggr%ate
de,take.
the qu.mTum of mlschiet' liable to rerounds, true and raise, is limited by tire aggregate
suit trotn nat _rroneoas decision pronotmced
in quantum
of act:uat lo_es,

:
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evidence, he is ready ?o give false evidence
for the same price: it follows not, any more
than that because a man is ready, ill the
eapacity of a judge, for a certain salary, to
engage to administer justice, and do hi.- part
towards the due execution of the laws, he is
ready, for the same salary, to engage to practise "depredation under the name of ju_ticc,
It follows not, any more titan that because
for a given price a nmn is ready to eugage
to contrlbute to the defence of his co retry
against the invasion eta foreign enemy, therefore for the same price he is ready to engage
to contribute to the destructmn of h_scountry
in the service o{ the enemy. It follows not,

i
To originate causes of suit--and
thence
{ in a remote wa_- (though not to a certainty)
t to originate suits themselves-is compete]at
I to any man : and thence to a man who, when
the suit takes [,lace, occupies the station of
_ defendant.
To originate a suit immediate.
ly, and without needing the concurrence or
i antecedent agency of any other individual,
t belongs also to any individual: which indlvldual, as soon aa the smt is instituted, assumes
t thereby the character, and occupies the eta.
i tion, of plaintiff.
But to originate any sort
of suit, either remotelv, as in the character
of future contingent defendant, or immedi.
" ately, as in the character of actual plaintiff,

that because by swearing truly he expects to
gain £10, therefore he will depose falsely for
that purpose; nor that, because, at the expense of the same stun expended in costs of
prosccutiot
he seeks the pleasure of revenge
at the expense of any person who, no matter
on what account, has become the object of
his ill will, -- therefore, to gain the end of
the prosecution, he wilt, in the character of

t is the exclusive character of a part),, and is
I incompatible with the station of extraneous
witness.
IlL Mischief of party's self-disserving,
[ compared with that of his self-serving, men_daemus testimony.
[
In the ease where it happens to a man's
i testimony to be mendacious to his own pre; judice, and not to the prejudice of any one

witness for the prosecutor,
deliver mendsdons criminative evidence.
In various ages and countries, mischief in
vast quantity has been operated by men in
the character of informers.
But the testimany by which in these instances it has beer,
operated _ the testmmny which has served
as the instrument of the m,schief, has been,
not mendacious, but veracious testimony; the
fault has lain, not in the informers, but in
the laws.
England, in the time of Henry VII., atforded a remarkable example-probably the
most remarkable that as to be tound in the
history of any age or'nation--of
mischief
flowing in prodigious masses from this source,
But, in so far as it was the cause of terror,
and a fit object of blame, the mischief was
the sole work of the legislator• Laws were
sown, that forfeitures might be reaped.
II. Mischief of party's mendacious tee*lmany, compared with that of extraneous witness's &tto.
In general, the quantity of mischief apt to
result from misdecision in favour of either
side, when grounded on mendacious testi
many on the part of an extraneous witness,
is not so great as when grounded on the mendacious testimony of either party, testi_,ing
in his own favour,
The reason is, that it depends not on an
extraneous witness to originate the suit, in
the course of which his testimony is delivered :
it lies not therefore in his power, as in that
of a plaintiff, to multiply suits at pleasure,
and (if gain were to be made by unjust demantis, supported by mendacious testimony)
to multiply at pleasure occasions of employins testimony aS an instrument of legal depredation.

I else,--in such case. if a decision conformable
, toit be grounded or*it, which decision thereb_
! comes under the description of mi_deei_._ot_,
] the mischief of such misdeeision does net
i stand upon so high a footing as that of a rotsI decision to the same effeCt produced by m_y
I of the ordinary causes.
The reason is, that the mischief of t_,e
seeoml order-- the danger amt alarm,*-- m
comparison with which the mischief of the
first order is much int_lior its importance,
amounts to nothing in this case. A man, as
of_n as, without being guilty, he cbooees to
, confess himself guilty, will suffer accordicgly:
i let this be understood.
But what, in this
case, is the amount of the danger ?--for how
few are there who will be disposed to make
any such ehoicel_and
if there were ever so
many more, where is the great harm done_
-_'emo aud_atur petite volens, says the maxim
of Roman-Gallic law. But on the other hatJd
comes the maxim, l_olentt non fit injurla:
why refuse to hear him whose wish it as to
" perish," if, in the judgment of the person
most competent, he will not be injured by
it? So again as to the alarm.
For, by the
supposition, the choice is the man's own : if
force be employed, the ease quadrates not
with the present ease ; and who is there, in
whose breast any pain of apprehension can
be infused by the idea of an evil to which
he cannot be exposed but by his own free
choice ?
But though, in this extraordinary sort of
ease, the mischief of misdecifion is not so
great as in ordinary cases, still neither is tile
ease altogether free from mischief.
For, by
"Dumont, Traitds de Ldoislation ;_an---'-dse"-e
Introduction lo _h%rals and Ira#isis*ion (VoL
I.p. 60 et seq.)
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the rmmlfe_, opposition of the ease to the
ordinary course of human conduct,-- men at

of mendacity, and consequent deception and
misdeeision, fi'om the giving an unlimited hal-

large, observing a man convicted on his own
self-eriminative testimony--on
his own confessoriat evidence, which afterwards is by
accident discovered or suspected not to have
been true, will be led to suptul_e or su,peet
it to be the result of secret subornation :
subornation acting possibly by holding out
hope of reward--more
naturally by holding
out fear of undue punishment, or of injm 9"
in sortie other shape,
Hence one reason, why confession in general terms shouhl never be received, to the
exclusion of complete as well a.s correct testimony i_om the same source: to the end
that, in ease of iucorrectne._s or incompletehess, intentional or not intentional, .such sell:
re_rdingand_etf-crimiu,
itive testnnony may,
fi'mn the appro;ed ._ources, counter-evidence
mM counter-interrogation
(performed at any
rate by the judge,) take its chance of being
rendered correct and complete : as it. instead
of being self-rewarding, il; had been so mtreh
extraneous testimony,

mission to the testimony of the plaintiff.
By way of antispasmodic against the ter.
rors from this source, it may be proper cm thi_
occasion to bring to mind once more the testimony of experience, eertif)'ing that, in so
many cases, where, by the reason of the most
cogent interests, the mendacity-promoting
force has been at its highest pitch, no syruptoms of mischief fi'mn this source have ever
been diseerniblc : habitual and professional
depredators, detiveringtheir testimonyagainst
accomplices, under tile temptation offered
by impunity instead of capit.,d punishment,
with the addition of pecuniary rewards to aM
amount far beyond what are usually offcred
to individuals at large. These are rewards
earnihle by truth as nell a._ by falsehood.
But rewards, equal]yoflhred, mad not ear_ible
but hy mendacity, are the le_ards by _hich
servants in tr_le, who have go,Ms to deliver
front traders, tt_eir masters, to customers, are
invited to steal the good_, and then by their
testimony charge the customer with the receipt of them--the
customer, whose true testimony cannot be opposed to their mendacious
evidence.
LauT/er. The defendant will stand exposed
tO whatever
d;tlJger
is attached
to the
admis-
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IX.
AGAINC3T THE

MAY

PRESENT

INCONTHEM-

AS LIABLI, TO Anise
fROM THE ABOOF THE EXCLUSIONARY
RULES.

Panic terrors, geuuine and counterfeit, are
am,Jug the li_-gttards of abuse. From reform,
be it what it may. fears are profe.-,ed t,v
sharp-sighted hypoclites-f_ars are felt an[1
entertained
hy their weak-sighted
dupe_,
Knavery pre_ents the phauta_-mag'orie mugnit)'ing glass ; mid it is through this medium
that daut_er is viewed by the eye of imbecility,
Anything which, in the ease of the reforms
here proposed, may eontrib/ite to allay the
accompanying apprehension, is deserving of
notice_
The safeguards here in view may be ranked
in the first place under two heads:-- 1. Sateguards against deception and consequent misdecision ; 2. Safeguards against vexation, in
so far as unnecessary and unprofitable,
Under either head may again be distinguised __ 1. Such as exist or would take place
of themselves, but may notwithstanding
be
pointed out to good purpose, as being liable
to be overlooked ; 2. Such as, though not at
present in existence, nor of a Mature to take
place of themselves, might (as it seems) be
established to good purpose, and may therefore be considered as eventually waiting to be
established.
Under the head of existing safeguards, the
following may be worth noticing:-One _ground of alarm may be, the danger
VoL VIL

sion of the testimony
of the
2_'or,-Lawqer,
Good : but

ptainti!t:

while, from the
admission given to him, the plaintiff derives
the faculty of d_livering false testimony to
tLc prejudice of the defendant, _ so, by the
admission given to the testimony of the detendant, does the defendant derive the faculty
of defending himself, for wlfieh, by the sup.
positron, tile simple truthis sufiieient. Truth
opposing herself to the plaintiff, truth giving"
her support to the defendant,_
plaintiff and
defendant being in other respects on equal
terms.--in
favour of which side lie the odds?
LauTer. But a cast that in reality wilt frequently happen, is, that the matter of faet_
notwithstanding
the consequences of it with
relation to the interests of the defendant, has
riot fallen tinder his cognizance.
If, the def_ndant having been wounded, it be by"your
hand that the womid has been intlieted, it,
can scarcely happen but that. the fact must
have tall en within your knowledge. Part if it
has been by the teeth of a dog of yours, or by
tlle horns of a bull of yours, this may as well
have happened, you being at a hundred mik,
distance, as in your presence.
The plaintiff
being predisposed to lie, and ha_-ing his choice
of lies, his care will be, that in the scene he
feigns, you, the defendant, shall lint be one
of the actors.
IVon-Lawyer. Doubtless this will be his best
pulley ; just as, under your own established
and therefore
faultless system, were the
tradesman's servzmt to steal the goods, and
p
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1hen swear he bad delivered them to the cu_- and the transaction itself (the contracL or
turner, tt would he better policy to suppose whatever it be) out of which the right arises,
them delivered at his house out of ills p_e- be by that means rendered impossible? And
sence, than in his presence ; although the tes- suppose him (like Duke and no Duke) never
timony of the customer, to whose loss the to travel without a train of" witnes,es at his
thet_ and tile perjury are committed, would
heels: have you any secret you could supply
not be admitted to contest it.
him with, to enabte him to keep them alive
But, the dora' being, by the supposition,
at pleasure?
as completely open to the testimony of the
He should have provided himself with legal
d_.fcnd:mt as to that of the plaintiff, and the evidence ! Do._ ou and yours, from the lowest
fact on which the plaintiff grounds his claim to the highest of you, know what legal evi.
hmn_ by the supposition a fact altogether
deuce is? Would )ou let him know, if you
tM-e.--the
case will be. that tile defendant,
did? Did youever, with your own go_d_'itl,
it" be contests the claim, believes the fact to do anything towards_ letting men know what
be fidsc. Under whatever sanction, thereibre
(on this subject or on any other) the law_
(call it oath, call it what else you wiU,) the the law which you every day compose on
plaintiff affirms, contrary to truth, his per- pretence of declaringit--is
? Have you ever
suasion of the existence of the flint, thc de- ceased to do whatever was in your power to
fondant will of course affirm his persuasion
prevent alt such knowledge [rum being atof the non-existence of it. Here, then, it tainable---to keep all such knowledge out of
must be conf_e.,l, we have a danger of de- their reach?
ception, as we have in _11cases in which tesThe system which thc suitor supposes to
timony is adatitted. But the plaintiff's story,
be established--the
system on the confidence
being by the supposition an utter falsehood,
of which he acts, is the sy,tem declared to
has everything to fear from scrutiny, from him by domestic experience, tight reason, m_d
eounter-interrogation,fromwhatevercountercommon sense. This %v_temhe sees pure,ned,
evidence can be afforded by circumstances
even by you and yours, in some eases: d_while the assertion of the defendant, bein
ceived by your indefatigable self-eulogiua,s,
true, can find nothing to oppose i_;frmn either
he concludes it to be pursued in alt c_,e-.
of these sources.
Your exceptions, extensive al*d numerous- a_
Now observe how the matter stands under they are. how should he divine them ? To
.your system.
Innumerable are the instances
give himself the least chance ibr it, it would
m which the tact constitutive of a right on be necessary for hint. at the outset, to h%.ia
the part of Tltius, being true, would be tes- with discarding his ordinary guides, coma:oh
tiffed and put beyond doubt by the testimony
honesty and cnmnmn senoe.
of Titius, if, Titius being plaintiff, his _estitlere m,ty be the place to observe once
runny were admitted. In perhaps the greater
more, that the utmo:t danger which can be
mlmber ot these instances, the fact being as apprehended flora the freest admission of selfwell known to the delendant as to the plain- serwng testimony on both sides, is intbrior.
tiff, and the defendant not being dispo_ed to far interior, to that which, under the teehnibe at the expense of perjury to save paying col system, has place in every day's practice.
what in justice he ought to pay, he would
In all eases, from the mos_ lightly to the most
do one of two things : if the fact had fatlen heavily penal (personal injuries, acts ofdeprewithin his coguizanee, he _;ould confess it ; if dation, acts of n_alicious destruction,) where
the fact had nut fallen under his cognizance,
an injury by which an individual is the irayet, hearing it sworn to by the plaintiff, and mediate sufferer is treated on the tooting of
not looking upon the plaintiff as a man who a crime,-- the testimony of the party injured
would perjure himself, he would not, upon (testifying under the influence of an intohis oath, declare his disbelief of the statement
rest in the strictest sense pecuniary, viz. that
sworn to on the other side.
constituted by costs, --and always under the
Now what does your system in this case?
smart of the injury, be it what it may,) is
To the evil-doer it insures success and tri- I admitted under the name of evidence', and
omph, without peril of perjury, or expense I under the sort of sanction reserved for tht*-e
of litigation: to the innocent and injured, it ; declarations which are received under _he
ensuresloss, without hope of'safety--injury,
i name and on the footing of e vidcnce,--the
without the possibility of selLdefence,
t sanction of an oaH_. tbrtlfied by the eventual
][,ateTer, Well, and what then? He should punishment attached to the "breach of it:
have been wiser. It should have been his t while, on the el;her side (the defendant's,)
care to have provided himself with legal evi- though, under the name o_ the defence, the
deuce.
[party, if present (which i_t slightly penal
lqoa.Za_oyer, tits care! Yes: but can it be _causes _t Is not necessary that he should be.
s secret to you, that in nrany eases such pro- ca,nnog be prevented t¥om saving what be
vision would be impossible? that in o_hers ] thinks fit,--yet,
what he does say, not bethe precaution would be resented as an insult, _ing corroborated by the sanetiou of an oatlJ,
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to counter-interroga-

finn, fia)ting
the
is not ofreceived
eviden,'e, under the name not- on
What is to the present
purpose,
is this
question :-- If no mischief
is exl,ericneed
from the partial admis¢ion of self--erring
tesiimony, the admi_siml of it on _hc plaintiff's
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in this

place,

be re-

i_ a,hoveas will
garded
superfluous
serve fbrandan premature
indication :ofwhat
the
ends to which tile proposed
arrangement
is
directed.
To frame an apposite
system
of
liook-kecping,
whereby,
tbr each cause, the
labour of rc_Ntration
could be reduced with-

side-- itonie mo_t
that side
on which
hathgreater
heen
seen)
dan_erou_
--can (as any
dan_er be rca,onahly
apprehended
trom the
imimrtialadmi_sion
of it, from the unreserved
admission
of it on both sides ?
The above ohservation¢
on the safeguard_
which already exist, may sultrier to dispel all
va_ue tears that great lnejudicc
to justice
woalil result flom the abolition of the exclusior_ary rule.
Art ulterior
_afi,_'qard,
which is not, but.
which mi_lit be, and ought to be estabhshed,
is tt_e regtstra.tiun
of ewdenee,
By _he regi,tration
of evidence,
I do not
mean tile committing
of the evidence
t,_
writing in terminLs ; but merely the making
a memorandum
of the specic_ att(t nature
of
the evidence,
under apposite
heads,
The immediate
use is, to show. on the
occasion, ttte strength
of each art*ele of evidence : to indicate
the strength
of it, as thr
as the denmnination
to which it belongq, and
under _ tdch _t is enteled,
may be conducive
to that purpose.

the compass t,_k,
of aand
fi,w notwords,
would one.
be a
,i in
consequential
a difficuh
I
I _pcak of the s)_tem of registration
as
I exbihitli_g
the maximum
of" mischief
tYom
deception
and consequent
misdecision
having
infirmity of evidence
fi_r its cause.
I say the
me.r_mum ; it being understood
thai.
supposing ira every eau,e the decision
given in
favour of that side of the cause on which the
evidence
was thus det;ective
to have
been
erroneous,
the greatest
number of cau_e_ in
which this error-error from thi.* source-could have taken place, is thus brought
to
view.
But so it may be. that in no one of all
tho_e instances
was the decision
erroneons;
still, in thi_ case, the word maximum
is not
less appo,ite
than if the decision
was erroneou_ in all those instances.
On the present
occasion,
in _peaking
of
infirm amt ¢u*pectable
evidence_ those causes
alime of inferiority
need Ire thought
of, that
have been brougt_t
directly
to view in the
course
and tbr the purpose
of the ptesent
J work.
In a system o_ registration,
in so Ikr

The ulterior
use is.cause
to putin awhich,
mark of
tinction
upon every
on disthe
side in favour of wl]ich the decision was pronounced,
the mass of evidence
wa% in point
of strength,
in a_,y respect
below the ordmar3
standard,
The ultimate
use is, toindwate,
not indeed
the exact quantity
of the mischief (far when
_here is none, none can be indicated,)
but
the maxi;n;m_ of the m_ehief
which, in tl_e
way of inf.-decision,
under an? head of infirmity or suspicion,
cat) have owed its birth to

[_ as
adaptedotherto eausea
the end ofhere
in question,
several
inlirmity
would the
be
equally enmled
to a plaoe.
The heads being
[ expressed
by apposite
denominations,--the
operation
o[ making, on the occa,ion of such
cause, the _vecal
entries
under those several
heads, would present little difficulty.
Meteantile book-keeping,
an art _hieb, under the
existing system of nomenclature,
is clouded
i and perplexed
by obscure
and unexplained
fictions,
pre_eats much more.*

the abolition
of the exclusionary
rule :--. 1.
Judgment
for the plaintiff.
Evltienee
for lhe
plaintiff,
none bat the plaintit/'_s testimony,
Evidence
for the defendant,
none but the
defendaaat's
testimony.
2. Ju(Igment_ for the
defendant
: state of the evidence
the sam_
3. Judgment
again tbr the plaintiff.
Evidence
of the plaintiff delivered
bv. him, or not dellvered : the fact (the eollative,
or say investitiv-e, fact, by which
the right in question
was eonf[,rred on him) not having t;allen within his cognizance,
nor any other fact serving
for proof of it in the way ot'cireumstantial
evi-

'_ Thus much being said of one ]?art of the
proposed system of judicial book-keeping,
a word
or two. for the purpose of sketching
out a general idea of the remainder,
may perhap_ not
appear nfisemployed.
Suggested ]_y a collective
view of all the endsof justice, the system, taken
in both its part% embraces m itsdesign all these
several ends.
raore misdecision
particularly
theOfthe
object part
is to here
prevent
:inqnestion,
it accord.

ingly present_ continually
to the _'iew of the legis]ator the several quarters in which the seeds
of misdeeision seem to be most apt to lurk.
Of the remaining part, the object is to prevent needless.and avoidable delay, vexaticm, and
expense.
Taklng_ theretbre,
tbr the standard
denee.
Extraneous
witness,
Matthew
Mar- : C(uantity of that mass of collateral i_,.eonvemenee,
tyr
his testimony
exposed
to suspicion
by
the quantity which experience
has shown to be
interest
derived from relationship,--he
being
._uftlcient in a vast majority of the whole number
husband,
son, t_tther, brother,
partner,
serof causes of all sorts,--it
calls upon the judge.,
rant, raaster,
to the plaintiff;
or by speeifie
in each instance in which that standard quantity
pecuniary
interest,
it) such or such a way; or
has been exceeded r m point out, by apposite
byimprobity,
as evidenced
by his having been
entries
apposrte
heads,suchin excess
his view
the
matter, under
the cause
by which
hasofbet_
_o_JvieCed of such or such an offence,
necessitated_ or at an), rate produced.
(]g"
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Lawyer.
What!
more records?
and have
we not records enough already?
and is there
not euough in them ? and is there
to be nothing said about John Doe and Richard
Roe ?
and do you mean to confound
the distinction
between
courts
of record anti courts
not of
record ?
IVon.Lawyer.
To make answer
lo vent
question%
the matter of your records m:(v be
divided into three portions :-- 1. Sheer lie. ;
Of the estzbh.hed
system of mercantile
bookkeeping, whose
|he object
m view isitto isenable
the indivldual
transactions
employed
t,)
reexmt_ to a_certain at any time the halance as
between the amount of assets and debts due,
with the amount of protit or loss from each
source ; for tile purpose of raising to its m,,.xlmum the aggregate
of the one, and reducing to
its minimum the aggregate of the other; not to
speak of other subordinate
objacts tbreign to tile
present purpose,
Of a rational and honest system of jndMzl
book.keeping
(not to speak here of the us:s to
individual_
in the character of smtors, or of t_.e
uses toth@udge,)
the uses to thelegislator
_ould
be, to enable
hun tooi reduce
to its minimum
aggwegate
amount
misdeeision
and iailure the
of
ju._tice on the one haled-- of judicial
delay, expence, and vexat:on, on the other: and ti_is by
mdieatim;
in each in_tanee (in so far as it 1",
susceptible of i_aheauon) the maxunum,
and, if
possible, the actual amountj of each iudtvidufl
mischief pn_luced
on each occasion;
w;th the
cause, so far as it may be discernible,
Of the actually exI'sting system ofjudiclal
reiStratmn and non-registration
(lbr omissions
ve their eili:ct, and thmr use.) as established
by and under th= teehnieA and t_e-gathermg
sy<tern, what true account can a man fihd to give ?
That the effbe! of _t has been, mo_t certainly,
and the des_ffn of it ahno_t a_ certainly,
to enable the masters and journeymen
of the ju_*tieeshop to cheat and deceive their customers,
(if the natural and inevitable causes of cornp hcation (wifich _s as much as to sav, of an extra

EVIDENCE.
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2. Impertinentanduselesstruths;
3. Instructire truths.
The instructive
truths--that
is, heads for the reception
of these--it
is our
wish to pre_,erve ; though it would require a
microscopic
eye to spy them
out : and if
they were of iron, so much the better,
because in that case a magnet would save li,ne
and scrutiny.
Ot the sheer lies and impertim, nt trutI,_,
I agree with ) ou that there L- enough ah'c.d_,
and therefore
it is we propo_-e that no h:rth,'t
additions
shall be made to that part of tl,e
stock.
If your relish fiir the d_.-h remah_after the odvr tacri has evaporated,
you k!t_,w
where there L- enough tar it.
Courts of record--courts
not of recur?'. A
precious
distinction,
truly!
A preciml_ end :_
aims at--and
a p;ecious
n-e ha, beeu ins(k,
of it ! Know _ou then of that judge, wht,-,.
eperation_
will he likely to be better -e. m'd
against
error (de_igm d and unde-;gm,d_-against needless delay, expen.e,
and vexati,m,
bv the assurance
that the}" will be buried fl_
oblivion ? Can there he _-o much as a prrtenee for omitting
to perpetuate
the nl_ lno:,
of everything
that passe._ (except the ve:'bt,v:e
of advocates
and pattie,,)
rodeos it be tt,,little importance
of the cause, eompmcd u_q_
the delay, expense,
and vexatmu,
attached :t,
theregi_tration
of it? And(h_ _oulmt k_,¢)',,.
that file u.-e mined at by the ¢lL-tme_.mJ3. ai_:
by the consequences
grmmdcd
on it. ue_t *'_
secure the judges that invente,l
it ag,,:l_s_ '_,'
competition
of judges
below
them, aml _.,1
one side of then_ ? and that, among the ci_._t
courts not of record, the equity courts--tl_e
courts which reject,
a_ " beneath
their d'gnity," all causes oI iesb than £10 _alne--are
at the head of tile list ?
So much as to the safeguards
against mi-,
decision.
For the avoidance
of unneee_ar_

degree of expens% vexatmn,
and c,t.lay,) a eravexation,
an important
lnaxitrt renlairls to bc
lectt_e,
supposed
pretty tocomphte
view
brought
to view.
is
¢iven and
in ita is
"_/'abte
annexed
another work
(,g_;oteh I_,'firrm, i'a Vol. V. of this collection :)
I suppose the ends of justice substituted
w
and alo:lg with them, foriltustration,
under eaca
the end_ of _udicature.
1 suppose h?pocn_?
cause, a bet of examples,
exhibiting
the suits oi unmasked,
l suppose honest
eyes opene_,,
diffi-rent deserTtions
in which it _s most apt to imbeeihty
iu honest guidarlee.
I suppt_-e tie
have place. A certain porUon of tune (and that
door thrown
wide open not onl3 to al _d!happdy
a very short ume) poi_,ted out by exing testimony,
hut to all lights that are t_
perienee,
is taken _br tile standard:
these are
called s_mple causes. To this standard all other
be el!cited
t_om interrogatories
adminL, tered
causes are re[i_rred:
they are called con_ple,r
to unwilling
testimony:
to unwil!inb,
testlcauses.
'faking any given individuai eause--it'
mony. whatsoever
he the now terrible,
the
the length of nine it oceu 1 ms extend considers_ now tremendous,
fruits of it : lights collected
bly beyond that standard length--if
it be of such I without
reserve,
from unwilling
witnea_e_,
a length as to require adjournment,
the demand
although
the result should be the diminishi_ag
for the extra lenfith must have tor its cause some
one or more otthe
causes enumerated
in the
the multitude
of misdeeds
of all kinds, a_al
Table.
These causes being all foreknown, and
diminishing
(if English
lawyers
and their
previously under_tood and ranged in the form of
dupes endure to see it diminished)
the bara table---the
judge,
as his warrant" for the adbarity,
as well as ].mbecility,
of their penal
joarnment
he puts upon it_ makes a memoran,
code.
dum
the at existence
such
cause
or causes:
each of
party
die san_ of
th-ae
being
called
ul_on to
annex to_uch indication a memorandum
of tile
assent to, or dt_sent from, the matter of fact as_rted by it.

Iu throwing
open the door to self.criminative evidence, one exception,
though but a
temporary,
aud thence a limited mid eontmUally expiring one, would require to be made.
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No admission
of such evidence
against
offbnces anterior
to the promulgation
(if the
law: the reform should not tte retrospective,
The reason i_ almost too obvious to bear
mentioning.
Transgressions
already committed are be)ond the reach of prevention:
punishment
would be misery m waste,
Not that, because
the case were called a
criminal one, there would be anything
gained
to general
utility by extending
the provision
to the exclusion
of satisfaction
on the score
of injury;
viz. where the author of the injury
cannot be a loser but the sufferer by it nmst
be (and tu the same amount)
a gainer.
But
under the existing
technical
sy,tem,
such is
the structure
of the established
tbrms, that
if the examination
of the def,_ndant remained
fbrbidden
to the one purpose,
it, would remain alike forbidden
to the other.
To the abuse here in question,
no correctioa would,
could, or ought so be administered,
but in the wa_ of statute
law.
To
render
the correction
retro-peefive,
wonld
i,clude
:n It ;m operation
ct e.r pc,_t facto
law. LegMators
shrink wMi uniform horror
h-ran the idea _t' such injustice.
Jurisprudermal law, fr_ml t_r_t to last, was formed iv
it.
Not a .,t,p can she take on any fre_-ii
ground---m_t
a ti'e-h stcp c m she take in any
d_reet.on,
that i_ not stah,ed
by injustice
dr'
th_sde_-cription.

CHAPTI_R
X.
l_l t A v t"i t- _ h T I O N.
At,.ttN-T the following errors it cmmcrns the
juttg,_ to be np,,n hi.- guard :-1. The mq.p,Mng
that there
is any man.
of wl,ose tc;:in_,',_
it is certa:n that it wilt
t}_rough,,at
he *rue: true to the purpose
of
wart;rating
the jmlge to treat
it as conclu_ive. i. e. exeh,
vc of all counter-evidence,
2. The SUpl,o_ing that there i_ any man,
(d x_h,oae tesumony
it is certain that it will
throughout
he untrue;
viz. to the purpose of
warranting
the jm!gc in refusing to hear it.
Not that the certainty
of its being throughout
untrue, wontd induce anything like acertainty
ot its being throughoat
uninstructive,
3. The su/:po_ing that there exist_ any one
sort of interest,
which, on the oeca_mn
in
question,
can be %we so to overpower
tile
t;orce of the vtanding
totela,'y
interest%
as to
render untruth
on the part _t the testimony
certain in all)" part. much lc_s ill the whole,
4.--or
any number of interests
acting m a
mendaelty-promotiog
direction,
S. The suppo_in_ that because,
as to thia
or that tact, the testimon)
in questmn
l_ meontestably
f,dse, and e,en
mendacious,-that thereIore
there is a certainty
of its being
false as to this or that othe* fact: much more
as to Nl the other faet_,
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6. The supposing
that,
where
there
are
divers interests,
to the action of which
the
testimony
is exposed on either side, there is
an)" one of'them
that ought to be neglected,
as if'destitute
of force.
7. The supposing
that,
where there
are
divers interests
acting on the santo side, the
aggreffate
force with which they act is to be
learnt
by counting
them,
without
regard to
the separate
force of each.
The above propositions
are the general r_sult of this work.
The anatomical
view ('shall we say) above
given of the human mind,--does
it quadrate
_Sth the truth ? No person
by whom thin
work can ever be taken in hand--no
person,
malt, or female, high or low, rich or poor, but
is cmnpetent
to judge.
But if it be, what must we say of the pielure given of it in the books ofjurisprudence?
ofthepictureofit,
as referred to, and_vrought
from, on every jurisprudential
bench?
Judging
of it from those books and those
benches,
is this branch
of practical
science
(if science it is to be called)
in any better
state than the science of anatomy,
wilcn the
circulation
of the blood was unknown,
and
nerves and tendons were confounded
under
one name?
or than chemimd
science,
when
the great Pinwale.n, no less profound
in che,mstrv. than
in Jurisprudence.
gave in the
pediaree of the metalg, certit)ing
them to be
the issue in tail la_ fully begotten
by Stephen
Sulphur
upon the body of Mary Mercury
?
By way of contrast
to tile above proposed
mementos, and that the reade_ in whose under-tm_ding there is any predilection
for reason,
or in whose heart there is any concern
for the
welfare of mankind,
might take his choice,
it had been m n;y intention
to subjoin a view
of those documents
to which English judges
are at pre_ent
in the babit
of resorting
for
their _mdance,
and which (in addition
to, or
in explanation
of, the particular
decision, the
_Upl)osed purport of wL_eh ha._ been preserved
hy chance,)
the ad_ot'ates
on each side arc
wont to l_resent them with in that view.
These documents
would range themselves
I naturally
into two classes : -- 1. Considera_
lions purely technical,
i. e. having
no reference to anything
that will be:_r the name of
rea_nn:
2. t:raymentet
ratlonalia;
considerati,.,n_ containing
ill them more or less of tile
matter of reason.
Fragments
they cannot but
be called;
inasmuch
as, continuing,
ahno_t
without
exceptiotl,
no reason
hut oil one
_ide, nor of that anything
better than a loose
and broken
hint., they can never,
in any instance,
be considered
as am_,unting
to an
entn'e reason, but mdy to a qaantit)'
of rough
matter,
by the help of which, with due rannagemeut,
a reason might be nmde.
0f this research,
what, it may be asked,
would be the use ?
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Illustration--illustration
merely. Amusement, and nothing more : or, if' anything beyond amusement, this :.-- that the portentous
worthlessness and depravity ot' the technica
system, and of that sort of trash which among
lawyers goes by thc name of science, may be
placed in yet another point of view: that, of
the mou_tain of their nonsense, the relative
as well as absolute magnitude may be measured by the molehill dimensions of such part
of their productions as, without abuse of
language, may be capable of pas,ing under the
name of sense,
To engage in any such research, in the
hope of any instruction, which in any other
point of view could afford payment tbr the
labour, would be to scrutinize the contents
of the first great dunghill that presented itself, for the possible pearls or diamonds that
might be to be found in it. It would at the
best be hke the reading over aud studying
the Bibliotheca of Alchemy, in the expectalion of meeting with instruction applicable
tothe advancement of nmdern chemistry.
In
the course of u twelvemonth,
it is not impossible but here and there a result might be
found presenting a fact of which no modm'n
chemist is apprized.
But, in less thau a
thousandth part of the time thus spent in
the purlieus of folly aml imposture, facts of
more use and importance might be brought
to certainty, and for the first time, by following the track already opened by genuine and
unpolluted science,
To subjoin a view of these lawyer's rea+
sons, technical and semi-rational, to the present work, had. as already observed, been my
intention. But, considering thebulkro which
the present publication ha_ already swelled,
the completion of what may be fouml to say
on this topic must he postpmwd. As for speeimens, they have been already seen: teehnie',fl
considerations in the chapter on restotative_
and elsewhere; fragmenta ratio**alm in some
of the reasons for the exclusion of ,elf-all,serving evidence, in the reasons tbr excluding
the testimony of a wife against her husband, _
in the use made of the words necessity,
course of trade,i' &e.
CONCLUSION.
WE are now arrived at the conclusion of this
work: a few leading considerations have been
pressingupon our minds throughout the whole
course of it. At present 1 speak particularly
to Englishmen; the application toother eountries wilt not be difficult,
1. So far as evidence is concerned (and
the limitation need not be anxiously insisted
on,) the existing system of procedure has
" Nupr,'l, pp. ti_0 t;.
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been framed, not in pursuit of the ends of
justice, but in pursuit of private sinister cuds
--in direct hostility to the public ends. It
is time that a new system be framed, really
directed to the attainment of the ends if
justice.
2. The models, the standards, the exemptL
fications of the proposed improved system_
nay, of a perfect system, are not ohject_ of
a Utopian theory ;--they
are within every
man's observation and experience--within
the range of every man's view--withhl
the
circle of every private man's family.
3. To find these models ot perfection, aa
Englishman has no need to go out of his oval
country: for invention there is little work-for importation, scarce any. English practice
needs no improvement
but from its own
stores: consistency--consistency
is the n_,e
thing needful: preserve consistency, and per+
f_ction is accomplished.
4. No new powers, no tamperings with the
constitution, no revolutions in power, nonew
authorities,
much less any foreign aid, are
necessary.
All that is necessary (and flus l+
necessary') is, that the laws made tbr the putpose should be made by the lawful legislator'
--not by a power _ubordinate to that of tlJc
legislator, taking advantage of hisneg/Jgence,
usurping his authority, legL,lating wnh randequate means, in pursuit of sinister ends,
on false pretences.
5. Nothing more is required, than the extending, in all causes and cases, to rich and
poor without distinction, that relief which in
certain causes and cases, and in certain dis.
triers, has beeu 'afforded to the poor : torn (by
the appointed guardians and iHends of the
people) from the rapacity, or abandoned by
the negligence, of their natural enemies.
6. It requires, indeed, the establishmen_
of local judicatures : but even this is not
innovation (not lhat even innovation, where
necessary, should ever be declined)--not
it,novation, but restoration and extension. Rest,,ratio_,-- of powers once in existence,* be.
fore they were swallowed up by the framers
of the existing s) stem of abusc, under tSvour
of their own resistless power, workir_g by
their own frauds, covered by their own dlsguises, in purstfi_ of their own sinister ends.
Ezetension-- the restoring, though with come
increase of amplitude, to one half of the islamt,
the fountains of justice so happily retaitmd by
the othcr._f
An aphorism not nnfrequentty quoted, and
seldom without approbation, is that of Machiavel, in which the taking the constitution of the country to pieces, for the purpose
of hringing it back to its first principles, is
spoken of as a wise and desirable course. Iu
" The Saxon ('ountv Courts.
5" The Sheriffs' Cou'rts and Borough Courts
in Scotland.

CONCLUSION.
the character of a general principle extending to all states, and to every branch of the
constitution of every state, it is founded on
vulgar prejadice, and lead- ro mischief.
It
supposes a constitution formed allat once: a
supposition searceanvwherc realized. It supposes experience worlh nothing; and herein
lies the great and mi_ehievous absurdity.
It
supposes men i_ the .savage state endued with
perfect wisdom, but growing less and less
wise as experience accumulates, and progress
is made iu the track of civilization.
It _upposes that, to make the British constitution
better than it is, we ought to hril)g it back
to what it wa_ in the time of William 1[I.,
or Charles I., or Fdward l_ or John, or William the Conqueror, or Alt?ed, or Egbert,
or Vortigern, or Ca,sibetaunos;
in whose
reign it would still have exhibited a picture
of degeneracy, if compared with the primeval
golden constitution of New Holland or _New
Zealand.
In the ease at present on the carpet, the
supposed wisdom of the maxim may fald an
apparent confirmation.
By doing away the
work of five or six hundred years, and throwing back the system of procedure, as to the
most fundamental parts, into the state in
_,'hieh it was at the time of Edward L and
much earlier, a mountain of abuse might be
removed, and even a near approach to perfeetion made.
Why ? Because iu principle
there is but one mode of searehi1_g our the
truth: and (batingthe corruption, introduced
by superstition, or fraud, or folly, under the
mask ot science) this mode, in so far as
truth has been searched out and brought to
light, is, and ever has been, and ever will be,
the same, in all times, and in all places--in
all cottages, and in all palaces_in
every inrally, and in every court of justice.
Be the
dispute what it may,---see everything tbat
is to be seen ; hear everybody who is likely
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to know anything about the matter: hear
everybody, but most attentively of all, and
first of all, those who are likely to know
most about it--the
parties.
Under the first Normans, as under the
Saxons, the parties were always present in
[?OURS, whoever else was present.
Each was
al!owcd to appear for hJ_ own beneiit ; each
was compelled to appear for the benefit of
his adversary.
Under the first Normans, as under the
Saxons, justice was within the reach of every
man : he might have it, in many eases, without travelling out of his own hundred;--ilt
almost all cases, without travelling out of
his own county. With, or even without, the
assistance of a horse, most eommordy he
nnght betake himself to the sea_ of judicature, and return, without sleeping out of
his own bed : at the worst, he might go mm
day, az_d returu the next.
With minds of a ee_'tain texture, many
points might perhaps be gained by quoting,
as if it were an authority, this conceit of
MaehiaveL
But to re_t the eause of utility
and truth upon prejudices and wild conceits,
would be to give a tbundatmn of chaff to an
edifice of granite.
In a work which, if true
or useful for a moment, will be go _s long as
men are men, the humour of the day is not
worth catching at any such price.
In point of taet, tho_, I mention it as mere
matter of accident, and m point of argumen¢
as no better than an argument ad l_ominem,
that the system of procedure here proposed,
happens to be, in its lhndamental principles,
not a novel, but an old one : and I give it
for good, not betause it is ohi, but although
it happens to be so. Parties meeting face to
lace, in courts near to their own homes: in
county courts, and, where population is thick
enough, in hundred-courts or town*courts.

NOTE

ON

THE

THE code recently promulgated for the kingdora of the Netherlands, fbrms in many respects, so far as regards the law of evidence,
an advantageous contrast w.ith most European
systems of jurisprudence,
Its superiority is most decided in the department of preappointed evidence, particulady under the head oi contracts: formalities
being, as it is fit they should be, prescribed,
but notperemptorihjso.
A contract, although
informally drawn up, may yet, if signed by
the parties, be received in evidence.
There
is also a system of registration for written
contracts.
It is an article of this code, that
oral evidence is not admissible to prove the
existence, or to dlsprove or add to or alter
the contents, of a written contract in form ;
bnt to this exclusiomtry rule there arc two
curious exeeprion_:
one in favour of the
poor--the
other in favour of the mercantile
classes.
If the property dependent on the
contract do not exceed the value of one hundred florins, or if the transaction which gave
rise to the contract he a commercial transaction, oral evidence may be heard. These cxccptions render the code mm'e wise and just,
but much less consistent,
In the department of testimonial e_idence,
the only ab_-olute exclusions are tho_e of the
Lusband or wife of a [,arty to the cause, and
all relatives of a party in the direct line: but
the retanves and eonnexions of a party in any
collateral line (as well as those of the busband or wifb of a party) to the fourth degree, are said to be reproch_ (in the Dutch
version of the code, geu'raaltt ;) as are albo
the presumptive heir, or servant of a party,
M1 persons directly or indirectly interested
(pecuniarily) in the cause, and all persons
who have been convicted of robbery, theft, or
swindtin,,.,, or who have suffered any a.ffhctwe
or ia.famiz_ng punishment,
It is probaMe, though not clearly apparent
on the Nee of the eodc, that the words reproem void gewraaht refer to the old rule of
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1the Roman law, by which the evidence of
two witnesses is conclusive evidence (plena
probatio) in certain eases: and the meaning
' of these phrases probably is, that a witnes_
belonging to any of the*classes above eaumerated, shall not be considered a witness to
that parpose._viz,
the purpose of forming a
plena probatio, in conjunction with one other
witness. If' this be the mealfing of the apl,arently exclusionary rule, it tends, pro ta_*to,
to diminish the mischievousness of the manstrous principle of law to which it constitutes
an exception.
It seems that the parties themselves cannot
be heard in evidence under this code; with
tiffs exception, however, that a party may be
required to admit or deny his own signature;
and several other exceptions closely resembling the j_Lramentum e_Turgatorium and the
3uramentum suppletorium of the Roman law,
[ which have already been explained.
i
Among the bad rules of Roman law which
i are adopted in this code, is that which coni stitutcs the evidence of a single witnc¢, rai sufficient to form the ground of a decision.
[ The place of a second witness may, however,
m many instances, be supplied by a warren
document, which is in such cases termed a
commencement de preuve par _crit.
A rule deserving of imitation in tiffs code,
is that which permits childlen under fifteen
years of age to give their testimony without
oath. Their title to credence evidently doe,
not depend upon their capacity to understand
the nature of a religious ceremony, but upon
their power of giving a clear, consistent, and
probable narrative of what they have seen or
heard.
On the whole, this new code--so
far at
least as regards the department of evide_lcc
-- may be pronounced, though still fhr from
perfect, considerably better than either the
English system, or the other continental modifieations of the Roman law._Nditor,
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quashed

about

60b
notice,

vi].

249-55.

See

Child--administering
an oath
!o, vii. 428-9.
-- intere.*t ot, a_ afleem_g _._ldence re_arding
pm'en%
_i 161 , vii. 576.
('i,ihh'c*l
-- extent
ot their
reliance
on testireel*y, _i. 24l.
--htbt,tlr
and _ill_iculty of ll/x.Aitiot] protllpt_
to tdi
truth,
_i. 261

adim

may not

EVIDENCE.

;ldu}illistei-ed

of, wL 91a.
peeuhality
of Englaotl--artie]e._

to native

as to oati, s
of,

among,

of,

vi.

vi. 2!) o.

- perjuries
eomndttt.d
on the side of, sit. 42-1¢*'_
Cwero
n(_tieed,
w. 35 1/, ; oil
1 37 n.
Cireuits--msufficiency
of, to suppl)
the place
of to,col judSc_urcs"
xt_. x43. 371 b, 872, 37a 5, 37}_a,
58_b.
Cireuit,--numbers
and times
of, vii. "51 n.
-- compressmn
el ovid:nee
Olt. vii 589.
i -- the small nmnber
of da3_ m which justice
dat,e on

Cessio
Benorum
in Scotland,
vi. 181-2.
Circunlstanees-meaning
of the
word,
vi.
Chain
of evidence--the
ordioary
nwanil_g
of,
21 ; n t!. '24_ a.
distinguished
from the Author's,
vii 65 _.
Circumstantial
evidence,
vi. 44-57
; vii. l - l 17;
-- of presumptions
in evidvoc_,
weakened
by length,
I
--Extent
and u_e of the inquiry,
vi 44. t"at.t_ convii. 65 a.
sidered a_ principal
and evidentiary,
vi 4_ ; wi. t-2.
Chaius
of principal
attd evidentlary
fhctb, vii.
As probati,t5
dls',_irmati_e,
and affirmative,
vi. 44.
2a.
Ineulpative
and e_.enli,atlve
facts _wth regard
t.
Challenge--realS
fide of authentic writings,
deltnquel]ey,
41-_.
lneulpatlve
facts
as separate
vii. 1_4.
'
offences, 45.
lmprubabdny
considered
&* cotmterevidence
of a physmM fact. 45-7
hul,o_+lbilitv
as
Champerty noticed, vii. 376 b.
i disprobati_e
_f a psychological
fact
47.
(.$¥,' in,Chance-instances
(if jury
refcrrinz
verdict i probability.)
Prior and pooWrior
facts eol_sidvre,l
to, vi 226 _z%
'_
_
a._ i,rine_pal
and probative,
47-8
( S,._ Cause _nd

Chaneelh)r -- r;,e and progress of hi__j ntis- I
diction,
xi 422.3
-- ori_iu of the, _ft. 2_4 b 2q5.
-- sketel_ of a. vi t37/.
--i_suedirectedb_
the. _i. 4q, T},t 4_2_.
486a.
-- receipts
uf, m hal krlll3I_ v c£111-_,_, i'i 42 _.
Chancery,
Coltrt
ol_'th:la
3 _ In, VII. el G-2]
1-Bill m Lqmty,
2VJ-7.
Three warrm_ts
for attendonce on master-°
instead
of oils. 217,
Secrecy of
m_-ter%
ot_,,e, 21S ;--_*(,nntcttane_d
by the sut_ermr
judges m Chancery.
217-I'_.
-- -- ex_miimOon
of w'.tll__,_¢es i.'l ca_es befl_re. _ i. 4_7.
-- -- Gilbert'.. rea_ot_ wily the t,roeeeding_
uf are nut
of reeurd. _i. I_2, 5.
-- Ma_ters in, omgin and d_[tlvs of, _i. 19,3.

iromk;ffeet
.non,
observancel
SpuriousnessofOfformalltm_,writmg_
faNelY4u.9.
(pre_umextSe¢
I_orrealities.)
V;ant
el li_erits l_tlsely pre_itllled
from
discontinuance
of ht_gafion,
49-_.
Pr_bative
_bree
of eircum_tantml
cwdcn-_
not a fit subject
for g_.
ncral rules. 50-3.
lnterences
of judge-m_le
law,
(viz. legitimacy
from hus_k_ild's
ll_di-ex}_atPiatloll.
lnahee troln homic_dm murdel
lrom maheeL
33-7.
-- &_e Atrocity--bow
far aground
of ineredibiht_,
;
avoidanceofju_ts.iabfli_y_
claud-stinitb
; confuM_m
of mind ; f_ct_ ; (vldenee---suppresston
ot ; fear ; real
e',_denee ; self-tnculI,asl_e.
-- considered
&-al_ aS,, invol_ ed ill criminal
inqtfiries,
vii. _. 3. Ca:es _here cx idt_ntlar_- lact is r_ot in th,2
evidence,
but in the delivery of it, 8. False e_idence
may be cireun.stantial.
3.

i
[
I
_
'
[
_ --

Chapt,tins
--ot
lords
mayor
and
of judges
who are peers, pr.pesal
that oaths be admini_-teix_l
by, vi 329 n.
Character--effect
of regard
for,
in favour
of
truth
of testimols_,
;i 159a.
of an accused person,
h.w far evidence,
vii, 56-60.
Diff|eultle_
attending
tt_e eonsiderati(
n, 57. Tediougriess i_f inquiry,
_b. Ol*e|i_ a dt),w tot ealutnlly,
#_. _ule_--llO
_ucii evldellce
_*_itllout power
to
judge
to allow time for counter*mqui_"
; lin:italion on evidence of cad character,
&c. 5+-9
Should
be registered,
59. L_st of/'acts
for reg_stratlon,
lb.
60.
of a wimes% rules tbr admission
of evidence for or
agadnat, vii. 60.
_--- offences which affect, _,0-t.
---- should not be ground
of exclusion,
vl. 106.
See Improbltv.
evidenee--_:fects
it ia liable to in emmit_
cases,
vi. 378_
Charge
necessary
to support
interrogatory
in
Chill
vi. 4a3b ; 4st.
harity
-- procuring
justice
to the
indigent
an tmaportmat exercise
of. vii. 37,6.
Cheek
on judges--publicity
acts
as, vi. 355.

----asdistll_gulshedfromd_ect,_i,16,174_;viLI-4.
-- -- and direct evidence e_ntqmred i11 probative
f_ree,
Yd. 73-5.
---- -- improbability
rules for weighing,
vii. 67.
-and impossibility
x_ith reJatlm_ to,
_ii. 76-115.
-- -- prt, parations,
att.qnpts,
declaralions
ofil_tentl_)t_,
and threat.,
ab furni_tmig,
vii. 16 24.
-- -- class of fact. whleii ca_l 8c_'eel 5 i_ l,rOvcd without resort to, vii. 75
---features
in which it is particularly
calofiat,,d
to
Tender service to justiee_ vi_. 74.
-- -- neglect
of iormM_t_es
foundered
aS. _. 528-t.
-- -- n._tl=re_poll_bm,
aim fal,e or e_-_qve respol,>i m,
considered
as, _il. 24-9,
-- -- probative
force eL
See Pr_bative
force.
-- -- of authenticity
of writ_, vi_. 177-r_0
Of st-_-iousness,
181-3.
-- -- pamphlet
on in consequence
of Captain
l_h)r,.-I
Ion's trial, quoted, vii. 75.
-- -- singular
iilustration_
of fa,tse eonelusiov.s
fr,,m
*ii. 75-a, n.
Circumstantiality
distinguished
fi'om spet'ia_
ity, vi. 286b, 9.87.
Civil,
as applied
to law--various
meaniags
o_;
vi _nt.

Checks
on judges--manner
professed
to be constituted,
Chester
division
of the
lays in. vii. 220 b ; 2"21a,

--law
Romancannot
taw. give e_ide_lce in, though
-- station-- See party
he
rzllght in criminal
_i. 475.
-- war-among the most mischievuus
ofoffcuee_,
oh.
116a.

_nieane-dOCuraent_

in which
they
vii. 324 b.
Welsh
circuits--

ma/d fide
challenge
proml_ted by, vii. 184.

of

attthentic

are
de-

Civilians
and common
lawyers--authentieatiou of wills a field for their disputes, ¥i. 51t b, 515 _,
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Civilization--extent
it may reach to without
writing, vi. 329b_
Clandestinity as evidence of guilt, vii. 47-8.
Classical witness according to the Austrian
code,

TO

vi. 501b.

-- Law.

Clergy -- benefit of, vii. 165 a.
Clergyman--his
remedy for injury,

by suit ,

in ecclesia_ticai
court, _i 469.
-- oath _hoahl be admitastere4
by, insteaxl of layman,
vl. 319 b, 3205, and n.
-- acting a_ nt*tary, xi. 530.
-- nngil_ be u_ed as temporary
recorder,
_i. 815.
Chant.
_ce
_uitor.

TIIE

Commissioner in bankruptcy, vi. 433 a.
Committees of parliament--mode
of coi|eet.
ing evidenceby, VL3_5.
Common bail characterized, vii. 283 a, 284-5.
S,-e Judge-made

Law.

-- -- origin of, vii. 197 b,
-- -- impossibility
of becoming

55z.

acquainted

-- and lawyer,
eummunications
betw_n,
sbould not
---Lord Mansfield's
exaltation
of,
be privdeged
from being produced
m e_idenee,
vi. _ -- -- courts--bandying
of causes in,
99-160; _ii. 473-9.
Rule to the c_ntrary
protects
I ------thelrineapacltytoaffordrcmedtes,
delinquency,
vii 473-4.
Exceinitms
to it showing
'
to equity, vn. "292-4.
couscmu_ncss
of lt.s impr,,priety.
171-5.
MMtes
----- practice of, in relation
to the
lawyer
necessary
in crtminal
cases, 475. Impro_i. t3s-9.
priety
ahke in e_vil cas_s, 47-,-_*. Opimons
ot tile
-- -- -- conflicts
of, with the Equity
Editor
Clymer

el original
v. Kettter,

Edltlon,
case

476-9.
of, cited,

vii.

Code
of instructions
for
weighing
recommended,
_1. 1t_-19.
S_e Cautionary
lions ; instructions.
-- Napoleon
noticed,
vi 302.

156

b.

evidence
lnstruc-

vi. 538 n.
Codification--prineipleofmculcated,vl.529n.
Codling
-- case ol, vi. 244, 3tal
Coercion-viate wtth

what
regard

provision_
to contract_,

Coke, Chief-Justice--

to

noticed or quoted,

ob-

vi.

231,419ct ; vii. ti'J. 72, 295a, 4G2. 482m 550.
-- -- observations
eL on the murder
of certain Jews,
vii. 276a.
---ins d_vision of presumptinns,
vii 6_ 5.
Collateral ends of)udicatnre
defined,
vi. 12n_ t.
----,if
justice--not
the objects sought
m the defeetire n:ode_ adopted in the Etlgh_h
system of e',t-

vit. 311 a
vii. 2_)5. 2375.
gi_ingrise
burthen
courts,

"_i°_e_re-exclusion
of examination
inconzruitie_
of mode ot extraction

0fproot.
_i. t72 t,,
of party
of e_i-

deuce by. w. 471-s2.
S¢,e Extraction.
Ptem_--J umsdlctlon
of the, vii. _97a.
-- business
stolet_ by, thrungh
fic_mns, viL 2_'_ b.
-- f_Jrnl of ohtP.tnlug dr-in3 in, on the zrouna el ab

of witness,
$1I_. from, vm 21t.
-- sene_
-- delay
by writ. wL
of error
---chiei-justme
of. coni'cssimg to a bill of e._.c_?tions, vi. 418.
--- w. 375-6.
prothonota_.w
-- Reco_ cries--a

a I.

stdticient
vi 527.

--by,
----i
, ----

Co-defendant--evidence
eL See Co-parties.
Codicil -- fresh attestation
utmccessary to.

with, vi.

[ -- -- mendacity
encouraged
by. vi. 307.
_ _ __ animadverted
on, vL 3_ b _ vii. 193 b, 252 b, _5.
507, 534.
-- -- and Equity--distinction
between,
vi. 4_2_; _
i
290-1 511. Its a]_.urdity,
300-2.
Quarrd
and c0mprounse
between,
w tll the results,
:_)3-5

in--secrecy
of prncedure
hef,_,c,
fiction of law. wi. 283 5, 2_4 a.

-- sense--partisan
_L 239.

of, and of moral

Commons--House

sense,

of--extraction

in diq.ute,

ofevideuce

before, vi. Et_$, 43.
-- -- method of ._eeurlng truth of evidence in, _i. _)_b,
3060. 3125, 313a.
Cnmtmrat$o
hterarum--evidence
by, vii. 177ls, t. lSl.
Competency of witnesses-restora_.ives to,
_ii. 433-40.

dence, w. 505.
Cotll petency
and incompetency--t
eehnical
apevils -- sham pecuniary
checks to. vii, N)7.
plication
of the terms to e_ _dence, vii. 384 -5 a _'o11-- ofjudlcagure,
_lZ. delay, vexation,
and expense,
el. 10-11
sider_d a_ attributives
of wltues_*_. _ii. 77-8 _.
ofjudmatnrc,
the prme paid tot it, vi_. 335.
Completeness--a
prmmry
quality
in evidence,
-- of judicature--use
of statistmal
illformatlou
as
xi 211.
to extent
or; vL ,W_ 5.
I -- n te._t mony -- atteutlon
necessary
to the preduc,
-- -- preponderant
---when preponderant,
inconvenience
justify from,
exclusiun
vL 15b.
of evi----tion interrog_tmn
of. _i. 263 n tends to produce,
vi. 332.
deuce, vi. 87-8.
--produced
by irrelevancy
anJ _perflhity,
_i. s9b.
-- -- in case of procedure
by information,
vi. 478 5.
---effect of the abuse of writing
on, vi 331 b ; 332a.
-- inconveniences--the
legislator
should guardagamst
a system which makes them preponderant,
vi. 212.
---best evidence
must sometimes
be sacrificed
to
avoid, vi. 1715, 172a.

Compression of evidence within short time-effect

of, vii. 538-9.

Compromise--lawyers
exhausted,
-- denounced

will admit, when fee,

vi. 4S0.

Compurgation

by wager of law, vii. 70.

by Blaskstone,

vi. 3t5-16n.

Collation of rights--meaning
of the term,
vi. _lOn t.
Collative events--meaning
of the term, vii.

Comyns,
Chief-Baron--noticed
or quoted,
vi. 228n;
vii. 7, 195, 273n.
Concealment--how
far consistent with registration of contracts, vi. 580-1.

270 b,
Collection
vi, 84-43.
rices, &e.),
sion of fit,
mode, 36-7.

-- as circumstantial
evidence
of guilt, vi_. 47-8.
-- on exami_mtton,
as evidence
of delinquency,
vi_.
24-5.
-- of child-birth
as an offence, vii. 20 n.
Conclusions
from evidence--publicityameanS
of judging
of the justice
of, vL 356 b.

of evidence,
by English
practice,
Natural procedure
(parlmmentary,
ins*
34-6.
Unfit modes employed,
to exclu36. Deposition
according
to the Roman
Inaptitude
of affidavit evidence,
37-40.

Englishjudgesconsciousofunfltne_softheirpractice,
40-2.
Source of the unfit modes--sinister
interest, 42-3.
-- -- should be by the person who decides,
)i. 419-_.

CoUision of •jurisdiction--avoidance

of, vii.

290.

Collusion--danger
as given

in one cause,

of, in producing evidence
to serve

C_mmission--examination

in another,

vi. 166 b.

by, vi. 421, 4:?-7,

487, 49_ ; vii. 375 a.
the secrecy, of examirmtinns
by, with the reasons
assigned,
vii. 540-2.
special, for examining
a witness,
vi. 95 b.

Commissions of inquiry as to courts of jusvii. _18 n,

Conclusive--gi_fing

the quality of being, to

any portion
of evidence--exclusion
occasioned
hy_
vL 114, b, 115 a ; vit. 542-58 ;------impropriety
the side
rnie. liar_,
vii. 542-7
Presumes
all witnesses
on the ofother
543. "Puts
power
in the hhnds of individuals
to ruin otherS,
543-.t.
Conclusive
absohatety,
ib.
Conchra_ve
_t_/, 54:L
Cases in which it appears rational,
but in reality is
--1

not exercised,
544-5.
-- may with propriety
exist to the extent of ineidcntai
decision,
vii. 547-9,
_ _ aberr_ions
of Roman and English law in re,
gard to, vii. 549-58. V¢ager of law, 549-51. Actmri
of debt, lb. l)etinne,
lb.
Trover, 550. Further remarksby
Editor--judgment
bydefault,
voidingcOn°
tracers, estopets, dealmud orbit
evid_n_e_ _t-8,

TWO

VOLUMES

Conclusive
evidence--an
imperfect
clretamsta_tial
held as. vii. C._t,72, 73.
Coneubinage_influence
arising from may have

ON

body

of

which
the
relations
on testlmm_y,
_il. 579 81

Condition
in life of witne_s--effcc_
bative force, _i. 221

ofoli

pro-

Condition
in life--facts
as to, the
subject
of
regastrutten,
vL 567 a.
Coll_SSiOl|
to error
in record--effect
of. vii.
436-8,
Coai_ssion--noadmissiorashouldbeconsidered
as amounting
to, without interrogation,
vii. 31.
-- dL_tin_.'uL_hed from eolttc_rlal
evident,
_il 30-1.
-- to Catboh,_' prle_t_i_c}o_ure
of shouhi nt)t be deu,allded In evidence,
*.i, 98-9 _ vii. d(&_g.
Confessoria!
testimony,
vS. 4(_LO ; vii. 29-44,
419-62.
See l)iscredltlve
Interrogation,
Sclf-crlminating
; Selt-di_servmg.
-- taken if delivered out of court, not otherwise,
vS. 472 a, 474 b.
Confitmmcnt--elose,
how i_lr it may be right,
for the purpose
of keeping
an accused'person
or a
WitDe_
f_oln _het_ll_elt_'-set*big
suggef, tlons_ vi.
450.1,
guee* dail(:urn ill taking an inlmed!i_tc
exan,marion.
,h.
-- s.i_tary, for debt, vS. 177a.
Conibrmity
ofexperience,
the origin
of belief,
vS. x,_6.
Confrontation
in courts
of justice,
evil from
the want of, vs. l_._i.
-. DefinerL
under
Itoman
taw, eon*idered,
vi, 34.Cm_ned
339, 501-4to
50L
Proving
identity,
50t
ermfinal eases, 501. l'_r_ons pl oseeuted
c_vflly have
appl[_l te be so crtnllnally
for the advantage
of, 502.
M,'h<_may be mterrogator,
and respondents
"_ 5tr2.
t)tfly el!owed"
If needbe"
at discretion
ofjudge,5OB,
Conhlsion
44-5.

of mind,

as evidence

--Conscience
-- natural

procedure
-- courts

Consistorial
Conspiracy

to

,
of. vi. 159.

ConSpiratorial
Constitution-of, via. 451a.
Consultation

of

guilt,

before,
of, vS.vii,36 321,
a ; vii.

jurisdiction--visa
of, vii,
bear false
testimony--elements
evidence,
British,
of

tounse],

vii. 32 b,
merits
and
vii.

533

_._

\

b.

294.

Contradictions--verbal,
tinguished
from,

607
impossible

fae_

dis-

vii. 79.

Convictlon--tbrnls
_i. 414b.

of

-certain
-- summ_ry,
ot innocent inpersons--

ea_s
rarits,of theft,
or, _.il. vii
523. 504-6.

prescribed

by

statute,

Co-parties--exclusion
the
testimony
of,
f_w or ag,_msr each other, of eonsidere_t,
vii 506-17.
Absurdity
of the rule, 506-7. Case of plaintiffs
more
than one. 51G-9
DeI_,ndant_
more thsz_ ol_e-- how
far they me, y give evidence in favour of one another_
509.12,
How far agah_t,
512-17.
•
Co-plaintiffs
-- exclusion
oi the evidence
of,
lot or against
each other, _ii..507-9.
Copy
-- ambiguity
of the word,
vii. 130 a.
-- _aldorigllks, l--itowtodlstinguish
betweell, vii. 150-2.
Copie_--arrangements
tot securing
the
fidehty off vii. 149-59.
-- 1C9-7_3.
aberratior_
of English
law as to adnds_ion
of, siL
-- extent to which they can be trtmtc-d m comparison
with originals,
vL 171-4.
-- contl_tl(Jns and arrangements
for receiving
in cvideltee, vii. 14_2J.
-- See TralL_cripts
Copying-a means
of publicity
in courts
of
Justice, _i. 554.
-- machines,
vS. 576-7 n.
Corporate
bodiesabsence
of individual
re,
_pensibiltty
m, vS. 357b, 558.
Corporation
and test
acts,
vii. 4"24 b.

Corporations--delays

in actions against, vii.

221.
CoTpus
delicti--rule
as to considered,
Corrections
and
alterations
-- how
on autograph
writings,
vi, _(;-7.
Correctness-250.
--_oacu

not

susceptible

to, the result

vii. 69.
to

of degrees,

of increase

of attention,

make
vi.
vL

--andcompletenessinevidcnce.._et,
Trustworthiness.
-- -- -- prnnary
qualities
ill e_ idence, _,'i. 21,211.
Illstruments
for _ecurmg.
2"2-8. Securities
for in proappointed
official evidence,
74.
Correspondence--interrogation
tolary Interrogation.
-- setthilg
a chaimet
of, between
_a0a.

demerits

315-18.

Contempt--pmfishment
for characterized,
23 n.
-- procedure
on by attachment,
_i. 476-7.
-- mendacity
on exam]na_ien
before the House
Commons
punished
a_%ri 305,

!

vii.

EVIDENCE.

vS.

Corrupt--the
305.

term

Corruption--probably
of

Contingency
anti
eertainty--praeticany
differ
only in degree, vii. 402a.
proper_,
depending
on, by wh_.t chacacteristies
the
value ot affected, vii, 574.
Contingent
interest,
an exception
to the
exeinsionary
rules, vii. 401 b, 402.
Contract-transactions
comprehended under
the word, vi, 62 n.
Contracts---authentication
of, vii. l
subjects of pro,appointed
evidence,
vL 508a, 5_9b.

76-8O.

exclusion

of evblenee_

by.
litigants,

as applied

to

See

Epis-

vii. 229b,

perjury,

vS.

an originating cause of
vii. 391 a.

--legal
judicial.and extent
.'¢_e Fee-Gathering
_y_tem
--judicial, andnature
of, vii. 331-2.
Interest-sinister.
Judges.
Lawyers.
-- of blood, vii. 4_i b, 437 a.
Costs
-- abuses
as to, vii. 307.
-- adjustment
elm relation tothe expenseofcvidenee,
vii. 3.54
b, 353.
-- create a pecuniary
interest in litigant,
vS. 476b.
-- judieial
interpretation
of pro_sion_
as to in sta_
vii. all
b. 31_, 5_ under
b.
-- tutes,
no check
on litigation
the technical
ayste_,
vii. 189.

use of pre-appomted
evidence
as applied
to, vl.
513-15. Preventionofnon-notorietyan
oblivion, of
spuriousness,
and of unfMrness,
5t3. Revenue,
514.
Cases where the unfairness
results from the nature

--pecuniary
means of pro'rice should be considered
in
fistula', vi, _b.
_ privilege
of the crown not to give or take, vii. aS_.
-- unjust il_eidenee of_ viL 447 b.

the efficient of cause,
514. to, vS. 515-39.
-- ofapplication
forraghties
See Forrealities.
legislation
should pohat to the encouragement
of
_alx,prevention of spurious,vi.b328, 533a.
the exclusion
of evidence
of, unless by script in a
prescribed
form. considered,
vS. 4S, 64, 128-34.
-- reason why written the best evidence
of, vi 71 b,
those the fulfilment
of which
is mischievous
te

Counsel.
,See Lawyers.
_ interrogatorie_
and answers
iu equity, signed
by
to prevent
irrelevancy,
vii. _6_3, _4 a.
-- case where peculiar necessityfor,vi.431_¢.
-- not likely to supply a witness with mendacity-s_.Ving information.
VL 395.
-- part_es should be sub)oct to interrogation
by their
o_n, vS. 336-8.

society,
sho_Id
not be protected_
vii. L47_".63 _ .
sbotdd be
the subjects
of registration,
regist_tion
of, vS. 567. 575-82.
Distinction
between

-- sistaiace
their
function
to vi,_0.
take all legal measures
for'as_
of client,
-- communication
between client trod, should not be

tl_ordation(dtheeontraet,
t_ b_*lng entered into, b67 _, andofthemea'e
See Registration. fact of
use of distinct, paper for esch klnd of, with the legral regt_ttions
lWhtt_i on the margi_
vi. _T2.

exempted
as _idence,
Client.
-- mtdag'er_divisionoftabour
vii. 20_2b.

vi. 90-t00;
betwee_

viL 473-9.
_
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Counsel--become accessaries
afterthe fact, Crime nourished
by theexclusionary
rules
of
intheir defences of criminals,vL lOOa.
-- remark
on their not beir_
allowed
to a_ldrese in
ea_s
of felony, vL 372 b ; -- law altered, .38% n 16.
--respondent
not _llowed
to give his renewers
ill
equity
unless through,
vi, 440.
-- how far speeches of ehould be private, if dangerous
to tile public peace. ,i. 372,
-- irresponsibiht_,
of, vL _11, 381, r_ 7.
reasons for giving lit!_aut
asslstance
of, vi. 337 b,
33e¢ : vii. 2"27 _z.
will not allow an act of sincerity
on tl_ part of a
malefactor,
vi. 416 n.

evidence, vii.449-51.
-- real evidence
as applicab|e
to, vli. g-18.
get Reat
Evidence.
_evidence&_
toinvotvesquestiousast,_
thestateof
the mind, vii. 2 b.

Criminal--exclusion

_browbeatlngwitnesses,
vi. 338a, 406-8. Theirmetires, 407 b.
their presence
in court, supplies
the place of inspectlog
_ud<es, vi, 35e.
eonsultatiu6
of, the effect of the nncertalnty
of the
law, vii. 31-,-18.
Coanter-evlden
ce as a security
and tru_worthinos_
of evidence,
-- D,toger h_ restramln_
vi, 16_
-- -- exclusion
of by making
celt,do

Counts--multiplication
indieUneltts,

he sa_lc-

Criminal

of in declarations

ott_erwise

excluded,

and

vii. 167.4o3

conflicts oL vfi. 172 b, 173,

303-4.
distinction
between
law and eqult:,, viL 290-1. The
absurdity
of it, 300-2.
in which tim natural system of proeedore
is adopted
-- viz. martial
inqmr),
jnstmv_
ot peace, request,
arbiter% snmll deht, _fi. 321,
common
taw
S._e Common
Law.
-- ecclesiastical
See Ecclesiastical.
--3(}0.equity'see°riginEquitv.and
exteot of jurisdictlon
of, vii. 291,
-- minor, swallo_:ed
lip by superior,
vi_, 234-6.
e,m_idored

_s schools,

trial,

form

of,

vi. 473,

_ii.
"24-9
-- e_ideneeor,
suppre,_lou
or f_brication
of evldeoee,
as e_dence
of, vii. 44-50.
-- _ituatiou
of accused,
in respect
ofmot_e%
meaw
dispodtion,
character,
and station,
as evide_ce _,
wi. 53-62.
_ -- sclf-meulpative
testimony
as evldencco£
_ii. 29-15
See .qelf-criminat_ve.
Criminating
ev:dence
should not ])e excladvl t,
_i. 96, lOGJr ; vii. 44%&4.
---Sev Sulf-eriminat_e
: Self-dlsserving
Crompton--Sellon's,
quoted, wi. 360.
(:ross
and
pile--instance of jury decidb_g b)',
]

_1. 226 n%

_x, 355 b, 3:,6 a. t Cross

bdl

in

equity,

vi.

485.

Cro_s-examin_tion--advauta_es
--blictty.-publicity
with relation
to, vi. 351-80.
See l_u-- _ hmv far procedure
of should
be evidence,
vfi,
128-9.
-- uninterrupted
sittings
of recommended,
•iL 371-3,
within reach,
recmomended,
371.
-- of techmc_l
prvcedure.
See Technical
Procedure.

Covenanter--form
of oath to, vii, 423 n ¶.
Coyer--kbbS,
noticed, vi. 275 b.
Credence.
See
Belief.
deelax._tlon
of t¥oro exh_bitant
guard, vi. 117 ; Ui. 162.

of evldvnee,

a safe-

Credibility
of a witness--tim
expression
eritieised,
vL 147 b. Technical
application
of to evidenee, vii. 384.
-- and ineredibihty---sources
of. ,_e¢ Iocredlbility.
---considered
as attributes
of evidence,
vii. 77 n.

Credit
of a vi
witness--interrogation
tending to
nnderlmlne,
41D-6. See Discredtti_e
Interrogation,
Creditor and debtor--proper
course of adjudieatiug

between,

vi. 13-5.

Credttors--howregistration
fr_ud_ vi. _3-6,5755.

---prospect
or; independently
of fulfihncnt,
to veracity,
)ii 1'25.
---m the Enghsb
mode, vi. 25 b, 33-_.
----- deficiencies
of, U. 343 ; vii. 551 a.
-- _ according
to Equity
and Ecele_iastleal
pr_aetme,
_i.
491-2
a.
--unknown
in Roman
law, vL 499a.

controverted,

Crunden--case
Culpa_Roman

vii. -g52-4.

of, vi. 382, n. 15.
law of, vi. 249, n_.

Credulity--motives
which foster, vii. 106-11.
Creed,religious--how
far physical interference

Customer and dealer--effect

for exclusion

allowing
minative
_ t15-17.
a_troeity

investigation
; 8elf-disserving. as to, vi. 40_..qee
of a, how far a ground

inferences

regarding

authenticity'

of deed from, vii. 177 b, 179, 180b, 1_1 b.
-- safe, with regard to evidence,
vh. 174 b, 175 a.
between

on testimony,

of the relation

vi. 1CO.

of

Custom-house

of

-- _ an opinion as to, quoted, vii. 4_4_*.
Damage, irreparable -- how to arrange

312.
8eff-cri-

for incredibtlity_

C_)u_

Crossfield--case
of, vi. 244, 400.
Crown_extent
of pardon power in, vii. 437.
Cruelty of making a man crhninate himsc|f_

Custody--

Crime on the part of a witness--propriety

te_ld_

---no eqmvaleot
to the word in a_*_- ibreign _y_tve_,
vi. t99 a.
-- -- of affidavit witnesses
refused
though th,,y _ in
court, vi 43G*b.

-- how fax examination
into pecuniary
circumstances
of htigants
should take place, for rite benefit of, _'i.
363b, _ida.

with may be successful,
vii I0_-9.
_ of a witness-no right ground
hie testimony,
vL 106 ; vii. 420-7.

of. vi. 491_!,.

t -- -- only prot_,cfion
agmr_st f. lse_'alh_at
on of l_n *rap.co, v_. 241 b.
-- -- efficacy of m baffling suggestive
qne¢tions,v.
39,.
-- -- efficacy of, w_th reference
to hearsay, and on, qaUy written evidence,
_fi, 133.
"
-- -- evils of al),_enee of, _i 437 (_.

the principle

may protect from

474.

Critainality-preparations,
attempts,
dec],_
rations of mtentlon,
and threats
as evidence td. _h
1_-24.
-- avoidance
of justlelabtllty
as affording
evidetlc_ _f,
vfi 50-3
-- elandesiinity
as evidence of, vii, 47-8.
-- _r
as evidence
or; wi 45-7,
_ non-respons_on,
or faL-e and evasive respom_0n,
**,

vii. 279 eL 286.

Gourts--English,

--_b.°f justice

poverty
of parties in, makes them not _,n_h
plmldering,
vi_. z5'3 a.
_ justice.
See Penal Laws.
-- -- lawyers have an interest
that there should be nt_
delay or misi_taoagement
in, vii. 207-9.
Criminal
pro_eeutimls--.-hould
in the general
ease be public. _i, 3_9 b.

case of, vii. f_-t05.
a seedrity
for evi-

County ecru't--virtual extinction of, vii. 234 b.
Course of trade -- a plea for admitting evidence

_--

for correctness
vi. 25 b, 284
b.
kind_ of evidence

conclusive,
tioned
for incidental
vii. 512-7 decision,
; may witi_
547-9.
propri¢ty
-- improbabil:ty
a particular
Counter-interrogation
as
deuce, vi. 24-5.
-- -- See Cross-examination.

of self-incutpatlve eri.

donee by examination
of. animadverted
on, _i h_,_-3.
_ interest
eL porsue_l in the exehtsion
el seif-rri:_natLe evidence,
vii. 44o-5s).
_prlnciple
that he is never to he twlo(_ tried, ctJn_.
tiered, vi.378 i wi. ;_l b, 362a.
-- latter
defendant,
assists, "¢i 10Oa.
--eases--plaimiffgivingevidoncem,_ii.
4_/,-i_l_,
-- -- extent
of their importaaaee,
in comtntrlsoa
w_th
non-crinfinut,
vi. 4r_4,

vii.

Abolished,

oaths--disrespect

for, vl. 29 a.

ib _**

garding appeal_ in cases of, vii. 215 _.
-- by dehty, will justify w_nt of interrogation,

re. _
w. _""'

TWO

VOLUMES

Damage,
inability
of the common-law
to protect
frmn, vii. 294a.
Damages
for inj ury -- considerations
vL 469 b, 470.
Daniels---case

or,

Date_--inqmries
aid iron', notes,

etmeerning
vi. 3_6.

vii.
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Declaration
in pleading_substitufion
of ha*
strument
of demazld for, vii. 270-2.
-- of belief m opinion--may
be bought to any abolw*
dity, vi. 557.
-- o_ inlelltiolJ,
as circumstantial
e'_[dcnce
Of _l_]tliqueue.% vii. 21.

t o,

n,
generally

EVIDENCE.

require

Declarations,
soletnn,
tlon_, _i _73a.

Dav._,
Sir ltampt,rey,
noticed,
vi. 46 a.
Death--punishment
oi,
vii. 44a,
58/G
(17a.
-- -- abolished
in certain eases, vi. 382, _* 13.

on

controverted

ques-

Deeomp,
sttion
of evidence
when
ted'_*ii._d4t-5,
Decree
of a court,
_ha/it
consi,_ts

compllcain,

vi, 7 b.

Deaths--the
subject
of registr,tlotJ,
el. iJ3 n.
_57 b, 570-4.
,".ee Genealogical
t_ct_
-- pr4.cetture on occasion
of. for proposes
of registra,
lion, vi. 571, and ,_ llius¢ratiun
from the regintration act, _b. n,
-- registration
of itacrment
sub*tituted
tbr, _i. 573 b.
Law altered, *b, _l
Deathbed
wdl_-reasons
against
ann ulling,
vi. 531-2,
Law of Scotland
a_ to, 531 n,
Deauthentieation--modes
or, m the
ease of
written
e_idence,
wi. lsl-3
Direct
t_l.
Circumstantial,
181-3,
Internal evidence.
IS3,

S,,e Dent,ion,
Deed--supporting
authenticity
of in equity,
vL 499b.
-- refusal to construe
according
to the maker's intent,
vii. 556-7 n ?.
-- authentication
of, vii ]76-80
See Anthe:nticatinn.

Debates,
legislatlve--pubhcatiot_
of: vi, 78-9.
Debt--action
of, wager
of law with
reierenee
to, vii. 549b.
Deht--hohting
to bail for,
vi. 333
,.

Deience--compelting
disclosure ot, vii. 536a.
-- by an accu__ed pers_m--has
virtually
the effect of
e_idenec,
sit 496,
---il_ ca_e of t_lony, nature
of. vi. 474.

-- Imprisonment
for.
See Imprisonment.
Debts-defendant
should
be bound
those due to him, vii, 229 b.

Del_ndant
-- absent,
epistolary
examinaiion
of, vi. 431.
-- c_ses in which he can compel plaintiff's
testlmon2,
vil, 494-G,
--dehc'ieneyofevidencefo'..,andmuti,_nlbrnewtriaJ,
vi. l,)4a.

Deblor--complexity
a_cess to the property

in the means
of_ vii. 30_.

to

_.taie

of gcttlz_

Deiault--judgmeot

by, vii. 246-9.

-- -- to make rooro for l_-flidavtt evidence,
vL 46&
-- -- makespleadings
conclusive
evidence,
el. 23 ; vii.
545-7, S5tb. 552a.
Plalntiffshouldlloth_vewitilout
producing
evidence,
vii. 547.
-- notice essentml to the justice
of procedure
on, vfi.
25tb.

-- no descripUon
of torture too severe to compel hii_t
to give up property,
el. 177a
-- &rid Creditor--proper
course for adjudicating
between el. 1_5. _vils
of the _ystem ot lillpr_ollmen,, 176-83.
Decency--regard
for, how
far it justifies judmial privacy,
vi. 367-8.

-- _ hen examined
in ea_es of felony,
not put on
oath, vi. 47_a.
-- effect of depriving
of evidence by exclusiol..,
vi. 87.
-- functionstbr
perlort_mlwe
of which h_s pre_encein
e,mrt rc_4ui_ite,
_ii. z29.3/).
-- has lucre service from tbe mendacity
licence
than
plaintiff
ha,-, vh, 269.

Deeeption--a
relative
term, Vi. -OO0 a •
-- an attribute
of the judgment,
vi. :¢.51a.
all evidence
liable to produce,
vt. 167 b.
-- danger of, the ostensible
reason
for exelumon
of
evidence,
viL 519.
---enumeration
6feazes
in _hich
exclusion
ofe_i-dence is founded
on, vii. 3S4-6.

-- plamtlfi
mischief,_, _ii.
of misdecision
against,
as compared
witit
591-3
-- _alse evidence tbr in pecuniary
case, not so dangerous as for pbfinUff. _ i. 136b.
-- nature
of Ins claim on the judge for legaJ service,
vi. 9. 210b.
-- criminal--falsehood,
silence, or evasion of, a_ evideuce of guilt, vii. 24 9.

---- not a good ground for exclusion
of e_idence
v_. i -- in equity--makes
hi_ statements
on oath vi. 48_b
(L5-6 ; vii. 3s6.93,
In ease of necessary
evidence,
-- te_tinmny
o --course
pursued in regardto
by _;_g.
sure to create m_sdemsion,
vii. 3_5, In case of other
ilsh law. vii 496, 61E-evidence,
mskofit,
387. 1)ifficultyofobtannngcre
....
in _hat easc_, receivable
in hL_ own behalf,
donee for falsehood,
387-s.
Instruction
sometimes
496.9.
l)efenec
by st, indicted
person has effect of
contained
in ialsehood,
3S9. Probable
source oi tbe
e_dencc.
496.
lntorntatitni,
496-7.
Attachment,
excluston_,--corruption_
indolence. 390-1.
Grounds
497. Affidavits.
497. Examination
before just*ee,
of suspicion
in e_idence enumerated,
3_31. 5'ee ira497_8. Grand jury,
49_. ( ommon-law--ple_,dit_g
t)robitv ; Interest,
_dnister.
and mandamu.,
4qs.
Bill in Equity,
499.
-- -- an_[ vexation united.
View of the casesin
which
-- -- -- m wlmt c_ses competlzble
at tiw instance
of
evidence
has bean nnproperly
excluded
on these
tim plaintiff', yd. 499_ 506
Criminal
case_--Jur_
grounds,
yd. 487 el. seq. (vL_. Book IX. Part Y.)
trial, Mfidavit. justic, o ot the peace, 499, 590.
( _v[l
Decigrade

scale

of

persuasion

of

evidence,

_i 225.
Decision
j udicial--extent
to which it sbo|lld
be evldeame, v:i 128 b, 129,545. Extent
to which it
is held as evidence,
vii. 170-3.
---delay of. for '_ant of azl article of evidence,
vi.
906, 91.
-- -- shouldnotbesevered from collection
of evidence,
Vi. 31-2. 4t9-23.
--incldentall
evidence m_y with propriety
be _mde
conclusive
for, vii, 547-9.
-- 186
-- provmtonal,
in abs_enee of the best evidence,
b, 8"/9-80.
Decisions--how
far they
partied with reasons,
vL 357.
-- withe*at thought,
vii, 246-9.

should

be

vii.

accom-

old and anpa_lished,
used_preeedents,
vl 389-91.
effect
of. making
_il. 315b,of 316
use of, o_"
aspublishing
information reports
for the
ata_utc_,
vii 310 _.
.
Declaration
credence
by at62.
party
founding
on a d_ment, of Vl.
117*IS ; vii.
_ in pleading--nature
or; vi. _67 ; vii 273, _6 b.
-- _ evidemee contained
in, vii,£'67a.
- faJ_ehoods of, w. ,_07.
VOL,

VII.

ca_es at common
law, 50t,
It* equity,
,6. Common ]aw and equity t,,gether-Bill of discovery,
501-2.
Examinatim'_
t,f bail, 502-4.._umnmry
proeedure
in certain case, ot tben, 5(VI-6.
-- propriety
of ifi_ h_i_g
entitk_4
to examine
wit*
ncsses and parties,
and of his liability
to cxamina.
tion, considered.
_ L 334-45.
S,'a Interrogation.
-- and plaintiff
compared,
in regard to facillti_
for
unjust
delnands,
Vi. 4333.
Detendants--how
tar their
testimony
vour of one mmther
excluded
by English
_9-12.
}low far their testimony
against
other exclu4_4,
512-17.

in fataw, vil.
one al_-

Defilemem--deportation
of t_male
for per.
pose of, justifies summary
procedure_ vi.3&3 b, _82, s_9.
Gray--Chief-j
ust_ce,
noti,'ed,
vii. 231-2 n.

De

Degrees-evidence
transmitted
indefinite
number of, vii. 154-9.
-- of probative
force, how mecca.red,
P_ot)ative
Force.
Deity--an

oath

is

an

assumption

cormmand over, vi. 3t2J-lO. 318.
Delay
in answering--presumptiot_
spondent from, vi._-4.
Q q

through

an

_i. T2_-_.

S_e

by

man

a_ail_t

of
re-
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Delay
m litigation,
produced
hy sinister
intere_t of judges regarding
fees, &c. _il. 199. 20t.
---cases where it witl produce
irreparable
damage
jusuty
want _f mterro_ation,
vi. 333 b.

TO

TIlE

I I)epredations,
petty-laws
tbr
punishing
!
them on imperfect
evidence,
vii ,%4-6.
i Dcpredaiors--ext'ulpaUve
perj cry amoi*g,
vi,
155 b.

-to, vii. 307.
-- --shmn
-- remediespecuuiary
again,t £heck_
on. 378-83.
-- it_ actiotm against
corporations,
vii. 22t.
produced
where vexation
accompauie_
production
of evidence,
vl. 9_'.
--- reason wl_y it i_ not tt_ be found ill criminal
a, r, ell

Derangement--mental--no

.-_an_iov_:,gr,}e_;::s,
Cn°_s[,:,e_-ra,:_i_f
_;.r3, vii. _14.
-- avoidance
of. how far a go_,d ground
for exetu_mn
ofevldence,
vL 90-1 ; vii _56-h2.
Question
of prepen _erant mischief;
between nfi_deci-iou
and postponement,
on. d57. Precedent
require,
357.
Case
of an accused
in prison. 35S. English
practice
in
heations
for delay, 3.59. Form i_ K B., a59.
n C. P., 360.
Effect of fixed days and long intervale, 361.
vexatton and expense--consideration
given to prc
ponderaut
inconvenience
from. w
5 b. Justify exelusion of e_idence_ 87-8.
Produced
b_ irrelevancy
and superfimty.
S9 b.
considered
as collateral
evils.
See Collateral
Evils.

Design--how
6,r the
vices
of established
judicature
are ilia elicit of. _il. 210-11,
I)_-smond--legendottheCoante.-ao{.
vii 8%
'
"
Despotl_rl}
in tLe adlnlnl_tratlon
of the Liv,lr_
England,
_i. 150.
Detmue--aetlon
of. vi. 314 a.
---wager of law witl_ reference
to, _ii. 519 b, 550.

Delays

in

the

court

of" Chancery,

vii.

216-21.

--lathe
court of Sessiol_ _i_. 221-5.
Delinquen(.y--avoidanee
of justiciability
aliording
evidence of, vii 50-_ ......

as

excluding
Derivative

good

a witne-s,
vi. 105 a.
retardation,
vi.

Des
Cartes
•_ 374a.

--

allusion

to

hi_

coyih_

Deviations froal

the estabh-_hed
tore--improbability
and impossibility
vii. _-4.
Nee Disctmformhy.

Devices
expense

ground

fer

See Imbecilit_.
S3dk

for protnoting
ends
of ends of justice--list

ertdu sam,

course
ot naresolved intt.,

of judicature
u£ _,ii. 225-_J.

at

De,ices
of the
h, cimiraI
s)stem,
on.
19¢_.
o'$eq. (viz Book VilLi
---- how far avpticable
to substantive
law, _ii.
mS-l').
apelogy f-r the exposure of, vii. 329-al

---- contM_ion
ctande_timty of mind
aa affording
cwdenoe
of. 44-5.
vii. 47-8.
a_ evidence
of. vii.
--fear,
indicated
by deportment,
as evtaenc,:of,
vm
45-7.

Diagram

-- non-resl,onginn,
mid false or evasi_ e responsitm,
as
elldeeee
of. _il. 24-9.
-- sctf-nmuii,ati_e
te-tinmny
as evidence ot, vii. 29-1 t
_ee Self-inculpativo.
--situation
of the accused
in resp
in*_t_ves.

Dlilloglle--Del
ween
Lord Chancellor
al,ll lnjured suitor, on we!thing
cvidel_ee, _i:. 5305 53!a.
-- bet_ een IDOlll_Or ItIl(t legislator
oil tt c f,_ _p"'_'t) _f
amending
ha, d l,se,_ instead
of we"._kenlng _Lc*.,, _u,
442

means,
character,
m,d _tatmn in iff_, as
evidence disposition,
of, vii. 53-62
suppree-ion
or fabricatiou
of evidel_ee,
as evidence
off vii. 48-50.
-- tnfierred f_m_ falsehood,
vii. 3 b.
-- in the character
of a principal
fart. vii. ha.
Dehvery
of deed -- erroneoasness
Of" the exDPres_ion,
",i. 549 b, 550 a.
emand---inqairy
as to whether
plaintiff"
has
made before commeneh_g
action, vii. '229a.
--in_trtmlent
of, as a substitute
for decimation
or
bill m equity, yd. 270-1.

Dialogues

Denmark--reconciliation

courts of, vi. 24 n_,

-- method
of swearlng
_ wltness in, vi.323b,
324a.
Ge_}rge l_rinec of, allusion
to h_s having been Itigh
Adlnirl_
Vl. 5Y_n.
Delnmeiation,
lit ecclesiastical
court
practice,
vi. 493.

defined,

w.

i44

a.

Diagrams--Gi[bert'scomparisonofrecvrdsre,
_1. 144, lS4, 5C5.

lawyer

between

and

non-lawyer.

8el Lawyer,
Dtes/asO,
et netbstz,
of the Roman%
vii. 242.,.
Direct
evidence
compared with }eeal sdt, _1.
t7_ b
_?,hth cireumstantmL
174 b 21',,a
"
-- -- distinguished
lrom c_rcumstannal.
_ii I-4.
-- and circumstantial
e_ddellCe compared ill proh,_tbe
force, _n ;3-5.
-- evidence,
eI authentm_ty
of deeds, vii. t_66 N';a
Of their spuriousness,
lSl.
Disclosure-how
tar
vexation
by, jusuiw,
exclusion
of e*_dence,
vi. 95-t00.
Sub v tt ,,_ to
_ubjectiontuaeivilobhgation,_i._;.
n
_:-.'
'
8elf-dtsserving
; Self-inculp_tlv*
.)
]'l'e_ eLtWh
f
preponderant
evil justifies,
vl. 9_
Di-cto,ur_
ef
Catholic
cotd'e-si,)n
_hould
not
tie
dell
andcd.
9',-.%
vii. 3h6-8;
(;light _ eolllr_unieattOll
to t_ .a_ellt
should,

_9-100,

wi. t73-9.

Deponent--means
of giving
him a security
for the accuracy of minutes
of hi_ deposition,
vi.
416-17,
Deponents--a
term
that
shotlId
include
parties as well as witnesses,
vi. 281 a.
-- making
them speak in the third person
instead of
the first, a de_ice to reconcile
them to falsehoods
u;tered
in their names, vi. 439.
Deportment,el
counselto
witnesses,
vi. 406-8.

Diseonform_tytotheconrseofnature--nwde,
of. vii. 84-91
D,sconfornmble
ht b)t_--htv,
s _l "_.a*
lure,
as affecting
matter--primum
lnot)lieg_ _qt-_,
l)iscouiorndty
in degree. 86-t_
Iilustrati,m_.'7qS.
No point of separation
of incredible
trom ertd_bw,
t_;. lnscontormity
m specie, _9.
Discovery--makeshift
evidence
as an instrumeat of, _ii. 164-5.
-- bill of. vii. 532a.

-- a source of e_idenee,
ri. 218,
-- fear indicated
in, as evidence
of guilt,

D_seourse,
218n

vii. 45-7.

as constituting

direct

evidence,

vi.

Dep_itmn
according
to the
Roman
mode
or
Romano- Angtic6 --evils of as a method of extracting
evidence,
vi. 36-7.
-- -- -- aeeree_ in taking,
with the reasone
assigned,
vii. 540-2.
b_fore ,,ore,hitting
magistrates,
may be s_en by
eolmsel,
+i. 382 n, 10.
_in
equity--a_mexatment
of, "*i. 4,57b, 4.58.
in equity, at what party's iiist_ce
it lllgy he re_A_,
vL 4_9.

Discreditive
interrogation,
vi. 400-6.
Exaruination
of the argument
tlmt a party must not di_
credit h_s ownwituess.
4(D-2. Connter.e_ldc_,eea_
a means of discoveri_g
the character
and d_-: ,,_.llo_
of a witness, 40._-4.
It the _ituess
be Ix_xile t,, d_
party who cRlls llllll
what he _a)s in that I z_)
tabour the more to be depended
on, 404. Feline? of
the argument
from
the counter-evidence
bu_
_Known oely to tile part)' who Ilses it, 494-5.

]Depositions

D_scretmn--employment
of, as to cxelusmn
of evidence,
vii. 345 o, 347.
_
_..
-- how far it ma_¢ be safely eonoeded
to the ju_tge w_
the avoidauee
of needless
tmr0ahtps
by disclosure,
v, _7 ,.

between,
compared
Deposits

and

allegatlons--false

2fi9_.
with affidavits, vi. 38.
by litigants,
vii. 307

Depredation_the
lawyers
}tt_tieo,

distinction

vi

ma interact
vii, t_07-9,

b.

fearofsufferingunder,
in the furtherance

gives

of criminal

-- of ajudge--Lord

Camden's

remark on, v£ I_.
soarees
of ere-

Diseases _ belief in cure of,
dulity

illuatrated

from,

vii. 107.
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Disgrace as a consequence of testimony,
of itself

a su_c_ent

gr_)und

f(_r excluding

463_5.

Disguised exclusions of evidence
in detail,

_ii. 520 et #eq, _.viz. Book

Disguised

exclusions

not
it_ vik

con._idered

IX.

]?art

of evidenre

VI.)

anaI).-ed,

vi, 113-16.
Lirnita'doP_ of number of witnes_e_,
114.
Liu, itatmn
of time,
ib
l_ ld_nce
cot_cealed,
i&
Paxtlcular
specks
of e%dence
prulmum_cd
eouelushe,
114-15.
(a_es
where
a p_u'Ilcular
kind
ot
e%dence
made mdispen_at,le,
115. More lh_u one
witness
required,
d.
R*el'_g_,ou_ tbrnluia
reqmred,
_6. The " beat e_idence
' required,
ib.

Disposition
dance,

of accused person, how far evi-

vii. 56

Di,similitudc of hands -- evidence fi ore, vii.
181b
Dissolution of contract-, tbc subject of registratmu.

_i. S67a.

Distance with reh;tion to alibi evidclwe, el;.
Ill-It
-- prol_a0ilities
a_ t,_ how much _a) be trave]lot
in a
certain t_n*e, xii, FJ (1.
_justine._
epistolary
mt_'rrogatlrm,
_l 429 l_
-- ul trlbmml-,
_11 ot, "_n. Y34-d, 2,b, 21 k .;52-3.
Distinctness
a c, a _-:'_'tuit_,
iur cvldt_n('c_
vi.
283. _'L
- oral _._d written
examil!ations
v,ith relaUon U,, el,
425-Q.
-- 32**a
in e_idence--_
ritilig
all adjunct
in produci_lg,
xi.

D_.tiingasse_--dct_

occa._ot,ed by vii 9Ol

ON EVIDENCE,
Ease--love
truttl,
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of, a motive tending to produce

_i, 262.

East Indies--authentication
of writln_ in,
vii. lST_.
Eecle_lastical
and
Equit? practice compared,
vL 497-_.
-- court_-a/itdavit
evidence
in, xi. 4Db, 41,
-- -- bandying
of caus_,s in. eli. _37 a.
-- -- d_stmctl_e_
of _tatements
in, as compared
with
Equity. _il. 36,a
---mude el extraction
of evidencein,
vi. 4_.P2-99 ,_ee
l-L_tra_eiion
-- -- ero.-_-ex_mination
in, vi. 49t b, 492a
-- -- examine.titre
ot paxtles in, re_tricted
by the e.lrtmen lau, vii, /',s-9
-- -- oath_ administered
by, vii 265 b.
-- law--re-examination
according
tu, vi. 1,52 a.

Ed_ewnrth, Mmm, notmetl, on. le_Sa.
Edinburgh l_cview--- opinions of, combated
by Editor
Editor.

Editor

of original

e,f original

edition

of Rationale.

edhion

A*_

of Rationale

of

L_idenee--Pr_lkce
of, v.. _01-203
.Note by to new
edlliOn,
2(1_ b. _llili_tdVel'Ui¢ll_s
b.y on l_ltlnont'a
remarks
on the Authur's
_eMe uf degreeof persuasion,
_. 2t4-5
Combating
_mv, s of Edlnbtlrgh
Ile_iew,--viz.
m_ m,_king the e_ln_l,ltll:cat
oils bet_e_,n lawyer
and cllel_t e_ldrnee,
vii. 476-1t, oil
taking
1he e_ideuee
ot husbands
and wives in regard to euch otb_r,
4% ; (in intt rrv_:ating
[turtles,
4,17-6 n
Clmpte," by, on the rule that e_idence
is 1o
be eonline.l
to the t,oint_ in i_,$ue, _i_ 558-G2.

Ejection -- actwn

of ammadverted

on, vi.

252 _*1,
Divesntivc

taets--meaninff

2IS n _.

Natur*

ttw

term,

_i,

ef, _if 27U b

Diviuon ot lab.tn
insteps!

- nf

:_mong _aw)ers.

ot dinAmshin;_

---of Juri-dlctioit,

lhe export-e,

hew tar

u.elul,

increases

vit. z_r2 b.

Do.imastic process -- written evidetwe hi,l)jetted
to, _L 172a.
Document--litigant
produeh_g _hould deetale
his credence
in. _i 117-18
-- ImXtv wdfully w_thhMding,
conclusions
and penaltie. t'o which he should
be Lal)le. _ n 1t_ o

Documentary
testimomat,

evidetme

distingai-hed

from

to Roman taw, vi. "248b.

Domestic
or natural
eysteul
of jtldieatllr(;
contrasted with the technical,
vii IU7-9.
-- situations--effect
of on testinlony_
vi, 160-.1 : sqi
575-81.

DomMle of lkigang--eriterion
of. vii. 253.
Do:m_llan, Captain--case td cited. _i. 45_ _.
154a ; vii 11 _ _, 1G, 21 _ _ 5.5b, 68.
_a_e o1_an dlustration
I)l'preparation
of crime, vii. 19 b, 20 a.
----ex_tracts
from paml)hlet_
on trialof,
182Z*,
....

I)ouble-fomltain

administn_tion
VII. 308-9._t__.

Duelling--not
Sa_sinati0n,

as e*idence
xiL 75-6 n.

discretionar_

i_tw, according

Emuiatton among Iudges--exteut
rat*on(,t: x_i.28_< '2-sd.

of the opt-

of deeds,

vi.

517-

I:h,gh.h inw--ab_l"rations

of, in respect lethe

*equi iti(m ot Irlure tiian one witne=s,
_ix. 525-gl.
-- ---_kerration._
el; in regard t_ lnll_ing SOireekil_d_
of'evidence
conclusive,
vii, 5,I9-58.
"
-- -- el,cremations of, in regard
ul authentication
of
xxrits, _n. 188-95.
In regard t(, the authentication
el wlll_ in particular,
w, 512-51.
-- -- aberrationof, ill regard to makeshtf_
evidenee_
I, 5_73. ,Yea Make-halt,
-- _il,
--- arrangemenis
of. as to excluMon
of evidence
ou
the gr, mnd of vexation,
_n. _52-3.
-- -- collection
of evidence
u_der, v i. 3I-4K See Collectlon.
-- -- compression
of evidence in, occasions
exclusion,
_ii, S3_-4 .
--er_s_.eX_lllinalion
under, vi.33-4.

in law from

combated

Dutie_
of the
vL 12-13.

by the

D_slogistie_the

legislator

•
to

as-

413 _.

objection to Benthaln's

edition,
vi. 234-5.
his Tt_d_ des Preuvea

k

of the

distinguished
vii. _2 _a,

Dumont_his
0ersuasion

viz.

of" file relavii. 575b, 576a.

---- errovsofwith
regard to puhiic_tyand
privacy in
judiemure,
vi. 372-_'&
her Yublic_ty.
-- -- err_.rs of in regard to probative
force of aireum.
stantial
e_ idcnee, vb. 68-73
Douglas _use noticed, vL 329 n. ; vii. 351.
---examination
of the course pursned
by in regard
Draugl tsman--legislative,
shonld provide for
lethe
testimony
_faptaintlff,
v_i.4_9-9_ ; in regard
the ice*dance of burdeat of proof, el. KeJ b.
to the te,tinton._
of a defendant,
4._ 506
-- -- foitn ot swearing
a witness
by, vi. 323.
Dream¢, as installees
Of false i_actsunder the I -- -- inc,)rtsl_telley
Or,in question_
R_ to exclusion
of
guise ufreat
ones, _i 255.
i
evidence,
VL t13.
orliteral
_h_lce,

principle,

of
_i. 372 a,

t m -f _ral c ta lnlttl n, "¢i* 7_ ,,,
"
] -- { hutch _f--perjur,c_
committed
un tim side of, viL
421 n _,

with

vi. 219a,

Doles--according

privacy,

_ii, ,17 5, 19 n

Emplo)
cr and employed--effect
t_ ,.ship l)ctw_n
on _vxdenee,

I knf_rccment
el _ornmlities
i
25. Ace Formalmcs

"

multlp]ieky

E'l.i_nmentolevidence__i)re_umpumtofguilt
item,

_li. 2_.-14)

English
law, _ii. 193 5.
Documents,
ancient
-- atlihenilcatioh
regard to, _iL 179 192b-9_a,

Eb"ction
ca .-as--necessary
evidence- 1][1,Oil..)_'_
_).
---- i articu!a.qy
UlmWet for judicial

editor

J-udlclaire_

of/he
noticed,

in regard

term explained,

tc

scale of
origir_ul

-- --- meonsiatenetes
of with regardto
self-dlsservtng
v_i. of
468-72.
-- e_
-- idenee,
nlsI antes
extempore
recorder ion in, _i. _-_.
----.judicial
reeordatiou
under, _i. 414-15.
See Notatiom

_.
-- -- practice
el. _ui a_ , -- -- practice
evidence,

vi. 246n.

of as to hearsaytevidence,
of in cage of mageshL_

vii. 134 _.
evidence,
vi. 60.

-- _ practice
of it* regard to e_it_ ari._iag fro_ vex_
tmn in producing
e',ddenee, _L 10_-4, i UU,,
-- -- probable
origin of the exe.tu_i(,lml_" rttlt_ in, V_i.
517-19,
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English
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each other,

evidence
of 1 Equity
practice--amendments
iu.
grannng
by, vii. 506-17. _
and refusing
of considered,
vi. 4.55-8.
-- -- effect of multiplicity
of partle, in. viL 373 a.
in, vl. t 75.
J ---how far it follows
the Roman
principle
of re-

---]

of writing,
i....
tract*, ._e. by, vl. I -- q--.....comparison
g two wit eL
........with ecclesiastleai
it..%v9-31.
-.s_rplusagc
.
and admirahv,
-- general defects oflnregard
to e_ idenee, _i '20G-7, t
_L 497-%
213.
| -- -- plaintiffs
testhuony
admitted
in to the purpose

477a, 548n;
vii. 175,38,
495, 53n, 160b. 194, 369/b
-- -- dlvlsmn
of causes rote twoby,
_i. t98b
409a, 438a, 46_. 475, 489, 555.
_-defendant
examined
in epistolary
mode in, _3
Enmityincidentally
or partiality
of witness,
effect
4365.
animadverted
on, vL 400
a, 440, of.-485 $' I:
of vexatmn
to delendant,
vii. 4'92b, 493.
8_e Cautionary
Instructions.
-- deuce
-- incongruiti,_s
of
the
mode
of
extraction
_f t,vl.
in, vL 482-92.
See Exit-action.
Entanglement
ofjurisd_etions,
a dcviee
of the
---m ea_es of _ceounting,
vi_o 534.
technical
system,
vii. 28%305.
-- -- secrecy eL with Gxlbert'_ re_sons considered.
_1.
Entails--fictions
ibr dockin_,
vii. 2S3 b, 284.
374.
Eon,
Chevalier
the sex of, _i.

d'--case
348n.

Epistolary
examination
for extraneous
witnesses,
Epistolary
plicable,

inquiry
in

interrogation--in

what

and how to be applied,

_ re_sons lmpracticabidtv
for employing
Physic2.1
_rudentlalimpracticabil_ty,
or tLt a distance,
429 -3'0
--_

of the
not
used
vi. 3_8 b.
vi

as to

England
ca_es

Error--sham
&c vfi. 211-16
Erskiue,
Essoi_n

ap-

32-3, 429-46 _--

certain
ca_cs. 4_3-30
ofin oral
interrogation,
429.
*b. Rcsidenceabroad

c._se_ for, particularised,
vi. 431-3.
Defendant
tLbsent,
Respondent
l)lalntiff--_loe_ pkMntaffat*plies.
not present the431.
s_tlac
call. 432. tile
1{espondent a witnes_<htn_erous
evidence,
but not to be
elatiroly excluded,
432-3.

----fieient
should
the evidence
obtainedvl. 433*4.
by, be ofNot
itselfin crlsufground
for decision?
minai m_d other important
case% 434.
-- should not
shut the door on subsequent
r._a
vote, vi. 434-6.
3tree protmbili_y
of recotrse
to v_va
voce will tend to secure truth.
43t-5.
The written
evidence
may require
explanation,
&c. 4.3,3
-- ineongrmties
of English
law ;n regard
to, vL
43_-7.
A party only by epistolary--an
extraneou_
witness
by oral. 436. ]'_xtraneeus
wittles_
only in
epistolary
when he is *tot to be cross-questloned,
436.
-- how to apply to the best advantage.
_i. 4.37-46.
Rules;
Deponent
always to speak in ticst person,
437-9 ; Prevents
incorreetnes%
incompleteness,
in_
distinctness,
circumlocution"
438.--use
of third
person inste._.d of first reconciles
deponents
to mendacity, 439 ; disregard
of tkisrule
in English
equity,
440-1 ; P_ragraphs
should be short and numbcre_l,
441-3 ; disregard
of this rule in Eng|ish
practice,
equity procedure,
&c. 4_3-6.
-- _ adverse
to a salutary
promptita,le
of response,
vt, 383, 448.
"
----recommended
when tltere are impediments
to
oral, vii. 374-5.
and oral evidence
eomlm.red, vi. 424-6.
See Oral.
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in giving
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vii. 24-9,
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under,
vii.

of

de]a),

vii. 396,
_it. 209_
292.

eL vii. 503 5.

nature

Evasion
28 _.

of,

vii.
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evidence--nature

Event_
distinguished
_i. 217.

Evidence.

as a source

the institutionalist,
-- abuses
practised

a standing

as
fl'om

evidence
states

of,
of
of

_ii.

deli,things,

object of research in

e_ery iil]_ of human conduct,
vi. 5_ a.
-- m geeeral,
vL 20S-9 "filial understood
t}_ the tc_.m,
20S a. Facts dividtd intu principal
and evtdvr,tiar),
_b. What question_ come underevidence,
208 b, _V_.
-- relation of to judicature,
vi. 7-8.
-- with referenee
to a legal purpose,
vi. 210-14..'Kale
object to give effect to substantive
law, 210: slid _o
be the means of rendcxing
a _erviee to plaintiff
,r
defendant,
210. Iluties ofthelegisl_toreinrel_tlen
to. 211-13.
Summary
_iew of t_pies thM ms? I_"
expected
to be handled
in a work on evidence, _t
213.14
-- e_tent
of tl_e field of, vi 5.
--dut_eq
of the legidator
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to, _a I2-I4,
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t3.
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of, w. _18-2o. Dertved from
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another--thence
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into a5 inDd and ab exirt:.
218. Latter founded
either on discourse
or deport-

meet, lb. Division
into personal
cud real, lb. I'ersonal divided into _otuntary
and involuntary,
218-I_.
Divismn
into depositianal
or testimonial
evldenc_
and document_r_f,
219. Into orally delivered
and
scriptitiously
dehvered depo_itional,
ib. Into direct
and cireumstantml,
tb. 3L_keshlft evidence, iK NonEquity_examiuation
of the word,
vii. 295 n,
preappointed
and preappointed,
lb.
Origir_l
and
a word employed
because popular,
vii 297-8
unoriginal,
219-20.
-- used to prevent
commult
law from being iutolera-- a standard
lot of. taken" vl. 14 b.
hie, vi. 1345, 13-,a.
-- m relation
to faet_ ill particular,
eonslderatien
of
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from common
law, vi 482 ; _
excluded
item introduction,
xi. ITd-41.
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I--the
best, wh_t, w. 16s-75.
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with unserutinlzed,
169 Written
wlthoral,
or per- system auimadverted
on, vi. 395 a, 399 b, 440 ; vii. J
manent
with unpermanent_
17_ 1
Oragnl_2 _ th
374 b, 38_), 495.
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"
-- bill
m.
See
Bill
in
Equtty.
t
anscriptiti_u_,
17t-4.
causes--difficulty
of deciding
what are, vi, 374 a.
I -- state of English
law on the subject
of, genea r ll_
-- -- method
of interrogation
in, vi 4t4-5.
|
eii_racterized,
vl 204-7.
courts--ba_ldying
of c_uses in. _ii, 237 a.
t -- in what eases and on what conditions
should a
--- burden of proof m, vi. tYL 135.
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transcript
be reveived
in, vii. 14-3-9.
-- eross-ex_mination
m, vi. 491.
-- on which facts disconformable
to tbe course of us•
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_ defendant's
testimony
enforced in, vii. 501.
ture have been mmnlameduntrustworthines_
o_,
-- delay ot remedies
in, vii. 3_05, 381 a.
vh, 103-6.
-- counteract
trial by jury, vii. 471 b.
-- government,
in providing
a fund of, should tm li_ evidence
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to writing,
_fi. 415 b.
-- --irrelevant
erid ....
in, vii, 3';3 b, 364 a. 365.
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by, vi. 307 b, 308,
-- proee_lure
in as to evidence of defendants
_gainst
each other, vii. 512°17.
_ Gilbert's
reason why the proceedings
of are not
of record,
vi. 1855.
"
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the eommuntaw,
vii. 1725,173a.
and common
law courts--absurdity
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vii 30/)-2.
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with the remilts, vii. _-b.
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and extent of, vii. 291 -_00. See
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ex en.c,v_, ' ._o_ha.
-- n'rat meanly ot tneteetmteat
rules ot,Pgener_l;-.--raeterized,
vi 5 b, 6.
-- adsettitiuu%
defined, vii. 120a.
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127-9,
-- affidavit.
See Affidavit.
-- alibi.
See Alibi.
_ ttntiei_tive
survey of aa a succedaneum
to exclasloe, vii. 369-71.
See )kntfeipative
Survey.
-- article of, difficulty
of limiting
time when it ms!
be produced,
vi. _4)b. Remedies.
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-- belief in.
._ee Belief.
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of belief
in.
See Belief.
-- oazases of trustworthiness
and untrustworthiness
in.
See Trustworthines_
; Untrustworthines._:.
-- circumstantial--point,riots
pr_orurn--priora
praterar_unv-_events
prx_mitml and _vldenti_ry
in s_rieb,
vii. 62-4.
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of the accused, in re,poet
of metires, means, di_lx_sttioli,
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Examination,
in perpetuam
rel memoriam,
and
&, _-ne e*$v, vi. 568-9 n ; vii. 378 b, 379 a.
-- b'er Extraction
; Inter'resell
)n
-- oft, "_ltne_e_-torm
of bsfore a jury, vi. _2._.
-- belbre justices
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,_ee dusti_.
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vii. 24-9.
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of the
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exclusion
of,
See Exelu-iom
dcc_ption,
vi. 29-30.
--ex-l_rte
preappointcd_
* ii_ 126-7.
--- -- connexion
of the subject with the ends of ins- external---if
a decision can be come to without, and
lice. Vll 3dS-G.
onthejudge'sowuknow_e,lge?vi.276-_.
Different
----disregard
shown
to the ends of justice
by, vii.
eases in which thi_ rn_y take place,276
If the judge
3'6-8.
Prevention
of misdceision
and vexation pro.
decide on his own ewdence
solely, he should be a
tended to be consulted,
337.
witness on appeal, 277. Facts believcM for their no- * -- -- general view of the mischiefs
arising
from the
system of; vi. g_-88; vi_. _38-40,
-- toriety
extractionare only
of. nommat/U
So,, Extraction.
without evidence,
277-8.
___
dmta of judges
concerning,
vii. 340-1.
-- extrajudicmlly
written,
vii. 121-9,
-- -- species of, vi. 86-116 ; vii 341-2.
Positive
a_d
-- false.
See Fal_eho_l
_ Mendacity
; Perjury.
negative,
vi. 86 ; vii. 34t, Absolute
and eondittov.al,
-- Gilbert's
theory ot; vi. 183-87.
See Gilbert.
342. Exclusion
_ aftra alia, and si alia. lb.
-- hearsay,
vii. 132 4
,_'ee Hearsay.
-- -- causes lor which al ways proper---superfluity
and
indicative,
vi. 214 a
irrelevancy,
vi, 89 : _ii. _o'2-6.
-- iuteerogated.
See Interrogation,
-- -- general view of eases in which it is proper, vii.
--j udicial
neglect
o_ the subject,
_i, 209 b.
343-5.
Cases in which no mischief
at all can result,
-- n_keshift.
,_ee Makeshift
Ev deuce.
343-4
Cases in which the advantage
predominates
-- me.norlter.
_iL t37-8,
over the mischief,
344_ Nature of discretion
to 1_
-- minuted,
vii. 138-9
_ee Proappointed
Evidence
employed,
345.
-- ofi$cial. See Official Evidence.
-- -- causes for whlch its propriety
depends
eli cir-- preappomted.
See }'re,ppomted
E_idence.
eumstance%
_i 90-102.
A_oidance
of delay, 90.1 ;
probative
force of ._, e Probat_se
Force.
v_i. _6-C2,
( So,- Delay ) Avoidance
of vt_.a$ion,
-- properties
desireahle
in, vi. 2tl.
vi. 92-100 ; vii. 845-5%
Modifications
of vexation,
-- prospective
view of tile rati_,na!e of, vh 2t)3-g.
92-4,
vii. 345-7,
In wtmt cases a proper cause
¢,f
-- publicity
and privacy
with regard to, v_ 351-_0.-exclusion,
vi 94-5.
Vexation
hy disclosure,
95,9.
See Publicity.
vii. 347-50 Di_elosnreofCathotieeonfesMonshould
-- qualxties of g_od, --pastieularlty,
reCo_.lectedness,
not b_, demanded,
w. 98-9. _i. _-8.
Client'scomnnpremeditateduess_sugg
estednesst°thea_sistanee
I mun_cathm to lawyer should, vi. 99-t¢D; vii. 473_9.
of recollection,
unsuggestedness
to the purpose of _
(Ace Vexation.)
Avoidance
of expense,
vi. 101-3 ;
vii. 353-6.
( -'ee Expense.)
lienee,lnelld_eltY'vi.
2831nterr°gatedltess'
distinetll_:ss,
perllla*
I -- -- how tO tnlrnmize
the evils of--coll_lderagioli
of
-- quahtiea
desirable
in, ri. 2!-2. Inst .....
ts fo ....
circumstances
_,_ caeh ease, andti_mely
e_ptmaation,
cwring them, vi. 22-8.
_' Trustworthiness.
-- otherrep°rtedmedla,real*vii°r
suppotmdls_.4,
real transmitted
through
rules of, abstract,
mad witlmut
consideration
for
the sufferings
of suitors, vi. 392.
-- scientific,
vi. 21L
_m'ityforagamst
misrepresentation
and obtivaon.
by registration,
vl 79 b. 80. bee Rceord_tion
; Preappointed.
"
-- ti_* ° bte, vi. 214 a.
-- suppreseion
or fabrication
of, as affording evidence
of delinquency,
vii. 4e_:)0.
_saspleious--safeguards
against,
vi 1t6-t9.
Cau?ienary hlstructions
to judge for weighing.
See In_tructmns.
testimonial.
See Testimony.
transcriptitions.
.Nee Transcript.
-- tending to the prejudice of the person who delivers
it. See Self-disserving
; Self-erimmative
; Serf-inculpative
-- tranamittedtbrough
an indefinite
number of medt_, Vii. 154-9.
-- unoriginal,
vii. t29-32,
of witnesses.
Aee Testimony
; Witness..
written,
bee Contcact
; Script ; Writing,
Evidcntiary
facts
distinguished
1_1, el. 44, 20_, 215.
Evils
of the first
and second
-- preponxler&lit,
vi. _-99
Evocation

justifiea_ive

of a cause,

Exaggeratlolk--cattses

fi'om
order,

of exclusion
vi.

240

product

prineivi. 9-10.

of evidence,

b.
_ve o _Vll..)t_a.

t

vi
I{_,,_S_
IO2-3
English Euglisl_
la_ v,
practice
ontho
subject. '
* "
-- -- generM view of c_.uses for whieh it i_ im trtOlaer
vL 105-9.
Avoidance
of deception
through
imbeeility. 105 ; vii. 427-32,
(See Imbecility,)
Through
sinister interest, vi. 105-6 ; vii. 393-6. tSee lliterest.)
Through
improbity
vi. 106 ; vii, 406-15,
l See Iraprobity.)
From rehglous
creed, vi. 106 ; vii. 420-7.
¢_ee Atheism;
Ca_othelam.)
Avoidlmce
of vc_t.alion from self-ineullmtion
or tile executmn
of the
laws. vi. 106-9, vii. 441, 444, (_%_ 8elf-disser_ag.)
-- _ causes for which
it is improper
considered
in
detall, vii. 384, et,eq.
-- -- where writing
omitted
in centrals,
vL 128-34.
Relation
to preappeinted
evidence,
authentication,
&e vi 128-9.
Impropriety
of the exclusion where
there is no _Titing at all, 129-32. Impropriety
where
there is writing,
but it is alleged to be unfit, 1_$-4,
See Con_
; Formalities.
-- -- in English and other taws--sketch
of the various
kind, of, vi. 110-16. Undisguised,
t10-13. Di_g'ui_d,
113-_5,
Exclusion
of evidence cre_ted by tbC prtncipte that certain kinds of evidence are eoaclnaive,
el. 114-16 : vii. 5_t2-5_. Table of grounds of exdusion in various codes, vL 116.
----vii. impropriety
159-65.

of any against

makeshift

----negative
--- oocasloned vii.by_62_3.
blind arrangements
zil. 537-42
Nee Procedure.
-- -- on the ground of danger
.... ceptien.
on the groined
terest.

of interest,

evidenee_

of prooedtn'e,

of deceptieli. .b_e_
DeviL _-406.

See ][t_
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GENERAL

INDEX

TO

Exclusion
of evidence
on fl_e grt;und
of iraprobity,
vii. 4f_6-90
See hnprobitv.
-- on the ground
of vexation
and _langer of deception um*_,
vn. 487 et s_q
---as to the authentication
of write ; on the tcstimony of partie_,
vii. 189 b_ 190; on the teotlLliOll_
el non-attestin_
wltnessee,
190-2.
---when sett-dxseer_ing--mq_ropriety
el, vii. 44572,
S,.e Self-diss_r_mg.
-- -- in the way of exemi.tin¢
certain
t_ereonq from '
giving
against
others, vii. 47_-$6.
See Exenlptlon. evidence
-- -- of a party to the eauee for or againet
liimself-impropriety
tK. vii. _47-9
---b_, rendering
a t,'*rtmalar
_pec]e_ cone!u_i_e,
vii
542-_8.
See ('onc!u_vc.
-- -- by Iinfitation
l)nt upon the number of a itn¢ e_es
• _.i :_31-7.
-- -- for _ant of a particular
number
of _itneeee_.
• li. 520-dt.
S_ e 3iulllphe:ty.
---oral or written,
in the abeence
of scripts _ith
f,re_cribed
fo_ realities,
vi. 12_-,_4
---t_&es pl,_ce wben iniormal
_cript_ arc rejected
on tt_e ground
of f_rumi
on,.s i!elllg in e _it_tenee.
vi. 131-5,
---bE imprisonment
tbr debt. el. I35, 1_6-_1.
-- -- authority
can atway_
be foulld, either
for or
against,
",i.. 160b.
---the principlee
en _hieh
it eh_uld he r_gutatt d
generally
stated, witt_ rulc_, vi. 86,
-- -- cautionary
In-truetione
to _udges in_l_a,I of, _i
151-75; _fi.503-98
---remediee
sucoedaneou_
t-. vii 3_;8--3.
Ant'eipatlve
_urvey,
3,_b-37!
'1 rlb'l,_ht I_ _ ltidu
reaciL
371. _ittlllge
llninterruptcd,
571-73.
Freliminar
meeting
of pattie.
In pre_enc_' of the judge,
373-4
IG_Inlnatioll
ir_ tile %A-tolary
lnodo, 374-3. Yower
to party to produce
expeneive
ev_dc!lce
at his o_n
cost, 375-/k
Adveytieetllenle
tO dt, lra_ exptr_-(_ of
e_.idenee.
376-7.
A|).,titroI]
.ff tax*-_ u¢cn ju-ilce,
377-8. Collcctlon
el forthctm_ing
e_idenee,
_tiiout
w_iting
for unforthcoming,
37.q-9
l'r,*_i*innat
decielon, witht, at waiting
for the IK,et ev',denec,
37980,
Pro_isioB_d sequestration,
3g0-3
---reetoratlves
to eomp_._ey,
a partial
preeervafive from, •il 4_3-40.
- -- eafeguarde
aubstituted
for, _i. llG*i9. 151-75 ; v;i
568-9_.
See Sat'eguard__.
----tile
author's
c_*nclue!ene
regardln¢,
vi 2-t7b. 24_.
-- of pretties from the pre_ence
.f the judge, vii 226,33. S,'e Partiee.
-

Exper;_enee--the
origin
of belief,
vi. 235-44,
See Belief.
-- the utilitarian
principle
dependent
on, vi. _
b.
Explanations-preliminary,
adapted
to preventi(,n
of suite, _i. 102 a. Iv3. See Meeting--Preh.
mlrmr),.
Exposure--how
far evil produced
by,
justil_e_judicial
seclusion.
%. 3c_.
-- on the part el wttnesees,
&e. ae a ground of exelu.
-ion.
,bee Selt,criminatwe.
-- of tile technical
system--apology
for, vii. 329-31.
Expresslon---irmptnese
ot_ effect
of on t_,timonv, vi. 253 b. Singularillu_-tratlenoffrom
French
practwe,
ib n. ('onslderafi.ns
applicable t..--_z.
_hetber
in written
or verbal
e_ldenee,
the a.e or
eex of the _itness,
&c 254.
External
evidence--if
a deeEion
should
be

I

l
t
_

come to without "__i. 276-8.
Extraction
and
reception
of evidence,
wirii
the help of _eeurRleG vi. 30-4.
Oral intcrro_a_loo.
30.
Coneultation
0!" note% &c. 31a
Extractl,.n
t_hollitl not be ee_ered f:,tllal decision
31-2.
[ pistt_lary inteFro_atlttn_
32-3,
Mode_ of lltterro_utl*,n
principally
in u_e, 3% When oral, or opiate,late,
s]lou]d t_ ¢lnp!o_-ed, 33.
Cros_-examin;,.tkm,
33.4.
('ollh'olltat_otl
on tile RomaI_ system, 31
-- of evidence--at
neral _ew of l/_eoll_rui_ice
of Engli_h !a_ ill respect to, el. 4G5-71.
Twelve head_ of
il_e(m_rtllth
_vnt_nlerat,:d,
1_:5, lltu_tr_ted
19 pr,.e¢dure _,n action,
llidl_l_lellt.
;llfort_latloi_,
att_bmel_t, 4G7-_.
]3nllmcratlon
of eourcee from wl_cit
the di_tmt t!(ttts haw bce.'k mad,, 470-1.
---ill CoiI_hlOl]*_a_ pror(dure,
illeoltgru:tie__
of _q.
471-82
llidlctn!enl
I *r Fv _ v-- 11 qltll_ befo.'eja-t/creel-and
jtlr3--Pi
tit jI*i d, 471-4. hadict_tel
t _,,r
Inl_delll_-allOllr',
474-6.
Pr,,( (.,1, r(, OD CDI_t(slltt t by
attaeilment.
47¢L7. i'_'l,CCdl_rel_yinfolhmtloxl.
477-9.
Civil .jury trial, l_9-S0. Motion eausee upou award-,
&c, 450-2.
---i equityproctdure--lte
mcon_rruities,
vi. 4_2-f.2.
Eneoura_ealent
to mendacity
ill the hi'l, 4_24.
]_al_e ,_tatenlc-nt to eupport Cil_ge,
4_3
Cllar_m_
and interrogative
part, 484 DeFendant
s stateu,el_'.
on oath. _. E_ il- of want of para_raphlng
and hameration,
485. t ross lull. ib, Evide:_ec of w}tr,e-_e_
by commission.
&c. 4-6-_.
At •_hat part._'s in.teepee
d}.posltlon_
me) be read, 4e9.
E_idet_ce
adm'_tttq
by special order, 490 Proof of autL,_ut_cit)'
of deeds,
_.
Cross examhmtmn.
49t-2.

_
_
*
{
]

]Exclusionary
rllles
in English
law--probable
origin of, _it. 517-19
--- -- nlterlor
sateguard_
GOthe ineonvvlllellce_
which
may ari_
from dispensing
wi th, _ i_. 593-7.
]_XeOlFtF_lUllieatioIl--grotlllds
coeds, vii. 4253.

on

Ex(_cution--methods

wblCtl

----in eecleMastieal
conzrmtie%
vi.4q2-9

and
ado_firalty courts--its
mAccuser's
artJ, h'_, t93
t'xin a_l_%_r, 493. _ fl_et--to
pumsh byforc,:mmissmn,
being cubit 495-6
ct t o a rumour,
Exammatlons
Admiralt_4:q. court,
4t_
PractitTeot
Eee!e_ia_tic:dandAdnfiraky
eourtet_mpared with that of Equity. 497-8.
----incongruitie_
of Roman
law in regard to. _L
499-501. Defects of th_ syetem oF exammatim, by a
judgewithouteroes-examination
499-5_).
_ecr_'y
500-t.
----recapitalation
of the results
of inquiries
as re,
aminatlon

it pro-

of, uselessly dN'ersifi_d,

vii.305-6.
-- of deed--a
word used in_tead
5._0 b.
---See Contracts
; Formalme_.

"
of recognition,

el.

I.:xemption
conceded
leone
persnn
frm t ....
_ivb,a
testimony
against
asmttler in certain clrcumetancee,
eoneider_t.
_ii- 472-46
lmpropxiety
of the extmplion, 472-3. L_rwyer and ehent, w. 99,106 ; vii. 47A-9.
Truetee
and cestu9
_'lte, 48(I-6.

Exhibition

que trust,

vii. 4_L

of document--call

Husband

preappointed

written

evidence,

Expense--exelusiot

ofevidence

written evidence, vii. 121-9,
174-5, Caeuall.',, written,
12t-6
(See. Casually._
Ez
l'2rt_ p_ eapp¢, [ ted, 12(;-7 (','e l)reapt ointed. _Adscitilioue,
127-9.
(See Adscltitieu_,)

vii.

_atue
vit. 599.

on the ground

of. in relationto

----.-of, vii. it¢_tructiotis
t34-6.

concerning

rite

prohatlve

force

t. t

of, vi. 101-3 : _'iL 3_53-6. Failing
on innocent
party,
.%53. On the party in the wrong, but with too great
weight, 353-4. tnconsietenme_,dEngLLshiaw,_aS-6
-- a co_lateral
evil.
_ee ('ollateral
Evils.
of evid_proposat
that suitor washing e_Sdenee
procured
w_th difficulty
should pa_', vii, 375-6.
advertisemem
For pecuniary
a_aistaace
todefray.
vii 376_7,
-- ah_m peemnary
eheeka to, vii. _07.
-- tre._onderaut.
)ustifi_
interrogation
being
disl_ense,t with, vL 2_4.
Euperierlee--thc
of government,

dtf_lld:lnt

Extrajudicially

and

for by litigant,

Expeetation--meaningoftheterm,vii.567n

of

_,i. 50_-7.
s, e Browbeating
; Confrontation
;Ex-idpnoe-collection
of; Heap_ to ree_flleetion
; Interrogatvm;
_otetmnandRect_rdation;
Re-examination,
5pontane_us
Teetim¢,ny

vii. 194.
.El-parle
126-7.

TIlE

forms

---mak_hift the evidence,
vi.
E_'e--how
sel_se
of 57-9.
seeing
derived
from
!
_hc impressions
on the retirm of, vL 250, 251_.
',

E)e-_itnes%

evidence ot the best, vi, 167

i Eyre--Chief-Justice,
i Fabrieanon
!
vii. 48-.50.
t Faezertda
by

noticedbvi.

381.

legislator

in

ease

of

|
evidence,
vi. 59-60.
{ Fact
and
circumstance--distinction
|
_pt to be obscure,
vi. 245 a.
I Facts--relation
[
7 b, 8 a.

_wte !.

of evidence as indicative of gu _2_

of

judicial

tnakeeht,_
between
.

procedure

to,

w.

j; > _"

TWO

VOLUMES

ON

Facts
as the subject-matter
of evidence,
vi.
214-18.
Principaland
evldentla_j
facts defined 215,
Division
of the prinetval
fasts m pe_iM oaee_ 215 5.
In non penal or civil, 215 b, 216 a,
DltIieulty
of
ctmnectil_
cia___
of principal
with those of evi .....
dor_Gary reta_ed to them, 216. Division into physmal
at_l ps._ehologicM,
2t6 b, 217 a : -- Into e_,ents mrd
states
of things, 217: _into
pos!tlve
and negative
fasts, 217L. 2t8q,
-- species of. in re_ard to circurnstannal
evidence,
vi
44 ; wL l-b. Principal
and ewdeuti_ry,
vL 44 ; nil
l _2. Probative,
d,saifirmattve,
an-I affirmative,
vi
44.
Prob_bilizmg
and d_._prot_bihzh_g,
vii, 4. Infirmative_ 5, Htu_trattm_
nf principal
lhcts considered
as probabilized_
with
tile eor_e_imwtent
evidemiary
fact.. _--7. Principal
f_etsdl_probabilized, wlth the ew,lemi_ry,
7-8.
Fx'eut of the field
_f facts which nlay be tile subject_ of legs1 inqu!ry,
8-9.
--difference
between
those
impossible
per so, and
imt,ossibte
$i aha, as ira aLbi ewde_tee
vii. 1l1-13,
--none
universally
recognised
to be incredible,
_iL
80_2.
--anc_ent, admisstonoftrsmsmittedevideneetoprove,
vi_, 157 ;,, 167o_ 16_
legally _q)erat_ ve a, the _ubJeet of e_ idence, v} 509 b.
Dlvl_zon Or, tb
-- phy_i_-al--_ome
classes of. always uniform.
_i 212
-- prmc_palande_dent_arydlstmgui_h_d,v_
!3b,16a.
44, "215.
-- psychological,
improbabihty
as r_,gard*, *iL 113d5.
Fmr.ess

alleged

as

a

rea_m_

for

excluding

EVIDENCE.
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Fees--give
lawyers
an interest
in the misery
of mtmktnd,
vt. 311,
_ in courts of justtce-wavlou_
forms tu which they
produce mischief,
vii. 199-291.
proposal
for abolition
of. _ii. 327-$
....
alteration
of practice as to, nil I99 n. _-_.
_ -- -- advantage
tilers w,mid have been in their h_
ingimposed
directty,h_ste..tdofindlrectly_viL_n_
216,
-- -- -- the mi_erles
inflicted by, kept out of s|ght Of
those who profit by them, vS. _33,
Fee-gathering
system
characterized,vii.
197-9.
See Interest--sinister.
-- -- -- vices intr_ducedby
into technicaljudi_tulue,
vH 214-25 Appealsaxidw_itsufcrror,214-16,
motmns
in Chancery,
216. Abuses in the Masters*
office, 217-_#. (,_e Chanc_ery_]
lllustrattolm
fi-om,
Scottlsli
judicatur_
221-3,
_Se_ 8esglun, court of,)
-- -- --list
of deviee_ of, forpromotmgendsofJ_
ture at expense
of ends of justice,
vii. '2_5-6.
Felon--outlawry
of, vii. "_254 n.
Felony--ditferenee
between
a,d
misdemeanour. as to collection
of evidence,
vi. 471.
-- examination
b._ justices
of the pea_e of persons acCul_d of, vl. I_a,
471 b, 472.
Females*--not
protected
in the English courts
fl'om publicity
in givh_g evidence
on indeeell_
_sautts, _c. vt _6_.
Fenwiek--Sir
John,
case of, vii. 528.
Fern--case

of,

cited,

vii.

55

b.

• elf-erimlnative
testimony,
_,-fi 454 b.
FaL-e assertion--whereto
it consis!s,
vi 227.
-- respon_mn,
a_ e_idence
of delinquency,
_ii. 21-'_.
--or*deuce. truth
capable
el heing extracted
teem,
vii. 3, 3_b,
3_9.

Ferrv-boat--D_.
Campbell's
llnme
reg_trdmg, considered,
Feudal
s_stem
-- absurd

Falsehood--divided
ri _us, and m,mdae

--S_hOolS,
distinction _i 219
between
in I;ngti-h
_ _. lov_eal and ethical
-- m t,,to, mid falsehood in eir-umstances.
_; 2_5-6.
-- as distinct
from mendacity,
_i 249
-- and mcorupletene-_
dt.ting_, shed vi. 275 n

Fmti.ns
ot law,
vi. tO0 a : vii. 283-7,
41520.
Common
recoveries.
2_3_4. Sham-ball,
294-_.
C,mr;s stealing juriMiet:on
from each oilier, 285-6,
U_es to jndge_ and lawyers.
2_6-7,
_ -- int,erests
g:ving n_eto,
_li. 203,
Fidelity
of transeripts_arrangements
for soehrilxg, _ 1t. 149-50.

--in what ea_e_ ju_tifiahl,-,
vL 19-.,_t **__, 2,17.
-in_trmnent
in the 1landsfrom,
ot dehnqueney,
vi 22 a.
-- an
inference
of dehuquene)
vi_. 3 b.

Figures
quires

--on
thepzrtufl
ti_nt_--pers,malpreseneeinconrt
a cheek on, _li 230.
-- modifications
eL vi 244-7
";co h_corr_!tn_.
-- modiueatlons
of in r_lbren(,e Io _uits, • t. 293-4 n,

Flllallee_t|le
system
of t_ritten deposition_
_upposed t,a favour_ vl 37 b.
-- reports of committee
on, quoted, vii 214-I&
FiBallelal
uses
of registration,
vi, 83 o.

--difficulty-utihty
,,f iI_terrot,
atmnln
obtaining
crtdeneem
expo¢ing.for levi"a232"3courtuf
justice,
vn 3S7-S.
-- infamy
attaching
to, vl. 2¢143, 267 b.
-- instruction
deriv_able
from. vii. 388 b, 389.

Fines
aml recoveries,
lished, ib. n.
Finite
and infinite--no
224 b

--cause
in whatof, e_ireumstances
pecuniary
m_ere_t acts as a
157 _ vii. 57_-5.
-- should only be punished
ill contemplation
of its
purpose,
vi. 29_,_ ¢
- neee_sky
of remembering
that it does not alway_
deceive, nil 3_i b, 3_7.
_notnlceh_efwhmhmaynotbeproducedby._i.297a.
-- legi, Iature instigates
to by exacting
d,:etarations
Witlmut sauetiqns
for their truth, vi. li7 a*
--offences indicative
ot a dispositim_
towards,
vii.
_,_ _1 a.
--j*adietat.
vii. 2G_-70. See Me_taeity
lleence,

F_tzberbert
on the
Registrum
bretqum
_ii. 459 a.
Fixation--blind.
of times
for operation
cedure, vii. 239-4a. ,369 b.

-- oCcur,
negatx*e,
vii. and
573 a.in degree,

the kind_

Forgers

FaEifieation--evidenee

of, vii, 181-3.

iron
inc_de_ta],
ous, vi. 291-3.

tcmera-

na_t

l_ble

to

practices

founded

of

generally

involving
vi. :_6.

vl

582,

vii.

medium

the

re.

283-4.._bobetween,

yr.
cited.
of pro-

Flaws--power
of judge
to give
effect
to or
not at his option, eonside_d,
vi*. 30_-9 a.
Force--probative,
w. 220
3.
,See Probative
Force.
Fortes--new,
how
far the discovery
of probabte, vii. 85 b, 86 a.

p¢_y nmre
than

attention
to
the honest, vi. 349 6.

tranquiJlitv--how
far danger
of vie•
l_tion of, jUStifies restriction
of judicial
publie,ty,
vi. 36t-7.
PreServation
or, no sufi_c,ent
reason for
excluding
evidence
of hllsbadid and wif_ in regard
to eacl_ oth_r, vih 483-4.
Farmer--Hugh,
noticed,
vii. 90 b.
Father--effect
of partiality
of towards
child,
"
on testimony,
vi. 161 ; vii. 576-7.
Fear
indicated
by passi ve d,:port
meat.
as evideuce of delinquency,
vii 4_7.
Chain of inferences
to theeonelusion,
45-6,
It_firmative
possihihties
to
the wrious
links, 46-7.

--141_t.
of printed decrements
should
__ of real evidence,
vii. 15- t 8.
_ use of two attest.ing witnesse_
vi. 538.

-- ph._si_l
_ymp_
o_ vii. 4an,
Fecundity,
httman--extent
of as a question
evldenee, *it. &_b.
Fee_definition
of a, vii. 197 n e.

Forging
a release
against
a forged
l_0a. vii. 49 b, 5On. "2:85b.
Form
of oath -- importance
attached
am n* ; as praeti_
m Er_ma,
x_

of

against

on, wL 383 n.

-- evutenee
aid froltl notes,

formahtics

Family

argument
vi 24L
continuance

the use of

Forgery--s
species
of mendacity,
vi. 292 a.
-- d_fferent modifications
oe vi. 247 a.
-- rarity of tile _u_pie_on of against a dee_ _L 490 b.
-- m(Mcs of proving,
vii. 1_1-3 See 1)¢-aothel_AeatiOtL
-- how Ltr proveable
by evidence
of perSOn forged
upon, vli. _o,,.
-- of makers'
mark on Inanafa_u_s---plan
for _rt_
vention
of, vi. ,58,i-5.
be punished,
vii. 140/_
See Real Evldeneue,
asaf_uard_'_
bond,
to,

_'i,
vi.
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lature,

GENERAL
for contracts
vi. 522.

--

provision

of

Formalities--how
farnecessary
- to

INDEX
by

TO

THE

tegis-

Fraud
characteristic
hearsay
evidence
less
liable to. titan extra._udielal]y-written,
vik 134b.
contracts,
--of
re_levidence,
l_ssing
through
other
medig,
vii. t52.

vi. 64,
Means of entbrcing,
64-5.
-- -- of c_sually-written
evidence,
vi. t64 _vii. 121b
in use in the case of contracts,
vL 515-17.
Five
---of transceipthinus
evidence,
vii. 14t.
metl otisof authenticaJ_ion¢_b irdra--autography,
-- statements for the purpose of, generally given m
onomasric
signature,
svmt,)tie
signature,
slglllathe ibrro apparently
most trustworthy,
_ii. l._;b
lion, recognition,
515-16.
Authentication
ab extra,
_ in contracts--exclusion
of oral testimony
a tal_e
by a_testing witnesses,
516.
security againsL
vi. 13J.
m enforcement
ot', of. 517-25.
Not want of will, but = __ protection
of off, liters from by registration,
vi 8'_-s
of power
occasions
Fraads
of litigants--personal
presence
would
ties,
517. and
The knowledge
_yste_4n of that
nullity,
517-18. informaliPerish5
_roduces
the evil it is intended
to prevent,
51_.
suppress,
_ii. 230-2.
hould be under conditions
of-- knowledge
of the
-- statute
of--examination
of with regard to wtlt_,
formalities
and their essentmlity,
power to observe
vi. 542-51
them,
and observance
not too burthet_s,,me,
51_.
Freeholders--committee
of," as the origin of
Treachery,
in the law professing
its readiness
to
judicial
publicity
in England,
vi. 373 b.
giveeffeettopeople'sintentionsregardut_contracta,
French
trials---want
of interest
in,
from the
blg-?o.
Proper means to be adopted--_eparate
paper
for e_eh contract,
having the laws and regulations
formalities,
vi 441 b.
printed on the border, 522.
Formalities
should
be
Friendship--effect
of on testimony, vi. 154 b0
easy of observance.
523. Non-observance
should be
155 a.
only circumstantial
evidence,
523-4.
.Note of snsFunctionaries°
publiccases
in which
they
pieion thould
be substituted
to nullity,
523-4.
Iraaz_einterested,
par_ieularlyunfit
forjudicmlprivacy,
pugner
should deelaxe
persuasion
or suspicion
of
vi, 369-7_.
spuriousness,
524.
what proper, and in what eases, vl. 525-30. In what
contracts
ought
writing
to be required ? 525. Use
Gain,
hope of--its
effect on testimony,
vi. 1,58.
ofattestingwitnesses,
525-6.
One of the witnesses
Garrow--Mr.
Serjeant, noticed, vii. 430 5.
should ben person e&_ily discoverable,
e. g. anotary,
4b.
Use of notary
for securing
propriety,
526-9
Gc_,calogical facts--registers of, vi. 63,570-4.
Honorary
notaxies
suggested.
529-30.
bee Notaries.
Deaths--civil
and penal u-es, 571. Births,
571-2.
application
of to preappointed
evidence,
vi. 512-13.
Marrmges,
572-3
Statistic
u:es to the legislature.
of deeds-should not depend on shape of property,
t
573.
Aberrations
of English
law on this subjee_
vi, M3z_?.
573 4."
-- of wills, vl. ,539-51.
See Wills.
General
issue--nature
of the plea of, vii. 273.
-- of writs--presumption
of spuriousness
from failure
-- -- permission
of plea of by statutes_
a censure
ca
to observe, vi. 24 a, 48-9, 134.
special pleading,
vii. 325.
Forthcomingness--meansofsecurlng,
ty diversified
in practice,
vii. 305-6.
-- duty of seeuring
in regard to evidence,

Fortunc-tclliug
trated

from,

FoundlingsFourcher

vl. 12a.

-- motives to credulity illus-

vii. 107.
registration

par

useless-

essoign,

of,
vii.

vi,

572

b,

269.

Fowler's
Exchequer
quoted,
vi.
Fox-hunter's
reason
fbr excluding
native testimony,
vii. 4,54 b.

491.
self-crimi-

France--frequeneyofcontradictorytestimonv
"
in, accounted
for, vL 49(3
-- limitation
of testimony
in, vii. 536 b, 537.
-- court of marble table in. vii. 291 n, 301a.
holograph
deeds in, vi 5i5 n.
-- minuteness
of the sifting of criminal
transactions
in, in comparison
with the English
system, vii, 467 b.
--registration
of births
in, vi. 574 b.
-- system of/ett'res
de cachet in, vs. 364 n.
_tedlousneaaoferiminalprocedurein.withlta
causes,
vii. 208 n.
--law
of--confrontation
according
to. _i. 339 a,
- -- -- expression
of degrees of persuasmn
in_ vi.
231 a,
-- -- -- female witness
excluded
by, vi. 116 b.
_
-- of, as to perjury, vi. 393
illustration
of temporary
recordation
in the
proe_s verbal of, vi. 82.
precedents
from as to extempore
recordation,
vi, 82.
-- ---system
of recolement
or re-examination
undar, vl. 451-4.
See Re.exazldnation.
-- -- m_malres
of, asaccedsateum t_ publicity,
vi.
a79,
-- -- incidentally
animadverted
on, vi. 417b, 421 b.
4S9:, vii 17b, 18a, 253a.
Frauda species
of mendacity,
vL 292 n.
_enerated
by the excltLsion
of informal
evidence,
w. iS4.
.
what
provisions
necessary
to
obviate
in
contracts,
vi. 527,

Gcntoo
laws--singnlar
rules
as to perjury
in,
vL 271 b, 272, 324.
I Genuineness,
as distinguished
from
verity
not noticed by Gilbert,
vi. 183 b.
-- of a document,
proper
course where unsuspected.
_i. 120-1 ; Where suspected,
121-2.
-- of writingtL--seeurit_es,
&c. for. ,gee Authent_culion.
GeographicM
criterion
for jurisdictions,
off.
2ss.
The original kind in England,
2.96. Infringemerit, lb.
Germany--secrecy
dure in, vi. 504

and

despotism

of

proce-

Gestation--duration
of, vii. 88 a.
i Ghosts
-- instances
of evidence
professed
to
come through,
vii. t01-2 n.
Gibson and Johnson--case
of cited, vi. 488.

Gilbert-

Chief Baron, his analogy between

records and diagrams,
"d. iS4, 56,5 ; vii. 71 b, 72a.
-- noticed or quoted, VL 55b, 73a. 140b, 175, 205. 568;
[ vii. 200, 273.
t -- his di_iston of all evidence
into written
and tinwritten,
vi. 71 a.
I __ his reasons for secrecy in equity
causes examined,
[ vL 374 and n.
I -- hi_ false theory of evidence,
vi. 143-5, 183-7. C0r_
i
fom_ds verity mad authenticity,
185- Reasoning
on
matters
of record, 18_-6.
I -- his arguments
for the necessity
of secrecy in examining witnesses
by commission,
vii. 540-2.
Gtanville -- Ranalph, cited, vii. '243, "269a,
379 ¢*.
Glanvill--Joseph,
36_.

on

witchcraft, noticed,

vii.

I Godolphin--Lord,
Goldtransmutation
noticed,
of baser
vii. metals
528 a. into,
]
an illustration
of the motives
which
superinduce
I
credulity,
ytt 106.
Government--how
far it should
lay in a stock

conflicts
between
law and equity
for suppression
of evidence
for _ purposes,
vi. 509. T_b be imped_l
of, vii 301 h.
only by inlprgetteamlity
and express,
t •
- _'-ial
-- danger of not increatsed
by number of media through
-- offences against, partae_Isrlyunmeet for JUn_ "
which evtdenea
is said to p_es, vn 156
1
privacy
vi _
370a _uuge
urose_utor
_characteristic,
to which m_keshLft
evidence
hable,
fender should not be entrus_
_ith power to w_th_L 59b.
draw them from publicity,
370-2.
,_
-- -- of unoriginal
evidence
in general,
vii. 132 a.
-- secrete of _ould
not be extortable
in orldenoe, Vw
_of
hearsay evidence,
vii, t_3,
34ga.

TWO
G,_ss v. Tracy_case

of, cited,

VOLUMES
vii. 190 n :_,

Grand Jury. ,SeeJare--Grand.
- vii. 126 &
Gouy-de--tz.se
of, anecdote
cited,
Grandier--Urban,
of, vii.97a.
Gravitation--the
general or universal
law of
bodies, vii. _J a.
Great Seal _ pardon under,
restores
cmnpetency of witness, _ii. 43-5b.
Gregor v. Lord Arundel--case of,vii.217 n.
Greiils and Ganse|_case
of, vi. 457 b.
Grenville
act noticed,
vi. 329 b ; vii. 451 a,
•%_4 Badness ofthe prc_iou_ system, vi. 329 b ; _'ti.
.5a4.
Grose---Mr.
Justice, on exelusmn of evidence,
vii 340b.
Guardian--formalities
of appointment
of, vi.
525a-Sb.
Guardianstfip-effect of the relation
created
Gl_j on testhnony, el. l@2; vii. 576.
uitt--avmdance
ot justiciability
as affording evidence of, vii. 50-3.
-- atterthg things evldentiary of, _it. 15-18. gee Real
Ewdence--torgery
of,
-- clandestinity as evxdence of, _iL 47-8.
-- confusion of mind as evidence of, xft. 41-5
-- mon_,
exposure
of--_m vi'{.
good441-86,
ground _br excludhtg t_tivi.I06-9,
facts having a tendency to establish, -d 45. 'ee
Circu_stantial
vli4%7,
---fearindieatedindepor_ment,
non-responsion,
mudfalse
orasevideneeof,
e_asiverespo_sion,
as
evidence of, vii.
24-9.
--_lca_l
473°f--_udge& persuading criminal to withdraw,
preparations, attempts, declarations of intention,
and threats, as evidenc_e el, vii. 18.24.
-- strut lion ofthe accused i/_respect of motives, means,
disposition,
of, vii. 53-b_.character, and station in life, as evidence
-- self-lnculpative testimony as evidence of, vii. 29-45.
8re Self-inc_lpattve.
--_uppressioa
tire of, vii 4g-50.
or fabrication _f e_'ldence, as indie_Gulliver's
Travels
noticed,
vii. 89 b.
Hale--Chlef-Justice,
his condemning
for
wltehe_aft noticed, vii. 97a.
-- instances of t_tlse convictiou of murder cited from,
vti 69.
-- passage from against quibhle_ vii. 308.
lime v. Cove--case
of_ yr. 226 n _.
Ilalhed's
Gentoo
Laws quoted,
vi. 272, 3o4.
Halifax -- Bishop, quoted,
vi. 302.
Halley _his
reasonings
on the testimony
for
the scripture, vi. 243.
Hand--burning
on, a restorative
to emnpeteaey of wltnes_, vii _t-5.
Hands--similitude
80.
of, evidence from, vii. 177Handwriting--procuring
extraneo'.is e vidence
to, wlmn party might be qnestionedL _h. 447.
indications of Sl-_lriottsness from, vii. 181.
-- evidence of, vii. 177-SO.
Hammy--trial
of, noticed,
vii, 257 nli.
Happiness--dependence
of on knowledge,
vi.
2_4a.
relation of law to, _-L7-a.
Hardwicke_Lord,
noticed, vii. 482 a, 530 n.
Harrison's
Chancery
quoted,
vi. 230-'2.
Hastiugs--Warren,
trial of, noticed,
vi. 244,
3_9_400 ; vii, 357,
Hawkins
on the effect of interest
on testimony, vii. 4¢t-5n.
--notieedorquo_ed,
viLlgl,$_S3,409-lO, g74,481b, dS2a.
_
8_..on--trial
of, vlt. t82_.
Hawkesworth's
Adventurer
referred
to, vii,
4_.
_rifig
_ nattlre of defects in sense of, _fi.
2_9 _,

ON

EVIDENCE.

[ Hearsay
I.

evidence,

6|_vtL

|32-4.

Defined

" -

' _:_

as

• • 133.
al_i_iOtt_
tO.the fraud,
ella_t_rOf
the tO_i_tonv,
ib.
Pr_tI_
ot
[_'P_n_e
_ Charae_r,s_ie
t_fm_
d through
oral
EngU_h
_w_
to,1_, t."_,smlUc,

----aimph*st
example of make.shift vi 57a. Liable
. to be sup_rttuous, 89b. Purposes for whizh u=_ul,
i -- ib.
-- 90a
and extrMudiciaiiy-,aTttten compared, vii. 134-&
Former le_s ]table to eharac_rlstie fraud, 134; but
_ more
incorrect
and ismom.
piete, likely
135. tobe materhtlly
[ --- eomt_red with direct, vi ]72b.
_ -- -- compared with transeriptitious in regard to probait ve force, vii. 142.
i -- := selt-c_rit inat ive--admitt_M when direct refused
_ _. 4_'_-9.
'
*
-- vL
-- 165.
with reference to Safeguards against dectyfftiot%
! ----instruction
concerning the prvbative foe_e of_
t vii. 134-7.
I Heineceius
quoted, vi. o30- l, 302-$,
vii. 7Oh,
: 525 b.
tlelps to recollection--how
far compatible
t with obstructions to invention by wttnet_s, "_l44_q_ 451. Difficulty of solving the questiol_, 447. 8Upt_
rtomty of oral interrogation, 448. Time to answer
_ should be brief, 44_.
Henry V[ I. notlced,
vii. 459 a.
Hesi(ation,
as evidence
of guilt, vii. 44 b.
Hibbert's
Ptfilosophy
of Apparitions
referred
_ to, _iL l{_ b.
thgh comun_-sion--procecdings
before, apepular argument iorexeludiug self-er_miv_tive te_
tiznotly, eli. 45_-_.
trill--John,
trial of, noticed,
vi. 45 n %
thndoo--admiaistering
oath to, vii. 423 b,
43i _,
-- eode--p_euliarities as to false testlmony In, vL 27t b,
27_ 324.
Hingham noticed,
v;i. 269 a.
Hobart quoted,
vi. 3t5-16 a.
Holidays--judicial,
extent and evils of, vil.
2_I-5,
Hoimshed
quoted,
vii. 461.
Holograph
detds in France and Scotland,
vi.
sisn.
Holography
as a method of authentication
ab
iutra, vi. 515.
ttom_eide--maliee
inferred from, vi.55-7, 804.
tlonour--the
motive with many for respecting
an oath, vi. 312a
-- among thicve_-_ature
of. el. '2_aSb._a,
Hope ofgaiu--effect
of on testimony,
vi.158b.
Hornsey_Queen
against Inhabitautsot,
cited,
vii. 492 ¢*.
llumanity
pleaded as a reason
fbr excluding
self-criminative testimony, vii. 452-4
-- overpowers the sanction of an oath, el. 31L
-- niealities,
usc_tas a Idea
_-h. f°r
_61.the _mca4_e°f male*her ors on t°eh"
-- falsehoods of. vL 267 b.
--j udieial, populax;ty gained by displays of, vii. _58-9.
_ the requtsitlon of more tha_t one witness in partacu_ar eases founded on false notion_ oh vh 5_*5.
Home--David.
on eau_ and effect, vi. 2d7,
-- noticed, vi. 240_ ; vii. 91 a.
Humph_reys--Mr.,
his real property code, vi.
_03a.
Hundred courts--early
existence of, vii. 234h,
_71 _.
evidence agalrtst,
for eompensat ion in e_ of robbery, vii. 492.
Husband--false
inference of legitims, ey from
his non-expatrLation, vi. _ b-4.
-- and _ife--exelasion
of test*runny of in regard to
each
other an
eonsider_l,
vii. 480-6. 481.
Ve_ation
from
sympathy
i_muffieientgrout_d,
80 04*anti°
_athy. di._sen_on, at_ddangerof per_ttr_, 40_.
"Fends to convert the house of every man rote a
nursery of unpunishable erim¢_, 484.,_,

""/
" .
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:
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Husband
and wlfe--influence
which
n,_xlon between,
may have on testimony,

Idea of an nbject
ence, vi 255.
Ideas--innate,
ldemifieatmn

confounded

the coneft. 577-81

with

Its

exist-

vi. 240-1.
of

a party

di_.ti_gmshed

tl_ut _,fa ,Mtnes_, v-q. 175 n _'.
hlent_t)---prnved
under
Iloman
eonfrontatmn,
vi 5iS 5-2.
Idiocy--a

INDEX

branch

of ]n_anity,

Ignorance--difilcuhy
gallon
of, vi. 244 b.
Ignorance
of taw--kept
ptlnJsh i', vL 519.

vi.

2.51

of punGhing
up

Iliegal--ab.ur(hty
of the term
bad laws, _i, lStJ [, ; vii, 3a2-3..tb2a.

from

practice
5.

false

by
"

those

tot

Imagination--ett)ct
of on _'vidence,
--an
mtcllectualcauseofmeorreetne_intestimony,
vi. 254-6.
-- ordinary
and extraordinary
work or: vi

b)

allewho

censuring

Improbable
ins, though
98ct. 10t. "

facts--the
they should

necessity
of &sbeliev.
turn out to be be _ruc, eft.

hnprobability_dependenee
of, on the extent
el the knowledge
of nature
posse_e,t
by tt_ indi.
vldual experielmmg
it. _il. 91-8.
--re*Aved
into di_eonformity
with the estabhq._._
of nature,
wi. s3-4.
-- course
a_ a eau._
of suspicion
In evidence,
vi. I,'_-4.
--deelsmn
oh tim _ole ground
ot, is not without _G.
denec,
_i 27_b.
-- of a faet conslctcred a_ counter-evldence,vi
A5"g, 24_'*
-- a particular
cube of com_ter-exid_
nee, _d. i,_-lv',
-- mathematmal
distingm_hcd
from ordunar_ _el, 21:)_,ua4a.
-- and imt_os_ihihty--nature
bf, all_ relat'nn
to 0_e
another,
vii. 76-9,81
Notqmdine_ofexternalphenomeBa, but ot tile degree of perbua._ion ill the Iltlud,
lb.
--andimpu_slbility--thebellefthattheyareinIrir,
s;0
to things eoi_<idered,
_ii. t',3.

Imbecility--bow
fat
the
evd_
of judicature
attributa'ble
to. _ii. 210, 211
a_ affeetm_
e_ldenee--dehnitlo_t
of, vii. 3s5 _,,
melttal--lmi_ropriet
$ of holdintz it as a _ronnd
for
thve_chl-ion
ote_fdence,
_i. 105. vii. 4:_7-,_
1)_flienlt.v of drawm_
a lille. 427. 31cthod el exa_tuilllrlg
children,
428-:4l
-- gruun,_ for s,,_pieinn
in testimony
vi. I t 1.
llnamr,t]it'¢--eooagil_
" a FIIaU ll}_ blunts
him
to the nut'urc oL _d_. _)3 b,
-- ell the i art of a wxtness.
See lmprohity,
Illqmovetlb]e
ilrollcrtv-- "
lulportallee
of
tracts
as 1o, p_eullarly
dt.tnands
registrati,_n,
577-s
hnpartialily
as a quality
m
ewdence.
211 5, 212q,

Aceomphce_
adnAtted,
tLough the most dange_c.u_
efall
_14.
-- a- o cause ofuntrustwvrthines_
in testimony.
_i_.
5_5-t+1+ How tar probity
cf party a protedtl,d,+
%5.
tlab_t to be lo_Jked to rather
tt_n individual
ort_lI('_,_ 5_6.
In the ea_e(d'e,lme,
iattucne,;ofcvl-

de_i_'llation
xi]. 3635-5

of

iS b.

TIlE

--az regards
psychological
Iaet-, eft. tt3-15
hnproblty
as a meai_s
of corrupting
evidence
--de, nit'on or; vii. 3_6,
-- no _rood groui_d for excluding
a witness,
el. 19',
vii. 4_Y&zO,
- in the shape of perjury,
no g_od ground,
vii 4'g-_
Ti e Inner plausible
ground
406
Good gr.und uf
eusideion
old%. 407.
Almost
alwaw
attefid..d b._
sulfurisation.
_t()S. Exclusmn
lurch(ted
as pul.i-_,inentto
thew]tnes_,
fattstm
parties, 409 lnconq_-teneie_
ol _.ligll_ll law. 4(/1_-t2
Rem,rd _l'ilI_$]L_.
4_',-10.
Re,totalise,
4!0.
Affidavit
evidence, ,_
Diversity
_f opmmn
aanot_g _udges, 411.
-- H) othe_ shapes than perjury,
no _ood groun4 f,_r
exclusion,
__1. 412-15
Imp,;asibdi@
of e_tu_atinz
the ehar;_ter
e,f |he criminal
fi on1 tile evim_., 4_3

ImpertineBec--a
evidence in t,qnltv,

vi.

TO

_'v; _.

curl_1.
_i.

Impey's
Comuum
Plea.
quoted,
vi. 1_5.
Import
of _ords--queaticnl_
('oucernlll_*
cOnfounded
with questions
as to facts, In theoriesazto
Lmpossibfl_ty,
_is. 76-82.
Importance
of a tact--vi_acity
of tbe
irapression
of it depend_ on, _i. 252 a

irr(qevdnt

lateral circumstances
to be l(_o, ed to, 5_6
,ludg0
should
Le Ilrepgled
fi)r anoll_Pdtes.
587
Peouliar
stre_gth
of su%,icion where
mendacity
i_ the kind
of improbitv,
5¢17-9. ( ireumstances'_hich
aid the
mendacity-)estr'aining
_z*netion_. 5Kq-91.
Imputation-atrocity
of an_ how tier ground
lor ineredibiIity,
_ft. 115-17.
--onthecharactvrofaw_tness--howfartobesanct_oned, vii, 60,

Impossible
Iact_
(h_tinguishe
1 fi'om
verbal
contradictions,
vii. 79, 8o-i.
---p_ so, di,tin_uisbed
from impossible
si Mm. as
in alibi evidence', vii, I 1t - l 3

Inaccuracy'in
traoseripts--forms
z.ssumcs,
vii. 142/,-3a.
hmptnes_
of expre_-sion,
Expression-inaptness
of.

Impossibility.
,b'ee hnprobabitity.
-- impropriety
of the term for judicial,
though necessaxy for coltoqmal
purposes,
vii, 80,
-- resolvableinto d_,eonformity
w_th the e:t_bh_hed
course ofnmure,
vii. 83-4.
Illustratiol),
Sht,.
-- p_ychologicat,
eo_mdered
a_ disprobative
ota f,_,t,
el. 47.
- eh. utter
of, mproperly_ttaehed
to psych_doglcat
facts, vii, 113h-14.
tmposture--iustances
of, vii. :210 b.
Impounding
of witnesses'
notes
by judge,
vi.
387,

Incidental
(IceMen--evidence
may with proprlety be made conclusive
for, vii. 547-9
Income
tax _examination
for,
oath
only administered
in, if found necessary,vi. 434n.

hnpracticability_
physical
and
prudential
dis0nguished,
vi. 3_S n t'.
Imprisomnent
for debt--oriOn
ot, vii. 382 a.
_--eonsidered,
v_. 176-8_; vii. 381. Inaptitude
of
as an instrument
of compulsion,
vi. 176-%
Or as
an instrumea_t
ofpunl,hment.
177. lt_ needte-_.sness,
177-8. True end of, 178. Produced
hyjudieial
mendReit_ and usurpatmn,
178-9.
Unfitness
of _he ,_ffl(l_tVlt_ 179.
Puts exelusmn
on evidence,
179-80.
]Errors committed
by advocates
for its abolition,
180-1. The Scott sh system of oomph?, 1_1-2. Proper
eourse_obeadopt_donoocasionofinsolveney,18:_3.
_-alteration
o_ the law of, vi 3Mn.

Ioeons_tencws-psychological
improbabiilties called, vii. 114 _.
Ineorrectness
_
modes
of in testimony,
vi.
244-7, 1)ependeitheronthewilloronthefaetS,_4'
Three
sorts of falsehood--positive,
negative, and
alleged ignorm_ce,
_5. l)iff_renee
between fact al_
circumstance,
245. Falsehood
in circums '_tanee an
falsehood
in tote, 245-6.
-- checked
by publiett S. vi, 3,55 a.
--andincompletenessofevidence--:theaoureeof_als"
decision,
',i_. 3S5.
Incredible--no
facts
unlvers_ally
recognised
to be, vii. 80-2.

----exclushmofevidenceinvolvedin,
vLl_5-6,179-1q0.
Courage prescribed
by _taturzd l_rocedure, 13,5. Adopted by tec211fica.2, 135-6.
golitary,
how far justifiable,
to keep an accused
person or witnessfrom
intercourse
and taanparlng,
vi. 450-1.
See Co_fln_ment.

fence a ground
for, vii. 115-7.
o]
mud e._ofdiseon
fornfity in nature creating eli, 84....
_
.
' •
r,
lnculpatlve
acts
as separate
offences,
Vl. 40
_ evidence.
,See $elf-dtsscrvlng
; i_elf-incutVafive"

it generally
vi.

253

b--4.

See

Incompetent
witness-the
expresslol_
criticised, vi. 147.
Incongruities
in the
method
of extraction
d
evidence
in English law, vi. 465-99.
In Roman lag.
499-51d. See Extraction.
Inconsisten,'v
the chief instrument
for detectins falsehooei,
_. 5:.'0b.

Incrc(fibility--how

far the

atrocity

ofa_

of-
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t lnquisitioa--pracfiee
of, a popular
argument
]
against
j.udieiM interrogation
of parties,
_d s_ferlminauve
_vldene_
VL alSb;
vn. 45-5-8.
[ Insanitv--deciarmion
of, a subject
for regi_
tration,
vi. 567 a,
--- intellectual
effect of on e_'idenec, _i '251 b.

tudebitatnSot,
vii. 549 b-50.assumpsit -- lmture
of the action
Indta--condae_
of Britain
to the natives
of,
vii. i_ 6-7 a
]nd:catwe
cvidenoe,
vi. 214 a.
hnportance

I_

EVIDENCE,

o_admitting
makeshift
an. vii,
]ndie:ment--proce(mre
on. 164-5.
vi, 4¢;7.
-ttarratlve
told several time_ in vi 4:,5 b -- procedure
by in m:sdenleano:_r,
w 471-6
pa_-'txeul_nty Its tu tlllle _lld place 111_1 i,. ___.
tmh.pen,_able
evi(hq
ee--doctrmeof,
operates
au an exclusion,
vl, 115 a. ,tee E_chlMon
; ForlUaht:¢._,

insolvelwv--imprisonment
gives
no remedy
agala_l, vii. ,'_1.
-- proper procedure
in ca_s ot'. vi. 135-G, 1_2_3.
[ii-olvcncv
and
bankruptcy
-- /hetitlous
dig[
t]notlolt
between,
_i. l_0a,
vii. ,_ n.
In_tdveot
debtols"
act,
vi. 178 a.
ln.-trurtiorl

derived

fl'nm

attending

courts

of

l,distinct
ne-_ a_ an hnpcr fecfi_m in _cstimonr,
vL 2_0 b Cau_e._ andad_,ncts
of, 427,b-6,
"
h_d,,v:duat,
mmavemmlt-supermrltv
of to
"'
*
e.,rimrate,
vi, 557 8,
Ind_vidnals--d,e
tm_itive
evils
of judicature
not perpetrate4
Ly, but b'_ the system, _ iL 2!7-13
ludotence
a eau_c
td: _xt'_tt_:on
of evtdet_ee,
vii. 391 at.

justice,
vi. _55 t_-f; _t.
--. _ub_titution
or, l,_r regulation,
tli statutes,
vi, _i24_1,
Instluetnms
i_om
the
leffi,iator
to the judge
l_r eStll_l:_rl_lg the tlro|)rtilve
lorceof
evidence,
vL

Indolent--judge
city, vi _55 b
Irutorsatinn---off_cia],
17g.

au(hvr,
t onary
Instructions.
-- -- as bh6-7.
to inrer_'_tSet.nl{:at,
gclwPaI
colt_ldcred
_sa grOllB_
of vntru_t_ortlmm_s,
yr. 154 : vii. 567-73.
_;ee, lnto.-_t.
-- -- --- as to pt emdary
interest,
vi. 156.b_ ; vii. b73.5.

lntalhbihty

--

may

be,

m

absence

of pnbli-

aufllentication
human,

remarks

(m,

by,
wl.

vii.

:)S'_ n

15,o73:
vii. 5_4-9,_.
-- lI_-r3,
-- -- u_e
eL 563-4
"Wht re th, re i_ no good _rmlrtd
h_r exclusion
ttwre may _tdl be fl3r suspicion,
5t3.
_No mstr,,ctpmgiw,n under existing
system_, a_d
wt ", _31-5
Obleet
and character
of ¢hO_ of the

- teqIilr, or_)" of shoubt net be e_.eluded
_ii 427-32
Iniel ence--lalse,
el{_'et, t,t, vi. _9;1 t,.
-- the :wcessltv
of, u eharacteri_/ie
of c,rcuu'_ta_,ival
e_deaee,
wi'. 2 b.
lnferen,'es
of j u 'go-made
law,
vi, 53-7.
Interior
cnnrt_.--exthwtion
of, vii. 234-6.
Infinite
and finite---no
medium
between,
vi.
2_4 t.
lnfirmative circumstance% nature or: vii, 5 a.
Apphcation
of to l,rel'a-ation%
attempt_
deelarat_ons of _lltvntlon.
_,_ thre::t>,--_
cv[del_Ce of d_lin,tueno?,
.'1-4.
Ini_:'mity-point,
_,r, el*ran}on
to m :ke_hifi
e_.lenec,
w :,',.

tm_q, dert-,t,d from soeialeonl_exions
-- See
-- - t'eeumar5
a_ to i_llel_t
in _ener_l.
vh. :,Ta 7
-- -- -- a_ t,, it,',,._rt,_t d_ived
from sexllM eonnexions,
_i_ 577-ql.
-- --- -- as to inlerts_
derived lrOl)l slt_latlon with respeet to the Stilt. vli 5_1-4.
-- ....
a_, to improb_t_
az a cause of untrustworlbth( $_. I 1l 5_-Sl.
as to ttw eomtqtrafive
nq.i._ohlcf frol_ mi_de*
,,i_v,:, as agama! plaintitL
and as against defendaltt,
,,h. 591-_
..... a_r,lultorior
safecuardsagahlgt
lnoonvcnlen_
frm,t ahohrlort
of ex,.]u_om_-_
rule _, _ii, 5!'3-7.
-- em_eerning
the proba/i,'e
i,,r,'e of rx'rajudtelallywrtttvn
a_d hoa_ say evidence,
yd. 134-7.
In.trtmwnt
el d.mand
as a substitute
for dec!aratmn
or bdi in _qll_t3. vii. _TI)-I.
Instruu,ent_autiwntiea_mn
of, vii. 176-80.
Insufficient
evidence--vonvictions
on, ebaracteri*tie
_ff au early stage oI law, _ii. G7 a.
[nlollectual
causes
O_ lrllstworthlnPss
ill e_ idonee.
_L _5_1-6.
S¢'e TrusIw_thitle_s
-- facts,
g'e*, l'_.yehule_neztt
-- £_culties,
concerned
m testmmny,
vL "2:lgb.
Iatetiigence--tbrgery
of' articles
of _hould
be

hffonnatmn--procedure
by,
vi. 4G7 b-Sa ;
vii. 470, 4'36 1,=7a. Si2
---tolerated
heetmse grand juries obstruct
justice,
vi. 375b, 473a.
-- met_dae_ty-serving.
See Mendacity-serving
infurmarion,
Infimners--evil_
suffered
through,
have
proeet_lednot from _b,irhnmorahty, hut the badness

pun:shed,
vii, 14ab-t a.
-- effect oI in regulating
belief, _ii I0"2.
-- v_ gary allied w_th improbity
vii. 393 b,
Intention--deelaratmns
or.
as evidence
of
crime, vii. 21a,
lnfirnmtive
etreumstanee appticable. 22 b, 23a.
lnl,,reeption
of evldence-deductions
from,
_ii lob.

of the laws, vii 5.*_2a.
-- law does not _uflic.e_xtly encourage,
vii. tl)6 a, 49_ b,
tngram
v. Mitchell.
case of. vi. 458 a.
Initial
meeting.
,S_c Meefing--prehmlnary.

Intere-*-a_ a ground
for excluding
the evidonee of a witness,
discus-ed,
vi. 105-6; vii. _03-t06.
-- in gem-ral.--_:ot
a proper groined, vii.._-_-6.
_ot_es slid il_tt-re_t% _93. 3I_stake that all interests
are sini_t,,r, 31ft-4. _he four saneti(n_.
_4.
I,'al_ehood produet_d hy a preponderance
of motlve_
_5.
Rejection
,,f tendered
te.-tmmny
in ticotland.
395_.

In_hmy
of arte_tmg
"0,':tne_s
nlakt-_
hi- h._v.d
proveghb _, vii 1_41u
--as
a pmfishment--moti_e_
_hieh
have
dwtated,
VIL .|_O ¢L
- hot_ t.tr _t has relation
tf_tl'.e r_ature ,,f the ,;gorier,
vl;. 4_2 7_ r.
-- _,1_ it may be made g -ecurlt_
_.or the trll_t_of
thine_'_ el te_tilholty,
vi. 2f, l .....
Ii:f, mt---admnn_teri:_g
at: oath to, vii. 4-8-,*.

Injunction
in equity--:mture
Injunctions--dela?
m, vii.
Injustice--under
of necessity
324.
Ink-evidence
lnnate

of. vfi.
380 b.

29"3.

technical
procedure,
matter
; m_der l_aturM, matter
of chance, wi.
of spuriousness

propensities

idea_ _i._dL
Innoeence--rarit,f
of, _tL 523.

*

from,

substituted
of convictions

vii.
to
in

182.

innate
the

case

Innocent
persons-protection
of; dangerous
tales of evidence
founded
on, vii 52"2-3. 525 -- _aeeidcntatly
surrounded
b_ evidences
of guilt,
vii 16-17,
Innovation-use made of the term,
vii. 298 a.

Inquiry_eourts
_21 a.

of, natural procedure in, vii.

-- testimony,
c_nsidered
as 154-6,
a groundv_L of:_67-73.
m_trustworthittess
in
vL
Foundation
hx
moti)es,
which dependent
on hoper and iL_ars. 667.
IAs_ of ple_sure_ and pains correst_ndent,
lb. Onl_
t_ o that can bt_ measurml--peeumary
interest, an
aversion to
to tl,e
labour,
M;8. ._metion_
which
witness
_bst rvan_
of truth, _;'_.
sympathy,
569-70, Effeetofloveofjustice,
lgard for reputation,570-1.
Time at wh:eh
m operation
to be kept in view, 571, All

hhld of&
EffeCt
570. Y._in.:rest
intev_ts

should
be viewed, 572. The f_lsehoods most tiOol_
to be incurred.
573a.
-- Pecuniary-exeh,_lon
on the grvaund of, according
to Eng is_a law, vii. _7-4&1.
l)epe_tdence
of on the
extent
of the _um av,,t the optaienee
of the _rg"/"
generallyoverh_oked,
3;s7-4_. Thc o_fly sort ly_t_-rest of Which people ea_a ssm tht_extent.
_-9.
_et_rding to lawyer_, the onlS_|nterest,
_Jg. _*_

"
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believing
himself
the law, 400 u.

interested,

399, 400.

INDEX

Alteration

_f t

Intere_
-- pecuniary,
exceptions
to the
rule
excluding
evidence
on the ground
of, wL 4_1-4.
Interest
against
interest.
40l. Interest
contingent,
401-2.
Illustrations,
40"2 Course of tra_le, 402-3.
_ager
on the cause, 403-4. Interest
Ilew, 404, _lre
dire, tb.
-- -- effect of on testimony,
vii. 573.5.
--from
social e,mnexions--effcet
of on testimony,
vii. 575-7.
.

rou_ times, vL 373.
-- - of judges--fee-gathering
system founded
on, wi.
199-2_11.
-- the term dexter,
as well as sinister,
si*ould apply
to, vi. 2hba.
InterlocoU)rs
in the
Court
of Scssio_
-- delays attending,
viL 222-3,
Intermeut-ptau
ior preventing
oc('urrenee
of, where deatn has not taken place, vi. 571 n.
vii.

contrasted

spurlou._ness
with

[ -- attacked,
fi_ e modes 3 |9-51.
of compared
(viz, i Oral, by the parties
puhtiYly betore the judge;
'2. Bythejudgeprivatdy
m ab._cnce of paruen ; 3. By the judge pubhc]v m
their absence ; 4 By judge* chosen by tbe parties ;
_4 5. Epistoiary,_
vL 423-_¢. Oral and wrltte_l coaJi
pared. 424-6. The four oral modes compared, 426._
_ -- _hould be e,sential
tu the acting upon ad_llis_Jo]l as
;
confession,
wL 31.
I --p_AntdifferenCeof
efficacy,betweenvii,
extrajudicial41.4 and judicial, in
'_ -- confounded
wlth torture,
vii. 4.54b-5 a.
-- assertion
i_ertbrmlng
the part of; viL 4(]n.
confes_orial
and other _elf-dis_erving
evidence extrarted
by. vii 39-44
-- faculty of to notary wbo certifies
contract.
_i. 527
-- when the oral, and when the epistolary
sh_mld be
used, vi. 33.
-- as an instrument
for supplying
the deficiencies of
real evidence,
vii. 14-15.
-- discreditive,
vi. 400-6.
See Diaereditive
Interr-.
i
gation.
-- epistolary
;--compared
with oral vi. 52t-6, In what
:
cases appl,eable,
vL 429-36.
Recomme_tded,
in ca,:
_
of impediments
to oral, vii, 374-5.
See Ep_stolaL_-.
I -- method
of. m eqmty causes, vL 444-5.
! -- oral, _. 383-6.
See Oral lnterrogatmn
-- of parties in suits, urged, eli. 487-9.
-- of partws
hy eacb other--difficulty
of reconcilln_
with their hcing exammed
apart,
vi 362n.
-- in the Roman
mode--partakes
of scriptural
and
vt_d *_ee, vl 444a.
-- suggestive,
w. 392-9. See Suggestive
Interrogatioe,
-- written--difficulties
in the way of, vi_ 4_ a, &e
Epistolary
Interrogation
-- right
of, difference
between
it_ depending
on the
sanction
of the judge,
and his merely tm_mg the
power
to restrict
it, vL 504 a.
bill

having

a charge

to

s@-

Interrogatories
fbr examination
by eommlsalert, vi. 487.
-- on the system
of confrontation,
vi. 501 b.
Intervals--long,
between
sittinffs
of court.',
vii. 24t-5.
Proposal
to remedy,
371-3.
Intolcrance--how
far it may
be _uceessful
m

of writing%
affidavit

other-how f_r presumable,
vL 3_6-7.
Examina,
tlon of cliff,event ca_es, and deduction
that no gene-

Interrogatory
m
port it, vL 483 b.

coercing
opiulon, wi. 108. Traced to its soureeA0_n.
Invention--the
trouble
of, a motive/or
truth,

_83.

Interrogated
der*ee, vi. 38

_FItE

i
rat rules cm_ be made, ib
_ Interrogation--distinction
herwc,m
amicable
]
a_d e_ adrers,,, vi. 347-51, Beneficial
effects of bos.
i
tile examinatmu,
348. Judge examintng--tbe
prin,
clple, that he should
be counsel
for tim accused,

--mony,fr°mtbCvii.577-M.sexual
comtexions--effect
of on testt-- from situati_m with respect to the sblt--effect
of on
t_stimony,
vii. 5S1-4
-- tegat_es
excluded
from bearing
testimony
to wills
by, vi b4s-9.
-- resigning,
how it restores
competency
cf witness,
vii 438-40,
-- effect given to in case of witnesses
authenticating
deed% vii. 190.
-- connected
with and distinguished
from motive,
vi.
257 b-8.
-- power
of to elicit declaration
of belie
or disbellef, vii. 82.
-- sinister--of
judges
and lawyers, alhanee
between,
vit 20t-9.
Pecuniary,
202. Division
of spo_L iS.
Lies a means of mc_ea_mg
business,
203. Admissiena asto personal
i/urtty o f the existlngjudzes,
2(_4Depravation
of the intellectual
and moral faculties
of the people, 204-5.
Interest
m irrationality
of the
taws, 206-7.
Limits to the eperation
;--The
fear of
being sufferers
gives lawyers an interest
in the furtheranee
of criminal
justme,
207-9
Iiow far the
vices are the effect of design,
210-tl.
Recapitulation, 911-14.
-- --- not e_q,able of b_,ing eounter;wtcd
by any mensure for g_vmg better expressbm
to truth, VL 227 b.
----- of vamou¢ clas_cs
of person_
in the false ends
of judicature,
vi. I0-12.
---appheation
of the term defned,
t ii. 385 b
-- -- the false but pursued
end of judicature,
vi le12.
Source
_f affidawt
and other unft
modes of
evidence,
42-3
-- -- laws generally
made in furtherance
of, in barbs-

Interred evidence of

TO

evi-

vi. _2.
-- mendacious,
oral interrogation
gives fewer opportunities
for than wmtten,
vi. 424-5.
-- on the part of witness--how
lar helps to recolleetion compatible
with avoidance
of, vi. 446-51.
See
Helps to Recollection.

Interro_.dtcdness--us
a security for evidence,
vi. "¢83.
Interrog_ttion--modes
of in use, vi. :t3.
-- as a security
for correctness
and completeness
in,
and thence
for the trustworthiness
of testhnony,
vi.
2_A, 289, 33"2-5l ; --- _ses of as appllcd to extractton,
332-3. Chiefusein
e_se of r*_dafldo_. 332.
Produce,_ completeness,
lb.
]?artieu .la,rity, lb.
Di_overs
falsehood,
iS, 333.

Inventions -- authorship
deuce,

of a subject of eel-

vL 5 r_.

Investigation--as
hess in evidence,

a seeority
vi. 284 b-5 a.

for

trustworthi-

Investitive facts_nature
of, vii. 270 b.
Involuntary distinguished from voluntary eel-

-- Exceptions
to the application
of, vi 333-4. Where
delay may produce
irreparable
damage,
333 Where
security
outweighed
by expense,
334. Rules to be
followed
where dispensed
witl_, _b.
- on whom should
it be performable
? vi. 3,34-5.
-- by whom should it be performable
_ vi. 25, _5-45,
No interrogator
to be refused but on ground of men-

deuce,

vi. 218 b.

Ireland's
torged
papers
of Shakespeare
ticed, vii. 193 a.
IrrationMity
of tile
law--interest
of
in, viL 206-7

nolawyers

veulenee.d_city
-serving335.
Judge,SUggesti°n'plaintiff,°rprepemderantdefendant.
advocates,the°n" Irrelevancy
in evidenee--anticipative
surve_
and in some cases extraneous witness, should have
would be a means of exposing, vil.369 b
the power, 335
List of possible
interrogators
and
-- as a ground
for tim exclusion
of evidence,
vi _ga;
lnterrogatees,
336, and _.
Cases in which there _
vii. 362-6
Necessity
for giving judge discretion ia_
can be bat one interrogator,
335-36n.
Diversities
_
362. Exemplifications
el'irrelevancy,
;_o
InqU_in common
law and equity
on the subject,
336-7. I vies in which irrelevancy
is suppressTed
io EngfiSh
I_arties should be interrogators
mad deponents,
and I
I_raetice, iY. Irrelevancy
a peculiar growth of equity,
should
be interrogated
by their own advocates,
lb. I
tb. Irrelevancy
entbreod
by rejection
of eontes_3_.
Witnesses
should
be allowed
to interrogate
_
rial evidence,
by the system
of pleading, by eqmeach other and the parties,
339-4t.
See Witness.
[
ty practice
and its divergence
frmn common law,
DefleienvyofEnglisheross-examination,342.3,
Cir- |
364-5
e_nees
rendering
if unfit tocommit
the duty | Issue--directing
an, vL 40, 71 a, 488 a.
of interrogation
entirely
to tbe Judge, 8_i_5.
| -- rule that evidence
is to be confined to the poicts a_
-- affections

of" the pe_ies

concerned

in toward_

ea¢h

_

Chapter

on by Editor

of _rlginaleditton,

vii. 5_8-fi_,
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$actitantial

evidence, or boasting of iniquity,

Vii. 33 a,
Japanese
-vii 94a,

their

remark_

ell

a baDoon,

etted,

Jargo_i--legal,
priwaciple of, elL 2f40-3.
Make_
btt_ines._, 2_0-1
Intercepts
leglslative
i_terfereuce,
2_1. Bond of us|oil to tawhel s, 2_2.

Jephthah'-- vow--i|h_strati,nl

fi'om, _fi.271 a,

_tS.
Jest-pared

evidence
apparently
erli'Ilinative
in pursuance
off vii. 31 b.

Jesus--oath_

[)re-

prohibited by religion of, vi. 28 b

29 a.

Jew--oath

adati_dstered to, vii. 423 b.

--tbrm
of swearing,
vi. 323.
Jews--allusion
to the persecutions
land, vii. 196 b.
-- htcident
of the murder
of, with
_ii. 2:/6 a.

of, in
Coke

Er_g-

s remarks,

John the painter--trial
of, vii. 31 n, 33 n.
Johnson--Samuel,
noticed, vii. 2[0 b.
Joseph--the
cup of i_ Bel_jaufi_U. sack, an
illustration

of forgery

of real ewdence,

vii. 16 a.

Jou_se, M. notiet_d, vi 231 a, 50.1 n.
Judge, the--the physical enforcer tit' the sovereign's
will, vi. 7.
use of records to, vi. 3l.
erroueous
deei_maby,hasperrnanet_t
effects, _1.52.
effect of vexation
to, in the production
ot ¢wdence,
vi. 9'2-4.
- vexation
to, how far a ground for exclusion
of e_ i
denee, wi, _5_)-5_.
--the
vexation
attending
tbe performance
of his
functions
bow _t should bc vi, we(L VL _4.
-- sho,,ld hay, discretiotlarypower
ot rejt,ctl_g
or refu_ing evident('
where m_schief
apprehe_idcd
from
disclosure,
vi. 98 a.
-- h_*tial meeting
of parties before, vi. 136 b. 137 a.
-- nature of the services
he rendt-rs
to plaintiff" and
defendant,
vi 210a*
-- power with whxeb the leek, later should axm him il_
relation to evidence,
vi 2t l -13.
-- _ot necessary
ik_r him to push evidence
to the utniost strength
ot probative
force it _s c_pable o_, vl.
23.1.
sho*fld he decide _,ithout
external
evidences ? el.
276-8.
not to be overlooked
in prt,eautionary
arrangermentsas
toevidenc_,
vl 2_t b. Extent
oI hi_ _pherc
of tro_lsgressioti,
2_2 a.
po_ver and authority,
give credltto
the a_crtions
of_ el. 290 b.
reason_
why the interrogation
of _vit_e_c_.
&c.
should
not be enlirely
left to, _i. 3i3-5.
C,_scs In
which interrogation
i_ left to him, 3t_.
-- as an exam|aunt,
should
be _eitner
_dverse
nor
amicable
to either party, _i 319-.50.
propositaon
that he should be counsel for prisoner
combated,
vL 349b-5t,
8t_ould be cout_set
for all
parties, al_d dis over attcm_,ts
by lawyers to take
the questiol_
off" the merit._. 3,50.
should httve the po_ er of tlllllgiog
f)ul,lle_.ty in his
court, vL 97 n _, 354.
pubhcity
tends to protect
hi_, reputations,
vi. 3.35b,
_g_vlng
reasons for his deelsion_
¢_eea_loned
by
publicity,
vl. _-57, Ht)w far a good practice,
ib
security of from violence, &-c. a reason ibr restricting publicity
ht c_*urts of justice
vL 3GI.
how he is to act iu ea_es where the teelings of ind_viduals seem to demand prlvacv, vi, 3C_5-6
should not be permitted
to withdraw
prooedure
in
lmbtie offences from p_blie ty, on his ow_ sole in_tanoe, or on that of the pro,*ecutor,
or of the defondant, or both, alone, w. 370-1.
principle
of humanity
prompts
to neutralize
penal
D,wa, VL 37g_
what would be the effect of personally
soliciting,
vl. 3_b,
oonduct he should pro-sue when wit'Aess browbeat,
Vi. 407,
u_e_ of judicial
registration
to, vi, 400.
_ should be lximaelf r_ce_edor of procedure
for bls
own use, vL 4i3.
ease and intereSt
of; Consulted in the pls_l of
_Vertng
the colleetiuii
of evider, e_ from decision,
el, 42_,

ON 1,;VIDENCE.
Judge, _he--witt

62t
set aside evidence as suspi-

clous whioh
a party would not have the effrontery
t,, call so, vi, 434 b.
-- ordinary a_oti_ e_ prot_pt
him to decide well, if there
be no preponderant
coun_eractin_z
interest,
"¢t. 446.
-- should
tmve power to liudt the time lor witu_s
answering
questions,
vi. 44!_,
-- t)ersuading
¢rindnal
to _aithdraw
plea of guilt, vi.

473b,
--examinati_n
of witnesses
b._ in the l_onmn
r,iode
--defects
of the system,
vi. 499-50._
-- extent to whlcb be should
b_; e_*titled to lht_i# _*l.
terrogation,
_i 7_04a.
-- laws secretly
:_brogar_ed by. xi n_2.a.
-- exclusion
st the parlie_ trout the t)r_._,_
- .1,
8,_(P_rtie*.
-- _.,5-3;1
tlece_ity
of dlscretl_l
to, a_ to exch_ion
otevi,]¢_nce
on grou_d of i_c,_t*veni_,_c_,,
&c. vii. 344 b~l_-7.
- pr¢,cccdir=_s of n*tl_t be takt,n a_legal,
vii. 462a.
-- how far h_s personal
eon_eme_ce
to be eo_utted
in respect
te the amount
st ewdenee
i_rodueed,
vii.
53t b-32.
-- the
instruction.from
legl_lalor
probative
torso the,
of evide_ce,
9_.
See [nstruetion_.

-- notes

by--authority
Judge_---collstitutionat

for est,[nati_g
vt.to, 151-75
; vii. ,'_-t-

of, el, *13; vii. 499b.
evils

that

may

he eom-

el. 10_ st$. in judicature
-- mitred
_tni_ter by,interest
succe_|ed
that of
monarch,
vi, l l.
-- their creation
of and _teration
of laws animadvetted on, _'i. 13 a, 523 n, 552 3.
-- in connexion
_ith
the men,clarity
licence,
vi. 225,
23, _it. 26_-70,
S_e MendacityI.ieen_e.
-- conscious
oftho unflt_e_
o/their
_(ate_lf extracting evidence by affidavit,
vL 40-2. The sy_ten_ kept
up by their _lnister
intc_re_t, 42-3
-- province
of juries l_ re_t,eet to e_cmusta_tialevi.
dense, i_xaded by. vi. 50-1.
-- their interest in the evil_ nf exclu,_ion.
_-i. 103-5.
-- sinister
interest
or, occasioning
hr_prisomnent
for
debt, vi, 17t_.
-- appheation
of a ucale of persuasion
with regard tO
probative
force st evidenct_ to_ vi. 22_ _,-96.
-- who administer
tbe moral sa!_etloll, vi. ;_53.
-- legislatioli
for the sole int_2rest of. vi. 445
I -- will _lot decide on _ny kind of evidence be*: all, davit,
vL 463. Their _in_ter
4_ltere_t lr_ this _vidence,
464.
_,-- treating
_a-rjt_rF as a joke. vl 4C_ a.
', -- d_ily ce_tif:_ _ls_hood_,
vi _57 b.
-- instead of providing
_,_eax_8 of *.v_tence, lie by to
1
take ad_'at_tage ol those' who n_ake mi_tak_,
el. 8_5t_.
I --- rules concerning
authentication
tbr the use of, vii.
_
1_4-_.
' -- alila3_ce between
their sinister" interest
and that of
'
Iawyer_, vii. 201-9.
S_e lntcrest
su]i_tcr.
-- _uinn_.iot_
a_ t_ lr_r_onal purity (,f, vii. 2_1,212.
-- uss to, o1 the exeiusloll
ot lit_gd_its from tl_ir p_
sense, VtL 232-3.
-- _rbitrary
l_owers cot_ferre_l on, by the pri_c_ple
m
nullil_eat_on,
vii. 25S-0.
-- infl_xe_ee of party feeling on, vii. 259.
-- their interest
in the evit_ uf the _ystt._n of written
pl_,admg, vii. 274-5.
-- hav_. given
them_tvcs
a_rbit_ary
power through
tictton_ _f law, vii 287 C
-- ellnllatlot_ atnong--extent
to wllleh it may op_rat_..
vn. kssb-_ga,
--tll,_ir t,r_ulege of rc_orting totbehteral,
orequit_le
ellforcement
nfthelawatdlscr_ti_n,
vi_ 308-9.
-- eonten_pt
shown b$ to the authority
of the legisla
ture, vii. 311-15.
-- the theor_t tha_ formalities
are a check on, sonsidered, ViL 324 5.
-- general remarks on the manner in which, notwith_
standing
i_divldual
integrity,
they aro iu the r_t_s
subject
to sinister influences,
vii 3_J-3i.
-- diet:_ of on exelu-ion
oi evide_e_,, v_i 3i0-t.
-- of last resort --the
o_tty ._u'i_e_ on the ag_'eegate
quantity- of wh_sc time there is a eert_i_l t_it.
w_.
$_0 1 ¢l
-- diversity
of oploion among,
a_ to e.xelnsior! of witnesses for _mprobity.
vii. 411,
-- testimony
_t" woul,t b_" exch_d_'d, were mendacity
_ust ground
for exclusion,
vii, 415-_*}.
-- casually animadverted
or, el. 14a. _'2 b, 23, 26a, 32,
.g6,40-l.50-l,rm3-7,97n,
lOO, lO2,103b, 104_l12,1_-_l'_'O,
175-6, 178-9, lSt a, it82, 184. 266-7, _9, 273, 3t4, 3",t6,
338a,_da._89,
dJ)ga, 44,5. 4Ca3.491, a94n, Sldn, 51_,
547n;
vii 44it. 106a, l:_b, 159-60,192 b, lg:}a. 194-,_,
_,
_290
b,_91, :_ff, 390, 430, 473, 484_,1it9,
_Sn, 565.
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Judges--sinister
interest
of, noticed,
vi. l 13 b,
Jut lea--fallacy
of exclusion
of butchers
fr0m,
49-3, 464, 557, 581 b ; vii, 3:)9, 381.
vii. 61 _q,.
Judgemade
law--origin
and progresof, vii.
-- instances
of tl)eir deciding
by lot vi. 226 n*
197, 261.
-- perform
the ta_k of weighing
evidenae, whteh_udge
examples
oftl_e false inferences
of, _i 53-7.
profes_e_ to be unfit for, vii 530 b-3l a.
-- -- -- indetermi_latene_a
and at/nor defvet_ of in r(_-- inahihty
of the common-law
courts to net _ ltba,_¢,
gard to evidence
charactemz,_d,
vi, In2 6,
vii. 293.
-- ----justme
purehaued
under, vi 1¢)1.
-- regulated
byjudge'sehargeinpronounemgverdlct,
-- -- -- casual ._ al n adverted
on, vl. 107, 109b, t12,
_i, diBa.
l13b, 15), 391, 55. _; vii. t95 ;_, 4t7 n
t -- fnrm of swearing
a witness before, vi 3'23.
• -- crand--procedure
boil)re, adv:tntzt-_eou_
when fir,t
•]-Ild_'meut,
the--how
tar under
the doafinion
started,
now an exd, vl 375.472b-3a
of the will. vii. t07 b-_ a.
t)]amtiff
giveu evidence
witbont
cros¢-(xam'n_.
-- judioiah
various
grounds
of, vi. 7 n.
1
tlon before. "defendant
not questioned,
xi lq7
-- in ()no c_e, bow far evidence
in anotller,
vii, 170-3
-- -- obstrtwtions
of to justice
make_ inf¢_rrn,_t:on_
by default,
vii 246.9. B.end,,rs pleading
conclusive
tolerated,
_i 375r_,
ewdenee,
vi, 23 ; viL .54%7. 551 b-52 a.
Plaintiff
' ---secrecy
contimaed
ilt the inquiries
hi, ttw.wh,t
shouhlnothave_without
produeingevidence,vii.
547.
has ceased to be uteful, vi. 375
-- by consent,
vi, 4_0-1.
_ -- petit--trial
of criminal
before, vi 473-4,
-- See Decree.
, -- the powers
of, invmled by fictiou_-, vii. 2_7e,
Judicature--origin
of, vii. 197-8.
, -- pro_,ention
of by ailaint,
vi 4t5
-- verdict
of on insufficient
evidence--new
tnA
-- relation
of evidence
to, vi. 7, 8.
--relation
of to law, vi 7.
affainst, vii. 164tt.
collateral
e_,d_ of, defined, vi l._ n L
Jarvmau
--common
and
special
--differs,
nee
how tar the vices of are fl_e ellect of dc,:gn,
vii.
of¥o_i_i_m,
vi. 04 n +..
210-11.
_ .h,rv-trial
-- characteristics
of extrac_
,,, _l
-- natural _ystem of
S',_: Na.tllral ._Vst,_nl.
,
"
-- should alwa_ _ be p-_eded
t)y r,:zthatlon,
w. 525 >1
----c_ idence
oricin in,of el.xl. 35,
373b.
-- proper ends of, v! 8 b, 1)_ lded lhtO po._twe
cud
-- -- in England--pexjury
a neces:-c_ry mgre,L( _.)tul
negative.
%9.
--fals_,butpractisc_lend_of._LU)-ll,
i -- _i.
314
-- ¢*OIll|;_n_SiOl] Of evidenoe
b_. into tile t!r-',e el a
end_ of. opposite ¢_)the _n 1. ,if j n-_ice
_il 19'3-_t]
single ¢ittinz, vi. It)| b. vh, 53a-9.
evils resu!tiag
trol_l _tle i)o% er at ; -- direct,
"_t. 9 ;
collateral,
lo.
_' --in
pix
tl
eases--nature
nf,0rc_cedure
_i ]_'"-qS,
-- -- the advanta_'e_
of. proe,,_,d from tilt,ill. -,_h'
_"J
_list
of devices for promotmtr
tile elld_ ¢_fr at the ,
oral ex_minati,m,
vi,Sngb-7,
Thopral_eti'_'_h_,_I4
expense
of ends ofjnqtlce_
_1_ 225-b.
1
t_t, confined
tc thi_ f_,Mnre bestowed
on ti e -'.-- mechanical,
vii. 2i6 -_
]
-- teeintical
system
of,
S_e Technical
System.
_
tern ih.
Judicmt
bookkeepit_g--system
of; vii. ()3 0-4 a, ; --in.-- viexc35.'Herce of the method
of collcctin_
ev_0cnce
595-6.
-- otfiees--use
ot'recnrd
ef O)e transaetion_
at. vi, 76-7. ') Ju_tlce--cbcap
and dear--opinion
of law_ e,
---official evidence a_ furnished
by, vi. 561-6,
5'ce i
that tlxe former bad. the latter good, vii. 323
-- end_ of, on the ocea._on
_ffj',ld_eaturo.
_i ,_-12
Official Evidence,
i -- _ of s_crifie, d to tbe end_ of jadicature,
r_ 1uL
_proeedure.
See judicature;
procedure,
t
4._: vii. 19q-efll,
-- reglstr_tion_syMem
of t,roi,us,'d,
_t. 330
I -- neither the collateraln_r
the real end_of,
fbl_,,_--,t
OOlfferringservlces'
_ia 210,new
rigtit,Th')_e_i._
hat9nave%
in_lependerat
Jugglers---theory
from, vii. 94 a.

of

credibility

the

Jm'isd
of, vi. cti,)na--evit._
134 6-5a.

fi'om

a'M))g

eouris

the

frortl

variety

of. a device of the technical
system,
How tar dicta on u_e?nh vi. ')_-90,
limits. 2_
Extent
to wifich emula-

tionthemay
opt*rate.
289. l)ivislon
to nature
of
causes,
objectedto,
2S9-90.ae_ordlng
law and equity---distmotion_
b_tween,
vii. 290-I.
511, 514-15,
Their
al)surdity,
300 2. Quarrel
_d
compromise
between,
with the results.
303-5,
eqmty--origin
anti extent of, vii. 291-N)0.
Substantire law--distlnetion
between
legal and c,tmr_bte
estates.
292.
Power to do what law courts
oould
_ok

293.

Origin

i
in tile Engl '._h system of ovldei_cv, vl 50 ._d
, -- dlsrogard
sb,ow_ to th_ e:,ds of by exelu_.ou -t c_iI
dencc, v)i. 33C,-8,
I -- conhexion
of exclusion
of evidence
wltb tht- e_!_

and ,¢ul,ph'¢n- i --

Jur,zmentum
-- e r]_urcatorium
r_um, vi, 322; vii. 70b,'
Jmisd_ction--theft.
of
byeach other, vii, 285-7

entar)gtement
vii 28q-3_5.
Geograplfical

of the

illustrated

of the Chanedlor,

294-5.

His ira-

of vii. 3:?,_-6.
the eril* of ta_e_ on, vii. 199-20L
] -- eon.)mon,ted.
377-a. under judge-made
bought
and sold
t
t31 b.

Ab_Iitic, n r,'.
law.

_,

1OI_,

i -- idea
enurts of of,
a _votem
_ubllcity of pleading
with reference
adaptcd to,to vithe351-_,
enJ_ of,
]
vii 271)-2.
, --lo_e
of--extent
oflts effect on testlm
_v _1,22 TM
I
vi_ 57o
-- evasions
of through
quirks, vii, 257.
i _ the kind of, on x_hieb the Fublte depend, not a)I

stract,
but app_rrent,
-- fewness
of the days
I
_ngland,
_iL 5_ n ?.
I Justices
of Peace
"
_ ----whichauthority
they originated,
of to
_
from theexciusimmrv

viL 15,1 n.
on which
i_ i_ administered

in

--.

of

circumstances

vii. 235 felon_,
n
euamine
rules, vi. 109a.

otlt

at_ e_:eei )tlon
417¢),471 b*-a;

portation
of equity Contceldingpower,298-9.
from
Rome,
297.
Equity In- a ] ----vil. in459b.60a,
ltGb,_OOb,
]poptfiarterr_297-$
case of f_,lony
must r_)ab.
record
the evidence, v_.
Junctions)
299.
410 n
Jurisprudence--barbarousstate
of the seiellce
__.)_rohibitedfromtakingcertain
_ff_davltsonoa
tb,
of, vii. 597b.
vi. 3rl4 n.
Juri*prudential
law--laudation
of,
a device
_ __ decisions
of, quashedonpret_noes,_i.4647';
_it.
ofthetechnieal
syst__m, ell, 309-11. Contrasted
with
314.
statute law, 809-10,
-- - might be employed
a_ ten,t)orary
recorderS, _'
-- ,See Judge-made
Law.
8I a. Prec(wl nt for, g2h,
-- -- eourt_ of. el. 35 b, "_ a
Juries
-- their
province
as
udges,
vi, 50-2.
-- -- nature
of the imtml_cxaminati_ns
},y_ xi 42_b.
their flmctim_,
infringed
on by the croatian
nf
--_
of the metropehs--a_lteration
in the e_,nst_;ut,on
rules of taw ira circumstantial
evidence,
vi, f_3-7.
of, Vii. 327 b, 3'28 a.
probative
force of circumstantial
evidence should
-- -- might act as honorary
notaries,
vi 53f),t.
be left to the determination
of, vL 51.
-- -- r_istration
of regularly recurring
fae|s by, pro*
should
have every kind of evidence
aabmitted
to
pe._ed, vi 56a a.
them. vii. 72. 1¢_), 387-8.
-- -- reeordir_
of convictions
by, enforced,
vi, 41_,
effect of vexatio_
to, in the production
of evidence,
-- -- natural
procedure
I_fore
vii 321 a, _-23a
¢
_i. _eb, 93a, 94b.
---summary
procedure
before in e_rta_e cas:,_
forced u_imity
of, and findings
under the value
theft, vii 5_4-6.
of 4_., aa illustratimr_
of tbefeeblent_s
of religious
-- -- in Scot|amt--_rreat
by, ofdebtar
in reed t_atw_w
aa_¢tion,
bathe disregard of oat_,
vt. 273-4, :_11,314.
fag_.,vi.
334n.

j

TWO
Justlciabdity--avoidance

of,

VOLUMES
as affording

ON
evi-

noticed, vi.389-91
of evidence,
vii, 340.

628

] Law--irrationality
ofninterest
vii. 2_-7.
I - source of the disposition
to lgy
3304.

donee of delinquency, vii, 50-3.
Ke_ffon--Lord.
-- -- on exetusml)

EVIDENCE.

;viL 48_n.

oflawyerMn,
ol_Iionee

to, vl[.

I -- eva_ neeessarilyattending the enforcement of,vii.
}
335.

Keppel_
Admiral,
reference
to the
trial
of, I --ThelrandequitY,_bsurditv.distinction_3(,__5,
between,
vii 290-1, bll.
)it. 52t b.
---quarrel
an(_ cvmpromise
b_tweea,
_ith the
Kin_--design
agaln_t
the
life of, not
provesults, vii. 303-5.
able by the evidence that will oonvi,_t of all ordinary
-- o_mmon.
See Common
Law.
•
-- oI Denmark.
5e* Denloark.
crime, vii, 527.
-- n_t above the il_lu_lce
of shame in thi.¢ country,
-- ecelesmstieal
5_*' Feelesla_tieal
Law,
el. _2t1¢t.
-- English.
5ca l-:nglisli Law.
-- -'can do no wrong"-probable origiitat m(aning
of
-of
Equity.
See
t
query.
-- of },'raJ_ec,
[;¢,_l,'ralIce.
the iuaxili_, _li. 51[fa.
-- of Tiome
S_e Rolltttla l_aw.
King-Lord,
quoted,
vi. 457 b-8 a,
-- of Scotland.
8e_ Scotland
King's
Bench
-- admission
of the
public
to,
vi. 377.
-- -- taking on its-h" the pow-.rs ,f teg_l_tlon,
vi. 414.
-- -- enumeration
and e\aznumtion
of sham writ._ of
error to, vii. 2i4.16.
---business
stol_n
by, through
instrtLmentahty
of
fictions, vii, _S5 b.
-- -- mandamus
in, vii. 293 b.
---utfidavlt exidenee
im vi. 463, 4T$,
-- --juri_Aietion
of. vii. :$97a.
-- -- refill of obtainine
deia_ ill On ground of absence
ot witness,
wL 359b.
-- -- hlstor3 of nnprisonment
for deht ill, vl 179 a ;
v.i. 3S2 n.
-- -- has perverted
statutes _,wardlng treble costs, viL
._z_ b,
Kh_g's
evll -- cure
of, noticed,
vii. 93 a.
Kingston

(Duche-_

of_

ea-e

of,

vi.

------

of nature-tree
made cf the term, vii. 83n, 965.
iudge-made,
Sec Judge-made
Law.
_urisp_ udent]al
and statute
ooutra_ted.
_"ii, _09-10.
tl[t_rltten---_
fictltit)us
entity, _L 529n.
penal--¢vi]_
of. illustrated
in the exeluMon
of eri*
i_dllatiltg
_.vtdellet.. _ii. 3l_-9.
-- wager ,,fi viL 70. Mg_:,l.
-- tlni)rortlidgtee
|--tvr_nlty
_f` ".i. 5l.q.
-- not xxLat _t does, but e_)}t('eptioli of wh_ it ougLt
t_ ¢1_. that keeps -octet? togetht-r,
vii. b2S.
-- the uses ¢)1_el. 509 b,
-- hn-,k_---eharaeter
o_ tho_e on evidence,
el, 2t_4 b.
-- l',eti,m_ of
So,- _ lettol.._,
--- point ,)_ --post ponemlent of evidence till it be settl_.L
viL 231.
Law_--ncce_sity
for their
bclag
recorded
_ad
pubhsb,!d--negleet
in thi¢ e,mniry,
vi 77-,-

491.

Knowledge--meaning
of tile word,
vi. 23{ln.
-- dependence
of happiness
on, vi. 2,'4 a.
-- of the course of nature--iniiuenee
It III_S on belief,
vii, t ',-8.
-- of taw _kept
from those in whom ignorance
of it
punished,
vi. 519.
-- of the necessity
of forrnalitle_,
nece_--arY to tbo
t_Llmptioll
Of spurlousues_
in their onii_ion,
vi.
51_.
Labour--aversion
to--how
tar the
in admits of measurement,
vii. f_58 5-9 a.

intere,_t

Labourh_g
and
embracblff
jurymen),
_ii, 49 n.
Land--contintlanee
of feudal
usages
with
regard to. vii. 383 n.
--distinetkm
F_et_een and moveables,
in regard to
witl% vi. 533, 542-51. Alteration
of the law, :_33 n'.
-- mode of designation
of- for the purpose of regi_tralion of contracts,
vi. 5795.
-- marks--removal
of. forgery of real evidence,
vii.
lTb, 18a.
-- 605,
rSghta-61 a. n_essity

of permanent

evidence

re_

- clusion
exe ,ut_,m
,,f, _t-_,'xtton
of t'vld¢
It(:", vii, teem
4 t 1-4.no goeM ground f,_r exth(_r origin
genera,ty
to |,e traced
to pcrioqs
of
barimm._m,
when they were made to _lit paxticutar
interests,
vi. 373
-- promulgation
of, vi. L21-3. Evils arlslng f_'om want
of. 551 3.
-- in_tanees
of, too iniquitous
to be taken advantage
of. vi. 540.
--- i,reappoiP.ted
e_ !denee mu appli(_l t(_, _i. 551-3.
-- bad, should be altered,
in_tead of being
ntzrrupted
In their op,,ration,
_iL 41g-3, 452-3, 457. 525a,
-- printed,
_houhl by on a par with written,
as evidenee, *ii. t40b
-- See r, tatute_.
-

Law-agent--vexation
in the954.
production
94b,

and
of evidence,

inconvenience
considered,

to,
vL 93a,

Lawre|orm_paucityofthestatutesenforcing,
vii. 319 q.
-- -- statutes as to, an indlcation
of the pre-existing
evils ot the jurlsl,rudentml
system, vii. 319-'z0 n.
-- -- suggestions
of, to rernc_iythe
evils of the teehnical system as exposed hv the Author,
vii. 320-L-.
-- -- tecfmical
language
ale lT_pedlni4ent tth vii 281,
-- -- reeapitula_ _o_ _f the hnl_,tlmeuts
to. vii. 2I 1-14.

as to, _i.

Landed
property--exemption
of from liability
for certain debts, vi. 85 b. and _*.
Landlord
and tenant--fbrmallties
of contract

---her I_crnedieTeehuieal
System.
Lawrte's
Form
of Prnee_s'quoted,
e¢)7.
Lawcmts.
See Suit.s.

vii.

222-3,

b_tween,
vi. 52_ 5-9 a.
La_rturffe--atld_tion¢
to.
necessary
to antLawyer
and
non-lawyer--dialo_me
between,
plitv current
stock el i_a% vii. ].'_0 a.
[
on ._I&stere in Chancery,
vii. 21 b O11the mendacity
uni'te_ words with real entities,
vi. 237.
li,-enee. 266 7- On the Atlth_r's
system of pleading.
defectiveness
of for expressing
degrees
of persna27t. On the" Fngli_h
s5 stem. ,'27,9. Ot_ c_taity praesion. vi. Lv241,. 2'29-_.
tiee 302 n On the contempt
_howl, by jndge_ to the
-- difbcultv of improving,
except _herc purely s_i_til_gislatnre,
312-1-5. Oft brlllglng ofhelals
{nee eol_rifle, vi _26-7 i*f.
tempt, _t
On exelusi(in
ol self or;minative
iu_er-- technic3] legaL'inaptitude
and miscifievou_sness
of,
rogation
435 _ 469. On tnotlt)II for erimival
iliIof
vit._0-3,
m_tion,
470
Oil tb*_ ext/_:tloll
of a defendant's
evidence
hy bill m equi%v, 472
On th_ e_elusion of

Larceny
-- distinction
petty _bolished.
vi, 3_1 u,,te between
2.

grand

Latency
and lafitancy,
as evidence
_mnev, vii. ,50, 52-3.
udation
of j:n'isprudeuSat
taw--a
of the tex_tmieal _ystem, viL 309- I l,

of

Lavoisier
noticed,
vi. 205 b, 442 b.
law--relation
of to happiness,
vi. 7-8.
-- relation of judicial procedure to. vL 7.
_t,akentobetheperfect/ouofrea_onbynon-lawycr_,
beem*ae lawyers say so, vi. '2@_.
.
--5_gi_tm_

Of, kept up b}' th_J.-e who punish

arid

husband
:_dfe from
gwmg te_t asn!orw
regardh)gf_r
each other.and 4_,_t.
On _degunrd_
sui:vtitttt_
the exelu_ chary system,
vii. 593 4.
-- French
and Enghsh,
and nou-lawyer--dl_-Pute

deliadevice

,
for it, vL

among
,mlawand
equity. _ii. 304-5.
Lawvers--umke
no distinct
ou between
written "evidence pro'tided
for a particular
suit. and that
provided w:thout
a view to it, vi. 70-1. (See l*ze_pI_)mtcd.i
-- might ]_d employed as te_porary
reeorder% _L 81 a,
--_hould
be solely resp_nMhie
for techui¢_ti
ercars,
vi. _?,4b.
--99-100;clients'
vil.e°mmmflcati°tt473-9,
to, _honld

be e_ ide._

_h

fi24

GENERAL

Lawyer_--their
sion of evidence,
their interest
bad his ca,use.

interest
vi. 103-5.

that a man
vi. 139 b,

_ vi.
formtnwhlch
143. Their
written,
_,.

in

regard

should

INDEX
to

litigate,

exetuhowever

the:_ffi_cussthe_utOect
divssion of it into writtenof evidence.
and un-

TO

THE

Learning--legal,
erea_e the necessity
Leases
-- use
vJ. 575 b-6 a.
Le

Bruti

Le

Clerc

--

el
ease

noticed,

interests
which
for. vi. 207 a.
registration
of,

vi.
vi.

tend

with
214a;

213b;

Legal statistics--extent

vii.
vii.

mto

'

18a.

7.

which they.

-- 2:t8
acknowledge
nointerest
but what i_ peeumasy,
vi.
; vii. 3_3. 415
a, 439
-- mendaeity*lieance
o£ vi. 298.303 ; vii 262-70.
--only
persons
in whom igqtorance of law not puni_hed, Vie _11.

may.
be obtained,
and uses they may be put iv, w 5_;1-4
Legal
or political
sanction--its
effect
oil te*tintony,
el. 260-1. 268-70.
See Sanction.

-- nmuity,
lea,qt exposed
of huvL 311, of all men to the operation
-- reasons
why litigant
slionid he allowed assistance
of, vi. &37 b-8.
-- impo._sibthty
of getting
them to be law reformers,
vi. 545 b.

Legatees--expedients
witnesses
fbr the will,
exclusion,
_i. 54_-9.

-- stead
the making
deponents
of the first,
a deweespeak
of, in
el. the
439. third

person

in-

-- ccpt
respondent
to answer
bill in equity exthrough, notvi.allowed
440.
the distinctions
they have made in regard to evidence---_
llst of the presumed
sources of, vi. 470-1.
-- willadnnt
compromisewhen
fees exhausted,
w. 4S0
--knowing
the best method
of extracting
e_idence,
employ the worst, vi. 505 a.
-- guilty of breach
of faith m the law of nulhty-au
unknown
e_cepthm
to the general
rule, that the law
will enforce
the intention
_)f parties
to a contract,
vi. 5t9-21.
-- their holdin_ a different
code of morality from that
of the pubtm, vii. Igq.
Mlmnec between their sinister
interest
and titat of
jufl_es, vii. 201_4.
See Interest--Sinister,
-- their xnterest
m the efficiency
of criminal
vii, 207-9.
-- become the dupes of their own system, vii.
the absardltv
ot confiding
in their opinion
own system,
vii. 213 b-14 a.
-- vii.
Scottish-do
not co,seeM tlxe vices of their
224.

j_astiee,
210.
of their
system,

-- use of the principle
of nullification
to, vii. 258,
-- the dividing
of their consciences
in the _p]itting
of
jurisdictions,
vii 3035.
-- general remarks
on the manner
in which they are
subject
to the influence of sinister
interest,
vii. 32934.
-- opinion
of, that cheap justice
bad, and dear good,
ell 323.
-- man
knowledge
to the corrupt part of hunature, of,vii. confined
393 b.
-- view

all interests

as sinister,

vii. 393 b.

Legerdemaia

defined, vii. 105 b, 106

Legitimacy--uses

vi. 2_6.

In the

system

of English

pleading

incidentally
1445, t45a,

animadverted
on, vi. _3, 24 a, 84 5. 100,
149. 161, 180, 206, 223a, 2._ 273. 364a,

4036,4356,438,443,4_4,470,4755,
483.25492.
506,
519.
5ZI n, 543, 644, 518 n. _31. ,582 ; vii.
b, 61,_5,
n, 77
n,
|_9, 190. 19t, 194, 195_ 253, 267, 268, 269n, 318, 3i9,
503 n, 504, 523, 538, 557 n, 598.
aa9, 3_0n, a_'-'a, a6_, asT, _n.
I.amd--summary
convictions
vii. 504-5.
Leading
a witness,
Interrogation.

_i. 393.

4a6, 4dO, 44U, _9S,
for the theft
of,
See

Suggestive

a.

by

not a duty,

King's
_l. 2_.

Legislator--should
promulgate
rea_on_
for
hi_ laws, el. 67.,:,.
-- stmuld provide that probative
force may he as great
_s possible, v. 221 a, 224 a.
-- hi_ inability
to draw a line distinguishing
true arid
false witnesses,
VL 2805.
-- all fixed rifles regarding
evidence
should _pnr_g
from, ) i. 1_4.
_ duties of m re_ard to evidence,
vi 12-14, 210-13
Shuuld
give the judKe power to give effect to, 21,3
hb_,uld uivc judge mstructbms
for Isis guidance, a_d
take securities
that evidence
be trustworthy.
_11.
Sheuhl provide
against
evidence being produced a*.
preponderant
inconvenience,212.
Stmuldarmjud_e
and parties wlth power for investigating,
_b. Shotdd
provide records,
122.
-- instr
cttons
to be delivered
from to the 3ud_'e. ; .r
e_timating
the preba_:we force of evidence, vl ._5,75 ; yd. 663-9a.
See Instructions.
-- whathe
shoulddoh_thecaseofmakeshfft
evtdeu/..
v_. 59-60
-- power of to acquire knowledge
as a foundation $ "
Ills laws, vi. 152 b.
-- uses to of inquiry into causers of trnstworthln_,&c, vi. 247
"
-- use of judicial
registration
to, vi. 32._ 5-31a.
.
-- u_e of records
to, as furmshing
statistic
facts, _.
72 a, 76 b 77 a, 611 b, 512 a, 5.556, 562 b, 5_;4, 573.

good
exclusion
L
their ground
method._ of of
restori_lg vii,
the 415-2
competency
of witnesses, vii. 433-49.
,.gee Restorati*-es
-- their interest
m the escape of eriminal,_
_di. 451.
--accessories
to the crhnes they defend_ vii. 475.
-- their interest
in the exclusion
of parties
from the
presence
of the judge,
vi_. 2325.3.
In the di_lance of tribunals,
23.5-6. In the bandying
of causes
from court to court, 239.
In the blind fixation
of
times for Judicial procedure,
240. In sittings
at long
intervals,
244-5.
[n motion business,
'246. In menhanical
judicature
248-9.
In keeping
litigants
from
other,
2536.¢ _
In the comln_
abundance in contact
of lawsuits,with andeachconsequently
generally,
vii. 274-5.
jargon,
280-3. as Into fiction
of law, 286-7.
Lu the In
diversifications
execution, 396a.
In needless
and useless offices, 307a
In shsan pecuniary
cimcks
to delay,
vexation,
and
expense,
_07 b. in the double-fountain
principle,
309a.

usurped

-- positive--cases
in whmb exclusion
of evidenceju_tiflable, not a sul(iect for, _it. 3Vi b, 345 a.
Legislative
bodies--debates
in, vi. 78-9.

Legislators--propensity

vice,

for making
the n good
Vie 1.58b. Effects of the!r

Legislation--authority
of
Bench, vi. 414.
-- often looked upon as a right,
-- proper ends of, vi. 6 a.

conduct,have
neglectedvii.
395theb. efficacy of motives
on human
-- pecuniary
interest,
the only one they admit,
vii.
399, 415a, 439.
-- testimony
of should be excluded
were mendacity
a

-

tO

to

regard

of to give

rather
titan reasons,
vi. 151.
Legislature
-- contempt
shown
the authority
of, vii. 311-15.

comma_,

by judges

w

of regist ratlon for the put-

pose of proving or di_provin_,
vi. 572 a.
-- falseinferenecof,
fromhusbaad'stmn-expatriaVo_,
vi. 53 6-4.
Leonard's
Reports
noticed,
vii. 458.
Letter--ascasuallvwrittenevidence,viiA19b.
-- by defendant--used
against lfim without
in_errogarich, _-ii. 1665.
-- exclusion
of as evidence
on writer's
decease, _ft,
167-8.
-- considered
as nmkeshift
exidence,
vi. 58 a.
interrogation
hy.
See EpL-t,_lary Interrogation.
Lettres

de

cachet,

Liar--infamy

vi.

3(;4

at taehing

to

n
the

character

of u,

vi, 2646.
--.oaths
give a certificate
of veracity
to vi. _ a.
L_bel--law
or, vi. 270 a ; vii. 216 b.
--truth
an aggravation
of, b.v law, vt, 269 b-70a
L_bera]ists
and rigorists---their
disputes
concerning
evldenee,
vi, 145-8.
Liberty--false
use of the term,
vii. 52 _26.
Licence--mendacity,

vi. 298, 302, 316.

,Mendacity-licence.
Lies--judicial,
business
20'2-3.
see Fictions.
-- multiplicity
of in ordinary

made

throt_gh,

life, vii. 407.

Lif_ not to be twice
p_lt i_t jeopat
dy_r,.mark_
oa the principle
in criminal
law, vii, 361 b.

See
viL

:
TWO
Life_doratlon
of, as a que_ion
bility,
v.i. 87 b-88 a,

Limitation
---exclnslon
Multiphcity
532-2 Ca_%
essential,
.5

VOLUMES
of

ON EVIDENCE.

probabi-

59. Faetenda
glish practice

cxtrajudicla]ly_ritten,
andnn,,rigLnaL
118-19. Pro.
per_les comm.n
to all kinds, t_:0-2. Toplca
t9 be
touched
on in relation
to each, _b.
-- -- precautions
regarding,
vi:. 159-65 _--- -- impropriety
of excluding
a_y kind of. viL 159 61.
Though
bad. hetd so apt to be believed,
that mn_t
llot he se_:n, 159. Oi2aer llmo_tencl¢_
hi pra_l_cA:t

of,
of,

case

noticed,

wi. 193
el. 145.

n $.

a document

Hunchback--tale
cited,

deciamx,, lb.t63.
ference,
----im_)rtance

b.

should de-

clare his credence
in _t, vL 217-19.
Litigants.
See Suitor_;
Piaietiff;
Detkmdant.
frauds and f_2sehoods of would be clmeked by perserial presence,
vil 2311-2.
all statements
l,v should he sui_ject to punishment
in ease ofmendaeit_
vL 297-303,
-- mt.re_ts
of, overlooked
m framing ruie¢ of evidence,
vi. &99.
-- preliminary
meeting
of before the judge, el. 236-7 ;
vii. 373-4. "See Prebminary
.Meetiog.
Litigation.
_ee
Suit.
-- saved by preoappointed
evidence.
_i 61 b.
-- want o_ n'writs
faL_ly
presumed
from
daseontinttance of, vi. 49 50.

of, fromthe

Liberty of appeal, and liberty
of admitting
in the elmracter

Male--trial
Malefactor.

vii. I1 n

or. quoted, vii. 75 n.
See Criminal.

Local coorts -- extinction of, vii. 234-36.

Malefactors---a
,'las_
made law, vi, 109 b,

----unuerdeficiency
of in _ystem,
England, lb. vi. 430n.
tim Roman
-- -- recommended,
vii, 371, 598.

Malice--bd'erctwe
murder
from

Locke quoted,

Abundance

vii. 79 b, 95 a, 514 a.

Lords, House of-except

for party

portonlty

purposes,

for fraud,

Lot--instances
vi. _n _.
Lotteries--Dr.
Loughboroogh

vi

18t a.

for checking,

of copy of, gives op-

--

Lord,

noticed,

vi.

xi
Bench,

and

of

between

on, vii, 498 b, n.

vS. 293 6.

-- rett.rn to a, _i, _2 b
Mandevilte-- Sir John, noticed,
: _'Manifold wridng, vi. 85 n *.

390.

-- -- machines,

Lucian noticed, vii. 95 b.
Lucretia--story
of, cited, vii. 55 a.
Lunacy--nature
of, vi. 251 b. See Insanlt).
Lying--the
basis of •judicial procedure in

vi, 576 n ; wi.

vii. 89a.

t40 a.

Mansfield--Lord,
his conflict _ith Lord C.*mden, xi. 145-8. 53_.
-- on the legtslat_e
--charge
against,

power of judges,
vi'. 311 a.
of altering
therecord
in Wilkes'

ca.e,
_ii. 260and_,l.
on rules
ot evidence,

--- noticed,
Manufiwt

England,
vii 417.
-- donee,
extent viito 74a.
which it is preductixe
of falsity in evihow fax. a_ldietion
to, r_ndors testimony
untrast-

worti_y,vii. _ag0a.

by judge"

homicide,

555.

Mandamus--procedure
-- in King's

Price on, vi. 243.

encouraged

Malver_-atiou .ffieial--u_-e of official evidence

vii. t47.

of jury coming to verdict by,

of,

of fi'om
malice, vi. 54-7.

-- meami_g of in English law, vi. 304a.
Malone
and Chahners--controversy
as to Iretaud's
fl_rgerics, vii. 19.qa.

t_ ere is

questions never asked in,

Lost deed--production

of reof iu-

dieattxe.
_ll. 164-5.
[ ----165-73.
aberrationq
of English
law bydefend:_ntagatnst
in regard to, ell.
lit, Usmgmemorandmn
]
him witimut
interrogation,
10_. 2d, Exclus on of
I
such document
alter writer's
decode,
167-8.
;St/,
[
Re_,eiving memorandum
on ground of untorthcomI
lnuness,
without
inquiry
as to eau_,, 16_-9_ Try,[
scripts,
lbg-7U.
Ad.t',t_t,tus.
170-3.
I -- -- considered
with reference
to safeguards
from
_
deception.
_i. 164-6.
-- -- unnoticed
by Gilbert,
el, 183.
-- -- See Lxtraj,
dicialiy* written
; II_ar_J_y ; Media ;
Memor_ter
; Minuted ; Real-reported
; TranaeriI_tilions.
31atafides--term
from Roman
law,
vi. 248b.

Arabian

-- axiom of--that
where there is no property,
no injustice -- criticised,
wi. 80 b- 1a.

_

159-g0.
---arrangements
for indic_ttngthe
amount
of danget in rec-elvhlg, vii. 161-2.
--arrangements
for diminishing
the amonm
of
danger from vii 162-_.
Oath of credence
or _iticerlly. 162. Eve_ltual
reinstatement
in ease ofmi_-

vi. 303; vii. 126.

vi. 44_

Litigant--producing

Nights,

E_-

of evidence
ocem_ioned
by. vii. 531-7.
an evil, in respect
of e_metexity,
&c.
however, in which xmmberof
witnesses
2-3.
Remedies-twelimmary
meeting,

Linguet'sPtaidoyersquoted,

Little

of, _,

Makeshift
evidence in insecuritie_
general,118. vii.
118-21.
Nature of deficiency
Dlvi_d
into

Limitations---statute
Lincoln--Lord,
Linnaeus

by leghlatnre
in ease
in regard to_ _.

put upon _he number of witnesses

_3 ; cases,
in compllcate_l
Etcc-in
lion
534.
Casescases,
whereanalyzation,
an offence 5_1.
coll$i_ts
the reference
of dtsttnct
acts to each other, ,534- 5.
Applic_tion
of the h}als to courts
of natural
pro.
ced_re, 536. Division
of causes for the purpose of
decomposition.
536
Aberra.tions
ofcst_tbllahed
systerns, French mad Spmtish, 53G-7.

• -%
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plan

vii 341.
; vii. 331 b, &53n, 439_.
o1' maker's
mark
on_

vi. 184 4_a
ares--forgery

for prevention

of. vi, 5_4-5.

i Manuscripts

of the rationale

editorial

on. el. 201

remarks

of evidence--

Macdanle] and Egan-- trial of for conspiracy,
-- See v_ riting ; Written
Evidence.
vii. az7 an. _-_0n.
_ Marlborough--Duke
ot, noticed, vii. 528a.
Maedowal the institutionalist quoted, vii. 396. Marriage--Gretna
Green, not allowed to be
Machiavelli noticed, vii. 598 b.
proved in evidence of bigamy. _ii. 431 6.
-- incal_c_ties
to the contra_
of, vi. 527 tl.
Macmillan's forms of process quoted,el. 334 n. -- contract-use
of the prcmulgatiem
paper to, vi.
Macpherson's papers noticed, vii. 528 a.
_n
¢.
-- -- formalities
of, vi. 528.
Magistrates.
See Justices of Peace.
Marriages and their dissolutions, as subjects
Magnet-- reasonings upon the, vii. 85 n.
of registration,
vL 63n, 56"1a, ,570-4, _ee Genealo.
Magnetism as an illustration of the theory of
gical facts.
credibility,
vii. 9"/5.
_ Martial--courts,
natural procedure to, vii.
Mahomedazt_
4_.
Maker
_ry

oath administered

of an articte_ptan
of his mmek, vi 584-5.

for

to a, vii. i Marvellous--the,
321a-3,

preventing

for-

time and place
] Ma._ter--secrecv

makeshift evidence analyzed, vi,57-60. Uo- I 376.4_,
m'fginalincluding
hearsay, 57. _Extr_udlciatly
ten,_'/-9.
Moodtfleatiansofmaorlgtaalevidtnce,_9,

Poh_ oftn_rmity commonto r.........
Vet.. VII,

writ_

teodency of remoteness itt
to make it believed,
of examination

| _ in Chaneery_rigin
| ----almt_eintheofltceoi_

vMenee,[

_.

SeeChaneerT.

vii. 89 b-_.
before,

vL

and functions
of, el, _.
regardtx_fee_vfi,_l_$-

R r
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Ma_ter

GENERAL
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King's

INDEX

Bench--examination

-- of the l_oll_ori_in
-- and servant-effect
vi, 493 b e_i3cnce,
fiucueing

before,

ia

are

questions

of

Marhematiral
improbability
di_tingui--hed
lento ordinary.
_] 243 b-4 a.
-- reasoning
_,_ evalence,
adduced
as an diustration
of th,_ it_apldie,bdlty
of I]xed rulc._, wl. 15_ b.
Mathematieian_--langasge
of, w_th reference
to the expressmn
of degrees of persuasmn,
vL 224 b.

vii. 84-5.

Matter--laws
affectil*g,
Means
of commi,_sion,
queasy,
_i;, 5,5 6 a o

as ewdence

Mechanical judicature,

vii. 246-9.

of

dclin-

_fedi,L--trustw.rthine-:s
of evidence
reduced
bd'itspas__ingthrough, vli.131.
-- evidence transndt_ed
through
an indefinite
number
of, _ql. 1"_4-9. lleere_.seo|
piobati'_e forc_' with each
n_edium, 155
Stleh ex,idenee should onlvbo admttted under condk_ons,
156. l)ves nut in(_rease danget ot lraud,
_b. Ancien_
facts,
practice,
t57.
Medicine--_ax
on, compared
flee, vli. 377 b-8 a.
]_leditatmlhaae_arrantsinSeotland,
. ,
Meeting--preliminary,

of

an illu_tratmu
with

tax

parties,

to

on

TIlE

] Mendacity_eonvietion

and ]urisdietion
of, vl. 423.
of _e rclatlm_h_p
of in invi 160b ; vii, 575b-6,

5[athematics--questloas
evidence,
vi 2085.

TO

in
jus-

vi.334n,

of,

]} -- affecting
he.nee
default,

a good

testimooy_
vii. 5_7-9.
lk)r
in tile pr.,ctice
of gi'_'!ng
_i. 23-

grom:d

judgment

l,y

Mendacity-license.
vi. 298-302
: vii. 2_:LT'k
415-:=_). Naiure of, 292-4.
Remowd
of puni-hment,
262-3. Statement
n,_t called evldem_e but alie._allen
263. Gives efficacy to Mtegatmns
even wtml, l[ae_ ale
known to he false, 2r_:L4.
-- -- in what c_es
granted,
vii. 264-_.
Origin _.f
punlshnlel_t
tot tal_e te-timony,
with oath in ee<Issta_tlcat
cou_t_, 265. Bfl?, m Lqmt_',
2(iC Plc_iing,
2_7,
-- m_,
-- uses
of to J udge & Co. without
the help of writvii, 2d_-7,t
, -- -- omgin of, yd. 45_.
Mendaei,*y-servmg
informatlon-prevention
of, a reason for restrletmg puhllcltyin c_urt_ of
justice,
vi. _;1_2.
Mental
t_ct_.
,b_ee Ps 3 chological.
i -- imbecility--lmpropriety
exctushm
or testimony,
Imbecility.
_Iereury--de_dal
of
phy_icmn.
_,i, _:_b.
Mercy
-- fal-e
vii. 23_,-9.

discuss

not

-- exclu.qon
of evidence
on the _round
of, would exelude lawyers and Judge., _il. 415-'2(1,
I --character
far r.,]eeting t'_,r,
a witness,
vii. 406-9.
welgh_ that
should
be given t_ as

of holding
as s ground
vi. I05, VlL 427-32.
the

freezing

applieationsof

Merger--doctrine

of,

vii.

or,

the

fi,r
_"

by

a

powered,

440a.

unthenticity
vl . lg4,5.5, aslg7.a
189.19tb. 274ofa. documents,
279a, 53;b &c,.
Reeomrnended
suecedaneum
to e\eluslon.
373-4.
-- ----to
dtc_de on a metho.l
of intercourse,
not.ces,
&c. vii. 250b,
Meh'ille--Lord,
_rial of, noticed,
vir. 243 n
Memorandmn.
Se* Cas.allv
written
evidence,
-- as makeshift
evidence,
vi, 5_a.
question
v, hether
a _it_e_s
should
be allowed
to
consult,
w _a-',2.
,_e Notes
-- excluded
as evldenccaftcr
thewrlter's
decease, Vii,
167-8
--by
defendant---used
aga}nsthlm
_ithout
exanfina_ii, 166b

_ _terlt<--rleeiMons
upon,
arid not
upon,
e0_sidereal, vil. 257.
_Ie.ne
proee._--impridonIT_eht
ttL vi. ]._(_ e.
None in Scofiaztd,
L_I n. Law Mtered
in England,
178 n.
blethod--what
_t consist_
in, vii. 29 a.
, Metropolitan
police
magistraey--ereaiion
of
the, _n. 327 h-ga.
I Mexrco--human
sarrifiees is, noticed,
vii
_
263-4 n.
-- the extel/t ei_illzation
may r,_aeh without
wlkmg.
I
illustra*ed
frum, _ :_29b.

Memoriterevhlenee,
deuce transmitted

i Middlesex--_
tran_crxptitmus
575
_.

Memory--helps

or _upposed
written
through
oral, vi_ 137-_,
to,

how

far

eompat_.ble

eviwith

egister-ottlee
pre._pi}olnted

! M_dwives.--registers

to be

in,
an exampIe
of
evidence,
vL 50.b,

kept by,

vi. 572.

preventmn
•5. 416-51.
of invention
on the part of witnesses
serwces of to e_idence,
vi. 18 b.
suggestive
questions
for assisting,
vi 39t.
_ failure of, an intellecto.xl
eau_e of incorrectness,
vi. _l b. As_nqt _'z the aspect ot error, 2:,2.
how refresh_l.
2_3-- Wmtten evidence
transmitted
through,
vii 137-8.
_tenaeelnent,
a_ eireulll-tantia]
e'*idenee
el
delinquency,
vii. 2I.
Infirmative
etrcumstanees
applicable_ 23.4.
Mendacious
invention
ou the
part
of witnesses-how far help_ to recollection
consistent
with prevention
of, _, 446-51,
Meudacitv--definition
of, vi. 2°2
a, 249
a.
-- nature of'the interest
that wflI occasion,
vi. 15fla.

I Mitdrone--ease
of cited,
vii. 423 n ¶.
' Mind--confusion
of, as evidence
of guilt, yd.
44-5,
Mmistrv--ca-es
in _hich
it may be inters<ted
,
particularly
unmeet tor judieiM privacY._ 369.7_.
Mmor_---how
to be kept
from wit_wsaing
mdecent exIosures
in courts of justice,
vi. 367b.
Mimited
evidence,
or sapposed
era]. throu(h
I written,
vii 138-9.
Mim_tes
el previously
collected
evidence-whe_.her to be admitted
_ vii. 128.
Minuting_estimon},
vi. 408-19.
See .N_tatmn.
Miracles--fraudalent,
vii.
n.

--effect
ofpunislxment
vl.2bab,
-- may motive
may servefo_,inproducmgtruth,
as a ct_use off vi. 259-60.
--knowledge
of eircumjacent
facts n_ces_ary
to the
_uppor¢ of, vl. 288 b.
--the
various crimes which consist
in, vi. 29"2n.
-- murder
aceomt, lished by, vi, ,204 a, 3_2 _ote 8.
encouraged
byrecommendlng
plea of not guilty, vi.
3_6.

i -- at the tomb

572

of the Abb_ Paris,

w. 271b.

_ Misehiet_
of the fi_st and
second
I tinguished,
vi. 535 a.
[ Miseondaet
of judge--publicity
[
against,
wi. :g55,
] Misdeek-ion
defined,
vi. I0 b,

orders

d;--

a seeut2y

-- comparative
mischiefs
eL accordm_
a_ it is on the
-towards
on
a I -- side
the plaintiff
or defendaut,_di. 38g
vt_. b,
5_1-3.
-- dist_sition
e'zccked by publicity,
vL the
335 a.part of a witness,
not of
mentioned
in law-books.
subdect ofinvcstigatio_t,
vi. 403.
-- publicity
a secnrtty
againsL vL 35b.
,
6.
-- of
exercise
of,
allowed
by
taw
to
criminalS,
on
principle
]
_
exclu_tou
of
evidence
no
security
against,
v_. 38
self-defence,
vi. 472a.
-- involved it_ the preeL_ion required of English
pleadI
90.
-- arraugements
far indicating
the amount
of danger
as displayed
in equity practice,
vii. 299 b_OOa.
--- oonfeesoriai,
wit. 34 b-5.
nishing
the a_nounC 162-4.
ling,
existence
vii, 276-7.
of depends on theproportioo
betweenthe
! Misdemeanor
of, from makeshlft
-- unirttelligibility
evidence,
vii. 161-2_
of thefor term,
d_mtmenda_ty-promoring,
tudthemcndaeity-reatr_an[
_i, 412b.
tug motiv¢_,
vii, _5.
| _ procedure
by indletmcrit
in, vi. 474-6.
--the

evil of perjury

eov_ista

in, vii. 406-7 n.

I -- tried

in absence

of the accu_,

wit, 226n*.

TWO
Mi_demear.our--differenee
lon7,

as to collection

MMnTerpretation

VOLUMES

between,

of evidence,

ON EVIDENCE.

and re-

Moveabie_-

xi. 471.

ot eonlessotia}

evidence,

Mu]tiplicate
apDomted

recordattoa,

facts against by

of

formerly

Monnpolv of knowledge--jargon
"
vi_.
281 b.

Mtdtqdwit S of witne_e_--exelusion

gives to the

codes of; lh,_t t,f Westminsterof the puhLe,

Napoh,
on characterized as the grcafest despot
the world e_er s_w, _t 501 a. l_eetxt _lem
of m-

vlk 1_8.

t_ rr_ gatio_

Moran=ib,--Co me tic, case at rated, vii. 62 b.
Moravians--exemption
ot tr,>m O._lil_, el.

a ,,dished

-- -- contra,ted

lhey sl_ouhl be iatenl ?
witb

regard

to, vi

I,y, ,b.

NaturM or domestic procedure characterized,
_i 4755.505

331. _ofc 6.

M_rrgages--whcther
tq, 38_.
-- use ofregi_trgtion

for, vi.
for want

of, via. 520-31
Pr*_dicate_ falsehool
ofaU men v,hove
tt.stimony
_s not supported
by a. certait_ number
of
o'hers.
5'a_0. Testimony
should
he v,eighed,
n Jt
com_ted,
52t- Demand
tbr two witue_s_
e_*c/Qin¢d,
52-2-3. Seeming
exceptions
to the mischief
;--cn_ea
where several
wltBe_ses
nt,ces_al'dy
present,
524 ;
Casea _ t_ere the e_tent
of the offence
depends
on
the llUllll_r_ i,re-ent,
*b.
-- -- -- at_rratmns
(,f Roman and EDg|i_h ]z_lv ill thls
respect,
vii. 525-3t.
One _ituess
split int_ t_'o, 525.
¢;e_lerally mtqeted
bystatu_e,
not by3urispruden_ial
lar% 52_;. Hlgl_ treason,
526-8.
tmemed
in tbls
m_a_lce to protect the tranors of William Tbn'd'_
reign, 7}28. Rem_e._
_ugge_ted
_m the plan of file*
traits. 529.
Applmation
el the prinetpl_
to equlty,
529-3t
5iurder
-- aeeomplished
through
perjury,
vi,
NI4 q, 3S2, note 8.
-- Inn a_ to, when eommitted
by per¢olls who I_h_l_
n:ct on a different
design, • it. 22, and n _:
-- ird'erred fronl llla2_ee_ vl 55.
-- u_e_ of registration
lo _upply evideuce of. vi. 571.
rule th_._ body must be found,
to eol_v_et of, co_ls,lered,
_i. 1;_ b-.q.
-- in_l_nees ofcircumstantiM
e*ideneeas
to. vii. 75-fin.

per-

Montesquieu
noticed
or quoted,
vi. 208 ; vii.
521 b-22.
Moral
causes
Of correctness
slid eomplpfeness
in testimony,
_i 18-2t, 256-76.
SeeMoti_es
; Sanetial_.
-- character
of person
accused--how
far it is evidence, vii, 56-(,1.
,_ee f haract;.r,
-- faculties
eOl_Oerned it to_t m(n), _i. 24R-.q.
-- or popular
sanction--its
effects on te_ti_lult 3. el.
2.543.1, ;_64-8.
See Sanction.
-- -- -- ac.;tptatior_ o_ the ceremor_y of an oath tr, lhe
pohltmg
of, vi. 320-1
-- _ense_a
p_%vtlsan of. a_td partisan
(,f CO112t11Oli
sense in dispute.
_i. 2_t.
Ball, and that

of pre-

vL 512b.

of wmtlngs--machines

576-7 _t,

vn. 296, 303.

ver_d judicature,
_i. 10b-l] a.
_ofit_y_llll]tletlce
of as a _nllroe
of" ilttcre.-t,
vii 397-490.
See Peeur.i_tr)
Interest.
-- influence
of on testimon),
vii 57d-5 See Feeuniary
Interest.
-- _c,le me_ns of procurhlg
justice
under 2tldge-n_ade
law. vi. 101 b

Morahty--two

_eriptlon, ibr the purpo_
evidence,

Muh_plicatmn

vi. 79 b-80.

MltfiJId
el| equity quoted,
blolff, re qnoted,
vii 71 a.
Monarch--sinister
ip._efe_t

lawyer,

right to, shown by po_ession,

vi. 63 b,

vii. 3.3 b-4

Misrep, esentatlon--securit*g

fi'27

wlth

tee|mleM,

eft. 197-9, .'t0'3.

---t,ro[,ovat to ha_e recourse
to, vn
-- -- z_-,el)u_t tlf t/to (,xtStlllg tmbun,_is
-- d_
-- l.t_
em._rs_,
prescribed
b5 In relation
vi. 135.

.",754.

3_-1.
of, vii. _!2l.
to teen;cry
of

Mother and child---effect of the re!at_on Le-

----

tween, on testimony,
vi 161 : viL 376-7.
Motion
tor an informazio_),
vi_. 47t).
-- causes--procedure
on, _i. t_l 2 ; _ii 2,36;, *. Founded on affidavit e_ ida.nee, vt. 463 5. 469 5.
bu_lness---_ort,ideraAion_
a,_ tt_ the ex ii_ of._ it. 245 G.
Divided into n_ottolls of cour_c_ alld motions
lint of
course, 243.
-- f_r rule to show cause, vi. 476 a-7 b.
--considerations
as to the prolrahihty
of any new
Cause of being discovered
in nature,
_ii, 855-6 a.
--sollr_es
ofeltumerated,
vii f54b-5.

Nature--improb,bilit_
and impossibility
deilncd t_ dlscuntermity
td tl_e establisl_ed
course of,
vh. _3-4.
-- three mode_ of diseonformity
to tile course of_ vlz.
in tut¢_, ill d_,gre_,, al*d Ill spuc_e, vii SI-91,
-- faet_ dtsetmtormable
to the eours_ of--untr%L_twof
thines_ (*f the e_idence
oft _hict_ *dacy have been
SUl)tmrted. v_l I(_-G.
------motiw_stendmgtoprodueeaffirmationof,
and
belief m. vii. ltW._ll.
--tmex_ltdge
_i the course of--influence
it has on

Motions--shmn,

in Chancery,

delay by, vii.

ofpr(._)fae,',,rding

-- a phenomenon

to all

givesopporttmities

haman

action%

forbiasin

vi.

evidence,

of considered
in instruetlons
reeardlng
of interest
on testimony.
_ii. 567-73.

_tendingto
belief106-t
m Itaets dise_nfmmable
tO COUrSe of produce
nature, vii.
-- a.s evidence
for or against
delinquency,
vii. 5,3-5
Motives exterior
and interior
54. Fern er call latter
intoa, etion, 16. Rather neutralises
di_probahflizing,
than creates
probabilizing,
55.
Illustration,
__ b.
as the moral causes t,fc_mpIetene_s _nd correctncss ,'n testimony,
vi. 256-60.
The cause oi action
and or negation to _et, 256-7. Meaning
and imperfootless
In
a _tateoi uf
the action,
term motive,
257 b. 257,
_in Defined
ster as
,I_terest,
P.58 a.
All motives
referrable
r_ga_dbag,
the Social. and the dtssoelal,
motive
may produce
, ither _eraeity
or

tO, _i. 136-7.

belle_:_i, '_,1-s.

216-17,

Motives--necessary

242a.
_a_tributtng.
Vi. 246a.
h_flw-nee
the effect

lmrden

at variance

with

a _ider

nmy be in

conform_t5
w!th a narrower
la_ of, vii, _7 5.
t -- 'law of--n._eanmg
oftlte term vii. _In, 966.
i NaY)
Board--books of, an example of offfieial
I
:

e_de_ co. vl. 5.',5 a. dream--ithtstration
Nehuchadnezzar's

from,

vi. 519 _.

I Neee_sitv--wills
of, as distinguished
from
[
re_,ular [e._taments,
•i. 541-2
-- use of, as an a.rgmnent
for the adrni_ibBlty
of evidenee, vi_, 1(77.
-- the exore_smn
does not impt_ a quality of m_tter,
hat a degrc'_ of persuasion,w_. 80 n.
"
_Negative
exclusions
of evidence,
vii. 562-3.
I -- t_tcts distit_guishcd
from positive_ vl. 21'/6-18a.

an
a_plied
interest to I J_re_°
tenelz_r
sel/h_ltm
accusare--eritieism
to'the selfthe maxim, vii. 445. Origin of, 458.
.
25S
Any
_ew
tri_tt
on the grottnd
el msuffioe'nt
mendamty,
donee vii. lima.

on
•
eel-

a_eording
to wheat wilt he the result of the testt- t ----motion
for, vi. 104a, 413b. 415; vil. 166a.
mony, vi. 259' vii 394, ._'gb-70a
N(_ motive
but
what i_ capable of'netting
with a_y degree of lorce,
[ Newspapcrs--aeco_mts
of important
trials
el. 259-6_.
_
vi. 377.

l_-a.
tt_uer_ee
of, onsi testimony
-- _eductive
tutelary
mad
seduefive_
260 n.

of witness,

Moveable
tiael_a
b_we_n,
and reald- property
_l&
" __factitious

Nieolai
vL i Newton

ofnoticed,
Berlin--the
vi.

dis- ] Nisi
eaml_ared
prius__m,mher
with number

20.5easeof,
a.

in,

vii. 105/_.

exa_ined,
of witnesses
_IL ,5_n,
cited

to s
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_olumus
loses
the express'ton

iNDEX

Anqliee
mutari--use_
appl_md, vi. 14g ; _it. 298,

Nomenclature--advantages
-- as to wills--inaptitude
Non-demand
tit judicial
ficulty of obtalnm_
it_-a
_on-tawvers--whv

to which

oi; vi. 442.
of the, vi, 549 b-50

the

to

Ra-

tionale of Evidence
appealed
to, vi. 5-6.
Non-notorie_y
of contracts.
&c..
an evil
remedled by preappomted
evidence,
vi, 511 a
Non-penal
proeedore--view
of the principal
facts _o which evidence
applies in. vi. 215 b lba.
Non-I'espon_iotq,
and false
or evasive
responstart, as evidence
of delinquency,
vii, 24-9.
Nonsense--more
readdy
be'lieved
thatt
iC_tcts
simply improbable,
vii, Ill.
psychology,
ethics,
pisteutlca,
compared
to nonsense

Yerse_l

North--Hen.
•

filets between
wi, 38"Zn.

vi. 2_).
Roger--his
account
of the con- " ,
King s Bet, oh and Common
Plea_

Nortb--Chief-J.stice

and Keeper,

authentication,

vi..'323

vi

for tile
512 b.

purposes

of preappointed

is evidence

admitted

I NStre
Dame-illustration
of French
_
a charge of stealing the bell of, vii. 52 n

law,

I Nottingham--Lord,

a.

noticed,

vi. 534

to
in

I Nuilifieat:on--prim'iple
of in j_,dlcial proeei
durc. _1i. 255-62. 3t3. Eitheron
plaintiff's
or defen.
_
dant's
side-generally
la_ter, 255-6. Evils enur_mra.
] tea. y_56. Uncertainty
of tie law, ezpostfitctelaw,
I
pnmshment
misplaced,
pardon misplaced,
ih. l)ei
ea__lon_ upon and not upontimmerit_,_)7•
Quibbles,
i
257-8.
Arbltrary
power
ta _udges
to be strict or
i
lax
they lb.
think
fit. 2"m-9. oflt
Weaku)ged
enforcement
penalas law,
kmelioratmn
as a _ubsti-of
1 lute, 2ca} Statute
law contemned,
d13.
]_-- what involved
in. vi. 65 n i.
-- of contracts
b__cause they are not ear.mitred
to
_ -- writing,
el. 12.-34.
el intormal
contracts See viExclusion
65 $4 517-Ol
S _ ForI
. ,
'
" '
'
- •
_
matitl
s

noticed, iI ----

¢.fevidence
bad ewdcncc gives
made impunity
conclusiveto mendacity,
b_, vi. 24 a, vi. 26a.
-- in the case of informal
documents
superadded
to
formal,
vt. 134.5

vii. 285 n.
Notarial

f Notification
!
evidence,

THE

i Notoriety
of a fi_et,
i
be eamplete,
el. 277-8

interference
from digcause of i_iu_tiee,
vi. 30 a
introduetmu

TO

n.

Notaries--advantage
of having
a_ witnesses
i Number
of witnesses--effect
of on probative
to deeds, vi 525-6.
i
force, el. 221 b.
-- use oi, far securh_g the propriety
of a contract.
_i i Numbel
s--propriety
of putting
in words
in526-9.
To see that the executor
be not legally incapacitat_d,
that it iw not injumous
to his interest,
i
ste_d of figurt-s, on important
occasions,
vi, 536b.
that he knows wha he is doing
that it be not tileNu[nel
atmn
of paragraphs-advantages
o| la
gal, 526-7.
Operati_m.._--attestatien.
interrogation
'
written
e_ idence, vi. 441-43, 4d.5.
of the party,
and notification
of the taw, 527-8. i
Contracts
peeul!a.rly
calling fi)r notification,
52t_-9,
Nuneupative
will--statute
of h'auds
as to,
-- honorary--proposed.
_L 5_9o30.
Justices,
clergyvi, 545 b-7.
men, schoolmasters,
&e., 530.
Nuremberg
chronicle,
quoted,
vii. $9,
98 a,
Notation,
as a security
tbr trustworthiness
of
100.
evidence,
vi. 284,
Notation
recordation
of testimony,
vi.
408-19 i-- and
----uses
as applied
to orally delivered,
vi 4_-10.
Uses to judge,
409, To suitors
as a security,
_b.
For purposee
of _ppeal, d,.
"
-- in what cases to be enlployed,
iv. 410-12.
Itivi.
_ion of causes
into retardation-worthy
and nonrecordation-worthy,
410. Criterion
of importance,
411. Permission'to
latter
be_n_g recorded
on part_
paying expense, 411, Cases ha_ mg a peculiar
elaitn,
412.
-- how to be performed,
vL 412-14.
Extent
of minutencss,
412.
Interrogations
as well as answers.
ib. Judge should record fur h_s own u.e--instanee,
judges" notes, 413. There should be an official shorthand writer,
414.
-- practice
of iu Englishlaw,
vi. 4t4-15.
Summary
procedure
before justices,
&e 414
Regular
proeedure, 41.5.
-- -- authentication
in the case of, vi. 415-19.
None
required
to judge's
notes for his o_n use, 415-16.
Dangers to be o_viated,
416. Methods for obviating,
4t6-17.

Note-taking--a
of justice,

means of publicity

in

courts

vi. 364b

Notes--whether
they ought
to be eonsuhable
in delivering
testimony,
vi 31 a. 386-_2.
Cases in
which chiefly requ_red--*,cornplcxitv,
figures, tent_th
of I:t_rrative: &e.. 386-7.
Direetiotis
for regula;ing

antes--Titus,

tbe

perjories

of,

vii.

l l7 n.

Oaths--origin
------

--

of the admin_stratiou
ot_ v,i.
265.
historical
inquiry
as to commencement
of theprac.
t_ee of tend,_ring,
vii 469-_2.
broach of--the
mi_eh'ef at' perjur T does not couslst
in, vii. 406-7 n.
as a security for the trustworthit_ess
ofeUdenee,
xi. 28.9,_S4,30S°_5;-nature
of. _i, 308 9
incttic_ency
of as a securit$
for tru_tworthuess.
_t.
3(D-15,
Profe_s
to put the Almighty
at the eommand of man, 3(¢3h-10.
U_elessness
to justice exemphfied
by the ease with which
feelin_:s of humauityneutralizcthem,311.
Not requiredin
House
(ff Commons,
312-13
l*unishment
instead
of oath
to obviate
false elal|ils
for money
at Governmea_
offh, e% w 31.t Perjury anessentialofEnglishjur)'
tri_, 314-15,
mischievousness
of the system
of. el. 315-1_
Foundation
of mendacity-licence,
316. Crimes may
be committed
in presence
of Quakers
and others

who refu_e t_ take, ib,
Stands
m the way of s.,h'criminati_e,
and compels
recour._e to _nferlor ewdonee, 317. Origin
in a baxbarous
state of society,
3Is.
_ how to adapt the ceremony
of in the best man _
ner to its purposes,
31S-21.
Carries
operation
of
three
sanctions
--religious.
p_litica),
and om_a!

the privilege,
387
Matters
that should be inquieed
31a-19,
Arraugementn
for p_dntmg" the iorce_tof
it_to as to the origin and history of the document,
the religious
_a_etion.
319.
Of the political
3J.
_8_. l_iotes w_thout tnterrogatmn
would be on a !_mr
Of the moral, 32l.
with affidavit,
369. Illustrations
cited from English
_ as a security,
under past and present
systems. _i.
practice;
Extracts
frtml a book refused as evienee,
321-5.
Affords a certificate
of veracity to liars, 322.
3_9-90.
('ritici_n*_ on the case_ 391-2
Roman
law--jurameatum
expurffatoriur_
jura_judges',
authority
of, el. 413, 415.
mentum
suppleto,-_um,
oath at ealumny,
3"22.3, BI_all persolts should be free to take. of evidence,
vi.
ghsh form_before
a jury--defects
at; 32 L DazSsh
_6.
1 law. 323 b-4.
Hindoo, 324. Swedish,
324 b

_lotiee_chicaneries

about, vii. 249-55.

thod proposed
for obviating
by prelimirawy
big &e 2_b
Heldreeevedwhcnithasn_tbeen
ann_,_'*":"
n_ rm_v_" '- _ _ ...........
_n ,, _
_ _o
_*'_Url_'V_tttltt'lttl,
n$.,..-_
j
_ I_s_)lUt2U _tO S I00e
l_ate o_ being obeyed, vii. 4t7 b-lga,
-- chum, in English procedure,
Vii. 58 n.
--called
de_tringasses,
delaye occasioned
2_1,

Me-

-- if employed
in other cases, should they in exem_nation of defendant
_n _
? vi. 325,
Shoaald )e
] tenfleredatalleyent%_5.
_ • -- alterations
tn tl_e laws regarding
vi 32,5 n.
punts hod wit h_ut,' v i. '2_94. Tba
lltea_
criminality
thus transferred
from the deception
to
l
the ceremony,
lb.
I -- administration
of in Eeelasia_tical
Court,s ehe_kby, vii, _
ed, _ii. 4_-9.
*
I -- administration
of to infant_
viE. 4_-9,
me_

.+
'4

'l We

VOLUMES

ON

EVIDENCE.

629

Oaths--exclude
the
testimony
of those
who
Oral
evidence
compared
with
written,
_.
will not go through
tile ceremony,
vi. llb b, 29_);
lT0-1,
yd. 424 n _!.
-- -- supposed real transmitted
through,
vii. 152-4.
-- practice of adnduL_termg
to parties, once m u*e.
-- aim epistolary
evidence (.omFared , _i. 424-6,
pal-.
"¢JL46(t.
ticiziarlI_,
424
l_lhrrok:ahdness,
_5. (}hstr_ol2
-- witness should prono_mec--lmt
merely h_ar. • i.321,
nf tt_eud_lci,_ll_ invent,on.
_5. ]_.ocoilPet_lless.
4_.
-- abolished
ill _ohmtgryaftidavlts,
w 31)t _. In other
1)l_tlnctne_.
zb. _a_lilg of tin.e, 4_'_n.
cases, _8{_ _t_t¢. 6.
-- c',]dPllCt_- _u|Ipob_d, tl_r_ugh oral, or hearsay eui--bilt
relaxing
lt_e laws a_ to, thrown
out, _1.3sl,
denct, _il 132-4.
_o_e 6.
-- --- exohld*.d in tilt- proof of el,rta.n
contracts,
vi.
-- of credence
or siltceri_y by _ lit[taut
fl_unding eli
12_-:t4
,b,.e _c,xclu_f,n
makeshift
evldeltee,
-¢11. 1_32-4.
--sLt_po-ed, tratlmllHtcd
thruugh _ritten_
or lni-- e_.purgatm'y
of tim Romans,
vii. 70 5.
nuted evutenec,
v i lJ_-9
-- _II. upp eI_l(nt, _]i. 71
-- -- ii_ore liable _,, mcorrcctnes_
of ext.r_ssion
than
-- ltniver_ity--an
ilin_tratlon
of tile f,ebicness
of tile
written.
",1 2J,4 c/
religiou_
sanction
m layout
_t" truth.
_L 274
-- exalnlnatl,lD--e_
i_tolary she[rid ilot _hat tt_e door
Obe(hence
to the law-- _ource
of the d[spoa_dn_l,
_, 4:_*-(,.
sitIol toward_._ii.
&30a.
--_nterrogatloll,
_I._3-_.
Ruh_l_rtm_ptltude
of
"
answer [or obviating
in**elIllOll, _ e , _s3 ; questions
Obligation--legal,
ri.-k of sllbjcction
to, not a
one by rm,:. and nr_t m _trb_g% 3-4 ; queqiotts ar_sground for excluding
test[re(my,
_d 463.
in_ out of the an,.wers
3_4-5 ; r_ponsion
should
Obhvion--citcum_tances
m which
statement
be in judge's
presence. 3_5.b
of suspicious,
vL 449.
, -- ---_age_of not_.tlon said rceordatitm
to, vL 408-10.
--applicatior_
of pro-appointed
evidence
to prevenSee Notation.
t_on of, vi. 513 b.
-- --is tt_e beneficial peeuliarxty in jurb-trial,vi.
_06 b-- s_caring
facls from by registration,
vi. 79 b-SO.
I
507
-- -- Englarld has the credit of original;rig,
vt. _16 b-7.
()ffenee--airocit
v el, hove far ground
tbr m- ! _ per-east
e_idenee--r_atnre
of authentication
with
ere,libllltv,
vh tt--',-17,
reference to, vii. 17ib-75,L
Offenee¢;-_(hvlded
into burnable
att[l tmburn----su;q)osed--wr_ttene_id..neetransmittedthrough,
_1t. I_7-b,
able, vii 43|b
_
.
.
.
0 [lice

copies, vii." 169-70.

wflls---regulatmu
I --546-7.

Offices
ibr con_ervatmn
uf transcripts
of contracts, _i. 575-8:¢. 5'ee t/egistra.tion
; Tr_.nser]pti*
ttous.
--aplointmc_nt_
to and removals
fromasubjeet
for
re.'i-trati_n,
_ i. 567 a.
-- _udiclal--ercation
of needless and useless, vii.306-7.
Officers
of the 1._w--effect
of ]ll¢'o[tkeniLllCe
to in delaying
justice, vi. 92 b
-- puolic, cases ill which they arc re[crested
forjud,cialprivacy,
_i, 369-72
Official
evidence--received
_Gtho,a

oi statute

,I ()rdeals--belong
to
i
as oath_, vi, 31S6.

the

)f fraud8 as to, vh _
same

stme

of

b,

society

! ()r(er-wht
it t'otl-_>ts
in, vii. 29a.
-- special, in equits, for semis.ion
of cvadence, vL 490
I Ordinar)
-- Lord,
in Scotlaud.
t_ctitious
de[ lay in procedure
before, _ii. "ie._l-5, ._ee Sessian -('otlrt or.
i -- -- ou earth- and witnesses
i _ ,_e_,G3r d, _i. 42t b-2 a.

ulimeet

i {)riginul
evidence
compared
witl_
Iranscript_tious, _, 171-4.
t --regulatmn_
ice substituting
tran._cript
tO, where
gallon a_ad _dhcr securities,
_i. 2,35a, 460 5.
1
neeessar 5 . _iL 143-9.
See "1ran*_, r}pt
----pub!ieoffiees_srepo_ltorle_of,
vi 55;Gol.lTse--_ _otranserlpteverexactlsonaparwlth,vn.
14_b.4a .
direct, and collateral
or lndir_-t.
53t-5,
Collateral] -- arm transcript--how
to dlstltlguls
i _etween, _'ih
callcdjudIclatuse,
Y:_5. Exemplfiacati_,n
_b Sour es
}N)-:¢.
oftrusrworthine._s--responslbihty
and m_parthdlty,
-- _reappointed
evidelme, a_di_tlngulsi_¢d
f_om tr_al,5-56. Respotistbility
only effeetuM
if it Ires the sane- ,
scriptltious,
_ , :_-)_
tion
ot
punishment,
557.
Ab,ence
of
res
,oumbd!ty
Oughton
quoted,
vi.
491,492
n,
493-(L
in public board_.
557-9.
Rule_ for estm_afing
and
securin,., trnstworthme_s,
xi. 559-61,
i -- hi- arguments
agailtst
publicity of e_ idenev ecru- -- as iurnlshed
by judmi_3 offices. _i, 56I-6,
Re- _
hated, w, _37-s
gi_tratiun
vl mstrum'_nt_
_nd operatmn_
m causes,
, (_utlawry
-- the
[Ull_[_hnleltt
of poverty
or
56_. Use to parties in respect
to _mt m hand, f_2. ;
absence abro.M. _ii. 25t, 333b
Use to future
contingent
parties
fb
Uue to the ' ()wt'n
t;. WarbtHfOll_
ca-e
of_ vi. _2_t
_`
legislature
m the sut)i,ly of _'tat_,tw_, 562-4. Neglect
ofthi_kindofevideneebyEngh_hjudgesandleg_sOxford--oaths
at, vi. 274,
lurers. 5_4-6.
-- -- pubhcity
with relation to, vi. 27 b.
-- in_pectionauthentication
by, viL 178.
] Pain--a
motive
correspondent
to ever)" spe--we-appointed
evidenee_vi.
72-9 S_ePre.appo_nted.
i
ties of, vi. 257 b-s.
--written
evidence--modes
of anthenticatmn
iu the , Paint.
Nee P]ca.,lres
and Pains.
ease ot, yd. lgO-l, 19,5
Old age.
See
Superannuation.
Onoma_tie
signature
distinguished
helle, vL 515b
Onus

probandL

See

Burden

interro-

Palcy
quoted,
272 n.vii. "311.
',i Palmer
on co_t.-vi. cited,
SV[II.
I Palmistrysouree_
of credulity

from
of

proof

Opinion--meaning
of the term,
vi. 2295.
-- declarations
of, may be bought
to a_y absurdity.
because cannot be disproved.
VL 557,
--exte_lttowhich
of, vii. 10S

eompulsionmayaffeettheprogre_s

I

from. _ii. lf17,
Pap_'r---adopfvn,

[

different
specie., of contract,
-- Ii_dieatiOllS ¢,f s_ urtuu_n_s
1_l h-2.

of

1)aper___eriminafivv,
slon of _it. i3 b- 14,

different

illnstrated
kind_

w. _2_.
from the _ture

inferences

from

of

for

of, _4i.
posses-

---_liimp°ssibilitY421.
of proving
by extraneous
-- lawyers" of their
own system-absurdity evidence,
of (:ontiding in, vii. 213b-14(_.
.
.
.
_trade
tn--eaus_
of the, _ii. 280 b; eou_iaer_a
a_
length, 315-1g.

Paragra
in written -i 44_-3
evidence
should
be
short and)hs numbered
495.
Pardon--method
otgranting
_ii.'257 n*, 425b.
-- effect of in r_toring
competency
of wltaee_ vii.

Opulence--effect
of
temptation,
vii. 397.

-- 4a_
use b-_;a.
of a -'e_e of probative
of the power of,vL 22s b.

in

weakening

pecuniary
of prex_tory

force for the a@plitatiun

--f as evidmee
disproving
ell. 62.
Oralenees,
contracts---exclusion

charges

of evidence

ofas t 0 ,

-- pew, r ofe_erciaed
m the prineiFleofnutlit}e2.tton,
2=,6A-7
a
--_ii.
power
of posses_O:t
by wime_s absenting
bimse_

-- evidence--inapplicability
LY_

of authentication

to, vi.

-- abus_
that
vii, 268-9.

the _raetioe

of m_.r give

o_0_

tO_

630
Parent
twecn
Paris--

GENERAL

INDEX

and
cldld -- effect
of the relation
on testimony,
vi. 161 _ vii. 576.
Abb6,
miracles
at tlle
tomb
of,

bevi.

271 b.
Parker
-Parliament

TO

THE

Paternity--false
presumption
of from
baud's non-expatriatinn,
vL 53 b-4,
Pathological
evidence,
vii. 45 n $.
Patronage--profit

Chief
justice,
_
acts
of.

noticed,
vii.
,See btatutes,

492

n.

the early attemuts
o_ at la_ reform,
viL 26q-70n.
-- &c,
disclosure
refused
in by minister%
vL _5 a. of mf_rmatien
-- contempt
_hnwx, by judges
to the authority
of. vii.
311-15.
-- committee
of, mode of collecting
evidence
before,
vi. 35 b.
Parliamentary
debates
-- publication
of, vi.
78-9.

!Cartial counsel -- purging
a withess
-

of to

the

Payment
m;_y be a criterion
a spectator
to courts
of justice,

of, vii.

Peaee--ju,-tice
of.
Peake on Exclusion

See
of

holder,

}wi-

vi, 422b

of admission
vi.361.

Justice
Evidence,

el

a,

Peace.

vii, 34t

a.

-- on gubpcenas,
vl, !@2n,
-- noticed or quoted, w 6n, 1_)2 m 137,139, 14Oh, 187;
vi_ 18G-7 n, 3-t0.1, 1892_, _73, 4_l,
Pecuniary
imeresf--the
on ty one
of t_hich
iawy_r._ _11[ admit
the il_fluence,
xi. 258, 475.
--- -- t*xcitls_el_ oi evi(ielK @ ot_ the _l'olIIl¢l of. fiorlsl-

449 b.
Partiality
or enmity
of _kp.ess
-- effect,
or:
See Cautionary
Instructions.
-- rtee_ssary to tile nmking incorrect
evidence t,roducc
deception,
vi_ 2il b-12 a.
-- betweeli
interrogators
and int,'rrogatees,
i*ow far
it may be calculated
on, vi. 346-7.
-- ho_ it ma_ affect the cognizance
taken by tt_e mind
ot a fact, vii 57t.
-- probably
an orxgiuating
cause of exclu-ion
of e_ i-

der_d, vl 105 b, 17,4 b _ _n _97-400 Se_ lnterc.t
-- -- ho_ tar its terse is ca_ble
ot mea_ureu.e_.t.
_iL
5_#, #-9 _t
---con_ldcrud
as a gronnd
of umrustworth'l,e-s
m
tcztll_lo[l),
vl. 15G _0 : vii 573-75.
Amount ot _he
sum t¢_ be cc, n_lder_ d atol_g -a lth pecuniary
circul__t:dlce_ of the individual,
573. _. alue of cm_tiagcnt
sums accol din d to _latltr_ _lf e, utti,geney,
57 L Leya
ot a glxcu
_unl greater
effect th_n cvrrespund=nt
gai_,, :)75.
-- reputation-h.w far tile preservation
of j_t_fits
restr_ctl(ms
on judicial
publicity,
vl. 36.3 b.

l_arOcep,_

Peel--Sir
203a ; _ii. Robert,
214n*-

c, o,bds--evidence

of net

exclttd¢

d,

his

taw

reforms,

vi.

20- ) b.

though
uniting
interest
and improbity.
_ft. 414-5.
Partictflarity
-- an internal
security
for evL
deuce, vi. 2_3. 2_6-7.
-- of testimony
-- interrogation
tend_ to produce,
_i.
332b.

Penal
causes--distinguished
from non-pen'd.
_,.i. 6_,.
--- -- have a ]._eullar
claim for recordatiot_.
_i. 412 a,
-- -- procedure
in, _i 471-9
--law--amehmati_n_
of tLrged in place of its _sk

Partnership--entrance

entoro_ment,
vl_ 260.
---vie._ of tlxe prihcipal
facts to which
applies its, _i. 215 5.
----counteraet,ona_to.betweenlegislatorand)u,lge,

a subject

for registration,

--bet_eenjudgesandlawycrs,
sinister.

of

on slid dissolution
vi. 567 ¢,.
vii. 201-9.

Seelntercst

evidence

Party--only
that lds pc.
. bv
. his examination
cun_ary circumstances
can be knowlh Vl 363 b- _a.
-- and wltness-f_se
distraction
b_tween
m some
eases, Vi. 2_] _,l.

tormer
creallng,
latterof neutralising,
_1.37._ viz,
n
-- the
-- use
ot registration
_rvlteatog_ca] facts
birtlls, do_ths, and m_rrlag_
to, vi 571-3.
-- -- defects
or, iilustlated
ill tile exclusion
of ct.i:uinat_e
e_ idence, s-iL 34_-9.

_evldenceofagainsthimself.thebest,vi.
137a; ,ii.26.
-- mannel, in whichifisinterest
wonidaflect
test mlony
by him in relativm
to the suit, vii. _.8}4.

Pehance

-- evidence
does not

of, so plainly
auhjeet
to
deceive, vii. !2_, 147 b.

-- evidence
of more trust_orthy
than /tuft of an intcrc_ted
witm-s% _ft. 401 b.
,¢elf-inculp,xt_ve
evidence of--prejudices
astuoaths
preclude,
vi 317.

People--the,
ycr_, vii. 204-5_
-- their
knowledge
of tl e evils of the legal _y-_e:_*
checked
by the (_e ol rechmcal
language,
vi. 2_9-I.
-- inteik.ctual
tacu_ties
of corrupted
through
h,gai
fietion_, vu. "87 b, 436 b.

-- agaiu_t
_mpropriety
o1, ibr or
him_elt,of excludit_g
vii. 4_7-9, the testimony
-- one calling for _*roductlotl
of the casual
script of
anuthes, vii. 123 0-24 a. One offering his own, 121-5
-- feeling--influence
ot on judge,
vii. %')9
-- spirtt_effeet
of on fl_e adunnistration
of_ustioc,

Pet ceptitm
a soarce
of 1estimonv,
vi. 1_ t_.
-- nearDes,
to, or remotcncss
lrom the seat of, as offecting e'_idence,
v]. 15
Percipient
and depnsil_g
witnesses,
vl. 222a;
vli. 130b.

v_i. 400.
Parties.

PerJury--what
constitutes,
vi, 222a.
-- exculputive
cummins,
criminative
uncommon_
vi.
15_ b ; yd. 521 b-22.
-- use of a collection
of cases of, with nature of each
falsehood
tnld, vi. 246 b.
-- instauees
in which it has been supported
b3 the
rtligiotrs
.,a/_ction,
vi. 271 b.
-- singular
rules of Hindoo law a._ to, vi. 27 },b-72.3_i:,
-- absurdity
_f pum_itmelat
for, instead ot ior the e_u
committed
through
it, vi. 297 ; 406-7n *.
-- Roman
and French
law off _i. 302-3.
__
n_cessary
ingredient
of jury-trlal
in Engf_Id_
r_ 314.
-- fear of, alleged reason
for no counter-evldence
te

See

interest,

that

it

eourts_
Yi. 494 _.
inculpative evidence, vii. 3:3.
their
faculties depraved b_ la_-

ill ecclesiastical

Penitential

Suitors.

to a cause--should
be examinedunder
the sanction
of punishment
for the truth m what they state, _ i
297-302.
exclusion
of from the r.resence
of the judge.
_'ii.
2=_-33.
Managed
by rendering
their presence
nugatory,
226. Character
of their testim,my-immedate and non-immediate
2_.
Functions
for performanee
of winch the plaintiff's
presence
requisite,
228 ;--tot which the defendant's
requisite,
229-:_.0 ;-for which that oi both r¢_luislte, 2_0-2,
Anticipatire survey, 230.
-- other
the exclusion
for or WL
al_ainst
pattie,
on ofthe their
same testimony
side, considered,
50517. ,_ee Co-part_es.
-- l_he exclusion
of their testimony
re_arding
the authentteity
of deeds considered,
vii, t89 5-90.
propriety
of their exaanimng,
and being examined
by, each other, witnesses,
&c. in suits,
vi. _4-4_.
_e luterroga_ion.
-- _hould be subject
to interrogation
by their
own
advocates,
vi. 336 g.
p'retiminarv
examination
af, would have destroyed
profit from malSfid.e
causes, vi. 479,
-- ildtial or preliminary
meeting
of.
See bIeettng-Preliminary.
_protection
of froru violence,
&e. a reason forte
strictin_[

publicity

in courts

of justice,

vl

Patent rights, as _ubjeets ofewdenee,

_0

b-6l.
vi. 5 n.

eqtdty ea_tse_, vi. 374.
-- the necessary
ingredients
in, according
to E_gh.'&
law, vi. _l, #_o/e 3.
-- murder accomphsbed
through,
vL _)4, 382 note 8.
-- 882.
prosecution
for at pubLe eli eixse, *
:'lore i l. of witness
-- indictment
for, precludes
an_ndment
in equity, *L
455 h.
-- punishment
for, the oniv check in E_glsnd
oa
fM_eho_l
in affidavit,
vi. 4[_q.
--judges
treating
as a joke. vi. 463a.
, ,_
-- nourished
by t|te sxetem _f affidavit evidence,vi
_J,-- con_-ictton
of, no_oodgrotmdf_.excludmg
a_
hess, vii. 406-9.
-- danger ot_ the argument
for cxcl_,_ion--would
al_
ply most strougl_v to the best evidence,
vii. 4_'2.

TWO

VOLUMES

ON EVIDENCE.

_ll

Perjury of an extrat_eeus witnes._ must abnost

Plaintiff--the

ulwa_ s he attended
h_ sutmrn_tlon,
vii. 4r_.
-- person eonvlet*2d _f, should |_ examined
a_ to the
conwetion,
instead of beatg r_3ect(xl as a witness,
vii. 4_. 10 a.
-- _he a_cient
iaw a_ to, vii. 46!.2
-- feeb]<.nes_ of the repaedi_s agaw, st, to the il_jurtd
pax|y, _il. 4as b-a9.
-- effect _hat the commission
of by a witness
should
have on the weight oi his teSlil_Olly,
vii. 587-_.
-- See Oath ; Pum,bmeut
as _ seeurzty.

the judge, vi. 8 a, 2iO.
-- effect of depriving
him of evidence
by exahlsiat_,
vi, 86 $-7 u.
--_ dei_e_e_ey of evidence en his side producing nommit,
el. 104 a.
-- laise testln]ony
by in hi_ own favour more danger
ou_ lh_u_ by oeiendamt,
vi 1So b-7 a.
-_ propriety
of his being entitledto
examine witllmm_
and i.artle.% and ot bl_ tiabihty to such _xa_vl]i_ati_
(h_cu_s_d,
vl 334-4_.
5're Ir_:errogation.

Perkins--case

-- unjU.L
how fardeo_ands
ti_e pus|non
or: gixee
greater
faeiHtk_
than that
t,f de_endat*t,
vi 43.3b. to
- funetiou._
for the performer*co
of _hich
his presence re,juts|to in court, _ h, 228-9,
-- smt prolm_ed to be comn_e_ovdby,
with instrument
of demarltL Vii 270-1,
-- shtafld not have judgment
by defau:t,
unless he
produce evideln'e,
_tl. 547.
-- mi-ehiei
of mi_qeelston
a_amst,
as eortlpared with
n_i_de,?z_ieJti against dete:_aent,
v_i. 591-$,
Plalnti_
eel the same side--exclusion
of the
evlevnee
of, for _l_d ltgainst _'aehother, vii. 5ty/-9.

ot', cited,

vi, 3t_9.

Permanence
a_ a set'tmty
for evidence,
2_3, 289-90.
A check oil tim judge. 291.
-- ot cvldcnce--writmg
necessary
to. _1.32S b.

xi.

Peralu_qet'tt
evldel|ee
eolnpared
with
unpermaf_eI_I, vi. 170.1.
Persolla]
evidence
compared
with
real,
vi.
173 b-4, 21_ b.
-- and r_aI proveety--a
faetit%us
distinction,
vL o13.
- _raI _videnee - authentmett,on
with referene_
to,
vii, 1745-5,*.
Personation--aspeciesofmendacity,
vi, 292n,

3sl note 4.
Persuasion
vi. 2"29b.
-degrees of, -howmeaning
cxpre,_ible,of term,
vL 16-1%
expression
oi, eonve_ed
in the words |reprob&blllt T #,nd i_dpoe.ibzlltv,
vn. "_6-9.
-- difference between.
In tile c_se of individual
fa_ts,
arid _pecie_ of facts, Vii 83-4.
-- afiarmat_ve
at_d di_affirmat_ve
-- f, undatlon
_)f. vi.
lSa.

Peru
-- an
may reach
Pc*It

three---degrees

instalace
w_thout

jury.

of, how measured,

vL

of the extent
eivJtizafioll
writing,
vi. 329 b.

_qee Jury,

l%t,ttn priac*pii--the

power

of

in debate, vii.

461/-_2 a.

Petition in bankruptcy makes the evidence of i
a paz.ty tm taken,

4_8I,..9_L,

Petty -- Lord llenry,
al_dltors

of puhh_

remarks of OR lees to

ae_ourtts,

ell

_0

_, _-.

Phenomena -- influence which a knouledge
of the e )ur*e of nature

bus on belieflo,

Philips v. Fowler--oa_e

Plea ofgtliltv or llot guilty, _i, 473.
-- in e_vl] aeti,,]_, %. 4_qa.
}'leas -- et)nlnlon,
See

,'re ])leading.
(._Oliltn0n

Plea.
Pleading considered as afl_rding evidence, el.

....

-- a_d probatlyc

legal service required by fr_

vii. 91-_,

of, cited, vi. 22G n %

Con_t_xnti_ -- account
of proceedings
m ( hancery
quoted from, vii 2ig-zon.
Phillips on evidence
referred
to, _ f, 307 ; vii.
143, 459, 170-4, 355, 400-9, 498, 551-8,

Pt_renology alluded to, eli. 433 l_-4 a
Phryne--ease
ot, cited, _ii. 432 b.
Ph) sieal and psychological facts dis¢inguished,

"22b ; 266.7, 364
]{elidered
eonelusxve
e'vkien_
tilrongh mealxs of Judgmeltt
by defeR}t, el. 22b-_1
vii. 54.3/9-7.
-- and e_denee--Pabe
did||notion
between,
vi, _;
_H. 266-7.
-- modineations
of in use. vi'. 273-4. Deelarationmad
plea at et_mmcm law, *b. BIIi In equity, 274,
-- written--u_e*
of, _ nh t_e other du_viec_, to judg_
and lawy_s,
_li. 274-5
---the t.etendexl
use of (viz certainty)
considere_
vi_. 275-9.
'l he eurttfint._ Ineltda_lotl$.
_76-7.
r]_h¢
t_tles under wtuch a clmm may be made, 978. Ya_
ritt_ of counts, 2_9
-- idea of a system of, adapted to the ends _f justice,
vii. :_70-2. In_trument
of d,_mand, with its head_
970-1, Preliminary
meeting wouMpruventthc
fulcrhoods of _ritten
pleadings,
272.
--V_tt
veer eornpar¢M with written,
el. 26a.
-- interests
tirol bare regtdeted
tire system of, vi. 4"/0.
-- speciaJ--aboiitiun
of, reeomnl, llded. _ii, _2,%6.
-- _rltten--use
and abuse of, vi. 327-32.
Pienstn'e
-- u motive
correspondent
to every
species

of, vi. 257 b-8.

Pleasures and pain_ as the source of motives,
_ li 3_3
-----ti_t of the prine.lml,
which act as s_ree*
of
interest
i_l te*timoi,y,
xii. 667. Pecuniary
interest
aa:d averslotl to labour, *.he only" on_ that admit of
measureme_m

5.¢_.

Plecges of prnseeution -- sham, vii. 284-5.
Plenk'_ Etetnenta_
table of facts as to the
humun body,transIated from, vii. 9.
Pliny noticed, _ii. 89a.

vii 2t6b.t7a.
"
-- lounde6
imp<,_.s,i)ility
as to verbal import
conwith, --viLque_tlons
76-82.
-- impractlcab
I t3' dcfitled. _'i _25 n t-- sanetion--it_
effect on evidence, vi. | 9, 260- L 2f_2-4.
Xee Sanction.

Plowderl
the mstitulionalist
VD. 3, 3 3, 39_' b
Plunder
an object
of civit

Ph_sicians_might,
"
-

Po]ice--efflcac_
the metropolitans, vL
471_,m
-- magistracy
of theofmetropolis-_ereation
of the.

recorders,

be empto} ed a, temporary

el. 61 a.

Pillory as a punishment
lished,

vi. 1,°,4,2975--abo-

ib. n. -

_27 b-;, a
-- maizlstrater,---secreey
2_ n _;,

et

noticed,
procedure,

some inquirtem

el. 205

bi

vi,479a.

before,

el.

Pious frauds--interests
producing, vii. 572 n. I }%he.v--use of the term by lawyers, *it. 310 _,
Pitt-- delivering tesdmo_v " at Tot,ke's trhd, I Political
.ts_n, bia_--how judge can act on, vii. 308.
vii. 251 a.
Place--partictflarity
re'cuss|ion,
_iL 38.

as Io.

Plaintiff--testimony

of--the

in

instruments

of
•

course pursuen

in regard to by Engh_h
taw, vii, 48:$-96
_--inwhattmses
reeel_ able in h_s own behalf, vii.
4_-gg.
Criminat
ca-e',_, 48q-90.
Motion
tor at_.aehment, 4,'_0. Exclusion
m e_es where peosecu_ or
r_warded, &_O-2. Case of a tr_wlier
_uing the hundrefL _92_ &dmittanee
of plaintiff's
testimony
t o the
_ff_.3 of giving commencement
to a suit in'equity,
_ in what c_e_
eompellable
at instance
of defen_nt,
vii. 4fl4.*. Ineoasistenefea
of English
law, iti
crimtntd,
commem-law,
and eqtdty procedure,
ib.

-- doted,
offence_-publi_ (ity
prbaey _aui
in trial
of. eonelvL _69_72.
ace and
l'ablieRy
yr_vae.*
- ea_$
particularly
unmeet
)
-- offenders-_interests
that t,hield tilem from Jim|toe,
*it. 4:_,
_ or legal smletlan--method
of pointtng
the forea of
in tlk e_e of oath,
vi 3"20
-- -- -- effect of on evgder, c_., si. 20 b, g_i0-1,_-79.
//_
Sanction.
euspecied
of, tried mlth tmperfe_et evhlen_,
vILe.
Poor--the
orioles
whh,h
I hey are liable
to be
-- no Justice for the, but erin,inaL vd, _
a,
Popish
reeu*ants
_ treatu_eatt
of as to t_t_.
t_ony) _li, 424.
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Popularthe]lug--its
inability
to effectuatePrefacetotheorigitml
edition
ofRationale
of
law reform
vii. 208 b, 209 a,
or moral sanction,
its effvct ou
260-1,

2_r4-8.

ing.

flw securing, by making

and restricting
their
.-sale,
vi. 286 b.

Positive

Evidence,
Prehminary

_i. 19-20,

8¢'p Sanction.

Popularity--device
cruellaw_
Porphyrian

evidence.

efficacy,

facts distinguished

vL 217b-18a.

Possession--

vii. 258-9.

evidence

bility

and impossibility.•

quency, vii. 18-22.
Illustrations,
orders of preparation,
1a
Case

of de-

See hnpo,_i-

; Incredibility.

Posterima
evidence

chums

of events,

.

-- not w_nt of merits,
make no appearance,

chief cause
vii 546

Practice--Eughsh,

wl_

defendants

vi. 9t b,
Se,

English

Preappmnted

'
,

Pricst--confes_ionto,
as evidence,
vi. 98-9
Priestley

should be kept in view in
el.

; viishould
366

tion
....

enumerated,

general

between

tile ccrrespondtn't

' Prtntmg--supermnty

vii.

84

b-5.

view of, as objects
vi. 215-t6,
v-i. 44,208a,

21_.

showingconneeclasses 6f, xi 21L,

of to writing, for trau-

eli. 14nb.

' Prior at[d posterior acts considered as princi-

and unpreappoiuted,
vi. 68-71,219
b. Tile difference
developed,_%70.
Ineonsi_tencyandeontusionfrom

pal and probative,

vi. 47-8 ; vi.. 62-4.

See Self-inculpati_

e Testimony.

Prior--Matthew,
retbrred to, VL 314 b.15a.
Prior
v. Powers--case
of, vi. 2"26n *.
Prisoner--judicial
examination of, vii. 89-44.

want
of right
comprehension
of, iu English
practics. 70-I.
-- -- compared
wi,h casual, vi. 173a.
-- -- considered,
vt 60-7. 508-5S5 ;--Nature
and origin,
60-1. Usesanti-liti_m,
sand_tati_tic,61
2. Legislator's duties in relation
to, 62. Subject-matters,
69-3.
Formalities
for contracts
considered
as a branch
of, 64, 517-30.
Meansof
enforcing
their observance,
64-5, 517-25.
_,_'ills, 66-7) 530-51.
See Formalities:

wins.

243.

not bedemallded

of penal and non-penal
procedure,
_ -- -- distinguished
fromevidentmry,

_empts,

between

violent,

noticed, vii. _) b, 430 a.
mobiles

Principal facts-

Law.

evidence--difference

of into

legislating
as to rains, vi. 41t.
Price's
wews
on probabflitles,

in regard to the evils of ] -- See
and Circumstantial.
evidentlary
facts--xliffieultvof

ve_at_on in producing
evidence,
el. ]03-4.
-- -- how a c,_use put off by, in absence
of a witness,

Meet-

19, 68 Different
of (aptain
1)_n.

division

Pret_um qtlbetioni,,

Primum

by out la_ ry, vfi. 254.

---

Prestnnptlon--C_)ke's

vi_. 62-4.

Poverty--punished

See

probable,
&c. discussed,
vi 231 ; vii. 69,
-- iii law--nature
or; vi. 115,/.

l)rwrum, andpri0ra lmsterwrum, or
from

parties.

as affording evidence of deliu-

nellan
illustration.
Preparatoryottenees)
acts
conelusl cited
_e ofmguilt
converted 19-20.
into separate
20. In what distinct
fromattcmpts,
21. Inflrmafire
circumstances
applie_.ble,
21-2.

llnqueney
from, fact_--txneonuelouslte-s)
vii. ll-13.
Acttml
and clandestine
antecedent.
IL
Infirmative
introduction,
iorcible
introduction_
non-ide_tity,
view of fortheraa_cc
of justice,
12 Criminattve
writen evidence,
i2-13
lnfferenee
between
wmtlng of
party, and of other person addressing
him, 13.
-- indistinctness
of the ideas attached
to the word
vii. lI b

Possibility

of

.

Preparations

from negative,

circumstantial

vL 201-3
meeting

Privacy with regard

to judicature

and evi-

dence, vi. 26a, 351-80.
See Publictty
and Privacy.
-- eases in which extraction
of ewdenee
should be
subjected
to, w 27-8.

' Prize court--jobbing

-- -- ha general, vi. 508 13.
Pnrposes.
598.
Original
and tran_criptitious,
_b. Objects
;--law_,
contracts.
factS, 5_[9. Advantages--divided
into collateral
and
direct. 510. Uses--to
indivldual%
to judge, to leg,s-

Probability
and
8_e Improbability

in, vi. 41 n.

improbability--relative

Probabilities--Price's

vi.46.

views on, vi. 243.

later in the way of statistles,
&c. 511-12.
Formalit)es--scription,*
authent,eation,
examination,
multiplieate
scriptiou,
registration,
and notifleatmn
512,13
----legally
operative
facts
considered
as subjectmatters
of, vi. 62-4, 566-74.
Duties oflegLMator.
566
Nature
of facts to be registered.
(ti_ided into--la
regularly
occurring
(as those affecting
condition,
and those affecting
collative
and ablative
facts ;)
and, 2d. casualties,
561. By whom should
regtstration
be performable,
567-6_
How to _eeure
the
verity of such evidence.
569-70 ; Eventual
punishment for falsehood
in all cases--counter-interrogation
_here
attainable,
5_).
Instructions,
570.
See Geneal_ieal
Facts.
--tile
principle
of, as exemplified
in real evidence,
vi, 583-5. Fences,
landmarks,
stm_dards
of quantity
and quality,
revenne
at_lups,
maker'_
flame, 5613.
Fabricatm_a
of a maker's
mark a _pec_es of forgery,

_ Probabitizing
facts,
vii. 4 b.
i
i t)r°batm--Roman
division
into plena,
mi,ms
p_mt,
&e. vi. 231.
_ Probative
force
of evldenee,
vi. 220-3.
Admit_ of degrees,
?29.
The ordinary
degree,
that
which produces
belief in mankind,
ib.
Legislator
should
provide
for its being as great
as possible,
221. By what circumstances
ine),ea_ed---qualitv
of
witnesses--number-real evidence.tb.
By _'hat
eircumstancesdlminmbed
221 3--clreum,tlmee_ce"
]
garding
._ouree, 222_regardmg
shape, _b. RemoteI
hess from seat of perception,
222-3
I -----bow e_timated,
w. 14.
Sources
of increase
I
and decrea_e,
14-15
,
_ __ _ and persuasion-degeees of. how measured, _1.
16 b-17, 223-35.
Importance
of correct
exI res_ion

584.
B,e_u_tration
ot marks,
*b. illustration
from
copyright
act for designs,
lb. n. 1)Chatty on fraud,
58.5.
-- -- unnoti_:l
by Gilbert,
vi. 183 b
-- -- See Contract
; FormMxties
; Genealogical
Facts ;
Laws ; Official _: _idenee ; Registration
; _qila.
Preappolnted
official
evidence,
vi. 72-9, 55366.
Application
to txansactions
of offices at large,

!

7"2-6.
Direct _K_4-5.
and collateral
uses ,_vlz, judicialbeestiand
statistic),72,
How trustworthmessto
mated.
72-3--how
to be secured, 74-6. Trausact'ons

i
i

of judicial
pre_ppointed
publisbing
78-9.
-- ex pmrta

offices, 76-7, 5" 6-7.
mudenee--necessity

them,
written

Precautionar)
etlmnall.v-written

Precedent

i

Laws as matter of
-- -- eompaeed with trustworthiness,
vt, 17 n *.
be
for recording
and I -- -- the utmost
that a catse is capable of need not
inat_ted
on,
vi.
233.
"
80
of legislative
bodies,
-- -- questions
of incredibility
are questions
of, vlL -

77-8. Debates
m idelme, _it. 126-9,
regulations,
evidence,

in the
vii. 125-6.

-- -- imstruetions

from

the legislator

to the judge

admission of i --estirnathag'-of eireumstantialvli"
.563-98.evidenee,See
Instruetiona.vii.
64-8.

-- old and unpublished

mind, vL _0-91.

]
i
i

for
tbe of
degrees,
223-6.inwitnesses.
Elements
affecting
the amount
persuasion
224.
Amb_gmty
of ordinary
language
224 b--applieati*_n
of tnathematmal,
t_,. A scale of persuasi,_h
22.5 ; applieacation
of it to witne_,es
22",-7 ; to judges,
226 8 ;
toanpeal,'_28b,topardon_b
• to other eases wher_
the same questton
moved" 2"_J'. where punishinent
administered
pro mode probatmnura,
229 a, to selentific evidence.
229 Incapacity
of ordivary languagS
for express-n_
the degrees
229-30
Attempts
in
l-.ngland,
vt. 231-2. Infinite
scale, though the only_
true one, inapplicable,232-4.
Ob.ieetion_of
M. _"
moat answered
by the Editor, 234-5.

judicially

i
]

for

No po_.tire roles, vi. 50-3 ; vii 6_,. Search on all oeea_don_
for imvrob,_tivesnppoaitions,
vtt-64. Thenumlmro_
links in the elmin _ presumptions
revder* it lel*

TWO

VOLUMES

_rong.
6& PysehologlcaI
lkct_ cat* never be eonsideved conclusive--physical
may, 66 ; ye_ physmal
should not be sut,3eetto absolut_ rule_.*& %_'
amings to prevent under and over vuluation,
67.
Probative
fores
of clreultlstantlal
evidence-error_ of legal %vs*t,enl_ in regard to, • ii. t_-73.
11|sufficiency
t_f the whole, on t-he ground
of defect in,
or _ ant of particular
_rtiCe.-,
6_-9
(brpu, tb I_eD,
_.
Coke's theory of pre_umptmn.
69-70.
General
ciremn_tantial,
r_oe_ved
to e_,tu i,m of specml
direct, 70, Wager of law, ib
t,_xpurgatory
oath, z&
Oath m _upplcuaent,
71. Fazt_ excluded
on ground
ofbeing
_e-_&,71.
Recardsof
courts. T1-2.
A single
ardele
_el out as itselfconeluM_e,
73.
-- -- ofeircu_n_tantnd
alid d_reet e_dener
compared,
vii. 73-5.
D_fft-renoe between
73
-- -- ofe'_tra_udlelally
written
and hearsay t*vl [e|lc_
instructions
concerning,
vii. 134-7
-- --- of tran-e-tptltious
and hearsay
evidence
campared, _ii. 142.
-- -- toss at to e_idcnce,
in passing from .ne rncdm_x
to another,
_ii 1_5.
Procedure--judicial,publicity
and privaeyconsidered
with regard t_, _i. 851-_0.
_et, I'ubllc_ty.
-- e\clus_on
of e_Mence
occasioned
by blind atrang.,nlent_of.Vli.537-42. 8erreey of the R_m_n
system, 53S
Short tm_e allowed for trial iu England 538-40.
Examination
by eommts_mn,
with
Gilbert% reas_m_ tbr _ecr,:ey_ 544r-2

ON_EVI_DENC1L _.
Psychological

683

causes of correctness m_d corn-

p_etenet_ mad the reverm, in testimony, vL *247
._0.
-- _L
fact_--u
begcer field for mendacity
than physitm{,
2i6.
-- improbability
as regardz,
vil, 113-15.
A_
of conformity
in, 114. Nature _j_lld off_t of whatt la
t_ nmd :reedom of the wdl, _b.
-- -- inquiry
as to, necessary
ill evidence
as to crime.
vii 2 b
-- impo._ib;lit:_
considered
as a disprohatire
fact, vL
47.
-- a_td physical
facts distinga|shed,
vi, _16 b-17 n.
Public
oti'enees
particularl_
unfit
for judicial
pri_aey, vi. 369-72,
-- offwes, a_ repositories
of pre-appomted
evidence,
yr. 55 _-61. A,e OffaeiaJ E_idenee.
-- opin'oB--moral
lt_fluence at, -_. 32G-7.
-

-- --- tribunal
of. _il. 2_ b
Case_ of brow-h_ti_J
witnes_eshould by l=dd bemre, _1.4f}ab
Pubhcation
of legislative
debates,
vi, 78-0.
-- a_ _ s,,ellr_ty for t,_tdtnee,
_i 26. Meansofaffeet.
lng it, 27,
-- w_th regard
to deed_--a
term used instead of antttcnllc_t_.on,
vi. 5_
-- ol e_denee, where of doubtful veraeity,vL 320b,

Publicity--necessity
-- as a _ecurtt_
2_-7, 28t-5.

of, fbr laws, vi. 77-8.

tar trustworthiness

of evidence,

vL

_- _i.
-- in
to m_prtsomnent
tbr debt--na, tural,
Pubhetty and privaey--a_ applied to judicn1_-_relation
; technical,
la6.
--- blind fixation of tgnes for operation_
o1, vii. 2&qlure in general,
_nd the eolleetmn
of e_idenee
tB
4q.
particular,
vl _51, _0;
-- -- relation of fo law, vi. 7.
-- -- -- prehltltllary
explanations
vi. a51-4 Relative
-- natural
and tevh_tleat.
See Natural
Procedure,
terms--highest
i,uldicity
the wi_ole wvrld--htgh_t
Technical
Proeed|lre.
privacy
_ne per-on, 3-52.
Former cannot
exl-N_
-- sumuxa_v--recordm_
oon_ietlon_
on. _i. 414.
/alter may, dr. Fntdtcity
f_[iottld be rule--priv_c_
"
exception,
_b. Topics.
presenting
them_etv_
for
Proc_s-verba]--an
in_tatloe
Of extempore
recon_derat_on.
_53. 51ean_ ofpubbe
t), natural
and
cordation,
vi 82.
faettt_ou._. 334.
Instruments
of p_i_aey, "_I b.
Pro( ._or USeS _xcomlnt|nleation
as a Itlealls
Of " _-ut,e_ of publicity
to goiieetioll
of evidence
e41d
getting
his bill paid, _i, 475h.
to proe_lure.
_t. 3._-,-9. ('heek on mendacity
and
incorrectness,
_
_, 2_ security
for eAwreetn_s
O_
Pfotk.ss[onal
asmstant--reason_
for admitt'_ng
records, _b. Pruteet_
from arbitrariness
of judge,
to a litigant,
vi. _7 h-Jq ; •it. '227 n ]].
365. A _eeurity
f_,r the lodge%
reputation.
&55b,
Promissory oaths--naturc
and effect of, ri.
Makes theeourr
a schoolofmoral_,,l:_-6.
Allp_r29h.
"
soB_ should be frec to take _mtes of tile evidet_ce,
for the perpetuatiun
o1 the_e advanlages,
_
Same
Prompting
witness
by suggestive
interrogarea_o_as apt,ly to publication
at' evide.ee,
a,_d ofrelions, vi. _tl.
mark_. 337, Ha_ had eflectof
raakingjudgesp,.eify
Prornptitude
of answer--a
security
for trill|l,
rea_o_s, ib. Argumentby
Oughton,
that pntdtcity
vL 3_3.
g'_e." _pportuni!y
lot _ nllease_ to conspire,
come

Promulgation of taws, vi. 519.
of unprom_dgated

Promulgation
-- -- for rules

is t_l.anlly,

affecting

Proof_burden

contracts,

vi

of, vi. 136-9.

-- full,
the term discussed,

Property--nature
-- a subject

Entorcenlent

ih.

paper, vi. 65 b-7
_22, 528, 578.

See Burden.

vi. 231.

ol, vii. 81 n.

of pre_ppoiuted

evidence,

_ i. 508 a.

Prosecutor gives evidence betbre grand jury,
without cross.examlnation,
vi 47Ga
-- testimony
of, according
to _n_llsh
praet ce, vii.
_Lq9-96. See Plaintiff.
-- thetakiug
the evidence eL inerim'_ml,
and not in
civil eases, considered,
vi, 475.
-- in ease of rew_rd---exelusion
n[ te_um,ny
of, _ii.
490-2.
deposition
of before a justi,_e in ea_e of felol_y, v_.
471b-72a.

bated, _b., timt they might act in fear of resentment
of parties, _57-S, Vre_ence at tue 13_r, how far adlantagtou_,
_L38 tlow Jar apbeM may be _ suceedaneum to publicity, 33_-.q
---- -- exceptions
to lhe prmcipleof
unlver_:i
pnbUeitb,
lnwhatrcspet_stmbhcitynotneeessary, vi._5'_-t_¢
_-,b-60,
t*t_iect_
tar which exemption
_rt)m it
naay be s_ught 3faJ. t're,ervatmn
of judge, parties,
&c. trc_mvio|vneeandantloyance.
360-t. Preventing
me_.tdaclt._ - serving mfvrmatiua,
361-2,
Pre_entlou
of di-eto.ul
e wh_.eh m_v tend _o n.n forthcomingne_s, ab2-3.
Preservation
of reputat,on
and fkmtly
peace, 3c,3-7.Regard to decency, 367-8, l'_serva_ion of Ntate secrets, 3Cb 9.
----- -- pr_,cm_tinns t,_ be observed iu the application
of
iheprlt_c,
Aeofi,_i_ac_,_i._.
Conee_dment_hould
not be by fixtd rules --should *t(,t excetd wh_t _ t_ecessary--qmuht
not be the attribute
of a lmrtieulm,
court, lb
-- -- -- ea,,e_ particularly
unmeet f_r privacy, 3119-72.
Crimes,
es_,octally p_bllc ,)nee, _6"_-72, The jndge

Prospective
view
of the
Rationale
of Evidense, vi, _03-7.
Protector
and protege--influence
of conne_tion l_:-tween on testimony,
vi. Ib0 _ viL 576....

abnm
sh,mld
right to of_e_lude
such al_e*
c_,
370 ; nor
shoaldnot hehazy
at ins_nce
t_roseen_or
or defe,,d'mt
alone, or be=h. :37_-2. A middle coors,
suggestjd
where secrecy necessary,
371)b.
errors of Re _tan and Et_glish law on, el, 372-_0.

Pt eyed--meaning

Ptthiieity
prinei_
le of yl_nglil_h--see
of Ronmn, the
373.leading
Secrecy
ill equi
eon_s, and levi
G _
bert's reasons,374. %_ife Mienati,,gland with coneurrenceof
herhn_ba_d,
375, Secrecy _fore
Ma_t_e
in Chancery and other like officials, 375-6.
PttbHe_tion of trials, _77_ Affords opportu_[tlt_
Of obraining nlterior evidenee_ lb. Baffles alibi, a78. The
French
m_tbod of solicitation,
3T9. Inappticabfahlty
in this country, 3_.

gqven to the word, vi. 230 ;

_IL 4.

Provisional mtthentieation distinguished

fi'om

definitive,
vii. 183-4.
The distinction
unknown
to
_uglish
l_w, 188 b.
_ by archetypal
draught, vii. 186.
.
-- _islon_
in e_
of detention of evidenee,vi_.
379-80.
s_luestration
as a remedy for the effects of jadiea_l
_t_y, vii, _0-3.
Prudentialimpracticability
Prtmaia_
law
of,

noticed,

defined,
vi. 328
vii, 18 a.

n_.

PunctuationelLtabligl_d,
vL_4611aws_, of,
how
far distioetiy
Punishment--effect
of on belief,
vii. 108-10,

,N< __:
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Punishmentw
effect
of on trustworthiness
of ] Real
evidencemforgery
of, vii. 15-18.
Com.
evidence,
vL 22, _68-70
See SanctionLegal.
_
pared to subornation--an
attempt
to make objects
as a steuri_y
lee trustworthiness
of testimony,
xL ,
give a false tale, 15. ]Divided rote fabricetive a_ld
2_4-5, 291-30_
Dl-tmctions
of falsehood-blameobhterati_e,
tb. Joseph'_
cupin
Benjamin's
s_'k,
less, btamcable
fr_m temer;ty,
and blameable
from I
an illustration,
16.
Erroneous
coilelu_ion_
may be
iutentlon.
292-3. lrat e ineidtnce
of pun _hment on L formed
from--the
alteration
m_y be in _ell'-d_feece
the thlse oath insteva_ et the mcnda(qt?,
29_-5 Rates
against
a false accusatmn,
or it may have be_n d_ne
-- Temertt_
_hould be punished,
2_J5-6 ; Anmunt
of
in s_ort. 1_,- 17. Pro_ i_mn should
he tn_tde 5_r keeI,_
puni_hlne[it
for fMsehood
shou!d be sufficient
proillg tea e_idence
_n xtat_, 17 Det_ets
of Engh:h
feet;on
without aid of other sanetlol]s,
265 ; Regard
law in th_s respect, 18.
to be had to extent o_ _hu m_-ch!efdone.
2/h-7 ; Lit; ....
authentication
_ lth regard to, vi. 120 ; vs, 174b
eazts should be punished
ice false statements,
297575 a.
. Defect_ o| Roman
lasv rezarding
pumMm_ent
---the principle
of preappointed
evidence as exem.
for tal..ho(_t,
302 3
Of Engii_h
law, 303-_.
l,la_led in, vi. 582-5.
-- sui_tituted
f,_r oath, to secure I_ublic funds from
-- -- c,nnparcd
_;ith personal,
vi. 173 5-4. 218,
fraudulent
elaiins,
_i. 3t3
-- -- a_ d_tin_u,shed
flora Ixq'_enal-unnoticed by
-- a_ prehension
of_effect
pr_,duced
by, vii. 6n.
Gilbtrt,
vi lbda,
_- evidence
that may occasmn,
not on tt]at ground
to
-- reported
ev_(tence,
See Report_._
Real.
be excluded,
vi. b6, 106-9 ; viL 445-72.
:Vee Set_-- property.
See Land ; Immo_euble
Property
dis_erving.
-- and moveable
pr_perty
--factitious
d_snne'tmn be- rigour ot increased,because
operation
oflawdcfe_tt_ een, 513. The distinction
eOll_der¢_l
in rcgardt0
_t by qnibble_ on the ground of hun,unit',,
_i 453
at_thcntleatit
n of wills, vi 533, ,,42-51.
_-e _Xli]S.
--- in_pt_lude
ofimprlsonment
lbr debt as, {'i. 177.
-- aceordingtoEnghshlaw,_sat_t
_l depra_i_._, _il.
412 b- ]3.
-- whether
registration
should be enforced
by, vi. 8 |.
-- removal
o,. in cases of mendacity,
Fromotes
IMsehood, vii. 262.
-- much of,_hat
seems done by fear of, done by fear
of shame, vi. 326b.
Purchasers--use
of a system of registration
to. _i. 575b.
Purport--depends
upon
tenor,
el. 990 a.

Reasons
by judge
for deei_lons--publwityi,
(,cca_mned.
vi 357a
-- technical,
eba_ acterlzed,
vii. 400 h-1

-- of words---precariousness
Pussort-debate
by,
mony, _il. 537_.

Recolb._ctedness

Qnakers-impunity
vi. 316 ; vii. 425. The

oftestimonyto,
on limitation

for crimes
law altered,

xii. l_6a
of testi-

witnessed
b),
vL 881 _ote 6.

a security for evidence,
_,
2_3, 2_;-u.
Recolleelinn-erroneous,
vi. 252.
Di-tingui__hed n'om ol,hvion.
_b.
-- Re_re_-hment
ef vi. 253,
-- helt,_ to. _i 446-51.
S,.e Helps to l/ecolleetivu.
-- "a,r_ting as an aid to, vl. 32_.
Reconciliation
between
partie.<--hnw
t_r d_e
pros teet of obtaining
justifies
judmml prl_aey v'.
366.
, -- courts of Denmark,
vt. 24 n L 32,;, 366 n.

Qualities--primary,
ofe_'idence--eorrectness
and completeness,
_1. 21.
desirable
in evidence,
vi. 21-2, 211. See Trustworthmess.._

i Record--mixed
me, min_ oftLe
word,vi.565a.
I -- in a common-law
suit characterized,
vi. 7_a
'. -- smmadversions
on the conclusive
nature
of the
e_ _dence of, _ii. 71 b-2.

Queen's

: ---Gilbert's
comparison
of to a diagram,
i
lS4 b, 5(;-5; vii. 7t b-2 a.
! - asni_ing-4_dmits
ewdence
of a perjured

Bench.

See
See

King's

Bench.

Interrogation.

Questions
to witnesses--should
be one
one, and not in stri*_g*, vi. 384; and should ar,_e
of the answers.
384 -5
-- in epistolary interrogation
should be numbered,
4tl 3.
Quihb|esandquh'ks--evasionsofjusticefi'on_,
vL 148, vii. 257. 4_%3-4. Power of judge
tel'use effect to, vii 3_8.
]labelais

--

anecdote

of,

vii. 34

to

give

by
out
vi

or

n.

lLa, k of wltne_--effcct
of on testimony,
254.
-- in life --lnereasss
a maz_'s utility as a spectator
courts ofJustwe,
w 3_H
---as an ingredient
m evidence,
vii. 61-2.

vi.
in

Rationale
-- the term
.lust;fled,
vi. 5 b.
-- of Evidence
-- pros[_._ctive
vh, w of, vi. 203-7.
Ravaillac-an
oaths, vL 318 b

iildstration

of

the

effect

of

Ravaut--Proc_dureCivile
of, quoted,el.
303.
Real
evidence,
or evidence
from things,
as a
branch
of circumstantial,
vii. g-I g .--No description
of fact that may riot be the subject of legal b, quiry,

_:_
¢2"_- _
__
_'.

8. E_tentofthefleld,
even in peual law. 9 Table
of facts as to the human
body, which may come
under the cognizance
of legal trilmnals,
ib. Tifings.
in the relation they bear to a lhet of delinquency
ia_dicated,
10. Comfit;on
of th_ngs as source of evideuce, dls!lnguished
into rdat_ve and absolute,
IO.
Immediate
distinguished
rein reported,
i&
loser_ttivefacts--illustrations,
II, 3'hecircumstantial
evidence
of possession of an as_mle of crlmlnativc

_i!

real evidence_
:

1-_e('apltu]atlon
of instructions
a_- to fi:e prot2at_ve force of e_ _dence. vn. 597-S.
Recognitiee,
as a means
of authentication
,ff
deeds, vi 5}6.
--ofadeed--allthatiscertifiedbya_te_tation,_
5]7,_.
Recolement,
vi. 451-8,
503.
_ee Re-exalm_mtion.

Qnality
of witness
-- effect
of, on probative
force, vi. 221.
-- and quantity-standards
of, as preappointed
cireum_tantial
evidence,
vi. 583 a

Questioning.

Z-

a_

tion _

a means

11-13.( See Poase_smn.)
_f supplying

deficiencies,

Interroga.
14-15,

_i. 144n,
laer_on,

_ii, 409b.
-- confessing
to error in---effect
of, v;i, 436-8.
-- _ ithdrawing
- effect of. vb. 437/,-8 a.
-- proposed,
of cases in which
suspicious
tsstimon_
rece_ed, _i. 119; vi_.161l_-2a.
-- See Official Evidence
; Preappolnte<l
Evidence
Rccordation
-- uses of with
respect
to lawsutts, vi. 31.
-- extempore,
as apphcablc
to legally operative facts,
_1 79-_3.
ftow supplied, 81. Precedents
from English and French
la_,, 82-3.
-- derivative,
and registration,
vi. 83-6. U6es, viz. for
contract_,
&c 83 _'1'o what ln_trnments
apphcabte,
83-4.
How e_torceable,
84. By whom loerlor_able,
84-5
Matter to be entered,
_.5. Securities ag,_l_t
error, ib. Regiutrar'_
duty, 85-6
-- ot evidence,
w. 4{_-19.
See Notation
and Recof
darien.
-- inof causes,
the species
and nature
vii. 595-7.

of the evidence

Recorder--origin
554"_.

judicial

of the

office

receb_d
of, vi.

Recorders---temporary
how
they
might
b.'
obtain£_l amm_gvarmusmen*bersofseclety._i-8I-_'
Precedents from English
said French
la_, _2-3Reeoverie._-common,

Redesdale--Lord,

vii.

283

b-4

a.

quoted, vi. 42n.

Re-examination,
repetition,
or recolement,
vi.
451-8.
Systematic
in Roman
law-- incidegtaI
in
English,
452. Apparent
ob._eet_ ib O_e only ga_ne_
_assts_nce
to eorrectnes_
and compteteq*ess.
_7_
Objects better supplied by other provismns,
ib, Add..
m_ssmn
qf re-exa_dnatlon oniy on special cause,_o.
4_-4.
Faculty of amendment
in English equity
practice,
cited,

456,

455-_.

Uncertaint;)

of, 455-6.

lll_L_tr_Ooa_

TWO

,t
Reference--liberty
received, vii. 16_ b.
_ whole ea.*e deferred,
i(efbrm

of the

of,

where

VOLUMES
weak

ON

evidence

i Repetition

vL 10b..

law.

See

or

amendment

il_ equity

gauss,

I
Law

reeapitulatton
of the inteI,est_
hn_ede, xh, 211-14.

l_egl_-ter
566-74,

ot bn the,
marriages,
See G_ne_logi¢ M l"act_.

ahd _ rejudlees

and

deaths,

5_7 _

el.

vi

I
1

Bill for Scot-

vi. 408-19.

Notation.
-- Judicial -s','stem
of proposed,
_b. U_esot_---a_aeheeR_mlhejudge:

vL ,k%s.8.
-- of evidence on the Scottish system,
vi. _i14.
St_
,_ Re*exaaniuatiort
Replication
tI
ill CiVil action,
vi. 480 a.
, Replies
in written
evidence
should
be num-

Reform.

which

-- _{rllt
OI l_ Ln_i_hd,
land, ih.
"
lt.effl--trstioa
of testimony,

_1.

bert_ iu conformity
vl 44l-3.

'_ith

que._tion_

mad attswer_

lI Reported
re_l
evidence,
i.e.
supposed
tr.msmitted
through
orM or easuaily-wrltt_n,
l',z-4.

See

Reporting
proceedings
in
9
vl 74
-- wnJJe._s j,dieially
appoint_L

Subieets
of,
wniia_i_-w

to appeals azld future litigation,
&e ,b Aee OfficiM
Ev_deuee.
-- transeriptitiou_,
as applied to contracts,
_i 575-_2
U,_s--pre_ervatmha_mprorlmigatio,.i,
575. Seeuritie., debts, sale, if,. Le,_,e-, 575-6
Wh_t contracts

Reports
of decismn_-xii 3f5 6-16.

legislative

R*:pre_elitaiion_
al;d dday from.

hm all aueh personally
--difficulties
where thereis
liaMe.no577-_
prof_siouai
51,Me of
t,.r_on,
uon*
liealaon--l_tter
of ad_ _cc, 57% Mode of dv_gn_tlon

real
vii.
bodies,

rd. 153.

effect

of

Repositories
for preappolnted
553-61.
See t)fl;eial 1Nid_.uce,

t_) be regrettable.
576.
Whether
m w|.,lc or p_rt-exp_nse
ap_rt, tire _hole.
_. 3tooe of tniorcement

publishing,

evidence,

nl Seutli_h
_'iL 221_5.

vi,

proeedtlre--fees

tojudieiM

, R_'publie_---d*ihcult_
m reconciling
'.
tal_aey _herc z,eeessary,
ri. 3T_ a.

in the ea_e of land, _5. l./m_ts to tile apl_lic_tv_n
of
the praet,ee----extent
to _hich
seer-ey
compatible,
580-81,
importance
oi reduein_
tlie matter
t_ lm
traI_ser]hcd--abLrratlol_sof
F.ngil-h l,ract!ec, 5SI-2.
-- publlclty
a _eeurtty
t_,r oorreetnes,
o1; _l, 355 _,
-- of tactn eontleeted
with character
evtdcltoe,
x'il.

[ I{e]3ut,ttion--pceulliarv.
_Nee Pecuniary
Rel,ura_iou,
, -- the l_w may work upola, as well as upo_ propertl
'
ar_tt p_ers_ra, vn. 50_t.
! -- oi an a,'eu_ed per_on--how
fitr it is evidetlee_ _ii.
i
511,_)
%_e Character.

-- ot mark_ of manufacturers,
&e for prevel_iorl
of
forgery,
vL 5_4-5.
lllustratmn
from fabrics
copy*
right act, 5_ ri.

-- how f_r danger to villa.lion
of_ _ltstifies restPietioll
ot ud e al pubhelty,
w 364-7
-- re_ard lk_r--effec_ uf ou testimony,
vii. 570 b-I,
ol_judge---publieilv
protects,
_i. 355_.

-- inel causes,
the spt-etcs
aud nature of tl_e evidence
received
vii 595-_.
-- See Pr_aFo,nnted
lJvidenee
: I_ecord ; Reeordation.
Reffi._ti um Brevium
referred
Regular
procedure--prejudices
the term, vii. 19s b, 199,t.

1o,

eft,
iu

Rc(iueot--eourt_

4.5_ a-9.

of

l_avotlr

ot_ natural

procedure

before,

vii. 32I-3.
Respect
to persons
in authority--mlsehief
of
thv prop_itlon
tt at nothing
should
be done to reduce. xil 3Jl.

Regulalions--preeautionary,
in the admission
ol casual*y-written
evidence,
vii, 1_5-6,
-- -- for the weighing
of e* ideate.
See, Instructions

l{e_pon_ibihty--offieial,
el, 556-9.
Only
in
it_ burthensome
sgnse--earryingwith
it actaai l_ss_
that it i._ effieaehm_, ,_56 If it arise only rectal power,

Reid--Dr.Thoma%

ti_e higher it is, the lees to be trustt-d,
eft97 lllu_trath_lt lroln declarations
of ophdon, _ hioh ltmy I_
purcim_ed
to any ahsurdity,
lb.
-- -- in regard to eom.e¢ t regi-tratlon
vL 72-3,
-- of p _d e hoard_lowne.-s-of,
_i. 557 b-8.
-- weakened
according
to tt_c numbers alnang whom
it i_ st read, _i. 379 b.
Restitution
-- provision
for eventual,
in case
of dec;eion
oi1 weak cv:dvnc_,, eft. 12,5b,

noticed,

ViL 95 a,

Reinstatement--eventual,
in the
denee havin_ t)_,ta totmd deeeptlou¢,
Rejoinder itl ('ix'fl ael ion, vi. 480
i{etatlons--_ocial,
t he inl el
afl\_tlng
testimony,
vi. 160-4
Rchglon--when
eltlplnyed
t_rpate tn,_rality, w. 117 _
-- mistaken
presumption,
that

ea_e Ot_' evivii. 163 a.

a.

e.,,t _ ari_,ing
; wi -573-7
hy tyranny
aIl men

fluenee of, vi. 320 n ?
Letigioubehef---the
disposition
traced,
vli. 109_t.
---exclusion
of witnesses
on the

from
to

act trader
to coerce
ground

_{emanet,

when

a jury

trial

deferred,

u_
t xm-

_ I{e_lnra_ive¢
to the competency
of evidence
by l';llgh_h i_,raetlee, _il, 433-40.
Are proo_ of the
! ahsurd_y
olcxelu_ion,
43J. ]_urning. 434-5. Gr_at
seal, 4 _5. _ceptre,
435-6,
('career*Ling to error tl_
,
record, 436-8.
lie_iglalng
interest_ 138-40. 507.
Re*urntoamandamusctlalaeterized,
vi. 462b.

tot,
of, dis-

cussed,
vi. 106 ; vii. 410-7. Caused by antipathy,
426-7.
sanetior.--effeet
uf on evldenee,
vL 2fl-l, 2ell-l,
27(i ; vii. _53a.

_ii.
.'270-

l{evengc--influenee
ot, never
b5 l_wyors,
el, 475 b.
I{eVeXlLl_' offence_
nol treated

vi. 1(}4 a.

verity

l{cmedial
measure_--inabi]ity
of the
emnmen-law
courts to t_ke. vii. _4,
I_emedy--quibble
of _'_)il_g the law gives
one
fer every rieht, vi, t48,
l_emedlcs
stleeedaneous
to exctu_Aon
of evidenee, vii. 368-s3.
See Exclusion.
-- sugge.¢ted for the eviI_ of tixo technical
*ystem
vii.
t¢20-9.
Officers toe the dep_trtment
of law-r_dorm,
320. Substitution
of the natural
to the techn,,.ai
s._St_m. 320-1
_atural
oolttr_%t_ _d w'?_ t,-ehnicM
procedure,
_22-4
Aboht**m
of special plc_dmg,
32.5-6.
Abohtitm
o$ fees, _27-8
I
the v_riety

of, afforded

by English

Remembrancer
in Exchequer,
of the City of London---cretin
554 _,
/remitter
-:-

EVIDENCE.

Remoteness
_

era

cause,
in

time

vi.
or

law, vi. 475.

&c. vi. 68 n %
of the office of, v'I.

place--effect

eernillg

in

t

_'_

b-;L

and

leman
under,

Liberals

evidence,

referred
of,

law---system
vl. 82_i.

_

their

disputes

con-

"_i. 14b-8.

Crusoe

RolL---Master
eL 4g'L

gegtil_g eredertee
for irnprobalfitUies,
xiL S9 bdg).
[
of testivnony
from seat _f pere_ptmn---efle_t
of, _i.

so.

Rev_M_--ilow
tar correctness
oftraaserip_s
._eeured by. el. 17|.
Rewat
d--effect
of oil belief,
vii. 108-t0.
Rewards
to informers---effect
of considered,
_i. 4_0-_.
Right
nlust
eorre,_pond
to obligation,
vi. _J4n.
-- that tiae law gi* es none "_ithout a remedy---_
qaibhie, V]. 148b.
Rights--an
expression
appliedto
unexplained
add flet_t_o_
_ti_ies,
el. 9 _2.
-- applleation
ofpreappointed
av_detlee to, el. _0_r_Snt.
-- and obllgatlon--ho_
effoct _Iven to. vl 7_.
-- new, _mture aad d_eriptixm
of, _. S n _:

Robinson
of

proper

hy tile n_or_l s_itottol L x[. 26_ _.

Rigorists

4_Ob.

into view

taken
with

origin

to,
aim

of extraction

vii.

94

jurisdiction

a.
of,

of evidence
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l{oman
law_er0ss-examination
and eonfronration according
to. vi. ;33-4, 591-4.
---deposition
seem'drag
to, vL :_.-7.
-- -- sill,tacit
ewdence
according
to, vL 38.
_---eaamluatlohs
by commis_mn
derbed
from, vi.
114 b.
-- -- scientific
evidence
according
to. vi 229 (,.
- --- attempts
of re express degTe_s of probative
force,
vi, 2,_)-l.
----forgeryrank
_dby, underthecrimenfisls_,vi
247a.
-- -- the d,,ius of • L '248 b.
-- -- culpa and temrrdas
according
to. vi. 249n "L
---defect_ of, in punishment
Ior false testimony,
vk 3412.
---the oath_ in, _i, 322-3.
----jud_essole_xammant_inhfghcrlmesby,_i.34_a
.-- -- errors of ill respect
1o puiJtie_ty and privacy ill
judil.ature,
vi 372-_o.
b,ee PubHclty.
---methodofautherltlcatingdeposltionsby,
vi.417b
-- -- local )udicature_
of, vi. 43 _n t-- -- exannnations
ulld_r,
are onl. _- employed
in purp_rt, not m seizer, _i 1403.
-mode of exam nation
el; partakes
of scriptural
and trtr_7 rote. _i. 444 a
- -- _y.tem of re-examirmtion
under, _i 451-4.
See
_e-cxamination
-- -- i,mon,zrunle_
of, m respect to extraction
of evideuce. _L 499-301.
See Extraction.
-- -- rule as to corpus de!wti m, vii. 69n _'.
mportatior
of equity from
vi_ 297
-- -- exclusion
of evidence,
probably
imported
from,
vii. 39(i b.
-- --- d.mger
of mendac*t_" from method
of collecting
evidence
under, _ii. 392.
-- -- paucity of legal fictions
in, _iL 4i9 b-20 a.
-- -- confe_sorial
evi(lellc_ under, _ii 416a.
---aherration_
of, in respect
tc_ tt_e requisition
of
more than one _i_ness.
vu.._25-_L

Sanction,
moral
or popular--operation
of 0n
trustworthiness
of evidence,
vi. '2_4-8. Dependences
of mankind
oil the exereis_
of veracity,
2¢s4. More
especially
in judicial
questions,
265 a
Counter.
aetmn
of the sanction
in f,t_our ofevil, byinduce.
meats
to conceal
vice, el. 265. (:lasses
lmvmg an
intere,t
separate
from that of tile rest of the cornmulfity,
prompting
to falsehood.
565-7. Falsehoods
that are supported
by the _,'mc',mn, 567-8
-- legal _r pontlcal--oi_eration
of on the tru_twortht,
lless of evldence,
_i 268-70.
A pphe_ where the moral
_allctloll
deficient
--pubhc
offence_. &c. 26_. Ass
cause of veracity,
counteracted
by the puni._hme_t
of self-cmmi_:atlon,
_b. Unfalthfulnes,
to hl_ tru_
of tile administrator
of thb _anction,
;_69
-- religious--operation
of on the trustworthine_
0f
c_idencc,
vl 270-76.
Propagator
of a rehgmn seeks
to infuse veracity
ill followers.
270-1.
In applying
scripture
to adv_mced
_tates of clvilizatmn,
dvhcmncies
filled up from the moral _anctiun--and
an_"
falsehoods
that are now justified,
so sanctioned,
271.
Cases in winch force of religious
._anclion has el,erated to produce
perjury,
z71 b. Peculiac_tie_
el the
Mahomedan
code, t5. 272
Feebleness
when not assisted by tile legal and moral, 272
Illustrations
of
its inefflcacy--solemn
dee'arations
on controverted
poirlts--unanmlitv
of juries, and findings under tile
value of tbrty shlhings--falsehoods
in 1. w_mts-UhlVersity o_tth% '273-4.- Ease with wh',ch this _anetioncounteractedbvanyother,274-%
Usestowhleh
it is peculiarl_
appl]cable,
275 b-6a,
-- -- arrangemems/or
poiuting
the torte ofla admi
msterln_"
oaths, xi 319.
Sanetion_
_vhieh
[)lilt] a witness
to the oo,er.
vance of truth
enumerated.
_ii. 569.

-- -secrecy o1 examination
xii. 5.?,8-42.
--- aberratlon_
of, in respect according
to ma_ng to. some
kinds
ofe_idence
conclu._ivc
wi, 519-5a
-- -- ca-uallv
animadverted
on, vi. 32 n *, 38,39, 17-9b,

Saarill
-- iI_cidellt
of, wl. 34a.
Savage_--reason

395 a_ 3_ b', 421 b, 462. 4f_5b. 4_6, 491, 492-504, 547 n ;
vii. 69. 70, 16_)5,327 u, 370 a, 4_9 a.
Rooke--Mt.
Justice,
mltieed,
vii. 430 b.

Se-x|e
of persuasion--an
c::ble, though tile only true
--demgrade,
ot persuasion,

Re,siva--Lord,
•

deuce, _i. '225.
-- of tru,,tworthlness,

noticed,

vi.

139

b.

Sarpi--Puut,
Sasiaes--reg_ster

noticed,
of

in

of

vL l I b.
Scotland,

Rousseau's

of the

credulity

three of circumstantial
evidence,
el. 50-3.
-- unbvndin_
in evidence
-- superiority
of cautionary
instruetlolh¢
to. vi. I,51-2.
-- of law founded
on erroneous
inferences
from eir-

School--court of j ustiee

eum'_,tant!al cvklence,
)_ 53-7.
Rumour--a
ground
of punishment
siastieal
practice,
vl 495b-4a.

Science--advalltage
44_.
-- cause ofadvanoemel_t

Russel--Lord

Will';

/_llssetl's Forms
Sa_,rament
sasshas,

tin,

noticed,

of Process

taken

as

a

vii.

quoted,
bol*d

413

vii.

elf tlflion

a.

222-4.
by. as-

vii. 4_2 b.

Sa_i_
custody
with
regard
to evidence,
175a.
Safegllards
a_ainst
suspicious
evidence,
l16-1q ; vii. 593-7.
Declaration
of credence
exhibitant,
vi. 117-1S.
Code of instructions

vii.
vi.
from
tor

wcighin_e_idence,]18-]9_
viL5'_-ga,
(_eelalstruclions.)
received, Recordation
vi. 119 ; vii ofc._ses
595-7, _hereinferiorevidenee
Sailors--the
culler form
Sale

ofju_tiee,

importance
attached
of au oath, el. 319 _**.
vi.

134

by,

to

pc-

b.

use of registration
to the contract
of, vi. 575 b.
Sanction--the
several
species
of, as the causes
of trustworthiness
in evidence,
vi. 18-21, 260-1 ; ell.
• }4. The physical,
the legal or p_litw._l,
the moral
or popular,
a_l the religious,
defined
and distingulshed,/b.
physical--operation
of on trustworthiness
of evi_nee,
vi, 262-4.
Lovo of ease, by avoidance
of
trouhleofinvention,
tendetotruth,
262. Application
tn the _roverb,
that children
and fools speak truth,
26"& Tee motive weak and easily counteracted,
_64 a.

n'L

of,

wi. 92).

vi. 167-8.

Scandal--a
design-men
of irrelevant
in equity, _it. 863 b, _5 b-6 a.
Sceptre
-- competency
of
witness
through,
vii 435b-6 a.

in ceele-

579

prosecat_on

infinite
ot,e inapplione, vi 232-4.
with reference
to ev_-

RousseatL
incident
of his prosecution
oi Saurin, vii..34 a.
Rule
to _how
cause--motion
for, vi.
Ruie,_--generat,
not
applicable
to probative

477 b.

vi

evidence
restored

considered

as a, vL

35_ b-6 a, 36,5 b.

Schoohnaster_-

acting

as notaries,
of

el.

nomenclattne

5.q0b.
to, vi.

or, v1.22_3.

-- questmna
in are questions
Scientific
evidence,
w.
-- -- nature of, and relation
to, vi. 229.

vf evidence,
vi. 208-9
214.
of scale of probative force

----dlfferencebrtweenRomanandEnglishhw_sto.
vi. 22_ b,
-- language--improveme._lts
in, vi, 226-7 n,
: Scotland--absetwe
of separate
equity
judiea_
ture in, _ii. Y02,_.
-- et.ssio bonorum
in, vi. i,_1-2.
-- cler_zymen acting
a_ notaries
in, vl 530n
-- delay_ in the procedure
m, _ii, 221-4. 5'ee Session-Court of.
--fcmalewitnessesonceexcludcdbyihelawo_vLIi6"
-- forms of notice or citation
in, _ii. 2536.
hotoga'aph
deeds in, vi. 515 n.
*
-- increase
of jurisdiction
of sheriff,
in, _ti, 234 n .
-- taw of, inimical
to fictions, vii :_27 n. 419 t,.
--------------

law ofa_ to authentmation
ot writs, vi. 12"2_ t.
law of deathbed
wills in- vL 531 _.
law of as to marriage,
vii. 580.
local courts of, vii. 224, 598
manner
of swearing
witnesses
in, vii. 42_-4n.
meditatio
fugue win*fronts in, vi. 334 n.
nullity of inlornmJ deeds in, vi. 517 _*
practice
as to pleading
guilty in, _rL 473n".
purging
a witness of partial
couneel in, vii. 440.
re_ietration
of conrracts
in, vl. 575_*,579*l_',581**"
rejection
of tendered
t_timony
ln, vii. _b-6.
repetition
of evidence
in, vL 451 b-_
witneases
kept apart from each ether in, vi,_62t#,

TWO

VOLUMES

ON

EVIDENCE.

6.']7

Scribe.
See Writer.
Self-inculpative
testimony
as evidence
of d_
Script--how
l_ar should
be eonsu|table
by wittinqueney,
vii. _',-45 ;hess, vi. 386-_2
See Notes.
-- -- -- -- confi_,iou
and eonfes_orial
evidence,
de- litigant
fo,mding
on, _Ilould declare
his credence
fined and distingm_h:,d,
vii. 2_-32. Conlcssiml
L_
in. _-i. 117-18
eomplvti, und direc_ crvl,_nee--eon_css(,rial
rtqw're_
-- ease. m _nd conditions
on _hich
transcript
of
infer*,nc_,, ;:0. Should not be con._idcr._*d as amountshould he received,
vii, 143-9
S_e Trwnseril,t.
ing to _otH'es_iOl*. wltti_t_t Interro_ation.
31,
-- authentication
and de-authentication
of, _i. 1t9-28. _ .....
extc_judio_al
v d_lb* red, vA. 32 6. The
See Autilentteat_on.
Scriptioa,
_e
_,_,'riting,
Scripture--holy,
evidence
evidence,
vii. lr_'l,

for,

Scrutiny--effect
of on teslimony,
Scrutinized
evidence
compared
tinized, _'i t69.

I
_ar_ous
_pe_cies, confide_Jtla],
v_ilh tlleir cau._¢
_ of tratl_l,iration-c, msptratorml,
iactitantial
unadvL_t,dly
i
eolloqmai
m advls, dlv excldpat
,,o. i enitent_al,
su.
i
1.elior-benellt-sot,
kmg_ 82 d. lntirmatlve
coneldc
i
rati_ol_--u_i_.lnterl)r_*t_,tl,m
33 4 ; H_ooml-letenf_s,
'
_4 ; mcndaelt._,
or lai_e star mt.nt uS gmlt
M 5.
i
l)i-tlm,tion
,e_we,m, _*ig_:ed and m:deqgn(d.35
6.
! .......
juai,.iallv
delivered.
_.il. 3t; t_. l'nadvi,edly
]
seti:e_cutpafiv*.,
"and pet.it*,ntiat,
:;6
Motaves tor

transmitted
vi. 173a.
nlisertl-

with

Seat--what
kind4_5 b,
of 43_
willb-9. restore
competency
of witnesS,
vfi.
Seahng
deeds
in Fngland-incon,i_ev,,y
the rules a_ to, v_ 516n _. See S_i!lahon
Seclusion.
,qee Publicity
and Secrecy.
-- how far justifiable,
to keel) accused person

-

I

_ton
amy becol,-_dered,
false, *b.
coot'espieD

of

'_

eiroumsianual,37._, and particular
as to time and t_laee,
exrr..cted
hy interro_di.n,
xii 39-44.
Th_

or _it.

nea_ from intercourse
or tanlperm_f,
xi 450-51.
Second-hand
evidence
preferred
in practice
_o direct, vi 10s-9
Seereev
as evidem'e
of delinquency,
vii. 47-8.
_ extent to which eompatible_
ith regi_t]-ation of contracts, vi 580-1.
-- of tile Roman
s:ystem of examination
conaidered,
viL 537-8, 54,t-2.
3,ee Privacy.
Secret
refusing

Secrets
ahould

register,

in

which

reasons

tbr

takin_

or

objecttonabietestimony
entered,
vi 97n*.
in trade--whether
the divuIgatlon
of
be required
from a wnness,
vii. 347 b.

Witehc/afr,
37.
_'av_

bhouid
In lb.
whict_
eonft-so

_u_,jcoi
g:nera_ "-dehnquet_t'serlbrtstosavehlm,
self, tend Io elucidation
of ins guilt, 39-40 ])leer*
once in po:nt of effect
bctweelt
ext_ajmtictal
and
Judicial,
41 4. Advallta_e
6f having
bolh united,
_:l
ReJecnon
of this sr, ec_es *4' evidence
ia Eng.
land aninmdverted
ot_, 43-4.
-- -- -- unpropriet
3 <,t the excluAon
of, vL t06-9, See
Relf-crlmmati_
e; F.elt:d_sserving,
----- -- reJeCtion
eL *.end_ to accumulate
irrelevaht
e_ i<letlce, vii :4_4 a
-- - - -- ¢_xcluslot} of an admission
of the injustice
og
the penal
law. _or,
it. 3t8-9.
....
strength
vi. 404
Self-olleratlve
testimony--exclusion
of eel,sidered, vii 463. ilas less claim for exempt;on
ti'an
_elf-criminati
re, _b

-- stme. how far they justify
restriction
of judicial
p_ab letty, w 36_.
-- -- should net be extortable
in evidence,
vii. 348.
Security_instruments
of in regard
_o evidenee, vi. 22.
Securities
for lrnstworthiness
of evidence-5_ee Tru-t_orthi_less.
-- -- m&kesh,ft e_ idenee deficient
in, vii. 1t8.
-- False, for the tru_t_orthine.s
of evidenee--vlz,
oath_ exclu-mns,
&c. _l. 28
Setluction--punishnmnt
of in England,
vii,
;_5 n.

Self-preservation-effect
of o1_ te_tinloh_,
vL t55 ft.
"
-- -- an illustration
of the effect
of motives
on evi*
denee, vt. 259b.
Sense--organs
of,
eom_exion
between
irnpro,stun
on, and judgme_t
performed
in eul_equenee, _i. 250 _.
-- common
and moral dispute betwc*m the reapecttv,,
partisans
of. vi. 239.
Senses--evldeit(.c
presented
to, the only kit;d
thateannot
lie, vii 73b-4 u.
-- the dial ut_ as t,, whether
they are e_apable of being

Setf-tamtradietory
a.sertions--m_re
readily
believe5 lhau s_m_ly incredible
ones. _'ii. II1.
Self-crinfinative
tes,qlnon_--eau_es
o| cxelustun of, vii. 449-51
The interest
of erimmal_.
449.
PoliticAl partiz-na
proleeting
each other, 450. ('or.
respmtding
intere-t
oflawyeis,
45t.
....
pretences
for the exelu_i(m
elf. vii. 451-8.

deceived,
vi. 250b-1 a,
Sell_lbillty
to motives--effect
of ou evidence,
vi_. 3'.)5a.
Sentellees,---ilnportance
of distinctness
ill the
structure
And linlitatmn
of, vi. 46t b
Separatists--law
a._ to evidence
by, vi 381,
_u*te 6,

Cruelty of making
a man convict
hllllat*il, 451-4.
Fox-hunter's
re_on-falrncs% 4;)4 Refiweaee
to
nnpo_ular
iastitutions---lnqumitimL
Star-chamber,
a_td Hitch ComrolaMon.
455-8
-- -- history
of the rule exclad'n_,
_i_. 45_-6a.
Checking
in,_estigation
in eccleslasticM
c_urts,
t:a_
A
once in
of co'_trary
examinationpractice
of defendaaU,
-- _ -- exclusion
of, when the
from the cause in hand, vii.
more pernicious
in this case
Self-defence--mendacitvallowed
on the principle
or; vi. 47in.
Self-discrediting
consideredi

testimony
vii. 465b.6a.

u_e,
459-_L
In_t_u_ce
461-2.
criminality"
is distin_r
46_-8,
Th'e exclusion
than others,
lb.
to erimi mls
_

exelus,ou

Sequences

of tZaets--evidence

Service of notice--abuse,

eonaequent
ehmtce of injustme,
ib. Saving delay,
Vexation,
at)d expense,
447. See Self-crimmatt_e
;
8elf-oncratlye.
--_
-- ineo_istencie_
of English
law with regard to,
¥1i. 468-72.
Admission
of casual notes and i_earsay
_vtde_468.9.
Examinationsbeforejustme%
469
Motley, for an information,
470
Motion
causea,
470-71.
Interrogatories
by the master. 471. Affida'dts
on t_i_png
up for Judgment,
ib.
Bill in
_t_t{_,
_'1-_

vii.

62-4.

a.- to, vii. 249.55.

_ecSlOl)--eourt
of in Scot land--delays
ill. vii.
221-'.
Sham representations.
221-2.
oi_iniona
of
la_Lvers on. 2'23 ]_vil_ imt concealed
by them. 224.
Alterations
_lIice the auth.r
wr,*te, 2_I n, '221 _.
* _ -- _ vibrations
ot eau_es in, vii. 237q.

of tl Sessions
favourably
vii. 237*b-8a.

SelSdisservinz
testimony--exclusion
of (onaidea_l, vii. 445-72 ;-uses of and mL_eWefs from exclusion,
vi_
44_%9, The most effectual evidence
446, The reT
,
je_io_
compels recourse to worse evidence,
and the

from,

Sequestration--provislolm]
a*remed_
agains_
the effects of judic!al
dela3, _!h 3_4_-3
Servant
all(] inastel--etik,_'t
ot connexion
between on e_idence,
vi. I6 }b , viL 576.

"

e_.ntrasted

Sex ofwituess--effectofontestimony,
Sexual
connexion,--inlercst

with

arising

assizes,
vi.254.
[?om as

affecting
the tm_s_ o-thn-_t, sz of te_tirm*_ y, vii. 57781.
Hushand
and w_te, _i_. 577-9.
Concubinage,
579-81.
Shall--meaning
of the
_ ord
discussed,
%.
2,_9n $.
Sham
bail--a
fic_ion
of law,
vii. 284-5.
--notiee__.
edited dlst_ in_'a_ses, vii, _I.
--pecuniarychecks
ondelay,
vexat:on, and expel_s_
vii. _)7.
-- Vicar-leas
obnoxiou_ than other _teas, vL _7 b.
_representati.
nstn
(eurtuf
,_essi_,n, vil. "-O1-5,
-- writ_ of error, vfi. 2i4-16.

-
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Shame
as a security
for the
trustworthiness
of testimony,
vi. 24_ 3=6-7 ; vtL .570 b-l.
Acts often
where punishment
i_ suppo_ ed to act, ,_i. 326-7. Mo:e
inJpartml
m its application,
rb.
--as
the consequence
of t_r:tIllony--not
of itseli a
sufficient
ground
for exclusion,
eft. 463-5
Sheeu--trial
at, noticed,
eft. 257n
',.

Spuriousness--neglect
of formalities,
_Le,z
to be considered
as evidence of, vL 518-9,3. See }'t,r.
mahties.
-- at awriling--modes
of pro_ing,
vii. lsl-3. E_terual
e_ldenee,
lSl-2.
InternM
evidence,
l_-L
Stage
effect-necessity
of atteitding
to, _:
321 a,

Shopkeeper--evidence
tamer,
vii 123. 167.

Star-ehamber--method
of procccdi_g
beS)re,
vii 456n, 45').
----practice
of,
a
popular
argument
aea!nst
se!ferimmative
evldt.nee,
ur tile exammatlou
of crlmirials, vi, 3t7 o, vii 455-8.
-- --noticed,
vii 29l n, 3_)1 a.

el:

to

charge

acus-

Shop-books as evidence, vii. 151 b, 167.
Short-hand--aptitude
of fbr w_rbatim registration,

vi

412n

----vi. 414
_vritcr---an
oEacla],
shouldbe crnmnal
attached court.
to court_.
_
lnutanee
lll central
414 n,
Slam--theim'redulityofthekingot,
in illustration,
vii. 953,

adduced

noticed,

Sight--natureof

defects

Sigillation
as a means
contracts,
vi. 515 b- 16 a.
Signature--proving
by
instead
of questioning
the
onomastlc
and symbohc

Silence--cquiwdcnt

vi.

146a.

in se_z_e
of

States
of, vi. 2505.

authentication

of

extraneous
witnesses
party, vii 44S.
d_stmgmshed,
vi 515b

vii.

24-9+
177-

Sincerity--declaratlon
or oath of, by atitigant
founding
on makeshift
evidence,
_ii 152-3 b
Simster--appheation
of the word
to motives
and interests,
xi. "2,58,
-- Interest,
See Interest.
Sitti_,gs
uuinterupted
on the
part
of
of justice recommended,
vii. 37t-3
Situatim_ of a witness--effect
of, on

courts

his te_-

timing, y, vi. 160-4.
of all accused
person in respect of motive%
mean_,
disposition,
character,
aud st_ttion, a._ e_deDce
of
dehnquency,
vii 53-6_'2
Slaves
in West
In(hes--enormifie._
whic.h
might be exercis_
against,
from exclusion
on their
evidence,
vi. 86n.
Social
connexm_s--intere.t
arising
from.
as

--

affecting the trustworthiness
Solemnitles--apphcation
See Formalities.
--foradministrationofoath,
Soheitation
of judges,
system in France,
vi 3795.

oftestm_ony,
vii. 575-7.
of to contracts,
&c.
vi. 319-21.

according

Spain--timitationoftestimonyin,

to

the

vii.

536

old
b-7.

Special
commission
for
examining
witne-s,
vi, 955.
-- order in equity for admission
of evidence,
*i. 4_.
-- pleading--nature
of. vi_. 2735-4 a.
-- -- abaft(ion ofreeommeuded,
vii 325-6. Contrasted
with the plan of antieipative
surve._. 3705.
Speciality
lity, vi
Spiritual

distinguished
2865-7.
courts
-- origin

from
of,

circumstantiavii.

294

viL

of

325

n _.

far the
p_c_crvaucm
ofjudleial
pubheityo
el.._

things

distinguished

el. 217.
Station
of all accused
ex-idcnce, viL 61-2.
Only

l?om

of
,

e_en_s,

person
con.idered
exculpative,
61.

_,_

Stationer--law,
functions
oi _, vi. 5:25n.
Statist:ca-utility
of preappointed
_,h'i_d
evidence,
or reg,sters
to, vi 61-2, 723. 7,Jb, 773,

to confcs--ion, vii. 39 b.

--on cxamtn&_ion,
as evidenceofdelinqueney.vfi,
Similitude
of hands--ewdence
from,
79

quoted,

State
_ecrets--how
justifies
restriction

99.100.

Siddons--Mrs.,

Starkie

b.

?,-l_ a, extent
555 5, 562
5-4, 572-3.
-- 511
judicial,
to which
they may be colt_ct.'.d,
uses to which apphed, VL 562 b- 4.
Stature.
human--extent
of as a questini_
credibdity,
vii. 87-8.

an(l
t_f

Statute
law--certainty
of as contrasted
with
th*, uucertaim
F ofjurisprudentml,
vii, 20'5-7 3A,-I ',
5o.t.
-- -- bulkiness
and imperfection
of in regard to (,vi.
donee. _i. i42
--tLe _qut_ition
of nlore than one witlie_
e,fi)reed by. vii 526.
-- ,)f tra,_d_--examination
of with regard to wills. _i
67 n _"542-51.
S¢e _,_l}_.
Statute_
-- ambifuity
in, vii. 558 n.
-- authorit_
of e_mt_nuled
b) judges,
wL 311 15.
-- forgery of _iaotdd be punishable,
vii 143 b.
-- substitution
at instruction
m, to regulation
a_ le
f_,rmaht_e%w.
524n
-- printed
copies o_; should be of the same authc, nty
u_ti_ original%
ell 1405.
-- l_ow to amend, _'i, 537:_.
-- forms of con vietlon in, vh. 315 a. "
-- surpi[_sage
off w. 523 a.
-- should
b_ recorded
emd u_udc lmhlic, Vi.77-8, 551_52.
Stealing.
Sec
Theft.
-- summary
conv_ctionsin
certain
cases of, vii. 50t-6.
Stcl/ionatu._, vii. 18 b.
Stewart

v. Fraser--

Stones-

meteoric,

theory
of incredibility,
Strings
of questions
putting,
s'i &_4.
Stuart
d)nasty--their

ease
as

of,

vi.

226

n *.

illu,t_ative

of

the

_i* 100/,-1 a
-confusion
occasioned
curing

noticed,
vii, _,33.
I Subordinatesadvautages
_ employment
of, w. 4225
"

the
to

by

king's

the

ev:_

judge

_n

Spontaneous
or uninterrogated
testimony,
vi.
Subornation
-almost
always
accompanies
458-65 _-!>2rmry on the part ,_fa witness, vii 408.
-- -- in what eases to be received, vi. 4_8_-60, Con[ -- of'per_ury--those
wire im_ e kept up the sv._tcm of
dition_,
that the statements
are such
as if fal._e i
affidavit-e'vldenee
guilty or, w. 497.
bring
immediate
opprobrium,
and can be specifl! Subpccna--a
means
by which
any man may
tally
disproved,
459. Instanter--one
swearing,
to _
"
"
get an annul()', that another
is alive, iL Should be i -- annoy
vi 10.5n.
lid b.
duees another,
tenure, vit.
subject to scrutiny,
4-59-60.
---how to lessen the imperfections
of, vL 460-2.
_Subscriptions
to defray
expense
of evidence
Division
into distinct
numbered
aruclee,
461. Use _-advertisements
:[*orrecommended,
vii 376-7.
of the first person, 462. The extent
of persuasion
Substantive
law-extent
to wtfieh
tt_e dedistinguished,
abusive

/b.
applications

of In English

law, vi.

462-5.
kinds of, 462-3.
Sinister
interest
oec_iona Different
u_e of, 464.
_elf-iucttlpative
evidence.
8e_ Setf-meulpative
spontaueous.
Spuriousuess
-- application
of
preappointed
evidence to pr_vemion
of, vi 5i_/L
--de_'laration
of _uspici(m of, _hould be made by irapugner 0£ deed_ vL 524,

vices of the technical
_18-9.
-- -- distinguished
----improvementof,
vii. 260.
Succession--uses
poses of, vL 570-4.

system

are al_pheable

from adjective,
vi, 7 a.
preferabletoweakt_fforcemr

to, viL
__
_'

of registration
.qee Geuealogteai

for the
facts.

par-

Saggestedness
-- case_
in whwh
security
for evidence,
vL 283, 288-9.

it may

he a

'

TWO

VOLUMES

Suggestions _ mendacity -serving,
helps to recollection
vL 450-51.

consistent

Suggestive interrogation,

ON EVIDENCE.

how far

with avoidance

Suspicion -- grounds of in evidence enume-

of_

rated, vii. 351 b.
-- note of. substituted

vi. 392.9 ;_

Suit at htw--_hereln

Swedish taw--liberty
by, vi. 3216.
Sydney--Algernon,

by the usual exaanina-

clature,
Symbohc

Taeitus

m the rule_ ol evidence,

-- all statement- _.by, should be snbjeet to punishment
in case ot mend_elt)',
vL 297-302.
-- pi|lo.ged by written
pleadings,
_t, &3l b-2 o.
-- ,_e_ueea 1ito tulle _,od_ *y their pr_.tes_vmal
_1/
_lsers W 4,_8 4_ 52_ "_li I_ 205 2,R}_t 'G3 °7_t_
275-9,286-7,29_b
T|ouseott
,,tlm_atersoni_*_-tcad
of the first recotlclles
t.. _i 439
-- ought _o be i,ul_lsh_d lot confusiol_
and ob_curiD
it* their statements,
vi. t$3 b.
-- uses _f judiei_i a_emt e_ _dence _nd regl_t_tiolt
to,
",i. 409, -%2.
-- exclusion
of fr.m
the presence
ot the judge. _ft.
2_%-_,
see Pa_tie_.
-- proposc_t hecnci, to t_ produce
expensive
ev d_nce
a_ their own co_t, vii. 375-6..
.
--a_honest
lhclr adva_tagPs
in the I_nghQi system
I leadh_g, vii. 275. The _n]) per_on_ benefitod
by
_¢ lus_oa of t_rt_ _ e_ld_nce, vii. 44S a.
-- nuiigsnt--an
instance
in which prejudice
to cannot
_e a)olded,
vi. 4, ..b .Advert_semet_t
of for poeu-_
nifty assistance,
WL a,6-7.
Suaunary
convictions
before j uetices in cerlain _ses of theft_ oil, 50t-6.
-- w_stem of. udmature--adx
ai tagcs of, v i '21I.
---prejudices
against.
_t_. 19a b-9 a,
---- -- recurdmg
eo_'icttons
on, _ 4t4.
Sa|)erannaatltm
__ t]o good
grotmd
for cxeluding
a witness.
_i. l_Sa ; vii ,127-32.
Superflmtv
survey
• i,,evidence--antivipativc
would be the means of discovering,
vii 369 h.
_ju_fleati_e
of exclusion
ofe_ldenee,
vi. 89.
Supernatural
i_acts--untrastworthiness
of t_e
evlder, ce generally _ldueed
in support of, vii. l_£_-fi,
the--belief
in eonstdered,
vii. 101-2
-- _ Inotive_ teI_ing to produce
belief in, vii. I¢_-11.

Supplement_oath
in, vii. 71 a.
Supposed--applicability
of the qualification
to nnoriglrafi

_ppresston

evidence,

noticed,

Tailor--contract

those that should not be recorded,
vi. 410-12.
-- divismn of imo .qmpte at_d oomph.x,
vi_. 289r_.
-- in which so.spiclous
testimony
reclined--proposed
record of, vl 119 ; _ii. 5q5-6.
--eontingent,
useofjud.ci_lregi_trationto,
vi. 3305.

-- vi,
lntexe_t
,%92. of not e,_x_ldertd

of formavi. l_ev_ctencc

vi.

purchased

vii. 413

adaptation
5t5

of

a.
nomen-

b.

of on testimony, vii. 569 b-

7_a,

into those that sb,mh], and

fbr

an

_i, 4425.
siglmture,

_ympathy--effe.t

of perjury
noticed,

Syllogism--merely

it om_ists, vi. 8.

Suitor-_--sufferers
where
delayoccas_oned
judge's
convenience,
vi. 92.
-- not permitted
to speak in court, vi. 138
--preLml_mry
meeting of, eli. 1845, l_'), 187, 189.

for neglect

-- how far statements
ofa peraon lab_m_ ing under r are
believed,
_ii. 369.
-- eonwction
ot perjury
as a ground
fi)r, vil,02}7.
Suspicious
evidence--safeguards
against,
vi.
116-19. Cauliom_'._
in_truetmns
to judge for weighing. 151-7,5 ; vlt, 56q-91.
Swearing.
See t)ath.

-- false presumption
of want of merits from not procuedmg with, vi. 49b.
-- au in)ury which mt_y be infl,c_ed on _ man by any
other, wl_)ou_ cr,use, VlL 265. 493
-- delay or; trom absence of a m_terial
witness,
_i 91.
-- l_tt3
commencing
should _ouch for truth
ot iris
stst_nI_llt_
Vt. '29_.

Suits--divismu

to nullity,

liti_,
vL 5'_-5.
-- ofverhy
of evidence--causes
of considered,
166; _ii. bi_-91.
-- from
shouldcourt.teated
take place ofs_mrce_-,
exclusion, vi. as
1)2,a_ains_
13) 2

----reasons
against absolute prohibition
of, vi.._-92-7.
Saving of time. 393.
A_aist_l_ce
to rveoUcction,
893-4. _ometimes
neces._,ary to prevent n_l_decision,
394.
Very rarely can prom_ t mendacity,
394-5.
Would be difficult to draw a hne of exclusion,
_95.
'l'fte presnmpt_ol_
of taw that a witness
ready to
perjure
hm]selt for the party aho calls him, and so
mu_tnotbeied,
eonsidered;Sg(;-7,
Judge'sconsent
shltuld be had for sugge_tmn
to oblivious
wxtness,
_7.
---conditions
on which jud,ze may allow, vi, 397-9.
Multztude
and variety
of facts, _pplicatlon
ol the
respondent._vldentneee_sltyforelearnes_andaorr,-etn-ss,
39..
No mort informsttion
than necessary
should be afforded,
lb.
Whether
suggestive
imertionr°gati°n'_
3.9_-gSh°Utdb.
be preceded

6_9

vii.

93

a.

with tor a coat. as an illus-

tratton of preai,pointed
ex tdenee, vi, 5Osd-tOn.
Tampering
with
evldem:e,
official
persons,
w_tne_-es,
t_c.--presuInption
of guilt from, vd, 49 _,
50 b- 1 q, 52 5.
Tanner
v. Taylor--ca.-e
of, cited,
vi. 389a.
Taxes
on justice,
_i. 1 t a.
or, xi_. 199-201,327-g.
-- -- -- abolitmn
of r_eommealded,
f of the law n.tiecd,
377 n.

Origin
377-8.

and

evils

_er,ttion

i Tecimical--meaning
oi the term, vii. 197 n.
i -- as applied to rcavon% vii. 401 a.
-- lamzuage--inaptltudu
and mischievousness
el, vii.
2_ t 3
I
_,.,._.nfor n t _.b_r_ ill t le _uthor'_ inst_uoehm_
]

a, to tl e trustw,.rthme_s
of testamony
viL 566 b¢!
_-t.m
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* -- ")' c -_
_
•
-.
b% vL 141-3.
i -- Li editorial
notice of the author*s
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o_, Yt,
_ _ 2(,2.
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Chapt_
l
t_t F,o,_k "_Ill. "_ol. ¥1L 196-334.
i -- -- rc;,_ons/or
an exam_tmtlou of, in eotmexio_t with
I exc|u_lon
of cox lento, _ii. 1_-7
^
i -- -- contra_t(-d
with the natural, _ii. 197-u.
-- -- general recapitulation
of the interests cattslng the
..*' _ii ' _
l
tht- vices
introduced
to by the fee-_at_rln_
pr neiple
partieulayty
exeml,ltii(.4 _vii. 214-25.
See
Fee _athcrh_t
-- -- reined-°
he_
_o_sted._
e_
for the evils of, v i. 820-9.
,_,_eRcln_tes
-- -- apology tot the exposure of, vii. a-2,9-34.
ca_uatly aidmadxerte_l
o_% vi 41l b, 443, 446, 466,
470 b, 585 ; vii 43 b, 166, 193 b
Teehmcahtles
--the
theory
that
they
are
a
check on thej**dge
considered,
vii 394 b.
Temeritv--natttre
of falsehood
frOlfl, VL _9_i'nni_hed
b_ O_CaSiOIIL4
public opinion,
vi, 6276.be punished,
-- 3.ineorrectn_sa"
by, should
el. 280 a, 295 b-6.
Temptation--effect
of on testimony
of wltne_s, vi t54.
,_ve lnterest
; Motive.
Tenor--transcript
ill, vii. 1,_9 b-40 _t.
-- inference
of authentmity
frov0. _ii. t78-80, Of si_s,rious_:ess from, Isl 6.
Terig
and Macdonald--trial
Term business--factitious,

of, vii. 104 n.
vii. "242b-3 a.

_-li. I ] 9,

of evidence as indicative of guilt,

_iL 4_-50.

Survev_anticJpative
of evidence, as a encOmium to its exclusion, vii. _9-71.
,_ Anticil_tlttl_e F_r_ey.
geeq_etrieal--uses
of for regi_tr_llon
a_to_ld_
vL 579b.

of contracts

Terms compared with vacation time, vii. 24145.
-- and c_reuits--_ture

of diseus_ed,

i Testimony
_
causes
of
I
_
Relief.
_--eause_
of trustwor*_hine_s
in, vi 17-_1

belief

vL 91 n.

is, vi. _$5-44.

and urxtrustworth!_

. "f'
_.
-'
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from
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by registration,
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attendmg'the
giving

INDEX

misrepresentation
vi. 79 b-80.
of, vi. 93-5

Titles
the

Theft-reputation
of, subjecting
to punt,hsent.
vP. 446n.
-- above 40* --law a_ to altered, vi 381 va)te 2.
-- summary
convictmn
for certain kinds of+ wi. 504-6.
v+ Staples

--

ease

vii. 356 n.

of,

Theology--manner

nl _ hich opinions in,
vn. 109n.
as a term
of reproach,

ri, d by force,
Theoretical--used
._04/_
"l'h_ cry
of evidence--Gilbert's

careft.

discussed,

1,_'1 7.
Theresiau
code
referred
Thmves--honouramong,
6G a.

to, vi.
nature

504
of,

TIlE

by succession,
&e,--use
ofregisfelsfor
purpose of, vt. 570 4. See Genealogical
Fac_s.
Hortte, trial of, vii. 25 1 o.

Tooke-

-- false-the
oause_of of,
examined,
_i. 15S-9.
-remotet_ss prompting
of from s_at
peecq,
tiun--efl'eet
ol,
vi+ 22._b-3
-- mode_ _,f incorrectness
in, vL 244-7
-- dangeI s to bo guarded
against
with regard
to, vi.
279 +82
-- of partie_e,_eluslon
of, vii. 226-33.
Impropriety
ot'e.xeludm_,
t_7-9
-- cf co-: :,rtie_ for and a_ainst
cacti other
,See Coparers,
-- exemptions
from the burden of hearing
in certain
e_+eumstalm-_
--the
propriety
of eon_:dered,
eft+
472-8J;,
,'e,, Exemption.
-- of ptaintiff--exammati(m
of the course
pursued
in
r gard to by Engli>h
law, wt. 4s9 _6.
-- o_ def_*ndz_t--exami¢iatmn
of the course
pursued
m regard to b:¢ Fngli_h l_w, eft. 406-506
----- _,,_ l)etenda_Jt,
-- interest
m general
considered
as a ground
of untru_t_ _rthmes_
ill, vii 567-73.
--- pecuniary
interest
as ,L g_ ound of untru_t_
orthi+
t_ess in, vii. 573-5.
-- mterestderived
from social eonnexlon_a_
a ground
of untrustworthiness
m. _n 575-77
-- interest
derived Ires
the sexual
conncxions
as a
ground
of untru_tworthine_s
in. VIL 577--1.
-- interest
derived
from connexion
with the suit as a
g.round of untrustwo_thm_.
_ii. 5el 4+
-- miprobity
as a cause of untru_tworthiiie_s
in, ",il.
585-91+
-- See Evidence _ W_tness.
-- exclu_i*_n of.
See E_clusmn+
-- sl.mtaneot+s,
vi+ 458 65.
,g._ Spontaneous.
---self-incutpatl_e.
Sac 8elt-mculpative.
-- extraction
eL
St,,, Extraction.
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vi.

b.
vi. 265

b-

Torture--originated
with ill
pie.* about evidence,
vii 522b-23,
-- imerrogation
confounded
with,
Wourneile
court,
vi. 503 n.

Trade--in

opinions (of comtsel) brought in:u

Trading
j ustices
-- account
of, vii. 327 b.
Transcripts--nature
of, wi. 139-41+
Three
kinds - l,t. Yerbatim
; 2d. In purport only ; ;3d, in
effect only, 139. The various ways of making trau+
scripts,
l t0.
-- _ourcesof
untrustworthineas
in, vii 141-3. iloubla
source of defect-origitml and transcript,
141. As
eomparc_I with hearsay, more likely to he accurate,
fraud apart, ]42. Inaccuracies
from want ofattenties, ib.
What forms they may assume, ib ]43.
-- in what cases and on wlmt eondit runs to he received
in evidence,
vii i43-9+
Original
accessible,
143-4+
Original
known
to be out _f the country,
144-%
The original iaa state of exprovinciati,m,
in5. 0ri
ginal known
to have existed,
but t_* have become
e_tinct,
145-6, _'ormer e_ terence of (mginal ks,wit.
but present
unknown.
]46.
existent,+
of original
has not been ascertained,
146-7.
Crag]hal m flower
of adverse party, 148-9.
-- arrangements
for securing
the fidelity of, vi 74l,_ ; vii. 149-50.
-- and originals--how
to distingut_hbetween.vlL
150+
52. Evils of exclusive
rules, 15t.
-- may be evidence
as to genuineness
90a.
-- eact_,
suceessions
force
vii. 155, of-- probative

Transcriptitious
evidence--or
,,ttpposed
ten evidence
transmitted
throffgh
written
5"2. See Transcripts.
--compared
with origlnai,
vi. 171-4.
-- Registration.
registration
as applied
-- as makeshift
evidence,
-- preappointed
evidence,
groat, vt, 508.
Transmitted
evidence,

']'lireat
to testify
against--how
fitr it affects
the trustwortifine,s
of te-timony,
_ii. 23 b-_ a
-- as circumstantial
evidence of delinquency,
*ii, 21,
tnfirma*ive
c_remnstanees
applicable.
23-4.

Treason-extent
of the
sidered, vii. 412 3-13.
-- punishment
or; vii. 527.
-- requisition
of two witnesses

trial

Throne
-- danger
of giving
official
a t._erson nearly
allied to, vi. 556n.
Tidd's

Practice

Tflley_case

Tilsit-

quoted,
of,

peace

cited,

vii.
vii.

of, cited,
power

vii. 526-7,
liam IIL's
to

259+
190

n _,

of, alluded to, vi. 368. a.

Titles
-- the various,
on
be 'aid in a suit, vii. 278 b.

which

a claim

u

of,

Trial

See

by

to contracts,
vL 570-82, <ee.
vi. 57 b.
as distinguished
from cry
vii.

152-9.
criminaiity
to prove,

Invented
to shield
reign, 5z8.

Treby--Chief-Justiee,
Trent--comteil
jm'y.

writrd. :3_-

the

of con• el
conmder ,,

traitors

of _¥il-

m_ticed,
vii. 428.
noticed,
vi. 11 b.
Jury.

-- new,
criminal--form
of, _i. 473-4.
-on thegroundofinsuffieient
evidence, vtL 164a
new,evils
of having none in criminal oases, vi. 578.

Time-eonsiderations
as to with
regard
to
alibi evidence+ vii. 112+
interval
of to be allowed
to witne_ae_
to answer
questions,
considered,
vi. 449-50.
-- tmrtieularity
as to, in eonfeasions
mad instruments
of accusation,
vii 38.
Times
-- remote,
are visible
to us in remote
plae_,
vii. 90a,
Tlmidi?y--a
cause
of incorrectness
in oral
test]mothy,
vi. 254+
--of
withe+s,
may I_tray to self+contradiction,
from browbeaeAng,
vi, 406-7+

of original,

we+_kened wltq

-- aberrations
of English
law as to admission
of+vtL
1_9 70.
-- provisional
decision
on tl_c evidence of, when original h_accesslhle,
xi_, 379-80
-- external
securities
tor.
See Interrogation
_ Oath ;
I'unishment
; Puhhcity
; _h,u,m ; _,_rJtmg.
Transcription--modes
of; vii. 139*41.

from, or real evideuee,
as
a branch of circumstazitial,
vii. 8-18 Se_ }teal Evideuce.
-- states of distinguished
from events, vi. 217.
Thought
-- deci.ious
without,
vii. 246-9.

Nieholas,

scn_-

525
vii, 454 b-b a.

existence
by the bad state of the law, vii. 315-18
-- course of. I_sed as an argum,+nt for the adml_lbilit_
of evidence otherwise
excluded,
*fi 167, 4_2.b-3
Tradesulan's
books,
as evidence,
vit. i51 b,
167

Tifing¢--evidenee

Tbrockmorton--Sir
vil. 461.

considered

&c+

Trials--publication

of,

vL 377.

-- English
axtd French--superiority
of the former in
point of drama_te
interest,
el. 44l b.

Tribunals within reach recommended, vii. 371.
--long
tnter_als
between the sittings
of vii. 241 5.
-- uninterrupted
sittings
of recommendS,
vii. 371 3,
-- out of reach--e_its
of, vii+ 234-6, Tt2+3.
5"eel aariaes"
----exclusion
See Court-; of parties
Judge. from, vii. 226-33.
Trover--nature

of

the

action

of,

vii.

278a,

287 n, 3.5.0,
may

Trust_eonsiderations
100_.

a_ to disclosure

of, vi.

i_

_

_

/ 22/:_:_
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TWO VOLUMES
Trust_inab_ty
to mq_cintend,
Trustee
az_d

of the common.law courts
vii. 293.
cestuy
que
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Uncertainty of the law, vi. 551-2.
_--Interest
of_wyersin,vH,_7,_0,
thesystemofnlflli_b,
the opinion trade, 315-18.

trust_eommunlca-

, .T_

Atded
lT,ende_llaeeal_

i_
7

Undisguised exclusions, vi. 110-13.
Trustworthiness
ofevldence--causes
of,vi. Uninterrogated testimony,
vL-4_L

.:

18-21--inteiiectual.

18, Moral (viz.

popular,the pomteal, _

the physlcaJ,

the

:

in the admiralty

I_ternal eamBera_

vL $1-8, 282-380.

feeblene_

of, vL 4! n.

of the raligtoms

sanction,

vi_ s82-s. SeeMend_t_-li_nee.

an excuse for the exclusion
deace, *ii. 4b_S.
pregppointed,

the _neeption
as distinct
fro_ correctness,
251-2.
Vivacity
dependont
on importance,
_5! a.
ErroI_eou_ _
dubious
recoiie_ion,
252. Refreshing
the memory,
_.
Inaptitude
of expression,
_53-4.
Timidity, _J4. Imagination,
2_6-6. Objce_ of the

a_y_Is, _ 6,
con!_4itutedof

Unpremeditatedness,

and completene_s_

a security for evidence,

den_, vL 556-61. Impartiality
and respons_itiy,55E
_on_ibiii_y
must be burthenso_e,
5*57. Dangerous ttweapm_stbility
of public beards.
557-8.
Rules
fo_ estimatit_
ami securing t mtstwor ttxiness_ 559_ L

Truth.

See Trustworthiness.
from.

)i,
a_.
_vz_u_testin_nyger_rallyco_for_ab_to,
_mve
_fea_favo_rab_eto.
vL _2.
dependance
or all mankind on a regard
vL_.
_ Sanctloa_
_

a_LtP_l_mm_t_i
&_
men irtcitned
40).

-- _f,
_t_

-_.

Tm_sh
sit. 9tb.

which

it consists, vi.

--

_

---pecuniary
h_.terest as _ ground _ vii._-5.
-- -- lntcreet
derived
from social _ol_e_l_t
ground of, vii. 575-7.
-- -- interest derived fi'om the sexual co_
a ground of, vii. b77-8t.
-- -- interestderived f_om eonue_on
with the
a_agro_doi_vfi.
58t-4.
-- -- improbity us nKro_ndof)
vii. 58_PL
probity.
-- in transcripts_sourees
of, vii. 141-&

a

f_

tu_ it
a4
Sl_,

&te_-

=_

-- of the evidence
on which facts di_onfornllI_
to
the coarse of nature have been supported,
v'fl. 105._L
-- causes,effect, &c. of. _e Trustworthi_
the side on whtchhois
402-3.

Unwritten
--

called,

evidence--

vi, 2A45,

of on
aSl _I)

precedence given to.

over written, by lawTers , vL 143-5,
law, vi. 6.5 b. ,Yes Common
L_w
Law.
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; Jud_e-lv_a4_
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Urbanity--falsehoods
of, vi. 267 b,
Utility, as affording the only test of moral
right and wrong, vi. _86.
-- extent to wtdeh reas_ms are grounded
on in l_
lattve argument_tinn,
vii. 481 b, 485 6.
-- r_eetion
of the terra by l_twyers, viL 310 _:[.
_profe_sedtobefoiiowedinRomanhtw,
vL_#.

,.gee Falsehood.

_of an u_ble
p_opositiow--when
us_nmed in
themes of.lax_gtte_e,_vL
240a.
_euzbeHcfth_tme_speakthe,
founded on expe_-

_,)i.

security for evidence, vL

283,288-9.

vi.

-- and untrastworthine_s_ith regard to officialevi-

evi.

vi_283,_7-8.

Unwilling witness--cross-ex_inat_on
correctness

-- _ scale of, vi, 167-8,
In Eak_liah law, 175.
_ Oomlmred with probative throe, vi 17 n _
how to be estimated
and secut_d_
in oflleigl eride.nee, or regi_
vi. 72-6, 559-61.
--_
untrnst-wor_Jnessas attrihutee_ comI_t_d with
credibility
and incredibility,
vii. 77 n.

-- _

praetlce of, used M
_

Untrustworthiness_wherein

laq_--servIce
Of the legislator,
247. Exclusion,
247-8. The ingeIteotu_l
and mor_ _ttlties a_ coneerv_d
J_ evidence,
_9.
When mendacity
has
phtee, 249 a.
When verity, ib. When fa_ohood,/_.
Bias, _9b-50_.
_ false _urtt_es
for, vL _8-_).
Oaths, 28-9. _xetusi_ds, 29-_0.
_qee Oath ; Exclusion.
_int_ual
c_uses of, vi. '2.50.6.
Deception
eonflnedtothejudgment.
255-1. lllustrations,
251. In&_ntty. 2_lb.
Fa_ure of memory,
/b.
Yivaclty0f

--o

vL 68-71.

_-9.
Interrogs_mess,
manenee,
_-90,

Distinctness,/b.per-

vL 247a.
for in eether_,

o_ elifurcing
on witnesses,
VL 358.
to, if they l_ve no motive to the
.
.
lYmd a wttne_

vesseL--anecdote

_f

to the ol_rvance
the

master

Vacations, long--evil effects of, vii. 241-5.
Vagraney--statutoryevidence
of, vii. 558n.
Vane--Sir
Harry,bill
of exceptions refused
to, vL 419_.
Vaux v. Waltham, case of, vi. 4555.
Venice--secrecT
ofiegislative
proceediags
in,
vl. 79.

Veracity _ dependence
258b.
--erhnes
A_:[
m_xmot1
tm_y
w may
_

of,

tionable_ viL _ b-1 a.
Verbal
contradictions
possible facts, viL 79.

of on motives,

@

vi.

_vethat _ nfa c_u_e
a wl_ of, 2_-60.
_distlngu_shed

from

.:

ira-

"

Twdve tables _ laws of, vii. 251 a.
--evidence exel_
h_theproof otce_ta_eenmu_
T_atadny
of theadministration
ofthelaw in
vi.
iss-._i.
_eeExeinslon.
vL 150.

-- --

l_hts_--tfial of, notiee_ vi_. 460 a.
tJlt_iorsa£eguardsv_in_ttheineonveniencies
U_mRy_¢ed)
)*oz. VII.

Verification to tra_serlpt, what autheaticati_ to oris_
vii, t_ a_
Ss

.

d j,tfies/vi.

_73, 274-5.
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gse Oral.

Verdict ofjurv--inflaeneed
byj_dge'sduuz, e ,
vi _sa.
"
----¢o_cedumm_a_ l_ vL_7_,ai4.
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Unpreappointedevidenee--differenceoffrom

Unsuggestedness--a

lb.

_

of ecif, criminative

_-7.
8peeiafity_lctreumsta_tiality,,B.
Keeof
]ectedness
and unpremeditatedncss,
287-8.
8ugjpestedmeasto good_-unsuggestedness to bad effect,

211.

""

vL 59.
_ -- in general, vii. 1_9-3_L Divided into _whel_
persons the media, and cues
where sisa _
1_,
Trt_worthinessd_withiuer_ofm_lhb
131. Mod_fl_tiol_s
onumerated,/b.

Unpopular tribunals---the

-- securities
for--how
_pplied to the extraction
of
evidence, vi, _-4,
----extern_Isecuritlesfor.
8eeCross .... m;r, ttion;
Counter J_videuce;
Interrogation
; Publicity
; Punls._nt
8hazne:
Writing.
-- internal ; Sanctions;
securities
for,
vL 28G-91.
Particularity,

_--

_74.

S_. I_xt_n_l eaumer_t_I, Unoriginal evidence, vi. 57. Modifications of,

_a,
284. The _u_tles
grouped, 285-6.
punishmerit, erthe political sm3etion, 22-3. Shame, 24. h_terrogationand
cotmte_interrogatinn,
24-5. Courtfor-evidence25.
Writing,
R5-6.
Publm;tt?y, _-7Priva_y preferable in _ome catses, 27 -&
_--securities
for---st_temeuts
oft part_ exempt from,

_

cottrts

:; ":

evidence abolished

University oaths, vi. 29a;iUustrativeofthe

SeeMutives;
stated,

_ee

8ponnmeous.

the retigio_ _uncUons,) United States--affidavit

_--moraleausesof,_L18-19,256-76.
Sanctions.
_ see_itt_
for, generally

_

" •:"__
_'.
.:

tionsbetweenshouldnotbeezeludedfromevidenee,
vii,
480.

" _:

, " :_
," = ,
..- i
-

.'2":_:,_
" _:_.%
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of, vi.
--Verity_definition
conf_mlded
with authenticity

249by a.
Gilbert,
vi.
cures attributed

Vesimsian -- miraculous
Vexation.

See Collateral
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I Weight.
evidence _ eonsL
derations of ascircumstantial
to, vii. 66-7,
to, I Welsh circuits--delays
in, vii. 220-1.

184 b.

Evils.

Why_meaning

of the adverb, vi. 237 n L

viL 93a. 337-s°f"
] rWhetford_ease
vii, alicnaImg
4-31 b.
--dcnc_aV°ldancevil.
all alleged
ground for exclusion
ofevil_Vife _
examination of cited,
of,
on
land
exelu-lon
of, _vJdence on the ground of considered,
wqth concurrence
of her husi)and
vi. 375 b
vi. 92-8 _ vli. _¢45-53, Modifications
of whieil
it is I -- evidence
of, not taken ii_ prosecntiou
tel biganty,
su_ceptlble.
_b.
vii 4_3a
-- as a ground
of exclusion
of evia2uec--arrangef -- influence
which the position
of, in relat_ml to i er
ment_ of English
law conueeted
with, vii 3.52-,3
husband,
nm_ ]lave on tvstm_ony,
vii. 377-81.
from the tendency
of the testimony
tomerely
impose arisiug
at_ _bhgatiolL
i_ow f_r grouud
of exclusion, vii 347-5,1.

i -- nlandre_.ard
husband--the
to eacil
Hust_and.

by _df-mculpatiou--avoi_L%nce
of n(_ good ground
for e_einding
testimony,
w. |,q6-9 ; vii. 441-4. Enu-- meratmnofthesortsimproperlysoexcluded,4td-5.
to _udge how far ground of exclu:iol_,
vit .%5o-'2
and danger of deception
umtcd--view
of the case_
in _,hich evidence
has be_en improperly
excluded
,m
theground
of, wi 4s7et_,q,
(viz. BooklX
PartV.)

Vibration

of causes from

court

to

COal*:,

vii.

'2"_6
-9.

Vice _ the English
school

Wilkes---outlawry
of, noticed,
vii. 254 n.
-- charge
of altering
lhe record in the case,,f, wi 2(<,.
power of" over opiniol* ' vi!. i0,u'
t! Will--the
_ -- coml__xloil ofwlth
me_:dacity
arid yetis3, v_. 2V,.
i Wills
or Testaments--de_criptio_
of promulgat_onpapcrin
ease,f,
vL*J7.
-- comprisable
uuder the term contract,
vi. _2 _.
--eff'eet
of nullification
of for wantoffornmllties,_.
_5 a.

a __ nature of the documents called_vi. 66-7,_'_sa,

of, vii, 339 5.

Vices introduced
the

system of judicature,

excin_im_
of lhe _ tcstll_oI,_
nf
othcr_
coiL_ider_d,
1i. 4"__-6." S_e

i Wiils--fortnali_ies
of, vi, 530-51
i-utility of. vi 5_t-2
I_omts of difference
_
other deeds, 531. Reasons
why there
should

into the technical system by i ---

fee-gathering

principle,

vii, 214-25.

See Fee-

fr(ma
b,: n,,

gathering,
View--summary,
expected
to
213-14.

i
disqualification
to make witl on deathS, d, 53i -2.
of the topics
that
might
be i -- ---mlschiefs
of peremptory
formalities
it) the
be haudled
in awork
on evidence,
_i. *
case of, vl. 53_2-5. Give facilities
to foreeau,ifrau,i,
1
from the ease with which formalities
may be rot* rViner--Chartes,
noticed, vii. 458 ao
i feted
with, 532
Absurdity
of ox_e sort ot forlna_ty
for real, axtoti_er for persona| property,
_33 Aft, r:_
Viohtion of reputation -- how far danger of, I tied in tile law, 533¢* % Genuine wills often raft,r*
justifies
restriction
of judicial
publicity,
vi. 364*7.
'
nml. spurious
ones made formal
534.
Frustrat,o;,
Vitiation--rules
tbr preventing
and discoveri
of fair will more mischievous
than g,vi_g effect it.

•

i • o • co

correctness,

Viva

vote

vl

-- -- _ use ofautogr_phy
in, a_,d recommeudatlotls
in
relation
to it, vi. 535-7,
-- -- attestation,
vi. 537-41.
Use of two witnesses

eption, as distinct from its

251 b-2 a.

testlr_lony.

__
_ee

i

Oral,

as an impediment
to forgery.
538-9.
Absurdity oi
excluding
evidence of witnesses
merely perett_ient,

517-25.
Sea Formalities.
539-40.
should be requisite
Voiding
contracts
for want
of formalities, vi. I
gestation How
shouldfar beit simultaneous,
540.1, that the a_Voile dire--examination
on, vii. 404.
----in wills of necessity
as distinguished
fr(m_
Voltaire quoted, vi. 253 n.
regular,
vi. 541-2.
Enumeration
ofelrcumslanoe_
which may explait_ absence
of formahtic_.
_',
Voluntarydistinguished
from involuntaryevi----aberrations
of English
law in regard to su,l
deuce,

vL 218b.

Wager_shows
grees,

that persuasion

admits of de-

_i 293 b.

exammatl,on
of statute
of frauds, vi 542-5
l':,-t_tious distlnetions
betwee_
real and per._onaL 5t3-5
Nullification
instead
of suspiclon,
546. Examlnat,<,n
of the rules as to nuncui)ative,
546-7n.
_,_'ituess,
excluded
on score of interest,
547. Recourse t_ lhe

evidence,
-¢il. _48,
-- witness
not excluded
by L_.ytng, on the cause, vii.
403 b-4 a.
-- fictitious,
for the purpose of obtaining
deelslon on
point of fact, vi 5 n, 4f_ a.
--ofLaw--natureoftheproceeding,
ri,286b;
_ii. 70,
549 -51.
-- _ a)ooliahed, vi. 381 note 3, 462 ; vii. 70a _'.

uublication,
exe curios, 549- =L
_st---the
sort of deed to'whleh an act of reeogm_ ion
peculiarly
applies, *i. 516 n L

War--sinlster
interests
vl. 41 n, 78n, 496_7.
-- civil among the most

Wilson--Robert,

in tbc continuance
mischievous
of offences,

ll_,a.
" War in Disguise "_ reference
..2hlet

so named,

of,
vii.

to a pare-

vi. 496-7.

Warnings
to prevent
tfon of circumstantial

under
evidence,

Warrant--crimimd,

circumstances

granted,
vl. 47t b,
-- of attorney,
vL *SO-1.
-- from Master in Chancerymeans of, vii. 217 b.

and
over
vii. 67 5.

imposition

valua-

in which
of fees by

Warwick_Lord,
case of, vii. 435 n*.
Wealth, as disprobative of fraudulent
fences, vii. 62.
-- universality
of the desire

of-

for, vii. ,54 b,

Wedgewood--copyhlg
machine of, vi. 576 n.
Weighing of evidence--code
of instructions
as to, vi. 118-19,151-75
Itl_Vuctious.

; _ii.

56,'1-91. See Cautionary

William *:he Conqueror noticed, vii. 196 b.
William IlL, opinion of theeharacteref,
vi_,
527 b.
-- -- Act of Parliament
of, against treason, rasde fo_
the protect Ion of the traitors of hi s reig m vli. 527v _.
case

of cited,

vii.

55 b.

Wisdom of our ancestors, vii. 90, 598.b.
Witeheraft_taws
as to. vii. 10t u'.
_confessions
of clted
sior_, vii. 37 b,

as ixlstmace_

of false

eo_fes"

_Hale'sconde.mningfor,
-- the state ofinta_dlect

vii. 97a,
.. ]!
in which it wasbelieved,vtL
f_

Wit.ness.--absenee

of, how far a ground for

delay, vii. _56-62
_ absence of at tri_--aefi_et
_ absent---writing
necessary
from, vi. _28b.
-- affidavit.
3ee Affidavit,
-- competency
and credibility

v_ 147.

---credibility
andinerodibiiitY
of, vii. 77 n.

of in prt_etiee, vii. MI.
to existencv
of ewdem*e
of; the terms
eonstder_l

disc card'

as attributes

--_exctusiondep°sing
andofevideneePeVelpieut,of,
vi,5_e219b._Lxelualou.
--extra_tionofevldeneefrem.
SeeE:ttracli_tl,
-- form of swea.ring
in trial byjwry,
vi. 32a.
-- form of _ve_ug
In 8eot_l_
Vii. 423-4 _.
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Witness_improbify
of as a ground
of unWitnesses
not
allowed
to bear
evidence
to a
trustworthiness,
vii. 5#,5-91.
contl_ct
except through
a certain written
form_ vi.
-- inconvenience,
trouble,
_c. to--how
far a suitable
7Oh.
ground forths exclusion
of evidence,
d¢ Vexation
-- distinotion
between
willing and tmwilllng
in E_.gthe vaxieus grotmds of nn_rastworthiness
in
&e
llsh la_, considered,
vl. 162-3
UntrUstworthiness.
-- nmnber
of'--effect of on prelect!re
force, vl 221 b.
effect of an interest
in five sui$ on the te._timony of,
-- should he allowed go interrogate
lmrties
trod witoil 5_l-4.
nes,.es in _. cause, _L :_6, _39-41. Entitled
t,, attend
leaxiilig a, vL 59& _ee _oggestivc
Interrogati_m.
to their own collateral
interest,
3:¢9
2"0 defend
malafide--impossible
to keep trom mendacious
il_their character,
339-40.
Admission
_hould be cotsvent!on
from the moment
of h_s expecting
to be
nfitttd
to discretion
of judg,,,
340,
Objvctlo_J_ on
ealted on, vL 447.
grouod e f_inlster
imere_t
_u_swered. lb. On grounds
percipient
distix*gui,_ed
from deposing,
vi, tb n _ ;
of tutelary
interest,
_41.
vii. LqOb,
-- partiMity
of to rive party by v, hom Oley are called,
publicity
a means of keeping
to the truth, el. _5_q.
vi. 316 _.
-- qaailty_ld
eolldltion
of,--effeet
ef on probative
--how tar their affections
or partialities
can be halforce. _i. 22[.
sainted
upon, el. 346-7.
-- re-ex_m]ir_ion
of, vL 451.8,
See Re-examination.
-- timt they m_ght enter into a confederacy,
empioy_._4
-- restoratives
to competency
ot_ vii. 433-40.
See Reas an argument
against
publituty.
_i. _57 6-g_
storattves.
-- that fear ot displeasure
of Warty might operate
On
-- rules for prodnclng
evidence
for or against
the
them, useda, anargument
again_pu--ilc_ty,
vi _8.
character
of, Oil. 60
-- seclusion
of, _hen expedmnt,
vL 3b_ a.
-- scientifle--_testation
of handwrltirtg
by, vii. 177. ; -- how tar It is justifiable
to seclude to prevent
tam-- s_tnatlon
of as _'ecting
his e_ idenee, vi. 160-4.
pering,
vi. 450 b- I.
-- veracious---natural
coarse of conduct
or. vi 44_.
-- difficulty
of theh- eensplring
together
increas£_Vby
n cans of knowing
whethcrhis
deposit
_,n coincides
their number,
vii 7 $b.
with ln,e_i,us
statements,
vi. 90a.
-- exclusion
of partie_ as, vii, 226-_.
See Parties.
-- vexatmn
and ineomenienee
attending
the altesta-- illustration
of the expense that may be oceasionefl
tv)n of, vi. 93. 95.
by producing,
off, _6n,
-- special commission
to exmni_e, _d. 95 b.
-- proposal
t_ collect their names and designations
by
-- the theory, that one mnst not discredit
his own. vL
ant_eipativc
sur_ ey, wi. 37 Oa.
117b-1_ a.
-- li_t of excluded
and ._hafitted
in corresponding
-- hnp,*s_ibility
of making
line of demarkation
beea_es in criminal
praeti_,
vii. 405 n.
tween _pecws and sFecies of. vL 173,
-- view of the ea_s
ira which
certain
parties
are ex-- strength
of persm_ol*
of (ffgenuine)
will measttre
erupt, from being agMnst others,
vii 47a-_6
th_
ot'_un_',
vi '_24a.
-- two sets el: bearing contrary
testh_ony
excmpli.
-- elemehts
l_y whmh the strength
of persuasion
of
fled. _iL 521 a,
may b0 affected, vL 224
-- testimony
of $hodid be judged
of by weight,
not
-- a Pl licat _m_ of a scale of person _ion fo, vi. _'2,5,
nmn ber. oil 521.
-- d_tterenec
be*.ween effect of d_stinct
and dubious
-- the requisitlon
of two, by Roman
and i_ some eases
tcstm,ony
of, _ L 227 b-8 a,
English
law, considered,
vii. 525-31.
-- i_ow e_,n_ciott_ of d_It_renees
m extent
of Iris own
-- too gr_t
a number
el, an evil, oh. 3,31.
persua_im_
vi. 232-3
-- secrecy vf ex_nlinativu
of, according
to the Itoman
-- mendaelt_,
_erit_, and falsehood
in, respectively
sysmm, vii. &lO-2.
defined, v_'. 249. "
Words--d_fficulty
of separating
from
reM ea---effect nf refreshin_
tile memory of. Vi 252.
titles, VL 237 a.
-- and party--false
distinction
creatm4
between
ha
_ employed
in evidence--impor_ance
of certainty
a_
some ca._es, vi, 281 n.
to, _l. _20,
-- d_ffieult_ of extorting
truth from, when lmwiLIing,
-- questions
concerning
the import of, confounded
i. 34 t n.
with facts, in re_,,nmgs
on impossibility,
vii. 79-82.
-- appli(:ation
of friendly a_d hostile interrogation
to,
--- coining
uf, deiended.
_it 130 a.
vi. 347-%
prext.ndon
of mendaclty-serving
reformation
1%
--tmrp°r_of'Pr°:ariousness°ftestim°nyt°'vli'136a_
ju,tifies
restr,_ctton
of publicity,
vi, 361 L-2.
Workl:0an
amt employer--effect
of the
relaquestmncd
for purpose of dxscredlting
him, vi, 400tionship
between
on e_idence_
vii. 575 b-6 a.
406. 5ct l)isered_tive
Interrogation.
X_'rlts
distinguished
from unpreappointed
evi-- Ill_-_
for his testil_g ti_e accuracy
of the minutes
denee in i_eing anterior,
and nearnr ha date to the
of his e_idence,
Vl. 416-t7.
-- preuumpt ion of h_w dmt he will perjure hlmself
for
facts they testify, vL 68-9.
the side on which he i_ called, vi 3116.
-of_
176-80,of delay. &e., vii. 2t4-6.
-- authentication
of err(,r--sham,
as vii,
a source
cremes that may trove a tendency
to render veracity
_. formalities
of.
,_ ¢ Forlr_ditles.
at questioltablc,
vii. 60 b-1 a.
-- how far apparently
superrmtural
f_cts to be beWriter
of a contract--name
and
description
lieved on testimony
of, vii. tf_3 a.
eL should
be emtmdied in it, vL 5_5 _.
-- strength
of impressmn
on. depends
on _tate of
Writing--its
value
as an assistant
to the arts
mind 4urh_g the me, dent, vii. 139a.
and science._. VL 285b.ba.
-- how far vexation
arising
tYom the natnre
of his
-- as a security
for the trustworthiness
of tc._timony,
testimony
is ground for exclusion,
vii. 347-50.
vL 25-6, 327-32.
l)istmetness,
32_. I'.'_, torl±m'pose
_ritrmsses--examination
of,
vi. 30-4. See
of recollection,
t6. For t_-ruaancnet_
lb..Necessary
Extraction.
to existence
of evidencv
in case of _SeIIt
witn_
ahbi--proposalforthelr
being aecomtmnied
by teaib. Simple cau_e_ may proceed v, ithout, 329. BUt
timonies
to ch_racter,
vii. 113 a.
unless in the geuerat ease the ground_
of decision
-- attesting,
to deed_--nse
of, vi, 516 b. 52.5-6.
were known, judges would be despots, lb, Registra-- infamy of, makes their hands proveabte,
vii. t90.
tion of judicial
prtveeedangs
vroposed,
_o.
Disad....
absurdity
ot excluding
mereSpe*etpient
_t
vantages
wrlting
is hable to, 26. Cap_ble of abuse
_-40.
'
-- increase
of irrelevant
matter, time for mendacious
-- to _t'tlts, vt. 5a7-41, Alteration
of the k_w, 5_ n %
Invention
and informs*ton,
collateral
evils of delay,
Use of two, an impe<liment
to perjury by reudering
&c., 331-2.
an _oe_omplice necessary,
57_.
_ m what Contracts
it ought to be reqnlred,
vt. 5'25.
non att_._g,
e/¢eludedtnr
authentication
of wri4_,
-- exclusion
of evldenee
of ct_ll_tS
not committed
_ii. 19<I _.
tO. vi. 132-4.
See Exclnslon.
authentic
a, lon of deeds by., v_i. 176/_-7 a.
-- exclusion
of evidence
by prescribing
a partieula_
form for, t-L 1_2-4.
_browbe2.tmgthem,
408 n.
o_ vi. _J*3a, _06o8.
RetaUatJon
by
-- nullification
of informal
when superadded
tO in1 _
eross-exami_titm
of.
,_ee Cross-exminatinn.
lnal, vi. 13-1-5.
-- exclusion
of evidence how occasioned by encore-- autograph, advantages of, especiallyfor wills,_L
pe_
vexation
to, vL 9_.
-- exeh_sion
by limimtL_t
put o_ the numt_r
of, vii,
Writings_machh_es
for multiptit_afion
of_ v_
f_t -7,
,_ Limit_tion.
57_-7 n.
-- _xoluslon of evldexvee for want of a imxti_ul_
l_um.
-- c,men and eondition_
on which transerlpt_
of mll_
OL vii, 5_-_1.
2;ee Multiplicity,
be re_eived,
vii. 148-9.
See Transeriptn,
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Written
document.
See
ScripL
evidence.
,_¢0_Epis¢o_"
; Pre_ppolntod,
-- and u_Ps,rit_n
or,donee
conlpared,
_ 1 71.
evaded,co--precedence
of over unwritten,
vi. 143-5.
----compared
w_th _ral, vL 170-i. _ivre liaJ}le
to
evasi(,n,
vii :tO.
-- -- le.s liable _ incorrectness
of expresslo_
than
oral, vi _54a.
....
nature
of authentmation
with regard
to, vii.

Written
-- supposed
evidence,
transrni_ted
through
oral, vi. 137-8.
-- supposed---oral
evlden_*e tr_rtsmltted
_.]trough, _ .
136-9.
--supposed evidence, tr_tnsmlttedthrough written,
or transcriptitiou_,
vii. 139-52.
-- pleadings
conslde._ed,
vii. 270-9.
Free Ple_dln_,

]74
b-5.
- modes
of authentieatinn
in ca._e of, vii. 175-81.
-- -- modes (*f dca_lthentieation
in case of, vii, tS1-3,
-- -- subjection
of to the dt_eimastie
process, vL 172b.
-- casualty--evidence.
See Ca_ually-writlen,
-- crlmmative
evidenceeffect of i)oasessloll
o_, considereal, wi, _2 b-13.
_ex-parte
preappolnted
evidence,
vii. 12¢_-7,
-- extra_udieMly.
6'_e Extrajudlcially-written.
offieiat, and casually
written
evidence -- medea of
authentication
ia ease of_ vii. 1_0-1.

Wrongs--not
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